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TENT CIRCUSES ON B'WAY
Vaudes Resurgence Spreads
Studios on

Fdm

Revenue DepL Rules Stars Can

Rebound From Sts^e, Radio

HoUywood,

it

to

Sept. 1.
The longer time goes on, the more
seems likely that the guy who said

Hayes' Boothe Play

they never come back must have
Helen Hayes has a new play by
been thinking about shirts from the Clare Boothe which she will prob-

Deduct Bond Tour Expenses

PlliING LOIS
Saltzman and Fischer, Both
From Paris, Have Con-

tinental-Type, One or 2laundry. Anyhow, it couldn't have ably do this fall.
Ring Circuses in View
been vaudeville, and its people.
After being indifferent to radio
Meaning (a) the people who were this fall, because of the strenuousheadliners IS years ago and (b) the ness of her past season's road tourstandard vaudeville routines long ing, Miss Hayes will most likely be
kept in camphor but now being hung back on tbe air also.
out for an airing are apparently as
good as new. This has been seen onHarry Saltzman. European entrethe stage in New York, with 'Prioripreneur and most recently affiliated
ties of 1942'; in Chicago and Hollywood, and with the George Jessel
with Cliiford C. Fischer, is organizunit, on tour.
ing a small, circus to play under
It has been heard on the air, via
canvas on the Hippodrome parking
the 'Star Spangled Vaudeville' of
lot at Sixth avenue and 44th street
the Fleischmann hour, with Walter
Saltzman, who
O'Keefe using famous old time acts,
in New York City.
with the original routines, for a
booked the ABC (vaudeville) theSunday evening presentation. And
atre in Paris, figures on a one or
now it's to be seen, heard and entwo ring show, in the Continental
countered in the Alms.
fashion, that is more music hall than
There's a little of it In a picture
animal entertainment.
called 'The Hard Way,' at Warners.
Only bug holding up the promoJacksonville, Fla., Sept. 1.
However, this is a film, not of vaudetion is the lack of a priority rating
Washington authorities were re- for procuring the special heating
ville, but about it.
There's some
standard acts, too, being incorporated ported here last week to have as- equipment which will obvioiuly be
in a picture Mickey Booney is doing sured Mayor James M. Owens, Jr. necessary for canvas presentation.
at Metro. But these are only timid and
Town Manager L. Trevette Engineers are certain they can heat
(Continued on page 55)
Lockwood of Palm Beach that ade- the arena but are having trouble in
quate transportation facilities will locating material.
be available to accommodate a 'norFischer has a similar idea for the
mal' movement of tourists to Flor- parking lot ba:-k 3f the Roxy theatre
(Continued- on page 63)
at Broadway and 50th.

—

Jolson in

Drama?

Oscar Serlin wants to star Al Jolson in a straight Broadway play.
Howard Lindsay and Russel Crouse
are to work on the script, subject to
the star's approval.

HEATING PROBLEM

—

FLA. TOURISM

MAY BE

MACHINE OPS
ALLERGIC TO

JUKEBOX'

SAYS D.C.

Glenn Miller's recording

What

Some doubt had previously been
expressed .whether .people in show
business should be allowed, to deduct
expenses incurred in bond selling
campaigns, with point being made
that a $1 a year man .in Washington
giving up all his time in Government service, was not permitted to
do

so.

Under

-

impresario is getting proper
encoiu'agement to further the
idea, especially in view of the impressive cash totals being rolled up
by Berlm's 'Army' show, which will
quit Broadway Sept. 26 with some
$800,000 in the till, and probably
$3,000,000 In sight all told.

Honor Flag

in

as contributions made for the
use of the United States.'

CONEY

WARTIME

Brooklyn's Coney Island will stag^

of a 'Tunnel of Love'
Concessionaires have laid $12,500 on
the line to finance the event which

inside

run from Sept. 14

to 21.

-

'*Make

will
parade down Surf avenue
lighted by low wattage bulbs fed
from storage batteries. With military contingents set for 'the parade

It

A Bittwon!

and an okay from Mayor LaGuardia
the operators figure they can stage
f fair replica of a Mardi Gras and
perhaps draw enough trade to close
the sea.son with a good stake. Parade
will have to wind up before 8 p.m.
It can run
that long, due to the
comparatively high buildings along
Surf avenue and the banners and
bunting which .will stifle the little

WeniDo

(Continued on page 62)

m Service

Show

biz will soon honor its members in service, as well as remind
laymen that show folk are in uniform as well as active on the home

with

ISLE'S

TWILIGHT MARDIfiliAS

Plans call for the usual, baby
parade, with war bond prizes, during daytime, with the big splurge
coming at twilight when the floats

fnnes Sq.

For Showfolk

however, exIndividuals in

Code

will

USN

ruling,

made by

its annual Mardi Gras despite dimThat the coin machine operators out restrictions which have tho
famed seaside resort looking like the
(Continued on page 25)
ride.

Irving Berlin has done for
Relief with

hour

the

rendering services, to the War Savings Staff, including all branches,
thereof, or Defense .Savings Committees constitute allowable deductions under Section 23 (o) 1 of the

dates.

Army Emergency

"This Is the Army' is Major Edward
Bowes' intention with a Broadway
musical for Navy Relief.
It's understood that the amateur

front,

of 'Juke

Box Saturday Night' is not to Jre
released by Victor Records, because
the company now fears antagonizing
coin machine operators with the.
words 'Juke Box.' Meantime, Miller
is using the arrangement, wherein
his singers and musicians imitate
various recording names like Harry
James, Ink -Spots, etc., on theatre

AN 'ARMY' FOR NAVY
the

Revenue Dept.

penditures

OMY

BOWES' MUSICAL TO DO

Film stars and others engaged In
bond selling activities throughout
the country will be able to d'educt
all expenses so incurred in making
their income tax returns, under a
ruling just made by the Internal

Is

Any Agent Worth

Waiting That Long For?

service flag across
Times Square at 45th Street.
Jim Sautter, exec secretary of the
United Theatrical War Activities
Committee, is rounding up data
from entertainment organizations,
unions and corporations, and organizing a committee to handle the
event. Plans call for a 25c limit on
contributions, to give everyone a
stake in the flag which won't cost
a

more than about

St. Louis, Sept.

Salute to

gins with the pledge of each of
us to give the best we've got to
the "30 fighting days" during

which America

will

buy bonds

"to honor every Mother's son In
service."

$400.

Civic
execs have okayed the
location for the flag which will.have
a totalizer attachment to permit an
accurate weekly total of the number
of show people In uniform.

Our Heroes Month be-

Lei's

Make

the Axis Never Forget to

"Remember September"

I.

Dolly Dixon, 40, who with her
husband. Wiiliam Coflran are theatrical midgets, was treated at City
Hospital last week from fatigue suffered while waiting in a local booking office. Cops were called at the
Theatrical Exchange in the Arcade
building, downtown, and found Mrs.
Coffran in a state of collapse. After
being put -to bed for several hours
she was able to return to her hotel.
Coflran did not tell the gendarmes
how long he and his wife had waited
in the office.

MISCELLANY
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Room at Haza, Chaiice
Epic, All Welles

SA

to Finish

Wants Out of

By UOBI KBUSBEN

New

RKO

Co-ordinator of Inter-American Affairs either in radio or picture proconsolidate
to
duction
designed
hemispheric solidarity. For the mo-

ment, however. 'It's All True,' which
he fondly calls 'my' picture, is his

^BUY
r

Life

Was Pre-WPB

That

All Orson WeOes wants out of lite
is enough expense money to be able
York,
t3 live at the Plaza hotel.
and to finish his Brazilian pictut-e.
He doesn't care
•It's
All True.*
whether he does the latter for
or some other studio. After that he
may tie in with the office of the

FOBs^cioinr

Reported

that

Orson

1

WeUes

has shot over 75,000 feet of film
for It's All True,' In Brazil, of

fot

member. And the Mexican bull fight
scene still has to be shot We1le.s
declaimed in oracular fashion that
picture,' always emphasizing the
possessive, 'must be saved from the

*my

It wta cost money to defeat
Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government caUs on you

DEDICATE RELIEF FUND'S

Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
every day if you can. But
them on a regular basis.

HOUSE SEPT. 27

committee,

representing

clutches of clumsy studio execs.' all branches of the industry, to arWelles is determined not to let any- range a program for the dedication
one other than himself at RKO or
of the Fund's Country House at
elsewhere tamper with his brainchild on pain of legal action to force Woodland HUls, Sept. 27.
the studio to live up to a contract
Committee consists of Jean Herswhich allegedly calls for two more holt Ralph Morgan, Y. Frank Freepictures from him.
man, Sol Lesser, Walter Wanger,
'After all.' said WeUes. the South Walter Johnson, Huntley Gordon,
American public is just waiting Casey Roberts, Albert Criz, Mary C.
t
have it proved to them that McCall, Jr," Arch Reeve, Frederick
Hollywood cant do anything bet- Richards and Irving Pichel.
ter than 'A Night In Bia'
I've got

Inai

estF

of

that picture in the

pan-Americani^.

inter-

keep

to

with Brazil, justify the con-

faith

fidence of the U. S.

Government

in

the undertaking and for the sake of
the movies.'

Oh, ta

Uve

at the

PUia

In order to achieve his purpo.>e
Welles points out that he doesn't

want anything but expense money
(enough to Uve at the Plaza if he
wants
Dismissing
Charlie
to).
Kcerner's action in pushing Welles'
Mercury Productions off the RKO
studio lot as 'sheer misimderstandIn^ and boobyism,' the young actor-

ToFihners'NixOf

Sky in Bond Drive
By

GEOBGB FBOST

Scores of filmland's great and neargreat this week gave the airlines the
bird as they started to run up their
mileage in the September
initial
Aiding Burlesque
bond drive, by using railroad transportation although aerial seats were
Comic, Derita, in
open to most of them. Of all the
showfolk who gathered in this area
Cleveland, Sept 1.
for the
beginning of the drive
Joe Derita, Cleveland burlesque yesterday (1) nary a one, so far as
(Continued on page 47)
comedian, is taking a dual flyer into

A.&C

frwood

Hollywood

with aid of George
Young, his business agent and operaPhil Baker's Auto Crash
tor of local Boxy.
Latter placing
in 'Swing Shift Revels,' $2 revue
Comedian Phil Baker was among
being produced this month by Harry
Abbott, brother of Bud Abbblt (& three persons injured slightly yesterday (Tuesday) morning in an
producer-author said, 'But I'm not Costello) in film caintaL
collision in New York between
mad at anybody. Yet Vm the only
Derita also slated to take a Uni- auto
With
guy who doesn't get anything oat versal screen test, with way being Baker's car and a taxicab.
his auto was Miss Gertrude
of it
I can even understand why paved by two old friends, Abbott & Baker in
Koppl, 21. of New York. Baker's
they sent Phil Reisman to Brazil Costello.
hand and Miss Koppl's face were
to try and stop me from spending

any more money.
Naturally nobcdy likes spending so much money
on a picture. But I orfginally refused to leave for Brazil if I was
to be limited to shooting on a budget and on schedule.
Trouble was
that in the minds of the new aiCO

administration this was another location trip. They thought I could

him

Camera Technicians For

Army End

Pic Training

Hollywood, Sept I.
Three classes, of 20 camera technicians each, finished six-week training courses at Metro, Paramount and

'

new

RKO

admin

Istration is concerned, Welles believes it sailed in strictly on an antiWelles ticket fused with a determination to produce nothing but

h

•

my

.

boss, called

me

into his office

proves that you're really big-time.

. .

.no

and

said:

*Berle,

more soundies

for

The whole cast gathered in the projection room to see the rushes. And
you never saw such rushes... .for aspirin. My agent did a very unusual
thing when I appeared on the screen.... he gave me back my 10%. It
was the first time they ever had a bank -night in a projection room. During the showing, the film started to jump all over the sireen. The projectionist leaned out of the booth and said: 'Don't mind the jerk folks!'
thing, I wasn't bothering anyone.
. .fine
As I walked
I went over to N. B. C. to appear on the Kraft show.
in the artist's entrance, the doorman stopned me. 'I'm Berlel' I said. 'You
poor soul!' he said, 'here's a dime.... Ran into Joan Davis In the lobby
.and we spoke for about six pratt-falls. Along came Rudy Vallee
.
that he'd had a fight with his nose and is now
and he sadly told
vocalizing through his eyes.... Walked into the rehearsal hall and a shout
went up from the cast (Why do I always forget to take those bobby pins
hair). Bob Crosby walked over and said: 'Milton, this will
out of
be like old times on the BaUantine show.... no laughsT
Two hundred and fifty pound John Scott Trotter came over and told
Fat Boy's Institute. John used to room
he had joined the F. B. I
with Skinnay Ennls and saved the cost of a baton. . . .he used Skinnay.
For the occasion I brought along a mirthful microphone (I got to get
.

my

me

laughs, don't I?).
Mary Martin congratulated me on the fine monolog I did. She said:
'Milton, tint's the finest one I've ever heard you do six times!'.... Desi
Amaz was one of the guests on the show. He beat on a drum so strongly
,.500 savages walked into the studio thinking Frank BUck was calling
tor candidates for a safari. After the show I got a lovely wire from the

sponsors saying: "We must have been DAFT to put you on Kraftr
Sunday morning I got up about 7 ad libs after 10. I had my usual
breakfast consisting of herring with wheatcakes and pink polly seeds
under glass. I had to make the breakfast myself, because the servant
problem is really something. This town is the only place in the world
where you have to give hired help an audition.... and references. My
colored boy Always wants Sundays off. I finally discovered he bad his
own radio show and was using my gag file.
I htmg around till 12 o'clock end decided to go to the Army-Washington Redskins football game. I sat so high* up in the stadium.,.. swallows were using my head for a stopping off place on the way to Capistrana. ...Ah, football.
It reminds me of the day I ran 100 yards....
knocked all opposition out of the way as I tore down the field.... then
they substituted men for the women I played against It was so hot at
this game Sunday.... the players wore halters and shorts.
I ordered a
frankfurter. As I was aBout to put It in my mouth, it looked at me and
said: 'Please don't eat me, kind sir
I'm Carrying a torch for a bottle
of mustardl'

'Slush Tunes,' Nonetheless, Get Best

The third person injured was a
colored army sergeant, Shirley Wilson, of Camp Kilmer, N. J., who was
a passenger in the taxi.

Play in Camp Jukeboxes, Says Soldier
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.

Joy Lyons' Comeback
Joy Lyons, widow of Sam Lyons,
the Hollywood and New York agent
who died suddenly last year at 41.
is
returning to show- business to
keep herself busy. She goes into
La Vie Parlsienne, swank 'N. Y.

top of the Hit Parade, and the boys

Editor, A^ariety':
still seem to Uke them enough to
The current issue of 'Variety' has drop a jiickel in the slot and play
managed to get my skin hot to the them all night long. If you don't bepoint where for the first time in lieve me, hop out to some army
years I find myself writing a letter camp some night and keep a boxto the editor. Main reason for this score on the tunes played on any of

is the ctirroit to-do about songs that the boxes.
You'll find the slush
are 'bad for the morale of soldiers tunes getting as big a play as the
next week.
and sailors.'
^songs that Philly seems to think we
Mrs. Lyons has been modeling and
Apparently everybody has had a soldiers should not hear.
doing radio script serials in recent chance to shoot his mouth off about
for
As
the BBCs ukase against
weeks, as prelude to a more active just what is good 'and bad for our this type of song, maybe they don't
morale, so how alMut a G.I. getting know Uiat one of the tunes on their
theatrical career.
his two coppers in.
verboten list. This Love of Mine,'
I see biat the Philly Stage Door was written, at least unofficially, by_
Canteen has banned such tunes as a Fort Bragg soldier named Murray"
'Dear Mom,' 'White Cliffs of Dover,' Peskin, who still collects royalties
'Miss You' and 'My Buddy' on the on the tune, and this is still one of
grounds that they make the poor the big favorites around army camps
little
soldier
boy homesick and
even though it has long been
miserable. Funny thing about that dropped from the musical topnotch
is that these same songs get or got, box-score.
the biggest play in Post Exchange
Now, while Tve still got the mood
jukeboxes when they were riding on
(Continued on page SO)
'

boite,

—

'4
I*.

pictures that are tried, trite and
true.'
This last, he said, was the
openly avowed studio motto.
*
WoBt See

'AmberMBs'

Welles hasnt seen The Mag
nificent Ambersons' yet and doesn
intend
to
see
it
He claims
that 'AmbersoQsf is the picture that
nobody wanted to succeed and hints
darkly that attempts were made to
scuttle it
Welles^says he doesn
care to see 'Ambersms' click because
he didn't cut it and 'God knows what
they did to it. after he left for Brazil.
If it flops, then Its the studio's do
ing. He contends the studio doesnt
want it to succeed because it has
Welles' name on it and that might
spoil the anti-Wellesticket on which
the new administration rode into
power.' If the picture clicks nation
ally then "Wdles mi^t come riding
in on a white horse' and, according
to the actor-producer. It looks as if
they'd rather have a white elephant
than a white horse.'
Welles says, however, that they've
make good by the anti-Welles
ticket so they're probably hoping
that if 'Ambersons' doesn't flop
maybe the next Welles picture will
'Journey Into Fear,' he predicts,
will likely be a real "sinker,* because
(Continued on page 55)

-

cut.

and entered the Army Sigwmd It up in 10 days and when Coliunbia
nal Corps Reserves as non-coms.
they saw what it was costing they
Fourth class is studying at 20th-Fox
started phoning and cabling to have
and others are being formed with the
me .stop shooting at all costs. You
know the kind of cable, he mimicked idea of graduating 500 annually.
Academy Research 'Coimcil arsonorously, that starts off 'we have
ranged the study cotirses, designed
repeatedly and constantly cautioned
to fill the demand for photographic
you.' etc., etc'
technicians in all branches of the
All of which rather bored Welles
after awhile considering that most combat services.
of the expense involved was in
transportation, and to stop shooting
would have meant a loss of close
tu $200,000.
Insofar as the

Sept-.-

me

"No Publicity' Key

)

make

Hollywood,

-

Is the third week on my picture, 'Over My Dead Body,' and it's
next week they're going to put fllni in the camera.
fine
the fltvt picture ever made with built-in jdishes.
with the
I did a scene the other day where I spoke for six minutes
aid ot my interpreter. /%IaI St Clair, my director, is a gr^at guy. He
.when I go home. I did a closeup with
lets me act anyway I want to.
Mary Beth Hughes. She closed her eyes as I kissed her and passionately
she whispered in my ear: 'Milton, you didn't have to put retreads on

This

.

Hollywood, Sept 1.
Motion Picture Relief Fund apa

;

«4»

coming along

this picture

states.

pointed

••«««»» M

youP

distribution standpoint, cut the
market for the film in 14 south-

COUNTRY

»<

>

By Milton Berle

M

your lipsl'
Darryl Zanuck,

to help now.

All True' is only about jura cost in coin and
tage greater than Welles, just returned from Brazil, cared to re'It's

fitihs finished, at

»»*•«*» #»»

THE BERLE-ING POINT

i

.

which Charles Koerner has said
he could figure on using about
3,000 feet, from accounts.
Technicolor scenes showing
mixed dancing, from the RKO

ern

"WiiatBdajt September 2, 1942

It is

major obsession.

t3

TWITED
STATES

»»

Wartinie in Paradise
By

LAUBENCE SCHWAB

simile of heaven, is one of the largest
tFormer theatrical producer and non-flying bases of the Army Air
author gives a praphic closeup o/ Corps. The main establishment is
Miami Beach, his home since de- the Offcers Training School, popuserting Broadtoav.l

Miami Beach, Sept
The eager corps of publicity
rectors

eotta

ABBOTT
New
In

A

and

COSTELLO

on National Release

"PARDON MY SARONC*

Mayfair Productior^Univaraal Picture* Release

Under Peraonat Manaaement of

EDWARD SHERMAN

who have succeeded

1.

di-

in pic-

turing Miami Beach to a pleasure
seeking nation in the shape of a
luscious pair of legs would be surprised to find out that nowadays
a leg to the Beach is just something
to march on. The golf courses that,
a few months ago, echoed to irritated
fores' thrown at the backs of fussy
foursomes now are pounded daily by
thousands of feet, while within
sound of the drill master's voice,
realtors dream up a post-war boom
in which our entire population comes
clamoring for a place under a polm

larly known as Camp Roney Plaza,
as its activities ar4 centered around
that plush resort hotel. Here, in six
weeks, civilians are changed into
ground officers for aviation. This

means they are taught the organization, equipment and maintenance of
aa airdrome and to mess, servinc and
mother the actual flying officers and

their planes. It is no rabbit in the
hut trick. The average business or
professional mfih comes heavy with
old habits of thinking, living and
eating.
School statistics report two
tons of tummies dropped off from a
Drill,
class of 500 in three weeks.
fotmations, swimming, llfesaving and
calisthenics do this part of the trick.
Men -over 50, out of the habit of even
tree.
lifting their own stenographers off
The narrow strip of Island, which .their laps, perspire under the order.';
hi peacetime is a reasonable fac(Continued on page 62)

—
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QeimlllerWalbOiit^^

mm,
Glenn Miller left
night (27) with a bundle of lettuce
totalling upwards of $20,000, after

Gaxton 'Goes'

HVood

Filmdom Caters

'ARMrTOSTART
SHOOTING

dances in conjunction with musicians union Local 77 on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway for servicemen. Miller was advertised to be
present with his band—he never

With

Own Wave

Its

Shootin',

—

of

Lootin'

Tootin',

Leering'As

^Villains

Never Before

Hollywood, Sept. 1,
Cinematic villains are leering, as
never before, in their low-bred;
scurvy way from behind portiere

m

every-hour-on-the-hour

cocted

sumptuous penthouses overlooking
the Sub-Treasury building and
noxious backrooms of waterfront

FILMS

S.

UBE YANKS?

'For a whole

Washington, two weeks; thence

Pittsburgh,

Miller's

actions

from

Sid
columnist.

also

Gathrid,

got a blast
Daily
News

to

Baltimore,

Draft Raid on Fair

Cnes Gen'l Attitude

On

Trayeling Shows

Minneapolis, Sept. 1.
Thirty officers of five law enforcement agencies, including the FBI,

descended upon the Royal American
'If he's too busy to be grateful to Shows at the Minnesota State Fair
people
who helped make him,' midway and, after checking the
Gathrid wrote, 'this column is here- draft status of 3S0 employees, took
after too busy to mention his name.' into custody eight of the carnival

MARY McCALL, JR^ TO
HEAD SWG PRO TEM
Mary
named

Hollywood, Sept. 1.
C. McCall, Jr., has been
acting
president
of
the

Screen Writers Guild pending annual election in November. She
succeeds Sidney Buchman who resigned Monday (31) because of hU

advancement

Columbia.
time for a

to

an executive post at

The move marks a first
femme head in the Guild's

history.

Francis Faragoh is the Guild secretary pro tem in place of
Robert
«ossen, who heads east on
a fiveWeek leave of absence.
board

10.

issue of 'The Outpost,
'published by Americans in

leaflet

spreading misinformation and an offensive, belittling, cheap version of
American life. Films are the chief
obstacle to better Anglo-American
relations now and so long as they
continue, to quote:
'Rub into us that you (Yanks) ad
mire cheats; that your men are obsessed with women; that your worn
(Continued on page 47)

JEANETTE MacDONALD

BOOKED AT $3,500 PER

Jeanette MacDonald will this seaworkers who had no draft registrason sing at 10 dates, opening in New.
tion cards or had failed to keep in
ark, N. J., Oct. 10. The singer, who
contact with their selective service
plays percentage, averages between
boards.
$3,SOO-$4,000 per engagement.
The maneuver was characterized
Miss MacDonald starts her tour at
by the FBI as 'more or less pre' the close of 12 engagements for army
cautionary' and assert the procedure
relief, the last of which is in Wash'
will be followed witti most traveling
ington, Oct. 4.

show
The

organizations.
raid started at 4 a.m. on the
Employees- of
Fair's opening day.
Post
the carnival shows were routed out
Agent Mark Hanna was appointed
of bed in tents and wagons to face
yesterday (Tuesday) by Elmer Davis
details of officers.
as an aide in the Office of War In
formation.
He goes to London the
end of this month, and will concern
Baritone

Hanna's

John Tyres
Sought By Metro

OWI

himself with documentary and prop

agenda

films.

Hanna has had wide film experiSt. Louis, Sept. 1.
John Tyres, youthful baritone of ence as the late Douglas Fairbanks'
the Municipal Theatre Assn., is mull- Paris rep, and later Far Eastern
SWG
member, Leonard Lee, now a marine ing a contract offer received last manager for Paramount, long domilieutenant, leaves
Because of a ciled in Shanghai, More recently
immediately for week from Metro.
he was a literary, radio and general
Quanttco. Guild has SO
members in concert sked Tyres would not be able
the service.

That's

What Hiey CaD
Hollywood, Sept.

It!

1.

play

the marching orders to Hollywood

now

to debut in the flickers until after
Jan. 1. Following his subbing for
Kenneth Spencer in the role of Joe
in 'Show Boat' at the al fresco theatre in Forest Park two weeks ago
Tyres began to get feelers from the
celluloid makers, with a definite
offer being made by long-distance

from

on.

fice

rep.
Mollie Binion, his ofaide, will continue the agency

for

the

talent

handling

duration,

while

for<;ign

duties

Hanna
for

OWI,

is

the

make
new

stories

Under
eign

GORDON, SMALL

LEGIT

PARTNERSHIP

almost certain.
a
high For>

it

setup

Office

official,

probably

with

rep of the Ministry of
a
the Interior, will o.o. all doubtful
films in advance, hand down their

make

verdict and

IN PIX,

it

less of later swastika

binding regardsquawking.

Change in method follows government edict reapproving Britishmade, Columbia-distributed 'Invaders'
shown here as 'Cinco Hombres*
('Five Men') and 20th-Fox's 'Secret
Agent of Japan' CAgente Secreto de

—

—

Japon').

Max Gordon and

Eddie Small
have formed a play and film part
nership.
Film producer Small has'
been east for months with view to
embarking in legit and has tied in
with Gordon who, himself, has just
returned from a Columbia film pro
duction deal.
'Franklin Square' and possibly
'Junior Miss' will l>e their initial
ventures. Meantime Small is work'
Ing on "The Life of Rudolf Valentino'
as his next indie film production for
United Artists release. Likelihood
will get the Gordon-Small pix as

UA

well.

London, Aug.

The August

ritory still fertile after the musical Britain,' contains a savage attack
is f ut into celluloid.
upon Hollywood motion pictures as

week

before to arrange the interview he
turned me down cold.
He didn't
even give me a courteous answer.'

Philadelphia,

Boston and Chicago. It jumps dl
rectly from Chi to Hollywood for the
filming, leaving a vast midwest ter'

in advance I
plugging Miller's platters.
I came to him the day

had been
Vet when

will

Deal is in negotiation for either
Definite decree hasn't yet been an>
the Martin Beck or St. James theatre. nounced
although inspired presa

DO U.

'Because this program is virtually
the Earle's own, I had been plugging
it in advance, telling my listeners
that Miller would appear,' said Davis.

Former

1.

role.

title

'

avis.

Hollywood, Sept.

Woodman.

ANTI-CRIME CLUB

Miller explained that It's 'humanly
Warner Bros, and director Michael
Impossible' for a bandleader to make
saloons.
these outside appearances when he Curtiz start shooting Irving Berlin's
Everybody goes shootin', tootin'
does seven-shows-a-day (as he did This Is the Army' in film form Jan. lootin' through the
d^y and half
20
with the original Broadway cast
broadcasts
has
six
Earle);
the
at
the night, to be foiled at every
(two-a-night for ^ree nights tor What name players from the ranks turn
by the consummate skill of a
will augment the current troupe is
Chesterfield), plus rehearsals, etc.
master-criminologlst who foils and
up
to
Army
the
General
Staff,
but
In addition. Miller declared, he
foils and foils; only, drat it, the cads
was not consulted by anyone before there is no doubt that there will be come roistering back for the next in
of
marquee-power culled
the outside dates were made for him. plenty
(Continued on page 20)
fiesides, he had an agreement with from among the U. S. troops.
When
'Army'
is
in
the
can
some
the Earle management that he would
not be compelled to make any time in April, the show will immediately
his
continue
its
road
tour
In
mike appearances outside of
Los Angeles, then San Francisco, and
regular broadcasts.
double back east, possibly playing
Station's Barn
against itself in film form as the tour
Most burned up among the record- progresses.
Bpinners was Harold (Buzz) Davis,
When the show folds in N. Y. Sept.
program manager of WDAS, who
it lays off for one week before
conducts a weekly interview show 26,

from backstage of the Earle. Davis'
bum comes mainly from the fact
that the program is strictly a puff for
the Earle, its stars and its coming
attractions. Miller was the only band
giaestro to nix this program, said

Buenos Aires, Aug. 26.
Federal
government's
advance
viewing and blue pencilling of all
films with anti-Axis, war or political
New York staging of 'Richard HI' themes, and close cropping of anyis
planned for this fall by John thing in the least likely to arouse
Carradine, film heavy, and Richard the totalitarlans' protests appear aa

Carradine as Kichard VX

-

JAN. 20

•

'invaders

toAnnjerica's

and clothes press. Plots, counter
plots and marplots are being con'

.

up.

Ban Reversed on CoL s

Release;

40,000,000 Mystery Fans

Hollywood, Sept. 1.
William Gaxton is going to stick
almost breaking all records at the around Hollywood and desert the
Earle here— but he left behind a Broadway stage, at least until winter,
Columbia has signed the actor for
flock of guys who are burned up at
another musical picture to follow his
the bespectacled maestro.
present chore in 'Something to Shout
Most burned are the radio station About'
for
asked
Miller
who
record jockeys,
an Interview over the air but were
turned down. Also a little hurt are
the officials of the Stage Door Can
teen, where Miller did not appear^
first Earle attraction to nix this date.
Third group disappointed is the
Council of Defense, which runs

Would Be Censored

By Argentine Gov t Before

HOinOD

CUE
Sept 1
Phllly Thursday

Philadelphia,

showed

Anti-Fascist Pix

STOli!

S

'The Flying Shamrock,' aif orig
on "The Life of Brendon
(Fatty) Finuoane,' has been acquired
for production by Small.
inal based

'Red Army'

OK m

Fdm Now

Pennsy, Won't

Both films were banned Aug. 7
after the German Charge d'Affaires,
Otto Meynen, protested to the office
of Enrique Ruiz Gulnazu, Minister
of Foreign Affairs, who, in turn,
(Continued on page 25)
.

6,000

Pianist Travels

Miles to

Do

1

Number

For Benny Goodman
Benny Goodman hired and

fired

•

pianist in 10 minutes last week and
the musician travelled 6,000 miles
Searching for a
in the operation.
pianist to replace Mel Powell, who
joined Raymond Scott at CBS, Goodman had Bill Clifton fiy from N. V.
to Hollywood, used him in one num-

ber

handed him two week*

then

salary and shipped him back to N.
paying his fare also, of course.

Y,

Goodman is on the Coast working
'Corrupt Public Morals' on a new film for United Artists.

Philadelphia, Sept. I.
The State Board of Motion Picture
Censors last week put its seal of approval on the Soviet documentary,
'The Red Army,' ending a year-long
controversy over the film.
The action taken by the board,
said chairman Edna R. Carroll, was
recognition of the fact that the
Soviets are now the allies of the
United States, and that the massing
of power shown by the Red film no
longer 'has a tendency to corrupt
public morals or encourage subver'
slve groups' basis for barring the
'film in July, 1941.
The board, however, refused to
pass Artkino's 'Soviet Frontier'
which was barred at the same time
as 'Red Army' last year. Scenes in
this film still were objectionable,
Mrs. Carroll indicated.
The board's action caused a suit
filed by Artkino in Common Pleas
Court to l>e nolle prossed.

—

Trumbull Barton, Downing
Reported Dead in Action
Trumbull Barton, aide to Otto
Preminger on 'Margin of Error' and
other plays, is reported dead in the
Tobruk campaign, where he was
with the American Field Service

lost in action

PubUabed Weekly hj TABIBTT,

over France.

STEINBECK WEST

John Steinbeck left for the Coast
place of base- phone.
oau in the annual clash
Geo. Schaefer's
between the
Tyres made his first p.a. with the over the weekend to supervise proComedians and Leading Men for the
George J. Scliaefer. chairman of
Muny Theatre organization last sea- duction of a series of recordings of
oeneat of the Mount
Sinai Hospital. son in Victor Herbert's 'Sweetheart' material from his forthcoming book the film industry's War Activities
in recent years
the basebaU game and this season became a stock about the Army Air Force, to be Committee, was last week operated
was held at night, but
on for gallstones.
the dimout member for both small and major distributed to radio stations.
reguiaUons preclude all night sports
He is recuperating in a local hosHe plans to remain on the Coast
parts. His chance came when Spenu» the open air.
pital.
for the winter.
cer suffered laryngitis.

Op

tar.

Sid Silverman, Preeldent.
15« West 4eth Street, New York, N. T.
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driving an ambulance.

Also reported missing or dead is
Frank Downing, legit actor (Maurice
Evans Co., etc.), who was with the
Canadian Air Force. He's listed as
being

Trad* Hark Registered
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Show
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ACTIVITIES

2,

1942

Business Sets Out to Prove
Ute

which the 133,000,000 Commando
Iti got/H, wound up with reports
bond iales-418,(Ha,600 reported by the New York
$30,411,2^ from out' of town.
Barney Balaban announced $1,687,000 for Paramount, exdusiye of
the Paramount partners covered in individual annoimcements totaling
$21,770,380. Cliarlu Skouras reported $7,500,000 from the West Coast.
C. C. Moskowitc, starting off the annoimcements by the New York
Commandos, tossed in $6,403,000, representing bond buys on Loew's,
Inc., affiliated corporations, officers of the company and sales by

Takes Showmanship to SeD

It

'million doUir* breakfast, at

CoDunittM' wai to vuiounc* caching
of |49.4U,732 in

Commando Committee and

SIMOOOM in Bonds in Sept.
distill

The

inwardly smarting at Secre-

Easiest

Way

tary Morgenthau's implication of six

Commando

weeks ago that entertainers on bond
tours were more interested in selfpublicity than patriotic duty, show
business

yesterday

out

set

(Tues-

make him— and

other people

In high places with the

same idea-

day)
eat

to

They're

words.

his

demonstrate

out

Studio sent a troupe of entertainers to a nearby camp and put
on a show for the soldiers while
a camera crew took long shots
of the doughboy audience.

to

and

Washington,

to

whoever else is interested, what to
them has always been axiomatic it
takes showmanship to get results.
[See box herewith ol nearly $50,000,-

—

bond sale drive beby the entertainduring September
will prove that what appears to the

NAME

Billion-dollar

JOINT

BOARD

OF 10 FOR N.Y. CANTEEN

undertaken

ing

Joint committee for the operation
of the American Theatre Wing's
N. Y. Stage Door Canteen has been
appointed. Clarification of the rules

expected to quickly smooth out
any minor clashes between volunteer workers. Committee is author-

WnXIE HOWARD

ATKINSON. New York

Ehner Rhoden, Kansas pity, $1,147,806.
Spyros Skouras, for 20th-Fox, $1,137,000.
Jules Brulatour, $1,000,000 for Eastman Kodak, with an additional
$100,000 for Jules E. Brutiltour,. Inc.
Joseph Hazen, for Warners, $1,000,000.
Ned E. Depinet, for RKO, $786,000.
I. H. Hoffman, New Haven, $753,125.
Will H. Hays, for Motion Picture Producers It Distributors of America, Inc., ,and the Will Rogers Memorial Fund, $350,000.
Herman Robbins, for National Screen Service, $250,000.
Ike Libson, Cincinnati, $243,800.
Sam Rinzler, Randforce theatres, $200,000.

—

Times.

CANADA SETHNG OWN
BILUON BOND DRIVE

Harry Brandt,

Kenneth Thomson,

of

of the
Activities'

Hedy

Fomm

who knows

anything

about

show

busine^is has the slightest doubt that
there will be $1,000,000,000 worth

of bonds sold, and more.
Entertainment industry has been
called on before to participate in
nationwide drives and has staged
any number of them itself— the
yearly 'March of Dimes' for infantile
paralysU is perhaps the most spec
tacularly successful. No .showman
ship-exploitation campaign in his
tory, however, has equalled the one

Quartermasters, please note!

Variety," in Hollywood-, will participate Sept. 13 in a discussion on

Jonlor hostess VirglDia McMallin is still recovering from
the shock of meeting one Private David Crockett very bandseme, very mach alive, from
Abilene, Texas. This soldier Is s
direct lineal descendant ol the

'How Can Movies Best Contribute

—

the War Effort'
Granick's 'American
to

on

will

$10,M«,«M
So anxious to do

VU

Badl»

a Job that

it

even

Jumped the starter's gun, show
business leaped out of the gate Sat
urday (29) with a seven-hour radio
show on the Blue Network that
counted for an amazing $10,000,000
end more in bonds. Only pledges
were taken during the program and
the actual bond sales will be consi'mmated
during
September, so
they'll

count

in

the

$1,000,000,000

total.

getaway

look place yeste:day (Tuesday), with Secretary
Morgenthau himself participating in
Washington. So Ihere'd be no time
wasted, the New York gang started
with an 8 a.m. breakfast. The
coffee was drunk at the New York
home of Stanton Griffis, the ParaOfficial

Hovie

Stars Are Human';

billion-dollar

The blood bank, one of 18 in
the country and the only unit to
promote a steady radio tleup, requires 1,300 donors each week to
keep pace with its quota for the

armed

forces.

WB

Allies;

6

WAR

The Enemy;
The Armed Forces;

3,

1,

commission and on Monday (31)
reported at Notre Dame University.
South Bend, Ind., where he will
a

tr.iin.

All 4 Theatre Pards Enlist
Detroit, Sept. 1.
Records for patriotism are being
set in these parts with entire partnerships going into the service.
All four members of the firm

Roth,

assistant

sales

manager at WJR, has joined the
Army.
Ben Maidenberg, Sunday editor of
the Detroit Free Press, has been
appointed a 2nd Lieut, in the Army
Air Corps. He also had been serving as executive editor to the John
S.

Knight newspaper chain.

2,
4,

-

which owns the President and Admiral theatres here are leaving for

Doc Bockwell's Sen a Llent.
Robert K. Rockwell, 22; son of
into Army as second
lieutenant following graduation from
officers'
candidate school at Ft
Monmouth, N. Y.

that

The film industry's War Activi-.
Committee acknowledges that

ties

stars' schedules create
and naturally the basic inBut, acis to create good-will.
cording to Doob, 'in our anxiety to
supply information when this thing
started, we rushed out star information and then had the embarrassment of as many as six changes on
a single 'route.'
In one instance. Merle Oberon, announced set for a specific tour, was
mysteriously withdrawn. A couple
of days later she was heard over the
air entertaining American soldiers

changes in
Ill-will,

tent

in

London.

The Government had

taken her.

Irene Dunne was set when her
She went to
Our doctor intervened.
despite her
The Washington for one day
bed for

Front; 5, The Home
Front; 6, The Issues.
In a statement issued by S. Charles
Einfeld, v.p. in charge of advertising
and exploitation for Warners, complete outline was given on type of
pictures which the studio was making to 'serve the war effort by dissemination of information' as suggested by Government authorities.
Also listed as part of the program
of
disseminating information are
British pictures Warners has distributed in the U. S. such as Target
for Tonight,' 'London Can Take It'
and 'Christmas Under Fir^,' profits
from the latter having been turned
over to the Royal Air Force Spitfire

Production

son. Earl, Jr., has just re
ceived his wings as a pilot in the

drive

Doob, chief of exploitation, that
'movie stars are human' and anything can happen.

the appeals.

of the

latter's

War-Bond

impossible to get advance info
on names of film stars and the dates
on which they're to make appearances in various towns and cities has
brought a reminder from 0.<icar
it's

CATEGORIES

Air Force.
Herschel

Complaints from workers on the

Barber Draws Blood
The Brooklyn Red Cross blood
donor bank credits Red Barber
and the Brooklyn Dodger baseball alrcast for Old Gold on
WHN with bringing it the bulk
of 10,000 donors since April 15,
when the program began airing

categories are:

Dong Netter In
Douglas Netter. son of Leon Nettei, homeoffice Paramount theatre
executive, into the U. S. Navy. He
has been accepted for training for

Bond Drive

CaotiQhed on Pushing 'Em Around

Theodore

Forum

program

show

that
it
takes
'siiper-duper,
colossal
and
.stu
peiidous' to get results on that scale.

•

over Mutual from
LISTS
Hollywood. Others to be heard on
the broadcast are Rosalind Russell,
FILM
living Pichel, Sidney Buchman and
Davey Crockett.
Darryl Zanuck.
This Sunday night's (6) edition of
Warner film production themes
Armina Marshall, who will be (he the series, also originating on the
are being geared in line with six
directress of our Vfashington can- Coast, will be on the subject, 'How
classifications for features outlined
teen, arnvei at our 44th street bee- Can Labor and Management Help
by the Hollywood office of the Co(Continued on page 63)
Win the War?' Henry J. Kaiser, the ordinator of Government Films. Six
Air'

arranged for this month. It's super
duper,
colossal,
stupendous
and
every other adjective ever u-sed for
Hollywood's next picture. But the
Industry

in the day the following additional figures, bringing the Comtotal to $51,161,250, were announced:
Albert Fink, Portland, Ore., $500,000.
A. Jos. Dcslore, Wilmington, Del., $100,000.
Additional Paramount theatres, $800,000.
Miscellaneous purchases totaled $35,000, while several local unions'
Including the Screen Publicists' Guild. Screen Office and Professional
Employees' Guild, Motion Picture Projectionists, Motion Picture
Cameramen and Laboratory Technicians added $25,000.
Overall bond sales .for the first day of the drive are expected to
total over $100,000,000—10% of the objective.

Later

mando

Sauter,

War

—

are additional to the $3,207,000
reported earlier in the day by
Ted Schlanger for this district.

$100,000.
Col. Richard C. Patterson, Jr., $75,000.

the Holly-

wood Victory (Committee, and Jim

United Theatrical
Committee, huddled
in New York last week with Guy
Herbert and George Taggart, of
•how business' chance and no one
Appointed by the Wing: Arthur Canada, who were in town to arRichman, Patil Dullzell, Warren range talent tieups for the CaMunsell, Solly Pernik, Vera Allen. nadian Billion-Dollar War Bond
Canadian campaign will
For the Ci. nteen: Selena Royale, Drive.
QucJces Quakers
Jane Cowl, Kermit Bloontgarden, center around six Sunday eve
Eddie Sobol, Helene Dumas. In ad- broadcasts, over Canadian networks,
Philadelphia, Sept. 1.
dition to the 10 named, Sidney between Sept. 20 and Oct 25. ProHedy Lamarr rolled up apFleisher was appointed as chair- grams will emanate from Toronto,
proximately $6,130,500 in War
man. Any questioned rulings are to Montreal, Vancouver and Winnipeg.
Bond sales today (Tues.), getting
Schedule calls for half hour
(Continued on page 31)
$4,520,000 of it at a special busidramatic shows with stars coming
ness men's luncheon at the Midup from U. S. to play the leads; a
day Club. She got an additional
big variety program each week,
American Theatre Wing
$1,610,500 (preliminary estimate
day and time to be set, with star
based oii S.R.O.) from the giant
stage Door Canteen Capers talent also coming across the border,
sellout rally at the Academy of
and a series of quarter-hour interNEW TOBK
Music.
views with American personalities
Admission to the Club lunchby Claire Wallace, a name comcon was fixed at $5,000 minimum
When Lynn Fontanne was senior mentator in those parts. Latter
War Bond purchase. Highest
hostess the other night, she sat at show will use 'Messrs. Thomson and
price paid for attendance was
a table with a young sailor.
En- Sauter to set phone interviews with
sued a conversation about uniforms. personalities, from industry as well
$1,080,000 by a local bank. Admission to the Academy of Music
La Fontanne told the gob she pre- as entertainment world, and air as
rally was minimum of $50 war
ferred his uniform to that of the feature interview same personal apbond for a gallery seat to $10,000
Army.
pearance of the names.
for a box. Besides Miss Lamarr
"Why?" asked the lucky fellow.
and Walter Abel, Paul White"Because." explained Miss Fonman and show at the Earle theatanne, "a sailor suit makes a man's
Films on Radio
tre were included in the enterneck look so columnar, but an Army
tainment lineup.
uniform doesn't even hide a soldier's
Bonds sold by Miss Lamarr
Adam's apple."
Arthur Ungar, editor of 'Daily
it

Ted

—

Twenty • sixth successful week,
of 1942" at the 46th
Street Theatre, New York.
"The hellowlnf; sound of Willie
Uownrd'.s opefatic style were and
are Immortally comic." BROOKS

is

ized to adjust any conflicts in the
has set up.
Various in- operation of the spot and in its pubdustries have had a crack at it and lic relations, along the lines laid
none of them has achieved the down by the Wing, which finances
This month it's and started the Canteen.
$11,000,000,000 goal.

quotas

while

Texas, $2,663,020.
John Frledl. Minneapolis zone, $2,516,068.
A. H. Blank, for Des Moines and Omaha, $2,417,775.
John Balaban, Chicago, $2,129,673.
R. B. Wilby, Atlanta. $1,670,000.
H. F. Kincey, Charlotte, N. C, $1,502,200.
Earl Hudson. Detroit, $1,375,000.
E. V. Richards, New Orleans, reported $1,200,000 with more coming.

industry

uninitiated as publicity grabbing is
flnely-planned
showmanactually
ship.
It has sold billions of tickets
to American boxoffices and can sell
equal billions in bonds.
Month after month the Treasury
has failed to reach the bond sales

Boston,

Bob O'Donnell,

"Priorities

000 the opening day.l

ment

Nicholas M. Schenck.
Samuel Plnanski reported $5,482,700 from
Schlanger, Philadelphia, tossed in $5,207,075.
Others reported as follows:

Hollywo(^, Sept. 1.
a simple way
to shoot Army camp backgrouds
for 'Johnny Doughboy' without
going tq the expense of building
a set on the sound stage.

Paramount found

Fund.

Doc Rockwell,

Edgar Bergen Back

Arnold B. Lonthe armed forces.
From Alaska Toor
don has gone into the Army,
Lurle Sells Cot; Into Army
Leonard Brooks joined the Navy and
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 1
Hollywood, Sept. 1.
making it a clean slate, Theodore L.
Howard
Lurie
sold
the
Lincoln
Edgar Bergen (and 'Charlie McLondon and Bernard Brooks also will
mount financial exec.
Attending take up service in the Army. The 000-seat nabe, to Russell Moore of Carthy') is back fi'om Alaska and the
Buffalo, who takes over Oct. 1. Lurle
were the '$33,000,000 Commandos,' two sets are brothers and cousins.
Aleutians wh$re he did 51 shows ill
Into
expects
to
go
the
Army
at
that
comprising show biz biggies, who
12 days for soldiers.
In addition the State, tiny house
time, having obtained a two-month
Despite columnists and air gosslP'
f[ave their first reports on success In Onaway, Mich., has made a simi(Continued on page 60)
n getting major pledges. Charles lar clean sweep.
ers about Bergen's Immediate InduC'
Richard DeRosla
Laughton read Lincoln's Gettysburg is in an Army surgical school. Antlon Into the Army, he has yet to be
address during a broadcast from other partner, E. W. Kenrlck is a
OTHER WAB NEWS ON
called for his physical and has not
FAOE 6«.
yet been classified.
Chief Petty Officer in the Navy. The
(Continued on page 31)

physician's warning, took to
four days and then takes up
tour five days later.

her

Hedy Lamarr, preparing to re.<l up
due to 111 health, fills in for Mi.'is
Dunne's first five days and coes on
(C ontinued on page^63)

L. A. to N. Y.
Carlton Alsop,

Georges Banyai
Bruce Cabot.

Emmett Callahan.
Elaine Sterne Carrington.

Don Cope.
Howard Dletz.
:

Stuart Erwin.
Virginia Field.
Albert Hackett
Frances Hackett.
Lillian Hellman.
Jack Hurdle.
Robert Emmett Keane.

Nancy Kelly.
Abe Montague.
Martha Scott.
C. W. Thornton.
Frank Vincent.
Ben Wallerstein.

N. Y. to L. A.
Jack Bamett.

Genoa Magaroff.
John Steinbeck.

Yeoman

Bill Walters.

Jackson Wheeler.

•

a

1H|

Vedpeflday, Septwnlwr

PICTURES

N.Y.CUp3%atB.0.AsAgaiii$t.v/o PLACES OTHERS
Elsewhere;
the

Despite

No War Boom

revenue there has been an av20% over the counHowever, a survey of New
try.
York city fans by the Motion Picture Research Bureau reveals that
attendance has increased only 3%.
Survey was limited to people who

in

Hold That

general tUt In box-

erage increase of

picture

attended

theatres

at

least

once a month and was complied, as
a running question during other
surveys in recent months, to insure
non-pointed answers.
According to Dr. Leo Handel, director of the bureau, 22% of the

U. S. I^cture-Goers Contribute

Break

Title

Only Distrib

Than

inal yarn.
Both sides refuse to surrender,
and the battle may be decided

Par,

by the Hays

Plus Cancellation

Five

Block
tion

Is

One

Films

in

a

Allowing Rejecor Two Films

—

Believe
Out of Eight
Metro Policy Will Force

WB,

RKO, to
Than Five,

20th,

Larger Blocks

It

Up

More

Selling

Hollywood, Sept. 1.
Metro, preparing 'No Surrender,'
and Arnold Pressburger,
owner of 'Never Surrender,' are
in a clinch over title priority.
Metro bought its story from the
Satevepost and Pressburger has
a sizeable investment in his orig-

office.

of the World-Wide Revenue

64%

Gotham

office

You

Hollywood, Sept. 1.
will see no more Louis

XV

Attendance variations
as last year.
tend to cancel themselves out with
the basic gain stemming from the
comparatively minute, in New York
city, increase In revenue from war
Industry.
The results actually verify the
longstanding contention, among local exhibitors, that N. Y. city nabe
houses will not match the nationwide boxoftice harvest until some-

SEE SCREENING

MATTER
Tendency reported

gross

COL ZANUCK ON

following rejection of the spot, in the opinion of exhibitor
thing is done about providing addi- United Motion Picture Industry sales sources, and, no doubt will have to
tional war contracts for local inplan, is that where distributors have be followed In one manner or an'
dustry.
Midtown houses afe doing a sufficient backlog of product they other.
boom business, on par with general should have no hesitancy in screenHowever, should l^mec's, Para'
national average, due to Influx of
ing blocks embracing more than five mount, 20th-Fox and ItKO make up
servicemen and war baby spenders, films such as Metro is doing.
larger packages than five pictures,
out habe houses, while up slightly,
with which they start out the new
if they have the
Pointed
out
that
are nowhere near lush grosses
product on hand, distribs could just season, the chances are the number
marked up elsewhere.
as easily screen everything that Is to in each group would vary up to 13,
be sold, since the cost is nominal, but so that there could be no charges of

ADMEN BELIEVE
CODE ON ADS

TOO PRISSY

circles,

that the groups need not be held at
five pictures in each. Jn this connection, it is added that the desire to
sell 13 but screen only five out of the
package did more to kill the UMPI
formula with the Department of Justice thab any other phase of the plan,
in apiie of the fact that tradeshowIngs under the decree system of selling have drawn poorly.

In some of the smaller exchanges,
it is said not a single
exhibitor or his representative have
attended, but that the pictures have

on occasion,
Advertising

Advisory Committee
of the Motion Picture Producers &
Distributors Assn. huddled briefly
yesterday (Tuesday) to take steps
on the matter of so-called 'wartime
advertising methods.' Recent use of
word 'heir in newspaper advertising
and allegedly sexy ad matter used
largely on New York theatre pnsems
was up for discussion. Understood
that a subcommittee was named to
go over the situation and report back
today, with action expected at this
cession.

been run

off

Otherwise,

they

fear the present
rules will be continually violated.
These ad men claim that more virile
ads are needed presently, and that
perhaps the present code is out

mcded.

Bernerd, Levey

M

anyway.

It

ai^ears

exhlbs mostly wanted to see the
larger pictures, especially those being marketed on percentage, and
Thus,
didn't care about the rest.
the concern of the D. of J. and Thurman Arnold over blind-selling is felt
to have been of unnecessary importance so far as tlie average exhlb
is concerned.
However, noted In the trade that
screenings involve only minor overhead, principally the cost of the

On UA

Jungle

Fdm

Los Angeles, Sept.
'Jacare,'

a

jungle

projectionists, electrical
notice of the showings,

Agent Arthur Lyons

Fdm

DeakYiaUA,Fmancing
Arthur S. Lyons, who represented
Jack Benny in his starring-producing
deal with United Artists, is reported
mulling a deal to set up several

juice

especially

later on, it is believed,
for coinpanies that are loaded

nail, in charge of UA production,
on from the Coast
who represents Ira Gersh, Lyons,
win,..may produce a film version of

completed product.

In Arnold's opinion on the UMPI
proposals, he said in part:
'Experience under the decree has
persuaded the anti-trust division
that trade-showing of motion pictu:es before their sale is desirable.
of the large back.
. The existence
log of features (noted as approximately 100) will permit the consenting distributors to sell in blocks as
large as 13, grant the cancellation
privileges
they have represented
themselves as willing to grant in
selling blocks of that size and still

1.

filmed trnde-show
partiaUy in Brazil, .will b^ released
picture

them before

licensing.

by United

Artists without producer
as a result of a dispute be
tween Jeffrey Bernerd, Monogram
producer, and Jules Levey, of May
credit,

fair

productions.

Bernerd,

formerly

with

U'S NINE

AT A TINE

[reported

Col.

turns

turning in almost

major

to

mounted

companies

64%

more than

to

have

$252,000,000

while the round-the-world
wavers between $390,000,000
and $410,000,000.
When the war started, Hollywood's

yearly

foreign fields

were

lost in

Germany,

and all the countries conquered
or dominated by the Axis powers,
meaning most of continental Europe.
There was a' general fear among
the picture-makers that the American market would not absorb loss
overseas, but a recent Hays office
meeting disclosed that 63.8% of the
Italy

revenues from films produced and
distributed by Hollywood's major
plants is paid within the borders of
the United States.
British market for the past year

amounted

to around 22%, approximately $88,000,000 which Is frozen

by governmental control under the
exigencies of war but is expected to

with regret.
It was revealed at the

'Porgy and Bess' as his first for UA]
though this property has previously

been mentioned as a possible Jack
Lyons plans to
limit himself to package deals, such
as (Charles K. Feldman and -Music
Corp. of America have been lining
up.
Among names handled by the A.
S. Lyons agency are Eugene O'Neill,

Monday
CoL Zanuck had been

member of the execu
Major General Dawson
Olmstead, chief signal officer of the
U. S. Army. Also that Zanuck would
be stationed at tha. War Dep.t in
Washington as well as at headquarters of the Signal Corps detachment
of the Research Council in Los An
geles.
Zanuck has been a reserve
officer in the Signal Corps since
1039.
Recently he went to England
and Alaska as military observer. He
enlisted at 15 in the World War No,
1, serving in France.
Zanuck, who was In N. Y. Monday,
left for Washington following
the
meeting, while Skouras also left
(Continued on page 32)
appointed a

RKO REPORTED

live staff of

UA

TIFFING WITH

DISNEY
Clash between Walt Disney oflies
and RKO, revolving about disagree^
ment over terms set for Disney
product, is reported. Disney Is again
talking

of

switching distribs, from

accounts.

Understood that RKO. has had to
readjustments to exhibitors
going back as far as last season'*

make

Also Files Special

more

recent-

to fact that

Disney

'The Reluctant Dragon,'

Benny production.

Plea fot British Funds

Separate application for unfreezing of British rental coin by United
& Artists, similar to special request
whereby RKO has been receiving
Casey Robinson, Jerome Kern, Cole preferred treatment In getting frozen
Porter, Hedy Lamarr, Dorothy La- money out of England, has been
mour. Jack Haley, Judy Canova, Ida filed along with the industry's genLupino, Ilona Massey, Martha Scott eral application. It becomes part
Allan Jones, Norman Corwin, Lew of any overall deal which may be

ly 'Fantasia,'

due

product

some

in

situations

didn't

gross guarantee figures.

With Disney

rental readjustments,
has had to give
exhibs a better deal on' other of its
own product. Question of percentages on. Disney product also figures
in the current situation.
resisting

RKO

Reports earlier this season were

Brown, Leo McCarey, Tay Garnett, worked out with British Government that Disney might switch back to
United Artists.
Reginald
Gardiner officials.
Ball,
Louis Hayward and Van Heflin. SevTo date RKO has been the only
eral of these names have already company getting rentals out of Britbeen discussed in connection with ain, consideration being given to the
Lesser's Gehrig Reissue
one new unit to turn oRt four pic- company's unfavorable earning
Lucille

ALL-TIME STUDIO HIGH

British

Gaumont, declared he had put in 21
months on the production of the
crocodile film, shot on expeditions
along the Amazon, and threatened to
start court proceedings if Levey assumed producer credit. Levey ex
plained that picture has been re
arranged, with a new ending, and
will be released as a Mayfair production without an Individual pro

Production at Universal climbed to
the highest point in its history with
the start of 'Pittsburgh,' making a
total of nine features in work at the
same time.
Eight others are 'Corvettes in Action,' 'Shadow of a Doubt," 'Passing
the Buck,' 'Forever Yours,' 'Sin
Town.' 'Arabian Nights' and 'Night-

ducer.

mare.'

Hollywood, Sept.

soon to be
Brigadier General] Darryl F. Zanuck
granted a leave of absence from
20th-Fox to devote his full time to

With

session that

East on Package

why

.

Over Prodocef Credit

FROM20TH

now

of the worldwide rentals. Since the
start of World War II, domestic re-

be thawed out eventually in various
ways. From neutral European countries, such as Switzerland, Spain and
military duties, speculation in the Portugal, the coin is merely a trickle.
trade this week centered on who
Canada's yearly return Is figured
might be placed in the breach to at $13,000,000 or about 3.3% of the
carry on his duties while away from world total. Mexico, Cuba and Centhe studio.
William Goetz, v-p of tral and South America are calcuthe corporation who presently holds lated at $18,800,000 annually, or
the rank of assistant to Zanuck .in about 4.7%, and the rest of the
his duties in charge of production, world,
Australia, New^
including
acting in concert.
Under the Metro deal covering the is mentioned aa the most logical man Zealand, China and other lands free
to carry on although others in the from Axis influence are figured at
eight pictures in its lead-ofl block
production
personnel
also $25,000,000, or' about 6.2% of the
setup
for 1942-43, the exhibitor may cancel
globular film rental total.
two out of the group if the average were listed as possibilities.
Spyros P. Skouras, who remained
With the Government evincing a
rental previously paid runs to no
more than $100; whereas one out of over in N. Y. Instead of going to desire to keep film production at
the opening of the company's re'
high gear for the duration of the
the eight may be rejected if the
gional
meeting in Chicago, an'
rental runs from $100 to $250.
war, and a heavy demand for picnounced Zanuck's request for leave
This differs somewhat from the
tures in all the available loreiga
of absence without pay at a special
United Motion Picture Industry sales
markets, the major cqmpanles are
meeting of 20th-Fox directorate on
proposals under which two out of'
looking for a jump of at least 10%,
(31).
Col. Zanuck at the
maximum of 13 would be cancel- Monday
the world
same time tendered his resignation or around $450,000,000, In
(Continued on page 24)
market next year.
as v-p and member of the board of
directors,
the directors accepting

and other film production units, likely
and there utilizing his agency and other talent
they aren't and releasing through UA. Further
should be no reason
continued but on a more advanced
Raftery
some sweeping changes in the scale so that blocks up to 13 could negotiations with prexy Ed
following arrival MonMPPDA advertising code setup. be sold at one clip. This may come are now on,
day (31) of Lyons and George Bag
.

Reported that the attitude of some
ad-publicity managers In N. Y. is
that current war conditions justify

WAR LEAVE

some trade leaves the other companies on the

in

are

resistance.

Government has taken over
the supply of balsa, and a
heavy's skull, or even a comedian's, Is only human.

of the U.S.A.,

boxoffice receipts in the film industry,

'ESCAPE CLAUSE'
Policy of Metro in permitting cancellation privileges on its first block
of eight 1942-43 pictures, now being
offered for sale, places other decree
distributors in the position where
will ultimately be
it is held they
forced to do the same. The lead
taken by Metro in (1) setting up a
block of more than five films and (2)
granting rejection to its accounts,

AS MINOR

Motion picture fans

who once contributed approximately
50% of the boxoffice receipta in the

chairs or gateleg tables shattered on a screen heavy's conk
unless the studio prop men invent a substitute for balsa, a
South American wood that looks
tough and breaks at the slightest

.

fllmgoers now attend more often,
19% less often (hence the 3% tilt),
while 59% attend at the same rate

8

1.

tures annually.

Meantime, details for financing the
pictures scheduled for production by
Jack Benny .'or UA releases are being discussed by Lyons, Bagnall,
and Manhattan bankers.
Raftery
Bank financing will be used in addition to Benny's own investment.
Lyons yesterday met with Bankers
Trust officials in New York to arrange additional financing.

showings.

,

Stephani Moves Out

Hollywood, Sept

1.

Reissue of Sol Lesser's combo
western-baseball feature, 'Rawhide,'

Hollywood, Sept. 1.
starring Lou Gehrig, Is being readied
Frederick Stephani checked off the with releasing deal under negotiaMetro lot at the expiration of his tion.
contract as producer.
Picture cost around $100,000 and
Currently he is on vacation after was made when Gehrig was brought
which he will make another studio here for Tarzan' but withdraws as
tieup.

not the type.

Wcdi|Cfld«7« September 2,

PICTtnUBS

Skouras Tells 20tli-Fox Convention

Removes Bucket Umits on Pictures
Declaring that all branches of the
film industry are currently enjoying
the greatest prosperity era since

20th-Fox
Skouras,
Spyros
1980,
prexy, told delegates to the company's regional sales convention at
Friday
York,
New
Astor,
Hotel
the
(28) that company policy in future
was that no picture would be limited
by fixed budget when, in the opinion
of studio production heads, it warrants the spending of extra coin to
make it a boxoSice click. He said
that extra coin spent in this way
would not be dipped from the
budgets on other pictures.
Touching on the importance of the
motion picture industry as a morale
builder, not only for the American
people but all the United Nations as
well, Skouras sketched the process
whereby the film industry had as-

tern for terms on

all

20th-Fox top

product throughout the country.

Connors Bcada Chi Meet
Chicago, Sept

Tom

J.

Connors, 20th-Fox

1.

v.p. in

charge of distribution, told delegates
to the

company's regional sales meet

here yesterday that all-out cooperation with the nation's war effort is
first duty of everyone associated
with the film industry. Among other
speakers were W. C. Gehring, A. W.
Smith, Jr., and Hal Home.
Spyros Skouras left New York
yesterday (Mon.) and was expected
here late today.
Following conclusion of the meeting here tomorrow night (Wed.),
Dallas,
homeoffice execs fly to
where the six se 'hem and southwestern branches convene at the
sumed as its particular responsibility Baker hotel Thursday, Friday and
the duty of awakening the masses Saturday (5). Last of the four repreviously unaware ,of the grave gional sessions will be held next
dangers which faced our national Sunday (6) and Monday (7) at the
The industry saw that Ambassador hotel, Los Angeles.
existence.
Following the L. A. meeting,
German propaganda was even nnore
powerful than Nazi armed might, Skouras, Connors and Home will
Skouras added, and realizing its confer with studio publicity director
Harry Brand about advance naobligations took hold at a time when
tional campaigns which will begin
national morale was at its lowest
with the purchase of stories.
pictures which had
the

ebb to release

the greatest effect in bolstering pubHe said that all film
lic sentiment
companies have carried out and continue to carry out this important
duty and referred in particular to
"Shores of Tripoli' as an instance of
nction that, by the light of recent
developments, has become a fact

Two

Functions Outside of Sales Policy

Studio Contracts

Pix Biz at Peak Prosperity Since lO;

Hollywood, Sept

1.

Sara Allgood's option picked up by
20th-Fox.
Margo Wood drew stock player
contract at 20tb-Fox.
Robert Alton signed as dance director by Metro.
Valerie Traxler inked player pact
at 20th-Fox.
Gene Tierney's option lifted by
20th-Fox.
William Bendix pacted to make
two pictures annually at Ps^ramount.
Richard Simmons' player option
picked up by Metro.
Victor McLaglen signed by 20thFox.
Natalie Visart signed as fashion
designer by Hunt Stromberg.
Alice Kirby, Yvonne DeCarlo and
Christopher King had their minor
contracts with Paramoimt approved
by Superior Court
William L. Connell drew camera-

man

ticket at Columbia.

KEEN WALL

Encourages Retention of tlMPI;

Members Being Polled on
Ambnlanee Drive Ends

INTEREST IN
FOX COMMON

zation of distributors and exhibitors,
is uncertain at this time, sentiment
within the trade strongly favors retention of UMPI as a medium through
Response to the appeal for funds which matters, other
than those reto raise 250 ambulances for the
lating to sales policies, may be
American Field Service Overseas
handled. Additionally, leaders point
Ambulance Corps has been so to
the underlying purpose in mind
spdntaneous that the U. S. Governin forming (TMPI—that of establishment has now been able to take
ing unity in the industry and that
over, according to an announcethis unity is no less Important now
ment issued Monday (1) by Neil than it was before
Asst U. S. AtAgnew, chairman of the Amusement torney Thurman Ajrnold
rejected the
The
Industry Division Campaign.
UMPI plan.
U. S.^will be able to supply all amThough William F. Rodgers, chair,
bulances for American forces, the
man
of the conunittee of the whole
Fighting French and the British.
of UMPI, has not set a date for a
Simultaneously Agnew asked men
meeting of UMPI, he sUted this week
in the field who have been workthat he Is sounding leaders meaning on the campaign for funds to
time.
Understood others who have
halt the drive and remit all collecbeen active in UMPI from the start
tions to M. F. Gowthorpe, treasurer
are also polling members of the orof the industry division. Where less
ganization, including all of those who
than $2,200 has been raised by any
are on the exhibitor subcommittee,
committee, the money is to go into
to get a more positive line than exthe general fund of the American
ists now on whether UMPI shall be
Field Service, which takes care of
continued or not
ambulance drivers. The campaign
Pointed out, among other things,
was laimcAed to get 250 ambuthat
the
immediate problem or
lances, each costing $2,200.
rather hope is to obtain the support
of all dlstribs and exhibitor organizations who championed UMPI rather
than the problem of cost Involved
Odlnni,
in retaining It as >an organlzatiori.
The cost has been relatively light,
Griffis, Robin,
and, when allocated to the various
units in UMPI, amounts to almost
to Their
nothing.
Only employee of UMPI Is Leon
Bamberger, its executive secretary,
Washington, Sept 1.
Vice President Alt>ert Warner of who maintains a small office in tha
Warner Bros. Pictures picked up Astor hotel and remains on the Job
1,200 shares of (he company's com- pending a final decision as to tha
He waa
mon during July and raised his hold- future, if any, of

—

'

—

—

Renewed

Undying Monster* aiid 'Dr. Renault's
Secret' have been plucked out of
the company's regular block-of-five
and will be sold separately to the
peculiar clientele demanding chiller'

vestment and banlung houses, has
been noted in Wall Street in recent

^

Major Warner,

Loew's

Add

'

Ont

$750i000 for 17

Noyek and Plays

U

.

WB DEMANDS

WeDes

m

FOR NEFDAVIS FILM

WB

m

been sold to the Fox West Coast
circuit on percentage terms, it was
Hollywood, Sept 1.
announced during opening session of
BAttle of the Solomon Islands will
William Kupper, be made into a two-reel Technicolor
the convention.
executive assistant to Connors, was picture by Warners, with B. Reeves
not at the. meetinj, having remained Eason directing.
on the Coast to iron out the deal
Film will be shot at Fort Belvolr
with F-WC.
on the West Coast under the title,
Deal with F-WC may set the pat- 'The Fighting Engineers.'

fate of the United Motion Picture Industry, as an organi-

As Ui.Goy't Takes Oyer

Holdmgs
Besides fresh purchases,
weeks.
and those made prior' to Jime 30
this year, reputedly made by Floyd
'Send Atong the Tep Ptetnrcs'
dillers.
Odium's Atlas Corp., another group,
Elaborating on the company's *no
Idea is that the average theatre- represented
one of the largest
budget limitation' policy, Skouras goer does not like ghastly pictures banking houses in the Street, is
stated that this decision had been while some houses cater to customers known to have been buying the comtaken in responco to demands from who revel in goose pimples.
mon shares over several days. All ings to 103,848 shares, it was disthe distribution department to 'send
of the latter purchases were at
closed by the Securities It Exchange
along top pictures and we win get
above $10 a share, stock now selling
Commission's report on insiders'
percentage terms, more preferred
at around $12.
transactions during the June 11 to
playing time and better grosses.' He
Atlas had 15,000 shares of 20th- July 10 pwiod.. His 14,848 share
pointed out, however, that the
Fox
common
on
last
June
30
in
conholdings of the cumulative preferred
studio could not be expected to eX'
trast
to
shares
at
the
close
of
no
remained unchanged.
ceed the budgets on pictures if the
Corporation
last
year.
still
retained
sales department did not get inAmong the other transactions in
its 3,500 preferred shares of 20th.
creased rentals which 'A* product
stocks of motion picture companies
Over the same period, Atlas hold- was the acquistion of 10,100 shares
merits. He contended, also, that in
ings in Paramount common declined of Radio-Keith-Orpheum common by
view of the currently healtliy boX'
from
40,000 shares to 35,000 as of the American Co., of Jersey City,
more
office conditions which
last June 30.
expensive production possible, ex'
N. J., whose holdings were upped
hibitors should gear themselves to
e 20th-Fox common share posl to 300,230 by the transaction. Ameriguarantee studios that they wfiil get
tion has come in for extensive praise can Co. (Floyd Odium), a beneficial
Increased revenues ib justi^ in<
by conservative financial statistical owner, took over 4,600 shares on
Hollywood, Sept. 1
creased expenditures. Skouras menWith
layout of approximately firms in recent weeks. One pointed June 30 and 3,800 shares on June
tioned 'Black Swan* as an instance
The remainder was acquired in
$750,000 for 17 novels and stage to the expanding consumer income
of a production which had exceeded plays, 20th-Fox
led the Hollywood as likely to iMlster the corporation's five transactions ranging from 200 to
the original budget and said, 'We field
in the 1041-42 Literary Derby revenue for the war's duration and 500 shares.
must get more money for big pic- ending Sept 1. Tbps for the year to the substantial tax credit carryCouple of Stanton Griffis trusts
tures which merit percentage terras.'
was the purchase of John Steinbeck's over into 1042. The management was added" common of Paramount PicNew Pcaka
war tale^ The Moon Is Down,' for credited with cutting expenses and tures, Inc. W. Griffis Trust boosted
Other literary - financial improving product, with tihe result its holdings 600 shares to a total
Substantiating his statemttt that $300,000.
the film industry is bitting, a new biggies were The Liast Best Hope,' that the earnings outlook compared of 6,000, and the N. Griffis Trust took
profit peak in more than a decade, $80.d60; "The Song of Bemadette,' favorably with 1941 when $2.04 was on 600 to a total of 4,000.
Stanton
Skouras cited as an example that $75,000; The Pled Piper,' $45,000; earned by the company, by the same Griffis reported month-end holdings
Hie Meanest Man In the World,' service.
Tales of Manhattan' has, in
prC'
at 4,800 shares, F. K. Griffis Trust
release towns where it has already $40,000; The Immortal Sergeant'
The fact that few of about 916,000 at 3,000 and T. G. Latouche Trust
$35,000, and
'My Friend Flicka, preferred shares are in the hands at 5,400.
beeni shown, outgrossed every 20th'
Fox film released in those towns $25,000.
of the public (Chase National owns
J. Robert Rubin, v.p. and director
Other buys, not so high but still a large portion) is reported partly of Loew's, Inc., dropped 850 shares
last year. He also mentioned 'Foot
important were The Ox-Bow Inci' responsible for this new interest
light Serenade' which. In eight pre'
in of common of his company, reducing
release engagements this season, has dent* TTie Imposter,' 'The Bird of the 20th-Fox common.
Although his holdings to 7,465 shares, and the
exceeded the grosses of any 20th Paradise,' 1 Escaped from Hongkong' there are still about 1,741,000 shares corporation disposed of 850 shares,
film shown last year in the same and 'Birthday' Studio is aiming to of common outstanding, the
re- cutting its holdings to 27,250 shares.
situations.
Another significant fac- make up for the toss of film names, establishment of the cori>oration on Loew's, Inc., also acquired 48 shares
tor stressed by Skouras was that due to draft and .enlistments,, by the
a consistent earnings basis is bring- of Loew's Boston Theatres, increasthere are now 17,000 motion pic- purchase of stories with marquee ing
gradual retirement of addK ing its stake to 119,321 $hares.
a
-tuces theatres in operation in the. draft
tional preferred shares.
VS.; as compared with 14,000 houses
Understood that at current earn
four years ago.
ings rate the company sinking fund
With regard to the 20th produc'
40;S
requirements result in the corpora' Selzmck Wants
tion schedule Skouras said there
tion buying in around 10,(MX) shares
may be 12 more pictures, in addi'
For Role
'Jane Eyre'
of preferred annually. This gradual
tion to the 30 already announced,
retirement plus the fact that 20th'
but that this wiU be determined by
David O. Selznick has asked Orson
Warner Bros, is demanding deals Fox pays only $1.50 per year on the
availability of material and talent
preferred
naturally
improves
the
Welles to play the part of Rochester
Sales boss Tom Connors, Andy at 40% for "Now, Voyager,' starring
common diwy prospects, providing, in 'Jane Eyre,' which is being lined
Smith, Jr., Hal Home and Lowell Bette Davis, top picture in its first
Thomas also spoke during the opeU' block of five /films for 1942-43 re- of course, the present earnings net Is up for production. Deal would depend on Welles' commitmenta for
ing day of the convention.
Open lease. The other four are 'Across the maintained.
One
the
favorable
of
factors cited radio or picture work in connection
forum for questions from the floor Pacific,' 'Desperate Journey,' 'Secret
for the company also Is that the Na- with the promotion of the Govemwas held Saturday with most of the Enemies' and The Busses Roar.'
Latin-American
solidarity
has tentatively set 'Voya|er' tional Theatres dividend dlstrlbU' ment's
delegates pulling out of New York
for the Strand, N. Y., for Oct 29 for tion will be highefthls year than campaign.
Sunday (30).
Selznick Is understood negotiating
Skouras left for Washington Fri- four weeks. Theatre has signed Phil in 1941 when the 20th-Fox 42% inday evening to discuss the War Bond Spitalny to open with it with its terest in National amounted to 40c also for an unpublished novel, by
drive wiih Treasury officials and contract calling for four weeks and on the common. With theatre busi- a name author, which Alfred Hitchness on a decided upbeat, WaU cock would direct
then headed for Chicago for the options for two additional stanzas.
Street figures 20th-Fox is sure to
20tb-Fox regional convention there
benefit not only via distribution but
Mondajr (SI).
through its stake in National.
Ere the Smoke»£Ieared
Zorina
Hostages'
First 11 20th-Fox 'A" pictures have

mAe

Attitude

While the

'

ST.

interest
in
20th-Fox
2Mh DBblaeks ChlUcts
common shares, not only in finanHoU}rwood, Sept 1.
cial summaries on future prospects,
horror films at 20th-Fox, "The but also by healthy purchases by in-

2ft-Fox Paid

1942

UMPL

loaned to UMPI by RKO, where h*
occupied the sales promotion man-

ager's post.

Harry Brandt, president of the Independent Tlieatre Owners Assn. of
N. Y. and New York member of th«
UMPI subcommittee, believes UMPI
should be continued.

While

Paramount

end

Warner

Bros, did not subscribe to the conciliation measures of the UMPI formula, it Is believed in the trade that,
on the ground they want to be as
fair as possible to their customers,
they would come along ultimately
with Metro, 20th-Fox and
on it
Another function of UMPI relates
to tax committees which have been
set up In each of the 48 states to

RKO

work on tax problems confronting
There are a total of
54 such conmiittees, there being thre*
in New York and two each In California, Missouri, Ohio and Pennsylvania, one in all the other states.
the industry.

Each committee Includes local representation by distributors, affiliated
and unaffiliated exhibitors. In many
cases very prominent men in these
fields are~serving on the boards.
While set up primarily to handle
tax matters, it Is possible the scope
of the conunittee might be expanded
to include other problems of an industry nature.

CEILING

ON SET COSTS

MONEY-SAVER TO RKO
Hollywood, Sept

1.

Uncle Sam is saving money for the
film producers by his cost celling on
studio sets, even though they were
resentful when the lid was clamped.
discloses
Survey of expenses at
that the company has profited by
sending troupes far afield to make
scenes that would have been shot in
the studio under the pre-war system.
In recent months the studio has
sent out 16 location companies to
film sequences originally intended
for the sound stages. They ranged
all over Califomla and Into Arizona,

RKO

Nevada, New Mexico, Texas, Illinois.
Connecticut and New York and
i.wound up. In a majority of oases,
with lower budgets than those designed for shooting at home.

Twentieth-Fox common shares,
Red Light for Raft
which went below $6 after the outHollywood, Sept 1.
Hollywood, Sept. 1.
break of war in 1940, have been
'Hostages,' Stefan Heym's novel of
George Raft draws Brenda Marrising steadily,' going above $0 in mass murder by the Gestapo in shall as femme lead in 'Background
1941 and to better than $12 this year, Czechoslovakia, is being rushed Into to Danger,' slated for an early start
The first six ^months* .net profit is production by Sol C. Siegel at Para- at Warners under direction of Raoul
~

figured as equivalent
share on the common,
several years.

to

new

per
high for
86c

mount

Slated for top spots are Zorina,

Bruce Cabot and William Bendix.

Walsh.

Sydney Greenstreet and
Lorre' top the supporting cast

Peter
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As the amazing Mrs.
Holliday, she's the merriest

widow

of

them

all

.

^
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in

as daring a story as ever
delighted your audiences I

They'll cheer
first in
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Here are i«iugh Vitamins
"A" and "C

BUD
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and
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Stupor- sleuths

in

a

riot of

defective detecting!
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TO CAPTURE THE IMAGINATION OF AIL AUDIENCES!

Re-unlting the three -great stars

off

WALTER WANGER'S "ARABIAN NIGHTS"

JON HALL
. . .

finding daring actlen, bewitchlrfo

MARIA MONTEZ
. . breathlessly revealing her fascinating charms on the screen I

SABU
...his

name alone the mark of thrilllngly

different entertainment!

Associate Producer

GEORGE WAGGNER

2.

1942

WedneMlay. September 2. 1942

PICTURE GltOSSBS
First

Londui Booms; miniver' Smash
'Bambi

(Subiect to Change)

Wy

$12,000,

bm'

2i

London, Aug. IS.
been clamoring to Sam Eckman, Jr.,
Five 'outstanding factors account local Metro head, to permit extenfor the- present boom In London's sion of runs. Will continue at this
They are (1) hoiise even after general release.
Dictur« ^u^lness.

Warner (WB)— 'Juke

bulging pocketbooks, (2)
atay-at<b6ine holidays in response
Workers*

Girl'

(WB)

(2d wk). Did fairly in first week,
goyenunental requests, (3) tre- topping $10,000, and not likely to go
belqw $8,000 in second week, after
which it vacates to niake room for
'AU Through the Night' (WB).

to

^ux

of Americans In imiJnendoUs
orro^ together with dally arrivals of
troops on leave, all pleasure-seekers (4) oiTlclal advice to discontinue
carrying gas masks, plus 15 months'
immunity from air raids, (5) high
standard of current offerings In almost all West End picture houses.
Ordinarily August finds London
deserted by a good one-half of its
population, this being the month
most favored by vacationists for
their annual Jaunts to seaside or
reTransport
resorts.
country
strictions are keeping the people at

home

of Sept. 3
Aster- 'Pride of the Yankees'
(RKO) (8th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Julv IS)

Capitol—'Somewhere
YouLj(M=G) (2d weelO..

(Revleued in 'Variety' Aug. S)
Criterion 'Pardon My Sarong'
(U) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. 5)
Globe 'Moscow Strikes' Back'
(Artklno) (4th week).
(Reviewed in "Variety' Aug. IS)
Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (15th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 3)

—

—

—

Mnsle Hall— Talk

of the

Town'

(Col) (2d week).

(Reviewed in 'Variety' July

2»)

INN*

Paramonnt
Inn'
'Holiday
(Par) (5th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 17)
Boxy—'The Pied Piper' (20th)
(4th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' July 6)
Strand 'Acros.s the Pacific'

CLEVE.

(WB)

—

$17,000,

(4).

(Reviewed in 'Variety' Ad^.

19)

Week

!•
—'Prideof ofSept
the Yankees'
(Bth week).
Capitol— 'Somewhere
Find

Aster

this year.

Cleveland, Sept. 1,
Coupons tend to make it more and
'Men of Texas' is being jived up
difficult for the Londoner to
buy luxuries at a time when he has by Duke Ellington for wham biz at
more money to spend on such things $22,000 at the Palace, which has
than ever before. So the recent tilt- been hitting the bull's-eye with

more

(RKO)

I'll

You' (M^) (3d week).
Globe 'Moscow Strikes Back'
(Artkino) (Sth week).
Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (leth week).
Mnsle Hall— Talk of the Town'
(Col) (3d week).

—

ing of prices at picture houses hasn't name bands recently.
'Holiday Inn' also is rolling along
any hurtful effect on 'the
strongly at the State. Hipp enjoyCustomers' eagerness to line up in
ing an unexpected heavy play on
ne queue.
'Mrs. Miniver,' now in its sixth 'Magnificent Ambersons.'
Inn'
Paramonnt
'Holiday
£mpire,
and
still
Estimates for Thto Week
week at Metro's
(Par) (6th week).
AUen (RKO) (3,000; 35-40-45-55)
turning 'em away, is the acknowledged picture hit of the year. Next —'Pride Yankees' (RKO) (4th wk).
Serenade'
Boxy
'Footlight
floor at the Rltz, 'Gone With the Catehing nice $5,000 in fourth stanza
(20th) (9th).
after batting out $7,000 last frame.
wind' is also doing smash biz.
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Julv 8)
to the £,
iCroases, at rate of
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 35-40-45'5S)
Strand 'Across the Pacific'
'Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO).
herewith.)
(WB) (2d week).
Carlton (Far) True to the Army' Smartly built up and sturdy at
(Par). Just terminated two weeks $14,000. Last lap, 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy'
(WB)
wk).
(2d
at
$1.10
top,
to mediocre grosses of $5,000 first
Tride' Record $5,000
with
around $4,000, the somewhat disappointing for that
week,
second. Now replaced by 'Salute scale, just okay $17,000.
In Lincolii for 11
Palaoe (RKO) (3,700; 40-60-70)—
John Citizen' (British National),
Lincoln, Neb,, Sept. 1.
which press likens to "Mrs. Miniver. 'Men of Texas' plus Duke Ellington
A new house record 'is being
Latter is due for at least three on stage. Another musical winner
with Ellington's orch whipping it up chalked up at the Varsity currently
weeks.
'Pride of the Yankees.' Film
with
Empire (Metro)
"Mrs. Miniver' to an extra fine $22,000. Last round,
pulled a full house every. day for 11
'Ladjy
in
'J)
with
Horace
Jam'
(Metro) (6th wk). ^as been averdays, longest run in several years.
aging $32,000 per, and still build- Heidt band, smashing nouse mark
Estimates for This Week
ing. Terminates Aug. 20 due to gen- at $38,000.
Lincoln (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,503;
State (Loew's) (3.450; 35-40-45-55)
eral release date imminence, other'Holiday Inn' (Par). Astaire and 10-30-44)— 'Orchestra Wives' (20th).
wise could stay on several more
Crosby, fortified by unanimously Looked Uke it might go as high as
weeks.
notices, had the ropes up over $4,500. Last week, 'Eagle Squadron'
Ganment (GB)—'Shores of Tripoli' rave
weekend. Excellent $17,000 or oetter, (U), $4,000.
(20tR) (3d wk). Playhig to small
Nebraska
(J.
Cooper-Par)
H.
Last week, 'Husbands Necessary'
coin, with first week under $8,000,
10-30-44)
in
(1,236;
'After
(Par), pleasant $11,500.
and second week well below $6,000.
SUIInum (Loew's) (1,872; 35-40- Kampf (PRC) and 'Ahnost Married'
Management looked frantically for 45-55)—'Annie Rooney' (UA), Not (U). Light $1,100. Last week, 'Toe
replacer, due to disappointing remore than $4,000 at best. Last week, Sergeant' (U) and 'I Was t'ramed
turns, but could not fliid. anything
(WB), $1,000.
"Twin Beds' (UA) (2d wk), satis
suiteble, hence the forced holdover.
State (Noble-Overman) (B86; 10
factory $5,200 on moveover.
20-28)
'Playmates'
Leicester Sqoare (GFD) "Eagle
(RKO) and
'Power Town,' Kyser brought It up
Squadron'(U) (3d wk). Fairly good
to $1,200. Last week, 'CMd Rush'
at $15,000 for first week, with second
^UA) and 'New Wine,' $1,200.
nearer $12,000, which warrants lioldHattie' Trim
Stnart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,859;
over. Being replaced by The First
10-30-44)
'Calling Dr. Gillespie'
of the Few,' Leslie Howard proMild Pro?.;
(M-G).
Sad $2,800.
Last week,
duction starring Howard and David
'Pied Piper'
Niven, which is expected to stay
(20th),
very
$3,600,
lour weelts.
good.
Icings Eafle' High
Varsity
(Noble-Overman)
(1,100;
London Pavilion (UA)—'The Gold
10-30-44)— 'Pride of Yankees' (RKO)
Rush' (UA) (6th wk). Has proved
Pulling a new house record in 11
moneyspinner, coming at time when
Providence, Sept. 1.
days, $5,000.
6omedy is in keen demand. Has been
Nothing big around town this week,
averaging $14,400 per we^' and is though all spots are healthy. 'Wings
holding over right to eve of general for the Eagle' at Majestic Is in a
release, hence 'Close Call' (Col) re- happy frame of mind as is 'Panama
placing for one week, with 'Little Hattie' at Loew's Stat?.
'Pride of
Annie Rooney' (UA) following for the Yankees' is in its third week at

had

—

—

—

—

—

—

Days

.

—

—

—

—

Me

—

Tanama

$16,000

NX's Wow B.0, Continues; A.&C Ride

—

b

Record

$36,000,

14G

Town' Bii^llOaiinmilivan SOGWith a powerful weekend under brackets at $60,000 on the third
(Tuesday)
belt, Broadway theatres are week ended last night
and begins a fourth-final canto
heading for a very fancy total this today.
week. From the smaller first-runs
Strand, now on Its third (conto the larger houses, business ranges cluding) round with 'Gay Sisters'
from good to socko. Despite rain on and Sammy Kaye, continues a
Saturday (20), the day was one of strong pace at around $40,000 on
the biggest ever, while Sunday also the blowoff.
Closed for most of the summer,
was much above normal.
The street Includes several hold- the Rivoli reopened last night
overs that are doing extremely (Tuesday) when 'Wake Island' had a
well. Their staying powers must be special preem for the benefit of the
largely attributed to the huge turn- Red Cross. Theatre Is being operover in transients each week in ated by a joint committee representing
the United Artists Theatre
downtown N. Y.
New shows moved into the circuit and Paramount, latter having
Capitol. Music Hall, State. Criterion taken a 50% interest in the house.
and Rialto during the past week.
Estimates for This Week
Among these, a sensation at the boxAster (Loew's) (1,140; 55-65-$1.10)
office is 'Mrs. Miniver' on second- —'Pride of
Yankees' (RKO-Goldrun at the State, with Ed Sullivan wyn) (8th wk).
Holding Its stride
and the Harvest Moon dance win- beautifully, the seventh
stanza endners on the stage. The way it looked ing
last
night
(Tuesday) being
yesterday (Tuesday), when 'business
close
$25,000,
behind the prior
almost
neck-and-neck
running
was
stanza's $25,500.
with opening day (Thursday), the
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85record
the house
former

their

-

all-time
of
of $50,317 would be broken. That
figure was attained by Eddie (^tor

a Wonderful World' (M-G)
in 1939 In the July 4th week.
Should the current State bill ride
over that figure, it becomes all the
more remarkable since no more than
five stageshows can be done, due to
length of 'Miniver,' whereas Cantor

and

'It's

did six. 'Miniver* and Sullivan bill
holds over a second week and may

go a third.

RKO

.

Marble Aroh PavUlon
oung Mr. Pitt' (20th)

(7th wk).
.[ere alone after doubling for six
at New Gallery (GB). Has
touched as high as $6,400 for several
weeks, which is good for this spot,
but now nearer $5,500. Finishing
this week.
New Gallery (GB)
'Bambl'
(RKO) (2d wk). Was rushed in, replacing 'Mr. Pitt* (GB) to cateh the
kids' holiday trade, and has had
yiem queuing up since opening.
First week's inteke exceeded $12,000;
good for eight weeks, and may even

weeks

—

stay longer.

—

Odeon (Deutsch)
"Pardon My
Sarong' (U). Just terminated two
weeks' run to hefty grosses, with first
week topping $15,000. second stanza
well above $12,000. First time this
house has used Abbott and CosteUo
pic, their product generally going to
Leicester Square theatre. Had to
told, as due for general release soon.
Now replaced by Twin Beds' (UA).
Plaza (Par)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par)
(3d wk).
Has clicked from start,
toppmg $22,000 first week, with
second $21,000. Staying to general
release date, which Is In two weeks,
With 'Palm Beach Story'
(Par)
skedded to follow.
Eejral
(WB)
The Tuttles of
Tahiti
(RKO). Limped for fortnight to around $8,000, below recent
average of house, which has been
on upgrade since introduction of
Band policy to help pictures. Now
replaced by 'Lady Is Willing' (Col),
expected to stay two weeks at least.
Kill
(M-G)—'(3one With Wind'
(M-G) (I22d wk). Here's record unprecedented in annals of picture
biz,
Wind' has topped $730,000 in

—

Its

r.un

at this smallle, which only
seats 435. and is stiU doing capacity.

Picture has been booked for general
release,

still knocking
over with packed houses.
Metropolitan reopened to nice biz
with name band-pic policy.

(GB)—'The them

on two weeks' run policy,
and sold out for full run as soon as
'I opened.
Result Is exhibitors have

Albee and

EsUnuUes
Albee

(RKO)

for This
(2,300:

about seven years ago.
Hall,

on

its first

—

'Pride of the Yankees'
closed
strongly after four stanas.
"Eagle
Squadron,' new Keith entry, is doing
a resounding $12,000 at normal ad-

(M-G) and 'Sabotage Squad' mish

'Mad Doctor Market
vaude, good $6,500.

St.'

(U)

and

scale.

Estimates for This Week
Capltel (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)
'Crossroads' (M-G ) plus stage show
headed by Larry Adier. Solid $25,000.
Last week. 'Pled Piper' (20th)

—

with Tony Pastor's band on stage.
Picture got fine word of mouth and

Majestic (Fay) (2,200: 30-40-50)— rolled up a stout $25,000.
'Wings for Eagle' (WB) and 'Escape
Columbta (Loew) (1,234; 29-44)—
Crime' (WB). Sheridan appeal Is ap'This Above All' (20th).
Only fair
parently helping this one to solid
Moveover from Palace. Last
$6,000.
$14,000. Last week. Ten Gentlemen
and 'Magnificent week, 'Blue Horizon' (Par), $6,000

from Point' (20th)

Dope' (20th), nice $14,000.
Metropolitan (Indie) (3,200: 55)—
'Rubber Racketeers' (Mono) plus

and no complaints.
Earle

(WB)

(2,210:

(28-39-44-66)—

'Talk of Town' (Col) with stage
show.
Critics sang hosannahs and
Osborne band and Andrews
House has been shuttered walloping $23,000 is re.sult. On the
Sisters.
holdover, this week, $18,000, plenty
for past month and opened Its reggood.
ular weekend showings to big $10,-

Will

000 in three days.
State (Loew) (3.200:

'Panama

Hattie'

30-40-50)—

Keith's (RKO)
'Eagle Squadron'

(1.830: 40-50-65)—
(U) and back to
Swell ^12.000 and
holds.
Last week. 'Pride Yankees'
(4th wk), near $10,000.
Metropolitan (WB) (1.600: 28-44)—
'Sweater Girl' (Par.) First rate $7.Last week. 'Gay Sisters' (WB),
000.

(M-G) and 'Grand normal

Paced at
Central Murder' (M-G).
Last week. 'Talk of
nice $16,000.
Town' (Col) and 'Blondle Victory'
good $14,000.
Strand (Indie) (2.000: 30-40-50)—

(Col),

Broadway' (Par) and 'Joan
'Dr.
Ozark' (Rep). Above average trade
Last week. 'Night New
at $7,000.
Orleans' (Par) and 'Suicide Squadron' (Pnr). noal S8.000.

week with

'I Live on Danger^ (Pair).
BlvoU
(2,092:
35-5S-7S-8S-99)—
'Wake Island' (Par) premiered here

last night tTuesday), with all proceeds going to the Red Cross. Starts
regular
run today (We'dnesday).
House has been closed since early in

July.

Washlngton, Sept. 1.
It's a holiday hereabouts,
(1st wk).
Holdovers this week brought the T.
with house consistently strong on regulars Into the Capitol and Keith's.
Constant plugging has 'Miniver' is still husky in its third
holdovers.
gone a long way in keeping interest session and Talk of the Town' Is
Looking for neat $6,000 after substantial on repeat week.
alive.

(Col) (2d run), oke $3,000.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000: 30-40-50)—
•Call of Canyon* (Rep) and vaude.
Autry's good for a nice play hereLast week,
abouts; swell $7,200.

BUIte (Mayer) (504; 28-44-55)—
'Just Off Broadway' (20th).
good
$7,000 seeny same af the prevloua

A

C;

and 'One Born Every Minute' (U)

'Tish'

(1,226; 83-$1.10-

strong.

wk)

sock $13,000 in second session.
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400; 30-4050—'Talk of Town' (Col) and 'Biondie Victory' (Col) (2d run). LevelLast week,
ing off at nice $3,000.

—

55-75-85) 'Pardon My Sarong' (U)
(2J wk).
Begins holdover today
(Wednesday), after socking through
to tremendous $36,000 on first seven
days, new high for house.
Laat
week, 'Invisible Agent' (U) (3d wk).

HoUywood (WB)

week

35-40-65)—
(3d

sighted. Holds. Last
second for 'Ambersons' (RKO), under $22,000. fairly good.
Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-44-

with
Music
$1.65-$250)
'Dandy' (WB)
(14th
'Talk of the Town,' is breaking the wk).
Roadshow film started the curspeed limit for a likely $110,000, im- rent (14th) Week
strongly by getting
usually big, while 'Somewhere I'll
$9,800 on the first three days; last
Find You,' with Lana Turner and week (13th)
pushed ' to $18,2007 a
Clark Gable, should take the Capitol tidy profit.
to a rousing $48,000 or over. Both
FaUee (RKO) (IJOO; 28-35-44-55pictures hold- over. Take on Talk' 66-75)—
'Wings For Eagle' (WB) (2d
at $110,000 tops the opening week's
run) and 'Give Out, Sisters' (U) (1st
'Miniver*
at
the
Hall.
$109,000 for
run). This duo won't pull more than
Doing an extraordinary business about
$8,000, fair. Last week. Top
is 'Holiday Inn' and the Skinnay
Hat' (RKO) (reissue) and 'Duke
Ennis band, plus -the Ink Spots, West Point'
(20th) (reissue), $8,200.
which on the fourth week at the
Paramonnt
Paramount concluded last night 99)— 'Holiday (Far) (3,664; 35-55-85Inn' (Par) and Skin(Tuesday) got $67,000, lofty takings. nay
Ennis band, plus Ink Spots.
Picture will.be held two additional
Raced on the fourth week through
weeks, becoming the first in the 16- yesterday
(Tuesday) to take down a
year operation of the Par to have bagful!
at $67,000, while prior stanza
that long an engagement. Only one
(3a) hit high in the clouds at
other show went five stanzas. Due
$77,000.
Picture goes two more
to prior bookings, Ink Spots are out weeks,
with Will Osborne's band and
of the Par anew starting today
the Charioteers replacing Ennis and
(Wednesday), while Ennls goes back Ink
Spots on stage.
to the Coast for a rest. Replacing
Badio City Mnsle HaU (RockefelWill
Osborne
band
and
the
is the
lers) (5,945; 44 - 55 • 85 - 09 - $1.65)—
Charioteers.
'Talk of Town' (Col) and stage show.
'Pied Piper' Is another holdover
A wow at the boxofflce at $110,000
that displays remarkably fine conor close, and holds. Last week. Secsistency. It remains in the upper
ond for 'Bambl' (RKO), $90,000,

'Crossroads Plus Vaude Solid $25,000

Week

(RKO)

prices.

~

better

Another show definitely estab$9,000, fine.
a new high for the house
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 35-55-75which it is playing. Picture is 'Par- 85)— 'Moscow
Strikes Back' (Art-„
don My Sarong.' On its first week at kino) (3d wk).
Looks $14,000 or
the Criterion ended last night (Tues- close, very
good, while last week
day) it drew a smash $36,000, best (2d) ran
to $17,000, excellent HoltU.
the smaU-seater has done since built a fourth.

is

'Pride of Yankees'

—

'Somewhere I'll Find
You' (M-G). Biggest biz-getter here
In long time, with potent $48,000 or
week,

$1,10-$1.25)

lishes

'Eagle ScpiadrimTme $12,000 in Da

run.

Lana-Gable Hot 4SG.

Find

I'll

—

HOLIDAY

IS

Week

m W OK^at^

Neat

Rims on Broadway

Boxy

ToWhamSOGmlmlpk
'Serenade' Big $10,500

(20th) (5,886; 40-65-65-75-85-

99)— 'Pied Piper' (20th) and stage
show (4th-final wk). Starts windup
stanza today (Wednesday); the third
week, up last night (Tuesday),
mounted to a sock $60,000, while the
second was $67,000.
State (Loew's) (3,450; ?9-44-9S-7599-$l. 10)— 'Miniver' (M-G) (2d run)

and Ed Sullivan with the Harvest
Tommy Dorsey's band show Is the. Moon dancers. This show Is very
bellringer this week with 'Postman rich in b.o." vitamins aiid may scale
Didn't Ring' at the Circle, Band is the heighta to over $50,000 for the
best
gross theatre has done in its
packing them in consistently with
plenty of standees. Tootlight Ser- 21 years of existence. Turnover probenade' Is leading the straight fllmers, lem prevents more than five stagethan average at Indiana. ^ows. Former high of $50,317 was
better
scored in 1939 by Eddie Cantor and
Business otherwise is spotty.
'It's a Wonderful World' (M-G).
Last
Estimates for Tbis Week
week, 'Tarzan's Adventure' (M-G)
Circle (Katz-DoUe) (2,600; 30-40- (2d run) and Smith and Dale, others,
55)—'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th) over
'Miniver' and
$24,000, good.
with Tommy Dorsey band.
Solid the current stageshow holds o^t.
jive show with strong supporting
Strand (WB) (2,756: 65-55-75-85
acts
is
getting powerful $30,000, 99-$1.10)— 'Gay Sisters'^ (WB) and
second best biz of season.
Last Sammy Kaye (3d-flnal wk). Conweek, 'Magnificent Ambersons' tinues sturdily, looking $40,000 or
(RKO) and 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col), thereabouts this week (3d). The
fair $8,500 at 28-44c scale.
second built to a surprisingly Juicy
Indiana (Katz-DoUe) (3,200: 28-33- $51,000.
'Across the Pacific' (WB)
44)— 'Footlight Serenade' (2ath) and and Dick Jurgens' band open FriIndianapolis, Sept.

1.

'Little Tokyo, U.S.A.' (20th). Strong
$10,500, Last week, 'Wings for Eagle'
(WB) and 'Tombstone' (Par), $8,700,

shade over average.

—

28-44)
Keith's
(Ind)
(1,200;
'You're Telling Me' (U) with vaudeville, nice $3,900 In four-day run.

'Unseen Enemy' (U) with Ken Maynard
and horse heading vaude
hefty $7,500.
with dandy $4,100 .last
Palace (Loew) (2.242; 28-.';5)— 'Mrs. wound up
week,
Miniver' (M-G). (3d wk). Will grab
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 28-33-44)—
Earlier sessions $29.tip top $19,000.
Mail' (M-G) and 'Calllns
Jackass
000 and $26,000. lerriflc.

day

(4).

Dr. Gillespie' (M-G). Meager $8,500.
Last week. 'Crossroads' (M-G) and
'Blondie's Event' (Col), very nice
$10,300.

Lyric

(Katz-DoUe)

(1,850;

28-33-

44)— 'Wings for Eagle' (WB) and
Tombstone' (Par). Routine $4,000
on moveover. Last week, 'Pardon
Sarong' (U) and 'Tough as. Come'
(U). fsmash S5 7nn In movpovpr.

Wednesday, September

PICTUIIE GROSSES
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2,

1942

nicely located to cash in on actionfull releases.

Tops

Tales,' Sturdy $24,000,

Frisco;

'Serenade 21G, Tride -Vaude 22G, 3d

fourth

San Francisco, Sept
Manhattan'

'Tales of

1.

pacing the

is

Warfield,

$24,000 at the

while not far behind

'The Pride

is

of the Yanltees,' in its third torrid
week at the Golden Gate. 'Pride' is
being aided by a new stage bill.
Estimates for Thla Week

Fox

(F-WC)

(5,000;

New

$3,500.

Winter Card

30)— 'Fantasia'
Animal' (WB)

Orpheum (Blumenfeld)

(2,440; 35-

Paramonnt (F-WC) (2,470; 35-4065)— 'Gone With Wind' (M-G). Back
at pop prices, adding up to $12,000.
Last week, 'Tarzan's N. Y. Adven'Fly
(Par), $17,800, h«fty.

by

Nighf

St Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-4065)— 'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Affairs
of Martha' (M-G) (moveover). The
third week downtown on this combo

New

wk).

par though slightly under last. week.
Current topper is 'Talk of Town* at
the Albee. 'Pied Piper' is furnishing sweet music for the Palace.
Of the holdovers, 'Reap Wild
Wind,' is hanging up a stout second
session at the Capitol. Veterans of
Foreign Wars are here this week
for their 43d annual encampment,
which means the downtown nouses
are deriving some added biz from

nice

total

Albee
'Talk of

(RKO)
Town*

Last

000.

week of moveover), very good
Capitol

ValenoU (Loew's-UA)

$18.-

(RKO),

$13,000.
(2.000; 34-44-55-60)

(RKO)

(WB)

(2d run).

Lyrlo

'Squadron' Terrific

$15,000, Seattle's Ace;

(RKO)

(1,400:

28-33-42)—

'Footlight Serenade' (20th). Second
transfer for third stanza on front
line.
Fair $3,500. Last week. 'Pardon
Sarong* (U) (3d run), big
$4,800.

Palace

(RKO)

Seattle, Sept.

of bally

1.

marked opening

'Eagle Squadron' at Orpheum,
which is leading the town. Newspaper ads were upped and so was'
the scale. Record $15,000 is the re-

(2,600;

33-40-50)—

Merry $12,000.
Last week, 'Are Husbands Necessary'
'Pied Piper*

(20th).

(Par), neat $11,000.

©f

'Talk of "the Town,' at the
Liberty, also is rated a smash hit.
'Sarong' is solid in its h.o. at the
bis Paramount, after a great initial
stanza.
Estimates for This Week

TISH' MILD IIG, BALTO;

sult.

'WINGS' BIG $11,000 H.O.

(M-G), moderate

$6,300.

hit at $11,000

and run

is

Biti

(WB)

in Hul;

Last week, 'Kukan* (UAJ and'Ellsrv
tiueeh Meels ' Agents^' (CoT), oke

'Sostm Spee$

2^

96,900.

Mode Box (H-E) (850; 30-40-58)
—'Miniver* (M-G) (7th wk). Still
holding nicely, «4,700. Last week,
same Aim, great $5,000.
Masie HaU (H-E) (2,200; 30-40-58)
—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) and 'Fly
By Nighf (Par). Going along for
very good $6,306. Last week, second
of 'Footlight Serenade' (20th) and
Xittle Tokyo' (20th), nice $4,800.
Orpheam (H-E) (2,600; 40-50-65)
—'Eagle Squadron' (U). Big camF?i91«*'*'P'"8 this picture,
$15,000.

terrific

Rapid turnover making

record

this

Boston, Sept.

1.

With the streets still swarming
after dark, the picture houses are
catching big trade, especially since
a considerable improvement in the
weather has made life tolerable. Besides the stage show and 'Men of
Texas' at the Boston, which is unusually strong, only 'Gay Sisters' at
the Metropolitan is standout among
the new entries. Holdovers are okay.
Estimates tor This Week
,

Boston (RKO)

(3,200; 40-55-65-75-

take possible.
Last week 85)— 'Men of Texas* (U) with Jackie
(30-40-58), 'Invisible Agent' (U) and
•Lady Gangster' (WB), so-so $7,100. Cooper, Judy Canova, Dick and Dot
Palonur (Sterling) (1,350; 30-40- Remy and Louis Prima's band. Live
talent is pushing this to terrific $32,(20th)
000. , Last week, Andrews Sisters,
stage,
and accounts for most of business Will Osborne's band and 'Favorite
and swell $10,000. Last week, 'Klon- Spy' (RKO), 34,500, tremendous.
Fenway (M-P) (1,373; 30-44-60)—
dike Fury* (Mono) and 'Unseen
•Are
Husbands Necessary' (Par) and
Enemy' (U), plus vaude, mild $7,900.
Paramonnt (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-58) 'Lady Gangster' (WB). Moderately
—'Pardon My Sarong* (U) and 'No okay $5,000. Last week, 'Beyond
Hands Clock'' (Par) (2d wk). Great Horizon' (Par) and 'Sweater Girl'
$7,300. Last week, same duo, landed (Par), tepid $4,000.
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 40-55-65marvelous $14,500.
Boosevclt (Ste^g) (800; 23-40) 75)—•Pride Yankees* (RKO) and
'Married
Angel'
(M-G)
and 'Flying With Music' (20th). Bol'Gentlemen from Point' (20th) (2d stered with new second feature and
run). Good $3,000. Last week (30- holding up In third frame at a solid

68)-'Marry Boss Daughter*
§Ius Ina Ray Hutton band on

—

$20,000.
$21,000.

Last week, single featured,

Metropolitan (M.-P)

55-60)—'Gay
Ship' (WB).

Sisters'

A

(4,367;

30-44-

(WB) and

little

spotty,

'Spy
but

pulling satisfactorily at $23,000. Last
week, 'Wings For Eagle' (WB) and
'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th), thin
$15,000.

Orphenm (Loew)

All' (20th), $3,200 for third run.
Boyd (WB) (2,569; 75-$l.l0)—

(2,000; 40-65-70)

Det

Still

Yankee Doodle' (WB» (3d wk).
Plenty of pep left in this one, with
hangup

'Serenade'

Wham

for

third

session.

man band on stage. Okay $20,000
way behind previous week. Last

but

Ship' (WB) plus Glenn
Miller orch, near-record $45,800 for
combo. Miller likely would have
hung up new mark ahead of old
record of $46,700 but three broadcasts from stage hurt since there
was little turnover these nights.
Fox (WB) (2,452; 35-46-57-68-75)—
•Footlight Serenade' (20th) (2d wk).

week,^Spy

Dropped to $13,500, but
Initial week jood $22,000.

still

fair.

Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-88)
—'Friendly Enemies' (UA). SatisLast week. 'Allen
factory $4,200.
Poe* (20th), slightly under $4,000.
Keith's (WB) (2.200; 35-46-57-68)

Ambersons' (RKO)
(2d run). Not so good at $4,000. Last
week, 'Saboteur' (U), pale $2,800 for
second run.

-'Magnificent

Stanley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-6875)—^Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (5th wk).
Still

keeping solid pace with nifty
Fourth semester last week),

$16,000.

hangup

$17,500.

Stanton
—'Jackass

(WB)

(1,457: 35-46-57-68)

Drawmg
Mail' (M-G).
Last week, 'Tarzans
Adventure' (M-G) okay $5,500 for
holdover sesh.
fine

J.

W,000.

Dorsey-'Hnsbands'

Cracks 10-Year Mark
In Buff.,

Sock $32,000
Buffalo, Sept.

1.

Another great week is coming up
currently with holdovers playmg a
prominent part. Jimmy Dorsey is
smashing the 10-year record at Shea s
Buffalo, 'and probably will top a senHoldovers of "Gay
sational $32,000.
Sisters,' 'Pride of Yankees' and Blue
Horizon' at the Lakes, Century and

28G,

'Animal'-Rey $44,000
Detroit, Sept.

$32,000

Last week; smash $32,000 plus $4,000
extra for Earle Sabbath showing.
Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-48-57-68-75)—
•Men of Texas' (U) with Paul White-

on Upbeat;

Hipp respectively are doing

1.

Figures here continue in the high
week as Detroit's

er brackets each

fine.

Estimates for This Week
35-55)-j
(3,500;
Buffalo (Shea)
'Are Husbands Necessary' (Par) and
Jimmy Dorsey Orch. Came in aswinging and should hit new record
Last
at colossal $32,000 or near.
week, 'Blue Horizon' (Par) and 'Fly

mechanics spend their 'vacations' in
the film houses rather than at re
Currently business is climb
sorts.
ing above the already high summer by Nighf (Par), surpri.se $15,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)—
with the city's population
level
(WB) and 'Escape from
Sisters'
swelling fast under the armament Gay
,.
Strong $10,C;tiin».'»< ..'-:iJTiV. C%< -v k).
B(m.r'^w*-»m^;«w».w'*r*i»..?««!te;'>S^^
iKW.
Last week, same combo, glittaking no time off this year.
-Michigan -w.UI be .tops with. The tering $19,000.
Hipp (^hea) (2,100: 30-45)-Blue
Male Animal' coupled with Uie Al'Fly by Night
vino Rey orchestra and King Sis- Horizon' (Par) and
$7,000. I^t
ters.
Fox is hitting a big figure with (Par). Will earn neat (M-G)
(4th
-Footlight
Serenade'
and 'Little week, 'Mrs. Miniver' $10,000.
Tokyo, U. S. A.,* the only fresh pic- wk), final sesh grand (3,300; 30-44)
(Hayma'n)
Bafayette
ture bill in the loop besides the
and 'Almost Mar(U)
—'Men
Texas'
Michigan.
ried' (U). Stout $10,000. Last week,
Estimates tor This Week
'Atlantic Convoy* (Col) and 'BlonAdams (Balaban) (1,700; 50-65)— die's Event' (Col), bettered robust
'Eagle Squadron* (U) (3d wk) and $8,000.
'Hope Schuyler.*
Former picture
20th Century (Ind) (3,000; 44-65)-moved over after two strong weeks 'Pride Yankees' (RKO) (4th wk).
at the Fox.
Nifty $8,500.
Last Ijast round should better zingy $8,week, 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) and 50O. Last week, hefty $11,000.

(M-G) and 'About
Good in second frame 'Blondie Victory' (Col), great at
Last week, $22,500.
ditto figure.
Paramount (M-P) (1,800; 30-44-60)
Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 60-65)
'Are Husbands Necessary' (Par) —'Footlight Serenade' (20th) and
and 'Lady Gangster' (WB). A new 'LitUe Tokyo' (20th). Sock $28,000.
bill here and better than expected Last week, 'Eagle Squadron' (U) and
at $12,000.
Last week, 'Blue Hori- 'A-Haunting Will Go' (20th) (2d wk)
zon* (Par) and 'Sweater Girl' (Par), tucked a choice $23,000 on powerful
sad $9,000.
$32,000 for first stanza.
Stote (Orpheum) (3,600; 40-65-70)
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
—'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'About 50-65)—'Male Animal' (WB) and AlFace* (UA). Slowing down in sec- vino Rey orchestra on stage. Swell
ond round to nice $11,500.
Last $44,000.
Last week, 'Gay Sisters'
week, $17,600.
(WB) and True to Army' (Par) (2d
Trsnsinx (Translux) (900; 17-28- wk), surprise $22,000 added to first
44-55)—'HeUo Annapolis' (Col) and week's $29,000.
Things to Come* (UA). Pointing to
Palms-State (United Detroit) (3,okay.
Last week, 'Night 000; 50-65)- 'Gay Sisters' (WB) and
$4,200,
Train' (20th) and 'Top Sergeant* True to Army' (Par) (3d wk). Pair
moved from Michigan look for a
(U), $4,500.
—'Crossroads'

1.

DENVER ACE

30-44-66)— 'Mrs.

(800:

'Men of Texas -Prima-Canova Giant

anticipated.

Philadelphia, Sept.

$17,500.

—

Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)—
Talk of Town* (Col). Rolling off
the show in 140 minutes helps,
though lines form- at n^ght.- -Smash

A-HaunlUig

17-

(1,450;

Moved
Miniver' (M-G) (6th wk).
here after two weeks at Warner and
Baltimore, Sept. 1.
Most downtowners here are mark- three at Penn. Enough left for swell
Blue Monse (Hamrick-Evergreen) ing time with h.o. product and point- $3,800.
'Crossroads'
week,
Last
(800; 30-40-58)— 'Footlight Serenade" ing for the fresh Labor Day start. (M-G). on moveover from Penn.
(20th) and 'Little Toyko* (20th) (3d Of few new entries current. "The Big thin $2,200.
wk). Hot from Music Hall. Swell Shot,' at Keith's, and 'Tish,' at
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-55)
$3,000.
Last week, 'Blue Horizon' Loew's Century, are attracting fair- —'Road to Glory* (20th) and 'Sabo(Par) and 'Dr. Broadway' (Par)
tage Squad' (Cel).
Second time
ish response.
(4th wk), steady $2,800.
Some rather nice action also. re- 'Glory* has been reissued locally in
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 30-40ported for 'Tombstone, the Town last couple of years. Hardly better
68)
'Pied
Piper'
(20th)
and Too Tough to Die,' at the Mayfair, than weak $2,500. Last week, 'United
•Through Different Eyes' (20th). Big
$9,000. Last week, 'Tarzan's N. Y.
Adventure' (M-G) and 'Calling Dr.
Gillespie'

'

iU-G)

—

My

Talk Town' Huge 116

—

ana

(3,800;

'Mrs. Miniver*
(M-G)
(moveover). Steady at $6,000 after
Denver, Sept 1.
big four-week run in downstairs
With heavy war plant activity and
Century.
Last
week,
'Sherlock the city also getting Its share of paHolmes* (U), fair $3,200.
tronage from servicemen, first-runs
are having no difficulty in rolling up
nice grosses. 'Pardon My Sarong' 1»
packing the Denver for top coin curUlail'-Jnrgens Crack
rently while 'Beyond the Blue Horizon' still is strong in the second week
at .the Denham.
125,000 in Pitt; 'Wings'
Estimates for This Week
AUddIn (Fox) (1,400; 40-50-60)—
Bigl7G,Tiper'7G,H.O. 'Winss
for Eagle* (WB), after week
Nifty $4,500. Last
at the Denver.
week,
'Tales Manhattan' (20th), after
Pittsburgh, Sept. 1.
Biz still sturdy with the weather a week at Denver and playing daycontinuing to be considerable help. date with Broadway, great $5,500.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 30-35-40Nice cool weekend had everybody
doing well. Stanley is out in front 50)— 'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G) and
with 'Jackass Mail* find Dick Jur- 'Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure' (M-G),
gens orch. First time around here after week at the Orpheum. Fair
for Jurgens but new band is pulling $2,500. Last week, 'Tales Manhattan'
strongly. Fulton is getting a first- (20th), after a week at Denver and
rate fourth and last week out of day-date with Aladdin, good $3,000.
'Eagle Squadron.'
Denhara (Cockrill) (1,750; 30-4050-60)—'Blue Horizon* (Par) (2d
Estimates for This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700; 35-44-66)— wk) and 'Tombstone' (Par), Fine
'Eagle Squadron'
(U) (4th wk). $10,000. Last week, 'Blue Horizon'
Winding up a month's stay to okay (Par), opening week, packed house
$5,000, fine.
Last week, fine $7,000. to a huge $14,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 30-40-50-60)
'This means $30,000 or slightly better
on the run for first picture getting —•Pardon Sarong* (U) and 'Postman
Big $14,000.
advanced prices here. Latest h.o. Didn't Ring' (20th).
pushes back 'Private Buckaroo' (U) Last week, 'Wings for Eagle* (WB)
and 'Footlight Serenade' (20th) to and 'Murder Big House' (WB), big
Saturday (5) opening.
$12 000
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 35-40-55)—
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 30-35-40'Pied Piper* (20th) (2d wk).
Click 50-60)
'Cardboard Lover' (M-G)
at least $7,000, and moves tomorrow and 'Favorite Spy' (RKO).
Fine
(2) to the Seiiator for third week. $1 1 ,000. Last week, 'Maisie Gets Man'
Last week, 'Piper* was almost $12,- (M-G) and 'Tarzan's N. Y. Adven000, best here In some time.
ture' (M-G), big $12,500.
30-45)—
30-40Fenn (Loew's-UA) (3,300;
Paramount (Fox (2,200;
55)— 'Wings for Eagle* (WB). All 'Flight Lieutenant" (Col) and
of crix had a good word on this one 'Blondie Victory' (Col). Nice $7,000.
and it*s sticking close to the $17,000 Last week, 'Sergeant York' (WB)
mark, fairly steady figure here lately. and 'Was Framed* (WB) (2d wk),
Last week, 'Gay Sisters' (WB) about big $7,500.

28-44-55)

33-40-50)—

Smash

'Bambi'

Eagle*

(20th )

Mail'

'SARONG' 14G

(WB)

(2d wk).
h.o. at possible $11,000,
after rousing $16,300 on Initial sesh.

Week

(3.300;

(Col).

week.

to bring

$14,600 for three sessions,
for limited seating at

—'Wings For
Very nice in

the visitors.

Estimates for This

17-28-35(20th) (3d

(1,581;

Holding to okay biz
to

4gure

hand. Current week, near $3,000.
Stanley (WB) (3,286; 17-28-40-55)

—

Plenty

(Mechanic)

44)— 'Footlight Serenade"
Cincinnati, Sept. 1.
Boxoffice score is above summer

—'Reap Wild Wind* (Par) (2d wk).
United Artists (UA-Blumenfeld) Big $10,000. Last week (1st), socko
(1,100; 35-40-55)—'Lady in Jam' (U) $18,000.
and 'Drums Congo' (U) (2d wk).
Famllv (RKO) (1,000; 17-28)—
Will reap nice $8,000 on second 'Through Different Eyes* (20th) and
stanza. iLast week, solid $10,700.
'Dr. Broadway*
(Par), split with
WarAeld (F-WC) (2,650; 50-65)— 'Spy Ship* (WB) and 'Girl From
Tales of Manhattan' (20th) and Alaska* (Rep). Steady $2,100. Ditto
•Thru Different Eyes' (20th). Prices last week for 'Kid's Guns* (PRC)
were raised on this bill, bringing in and 'Night New Orleans* (Par), di'Hillbilly
Blitzkreig*
with
Last vided
robust $24,000 to lead city.
week, 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (6th (Mono) and 'Men St. Quentin'
(PRC).
wk), closed at fine $13,100.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
Tlvoll (Blumenfeld) (1,590; 35-40
65)— 'AH Kissed Bride' (Col) and 'Friendly Enemies' (UA), six days,
•CaU Ellery Queen' (Col) (second Brutal $2,500. Last week, 'Footlight
run),
fine
(20th)
(2d
sesh of moveover). Fair $3,000, con- Serenade'
sidering it played three weeks at $6,500.
Keith's (Libson) (1.500; 33-40-50)
Orpheum before stopping here. Last
'Bambi' (RKO). Moveover from
week, also $3,000.
Albee for second week. Good $5,000.
Same last week on 'Wings for Eagle'

'

20-40)—

(980;

(Par).
Nicely spotted
for better than average $5,500. Last
week, second of 'Annie Rooney'
(UA), added steady $2,900 to strong
opener at $4,600.

CINCY

18G IN

Last we^,
bringing in $7,000.
•The Big Shot' (WB) and 'Sweater
(2d

Balto.

(Hicks)

Phiily;

There's still plenty of money in
30-44-55-66)— this sector and the wickets are
turn,
and Dick ing at a feverish pace currently.
Jurgens band. Beery pix are al- Week marked the reopening of the
ways fairly consistent around here Aldlne after a summer-long hiatus
means
but nothing like this, which
with healthy biz reported for Hedy
Jurgens can take plenty of credit LaMarr's latest starrer, 'Crossroads'
That's extraor- Pic was hypoed by plenty of bally'>
for crack $25,000.
dinary because Jurgens is com- hoo attending Miss LaMarr's perLast sonalling here today (Tues.)
paratively unknown locally.
in con.
week, Paul Whlteman and 'Are nection with War Activities ComHusbands Necessary' (Par), lust mittee bond drive opening.
short of $23,000.
Also in the blvie chips are holdWarner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-55)— overs of 'Yankee Doodle,' and .'Mrs,
Gay Sisters' (WB) (2d wk). Shifted Miniver.'
Most of the films will
here from Penn, but oke $6,000. holdover to ready for Labor Day
Last week, 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) product splurge.
great at $9,000 for fifth week.
Estimates tor This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 35-46-57-6876)—'Crossroads' (M-G).
Initial
week for newly reopened house is
netting sock $15,500, plus extra $4,800 for Sunday showing of picture
at the Earle.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57.
68)—'Take Letter' (Par) (2d run).
Good $3,100. tiast week, 'This Above

—

May fair

'

SUnley (WB)

'Jackass

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 17(WB).
28-35-40-55)
'Big
Shot"
Rather steady action to $13,000. Last
week, third of 'Pardon Sarong' (U)
brought grand total for entire run
to swell $45,300; best chalked up by
comedy in
any
Abbott-Costello

Flat'

Stand

Will Go' (20th) $2,700.

Tombstone'

Is

Girl' (Par)
$7,300, big.

'Tortilla

TALK' NOISY

40-55)— 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) and
wk).
(2d
•Meet Stewarts* (Col)
Clicking along at $8,000 for second
sesh. Last week, $13,800, nice.

and

run).

i3d

We

(RKO)

figure mount.

'Male
Excellent

Flyer' (Col)
(3d run), excellent $3,400.

rific.

(M-G)

and

(M-G) and 'Wife Takes

vaude, including Frank Jenks, is
helping lift this to $22,000 for a third
torrid week. Last week, $25,700, ter-

ture'

(RKO)
week,

Last

$3,500.

(800; 20-

:n (Sterling)

35-40-55)—
and
(20th)

Serenade'
•Footlight
•Henry, Dizzy' (Par). In the money
Last week, 'Crossroads'
at $21,000.
(M-G) and 'Affairs of Martha'
(M-G) (2d wk), $16,200, socko.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 40-44Pride of Yankees' (RKO) (3d
65)
wk) plus new stage show. The new

—

'Pride
(3d wk) plus vaude.
All right in third stanza at possible
$13,000 after strong $41,400 for previous brace; upped prices helping
17-25-28-3 B-44-55-66-75)

Yankees"

Jam" (U) and 'Night
Orleans' (Par) (2d wk), good

4r-58), 'Lady In

$15^00 in

1)andy'32&3dWkr'liiiver'l(iG,5th

brought total for run to solid $71,200.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;

fi-

town with

'Mrs.

of

(M-G)

Miniver,"

Wow

'Crossroads'

Estimates for Tbis Week
Century (Loew*s-UA) (3,000; 1728-35-40-55)— 'Tish* (M-G). Getting
a fairish return at $11,000. Last week,

,

Face' (UA).
at $16,500.

—

Last week, 'Joan ci
(RKO) and 'Jackass Mail
(M-G), big $14,000.
^ ^ ...
United Artists (United DetroiJ)
Miniver' (M-G)
60-65)—
'Mrs.
(2,000;
Fine $18,000 following
(4th wk).
$20,000 last week.

choice $11,000.
Paris'

Tonll Be Seein' Double
Hollywood, Sept. 1.
K. Howard draws double
screen credit as director and writer
of 'Storm Out of the West; starting next week at Monogram.
Cops-and-robbers yarn deals wiln
one of the public enemies of a fe*
years ago.

WUUam

Wednesdajt September f , 194t

'Sereirade -llioriihiD

h

$50.0(10

Best Monti

C Mnrder'-llonrorStoiih^i
Chicago, Sept

dubbed

popularly

the

1.

Broadway Grosses

Burma

Road,' because principal Loop streets
still are in a mess but attendance
holds up well. Thousands of service men on the streets are helping
to keep grosses high.
Name bands are still managing to
do top business this week as previously. Claude Thorohill with' 'Footlight Serenade' heading lor i sock
$50,000 at the Chicago, while Vaughn
Monroe, making his first appearance
in this sector, with "Grand Central
Murder,' will hit a terrific $25,000.
'Pride of the Yankees' got off to a
great start at the Palace, hitting an
amazing $30,000. This Above AH,'
In its fourth week at the State-Lake,
came throu^li with $12,000.
Estimates for This Week

Estimated Toui Oroa
This Week
$474JM
(Based on 12 theatres)
Total Gross Sam^
Last lew
$42*,4M
(Based on 13 theatres)

Wen

$42,000;

be runner-up at solid $8,000.
Estimates tor Thto Week
Palace (CTT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
'Pardon My Sarong' (U). Will be
best in town next to 'Miniver,' wow
$8,000.
Last week. ICissed Brkle*
(Col), good $6,000.
Capital (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
'Footlight
Serenade*
(20th)
and
"Through Different Eyes' (20th) (2d
wk).
Nice $5,000 foUowing lush
$7,000 last week.
Loew'^ (CT) (2.800; 35-53-67)—
'BIrs.
Mihiver' (M-G)
(3d wk).
Packing them in for a great $10,000

ln3dWk.'Orciilves'Big28a6Days

currently

Hfings For

$7^,

EagleTme

Hpls^ 'Serenade'

Swingy $11,000 Soloed
1.

after

smash $15,000

anu 'Pacific
$4,000.

Rendezvous' (M-G), fair

Orphenm

(Ind)

(1,100;

Ing
Claude Hiomltiirs orchestra on stage. "Wings for the Eagle,' also is
Great $50,000 or near despite trou- all right Another holdover, 'Gay
reaching'' house over the Sis'ters," is okay in its third loop
in
messed-up street Last week, Alvino week.
After a brief absence, stage shows
Key band with "Wings for Eagle*
return to the loop Friday (4) when
(WB>, sock $54,300.
Garriek (B&K) (000; 35-56-65-75) Claude Thomblll comes into the Or—'Wings for Eagle' (WB) and *Dr. pheum for his fir^t local engagement
Broadway' (Par). Not so bad at
Estimates (or This Week
Last week, 'Blue Horizon'
$8,000.
(Par) and 'United Stand' (20th),
Aster (Par-Singer) (900: 17-28)—
$5,000.
'Happened in Flatbush' (20th) and
OrieaUl (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-33- 'Juke Box Jenny' (U). Headed for
'Grand Central Murder* good $2,000 in five days. Last week,
44-55)
(M-G) with Vaughn Monroe's or- 'Submarine Raider' (Col) and 'l^itchestra on stage. Itemendous $25,- fire Sees Ghost' (RKO), split with
Last week. 'Sabotage Squad' 'Drums Congo' (U) and 'About Face'
000.
(Col) and Duke Ellington's l>and, (UA), big' $3,200 in nine days.
Century (P-S) (1.600; 30-40-50)—
$21,300.

ble

TUa Week

Last Tear
on 24

Sl

—

(2,500; 33-44-66-75)

—'Pride of Yankees' (RKO). Giving Palace one of its greatest weeks
with a terrific $30,000. Last week,
'Pardon My Sarong' (U) and 'Men
Texas' <U), mUd at $12,100.
Boosevelt (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65
75)—'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G) and
'LitUe Tokyo' (20th).
Only so-so

with $8,000.

Last week, 'Dr. Gilles-

pie*
(M-G) and
(20th). only $6,800.

SUt«-Lak«

'Postman

(B&K)

(2,700;

Rings'

35-55

65-75)—-This Above All'
(20th).
Holding up fairly well with $12,000,
but a heavy dip from last week's
$18,400.

United Artists (B&K-MG) (1,700;
35-55-65-75)—'Mrs. Bliniver' (M-G)
(7th wk). In Its seventh session holding to $15,000, exceptional, although
last week, nitty $18,200.

'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (Sth wk.). The
sensational boxoSice performer conAntinues on its amazing way.

nounced

this is the last

Gopher (P-S)

t'YILLE

PACEMAKER

(1,000;

Louisville,

Sept L

downtown houses is
somewhat Both Rialto, with

settling

'Magnificent AmtMtcons,' and Loew's
State, with "Crossroads,' are only
mild currently^ All downtown houses
cooperated with the September War
Bond Drive and staged a big parade
Monday (31) night Cliff Buechel,
Mary Anderson manager, was in
charge of arrangements, and local
houses went all out.
'
EsUmates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue -Loew's)
15-30-40)— 'Pardon Sarong'
(1.400;
tUJ aFidL-Top. SergeanV (UJ. - ^Sransferred from Rialto for second stanza.
Fine $3,800. Last week, "Footlight
Serenade- (ZOth^ and 'Little Tokyo'

Good

Last week, 'Maizie Ciets
Man' (M-G), very big $5,600.
Orphenm (P-S) (2,800; 30-40-60)
$4,000.

—'Wings
liness

good

for

and
$7,500.

Ea^e'

(WB).

Time-

cast helping this one to
Last week, 'All Kissed

Bride' (Col), mUd $6,500.
30-40-50)—
State
(P-S)
(2,400;
'Footlight Serenade' (20th >. Aided
by heavy advance advertising and
publicity.
Nice $11,000 in prospect
(M-G),
Last
week,
"Crossroads'

very good $10,200.
(Par)

(1,100;

30-40)—

'Ship Ahoy* (M-G). First neighborshowing, satisfactory $3,000.

hood
Last

good

week, 'Tortilla

Flat'

(M-G),

$3,400.

World

(Par-StefTes) (350; 30-40-30(WB) (3rd wk.).
Nice $2,000 after hefty $IT,000 and
$3,000 first and second weeks, respectively.

S&.>—'Gay Sisters'

Business at

28-30)—Tar-

zan's N. Y. Adventure' (M-G).

Uptown

'CROSSROADS' ^,500,

week down-

town. Ctood $5,000. Last week, stout
making a total of more titan
$48,000 for the initial month, a local
record.

$7,500.

Last week.
Talk of Town' (Col) and "Sweetheart of Fleet' (Col), sock $11,000.
Mary Anderson (Libson; (1,000;
15-30-40)— 'Sgt. York' (WB).
Old
boy is back at the same stand after
only two-week lapse.
Fine $4,500.
'Yankee Doodle Dandy'

(WB)

wk) at $1.10 top,
fairish $5,000.

(2d

up with

$8,500.

wound

Rialto (Fourth Avenue) (3.400; 15'Magnificent Ambersons'
fS,-*?)

}gKO>

—

(KKO).
appeal
town.

and "Spitfire's Elephsrtf
Orson Welles opus lacks
mass of patrons in this

to

Kz

165 theatres)

Points

Up
Ends;

'Serenade' Big $18,000

petlsh with al fresco entertainment
in the Forest Park playhouse con-

week.

Chinese (Graumaa-WC> (2,034: 33'Orchestra Wives*
cluded, film theatres stand to do bet- 44 - 55 - 65 - 79)
(20th) and 'Postman Didn't Ring'
ter soon.
Season at the open air (20th).
Will do an okay $10,000 in
theatre wound up Sunday
(30) six days. "Last week, 'Jackass Mail'
with average weekly attei^dance of (M-G) and 'CaUing Dr. GUlespie'
70,000. Currently the midtown Fox (M-G), weak $8,700.
Dawntawa (WB) (IJOO; 33-44-55with 'Footlight Serenade' aUd 'Little
85-75)—'Yankee Doodle' (WB) (3d
T<diyo, U.S^' wiU grab oS a swell wk). Holding strata
at $17,000 after
$18,000 to lead the city. Loew's with eorraling very smart $10,000 'in sec'Crossroads' and Veet the Stewarts' ond welek.
Fav Star (OA-WC) (900; 33-44-55is having its elevent'i holdover since
65-75)
n'aies
Manhattan'
(20th)
Jan. 1. St. Louis

Omaha;

2d

Sept. 1.
'Funzafire'
on
stage a^the Orpheum should get a
pretty sturdy $13,000 or near. 'Jackass Mail' plus 'Sunday Punth' at the

—

—

revived a couple
Omaha is only fair. The Brandeis of chillers, 'King Kong* and 'Gunga
has good prospects on the second Din,' and will reap plenty.
week of Tttlk of the Town.*
Estimates for TUa Week
BaUmaiea for This Week
Loew's (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-50)—
Or^ewn (Tristates) (3,000; 15-40- 'Crossroads'
(M-G) and 'Meet Stew55-65) ^"Funzafire* on the stage and arts' (Col)
(2d wk). Another $12,000
'Broadway* (U). Nice $13,000 indi- to tack onto the swell $18,500 garcated.
Last week, 'Blue Horizon' nered on first session.
XPar) and •'True to Army' (Par),
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000; 30-40very big $9,900 and exceeding ex- 50)—
"Take Letter" (Par) and "Dr.
pectations.
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000: 11-30- Broadway' (Par). An average $10,35-50)—'Jackass MaU' (M-G) and 500 in sight Last week, 'Pied Piper'
(20th) and 'A-Hauntlng We ,W111 Go'
'Sunday Punch' (M-G). May pos(20th), skimmed above average with
sibly lit $7,500 but still mild. Last
week, 'Gun Hire' (Par) and 'Moon- $11,000.
Fox (F&M) (9.000; 30-40-50)—
tide' (20Ui), light $6,500.
Brandets (Mort Singer) (1,500; 11- "FooUight Serenade* (20th) and 'tat30-35-50)—Tklk of Town' (Col) (2d tle Tokyo, U.S.A.' (20th). SweU geU
wk) with 'Elscape From Crime' away point to sock $18,000 to lead
(WB). Okay $6,000. Last week, $8,- the town. House is back at regular
prices again. Last week, 'Reap Wild
500, big money for this house.
Town ((^Idberg) (1,400; 11-20-30) Wind' (Par) and 'Night New Or—"Ghost Law' (Mono). 'Girl From leans' (Par) (2d wk), trim $17,000.
tMissavl (F4eM) (3,970; 30*40-50)
Alaska'
(Rep), 'Parachute Nurse'
triple
split
(Col)
with Drums —'Pied Piper* (20th) and 'A-HauntDesert' (Mono), 'Rags to Riches* ing Win Go' (20th). Moveover from
(Rep) and 'Riding Cherokee lYail' Ambassador only average at $5,000.
(Mono), "King Kong' (RKO) and Last week, 'Pardon My Sarong* (U)
'Gunga Din' (RKO) (last two reis- (2d wk) and 'AU Kissed Bride' (Col),
sues), (jood $900 aided by Saturday neat $7,000.
Last week, 'Dust on
stage show.
St Lanis (F&M) (4,000; 30-40)—
Ssige' (Rep), TeUing Me' (U), 'Yu- lUne Kong' (RKO) and "Gunga Din'
k<»i Patrol' (Rep), triple spUt with (RKO) (reissues).
These revivals
'Bandit Trail* (RKO), 'Hit Parade' wiU do sweU $6,500.
Last week,
(Mono),
'Syncopation' (RKO) and Talcon
<R^) end 'Drifting Kid'
"Klondike Fury* (Mono), 'Old i:ali- Takes Over* (RKO), 16,200, best in
fomia' (Rep), fair $800.
weeks.

(4th wk). Nice «9.000 foUowing last
week's satisfacto^ |S,400.

Bawall (G&S) (UOO;
7S>—'Lady iii Distress'

that won't get past $1,700 following,
fair $2,100 on flnt week.
HaUywaad -(WB) (2,796; 33-44-5565-75)
'Yankee .Doodle' (WB).
Pcunding along for slick $15,000.

—

'

Last week, chunky $17^)00.

Orpheam (lytown)

75)—'Pride

for Labor
*

(BKO)

Yankee^

(2d

wk) and "One Bora Every Minute'
(U). Second feature thrown in for
needed support and diould tally
$10,000.
Last week. 'Pride' disappointing $14,950.

ranmaoBt (F&M)

(3,906;

33-44-

55-65-75)—'HoUday Inn' (Far) and
"Live on Danger* (Par). Socko $26,Last week, 'General Died at

000.

Dawn* (Par)
stone* (Par),
000.

and 'Tombsurprisingly good $12,(re-Issue)

Paramaant HaUywaad (F&M) (1.44-55-65-79)
'HoUday Inn'
(Par) and live on Danger' (Par).
Broke 6t>enliig day reeotd with $2,100 and heading for nifty $16,000.
Last week, 'General Died Dawn'
(Par) (re-l5sue) and Tombstone'
(Par), good $8,300.
BKO HUlatraH (RKO) (2,872: .13-

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY
Time

33-44-

<2,a00;

55-65)—'Men of Texas' and 'Friendly
Enemies' (UA) with Major Bowes
all girl revue on stage.
Looks like
moderate $14,000. ^dst week, 'Shut
Big Mouth' VUat and 'Alias Blackie'
(Col), with In« Bay Hutton band
and Borrah Mfaievitcfa, lair $16,000.
Fantagea (Pan) (2,012: 44-55-65-

'

*Find You,' 'Orch Wives' and

S3-44-5S-65(Indie) and

Escape Froih Crime' (WB) (2d wk).
Pioduct shortage causing holdover

—

409;

—

44-55-65>—'Pride

Yankees'

(RKO)

(2d wk) and There's One Bom
Every Minute' (U). Supporting film

Day—^*Hattie/
Open

broueht in but stOl not strong at
$12,900. Last week, "Yankee^ soloed
to $18,000.

State

(Loew-WC)

(2,204; 33-44-55-

65-75)— 'Orchestra 'Mves' (20lh) and
'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th). Strong
in six days.
Last week.
!•« *B»^15ii>f" Wa''
(M-G) and 'Calling
Dr. GiUeqple' (M-G), okay $16,000.

Priorities'

$18^

,

'

ing out but hint real possibilities. 'Priorities' played
the Paramount N. Y., more than a month ago, and
presently in Brooklyn is, doing equally well with stage-

band

policy.

'Footlight Serenade' (20th) is bearing out earlier
promise, being strong in all six key spots this week.
Frisco reports $21,000, St. Louis 18G, Detroit $28,000,
Minneapolis socko, Indianapolis $10,000, and Chicago
$50,000 with nice band support. "Holiday Inn" (Par) is
in the same category being smash $87,000 in fourth
week at the big N. Y. Paranwunt, tops in K. C, hot
$42,000, and best in L. A. (two houses), and excellent
$17,000 in Cleveland. 'Pied Piper' (20th) also is livlnfi
up to its N. Y. preem with big total in Seattle and
It is taking a
record-breaking $13,800 in Portland.
sockeroo $60,000 in its third N. Y. sessions.

Medium $7,500. Last week.
Pardon My Sarong' (U) and Top
(U), terrific $13,000 and
moveover.
In much the same position is 'Talk of the Town"
.n^'fand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400: 15- (Col) with a wow $110,000 at the vast New York
'Invisible Agent'
(U) and
Picture is sturdy
Timber' (U). Both pics rated among Music Hall and smash IIG in Seattle.
$18,000 in its second Washington stanza, and nice on
best by crix.
Stout $5,000.
Last
week 'Men of Texas' (U) and 'Rub- its second weeks in K. C. and Omaha. "Tales of Manber Racketeers' (Mono), oke
is the best busine.ss-gctter in San FranS3.500. h.Tttan' (201h)
Sergeant-

.$1,8284M
cities,

St Louis, Sept 1.
With the Municipal Theatre com-

Omah^

Aside from a few scattered openings' of hew jn>odn<:t;
(20th),' okay $2,500.
Kentncky (Switow) (1,250; 15-25) current week is largely a repetition of the previous
—"Bugle Sounds' (M-G) and 'Take
week, with former money-makers further establishing
Letter'
(Par).
Satisfying
$1,800.
Last week, "This Our Life' (WBJ and themselves as boxoffice winners or additionally backWife Takes Fiier' (Col), fair $1,700.
Holdovers are plentiful as
ing up earlier forecasts.
Loew's State cLoew's) (1.250; 1525)— 'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Sun- houses await Labor Day. "Panama Hattie' (M-G)*,
day Punch' (M-G). Not much com- 'Orchestra Wives* (20th), 'Somewhere 1*11 Find You*
petlsh fh town, so this pair looks to (M-G) and 'Priorities on Parade' (Par) are just start-

do fairly well at

LoflDs

iiigly

Same Week

As Many Season

plus

Exhibitors GeneraUy Marking

—

weeks

three.

(Biased

'Broadway'-Tmizafire'

m

the two houses. Looks like two
of solid business
maybe
Also amazing is the surprisstrong pace of 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy,' posting a smart $32,000 in
the third week. Stays around for a
fourth. Few pictives have exceeded
that figure for a third stanza.
'Pride of the Yankees' failed to
build on Its second session at the
Hitlstreet and Pantages. It is being
held as a five-day flUer until 'Talk
of the Town' breaks on Labor Day at
Pantages and the Hillstreet
Estimates far TUa Week
Carthar Clrde (F-WC) (1,516: 3344-55-65-75)—'Miniver* (M-G) (6th
wk).
C^ontlmilng apace, smooth
$7,000, foUowing neat $7,900
last
toi

twa, dicrudtng

r.)

Total Gross

30-40-60)—

Talk of Town' 6G

$i,221,SM

(Based on 24 dtier, 160 thea-

N

Bay' (UA).
Weak $2,000. Last
week, 'Favorite Spy' (RKO) and

"Broadway'

Ora»

tres, chiefly Arsi

(UA) and 'House Across

Unit $13,000 in

Los Angeles, Sept. 1.
Hottest thing In town is 'Holiday
Inn.' day-dating at the two Paramounts, with brilliant $42,000 likely

Key Chy Grosses
Estimated ratal

last

week.
Princess (CT) (2.300; 30-40-53)—
'Men of Texas' (U) and "Almost
Mrrried' (U). Fair '$4,000 in sight
Last week, 'Magnificent Dope* (20th)

'Blockade'

Minneapolis, Sept

Tankee Doodle' Dandy 32G

enough people

The fifth week of 'Mrs. Miniver* is 'Powder Town' (RKO). mild $2,000.
ApoUo <B&K) (UOO; 3S-55r6S-7S)
—•Her Cardboard Lover* (M-G). Sad announced as its last downtown, but
St Denis (France-Film) (2,500;
Good $8,000 last the record-breaking picture stiU 30-40)—'Lumlere de Paris' and 'La
$5,000 currently.
week for 'Kings Row' (WB).
Pochade.' Fair $4,000 ahead. Last
rolls along,
'Footlight Serenade," at week. 'CiUdelle du Silence*
and 'Ma
Chlcac* (B&K) (4,000; 35-S5-7S)
Serenade'
(20th)
and the State, is' the town's leader, while Soeur de Laif good enough $4,100.
Footlight

PaUce (RKO)

15

New Entiy Holiday lim' Hottest Thing ii LA„

Montreal, Sept 1.
Perfect weekend weather pared
grosses slightly but still left
In town to pace another socko $10,000 .for third week
of 'Miniver,' currently at Loew's.
'Pardon My Sarong' at 'Palace will

down

Sockeroo 30G

Oii; Tride'

'G.

PICTURE GROSSES
'Sarong' Torrid $8,000,

Hot

Cisco with $24,000,. s<tnd nice on its second K. C. session.
Of the old reliabies, 'Gay Sisters' (WB), 'Pride of
Yankees' (RKO), "Wings for Eagle" (WB), "Crossroads'
(M-G), 'EUigle Squadron' (U) and 'Pardon My Sarong'
(U) shape up best. "Sarong* is smashing the house
record at N. Y.'s Criterion with a terrific $36,000.

'Wings' is big at $17,000 in Plttaburgh and solid in
Providence. 'Crossroads' is a solid $25,000 in Washington with vaude. It also is sturdy in three other
'Squadron' is going to a record $15,000 in
spots.
Seattle and is forte in two other key cities. 'Pride' is
solid 20G on its second Boston session, okay on its
seventh N. Y. week, and sock $30,000 In Chicago.
'Variety' correspondents also report it is going big in
some four other cities, being mild only in L. A., where
film is in its second stanza.
'CTay Sisters' looks a fine
$40,000 for its third N. Y. week al the Strand, choice
Detroit moveover, speedy in Boston and strong second

Buffalo week.

From the ticker: "Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB), tidy
$18,200 for 13th N. Y. week end strong $32,000 in two
'Men of Texas' (U)
L. A. theatres for third session.
continues to rack up surprisingly fine results, getting
a giant $32,000 in Boston with a band attraction, stout
'Mrs. Miniin Buffalo and great $10,000 for Portland.
ver' (M-G), now largely in smaller communities, holdover, moveover or subsequent run, coined a healthy
$25,000 for its second Brooklyn week and $19,000 In its
"Male Animal' (WB), sturdy
third Wash, session.
$44,000 in Detroit, with band. 'Annie Rooney' (UA),
strong in Portland.

UA (UA-WC)

(2,100; 33-44-55-65)

—'Jackass Mail' (M-G) (1st wk) and
'Footlight Serenade' (20th) (2d wk).
So-so with $5,500. Last week, "FootUght Serenade' (20th) and "Whispering Ghosts' (20th), weak $1500.
Wll<4ilre (F-WC) (2.296:
65)— "Jackass Mail' (M-G)

33-44-55(1st

wk)

and 'Footlight Serenade* (20th) (2d
wk).
Meagre $4,200. Last week.
Serenade"
(20th)
and
'Whispering Ghosts' (20th ). slow $4."Footlight
500.

'Defense of Stafingrad'
Despite the war and transportaiion
headaches, Artkino Pictures. Inc..
American distributors of Soviet
films, last week received prinl.s of a
picture that was completed only two
months ago. Pic is The Defen.^e of
Tzaritzyn' (now Stalingrad) and was
produced by the Vasiliev Brothers

who made

'CHiapayev.'

With Stalingrad so vivid In theh
the film may be issued as.
Defense of Stalingrad' even

war news,
"The

though the plot deals with the present crisis only by Inference.
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\
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RICHARD CARLSON
JANE RANDOLPH
JANE DARWELL
BARTON McLANE
Euenfn? Pwt
from The S«turd«tf

No^l

btf

KELIAND
CLARENCE BUDINGTON

t

^1

London, Aug. 19.
nleaw

DIatributora'

l''4lni

l,\:M<:
pniiluclLiin.

of

I'lnuivK

AviBtlon

HowBnl-Brlileh

Lcalle Hownrd, DiivlJ
Sivi n. Dliciiod by Lcalle Howard. Sciocnl>la>. AiKilulo Oe OrunwQld, Mites Mnlleimn
from tiilk-liinl atory by Henry C. Jhiih-ii,

Kuy
• h'

Jt

.Stnrs

.^(rui'liy: iituHio, William Walton; niuilli'ortol
by Mulr Uathleson; cnnicni.
At Leicester Square the
llllily.ird

Running time, 118 MINM.

I.onilon.

Leello

.Mllihi-ll

I.

>lr.

Ji>hn

Roland Culver

Bride

<'..iiininnilei'

>n«i

Rosamund

MJli'lirll

]ii;inii

Howard

David NIvon

(icoirrcy I'rlxp

Anno Firth

H:iriior

David Homo
J. H. Roberta

IllKBin^

Fir HobtTt McLean
•Vrr-r-on
M:ihcl Lovmey
Ijiily IlouHlon
>lr. Ui»yre

Derrick

Mnr

ile

i-

Roaalyn n<iullei
Tool Edgiir Drme
Oeorge Pklltiin
Horbert raincron
Goninn Mcl.enil
Erik Krcun.l
P. R. Wendh.iu»en

Jll.iel'herson
Jl;ijnr llurbnn

JlcKOi.rn'hmllt

Von St^nbcn

Gul.Hce

Fllljipo del

Bcrtorrlll

Production, performances and story
can't miss.
. „
,
In interpreting the life of R. JMitchell, who designed the Spitfire
plane, Leslie Howard's -work ranks
And
among his finest performances.
The First of
it is an epic picture.
the Few" seems sUted for superlative boxoffice returns, particularly

—they

Howard and
(Sam Goldwyn has

with such names

David Niven.

-as

the American righU to
with
«Fiist of the Few,' and RKO,
distriwhom the producer has a in
the
bution deal, will release it

acquired

S]
Film portrays the inventor of the
efforts
Spitfire and his heartbreaking
models
to get his series of aircraft
His work was loolied
aecipted.
the
upon as too revolutionary, and
relucUnce of Whitehall to sponsor
envthing new was most discouraging.
reproFor big scenes there is the
Schneider
the
for
race
tluction of a
feUcity
Cup. For sweet domestic
XJ

henchmen. Bonita Granville turns
in okay performance as Donlevy's
young sister, while Frances Giflord
personality In a few
displays film

sequences as a nurse. Richard Denning, Calleia, Donald McBride. Margaret Hayes and Moroni
Olsen are chief in support, with William Bendix and Eddie Marr cliclcing with a pair of semi-comedy
gangster characterizations.
Direction by Stuart Heisler deftly
maneuvers the characters for maximum attention, and he maintains
good pace throughout Production
Walt.
layout is okay.
fleeting

The Major and the Minor
Hollywood, Aug, 28.
release of Arthur- Horriblow.
1r.. produr'tlon.
Stare GInRor RoKera. Ray
Mllliind;
features Rita Johnnon, Robert
lii'ni-hley. Diana I.ynn.
Directed by Billy
W'MiIer.
OriRlnal screenplay by Charles
Itnii-kelt iind Wilder: augRested by piny
iiv Kiiw.-ird ciiilda Carpenter and story by
P;inny Kllboiirne; camera. Leo Tover; edlRobert Kml<ir.
l>o.nne ITarrlann; score.
mell Dolan. Traileshown In T^. A. AuK, 27.
Vi.
UuiinInK time, 100 MINR.
Olniter Rogers
SiiKiin Applegate
Riiy NHlland
.Mrijor Klrhy
P;iromoiinl

I'liineL-t

Rita Johnson
Robert Ben<*ley

mil

Mr. osliorne
T.ufy Hill
Colonel Hill
fade! Osliorne
Csilel WlKlon

Diana

Edward

Frankle Thomas
Raymond Roe
Charles Smith
Larry Nunn

Komer

radet

l*ynn
Fielding

Raliooek
r;idel Miller
.Mrs. AniileKate
Ciiilei

Billy

Dawson

Leia Rogers
Aldrlch Bowker
Boyd Irwin
Byron Shores
i.. Richard Flake

llevel-enil Doyle
Major Orlacom
Cnptuin Durand
Will Duffy
Mrs. Osborne
Mrs. Shacklefard

7

au^an

young
Jy?) there's Howaid'8
iViend in the person of NWen

'The Major and '.the Minor' Is a
and effervescing piece of

.sparkling

farce-comedy, aimed for wide audience appeal. With Ginger Rogers
and Ray Milland co-starred, picture
is geared for profitable biz in the
keys and subsequent runs as solo or

lovable phiUnderer
ither's vlcissItwdM'

who

and

as a
shares the

taorles.

po^ateTlniriJSiV^S^tcta
are
where they

Cis nal to Berlin,
?<:?ei'''and

^o^^^'

the

V«ar=

iney
uiii?4 Treaty is dead,
to understand Germany
liven
planes. At a
is already making war
Mes-

cS

like
banqu^t'^prSKt naOjes
w'thout

reThis. »n/tself.
!
improvement for Uiteiu

Bci-^hmitt are portiwed
Bort to caricature.

story

direction

is

light,

fluffy,

and

is

frolic-

some. Miss Rogers, disillusioned by
New York, decides to head back
home to Iowa. When fares go up.
and her savings are not sufficient for
ticket, she dolls up as a youngster
under 12 to ride on half rate. But
complications arise that throw tier
into compartment of Milland, major
at a boys military academy and into
the school for a three-day layover.
During the Interim, there's a Cin-

developed
romance
while Miss Rogers, In the moppet

derellaesque

getup, is pursued by the adolesa marked
cent cadet officers for some rousing
gent audiences.
laugh episodes. Before she leaves,
girl circumvents plans of Milland's
fiancee to keep him out of active
.service, but everything's swell when
Hollywood, Aug. 29.
at the Iowa homepro- Milland stops off
rcieasa of Fred Kohlmnr
ruramount relcaee__M
Ven>nlwi stead en route to Coast army post

THE GLASS KEY
Alan

J,.,Kc,'

I^dd: featutea Bon'l«

huhl: editor, Ajchle Marehek.
Vnjrg. Trndeahowtt In L, A. Aug.

" ."V?f;.

?^'u7'M"adv'lg°'

wenw
Henry
Kcaumont

V'f,
J:
3':>1

up.

I

r.i.vlur

>;i.K

Madvlg...
Henry..
Varna....

y

Mm' II hews.

Vh.xc
?;

nh

1

loKiv
•

I'l"

,,

ae

cii..M«

lenrv

Miuhcw.
l

uule

victor
^
28,

4J.

.Brian Donl.vy
Veronica iJikc

Bonita

Granville

'....'.Richard Donning
....Joaepta CalleUi
.

J'-ri-

.

.1

William nendlK
Prances OIBord
..Donald ilncllrldi:
Margaret Hayes
Moroni OUen
Mrtle Marr
•Arthur I^fl
.Oeorge Meader

clicks briefly In

Billy

cadet

BETWEEN US GIRLS

l.'nlvernal rolease of Henry Koster produc'
tlon.
Features DlMia Barrymore, Robert

Kay Francis, John Boles. DirectHeniy Koster. Screenplay, Mylea Con
and True Boardrean, baaed on 'Le
Fruit Vert,* by Regis Olgnouz and Jacques

.'ninimlngs.

ed by
nolly

-

Thery; adaptation, JoliD Jacoby; camsra,
.Toseph Valentine; mualcal director, Charles
the political boss, a Prevln. Reviewed In projection room. N. T.
to that he handled a Aug. 81, '42. Running time,
MIMB.
Diana Barrymoro
few years ago In "Great McGinty.' Carrie
.llmmy Blake
Robert Cummlngs
Ladd is his assistant and confidant. rhrls
Kay Francis
Miss Lake is the vacillating daughter .<iteve
John Bolea
Andy Devlne
of the gubernatorial candidate who Mike Klllnsky

vriting.

Is

M

similar

makes a play for Donlevy but
winds up In the arms of Ladd, while

first

Joseph Calleia has the gambling
house concessions around the city
Mixed well, the result Is an entertaining whodunit with sufficient po
litical and racketeer angles to make
It good entertainment for general
audiences.
While Donlevy pursues
hU camnalKnlng, despite suspicion
of murder is cast in his direction,

Minor,'

the

Ginger Rogers and Ray

(Par).

Milland in excellent farce-comedy with Cinderella tinge.
•BetwecD Us Girls' (U), Wildly whimsical romantic comedy;
moderate b.o. prospect
•Wildcat' (Par). Good adventure actioner will get plenty of
t>ookings as supporting feature
in general runs.
•Give Oat, Sisters' (U) tMusiPoor entertainment starring
the Andrews Sisters.
•Sons of the Floneers' (Rap)
(Songs). Roy Rogers in a good
hoss-opera.
•The World at War' (jointly
distributed by the film industr/).
U. S. Government produced feature okay. It's renial-free.
'Salnte John Cltliea' (British^
paraphrase of 'Mrs. Miniver,'
cal).

A

good

flallager
Father of
.Sergeant

Bthel

Boys

I.lltle Prince...
Harold
Maryhelle
Doctor

Qrlftles

Guinn Williams
Walter Catlett
Scotty Beckett
Peter Jamerson

Uary Traen
Andrew Tombea
LIUIan Tarbo

.Maid

Soda Clerk

an

(MUSICAL)
durtlon.

Bemnrd Burton

Btam Andrews

Night' (PRC).

about the Commandos
weak in almost every
department. Strictly duals.
story
that Is

.Sisters,

rpofeatures

Orncs MncDonald. Don Dalley. Jr.. Oinrles
Wllllan)
Tatlctt.
Waller
Butterworth.
Directed by BdFrawley, Peggy Ryan.
ward F. Cllne. Story. JA-^ Sands and Fred
Rath: adaptation. Paul Oerord .Imllh and
Warren Wilson: songs. Walter Donaldson,
Ray Stillwell, Ray Gold Pvt. Sid Robblns,
At T.*mer: editor. Paul Ijindres: photogrnphy.
George Robinson; dances. John
Mattlsnn.
At Palace. N. T., dunl. week
Aug. 77, '42 Running time, 8S UINH.

Maxene
Pnlty

)

Andrews

>

Verne J
Oracle Waverly
Bob Edwonis
I ji

Professor
nrlhhie

Sisters

Irving Bacoii

—

ners laughs in a one-scene bit The
best job Is turned in by Pat Brady
as a deputy. He's one of the 'Sons
of the Pioneers,' vocalizing combo,
and gets no billing, but thankq. to a
long, lean frame he looks the part
of a western deputy, can handle
lines and laughs, and scores With ti

'Come and Get It'
Tunes are by Bob Nolan and Tim
Spencer of the 'Sons of the Pioneers'
combo and fit neaUy into the plot
tune,

Fran.

THE WORLD AT WAR
(DOCUMENTARY)

Oraco MoDonnld

Dan

Woof

Dalley, Jr.

TValter

Fay Helm
Flmmett Vogan

.T.eonard

...Richard

ment production.

Catlett

William FVawicy
.Donald O'Connor
....Peggy Ryan
... Edith Barrett
.... Marie niahe
.

Film' Industry release of

Bulterworlh

Charles

'(nrrlson

Don.
Peggy
Agatha Woverly....
niandinn Woverly..
Susan W.-vorly
Ratterman
Jnmlaon
Kendall.

b.o.

They Bald by

A

Carey
Pnvlrs
Bacon

Sam Spawack.

t'.

S.

Oovorn-

Written and compi cd l.y
Edited by Ceiie MllforO:

Stewart;
Gu'l Kublk, conducted by Alexander
Previewed In the projo-t'on
Bmnllens.
room, N. T., Aug. 31, 1M2. Kunnl.ig I'.me.

i-uiiuuentary spoken

by Paul

s<.ii-«

by

e« MIN8.

'The

•

United

States

Government
lead-off

an imposing
for any film, but "The World at
War' thoroughly succeeds in living
With some miscellaneous talent up to it It Is a reportorially -honest
of living historypfctoriallzatlon
Andrews
thrown around them, the
Dr.

Hownrd
The

Tr\^lng
Jills

Jacks and

JIvIn'

Sisters are here starred ip a musical

Presents...'

is

history despite the recentness of the

events depicted. It certainly wiU be
whose only appreciable virtue is the among the foremost documentary
singing of several songs by the har- films of the many that have been
zied attempts at comedy may amuse
be expected on
mony trio. The dance numbers are made and that can
the undiscrimlnating.
period leading up to
Pop- the war and the
'The story, manifestly tailored to ordinary and the story poor.
give Miss Barrymore unlimited scope, ularity of the Andrews threesome is '''Hist-iiians of the future wlU cerpresents her as a 20-year-old ac- all that recommends the picture for tainly find 'The World at War' of inally uproarious,

ous, noisy

but generally labori-

and exhausting.

Its

fren-

who pretends to be 12 years of
age to hide her mother's real age
tress

goes through with the fake, creating a succession of wildly illogical
situations. Some of it is outright
Sag
keystone Cops stuff.
Probably any, actress would have
trouble with such exaggerated material, but Miss Barrymore clearly
seems to lack sufficient experience
girl

to

handle

it.

Her performance shows

confidence, occasionally even a glimmer of force, but she hasn't the ability and the poise to sustain such a
big part, nor the necessary skill to
give it shading.
Such deliberately
tossed in bits as her Queen Victoria,
Sadie Thompson and Joan of Arc
portrayals merely accentuate this
impression.
Others in the cast generally play
straights to Miss Barrymore's burlesque.
Robert Cummings is somewhat stiff as the juvenile, while Kay

by North Ulgl«e: camera, Fred Jack
man, Jr.; editor. William Xlcgler. Trade
shown In I.. A. Aug. IT.
-Running
time.

70 NIN.S.

Johnny

.Maverick

UeerInK
Oliver Westbrook
Mike Rawlins
.S'an

'Watchfob'
*Chlcoi>ee'

Junes.
Xevlns.

•Grits' O'Mnlley...
Joseph D. Campbell
Qua Hloane
Paw Smithers
Maw Smlthers
Bud Smlthers

Richard

Arlen
Arllne Judge

William Fmwley
Ijirry 'Uuster* Crabbo
Artliur Hunnicutt

Ellsha Cook, Jr.
Ralph Sanford
Alec Craig
John Dllaon
will
Jeasli-n

Wright

Newcombe

Billy

Benedict

And exhibs of towill have no cause for complaint
particularly inasmuch as the picture
will cost them absolutely aothln?.
With the strength of the United
States Government billing and a
rather exciting title for the marquee,
•The World at War' should make a
very satisfactory supporting feature
It's bemg Issued
for the dualers.
also in a four-reel version for singlebill houses.
War Activities Committee of the
has arIndustry
Motion Picture
ranged distribution of the film, which
was made by the Bureau of Motion
Pictures of the Government's Office
of War Information. That's the outestimable value.

boxoffice purposes.

Singers are sters
from a likely swain. When a lad her
own age arrives on ths scene, the where a new show

at a night club
in process of

is

Under highly implausible
circumstances a group of kids from
a dancing school is pressed into
service, including -an heiress whose
identity causes a stir, principally
among her three old-maid aunts
who forbid her to perform in pubor elsewhere, for that matter.
lic
After much stupid goings-on and
three old-fashioneds, gulped by the
straight-laced maids by mistake, resistence is broken down and everything's hunky-dory, except for audiences sitting through the tiresome
creation.

—

day

headed by Lowell MeUett Pic is
being handled in each of the key
cities by one of the exchanges of the
Big Five distributing companies,
Metro, RKO, 20th-Fox, Paramount
fit

proceedings.

Although Charles Butterworth and
Walter Catlett are in the cast to get
laughs, they land few of any weight
Dancing group of 10 boys and girls
are billed as the Jivin" Jacks and
Their routines, most of them
Jills.
led by Grace McDonald, are pny'Jiggers the
thlng but fexciting.
Beat' written by Pvt. Sid Robbins
and Al Lerner, is used in connection with one of the numbers in
which Dan Dailey, Jr., also takes
part Best dancing sequence is built
In
Polka,'
'Pennsylvania
around
,

which the three old- maids, Butterworth, Catlett and others also figure.
Another oldie used in the picture,
and sung by the Andrews, is "Flower
From an Old Bouquet'

In addition to 'Jiggers,' new tunes
written for the film are 'It's a New
Generation,' by Walter Donaldson,
fair, and IWho Do You Thlnlf You re
Fooling?' by Ray Stillwell and Ray
Gold, quite listenable ditty sold caClior.
pably by the Andrews.

and Warner Bros. Film transportation companies carry the picture
free, so exhibs don't even have to
pay the freight
Sam Spewack, better-known for
•Clear All Wires,' 'Boy Meets Qirl
and other such stage and screen
wrote and produced The
plays,
World at War' for the Mellett office.
He now heads Its production activSpewack has .done an exceedities.
ingly slick job of wriUng and editing, although there are plenty of
signs of the weight on his facile pen
of each word's being an official utterance of the United Stetes Govofficial
It becomes an
ernment
viewpoint on the war. And that imthe
RJles approval of the President
State Departinelif, the War Department the-Navy Department, and a
myriad of other agencies. It was no
fluff requiring the okay of a mere
$5()0,000-a-year studio tiead that Spe-

wack was

Sons of the Pioneers

writing.

Strangely enough for 'living histhe picture's major shorteom-

tory,'

(WITH SONGS)

ing seems to be that it's not timely.
Republic release of Joseph Kane produc- It lacks compelling significance of
by Kane. Stars Roy Rogers;
Its obvious purpose is
the
Hayes,
.\hirls
tieorge
'Gabby'
features
Wrixon. The Sons of Iho Pioneers. Screen- to define the Issues and, even more
Orashln,
play, M. Coates Wetistcr, Mauri
It does just
so, analyze the enemy.
Robert T.' Shannon, from original by Gra- that but so doing requires too much
shtn and Shannon: camera. Bud Thackery;
that are too recent
events
rehash
of
editor. ISdward Schroeder; songa. Bob NoIn short it
land. Tim Spencer; music, Cy Feuor. Re- to require rehashing.
viewed at New Vork. N. T., dual, Aug. Sn. will tell most people very little that
'4'.!.
Running time, OS .MISS.
ajreadj know, and there's
'
.V.'.V.
Kogttr j;hey.,oon;t
Roy
.'.Ho?
Oabby Wblttaker. .Renrga 'Oabby' Hayes "a very good chance tlfat a largi: oart
tion, directed

moment

.

.

.

.

.

Latest in the Pine-Thomas action
series takes Richard Arlen to an

Themselves
Louise Harper

The Sons

of the Pioneers

Maria Wrixon

Forrest Taylor
mxby
Minerva Urecal
oil-boom district for melodramatic Mm. Blxby
Frank Bennett
Bradley Page
•
display of trials and tribulations en- Brlggs
.i...Ilal
Taliaferro
countered in promoting and drilling Old T4mer
Chester Conklin
a wildcat well on a short bankroll. Rancher
Fred Burns
Compactly set up in script, picture
'Sons of the Pioneers' Is a good,
concentrates on the adventurous side
to emerge as a good program sup
routine western that will please the
porter of its type.
Roy Rogers fans without annoying
Arlen, decked out with front of anyone that isn't a hoss-opera adflashing car and clothes, arrives in ditrt Cut from the stendard pattern
the new oil district without coin for this type of pic with one added
Discovering oil indications in t flUIp, the hero does a Casper Milquestream, he ties up acreage on lease toast, before showing himself to be
and then ingeniously sells half ol the rootin'-tootin' hero he's supthe lease for money to meet his posed to be.
kited check.
Plot Is fairly simple with a few
When Ellsha Cook,

Jr, owner of a half Interest in the

enterprise, is killed, Arline Judge
apparent attempt to build and William Frawley, a confidence
Diana Barrymore Into a stair. Uni- team, go to the camjl. Miss Judge
versal has given her a slapstick field posing as Cook's sister. When Arlen
Ladd pursues a straight line in un in 'Between Us Girls,' produced and falls TO raise further coin to concovering the real culprit
directed by Henry Koster. The pic- tinue, Frawley deals him Into a card
'^onlevy makes the most of his ture should help establish the late game for the necessary funds. Well
role of the political leader who John Barrymore s daughter, one way finally comes in, with heavy Larry
fought his way up from the other or tlie other, but it's only a moderate 'Buster' Crabbe setting It aflre, but
Bide of the tracks, but la overshad- boxoffice bet
everything winds up okay.
The film not only keeps Miss Barry
Despite the familiar basic texture
owed by the fpt role provided Ladd
who clicks solidly as the pal and more, a comparative unknown, be- of the yarn, writers and director
Investigator. Miss Lake catche;; at- fore the camera almost constantly, Frank McDonald have tossed In
tention as the come-hither ulri. Sun- but. it gives her every variety of plenty of lusty action around ttie oil
and
maintain
good pace
port is topnotch, with Calleta as things to do. The re.sult is occasion- flelds
In

GIVE OUT, SISTERS
Universal release of

inal

Dawson, as a

^

Oonlevy

The Major and

WILDCAT

Young

role

Brian

for marquee.

Francis and John Boles offer competent
performances
as
amazed
members of the older generation. Incidentally, Miss Francis gets off one
for final clinch.
ol the film's more candid lines when
Picture grooves neatly as a lead she tells Boles, "You'll like
her once
entry in present audiencg require- you get to know her as she really
ments for light and spontaneous en- is.' Koster's direction might be deMiss Rogers deliver.s scribed as outright
tertainment.
while the phoa slick performance while Milland tography and physical production
is a standout as the school major.
appear equal to Hollywood standard.
Supporting cast is excellently dls<
Hobe.
olayed, with young Diana Lynn
scoring as a yotmg intellectual who
quickly uncovers Miss Rogers' masauerade. Miss Lynn has a wealth of
.screen
personality and assurance
Hollywood, Aug. 28.
that tabs her as a good future bet.
Paramount r. lease of Wllllum H. Pine
William C. 'rhomas pitnlucllon.
tlita Johnson is the conniving fiancee
Stare
Arlen: r.alures Arllne JudRC. Diwho tries to keen Milland out of Richard
rected by Frunk.- .McDtinald. .Screenplay by
active service, while Roljert Bench- Maxwell Shane
and Richard Murphy: origipy
a comedy role.

Parading a murder mystery amidst officer, catches attention with his
background of politics, gambling solid performance" in minor footage.
Both script and direction swing
czars, romance and lusty action, this
revised version of Dashiell 'Ham- the yam along at a consistent pace,
inetfs novel—originally made^n 1935 with the laughs developing natu—is a good picture of Its type and rally and without snrain. Production
on above par attraction for the reg- mounting is of 'A' calibre, and phoular runs. Starring combo of Brian tography by Leo Tover is in keening
Eonlevy. Veronica Lake ftnd Alan milh type of production and budget
Walt
Ladd is okay marquee voltage, with
Donlevy especially bright where
•Glass Key' will follow 'Wake Island'
bookings.
.
xfew version of the yarn has been
refurbished to overcome major faults
In the 1935 flUjti version. Scripter
Jonathan Latimer has materially
eirengthened the'story with vigorous

'The GUaa Key* (Par). Good
Donlevy,
Veronica Lake and Alan t.add

whodunit

Gretl Dupont

>^^i'»/.tl>'<Wv>ii*U,-.l*

iTrfir^-ftj^KS^*-'*"*:]^-

time

Few' (BritDavid i41ven
starrer about the Inventor of the
Spitfire fighter plane. Can't miss.

Norma Varden

Rosamund John as the wiie
pa- billtopper.
of Mitchell For a n>agniflcent
Picture Is Arthur Homblow, Jr. s
Ton, Edgar
triotic gesture there Is
prior to his movBruce as Lady Houston, who con- last for Paramount
financing ing over to Metro. Original screenfr bSted generSuiOy to the
Then there is play by the writing team of Charles
of the inventor.
and Billy Wilder continuBrackett
anaUjrole^^Mr.
George Skiflan* In a " -"'"» Motors, allv punches over the laugh Ingreasf-K
?'
there's

Miniature Reviews

1942

Is

inserted in several spots flashing detailed pix of drilling operations.

•Tbt) First of the
ish). Leslie Howard,

2,

montages by using his microscope to discover
that the cattle have been poisoned,
did not die of hoof and mouth disArlen does well as the two-fisted ease before rounding uo the desand aggressive tool-dresser, getting peradoes^ headed by Bradley Page.
Roy Rogers rates his billing all the
fine support from Miss Judge, Frawwhen he pipes
especially
ley, Crable, Cook, and Ralph San- way,
ford. Arthur Hunnicutt contributes •Things Are Never What Tney Seem,'
comedy moments with his oldtlmer 'The West Is in My Soul' and 'He's
Oil-well
gab.
Gone
Up the Trail,' the latter a good
characterization and
neatly
and
'Gabby'
Hayes, the
staged
lament,
cowboy
expertly
fire is
cut for brief but effective presente- old vaude' and burley comic, works
Wolf.
a juggling bit as a running gag for
tlon.
good laughs. Chester Conklin gar-

Only sag

throughout

the sambline czar, and William Bendix and Eddie Marr as his two

First of the Few
(BBITISH-MADE)

The
ni<nrrul

Jx.'li
Hill',

Wednesday, September
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be bcred. It is
no longer necessary to tell the citi^
zens of the United States that HiUer
is a villain unless it can be told in
a new and novel way.
of the audience will

Actually, the film does not delve
into the causes of the war, but Is a
rather objective (from an American
viewpoint) report of the decade
leading up to Dec. 7, 1941. Most of It
is

very superficial history.

There

is

a maddening la^ of effort to go
beyond the surface, which no doubt
Is much less Spewack's fault than
that title. *The United States Government Presents . .
Film opens with Pearl Harbor,
tells of ttifr preceding 'Isolatlonist-

interventlonlsi' debatiiii; and namemodern overtones about chemicals calling in Congress, and then goes
and minerals for national defense that back lo Sept IB, 1931, when Japan
garnish the yam without being garisH. invaded Mukden, ft gives the false

The ranchers are being

pillaged

by impression that that sterted the train
of events leading up to the war. At

an unknown bunch of night raiders.
Cattle
are
poisoned
and barns
burned without the sheriff (George
'Gabby* Hayes) turning .up a clue*
Before he Is asked to abdicate Gabby
goes east to get Roy Rogers, whose
grand-dad and father were-ripsnorting sheriffs, io come back and clean
up the mess. Roy Is an entomologist
but agrees to return 'cause his ranch
has also tieen looted. He plays dumb
and weak until .he gets tne goods

the beginning, too. there's a sequence
on American labor which Is in danger of being Interpreted as a slap at
workers. It may not sit well In certain quarters.
By the use of newsreel footage,

Nazi film and bits and
from just about everywhere.
Spewack goes from Manchuria right
captured

pieces

through Ethiopia, Austria, Munich,
(Continued on page 34)
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L

Cue Studio PA's to Chinee

as good

trigue,

Proverb: Give Rctures, Not Words
Hollywood, Sept.
niay

studio

interest

tions, this pair,

it

Uo

Heigh,

1.

adds, 'supplanting

Paramount, which had led, with
Metro far behind the rest.'
The Oregon Journal (Portland)
Warners, but the Knickerbocker News, Albany, N. Y., picks
them this way: Metro, first; RKO,

Rudy

1.

now

a sea-going
maestro with a rating of chief
petty officer, makes his first
public appearance in uniform
with the Coast Guard Band at
the premiere of the 20th-Fox
picture, "The Pied Piper,' on the
stage of Grauman's Chinese theatre tomorrow night <Wed.).
Part of proceeds will go to
Vallee,

Navy and Coast Guard Welfare
funds.

taken by John LeRoy Johnston on
behalf of the Hunt Stromberg-United
It represents,, too, a
Artists group.
lot of honest answers honestly ar-

NO EHRA FANFARE FOR
REOPENED MASTBAUM

it

both mentally and numerically supei'ior to mere escapist
blah.
On the mental side, there's
the professional man and business
executive who goes for the stuff
as what might be called a relaxaNumerically, the thing Is
tive.
prodigious.
A recent survey showed, in fact,
that the radio, the pulps and the
rental libraries were glutted with
mystery rhetoric of one kind or

Philadelphia, Sept.

still

RKO

1.

with the result that a screen
crime-wave has developed, the like
of which might figure to knock
either,

ley-Warner deluxer reopens for the thrlller-dlllers from 48 pictures in
time in almost eight years this 1040 to 141 the following year, with
Friday (4). There will be no rib- even greater production expected
bons cut, no glaring searchlights, during the current season.
There was the further developno- speeches by the mayor or Hollywood celebs. 'As far as we're con- ment by which 'Mr. District Atcerned, it's just another theatre,' torney,' 'Crime Doctor,' 'Gang Bustsaid a spokesman for the Warner of- ers' and the 'Ellery Queen' series
fice.
were idea-borrowed from the "adio.
Reason for the lack of ballyhoo And also a final symptom which
for the Mastbaum's reopening la be- caused practically every studio, save
lieved to be the fact that Warners Warners, to have a reliable 'house
feel ttiat stressing the luxurious- dick' on the premises, ready to jump
ness, etc., of the new house might in at ttie drop of the false whisker
take business away from the present and do a fast, glib job of foiling,

photo treat
seems to be

quiry is otherwise marked.
In the matter of individual needs,
the clients violently disagree on
practically everything, which is unFor
derstandable In some" cases.
example, the wish to adequately display or expugn leg art is largely de
termined by the paper's degree of
proximity to the so-called Bible Belt
But, excetit for personal whim,
there's apparently no accounting Ict
the lack of unanimity with which the
newspapers seem to approach the
question of whether they like star
heads, portraits, glamour art, can
dids, legs, fashions, continuity, layouts, horizontals, full figures, pro
duction stuff, etc. The fact is how'

Up $40,000

Prize Melon on Coast
Los Angeles, SepL 1.
Managers and execs In the California sector of Fox-West Coast
Theatres cut a melon of $40,000 in
prizes, for the last three months of
the SpjrroS' Skouras Showmanship
Drive. Checks were handed out 'to
260 winners by Charles P. Skouras,
chief of F-WC and National- Thea-

practically at pleasure.

of

the

starting

Sept.

wood

Bill

Lou Smith

circuits,

and
Milwaukee.

Portland

in
in

is

in

a

newly-created

on publicity-exploitation
between the Metro studio, the home
office and field. Company has a large
exploitation force in the Held under
Ferguson.
Smith, recentl> publicity director

and formerly with Columbia on the Coast, was for many
vears with Par both on publicity
east and west as well as on theatre
at Universal

advertising.

At the U studio Smith is succeeded as publicity director by
Terry DeLapp, formerly with Para
mount OA the Coast.

'SWEATER OAIS' TRAILEB
'Minneapolis, Sept 1.
Nifty ticket sellers are being used

week to plug 'Sweater Girl,'
the
Gopher theatre.
about it. Offhand, It wouldn't ap- coming to
are
wearing
revealing
pear that you need a war to estab- Lookers
lish that as a state of mind, but the sweaters, with ribbons across their
bright boys at the studios are saiH chest to call attention to the film.
Gals are receiving plenty of masto see it that way.
They also have decided that the culine ogles.
Increased importance of the photograph is due alike to the decrease
In drama space and the fact that current tendency as an effort to
failure to plant is costly in the mat- 'humanize' their subjects.
ter of paper, printing and general
What apparently they haven't yet
production. They, therefore, are ex- tagged Is that the war is now Hollyperimenting with the Idea of pre- wood's chief competitor— not simply
senting the unusual 'grab'
'lots,
It is
as a space-grabber, however.
candid.s. etc., as against the old, turning out better I.e. 'more human
wooden action stills. They tag this still photography.
.

—

this

UD

left In October, 1041, to take his
present post at Burlington,
AUo announced ia the triainster of
of.' Imperial
theatre, Greensboro, to Ml; Airy
,

Ben Smart, manager
where he

will become manager of
the Center theatre, succeeding Emmtt Stafford. Latter succeeds Hadaway in Burlington. Smart came to
Greensboro in December, 1940, from
Danville, Va, His successor has not

been announced.

Bene Theatre Eeopens
Heno,''Nev., Sept.

1.

Reno's Nevada theatre reopened
week. Theatre operated formerly under the name of the Wigwam and has been a subsequent run
house for years. It will continue its
former policy of double bills on
subsequents and B pix. For many
the Army, sold his New theatre at years It was under the management
J. Fred Miller, now deceased.
New Baltimore, Mich., to Al Gros- of
grin, a partner in the Flatroc the- Hie Nevada and Reno's four other
theatres are now under manageatre, at Flat Rock.
ment of N, Dow Thompson, acting
for the T. 8c D. Jr. Enterprises.
New, Post-WPB Theatre

the Holly-

all along.

U

C, Sept

Charleston, S.

New

1.

American, 760-seater, opened
here, Clarence S. Foxsworth as manager.
House, one of few new units
opened in Dixie since
restrictions, named for men in service

WPB

Charles

W.

Nessmith,

manager,

Tryon

theatre, Tyron, N. C., inducted
at Camp Croft " here.
Nessmith, entered theatre business in
Tryon in 1921, and was known to

Ar^y

into

many

service men. who attended
at his house, located
than a mile from South Carolina
area where weekend shows are
barred.

Sunday shows
less

Beb Ablesen ShUis

to

BKO

Minneapolis, Sept 1.
Bob Ableson, veteran Paramount
salesman, has resigned to become
QKO city salesman, succeeding Russell

Engner, resigned.

Man

to

fill

Ableson's spot has not Jbeen picked
as

yet
Carr Quito Shea's Hipp
Buffalo,

Sept

1.

John Carr. manager of Shea's
(Par) Hipp, has resigned. Carr, a
brother-in-law of the late Mike Shea
and brother of the late Henry Carr,
manager of the old Shea's Court
(two-a-day), has been at the Hipp
for over 12 years.
'

last

Upstate N. T. Group Adds 2 Houses
Albany, N. Y.. Sect. 1.
Upstate Theatres, Inc., this area's
buying-booklng combine of independent exhibitors, has added two
more houses to' its list They are ihe
Rivoli, Tioy, of which Adolph Kohn
is proprietor, and the Palace. Schenectady, of which Bernstein and
Deitcher are lessees. This gives UpState Theatres representation of all
independent houses in Schenectady
and all but one in Troy. Harry Hcllman's Palace In the latter clly remains outsider as do his Paramount
and Royal, Albany.
Thirteen theatres are now in the
Upstate combine.

Woodward

for

Newark,

King
O., Sept.

1.

John T. Woodward, publicity and
advertising manager of Zanc.sville
Theatres, Inc., succeeds F'rank V.
King as manager of the Midland nnd
Auditorium, local Shea houses. King
has joined the Navy with rank of
Chief Specialist
BrowBstcIn te Bartfqrd
Hartford, Conn., Sept.

1.

Holmes and Watson still have their
William Brownstein named asst.
mgr. of Loew's Poll; replaces Sidney
abode in the old chromo lodgings at
Klepper, shifted to the Bijou, New
221A Baker Street
BUI Susman's PUbsT
Haven, as ^manager.
Not wishing to overlook anything.
Bill Sussman, who recently reUniversal even has weaned Abbott & signed as eastern division sales manaway from ager for 20th-Fox, is expected to re.Costello momentarily
being just plain, haphazard loons main in distribution, but he states UA'S CAPE
and has them baffling the eye and he can reveal no plans at this time.
Hugh Owen, recently appointed
ear In 'Whodunit' But, of course,
INOON-SKPENCE'
they hardly conform to type.- The eastern division sales manager for
Paramount with three southern extype, for instance, so adroitly sug-

Lon Smith's Liaison Job
liaison job

—

8

winding up Sept. 24

in

20th-

has featured its 'Gang Busters' «nd
latterly has had Basil Rathbone solvI|ig everything witti a clipped consonant; the writers, meantime, doing
a neat job of bridging the gap from
the Vic^rian era of gas-lamps 9nd
hansom 'kebs' in order to relate the
However,
action to the present.

Evergreen, Wisconsin,

Midwest and Intermountain

RKO, Metro and

Fox have been leaders
wood Anti-Crime Club

Other prizes, amounting to $37,000,
will be delivered by Skouras on a

ever, that there might be some .<;em
blance of a general standard in viewpoint and policy, except that stand
ards are not feasible when change
Is in the making.
Right now. the bc^i that Holly

publicity and its newspaper
market are able to concoct, by way
of diagnosis, is that the printed word
spiciflcally, that which deals with
prattle in the bizz-bazz columns and
the outbursts of planted rhetoric
from the studio flacks— has lost its
savor, even for the fan-magazine
type of Intellectual dolt.
That, in
effect, the photograph now is the
ideal means of getting over a studio's deathless message.
This, they aver, has been brought
about by the prevailing restlessness
of a people who, going through the
emotional nlpups of a war era, would
rather look at a lady's leg than re d

Universal.

tres.

tour

Detroit Sept 1United Detroit Theatres has added
to its chain here by taking over the
operation of the Met, suburban
house, from the Schlussel managebouses to
ment. It brings the
an even score. One of the innovations immediately following the absorption of the house was the introduction of vaudeville.
Cinema, small downtown hotise
here formerly operated by the Caplin interests, has been taken over

by HeniT S. Rosenwald and Martin
Ave.
and that, even excluding J. Lewis, operators of the FifthYork.
and Thalia theatres in New
the pulps, America had 40,000,000 Undei-standing is that they have
crime fans.
A report like that taken a long-term lease on the house
naturally was enough for Holly- here which followed a policy of forwood.
eign pictures.
R. C. Guthrie has bought the Roxy
4M«0,(MO Can't Be Wrong
from Percy Curtis.
It very sensibly decided that 40,; in Howard City,
Sidney F. Hunt before going into
000,000 Americana can't be wrong

first

F-WC

be.

pretty generally liked for what it
is doing; but the difference of opinion along this line of particular in

Other Tiieatre-Excliaiige Briefs

another

,

In the matter dl
ment, for instance,

House;

just

None of the frills and fanfare Sherlock Holmes' cocked hat into
Tl.is, to be precis^, was
that marked the two openings of a beret.
Specithe Mastbaum in the past will be merely the over-all result
repeated when the $5,000,000 Stan- fically, there was the increase In

deluxers.
rived at, in considering various established
The Mastbaum, built In the lush
phases of publicity approach and re'20s at a cost of more than $5,000,ceptivity.
It also represents honest
000, was at one time one of the
confiision.
showplaces of the U. S. It featured
Chanrtng Styles
elaborate stage presentations as well
The poll, in fact, stresses one sig aspix. Then it closed for a couple of
niflcant facet of the current situation years to be reopened by the late
—of which every publicity head in Samuel L. (Roxy) Rothafel in 1934
Hollywood is acutely aware, if he but this attempt also met with fail
has the gumption of a gnat. It is ure.
The house reopens with "Tales of
that the picture approach to the
amusement and entertainment pages Manhattan.'
has changed, and is changing. And
that ev^ the newspapers themselves
are unagreed as to what its final
Slices

form may

2(lth

.

likes

second, with Universal and Warnerr
at' the foot of the class.
The Binghamton (N. Y.) Press
says '50% of Hollywood publicity
stills are worthless,' then goes on to
name Warners and Paramount as
turning out the best In (he field. Ilie
Springfield (Mass.) RepublicanUnion says, *RKO the best, by far;'
But the Kalamazoo Gazette prefers
Metro; the Oakland Tribune votes
for Paramount as best and 20th-Fox
as worst and the San Francisco News
says it's Universal, Warners and
RKO, in that order. AU this is not
hapazard hearsay.
On the contrary, it represents valid
excerpts culled from a canvass of
the national newspaper field, under-

Adds

to

of its
ing itself

Sailor

publicity

Hollywood. Sept.

What's

Hollywood reacting
the increasing demands
market; a market that's prov-

Why,

It

as new.

about?

all

alertly

heads in a very marked manner that
the Montreal Star considers that
Warner Bros, gets out the best
still photo service to newspapers—
and that Metro runs a dogged, energetic last Also that the Birmingham
Post fancies RKO's publioity still
treatment, forswearing all others;
whereas, the Toledo Sun-Times goes
for 20th-Fox an(f RKO in equal por-

United Deta-oit

Crime Pays
Continued from pace 3s

COD PREEM

FOR

,

changes added to his territory, regested in the playing of Ellery turned to the homeoffice Monday
Mob of blueblood, literary and
Queen by William Gargan at ,Co (31) after visiting his three Dixie theatrical colonists in and around
lumbia and Nick (Thin Man) Charles branches New (Orleans, Atlanta and Martha's Vineyard are lining up for
the preem of "Moon and Sixpence'
by William Powell at Metro. This Charlotte.
which is to be run off in a 42S-seat
last studio also has taken on Edward
Name Mnlbaner In Pitt
theatre In Edgartown, Mass., next
Arnold, who used to be 'Nero Wolfe'
Pittsburgh, Sept 1.
Saturday (9), with UA bringing a
at Columbia, and has him doing a
Henry Mulbauer has been apblind detective in 'Eyes In The pointed manager of Warner ex- group of approximately 25 newsNight.'
change's accessories department by papermen from New York on the
Columbia's Crime PIx
branch manager D.F. (Dinty) Moore. junket
List of guests includes W. SomerColumbia, meantime, still has its He replaces Bob Munn, who has
been called to service.
Mulbauer set Maugham, author of 'Sixpence,'
'Queen,' which is backed up in exwas formerly Munn's assistant.
ploitation values by air shows and
Jim Levine has been named Para- Katharine Cornell, James Cagncy,
Emily
Post I. A. R. Wylie, two genfiction; and the Harry Cohn lot has mount exploitation rejSresentative in
added Warner Baxter for the 'Crime this territory,
succeeding
Louis erals and a flock of socialists.
Asked what he thought of the picDoctor' series, with 'Boston Blackie' ('Red') Weiner, who resigned. Levine
formerly
covered
the
New
Engtjre
version
continuing as before on a B-budget.
of 'Moon aqd Sixpence'
area for Par.
after a private screening for the auRKO has been going right along land
Nemacolin (Pa.) theatre, recently thor and a few friends last week,
with its 'Falcon' series, featuring
acquired by Peter ProflU, is being
Maugham
drawled:
'It is a good film
George Sanders and later, George's remodeled extensively and redecobut I seem to be able to recall the
brother, Tom Conway. The Leslie rated for a probable reopening on
book only vaguely.'
Charteris character, "The Saint,' is in Labor Day.
Joe Rost, WB checking supervisor
temporary eclipse there but may
revived at any time if the present here several years ago, is on duty
orgy of crime-production continues, currently at the local exchange as a N. Y. Ops

—

.

—

^

Over at 20th-Fox, the crime-solver
ever ha^been a conspicuous feature,
from the days of the late Warner
Oland and 'Charlie Chan,' but Chan
at the moment has been interred and
naturally 'Mr. Moto.' another Fox

Want Some

traveling auditor.

Frank J. Harris, head of Harris
Billing,
Overtime
Amus. Co. and former state senator,
Union projectionists are squawking
has been named one of the five
members of the GOP policy com^ over the lack of a credit line on the
mittee for Allegheny County. He's shorts and trailers dealing with one
been active In politics for more than aspect or another of the war that
feature, became a terrible phooey a quarter of a century.
theatres have been using, especially
Bruce Smtih, who as Don Bruce
long before Pearl Harbor. Howevet-,
when other unions get screen credit
formerly did theatrical and night
the lot is still in the running, and club exploitation here, has been for donating their services.
doing
all
right,
with
'Michael named news editor of the Coroap
These shorts often create overtime,
Shayne,' a Lloyd Nolan portrayal,
oils Record, a suburban sheet.
but the projectionists wave extra
Paramount is in the hunt too,
wages, because films are patriot ic.
Fox Boys Apolle, K. C.
with The Glass Key,' in which Brian
But with no credit line, the boys are
Kansas
City,
Sept.
1.
Denlevy, Alan Ladd and Veronica
Fox-Midwest
has
bought
the fetirful of being impugned if and
Lake skirmish around the scenery, Apollo, nabe, after having
held it 12 when they ask for wage tilts.
eyeing everything very narrowly Sears on a 09-year lease. The theaMatter has been discussed at memuntil the mystery is solved.
All
'e,
which has been dark many
bership meetings of the New York
three players are t>oxoffice. Nor has months, last was used for extended
Warners entirely overlooked this showings of various foreign-made operators union. Local 306. lATSE,
with
pictures.
action deferred until execs
field in its effort to move Humphrey
figure out a way to handle the
Bogart out of the law-breaker classi
N. C. Change In Mgra.
problem.
flcation into something less repellant
It

sUrted

to

do

this in

The

Maltese

Falcon' and through in the yet-to-bC'
released 'Across the Paclfld,' both
detective and investigator ple& And
Bogart is definitely boxoffiee.
Yes, in a general sense, the moral'
i.sts
are right: Crime Doesn't Pay.
But, for some people -out here, it ob'
viously can. And does. And will

Waive

Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 1.
Grady Beeker, manager of Caro
Una theatre at Greensboro since

September, 1041, will be replaced by
Norris Hadaway, present manager
Carolina

North
Becker has enlisted
of

Theatres, Inc.
in the army and
applied for service in the air corps
Hadaway was manager of Greensboro's (National theatre for about
three -ind one-half years until he

Yonngstown Man Named
Youngstown, O., Sept. 1.
W. E. Hartman, business agent for
Motion Picture Operatort, Local 388,
Youngstown, has been elected a

member

of the executive board o(
the Ohio State Moving Picture Operators and Stage Employees.

Wednesday, September
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consequently majority of the loto are fust "marfcinfl
time' until such time at definite *alet plan* ore citaiH
lished and they con authoritatively make announcement* for coming season's product thot will etond.

(For in/ormation of theatre and film exchange booker* VauBn present*
RKO, 20lh-rox, Columbia, ^nd UtUoersal have ten- a complete chart of feature releam of aU the ilmerkon diitributing com'42-'43 •chedulce but ore alway* admonithin0 panic* for the current quarterly period.
Date of review* at given <n
that such schedules, at best, are tentative, and subject
Vauett and the running Urn* of print* ore includedj
to chanffe at any time. Of all the studios, Dniversal
Comedy;
ComedyMelodrama;
appear* to be the only one that ho* an inkling of what Key to Type Abbreviation*:
The Drama;
Mut^t.
exhibitors may expect for the coming ua$on.
Droma; JU>—Homontie Drama;
We*tem;
othen iust say that they'll supply picture* for their
Figures herewith indicate date of Vaaini^a review and nmalng time.
outlets as films are needed and admit nothing else.
tative

M—

W—

M
M

TotBla
Pictures in putting

CirttiB*

Tow
S3

t

S

U

4

1

S

n

13
*
or awaiting lelase:

liam Berke; original screenplay. Luel wara; o
Cast: Charles Starrett, Ri
Benjamin Kline.
Hayden. Luana Walters, Clill Edwards. Alan Bridges,
Stanley Brown (IMl^.
THE LONE WOLF IN SCOTLAND TABD, mystery;
prod, Wallace ICacDonald: dir, Edward DmytQk; no
writing credits; camera. Pnil Tannura. Cast: Wairoi
WiUiam. Eric Blore, HSDary Brooke, Thuxston Hall.
Fred Kelsey, Blatihew Boulton. Hortmi I^wry, LoUe
Denlson. Biiy Sevan. Foirest "nicker. Knrt K«l«4.
Ed Lau^ton. Clyde Cook. Stanle* Logan. HMth Hitchcock, Wyndham Standing, torn Stevenson (1811-42).
BLONDIE FOB VICTOBT, domestic comedy; prod,
Robert ^paries; dlr, Frank Strayer; no writing ocdns;
Cast Peniv , Singleton.
camera. Heniy Fteulich.
Arthur Lake^ Larry Simms, Jraathan Stal^ Almin
Sessional George Backus^ Daisy. Frank Scully (l»41-4a).

formerly VINOEBS, diama;
prod. Jack Fier; dlr. Lew Landers; no writing credits;
camera. Franz PUmer. Cast: Bruce Boinett^ Kay Har-

SABOTAGE SOVAD,

ris,

"

r-

PTOss«r,~Qir^UoiniMl-^><

PEBILS OF THE BOT.\L MOUNTED,

serial,

prod,

Larry Darmour; dir, James W. Home; original screen

BasU Dickey, Scott Littleton, Louis Helfetz. Jesse
A. Duiry: camera, James S. Brown. Jr. Cast: Robert
Sverens, K^useth Ma'-TVmaW, Herbert RawUnson, Nell
play.

WA

Thompson, Art Miles, BicfaO'Day. John EQiott.
ard Fi^e, Richard Vallin, Forrest Taylbr, Kcrmit Maynard. George Cbesebro, Ja^ Ingram (1941-42).
LUCKT LEGS, comedy drama; prod, Wallace MacDonald; dlr, (3iarles Bartm; no writing credits; camera, nillip Tannura. Cast: Jinx Falkenburg, Kay Harris. Russell Hayden. WiUiam Wright, Don Beddoe,

Frank

Sully. Leslie Brooks.

MY

BISTEB EILEEN, comedy; prod., Max Gordon;
Alexander Hall; no writing credits: camera, Joseph Walker. Cast: Rosalind Russell. Brian Abeme,
Janet Blair. Frank Sully. Jell DonneU (1941-4S).
STAND BT ALL NBTWOBK8, war drama; iwod,.
Jack Fier; dir. Lew Landers: no writing credits; camera, Henry FKulkh. Cast: JobnlBeal, Florence Rice.
Kenneth MacDonal^ Alan Baxter, Don Beddoe, Margaret Hayes, Mary Tteen, John ^rrelL
GUN, western; urod, JaA Fier; dir,
PABDON
William Berke; no writing credits; camera, Gieorge
Meehan. Cast Charles Starrctt, Alma Carroll, Noah
Beery, Lloyd Bridges, Bob Stevens, Dick Curtis, Ted
Mates, ArSur Hunnlcutt (1941-42).
BOSTON BLACKdB, mystery; prod., Wallace MaeDonald; dir, Michael (cordon; no writing credits; cam
Cafit Chester Morris, Richard
era, Henry Freulich.
Lane, George E. Stone, Cmistance Worth. Lloyd Cor
rigan. WUliam Wri^t, Forrest Tbtto, John TrrreU.
SMITH OF MINNESOTA, collegian; prod. Jack Her;
dir.. Lew Landers; no writing credits; camOra, Phil Tannura. Cast: Bruce Smith. Arline Judge; Warren Ashe.
Douglas Leavitt, Don Beddoe^ Rosemary De Camp,
Kay Harris, Robert Stevens.
THE DABINlS TOONG MAN,.comedy-drama(; prod,
Strayer; no writtng
Robert Sparks; dir, Frank
Cast Joe E. Brown.
credits; camera, Franz Planer.
Marguerite Chapman, (Haire Dodd, Roger Clark; WUliam Wri^t, Don Beddoe, Lloyd Bridges; Frank Sully,
Eddie Laughton.
THE LAW OF THE BADLANDS, western; prod,
Leon Barsha: dir, William Berke; no writing credits;
camera, Benjamin Kline. Cast RusseU Hayden, Bob
Wills, Walter *Dub' Taylor, LuciUe Lambert
dir.,

MT

R

A TORNADO IN THE SADDLE, western; prod,Le<m
Barsha; dir, William Berke; original screen play,
Charles Francis Royal; camera, George Median. Cast:
Dub Taylor, Alma Carroll.
RusseU Hayden, Bob
Tristram Coffin, Donald Curtis, tack Bazley, Leon MeAulisse, HaUey Huggins.

WO^

Cmr WITHOUT men, drama; prods, B. P. Sdiul- Lute of Ike Warntt (M«M)
M. Bart
berg and Samuel Bronston; dir, Sidney Salkow: no Seas of the PlWMen <•») S/U
CT B. Umten^. Bays
C
writing credits; camera, PhU Tannura. Caiit Linda PMtmaa Dtint Blat (tMk) •/>
B. Travls-B. Jayca
C
mack-B. Cimwfaid
DameO, Claire Trevor, Doris Dudley, Leslie Brooks, Deep la Bcait of Texas (»>
BD IM G. Caoper-J. LesUa
Bergeant Tark (WB) 1/t/tt
Michael Duane.
SILVER cmr RAIDERS, western; prod, Leon
Barsha; dir, WiUiam Berke; no writing credits; camRusseU Hayden, Bob
Cast:
era. Benjamin Kline.
J. Beal-V. Pidd
AUuUe COBveyfCal)
Wills, Alma Carroll.
CatrlOo-A. Devte*
c
tUj
THE FRIGHTENED STIFF, comedy-drama; prod, T*p Seiteant
D
P. omen-G. Wot*
IJetr—t (Col) 1/9
Sam Blscfaofl; dir, Richard Wallace; no writing credits; raght
t. Cettam-n. C«ildla
The Miirttr—* AiriberMM (BKO) T/I BD
camera, Joseph Walker. Cast Loretta Young, Brian Spy Skip (WB) a/S
mav«M-L Maaalag
TDler,
Lee
Patrick,
Sidney
Donnell,
Jeff
Aheme, Bliss
Blanche Yurka, Norman Willis. Joseph McGuinn.
WEEK OF BBLBA8R—T/I9/42
JUNIOR ARMY, drama; prod, Colbert Clark; dir.
LewXanders; no writing credits; camera. I*. W. O'Con- PirnM* OuMBMfce {Cat)
BLBBM-T.BiUar
nelL Cast Freddie Bartholomew, Huntz Hall, Billy
B.Brwte-«.KaBsaa
at ttm Caago (U)
Halop. Bobby Jordan, Bernard Punsley.
Wing* ter tk* ^gle (WB) t/3
A.akaiMn-D.Meigaa

U
Mac

W n
H
M B
W

Dm*

Arinaa

Baua (Hmo)

Hetrt

M

9

St

Xhuadariag Baab
HI Nrifhkar (Bap)

t

room or awaiting

ME AND MY

Busby
Cast Judy Garlanc^ (icorge Muridiy, Gene
KeUy. Martha Eggertb. Richard Quine, Ben Blue.
RANDOM HARVEST, drama; prod, Sidney Franklin;
dir, Mervyn LeRoy; story based on novel by James
HUton; camera. Jose^ Ruttenberg. Cast Ronald Col-

dir.

Jaehass

Maa (H-6)

Constance Worth, Ned«la Parker, Louise Squire, Halene Hill, John T. M" ray, James Morton.
Celambia Filau in FroduetiM
COMMANDOS COME AT DAWN, drama; prod,
Lester Cowan; dir, Lt Commander John Farrow; no
writing credits; camera, William MeUor. Cast Paul
Muni, Anna Lee, Edmund Gwenn, Ray Collins, Alex

Knox, Rosemary De Camp.
western In Technicolor; prod,

Harry Joe Brown; dlr, Charles Vidor; no writing credCast Randolph Scott,
its; camera, George Meehan.
Glenn Ford, Evelyn Keyes. Claire Trevor, Edgar
Buchanan.

THE LAW OF THE NORTHWEST,

western; prod.

Fier; dir. William Berke: no writing credits;
Benjamb Kline C^ast: Charles Starrest. Shirley
Patterson, Arthur Hunnlcutt, Douglas Iicavitt, Stanley
Brown, Donald Curtis, Al Boles.

Jack

camera,

UNDERGBOCND AGENT, drama; prod, Sam White;
dir., Michael Gordon; no writing £Eealts; camera, L. W.
O'ConnelL Cast Bruce Bennett, LesUe Brooks.
SOMETHING TO SHOUT ABOUT, musical; prod,
dir., Gregory Ratoff; no writi* g credits; camera, Franz
Planer. Cast Don Ameche, Jack Oakie, William Gaxton, Cobina Wright. Jr.
YOV WERE NEVER LOVELIEB, musJ'il; prod,
Lou Edelman; dlr, William Seiter; no writing credits;
camera, Ted Tetzlafl. Cast Fred Astaire, Rita Hayworth, Adolphe Menjou, Xavier Cugat and his band,
Isobel Elsom. Leslie Brooks, Adele Mara, (^therine
Craig.

Gus

SchllUng.

«.
J.

*/it

Thb Baikiata KMi (Bcp)
Jaaa at Osatk (Rep) t/a
lanrUMe Ageat asf tti
Laefcy Lags (Cal)

nasny

CaitoD-B.

X. Halt-B.

C

WEEK OF RRLRA8R

credit

McCoy

B. TiavM. Blikap
T. Pawcr-«. PMtalaa

BD lU

(UO)

release:
GAL, vaudeviUer; prod.^ Arthur Freed;
Berkeley; no writing credits; camera, no

'

n
M as
n
W

Baeapo traa Citea (WB) •/>
This Above AO (Mk) S/U
Plane of tka PlalBs (M-6) •/»

Raw
Cmtttma

ti-«a

Pictures in ^tting

B. #aaw%
WEEK OF KI.EABB—7/M/41
•/ia/«i

WhlHay

Parker^. AiAar

1/M/41

CD
C
C

t.

WO

t.

W. Bcaiy-H. Mala

Bany^

D.

m
H n

Marilek

CavaaW. B. Btawa
L Ma«ay-J. BaB

Palkeaboig-K. Banls

Circer Garson. Phflip Dom.
WEEK OF BBLKASB—•/9/4S
CARGO, drama; prod, Victor SaviUe; dir..
Richard Thorpe; original and screenplay. Leon Gordon;
rer vielaiy (CaO
camera, Harry Stradling. Cost: Hedy Lamarr, Walter Ciaona^s (M-O) S/M
Pidgeon. Frank Morgan, BramweU Fletcher.
Saait Alecks (Meaa)
Palrfeaaha
EYES IN THE NIGHT, drsma; prod, Jadk (Siertok; naadyka Foiy (Maaa) 7/U
Aatry-8.
screenplay, Howard Enunett Rogers, Guy Ttosper: cam- CaO at tka Caayaa (Bap) t/u
ItJto sa sg la Platkaik (aik) •/a
CD
Ndaa-C;
era. Robert Planck. Cast: Edward Arnold, Ann HardPai«aa My Baiaw (O •/*
C
Akatt*
ing; Donna Reed, Reginald Denny.
ANDY HARDY'S LAST FUNG, comedy-drama;
WEEK OF RBLRAaB—g/U/CI
prod. General Office; dir_ George Sells; no writing
credits; camera, George Folsey. Cast: Mickey Rooney,
Bad Mca at tte BIBs (CM)
C.marratt-t..]rallan
Lewis Stone, Fay Holden, Esther Williams;
Mrs. Mlalvar (M-O) S/U
D IS 0.temsMr.Wto*«i
miifcpiy
BItialDeIc irinil
THE MAN ON AMERICA'S CONSCIBNCB, historC Sa L. Oaiiflla-A. Dhrtaa
ical drama; jmA., J. Walter Ruben; dir, WUliam Tinker (D). I/U
The CM BaaMstaod (Bap) S/tt
C
Weaver Bies.
Dleterle; no writing credits; camera, Harold Rosson.
Cast Van Heflin, Ruth Husscy. Lionel Barrymore. MarWEEK OF RRIiRABR 9/M/4S
jorie Main.
REUNION, drama; prod., Joseph L. Mankiewlez;
Talk at tka Tawa (CaU O/B
CD lU C. GiaaM.
dir.. Jules Dassin; no writing credits; camera, WiUiam
BordoB ei tka West
team-r. McCay
Daniels. Cast: Joan Crawford. Philip Dom.
"
" ~
Are Haskaais Neceoaiy (Par) t/U CD
ndia
JOURNEY FOR MARGARET, drama; prod., B. F. Priorities aa Paia«a (Par) T/B
MO
A.
«aCD
Fineman; dir, Herbert Kline; no writing credita; cam- BambI .CUtO) S/»
The PMk PtaMT dMk) 1/t
StWMD^It^'llkDawan
era. Paul VogeL Cast: Robert Young. Tarainn Day.
Shadows at ttia Sao (Bap)
Tkiea Maataateais
^WHISTLING IN DIXIE, comedy mystery; prod,
Cteorge Haight; dir, S. Sylvan Simon; no writing
WEEK OF 1H.RAB»-«/M/4»
credits; cameru. Clyde De Vinna. Cast: Red Skelton.
Ann Rutherford. Diana Lewis, Rags Ragland.
One Thifflttag Nlikt (llaaa) t/1
B
«. Baal-W. McKay
GAMBLER'S CHOICE, drama; prod.. Sam Marx; dlr, CalHac Dr.~aHIS9ia (M-O) S/IT
L. Baiijm*ia-P. Doia
Joe Newman; no writing credits; camera. Jackson Rose. Laves at Edgar AOmm Pae (BIk) I/a
«. Skepfai^-L. DaiBtfl
Cast WiUiam Lundigan, James Craig, Patricia Dane.
SKYWAY TO OLmtY, air drama; prod, B. F. ZeldWEEK OF BRI.BABE 9/1/41
man; dir, George Sidney; no writing credits; camera,
Paul Vogel. Cast Franchot Tone. Marda Hunt
Vaagaaee at tka West (Cal)
B. Bmatt-Tex BIttet
Sakatage Sqaad (Cal) S/S
B. Baaaett-K. Hants
Metro Fix hi ProAaetlea
Afbaaa Stagccaa^ (mmt)
Baaga Basten
KEEPER OF THE FLAME, drama; prod, Victor Tke Big Street (BKO) S/S
CD
H. taa4a-U BaB
BC 91 o. MaatgoMiy-A. BatkaiTd
SaviUe; dir, George (hikor; no writing credits; camera. Orctestra Wives (att) S/U
Aciaas
tka
PadSc
(WB)
S/U
e. Bagait-M. Astor
William Daniels. Cast Sfeaeet Tracy. Katharine Hep-
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WEEK OP BKLKA8B

fXBAB-FOR Af^ON, navy

drama; co-prod, Robert
Z. Leonard and O. O. Dull; du, Robert !u. Leonard; no
writing credits; camera, Charles Rosher. Cast Robert
Taylor. Charles Laugnttm. Brian Donlevy. Walter
Brennan.
PRESENTING LILLY MARS, drama; prod., Joe
Pastemek; dlr, Norman Taurog; no writing credltK
camera, imawigncd;
Cast JuAy Garland, Rldiard
Carlson, Fay Raintcr, Spring fiyington. Ray B(ac-

—

9/19/49

Splitt at Staafaid (Cal)

CD

Bdb

Hawv«-0. B«
W
«. Babbaid-M. OVrlsean
W
Bacci>-B; Panlsh
WC O B.
G. Aatiy-S. Baraett
L. Vele»-L. Bml
M 7a . OUaiara-D.
Ml) e
Sisters

!

at rsiditraao (Bcp)

Heslaa Sptiaie'S "r*""* (BKO)
BerUa Camwaadeat (Bib) S/U

l/S

eive Oat BIstcis (D) 9/S

Donald.

WEEK

NEW

Albeit-M. Chap

M

Ida at BitaiBc Mca (Maaa)
Taath aa Parade (Bc»)
Baaiet Cetcaade (B«p)~

OF
DR. GILLESPIE'S
ASSISTANT, drama; dir,
Willis Goldbeck; no writing credits; camera, Robert
Folsey. Cast: Lionel BarrjnoKm. Van Johnson. Alma Klag at tke StalUaas (Maaa)
Kruger, Nat Pendleton. NeU
Marie Blake, Hor- WlBfs aad tke Waoaa (BKO)
Caiafol, Baft Wkaaldsr (BIk) S/U
ace McNally, Walter Kingsford.
Halfway ta fc—i*" (Dp
Oaa at Oar Alttratt
Binlag (V)

"^a" 9A7/4S
OVilea

Cr^

NewtM
V. Brace-.

L

Heivey-K. Caytar
O. Tearle-K. PiilBi

b

OF KKLKA8B- <«/S4/4S

creoils; camera, PmnShfltau. CaKi MMgfilytT TieBSy,
John Beal. Bert C;ordon, Dorothy Ann Scese. Slg Amp,

THE DESPERADOES,

l/a/4t

H U

1

room
BAD MEM OF TBB HIIXS. fonnerly TAIXBTjOP
LAWLESS MEN, western; prod. Jack «ep; dir. Wtt-

Pai^ Ho^

MU—

WEEK OF BBLBASB

M
W
a

pictvd

•4t-'4S

Featnni
Westerns

CD—

C—

D—

.

Cohmbia

Serials

1942

FILM BOOKING CHART

Advance Production Chart
HoUytDOOd, Sept 1.
StudiM are (till ju00lin« their whedule* and ore tfiy
obout givina out any definite plan* for 1»42-4S «ea«oti.
A definite *eIUn0 plan u stiU undecided won and

2,

Raw

pMcd

CirtUi«

Fcatares

34

7

Westerns

It

9

9
9

4t-'4S

ToUb

S9

Pictures in cutting

room

2
9
or awaiting release:

ARIZONA STAGECOACH,

7

My

SIstci

BUcca (Cel)

CD

•

BaUets (Maaa)
Taca Paiiea
Baadtt Baager (BKO)

99 Jast
IS

OK Broadway

Sla Tawa CO)
Desperate Jaaiaey

(Btk)

t/U)

(WB) a/u

M
W
t

J.

Maitk-«. Arekar

T.

BaB-C Edwards

U
Nalaa-B. Weaver
C. Beaaett-B. Crawford

CD

197

K. FlyaB-R.

Begaa

35

western; prod, (!eorge
W. Weeks; dir, S. Roy Luby; no writing credits; camCast Ray Corrigan, Max Terhune,
era. Bob CUne.
John King, NeU ODay (1941-42).
POLICE BULLETS, melodrama; prod, Lindsley Parsons; dir, Jean Yarbrough; screenplay, Edmond Kelso
and Ande Land; camera, unassigned. Cast: John
Archer. Warren Hymer.
FOBEIGN AGEBIT, spy-ringer, prods, Martin Mooney. Max King; dir., WiUiam Beaudine; original story,
Blartin Mooney; screenplay by Martin Mooney and
John Kraflt; camera, Blax Stengler. Cast John Shelton. Gale Storm, Ivan Lebedeff, Hans Schumm, WUliam Halligan, George Travell, Patsy Moran, Lyle Lattel, Herbert RawUnson, Kenneth Harlan, Jack Mulhall,
David Clarke.
TEXAS TO BATAAN, western; prod, Cicorge W.
Weeks; dir, Robert Tansey; no writing credits; cam"ist John King, Max Terhune,
era, unassigned.
Davey Sbarpe, Marjorie Manners.
CRIBONAL INVESTIGATOR, formerly HOMICIDE
SQUAD, m&lodrama; prod, Lindsley Parsons; dir., Jean
(Continued on page 24)

TBAOESBOWN AND FOB FUTURE BEUtASE
Nlgkt la

New

Oilcaas (Par)

S/9

OBce Dpaa a Tkaisda y (M -C) S/B
Taakea Doodle Daady (WB) C/3
Batlday IDB (Par) C/17
Bagla SqoadroB (») (/17
Tambstaaa (Par) </17
I Uva In Daagcr (Par) (/17

MD
an

We

BtaBd (Btk)

7/1

D. Laaaap.B. Deaalag
H.lIaBt-B.CaiIsaB
t. Cagaey-J. LesUa
B. Ciaafey-P. Astalie
B. StackTD. Banyasoia
B. Dtx-K. Taylar
C. Horrls-J. Faikes

7S

n

Apacke TtaU (M-6) t/U
Daltsd

75

m
IB

123

M

US f'^DeBai^SL'Sortey
MD n «.Payae-B.Gtable
7/U D US o. Ce^a-T. Wrigkt
M IM B. Orecaa-C Lckssaa
Plyiag Portress (WB)
7/U
War Against Mis. Badlcy (M-C) B/S D B B. AraoU-F. Balater
Satewben
Find Tea. (M-O) l/S BD 1B7 C Gable-Ii. ToiMr
M a 1. Gattaa-D. Del Ble
feniaey laU Fear (BKO) B/S
Tales of Msahsttaa (ZMk) i/S
CD 117 (AD star east)
leelaad (fttk) B/U
MD 71 s, Benle.^. Payae
MO 101 J. BacDaaald- B. Tenag
Cairo (H-C) 8/U
D SI B.' DoBlevy-B. Preston
Wake Island (Par) S/U
CD B M. Kaaaey-B. Gwean
A Taak at Etoa (H-G) S/U
BIghways By Night (BKO)- S/»
CarboB-J. BsBdolph
~*
m SB C. 8teveBs-F. BnMnoB
Secret Kaemles (WB ) S/M
D 117 B. Davls-P. Hcnrcld
Now. Voyager (WB) B/U
C 7S E. Baisen-McGee & Mollle
Here We Go Afoln (RKO) 8/2C
CD 70
Arlen-A, Judge
WUdcat (Pat) »/2
U B
Donlevy-V. Lake
The oust Key (Par) 9/2
CD IB
Rogers-R. MDIand
The Major aad (he Minor (Par) */2

Tke Tonag Mr. Pitt (Z9lh) 7/1
PaatUgU^eieaada (Btk) 7/1
The Piide at the Taakecs (BKO)

m
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IN ALBAiiY, BUFFM.(^

MTFORD,

MILWAUKEE, PNIUDOmiA,

WASHINGTON

Directed by

•

JOHN HUSTON
Sireen Ptdy by Richard Moeoulay
irom<J)« Sofuridav Evenino Po«« S«riol
by Rob«ft Corion

MEMPHiS,

.

.

Wednesday, September

PICT1IBE8

£4

Advance Production Chart
writing credits; camera tmassigned.
Cast: Edith Fellowa, John Mil] an, Robert Lowery, Jan
Wiley, Pat Gleason, Jotm MaxweU.

Yarbrough; no

BOWEBT AT HIDNIOHT,

horrorer;

prods.,

Sam

Xatzman and Jade Dietz; dir., Wallace Fox: no writing
Mack Stengler. Cast: Bela Lugosi,
Wanda McKay, John Archer, Dave O'Brien, Ray Miller,
John Bcrliei, vlnce Bamett.
WAB DOOS, animals; prod., George W. Weelu; dir.,
6. Roy Luby; no writing credits; camera, Robert Cllne.
credits; camera,

Cast- Billy Lee, Addison Richards, Kay Linaker, Bradley Page, Herbert Rawllnsoa
MoBOfram Fix In Prodnetlon

NEATH BROOKLYN BBIOOE. drama; prods., Sam
Katzman and Jack Dletz; dir., Wallace Fox; no writing
credits. Cast: Leo Gorcey, Bobby Jordan, Huntz Hell,
GabrieUe Dell, Ann GUIis, Noah Beery, Jr.
WEST OF THE LAW, western; prod., Scott R. Dunlap; dir., Howard Bretherton; no writing credits; camera, Harry Newmann. Cast: Tim McCoy,- Buck Jones,
Baymond

Hatton.

ProBlMd
'41-41

Stadle
B, Skerman.
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..9

fflelselier
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.
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Compl«t«d
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ToUls

«•
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•
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:
AMERICAN EHPIBE, western; prod., Harry Sherman; dir., William McGann; screenplay, Don lurtman,
Frank Butler; story by Melvin Fraiu^ Norman Panama;
camera, Russell Harlan. Cast: Richard Dix. Preston
Foster, Frances Giflord, Leo Carrillo, Jack La Rue,
Cbrls-Pin Martin. Ian MacDonald.
THE PALM BEACH STOBT, comedy; asso- prod.,
Paul Jones; dir., Preston Sturges; screenplay, Preston
Sturges; camera, Victor Milner. Cast' Claudette Colbert, Joel McCrea. William Demarest
WILDCAT, (adventure); prod, Wm. Pine and Wm.
Thomas; dir., Frank McDonald; no writing credits;
camera,Fred Jackman, Jr. Cast: Richard Arlen, Arline
Judge, William Frawley, Buster Crabbe, Arthur Bunnlcutt, Elislia Cook, Jr.. Ralph Sanlord, Alec Ctalg, John
DUson, Ed Keane, Will Wright Jessica Newcom^, Billy
Benedict Billy Nelson, Tom Kennedy, Fred Sherman,
WilUam Hall, John Fisher, Abdullah Abbass, Don
Barclay, Dick Elliott
BOEDER PATROL, formerly BOSSING HEN, western; prod., Harry Sherman; dir., Lesley Selanaer; no
writing credits; camera, unasslgned.
CtLSt: William
Boyd, Andy Clyde, J< Kirby, Claudia Drake, Duncan

Renaido.

A

I Bf ABBIftD
WITCH, drama; asso. prod., Preston
Sturges; dir., Rene Clair; screenplay, Robert Pirosh
and Marc Connelly; suggested by a story of Thome

Smith and completed by Norman Matson; camera, Ted
TetzlaS. Cast: Fredric March, Veronica Iske, Susan
Hay ward, Robert Benchley, Cecil Kellaway, Elizabeth
Patterson, Esther Howard, Robert Warwick.
WAKE kSLAND, drama; asso. prod, Joseph Slstrom;
dir, John Farrow; no writing credits; camera, Tfaeodor
Sparkuhl.
Cast:
Brian Donlevy, Robert Preston,
Albert Dekker, Macdonald Carey, William Bendix,
'
Barbara Britton.

HAPPT GO LDCKT,

musical in technicolor; asso.

prod, Harold Wilson; dir, Curtis Bernhardt; no writing
credits; camera, Karl Struss; color camera, Wilfred
Cline. Cast: Mary Martin. Dick Powell, Eddie Bracken,
Betty Button, Rudy VaUee, Mabel Paige. Clem Bevans,
Sylvia Opert Gene Cale, Frances Raymond, Irving Bacon, Arthur Loft Paul McVey, Donald Kerr, Lorraine
MiUer, Barbara Slater, Rebel Randall, Alleen Haley,
Lynda Grey, Louise La Panche, Caleb Peterson, Ks^
Linaker, Jean Fenwiek, Frederick (Hark, Lillian Randolph, Napoleon Simpson, Olat Hytten, Hany Harris,
Edgar Norton, Rita (niristiana, Lancelot Pinard, Charles
B. Moore, Leyland Hodgson.
LADT BODTOUABD, drama; prod^ Sol C. Siegel;
•sso. prod., Burt Kelley; dir, William (Siemens; screenplay, Edmund Hartmein, Art Arthur; based on story by
Edward Haldeman, Vera Caspary; camera, Daniel Fapp.
Cast: Eddie Albert, Anne Shirley, Raymond Walbum,
Roger Pryor, Ed Brophy, Maude Ebume, Clem Bevans,

Mary
lln.

Treen.

Gus

Schilling, Charles Halton, Olin

How-

Jack Norton. Donald MacBrlde, Emmett Vegan,

M

John H. Dilson, Harlan Briggs, George
Carleton,
Gordon De Main, Frances Morris, Jack Stoney, Free.
Graham, Keman Cripps, Charles R, Moore, Sam Ash,
Wilbur Mack, Jack Gardner.
WBECKINO CREW, action-drama; prods., William
Pine and Willialm Thomas; dir, Frank McDonald: no
writing credits; camera, Fred Jackman, Jr.
Cast:
Richard Arlen. Chester Mortis, Jean Parker, Esther
Dale, Pat West Joe Sawyer, Frank Melton, William
Hall, George McKay, Eddie Waller, Fred Sherman,
Alexander Granach.
•
M(Pi «n i mn •lis 'iBB if D CMt a Bi'Jii
prod., Sol C. Siegel; asso. prod, E. D. Leshin; dir.,
Rol>ert Siodmak; original screenplay, F. Bu^ Berbert; camera. Daniel Fapp.
Cast: Richard Carlson.
Marttia O'Driscoll, Frances Giflord, CecU Kellaway,
Florence Bates, Mabel Paige, Vehna Berg, Francis
Pierlot Fem Emmett Betty Farrington. Milton Kib-

«^

O

i

i

bee.

Jtms.

WIGGS OF THE CABBAGE PATCH, comedy

drama; prod., Sol C. Siegel; asso. prod., Ralph Murphy;
tur, Ralph Murphy; no writing credits: camera, Leo
Tover. Cast: Fay Balnter, Carolyn Lee, Hugh Berbert
Vera Vague, Berbara Britton, Betty Brewer, Mary
Thomas. BlUy Lee. Carl 'Alfalfa* Switzer.

THE FOREST RANGERS,

technicolor adventure;
asso. prod., Robert Sisk; dir., George Marshall; screen
play, Harold Shumate; from a story by Thelma
Strabel; camera, Charles Lang.
Cast: Fred MacMurray, Paulette Goddard, Susan Bayward, Albert
Dekker, Lyrine Overman. Phillip Terry, Jim Brcftvn.

THE ROAD TO MOROCCO,

comedy-drama;

.

STREET OF CHANCE,
CURTAIN, mystery; prod.,

rormerlT

THE BLACK

Sol C. Siegel; asso., prod.,

'

,

—

.

—

.

—

.Marlon Kerby's $50,000 'cctoplaamlc playmate" damage suit dismissed
three years ago in Los Angeles Superior Court, has been reinstated on
the legal calendar by California Supreme Court and will be tried again,
Action, aimed at Warner Bros, Hal Roach Studios, United Artists and
various John Does, Is the bacUlre of a publicity stunt for the picture,
"Topper Takes a Trip.' Actress claims the studios sent out 10.000 pink
letters to men in the Los Angeles area asking them to show up at a downDare Wahl and Co., William Haade, Maynard Holmes, town theatre to meet 'a girl with a gleam in her eye and mischief in her
James Mlllican, Eddie Johnson, Slim and Slam, Louise mind.' The circulars were signed, 'Your ectoplannle playmate, Marion
La Planche, Lorraine Miller.
Kerby.' PlalntlfT asserts she was embarrassed no end by letters from angry
PEELIJDB TO OLOET, drama; asso. prod., Fred wives accusing her of attempting to wreck their homes.
Kohlmar; dir., Frank Tuttle; no writing credits; camera, John Seitz. CtsU Alan Ladd, Marie MacDonald,
Helen Walker, Mable Paige, Sheldon Leonard. Lloyd
Warner Bros.' researchers, when first fashioning the George M. Cohan
Corrlgan, Russell White. Dave WlUock, John Wengral screen biog, found the best Cohaniana In the N. Y. Public Library (5th
HENEY ALDEICH GETS GLAMOim, comedy; prod, ave. and 42d at branch) endowed to the Curator of the Theatrical DiviWalter MacEwen; asso. prod, Jules Schermer; dir., sion, b^ the late Robinson Locke, editor-publisher of the Toledo (O.)
Hugh Bennett; no writing credits; camera, Dan F<mp. Bee. Long known as a friend of showfolk. he was eq>eclally a Cohan fan.
Cast Jimmy Lydon. Charles Smith. John Lytel, Olive and to this day the 'Yankee Doodle Dandy* of the film hasn't seen the
Blakeney, Frances Giflord. Gail RusselL
memorobllia which Locke left to the N. Y.
THE CRYSTAL BALL, drama; asso. prod., Richard numerous scrapbooks and
Blumenthal; dir, EUiott Nugent; no writing credits; Library.
Incidentally, quite by accident did the story line revolving around the
camera. Leo Tover. Cast: Ray Milland. Paulette Goddard, Virginia Field, William Bendix, CecO Kellaway, Congressional Medal of Honor to Cohan evolve itself to the WB scripters
Mable Paige, Clem Bevans, Gladys (Seorge.
who had long been puzzled by the problem of finding a proper peg.
HOPPY SERVES A WEIT, western; prod., Harry
Sherman; dir, (George Archainbaud; no writing credits;
William Henry Hud8on*s 32-year-oId novel. "Green Mansions,* may finally
camera, Russell Barlan. Cast: Bill Boyd, Jan Christy,
Reeves.
reach the screen after several false starts, as a means of promoting goodJay Kirby, Andy Clyde, Victor Jory, (George
LUCKY JORDAN, drama*, asso. prod, Fred Kohlmar; will among the I.atln-Amerlcan countries. Boole, backgrounded In VeneRKO acquired
dir., Frank Tuttle; no writing credits; camera, John zuela, has been widely read in South and Central America.
Belen
McDonald,
Marie
Alan
Ladd.
Cast:Seitz.
the screen rights several years ago, but it never reached the cameras,
Walker. Mable Paige, Sheldon Leonard, Uivd Cor- although $62,000 is understood to have been spent on rights, treatments
rigan, Russell White, Dave WiUock, John Wengraf, and scripts. Later the yam was sold for less than $10,000 to James B.
Sheldon Leonard.
Cassldy, who is now in Bollywood to produce the picture if he can find
YOU CANT VfW FOREVER, drama; prods, Wil- a studio.
Cast: Chester
inig credits; camera, Fred Jackman, Jr.
Morris, Jean Porter, Barry Sullivan,
iams Pine and Thomas; dir, Frank McDonald; no writ-

—

—

Gives Metro Cancellation

Repoblic

gCoBttnaed from page

I

How

on average rentals accounts of the case of 'Pride* deals call for an
and one if the rental ranged advance In admission scales.
Features
Whiltf decree selling ended on
tS from $100 to $200. Metro Increases
t
•
32
Wcatems
.
4
1
Serials ..
'the leniency by upping the one-pic- product for release starting yesterture cancellation figure to $250. Also, day (Tuesday), all companies but
3
a
1*
t
Totals
allowing one or two out of such a Metro are continuing as before.
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:
comparatively small package as eight Under the so-called escape clause,
FLYING TIGERS, air saga; prod., Edmund Grainger; pictures runs the percentage of re- if the Government failed to extend
the decree to United Artists, UniDavid Miller; original screenplay, Kenneth jection away up.
dir,
Gamet; camera. Jack Blarta. Cast John Wayne, John
versal and'Columbia by June 1, then
CanecItaUen
Carroll, Anna Lee, BiU Shhrley, Tom Neal, Paul Kelly,
A sales oflicial of one of the decree the Big -Five would be free to sell
Edmund MacDonald, (lOrdon Jones, David Bruce, Bud companies,
which
is selling blocks- 1042-43 product for release starting
McTaggatt, Gregg Barton, John James, Jimmy Dood
states Sept 1 without necessity of limiting
fashion,
consent
sales
in
of-five
(1041-42).
ICE-CAPADES REVUE, leer; prod, Robert North; if an exhib wanted to buy 10 pic the blocks to five and tradeshowingj
dir, Bemard Vorhaus; no wrltine credits; camera, John tures at a clip, after they had been before sale.
Balance of the decree, including
Cast: Ice-Capades skating troupe personnel. screened and they were ready for
Alton.
Vera Vague, Jerry Colo nna.
him, he*d be willing to discuss can- arbitration, remains in force to Nov.
KINO OF THE MOUNTIES, serial; asso. prod., W. J. cellation. This very probably will 20, 1043, under the three-year trial
O'Sullivan: dir, Wiliam Witney; no. writing credits; become the general attitude in the period agreed upon.
camera. Biid Thackeray. Cast: Allan Lane, Peggy
view of the action taken by Metro
Drake, William Bakewell, Bradley Page, Douglass
Dumbrille, Abner Bibermaa William Vaughn, Duncan which, in the words of one eastern
Renaido, Nestor Paiva. Gilbert Emery, Anthony sales executive, 'wants to be dif- SainLefl[owitz,WB'sN.Y.
Warde, Arvon Dale, Allen Jung, George Irving, Jay ferent I guess.*
Cattina To s* table
2
31 $100,

'4t-'4S

.

.

M

Novello.
Twentieth-Fox is In the best poSUNSET SERENADE, western; asso. prod, dir, sition at present to immediately take
Joseph Kane; no writing credits; camera. Bud Thack- a contract on 10 pictures since it has
eray. Cast: Roy Rogers, (Gabby) Bayes, Bob Nolan,
two blocks of five each so
screened
Pat Brady, Themselves, Belen Parrish, Joan Woodbury,
Onslow Stevens, Roy Barcroft Frank M. Thomas, Jack far. However, to date they are being
soM under separate contracts for
Kirk.
X MARKS THE SPOT, drama; prod.-dir, Cieorge each block. It was decided at the
Sherman; no writing credits; camera. Jack Marta. 20th eastern sales regional meeting
Cast Damian O'Flynn, Belen Parrish. Dick Purcell,

DisL Sales Mgr., Quits
Added to the list of names figuring
in changes in distribution during the
past year

is

Sam

Lefkowitz,

New

York district sales manager for
Warner Bros, who resigned Monday
(31). In the atisence from the city

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^—^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
Muir, Edna Barrls, Joe Kirk, Dick Wessel. Robert

Jump on competitors on releases, for manager, and Roy Haines, eastern
Bomans.
division
he handed in his
OUTLAWS OP PINE RIDGE, western; asso. prod:, the time being the sales policy would resignationchief,
to Joe Bemhard, v.p. and
Eddy White; dir., WUIIam Witney. Cast: Don Hed' be to offer five films at a time.
Twentieth is coming up with a general manager.
Barry, Emmett Lynn, Noah Beery, Jr., Lynn Merrick,
Clasrton Moore,

Donald KIrke, Stanley Price, George third block, also embracing

Lewis.

Bepnblle Fix In.Prodaetlon
army; asso. prod.-dir, John
B. Auer; no writing credits; camera. John Alton. Cast:
Jane Withers, William Demarest Ruth Donnelly,
Benry Wllcoxon. Pat Brook, Bobby Breen, Bobby
Coogan, George MacFarland. Billy Lenhart, Kenneth
Brown, Sandra Benville, Cora Sue Collins. Beverly
Budson, Carl Switzer.

JOHNNY DOUGHBOY,

RKO-Radio

asso.

Burt Kelly; dir. Jack Bively; screen play, Garrett

Florence Fisher Party, columnist on the Pittsburgh Press, who has been
defending Major Lynn Famol in the 'great arrow hoax' outcry, last Friday (29), in substantiation of her previous contention, stated she had
'authoritative, indiqtutable aitd impersonal' sources from whom she learned
that the first story on the pictures was written way back in May and
was published throughout the country by both the AP and UP feature
services. . . . The original stoty was approved by everyone at headquarters and In Washington. It was only after the Washington Star came out
on that fateful Tuesday afternoon, stating that the pictures were a hoax,
that anyone since involved had any Idea that a mistake had been made!
'The breakdown In Interoflice communlcatkm, which made the mistake
possible—that is, the failure of the report on the marker investigation to
reach anyone at headquarters may be a reflection upon the Army's setup
In public relations, but in no way implicated its functioning officers.
.
Hie editorial writers and columnists who mentioned Blajor Famol by
name stressed that he entered the Army a motion picture press agent
The smear was not Major Famol's alone. The smear was directed at one
of our greatest industries and I might add the most generous supporters
of newspapers that they have.*

Yarson, Martin Garralaga, Victor Varconi, Eric Feldary, Leo Bulgakoff, Feodor Chaliapin, Jean De Val,
Armand Roland, Dick Botlller.
STAE SPANGLED BHYTHM, musical; asso. prod..
Joseph Slstrom; dlr, (George Marshall; no writing
credits; camera, Leo Tover. Cast: Betty Button, Eddie
Bracken, Victor Moore, Walter Abel, Anne Revere,
Cass Daley, Gil Lamb, Cedl Kellaway, Edgar Hearing,
Eddie 'Rochester' Anderson, Katherine Dunham, Walter

prod.. Paul Jones; dir, David- Butler; no writing
credits; no camera credit set Cast; Blng Crosby, Bob

Bope, Dorothy Lamour, Donna Drake, Vladimir Sokoloff, Milchail Rasumny, Jamiel Basson, Monte Blue,
Louise La Planche, Theo de Voe, Brooke Evans,
Suzanne Ridgway, Patsy Mace, Yvonne de Carlo, Poppy
Wilde, Ralph Penney, Dan Seymour, Pete G. Katchenero, Brandon Hurst, Richard Loo, Leo Mostovoy,
George Givot Leon Belasco.
SILVEB QUEEN, drama; prod, Harry Sherman; dir.,
Lloyd Bacon; no writing credits; camera, Riis°°ll Harlan. Cast: George Brent PrisclUa Lane, Bruce Cabot,
Eugene Pallette, Lynne Overman, Guinn 'Big Boy'
Williams, Janet Beecher, Katharine Booth.

1942

bNdeStnff-Kctares

on story by Cornell Woolricfa; camera,
Theodor SparkuhL Cast: Burgess Meredith, Claire
Trevor, Sheldon Leonard, Jerome Cowan, Frieda Inescort, Adeline De Walt Reynolds, Louise Platt Arthur
Loft Edwin MaxweU, MUton Kibbec, George Watts,
Gloria WiUiams, Keith Richards, CUfl C\aA, Sonny
Boy Williams, Helen MacKeUar, Ruth Gillette, Batty
Tyler, Besse Wade. Ralph Dunn, James C. Morton.
PsiMMWit Fix In ProdnotlOB
NO TIME FOB LOVE, comedy-drama; asso. prod.,
Fred Kohlmas; dir., Mitchell Leisen; no writing credits;
camera, Charles Lang. Cast: Claudette Colbert, Fred
MacMurray, Richard Haydn, Ilka Chase, Paul McGrath,
June Havoc, Marjorie Gateson, Robert Herrick, Morton
Lowry.
FOE WHOM THE BELL TOLLS, drama; prod.-dlr,
Sam Wood; novel by Ernest Hemingway; camera, Ray
Rennahan. Cast: Gary Cooper, Akim TamirofI, Katina
Paxinou, Joseph Calleia, Vladimir SokolofI, Milkhail
Rasumny, Edward Cianelll, Fortunio Bonanova. Duncan Renaido, Alexander Granach, Leonid Snegofl, LUo
Fort; based

(Continued from page 22)
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Stndlo

Westerns

W. Disney
S. Goldwya

28
7
1

ComplHod
6
6
0

ShootIBC

2
•

five pictures, with screening dates just set
They are 'Man In the Trunk.* 'Manila
Calling* and 'Girl Trouble.' which
will be tradeshown on Sept 17 and

Young Mr.

Pitt'

and "Springtime

the Rockies* Sept

18.

They are

in

for

October release.
In addition to the 10 pictures

now

"

110

1

•
0

1

•
•
•
•

where he makes headquarters,
end of this week or sometime next
Lefkowitz has been with Warners
in sales since 1932, having come over

either the

on sale in two blocks of five each, from RKO where he had t>een a
Previ20th has screened "Tales of Man- buying-booking executive.
ously he had been in the old First
hattan* and is selling that singly.
Warner Bros, has bunched a second National distribution department
block, also of five releases, but other
Now
CaMI^ To (o companies. Paramount RKO and
$15,000 Theatre Fire
9
15 Metro, have not made up groups to
•
•

1 .follow their initlalers, in the case of

RKO being five. Par*s first
• five includes four that were
screened
1
last week, "Major and Minor,' "The
2
•
2
J. VeUoa
WUdcat,'
'PrioriUes on Parade' and
d
Lesser
2
t
2
S.
2
0
•
Jerrold Brandt
2 "Glass Key,* plus "Wake Island* which
was tradeshown tbreo weeks back on
45
.13
4
Totals
9
23 Aug. 12. Additionally Par is selling
'Holiday Inn* separately.
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:
SCATTERGOOD SURVIVES A MURDER, mystery; Selling in RKO includes on Its
prod, Jerrold Brandt; dir., Christy Cabanne; no writing leadoff of five as a group, plus Tride
(Continued on page 32)
of Yankees* and "Bambi' singly. In
H. Wilcox

2

Reported
Lefkowitz
may join
United Artists, although understood
he has other offers. He will check
out of the Warner N. Y. exchange,

t

*^Par and

Harrisburg, Pa., Sept. 1.
Fire of undetermined origin virtu-

Mt

Verally destroyed the open-air
non theatre at nearby Williams

Grove Park recently. Roy Rlchwine,
park owner estimated his loss at
$15,000, which is partially covered
by insurance.
The fire was discovered about an
hour after a crowd of several thousand persons had attended a vaudeville

show.

.

•

M.

"
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Boom in Attenunce Ifikes Pk Stocb
3c

To $4 In England; Odeon
London, Aug.

21.

Result of general boom in audience attendance has lent many film
stocks up, rises varying from 3c to
Latest to

$4,

come

into the dlvi-

dAid-paylng ranks is Associated
British Picture Corp., paying a further 7K%, bringing diwy up to
15% for years on the common after
last year paying nothing.
Associated British Cinemas' S%%
debentures rose $1.75 dnd now stand
at $409, par being $400. G-B 4%%
new debs jumped $4 to $306, and
StoQ
are" now only $4 below
Corp. up 7c, making the $4 par stock
price current $1J0.
'

v

Only noticeable tall is Odeon 6%
debs., down $3 and now marked $306.
Latter somewhat strange fall in view
of formation this week of new Odeon
company with $6,000,000 capital in
$4 shares. Object is to acquire 83
provincial Odeon cinemas promoted
by late Oscar Deutsch as separate
companies and so bring outstanding
mortgages now held locally inside
Issue
the main Odeon company.
does not coiicem existing stockholders in parent concern, who will not
be asked to make a stock swap for
scrip in the new cwnpany.

PEPPERMAN DESCRIBES
TOKYO EXPERIENCES
Lewis Pepperman, manager of the
former United Artists office in
Tokyo, described his post-Pearl
Harbor experiences in the Jap capital
yesterday (Tuesday) at a press conference in New York. He was the

American in the

last

to get out of

film business

Tokyo.

Pepperman estimated there Is
some 11,000,000 yen in Japanese
banlcs belonging to American dlstribs or, roughly, $2,500,000.

Foreign

FDn Men

Get

Foreip Postal Riles
Both major and Independent foreign sales diiefs met with Col. W.
Preston Corderman, of the U. S.
Postal Service in charge of all postal censorslUp, and other officials of
customs censorship setup in the east
yesterday" (Tuesday), and talked additional cooperation.
Foreign managers also discussed possible ways
for speeding the shipment of pictures, especially shorts, to the LatinAmerican market.
Phil Reisman',
who heads a special committee
handling this matter, reports at the
foreign
managers' meeting next
-

the reviewing committee rather than
first
submitting matter to postal
censors.
The method for handling
pictures, passed by the customs re-

viewing group in Hollywood, but
changed by having foreign language tiUes superimposed in N. Y..

was

outlined.

Mexico City, Aug. 25.
Remains of Jaime Nuno, composer
ot the Mexican national hymn, are
to

be exhumed at Buffalo, N.

Y.,

where he died several years ago, and
brought here by plane to be Interred
in

the

Men

Rotunda of the lUustrious

at the principal local

cemetery.

Restoration of Nuno's ix>dy to his
homeland was arranged by Dr. Francuico CastUlo Najera. Mexican Am-

A

bassador to thfe U. S.
monument
«f Nu.no and
the hymn is to be
erected, with a special public cereniony In Chepultepec
Wood, the
leading local public park. Unveiling

and Nuno's funeral wiU be simulsometime in September.

tat.eous,

Cnrrent London Shows
London, Sept

In Slide

1.

(^uvln, who has made
documentaries exclusively for the
Belgian government, is leaving early

month to make documentary
on the Belgian Congo war effort He was commissioned by the
Belglt^n government in London and
this
fllms

New York.
Diamant-Berger, wlio fled from
the Continent after the downfall of
France, paints a very revealing picture of conditions in the French fllm
Hetalng Star,' Globe.
industry where Nazi control is com'Harder .WHhont Crime,' Comedy. plete and where the role of the
•No Orchids tor Blandish,' Wales. Frenchman has been relegated to

•Ufeiine,' Duchess.
"Light and Shade,' Ambassador.
Macbeth.' PiccadiUy.
•HaU ot 4be Hauitains.' Coliseum.
Han Wta« Caiie to Dinner,' Savoy.

being sponsored by It on this
fllm-maklng trip.
Cauvin will be accompanied by
lyricist John Latouche and Arthur
L. Fisher, British cameraman. Latouche will write the commentary,
and he ia hopeful tliat the progress
of the expedition may be sent by
shortwave to this country.
Is

.

'Qnlet Week-End,' Wyndham's.
"Bain,' St Martin's.
'BebeccB,' Strand.
"Bose-Harle,* StoU's.

Boasian Ballet, Cambridge.
Sadler's WcUs Ballet, New.
'Salt of Earth,' Vaudeville.

Antl-Fascist Fix
^EC0BtlaBe4 froa vage Iss
it to Dr. Miguel Culadati,

'Sky High,' Phoenix.

WUd Hose,' Prince.

passed

'Warn

lliat BIsn,' Garrick.
'Watch on the Bhine,' Aldwych.

Blinister of the Interior. Latter tossed
it
to the office of the Inten-

Albertor
(Mayor),
Carlos
dente
Pueyrredon.
iDvsdeta* Bec«»d
Invaders' bad. been running a
week, piling up flirst-stanza socko
gross of 60,000 pesos (over $19,000).
practically an aU-time record for
the Cine Gran Rex, South America's

'Agent' had been
running only four days.
Rex management, following a personal appeal to President Ramon S.
Castillo, secured permission to continue over the weekend, and in the
two-day period, set a new record of
38,000 pesos $(9,500) with standees
at every performance. Fox was unable to get a similar okay on 'Agent'
and so a sub pic had to be tossed
into the Ambassador theatre.
During the .week foUoWing the
censorship board had the films run
off several times and Interior Minister Culadati, after personal viewings, said Invaders,' with the elimination ot certain phrases referring
to (Sennany and its people, 'Bad
nothing offensive to the dignify or
prestige ot that nation.' No verdict
yet handed down on 'Agent' although ttiat's expected soon.
Oddly, despite the ban in BA.,
which is the Federal District like
Wasliington, D. C, fllms were not
stopped in the interior and both

CoUaboratiomsts

The strange and awkward role
now being played by French fllm
Nazi-dominated
figures
the
in
French picture industry is described
by the former French producer,
Henri Diamant-Berger, in a special
'Oangwsy,' Palladium.
Hlet a Load et This,' Hippodrome. article in 'La Victolre,' Frenchlanguage, pro-DeGaulle weeldy publail BaUet. His Majesty's

BelgiaB Film Mission

DUMBO' HEFTY 12G
AS lEADER

IN B. A.

Fdm

French Producer Excoriates

'AU'i Fair,' Whitehall.
'BUIhe Spirit.' St James's.
'Dancing Tears,* Adelphi.
'Doctor'* DUemaos,' Haymarket
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Princess.
'Flarepath,' Apollo.
•nmm and Dandy.' SavUle.
'FnU Swing.' Palace.

Andre

lished in

m

Still

France

The Germans also shot Jolly,
.
.
chief machinist in the Pathe studios,
as a hostage.'

Some time

is

devoted

by

th*

writer to some of the Quislings ot
the French industry. He calls Palve
the King of the French cinema.
Tills adventurer was saved from
imminent failure by the war. He
rushed to Berlin from the moment of
the debacle where be found all the
paper money necessary to absorb hia
disappeared or eliminated competitors.'

Of Raoul Ploquln and others he
comments: 'Head of the French fllm
industry, Raoul Ploquin, who previously had French fllms in Berlin .
of Danielle Darrieux, Maurice (^v- to help him they found a poor fellow
alier,
Mistinguett Sacha Guitry, named Chemmel and a mediocre asHarry Bauer, Yvonne Printemps and sistant named Roland Toual, hu8l>and
other French stage and screen stars ot the former Hollywood cutter
that of a stooge.

The former French producer

tells

.

well known to American audiences. Denise Batcheff, who was called
The veil of mystery surrounding back to Paris. Another producer ot
Maurice Chevalier is not lifted by Italian origin, Roger Richebe, gets
Diamant-Berger who says that the his revenge for his previous producFrench star tried to come to the tion setbacks in Paris. He did
U. S. in July, 1040, but was refused 'Madame Sans Chens' with Arletty,
passage through Spain because 'he although he neglected to acquire the
had once sung at a Spanish refugee fllm rights which l>elong to Parabenefit. Therefore he wrote a news- mount... but why ijother?
paper article condemning those who
He states that Edmond GreviUe
had left France and whom he could
megged 'Une Femme dans la NullT

not

join.'

CA Woman

in the Night') to a suc-

He adds tliat Chevalier married cessful conclusion only to have it
Buenos Aires, Aug. 25.
Jewish Nita Raya, his stage partner suspended because he was found to
"Dumbo' (RKO), aided by smart at the Casino de Paris, who lias t>een be of English origin.
exploitation, ran up the heftiest known to be his close friend for
Commenting on the industry in
Chevalier, he points
gross of the week at B. A.'s first' some years.
general, Diamant-Berger writes:
runners. Film clicked to the tune of out at first refused to return to Paris
"The gi^eatest weakness of French
but that "Vichy pressured him under
48,000 pesos ($12,000) for the 10
day period. It came in early to to! the threat of conflscating liis prop- films are their poverty, liad sound
low 'Invaders,' which was officially erty. He yielded. Asked to sing in track, poor technical quality and
yanked but permitted to xarry on Berlin, he countered by asldng that censorship difficulties. Paul Marlon's
he lie permitted to sing on a tour ot French censorship is obtuse and
previous weekend business.
prison camps in Ciermany. He was seeks principally to obtain constant
Other utimatet, all given in At- refused and according to the latest allusions to the
new order and Ita
(dentine pesos, currently at about 27c news has not gone to Berlin.'
benefits. Furthermore the (Jermana
IT. S., follow:
demand the translated texts of all
Baaer In Berlin Prison
Ambassador (Lautaret
Cavallo)

largest fllmery.

&

(1,400; 2.50-2.00)—'Bajo

un Angel del

Of

some

scenarios before they are produced.
questionable This confrol prevents any thought
word or image to slip through which
might recall some of the lost brUUance of the French production of
three years ago."

the

of

Angel Came Down from 'Aryans,' Diamant-Berger writes:
Heaven') (Arg-made). OK 13,000. "Despite his repeated currying, Sacha
Laist week, unestimated but weak Guitry Jias been eliminated from the
because 'Secret Agent of Japan' screen by his German masters, who
Cielo' ('An

|

(20th) was yaniced after squawks
after four days and "Song of th'6 Island' (20th) filled in. .

Ideal
(Lococo
'Saboteur' (U).

second

we^

(970;

3.00-2.50),

So-so 11,000 for
Last week two-house

opening brought 20,000 here and 14,'
were run in Santa Fe and elsewhere 000 to tlie Suipacha.
okay for B. A. was finally given 10
Bex (Cordero, Cavallo & Lauta
days after original ban and Colum- ret) (3;305; 230-2.00)
"Dumbo"
bia acquiescence to make certain (RKO).
Sock 48,000 for 10-day

—

cuts, particularly of strong dialogue.

Re-release date not yet set.
Indication that future procedure
will be to have Foreign Ministry rep
sit in passing on all doubtful fllms

came when Mayor Pueyrredon and

Foreign Ministry rep previewed
approved with minor cuts
week.
United Artists' "Mister V,' just beBecause all U. S. distributors are fore release. Pic liad been approved
concerned with getting their pic- by censors, but the approval was
tures through customs censorsnip withdrawn when the 'Invaders' Inwith the minimum of delay, PRC.
Following cuts sugMonogram and Republic, besides the cident came up. Culaciatl. censorship
major foreign managers, were repre- gested by Dr.
sented at the huddle yesterday. Be- board issued a general decree coversides Cordennan, Richard R. Smith, ing fllm.
and Perry Arnold, two memt>ers of
Until end of '41 Foreign Office
the reviewing committee in N. Y, rep sat with the censors but dtiring
which assists in expediting ship- the present year the system has
ments through customs, were pres- been changed. Future practice of
ent.
Steps were taken to Improve
having Foreign Office rep sit with
the system by both distribs and the
the bluepencillers has advantages
committee and postal reps.
and disadvantages, in the opinion of
It wai "iggested that all aim com-

also

.

a

and

are sufficiently clarified on his racial

Diamant-Berger reveals that the
origins
Nevertheless Charles
Trenet has l>een declared an 'Aryan' Gemftns attempted -46 ameliorate
these production difficulties by or-,
ot honor ... he has so many friends
dering
the French Consul In Los
Mistinguett trying to forget the
.
.
memory of her mother, Madame Angeles to offer appetizing contracts
Harry to French actors and directors la
Kohn, is ready to yield
Hollywood
if only they would return
Bauer, whose son Cecil is valiantly
fighting with the Free French forces, to France. The order was talthbilly
has wound up in a Berlin prison for executed,' he writes, 'and it wgs even
accompanied
by threats or reprisals^
hidden
his
non-'Aryan'
having
but the invitation remained unorigins."
.

.

.

-

.

.

.

.

period. Last week, "Invaders' (Col
distributed), 38,000 for long week
end, following first week's record

"Corinne Ludiaire was furnished answered.'
He says that the'only French megby her father to Otto Abetz ^hile
Edwige Feuillere rememliered tliat ger of any class collaboratlhg wiUi
she is Italian
Yvonne Printemps the (lermans is Marcel Came, who
.
Ocean (CoU, Gatti & Cia) (2,800; has tteen fortunate and continues to is 'of doubtful' backgroimd.
Esq.'
Pulham,
2.00-1.50)
'K M.
work with Pierre Fresnay, who * CommenUng on the obligatory exSatisfactory never made any mystery about his
(M-G). Neat 28,000.
hibition
of German pictures In
Last Fascist sympatliies, although every'
considering American locale.
French showcases.^ Diamant-Berger
week. The Bugle Sounds' (M-G), so- one believed him to be a patriot
writes that 'no way has yet been de-Paris- has announced new fllms with vised to oblige French spectators to
so 18,000.
Normandle (Lococo (1,400; 2.00- Femand Gravey (Gravet), Alerme buy tickets when (Serman lUms are
1.50)— 'Reap the Wild Whid' (Par). and Raimu. who cannot resist the shown,' He adds that the 'French
.'
9,000 on second week of pop-priced lure ot a large salary
again outwitted the Germans when
Diamant-Berger shows great ad the latter ordered the destruction of
run. Last week, opener, 12,000.
60,000.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

.

BfoDomentei (Coll, Gatti & Cia) miration for other French picture
ZOO-1.50)—*<;one With The figures who have refused to yield to
Wind' (M-G). Back after bowing German pressure. He writes:
out tor a national. 'Gone' piled up
Bway Befases' to Tleld
a nifty 21,500, which Is 5,500 more
Trancoise Rosay has courageously
than it did week before stepping
refused to retract her appeal to Ger'
out Last week, "Sendas Cruzadas'
man mothers in her broadcasts of
(Arg-made), weak 8,000.
1040. She lost all her jewelry, furs
^2.00)- and belongings in th e bombtng -tX
*..SteW.««ff>0»U3i«l»>
*^'^'i^iie. diifiTIS''»a!
*B). Not Orleans. Now she is supporting her'
'Always in My Heart'
at once how they stand and not bad 23,000. Last week, "In the ffavy'
self
by going on tour in small Swiss
make prints or start advertising un- (U), satisfactory 22.000.
theatres with her playwright-husPretil they get the official nod.
Solpachs (Lococo) (950; 3.00-2.50) band, Jacques Feyder ... In the
viously, as in the case of 'Invaders,'
(Arg-made). OK South, Pierre Blanchar, Pierre LarPaz'
Eres
La
"Tu
everything was set when the yank
Last week, 'Saboteur' (U) quey and Claude Dauphin has defi12,000.
order came. Disadvantage is tiiat it
drew 14,000 to this house on the nitely refused all collaboration.'
will permit totalitarian pressuring
doubter.
Pict producer and director Marcel
the Foreign Ministry to protest
Broadway (Lautaret & Cavallo) Pagnol is severely scored by Diaevery fllm in advance and make de(2,863; 2.00-1.50)- -'How Green Was mant-Berger. He writes that he put
fense difficult
BIy Valley' (20th). OK 15,000 for himself in solid with Vichy from the
Last
start by including a long apology by
first week of pop-priced run.
week, "Los Chicos Crecen" (Arg- Marshal Petain in his pict "La Fille
'Juke' Allergy
du Puisatier* ("The Well-Digger's
made), OK 9,000 for second week.
Daughter'), which was reproduced
; Contlmied ttom pace Is
early in 1041. He adds that Tagnol
condemn the use of the word 'juke
did
not have to wait very long for
in relation to coin machines is an
Bill
Can.'*
liis recompense.
However, his studio
old story. They iiave carried on a
in Marseilles suddenly caught Are.
campaign for years to eliminate it
Ottawa, Sept 1.
Then
the playwright Jean Giono, alSome time ago they brought presbiz brows are wrinkled at though a pacifist slapped his face
Show
sure to bear on Dick Todd to change
(he prospect of Canada's hard-hit- and withdrew ail rights to his worlis
his billing from 'King of the Juke
ting new income tax which will on which Pagnol had been living for
'King of the Coin Ma(1300:

T^^

—

French fllms produced before 1937 in
order to give their own fllms a better
chance by 'changing the title ot old
films, which have been presented as
new picts. .and if they can arrange
certain complicities, Uie frick succeeds often enough.'
.

Diamant-Berger saves his parting
shot for another
Pagnol, He says:

crack

at

Marod

'Shortly
the defeat
after
the
misery was so great among the demobolized technicians that Pierre Duvivier asked his brother Julien to
appeal to American professionals to
come to the aid of their French colleagues. The Americans generously
answered the appeal but Marcel Pagnol refused to be the treasurer of this
charitable work because he claimed

the

money from Hollywood

'Jewish,'

so

the project

was

had to be

abandoned.'

The Payoff

Upped Tax

London, Aug.

As

21.

success In a
West,
local
vaudeville team,
have been promoted to a full-length
Boxes' to
feature.
(Company is Realm Picv/aliop payrolls across the Dominion years.'
chines.'
month, practically none esthis
Diamant-Berger accuses the Ger- tures, headed by (Seorge Stone and
In all the legal data compiled by
caping.
mans of unlimited brutalities. He Jolm Fancy, with epic to start shootthe Government in its moves to
ing early in Novcmlier. Supporting
Theatres, nlteries. Juke Joints and reports that 'it appears to l>e concounteract the no-recording order
them is ancthcr vaude actor, Donald
bring
will
firmed
that K^ri Jeanson, one of
what
fall
dread
hotels
recently put into effect by James C.
Peers.'
dialogists, was killed by the
American Federation of after two years of the heaviest our best
Petrlllo,
Picture is to cost $80,000, with eon.
great
This
firing
squad.
Nazis
years,
defipublic
in
the
by
spending
Musiftans prexy, the 'juke box* desslump but hophig polemist was a writer of class, but tract carrying proviso that Redd
ignation is always used for coin- nitely expecting a
also a troublesome character Davis directs.
was
he
soft.
sting
is
tht
music machines.
result

short

femme

of

their

Revnell

and

comedy

—

—
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Gossip About the Production

SEHOUT FOR
New

Openings on 'Holiday Inn'

Show

N. Y. Record Is

No

popuLAii

Fluke;

All
•fi-

making history on Broadway by
smashing all records at the Times
Square Paramount, proved the
B'way biz was no accident last
weekend.
Reports from a handful of new
country
the
around
openings
showed 'Inn' topping 'Louisiana
Purchase' in almost all dates and'
beating out Cecil B. DeMille's 'Reap
the Wild Wind' in several.
'Inn' is going six weeks at the
New York Paramount; already it
has broken all Arst, second, third
and fourth week records. Here's

some

new

of the

PLAZA

THEATRE,

SUmford,

Four-day gross tops 'Purchase' by 20 percent and runs $150
'Reap.'

THEATRE,

JACK-

SONVILLE:

Two-day gross tops
'Purchase' by 70 percent and 'Rfap'
by 10 percent.

be-

'Inn* sets-

ord, topping 'Reap'
for first four days.

biggie,

COLBERT CAST

STORY OF

IN

BATAAN

by 10 percent"

Go

to

PSSSST-FEELTHY PICTURES!

SWARTHOUT

SINGS

Paramount's 'Wake Island' made
public debut last night to a
packed house at the RivoU Theatre,
with .-every ."seat -taken and with'
leaders of all phases of New York
its

—

life
as well as all four military
services on hand.
The 'Wake Island' premiere, a Red Cross benefit,
was marked by lack of a 'guest of
honor' list; no free ducats were distributed anywhere.
Among those who made up parties
for the premiere were: Lieut, Gen.
Hugh H. Drum, U. S. A., and staff;

—

Rear Admiral Stanley V. Parker,
U. S. C. G.; Maj. Gen. Thomas A.
Terry, U. S. A. and staff; Brig. Gen.
and Mrs. Robert L. Dehig, U. S. M.
C; Col. H. L. Parsons, U. S. M. C.
and staff; Lieut. Col. Victor L Morrison, U. S. M.-C; the staff of
Vice

Los
by a

PREEM

American

Adolphus

Admiral

Andrews,

U. S. N.; the staff of Rear Admiral
E. Marquart, U. S. C. G.; Mr. and Mrs>
Par's forthcoming Barney Balaban, Mr. and Mrs. Adolph
THEATRE, Kansas production based on the heroism Zukor, Mr. and Mrs. Nell Agnew,
of U. S. Army nurses on Bataan, Charles M. Reagan, G. A. Smith,
City: 'Inn' tops Christmas Week
titled 'So Proudly We Hail,' studio Mr. and Mrs. John Hertz, Jr., Stantake of 'Purchase' by 10 percent.
ley M. Isaacs, Postmaster Albert
FLORH)A 3'HEATRE, West Palm has announced. Miss Colbert
Beach: 'Inn" tops 'Purchase' by 20 wife of a Navy doctor, Lieut. Com- Goodman, Mrs. David Challinor, Jules
mander Joel Pressman is cast as Glaenzer, Mrs. Lawrence K. Jennings,
percent.
THEATRE, Tampa: 'Inn' an Army nurse. Pic rolls In Oc- Helen F. Draper, Arthur W. Kelly,
tober.
Mrs. William Howard Taft II, Gertops Christmas Week of 'Purchase'
M3.rk Sandricjj will make 'So trude Lawrence, Alexander Fogel,
by 35- percent, ties-tekc of 'Reapv
ARKANSAS THEATRE. Little Proudly,' and is at present at work Nfed E;- DejJlnet, Hon. - Paul Mojw;
Rock: 'Inn' beats 'Purchase' by 160 with Allan Scott on the screenplay. Mrs. William Maxwell Evarts, G.
Balance of cast has not been set.
J. Atwell, James B. Boynton, Colby
percent and equals 'Reap.'
Chester, Mrs. J. J. Wyle, Mrs. Elon
STATE THEATRE, Cleveland:

PARAMOUNT THEATRE,

No. 28

Townl

'Dixie,'

studio announced last weeliend. Barbara Britton and Billy
DeWolfe also have been cast.
TDixie' will deal with the career
of Dan Emmett, of the original
Virginia Minstrels, who wrote
the famous tune.

a house rec-

Angeles: 'Inn* tops 'Reap'
socko 30 percent.

in

Red Cross

Fred Astaire in 'Holiday Inn,'
will repeat with Crosby in his
forthcoming

PARAMOUNT THEATRE, HOLLYWOOD:

riODUCTi

New York Turns Out
Bow of Par's

Proceeds
who

Marjorie Reynolds,

came an overnight sensation
teamed with Bing Crosby and

under

FLORIDA

PAitAMOUNT

Marine Corps Epic; Entire

biz:

Conn.:

EXTRA

for Rivoli

Back With Bing

'

nm
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riAYINOTIMEIS
THI ORDER OF
THi DAY WITH

Shows

Distribution of tho Bo§f

2,

STARTING TODAY

Pic Tops 'Reap' and 'La. Purchase'
Paramounl's 'Holiday Inn,' Crosby-Astaire starrer with Berlin muBie and Sandrich direction that is

Wednesday, September

The dirMert pletare of the year'—that's what Hollywood Is calllnrMitch Lelsen's 'No Time For Love'—and all because of scenes llho
the above. Story deals with a lady photog and a sandhog, and this
twosome shows how Claadetto Colbert and Fred MacMnrray, In
•tellac. roles, looh, after a pressnre ohamber bnrsts and barles 'em
nndcr tons of mad, LeIsen dnnked 'em In real mud, tio'.

Ciaudette Colbert will have the

stellar

role

In

NEWMAN

Pars

Fn-st

Block for

New

Season

Weighed and Found Socko by Crix

—

TAMPA

•Inn' beating 'Reap' in its third day.

Meanwhile, the Paramount, New-

week of 'Inn'
a gross 29 percent above
BOTH 'Purchase' and 'Reap.'
'Holiday Inn' should really get
popping over the coming weekend;
pic Is set for Labor Day weekend
openings in nearly 200 key spots.
ark, closed a third

with

THE DRIVE'S ON!
make

that billion!

Let's

— Buy

and sell War Bonds and
Stamps to the limit of your
abUity during^'SALUTE TO
OUR HEROES' Month!

G. Pratt, Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hoving.
Jack Cohn, Jean A. Reld,
Charles F. Noyes and Mrs. E. Roland

Harriman.
Sole stage pres entation to mark
the premiere was the appearance of
Gladys Swarthout, who led the singing of the national anthem. Sponsors of the premiere felt that other
features could only lessen the powerful impact of the picture itself,

which Howard Barnes

LIBERTY

in

reviews

Trade

Parantount's

first

amusing and enjoyable situations;
for balance of
certain to ring the bell with all
block of five, fat
classes of theatre putrous.'

coming in this week,
BOXOFFICE: 'Ginger Rogers
show that Par's done it again. All
character
precincts are not yet heard from, goes impish In a new
flying
but enough raves are In to show role and eomes through with
entertaining..
ottest company has cinched colors. .. .unusually
and
Public
John
for
Q.
.a tunfest
the .onors.
1S42-43, just

'

.

Biggest raves came, as expected,
for the Ginger Rogers-Ray Milland
opus 'The Major and the Minor,'
first directorial job for Paramount
by screen writer Billy Wilder
who wrote the script in collaboration with Charles Brackett. _Of
'Major and the Minor,' here's what
the trades had to say:

M.

DAILY:

currently calls 'a great motion picture and the greatest war film I've

minutes the picture

ever seen.'

laughs,

New York

critics'

reviews were of

course not in by 'Variety's' press
time last night but on the strength
of all reviews and comments in to
date, we know we can safely urge
exhibitors to read them alL No pic-

—

P.

lines.

best

'For

IM

solid

Is packed with
daft situations and gag
Miss Rogers at her versatile

carries

on

in

a manner

guaranteed to make the cash register at the boxolllce ring long

and

loud.'

SHOWMEN'S TRADE REVIEW:

exhibitors.'

DAILY

VARIETY: 'Delightful
guaranteeing
diversion,
the boxofllce for excredit for
Ginger Rogers. Wllder's direction

comedy
money

In

hibitors

and another top

socks

home every

ture released by Paramount in many 'Has all the entertainment
spurs corsages some weeks back when
months has received the acclaim that to make It play Jingle Jangle Jin- reviewed. Here are typical quotes
'Wake- Island* has won through gle on your cash register. Swell on the other
two new ones:
trade and pre-premiere screenings. romance spiced with witty, sophis'THE GLASS KEY': 'There's a
Kate Smith has called it 'an un- ticated dialogue and highlighted by real boxoftlee wallop In Fred
forgettable experience
every
Kohlmar's production of the DashAmerican should see it— for here is
iell Hammett mystery
will hold
recorded the magnificence of men rible war what 'All Quiet on the an audience from start to flnlsh'
who died for America.' Barnes in Western Front' finally caught for (M. P. Dally). 'Swell acting and
Liberty, in addition to the quote World War I— but we had to wait action plus;
good entertainment'
above, said 'Wake' was 'a trium- until 1930 for that picture."
(Film Dally). 'Packs a dramatic
phant testament to rourage and reExploit buildup for the premiere wallop for the audience; the walsourcefulness. .the chances are it included a Marine Corps League lop should ricochet for the showwill leave you cold and angry as War Bor
Dance Sunday night at man' (Boxofflce).
well as emotionally shattered. But the New Yor}c, when Barbara Brit'WILDCAT': 'Another
actionit will also leave you with a more
ton was named 'Queen of the Ma- packed nifty that it will be a
profound faith in the things we stand rine Corps League,' and a War program hit there can be no doubt'
for.' W. Ward Marsh, of the CleveBond Rally at the Fifth Avenue (Hollywood Reporter). 'Another
land Plain Dealer, saw a screening entrance of Bonwit Teller's Mon- first-rate action-drama from Pineand wrote a column of praise headed day. A Grumman 'Wildcat,' Navy Thomas' (Dally Variety). 'Crammed
'Pre-Release Cheers for 'Wake Is- fighter plane, was set up in Colum- iwith action; qualifies for any bookeven land.' Review said in part: 'Wake bus Circle yesterday
calling atten- ing for which action Is the first
Island' catches for this new and ter- tion to the premiere.
requisite' (M. P. Dally).
,

.

.

.

'

—

^What

If

we

couldn't get tires and
belter ballyhoo as

gas—it makes an
it

is

I"

laugh.'

HOLLYWOOD REPORTER: 'One
of the surest bets of the season for
hit
grossea
An exceptionally
brizht laugh show; a natural farce
for audiences.'
•Wildcat' and "The Glass Key,'
the other two First Block pictures
not previously trade screened, also
came in for praise from all quarters.
Block also includes 'Wake
Island' and 'Priorities on Parade,'
both of which garnered critical

Wednesdmy, September
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PICTURES

ARMY

CIRCUIT 2D TO PAR

Dlovies Not a Luxury'

laxation for millions.

indispensible.
of baseball, elimination

'Suspension

of

dancing

or

closing

Product, Distribs Urge
This Allocation Shoulc
Not Be Charged Against
the Industry's Raw Film

the

Rationing

morale. The Government is opposed to restricting facilities for
mass entertainment, and wisely. We need more of them, not less,
for they help keep us healthy and sane.
Ai atmosphere of gloom
wlU not help win the war.'

On

Govt

Restrictions

Film Must Curtail Productions
Washington, Sept.

1

The motion picture industry will
the next two weeks just
what it may expect in the way of
Government restrictive measures tor
the conservation of raw film stock.
At present it is clear that (1) some
form of curtailment of film through
rationing or allocation of raw stock
by the War Production Board is inevitable, and
the compulsory
(2)

More Disney

U. S. Shorts

learn in

825

THEATRES

NOW

curtailment

is

amount of

the

film

consumed for

production in former years due to

The amount

of

will

Government

probably

total

300,000 feet.

likely to go well be-

yond the approximate 20% which the
indtistry volunteered to make.
In the face of present and prospective demands of the armed services and the Government agencies
for stock needed for training and

U. S. Army theatres, approxi
mately 87 last year, 82S mirrently
and scheduled to reach the SCO mark
before the end of the year, now
constitute the second largest cir'

America (Paramount first),
involving booking and print problems which, in view of current celcuit in

luloid conservation plans, are sched-

uled to be taken up by the film

>

the heavy output
training plc^pres.

PARENT-TEACHER'SFILM
REVIEWING SERVICE

'

next

in'

committee at the
Production Board huddle

War

in Washington
this month.

around the end

of

Regardless of any allocation or
rationing order, expected any week
the WPB, film industry
reps contend that raw film stock
used for prints sent to army camps
should not be charged up against
their regular celluloid allowances,
argued also
Question
being
is
whether stock for Victory Shorts,
such as those made upon the suggestion of Lowell Mellett, should be
additional to regular production re-

now from

morale pictures, WPB is trying
'National Parent-Teacher,' official
hard to And some solution to the magazine of the National Congress
conservation problem which will of Parents and Teachers, is reflecting

quii'ements.

cause as

roughly the equivalent of the combined Warner and National Theatres
circuits, is regarded as involving a
special conservation problem in itself, since camps are numerous in
some sections of the country and

upset to the industry
as possible. It appears to be a foregone conclusion that the Government will be telling the studios the
number of films they can make and
the amount of film they can use.
Harold Hopper, chief of the motion picture and photographic section of the WPB, has asked film
companies to give figures showing
the number of pictures made and the
total footage of film used since 1940
and also the number of bookings for
each film distributed. This information, together with the figures of
amounts of unexposed film in the
hands of producers and others, at
the time of the freeze order will give
the
data tliat it needs to determine in what direction it will
move in its conservation plans. This
search for information is preparatory to decisions as to the extent
supplies and potential future production of raw stock will cover the prospective needs of the armed services
and the government agencies, and as
to the measures that will be ordered
for conserving film.
While it was reported some time
ago that
was considering banning the showing of double features
as one way of conserving film, that
proposal is now getting no serious
discussion and WPB is not contemplating at present taking any step
little

WPB

WPB

in that direction.

Comn'l Shorts Figured

OK

Detroit, Sept. 1.
This area's numerous commercial
picture studios, whose work has
been closely coupled with defense

work, see no change in their present commitments because of the War
Production Boards bans on raw
stock. In fact, they see their situation bettered under the present in-

terpretation of the regulations.
While certain matters cannot be
discussed because of military reasons, it was indicated that the studios here not only have a large
stock of film on hand but because of
the type of work they have been

performing are in a mnie important
category than ever before.
They
have done a large amount of work

renewed

better pictures
by inaugurating a new service for
its readers with the September issue.
Some IS new pictures are reviewed
interest in

in !^ new section, covering nearly
three pages, which will be devoted to
this sort of reviewing service on new
product.

Each review breaks down the
screen subject as to whether suited
for adults, youngsters or general
family consumption. The reviewing
department is supervised by Ruth B.
Hedges.
Product is previewed in
Hollywood as a result of the cooperation of all studios.
Inauguration of this service on
screen product is a community affair,
and rated of strong value to the industry as a whole. Parent-teacher
group was sought as a co-operative
factor with the film business because,
at one time, it was less favorably inclined towards the industry. Understood that the Hays office was instrumental in encouraging 4his re-

viewing service.

So You'll Know 'Em
Hollywood, Sept

How

to identify
subject of 12

1.

Army

aircraft is
service films to

Special PrvMeai

The U.

S.

Army

theatre circuit,

non-existent in others.
film

exchange

In this

way

some

sec-

facilities in

tors are heavily taxed in meeting
both military and regular civilian
theatre requirements.
Figuring on a basis of 40 showings
per print, the Army circuit alone
requires 20 to 25 additional prints
per picture released, i'icture meir
also point out that Army theatres
get film first, sometimes 30 days or
more ahead of regular release
schedules, and wiUiout regard to
clearances of regular theatres.
Question as to which films are to
be charged up against regular industry needs, and those for which
the Government should make extra
allowances, is among matters scheduled for adjustment in connection
with the impending rationing order.
Chief topic at the last session of
the liim industry advisory committee with the WPB in Washington
Aug. 25 was on method or procedure
in filing application for stock under
the WPB freezing order. Speaking
for the Government, Harold Hopper
for
newsreels,
stated
that
stock
which had previously been regarded

17

COMPLETED

ON RKO SUTE

for other
This is likely intended to circumvent possible use of
newsreel stock for other purposes.
of Atlantis
Meantime industry reps are reHollywood, Sept. 1.
Nebenzal, head of At- portedly desirous of having the reannounced 'Corregi- ported WPB rationing order issued
film

production.

Rock
Seymour

lantis Pictures,

dor' as the third of six features to
be made for Producers Releasing

Corp.

<

Picture, dealing with MacArthur's
stand in llie Philippines, will be directed by Edgar Ulmer.

Pete Smith's Roller Skater

as swiftly as possible, so as to know
on what basis production and distribution can proceed. Hopper stated
last week that he may have the rationing order ready shortly, but did
not give any specific date.
Aside from the industry's proposed percentage-wise cut in use of
Hopper is also mulling a
stock,
ra'.io.ning plan whi'-h, if placed in

the various states. The-

atre operators cite the great variation

Government 'commitments

In

among

the various states, as well as
the spotting of army camps, in pointing to the great differentials in gross
business at the theatres due to the
war.

While so far eight of the larger
states
have received more than
half of the more than $80,000,000,000
awarded in defense contracts,
is

H

possible that complaints of the past

the future may spread the
a little more so that
hard-hit states will obtain -some reHollywood, Sept. 1
It has been strongly inferred
finished shooting on 'Once lief.
in some film quarters that certain
Upon a Honeymoon,' making a total states
have
been
deliberately
of 17 pictures in the editing or comshunned due to politics and the local
pleted state for this season's pro- state setups.

and

in

money around

RKO

iMbUonlsts Stopped?
gram. Preparations are being rushed
North Dakota, which is at the botfor continued high-speed production
tom with only $270,000 in war conduring September and October.
tracts, is the state from which SenFinished features are TTie Navy ator Gerald
P. Nye, who was very
Comes Through,' 'Here We Go Again,' active as an isolationist and in op'Army Surgeon,' 'Seven Days Leave, position to the New Deal, halls
from.
'The Cat People,' 'Seven Miles From Montana, whose Sen. Burton
K.
Alcatraz,'
'The Falcon's Brother, Wheeler has also long been a thorn
'Ladies Day,' Ihe Mexican Spitfire's in the side of the Roosevelt adminElephant,' Highways by Night' and istration, has been awarded only
six Tom Holt westerns. In addition, $30,957,000, which puts it third from
the company will release two com
pleted outside pictures, 'Wings and
the Woman,' made by Herbert Wilcox, and 'Journey Into Fear,' a Mer
cury production.
'

NTG NITERY REVUE TO
BE FILMED BY MONO
Hollywood, Sept.
Nils

deal

1

Granlund has signed

T.

film

his

Gardens revue

at

entire

a

the cellar. Wyoming rates
lowest at $25,074,000.

seemd

As result, states like Montana,
Wyoming, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nevada, Idaho, Florida and the
two New England states, Vermont
and New Hampshire, which awre
the only two to go Republican in
Roosevelt-Landon election, are
b.o. and general business

the

both film
sufferers.

On the other hand, states in the
$1,000,000,000 column on defense contracts and commitments, with tlieir

populations increased through invaFlorentine sion of out-of-state plant help, have
vastly stepped up as fertile b.o.

Monogram under

the tUTer "Bye, Bye;-Bab>,' to be pfcduced by Sydney M. Williams.

fields

._.

The War Production Board compilation on defense contracts from
Musical starts shooting Sept. 12
the beginning of the defense prowith Gale Storm In the top role
gram to the end of June last, taband all the N.T.G. principals and
ulated at $7,540,191,000, does not Inchorus.
Script is being written by
clude smaller commitments bringing
Carl Foreman and Charles Marlon.
the figure to more than $60,000,000,000.
States and contracts follow:
(In ''thousands o/ dollors)
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same way as applications

among

tracts

who

Mo,, to join the Army.

Film was nixed for national rethe
lease by major distribs couple of
be made at the Walt Disney Studio
Last week the Red
under auspices of the Academy Re- as exempt from WPB restrictions, weeks ago.
search Council.
would have to be applied for Army successfully counter-attacked
Filming gets under way this week through the regular channels in the along the Moscow front with apwith Edwin Verily directing.

Film B.O.

Having an Important bearing on
wartime boxoffice possibilities now,
as well as for the future, and sharply
Hollywood, Sept. 1.
reflected in the grosses shown since
Charles R. Rogers appointed his
the country initiated its prenaredassistant, WiUiam A. Pierce, to take
over the associate producer chore on ness program prior to Pearl Harbor,
are the distribution of defense con'The Powers Girl,' to be made for
United Artists release.
Pierce succeeds Monty Schaff,

dustry's advisory

Hollywood, .Sept. 1.
This coming season the Walt Disney Studios will use nearly 10 times

Is Reflected at

Pierce Towers' Producer

left for Joplin,

Inevitable That

Certain' States

1

on national

effects

Poforce

Because of Camp Cinemaa'
Huge Consumption o

is

movies would have widespread and disastrous

Among

Contracts

War

II

'Even more than in peacetime, recreation is important during a
war, when the public is working hard and suffering prolonged
physical and nervous strain. Many find relaxation in baseball and
other sports. Others find it in dancing, cards, reading, music, the

Each

Distribution of $80,000,000,000

PRINTS

OF

Newark, Sept. 1.
Importance of films as a wartinae necessity was emphasized editorially here Sunday (30) by the Newark Sunday Call.
Replying
to a reader who called pix a 'luxury' and suggested that they be
only
weekends
during
open
the war, the newspaper In an editorial titled 'We Need Recreation,' asserted:
movies
are
definitely
not
The
a luxury. They are one of the most
Inexpensive forms of entertainment and provide diversion and re-

radio.
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accommodations.
uuh
Detroit, Sept. 1.
....
production by
Dreyfuss was tormer art dUectcr V-rmon,
VliBlaU ....
Melva Block, 17-year-old national effect, would curtail
on training films and others for the roller skating champ from here, has specific rather than flexible methods, and designer of the Strand Theatre Waah'ton .... 2.Vm.ma
W. Vlix^nU..
387.3(13
armed forces and, in addition, being been inked in to do a skating short such as fixing total number of pic- in New York under Joe Plunkett Whiconaln
1.412,580
29.074
tures for each company, numt>er of and his stage sets and scenic designs WyomJOff
closely allied to plants engaged in for Metro.
OfT conllnpnt
war production on priorities for all
She goes- west in October to make prints per picture and number of established a new Broadway standand
unoftard for outstanding merit.
bookings per print
future film requirements.
7,S40,191
algned
the Pete Smith film.
.
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Shorts for

hogram

New

PICTURES
HIRUMAN

Values Gain

Saaraa

Stature With Conservati(

With the Government seeking con-

week when

v$.

Show-Ca«ae
Ordar
|3H,M« SbU

te

shorts subjects better selling. And
for the first time in some 10 to 13
years, the one, two and three reel
picture promises to be less an instepchild than in recent
dustry
seasons.
While many companies will have
fewer features to sell, giving additional playing time to shorts, hint
by several distributors that they
may be sold on their merit, rather
than as a lever to swhig featureproduct deals, is a promising deTendency to gear the
velopment.
short subject more to popular appeal rather than just so much screen
playing time also is In the cards at
Understood that
several studios.
several companies are mulling the
idea of new musical and comedy

almost documentary subjects included as a
on the lineups.
Belter 'ProVt^ Ground'
Gradual transition from minor

series to supplant the

'must'

'B' features to strong shorts also
looms at several studios, according
to latest Information.
It has been

the contention of several shorts producers for a long time that a worthwhile feature of two and three reels
provides a better 'proving ground'
for new, yoimg talent than the
weakle features. The strong short
is more likely to sell an audience
on a player's merit than a blab
secondary
the
feature
because
patron's impression generally is bad
of the whole feature, these producers say.

Fact that such pictures as *Mrs.
Miniver,' 'Pride of Yankees,' 'Eagle
Squadron,' 'This Above AU/ 'Yankee
boodle Dandy' and 'Tales of Manhattan' have gone into normal dual
Bpots sans a second feature has
fiven shorts a tremenduous boost.
,horts have been used instead of
the
familiar
secondary
feature.
4'hey have benefited not only from
additional playdates but have cashed
in on the extended runs, the exhibitor keeping on a stronfrshort rather
than switching when the feature has
stood up.
Possibility
of three-reel shorts
filling the void where a 'B' feature
is not desired also is being tested

in the Aleutian

Islands off Alaska

two subjects in color.
The number of shorts 20th-Fox
will release in the coming season
varies little from 1941-42, excepting
there are more two-reelers since the
addition of the March of Time.
Heretofore, the company has handled one-reelers almost exclusively
in recent years.

Wont

pictures.

that top executives
the trend in the industry is

Understood

towards single-feature bills, and that
it would not be wise to curtail short
feature production at a time when
the company would be called on to
supply additional shorts on each
show.

MINOCO BULLISH
Jack Barry's Busy Sohedalc -Wlsbar
Joins Co.

Jack Barry, president of Minoco
Productions, announced over the
weekend that productions on 40 mU'
sical shorts was starting immediately in the Bronx, N. Y., studios,
and that Frank Wisbar, continental
director of 'Maedchen in Uniform,'
had been signed to a term contract
to produce a series of featurelength pictures beginning Sept. 28.
Among those appearing in the
shorts now under way are Luba
MaUna, Gracie Barrle, Ruth Clayton,
Philip Rover, Frank Paris and Marlonettes, the Music Makers, Lela
Moore, Victor Trio, Frank Penaro,
Louise Stewart, Nita Norman, Jackie
Gately, the Smoothies, Gaye Dixon,
Ginger Dulo, Chuck Palmer, Tom

Emer^n and

Hollywood, Sept.

adventures.
'Rogers of the U. S. Rangers,' announced as a super-special, deals

with American commandos. Yankee
flyers in China are depicted in 'Sky
Dragons.'

others.

committee of four

to

an

W6 PIX

Paramount, RKO and Warner Bros,
have been ordered by the Appeals
Board to make- their pictures available to the Lakeview, Lakeview, lA,
a suburb of New Orleans, on a run
to be designated by them and upon
terms and conditions that are not
calculated to defeat the some-run

Rivoli, N. Y.

of

HOUSE WINS PLEA

FOR PAR, RKO,

Weitman 4-Man

Establishment

Detroit, Sept.

1.

Concensus among showmen here
seems to be that, with the reduction
the best method of
coping with the situation lies in the
reduction of the number of pixa
made rather than In any slashing of
the number of prints.
Admitting
that it is strictly on the exhibitor's
side, the argument is based oh the
fact that the profits still will have
to come with showings and that at
the present time the print situation
is none too good.
in

film

stock,

That viewpoint was coupled with

LA.

Geo. Skonras, Phillips,

Board Over

1.

Republic goes warlike in its new
cliflhanger schedule, with two new
chapter plays devoted to military

lent representation; during negotiations for the purchase.

Netter,

Mood

Serials in Hghtiiig

Cot

Metro won't reduce the total number of shorts in 1942-43, as compared
with the past season, despite consid'
erable yen at the Coast to cut down
and make this additional footage
Idea
available for longer features.
was geared on the idea that this
might represent a saving in the total
features,
on
footage
used
amount of
since the shorts total would be absorbed by more attention to feature

felt that

Fewer Prints a$ Solution to Raw Fib

A.

filing

Metro

Exhibs Favor Fewer Pix fotiia' Tinui

A motion to show cause why an
order should not be made directing
General Aniline & Film Corp.

W. Smith, Jr, through an executive.
Albert E.
of numerous materiala eastern sales manager, announced
servation
Marshall,
to
produce
corporate
needed by film producers, the future that 90% of short subjects in comminutes, ledgers, records, etc., for
of shprts is looking up for the 1942- ing season would be in color.
Of
The U. S. conservation the 20 Terry cartoons, 20 will be in inspection by George A. Hirliman,
43 season.
program for war needs not only is color. Four Magic Carpet subjects indie producer, was filed in N. Y.
causing some reduction In number wjl be in black and white, but four supreme court by Justice Samuel
of features announced by many shorts edited from the Thaw expedi- Null Friday (28). Hirliman is seekcompanies but It also is gradually tion through India, Asia and Persia ing $300,000 in damages against General Aniline, AGFA Ansco Corp.
prompting more and more producers will be in color.
Both
to turn out longer features.
Shorts program of 20th-Fox also and AGFA Raw Film Corp.
Charges against the defendents
are figured assets for the short. At will be bolstered by the addition of
least it looms as an opening wedge one
March of Time issue each allege a breach of guarantees in the
for enhancing the value of shorts month, being the first time the M. of sale of defective film used by Hirliand their popularity.
T. has ever been released by any man in production; gross negligence
manufacturing,
selecting
9hd
In line with such conditions, sev- company excepting RKO.
Also re- in
eral majors are planning to give the vealed that Movietone has a crew handling of merchandise and fraudulast

29

AQFA

section of the consent decree.
The Lakeview, built at a -cost of

operating

run the Rivoli,

$75,000,

two from Par and
two representing the United Artists
Theatre circuit, follows a deal under
which Par has acquired a 50% initerest In the theatre.
Agreement is
N.Y., consisting of

One

was opened

January.

last

of the principal reasons for difwas due to

ficulty in obtaining films

a new indication that Detroit, which
has been solidly double-feature for
years, finally would be able to make
the breakaway to solo bills. Several
attempts have been made here, but
a lack of faith among exhibitors has
resulted in such moves being shortlived.

However, under the pressure

of necessity, as well as the patriotic
urge, it Is felt that the switch-over

can

finally

be made.

Another factor in its favor is that
the city's picture-goers, employed by
the himdred thousand in the war
plants, haven't the time they formerly did to spend in the pix ho'uses
and would welcome shorter 'Sbills.
While the public here long has expressed itself in ballots as favoring

the building of a theatre in Lakeview by the United llieatres chain solo pictures, in fact it didn't work
of New Orleans. Prior to' the open- out that way. The double-bill houses
ing of the UT house the Lakeview still topped single-feature competireported to run for 10 years but car- was still denied pictures.
tors. However, the war has changed
ries a turnback provision under a
that, too, and even with the current
Appeal Beverses Clearsnee
clause which would permit Par to
The General Stark theatre, Ben- double features, plenty of mechanics
withdraw under certain conditions. nington, Vt, loses the clearance it figure they need sleep more than
Understood while Par will provide formerly enjoyed over the Colonial four hours of screen fare, and slip
the Rlv with any product it has at Manchester Depot, Vt, 20 miles out of the theatres early.
available, the deal carries no guar- distant, under
In favoring fewer pictures being
a decision of the Apantee of a fixed number of films peal Board of the American Arbi- made in Hollywood, the exhibitors
from this distributor yearly. 'Wake tration Assn. Formerly the Benn- figure that it would mean an emalso
Island* (Par) reopened the Riv last ington
house, operated by the B. B. phasis on quality which would
night (Tuesday) on a premiere ben- Theatrical Corp., obtained pictures help on a national transition to
efit for the Red Cross.
The reason that they
of Metro and RKO, only distributors single bills.
number
of
Prior to Par's reorganization when
named in the complaint, prior to favor no reduction in the
the company's theatre circuit was
prints is based on the point that
their availability to the other theIcnown as Publix it had a half-insuch a plan would bolster the firstatre.
chains
hurt
the
terest in the Riv and itself operated
and
Frank M. Deane, operating the runs and major
the house. At the same time Publix
smaller houses which would be
Colonial, Manchester Depot, also
also had the old Riv and the former
pushed farther back on runs. Cousought day-and-date availability on
Criterion.
pling a reduction In the number of
Metro and RKO product with the
present-governwith
the
Four-man operating board on the
prints
Paramount and Grand, Rutland, but
Riv under the UA-Par deal consists
mental restrictions on film delivthe Appeal Board ruled against this
eries, it was argued here, would
of George Skouras and William T.
by setting the clearance at one day. mean extremely late dates and difPhillips for the
Theatre chahi
It formerly had been 14.
and, for Par, Leon D. Netter, homeficulties for the smaller houses alIt was Rutland Enterjft'ises, Inc.,
office theatre executive, and Bob
ready having a tougher time survivWeitman, managing director of the operating the two Rutland houses, ing tlie war.
which . brought the appeal, asking
Local opinion also was solid on
N.Y. Par. Skouras, who also heads
dismissal of the award made by the
the
Eastern Skouras circuit of
the slashing of screen credits, dne
around 09 houses, has operated the local Boston arbitrator who had exhibitor here quipping, 'There's
ruled
the
Manchester
Depot
tkat
going to be so many unknowns in
Rivoli for Joe Schenck, Phillips and
Circuit never had house should get Metro product im- the pictures by the end bf the war
flther owners.
any connection with UA, the dis- mediately after it had played either credits won't mean anything anyBennington
Rutland,
whichever
or
how.'
tributing company. It has theatres
was last, but that the waiting period
in other cities also.
should not be more than 14 days
-

UA

'

after availability to first-run theatres in Rutland. The Boston arbitrator had dismissed the complaint
•l hpin g r^v erf A

Saroyan!

'Bedroom Diplomat' Sets
Record With 'Art of Love'

-

U's theory

is

that

sue!-,

mm.

general manager ~xor as
type of short man's Hop-a-Ijong Cassidy Productions at Paramount, has joined Minoco as production manager. Also
added to the staff are George Wieb-

will go well even in single-bill territory ttecause It enables the exhlb
to advertise it as «>mething extra

rather than just 'added shorts.' For
dual territory, the company figures
such a short plus a couple of onereelers will make up for a second
feature.

Moray's Beport
\
Norman Moray, Warner Bros,
shorts sales chief, returned to N. Y.
recently from a slxmonth swing
around the country expressing optomism over the outlook for briefles

ber, earner^,

who

will

work on

fea-

ture-length productions, and William
former Par scenic designer.
Salter replaces Oscar Yerg, who
joined the Army.
Salter,

Baroness Vera Von Langenn, former UFA star, has been signed for
the first feature' production to be
made by Minoco.
Barry stated that Minoco has
stopped all Hollywood production
in 1942-43.
Warners will have the and is no longer on the Fine Arts
same number (including Victory lot on the Coast. Minoco production
subjects sold at regular prices) as schedules will not be affected by the

government

in 1941 -4?.

Lineup
Looney
Tune cartoons and 26 other cartoon
comedies.
Of the 86 shorts in the
program, novelty and sports sub-

jects

comprise remainder.
Following a survey of

weeks

in

typical

several

key spots of the

Bernie Kreisler, Universal short
feature manager, has returned to
N. Y. convinced there is a real market open for 30-minute shorts even
in double-feature
territory. He cited
U.S.,

the

number

liiicd for
tion
that

of initial pacts slgna'streamliners' as indicathese three-reelers are

Us

\\iiiUcd

bv exhibitors.
•'ox's Hypo; Also More Color
Manner in which 20th-Fox will

''ic.vs its

shorts

onioh:isize<i
'

I'lci

program for 1942-43

at the start of the
n ic..;ional sales confab in N.V.

to roll at

productions

Metro

in

are slated

September,

Flickers

start-

and Fleas

Others on the starting list are 'Du
Barry Was a Lady,' 'Cabin in the
Sky,' 'Assignment In Brittany,' 'Three
Hearts for Julia,' 'Private Miss
Jones,' 'Salute to the Marines' and

Hollywood, Sept. 1.
Jaye Martin, who made his film
debut in 'Something to Shout About'
at Columbia, treks back to Broadway
on completion of the picture next
week.
Singing actor has been signed to
play opposite Ethel Merman in the
forthcoming Cole Porter stage show,

•Nothing Ventured.'

stUl untiUed.

ing with the William Saroyan script,

"The

Human

Comedy,' starring Mic-

key Rooney.

went into lU 18th week on Saturday
(29), breaking former mark rung up
two summers ago there by 'The^
Burning Question,' which ran for'
17 weekar
Art Cinema Is operated by Gabe
Rubin, young local ahowman who

for Duration of

War

on a motion pictura that deals at

1.

war: How would
feel about this movie of the Marines If my son or brother were in
Hollywood, Sept. 1.
journalistic activities to writing a it?
How would this picture about
Monogram goes in for winter daily column, 'I Dara Say,' in the Bataan, Tripoli or Britain's night pasports
next
month with 'Sliver Pittsburgh Press, put the blast on trol affect me if one of mine were
Skates,' an ice spectacle co-starring the local reviev.-c: j last week for in this war? It's a good prescription
Belita.
their continuing stern reviews of these days for critics. Of course, it
Lindsley Parsons production fea- pix, calling on them to 'soften up' may make you sappy; it may play
Eugene for the duration.
tures Ted Fio Kilo's band.
Parry's havoc with your cool, critical cenMrs.
Turner is signed as Belita's skating baiting Isn't new; year ago she tore ters, but it'll be good for the boxpartner and Frick & F*rack will do the Broadway aisle-sitters apart for office and better still, gopd for your
their comedy turn.
panning a couple of plays she liked soul as well.'
Couple of weeks ago. In one of her
and praising several she thought
'I Dare Say' columns, Mrs. Parry also
were n.g.
Lady's latest remarks were result tied the can on Dorothy Thompson
Hollywuou, Sept. 1.
received by for kicking Major Lynn Farnol, the
of critical reception
'In Old Coney Island' is new tag Walter
'Eagle former film publicist. In the pants re
picture.
Wanger
on 'Coney Island' at 20th-Fox.
that Mitchel Field boner. Mrs. ParWrote Mrs. Parry:
formerly Squadron.'
Action.'
'Clear
For
'Ask yourself, dear critic, before ry's son, David Parry, once worked
'Cargo of Innocents.' switched to
for Fnrnol.
judgment
pronouncing
think
of
you
'Men o' War' at Metro.

Once a

critic

herself,

who now

rights in

will turn Art Cinema over to
brother, 'Doc' Rubin, for the

Army,

duration.

Men Up

Fisher Parry,

controls distribution

this territory to the three pictures.
Rubin, getting ready to go into the

his

To

Pittsburgh, Sept.

Freeze 'er Up, Joe

All-time run record has just been
set locally at Art Cinema, tiny
downtown first-run theatre, by unit
film program of 'Art of Love' and
'Bedroom Diplomat,' with short subBiU
ject labeled 'Birth of Life.'

also

Pittsburgh Columnist Urges Pix Crix

film freezing order, aa-

Chief difference in the lineup will cording to Barry, because of Its aonbe tendency to stress musicals and tracts for distribution with oomlighter fare. For Instance, Qie com- panies already Included in the govpany will have 12 Broadway Brevi- ernment list of approved distrlbs.
ties two-reelers and six Technicolor
Specials, also two reels each.
calls for 10 band shorts, 12

Eight 'A'

all directly of this

Florence

I

confines her

TITLE CHANGES

i

Par Wins Stockholders'
Suit on Browne-Bioif Coin
A minority stockholder suit against
Paramount Pictures

in N. Y. federal

court was formally dismissed last
week by Judge John Bright. The
complaining two stockholders, Lil-

Ratner and G. Arthur Peck,
had been seeking to reimburse
Paramount corporate funds with
$100,000 through the company's officers and directors who allegedly
used the amount to bribe ex-labor
heads, Willie Bioff and George E.
Browne.
Judge John Bright had previously
rendered an opinion granting a motion for dismissal by Par on the
grounds the case had already been
settled tn the supraxc court trial Involving identical issues by other
stockholders, with a resulting deeU
sion in favor of Paramount by Juslian

tice Carroll C. Walter.
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WITH 20 th CEMmY-FOX!
20* Century-Fox
March

Month

proudly welcomes The

of Time series to its1942-43 program.
after month,

The March of Time's

forceful, inside presentation of vital

world

topics has thrilled millions of Americans.

timely treatment of headline

Its

news has won

and admiration of showmen
hail March of Time's
pictorial journalism as a major attraction
in a class by itself.

the respect

everywhere -^who

And now-^The March of Time marches on to
new achievements with 20th Century-Fox.

Maftch
Released Sept Uth

Issue No.1

FRONT
Hero

It

hy the

one

off

the most timely stories ever told
The March of Time I

Editors of

See how the

fight against saboteurs Is carried

straight to the heart of Nozl

Sam*s "men

Germany by Uncle

who never sleep"~The

F.BI.

^PmIoI Aeadtmjt Award

'1
I

September

We<liie8dayf

2,

1942

PICTURES
Ft.

Dodge, Sept.

14.

and Iowa

$1;O00,OOO^OO0

In

Sept.

Ralph
events

Branton,
director

who

of

the

is

apartment, and Grace Moore tion in the country. These programs possible
the bands will appear both
will plug 'Salute Our Heroes Month' in theatres and ballrooms with bonds
sane the 'Star-Spangled Banner.'
Simultaneously, SO ranking Holly- and 'Buy a Bond for Every Mother's to be purchased both
for the stage

Auspices Netting Near $t5(l0>000

Griflis'

the land

in

1>1

that

— thousands

them

of

have never even seen

a

real

flll-um s:ar in the flesh before. On
the steps cf town halls, in factories,
in auditor. urns, at all sorts of outdoor meetings, the players will delivci- the mersase that Uncle Sam
"Bu.v
War
to diive across
wanl.<;
Bonds."

—

Son

Not just showmans'iilp

own

but the kind of
that h?s sent the

sL!:e.

ship

A

Trailer for

for

il!>

showmanA-neniran

Bonds

New

York.

Editor, 'Variety":
Practically every motion picture theatre in the country is
now showing spirited informative War shorts on their proThese patriotic shorts
grams.
serve a good purpose in arous-

ing the average citizen, making
them aware of the problems of

WPV.
1 believe that these
shorts could be put to a definite,
practical use. After the showing
shorts,
I feel it woidd
of these
be a good idea to put on the
lights in the theatre and for the
at the
stationed
are
girls who

However,

Service.' the two slogans
for the picture biz bond

shows and dances.

NW

drive.

Local station tieups for the talent
trains will be hai.dled via radio
books' which have gone tn
man and Held workThese contain all the material
and instructions n.-cessary to provide local ^adio covsrage in each
town hit by the trains.
'press

each advance
ers.

One More
Has 10% Already In
Minneapolis, Sept.

Southern
task

in

the

War

Los Angeles, Sept. 1.
California opened
its
film industry's Billion

Bond

Assigned to sell at least $1,000,000
war bonds in this territory in advance of the industry's September
drive, the War Activities Committee
here reports sales have reached $2,in

288.920, with returns still pouring in.
John F. Friedl is committee chair-

Territory's quota

$33,000,000.

I

corps, stationed in Palestine.
Lieutenant had sent money order
here for bond which was purchased
by parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
Summers, who were given tickets for

E.

outfit

W. Hammons SoedOn

ture industry for alT-out patriotism.
Speech was int^reted as Morgenthau's indirect apotogy for remarks
reflecting upon Abbott St CosteUo
a month ago. Marine Band played
suit against Earle W. Hammons both for the steps
program and
was filed last week In N. Y. supreme marched ahead of the ATmy jeeps
court by stockholders of Educational which conveyed the stars from the
Pictures, Inc., now defimct. Plain- Hotel Carlton.
tiffs, Maurice W. and Lee F. UhlAt the luncheon which followed.
mann (Uhlmann .& Co.) seek dam- Secretary Morgenthau was even
ages of' $4^593 and Jay and H. C. more grateful in his expression to
Carlton (Jay Carlton St Co.), $3,000. the stars. 'Without them,' he said,
The complaint alleges Hammons, 'it would have been impossible to
as president of Educational Pictures, reach a large section of America,'
made false representations concern- and he was extremely gratefid for
ing the business potentialities of the whole-hearted cooperation of the
Grand National Pictures, a subsid- Hollywood Victory Committee.
Edward Arnpld sent this word to
iary, which resulted in stock purchases. Both Educational and Grand 'Variety:' 'Any stars who refuse to
National filed -bankruptcy early in take part in parades ire missing an
opportimity to really get close to the
1940.
people. This experience, riding in
the jeep today, was worth
entire trip to Washington.
I am for

Post-Mortem

sure

GN

Flop

'

A

Rap May

-

.

.

°

—

my

N. Y. Canteen

more parades and I am certainly
for stars being in the line of march.
This Is where you really know how
you rate with the fans.'

^sContlnoed from page
be passed Tipin- -by ^he executive
parent of the Canteen.

Following the broadcast people
began moving In Unes to four long

B'wood Caoteen'i $5,tM

tables set

Hollywood, Sept. 1.
The new Hollywood Canteen has
$5,000 as
a starter, donated by
Charles Skouras, Fox-West Coast
head, and Cdlumbia Pictures.
representa the coin col-

from the prenllere of "Talk of
the Tovm' at the Four Star theatre.
Hsrtford'i Canteen
Hartford, Sept.

At

First in the line, early In the day.
Mary Carter Thornton of
Fordyce, Ark. She waited frbi6
a.m. with $18.75 in her purse and got
icemen's Stagedoor Canteen will be
the initial bond autographed by all
opened in New London some time
the stars. It was announced that
Present plans call for
in October.
sales amounted to $1.528383 before
its operation one night a week under the direction of Mrs. William the public sale began. Ci'owd purchased bonds in the $23 and $100
MacGregor dlark of Mystic, Conn.
denominations.
Jimmy Cagney says the whole
Philly Canteen't Drive
trip was worth it for a picture which
Philadelphia, Sept. 1.
Campaign for $25,000 for the Stage he retrieved at the National theatre.
Manager
Edmund Plohn produced a
Door Canteen here gets under way
next Wednesday (9) and will con- still of the 'Fitter Patter' chorus in
tinue for the next two days.
Fea- which Cagney. hoofed and in which
found
his bride. Redhead was
he
ture will be an open-air variety
show, two-a-day, from the steps of able to pick out and identify 21 of
The show the 22 merry-merry. Plohn gave
the Academy of Music.
him
the
picture.
Manager was the
will be used to shill an auction at
which garments from Hollywbodites producer of 'Fitter Patter,' in which
Allen Jenkins was a chorusman.
will be sold to the highest bidder.
An effort will be made this
afternoon (Tues) to have Hody LaPictures
Marr here to start the WAC's bond Clips
drive, donate some part of her wardHelp Sell
robe for the sale.
Hollywood, Sept. 1.
Members of the cast of 'Priorities'
Purchase of war bonds will be enwhich opens here next week will apcoufa;;ed by clips of 100 feet attached
pear in the .show.
Collections will be taken in al) tn at least three pictures made by
the indie houses as well j)S in the each of the major studios for the
lobbies of the downtowri^ houses. comitig season through an arrangeWarner management nixed audi- ment with the Hays olTicc.
Idea is to splice a patriotic appeal
torium collections from patrons on|
the grounds that too many collections to the end of the feature with one
of this type have taken place re- of the stars speaking for the TreasFirst to carry the
ccntly. Instead the Warner manage- ury department.
menl gave a donation of $1,000 to the appeal will be Paramount's 'Wake
Island,' with Brian Donlevy speaking.
fund.
1.

was

Sponsored by the American The-

atre

—

Plaza.

Rutherford,

'

Amount

on the Treastiry

1 were Bing Crosby, Ann
Ralph Bellamy and
Martha Scott TaUeNo. 2 had James
Cagney, Irene Dunne, Virginia Gilmore and Glnny Sims.. Table No. 3
had 'Greer Garson, Abbott St Costello, and Walter Abel, Table No. 4
had Hedy Lamarr, ^Edward Arnold,
Kay Kyser and Dinah Shore.

Table No.

lected

With

—

popularity.

Greer Garson, In a stunning black
with green gloves, did a oneminute bond broadside, followed by
Walter Abel, Ann Rutherford, Hedy
Lamarr, Virginia Gilmore, Martha
Scott Irene Dunne, Dinah Shore,
Abbott & Costello, Carl 'Ravazza's
band, Jimmy Cagney, whose patriotic outburst was followed by the
would otherwise take in.
Strong introduction of Bing Crosby singing
turnout to free shows is expected, 'This Is Worth Fighting For.' After
based on hefty b.o. product to Le the radio- slgnofl. Miss Dunne came
prcemed such as 'Wake Island,' to the mike once more to urge th«
'Yankee Doodle Dandy,' 'Somewhere audience to remain for more imI'll
Find You,' 'Panama Hattie,' promptu entertainment,
'Reap the Wild Wind,' ete.
MorgeDtlian's Kodos
Noted that the Morgenthau speech
paid full tribute to the motion pic-

equal
its
to
quarterly entitling him to two tickets to 'Milpayment, ranging from 2^c lion Dollar Bond Dinner' to be given
5c per seal.
In addition, the here
Sept 9 with Ronald Colman and
exhibs agreed to convert all giveLynn Bari as honor guests, was
away cash prizes into bonds and Lieut. Clarence Summers in air
stamps.

booths,

9m

newsreel cameras ground, and 30
minutes of the program were sent
over the radio networks, stars were
busy dispensing autographs. More
than 500 service men, many with
cameras,, kept the celebrities posing
and providing signatures.
Hedy
Lamarr and Irene Dunne vied for

FURTHER HYPO BONDS

the audience to sell their

Stamps and Bonds.

is

In an effort to raise an additional
$100,000,000
in
'.he
billion-dollar
bond drive, motion picture distributors will dedicate some 1,000 film
preems to the U. S. Treasury during
September. Admission at all these
premieres will be strictly limited to
those buying bonds.
Distribs will forego their rentals
on the 1,000 opening nights, whiltf
exhibs give up whatever coin they

and for the ushers, to circulate

among

Approximately 15,000 were gath-

ered around the Treasury steps
when Edward Arnold, president of
director and Thomas the Screen Actors Guild, touched oft
cast for the top support the proceedings by introducing Secretary
Morgenthau.
While
the
is

FLOCK OF PREEMS WILL

to

Chicago, Sept. 1.
KickofI on the September Bond
Drive was the $1,000,000 Luncheon, dinner.
Colman and Miss Bari will make
sponsored by the Amusement & Refollowing dinner.
creation Division of Chicago, held public appearance
that -if this Is done Immediately
today (1) at the Bal T^barin of the
shorts,
thrflllng
these
following
Sherman, with James Cagney as
would
dollars
of
many hundreds
Result
Honor guests included Gov. Life's
m.c.
be realized after each showing
Dwight H. Green, Mayor Edward J.
In Det.'s MiUion B.O.
Multiply this by
of the films.
Kelly, Victor Olander, Bishop Bertheatres
Detroit, Sept. I.
of
thousands
the
nard Shields, and many others. Ocyou
and
country
A
bond
twxoffice
for a
$1,000,000
the
throughout
cupancy of each table for four sigsingle show is being shot at by the
can see the huge amount of
nified that the guests had pi^-chased
Michigan theatre here.
Stamps and Bonds that could
$10,000 worth of defense bonces for
manner!
this
With
Detroit
plenty
burned
up
be sold in
the privilige. There were 100 tables
After all, if it weren't for
and $1,000,000 was raised at this over the recent unfavorable article
in Life magazine, captioned 'Detroit
these Stamps and Bonds, we
luncheon in war bond sales.
be'sittIng-lH=the-thewouldn't
Henry Schoenstadt ordered tables Is Dyi^aniite,' the house has lifted
atres and peacefully watching a
that slogan for its campaign to sell
for ^6, representing an expenditure
movie!
of $40,000 fof bonds.
Others who out one picture show at $1,000,000.
Edward Treuor.
hot enough after
attended, occupying one or more This town is just
the
tables with their friends. Included having its. loyalty impugned
press here has t>een extremely bitter
public digging into "its pockets be- representatjjyes of Equity, AFRA,
and factual in refuting Life's coverfore for less important things and Treasurer's Union, Paramount, 20th
age of the war effort in the counwill send, them digging again for Century-Fox, Warner Theatres,
'
Sherman Hotel, lATSE, Schoenstadt try's major arsenal— and it is likely
bonds.
that the United Detroit theatre hert
Among the teeolf stunts yesterday Theatres, Balaban & Katz. Oriental, won't be far from reaching its goal
was the 'Bondmobile,' a car which is Sam Myers Theatres, Entertainment on the crest of the civic pique.
Managers Assn.,
MCA. Bowling
being pushed from the Battery, N.Y.,
Just mention 'Detroit is Dynamite'
Assn, Essaness Theatres, Music Pubto Niagara Falls, at one bond per
buys
lishers Assn., Showmen's League of to a local and he flares up and
push. Mayor LaGuardia, assisted by
Com- another bond. Counting on that rethe consuls of the United Nations, America, Theatre Spearhead
action, the Michigan has set 'Detroit
mittee and "Variety.'
started it on its way. Twenty bands
Individuals who purchased tables Is Dynamite' night for Sept 17 and
previously had preceded the car-in
with their bonds were John. Smith, scaled its 'seats according to bond
a tour of the city.
Mort Singer, Aaron J. Jones, Jr., purchases which, if they follow the
Laughton also yesterday dedicated Jack Irving, Nate Barger, H. and E. advance sale, will mean that the
three cofTins to Hitler, Hirohito and
Balaban, Lou Aaron, M. Shmerling, house with one show can pick up
Times
in
respectively,
Mus.<:olini,
Howard Christenson, Harry Gunder- 1,000th of the entire billion dollar
are
bonds
Sqa /e. Purchasers of war
son, Richard Bergen, Thomas Flan- goal set as the picture theatres'
given the privilege of driving nails in
drive in September. Labor, mernery, et al.
1,400
the
the coffins. Every one of
chants, the press and the regular
theatres in New York State, as well
bond sales force have swung behind
'Caravan of Bands for Bonds'
as thousands of others throughout
the theatre campaign.
Moines,
1.
DCS
Sept.
their
the United States, Interrupted
There are no bargain seats in the
regular programs at 9 o'clock last
A 'caravan of bands for bonds' will house unless you count in the last
night for a 'Four Minutes of Victory' apr , r in several Iowa cities during two rows of the balcony for which
went
of
Facchine,
Sepiumber,
Russell
celebration, during which lights
admission is one $25 bond. Front
patrons
announced
appeals
America,
Up and first direct
to
Music Corp. of
rows in the balcony will go for $100
to buy bonds were made.
here this week after a conference which is the same price set on the
Among those present for Secretary with A. H. Blank and G. Ralph 1,080 seats on the main floor. While
Morgenthau's launcHing of the drive Branton of Tri-Statcs Theatre Corp this figures out slightly under the
yesterday were Hedy Lamarr, Irene
$400,000 mark, the real gleanings
Dunne, Ann Rutherford, Greer Garwill be off the 350 mezzanine seats
Pleasure
son, Edward Arnold, Virginia Gilhere which are scaled from $1,000 to
more,
James Cagney, Charles
$10,000 bond purchases. Maybe it
Laughton, Bing Crosby and Bob
sounds big but this early there have
Charles Laughton, talking to
Hope.
been five seats sold at the latter
a crowd of 10,000 in the Bronx
Col. Richard
C. Patterson, Jr.,
figure to the town's biggies who are
yesterday (Tues.), in connection
chairman of the New York War Savjust as smoked up as lat>or over the
with the Bond Drive, said, 'All
ings StafT, has sworn in 10,000 emnationally circulated story that Demy life I wanted to know what
ployes of theatres and motion pictroit isn't solidly behind the war efa real Bronx cheer sounds like.
ture companies through the State to
fort In fact, if the mezzanine seats
I'd like to hear one now. good
serve as official salesmen during the
go at an average of $3.000 not conand loud— for Hitler, Hirohito
campaign.
sidered unlikely those rows alone
and Mussolini.'
Big Radio Bally Setup
will achieve a $1,000,000 boxoffice.
He got it.
Pix houses here have _b€cn exRadio coverage for the Motion
Picture Industry's $1,000,000,000 war The bands will headline special war tremely active in the war effort
bond drive will include a duo of bond shows to be staged in theatres, which accounts for the heavy suphalf hour network programs tenta- auditoriums and ballrooms, with the port the house is getting in its drive
tively set for thfe 10th and 20th of purchase of war bonds required for for a world-record b.o. On top of
September, with the Hollywood Vic- admission, no actual cash charge that Detroit is heavy on the bankroll the.se days with recent liguics
tory Committee doing one from the being made.
showing
that
Washington
Coast and the United Theatrical War
Griff from
Facchine.
to
According
Activities doing the other from the Williams' orchestra will appear in Michigan has topped all Slates in the
union in tlie amount of armament
east.
Davenport, Sept. 14: Gray Gordon in
However, the local
Also set by James Sauter, radio Waterloo, Sept. IC; Art Kassell at billions received.
being held uj) in a false
director of the September drive, are Clinton Sept. 3: Frankie Masters in rage over
Is Dynamite' a
mentions on the U. S. Treasury De- Mason City, Sept. 8 and In Des light makes 'Detroit
Also tentatively slogan that may come true in repartment's transcribed serie."!. "Treas- Moines, Sept. 9.
Life meant it
ury Star Parade' which (s heard booked are Bob Chester for Burlmfi- verse of the way
originally.
thrice weekly on almost every sla- ton, Sept. 21, Jack Tcagarden for

War Stamp and Bond

Mitchell
role.

amount

Lucheen-

$500,000.

$76 Admlsta

Drive

ASCAP

Chl's tl,«M,M*

Washington, Sept. 1.
They're still counting up at th«
Treasury with the indication that
Washington's first bond sale, under
Hollywood auspices, grossed over
$2,000,000.
Returns from the theatres
may boost this another

sertrice as a gob.

John Stahl
is

And
Gob

It's Fonda the
Hollywood, Sept. 1.
Henry Fonda, Navy enlistee, will
remain at 20th-Fox until Nov. 1 to
star
in
'The Immortal Sergeant'
which has been moved ahead on the
schedule and will be rushed to completion before he reports for active

Lynchburg, Sept. 1.
with a
Minimum admission to Greer Garuarade throush the streets of downtown Los Ange'cs and a stoppage of son's personal appearance here Sept.
the shows in 500 theatres to permit 7 will be $76.
Willis Grist, Jr., Dominion Thethe sale bf bonds and -tamps. Plans
far the sales were arranged by a atres city manager and chairman of
committee representing 250 exhibs the Lynchburg theatres' bond sales
in this territory, after a meeting committee, announced that anyone
with Howard Mills, of the U. S. with yen to see Mrs. Miniver must
Treasury, Charles P. Skouras, state buy a $100 bond for $75 and add a
coordinator,
and Dave Bershon, $1 admission fee.
He's providing seats for 250.
chairman of the Theatre Committee
of the War Savings Staff.
To finance the committee's activiOfficer Buys $1,M0 Bond
ties, the theatres paid a voluntary
Wichita, Kas., Sept. 1.
each house contributing an
ta::,
First person to buy $1,000 bond,
Dollar

Picture

Then

1.

man.
L. A. Hits Its Stride

Showmansblp All the Way
And it'll be showmanship thi-ou.?hout.

in

coined

Bond Preem Under Hollywood

D. C.

special

September

to Our Heroes Month" will
work out schedules so that wherever

'Salute

sContlnued from pace 4;

wood names started to tour the
country to promote bond sales. More
jhaii 300 players, before thfe month
Is out, will have toured every hiim-

SI

City,

Sept. 21.

Wing War

Service, Inc., a serv-

on

To

War Bonds

i

!

[

I

I

I

Wednesday. Scjitembei^

PICTURES

82

Mpk.

5%

Indies Grant

1.

SOEG PARRIES lATSE

a salary boost of 5% to
1942, an additional 2V^%
the next year and 214% more the
third year. The first 5% boost is
retroactive to last May.
The operators already /had served
strike notice on the exhibitors and
the latter had declared they'd close
their tiieatres rather than accede to
the demands. However, the union
finally won out, obtaining practically everything for which it fought.
The Bijou, lower loop subsequentrun 11c. twin bill house, and the
union left one disputed point to
arbitration. The Bijou for the past
10 years has been operating on a
calls

for

IMov.

30,

TAKEOVER

IN FRISCO
Sept

San
by lATSE to envelop the
Coast exchange collarites, by taking
Francisco,

1.

A move

Shamroy.

(Continue* from page 24)

Lake, John Miljan, Spencer Charters, Willie Best, Margaret McWade, Margaret Seddon.
PIBATES OF THE PBAIBIE, western; prod., Bert
Gilroy: dir.. Howard Bretherton; screen play, Morton
Grant and Doris Schroeder: camera, Nick Musuraca.
Cast: Tim Holt Nell O'Day, Cllfl Edwards.
GUN LAW, western; prod., Bert Gilroy; dir., Sam
Nelson;- no writing credits; camera. Max Stengler.
Cast: Tim HoU, Joan Barclay, Cliff Edwards, Bud McTaggart, Ed Cassiday.

ONCE UPON A HONETUOON, .comedy -drama;
over the Warner unit here, was
writing credits; camera,
blocked when the Screen Office Em- prod.-dir., Leo McCarey; no
Cast: Ginger Rogers, Cary Grant,
Barnes.
ployes Guild flled a petition to the George
George Sanders.
Frisco NLRB for certification.
formerly, SWEET OB HOT,
LEAVE,
SEVEN
DATS
Floyd Billingsley, lA v.p., had
musical; prod, dir., Tim Whelan; no writing credits;
called a meeting of the Warner unit
camera, Robert De Grasse. Cast: Victor Mature, Lucille
which was called off when Glenn Ball, JPreddie Martin and band, i^s Brown and band,
Pratt,
business agent of
SOEG, Peter Lind Hayes, Marcy McSuire, Mapy Cortes, Harautoed in from Los Angeles and took old Peary, Buddy Clark.
a straw vote of the employes, which
NAVY COMES THEOUQH, war drama; prod., Islin
favored the Guild. Billingsley had Auster; dir.. Eddie Sutherland; no writing credits;
promised the same deal Warner em- camera, Nick Musuraca. Cast: Pat O'Brien, George
Wyatt
ployes got in N. Y., plus any advan- Murphy, Desi Arnaz, Jane
CAT PEOPLE, horrorer; prod., Val Lewton; dir..
tages given by the SOEG.
Jack Tourneut; screen play, De Witt Bodine; camera,
booth projectionists' schedule runNick Musuraca. Cast: Simone Simon, Kent Smith,
ning from 10 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. daily.
Jane Randolph, Tom Conway.
Pat Scolterd, ArbiUr
The

now want to lop
hour and wind up at 11
overtime thereafter.

projectionists

THEY GOT ME COVERED, comedy; prod., Sam
Goldwyn, dir., David Butler; no writing credits; camera,
Rudolph Mate. Cast: Bob Hope. Dorothy Lamour,
Phyllis Ruth, Henry Guttman, John Abbott, William
Yetter, Edward Ciannelli. Donald McBride.
lATSE Seehs New Pact
wage dispute.
THE FALCON'S BEOTHEB, mystery; prod., Maurice
Companies had first picked Al Geraghty; dir., Stanley Logan; no .writing crediU;
Chicago, Sept. 1.
International Alliance of Theatri- Schwalberg
Warners, but camera, unassigned. Cast: George Sanders, Tom Conof
cal Stage Employees and its sub- switched after an lA move in Frisco. way, Jane Randolph, Charlotte Wynters.
sidiary, Motion Picture Operators'
LADIES DAY, baseballer; prod., Bert Gilroy; dir.,
Union, are instituting a drive for a
Leslie Goodwins; no writing credits; ca< lera, Jack McKenzle. Cast: Lupe Velez, Eddie Albert, Max Baer,
general increase in salaries, plus a
Patsy Kelly.
reduction of working hours.
The
BKO PIz In ProdncUon
Chicago local of the Operators'
Contlnacd from page S^^sssl
Union has come up with demand
STAND BY TO DIE, air drama; prod., David HempUpon the theatres for an elimination Monday night for Chicago for the stead; dir., Lothar Mendes; no writing credits; camera,
Cast: Rosalind Russell, Fred Macof the seven-day week, to be re- Tuesday session of the Chi regional. Johnny Mescall.
Murray, Tom Conway.
placed by a siA-day week. This folTAEZAN TRIUMPHS, action; prod., Sol Lesser: dir.,
lows the patterns of demands by the
Bill Goctt 'Sarprlsed'
William Thiele; no writing credits; camera, Harry
Chicago Federation of Musicians
Johnny WeissmuUer, John Sheffield,
Wild.
Cast:
Hollywood, Sept. 1.
which several years ago obtained a
William Goetz, v.p. in charge of Frances GIfford, Martin Kosleck, Rex Williams.
six-day week in all branches of show

off a halt
p.m., with

Hollywood, Sept.

1.

Pat ScoUard of Paramount is en
route here to act as company arbiter
in the Screen Office Employes Guild

CCol.

Zanuck

{

business,

nd

including

radio

theatres,

cafes.

In addition to the six-day week,
the Opqrators are asking for a general increase in salaries of 10%. Several initial meetings have been held
with exhibitor groups already, and
it appears likely that a compromise
settlement wiU.be reached quickly
and amicably.
At the same time, the stagehands
group has asked for a revision in
salary terms, as'^ing for a 5% increase. The stagehands contend that
this is, in reality, no increase, but
Is merely a r&toration Of cuts agreed
to by the union several years ago
when the union granted a 20% cut
during the depression. Since that
time, the stagehands have gotten
back 15% of that cut and are now
asking for complete restoration to
the levels of 10 years ago.

it

dier-general in short time.
Zanuck no raw recruit

Others in industry with reserve
commissions who are doing partN. T. Opa' NegoUatlons
time duty expected to be called into
Negotiations between distributors service on full time basis now that
and the Moving Picture Machine Zanuck is devoting all his lime to
Operators, Local 306, to cover pro- the war effort
jectionists in New York screening
rooms as well as scattered small
sti-dios, are continuing without hitch

and expected that an early settlement will be reached.
The huddles with 306 were resumed three weeks ago after a deaa-

CASSIDY HEADS

NEW

MICH. INDIES COMBINE

lock had been reached and the opDetroit, Sept. 1.
union had taken a strike
Close to 100 theatres are reprevote empowering its president. Herman Belber, to pull the men out sented in the Michigan Independent
Exhibitors Association, new booking
at his discretion.

'erators'

PromlMd
Featnres

Com-

Shoot-

pleted

'4«-"4S

6

....

fiow
Caltlns To go

47

10

7

room or awaiting release:
BIRDS, air drama in Technicolor;

Pictures in cutting

THUNDER

prod.,

Darryl F. Zanuck; dir., William Wellman, original,
Laurence Stallings; screen play, Lamar Trotti; camera,
Ernest Palmer. 'Technicolor, -Ray Renahan. Cast: Gene
Tierney, Preston Foster, Dana Andrews, Janis Carter,
Dorothy Deering, Vivian Mason, Mary Scott Claire
James, Elaine Fenwlck.
'

THE .BLACK SWAN,

adventure

in

Technicolor;

THE MAN IN THE TBUNK, mystery: prod., Walter
Morosco; dir., Mai St. Clair; screen play, John Larkin;
camera, Glenn MacWiUiams.
Cast: Lynne Roberts,
George Holmes, Raymond Walburn.
SPRINGTIME IN THE ROCKIES,

musical in TechWilliam LeBaron; dir., Irving Cummlngs;
no writing c.redits; camera, Epnest Palmer. Cast: Betty
Grable, Carmen Miranda; Harry James and orchestra,
Cesar Romero, Charlotte Greenwood.
nicolor; prod.,

CHINA GIRL, drama; prod.,' Ben Hecht; dir., Henry
Hathaway; original * screenplay, Ben Hecht; camera,
Lee Garmes. Cast: George Montgomery, Gene Tierney,
Myron McCormick, Osa Massen.
GIRL TROUBLE, comedy; prod., Robert Bassler;
Fodor; screenplay, Vicki Baum, Guy
Trosper; screenplay, Ladislaus Fodor and Robert Riley
Crutcher.
Cast: Don Ameche, Joan Bennett, Biliie
Burke, Frank Craven, Alan Dinehart.
original, Ladislaus

MANILA CALLING, drama; prod., Bryan Foy; dir..
Projectionists in h.o. and exchange and buyin*g group which was formed Otto Brower; original screenplay, John Larkin: camera,
screening rooms as well as studios, out-state. First lineup in the meet- Lucien Andriot. . Cast: Carole Landis, Lloyd Nolan:
HE HIRED THE BOSS, formerly TEN-DOLLAR
who have been going a-long since ing at Midland, Mich., saw William
Aug. 31, 1940, under the provisions A. Cassidy, one of the prime movers RAISE, comedy; prod., Sol M. Wurtzel; dir., Thomas Z.
Loring; original story, Peter B. Kyne; screenplay, Ben
of the old deal, are demanding a for the new organization, elected as
Markson and Irving Cummlngs, Jr.; camera, Glen Mac15% increase retroactive to that date temporary president, with Joseph P. Williams. Cast: Stuart Erwin, Evelyn Ve:iable, Vivian
as well as various conditions over Uvick, attorney for the Schulte cir- Blaine. Hugh Beaumont.
which, in the main, the di.<;tribs and cuit and himself an exhibitor, as secS05 have been in disagreement.

'

Newark Ops' Demands
Newark, Sept
In negotiations for a

new

1.

contract

with Essex County theatre operators,
increases of approximately
257o were being asked last week by
Local 244, Moving Picture Oper-

wage

ators'

Union.

Harry Oppenheimer, .secretary
the local, was conducting most

of
of

THAT OTHSR WOMAN,

retary.

Offices have been taken here by
the group, which has announced that
it will present a solid front to combat demands of producers for percentage pictures. The Michigan InExhibitors
Association
dependent
also has gone on record as being opposed to raised admission prices on
selected features and preferred playing times, with the emphasis against
changes in the consent decree after
Sept. 1.

the negotiations for the union. On
the owners' side were reprG.<;cntatives of 67 houses, about half of year, was indifted by a Federal
which were independents.
grand jury in New York on charges
Under an expiring contract op- of conspiring to extort more than
erators have been receiving about $1,000,000 from four major produ$125 a week in downtown theatres. cers. Named with Kaufman in the
Neighborhood operators in chain indictment were George E. Browne
theatres have been getting about and William Bioff as co-consplrators.
$110 a week, and operators in inde- Both the latter are now serving
pendents about $76. Besides increas- terms in a federal penitentiary. Also
ing these Males, the proposed new named in the indictment was Nick
contract wouia pirbviae for revisions Dean of Chicago, who pleaded guilty
of holiday and overtime pay.
March 16. Kaufman is under $10,000
Business agent of Local 244 Is bail waiting trial, which has been
Louis Kaufman, who Sept 29, last postponed numerous times.
'
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room or awaiting

release:

Snail

GlorU

Pics

Pascal

ToUla

Pictures in cttttlng
-

•
0
i

l

THE McGUEBINS FROM BROOKLYN, formerly
BROOKLYN BRIDGET, drama; prod.. Hal Roach; dir.,
Neumann; screenplay, Earle Snell, Clarence
Marks; camera. Bob Pittack. Cast: Arline Judge, William Bendix, Max 9aer, Joe Sawyer, Grace Bradley,
Marjorie Woodsworth, Veda Ann Borg.
THE MOON and' SIXPENCE, drama; prod., David
L. Loew; dir. Albert Lewin; screen play, Al Lewin;
camera, John Seitz. Cast: George Sanders, Herbert
Marshall, Eric Blore, Doris Dudley, Florence Bates,
Steve Geray, Irene Tedrow, Devi Dja Javanese Troupe.
Kurt

CALABOOSE,
Roach);

dir.,

western;

Hal Roach,

Glenn Tryon (Hal
no writing credits; camcrn,

prod.,

Jr.;

Cast: Jimmy Rogers, Noah Beery. Jr.,
unassigned.
Mary Brian, Marc Lawrence, Paul Hurst
TAXI, MISTER, drama; prod., Fred Guiol; dir., Kurt
Neumann; screen play, Earle Snell, Clarence Marks:

camel a, Robert Pittack. Cast: William Bendix, Grace
Bradley, J'oe SaWyer, Sheldon Leonard, Jack Norton.

FALL IN, army series; prod., Fred Guiol; dir., Kurt
Neumann; no writing credits, camera, Robert Pittack.
Cast: Wflliam Tracy, Joe Sawyer, Jean Porter, Arthur
Hunnicutt Robert Barrat Rebel Randall.
YANKS AHOY, army; prod., Fred Guiol; dir.. Kurt
Neuman; screenplay, Eugene Conrad and Ned Seabrook; camera Robert Pittack. Cast: William Tracy.
Joe Sawyer, Marjorie Woodsworth.

rromlMd

at war prod., Darryl F. Zanuck; asso. prod., Robert Bassler;
game having been with AEF in last dir, Henry King; asst. dir., Henry Weinberg; novel by
war and participated in two major Rafael Sabatini; camera, Leon Shamroy. Cast: Tyrone
Power, Maureen O'Hara, Laird Cregar, Thomas Mitengagements. At time of his enlist
ment he was 15, and youngest in his chell, Georg: Sanders, Anthony Quinn, George Zucco.
outfit.

United Artists
Pntmliied

•*t-*a

for past weeks.

Zanuck was among .the first in
Hollywood to actively participate in
making training films for Army.
Prior to Dec. 7 he was reserve officer in the Signal Corps since 1939.
He was commissioned a lieutenantcolonel a year ago and last spring
was given the rank of colonel. Re
ported he will be advanced to brlga

Smith.

20th Centnry-Fox

He admitted Zanuck had

talked about

MY

DEAD BODY, mystery comedy; prod.,
OVEB
Walter Morosco; dlr„ Mai St Clair; no writing credits;
camera, Lucien Andriot. Cast: Milton Berle, Mary
Beth Hughes, Jill Warren, Reginald Denny, Wonderful

Universal

the studio during Col. Zanuck's absence, said his complete withdrawal
from 20th production activities, for
th; duration, came as a 'complete
surprise.'

Tyrone Power, Anne Baxter, James

Cast:

Gleason. Charles Grait%3wln.

no credit Cast: Guy Klbbee, MarHayes, John Archer, Wallace Ford, Florence

credits: camera,

garet

Minneapolis, Sept.

1942

Advance Productioii Chart

Increase;

(%i Newark, BoodunenVDemands
Averting a threatened strike, local
Independent exhibitors, after long
negotiations, have agreed to the
terms of a new three-year contract
with booth operators. The contract

2.

comedy-drama:

prod.,

Wal-

ter Morosco; dir., Ray McCarey; no writing credits;
camera, Joseph MacDaniel. Cast: Lynn Bari, James

Ellison, Janis Carter.

THE OX-BOW INCIDENT,
Lamarr

Trotti;

dir.,

William

outdoor;

prod..

asso.

Wellman; no

writing

camera, Arthur Miller. Cast: Henry Fonda,
Dana Andrews, Mary Beth Hughes, Anthony Quinn.
credits;

20th Century Pix in Production
FLICKA, drama in Technicolor; prod.,

MY FRIEND
Ralph

dir.,
Harold Schuster; no writing
camera, unassigned. Cast: Roddy McDowall,
Preston Foster, Rita Johnson.

Dietrich:

credits;

THE MEANEST MAN IN THE WORLD,

comedy;

prod., William Perlberg; dir., Sidney Lanfield; no writcredits; camera, Peverell Marley. Cast: Jack Benny,
Priscilla Lane, Eddie 'Rochester' Anderson.

mg

DR. RENAULT'S SECRET, mystery; .prod., Sol M.
Wurtzel; dir.. Harry Lachman: no writing credits;
camera, Virgil Miller.
Cast; John Sheppard, Lynn
Roberts, J. Carrol Naish, George Zucco.

LIFE BEGINS \T

8:30,

drama; prod., Nunnally John-

dir., Irving Pichel; no writing credits; camera,
Charles Clarke.
".asX: Monty
Woolley, Ida Lupino,

son;

John Shepperd.

THE UNDYING MONSTER,

horrorer; prod.,

Bryan

Foy; dir., John Brahm; no writing credits; camera,
Luclan Ballard. Cast: James Ellison, Heather Angel,
John Howard, Melville Cooper, Heather Thatcher.
CRASH DIVE, submarine; prod., Milton Sperling:
dir., Archie Mayo; no writing credits; camera, Leon

Features ....

.

.

56

Serials

..

4

Ctimpirird
2

Slioot-

Ids
9

Mow
CHttlns Tn k»
27
18

t

I

0

6

1

25
4
9
67
Totals
Pictures in cutting room or awaiting release:

29

Westerpa

2
0

7

EYES OF THE UNDERWORLD,

1

formerly DESTINY,

Roy

William
screenplay, Michael L. Simmons and Arthur
Strawn; based on an original story by Maxwell Shane;
camera, George Robinson. Cast: Richard Dix, Wendy
Barrie, Don Porter, Billy Lee, Lloyd Corrigan, Lon
Chaney, Mjrc Lawrence, Edward Pawley, Joseph
Crehan, Wade Boteler, Gaylor Pendleton, Mike

melodrama;

asso. prod.,

Ben

Pivar; die,

Neill;

Raffietto.

STRICTLY IN THE GROOVE,

musical; asso., prod.,

dir., Vernon Keays; original screenKenneth Higgins, Warren Wilsoi); camera, John
W. Boyle. Cast: Mary Healy, Rlcharit<iDavies, Leon
Errol, Shemp Howard, Grace MacDonald, Ronald

Joseph G. Sanford;
play,

O'Connor, Martha Tilton, Robert Weldon. Franklin
Pangborn, Tip, Tap, Toe, Ozzie Nelson and his band.
MADAME SPY, mystery; asso. prod., Marshall Grant:
dir., Roy William Neil; screenplay, Lynn Riggs and
Clarence Upson Young; original story, Clarence Upson
Young; camera, George Robinson. Cast: Constance
Bennett, Don Porter, John Lltel, Edward S. Brophy,
John Eldredge, Nana Bryant.

SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE VOICE OF TERROR, formerly SHERLOCK HOLMES SAVES LONDON, mystery; asso. prod., Howard Benedict; dir.. John
Rawlins; from the novel by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
'His Last Bow'; screenplay by Lynn Riggs; adapted by
Robert D. Andrews; camera. Woody Bredell. CaaV.
Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce, Evelyn Ankers, Reginald
Denny, Thomas Gomez, Montagu Love, Henry Daniell,
Olaf Hyttcn, Leyland Hodgson.
GIVE OUT, SISTERS, musical; asso. prod., Bernard
Burton; dir., Edward F. Cline; screenplay, Paul Gerard
Smith, Warren Wilson; original stoor by Lee Sands,
Cast: The
Fred Rath; camera, George Robinson.
Andrews Sisters, Dan Dailey, Jr., Grace MacDonald,
Charles Butterworth, Richard Davies, Peggy Ryan.
Walter Catlett William Frawley, Marie Blake, Fay
Helm. Edith Barrett, The Jivin Jacks and Jills. Emmett
Vogan, Irving Bacon, Leonard Carey, Lorin Raker.
Don O'Connor.
THE GREAT IMPERSONATION, drama; asso. prod.,
Paul Malvern; dir., John Rawlins: screen play, W.
Scott Darling, based on novel by J. Phillips Oppenheim;
camera, George Robinson. Cast: Ralph Bellamy. Evelyn Ankers. Kaaron Verne, Edward Norris, Henry
Daniels, Audrey Mathbr, Mary Torbes, Charles Coleman, Robert O. Davis, Fred Vogeding, Frederick Gierman, Charles Irwin, Hans von Morhart. Audrey Long.
Rex Evans. Yvette Duguay, Marcelle (3orday. Ludwig
Stossel, Sylvia Arslan, Henry Guttman.
WHO DONE rrr, comedy; asso. prod., Alex Gottlieb:
dir., Earle C. Kenton; screenplay by Stanley Roberts.
Edmund Joseph, John Grant; original story by Stanley
Roberts;

camerb,

Charles

Van Enger.

Cast:

Bud

Abbott and Lou Costello, Patric Knowles, William
Gargan, Louise AUbritton, Mary Wickes, Thoma.-:
Gomez, William Beh'dix, Don Porter, Jerome Cowon.
Ludwtg Stossel, Walter Tetley, Edmund MacDonald.
NIGHT MONSTER, formerly HOUSE OF MYSTERY,
mystery melodrama; prod.-dir., Ford Beebe; asso. prod..
Donald H. Brown; original screenplay, Clarence Upion
Irene
Young: camera, Charles Van Enger.
Cast:
Hervey, Leif Erikson, Bela Lugosi, Lionel Atwill. Don
Porter, Ralph Morgan, Nils Asther, Fay Helm. Dorlf
Lloyd. Francis Pierlot Robert Homans, Ed Waller.
Janet Shaw, Frank Reicher, iyril Delevanti.

BETWEEN US GIRLS, formerly, LOVE AND
CAROUNE, comedy-drama; asso. prod.. Phil

KISSES,

A Henry Koster production. Dir.. Henry
Koster; screenplay by Myles Connolly and True Boarclman; based on play by Regis Ginoux and Jacquo

Karlstein.

(Continued on page 34)
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Par's Rangers

Film booker for one of the
eastern camp theatres la getting
fed up with the arguments being
handed out by salesmen when
they come around to sell their

umm

pictures.

144 in the second quarter over cor
responding period of 1641, 20th-Fox
reported net profit of $2,1B0,894 for
the 26 weeks ending last June 27.
This is nearly three times the net
profit of $861,278 reported by the
company in the first 26 weeks of

seeing these films at their

opinion,

want the

Permission

Gnttman and Mann Vice
and Dale

Field

in

More

'Militant'

Stance

.

which was

this year,

20th-

$841,561.

Federal income taxes
at an estimated tax rate of 50%
for 1042 but noted that the corpora
tion is not liable for excess profits
tax on earnings under tax legislation proposed thus far.

Fox gured

its

Company's profit for the 26 weeks
year is figured as equal to 86c
per common share as against lie in
corresponding six months last year
Of this, the second quarter profit is
equivalent to 58c on the common
It was only .7c on the common in
the 1641 second quarter.
Usual 37Kc quarterly dividend on
the preferred stock was declared by
the 20th-Fox directors last week,
No action was taken on the common
Company paid 25c on the
shares.
common stock the last quarter,
representing the only divvy on these
shares thus far in 1642.
Preferred
dividend
payable
is
Sept. 30 to stockholders o( record
at close of business Sept. IS.
this

20th-Fex Earnings 1935-42

Net

profit

except as'notfd (*)

1935
1936
1637
1838
1836
1840
1841

deficit.

$3,060,135
7,722,655
8,617,114
7,252,467
4,663,006
•517,336
4,921,826

(1641 bv Qtiarters)
First
Second Third
Fourth
Quarter Quarter Quarter Quarter
$404,086

$457,186

$687,886

$3,372,762

(1642 by Quarters)
First
Second Third
Quarter Quarter Quarter

Fourth
Quarter

$841,561 $1,346,330

Abbott-Costello Get

New

Writer for Films

Jack Barnett iias been signed by

Bud Abbott and Lou

Costello to
write special material
for
their
forthcoming pictures.
He left for Hollywood yesterday
(Tuesday) to start on his first assignment for the comedy team.
John Grant continues as A. & C.'s
regular writer, for both pix and
,

radio.

Rei« on Hitler Pic
Hollywood, Sept.

1.

Iriving Reis draws the director
iob on 'Hitler's Children,' Edward
A. Golden production at RKO.
Picture is based on 'Education for
Death,' novel by Gregor Ziemer, who

spent 10 years in
Nazi methods.

Germany studying

Minneapolis, Sept.

policy on the part of the organization.
Such attitude was backed up
by the vote today against roundtable
Theatre and other confabs with distributors
to iron out differences.
Instead they
demand national and state legislaNorthampton, Mass., Sept. 1
What was previously described as tion, appeals to the Department of
a 'smoke scare' at the Calvin thea- Justice, and, if necessary, recourse
tre about midnight on Thursday Jo the law courts as a meains of obtaining 'relief from high film rent(27), has since been revealed as
au-, percentage pictures, etc.
deliberate attempt to fire thy show
Donald Guttman and Ted Mann
house.
were elected as Minneapolis and St.
Fire Chief Thomas W. Hurley an
Paul Northwest Allied governors, renounced that during an intensive in
vestigation he and Lieut. James L. spectively, succeeding Harold Field
and Howard Dale, who refused reLoomis of the state fire marshal
election.
Guttman is g.m. of the
ofTice had discovered a popcorn box
Dickerman indie circuit and Mann
in
which a handkerchief and
is a chain owner.
lighted cigaret had been stuffed. The
A demand will be made on 20thbox had been covered by a seat
Fox to deliver "Tales,of Manhattan'
cover and dropped behind a seat
on the current contract, as allegedly
in the balcony.
agreed. Heeding independent deEmployees late Thursday smelled

to Ignite

Northampton

mands. Paramount and Universal
and called the
have agreed to deliver 'Wake Island'
Are department. Finding no trace
and 'Eagle Squadron' on their 1941of fire, the department-dismissed the
42 contracts, it was announced. Both
call as a 'smoke scare,' though the

smoke

in the theatre

chief promised a thorough investiga
Fingerprirfts are being sought
tion.
on the box by state poli'ce and plans
have been set for a routine inspec
tion of the theatre at the end of
the night show to guard against any
further attempts to burn the house
Lack of oxygen apparently saved the
house. Chief Hurley said.

Henderson Tbreatened, But
Innocent Yonth Gets Hurt

Harry

became the unintentional victim
He was wounded in the right leg.
after cops found him near hiding
place of the planted package sup
posed to contain the ransom. The
atre manager had received two let
ters threatening the life of his 18year-old daughter if he didn't deposit
$5,000 in small bills in a small pack,
age behind a voting booth in a field
Dicks instead made up a dummy
package equipped with an alarm bell
When
then hid in nearby bushes.
Katt came walking up the dark path
police quickly surrounded him and
n the melee one cop. uncocking his
revolver, carelessly binged him. in
the leg.
There were a number of red faces
when the youth's story, that he was

Selznick Tags

EARL CARROLL

MORRISON HOTEL,
Madison and Clark, in
the very heart of the Loop.
A duplicate of the worldat

fourth
that

fabulous

glamorous

year

city.

in

1.

David O. Selznick added Valeria
Hobson, British film star, to his contract list via transatlantic cable, and

in

rentals in the

flat

this territory.

mmediately loaned her out

to

CLASSES

tion o(

tempo and

buying

in

the

this

already in the can; conservation of
on which settlement was rawstock so that there will exist a
reached recently. Contract calls (or larger supply for printing of regular
features: and relieving the distribution department of the burden of
'

ago.

Retroactive pay under the Warner
deal will go back to May 15 last,

while severance pay scales up to a
total of six weeks.
While other major homeoffices set-

common

certificates,

New

Certifs

out.

However,

activity

in

representing

this

was

Army Nurse
1.

becomes an
Colbert
Claudette
nurse in 'So Proudly We Hail,'
Paramount picture backgrounded in
Bataan and Corregidor.
Filming starts early next, month,
with Mark Sandrich producing and

Army

irecting.
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Republic's September production
Col. Hails Setter
features gets under way toWed.) with the Roy RogHollywood. Sept. 1.
Columbia is retaining William A.
ers western .'special. "Heart of the
Seiter to. direct 'Destroyer,' Edward
Golden We.st,' leading off.
Other starters on the month's slate G. Aobinson starrer to be produced
are "Eleven Were Brave," "Hit Parade by Lou Edelman.
Seiter recently completed
'You
of 1943," "G-Men vs. the Black Dragon.' 'Sundown Kid' and an untitled Were Never Lovelier' on the Same

SAMUEL SOLOWVN PRESENTS

GARY COOPER in
THE PRIDE OF
THE YANKEES

I

whodunit

Bros. Succeaa

—

B'war,
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Hollywood, Sept.

Warner
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Broadway and 49th

of six

Hollywood, Sept.
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Colbert as

Rotm

I.ynn.

OONLEVY
MACOONALD CAREY
ROBERT PRESTON

compare (avorably with

Stirs

Tankee Doodle Dandy"

In Person

DICK JURGENSASO HI8 ORCHKHTRA
Aim

With BRIAN

the previou.<; fiscal year despite huge

Rep

As George M. Cohan in

"ACROSS THE PACmC"

PARAMOUNT PRESENTS

It is known that officials
of Universal have been anxious to
bring this at>out at the earliest possible date, and did take a stride In
that direction by bringing in a large
block of 8% preferred shares about
18 months ago.
Once the threat o( too heavy taxa.
tion is out o( the way. Universal is
understood to be in a position to
carry the simplification through to
conclusion. This would include, it is
reported, retiring of all 8% preferred and wiping out the remain"ng common shares, latter representing Universal pictures, the operating
corporation. There are only about
20.000 shares of this common now in
Ihe hands of the public, approximat.
ng 92% of the common being in the
hands of the corporation. Principal
holders
of
dbmmon certificates,
which represent Universal Corp., the
holding company, are held by company executives, it is reported.
Universal's financial statement for
the first three quarters of the fiscal
year is due in about three weeks.

opposite Robert Donat in 'Saboteur's
Aeenl' before leaving (or Hollywood.

JAMES CAGNEY

Br«. Ji>-eii»pliil SeauIlM

WUMT

'WAKE ISLAND'

pliflcation.

should

*

HUMPHREY BOGART
la

de.

nied with the statement that the tax
bill threat in 1942 preoludes immediate establishment of corporate sim.

It

York Theatres

BRO. FRin.*Y. SKIT.

common

Universal Corp., was attributed to
reports that corporate simplification
plans, long in making, had been

worked

Board.

also selling westerns.
Under a deal to turn over six
westerns this year and six next season to UA, Paramount would step
out of the horse-opera field.
It
would not make any additional westerns for itself, it is understood.
Acquisition of the westerns by U.^
would mark the first time that this
distributor has dealt in this type of
feature product

diversifica-

Universal

renewed

mount, as well as possibly a regular

contract

Exchange,

first

satisfac-

P.A.'S

a minimum of $45 in the lowest
bracket, as with other majors who
signed up with SPG some months

certificates,

At

worked out

are

CONTRACT

War Labor

On U's Common
Increased

If details

United Artists will acquire
the rights to 12 westerns from Para-

torily.

pleted by Par, may be In the event
one is Included in the final deal
made. Understood deal would embrace a cash consideration from
VIA SPG
UA, amount not indicated, and that
it may be signatured at any minute,
Warners is classifying its publicily- but is dependent on UA's ability to
raUe the money required.
advertising-exploitation workers in
Factors on Par's side which are
accordance with the various group- believed to have entered into the
ings and minimum wage scales called unusual transaction include realizafor by the Screen Publicists Guild tion of a quick profit on westerns

WB

$5 Earning Expectancy

Metro tax

(or an English-made picture.
Actress, now in London, will play

famous Earl Carroll Theatre - Restaurant
in
Hollywood, now playing its

Hobson

Hollywood, Sept.

complete the pro

to

Twin Cities. tled with SPG last spring, Warners
Paramount, however, was assailed
held out until the matter reached
for demanding 50% (or 'Holiday Inn'
the U. S. Conciliation Service of the

er,

merely walking home after visiting
his nearby girl-friend, was substanBesides havtiated by her parents.
ng his honesty vouched for by em
ployees and neighbors, the lathe
worker also backed up his claim of
being innocent by passing a lie-de-

1.

release from Par, already completed,
picture theatre on the old
which UA could use handily at this
Tech (Schubert) theatre site has
time.
Under a two-year deal, the
been refused to the Massachusetts
six westerns which Harry Sherman,
Life Insurance Co. by W.P.B.
The under contract to Par,
has already
decision, which was on appeal to
completed for this season, would be
Washington, stops work on the proj- immediately turned over to UA. with
six more to be made for the 1943-44
ect for the duration.
season a year from now.
House is under lease by the SheaNot indicated what the extra picPar local chain.
ture, from among those in the regular feature category already com-

listed on the N.Y. Curb
in the past week is at
tributed in financial circles to the
Cleveland, Sept. 1.
belief that U certificates will earn
Trap laid by detective to catch an
$5 apiece in the fiscal year ending
extortionist who demanded $5,000
next October. The company showed
from Harry E. Henderson, manager
around $4.55 per certificate in the
of the Lorain-Fulton nabe theatre,
previous fiscal year, and the higher
inr^o
turned into a fiasco when an
net expected in the current fiscal
cent young man was accidentally
year despite heavier taxes is back of
scene.
shot at the decoy
recent buying at $7.
21.
athe-workJohn Andrew Katt.
l

tector test satisfactorily.

day Evening, Sept. 24lh.
It
is
being built in the

are

EXTORTION PLOT FIASCOS

Police
guard has been placed
around movie exhibitor's daughter.

opens his new theatre-Restaurant in Chicago, Thurs-

1.

Twin City members of the Northwest Allied want a more militant

Scare'

As Attempt

Theatre

Fihn Angle

posed

NW;

lighter enter-

tainment anyway.

Keyed 'Smoke

New

Halts

Buffalo, Sept.

1641.

Strong profit showing was made
despite setting a^ide a reserve
13,100,000 for foreign assets and pro
viding $1,250,000 for Federal income
gross
20th-Fox
income
taxes.
amounted to $26,067,061 for the six
month period this year.
Second quarter's net profit was
$1,346,333 compared with only $4S7,'
186 profit in the second quarter of
It als6 represents a healthy
1641.
increase over the first quarter profit

WPB

produced by Walter McEwen.

camp

Raw

Unique Turnover;

landing at Dieppe, France, will be

playhouse need to be made warminded.
Boys in camp, in this booker's

DA Release In

Pars 12 Westerns For

Rangers,'
getting the

Paramount
nod
from the Hays office.
Picture, based on the recent exploits of American troops in the

The booker, a woman,

ss

1.

for the registry of the film
finished

'American

with

to sell it on the ground it's the
kind of thing that stirs war-consciousness.
She wants to know
if anyone other than the soldiers

of $882,

Win

Hollywood, Sept.

Race
title,

is particularly irked when the
peddlers, having a war film, try

For 26 Weeks
Showing an improvement
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Continued from pac>

THE WORLD AT WAR

U;

(Continued from page 32)

cx-flancee, now a secret stooge for
She tips the local
Ihc Gestapo.

Thery; camera, Joseph Valentine.

Cast:

Diana Barry-

more, Robert Cummings, Kay Francis, John Boles,
Hlmmler who sends three S.S. men Andy Devine. Walter Catlett Ethel GrifTies, Guinn
Czechoslovakia and the rest of the to make the pinch. But the Com- Williams. Scotty Beckett, Peter Jamerson. Mary TTeen,
Axis conquests to the Battle of Brit- mandos live up to their rep. get Into Andrew Tombes, Lillian Yarbo, Irving Bacon.
the

up to present-day the Gestapo uniforms and rescue
In
But history moves Norwegian eeneral regardless.
even now the film requires the melee the general is wounded,

and

ain

right

Commando

raids.

so fast,
a minor revision or two.

the native Commando returns for
Pictorially the picture's defect is' a medico while the others continue
toward the coast where a Commando
Its repetitiousness. That's probably
due more to the pattern of war than raiding party is to pick them up.
anything else, but after enoueh The eal aealn fingers her ex-boybombs have dropped, enough fires friend, who is tortured until he rats
have been started enough guns have on his pals (and him a Commando!).

OFF THE BEATEN TBACK.

musical comedy; asso.
F. Cline; screenprod., Howard Benedict; dir.,
play by Stanley Roberts and Mel Ronson; camera,
George Robinson. Cast: Ritz Brothers, Carol Bruce,
Dick Foran. Johnny Downs, William Demarest Grace
McDonald, Richard Davies, Sonny Dunham and his

Edward

orchestra.

GET HEP TO LOVE,

musical: asso. prod, Bernard

'Sieg

Charles Lamont; screenplay. Jay Dratler;
M. M. Musselman; camera, Connie
Gloria Jean, Jane Frazee, Robert
(Jast:
O'Connell.
Paige, Cora Sue Collins. Donald O'Connor. Nana
Barrett. Peggy Bvan. The Jivin' Jacks
Edith
Brvant.
and Jills. John Abbott. Millard Mitchell. Tim Ryan,
Douglas Scott, Irving Bacon.

A

asso. prod.,

boomed,

and guns The head Commando is caotured but
and become keeps his last man and the wounded

bombs,

all

flres

—

begin to look alike
equally tiresome. The same thing
was true of the original Nazi prop-

general in the clear until, thanks to
a quisling who turns legit, they es-

CFeldzug im Polen.' cnne and. after another close shave,
im Westen.' etc.) from which are rescued bv the raiding party.
Fron.
It's all quite inept.
Spewack culled much of his footage.

aganda films

second factor is that many of the
sequences have lost their punch because they have been shown so frequently on American screens. Most
of them were seen in newsreels and
then in various other Hollywood

Burton;

dir.,

original

story.

SHERLOCK HOLMES

IS

WASHINGTON,

meller;

Howard Benedict; dir.. Roy William Nelll;
Cast: Basil
credits: camera. Lester White.
Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Marjorie Lord. John Archer,

no writing

This Week's

New

Shorts

Don

Terry, George Zucco,

ON THEaPEAM,

Edmund MacDonald.

comedy drama with

fea-

tures.

Low

m

Salute John Citizen
(BBinSB-HADE)

London, Aug. 14
AnRlo-Amprlcan Kllm Corp. releuc of
BrltlHh NntloiifU Troductlon. FeaturcK Edward HIcby. !nanl«7 Holloiray. Grorve lti>bey. Mab<>l Conatrnithina, •Jimmy llnnloy.
Directed by Muurlce Elvey. Scenario. VXiznbelb Baron, bawd on Ibe hooka, 'Ur. Bunt.
Im' «nd 'Mr. Bantlmc at War.' by R<ih«rt OreeDWood; camera, Jamei WUaun. At
Carllon theatre, London, nunnlnix time,

•A SIIN8.
Runtime

»lr.

Edward RiEby
Mabel CnnatiimluraH

Mrs. BunUllK

Onkpy

Stanley

Ilollou-ay
Ueoriee Rol>ey

Corder

Emeet

Jimmy

Mr. BJckerton
Mra. BIckcrton....
Clirhi
Jiille

...Pemcy

Snnndem.

Calnnel

Hnnley

.Henry

llallolt

...Cbrlntlne Silver
..Krie Mk-kleu'imd

Cummlna

Sleu-nrt

Fvle
Beit nollo...
Turner
Youne Brockley

..Dlnnh

llniite

SherMnn

CTiorlea Di>nne

David Keir
Jonathan KIclJ

'Salute John Citizen' is more or
paraphrase of the American'
made 'Mrs. Miniver." Its resemblance
consists mainly in picturizing a British family during the present war
situation.
While all the details are
good, many do not tend to motivate
the story; the superfluous ones, if ex
cised. would result in a faster con.
elusion that would be more welcome
to U. S. audiences.
less a

Production

has

been 'modestly

budgeted, but is adequate for the
story's requirements.
It is intelligently directed along lines that might
be regarded by the Intelligentsia as
outmoded, but there is no gainsaying
the high quality of the acting.
Edward Rigby heads the cast and,
as always, merits praise for an ad
mirable
characterization.
Even
George Robey contributes a sweetly
serious role, without once putting his
tongue in his cheek and playing for

comedy.

Jolo.

They Raid by Night
Prodoe«rs R«-]«AtiJnir On-p. n\ont^ of
Kt>^*un*»<
R. llanvln pimltirtlon.
TaHMt. Juno I>upi«K« Dlrocte^l by
Spencer Gordon K^nn^t. OiinlnH] Hi-ioenplmy by Jack Niitteford; mmorfi. Ollbfit
warrenton: editor. Charl** Henkel: wpeclnl

DiKOD

I.yl«

Il«\-leiv'«*il
cffectd. Terbnlpror«M Corp.
nt
Ron
Tortc. Jtf T.. iluril, Aug. 20. 'I'.'.
MIX8.
ninir time,
Robert Oven
I.\le T.illiot

New

M

Capt.

Juno

Infra

Obfrat Von
Ltlouionant

Rlii^r

Kalk«n...«

Dupre?:

Victor VnrronI
GMrpc Xelne

}larr)'

ChttrleB

Goneml Hmlon
Opinin D«m<»

l>>wllo

IMuI

PiiUiprr
C.»nfinl IJoyd
Ui-tun

Kric Wllion
IMerro I^'d-n

John BpcM
KpIIocr

H'^ircnr

WUUnm

S^MiIriA'^n >f<>iiiM

Cormnii

It's

a

pity,

r. KishciSlcfHil T-tr
Brliin O'Hara

.Roltoii

l.i"UlrT>nnt

LHiiim<>(.

Roffem
lVinit»'fr

Di<nnliu>n

Crano Wliltlpy
Sv^n HuEn HorK

TUtrt or

what with the recent

Commando raid on Dieppe, thai PRC
had lo release a substandard nicture about the Commandos. With a
halfway decent film they could latch
onto the headlines and reap a hiir-

'Out of the Frylag r»a' (RKO. 3
Disney war conservation
mins.).
cartoon.
_ .
'Rover's Big Chance' (M-G, 11
mins.). Our Gang comedy.
'Smoke Painter* (U. 9 mins.).
Stranger Than Fiction.
•BUIes of Dough' (U. 9Vi mins.).
Stranger "nian Fiction.
•Woman at the Ftoogh' <U, 9 mins.).
Stranger Than Fiction.
'Beewd Breakers' (RKO, 9 mins.).
Sports.
11
•Information Please' <RKO.
mins.). John Carradine guest star.
Terror on the Midway' (Par. 8^
Superman color cartoon.
mins.).
The Bllta Woir (M-G, 10 mins.).
Tex Avery color cartoon comedy.
•Valley of Blossoms' (20th, 9 mins.).
British Columbia apple orchards.
•Screen Snapshots No. 2' (Col. 10^
mins.).
Includes Bob Burns, Allyn
Joslvn. Joan Davis. Jane Wyman.

The Big BnIM Up' (20th, 7 mins.).
*
Cartoon comedv.
'Steel for Victory' (Mono. 10 mins.).
Steel in war effort.
'HlUer's PUn' (UA,
w-rM in Action.

21

mins.).

in^ of Pee Wee Hunt; husky instrumentalist In outfit, is highlighted.
'Hep and Happy,'- 'Purple Moonlight.* 'Broom Street* and "Darktown
Strutters Ball' are the principal
Solid where audiences crave
t' les.

band

shorts.

'Argentine

Horses'

(sports

topic,

16-mil— Another 35-mm..
blown

Warners. 10 mins.)

limetcr in color,
up to
showing how horses are raised in
Argentina, especially racing mounts.
Dull narration not helped much by

a goofy buzzard character.
Stupid, slow-voiced Jird is pitted
against
Bugs
Bunny.
Smartly
g- "Red with maximum of action, it's
one of best on the crazy Bunny
character in months.
'Blitz
(Color
cartoon

Wdr

comedy. Metro. 10 mins.)— Modern
wartime version of Three Little

They Raid by Nifiht' Pigs fable, with the third porkie
from almost every ailment depicted as constructing his home of
In the book.
Especially obnoxious steel surrounded by trenches, barbare the manv obvious procc:? shots wire and heavy gun batteries. When
ap'l newsreel clips.
Adolph Wolf tears up his pact with
The plot has three Commandos the other two pigs like so much
ps-pohtiUnc into Norway to rescue confetti, they have to seek proth" Morwenian chief of staff from tection of the preparedness animal.
a Nazi concentration camp. One of With such a childish topic. Director
them is a native and runs Into his Tex Avery and his crew have conve«t.

suffers

Instead.

Levlen; camera, Woody Bredell. Cast; Deanna Durbl:)
Edmond O'Brien, Bariy Fitzgerald. Arthur Trcachet'
Esther Dale, J. Frank Hamilton, Kim Wong.

FLESH AND FANTASY,
and Julian Duvivier;

TENTING ON THE OLD CAMP GROUNDS,

serial;

prod..
Ford Beebe; co-dirs., Ray Taylor and Lewis D. Collins;
based on the newspaper feature. 'Smilin' Jack,' by Zack
Mosley; original screenplay by Morgan B. Cox; camera.

William Sickner. Cast: Tom Brown. Mariorle Lord.
Rose Hobart. Edgar Barrier, Turhan Bey, Keye Luke,
Sidney Toler.

SHERLOCK HOLMES AND THE SECRET
WEAPON, mystery drama: asso. prod.. Howard BeneRoy William Neill; screenplay by Edward T.
Lowe, W. Scott Darling. Edmund L. Hartmann; based
on the story. 'The Dancing Men.' .by Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle; adapted by W. Scott Darline and Edward T.
dict; dir..

T,owe; camera. I.es White. Cast: Basil Rathbone, Nieel
Bruce, Lionel Atwill, Kaaren Verne. William Post, Jr.,
Dennis Hoey. Holmes Herbert, Mary Gordon.
MOONLIGHT IN HAVANA, musical; asso. prod..

Bernard W. Burton: dir.. Anthony Mann; original
screenplav by Oscar Brodney; camera. Charles Van
Enger. Cast: Allan -Tones. Jane Frazee, Marjorie Lord,
Don Terry. William Frawley, Grace and Nicco, Horton

Dance Gmuo. Hie Jivin' J'>cks and Jills, Robert
Homans, Walter Tetlev, Pat McVey, Rico de Montez,
Clarence Muse. Lane Chandler.
MUG TOWN, action melodrama; asso. prod.. Ken
Gold.imlth; dir.. Ray Taylor: screenplay by Brenda
Wei.sberg. Lewis
Amster. Harold Tarshis. Henry
Sucher; original storv. C^aMes Crsvson: camera. Jack
Mackenrie.
Ca.<it:
Dead End Kids ar** The Little
Toueh Guys with Billv Haloo. Huntz Hall. Bernard
Punslv. Gabriel Dell. Grace McDonald, Tommy Kelly,
Jed Prouty, Edward Norris.

THE OLD CHISHOLM

Tf:ATL, outdoor-adventure;

asso. prod.. Oliver Drpke: dir.. Elmer Clifton; no writing credits; camera. Willi<)m Sickner.
Cast: Johnny
Mack Brown. Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt,

Jimmy Wakeley

ricr,

Trio.

Isobel Elsom.

Bover

Lang.

ARABIAN NIGHTS, romantic adventure in Technicolor, Walter Wanger production; dir.. John Rawlins;
no wrltin<; credits; camera, Milton Krasner. Cast*
Jon Hall, Maria Montez, Sabu, Leif Erikson. Billy Gill
bert, Shemp Howard. Edgar Barrier. Turhan Bey,
John Qualen, Thomas Gomez, Charles Coleman.
SHADOW OF A DOUBT, drama: an Alfred Hitchcock production presented by Jack H. Skirball Productions, Inc., for Universal release; prod.. Jack H. Skirball: dir.. Alfred Hitchcock: no writing credits: camera,
Joseph Valentine. Cast: Teresa Wright, Joseph Cotten, Macdonald Carey. Patricia Collinge. Henry Trav-

Hume Cronyn, Wallace Ford. Edward Fielding,
Sara Edwards. Eoward Van Sloan, Nella Walker, Brnndon Rhodes, Ruth Lee. Minerva Urecal, Ed Stanley,
Earl Dewey. Clarence Muse,

SIN TOWN, melodrama; asso. prod., George Waggner; dir., Ray Enright; no writing credits: camera,
Cast: Constance Bennett, Brod
Ckeorge Robinson.
Crawford, Anne Gwynne. Andy Devine, Leo Carrillo,
Patric Knowles. Ward Bond, Clarence Muse, Oscar
O'Shea, Neely Edwards, Edward Earle.

NIGHTMARE, melodrama;
dir.,

Dwight Taylor;

prod.,

Tim Whclan: no writing

Barnes.

Cast:

credits; camera, George
Diana Barrymore, Brian Donlevy.

PASSING THE BUCK, comedy;
Benedict;

dir..

era. CHiarles

Harold Young; no

Van Enger.

asso. prod., Howard
writing credits; cam-

The RIts

Cast:

Brothers.

PnrrSBUBGH. drama; prod., Robert Fellows; dir.,
Lewis Seller; no writing credits; camera, not set Cast:
Marlene Dietrich, Randolph Scott, John Wayne.
CORVETTES IN ACTION, melodrama: prod., Howard Hawks; dir.. Richard Rosson; no writing credits;
camera. Harry Perry. Cast: Robert Stack, Dick Foran,
Patric Knowles.

Warners
TromUed Con'4l-4t

•Mel

4R

32

Laaky

•

T*UU

Trio.

ADVENTURES OF SMIUN' JACK,

co-prods.. Charles

Julien Duvivier: no writing
Cast: Charles Boyer

Edward G. Robinson, Barbara Stanwyck. Thomas
Mitchell, Anna Lee, C. Aubrey Smith, Dame May
Whitty, Edward Fielding. Burnu Acquanetta, June

west-

ern; asso. prod., Oliver Drake; dir., Lewis D. Collins; no
writing credits: camera, William Sickner. Cast: Johnny
Mack Brown, Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt,

Jimmy Wakeley

dir.,

camera. Stanley Cortez.

credits;

ley Trio.

HALFWAY TO SHANGHAI, melodrama; asso. prod.,
commentator Knox Manninc
'The Docktatora' (Looney Tune Paul Malvern: dir, John Rawlins: original screenplay
cartoon comedy, Warners, 7 mins.) by Stuart Palmer; camera, John W. Boyle. Cast: Irene
—Kidding the AxU trio. Hitler. Hervey, Kent Taylor. Henry Stephenson, J. Edward
Bromberg,
George Zucce, Charlotte Wynthers, Fay
Musso and a stooge Jap, with comThese include Helm, Lionel Royce.
edy gags galore.
DESTINATION UNKNOWN, melodrama; asso. prod.,
goose-stepping geese, sick Heils and
C^estinko. Wish-washy dove of peace, Marshall Grant; dir., Ray Taylor; screenplay by Lynn
who hates war. finally gets mad and Riggs and John Meehan, Jr.; original story. Lawrence
Hazard and John Kafka; camera, John W. Boyle. CastCuts the whole crew to rout assisted William Gargan.
Irene Hervey, Turhan Bey, Keye
y an American soldier who steps
out of a Buy War Bonds poster. Luke. Willie Funtf, Sam Levcve.
THE MUMMY'S TOMB, melodrama; asso. prod.. Ben
Voice not unlike Westbrook Van
Voorhis supplies sarcastic running Pivar; dir.. Harold Young; screenplay. Griffin Jay and
Henry
Sucher;
origlhal
story, Neil P. Varnick: camera
narration. Strong short
'Foney Fables' (Merrie Melodies George Robinson. Cast: Lon Chaney. Dick Foran,
John Hubbard. Elyse Knox. George Zucco, Wallace
color cartoon, Warners, 7 mins.)
Burlesque of typical Aesop fables Ford. Turhan Bev. Virginia Brissac, Cliff Clark. Mary
with reverse twist on usual concep- Gordon. Paul E. Burns. Frank Reicher, Emmett Vogan
EA(3LE SQUADRON, drama; prod.. Walter Wanger;
tion.
Only moderately humorous,
dir.. Arthur Lubin; original screenplay
t. ough different.
by Norman
'Bugs Bonny Gels the Bold' (Mer- Reilly Ralne. frort the Cosmopolitan story by C S
rie Melodies color cartoon comedy, Forester: camera. Stanley Cortez. Cast: Robert Stack'
Diana
Barrymore, Jon Hall. Eddie Albert Nigel Bruce'
mins.)—
ThiS'-iSelrtes,
now
Win^T^":8
familiar to many audiences; intro- Evelyn Ankers. Leif Erikson, John Loder, Edgar Bar-!
duces

Universal Ptx la Prvdactloo
FOREVER YOUBS, comedy-drama; prod.. Bruce
Manning; asso. prod., Frank Shaw: screenplay by Boi is
Ingster and Leo Townsend: original story by Sonvj

ers.

songs; asso.

prod.. Ken Goldsmith; dir., Charles Lamont; no writing
Eating on the Coir (Looney Tune credits; camera, Georee Robinson. Cast: Gloria Jean,
cartoon comedy, Warners, 7 mins.)— Ian Hunter, Donald O'Oinnor, Louise Albritton, Frieda
What's more damning, however, Something away from the usual, Inescort, Raymond Roe, Mary ho\x Harrington.
so far as average audience interest with live actor showing at start and
LITTLE JOE. THE WBANGLEB, western; asso.
goes, is the heaviness of the film. comedy finish. Funny angles center
Drake; dir.. Lewis D. Collins; screenplay,
Naturally, it's not a subject that about antics of moth, headed for his prod., Oliver
Lowe, Elizabeth Beecher; original story, Sherlends itself to gags, but even the wedding, who Is intrigued by wear- Sherman
Lowe: camera. William Sickner. Cast: Johnny
man
grim Nazis found, space in their ing apparel of men in the street.
Brown.
Tex Ritter. Fuzey Knight. Jennifer Holt,
Mack
wayscare propaganda for a laugh-pro- He ruins suit after suit until
voking shot of a soldier under an laid by a black widow spider, drawn Jimmy Wakeley Trio.
CHEYENNE BODNDUP, outdoor adventure; asso.
Improvised shower in the field or as old maid in search of any male
aome other light touch. For a guy of the species. Trim story, deftly prod., Oliver Drake; dir.. Ray Taylor; no writing
credits; camera. William Sickner. Cast: Johnny Mack
who can. write such comedy as 'Boy executed. Good novelty booking.
Or- Brown, Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt, The
Meets Girl.' Spewack. it is strange
Olen Gray simI Caaa
to discover, hasn't found time for ekestis (band musical. Warners, 10 Jimihy Wakely Trio.
one second's smile
66 minutes of mlns.>—Well staged by Jean NeguDEEP IN THE HEABT OF TEXAS, western; asso.
director
at
picture.
And that's tou^ to take. lesco. ace shorts musical
prod., Oliver Drake; dir.. Elmer Clifton; original screen
All in all, the four-reel version is this lot. Glen Gray combo cashes in play, Oliver Drake; from an adaptation by Grace
probably superior to the longer one. on its present popularity. Vocallz- Norton; camera. Harry Newman. Cast: Johnny Mack
Paul Stewart's delivery of SpeBrown, Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt, Jimmy
wack's commentary is neatly hanWakeley Trio.
dled and impressive. Gail Kubik did
HAIDERS OF SAN JOAQUIN, western; asso prod..
the score, which achieves occasional
Current Short Releases
Oliver Drake; dir., Lewis D. Collins; screenclay, Elmer
spots of brilliance but Is otherwise
Clifton, Morgan B. Cox; original story, Patricia Harper;
EXCHANGES)
IN
(PBINTS
undistinguished.
camera. William Sickner. C^t: Johnny Mack Brown,
Tex Ritter, Fuzzy Knight, Jennifer Holt, Jimmy Wake(Compiled by Btta Short)

and documentary shorts and

1942
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Pictures in cutting

AND OLD

ARSENIC
LACE, drama; asso. prod, and
dir, Frank Capra: no writing credits; camera, Sol Polilo.
Cast: Cary Grant PrlsdUa Lane, Raymond Massey, Peter Lorre, Jack Carson, Josephine Hull, Jean
Adair, John Alexander,

THE HARD WAY, drama; prod., Jerry Wald; dir,
Vincent Sherman; original Irwin Shaw; screenplay.
Daniel Fuchs and Peter Viertel: camera, James Wong
Cast: Ida Lupino, Dennis Morgan, Joan Leslie,
Jack Carson, Gladys George.
Howe.

THE CONSTANT NYMPH,

c'rama;

prod.,

Henry

Blanke; dir, Edmund (Moulding; no writing credits;
camera, Ernie Haller. Cast: Charles Boyer, Joan Fontaine, Alexis Smith, Jean Mulr, Peter Lorre, Brenda
Marshall, Dame May Whittey.
GEORGE WASHINGTON SLEPT HERE, comedy:
prod., Jeny Wald: dir, William Keighley; no writing
credits; camera. Ernie Haller. Cast: Jack Benny, Ann
Sheridan, Charles Coburn, WUUam Tracy, Gig Young,
Joyce Reynold.*:, John Emery, Franklin Pangborii,
HatUe McDanlel.

YOU CANT ESCAPE FOBBVEK,

drama; prod.-dir,

Jo Graham; no writing credits: camera, Tony Gaudio.
Cast: George Brent Brenda Marshall. Roscoe Kams.
GENTLEMAN JIM. biography; prod., Robert Buckner; dir., Raoul Walsh; no writing credits; camera, Sid
Hickox.
C:ast: Alexis Smith, Errol Flynn, Charles
Dingle.

CASABLANCA, drama: prod.,- Hal B. Wallis; dir,
Michael Curtiz; no writing credits; camera. Arthur
Edison.

Cast: Ingrid

Bergman, Humphrey Bogart
RHINE, drama; prod., Hal

WATCH ON THE

B.

Herman

Shiunlin; no writing credits; camCast: Bette Davis, Paul Luca%
Geraldinc Fitzgerald. Lucile Watson.
THE DESERT SONG, musical In Technicolor; prod.,
Robert Buckner; dir., Robert Florey; no writing credits;
camera, Bert Glennon. Cast: Dennis Morgan, Irene
Manning, Gene Lockhart, Faye Emerson. Jack La Rue,
Wallis:

dir.,

era. Merritt Gerstad.

Ljmne Overman.

AIR FORCE, air saga; prod., Hal B. Wallis; dir,
Howard Hawks; no writing credits; camera, Tony
Gaudio.
Tobias,

Cast: John
John Ridgely.

Garfield,

Gig Young,

C^eorga

PRINCESS O'ROUBKE. drama; prod., Hal B. WaUis;
Norman Krasna; no writing credits;- camera, Ernie

dir.,

Haller.

Cast: Olivia de HavUland, Robert

Charles Coburn, Jack Carson, Jane
Cooper.

Cummings,

Wyman, Gladys

THE ADVENTURES OF MARK TWAIN,

adventurer;

prod., Jesse L. Laskv, dir., Irving Rapper; no writing
credits; camera, Sol Polito,
Cast: Frederic March,
Alexis Smith, Alan Hale, Billy Henry, Donald Crisp,

Percy Kilbride, Robert Barrat, John Carradine.
Warners PIx In Production
THE EDGE OF DARKNESS, drama; prod., Henry
Blanke; dir., Lewis Milestone; no writing credits; camera, Sid Hickox.
Cast: Errol Flynn, Ann Sheridan,
Walter Huston, Judith Anderson, Helmut Santine,
Tonio Selevost, Roman Dohnen, Richard Eraser, Moms

Camovsky.

cocted a refreshing, laugh cartoon.

'The Greatest Gift' (Carey Wilson
Strong on any program.
miniature, Metro, 11 mins.)—Pic'Victory
Vlttles'
(Pete
Smith.
Metro, in color. 10 mins.)— Smith turizatlon of the old French legend
presents Polly Patterson doing in- concerning a Juggler, saved from
expensive meals that appear ap- freezing by monastery
monks, who
petizing.
Expertly
made
with offers his juggling art as his most
enough gags to make worthwhile.
priceless
gift
Story shows the
'The Early Bird Dood It' (Color monks working all winter
making
cartoon comedy. Metro, B mins.)
gifts for presentation to the Blessed
Husky-voiced worm tries to duck a virgin and how the juggler is
so
prowling earlv bird and sicks a cat a\ye-inspired he presents
his jugon said bird. Tex Avery shows what gling act as the most worthy
concan be done with an ordinary plot tribution. Religious story,
done in
when imaginative touches are strung good taste and nicely directed
by
throughout. Sturdy entry for almost Harold Daniels. Edmund
Gwenn, as
any spot
the juggler, Is superb.

ASC

to Join

IBEW?

Hollywood, Sept.

1-

Fred Jackson, president of 'ha
American Society of Cinematographers, recommende'd the organization
board of governors Monday (31) a»
immediate merger of the society
with Local 1318 of the IBEW.
Jackson stated the IBEW executive board had promised full support In any fight with the lA to
maintain jurisdiction.

Wffdneaday, September 2, 1942

RADIO

Delousing Central Europe

NO FILM CUESTS

'Broadcasting for Democracy' by Otto Frledmann has been pub& Unwin. It seems not to be generally
A review of it recently in the Christian
Science Monitor excited considerable radio and public relations inIt recommends an Allied General Council for Propaganda.
terest.
The necessity for re-educating the Nazis (after they lose) Is also
emphasized because somebody must delouse Central Europe after the
lished in England by Allen
available in the United States.

D. C. Interest Softens

Into 'Mayor of
Night - Time Program Agency, Once One

Central Control

the Most Active on
Coast, Without a Single
Exclusively H'wood Show

DX Transmitters, Now Frozen, W31

DX

still

to

be built and

priorities

fall

Mary Dunleavy has joined the
Ruthraufl St Ryan agency as assistant to Ted Fisher, time buyer.
She was formerly with Erwin,
Wasey & Co.

POUTICS

STRANGE BED

A

Asia, Africa and points in between, will control 16 hours daily of
the stations' time, while the InterAmerican Affairs Office, which deals

only with the western hemisphere,
will have the other eight hours.
Divvy of time roughly wiU be midnight to 4 p.m. each day for the
OWI and 4 p.m. to midnight for the

CIAA.

CIAA
operation

has
of

opposed
the

taking

over
It has

stations.

been pushed into it, however, by the
OWI's insistence and the necessity
of the two Government
agencies
presenting a
broadcasters.

To Monitor

united

DX

front

In Sonth

to

the

America

Washington, Sept. 1.
Varying reports on quality of
shortwave reception in Latin Amerlea during the past couple
of years
has determined the Office of Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs to set up its own monitoring
unlU throughout the continent. It
will have, for the first time, an accurate check on how well the 14 U.S.
DXers are being received and the
comparative strength of reception of
Axis transmitters.
CIAA plans to set up monitors at
lime points. They will be provided
w^th tape recording equipment and
be capable of picking up two or
three frequencies at once. In most
cases the Coordinator's office won't
operate the monitor units itself, but
will work in cooperation with established outfits.
CIAA WiU provide
the equipment, however, and pay

War

ficial.

FELLOE
Politics will

make

the Blue Net-

work and Columbia bedfellows
limited way.

It

will

In a

be just their

N. Y. State hookups.
Thomas E.
Republican candidate for
Governor, will do a Monday evening
chat for four weeks starting Oct. S
over, every CBS and Blue station
in the state simultaneously (7:1S-

debuts

CBS FOR MAG

NBC

the

in

this

without

Rinso

for

(6)

Sunany

strings being tied to his service as
far

M-G-M

the

as

studio

con-

Is

cerned.
It's
regular
a
39-week
agreement with options for two
years and the closing of the deal by
the Ruthrauff it Ryan agency for
Lever marks a sharp reversal of a
long-held Metro policy. M-G-M, re-

acting to exhibitor sentiments, did

not previously fancy the idea of ita
contract stars appearing on a regular radio series.

no

R.&R., in this case,

little

assistance

from

Washington, since the Barrymore series, 'Mayor of Our Town,' will concern itself in a major way with war.
time civilian problems and morals.
In striving to break down Metro's
opposition, the

R & R

working against time.

It

agency was
was anxious

get a replacement as quickly as
possible for "The Remarkable Miss
to

to

Walter

J.

coast exclusively.

When

EXEC BERTH

there are

Lou Ruppel, CBS publicity direcno picture commitments to inter'
tor, has resigned as of Oct 1 to bevene, Jack Benny and Eddie Cantor
come executive assistant to Thomas
frequently broadcast from the east
Beck, president of Crowell-CoUier

Dewey,

C-PP DROPPING

Publishing Co. According to report,
Frank Stanton, CBS research and

promotion head.

Crandair

series.

The

program

latter

started out as "The Remarkable Miss
Tuttle' nine weeks ago and after its
second week ran Into a snag when
the star, Edna Mae Oliver, was
forced to retire because of illness.
Mary Boland was substituted, but
Lever and the agency, after several
weeks, were of the opinion that the
original characterization as devised

by the

scriptists,

Martin

Gosch,

Howard Harris and
fitted

Miss

Oliver

be given much more than it did Miss Boland.
Jack Benny Is due back in the
and elected to a vice-presidency of Sunday 7 o'clock spot for General
the company. The action is expect- Foods Oct 7, so that after four weeks
ed at today's (Wednesday) meeting of it in that time Barrymore will
take up In the Wednesday 0:30-10
of the CBS board of directors.
p.m. segment which Lever has reIn' announcing Ruppel's resigna
tion yesterday (Tuesday), Columbia served on CBS. The previous halfhour will be filled by another Lever
stated that George Crandell, Rup
pel's assistant, would be acting pub- name. Bob Burns.
After R & R learned that Barrylicity director pending the appointment of a permanent successor. At more was available, it found that
Crowell-Colller It was stated that Metro would not permit the star to
Ruppel's duties as assistant to Beck, take a long-term contract, but would
would be of a general executive restrict him to 13-week period with
the right to renew being chiefly innature.
Ruppel, former managing editor vested in the studio.
of the Chicago Times, has been ru
mored as' leaving^ to take various
sales

Is

to

the added duties of publicity chief

7-30).

'

The broadcasts

TWO

will originate in a

CBS

studio in N. Y. and the Blue
agreed to accept Columbia's feed.

ha;'<

day

received

RUPPEL QUITS

Thompson,
Y & R was for years the most active
ad agency In Hollywood. As things
single
show
hasn't
a
it
stand,
now
that has to originate from the west

Next

Duane Jones was the agency

TED COLLINS HONORED

FOR HIS AMERICANISM
'For his efforts through his radio
to inspire the American
public with the will to win the war'
Ted Collins will be awarded a
scroll signifying the honor by the

program

Hon. James

J.

SERIALS

that

negotiated the time purchase.
will only program them.
OWI, which is concerned with
pumping the U. S. viewpoint to Eurofie,

of

seasons.

on

materials probably will cause quite
a hitch.
New transmitters will be Government-operated, as the present 14
soon will be. Reps of the OWI and
CIAA, accompanied by a Government attorney, are currently on a
tour of the stations making deals to
take them over.
variety of proposals are being considered, but it
is
generally believed that actual
technical operation will remain with
the present owners and the two
Government propaganda agencies

MAKE

Lewis of the Office

Information Radio Bureau, official spokesman concerning all
matters relating to Government
use of radio for domestic war
propaganda is Douglas Meservey, deputy chief.
Henceforth, others on Lewis'
rapidly expanding staff (which
now numbers over 60) cannot
talk with
the press without
Meservey's
permission.
All
queries must be 'channelized'
through the former NBC of-

OUT

Young & Rubicam will again this
have more night-time network
programs than any other agency,
but for the first time in seven years
the list will not contain a show
whose policy calls for the regular
guesting of film names. Last season
the agency had two programs of such
classification, 'Silver Theatre' and
'Screen Guild Theatre.' Edward Murrow, the news commentator from
London, will continue for the In'
ternational Silver Co. and the 'Silver Theatre' goes on the shelf for
the duration, while 'We, the People'
remains with Gulf Oil for the fall
Gulf had sponsored
and winter.
'Screen Guild' for three successive

Lionel Barrymore
7-7:30 p.m. period on

Washington, Sept. 1.
of Director William

By orders
B.

2 'THEATRES'

Give U.S. Heaviest PropagandaWeapon
Mary Dnnleavy With R.&R.

Our Town for Lever

Leading
of

Washington, Sept. 1.
Some 11 additional shortwave
transmitters for the U. S. are in
They'll supplement the
prospect.
14 now in operation, giving this
country the facilities for the most
propaganda
intensive barrage of
of any nation in the world.
The transmitters are complete and
have been in warehouses for months.
They were built before the war for
the British government by U. S.
manufacturers. Stop-order went in
after Dec. 8 on export of all such
material «nd the equipment has
been in storage ever since.
Office of War Information and the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, the two outfits concerned with
foreign broadcasting, have about determined to requisition the idle
transmitters and put them to use.
Only catch is that there is considerable
supplementary
equipment

M-G s Radio

Stance, So Lionel Barrymore Goes

ON Y&R SCHEDULE

Nazis.

11

39

Gerard, former am-

Germany and Honorary
Chairman of the 'We Will Win Committee' of the American War Heroes
This was anFoundation,
Inc.
nounced by George Fecke, national
bassador to

•Bachelor's Children'

and 'Story of

Bess Johnson,* airrently on WEAFwill be dropped by ColgatePalmolive-Peet with their Sept. 25

NBC,

However, 'Bachelor's
broadcasts.
Children' will be taken over immeby Continental. Mills for
Wonder Bread. Latter account now
sponsors "Maudie's Diary' on CBS,
but is dropping it with the Sept. 24
episode.
Ted Bates is the agency
for Continental Mills and will sucother jobs on several occasions since
ceed Ward Wheelock on the 'Bachhe joined CBS more than three
elor's Children' serial, which will
moye to the 10:45-11 a.m. spot on years ago. One of the most recent
CBS with the change of sponsor- such reports was to the effect that
Esty is the agency on the he would become assistant to Elmer
ship.
Davis, head of the Office of War
'Bess Johnson' stanza.
Information.
Bates has also bought another serial,
"The O'Neills,' for Standard
Brands (Royal desserts) to start Oct.
5 in the 10:15-10:30 a.m. spot on a

tliately

'

director of the Committee, at national headquarters of the American
War Heroes Foundation in N. Y.
126-station hookup on WEAF-NBC.
Collins is the first American citiIt's packaged by Ed Wolf Associates
zen to be so honored. As result of and was last sponsored
by Procter
the dally and weekly Kate Smith
Gamble. Other Bates shows
produced by Collins, which continue are 'Hobby
broadcasta
Lobby'
Fecke said millions of Americans are for Colgate and 'Inner Sanctum' for
being filled with an indomitable will Carter's.
to win the war. The 'We Will Win
is a citizen's organizaobtaining 30,000,000 signatures
be forwarded to the President as
a token of America's determination

to

6

CONRAD NAGE TOPS

fortnight,

QUIZ

In

SHOW TO COAST

Philadelphia
will

next
travel

Allen and

week
to

for a
Baltiniore

and Pittsburgh with the vaude revue,
but Baker drops out thereafter to
for victory.
'READER'S
emcee the radio commercial from
the West Vic Knight producer for
Conrad Nagel will be narrator-lead Milton Blow on the airshow, goes
Blue AffiUate
on the new 'Reader's Digest' program West with it.
which Transamerican will produce
KGHI, Little Rock, Ark., joins the for Campbell's soup 9-0:30 p.m. SunTexas Sponsors
Blue Network Jan. 12 as a part of the days on CBS, starting Sept. 13. Lyn
Murray will do the score and supply
South Central group.
San Antonio, Sept 1.
The web's list of affiliates now the chorus on the show, which will
dramatized
and
consist
of
short
spots
Shortening will sponTexas
Maid
adds up to 132.

DIGESr SHOW

New

any added help required.
International Telephone & Telegraph Co. will operate the monitors
in Buenos Aires, Rio, Recife and reports of signal strength throughKWID,
Santjago.
AU-Amerlcan Cable & out the world Improve.
Radio will operate monitors at Government-financed, Is the nation's
It's a 100,000Bogota, San Juan and Lima. newest transmitter.
Venezuelan Posts and Telegraphs watter, but Is still In the shakedown
full
reached
Department will handle that at period and hasn't
Caracas', and the Director General of strength.
Telegraphs in Mexico that at Mexico
Rocky
director
of
City.
Robert Hndson,
Incidentally, as engineers continue Mountain Radio Council, Denver, put
fiddle with KWID, San Francisco, his annual report to press this week.

LAUGH RATIONS

Wni TAKE

Swan Soap (Lever Bros.) will have
two comedy programs. Burns and
Tommy Riggs, on the air
this fall. Rlggs, who has been pinchPhil Baker lakes his Eversharp hitting for B & A this summer, will
'Double-or-Nothing' radio show to have the Friday 7:30-8 p.m. spot on
Hollywood for Coast emanation in NBC starting Sept II.
Bums and Allen will have the
a couple of months.
Tuesday 0-9:30 period on CBS.
Co-star of 'Priorities,' which opens

Committee'
tion

PHIL BAKER

SWAIfS DOUBLE

New

STORER QUITS BLUE
FOR OWN PRODUCTIONS
Douglas F. Storer has resigned as
commercial program head of the
Blue network to devote full time to
his outside

program production

of-

fice.

He continued the latter activity
during his association with the Blue.

use guest names.

sor three quarter-hour newscasts per
Henry Heyward is directing and week by KTSA newscaster, Charles
William Spier, of the CBS staff, is C. Shaw, each Tuesday, Thursday
working with Transamerican on the and Saturday mornings, beginning
today (Tuesday). Besides the news
script. Wheelock is the agency.
by air. a big cash consumer contest
is also being staged.
Addition
Universal Mills of Fort Worth will
Station CKCL, Toronto, join'ed the sponsor a series of three quarterMutual network yesterday (Tues- hour news programs per week over
station KTSA each Monday, Wednesday).
Addition brings the number of day and Friday. Airings will feature Charles C. Shaw.
Mutual affiliates to 207.

New MBS

Henry Carlton Into Army
Henry Fisk Carlton, president of
the Radio Writers Guild and member of the Writers War Board, is
leaving shortly for a commission In
the Army.
Paul Gallico and Jack Goodman,
of Simon
Schuster, are new members of Writers War Board.

&

RADIO
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Ann

PetriUo Waitiiig for Radio, Recorders

For

To Come

to Him, but

Courts; Frisco

They Wait On

Tempest

As the

first

month

of the

ban im-

Subsides

NAB's Special P.A.

more strongly

inclined than ever to

make no approach

James

C. Petrillo,
prez, and loolc to the
courts for a settlement of the issue.'
Associates of Petrillo describe him
as not being in the least disturbed
by the avalanche of newspaper criticism inspired by the union's conto

AFM

troversy with the commercial users
of recorded music. Petrillo, who ^t'as
recently given a vote of complete
cot:fldence by the AFM's executive
board, is reported as certain that the
stalemate will be broken within the
month and that delegations of broadcasters and coin-machine operators
as well as recorders will come calling oil him.
The broadcasters are hopeful that
an aroused public opinion will figure
pctently in their favor during the
litigation against the AFM, which is
new pending in- the Chicago federal
court.
The anti-trust suit brought
by the U. S. Department of Justice Is
The court
to be argued Sept. 16.
will at that time pass not only 0:1
the Government's petition for an injunction against the AFM, but on the
Federation's motion for a dismissal
of the anti-trusk charges.

San Franoisoo Ec^
San Francisco, Sept.

1.

WHN

(1-

Ann

Corio will do her specialty in tha
N. Y. studio to stimulate the sale
of War Bonds. The peeler will ramove a garment or ornament every
time she or Gilbert receives a war
bond pledge over their direct-wlra
phones.

ofTice at 535 Fifth

successful that the idea is now in
its third week, although originally
planned for only 10 days. During
this time Gilbert and guest-stars

firm of

Baldwin

& Mer-

has been retained on a fee
basis by the National Association of Broadcasters to handle
the publicity work in connection
with the Petrillo fight. N.A.B.
meantime has opened a N. Y.

Baldwin
McKesson

Avenue,
handled
Robbins for a time.

& Mermey
tc

Kaye, Dick Todd, Ruth
Lowe, Vincent Lopez, Gladys Shelley, Sam Donahue, Margo, Johnny
Long, Fausto Curbello and Gloria
Swanson have sold more than $50,000
worth of bonds. This week's guesU
Include

Sammy Kaye
Harry

Wain,
Pittsburgh, Sept.

James,

(repeat),

director

for

KDKA,

ment

resulted

Bca

to

has re-

with local managein

resignation

of

Harvey, who left a similar berth a\
WCAE here several years ago to go
with Hearst broadcasting setup in
New York.
No successor to Harvey has yet
been named. Understood overtures
hi<ve been made to Bill Beal, former
continuity writer at KDKA, but he
is reluctant to give up a transcription business he has buUt up locally
since leaving station. Another possiShields, of announchis

appointment

Is

Lynn Waldorf, Powers

War Workers Via

New Govt Show
Detroit, Sept.

1.

Women Shoulder Arms,' a series
combination recorded-and-live
interviews between war heroes and
femme war workers, started Friday
(28) over CKLW, local outlet of
Mutual and CBC, as a presentation
of the War Department. Shows air
mid-afternoon Fridays and are repeated the following midnight and
pre-dawn, being aimed at femme
war workers.

ticipants.

Chicago, Sept. 1.
'Inside of Football,' a new promusicians local, later pointed
it has been a rule of the
gram
featuring
Lynn Waldorf,
for a long time to require sta- Northwestern U. football coach, and
tions to obtain permission for such Francis Powers, sports columnist,
recordings. His Inference was that started
thu
week,
broadcasting
distort'
an old arrangement had been
Mon., Wed., and Fri., 10:30 to 10:45
ed to build up a newspaper case p.m., CWT., over WMAQ.
against the union In the current conSponsor of the new show Is the
troversy.
Emmco Insurance ^0., of South
In a formal statement Issued by Bend. Program was placed through
KGBI under the name of Robert
MacDonald-Cook Co., of that city.
Peare, manager of GE's broadcasting
the
com
enterprises, it was said that
pany had no Intention of entering
FOR BIRTHDAY
into a controversy over PetrlUo's re^
cent nationwide ban on recording WWJ, Detroit, Leu 22d Annl Pass
and that the latter, as GE imderWithoat Celebration
stood it, had no bearing on KGEI
jprogiams, which are strictly short'
Detroit, Sept. 1.
wave.
For t^e first time in 12 years, StB'

TOO BUSY

WWJ here failed to observe
birthday— its 22d, which puU

tion

its
it

among the

As the chows work out, a
gal worker in a war plant is taken
to the studio, where she hears one
of the records, works out her own
in'.erpolated responses to the hero's
lines and then goes on the air. Complete interview with the two principals is recorded off the air and is
later rebroadcast at the midnight
and early-morning hours to catch
listeners who are working at the
earlier periods.

GOING ON AIR

the principals who have
so far been recorded in original
interview spiels are a flyer who participated in the Tokyo bombing, a
pilot with the Ferry Command, an
Army nurse from Bataan, and a girl

who

tests artillery at the

Aberdeen

Proving Grounds. Andre Baruch, of
the> Quartermaster Corps in Washington, announces the recordings,
which are produced by Ann Barley,
of
the
War Department radio

WWJ

40

wm
ROAD

Pittsburgh, Sept.

From

War

\

RED

now heard Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday mornings in the
same 9:45-10 a.m. spot, the other two

Churches,'

%

D. & O. is the agency
B.
on Thus We Live,' and BlackettChicago,
the
Sample-Hummert,

Wa

Live,' will conscripters of 'Thus
tinue their other General Mills series, 'Light of the World,' produced
for
by Transamerican on

NBC

B-S-H.

WQXR Ups

Capital Stock

Per Deal With Time

Indication

Ikt

Mag

Albany, Sept. 1.
Broadcasting Co., Inc.,
owner and operator of WQXR, N. Y.,
has increased its capital stock, according to papers flled with the Sec-

Washington, Sept. 1.
Senator D. Worth Clark's resolution
calling for an immediate senate investigation of the American Federation of Musicians' order forbidding
members to make further recordings
or transcriptions for non-private use
is hardly to be Interpreted
as a
change of heart In the Idaho senator's attitude toward the radio networks.
His feelings toward the
large chains has been none too
friendly.
When he introduced his
investigation
resolution
'Thursday
(27) he made it clear as he took
the floor that he wasnH worried
about how the networlcs would be
affected by James Caesar PetrlUo's
order.
'So far as the radio Industry is concerned, tha larget net',
works will be able to take care of
themselves,' ha stated.
.
In asking for a senate interstate
commerce committee investigation
of what he termed 'the whole nefarious racket,' Senator Clark said
he was thinking of (1) Hha little
radio stations In Idaho, Iowa, Montana, South Carolina and elsewhere,
a great deal of whose program time
must necessarily be devoted to so(Continued on page 40)

Interstate

retary of State.

HILL LOSES

The number of preferred shares
has been doubled from 3,000 to 6,000
at $25 per share, while the common

with the station's recent deal
with Time Magazine, giving that
stock
publication a blo ck of
in return_for the Time iieup.
line

WQXR

Edwin G. Hill, who formerly
worked for the' American Oil Go., is
replacing

Johnson

&

6:15-8:30

WRITER SWITCH
Helen

Walpole Moves to 'Second
Hasband' for B-S-H

OH

GETS J&J SHOT

of no par value, has been
upped from 1,500 to 3,000 shares.
Change in capital stock was in
stock,

Dorothy Kilgallen for
Johnson in the Tuesday
on CBS. Young &

spot

Rubicanils the agency, and the data
the change takes effect is Sept 8.
Hill, who once ranked among tha
major money news commentators,
did three quarter-hours

a.

week

for

Amoco.
Helen Walpole, who only last week
was shifted from the scripting of
'Our Gal Sunday' to 'Backstage
Wife,' has again been reassigned, this
time to replace Ruth Borden as
'Second Husband.'
Mi ,
Borden moves over to the 'Baclcstage
Wife' authorship. Miss Walpole also
continues her other assignment as
writer of 'Stella Dallas,' and 'Our. Gal
writer

Sunday'

ARMIMNYITE CANCELS
TARONTO'S COAST TREK

of

now

scripted by Jane
Pierce. All the serials are produced
by Air Features for Blackett-SampleHummert agency, New York.
'Sunday' and 'Second Husband' are
on CBS for Anacin (American Home
Products) and Bayer aspirin (Sterling
Products), respectively. 'Backstage
Wife' and 'Stella Dallas' are on NBC
fo.<' Dr. Lyons toothpaste and Phillips magnesia (both Sterling Products), respectively. 'Backstage' origAl- inetes in Chicago, the others in New
Is

COS.

1.

Harold Goldstein, who started at
WCAE as an office boy just 10 years
ago, is the new head of the con.
England SepL 17: Getting tinuity
department at the Hearst
station.
lleonard Kapner, general
Conditions manager, announced the appointClosenp of
•
ment over the weekend. Goldstein
William S. Paley, who arrived In replaces Phil Davis, who shoved off
England last Friday (28), figures on for the Army last week just after
getting back to the States around returning from his honeymoon with
Sept. 17. Paley had been planning the former Kay Conners, of WCAE
for some time to go abroad so that program staQ.
he, because of his status in the radio
Goldstein lately has been a jackprogramming field, could obtain of-all-trades of WCAE, doubling as
some firsthand experience in war- a continuity man, production aide
time living, psychology end broad- program counsellor and even on occasting.
casion as an announcer.
He takes
While in Britain Paley is meeting over his new post today (1).
with the British Broadcasting Corp.
authorities, his own local staff and
Leonard Louis Levlnson, former
representatives of the various American armed services on such matters reporter and script writer, has been
as how programs could be broadcast named assistant to Nat Wolff, chief
i or from our troops abroad without
of the Hollywood branch of the Of'lining counter to the necessities of fice of War Information Radio Bureau.
lime security.

Paley Doe Back

LIVE,'

CROSS PITCH, FOLDING

Among

oldest among the com'
marcial stations.
In letting Aug. 20, the anniversary, section.
pass without a special program, sta'
Understood that If the series
tion executives announced: 'In this draws a sizeable audience in
Detroit,
year of 1942 everyone at
Is it will be extended to stations
in
much too busy with procuring man' other industrial centers.
power for the armed forces, selling
War Bonds, developing civilian deLockheed Aviation Corp. will soon fensa and all the manifold ramificabuy a quarter hour on either NBC tions of the- wffr effort to think of
or CBS for an institutional show.
celebrating.'
Don Belding, the Lord tc Thomas
agency's executive v.p. in Los Angeles, is currently in New York
Another Promotion
working on the proposition.

PLANEFAaORY

THUS WE

agency on 'Hymns'
Katharine and Adele Seymour, co-

of

Probe

He ffidikes Radio Networb Less

days.

out that

AFM

No

We

S.F.

Chi

Petrfllo

Live,' Thursday and Fri"Thus
day morning series on CBS, sponsored by General Mills for tha Red
Cross, folds with the Sept. 25 broadcast.
The account hasn't decided
whether to extend 'Hymns of All

Readung Femme

Produced in Washington, the
original programs are merely oneInterviews
with the war
sided
heroes speaking one side of the conversations to imaginary other par-

On Grind Show From

Clark's Request for

Of

Cugat, in addition to Miss Corio.

I.

signed his berth at the Westlnghouse
stution for an as yet unannounced
spot with a Baltimore outlet. Dififeretices of policy

Sol

Xavier

and

Pittsburgh three months ago as pro-

gram

Iba Blua natwork gava quita t plug to Jamaa C. Petrillo, president
Of tho Annarloan Foaoratl<m of Mtulolaiu, lait Saturday (29), even
li arrayad against him on the recording ban situation. Tita avent in which PatrlUo got mention was
tha "Band Jamboreo' phasa of "Bond Night on tha Blue.'
After telling about tha long list of name orchestras that would
participata In tha ramota plckupa lor tha naxt four. hours, the Blue
announcer stated: 'Wa hava James O. Petrillo, president of the American Federation of Musicians, to thank for all tha bands we will hear.'

though tha broadcaittng Industry

Sammy

HARVEY QUITS PROGRAM
POST AT KDKA, PnT
Ed Harvey, who came back

Blue Net Plugs Petrillo

com*

To everyone who buys a bond
during her p. a., Miss Corio will send
an autographed photo a la Minsky,
plus a signed garter.
The stunt of accepting pledges 'in
person' over the phone during Gilbert's disc jockeying has proved so

The

San Francisco was treated to a bility
was Bob
momentary echo of the national hub- ing staff,
but
bub over the AFM's ban on record- doubtful.
ings when the S. F. Examiner published a story that James C. Petrillo
had ordered KGEI, General Electric's
shortwave station here, not to transcribe any network programs for rebroadcast to soldiers in the Pacific
without the okay of the union, but
that the station intended to defy the
order. Eddie Love, secretary of the

strip-teas« will

mey

pcjed by the American Federation

and transcription library work came
to an end, the recording element was

first

Friday (4) during Dick Gilbert't

daily, platter program at
when guest-star
2:30
p.m.)

H-

of Musicians on phonograph record

WHN Jlondg

Gflbert's

Radio's
off

1942

2,

Corio's Radio Strip

Transcribed versions of The
drich Family* (General Foods) will York.
be carried this season on from 40
to 50 stations as supplementary to
the NBC hookup. The idea of using
Rickenbacher at
such ofl-the-line recordings a week
or so later after the network broad
Hollywood, Sept, 1.
cast was tested out on several staPaul Rickenbacher has joined

Y&R

Al Taronto, time buyer for the
Ted Bates agency, checked with his
draft board last week about leaving
When
for a business trip.
asked how far he expected to go,
Taronto mentioned the west coast.
A couple minutes later Taronto
learned that such a trip was out. His
call on the board had been a sheer
coincidence. It was about to invite
him over for a physical examination.
He's slated for October In-

town

duction.

Taronto has a wife and a fourmonths-old child. Mrs. Taronto la
planning to return to her old job in
the radio department of the B. B. D.

&

O. agency.
Small,

chief

media

making the Coast

trip in-

Ed

buyer,

is

stead.

It's in

Bates'

connection with a test
Little Liver

campaign on Carter's
Pills.

tions last season.

Young & Rubicam talent department
and will work in New York under
Gabber Gives Air Raid
Hubbell Robinson, He recently left
J. Walter Thompson, where he was
Wardens Too Much Gab
aide to Dan Danker.
Magnire Pilots Kyser
Another
appointment Is
that of Glenhall Taylor as manager
Philadelphia, Sept. 1.
Hollywood, Sept. I
Ham
'Dalton, radio commentator,
of the Hollywood office.
Carroll
Arnold Maguire, for the past three
O'Meara continues as business man was pinched last week when he
years NBC contact on the Kay
ager and Taylor will concentrate called two air raid wardens 'a couple
Kyser Luckies program, takes over
of punks' as they asked him to find
on production.
the production reins In two weeks
shelter during an air raid alert.

Young

Sc

Rubicam

Is

the agency,

Y&R

when Ed Cashman shoves
& Thomas radio

head Lord

ment

east to

depart

there.

Maguire has been producing Blue
network programs.

.Gainesville,

Hamilton, of

commissioned
naval reserve.

Fla.

—

WRUF
a

Dalton,

who

is

the city administra-

Fred Pierce tion's spokesman on the air, was
has been lodged in a cell for a couple of hours.
in the He was discharged by a magistral!
after he apologized to the warden'

staff,

lieutenant

—
^Tednesdajf September 2, 1942
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Hillbilly

Back

Blind Singer Chuck Collins

Cincinnati, Sept.

NEWS

VARIETY.

years.

Phil Brito, crooner, last week renewed with WLW for a second sixmonth period. He is heard four

14 Night - Time
Network Shows This Sea-

Agency's

Include

Will

son

—

Six

Four Programs
Revues
to Deal With News

To Tour School

1.

Bradley Klncald, his guitar and
mountain folk aongs, return to
WLW Sept. 7 after an absence of 10

times weekly on the midnight Moon
River series, and once a week on
own Ballads By Brito show, supported by Joe Lugar's staff orch.

Seattle,

Chuck

Oakite

1.

What might be regarded

as left to join the National School
Assemblies and will tour six west-

—

&

Knodel, with F.
P. for the past
Ave years, was elevated from the
sales department.

News Replaces Lunch

—

ern states Colorado, Montana, Kansas, Washington, Oregon and California
entertaining
in
grammar
and highschools. Starts in Missoula,
Mont., Sept. 9.
ENODEL V.-P. OF F.
P.
Collins does his own scripts on a
Braille typewriter and transcribes
Chicago, Sept. 1.
them later on a regular machine.
J. W. Knodel was this week elected
for the past
vice-president of Free & Peters, Inc., He has been at
and sales manager of the Chicago five years.

&

as a trend

P.M. LISTENING

buying one-minute an-

nouncement and participation spots
ster
and commentator, who has
been broadcasting a daily 15 min- in numerous eastern markets
Calkins & Holden is the agency.
utes, 'Collins Calling,' over KOMO,

his

office.

is

blind radio song-

Collins,

KOMO

BUT NO QUIZZES

Oakite Buying Spots

Circuit
Sept.

ST

Chicago, Sept. 1.
Deciding that war news is the uppermost thought in the minds of most
radio listeners. Triangle. Restaurants
last week replaced variety
show,
'What's Cookin," heard on WCFL
every Mon., Wed. and Fri. from 9;30
to 10 p.m., with a Mon.-through-Fri.

DAYS OFF

l)P;

Co-operative

Analysis

of

Broad-

reported yesterday (Tuesday) that night-time listening in July
casting

of this year

been

in

listening

was higher than it had
'41, but that daytime

July

continued

The .upbeat

trend.

listening during July

its

downward

in

night-time

was 6.4% while

news broadcast.
the letdown In daytime attention
New news ^pmmentary is an- was
1.5%.
Stamford, Conn.
John ReiUy nounced by Guy Wallace and Jimmy
The nighttime index this July was
left chief engineer's job at WSRR Dudley, who alternate in giving the
facts.
19.9 and the daytime, 12.6.
to join WABC in N. Y.

—

In commercial network entertainment for the coming season are the
comparative frequency of certain

program types on the

fall list of

the

Rubicam agency. Y.&R.

Young

Sc

pretty

much recognized

is

in the trade

as being quite hep, if not the bell-

wether,

determining

in

the

latest

popular fancies in radio diversion.
Of the 14 night-time network
shows that Y.&R. will pilot on the
network this fall, six are variety programs, four deal with news, one is

one rates as
a comedy sketch,
straight dramatic fare, another one
specializes in semi-classical music
and the final one is a public participation stanza. There are no quiz
shows on the Y.&R. list. During the
summer spell of 1940. Y.&R. had
five quiz events.
In 1041, the quiz
sked dropped to three.
The Y.&R. list will contain this fall
one more variety setup than prevailed a year ago. Tommy Riggs is
the newcomer and the other Y.&R.
variety names are Jack Benny, Eddie Cantor, Burns and Allen, Kate
Smith and Ed Gardner (Duffy's
Tavern). The news programs will
-

.

consist

of

William Shirer

Edward Murrow

(Sanka),

MANAGEMENT MUST
MAKE THE PATTERN

(Inlernatioixal Sil-

ver Co.), Edwin C. Hill (Johnson &
Johnson) and 'March of Time' (Time
Magazine).
The 'Aldrich Family
(General Foods) is the comedy
sketch, while 'Manhattan at Midnight'
(Cummer Products) is the
straight dramatic show. The Celan
ese Corp. underwrites -the stanza
with the semi-classical music, and
Gulf Oil has the public participation package, 'We, the People.'
T.&R.'s Director LIneap
Stan JoselofT, talent buyer for

FIT THE CLOTH'

& Rubicam, shifts to the
staff
and succeeds Bob
Welch as director of the Eddie Can
tor program when it returns Sept. 30
to its Wednesday night spot on
Young

says JOSEPH D. NELSON,

agency's

WEAF-NBC

Bristol-Myers,

for

Welch moves over to direct the Jack
Benny show for General Foods for
the same agency. JoselofTs successor
as talent buyer hasn't been named.
Young & Rubicam director assignments, which have been uncertain because of the departure and threat
ened departure of several men into
the service, were completed last
week, at least for the present. Be^
sides Welch's move-over to the Ben
ny program, others are Glenhalt
Taylor to the Tommy Riggs show,
probably Austin Peterson to 'Second
Mrs.

Burton,'

Francis van

Hartes'

velt to 'Aldrich Family,' Sam Fuller
to 'Duffy's Tavern,' George McGar
rett to the Kate Smith show, Adrian

Samish

and

Sandy

Stronach

to

'March of Time,' Dave Levy to 'We,
the People,' McGarrett to 'Battle of
the Sexes' (with Walter Gorman assisting and slated to take over in
mid-September), Joe Hill to 'Great
Moments of Music' and 'Manhattan
at Midnight,' and Ralph Butler as
assistant to Hi Brown on 'Bulldog

Drummond.'
Harry Ackerman

and Jack van
Nostrand are production supervisors

for the agency.

Dorothy Eoberts Quits B-S-H
Chicago, Sept.

1.

Dorothy
of
associate
Roberts,
Blackett-Sample-Hummert on the
Oxydol account for Procter & Gam
blc,

has resigned.
Miss Roberts joins Montgomery
Ward as assistant to A, T. Scott, advertising director of the retail divi
sion here.

Ezseuttva Viet President,

THE ANDREW JERGENS COMPANY

I

mueh for advertising as in normal
Changing conditions should influence any
decision to keep present budgets, retrench, or even
expand. It is the province
and the responsibility
of management to evaluate these changing conditions and project advertising appropriation and
function to meet them.

should spend as

goes without saying that advertising is a fundamental part of modem merchandising. If, then,
advertising is an essential in time of peace, it is
indispensable ingredient of busimost certainlY
ness in time of war. Neither can change the xmderlying values of advertising, though war, as we have
seen in England, may reduce its volume and alter
"It

limes.

^

its

use.

"As

I

"I

see

it,

the job of management under present

gmi DBmn

In Amariea't fnlw*
el tree

.

in
.

.

cannot say

Amcilun botiiMU whoM oondnoMl

whex

Ajouriemn enlerprlit

ud

foiUlad* In total

dtaeoreer

>

how much we

will

be spending

for

advertising a year from now. I can say that we will
keep our plans and policies flexible to meet changing conditions brought about by war in precisely
the same manner we keep them fluid to meet changing competitive conditions in time of peetce."

conditions. Is to make the pattern fit the cloth
to use advertising as a task force where, when,
and as needed.
"It jyould be folly to say that all companies
<^ To Hi*

—

—

•

wu
.

idTtrtiibiB

U

t fliBing (faibel el

iddj uioihct •haul el deilanm to th«
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Wednesday, September

KSTP Gets Local Sponsor for Minn JI
Grid; I Other Stations

2

S.C.

STATIONS MOVE

Not Yet Set

Smack

NEW HOME SOON

INTO

Minneapolis, Sept.
is

first

the

of

Twin

Is

1.

stations broadcasting the University

of

Minnesota

football

WORD, into a new $75,000 home
Entire 8,000 square
here shortly.
feel of the new layout is air-conditioned. Building, a solid three-story

This H'wood?

City

Kansas

1.

KMBC

here, was told reat
cently that he vas to handle the
effects for a dedicatory broadfrom the new Midwest
cast
Signal Corps school at Camp
Crowder, Mo. Edwards hastily
gathered a small truck-load of
props and drove at once to the
Army training center, 140 miles

man

south.

Several hours later, he drove
back over the 140-mile route,
after having 'worked' a single
split'-second effect, a door close.

games.
This area

is one of the hottest in
the entire U. S. on football. The
gridiron shows always have been the
easiest to sell and, up to this season, the deals were set early. Withdrawal of most of the oil companies
from the market because of motoring curtailment lessened the demand
for the shows this time and. instead
of the potential buyers coining to the
stations eager -to grab them up, as
hitherto, the stations have had to
go out and
them.. As air shows
go, they're expensive.
Universi^ of Minnesota charges
nothing for the broadcasting privilege which is extended to all the
stations, but it permits no commer-

Sept.

City,

Eddie Edwards, sound effects

games from

the Stadium to sell its football show,
having just closed a deal, the latest
on record for this type of program.
Purchaser is an oil outfit, too. the
W. H. Barber Co.. a local concern.
WCCO and . WLOL report their
shows 'jtist about sold,' with only
remaining,
inking
contracts'
the
while WTCN says it is negotiating
with several prospects. In addition
to WLB, U. of Minnesota station,
which has no sponsored shows, they
are the only ones that broadcast the

unit is constructed
Gothic style and located

all-white
classic

of

heart

uptown business

Completion

of

project

in
in

section.
re-

follows

cent compleUon of $50,000 WSPA
transmitter station.
Both stations are major networked.
is Blue.
is CBS and

WSPA
WSPA

WORD

was purchased from

Virgil

Evans, founder, by the present
was subsequently
owner.
organized and launched. A. B. Tay-

WORD

lor.

Spartanburg

industrialist,

passes

IVoinen in Wbite'
Off Air Sept. 25

store, sponsor-

ing. Minneapolis high school games
are not broadcast It's
second successive season in the high
school footliaU field.

WMHTs

during the games or between
the halves. The sponsors' plugs are
included in the sbows immediately
preceding and following the games.
KSTP. for example, puts on a 15minule preview of the game in its
studio, giving lineups and telling
facts about the teams and the playstandard Brands has given Carlers, etc
Then it goes to the Stadium lor the game, after which -it ton Morse, writer, a complete rerettmis to the studio lor a three- lease from the options it held on 1
quarts of an hour diow eanring Love a Mystery.' Morse, in turn, has
the commercial message. On this named the Blue Network agent tor
latter show are interviews with this particular script show.
coaches, players and sports writers,
The food packer debuted the mysdescriptions <tf the game's highlights, tery as an evening flve-time-aan analysis and the nation's football weeket in October, 1939, and about
scores.
a year and a half later the package
The KSTP contract wi;th the Bar- was down to a weekly half-hour.

STANDARD RELEASES
WSTERr TO MORSE

now

War

OU) GOLD BUYS
N.Y.I^OGRID

acting adminisoffice ot

Information, dur-

ONWHN

Cowan

normally liaison between the War
Department and the radio section
OWI and is regularly assigned Old Gold, sponsor of the
Brooklyn
to the 'News from Home' program
Dodger baseball games on WHN,
shortwaved to U. S. forces abroad.
New York, will also bankroll the
He's owner of the 'Quiz Kids' series
is

of the

up the University

cials

Is

head of the N. Y.

ing the absence of Joe Barnes.

Army Draft Taking

of llinnesota contests, but broadcasts
all the St Paul high school football
games exclusively, with Gook's, a

St Paul men's wear

Lou Cowan
trative

the Office of

will handle the mike.

WMIN

Heads OWl'sN.Y. Office

Washington .lewspaperman, manages

—

bing. Virginia, Mankato, St Cloud
and Rochester, Minn. Halsey Hall,
Star Journal sports writer, and
Brooks Henderson, KSTP announcer,

Loo Cowan Temporarily

is

president of Spartanburg AdvertisWalter Brown, former
ing Co.
stations.

ber company also includes a teed
eight other stations Fargo and
Bismarck, N. D., and Duluth, Hibto

the Axis With Glamor

Hollywood, Sept. 1.
Glamor as the most potent weapon' to drive axis propaganda out of
the Latin Americas was the order of the day prescribed for Hollywood
by Pat Weaver, assistant radio chief for Coordinator of Inter-American
Affairs.
Addressing a group of radio execs at a luncheon, Weaver
explained that South Americans are glamor-conscious and Hollywood,
being the world's glamor capital should flood the Latin republics
with programs peopled by film stars of the glamorous order. In that
way set owners to the south would be weaned away from the axis
propagandists.
Weaver suggested entertainment, live and recorded, with propaganda of our own. He* was pledged 100% cooperation, which will be
carried out by Jack Runyon, Coast radio head of Inter-American
Affairs.
Weaver is cleaning up his affairs preparatory to. joining
the Navy.

Spartanburg, S. C, Sept. 1.
Spartanburg Advertising Co., will
its two stations, WSPA and

m'ove

KSTP

1942

2,

Chicago, Sept.

"Woman

White,'

in

Irna

1.

broadcasts over the same station ot
for Alka-Seltzer,
the N. Y. FootbaU Giants home and
Barnes is making the trip to Russia away games, starting Sept 27.
and the Far East with Wendell L. Thompson is the agency.
Willkie.
Red Barber, assisted by Alan Hale,
will handle the play-by-play descriptions, with the exception of the

Army

Phillips

&

Gamble (Oxyserial for Procter
dol), goes oft the air with the Sept.
25 broadcast. Its 1:15-1:30 p.m. spot

R&R'S FULL-WK.

on CBS will be filled by a repeat
"Ma Perkins,' regularly heard at
3:15-3:30 p.m. on NBC, also for the

PROGRAM SKED

of

Orin
same sponsor and product.
Tovrov is the author of 'Ma Perkins.'

Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago,
the agency for both serials.

RuthraufT
season have

Reason for the fold of 'Woman in
White,' consistently one of the top
ranking serials, is that Miss Phillips
has refused to renew her contract
with P. tt G. for the show. Understood that Art Gladd, who .scripts it
for her, is about to be drafted. Miss
Phillips doesn't want to take on the
actual writing herself and she has
been unable to find a satisfactory
Gladd is also the writer
substitute.
of night to Happiness,' another

a

is

zor.

Old Gold grid

series will include

11 games, six of which will be at the
Poh> Grounds, N. Y.

&

Ryan will again this
some representative on

evening of the
It will have nine
network shows in operation this fall,
and possibly a tenth with Rinso

network every

week but

All-Stars game
Sept 12,
which is being aired by WORMutual as part of the Army team
broadcasts sponsored by Gillette ra-

CBS ST.

Friday.

L

OUTLET

HIRES OUTSn)E Pi.

product.
St Louis, Sept. I.
The agency's night-time network
A precedent in St. Louis radio
schedule will be as follow.';:
circles was established last week
Sunday: 'The Shadow' (Mutual); when KMOX, the 5.000 watt outlet
'Good Will Hour' (Blue).
for CBS here, hired an advertising
Monday: 'Vox Pop' (CBS).
and publicity agency as its blurb
Tuesday: 'Lights Out' (CBS).
medium. It is the first time here
th?

Wednesday: Bob Burns (CBS); that a radio station does not have its
(Conpton agency) on Lionel Barrymore (CBS).
publici^ director quartered in its
Thursday: Major Bowes (CBS).
own studios.
NBC, but what will happen to that
Saturday: 'Ellery Queen' (NBC).
The William Zaiken Agency has
when he goes into the Army isn't
P. it G. serial

taken

known.
Miss Phillips is now doing the actual scripting of 'Guiding Light' on
for General Mills (Knox Reeves

NBC

agency). Howard Keegan, who has
been writing the serial for some
time, goes to the Coast this week to
write and produce his own sustainer
serial, 'For the Living.' there for
NBC. He will also join the NBC
production staff in Hollywood.

The

CAL DEFENSE SERIES IN
MIDDLE OF rOUTICIANS
San Francisco, Sept. 1.
About 25 northern California radio
stations launched this week a series
of 15-minute transcriptions for state
council
of
defense in
campaign

Other Phillips serials. 'Road to which brought political repercusLife' and 'Lonely Women,' are script- sions and for which northern Calied by Gertrude Prys and Janet fornia Broadcasters Assn. refused to
Huckins, respectively. 'Road of Life' accept an $1,800 donation. Associais sponsored by P. & G. on NBC for
tion was offered the coin for its
Duz (Compton agency), while 'Lone- own use as a token payment liecause
ly Women' is bankrolled by General council did nQt have enough money
Mills
on NBC (Blackett-Sample- for all the time to be used.

over

the

account

publicity

last full-time publicity director

KMOX was C. Cabanne Link, who
was inducted into the Army several
months ago. Until last week a steno
in the studio pounded out the blurbs.
at

Keeping Touch
Rochester, N.

Raymond

Y.,

Sept.

Laws, former

C.

1.

WSAY

announcer now
at

in the Medical Corps
Livingston, La., keeps his

Camp

hand

by handling a news and
KALB, Alexhis time oS

in

sports program over
andria, weekends on

camp

from
Bill

duties.

Rega, formerly with

is
in Army Intelligence
Camp Framingham, Mass.,

WSAY,
unit

at

and edi-

Hummert. Chicago).

Association turned thumbs down tor of a new regimental paper.
on donation on grounds it considered
the proprams a vital contribution to
LON& FT7LL
the war effort.
Chi
Sets Free
Cincinnati, Sept. 1.
Attorney General E^rl Warren,
Alms
Doepke has renewed for
candidate
for
governor,
accused
the
ninth consecutive 13-week period
to Aid RecniitiDg Governor Olsen of starting the proRita
Hackett's 'Views on Vogue and
grams at this lime on statewide
Value' program on WSAI, making
basis for political purposes.
Chicago, Sept. 1.
the series the longest non-stop runPlenty of free air time to exploit
ner for a department store in Cincy.
drive for Army Aviation cadets has
Program aired daily, except Sunbeen arranged by the Chicago Radio
day, at 8:45 a.m. for 15 minutes.
Formally
Management Club, working in conjui ction with the Air Force SponBoston
sors of Chicago, civilian aids to the
Anny Air Force.
Boston, Sept. 1.
Committee
has
produced
'On

Gronp

&

rune

GRAND CENTRAL STATION
RADIO PROGRAM

as

a

CBS

complete package

Chanute' over WGN. 7:30 p.m.
Tuesdays, and transcribed it for
St,:ge.

WJJD. WIND. WAIT. WGES,
and

On

the

air for nearly five yeats,

G. C.

S.

has consistently produced above-average

audience ratings at below-average
Sales

and

listening surveys

cost.

WMBI.

WSBC

'Knights of the Air' wiM

bi-heard on WENR Sat. at 4 p.m..
and a half-hour show, untitled, goes
on WMAQ Sat. at 9 p.m. There will
also be 32 one-minute transcribed
spot announcements ballyhooing the

Telephone: COIumbus )-3721

WEEI was

officially

yesterday
(Monday), when
Governor Leverett Saltonstall, President James V. Toner of Edison and
general manager Harold E. Fellows
of WEEI, participated in a broadcast.-

has been leased from Boston

Duane Jones agency

is lining up
campaign on
Inc.,
drug
company, the account which it recently acquired from H. W. Kastor

availabilities for a spot
Pierce's
Proprietaries,

Martin Horrell, 9 RsckefeUer Plaza, Neu'York Gty

of

here

Edison by CBS since 1936. While the
station has been managed and operated by the network since that time,
ownership of the facilities remained
with Edison.

by Crossley,

by:

Ownership

WEEIm

transferred from Boston Edison Co.
to Columbia Broadcasting System

WEEI

drive weekly.

Hooper, and Roper are available ... as
is sales talk

Takes

Over

Sc

Mann

OX'S RABIO SERIES
Hollywood, Sept 1.
Holiner and Howard Harris'

series of anti-espionage tales

be around 100 have l»een approved by the governone-minute announcements.
ment.
will

will

name
new Chicago

present the finest

bands

in this

Two

orchestras
be used for show and
for dancing. Both bands
will be featured in the most

Theatre.
will

—

unusual bandstands

ever

created. Two local broadcasts nightly. Three Coast-

to-Coast weekly.

Tw« new Mnv Min
U. S.

BBDO

Sons.

The schedule

EARL CARROLL

"MOONUGHT MOOD"
niltl

"MORJVING GLORY"
rablMml ky BakUm

.
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Natl Spot Accts. Pledge GchOp

28

Gosch Will Produce A.&C.

Show

With

OWTs War Message
1.

hyiting

Mex

to

a Burp

Hollywood, Sept. 1.
Production setup for the Abbott
and Costello Camel show has been
completed. Martin Gosch will produce and supervise scripts with
Howard Harris. Other writers are

Cooperation of 28 national spot advertisers—surprisingly small numhas been
Mexico City, Sept. 1.
at flrst glance
ber,
pledged for the OfTice of War InNow that Coca-Cola and Canada John Grant and Don Prindle. Leith
formation plan to round out the net- Dry are using radio extensively, Stevens will be music director with
work allocation scheme with separ- 7-lJp, a soft drink that recently ap- a crew of 18 men. Guest stars and
stooges will be used and singer is
ate Government messages about the peared on the Mexican market, is
war program via groups of five or using considerable ' time 30-mlnutes likely to be Betty Rhodes.
Music Corp. of America package
more stations. First of the organized daily each of four of the leading stanon-web plugs went on the air Mon- tions, XEW, XEQ, XEB and XEDA. costs around $10,000 weekly. PrO'
gram replaces Bob Hawks on an
day (31). when the 'Group A' sponPrograms feature music, sports NBC 100-station hookup Oct. 8, airsors using live talent joined the and news.
ing east at 7:30 and Coast repeat at 7
parade of drum-beaters.
p.m.
Hawks, who draws $3,500
Request from the OWI did not
weekly, is being dropped by Camel
draw as wide a response as had been
which will have three shows this
anticipated, but Federal authorities
fall, A. &C., 'Blondie' and the one
Detroit, Sept. 1.
maintain they are not disheartened.
Caravan.
hour
Camel
candidate in the Detroit area
When the appeal went out, there forFirst
officer training in the WAVES,
was nothing like a comprehensive new feminine
naval reserve, Martha
Joe Kelly
idea of how many non-web advertlsJane Shuggs, transcription librarian
Chicago, Sept. 1.
ers were using five or more stations
for the last two years at station
Joe Kelly, who, as Jolly Joe, reads
for either transcribed or live prohere, will leave in October for
the comics to kids over the air every
grams lasting at least five minutes.
training at Smith College.
Sunday, from 11:30 to 12 o'clock, has
The station-break sponsors, by the
She was the first of numerous had his contract renewed for an ad
terms of the invitation, were not
candidates here selected for the ditional 92 weeks
by the Chicago
considered for inclusion in the nacourse, which leads to an ensign's
Sun.
spot phase of the Government

—

WWJ TO WAVES

Renewed

WWJ

tional

commission.
message plan.
Assignments for the B and C
BuBalo Bob Armstrong, WBEN
groups of sponsors went out last
musical director, has enlisted in the
week. The former will %o on the
Army Signal Corps.
air next week and the final group
follows the following week.

—

39

C-P-P Buys Can You Top for Full

for Camel; Other

Program Details Now Set

Plan

41-

Washlngton, Sept.

;

In addition, Kelly begins a new
program, Mon. through Fri., from
7:45 to 8 a.m.

CWT,

monolog describing

consisting of a
his own comedy

characters in action.

CBS Network; 2
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet

will

start

sponsorship Oct. 3 on a full (jBS
network of 'Can You Top This,' adlib comedy series which its subsidi-

Airings in N. Y.

heard on

WOR. The

Jolson series

C-P-P
"Hobby

addition,

sponsor

continue

will

Colgate sponsorship of the 'Top
up with the same
account's bankrolling of the Al Jolson program on Saturday nights on
also
starting
Oct. 3. It's virt
NBC,
ually definite that the account will
present both shows, but it still had
not decided late yesterday afternoon
(Tuesday) which of its various products to plug on the two programs.
However, it appears certain that the

the leads on 'Top This.'

This'' series is tied

WOAI'S

Medicine

San Antonio, Sept.

The

Chattanooga

Medicine

Power

Mississippi

ies,

&

Monday through

Texas Tumbleweeds.
Accounts
is
handled
through
Ted Bates and Sherman-Marquette Nelson Chesman and will be inbeagencies will share the two shows. half of Zyrone.

Under the contemplated schedule,
'Top This' will continue in its presAnne Lorentz, formerly with
ent 8:30-9 spot Tuesday nights on WTAG, Worcester, Mass., joined th«
and will also be heard 8:30-9 Office of War Information 'in N. Y.^
Saturday night on CBS. The CBS effective yesterday (Tuesday). She'i
version 'of each week's show will be the sister of film producer Par*
completely different from the one Lorentz.

WOR

WhyReid's
Expiration
%

Didn't Expire

RADIOCASHESIN
.ON POLITICAL

BATTLES
Minneapolis, Sept. 1,
With the Isolationism ^Issue cropping up- in the Minnesota primaries
to choose nominees for state, county
and congressional offices, and resulting in a number of hot fights.
Twin City stations have been selling
the most time In their history for
political campaign talks and broadcasts.
Every bit of spare time
available has been grabbed up by

!

\tf.

JL*nt 0. W4A, yUMrtbiiw UiM§m if tiritt Itt

the candidates.
In one instance,

KETP set up Its
mike and equipment at the bedside
of

a

political

speaker.

LeRoy

Sales'Despite Regulations

J.

Bowen, campaigning for Congress-

man

Oscar

taken

ill

iHi8t radio can help you main-

Youngdahl, suddenly
and bedded, solved the

tain your tales volume de«pite'

problem of making his scheduled
radio talk in this manner.
Stations strove to apportion their
time on a 50-50 basis between the

and

L<!Olationists

drastic regulation growing
!out of warneeds u a fact worth

antl-isolationlsts.

The demand for time exceeds the

.knowing.

supply.

Do jrou

have

ijrob*,

.lems arising from r^;ulation

'Eyes and Ears'

'flu9

Program

a

<in'"the

Set on

WMCA, New York

Call

new dramatic

and

military

series about civilian

ground

Army

Make

Air Force

Fighter Command on WMCA, starting next Tuesday (8).
The broadcasts will also

be recorded and of-

fered by the various Fighter Comto other stations throughout
the country.
Idea of the series is to publicize
the work and Importance of civilianmilitary ground observation.
Such

mands

civilian observers
Elsie
Ferguson,

as Helen Hayes,
Henry Hull and
will
guest on the series.
Westbrook Van Voorhees, 'March of
Time' announcer, will be a regular
on the show, which will be directed
by Earle McGill, of the CBS produc-

others

tion staff.

quota to make

.

-.

program

.'one that

may

help you meet that situation.^

observation

corps, will be presented 0:45-10 p.m.

Tuesdays by the

sales

New York market?

WEAF Jor_a

suggestion

'Eyes and Ears of the Air Force,'
a

50,000 WATTS

860 KILOCYCLES

NBC NETWORK

Co.

Friday, using the

Light,

Co. (Marshalltown, la.).

1.

will sponsor a series of daily quarter
hour broadcasts over station WOAI,

American Chicle, American SnufT,

Northwestern Yeast, Nutrena Mills,
Peter Paul (Naugatuck, Ct.), Philadelphia Dairy Products, Planters
Peanuts, Rosefleld Packing Co., Seru'
(Kansas City),
tan,
Spark-o-Life
Stanback, Standard Oil of New Jersey, ( Texaco, and Western Grocery

to

Lobby' at 8:30-9
Tuesday nights on CBS (Bates agency) and the Bill Stern 'Sportsreel' at
10-10:15 Saturday nights on the same
network (Sherman-Marquette). N. W.
WOR, giving the program two week- Ayer continues as the agency on the
ly airings in New York. It's believed Tuesday edition of 'Top This' for
this will be the flrst such setup in Kirkman.
Jce Laurie, Jr., Harry
radio history,
Hershfleld and 'Senator' Ford are

ary, Kirkman Soap, now bankrolls
locally on WOR, New York. However, the network spread will be in
addition to the local airing over

Participants are:

Anacin, Bristol-Myers,^ Broadcast Advertising Inc., Cluett-Ptabody, CocaCola, Consolidated Products, Curtiss
Candy, First National Stores, General Cigars, General Foods, Jackson
Brewing Co. (New Orleans), Kroeger
Grocery, Langendorf-United Baker-

Is

to occupy the 0:30-10 niche
Saturday nights on WEAF-NBC. In

slated

it

.WEAF. because

.

.

40

RADIO REVIEWS

BOND NIGHT ON THE BLUE

MOLASSES

With Orsoa Welles, Edward O. Bob>
Inson, Juie Froman, Bob Bnma,
Nelson Eddy, Fanny Brlee, Mere-

Wednesdif, September 2, 1942

V JANVABT

AN AMEBICAN

IN ENGLAND'

Comedy News Comment

With Joseph Julian

5 Mini.
Sustaining

3* Mins.
Snstainlnr

banlt, Carl Sandbnrg
Variety
120 Mins.
Sustaining
Sat., 9 p.m. (one time)

WJZ-Blne, New York
This was a cleverly

composed show-wise, in its own, if limited, tion of the program, characteristic
pageant of ballyhoo. The variety fashion, and the chances are they of the series as a whole, was that it
phase of the event ran from 9 to 11 have no choice but to accept what s was on a comparatively passive subp.m. and a quarter hour later the handed 'em and to reel off the stuff ject—that is, it suffered from the
network started picking up name at the rate dictated by the producer. lack of a positive message or apbands from all sections of the counIn any event, the pair chin at such
>eal.
Having a rather Intangible
try and that lusty procedure was a fast tempo that it's difficult to
heme, its effect was somewhat inmaintained until 4 a.m. This massive catch better than one out of every conclusive.
concentration of tom-tomming ac- four gags. A pretty good example
As in the other 'An American In
counted for an accumulation of over of the calibre of material (s the
England'
chapters,
however, the
$11,000,000 in bond orders. It was crack about the mother who feeds
show was written with imagination,
an impressive demonstration of her baby garlic. The switch Is from
perception and skill. Although the
radio's selling power.
'so she can find it in the dark' to
central narrative thread was inIn
black'so
she
can
find
it
a
that
Most of the entertainment was
direct, it built to a potent punch
out.'
to the one theme, the reason
every American ;.hould buy the
utmost in war bonds and stamps.
Facts and appeals were adroitly propounded without taking the per-

cued

Illustrating
the basic uniOn this particular assignment finish
formity of Interest and sympathy
Molasses 'n' January are billed as
between the U. S. and England. A
'America's advisors on the home
by Gen. Clarke in a British
front.'
The original intent of the quote
paper, used earlier in the script,
sonalities out of character. Edward series was to help brighten the dark was repeated, to the effect, 'We're
G. Robinson was particularly effect- domestic corners of the war with not here to sit on our back ends and
ive with his monolog dealing with timely and appropriate humorous do nothing. We're here to fight, to
an imaginative call by 'Joe Doakes, slants on such things as restrictions, carry the attack . ''ainst the enemy.'
of Brooklyn' to Premier Tojo in priorities, dimouts and meatless, etc., Then the narrator, Joseph Julian,
Tokyo. Another exhibit of earthy days. Before the team can achieve Eroceeded on his stroll through
needling, but in a more humorous this it will first have to come out of
ondon. 'You see the statue of
Odec.
vein, was the ditty with which Jack its own dark corner.
George Washington in front of the
Pearl closed his routine. The title
National Gallery,' he said.
'It's
was 'We'll Heil into Hitler's Face.' TIMEKEEPEB'
been there for some years.'
The two hours had dull stretches With Freddie MlUer
Edward R. Murrow, CBS coralso.
There were times when the Participating
respondent in London and producer
M.
io
7-8:5S
ajn.
S..
heavy rhetoric of Orson Welles beof the series, spoke on the broadcame somewhat wearying,
but WTBT, Troy
cast. The musical score, largely an
'Big Freddie' Miller, veteran of
withal he- did a crack, rousing asarrangement of 'Yankee Doodle'
signment of m.c.ing. Another high vaudeville and other branches of and 'Arkansas Traveler,' was ara new air perpoint in the welter of entertainment show business,
ranged by Benjamin Britton and
w?5 Jane Froman. Jane Cowl and sonality hereabouts. He handles the Royal Air Force Orchestra was
Margo joined in the playing of a WTRY's Timekeeper' for some two conducted by Wing Commander
with
weekday
mornings,
'64,^ and. hours
sketch,
'Thanksgiving'
R. P. O'Donnell. The trans-Atlantic
newscasts
and
periods
out
for
local
while
the
sentiments
contained
reception was extraordinarily clear.
therein were noble and commend- one network show, Morgan Beatty's Next Monday night's (7) concluding
able, the general result of the recita- War Journal. Miller plays the piano stanza will
be an hour earlier, at
tion was not far removed from a for his own solos, sings to the ac- 0 o'clock.
Hobe.
laughs,
stage wait. Carl Sandburg read his companiment of records,
poem, The Man With the Broken kids and plugs various products and
services. He more or less ad libs
Fingers.'
At frequent intervals listeners the advertising.
Miller, who has quite a bit on the
Petrillo
were utged to wire, phone or write
ball, works in a style
th? network their orders for bonds, entertainment
^Continued from page 36;
and as the night progressed the a hit different from anyone miklne
breaks revealing the cumulative in this section. He possesses a reso- called canned music,' (2) the ktnant baritone, used in songs old and
totals of sales became progressively
new the former perhaps predomi- tie stations which already are beexciting. Bill Bacher was credited
ginning to feel the pinch of war as
with the direction of the two-hour nating. He employs a deep chuckle,
program. The idea itisU had been a bit too often on some bi;oadcasts. advertising falls off,' (3) 'all the litHe tle restaurants throughout the land
submitted by Bud Barry, the Blue's Miller exudes good nature.
owns a rather pleasant speaking voice, which use mechanical music as a
assistant Eastern production manalthough
at times his pattern of
ager.
Odec.
device for making the surroundings
emphasis tends to slurring and
cloudy diction.
The advertising pleasant for their customers while
sp'els are quite long, the ad Ubbing they are eating,' (4) 'the boys in
Trooping to Colors
accentuates this in certain cases, the Army camps of our country,'
while it makes the blurbs more (5) 'the tens of millions of radios
Springfield, Mass., Sept 1
effective in others. Tossed' is one in the homes throughout the counWMAS, Columbia ouUet, lost two word overworked.
try,' (8) 'phonographs on which the
key men last week, with scripter
The news helps to hold the audi- children of the
family, as well as
George A. Yarrlngton enlisting in ence.
Jaeo.
the adults, depend for their musical
the army and

why

.'

Probe

—

'

music director Paul
Peltier heading for the navy. Chief
Engineer, Ralph J. Robinson, is also
due into service as soon as he re'
covers from a minor operation.
Station has already sent 10 men
to the colors.

With. Vloeent Price, George Davis,

entertainment.'

With Alan Beed, Carl Eastman, Eddie
The senator charged that the PeO'Shea, Art Carney, Jim Baekns, trillo order 'is causing and will cause
Minerva PIobs, Lee Brody, Mad- great disunity in our war effort and
eleine Pierce, Peggy Zincke, Slate actually impede
the effort itself.'
Brothers, Waiter Gross orch
30 Mins.

Sutalnlng

clever

Brisk,
forceful

made

playlet
against

little

propaganda
careless talk. Unfolded through various
telephone conversations. It disclosed
the indiscreet confidences of a young
wife who chats with a strange
woman after seeing her husband off
to sea. His ship goes down with ell
hands and the unknown,- a German
agent posing as a I'etugee, cannot
help ringing up the girl and gloating over her folly. She lost her own
man at sea in the last war and this
is her revenge.
Anxious friends unable to get the
wife on the wire to give her the
news of her husband's safety, report prolonged engaged signal to the
supervisor who, in checking up,
overhears
conversation.
Scotland
Yard is notified and the equally indiscreet Frau Borkhardt is arrested
as she leaves the public call box.
The conscience-stricken victim of
the spiteful telephonic harangue, appalled at the disaster for which she
is responsible, attempts suicide before
learning
of
her husband'is
rescue, but is caved by the friends
who have been trying to contact
her.

Joan Carol and Curlgwen Lewis
shared honors as the spy and penitent chatterer, with supporting cast
good in scanty roles. Story was by

James

Howard

Parish
Rose.

and

by

production

HOP HABBIGAN'
Drama
15 Mins.

Sustaining

Hon. (hronch FrI., S:15 pjB.
WJZ-Blne, N. Y.
This one is strictly for the juve
trade and figures to be a natural.
Character has been a hot item in the
comic mags, is now being syndicated,
and, off the opening program, should
do as well on the air.
Hop Harrigan (Chester Stratton)
18 years young and bugs about
planes. With Tank Tinker (Jackson
Beck), his pal and mechanic, he
builds an all-plastic -plane that the
is

Army wants: Thanks to the plane
they manage to join the Air Corps
and have the plane ready for its first
test flight just as the guttural-voiced
menace enters with plans to sabotage
the plane in midair. Will Hop Harrigan be killed? Will the spies be
caught? Listen tomorrow at the
same

time.
Chester Stratton and Jackson

Beck
were on the beam all the way, as
was Lindsay MacHarrie, who did the

Some sponsor

directing.

sup-

is

posedly taking over in four weeks.
Currently, the Air Training Corps
of America, a non-profit org designed to school youngsters in aviation theory and groundwork and so
aid the aviation program, gets the
plugs. Scripts are by Jerry Stagg.

Air Training Corps
similar groups in

is

outgrowth

Britain and
Canada and operates on the theory
that the teen-age kids of today are
the fighter pilots we'll need in the
near future. It has units in public
Fran.
and high schools.
of

Saturday, 11:39 ajn.

WJZ-Blue, New York
Leonardo Bercovici, writer-directof the 'Help Mate' serial on

or

WEAF-NBC,

has taken the 'Songs
for a New World' from that show
as the hasls of this propaganda-educational program for kids, called
'Classroom for Democracy.' He's
writing and producing it himself,
with the premiere edition tried out
last Saturday morning (29) on the

Blue network's juve series, 'Little
Blue Playhouse.'
Spotting of the program as a 'Little
Blue Playhouse' presentation was to
showcas4 it, with the idea of giving
it another place on the schedule if it
clicked. If imagination, an urgently
timely theme, creative skill and

show should

at least for a reasonable time to see
if the standard of the debut edition
can be maintained. For this first
sample was not only bright topical

entertainment, but aLso palatable and
valuable education for the kids.
Theme of the Initial broadcast was
the lesson in democracy expressed
in the Harold J. Rome song, The
World Has Become a Very Small
That, as well as the sucPlace,'
ceeding George Davis 'Songs for a
New World,' including 'Go Easy on
the Sugar,' Tin,' 'We'll Make 'Em
Holler Uncle, Uncle Sam' and' 'We're
the Kids of America' were beguillngly sung by Vincent Price, as the
schoolteacher, and a juvenile chorus.
In between the songs were teacher
questions and scholar answers on
practical democracy. Two-piano accompaniment for the show was by
Hobe.
Davis and Bert Shelter.

'CANTEEN GIBL!With

Phyllis Jean Creore
15 Mins.
SustalnlBff

night (31) a little something which calls
for a 'thorough and complete
called
'Columbia Sketchbook.'
Without dwelling unnecessarily on investigation of acts, practices, meththe subject, it may simply be noted ods, and omissions to act, by per
for the record that the succession of sons, partnershlifs, associations, cor
skits and blackouts was ponderous poratlons and other entities in inand dull to the point ef agony.
terstate
and
foreign
commerce,
Such accomplished microphone which may or do interfere with, or
troupers as Alan Reed, Minerva obstruct the
national welfare, the
Pious and Carl Eastman did the best
they could. And a studio audience puhlic morale, or affect the public
apparently composed of howling good originating from or resulting
Idiots roared at every threacH>are from the actions of the American
gag.
For the rest, what's past is Federation of Musicians and its
done.
presJdent, James C. Petrillo, in deHobe,
nying members the right to perform music for recordings and
transcriptions destined to be played
for reproductions by radio stations
and coin-operated phonographs.'

NEW
YORK
QTY

15000 WAHSl
Mv im man

Phyllis Jean Creore, young actresssinger who performs at the N. Y.
Stage Door Canteen, supplied the
idea for this 'Canteen Girl' weekly
series built around her.
She also
composed the show's theme song.
This Is
Wish.' While the appeal
is manifestly to service men, the Intention is obviously to use that as a
bid for a general audience.
Debut broadcast last Friday eveninf; (28) was a combination of Miss
Creore singing sentimental ballads

My

and

In Salt

Lake City

most people

just naturally

turn to their only

NBC outlet...

KDYL
SALT LAKE

CITY

UTAH'S

KBO
BtatlpB

investigation would seek to
root out any restraints of trade affecting the manufacture and production of, or playing for, musical
records and transcriptions, and the
control of music and music productions In the country.

dramatic

reading

monologs.

Former were pleasant, but the latter
were uneven. One about a Ferry

Command pilot was effective, but the
second, about an emotional triangle
was daytime serial hokum.
Miss Creore's performance was excellent,
oarttcularly
her singing.
Eddie Dunham directs the show for
NBC and Neal Hookins scriots it.
Hobe.
situation,

Nobody Would
Rent This Space So
I Guess
Have To
Use It Myself.

m

Wed., 19:13 p.m.

Wish

CBC, Vancouver

I

Could Find The
Sold Me

That

Fella

'Baker's Dozen,' 13-week drama
show, is the brightest bit of producing the Canadian Broadcasting
Corp. wires have carried for years.
Written by Fletcher Markle, 21year-old actor-author, the second of
the series was 'He and She,' a crisp
boy-meets-girl play with boy and

This Idea

HERB SHRINER
(CAMEL CARAVAN)
WILLIAM HORKIB AOBN'CT

girl telling listeners their own story
from meeting to wedding.

Andrew Allan

is

producing

the

entire series and can share with
Markle the credit for this pleasant
His timing is brilliant and

cycle.

the characters fairly crackle out the

smooth
talent

watch

script.

Toronto

studios,
to

bank for CBC. can afford
this

Vancouver-originating
can afford to keep
the rest of their drama time up to
the level of 'Baker's Dozen.'
Initial
half-hour,
'One to Get
Ready,' used studio and control
room crews in their regular duties,
taking listeners on a tour of a drama
show being broadcast.
Markle's
ability for variety is evident in the
It would pry Into financial ar- plays to come:
'Journey to Eternity,'
ragements and demands with re- centered around Insane asylum inspect to profits, salaries, bonuses, mates; 'There Was a Young Man,'
a',
other honorariums, which may ,?r"*y, ^"""^ ""<^
'That's the
Gorm.
have heen arranged for, accepted Way It Is.'
or demanded by individuals or organizations affecting the manufacture and production of, or playing
for, musical records and transcriptions and the control of music and

The

..

Friday, 6:39 pjn.

WEAF-NBC, New York

He suggested that Petrillo's "middle
name is strongly Ironic and was unquestionably given him by those 'BAKflB'S DOZE i'
With Bernie Braden, AUeen Caikwho foresaw his future.'
lew, Cathy Graham
As the third in a series of four
Asks Full Probe
Drama
'all out for comedy' programs, 'Co
30 Mins.
lumbia Workshop' presented Monday
The Idaho senator's resolution Sustaining
is

mean anything, the
certainly be continued,

courage

artistic

WABC-CBS, New York

PRODUCER

Cheru

Bert.SheMer,
39 HIBS.

BBC, Londo.

Swtalning
Monday, 10:30 pja.

• WRITER
• DIRECTOR
•

•COLUMBIA WOBKSHOF*

WEAKNESS OFFBAUBOBK. 'CLABSBOOM FOB OEMOCBACT'

HABDT'
Play V
29 Mins.

Monday, 19 pjn.
Mon. through Fri., 9:56 pja.
WABC-CBS, New York
WJZ-Blae, New York
Molasses 'n' January had been out
Fifth and next-to-last In Norman
of network radio for some time be- Corwin's shortwave series Monday
fore th^ had themselves elected to night (31) from I,ondon was subThe
boys
nightly
marathon.
do this
titled "The Yanks Are Here' and It
most likely aren't to blame as much dealt with the reaction of American
as their writer and producer. The troops to Britain and the British,
blackface team has always been and vice-versa. One notable limita-

dith IViUMn, Jane Cowl, Marfo,
Lanny Bon, Jack Pearl, Amoi It'
Andy, Dinah Shore, Conrad Thl-

•THE

show, and

CBC

Allrouid Showmaii at liberty
Am a youns man In the forllea,
(ilnKlc.

wideawake and sood appear-

Put In 20 years In big-tlme
vaudeville auceeaarully managlnir, pro-

ing.

daclns and

wrlttais.
in all

plenty veriied
biz

and

am

types of

So what? Am
phases of aliow

an excellent Judge of

Have keen

talent.

all

eenea-

yuma and don't ooze with larceny.
Address Box 750, Variety, 154 W.
46th Sti^et, New York

DRINKINGWHEN
IF
CHEW SPEABMINT AND
I

IT TASTES I.IKE I>Oi;BI.EMn4T

I

KNOW

I'VE

Jamea MadUea

HAD BXOVCH.

trae-lance gas writer.

JAURH MADIBO>'

Al«e pohllalier of

UA<1 SHBRT. (I— P.O. BOX IM
Ormnd Ceatnl Auwa. New Tofk

LISTEN FOLKS:

music production.
Senator Clark's reference on the
floor to 'a little amateur band in a
small town in Michigan which was
put off the air by virtue of the
tactics of James Caesar Petrillo.' led
Senator Vandenberg to rise and say
In a friendly manner to his Idaho
colleague that the Interlochen National High School orchestra 'is recognized as the greatest single musical cultural chrysalis in the whole
land.'

The
ing again.

Fitch

Orchestra.

EWT, Red
Thanks

to F,

Bandwagon

i§

travel-

This time to Detroit to bring you

Michigan's favorite,

RAY GORRELL

and

Hu

Sunday, Sept. 6 at 7:30 P. M.,

Network, Coaet-to-Coast.

W, FITCH

CO, and

MUSIC CORP.

of

AMERICA

Wedneeday, September

1942

2,

RADIO
Wms

'Honief Player

hside Stuff-Radio

Commentators On OWI Tact' Discs;

Mkhigan Beanty Tide
Kay Kyser's

earnest plea for

War

Bonds, morale and the man-behindthe-man-behind-the-gun highlighted last week's March of Time. Unusual
in itself for an actor to be grooved on an Interpretative news program

such as MOT, the whyfore of Kyser's contribution became readily apparent following his Initial words.
As a personality who has rubbed shoulders with the masses, entertaining them and getting the feel of Vox Americanus through camp entertainments, war bond rallies, and the like, Kyser is an authoritative interpreter of the average American's attitude. His plea that 'we can't lose
if 130,000,000 hams' (first calling himself a 'ham,' who takes pride in his
work) do likewise, was a rousing topper. Incidentally, Time mag does a
slick merchandising job of its own which is a credit to bossman Frank
Norris and his scripters. Finis Farr and Joel Sayre.
^

Coast agencies had a scare thrown into them last week when the War
Department ordered Lieut. John Kimbrough off the Kraft show, which
was interpreted by some as meaning that no more uniformed men would
be allowed to make guest appearances on commercial shows. Fears were
later allayed when semi-official word was circulated that the Kimbrough
matter was an isolated case wherein Army officials didn't like the idea of
the former Ail-American football star talking about the good old. college
game while other oflicera are in the thick of the flghing fn active war
'Joltm' Jawn' was booked on the Kraft show to get in a few
fronts.
Agency men
.plugs for the Army Relief football game in Los Angeles.
had visions of Rudy Vallee and Gene Autry being taken off the air and
strict orders against further appearances of uniformed men in guest spots.
.

Station CKLW, Windsor, will resume putting its announcers on the
Program is called 'Bulls and Boners,'
pan, publicly, again this fall.
with all of the announcing staff up for public trial on mistakes they
made via the mike in the past week. If convicted, they have to pay
Program has had a good
off the listener who caught' the mistake.
response from the public one of the oddities being the number of
Detroiters who write in to correct the pronunciations of the Windsor

—

'

staffers.

twist here is that frequently American and Canadian pronunciaThey don't pay off if the announcer is
tions of the same word vary.
right, according to the British dictionaries or useage.

The

Detroit, Sept.

A

Sponsors Asked to Permit Insertion

1.

gag as old as radio itself, 'Radio
should be heard, not seen,'

artists

didn't jell here

when

41
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Patricia Uline

socialite feminine lead on nationally broadcast The Green Hor-

Hill,

PayroH Traffic

walked off with the 'Miss
Michigan' title in the annual 'Miss
America' contest.
Her brother, a
soldier, slipped his sister's entry and
picture into the contest and broke
the subject to her just before her
Saturday night broadcast
Fact that she won to please her
brother didn't set any too well with
her social register family.
Her
father is a chief surgeon at Henry
Ford hospital, and her mother, under pen names, has done radio
scripting and placed pieces with the
Satevepost.
The 21-year-old looker, educated
at finishing schools In the east, was
initiated to radio on Edythe Fern
Melrose's "The Lady of Charm' program. George W. Trendle,
owner, heard her and Invited her to
audition for the girl reporter part
which she has since been playing on
'The Green Hornet'
Miss Hill, who admits she can't
sing, dance or play. Is getting, a decided grooming for the national contest, with the station's script writers

The
asked

Office of
all

net,'

WXYZ

a. series

—Wayne

Akron.

Byers, announcer

at WJW, Akron, for more than a
year, has joined WTAM, Cleveland.

War

Information has

radio stations to broadcast

of 43 transcribed one-minut«

announcements designed to inform
the American people of the facts of
the war effort of the United Nations.
The announcements are to be sched-

uled at the rate of 10 a day, seven
Ivan, chief ana week, starting Sept. 7 and
WMPS, has enlisted in days
continuing six weeks.
as an aviation ordnanceThe OWI suggests that stations ask
leaves Thursday (3) night
advertisers to donate a minute befor Great Lakes Training Station.
fore or after a program for the messages.
The other announcements
Toledo Todd Williams, formerly could be inserted in sustaining or
with WTCN, Minneapolis, has be- participation programs.
come program director ol WSPD.
The messages have been tranLola Smith has become staff pianist scribed by nationally known news
at WSPD.
commentators. They Include: Pearl

HemphU.— Igor

nouncer at

Navy
man. He
the

—

Buck, Raymond Clapper, John GunWinchell,
Quincy
Walter
Chleago—Paul Courtney, WBBM ther,
news writer, resigned this Howe, John W. Vandercook, Lowell
to join the staff of the Air Thom&s, Earl Godwin and Raymond
Gram Swing. H. V. Kaltenbom was
Edition of the Chicago Sun.

radio

week

also scheduled to participate, but
bowed out at the last minute.
Plttoborcb—Charles F. Malley, of
Westbrook Van Voorhees and
the editorial staff of the Akron, O., Arnold Moss are the announcers.
Beacon-Journal, has been appointed Walter Schwimmer, of Schwimmer
whipping up an opus for Atlantic to station KDKA's news sUff. He Ic Scott wrote the scripts, and
City, special Arthur Murray tutelage succeeds Francis FItzsimmons, who George Zachary, OWI production
and even special exercising to whit- has gone Into the Army. A new chief, directed the recording last
tle slightly a svelte 24-inch waist
week at World Broadcasting.
(Continued on page 63)
'

'Take It or Leave It' broadcast of a fortnight ago, in celebration of Phil
Baker's birthday, is still eliciting comment for the showmanship displayed,
plus the dough dispensed. Program aired before a studio full of Bakers,
750 of them. Every contestant was named Baker, albeit none of them
were relatives, and the final contestant picked a question where each
answer was the word 'baker.' Six of the seven quizzees hit the $64 jackpot,
the other flunked the deuce spot. Only angle overlooked was the jackpot
question, which had nothing to do with Baker or baker.

About the biggest load of fan mail that 'Easy Aces' had drawn in years
came from a recent series of script episodes in which the lunch habits of
executives as a class received plenty of needling. The scripts dealt with
the lack of consideration bosses show when they spend two hours at lunch
(with a session of gin rummy included) and on their return expect the
secretary to limit her lunch period to a quick dash for a sandwich.
Stenogs wrote the 'Aces' that this particular program series had taken
up the lapce in a good cause and expressed the hope that executives who

had

listened in will

have gained

a

much needed

lesson.

Reported overall price that Ironized Yeast (Sterling Products) is paying
for 'Lights Out' is $1,350, of which Arch Obler, the writer, gets the bulk.
The cast on the average will consist of four actors and there will not be
much additional expense beyond sound effects. The series, which starts
on CBS Oct. 6, will contain several of the scripts Obler did for this show
when it was on NBC out of Chicago.

When one of the participants fainted while KQW's, San Francisco, InterAmerican Forum was being aired, a yisiting dentist stepped out of the
audience and subbed in the profound discussion with complete ^aplomb.
First, thougli, the tooth yanker. Dr. Harold Carson, of Eureka, Calif., who
has spent considerable time in Latin America, administered

aid to

first

WOR thinks you

the stricken man.

WQXR,

WQXR

it

a regular practice.

else's,

glibly

is

tied

in

with a topical war effort theme.

Sun

entitled 'Ten Million Devotees,' the
radio scripter. J. P. MacAvoy is .also currently doing a feature on Miss

vanilla. Said the

Make

Lt Col. Ed Kirby of the U. S. Army Bureau of Public Relations last
week passed out to the Washington press reprints of 'Variety's' recent piece
captioned 'Showmanship and_the Army Hour: A Triumph Over Time,
Water, Static and RedtapeP'
.-ft-

maker, "Please

my

Minneapolis, Sept.

1.

Because a survey shows that the

war has greatly stimulated

religious

The Buy
U.

Hartford. >A/OBC

maker had

.dv.r-

nat.onal, re
local.

I

V»M

to do • b.O ipbl
at > low eo.t . . .

WDRC

J

Bas.cj
important market.
CBS for Connecticut.

8 weeks

set for himself. In

WOR put the product on

the shelves of

50% more

WOR,

opened up grand

in fact,

dealers.

man

distribution for this

in

the residential conunimities of

New

Jersey,

Long

Island,

Connecticut, Rhode Island and

Pennsylvania.

Air' to the ether waves.
The program, on at 8:30 to 9 a.m.
Sundays, has the Rev. E. T. Randall

better job than any media I've used."

conducting

international

uniform

school lessons, a mixed
quartet singing favorite hymns and
Bee Bailey of the regular staff at
the organ. A unique feature will be
a Bible quiz, with two different
teams from various Sunday .schools
competing each week. Some of these

Sunday
I

.11

WOR doubled the

interest and activities in this territory, with church attendance at a
new high for recent years,
is returning its 'Bible School of the

WCCO

the buy . . •
,.w rat. for

vanilla.

high sales-expectancy this harried

new

War Church Programs

ti..r..
gional and

specific, like

people look up, listen,

go buy

Phillips for Reader's Digest.

Is

To be

a flavoring.

In 8 weeks

to the Baltimore
life story of Irna Phillips, the

Hal Tale and his wife, Nikki Kaye, have sold a yarn

,„

market a

to

substitute product pronto. It was

go out and shout loud for me.

Bernie's Wrigley commercial— 'chew gum to relieve the old
nervous tension on defense jobs'— has been expertly pounded the past
several weeks. A late-afternoon, flve-times-weekly show, the quarter
hour is breezy, and the idea of chewing gum, Mr. Wrigley's or any-

Ben

body

ought to know

man who had

about a

New York, goes
L. Hogan, founder and president of
Sept. 9 to explain to the station's listeners the new setup under
Time mag's recent purchase of an interest in the outlet. He conducted a
regular series of talks about the station during the early days of
and if the present broadcast draws sufficient response he may again make
John V.
on the air

teams will be brought

in

from

is

Have you maybe

"WOR did

a

a substitute

product you'd like to

sell

quick?

Get in stores? Turn maybe into a
grand after-war investment?

at

1440 Broadway, in

New

York

as far

distant as 150 miles;
As a promotion for the program,

WCCO

Said he generously,

•k

or his agent, or advertising

manager

mailing out 2.500 letters to

churchmen throughout

the territory

asking for cooperation in enlisting
an audience.
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Rev. Thomsori

Now CBCs Geni

Bond

Springfield, Mass., Sept.

Director; Other

Changes

You

be

can

WSPR—for
The

«nnouncer

an

fiV

1.

at

a price.

price

is $18.7S,

for

which you

get a U. S. War Bond and a chance
to announce a program of yuur
throughout Canada, nor has it failed favorite selections on the 'WSPR
Rev. Dr. James S. Thomson, CBC to do its part in the war effort It Rhythm Society' program, heard five
Governor and president of the Uni- has, in fact, been the greatest mo- times a week locally. Listeners have
versity of Saskatchewan since 1937, rale-inspiring medium in the Do- been permitted to pick out the proImprovements, of course, grams for some time, but the anhas accepted the post of general minion.
manager of the Canadian Broadcast- can be made continually, but the nouncing Is a new wrinkle. Anthe nouncer Bob Jones makes the sales.
ing Corp.. it was announced by R«ie remedy is not in cutting adrift or
Morin, chairman of the CBC Board, humiliation by demotion of the most
San Francisco, Sept 1.
following a meeting of the board of mportant and admittedly the most
entire CBC
As its contribution toward sale of
governors. A recommendation that expert official of the
setup.'
war bonds, KGO Saturday (29)
his appointment be confirmed will
Dr. Thomson, interviewed Satur- started its 'KGO Bond Wagon,' a
now go to the Dominion Government
day (1). promised stricter control of three-hour program, only a half
for action.
advertising and that 'the whole hour of which is aired, to rolling.
Major Gladstone Murray, head of radio
of the advertising element
The 'Wagon* will visit a different
CBC since its inception, will be left question
in radio should be revised and per- neighborhoot* each Saturday, prein charge of the creation and dehaps overhauled.' He said the CBC senting entertainment and an aucvelopment of programs and will
would continue broadcasting pro- tion of merchandise donated by
have the title of director-general of
both entertainment neighborhood stores.
Merchandise,
Murray, grams serving
broadcasting for Canada.
and educational ends, but did not of course, goes to highest bidders,
however, will continue on his curoffer any forecast of what changes,
in terms of war bond purchases.
rent $14,000 yearly salary.
in the
if any, might be expected
will alternate between San
Justification for the shakeup Is
Program
percentage of entertainment and eduFrancisco and Oakland.
based by the board on the report of
cational programs on CBC schedules.
A trail program In suburban Burthe special House of Commons comPopular United States entertainment
uinggame sold $33,000 in bonds in
mittee, which vindicated criticisms
programs should b.e continued, he
Plaunt

Ottawa, Sept.

by

late

1.

and

Governor Alan

suggested relief of Murray's post as
g.m.

Dr. "Thomson,

who

manager's
headquarters here

'excessive.'

took over the
in

CBC

Saturday

(SOI,

office

An action not recommended by the told intevviewers he could not enunHouse committee, but taken by the ciate any policy, as his appointment
Board of Governors, is a sizable In- was yet to be confirmed by the Docrease reported to be made In the minion Government and emphasized
salary of assistant general manager he was speaking as an Individual and
Dr. Augustin Frigon, who will re- no: as the new CBC head. He added
main as director of the French net- that 'Canadian radio must continue
work despite important criticisms to reach people on all kinds of infrom the province of Quebec. He wiU tellectual levels.'
also continue as financial controller
of the corporation.
As to the problem of improving

French network broadcasts,

signifi-

cance is seen in the fact that Hon.
Philippe Brais, of the cabinet of
Provincial Premier Adelard Godbout,
has been appointed vice-chairman
of the War Information Board an-

V-MAIL TO

has yet to be
reached on some matters, it is be-

headquarters
will

become

Murray may move
to

Toronto.

effective

Nov.

a new variety show, originating from
a booth built at the busiest downtown intersection. The IS-miniite
Saturday noon program presents the
orchestra under John Klleve's

WEBC

the Mellotone trio, and
entertainment by staff members.
Stamps are given as prizes to persons buying largest amount of bonds
during program.
direction,

WKKC's Bond Tronpe
Cincinnati,

WKRC, Mutual

SOLDIERS

final decision

lieved that

Duluth, Sept. 1.
Stimulating the sale of War Bonds
WEBC l\as inaugurated

and Stamps,

Talent

troupe

Hoyt and Dick

his

Sept 1.
began

included
Nesbitt,

Waite

sportscast-

Helen Nugent, warbler; Jimmy
Scribner and his 'one-man Johnson
Family;* Georgia Gray, director of

ers;

Changes
2.

Washington, Sept

1.

features;
Karl
Zomar,
Radio broadcasters will carry the women's
biggest share of the War Depart' friendly philosopher, -and Lin Mason,
ment's educational campaign to pro- tenor.
mote the use of the new V-Mail sys'
Lntoky'a $313M Bond Sales
tem for handling letters to and from
C. Israel Lutsky, who conducts the
American armed forces overseas. Lt
Col. E. M. Kirby, chief of the radio 'Jewish Philospher* program over
have sprung to Murray's defense,
branch of the department's public WEVD, New York, sold a total of
this move also being followed by a
relations bureau, has sent out reg' $31,850 in War Bonds on the series
Canadian Legion rally which In'
ular V-Mail letters to broadcasters, up to last weekend.
sists that their comrade is tmfairly
One New York woman who heard
news commentators, network proBoth dl
getting a kick-around.
gram producers and women's com- the .Yiddish language program perversified groups have taken their
mentators, asking them to cooperate sontflly visited Lutsli^'s office at
complaints direct to Prime Minister
to purchase a bond. She was
in the use of microfilm method for
Mackenzie King.
Mrs. L,ena Strobing, mother of the
overseas mail.
Walter M. Murdoch, president of
To bring the V-Mail method to soldier who made the last short'
the Canadian Musical Protective
public attention the radio branch wave broadcast from Corregidor l>e'
Assn., and Canadian representative on
plans an intensive two-week cam- fore its surrender to the Japs.
the board of the American Federation paign via radio, with special spot an'
of Musicians, sent a 'lengthy wire to nouncements and supplementary ma'
the prime minister expressing the terial which it will supply.
hope that the Canadian government
All types of programs, sustaining
will Insist on strengthening, rather
and commercial, will be embraced in
than weakening, the authority of the campaign and the radio branch
the chief executive officer of the of the army will participate actively
It was pointed out that the
through Its contacts with individual
chief factor in the friendly and co- stations,
news commentators and
operative relationship between Ca- network programs. While radio will
nadian musicians and broadcasting play the major role in the campaign,
authorities in the Dominion during a supplementary effort will
be made
Washington, Sept. 1
the past five years was due to the in various printed media.
Misrepresentation
charges
were
'wise and sympathetic adminis'tra
hurled Monday (31) against two
tion of Gladstone Murray.' It added
more
cigaret
companies
using radio
in
Canada's
that 'Murray's faith
Returns to
widely
as
the
Federal
Trade
Commisfive
resources,
ridiculed
artistic
Montreal, Sept. 1.
sion broadened its drive to see that
years ago, has been amply justified
•Lux Theatre of the Air' (French) tobacconists clean up their copy and
in practice.'
The retention of Murray in his comes back on the air in Montreal stop kidding the public about the
44Thursday
a
Quebec
(3)
for
and
alleged healthful characteristics of
present position as g.m. is also
week season. First name performer their product. Lastest to run afoul
sti'ongly urged upon the prime min
the U. S. copy-readers are Pall Malls
ister by Alex Walker, president of will be Gratien Gelinas (Fridolia)
star.
He
will
play
French-Canadian
and
In a com
Luckies.
the Canadian Legion.
mLtnication to Canada's chief exec- title role in Moliere's classic 'Les
With Camels and Philip Morris al
utive, it is pointed out that not Fourberies de Scapin.' International ready on the spot, the F.T.C. issued
enough was presented regarding the stars who will appear later in sea' formal complaints against American
Menjou
Adolphe
will
include
son
'very excellent results in Canadian
Cigarette and Cigar Co. (Pall Malls)
r?dio which the Canadian Legion and Simone Simon.
and American Tobacco Co. (Luckies)
Lever Bros, sponsors.
believes should have been placed
questioning the chief claims in bein evidence during the recent inhalf of these particular brands. MiS'
vestigation of the Radio Committee
representation has occurred in broad
Chills
of the House of Commons.'
casts, magazines and newspapers, the
Regarding the proposed demotion
'The Shadow' returns Sept. 20 or Government board charged.
of Murray, the Canadian Legion 27 to its regular 5:30-6 p'm. spot
ccmmunication states that 'this, if Sundays on Mutual for D. L.
W.
to
put into effect, would do more harm Coal Co. It will have a 24-station
Canadian broadcasting than the sponsored hookup and will be availPhiladelphia, Sept. 1
t'>
111.1
Harry Murdock, former drama and
to be remedied could ever do. able as a sustainer to the rest of the
film critic of the defunct Evening
We desire most emphatically to network.
record that, from a listener's standThe show will again be freelance- Public Ledger, has joined the staff
Bill Tuttle, who formerly of
point, the CBC under the present written.
as assistant director of
incinagement has not failed in its directed it, will no longer have the publicity and station promotion.
functions of providing informative, assignment and his successor hasn't
Recently Murdock was associated
entertaining and inspirational pro- yet been selected by the Ruthraufif with
pictures, handling special
Ryan agency.
publicity for Pare Lorentz's unit.
grams of a consistently good quality

Mnsiolans, Lesion Defend Murray
Toronto, Sept. 1.
With the report that Gladstone
Murray, g.m. of the Canadian Broadbeing demoted,
is
casting Corp.,
radio musicians throughout Canada

'
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Phil Baker has been renewed b:^ Eversharp as m.c. of 'Take It or Leave
(CBS) until the end of this year
Edward Trevor, who did a long
stretch on "The Goldbergs,' will play the lead role la- the Wlerton Pageant
Va., Labor Day. .. .Warren Sweeney got another 39 weeks
at Wierton,
on Pet Milk's Serenade (CBS)
Korn Kobblers clear over WOR-Mutual
1:30-2 p.m. Saturdays
George F. Putnam's Sunday a.m. news period on
WEAF-NBC will be sponsored by Maltex starting Sept. 6.
Bill Ramsey, Procter
Gamble radio director, In town last week. He's
due back again about mid-September, on his way for New England vacation
Martha Scott and her husband, director Carlton Alsop, in from
the Coast
John Taylor, Pedlar ti Ryan script editor, due to enter the
PrisciUa Morgan,, named for sec to Harry Ackerman, Young
Navy soon
Rubicam supervisor on the show, was a new character on the 'Aldrich
Family' last week, but goes out of the script with tomorrow night's
(Thursday) episode. Mary Shlpp (Mrs. Ackerman) is playing the part
Elaine Sterne Carrlngton, auUior of 'Pepper Young' and 'When a Girl
Marries,' back from Coast,
Treasury Department going ahead with a series on Mutual, but starting
date still not set
Jack Hurdle, who .went to the Coast to direct 'Junior
Miss' for Benton
Bowles, back east
Jackson Wheeler, 'Hobby Lobby'
announcer, and Curtiss Candy, newscaster,' to Coast for vacation and to
be married
'Life Can Be Beautiful' ground out some pretty tawdry
philosophy Wednesday (26) in Its usual attempt to cash in on that title
Romance of Helen Trent' the same day (26) was really mawkish. .. .Al
Flanagan, formerly with KDKA, Pittsburgh, has joined the
director
staff, succeeding Robert Louis Shayon, who resigned to take an executiveproducer berth at CBS.
Dorothy Lowell, title actress on 'Our Gal Sunday,' written out of the
script this week for a vacation with her husband, William Spire, of the
Mueller macaroni has bought the Wednesday,
OWI in Washington
Thursday and Friday chapters of Isabel Manning Hewson's 'Morning Market Basket' series on WJZ-Blue, through the Duane Jones agency ....
Ann Barley, of the radio section *Df the War Department, in town last
weekend
Mutual will air the eight-game fooball series beween the
Army All-Stars and the National Pro Football League teams, for Gillette
razor, through the Maxon agency, with Jim Britt handling the broadcasts
in the east and Frank Bull the two on the Coast.
Basil Loughrane directing 'Valiant Lady,' succeeding Wyn Orr, who went
into the Army
Robert Louis Shayon has succeeded Charles Vanda as
director of Tliey Live Forever'.
.BUI Zuckert a regular on 'Dough-ReMi' with Pert Kelton and Ralph Dumke. .. .Roger Bower directs the new
Vaudeville' series Saturday nights on WOR.... New vice-president will
be named at the CBS board of directors' meeting today (Wednesday)
Ralph Kisch, formerly with- Gotham hosiery, joined
announcer
staff
Bill Robson, C;BS exec-producer, may be commissioned in the
Army's Special Service
Milton Lewis now scripting 'Joyce Jordan,'
with Julian Funt editorial supervisor. Funt authors 'Big Sister'. .. .Don
Becker announced as again writing 'We Love and Learn,' replacing Bess
Flynn, who continues as author of 'Bachelor's Children.'
It'

W

&

&

&

WOR

.

.

WWRL

affiliate,

rolling its War Bond wagon of staffers last week for a series of Saturday morning visits to smaller cities
and towns in its listening area. First
stop was in Hamilton, O.

week.

While

Street-Comer Broadeasts
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nounced by Premier Mackenzie King
this

hours.

three

told reporters.

Committee deemed Murray's general

expense bilb

From
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The Radio Trade Is Discussing: The Utopian era for producers with
Itew offers every day Renewal of NBC time by Sealtest throuph Jan.
1 putting to shame all those rumors
Blue network's seriotts pitch /or
business, with even Headman Don CUman hustling east with 16 shows

—

—

to sell.
Bill Henry had his contract stretched by American Chicle for another
quarter on NBC. He's one of the few home commentators who actually
saw overseas duty as a war correspondent
First show back from vacation is Hal Peary's 'Great Gildersleeve.* Only produbtlon change is that
of John Whedon (late of J. Walter Thompson) as scrlpter in place of Len
Levinson, who is toiling on Government shows for Nat Wolff
Charlie
Ruggles will be he first guester on Chase tc Sanborn when the new season
is unveiled Sept. 6
Harrison Holliway looking for a new program
director at KFI-KECA to replace Glan Heisch, who switched over to
Office of War Information, radio division. .. .Jim Bannon moved from
KFI to Kansas City's KMBC spieling staff
Harry Baldwin, who for the
past 11 years doubled as secretary and door slammer for Jack Benny,
now recruiting here for the Navy.... John Kennedy, staff announcer for
the Blue, takes over the annoimcing chore on Lux Radio Theatre from
Mel Ruick, now a captain in the Air Force
Having played nearly all
the camps around here, Edgar Bergen will start for the other sealK>ard
Sunday (6) with java originations already set for West Point, Annapolis
and Quantico, Va
Sid Strotz east on NBC biz
Bing Crosby returns
to Kraft Music Hall Sept 24..,. Don Lee-Mutual's new program, 'This Is
the Hour,' will have dialers vote for the best service band. Pickups will
be made from a different camp or base each week to supplement the
music of Dave Rose's orchestra and Betty Rhodes' thrushing
Mann
Holiner back from his vacash, relieving Don Cope of his Interim producershlp of Maxwell House Time so he can return to New York.

IN

CHICAGO

.

.

.

Robert McGinnis, formerly on NBC's guest relations staff, now at Fort
Benning, Ga., receives his second lieutenant's bars this week.... Mary
Ann Mercer, radio canary, guest on 'Roy Shields Review* over WMAQNBC Sept. 1
Russel M. Seeds Agency, Chicago, announces the Tommy
Dorsey summer show for Raleigh Cigarettes will replace Uncle Walter's
Dog House on Wed. nights, starting Sept. 16
Mr. and Mrs. Atcher,

known

to

WJJD

listeners as Smilin'

Bob and Bonnie Blue

Eyes, are off

Cesar
an aviaBetty Lou Gerson, of the 'Lonely Women* cast and hubby
Joe Ainley have bought a 120-acre dairy farm northwest of Chicago....
AFRA members in Chicago have pledged thiemselves to buy a minimum
of $150,000 in war bonds every month.... Guy Savage, WGN^ sports announcer, has authored a new song,
Lonesome for a Letter'.* .Sherman
K. Gregory, manager of WEAF, N. Y., a Chicago visitor, also Campbell
Armour, general mgr. of WTAR, Norfolk, Va
Dale Evans, former
canary, signed last year by 20th Century-Fox, guesting on Fred
Brady's Variety Show during Chi vacation
Bob Brown, NBC's sailing
announcer, won Chicago Corinthian Yacht Club's cruising race this week
in his sloop 'Matelot'
Joe Rife,
engineering field supervisor, in
Wesley Memorial Hospital undergoing appendectomy.
Les Tremayne, first love of Helen Trent over the ether nine years ago.
Is back in the cast again
Jane Brandes, featured vooalist with Eddie
Stanton's orch, has joined the CBS music department
Frank Mullen,
vice-pres. and gen. mgr. of NBC, formerly in the Chicago office, a visitor
here.
He made a speech at convention of the Alpha Gamma Rho Fraternity
Guests on Victory Matinee this week will include Vaughn
Monroe, Benny Fields, James Cagney, Eddy Duchin, Clara, Lu and Emma.
Larry Salerno, of 'Helen Trent' show, guest-appearing Saturday (5) at
concert in Chicago's Grant Park
Sgt. Gene Autry a Chicago visitor en
route from Washington to Coast where his Sunday program originates
Sept 30
With the Sept 2 broadcast of his show, the Danny Thomas
Reader's
Blue Network broadcast shifts to a new time, 8:30 Wed.,
Digest contracted for 17 live spot announcements over WBBM, beginning
Aug. 27.

Hollywood to co-star in Columbia's 'Panhandle Trail'
Petrillo's son, Joseph, was this week inducted into the Navy as
for

tion cadet

Tm

.

WBBM

WMAQ

—
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^
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Inside

COMCERT-.0PISIIA
Giannini Tour Set
For Oct. 30 Opening

Concert-Opera

Further indications that the Metropolitan Opera Co., in desperate need
Italian roles to aid Giovanni Martinelll, plans to
oi a dramatic tenor iot
use Lauritz Melchlor, comes in the form of the tenor's first recordings
(or Columbia. For the month at September, Columbia will release four
Melchlor recordings, two being from Wagnerian operas, and the other

two from

*Otello.'

Selections from the latter opera are the 'Dio mi potevl scagliar' and
•Nuim ml Tema.' 'Rienzl's Prayer" from "Rienzl' and 'O Konig' from
Columbia took full-page color
are the other selections.
ads in Life, the New Yorker and Time, Aug. 17, 22 and 24, to push the
It is believed that 'Otello and 'Aida' would be the
sale of the records.
roles Melchlor may sing at the Met, he having sung these roles when he
was first starting as a tenor, and the former as recently as the 1937 season

Dusolina Giannini, Met dramatic
soprano, will open her fall concert
tour in Minneapolis, Oct. 30.
She
then goes to the Chicago Opera Co.
and resumes her concert tour Dec.
7 in AshviUe, N. C.
Singer will make nine concert appearances intermingled
with her
Met season.

Tristan'

In

Sees Dearth

San Francisco.

One of the rarest record finds in the past several . decades has been
turned up by WQIiam Seltsam of the International Record Collectors
Club, Bridgeport, Conn. The record Is a cylinder recording of Adelina
Fatti recorded in 1895 and singing the 'Laughing Song' from Auber's
Manon Lescaut'
Pattl recorded for Victor in 1906 when she was 63 and her records
only show faint traces of her phenomenal voice. This record, cut 11 years
earlier, exhibits all the florid ddll of the artist at her best and is concluded with a brilliant eftortlea top "C.' Seltsam will release the record
after re-recording in September.
Nathan Mllsteln, violinist, Is still carrying on negotiations with his
t«wis Milestone, for the production of "The Life of Paganini,' but
in the interim, Warner Bros, has become interested in the artist for a
part in 'Humoresque.' Whichever deal jells first will be accepted by the
cousin,

Only of

Young

Opera Ideas
New

York.

Editor, "Variety':
I should like to take vehement eX'
ception to the writer whose pessimistic pen decries 'The dearth of yotmg

singers.'
It is regrettable that the Met weepsfor opera with great crocodile tears

while planning to drop many young
rumored without confirmation that United Artists has offered a artists painstakingly weeded out
through several years of radio audicontract to Jan Kiepura, who last aK>«ared in films under Paramount
The Het's Polish lenor is also considering an engagement at Carnegie tions (Variety, Aug. 19, p. 32, col. 2).
Decry instead the system that preHall. N. Y., for an appearance in an operetta.
violinist
It is also

Salvatore Baccalonl, Met basso buffo, has been screen-tested in New York
by 20th Century-Fox. It is planned to make a series of operatic two-reelers
with the singer sometime next April after the close of his Met tour.
In the audition film, BaccaTmii did scenes from 'L'Elisir D'Amore' and
'Barber of Seville.' The singer had Pietro Cimara, Met conductor, a| the
piano, while Burke Simon directed the making of the short.
Arnold Plsanl, Baccalukl'a personal representative, is conducting the
negotiations with 20ih-Fi»x.

Luboschutz-Nemenoff

SUBSCRIPTIONS

mm

AT MET

Open

Tour Oct 14

Fall

Luboschutz and Genia
Pierre
fall tour of 35
The
dates in Sayre, Pa., Oct 14.
duo-pianists are booked for orchestral dates with the Chicago,
Cincinnati,
St Louis and Los

Uemenoff open a

OF LAST YR.

Angeles symphonies.
Included In their next season's
repertoire will be a new concerto
for two pianoii written for

The Metropolitan Opera's reduced
price scale from $7 to $5 top has re-

new subscriptions 'running
well ahead of last year at the same

them by
Bor

tho Czechoalovakian composer,
islav Martinu.

sulted in
time.

MriKOPOULOS SEEKS

The most gratifying factor is that
persons off the list for several years
CITIZENSHIP
are renewing subscriptiohs, and out
of ,town buyers are still holding
Minneapolis, SepL 1.
their own, while new subscribers are
Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor of
being added daily. It is hoped that
the present pace will possibly sell the Blinneapolis Symphony orcheS'
80% of the house by subscription tra, has filed notice of his intention
to l>ecome a U. S. citizen. He gave
before the opening.
his age as 46 and former residence
as Athens, Greece, where, before
coming here, he conducted the

YANKEE

Giddi Out of Sti.

After

SL
Hie

St

prepping

Synpk

Athens Symphony orchestra.

Golschnam Row
Louis

Louis. Sept

recently

returned

conductor at several concerts with
the national symphony orchestra
1.
.

symph

for its 63rd
season, the teeofl being

orch i^
consecutive

skedded for

Nov. 6. Vladimir Golschmann, maewho became a naturalized citizen two years ago, will start his 12th
season on the podium. He is the
winner in a feud with Scipione
Guidi, concertmaster and asst conductor, that flared into the open last
stro,

Spring. Golschmann, at that time,
declared Guidi had feuded with him
for II years
of it.

Mitropoulos

from Mexico, where he was guest

and he wanted no more

No contract was sent to Guidi for
the forthcoming season although his
supporters made a determined fight
for his retention in the orch. Negotiations are tmder way to secure an
outstanding American violinist to
replace Guidi As in*f»ast seasons,
Uie orch performing in the opera
house of the municipal auditorium
wiU present 18 pairs of concerts, to
be presented on Friday afternoon

AFM

Throat Brings

Hub

Symph Nix ii Rochester

fers to cater to

wealthy boxholders

and music

critics instead of to theatregoers who will support an organization that gives them a show
rather than a museum. I have had
it verified for me that audiences in
the n. S. A. will go to opera in English if it displays any of the showmanship values they are accustomed
to from the movies and legitimate
plays they see. The challenge Is to
the rahUng opera producers who
prefer to accept the status quo
rather than seek out translators to
transform dull and Involved operatic
libretti into meaningful (and singable) idioms for the enjoyment of
the millions who love opera for its

Grace Moore Forms Operetta Troupe
For 6-Mo. N. Y. Season; Evans Siped
Grace Moore, taking advantage of
the current vogue in N. Y. for oper«
has formed a company in conjunction with Russell Lewis and wiU
present a season of six months, starting in January, 1043, at a Broadway
Arnaldo Estrella, Brazilian pianist
theatre.
The first operetta will be
^as been awarded the Columbia
Offenbach's 'La Belle Helene,' with
Concert Corp. Award, which will inWilbur Evans, baritone, appearing
clude a sponsored tour of the U. S.
opposite Miss Mooie. Evans is presThe award is the result of a com- ently being featured
at the Carnegia
petition among pianists in Brazil and
Hall operetta revivals. He was r^
is backed by Columbia in an attempt
cently signed by SOth-Fox.
to promote South American good
The singer will hivite internationwin.
ally famous opera stars to appear
Pianist will open his U. S. concot
with her company. Lily Pons' and
tour Feb. 7 with an appearance with
Gladys Swarthout have been nt^
the N. Y. Philharmonic under Bruno
proadied and are receptive to the
Walter. He will give a N. Y. recital
idea. The company will operate as
at Town Hall, Feb. 17, and has been
permanent unit, presenting a new
engaged as soloist with the National a
Symphony of Washington, the Cin- operetta every two we^s^ or
over the season. All will be sung in
cinnati Symphony, the Minne^nUs
Englidi
and win have adequata
Symphony, the Indianapolis Symphony, t e Chicago Symphony and translations from whatever language
they were originally produced i&
the Philadelphia Symphony. Pianist
Auditions
for the supporting singer*
will also make some Cbmmunity
will be held as soon as incorporaConcert appearances.
tion plans are completed.
Miss Moore will probably present
a new operetta by Kurt Weill, who
is ai0MEcd in wrtting one nmr. Miss

ARNALDO ESTRELLA'S
TOUR IS AN 'AWARD'

shackles opera.
Yet, when some
capable experimental group points a
way to more genuine enjoyment of
opera through skilfull staging and
good translation, not a commercial
nibble is evidenced.
To cite a specific instance, in Feb
ruary, 1941. the Opera Department
of the Juilliard Graduate School presented an English version of The
Barber of SevUle' that for intelU
gibiHty, charm and sheer fun rivalled any Italian performance by any
major company. Principally because
all the audience participated unlike
Met performances, for instance, where
only a comparative handful who understand the language can enjoy
more than ' mere pantomime or
familiar music.
After witnessing
Juilliard's performances I resolved to
try similar performances of this and
other works in an attempt to show
the lay opera-goers that he'd been
missing a great deal in opera if he

—

had never heard it sung in IntelSept 1.
Rochester
Civic
Music
Assn ligible English and staged in a mandropped the Boston Symphony from ner usually ignored by traditionmanagements.
its winter concert schedule for the bound opera
I have so far been unable to Infirst time in a decade on threat of
American Federation of Musicians to terest any daring producer in the
boycott the Eastman theatre, where idea of giving young singers a boost
symph. had
skedded.
Manager financially 'and artistically by doing
Arthur M. See has booked two series good opera in good EnglUh and say-

MUSmN

HEADS

UNIT BOND PUSH
Nathan Milstein has been appointed chairman and condinator
of the Musicians War Bond Drl-vc,
violinist is lining up- fellow
musicians in an allout drive through
cmicerts to promote t|ie sale of
bonds.
He inaugurated Musicians
Week as Mond^ (31) and dnring

MiiDtAtii

since RKO.has indicated an iatareit
in 'Prima Donna,' the story Mis

Moore is interested in. A film deal
at Paramount is also being mulled
The estatdishment of a perinaBent
operetta company has alwaya bees
a pet idea ot the soprano's since her
student days in Bur^ie

19 Events listed

For Fall Season

By

has enUsted the services

of cellist Gregor Piatigord^ and
will give a joint concert with him
Hall, admis-

Frisco

Assa

on Oct 11 at Carnegie

sion to be purchase of war stamps.
Among artists who will donate their
will
John Charles
services
be

Thomas, Gladys Swarthout, Claudio
Arrau, Bronlslaw Huberman, Dusolina Giannini, Vladimir Horowitz
and Serge Rachmaninoff.

San Frandsco, Sept

1.

The San Francisco Opera Assn.
listed 19 events for the most extensive winter c onceit sdtedule it

has

has ever programmed. The Opera
House win be scene of 10 of the engagementa beginning Nov. 3. The
other nine events are scheduled for
tUe Curran Theatre The first of
these is billed for Nov. IS.
JOINS
The Opera House programs are
Jascha Heffeti, Carmm Amaya and
IN
her dance group, opening Tiight of a
local Monte Carlo Ballet Busse seaA new concert combination, Mar- son, Sergei JaroCTs Don Cossadf
vin Mnnygi pianist, and his nine- Chorus,
Bichard Cro<As, Miscba
year old dau^ter, Saundra Berk- Elman, Helen Tranhel, John Charles
ova, will be presented this coming Thomas, Nelson Eddy and Artur

DAUGHrai9,
CONCERT
MAAZEL

season by VCAC.
The youthful violinist has already
with the Los Angeles
'

appeared

Symphony, the National Symphony
and in the Hollywood Bowl,

It's

Up

to the

Army

On Ahram's Bookmgs
Jacques Abraro, pianist presently
a private at Fort Jay, Governors
Island, N. Y., has been booked for 17
for next season.
concerts by
Vliether or not. the pianist will
be allowed to play his dates is

NCAC

problematical

ing with me 'to hell with tradition
if it doesn't make a good show.' I
Asheville Mozart Fete
Francescatti, John Charles Thomas, haven't given up, however.
It is difficult to condone the stul
Casualty of the
Robert Casadesus, Ballet Theatre,
Don Cossack Choir, and two locally tifying assembly line' technique
Asheville, N. C, Sept, 1.
produced operas with name princi- practiced by teachers, coaches and
Asheville's Mozart festival is a
maestros universally that trains a
pals, 'Barber of Seville' and 'La
casualty of the war.
singer to be an automaton to be
Traviata.'
Gasoline and
rubber shortage
fitted into an opera role so standardbalked 1942 plans and Thor Johnand Saturday night and four perized that not even a rehearsal with
son, member of University of Michiformances of the new Ballet Theatre
the balance of the cast is required
gan music faculty and festival diduring the holiday season.
before a performance can be given
to Tour
rector
Ave
past
years,
is in military
Because of transportation difficulEvery young singer on the Met's service.
ties it has not been determined
payroll has possibilities beyond the
Fete is only musical event in
whether the orch will make its cusMexico Ctiy, Aug. 26.
of that company if for no country with entire program series
scope
tomary three tours through {he midMexican Symphonic Orchestra, di- other reason than youth. Let somecomposed 6t works of Mozart,
west.
rected by Carlos Chavez and com- one start the ball rolling by enposed of 102 musicians, starts a couraging (financially) groups to do
NCAC SIGNS BEEINI
three- week, 21 -concert tour of key opera in English with no concessions
QUITS PITT
JOB
Mexican cities when it ends its local to tradition for tradition's sake, and
Mario Berini, tenor of the Radio
Pittsburgh, Sept. 1.
Henri
Temlanka,
Dr.
Fritz season in early October at the Palace 111 promise that an appreciative pub- City Music Hall, has been signed to
(National Theatre) lic will respond in a manner that a managerical contract by NCAC,
Reiner's
concertmaster with
the of Fine Arts
will make it possible to finance the
Pittsburgh Symphony orchestra, has here.
Orchestra is to augment its playing careers of these young artists withFelix Knight Joins Juds«n
relinquished the post he held here
for one year to devote his time to staff to 129 for the first rendition in out their recourse to the great Metformerly
Felix
Knight,
tenor,
concert work.
Mexico, early In September, of Shos- ropolitan Opera House,
under NCAC management, has been
There is no dearth of young sing- signed by the Juclson Bureau of
He will appear with the orchestra takovich's Seventh Symphony, writColumbia Concerts for 1942-43 manas a soloist during the season, how- ten by the Russian composer during ers
only of young ideas!
agement.
ever.
Jamei Lehmann.
the siege of Leningrad.

A

—

inobably make all her
ai90*rance3 br the flnt of Mtqr

minute anieal.

of five concerts
each, including
Lily Pons, Heifetz, Rachmaninoff,

SmFH

Mom* win

and the

Rochester, N. Y.,

Mex Symph

ettas,

U

this week he's been appearing together with Bidtt Sayao, Maria GamSmallena and
unfortunate barelli, Alexander
Erica Morlni, over WJZ in a 15-

music but laugh at its
staging and its unintelligible tongues,
Another golden age of opera is not
just a dream but can be a reality
if it be under the aegis of skilfull
young producers who are honest
enough to admit the inadequacy of
the average opera presentation as a
show. Not even Shakespeare is burdened with all the tradition that

4S

War

Rubinstein.

Scheduled into the Curran are
Paul Draper, dancer, and Larry Adler, harmonica virtuoso, dividing one
program; the Don Cossacks, Josef
Szigeti, Artur Schnabel, duo-pianlsti
Vronsky and Babin, Dnsiriina Giannini, the Trapp Family Singers, duopianists Lulioshutz and
and Robert Casadesus.

Nemenoff

PONS SET FOR 4 DATES

AT2|€F0RSJ.0PERA
San Francisco, Sept, 1.
Lily Pons has come to terms with
the San Francisco Opera Co. aixl
Vill appear in four performances of
the 20th anniversary season starting
Oct. 9.
It is reported that 'fcucla,'
or 'Lakme,' and 'Daughter of the
Regiment' will be the operas in
which she will appear.
The signing of the coloratura
means that 'Pagliacci' and 'Cavalleria,' scheduled
to be presented,
will be omitted from the repertoire.
It Is said
the singer will receive
about $2,500 per performance.

Szigeti's
Joseph

Szigeti

45 Dates
opens

tour in Waterloo, la,,
violinist has also been

a.

Oct

4S-date
9.

The

booked with

the
National,
Toronto,
Montreal,
Philadelphia, Cleveland, Pittsburgh,
Chicago, Peoples Symphonies and
the N. Y. Philharmonic,
Szigeti
makes his bow in tha

popular field this month when Columbia releases an album of gypsf
music recently recorded by him.
0

y«dnegd«y, September

44
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TO THE BUYERS
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RISE
BANDS-TALENT MARKET

FIELDS...
TheM reMnt hMMHbMi from VARIETY
Band*9hows ar«

tiiMK>l<feMtt

of theatra gfofsaa

111

The

special Bands-Talent

For The
soon
by VARIETY, wiU serve as

issue,

'Strictly

Buyers,*

published

a reference guide because

of its wide editorial scope
... an exceptionally good

buy . . .-we sugyou make your space

advertising
gest

now

reservations

In

New York

at

154 West 46th

In Chicago
at

.

.

.

.

.

St.

.

54 W. Randolph St.

In Hollywood
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1708 N. Vine

St.
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ORCHESTRAS
Assigns

Band

to Others

Omaha, Sept

And Bandmen Quit Being Muacians
Philadelphia, Sept 1.
Allen Fielding, leader of the Club
Ball orchestra, and three of his
bandsmen took jobs as welders at
Navy Yard a
Philadelphia
the
couple ot months ago, doubling on
the bandstand at the club each

Fort Dix Band's Par

Short for

Army

,

shown the Government's

ruling:
'No one can quit a job at a Nav^
Yard, after once starting, until
they've worked for a period of at
least six months.'

So now Fielding and his tooters
drummer and two sax players
have laid aside their instruments for
a

welder's

the

Fielding

torch.

was

forced to give up a lucrative conHe's now strictly
tract at the Bali.
a welder at least until the stx

—

months are up.
Cleve. Band's War Work
Cleveland, Sept.
King's house band at

1.

Aud

the

ballroom is being given
timely bilUng as the 'All-Out De-

Aragon

Fort Dix, N. J., dance orch, staffed
mostly with w.k. musicians, has a
green light from Army Emergency
Relief to do a two-reeler for Par
with revenue going to the relief org.

Marco Resales, who had his own
combo in Hollywood Beach, Fla.,
when he was drafted, handles the

men

14

in

is

now

i

full-fledged

BANDS SEE

M

COMMISSION*

marine

at local American Ship
Works on wiring Govern-

AS SAVER

ment vessels until 4 p.m. daily,
rushes home to change into formal
band. attire and then waves a baton

for five hours nightly.
Lower level orchestras, which
Both Jack Lloyd, his pianist, and have had hard sledding lately beCharles Dvorak, sax, also double in cause of the great increase in the
department. cost of transportation, are looking
electrical
shipyard's
preruns
Bailey
a
Bill
Trumpeteer
fo:-ward to Sept 15, when the new
cision machine at an airplane plant, American Feder..tion of Musicians
while his trumpet-partner, Johnny rule goes Into effect governing the
Taylor, is a factory machinist on the exacting of commilsions by booking
sax.
Hendershott.
agencies.
This rule
allows
Sheldon
the
side.
takes the dents out of army and agency to take commissions only on
navy band instruments at a music the net, that is after all transportareedTuttle,
tion,taxes,
etc.,
are
taken
out;
forGeorge
repair shop.
man, and Anthony Granata, bass, merly commissions were based on
work in tool-making factories, while the face value of a contract.
drummer Joe Gilbert Gibbons is an
Since buses were taken out of
electrical maintenance man at air- circulation for use on one-nighters,
port in his spare time.
the 'B' and
class bands have
All of the King bandsmen started been hard put to show a profit and
learning side-trades two years ago, frequently have lost money because
when they saw war clouds looming. of the sharp Increase in travel costs.
entrenched
firmly
Many
are
of
them
have
been forced
Now they
so
in defense jobs that their draft- from the one-night road for that
boards have ordered them to con- reason.
tinue the valuable work, instead of
It's expected, however, that after
conscription them.
Sept 15 the agencies will place
these bands on location as often as
NItery Personnel In War Work
possible.
They must keep them
Philadelphia, Sept. 1.
working, however, or lose them beEvery member of the bill currently cause of another A^M rule that all
at McGee's Club 13 is holding down bands must be offered bookings at
a defense job during the day.
least 20 out of every 26 weeks.
Ken Milton, m.c, is a sheet metal
worker at Cramp's shipyard. Barbara Stone, canary, is a dispatcher
at the Bendix aviation plant. Doris Theatre Dates Pep
'

'

Up

Field,

vocalist,

works

at

the U. S.

B.R. of Bands on N.Y.

Signal Corps.

Others doing war work:
Lola Claire, dancer, sells bonds:
Harriet Hale, bandleader and pianist,
volunteer clerk at Red Cross office;

Non

-

Profit Locations

of
moving
<out
Temporarily
Gabinet violinist, spotter at
Air Corps Interceptor Command; lengthy location jobs to play theatres
Cotherine Powers, clarinetist sells as a means of partially recuperating
bonds and stamps in the lobby of sagging bankrolls has been done before, but never from N. Y. hotels.
the Trans fcux theatre.
Recently
Bobby Byrne bowed
And Johnny McGee, owner of the
Julia

spot

a

is

member

of the Civil

Patrol.

Air out of the Edison hotel for- one week
to play Loew's State, and beginning
this
will

L

A. Jumps Juke Tax

Los Angeles. Sept. 1.
Juke boxes were listed among the

war

casualties after the city council

down a tax barrage raising the
annual squeeze from $1 to $5 per
juke. With 5,000 boxes in town, the
boost means $20,000 moi'e per year
laid

in the city treasury.

Other victims were the peanut and
candy vending machines, raised from
$3 to $10, at an estimated increase of
$30,000 yearly in the civic exchequer.

Gloria Parker Finds
Gloria

Men

week

(Sept.

Johnny Long

4)

drop out of the

New Yorker

to

play a week at Keith's, Boston. Since
a band's theatre salary is usually
three or four times larger than that
of the location job (on which most
outfits lose money), an occasional
theatre week makes, the drain of a
long sitdown easier.
Long is to be replaced at the New
Yorker for the week by Carl Ho ff.
Byrne's place at the Edison was
taken by Lee Castle on a Tinker-toEvans-to-Chance arrangement. Castle was playing the Arcadia Ballroom, New York, but dropped out of
there for the one week to fill in for
Byrne, subsequently returning.
Byrne, is to be at the Edison until

Harry James' orchestra cracked the
record for cover charge tabs lured
onto the Astor Roof, N. Y., last week,

Heats Up Detroit;

Nov.

1;

Long

until October.

is

at the

New

However, a good 50% of the bands
the race' could be tossed over'
board as self-starter outflts for whom
nobody voted except the three or
four members of the pickup combination.
Despite these unknowns,
'In

the voting was close among the top
bracket bands, with maestros no
longer speaking to pals In the be
lief that the other crew was stuffing
the unsupervised ballot boxes.
Winner in the contest in a close
race was the Ray Gorrell band
which advertises itself locally as
Second
'Detroit's Favorite Band.'
was the Ben Young orch, with
Jimmy Straus band only a hot breath
behind. The big Gorrell outfit which
maintains its own booking office
here, is strictly a Detroit orchestra
since it confines dates to the Michi
gan area. Band was singled out for
an important date last Spring in
Bermuda, but claims it has found it

more

rofltable to stick to local

book

George Auld's complaint filed with
American Federation of Musiagainst
Harry Dunspaugh,
president of the Youngstown. O,

the

cians

up a total of 7,101 in six days.
probably a record for all
N. Y.'s major name band hotels, too,
since the Astor's 1,000 capacity is the
largest room ever to use such talent.
Saturday night (29) the room played
to 1,535 covers, also a new high for
Management posted
one
night
waiter captains in the lobby of the
hotel below to prevent people from
coming near the roof. It's claimed
piling
That's

over 1,000 were turned away.
James' .nightly figures Monday
through Saturday were: 1,046, 1,003,
1,182, 1,045, 1,290, 1,535. That topped
his first week's figure of 6,757, which
was 101 short of Tommy Dorsey's
6,858, the previous high.

bluntest
national

AFM,

is

probably the

document ever handed the
executives.

According

to

AFM official, Auld charges Dunspaugh with having a 'financial interest' in the Mansions, where Auld re<
cently played one week of a fourweek contract and then wasn't paid
an

in full for the single stanza

Auld's trouble with the Mansion.s,

which is owned by Tony Cavalcro,
began before he opened there Aug.

He signed a contract with the
spot calling for 9 p.m.-l a.m. working hours five weeks before opening;
1.

two weeks later he was asked
whether he would agree to do 17
broadcasts weekly on a local station
at various hours between noon and
1:30 a.m. Auld refused, pointing out
his men would virtually be working
14 hours a day, five days a week,
his contract called for

and asserted

CHESTER BKPT.;

Auld answered he would do any
number of broadcasts during working hours, but none outside them,
which would violate union rules. He
took his band to the Mansions and

LISTS $23^3
IN

only four hours nightly, no broadcasts.
He was then threatened with
a cancellation, he says, by Dunspaugh.

DEBTS

duriijg the first week claims he underwent all sorts of pressure from
Dimspaugh and Cavalero to do the

disputed broadcasts.
He continued
to refuse and then was given notice.
He further claims that he was able
to collect only $751.10 of the $1,050
due him for the week's work, charging
Dunspaugh with instructing
Cavalero not to pay him in full. Li
the complaint Auld seeks to collect
the remainder and also salary in full
for the three remaining weeks of the
by agreement.

Bob Chester last week filed the
third largest petition in bankruptcy
a bandleader in Federal Court,
N. Y. Again proving that the band
business is big business, at least in
unpaid debts, Chester listed liabili
ties of $23,233 and assests of $1,285,
not including his saxophone.
PrC'

by

vious

high

baths

Bobby Byrne, who

were

taken

recently

listed

In a letter to Auld after the leader
got back to N. Y., Cavalero allegedly
gave an excuse for not paying the
band in full that he had been advised Auld's musicians planned to
wrea^ 'acts of violence and destrucment with Tommy Dorsey whereby tion' on his property. He asserted
the latter was entitled to 10% of that withholding payment until the
Chester's profits from his band.
It men had left the property was the
only
way he knew to avert trouble.
was not generally known that Dorsey
had a piece of Chester's outflt, though
there have been rUmors to that effect,
Dorsey was instrumental in getting L'ville
to
Outdoor
Chester's band started about three
years ago.
Season Witih
Bands,
Chester also lists debts to- Phillip
A. Braunstein, accountant, $1,000;
Concert and Radio Talent
Jack Philbin, personal manager, $627;
Jack J. Katz, $2,000; Ben Yost Inc
liabilities

of

approximately

$58,000,

and Jack Teagarden, two years

ago,

for $28,000.

ings.

The

Fitch broadcast takes the air
Sept. 6 from the Hotel Statler.

GLENN MILLER MAY
JOIN THE U.

S.

NAVY

Glenn Miller may be planning to
join the Navy as soon as his schedule
Though
will permit him to do so.
rumors that he was contemplating
such a move have been denied repeatedly, it's asserted that Miller
has approached several rival leaders
with a proposition to join with him
and become members of a .service
band under his direction.

In listing creditors, Chester's petition revealed that he had an agree

Expand

Name

and Harry W. Lawrence, $350; Music
Corp. of America, bookers, $3,327 in
accrued commissions; Mrs Christine

Louisville, Sept.

Bojivd

I.

of directors of the Louis-

ville Park Theatrical Assn. felt .so
For the past several weeks there Fisher (mother) $9,357, and a total
have been rumors flying around at- of $2,166 to musicians in his band pleased at the report of the exectributed to Lieut. Com. Eddie Pea- including $212 to arranger Dave utive manager, Douglas D.< Cornelle
As.sets of $1,258 reprejsents
body, supervising musical activity at Rose.
at a meeting Friday (28). that beGreat Lakes Training Station, that his car and instrument truck.
ginning with the new fiscal year
Miller was on the verge of signing
Oct I, the association will bring
Prior to that there were other
up.
Band't San Antonio Outlet
to the Louisville area name bnr.o.s,
reports that the leader had asked
San Antonio, Sept 1.
the men in his band to join the Navy
concert
and radio
personalities,
with him in a body. Miller denied
The St. Anthony hotel will air ihe with the idea of bridging gaps in
all the reports Saturday (29) at the
music of name bands from its the town's winter entertainment proFox theatre, Brooklyn, where he's Anachcho Room over WOAI nightly, gram.
currently playing.
with a double broadcast on Sunday.
Cornette's report showed that the

Barney Buhl band has moved into
Akron, O., for

the Mayflower hotel,
six weeks.

Contract calls for eight 30-minute
remote broadcasts per week.
Current is Everett Hoagland'.><
orch.

six-week season of summer .show.s
at
Iroquois
Amphitheatre ended
with a surplus of $3,300, mnkini> the
year in five that the .'e:'- n
more than paid for it-iclf. Tlie
1U41 surplus was $8,000, brin^.'jii;
the current operating fund up to
$11,300.
Total paid attendance of
Iroquois Amphitheatre for 41 night.';
of presentations during 1942 wus
91.605.
Frederick DeCordova. producing director, returned to N. V.
Friday (28) and was awarded x new
contract as producing director for
ttiird

ha:>

N.Y. Hotels'
Will

Band Kissers This Winter

Look the Same as Last Year

the 1943 .season.

and winter lineup of name turns to hj.<; annual .stand at the
bands at major New York hotels Roosevelt; Tommy Tucker opens
will be essentially the same as last Sept. 26 at the Es.scx House, followed
year, with a few exceptions. Glenn by Sammy Kaye. The Waldorf situMiller goes back into the Pennsyl- ation has not yet been cleared up;
Yorker vania the first week in October; Freddy Martin occupied that stand
Fall

Benny Goodman returns

to the

New

Parker, former
Yorker a week later. Both will be
whose forte was playing a half
dozen musical instruments, opens
Jane Ward, gal vocalist with Clyde followed by the same bands as last
with an all-male outfit at Arcadia Lucas' orchestra, currently in Mem- year Jimmy Dorsey at the Penn
probably Woody Herman at the
and
Ballroom', N. Y., tomorrow (Thurs.) phis, is quitting to return to her
night.
Band iS currently at Luna home in Philadelphia because of ill New Yorker.
Vaughn Monroe moves back into
Park, Coney Island.
Lavonna Cromwell, of the
Mi.ss Parker health.
Harry James will
Commodore;
the
plays fiddle in front of her group.
with
formerly
Sisters,
Crom<vell
Oct 2 to the
Agented
Music
of Herbie Holmes band, is a likely be at the Lincoln from
by
Corp.
first of the year. Guy Lombardo reAmerica.
choice to replace.

vaude single

Instigating Contract Breach

local of the

Poll

Ray GonreD Wins

electrician

Yards.

Band

the outfit

tries.

King

Fitch

are George Koenig, ex-Benny Goodman sax; Red Di Cataldo, ex-Larry
CJinton trumpet; Bob Jenny, exClaude Tliornhill trombone; Bob
Stuarsi, ex-Louis Prima sax; Joe
Detroit, Sept. 1.
Florentine, also a trumpeter wilfi
Plenty of hard-feeling was en
Larry Clinton; Carol Birvis, who
gendered here when the Fitch band
beat the skins for Joe Venuti, and
Al Peinecke, who scored for Dick wagon drugstore poll flushed out
109 bands all seeking the broadcast
Stabile and splits the arranging
time.
Plenty of charges of stuffed
chores for this combo with Maestro
ballot boxes are running around the
Resales.
town, and the locals still blinking
over the fact that there were 109
orchestras in the contest a surprise
number of combinations.

fense Orchestra,' since all of its
eight mu^cians are doubling in
overalls in Cleveland's war indus-

And

Mark With 7,101 Covers

baton.
the

With Having a Piece of Ohio Spot

James Cracks N. Y. Hotel

Pines, Colorado resort.

Pvt.

Among

Auld Charges Musicians Local Official

I.

Freddy Ebener, the maestro who
has operated his band in and around

town for a long time, is now an
army lieutenant and his band has
been turned over to Morton Wells,
trumpeter and vocalist, and Marvin
Wright, arranger and pianist.
Band is winding up a short sumRelief
mer engagement at Troutdale-in-the-

'

night
For a while things were swell,
with the tooters drawing down two
But
hefty pay checks each week.
after a while this burning of the
candle on both ends began to telL
They asked their Navy Yard foreman If they could resign and were

45

Amy,

Fr«ddy Ebener in

So Maestro

Job,

—

last fall.

New

addition to the winter rank.s
year will probably be the A.stor
Spot still has not made up its
to run beyond Les Brown's
indefinite slay, which opens Sept. 12
following the current Harry James.
But it's understood that if the room
is
maintained through the winter
Alvino Rey will be brought back.
this

Roof.

mind

Air Force

Bandmen

Santa Ana, Cat, Sept. 1.
Air Force band has been augmented by five new rec^'uits, all recent ^members

of

name

orchestras.

They are Hal Able.s.ser with Gus
Arnheim; Bryan Lee with Don
Bestor; Joe Barron with Rudy ValIce;

Carl

Pritchard

with

Claud*

Sweeten, and John Grimes with Art
Randall.
Capt. Eddie Dunstcdter. onetime
organist, is the stick waver.

—

..
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ORCHESTRA GROSSES

A6

PANCHO, 1-A

Band B O.

All

$30,000 in

DorseysTop

Big; 2

Takes

Bandleader

M. andlndpk. Jurgens

Physical

bandleader currently at
Riviera, Fort Lee,
scheduled to take his physical at Governor's Island, N. Y, Friday (4). He's had a 1-A- classificaPancho,
J., is

tion for

some

Bands

(Presented hereioltlt, as a weekly tabulation, is the estlTnated cover
charge business being done by name bands in oariotts Seio York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel give
room copacitv and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
holidav price.)
tVrcks
Hotel

time.

plans have been made for his Harry James
band, pending the results of the ex- Ray Heatherton
Xavier Cugat*
amination.

No

Improved by Force

(Estimates for This Week)
Dorsey, Buffalo (Buffalo;
35-55)— With 'Are Husbands
Necessary' (Par). Colossal $32,000,
breaking 10-year record at this
house.
Indianapolis
Dorsey,
Tommy

.

Johnny Long

Jimmy

J 500;

There's

one

band leader

New York who

Glen Gray
Jerry Wald

worried about

On

the Upbeat

*

30-40-55)— With 'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th). No help at
all from picture, but Dorsey is pulling up gross to smash $30,000 or bet-

last

(Circle; 2,600:

Lee CasUe orchestra begins twoweek stay at Pelham Heath Inn, Pelham. N. Y., Friday (4), replacing the
current

Bob

Allen.

ter.

Sklnnay Ennls, New York (Paramount; 3,664; 35-55-75-85-99-$1.10),
With Ink Spots, others, on stage;
'Holiday Inn' (Par) on screen. Strong
stageshow and film meant huge $67,000 on the fourth week ended last
night (Tuesday), while the third
skyrocketed to $77,000. Ennls and
Ink Spots replaced today (Wed.) by
the Will Osborne band and. the

Jurgens' $5,928

Charioteers.
Ellington, Cleveland (Palace;
40-60-70)— With 'Men ol Texas'

Dnke
3,700;

(U).

Ellington jiving bill up stead-

ily to fine $22,000.

Seattle (Palomar;
30-40-58)— Plus 'Marry Boas'
Daughter' (20th). Band accounting
III.- bulk of fine $10,000.
Dlek Jnrgcns, Pittsburgh (Stanley, 3,800; 30-44-55-66)— With 'Jackass Mail' (M-G). First time for Jurgens here and he's pacing for hefty
$25,000, a very pleasant surprise,
Sammy Kaye, New York (Strand;

Ina

Ray Hotton,

1,350;

2,756;

35-55-75-85-99-$1.10)

—

With

'Gay Sisters' (WB) on screen. On
blowoff (3d) week holding up ex
tremely well, about $40,000 being
The second week built
sighted.
the stretch to big $51,000.
Glenn Miller, Brooklyn (Fox; 4,023;
40-55-65-75)— With 'Priorities on Pa
Booming to magnifirade' (Par).

cent $33,000, marking resumption of
stage fare at house after several years
straight films.

New High; Lpan

Bob Chester orchestra Is booked
for a stay at the Casa Manana, Cul
ver City, CaL, opening Sept. 17.
DIok Stabile band scheduled to do
a Pathe short, start shooting around
14.

Alvino Rcy, Detroit (Michigan;

4,

—

well for Andy
2,600 coUegiates and
did

about 1,600 at 50c and $1.
Rudy Wallace (Totem Pole B.,
Aubumdale, Mass., Aug. 24-29).
Wallace doing well here; played to
7,000 dancers in six days at $1.'45
pair for $5,075, good, all things con-

MASS PRODUCTION
IN WAR SONG PUBS

Claude ThomhIII, Chicago 'ChiC4.000: 35-55-75)— With Toot
Claude Thorn
hill's orch dividing credit with film
frir sweet $50,000 intake, despite torn
up streets around theatre.
Whlteman,
Philadelphia
Paul

700
3,isa
2,050
1.500
2,050

20
7
21

975

Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band

is

th«

Los Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador: 900: $1-$1.50). Trade continues brisk and
no letdown from his previous weeks around 5,000 covers.
Joe Belchman (Biltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l). Sellout weekend plus heavy
early week by Leglonaires' convention added up to smart 5,600 total.

Chicago
Tommy

of

new room.

Perry, luring
factory work-

sidered.

cago)

13,850
10,825
25,375
33,250
43,050
14,550
14,325

Played to 935 supper guests, despite small capacity.

ers at $1.10.

the turnstiles.

lipht Serenade' (20th).

Carer*

Week. Od Data

,

50-65)— 'Male Animal' (WB) and
King Sisters. Good picture coupling
and due for an important $44,000 at

000;

(400; 7Sc-$l.S0)

Lexington (300; 7Sc-$1.50)
Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)
Lincoln (225; 75c-$l)

folal

_Pai»
7,100

HitsRecord$l,liOO

Pnma,

OCC take.

.New Yorker
.

Cover*

major draw.

Combo

i

40-0^-65-75-85)— Plus Jackie
3,200;
Cooper, Judy Canova and 'Men of
Texas' (U). Stage show is credited
with major share of the terrific $32,

2
18
9
16

Tucker (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.S0 mln.).
Tucker and with Billy DeWolfe, impressionist, is dragging 'em
Count Basle orch signed to play into this class spot, with Tucker attracting 4,500 attendance for week.
Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Still a
In 'ReviUe With Beverly' at Colum
prime midwest favorite with a strong following, continually building.
bia.
Joy' came through with 3,000 people for week.
Charlie Splvak (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 800; $1.25-$2.50 mln.).
Benny Goodman orch started work Outstanding band attraction of the town Splvak has proven
surefire around
(Estimates)
in the Charles R. Rogers picture,
Chicago. They're jamming this nite rendezvous, reaching 6,000 climax in
Earl Hlnes-Cootle Williams (Savoy "The Powers Girl.'
past seven days.
New York, Aug. 30).—Hines
B.
Eddie Oliver (Mayfalr Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $2.50 mln. Sat.).
and Cootie Williams' new band bat
Pittsburgh
MoCllntook,
CUIre
Combo of Eddie Oliver with Georgie Tapps doing fairly good biz at this
tied each other before 4,^58 patrons drummer,
Frankie sedate dining room, reaching
replaced
has
2,000 people In week.
and drew fine $3,085.
Miller, off for army, with Freddy
Carl Hotr-Tcd Herbert (Raymor- Nagel band at Bill Green's, Pitt.
Playmor B., Boston, Aug. 28).—
Minneapolis
Hoff and localite Herbert accounted
Jimmy Palmer, singing with Lou
Frankie Gelson (Minnesota Terrace, Nicollet hotel; $l.S0-$2 min.). With
for neat 1,900 in twin danceries,
Breese orch, is the former Jimmy Dorothy Lewis ice revue, 'Symphony on Skates,' the magnet,
room condrawing $1,300 at 75c-65c. Next night DiPalma, Pittsburgh radio star.
tinued record breaking pace in eighth and final week; approximately 700
(29) Hoff and Guy Ormandy, an
nightly. Gelson (local) orch. remains over, supplemented by three acts
other local, drew better, 2,100, at
Kennywood Park, Pittsburgh, sea Harry Stevens, Carole Ac Sherod and Barbara Lee.
same prices for $1,470.
son will wind up Labor Day (7) with
Dick Jurgens (State T., Harris- Jimmy Dorsey one-nighter.
burg, Pa., Aug. 24-26). Fresh from
Philadelphia
Cedar
Meadowbrook,
at
stand
Mary Marshall and her Esquires
Herby Woods, Garden Terrace; Benjamin Franklin hotel; 500; $1-$1.50Grove, N. J.' Jurgens cracked this
open at Merry-CJo-Round, Pittsburgh $2 min.). Still keeping up healthy pace with 1,291 supper customers for
spot's early week record for three
Howard
replacing
Saturday
(5),
eighth
sesh.
days; drew $5,928.
Baum outfit. Latter's been at the
Walter Miller (Stratford Gardens; Bellevue-Stratford hotel; 225; no
Guy Lombardo (Empire B., Al- spot for 21 weeks.
cover or min.). Meyer Davis unit doing neat biz in the swank Bellevue's
lentown, Pa., Aug. 26). Lombardo

Sept

Bob Strong orch now touring the
Currently at Trocadero
midwest.
Club, EvansviUe, Ind., with next -date
JImmIe Luncelord (Brookline C. scheduled for Eastwood Gardens, De.
Ul) (3,200; 28-33-44-55)—With 'Grand
C, Philadelphia, Pa., Aug. 29). Spot troit, and then Chicago.
Central Murder' (M-G). Monroe mak
almost doubled play of last few
Infi his first midwest appearance
sock at $25,000, plainly due to the weeks with Lunceford, playing to
traveling
have
Diaicnltles
of
060 dancers at $1.10 per. Previous
band.
Wednesday (16) Lunceford played to caused Baron Elliott, band leader,
Will Osborne, Providence '(Metro
quit the road and take a staff job
at City to
politan; 3.200; 55)—With Andrews $5,800 worth of business
on WCAE, Pittsburgh, for the duraand 'Rubber Racketeers' Auditorium, St. Louis.
Sisters
tion.
Abe Lyman (El Patio, Reno, Nev.,
(Mono). Big $10,000 in three days
Aug. 24). Lyman busted this spot
with a single admish price of S5c.
Harry James' and Guy Lombardo's
Boston (RKO Boston wide open, setting new record;
Lonis

Vaughn Monroe, Chicago ( Orien

Pligred

.Astor (1.000; 75c-$l)
Biltmore (30O; $1-$1.S0)
.Waldorf (550; $1-$1.50)

.

.

.

Lani Mclntire

In

the draft taking his men.
He told several music men
week that since the beginning of conscription he lost 14
out of 16 musicians— but 'now
I've got a better band.'

Hotel B. O.'s

at

(4)

Ben Marden's
N.

Fme 25G in Pitt. Ditto Monroe in Ckf

Army

In N. T. Friday

orchestras will altei'nate at Convention Hall, Philadelphia, Sept. 18 at
a dande for the benefit of the West
Lombardo
Catholic Charity drive.
plays 9-11:30, James 11:30 to 2 a.m.

Jimmy Dorsey band booked
Kennywood Park, Pittsburgh,

Into
for

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los Angeles)

Woody Herman (Palladium B, Hollywood, sixth week). Cut himself
another hefty 27,000 and finished the run high among the leaders. Aggregate biz (165,000 in six weeks) better by one-third over his last year's
stand. Abe Lyman, opened tonight (Tuesday) with Matty Malneck, held
over as intermish crew.
Lionel Hampton (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cal., second week).
Climbing gradually and should pull around 8,000 payees on the week.
Count Basle (Trianon B, Southgate, Cal., second week). Hottest band
here since Jimmle Lunceford and heading for a smacking 10,000 or better.
Band broke every individual night record with exception of Saturday,
last week, its first.
Johnny Blohards (Casino B, Hollywood, third week). The turnover Is
the thing here and he stub count should be somewhere around 3,500.
Ted Flo BMo (Florentine Gardens, N, Hollywood, eighth week). Will
get up to S,OQp admissions, which is normal average, aided by Nils Granlund's revue and Mills Bros, in the Zanzibar Room.

one-nighter Sept. 7 (Labor Day).

Mary Marshall and her

Elsquires
Merry-Go-Round, Pittsat
Sept. 4, following Howard
Baum, who will have been there
five months then.

open

burgh.

(Chicago)
Buddy Franklin (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). New in the business, but with a strong show supporting him. Franklin played to 4,000
people in seven-day period.
Art Jarrett (Black Hawk; 600; $1.25 min.). Favorite in Chicago, this
successor to Hal Kemp attracted 3,000 for the week.

Fred Waring's publishing firm
Words 8c Music, Inc., seems to have
Dick Mack. Jazzy Gurney and Bill
put the output of war songs on an
Cuban Terrace Room, Cleveland,
(Earle; 2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)— White
left Baron Elassembly line basis. It has within Bickel, all of whom
which will be redecorated in an
man's crew will wind up with okay
loitt three months ago to join Blue
Band is teamed with 'Men recent weeks turned out a song for Barron, back w'"i Elliott in Pitts- American motif for autumn launch$20,000.
practically every
branch of the
ing Oct. 1.
Jules Duke's cocktail
of Texas' (U) and a couple of out
again.
burgh
service and had them recorded by
unit now playing in hotel's small
side acts.
The
numbers are
Decca.
Rouge.
Lorraine Benson, former singer Cafe
'Look Out Below (Song of the
with Orrln Tucker, now thrushing
Paratroopers)', 'Roll, Tanks, Roll
Nick D'AmIco band bows out of
with Freddy Nagel outfit at. Bill
'The Fighting Quartermaster Corps,
Help Soviet' Confab
the Detroit Statler hotel Sept. 13 to
Green's, Pittsburgh.
'Song of the Unsung (Merchant Mago to Buffalo, with the Dick Kuhn
Popular Music Committee for Rus rine Song)' and 'Sky Anchors (Naval
Charlie Barnet band pencilled outfit replacing in Detroit
sian War Relief will meet at the Aviation Song)'.
into
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh,
Couple other newcomers of war week of Sept. 25.
Astor hotel, N. Y., Sept. 16, to begin
Gabe D'AmIco, saxman formerly
laying out plans to raise funds. Ted inspiration are 'We're Off to Berch
with
Raymond Scott; trumpeter
Wallerstein, president of Columbia tesgaden,' published by Mills Music
Ken Harvey's recently organized Patsy Oliver, ex-Red Nqrvo, and
and written by Charles Richardson dance band, which in a drug store
Records, will preside.
Reed James, pianist who used to be
Major George Fielding Eliot, CBS Harry Filler and Frank Capano balloting contest was declared Milnews commentator, will be gqest and Shapiro-Bernstein's 'Here Comes waukee's favorite orch, thereby gain- with Isham Jones, have joined Art
Farrar's band at the Vogue Terrace,
speaker.
thp Navy.'
ing a coast-to-coast hearing on the Pittsburgh.
Fitch Band Wagon a coupla weeks
ago, will replace Freddie Fisher beEstrolltos,- Mexican orchestra. Is
ginning Sept 14 at Lakota's, Milw, the first
below-the-border crew to
downtown spot.
be tried out by Hotel Carter Fiesta

W&M

Howard Magee,

Room, Cleveland, where they open
Latins
its fall semester Sept. 11.
signed by Allen James Lowe, hotel
operator,
supplement Charley
to
Wick's orchestra.

Tm

going to move to

The Outskirts

of

Town"

AND

"Dasie Bloes"
Columbia Record No. 36601

COUNT BASIE
And
Per.
Dir.

Mgt:

His Orohestra

MILTON EBBINS

William Morris Agency

colored trumpeter,

is set to join Charlie Barnet in place
of 'Peanuts' Holland, also a Negro.

Bob

Opitz's

Versatilians

coming

back, to Monaco's Cafe, Cleveland,
7 to replace Herb Hagenor's
trying to line up Velva
band.
Nally to Join Opltz, who is also add-

Sept

ing

MCA

new drummer

as vocalist for this

date.

WJZ—CoasUte-Coast

Barry

York

Sept, 4—Starting Third Enoagemant
ROSELAM), NEW YORK

is

WInton

crew

from

New

reopening Hotel Statler's

^!.N;i;.\-T

COR?.

Wednesday* September.
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ORCHESTRAS

Staff-Ordiestras

Morris Office Gets Mcbityre Band;

'No Publicity'
sContlnaed from page

7—

Baron Elliott, recently appointed leader ot house band at WCAE Pitts- diligent reporting could unearth
took themselves for an airplane ride
burgh, succeeding Earl Truxall, won't be able to take over hU new post
to get here, LaGuardia Field recorduntU Sept. 23 on account of previous dance date contracts set for blm. As
ers noted.
result, station will use three local bands for one week each, since union
The setup goes back to the early
regulations calk for resumption of a regular band at local Mutual outlet
days of the war when the Air Transby first of month. First sub outAt will be the Howard Baum outfit, which
port Association, master unit of the
takes over this week.
nation's airlines, ruled that the cloudWith annoiicemetit that Elliott had decided to give up touring for the chasers eliminate competitive pubduration to take a home-town job at WCAE, flock of his men who left licity in the belief that the public's
liim when Elliott went into Oh Henry Ballroonv in Chicago several months reaction to it might be adverse. Pargo have returned to the fold. Bill Bickel, pianist and arranger, is back ticularly indigo-pencilled were press
from the Blue Barron crew, while Dick Mack and several other alumni notes and tips on the wanderings of
have also resigned. Elliott will retain his featured band singers, Mary the Hollywood brethren, and the airKrleg and Babe Rhodes, for his radio stint.
line press agents not only failed to

Dick Jurgens constantly surprises broadcasting engineers and monitors,
assigned to liandle his band's remote shots, with his knowledge of microphones and equipment Leader has made a study of the subject. When
his band is about to locate at a spot from which it will broadcast, he
specifies the type and make of mikes and in other ways makes certain
that the outfit has every opportunity to sound at its best on broadcasts.

.

Few leaders go to such lengths to minimize poor remote shots. Most of
the better outfits repeatedly check balance and other items by having
recordings made of their programs, but can't do much more. Monitors,
the guys who control a broadcast from the point of origin, are usually
the source of a leader's sleepless nights. They can, and often do, make
a good broadcast sound poor because of bad dial handling,
Claude ThomhUl's contract to make a Paramount picture hasn't been
It has t>een deferred until a later date. Paracompletely washed out
mount meanwhile making up for mconvenlencing the leader by having
theatre department help fill some of his open weeks with stage engagements. He was given Uie Chicago, Chicago, opening Friday (28), Minneapolis and Omaha, three weeks in all, which, with others hurriedly
booked by General Amusement in Oes Moines, Davenport, Dayton, Cleveland and Indianapolis, filled the band's time.
its

Thornhill was supposed to have been on the Coast past Monday (24)
filming for Par, but Buddy DeSylva, Par studio head, ruined
two weeks ago by nixing the finished script.

to begin

those plans

Business at the Log Cabin, Armonk, N. Y., name band stand, is off 50%,
according to Augie Hussar, owner and operator, who blames it on the
curtailment of gasoline and rubber.
Hussar, however, is the only outlying roadhouse operator who admits having been injured by transportation
Frank Dalley. owner of Mcadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
difficulties.
asserts, his spot did one-third more business in the last three weeks with
Dick Jiirgens' orchestra than any previous summer period. Glen Island,
with Sam Donahue (replaced last night (Tues.) by Hal Mclntyre), claims
weekends have been holding up well, with only a slight fall-oft during the
week.

Some gas rationing boards in New Ycrk have been very cooperative on
extra fuel needs of musicians the past month or so. In many cases leaders
and sidemen have been allowed extra amounts ot gas when the men produced signed contracts for one-night dates and location jobs remote from
N. Y. This, despite that ration cards issued previously, were exhausted
too quickly.
In this way

many bands in lower money clas.<ie3 have been able to stay
Since these outfits normally don't earn enough salary to make
traveling by train worthwhile, most would have to disband If they could
Intact.

not travel

by

car.

Last week the 'Musician,' official organ of Local 77, Philadelphia, American Federation of Musicians, listed on its 'unfair' roll the name of Pearson
Lessy. When the name was brought *o the attention of 77*s execs there
were plenty of red faces. Lessy, a former vocalist on
and onetime
nitery prop, was murdered more than four months ago in Camden. No

WDAS

one could explain

how'eome

his

name made

the 'unfair

list.'

Joe Glaser denies that Jack Davies will handle all his N. Y. business
while he remains on the Coast He a.sserts that he has made a deal with

Now

i>avies to represent his (Glaser's) talent for theatre bookings only.
on the Coast, Glaser is to return in al>out a week.
Glaser, however, always has indicated that he would like some sort of a
setup which would enable him to spend the majority of his time on the

ballyhoo showfolk but actually suppressed news of them with far
greater care than they have controlled some military news.
The reported reaction of Hollywood was one generally expected.
The airlanes were nixed almost
unanimously. Many of the pic crowd
felt that when they were just junketing they wanted no publicity, but
that they were entitled to a few
paragraphs when they flew in the interests of the war efforts. The airline publicity ban was received with
such intensity Ijiat airline reservation men even found the going cold
and hard when they tried to book

Hollywoodians who

Aoprs fide Deal Witii Sy Shribman
Hal Mclntyre's band has been
signed to the William Morris agency

on a

Shep

Sept 4-5, Palace T
Peoria, lU.; 6, Modernistic B., Milwaukee; 7, Orpheum T., Madison,
Wis.; 8, State T., Logansport, Ind.;
9, Roxy T, Peru. Ind.; 10, Palace T.,
South Bend, Ind.; 11, Purdue U., LaFields,

,

fayette, Ind.; 12-13,
Springfield, 111.; 15,

Marion,
111.;

la.;

25,

Ind.;

16,

Orpheum

T,

Paramount

T.,

Rialto

T.,

Joliet

Danceland B., Cedar Rapids,
18, week, Orpheum T., Omaha:
week, Oriental T, Chicago.
17,

started.

QuIU Frank About

It

The ladles and gents of Hollywood
were quite frank to state to airline
reservation chiefs that they would
be 'delisted' to use the airlines,
when and if the war efforts of the
various commercial sky liners permitted, if they were accorded a reaHonestly
sonable publicity break.
and sincerely and, in many minds,
justly, the show people declared that
the only thing they could possibly
get out of the great expenditure of
time, energy, talents, personal funds
and physical well-being drained
bom them by the bond drive was a
bit of personal publicity. It was not
a case of pitting patriotism against
publicity, as a few of the airline

B..

III.;

St Louis;
Mo.;

15,

26,

27,

Frog Hop

Tromar

However, James set a new mark

for a Saturday

night,

missing the eastward pilgrimage of
those engaged in the war l>ond derive,
saw few of the bright-light cohorts
Ty Power,
these last seven days.
the Marine, who is as familar to the

Raymond

Rich's

Dick Steblle, Sept

may work

Band

Ug

for

Mclntyre's band has been working

J.

-Continued from pa(e

3s

en have beauty and sex appeal but

no character.
'That in sports and fights
is

it

Is

the

admired for

winning.

That in college life the boys are
swamped with girls, while your ex-

GiviDg Records

Arena, Holyoke, Mass.; 7, Lakewood Park, Mahanoy City, Pa.; 9-10, Poli T., Waterbury, Pa.; 12-13, Palisades Park, Fort
Lee, N.

J.;

Conn.
Noble

6,

T.,

Apollo

T.,

16,

New

closes at

plays

Empire Room,

Palace

Sept.

in

there this year, but probably will
eliminate it as a one-night job for
next season. Army doesn't step into
the 6,000-capacity spot until after
Labor Day (7), and on that day the
final hop of the season brings in

Glenn

Philadelphia, Sept

1.

box ops today (Tues.)

Philly juke

inaugaurated

a
recording-of-theweek campaign during which they'll
pick out the leading platter and plug
via posters, ads and radio. First

it

nod is Glenn MilGot a Gal in Kalamazoo.'
be plugged at least
15 times daily with spots on WIP,
which has tied up with the Music
Machine Operators of Pennsylvania
for the drive. In addition, each time
the tune is played on recordings or
by an orchestra it will be preceded
by an announcement that this Is the
disc

to

get the

ler's 'I've

Record

will

record of the

week

In the Jukes.

Although stunt has
tried in
the far west and midwest it's the
time that the juke operators in
an eastern city have tried it Record
of the week is being chosen by a
first

committee headed by Jack Cades,
business

manager of the operators

association.

BAND BOOKINGS

Miller.

Hall is a favored Saturday night
date, and it will be missed next seaIt is fairly close to New York
son.
and easily reached by rail; and it's
large capacity permits bands that

draw

Ballyiioo

Slssle,

mount

Tucker

Wide

18-20, State T., Hartford.

daughter,

one-night dates adjacent to N. Y. with a fullsize band on his days off from the CBS studios.
Leader is attempting to peditionary forces appear to contain
work out arrangements with the men formerly in the large band he led as many women as men.'
The piece goes on to bespeak 'the
to be available two nights a week.
Now at CBS directing a six-piece
extraordinary insensibility of a counutility group, Scott worka five days a week at the studio.
try which can send abroad films
showing itself in an odious light is
of-the-way spot) the band's poten- a constant amazement to us/
tialities should be fully developed.
Harold Nicholson, M.P., is quoted:
When caught it wasn't much more 'As one who loves the Americans
Reviews
than a month old and the combo was and knows them to be in the mass
playing surprisingly well.
most warm-hearted, simple, senthe
Right now it has weaknesses. To
peace-loving people on
JOB HABSALA OBCH (17)
begin with the group lacks soloists, sible and
Witt Adcle Oirard. Don D'Arey
with the exception of Marsala's earth, I must raise my foreign voice
clarinet and Miss Girard's harp, in protest against the continued
CaMB, Armmk, New Tark
This is Joe Marsala's second at- which isn't used often enougf) in'the falsification of true American valtempt at a full-size banfl; the first comparatively few arrangements in ues.'
He goes on to deplore 'the
was about thrc« years ago and didn't the l>ooks. .There aren't any out- smash-and-swagger nonsense that
last long. Majority of the time the standing takeoff men in either brass
reaches us (Engl.ind) from HollyMax Kaminsky's among wood,'
clarinetist has spent in front ot vari- or saxes.
and charges that these films
ous small jazz groims. He's probably the former, but he showed nothing
and leave the impression
better known In England than on extraordinary when caught and the 'convey
either
this side because of the vut niraiber brass as a whole was occasionally that the typical American is
of shortwave broadcasts he has done ragged. Rhythm, sparked by a very a criminal, a sob sister or a campus
for the BBC.
youthful drummer and Eddie Con- zany.'
Composed of five sax, three trom- don's guitar (he's another widely
Nicholson is further quoted as statbones, three trumpets, four rhythm known jazz man) is fine; it maintains ing: 'I have never understood why
and the harp played by Adele Girard ^ smooth, steady l>eat that's an in- the Americans (who as individual.s
•Mrs. Marsala), the new combina- atre vitation to dance.
are more .scn.«itive to criticism than
tion shows fine possibiliUes. It's set
Marsala's fine clarineting up front
most people) should allow their film
at this roadside
location for a defi- goes over solidly, as does the easy, industry to distribute throughout the
nite 24 weeks and
affable manner he has in handling
if that stretch is
Girard world an endless travesty of the
Miss
otherwise.
'ffeiy concluded (gas and rubber things
hoi tages make it tough
American character'
(Continued on page 48)
this outScott

ago.

Me Ops

Carnival, Trenton, N.

South Bend,
Sept 17, and opens at Chicago theatre for week Sept. 18. Sept 26 he
opens for a run at the Essex House,
Airport-on-the-Parkway as some of N. Y.
the passenger agents, was in and out

who wins and

repeatedly denied since first reported In 'Variety' about two months

B.,

this 'attitude, for publicity is to them Mondays off to play the Pantheon
what petrol is to an airplane.
Theatre, Hammond, Sept. 7, the
LaGuardia Field, in addition to Orpheum in Madison, on Sept 14.

packing 1,479 cheat

completed the
Morris office

weeks
The move has been

B.,

Yanks?

patrons into the 1,000-capacity spot (22) against Dorsey's previous 1,448.

outfit

with the

(31) afternoon after

of dickering.

week, Tune-Down

Frances, flew through the T.W.A.
way enroute from Hollywood to Comrention Hall, Big A.C.
Smith College, where she is training
Coast with his family.
with the Navy's WA'VES, and Ginny
Spot, Is Lost to Dance
Simms, 'the thrush, was in from
Vernon Davis, one of the men killed in Louisiana last week when two Washington on an Eastern Air Line
Bands For Next Year
heavy bombers collided in mid-air and crashed, was the brother of Pat Silverliner, Monday (31), to comDavis, tenor sax player with Glen Gray's Casa Loma orchestra and one of plete the week's history.
Army's take-over of Convention
the original members of that band. Younger DavLs was a bombardier, in
Hall, Atlantic City, along with sevtraining. Mother of the two arrived at the field where the flier was staeral hotels, won't disturb the few
tioned only a short while after the accident.
name-band promotions
remaining
Libel

Harry James' orchestra missed breaking Tommy Dorsey's cover charge
record at the Astor Roof, N. Y., last week, its first, by 101 tabs. In six
rainy nights James piled up a total ot 6,7S7 against Dorsey's peak of 6,858,
set several months ago.

transacUon

Sunday

Shribman and that outfit wherebi
St Morris will eventually handle the
Des bookings of all Shribman bands, as
their contracts with rival agencies
Gene Kropa, Sept 7, Hershey Park, expire. Shribman has said in the
Hershey, Pa.; 10, week, Capitol T, past that he wouid set up a book*
Washington, D. C; 17, Gwynn Oak ing outfit of his own, but since MorPark, Balto.; 18, State Fair, York, ris already has a national organizaPa.; 19, (^rnegie Tech., Pittsburgh, tion, and the bands Shribman would
Pa.; 21-23, Theatre, Worcester, Mass.; bring in would be invaluable addi25-27, Metropolitan T., Providence; tions to the current Morris list the
conclusions being drawn aren't i«
29-30, WB TheaUe, UUca, N. Y.
Harry James, Sept. 13, Steel Pier, far-fetched.
Atlantic City; 16-17, Palomar B.,
Norfolk, Va.; 18, Convention Hall.
Philadelphia; 19, Hershey Park, Hershey, Pa.; 22, 10 days, Meadowbrook,
Cedar Grove, N. J.
Mai Ballet, Sept. 14, two weeks.
Kankakee,

Joseph,
Moines.

Sept. 17-19, ParaSalem, Mass.; 25, week,
York; Oct. 2. week,
maestros whispered up each others' Howard T., Washington, D. C.
sleeves, but honest-tuh-gosb business
Tommy Toeker, currently at Emsense that caused the stars to take pire Room, Chicago, will utilize his

Irene

'long term* contract effective
immediately.
Sy Shribman, who

manages the

since its inception around the first
JImraie Lunccford, Sept. 4, Kitchener Summer Gardens, Kitchener, of this year free of any agency ties.
Ont; 5, Celron Park, Jamestown, Its bookings have been supervised
N. Y.; 6. Madrid B., Harrisburg, Pa.; by Don Haynes. Band returned to
7, Renaissance Casino, New York; 8,
Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle,
Strand B., Baltimore; 9, Colonade,
Washington, D. C; 10, Canobie Lake N. Y., last week, where it was
Park, Salem. N. H.; 11, NanUsket originally unveiled.
Beach, Mass.; 12, Old Orchard Pier,
As a result of Mclntyre being
Maine; 13, Ritz B., Bridgeport Conn. signed to the Morris-agency, bandLoo Breese, Sept 11, Crump's T., men are speculating as to whether
Columbus, IndL; 12, Palais Royale, the move can be interpreted as the
were entitled to
South Bend. Ind.; 13, Del Rio B., beginning of a wider deal between
priorities, inci-

seat priorities. The
dentally, are not necessary to secure
passage, but regular passage reservaare subject to cancellation
tions
should the demands of priority
holders necessitate this action.
When the Treasury Department's
t>ond bureau l>egan lining up 99 percent of Hollywood for the September
nation-wide drive, the real fun

again.

47

to take

ON THE RISE

out large percentages.

The tempo

Pitt Theatre Broadcast

Moves

to BiRger

WCAE

Pittsburgh, Sept. 1.
Walt Framer's 'Backstage at the
Nixon' program will be resumed this
season with reopening of local legit
house, but over a bigger station. The
to
show switches from
WCAE. Format also wUl be a little
different, with broadcast originating
from stage of theatre following
every opening night, with regular
audience being invited to remain
seated and watch the airing.
Consists of ad-!ib Interviews by
Framcr with various members of the
cast, as well as brief resume of the
play by the m.c. 'Backstage at the
Nixon' has been a regular Monday
night feature on WWSW. during time
theatre's lieen open, for last two
years. Although switching to WCAE.
continue, as in the past, on a
it'll
sustaining ba.sfs.

WWSW

of

band bookings, which

has maintained a strong pace through
the
of
is

summer

despite the difficulties

transportation, conscription, etc.,

continuing.

Major booking agen-

cies all report being virtually picked
clean of bands for the coming Labor

Day weekend and claim that the
month of September is shaping up
well.

Tluough the fevr months past were
the most worrisome ones the band
business has ever encountered, the
gross Uke for the summer period is
estimated to be much higher than
The loss in revenue Inlast year's.
curred by formerly strong one-nighters has been more than made up by
the great increase in other directions,
particularly theatres, where bands
have been booming of late.
Thl.'j summer, in fact, saw several
bands .set new theatre gross records
in a number of key cities.

—

^
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Good Idea

COAST ASCAP

Editor, 'Variety':
It

would be

rightly so,

MEET

SEPT. 9

it

and

a swell gesture,

on-

the radio stations

tirued to play the records of
leaders and singers

all

Wednesday, September

British Best Sheet Sellers
(Week Ending Aug. 20, 1942)
London, Aug. 21.
Wright
Jealousy
Chappell
Anniversary Waltz
Maurice
Valley
Is
Green
Maurice
KUs
More
One
You're Mine. .Francis, Day Si H.
Sun
Apple Tree

the

who have gone

into the service.

The record joclieys like Martin
ASCAP members living on the
Gilbert, Stan Shaw, et al
west coast will hold their semi- Biocl<, Dick
annual dinner and meeting at the should favor these men and it will
Beveriy-Wilshire, Hollywood, Sept. help keep their names alive.
9.
Deems Taylor, ASCAP prez, will
Jack Robbins.
be unable to attend, but the delegation coming from the east will consist of Oscar Hammerstein II, v.p., both the eastern and western diviGeorge W. Meyer, chairman of the sions of thfe Society are required to
executive committee, and John G. Kold two meetings a year. The date
Paine, general manager.
of the west coast meeting must be
Under the new ASCAP bylaws, 30 days before the N. Y. gathering.

10 Best Seflers cm Coii^Machifies
(Records beloto art grabbing most nickels this treeh in jukeboxes
throughout the countrv, os reported by operators to •Voriety.' Names
of more than one band or vocalist after the title indicates, in order of
Figures and names in
popularity, whose recordings are being played.
parenthesis indicate the number of weeks each song has been in the listings
and respective publishers.)

Wood

Kiss in Ocean

Southern
Chappell
Blues in Night
Chappell
Moonlight Coclttail
Campbell, C.
Miss You

Davtd Snell wound up

his scoring

chore on 'Omaha Trail' at Metro.

A BEAUTIFUL MELODIC BALLAD
RECORDED BY

TOMMY DORSEY (Victor) HORACE HEIDT (Columbia) GUY LOMBARDO
GORDON JENKINS (Capitol) ART KASSEL (Bluebird)

(Decca)

wears Silver Wings

(5)

Strip Polka

H. Morris)

3.

Idaho

My

Be

Gal In Kalamazoo

Careful,

Need

You

I

Devotion

8.

Just

Though You're Here

9.

By Light

Silvery

(7)

(Ella

Moon

Wonder When My Baby

t

Vaoghn Monroe

^Sn

|

S^TL'Sar.

j

««J

(3)

My Guy

(Famous)..

Sweet Eloise (8) (Shapiro).

Take Me (BVC).

Freddy Martin

{

Xor.'.' ..•.•.V.-.'^^S:

(
)

_

,

Keep

it

.

burn-ing

I

,_

.

,

,

^
^
1,
Talk
Came
To „,

.

T

.

for Joe (Shap.ro)

}

D

*

himself.
ivories,

Band Reviews

while you're yearn- ing

For the

one

who

Continued from page

47^^

twangs a good harp, which lends
distinction, dresses the stand with
and sings. She shouldn't do the
s.a.
last. Don D'Arcy does a professional
Wood.
job in that department.

went

—

Say

—

To

and

guide

pray'r

a

to

and ask the

watch

from a

an

-

-

Victor

Columbia
Victor

Decca
Victor
Victor

j^j^g 'sisters

.Victor

Decca
Bluebird
Victor
Bluebird

Guy's pyrotechnics on the
on a mirrored baby grand,

are actually out of this world.
He does everything flashily, boogiewoogie, rippling melodies and melodic
ensemble stuff, and all with a flourHis chubby fingers flying back
ish.
and forth over the black and whites
like frenzied pistons make for a million-dollar flash, with crowds getting
close just to watch him. It's legitimate pianology with a Barnumian
flair.

DICK STABILE OBCU

way

{Ba„y ^ood
( Sammy Kaye

\

/e.1.

Columbia

Columbia
Decca
Benny Goodman. .Columbia
Guy Lombardo
Decca
Victor
Freddy Martin

Sammy Kaye
(Guy Lombardo

„
^
Put Put (Robbins)

Tunes with

Kay Kyser

I

f Harry' James
(Tommy Dorsey
Crosby
( Bing
( Dinah
Shore
Miller
( Glenn
I Kay Kyser
Dorsey
J Jimmy

Stage Door Canteen (Army)

day.

^S^lter.'.-.-.-.-.

)

(Maestro)..

(Leeds)

Conchita Lopez

WW

(Paramount).

(15)

f

of each

D^^I

^K^

(Crawford) {'^^^^^
Ke'-.'-'/.-./.'^cto?

......
„ Monday
J
(ABC)
Met Her On

clos-in£;

'^^r

(Remick)..

I

the

Decca
Bluebird

M^Ze..

(4)

wouldn't Love You (10)

Who
He's

CAN-DLE IN THE CHAP- EL.

Victor
^^'^^^
.'

OTHER FAVORITES

LIGHT A CANDLE IN THE CHAPEL

At

Fitzgerald

{

^Yankee).

(1)

'.^^^^^^

Decca

(Glenn Miller

(Santly)

;

Bluebird

(jj^^y j^^^y

(Miller).

All

My

(1)

•.

Benny Goodman. .Columbia

..Blng Crosby

(BVC)

(2)

6.

10.

.

(

7.

Is

; -^^^^^^^^

•

i^ndr^ws'^Ss;

jAlvlno Key

Heart (3) (Berlin).

4.

5.

•

J^--;;|

(Mills).

(7)

Jingle Jangle

A

(E.

(3)

(These records are directly below first 10 in popularity.
number of weeks in parenthesis are fading, others gaining.)

• HERE'S YOUR COPY •

LIGHT

j^be

(Shapiro)

1.

2.

Cliappell

Dreamboat
Texas

1942

2,

(16)
Vera's out of the Kansas City honkyWith Oracle Barrle, Paul Warner
tonks and belongs to the AmmonsDempsey's Bestanrant, New York
Tatum-Johnson school, and with as
Dick Stabile's rebuilt orchestra much on the ball as the three of
everever-noisy,
this
has beert at
them.
His 'Honky Tonk Train' is
crowded spot for weeks and, despite electrifying, a quarter-hour marathe fact that it can barely hear itself thon that has the mob screaming
play because of the hub-bub, the when he finishes banging out the last
outfit has been welded into a solid note.
Gets a little of Chico Marx
combo. Made up of five sax, three into his work and some of Vincent
trumpets, two trombones and the Lopez, too, albeit he's no Imitator but
Enusual four rhythm, the combination definitely an original stylist.
it
everything
hits a fine stride in
semble itself is plenty okay, but

gLlb_

bove

Vera's

does.

the

sparkplug.

Currently

Playing here Is no incentive to a foursome is working with a sub bassgood performance because the ma- ist, Jimmy Glover, doubling from
Stanley house orch here as a temporary replacement for outfit's crack
bull-fiddle pounder, John Bonaguido,

jority of the customers are too busy
at the bar to appreciate what's going
on, yet Stabile and his men get a
lot of enthusiasm into their work.

LIGHT A

CAN DLE
-

IN

.

recently called up by the army.
They play rhythm and jump tunes Vocals are handled nicely, easily and
with easy lift and drive, then turn efTectively by Sam Bari, the guitarist,
around and iron out a ballad as who has okay pipes, an infectious
smooth as you please. And it's all manner and knows how to sell.
V6ra can't help going places, and
done cleanly by good brass and
saxes, full and with good tone. fast, once the right people get a load

THE CHAP- EL

Rhythm

is

good,

work

For the

one

you

Copyright 1942 by Mills ^rusic,
All Rights Reserved

BIG

He'd be a sensation anyCohen.

plays sax up front; his
widely known, particularly
MUSIC
NEED
for the extraordinary high register
he achieves. He also does a smart
Contrlbole
job of leading for the customers, MPPA Asks Members t«
to II. S. War Prisoners Aid
which at this spot requires the tact
of an expert. Grade Barrie. (Mrs.
Stabile), who was with Stabile's first
Music Publishers Protective Assa
band, left to do a single in vaude, has asked its members to contribute
then returned when the band was bundles of sheet music ahd orchesreorganized, is a distinct asset to the trations to the Red Cross for distriStabile

—
BIG

Band's one of him.
no particularly where.

too.

fault is that it has
distinctive style.

on the

air

Inc.,

love

1619 Broadway,

Iiileruattoiial

York, N.Y,

Copyright Secured

I

on the records

New

IDAHO

BIG

JB/C

I

on the counters

in the jukeboxes

I

SHEET

is

combination.
Her vocal style is
American prisoners of
warm, her delivery is easy, and she's bution among
war.
plenty good to look at.
Manufacturers of musical instruPaul Warner, tall and pleasant
relooking, handles male vocals and does ments have received a similar
quest from the Red CrosB.
'em okay.
"Wood.

I

JOE VESA'S

MEN OF MUSIC

(4)

With Sam Barl

OVTSTAISDim! TERRIFIC I COLOSSAL! DAZZLING!
Thai*?

JUDY GARLAND

singing

FOR ME AND MY GAL
In M-G-M's Greatest

FIGHTING SONS
r

NAVY BLUE

pieces (piano, bass, guitar and accordion), but mbre specifically -Vera

Musical—"For Me And My GaP

MILLS MUSIG, INC.
ihicago-^AI Stool

Hotel Boosevelt, PIttsbnrrh
For Ave months now, Hotel Roosevelt Fiesta Room, normally just a
modestly attended drinking place,
has been jampacking them every
night and it's easy to understand
why. It's the Joe Vera outfit of four

CHARLIE WARREN,

Prof.

Mgr.

°'<'"''

New" York
Gould— Hollywood

Mike

"STRICTLY INSTRUMEHTAL"
RECORDED
'

HARRY JAMES (COL.)
JERRY WALD (DECCA)

DV

BOB CHESTER (BLUEBIRD)
JIMMIE LUNCEFORD (DECCA)
CHERIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS, ir^C.

;
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MORE PLUGGERS
Iritish

Govt Pays BPRS

By and For Armed

In Films

Performing

The
Society

British
disclosed

for Songs

to

Rights

ASCAP

re-

My

Shapiro
Santly

Devotion

Army

Left Heart Canteen
Jingle Jangle

This
film exhibition to the forces.
information was included in a letter
notifying ASCAP about a letter that
the BPRS had received from the
chief signal officer of the U. S.

Always

Paramount
Remick

Heart

in

Idaho
Sleepy Lagoon
Army Air Corps

Army.
The signal corps had written the
BPRS that it was using some BPRS-

C. Fischer

My

.

Berlin

Famous
Harms
Yankee

As Though You Here

BMI Not Seeking

Of Writers, Says Kaye
New

York.

Editor, "Variety":

Since Mr. John Paine, in your Issue
me of trying to

L BLUES' BACK

of Aug. 26, accuses

TO HANDY SEPT.

11

up

build

can raid

-a

situation

ASCAP

C.
that the

Handy has advised

the trade

renewal right of his copyright
on The St. Louis Blues' becomes

effective Sept. 11, 1942, and that all
the various rights on the song that
were held by other publishers will
rev?rt to him on that date. Handy
has his own firm. Handy Bros. Music Co., Inc.
Melrose Bros. Mu.«ic
Co. has been publishing the or-

chestrations

and Alfred Music Co.

instrumental solos.
Similar reversions will become
effective Dec. 2, 1942, in the case
of another Handy composition, 'The

Yellow Dog Blues.'

Loper to Stage Copa

But Won't Be

made

whereby BMI

for writers,

that the position of

W.

BMI

I

think

should be

clear.

BMI does not own any writers;
neither doe.<! ASCAP. Writers are in
the business of getting their songs
The more publishers
published.
there are, the better off the writer is.
BMI is not interested in raiding
ASCAP. It is interested In publishing music.
It offers another outlet
to the song writer.
It is obviously
in the interest of the song writer
that there should be as many competitive outlets as possible.
No

writer should be found to any
group or clique of publishers. He
.>:hould be free to submit his works
to anyone for publication and to accept the best offer that he can get.

BMI

is

leady to compete upon that

basis.

in It

Don Loper will again costume and
stage Monte Proser's new Copacabana, N. Y., nitery revue this fall,
but will not be in -it. He's committed to a Metro film chore, opposite
Ginger Rogers in 'Lady in the Dark."
Coincidentally,
Loper's
partner,
Maxine Barrat, becomes

Staffs

Another's

— List

Unem-

of

ployed Exhausted

1-WAY UNION RULE
Progressive

men

of

loss

professional

armed services has caused
shortage of this class of em-

to the

such a
ployee

that

publishers

are

raiding
publishcontactconstant
but the
nothing in the

one another's staffs. Some
ers have protested to the
men's union about this
switching from job to job,
is

agreement between union and
employers that prevents an employee
from bettering himself whenever the
opportunity presents itself.
Publishers, however, are barred under
this same agreement from negotiating with a prospective contactman
unless the employee to be replaced

ASCAP
ASCAP

to

Law Which

We resent the
ASCAP or anyone

implication that
else owns a stable
of writers and that if anyone else
offers to publish a work of one of
these writers, it constitutes a raid.

Sydney M. Kaye,
(Brqadcast Music, Inc.)

dance E. Y. Harburc and Harold Arlen
cleffed 'Little Black Sheep,' 'ConseFred Astaire's dancing vis-a-vis in quences,' 'I Gotta Song' and "Happiforthcoming Columbia musical, ness Is a Thing Called Joe' for the
providing her tests click.
Metro picture, 'Cabin in the Sky.'
a

Society Ignores

Appeal

Milwaukee, Sept.
Injunction suits grouped

will

lake

an appeal

eral

from the decision last week of
Federal Judge L. B. Schwellenbach in Milwaukee to the circuit
court of appeals, it was dis-

district

American

court

Society

here
of

in

1.

Fed-

by

closed Monday (31), by Louis
Frohlich, of Society counsel.
The Society will again maintain that the Wisconsin statute
imposing a state tax on music
licensing fees is unconstitutional,
and that even if the tax were
constitutional a state law cannot
interfere with a federal statute,
in this case, the copyright act.

hall operators, seeking

permanently
them from playing ASCAP
were dismissed Saturday
(29) in a decision handed down by
Judge Lewis B. Schwellenbach, of
Spokane, Wash., who was called in
to hear the cases last June when
Judge F. Ryan Duffy disqualified
himself and withdrew after declaring that he had been accu.sed of
to enjoin

music,

prejudice against the plaintiffs.

Publisher Bobbins Has

Judge Schwellenbach upheld the
constitutionality of the Wisconsin
state law, which requires
to pay the state 25% of its grass

Phonograph Disc Label

ASCAP

Mind for Future

revenues.
The court found that
neither ASCAP nor the suing publishers had complied with the statJack Robbms is talking with Decca
has received his notice.
ute, a fact that had previously been
Records to release his Lion brand
The union's list of unemployed is disk via Decca, akin to the United conceded by E. F. Hartman of Chinow practically exhausted, and some Artists film releasing system. Rob- cago, general western counsel for
publishers foresee a far more con- has been uneven. Next bigest week ASCAP, and Robert A. Hess, local
siderable use of women for contact bins sees himself as a publisher pio- counsel, who all along had conwork.
There are quite a number neering in the disk business. When tended that the Wisconsin law was
unconstitutional.
of women who already hold mem- conditions normalize, Robbins avers
In dismissing the ASCAP suits,
bership in this union.
that many a big music publisher will
which had asked damages ,of $250
go into the disk business.
each in six cases, in addition to the
As a matter of fact he points to
injunctions for alleged playing of
Decca as being a Warner Bros, afcopyrighted music without payment
fliliate in part, with Herman Starr,
head of Music Publishers Holding of the customary fees to ASCAP,
Judge Schwellenbach said:
Corp., on the board of directors; and
"I cannot permit this court (o be
B. G. DeSylva's new Capitol Records
used to further a deliberate violagiyes Paramount an in, by proxy, although it is strictly a DeSylva ven- tion of- a statute of the state of Wisconsin."
ture, sans P^r capital.
Fred R. Wright, legal rep for the

'IRISH EYES'

In

TO

U.S.S11P.C00RT

Robbins argues that with bandmen
going more and more into the music
as counsel for publishing business, he doesn't see
Graff, Jr., and the Fred why the publisher shouldn't protect
Fisher Music Co., has applied to the himself by making his own disk
U. S. supreme court for a writ of label; encouraging new bands who
certiorari in the case of "When Irish will "cooperate," which is another
Eyes Are Smijing.' M. Witmark, one way (from the publisher's viewof
the Warner Bros,
publishing point) of saying that the maestros
group, has tak^n two lower court de- have become too dictatorial to the

John
George

Wisconsin Tavern Keepers Assn..
which fought the ASCAP suits,
moved for the dismissal, claiming
ASCAP had not complied with
the law that provides that nn one
may Issue licenses to play copyrighted music in Wisconsin until
that person or corporation obtains
a license from the Wisconsin sec-

Schulman,

that

retary of state.
music pubs.
Wright asserted that the decision,
as he interpreted it, meant that
good because It was Issued within ASCAP
could not prosecute anybody
the first 27 years of the original copyfor playing its music in Wisconsin
right term, or before 'the renewal unless
it
obtained a license from
actually became available. Witmark's the secretary of state, as the law
counter argument Is that a renewal requires. Hess said he did not beassignment obtained any time within lieve the decision was that farthe 27 years is valid so long as the reaching, but wanted time to study
writer was still alive on the date of it further, and declared that an apmark's assignment, but does contend renewability, the first day of the peal would be made as a matter of
that this prior assignment was no 28th year.
course.

cisions in this dispute over the intent of the renewal provision in the
copyright law.
Witmark
succe' -fully
enjoined
Fisher from carrying through a deal
for the renewal rights to "Irish Eyes'
(Witmark)
after it
had produced a
earlier renewal assignment it had
obtained from Graff. Schulman does
not question the authenticity of Wit-
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RAY MeKlHLEY

R0B9INS MUSIC CORPORATION

the

Composer.s,

Authors & Publishers against six
Wisconsin tavern keepers and dance-

basic

List

larly

'ST.

One

Raiding

union holds there

To Raid ASCAP

was the obvious determination
of the British government not to let
down the men who write its country's music but to render them support even in times of dire emergency.

State

Progressive Loss of Contact,
men Results in Publishers

BVC
Maestro
Crawford

Heart
One Dozen Roses
Worth Fighting For
Careful

Judge Upholds Constitutionality Of

Mills

Chappell

Kalamazoo
Who Wouldn't Love
Johnny Doughboy

controUed tunes in~ some pictures
end it wanted to know how the
The BPRS
rights could be cleared.
wrote back that ASCAP had blanket
authority to grant such rights in the
U. S. and also to determine the
terms.
In commenting on the letter from
the BPRS, Paine said Monday (24)
that what impressed him particu-

Seflers

(Weeic of Aug. 29)

Wears Silver Wings

tional Service Department whereby
the BPRS receives payments for

ASCAP Loses Wisconsin Suits; U.S.

y

Forces

15 Best Sheet Music

it (the BPRS) has an arrangement with the British War Department and Entertainment Na-

cently that

49

799 Seventh Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

MURRAY

BAKER,

Prof.

Msr.'

I

M

.

MUSIC

Wednesday, September

Themer

Inside Stuff-Music
Roc HUlman and Johnny Napton, writers of the current hit. 'My Devotion,' aliTkost got themselves in the middle of a suit ov&i- the tune, which
they seemingly gave to two music publishers. "Devotion* is beinft published by Santly-Joy-Select in N. Y., but soon after it was relca-ed the
publishers were notified that the writers had signed a contract with
Stover Music Co.. of Hollywood, under which the latter had two years
In which to release the melody. Stover claims the song was written last
summer and handed to that company a year ago.
Hillman and Napton agreed that Stover had had first crack at the
Stover
tune, but asserted that they had taken it back from that fivm.
denied that and produced the two-year agreement. The matter is now in
the process of being settled.

WAACt

for

NBC CBS. Blue. Mutual Piiigs

Paul-Pioneer Music Corp. Is
publishing a song dedicated to
the Women's Auxiliary Army
It's titled 'Sweet CapCorps.

WAAC

(the

tain

VoXXowXng tabttladon of popular music performances emtrracet all four
nettoorka—JVBC, CBS, Blue and Mutual—as represented by WEAF, WJZ
WABC and WOR, S. Y. Compilation herewith covert week beoinnina
Monday thTough Sunday iAug. 24-30) from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m., and is
based on data provided by Accurate Reporting Service regular source lor
music publtshinp industry.

Song').

Douglas D. Ballin and Kenneth S. Clark are the writers.
Key,

to

be sung in the Jerry Brandt

picture, 'Scattergood

Louis

Swings

It.'

composing

Gruenberg

score for 'The

TITLE
Be

the

Commandos Come

at

Dawn,' at Columbia.

Careful,

had announced

that

&

Co. are In dispute over the right to

The producer
would make a picture based on the Alice Duer

Cliffs of Dover,' as the title of a film.
it

Miller poem, "White ClifTs," and title it "White Cliffs of Dover.' ShapiroBernstein's i-eaction to this announcement was a warning to Metro that It
(the publishing firm) would not permit the adoption of such a title be-

cause of a prior right.
After Metro had pooh-poohed S-B's citation of its recent hit, 'White
Cliffs of Dover.' ou the grounds that the song's full copyright title was
•There'll Be Blue Birds Over the White Cliffs of Dover,' the publisher
Shapiro-Bernstein informed the
pulled another card out of the deck.
producer that it has been the copyright owner in this country for 18 years
of a British-written song. 'White Cliffs of Dover.' This number was published originally by Feldman. of London.

My Heart—f Holiday

PUBLISHER
Inn'

Feist

BVC

My Guy

He's

H.

J.

Salter

Leeds

Devotion

director on "Cheyenne
Universal, in addition
'Night Monster.'

Roundup'

at

scoring

to

Bi'ck' at Universal.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

V.'

Shapiro

Param-nnt
Famous

•When the Lights Go on Again
Wonder When Baby's Coming
Idaho
•Love Is a Song t'Bambi'
Serenade In Blue t'Orchestra Wives'
This Is Worth Fighting For
Dearly Beloved t'You Never Lovelier'

CLP

.

.

•'

Crawford

'.

Mills

—

Eddie C.ierkose and Jacques Press
doing the score for "Passing the

.

.

Witmark

Lopez— t'Priorilies On Parade'

Conchita

:

.

Santly

Jingle Jangle Jingle

assigned as musical

31

Army

Murray Albert has moved from South Wind
Crawford Music to Advance Music
Wears Pair Silver Wings

as contactman.

TOTAl

Berlin

••Left Heart at Canteen
At Last— t'Orchestra Wives'
Got Gal Kalamazoo— t'Orchestra Wives'

My

Metro and Shapiro, Bernstein
use the words, "White

1942

2,

.

bMI

—

l.S

Harms
ChappcU

15
14
14
14
13
13

Met Her Monday
ABC
BBC
Herbert Stothart putting the fin- Take Me
I Came Here For Joe
Shapiro
ishing touches to the score for MetHumming Bird
Robbirs
ro's 'Random Harvest.' including a
Decca has rushed out its 'This Is the Army' album (eight sides) this symphonic poem based on the World Can't Get Out This Mood— t'Seven Day.-; Le^vc' Southein
I'm Old Fashioned— t'You Never Lovolici'
Chappcll
veek, recorded by the original soldier cast of the Army show, including War I armistice.

Up in the Morning.' Letter's voice,
surprisingly good on wax, though the songsmith has always
kidded himself about his lack of vocal prowess, especially in interpreting
his own songs. Army Emergency Relief Fund collects 7Hc royalty per
record. Victor, too, is using an 'Army' album pronto with Brad Reynolds,
Fats Waller and Harvey Harding soloists, plus the Victor 'First Nijhter'
orchestra.
Irving Berlin doing his 'Hate to Get
Incidentally,

is

Gus Kahn's last song, 'The New World,' has not yet been posthumously
slap at
published, because the lyric content may be considered
Britain and our other Allies
the Old World, and (2) it may even be
thought, by some, as being too isolationistic, with its lyric content giving
thanks to the Atlantic and the Pacific. Waltfer Donaldson did the tune
•nd is awaiting 'more favorable world conditions to publish it The same
loes tor Donaldson's own 'My Dream of My Paree', which he's holding
back.
Gracie Fields has turned out a distinguished album of eight sides for
Decca, lour batoned by Harry Sosnik and four by Victor Young, the latter
being the previously made disks on the Coast. The album compilation
was an eastern afterthought by Decca prexy Jack Kapp, following Miss
Fields' general click in the varieties, etc. Seven are pops, including 'The
Biggest Aspidastra in the World,' now one of her trademarked tunes, and
the eighth selection is 'Ave Maria,' sung in Latin.
Robbins' current

'Humming Bird Song'

is

the third of a trio of pre-

Axis tunes out of Italy (composer, E. dl Lazzero). The
the 'Woodpecker Song' and 'Ferryboat Serenade,' also
did the lyrics to

•Strictly Instrumental

first

two were

hits.

Harold

all three.

Cherio

TonnK, borrowed from Just Though You Here
Paramount, scoring 'Flying Tigers' at There'll Never Be Another
Pennsylvania Polka
Republic.
Sleepy Lagoon
Sweet Eloise
I Get Neck of Chicken

Copyriglit

a Lead Sheet

— t'lcelSnd'

Hopeville, Ga., Aug. 17.

— t'You

By

Dear Old Friends:

Daybreak

I

used to

Sime with

know

a fellow

"Variety.'

Light Silvery

Never Lovelier'.

..

one to do talking
pictures behind the screen for Mr.
Church of the B. F. Keith office: 'A
Race for Millions' and "Bertha the
Sewing Machine Girl' act. I was
manager for Marcus Loew (Dave

was the

(first)

Warfleld), silent partner in his first
vaudeville house, 23d St., across from
around the corner from
Mr. Mlenhold's Gem on 6th avenue.

Keith's, just

Ben Hecht became a songwriter by proxy. His poem 'Uncle Sam Stands
I wrote 'Washington Was a- Grand
Up', in PM, the N. Y. tabloid, got so much attention that it was reprinted
Old Man,' 'Boots and Shoes' for Geo.
and, in turn, this came to music publisher Jack Robbins' attention. Ferde
Diamond (1911), 'She Is Sleeping
Grofe set the melody.
Where the Honeysuckles Bloom,* etc.
Len Spencer was my agent.
'Jealousy,' which has just reached top among sheet sellers in England,
What I wanted to say to you Is
1^ a 15-year oldie written by, Jacob Gade, German refugee, who Is in a
this: I enlisted the services of Sen.
British internment camp. Lawrence Wright (London) is publishing.
Walter F. George and Sen. Homer
Bone and succeeded in having the
Thomas at Paramount, first of which copyright laws changed so that a
songwriter can copyright a 'lead'
is 'A Letter From Bataan.'

Paramount
Lewis
Berlin
Fischer
Shapiro

Hymn

6

8
6
6
6
8
8

.'

Santly

Marks
Famous

Swing'

Robbins
Miller
Feist

—

Tangerine t'Fleet's In'
Under Strawberry Moon
When You're Long Way From

6
6

6

ABC

You

Miller
Berlin

Blue Skies

.'

Southern
Chappell
Southern
Jtemick

Brazil

—

I Got
t'By Jupiter'
Bo Peep Lost Jeep
Singing Sands Alamosa

Everything

6

Famous
Witmark
Broadway

Home

In Khaki
Is

8

Loeb

— t'College

Put Put Put
Running Wild

Need

6
6

Harms
Warock

Moments Like This
New York Nocturne

All 1

9

Famous

Every Night About Th'is
I Put Four-Leaf Clover
Kille KiUe

A Boy

9

Army

Jersey Bounce

•Marines'

9

Hg^ns
pelst

One Dozen Roses
Abraham—^'Holiday Inn'
Army Air Corps
worked with Cantor,' Jessel, Wln- Don't Do It Darling
chelL Ben Bernie, and all the rest Embraceable You
I

9
9

Robbins
Melodylane

Remick

named ••This Is the Army Mr. Jones
Do You Miss Sweethcirl

I sang in every big and little theatre in N. Y. and Brooklyn. I knew
Ted Morse, Ed Madden, Berlin, Fred
I
Fischer, and scores of others.

11
10
10
10

Sha'piro

Moon

12
12
12
11

Morris

Atlas

•Was It Worth It?
You Never Lovelier

Variety:

'..

'.

.

Chappell
Shapiro
Southern

From Home

Just Letter

'

Yankee

Manhattan Serenade

(Da

m

Adamson

I

Victor

19
la
18
17
17
17
16
l.S

BVC

—

28
24
24
24
24

Little

5
5
5
5

5
5
^

5
BVC
Must Be Vigilant
S
Republic
Where the Mountains Meet
5
Maestro
•Who Wouldn't Love You?
5
sheet or violin score with lyrics. Up Yankee Doodle Boy— t'Yankee Doodle Dandy*. Vogel
5
to several months ago I could not You're Grand Flag— t'Yankee Doodle Dandy". Vogel
Herbert Stothart drew musical diFrans Waxman assigned by Metro
copyright a lead sheet I had to have
rector chore on Three Hearts Beat
tfilmusical.
• Indicates
to score "Pilot No, 6.'
BMI licensing; others ore via ASCAP.
a full piano arrangement.
for Julia' and 'Private Miss Jones*
Here is the advantage: I can write t Legttimate. •• 'This Ii the Army' publtshiTifl subsid, licensed freely to all

We

Music Notes

.

©1

Daniele Amfltheatrof scoring series
Victory Shorts for Pine and

EARL CARROLL
can

now

offer

snccessfiil

acts tbe following astonnd>

ing bookings:

3 months in Chicago!
12 months in HoUywoodHt
6 months on tourlt

An amazing

total of nearly

two years work.

An

gagement onparalleled
show business!

enin

MILES INGALLS
Hotel Aator,

New York

(Indrpradcat Booker)

at Metro.

a lead sheet but can't do a piano
arr. I go to an arranger. He takes

Chick Kardale has been engaged from three
days to two weeks for the
by John 0*Connor as Chicago man- piano copy. That gives him
a chance
ager for the Warock Music Co,
to steal the song and sell it to a pub.
(it has been done).
But now I go
Lennie HsytoB draws the scoring to an arranger and hum the tune,
assignment on 'Salute to the Ma- he jots it down, takes 30 min., then
rines' at Metro.
I make a lead sheet and send it to
Washington, D. C, and I am protectOaniele Amfitbeatrof doing musi- ed. Form E-2, unpublished. So I
cal backgrounds for Metro's 'Lassie thought that you might give some
Come Home.'
space to tell composers they can now
copyright a lead sheet E-2 unpub. for
Sol Kaplan will score the text $1, Library of Congress, Washington,
Pete Smith Specialty at Metro.
D. C. You see, I wrote 'Wild Roses'
during 1932, the depression. I sang
Alexander
Tansman composing it on lots of radios but never had
score and incidental music for 'Flesh money enough to get a piano arr.
and Fantasy' at Universal.
made. You have heard my 'Wild
Roses' melody almost verbatim in
Walter Jurmsnn and Paul Webster another song hit [title deleted]. My
defied 'Is It Really Love?' for 'Pre- attorney in Chicago is now preparing suit against the writers and pubsenting Lily Mars' at Metro.
lishers of that song.
Would be glad if you would tell
Charles Prcvin scoring 'Between
composers of the new copyright privUs Girls' at Universal.
ilege.
I think that is news to the

George Jesse! and Ben Oakland profession.
The Flag's Still There, Mr.

deffed

A QiiEAT TUNE!
POUND YOUR TABLE POLKA
RECORDED
•

BY:

MARY MARTIN and HORACE H El DT—Columbia
• LAWRENCE WELK—Decca
• RENE MUSETTE—Victor
• BARRY SISTERS— Standard

>

Professional copies available.

COLONIAL MUSIC PUB. CO..
JIM DURKIN,

mwi

'

Orchestration by

Wmt Z3 Bt., New Yoik, N. X.
Branch
7>H MaU—t Atio., BollywooJ, CM.
les

lie.

JACK MAgON 9

Donald Garriain.

users.

and Rudy Vallee's enlistment in the
know how much we appre- Coast Guard; what with his radio

in the bond-selling department,

we

also

snafuing along at an un(Get some GI to
pace.
transcribe that snafu—it's the best
of the army slang to date.)
talks about the night,
some six
Maybe Cantor la Justified In his
months ago, when he danced with feelings that i>eople in show busiboth Carol Bruce and Katherine De- ness need an endorsement from some
Mille at the opening of a Service liigher-up as far as the general pubClub In L.A. That was a big moment lic is concerned ^but from the
in his life and there have been many soldiers' standpoint none is necesother big moments brought about sary.
Curt Weinberg.
by the saifte kind of action. And the
(Officers Candidate School.)
handful of GI's
of
see
ciate

their

Shows or

boys

at

who

'Slush Tunes'
^^ss^

with me, I'm going to hop on that
story about Eddie Cantor looking for
a whitewash for show biz in general

from FDR.
No Need to WblUwash Actors
With more than a year in the army
under my belt I don't know just how
the general public feels about film
stars who are currently spending all
of their time touring the camps or
selling bonds, but I think I can report reliably on how we guys in unli

form
just

feel

about them.
We know
they are doing

how much good

affairs.

my

show still
Camp disturbed

at

One

of the

barracks

still

—

my

who

copy

"Variety* every week all aiqireciate
just what AI Jolson is going through
on his wide-flung tours of the remote bases.
Some of the boys

who've already been there know
what they're like.
The Henry Fondas of the industry
rate a million percent for going in
as apprentice seamen while all of us
at OCS down here know just what a
rough routine Clark Gable is heading for In his current Officer's C^didate School course in Miami.
When he gets that commission he'll

have earned

li^^^sContlnued from page

appearances

USO

sleeps In

it.

You can bank on

that

There have been instances in
which the profession has suffered

somewhat by individual actions. The
Tony Martin affair didn't help much
and some guys can't figure out just

how much

patriotism

is

WALKINfi
nbninU

TUF FLOOR
OVER YO U

[Curt Weinberg was formerly In
biz as press agent Ed.]

—

show

'The Song Of The Boui*
I

NEED AMERICA

(America Needs Me)
*
All Materlol Available

• BAND
• DANCE ORCH.
• VOCAI 3 KEYS
AMERICAN MUSIC,

Inc.

9183 BonMt Blvd.
Hellywood, CalU.

involved in

Bina Crosby
with Bob Crosby's Bob Cat* (Dacca

18371)

Ernest Tubb (Decca S968) Dick Robertson
(Decea 4189) Bob Atcher (Okeh 6496)

AMERICAN MUSIC.

Inc.

'

^S,^^""-

—
Wednesday, September

2,

VAUDEVILLE

1942

Sid Page Opens Agency

Camp Shows Seen Having Tough Time

Chicago, Sept.

AGVA

1.

51

Receives More Complaints

Sidney F. Page, former vaude
comic, has opened a booking agency

By This Season With $4,000,000

Getting

Oct

teeing off

CSI

USO-

units

produced

policy

according to

Big problem Is the
that will have to

officials.

additional

be

1,

it

CSI

sticks

to

its

to

Army

Boston, Sept. 1.
Boston's third hotel has been taken
over by Uncle Sam, with the Ajmy
moving into the Hotel Buckmlnster.
Previously the Navy had annexed
the Somerset and the Brunswick
going to the Coast Guard.
Many oldtime guests were forced
to move, with an exception made
for the
radio offices on the
top floor and penthouse.

WNAC

new show each two

a

of

3d Hub Hotel

weeks.
Aside from the vaude units, which
will adhere to the current budgets
of $2,600 for tfie 'A's' (with line of

and $1,100 for the
ditional coin will go for
girls)

'B's,'

the ad-

still

smaller

mGS

BIG

FOR CHI CAFES

units to play isolated ppsts unable

handle a regular show. Latter
a minor effort but slated to
be expanded. Money will also go
for legit shows, of which there were
only two last year, with about 10
contemplated for the coming season;
overseas units ala the Al Jolson
troupe, where transportation expenditures are as big a problem as obpermission to send the
taining
to

now

is

Chicago, Sept. 1.
Season's opening brings a wide
variety of headline acts and orchestras into Chicago's nite spots. Congress, Stevens and Auditorium hotels
are now in the Army's hands, with
probably more to follow, but other
spots have opened.
Large number
of service men in Chicago have
troupes; and shows to troops in this swelled biz at these haunts.
'Copacabana Revels' opened last
hemisphere, now limited to periodic
units into Newfoundland plus spot week at the Latin Quarter, with Jan
jaunts into Alaska, with the future Murray, Cheena De Simone and her
dancers, Billie and Busier Burnell,
calling for expanded service.
with Six American Tip-Tops, Uoranine

USO-CSI execs will huddle
the Army and Navy In Washing
ton later this week on the numljer
of camps to be serviced and the
frequency with which they are to be
If these requirements
sent shows.
run as high as CSI expects, the
future 'will call for tight belts all
along the line since additional funds,
which were requested, will not" be
available

now has
000 USO
the next
other six

and

Ellis,

Joe Norman's and Vincent

Bragale's orchs.

At Rainbo Gardens, Sept. 3., are
Dean Murphy, Joe FriscOr Deane
Corinne and Tito Valdez, Bal
and Rae, Ruth Quinn, The Mar-

Janis,

lard

& Mignon,
Ame Barnett's

tels

are Marvin Welt,
and Al Marney, music.

Associates
rector,

With an appropriation limited to
$4,000,000, 540 days of playing time
to be filled, and an expanded production schedule, USO-Camp Shows,
Inc., will be hard pressed to make
ends meet for the coming season

From Dismissed Camp Shows Acts

here.

chorus of 25 girls,
and Phil Levant's

di-

150G Toledo Cafe Shuts

The American Guild of Variety
Artists has received signed comToledo, O., Sept 1.
The Hollywood Theatre Cafe, $150,- plaints against USO-Camp Shows,
000 night club on the Telegraph Inc., from Betty Walters, Evers and
Road just outside of Toledo, has been
N.Y4 Alimony Rows
Dolores, David and June 'Hacker,
closed and Lucas County Common
Dunn all of whom were dropped recently
With Max Hart RecaUed Pleas Court Judge Robert C. of
D. from the USI-CSI unit 'Hollywood
has approved the application
Scott Hager, receiver, to discontinue Follies,' along with Stone and Lee.
Madge Fox, one-time top musical operations.
Al Stone filed a complaint with
comedy singer and dancer, and also
Spot has been in financial trouble.
AGVA last week that charged
one-time wife of Max Hart, the No.

Madge Fox Dies

at

68

h

1 Keith agent for years, died Aug.
22 in the House of Calvary Cancer
Hospital, Bronx, N. Y. She was 68
and for the past several years was
dependent on the Actors Fund for
support.
Hart himself is now an ill and
broken man, but once one of the
most affluent of talent reps. He and
Miss Fox separated in 1924. She
sued him for divorce and her subsequent legal actions for alimony were
both numerous and public. In the

PROSER,

plus giving her a $28,000

who
of

CITED BY

AGYA

Oct. 9.

are Monte Proser's Copacabana Club
in

New

Saratoga

York,

and

Mother Kelly's in
the Chez Maurice,

Montreal.
'Unfair' list includes all
spots operated by Proser, Kelly and
the Chez management.

Proser is listed for salaries due
and Wing and Carmen
D'Antonio from his former Beach

Toy

comber nitery on Broadway (now
Mother Kelly's; Mother KeUy's for

3 Trials

Russ Morgan has opened at Edgwater Beach Hotel for two months,
with Five Antaleks, Don Gulien,
Jana and Dorben Dancers. Art Kassell opens Walnut Room of Bismark
on Oct. 2. Lawrence Walk at Trianon
until end of November. At Aragon
Art Kassell opens Sept. 7, Freddy
Nagel, Oct. 3, Dick Jurgen, Oct. 30.
Chico Marx replaces Art Jarrett
Bands
at Black Hawk on Oct. 7.
slated for the Panther Room, Sher
man, include Jimmy Dorsey, Sept.

Actually, there were three trials
of the suit. Hart lost the first in
N. Y., but appealed and won the
second. The late Maurice Goodman,
then chief counsel of K-A, defended
the circuit. FoHcv.-ing tt-.e-dcfeat- inthe appeal, Goodman, at the behest
of E. F. Albee, offered Hart a fabulous settlement— something like $50,000 in cash, 5% of the profits of the
United Booking Office (K-A), which
was exceptionally profitable because
of the 5% booking fee exacted from
all
acts,
and, finally, priority in
bookings foi'all acts represented by
Hart Hart now claims that his attorney, Martin Littleton, who felt
certain that he could defeat K-A on
the issue involved, advised him
against accepting, the settlement.

Sonny Dunham, Sept. 25, Woody
breach of contract nitery cancelled Herman, Oct 9, Alvino Rey, Nov. 6.
a floor show after one performance
Stan Kenton, Dec 4, and Claued
and the Montreal spot went into
Thornhill, Dec. 31.
bankruptcy owing money to Hal Le
Roy, Sims and Bailey, Don Tannen
and Colette and Barry.
BALL S.0 K-A then appealed and brought
Meanwhile, Joe Morello put him HARVEST
in
self and the Club Moderne in Frisco
Hughes.
in the clear for performer salaries
MAD. SQ.
The deal offered Hart was someby paying $200 on account, with the
what similar to that given the late
balance of $100 due within 10 days.
H. B. Marinelli, foreign agent, who

—

11,

MOON

AT

GARDEN

N.Y. Daily News staged its eighth
annual Harvest Moon ball at Madi
Square Garden, N.Y., last week
son
Healy Okay
and, per usual, it was SRO at the
the net profit, such
Dan Healy, who's been treated for b.o. This year
stomach ulcers, continues to improve as it is, is being divided between the
at the Physicians hospital, Jackson USO and the News' Welfare Assn.
Heights, N. Y., and may be dU
Ed Sullivan again emceed expert
charged next week. He was con' ly and there was one salient high
siderably strengthened by a number
light the servicemen's division to
of transfusions supervised by Dr.
take care of male competitors wearAlexander Kaye.
ing unies. Not so flattering was lack
The transfusion donors were Sgt. of goodlooking contestants. ProbDave Wurzell, Corp. Sid Tauber, able that the draft or war factory
Pvt. Arthur Shettle and Pvt. Mur- work, or both, had something to do
ray Deutsch, all of This Is the with that but the physical appearArmy,' and around the show they ance of the amateur dancers this
now caU him Dan 'Abe' Healy.
year was on the whole below par for

Dan

the event.

Casualty of the

War

Fostorla, O., Sept.

The Black Cat, Fostoria night

club,

From a newspaper promotion
standpfolnt the Harvest Mcibn Ball
remains the No. 1 bally for the rag.
which hasn't overlooked some other
publicly popular exploitation tricks,
such as the Golden Gloves, Silver

has been shuttered for the duration
Cecil H. Burkhart, owner and
manager, reports for military duty Skates, etc. (which its companion
this week.
Chi Tritune also features annually.)

had brought suit against K-A.
Latter gave Marinelli 10% commission on all its foreign bookings, regardless of how secured, but Marinelli died soon after that agreement
also

was made.
Hart insists that his long legal
wrangle against K-A cost him nothing.

He

says that his close friend

and attorney, Louis Epstein, originally took the case on a contingency
basis. Epstein later
to Littleton, also on

turned

it

over

a contingency.
there were no
attorney fees, the suit against K-A
cost Hart millions of dollars. Shut
out from the K-A booking office,
Hart found it impossible to hold on
to. his acts, and the latter included
In
virtually every top comedian

However, even

if

Madge Fox
mony suits.

in

one of the several

ali-

Canip Shows exec are remaining
until they see the complaints

mum

which are due to be delivered by

AGVA
Cleveland, Sept.

after

SETFINGBAND

roomer, who live in an apartment
over the nitery, had their lives en.

dangered when dynamite was thrown
into the basement stairway last week.
Blast ripped down partitions, showering yonugsters with plasterboard.
Mrs. Pinkus was almost decapacitated
by a flying piece of wood. Club's
windows and bottles of llkker on the
bar were smashed by the explosion.
Another nearby cafe, Mae's Spot
which also has been having jukebox

was blasted twice
summer.

trouble,
this

week.

SEE ROXY, N. Y.

the operator said he
had been warned to remove his automatic music box.
Pinkus' wife, four children and a
4,

later this

1

-

bombed

INFEWDAYS
Meetings between- the new Roxy,
N. Y., operators, A. J. Balaban and
Jack Partington, and the leading
agencies are being continued this
week, and it's probable that at least
one deal for a name band will eventuate in the next few days. Roxy

earlier figures

After the first bombing on Aug.4,
Pinkus had Leroy Robinson, partner
in the music-box firm of Meckley
and Robinson, arrested for intlmlda
tion and blackmail. At that time the
bistro operator charged Robinson had
threatened that the place would be
unless the rival distributor':

machine was removed and one of
his own boxes installed.
Robinson denied the charges, had
the court trial postponed twice and
was free under $2,500 bond when
This
the club was blitzed again.
time Pinkus declined to comment on

on beginning

its

bandshow

policy in December.
Sitting in at the confabs, plus
Balaban, Partington and the agency
reps, is Jesse Kaye, Fanchon
Marco booker, who continues buying the Roxy's shows under 20thFox's new operating setup.
Most encouraging sign to the
Roxy Is that the band agencies are
now submitting name orchs making the bookings
matters of
dates and prices. The Roxy will use
three bands under its expanded entertainment setup as proposed by
Balaban, Plus a name band on the
stage, Paul Ash's crew will be retained in the pit and a third, probably string, orch, will be spotted In
the lobby to entertain the customers
going in and out

&

mer^

—

the coincident, outside of sayiilfi:
guess I'll just have to go outl ot
business.
The other bombing ^ost
me nearly $1,500, and I can't aiSord
such heavy expense.'
Rest of the theatre's production
be setup Is not definitely set nor has
reluctance
to
Despite
his
dragged into the case, both police it been determined whether the deand newspapers are using It
luxer will retain the Gae Foster line
another wedge in their crusade of 24 girls, who have become viragainst the 'laxness' ot local magiS' tually an institutional at that house
trates who allow Important crime as the Rockettes at the nearby Radio
suspects 'to get their cases post' City Music HalL Regardless of the
final plans, Fanchon
Blarco is mov'
poned so easily.'
"City-wide WtfWof hot Indtgnattciri ing-out-ot-fta Roxy-theotrc building
was set off chiefly by a murder and back into Radio City shortly.
will -retain a production
scandal revolving around Nathaniel That
Spruiel, Negro nitery owner, who interest in the house is self-evident
was killed a fortnight ago In a bat via Partington's part-ownership of
^lus his cooperator status with
tie with a patrolman whom he fa

&

F&M

F&M

wounded. Spruiel, who had a Balaban.
long record as a drug-addict, pan
derer and ex-convict was out on
He had been
bond at the time.
brought to trial early this year in a
vice case' as one of a dozen colored
tally

men accused

of

having relations with

WM. MANDE BREAKS IN
OLD ACT WITH NEW An)E

three white high-school girls.

The former-tepr.'stch William -and
Joe Mandel comedy aero turn returned to action last, week, with
Alex Emerllng replacing Joe Manetta.
Aft broke In at the Family
theatre, Scranton, Pa., opens for a
week in Providence on Friday (4)
and plays Wilkes-Barre and WilAtlantic City, Sept. 1.
llamsport. Pa., the following week.
Hotels Fredonia, Hersh-Carlton, Routine Is the same as formerly, but
and Ostend have been added to the the act is now being billed as The
list taken by the Army Air Force
Mandels.
Training Center here.
William Mandel is the only memIn addition. Colonel Robert Glass- ber of the original turn that started
burn announced the Crane Exhibi- 27 years ago as the Jack Alfred Trio.
Boardwalk
opon
the
Building,
tion
In those days the act was composed
has
been
Hall,
Convention
posite
of Will and Dan Mandel and Joe
taken by the Army, also the Waltz Manetta, being billed later as Wm.
Dream Arena formerly used for Mandel tc Co. After the last war
-

3

MORE A.

C.

HOTELS

TAKEN BY THE ARMY

Dan Mandel became a

boxing.

B-r-r-r

Timely-themed revue to induct the
business.
N. Y. Versailles' fall season is MarHart also owned 41% of the Feiber jery Fielding's 'Life Without Men,"
Shea theatre circuit, but he sold which Nick Prounis, and Arnold

this out to the other partners after
one of them testified in favor of

'breach of contract,
funds, defamation ot

and malicious influence

discrimination.'
Latest complaints claim insufficient dismissal
notice, with 10 days' pay still due.

show

&

USO

character

and

TO JUKE WAR

home Aug.

he had in Douglaston, L. I. As his
own business dropped off and he
claimed inability to make payments,
she recurrently brought him back to
court However, Hart though since
remarried, visited her In the hospital
and was virtually the last to see her
alive. He says that he couldn't leave
her completely alone during her ill
ness, despite the past bitterness be
tween them. They had an adopted
son, Charles Hart, now 23 and in the
U. S. Coast Guard.
Hart's litigations with his wife
were virtually day and date with his
long and unsuccessful attempt to
prove that Keith-Albee was a big
time trust. Charles Evans Hughes,

KELLY

Latest additions to the American
Guild of Variety Artists' unfair Ust

misuse of

Second act ot the local jukebox
war by racketeers was rung up by
original settlement Hart agreed to
another bombing of Sam Pinkus'
pay her $108,000 over a period of
night club, which was first dynamited
years,

recently retired as chief justice
the U. S. Supreme Court was
Earl Carroll takes over Terrace finally retained by K-A as special
from USO. Camp Shows
$4,000,000 of the $32,000,- Gardens of Morrison Hotel, Sept. counsel and, virtually in a few
collected this year; with 24, with Bill Grady, The Bryants, words, had the lengthy case thrown
allotment not due for an- Happy Felton, St. Clair and Day out of court Hughes pointed to
Miss America, Roily Ross, Bob Wil- Eddie Cantor, among the other headmbnths.
liams, Red Dust, 48 girls and Bob liners who testified for Hart—who
Strong's orch.
was then a daring exponent of tilt
Palmer House opening Sept. 17 ing stars' salaries from $500 a week
brings in the Hartmans, Parker and to $2,500 and $3,500 a week— and
Potthole, Walter Long, the Del Rios, wanted to know whether, if Cantor's
Carlyn Truax, Griff Williams orch.
blackface was lost in transit could
Grade Fields opens the Chez Paree or could he not (Cantor) go on the
Sept 10, with Buddy Franklin's orch stage and perform, entertain people,
Tucker
follows.
Sophie
holdover.
as
etc. The transportation of theatrical
Mary Nash is next attraction at props in interstate commerce was
Camellia House of the Drake Hotel the essence of the anti-trust suit
with Ray Benson's and Val Ernie's against K-A, but once the interstate
the
orchs. Dwight Fiske comes into
commerce angle was deflated the
Mayfalr Room, Blackstone Hotel suit was kayoed.
orchs.

USO-CSI with

UNK BOMBING

17.
present Sept
will
Nitery show will b6 100% femmes,
from line (8) to principals. Kadlslas
Czettel has done the costumes.

Rossfleld

film editor on
tht Coast and William started a twoAbout 1930
aci with Joe Manetta.
the billing was changed to William
and Joe Mandel and continued as
split
boys
up some 18
such until the
months back. Will brok'i in a new
man only to have the draft nab him,
searching
been
since
and he had

for a
proof.'

replacement

who was

'dralt-

Benny Burke, William Mandel'S
agent for 32 years, is handling the

new

turn.

.

AUDBTILLB

WtifKeaiMjy September 8, 1942
vocal special^, does Cole Porter Danct,' rtiumba to VoradU,* Mernr
pops like "Begulne' In English and Widow Wilte and hli suptfb inttf
Dona.' Ht
Spanish to go over. New band Is gretatlon of 'when Day
OUvero del Dues, okay for tha all- as dlgnl^ and a pleaiant personround dansapation. Yank and Latin ality. Hla teps ara clean-cut and
sets, necessary for this location book- stacatto^ his moveiqenta presenting a

U

Night Club Reviews
Ltiba Malina, Gabrielle, Raaha

&

Mtfko, O. Ray Terrell; $2 minimum.

.

Abel.
ing.
prices, the Latin
a sock business.
second attraction, Ralph
have
Berger and Chuck Jacobson
brought in the 'Copacabana Revels'
(HOTEL HOLLENDEN)
for their new opening.
Jan Murray, a tell, slender m.c.
Cleveland, Aug. 26.
with an ingratiating personality,
Raul & £va Reyes, Germaine <i
puts his audience into a receptive
Eddie Cochran, Henri, Nella
mood and keeps the show together Joel,
Possessed of n^ebb, Sloan & Gary, Sammv Watin pleasant fashion.
kins' Orch
$1.50 minimum.
several talents, Murray does some
singing, some mimicry, indulges in
HoUenden's compactly built boite,
a little inane tomfoolery and cracks
jokes that are clean and funny. The which doesn't go for Latins or rhumba acts as a rule, makes an excepaudience liked him.
Distinct novelty is Cheena De tion in the case of Raul and Eva
Both have pushed up its
Simone and her dancers three tall, Reyes.
clean-cut 'looking chcps and three standard of diversion as well as

at moderate
Paritienne, N. Y. and
Quarter is doing

La Vi«

Arthur Lesser, repatriated American, has brought back wfth him to
East 52d street a charming manner
of presenting i class French restaurant." He's attempting a difficult lob
of making a successful dinner spot
also click as a supper club, but he's
well on his way to succeeding. Unlike the Stork, Morocco and Monte
Carlo, which boom at supper and
have to bolster their early dinner
patronage, La Vie Parisienne is well
esconced as a class eatery, where
around $4.
the average check
For supper, to a $2 minimum
tariff. Lesser embellishes his variety
talent with a stellar act, such as
Adelaide MofFett, who did well for
him for a while, or Luba Malina, as
doubling from
She's
currently.
personality songstress,
'Priorities.'

Now,

as

VOGUE ROOM, CLEVE.

its

W,

—

"Riey create some fine
terpsichorean patterns on the lim-

gal lookers.

-

&

.

NIXON CAFE,

LATIN QUARTER, CHI

To~Talenl Buyers

number ^

and

TOP
ATTRACTIONS
AvaUahle
for

AU

tor the standard Leon-Eddie's
clientele they're still smashes.
He
doesn't restrict himself to that type
of number, either, for Davis can still
put over a fiag-waving tune.

Lou Martin's small orch has long
been a standby here. Robert Field is
the show's good-looking front, act
ing only as m.c.

Locations

Kahit.

singing.

EL CHICO, N.Y.

Induding

NIGHT CLUBS - HOTELS

COCKTAIL LOUNGES

CAFES-BARS
Within Your Budget
Band*. Btngtn, Dancen
nprcsent *he "TOP
In the Entertainnent Woild are available at terms
"irltliln joir bndsetl"
ProniliMBt

and Acta

tliat

ATTRACTIONS"

WIRE, CALL

er

WBITE

JACK KEARNEY

NATIONAL

Comnxelo Moreno, Dorita & Velero,
Gloria Betinonte, 3 Guitars, Herman
del Tore, Olivero del Duca Orcli (7)
$2.50 miniiHum, 50c cower.
Still the class of New York's Latin
niteries and one of the pioneers in

—

the field—Benito Collada's Greenwich Village spot has now' become a
metropolitan institution. The answer
Is that with or without the boniface
on the scene at the moment he's
resting out west the Chico continues a clicko under Leo Orta's able
management, and with Norris at the

—

tape.

Show is one of the besl in recent
The talent ingredients are
the same, but they're well mixed,
and in addition the quality of the
seasoning is less table d'hote and
sessions.

here,

CONCERT aod

ARTISTIS'

CORPORATION
711 Sth Avenue

NEW YORK
•
Phonei PLaza 3-0820

—

more epicurean in choice.
The traditional flamenco
this

time

Consuelo

singer

is

Moreno.

Dorita and Velero, flamenco- dancers,
are returners, having been Collada's
original imports some seasons ago,
and since then they've been to Hollywood, etc. Gloria Belmonte is another standard with her Spanish
dances, both classic and provincial.
The 3 Guitars, a mixed combo of
Inca Indians from Peru, feature Indian music and old Spanish folk
songs.
They remind of the Trio

Mixteco with their odd masks and
folk songs.

audi-

resonant voice that Is attractive.
drinkeries being cited Thursday
Business on this particular evening
(27) to ahow causa why their li.
Loop.
only fair.
censes shouldn't foa suspended or
revoked.
The complaints were filed by Don
Marshall, district liquor admlnls.
trator, with
the State Board of
Pittsburgh, Aug. 27.
Equalization,
liquor
enforcement
Herman Middleman Orch (8),
Jackie Miles, Ruth Waune, Joe A body, which will hold hearings on
Betty Lee, Paul Kirfcland, Eddie the charges.

YACHT CLUB,

Metcalfe; $1.50-$2,50

PITT

minimum.

Gal biUed synply as Helene

contributes some expert fiddling.
She's sweet-looking and attractive
and really goes to town on- the
strings, concentrating for the most
part on the semi-cla.<;slcs.
Exactly
the kind of a turn lor the Nixon's
staid clientele and she's practically
become a fixture here.
M.c. chores arc handled in a
straightforward manner, without any
furbelows, by Bob Carter, who also
sings with Al Marsico's band and
likewise has a spot for himself in the
show. Marslco's dansapation Is exactly what the doctor here ordered.

Little Jackie Heller's river spot
has played most of the younger crop
of cafe comics ^Henny Youngman,
Sammy Walsh, Jan Murray, etc.—but
has never come up with a more solid
click in that line than Jackie Miles.
First time around here for him, and
Miles is already the talk of the town.
The guy has everything.
Material's good, and he knows
how to flip it across, and woe to the
heckler or the noise-maker in the
audience! Miles knows how to take
him into camp without ruffling any
feelings and at the same time give
the customers a time of it. When
caughl, he was on for nearly 40 minutes and he had a packed room in
his corner every Ingh of the way.
Miles is master of a flock of dialects, and uses them all in his stories,
giving even the old ones a fillip with
his delivery.
His vocal stuff is
strictly in the satire line the lavender tprcher and the balladeer with
Illusions of sophisticated grandeur.
Tough room for Miles since it's a
little big and roomy for his intimate

—

—

but as far as Yacht CHub crowd
concerned, he can be a flxture if
he wants.
Nice little show surrounding him,
too.
Ruth Wayne is a chanteuse of
style,
is

the

Al Siegel school, where

she's

now a

senior pupil, with much better than the average set of pipes for
a cafe singer. Tiny and blonde and
with considerable s.a., she looks like
a great bet for a musical when the
stylizing becomes just a bit less ob-

Joe and Betty Lee are a
couple of cute dancers, much younger
than the usual ballrooni terpers, and
their routines, while standard, are
turned out with a nice flair. Veteran
Paul Klrkland. still doing his ladder
act and winding up with the stubvious.

Four of the places cited, including
Finocchlo's, well known nitery, had,
already been declared 'out of bounds'
by the military.

Ohio Freezes Permits

Of Drinkeries at 17,000
Columbus,

O., Sept.

1.

Number of night clubs and other
establishments serving liquor will
remain at approximately

17,000

in

the state as a result of the Ohio
of Liquor Control freezing*
wine, liquor, and beer permits for an Indefinite period.
The only changes will be when
licenses are revoked and other applicants are given licenses in their

Board
retail

place.

Upped Pitt Cafe Biz Cues
Longer Chatterbox Week
Pittsburgh, Sept.

Boom

1.

In nlte-club biz here In last
will put William Penn
Chatterbox on a six-night

few months
hotel's

weekly operation this fall when room
reopens Oct 0 with Bob Astor's
band. When Chatterbox closed in
mid-May for summer, it was running
only last four nights of the week on
account of lagging trade, and at that
time there was some question as to
whether supper-dance spot would reopen at all.
However, reports of big trade

in

cafe circuits all over .territory has
paper cone, which he works for
laughs and winds up burning on the not only led to resumption of old
tip of his nose, opens the doings but policy at Chatterbox but also to an
should speed uj> the turn a bit for a earlier reopening than usual. Teeing
nitery crowd.
In theatres, his cas- off with Astor, Tom Troy, manager
ualness Is okny, but not here. .
of the Statler hotel In Pittsburgh,
Dance music by Herman Middle- says he'll follow with a flock of name
man okay, and so are the vocals by bands. In past, Chatterbox has used
saxman Eddie Metcalfe, formerly of
outfits
almost excluthe Lelghton Noble band. Biz has in-between
sively.
been booming here of late. Cohen.

bom

Music Corp of America will book
the spot as usual, and there'll be a
regular radio line Non WCAE, with

SOPHIE TUCKER DATES

twice-weekly Mutual shots.

EHEND PAST XMAS

Texas Ice Events, Inc., which has
leased tha Will Rogers Memorial
Cleveland, Sept. 1.
Coliseum, Fort Worth, Texas, and
Sophie. Tuckec. _c.urrently..at the .Uie new 'Ice-Capades' .hflXfi. Wree4_
Mounds Club here, next has engage- on a 1043 date here, April 19-29. 'Icements in San Francisco, Seattle and Capades' last spring packed the big
then the Chez Paree, Chicago, car- building.
rying her through Christmas.
She's booked Into the Copacabana, N. Y., after the holidays.

Soph Follows Grade

Grade

Chicago, Sept. 1.
Fields opens at the Chez

Paree Sept.

10.

She's followed by Sophie Tucker.

'Ice

Keith

Capades' Ties
In With Radio, Bonds

Dress rehearsal of 'Ice Capades of
1043' is being staged for service
men and the press at Madison
Square Garden, N. Y., tonight. Show
preems at the Garden Sept. 4. 'Ice
Capades' and Garden managements
Cohen.
have turned over 10,000 free tickets
for opening night to the Blue Network's War Bond drive, to be given
to purchasers of bonds.
(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)
Tommy Barry is replacing George
Byron as 'Ice Capades' m.c, latter
Chicaso. Aug. 27.
cjj.
Eddie Oliver Orch, Georgie Topps. having been signed by Republic

International

Comedian

MAYFAIR ROOM, CHI

Pictures,

One of Chicago's beautiful dinner
rooms, the Mayfalr of the Blackstone
hotel Is a charming, dignified and
restful rendezvous,
catering to
i

Sept 9

somewhat mature and select clien
tele.
The music is sedate in charac

Detroit, Sept. 1.
and the single headliner, Georgie
A suit for $20,000 damages as the
Tapps, combines modern taps done
result of a fall on a dance floor has.
In the classical manner.
Eddie Oliver, Ben Bernie's one been filed in Mt. Clemens, Mich.,
time pianist opens the miniature against the swank Club Royale, on

flashing rendition of a
Grieg piano concerto, beautifully
backed by his band. Oliver is personable and Ingratiating.
Tapps is on for about half an
hour, offering a wide variety of tap

Sept. 3

i

ter

show with a

.

State Theatre, Baltimore

Detroit Nitery Sned

Detroit's outskirts.

Mrs. Rose Kaufman,

who

filed

the

attributed the fall to improper
lighting and the absence of signs
warning patrons that the main floor

Olympia Theatre, Miami
Thanks

to

JOE FLAUM

Kvclufflve Alunnsfrarnt

MILES INGALLS

suit,

del Toro, Spanish juve- specialties. Particularly outstanding and dance
a capable emcee and, for his are his 'Dance to Diane,' Tire levels.

Herman
nile, is

Bob and Maxmc, a couple of expert tappers and a good-looking
couple, ODon the show conventionally enough but switch to some light
coipedy later that earmarks the two
of them for possible watching, and
Frank Andrlni (New Acts) cleans up
with his guitar wizardry and dialect

NITERIES

CITED IN FRISCO

dynamic Interpratatioii. The
Ban Francisco, Sept. 1.
ence liked him,
Tha crackdown on taverns and
Oliver plays pleasing dance music.
BlU Cooper,, barltona, sings favorltea niteries that vlolata the law and
like 'SUge Door Canteen' and This military regulations is continuing
Is Worth Fighting For* In a deep, unabated here, with 18 additional

business several notches.

Two olive-skinned dancers are the
dance floor, ,>resenting an im- flashiest rhumbaists who ever shook
a hip In the Vogue Room. Dressing
pressive group in artistic motion.
Billie and Buster Burnell are jive up their steps with smart, whitetapsters, and good.
Clad in the ruiHed costumes, they inject an
bouffant costumes of the '80s, Do- authentic Cuban color and remarkraine and Ellis, soprano and tenor, ably intricate footwork into rouA
she clicks with pops done in distinc- sing medleyi^ of old favorites. Both tines. But their predominant charm
tive style. Given a couple of special possess excellent voices and drew is their dynamic energy. Lithe and
slim, the girl's a bewitching beauty.
lyrics, Miss Malina would be truly hearty applause.
The American Tip-Tops, held over Even Bandmaster Sammy Watkins
big league instead of being compelled to bolster familiar pops with from the last show, offer virtually has a time keeping up. to them when
thr
same routine of acrobatics. they're shaking a Latin step or sockunique treatments.
An s.a. type of brunet, with an ar- They're young and fresh-looking, a ing customers with a sensational
version of 'Shoeing the Wild Mare.'
resting wagon, she does Inject nov- deservedly popular act.
Loop.
Biz good.
Eddie Cochran has a smooth line
elty to familiars such as 'Blues in
of palaver that tightens his magic
the Night' by doing a Russian veract Offers more mechanical tricks
sion (from Moscow to Minsk,' etc.),
than sleight of hand, but they're all
and in the case of 'I Said No,' she
Eddie's, N. Y.
Leon
mystiflers;
the
an eye-fllling blonde
ad
libbing
gives it a switch by
helps.' Voices of Germaine and Joel
familiar punchline, 'I guess you
Robert Field, Line (10), JVIitzi Mar- are average but duo carries off Jethought I was gonna say, 'So 1 subscribed to Liberty magazine'.' 'Pan- tin, 4 Kit-Kats, Francis Carlyle, rome Kern and Victor Herbert medchito Lopez' and 'Chi Chi Caste- Paula Drake, Madeline & Kirk, Jean leys lustily.
nango' are more familiar pops, but Mode, Richards- Adair Dancers (6),
Sloan and Gary add a bit of singe good topical novelty is 'Strip £ddie Davis, Lou Martin's Orch; ing-accordion work between sessions
Polka,' with its satire on the erst- $3.50 mininwm.
by Watkins* crew, which has acwhile 42d street peelers.
quired more zip since winning local
Gabrielle is one of those French
The showmanship kid is back at 'Fitch Bandwagon' honors. Henri,
diseuses who is wisely eschewing Leon 8c Eddie's, and that means en- lightning-quick pen-sketcher. Is newthe diseuseing and swinging her tertainment in spades. For Eddie comer who has joined Nella Webb,
classics.
Her voice is potent and Davis, vacationing these past few astrologist, in table-work.
Pull,
well trained, but she has seemingly weeks from the S2d street spot which
fpncluded that Tlie Swallow' and 'A he and Leon Enkeh operate, still releart Thaf s Free' sound better in a tains the stuff to make a show asPITT.
modern, rhythmic dress.
sume stellar proportions.
Rasha and Mirko are the Serbian
Not that this bill is second-rate. It
guitarists with their rhythmic OriPittsburgh, Aug. 26.
ental ducting which has made them isn't It's got enough talent and enAl Marsico Orch (B),.Bob Carter,
tertainment to get by on most nitery
clicks here, even more so than when
Helene and Her Violin, Bob <£r Maxthey were at Le Ruban Bleu. G. Ray layouts. It's just that Davis' finale ine, Frank Andrini, Coleman Clark
Terrell does magico interludes, and turn gives the outfit the spark, with with Bob Anderson & Wally Sherthere are two pianists for the ac- his songs and stories, that rai$e the win; 50c cotjer.
comQ$. But, in the main, La Vie entertainment above the general
Parisienne, as its name implies, la a level.
Best show Tony Conforti's spot has
The support consists of all young come up with all year. Every act's
little of Paris, and it's wowing the
entertainers, nearly all of whom are
nostalgic Francophiles.
Abel.
a click, with forefront honors going
apparently new to the Broadway to Coleman Clark and his table
tensector. And there isn't a thine wrong
nis turn.
It's the first time for a
with any of them that a little more novelty act of this sort in
a local
experience can't cure. What's seem- nitery and the novelty
is proving a
ingly most important is that the per- ringside sensation.
Chicago, Ang. 26.
Not only is it a
'CoMicabami Revels' UTith Jan Mur- formers have the zest and capacity deft demonstration of ping-pong,
ray, Cheena de Simone & Her Danc- for entertaining.
with Clark and his colleague. Bob
All of the bul's young performers Anderson, going at it hammer
ers, Billie & Buster Bumell, 6 Amerand
ican Tip-Tops, Doraine & £Ut5, Joe are more extensively reviewed un- tongs, but it's also a solFd comic
Norman's Orch, Vincent Bragale's der New Acts. They include: Mitzi stanza, thanks to the nifty announcsouth Americana vAth Patricia Fori. Martin, acrobatics; Francis Carlyle, ing at the mike of Wally Sherwin
magician; Paula Drake, singer; and anj the hoke stuff he later does with
Madeline and Kirk, ballroom satir- Clark and Anderson.
Operating as the only second
floot theatre-restaurant in the Loop ists, plus the Richards-Adair DancPrelude to the contest Is also
presenting a full-hour stage show. ers (6).
highly entertaining, with the boys
S.a. in carload lots Is offered by
knocking out 'Jingle Bells' on pingthe beaut Jean Mode.
She does a pong balls and frying pans, and also
strip under a soft light that has a demonstrating
the game as it was
touch of class.
played when first introduced, even
Davis, of course, Is the climaxer, to the
handle-bar mustaches. For a
and rightly so. Nobody else could
srr. ,
i-ui.-.^
»_L?**" flnlsh, Clark takes on. a. memfollow -hirn.
,^^''^~'^''*>'^^oi^^ V^<ince. with the champ
ited

MORE
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VAUDEVILLE
'ONCE A FRAUD—'

40 Traveling Burlesque Units This

Phoney

'Steinbeck' Falls Another
One In PiUsbnrch

Boston Stuffed to the Codfish

Fast

Season, Compared to 35 Last Yr.
Sept

Traveling burlesque will see 40
companies this season as compared
with last year's 32. In addition to

Hotel Dixie, N.Y., to Open
Nitery for First Time
Hotel Dixie, New York, will, Join

the Hirst and Midwest circuits, this
season's roster will also Include the
Empire Wheel, operated largely in

name orch and

Buffalo,

1.

The

five acts.

hotel,

with the opening set for the

ently,

week

K. C. Folly Set
Kansas City, Sept. 1.
which brought standard
Folly,
burlesque back here the latter haU
of last season, will reopen Sept 4.
Warren Irons again will handle
managerial reins.
Shows will feature traveling prin-

of

Sept

14.

DROPS SUIT

VS.

with

1943,'

and

Kenny

be 'Scanties of
Brenna, comic,

The vaude

dancer.

Darlene,

for olio wiU include Frankie
Joey
Belasco, Clair Bros., and Joe
acts

&

March.
Boehesier Back Again
Rochester, N. V., Sept.

1.

Edward Ryan of New York reEmbassy Friday (4) with
shows at 65c top. Principals from the Izzy Hirst burlesque
wheel will be augmented by local

lights the
'musical'

chorus of

banned under

ago, are

A.

issued.

Gallacher

H.

license

city

house

is

manager.
Schenectady's Barley Return

SchenecUdy, N.

Y., Sept.

1.

The boom which Schenectady is
due to war-industry em-

enjoying

9

ployment has brought the return of
burlesque. The Erie, which for several seasons booked legitimate show:,
and also played pictures for a time

now

year, is
lesque twice

this

presenting bur-

Philadelphia, Sept.

1.

Oscar Neufeld, director of the
'Miss Philadelphia' beauty contest
yesterday (Monday) announced that

'

this matter,'

current headliner.
offered every Fri*
day.
Prices are: SSc top matinees,
Monday to B'riday; $1.10 boxes evenings and midnight performances.
The tap at Saturday matinees is 75c.

ADAMS,

is

show

Neufeld

said.

field,

just

$300,000,

Nut was considered a

new

NEW%

BACK

TO BAND-FDJH POLICY

little

high

1,590

three sad weeks, but had
stronger bills for 15c addi-

Tivoli's

much
The Adams, Newark, operated by
Ben Griefer , for the Paramount-

basis,

as

last

tional.

The Magistrate agreed, especially
after Mrs. Norma D. Carson, supervisor of policewomen, said that if
youngsters frequented niteries it was
the fault of their parents.
When Captain Craig Ellis head of
the Vice-Squad, .said that Domsky's
place was noisy. Magistrate O'Malley
retorted:
'What do you eJfpect. It's a night
club, not a church."
Domsky also reported that he had
instituted a 'foolproof system at his
spots to keep 'under-2r kids out of
his spots.
private detective is stationed outside each spot. If he's in
doubt about the kid's, age, he demands a draft card, birth certificate

A

By Happy Benway
Saranac, N. Y., Sept.

the
the

of

"Vanities." For infor-

mation, for auditions,
for bookings, communicate with . . .

Henry 'Hank' Hearn, who
trick

here,

later

going

to

1.

did the

United

reports he's in good health.
Corp. John DeGras of the U. S.
Marine Corps, in to bedside his wife
She's the former
at the Rogers.
Ronny Ryan, a linegirl at the Earle
Ai'tisls,

theatre,

Washington.

After a tour in South America,
pianist Leah EfTenbach took time out
to give recital at the Rogers.

Ann Comerford, Margie Regan.

MILES INGALLS
Hotel Aetor,

New York

City

(Independent Booker)

PHIL

REGAN
OPENING SEPT.

7

BEACON THEATRE
VANCOUVER,
Pertenal

B. C.

Representative)

FRANK VINCENT
Beverly Hilla. Calif.

play
weekly.
will

novelties for Chicago*

and

into those

is

getting steadily hot-

which haven't dared

let a

—

AGVA

season.

Saranac Lake

and

acts

business

more and more coin gets into
more and more hands, particularly

ter as

ONLY

seating capacity and the
house's SOc top.
The Golden Gate, second combo
house, did good business during
for

Dec

wants

And

her

Reopened by the Blumenfeld cirthe Tivoli, somewhat .off the
Adams Bros, partnership, reopens cuit
Toledo Barley to Reopen
beaten track of the Market Street or other proof before the dick allows
Friday (4) under the same policy as
first-run theatre district has been them to enter.
Toledo, O., Sept 1.
inaugurated last season with conthe war-boom
The Capitol, dark all summer, will siderable success, that of name bands unable to cash in on
dollars here.
CAP, YAKTMA, GETS VAUDE
-nsumC' its burlesque ,<veasQn Friday and first-run films.
Seattle, Sept. 1.
(4).
Bill Collins is manager.
Reopener will be 'Joan of Ozarks'
Len Mantell, manager of Bert
(Rep), while on the stage will be
Walter Greaza Stays
Levey agency, Seattle, reports addithe 'Teddy Powell orchestra and
tion of Capital, Yakima, to vaude.
Judy Canova.
House, owned by Mercy interests,
1 With
Until
House will play shows on a weekly

Hollywood,
road tour

1.

QUITS

PK

last stanza.

is

EARL CARROLL

Boston, Sept

As it has been for the past six
months, the town is stuffed to the
codfish's gills with amusement cash.

RUM RAP

VAUDE FOR

daily, with midnight
shows Wednesday and Friday. RoRoyce, who appeared at the

A new

and

frogskin slip out for anything more
frivolous than a picture in years.
average for the past
The nocturnal tempo of the town
few years from the ice shows. If her is terrific from the frosty Ritz Roof
After hoax had been exposed, and plans remain as they are, the Henie to the clambake ovens of Columbus
Post-Ga2etle made Dankert a celeb, picture at 20th-Fox, 'Quota Girl,' may avenue, but it's characterized by a
be moved up to cut short her idling peculiarly new twist for this town:
in his own right by running a threcthe thirsty
hordes are galloping
in^Ument story on him under the time.
from one spot to another. As one of
title of They Call Me an Amusing
the headmen put it, 'a lot of 'em
Fraud,' Mercur " figured to cash in
don't even load in enough to cover
on the publicity by signing Dankert
the minimum before they're olt
for a two-week engagement at his
across the street.'
Nut Club. Dankert okayed the deal
Although the turnover is in conand immediately tagged Mercur for
sequence dismaying, the takes aren't
a $S0 advance, insisting he needed
and if the customers want a couple
the money to move to a better hotel
of beers here, a couple of dances
since the cheap flop house wl»re he
there and a gonping session some
was staying didn't become a man of
place else, it's distinctly okay by the
'my. distinction.*
local entrepreneurs.
Came Monday night (24); when
the Great Dankert' was to have
Always a good night spot town (It
opened at Nut Hous» on heels of
a quiet one), wartime Boston is fabplenty of advertising, hoopla and
ulous in comparison. Few big names
Philadelphia, Sept. 1.
publicity—but no Dankert At his
are to be found in any ofthe stalls
hotel they said he checked out FriSamuel Domsky, operator of Lou's outside the Ritz, the Copley Plaza
day (21). That was the day Mercur Moravian Bar and two other spots and the Fensgate, which have HildeNobody's around town, last week won
gave him the advance.
garde. Carol Bruce and Elsie Housa disheard from him since. Mercur's one charge from a magistrate on charges ton, respectively, and are cleaning
consolation is that the runout gave that he sold liquor to minors.
up with same, but virtually all have
his Nut House front-page spreads he
Domsky was the first of the local at least one something to feature, at
couldn't have bought for 10 times nitery ops to make the net in the least if they claim to be class A.
$50.
There are a rough dczen hostelrlea
State's drive against the sale of
liquor to kids in their teens, and his and show places' in the A category,
case was looked upon as a test for each handling from 200 to 500 cusFRISCO,
tomers
(and most getting $1 to $2.50
similar forays.
All
Arraigned before Magistrate John minimum or cover or both).
have bands, some have two, and
J. O'Malley, Domsky declared that
most have an m.c. and a gal or two.
'in these days the young fellows look
floor
Five
six
have
the
works
or
so big that it's hard to tell how old
San Franci.sco.'Sept. 1.
show and everything.
Vaudeville took a setback here they are.'
In the class B variety, there are
One strapping six-footer, who said
when the Tivoli was unable to make
maybe a score. Most of them have
17.'
the grade as the city's second vaud- he was 24, turned out to be only
a band or what goes for a band, and
said
Domsky.
'What was I to do?"
Blumenfeld

25 years in the night club
as gullible.

he had dropped his planned suit
against Larry Sunbrock, promoter
of the so-called 'Hollywood Thrill
Show,' and his associates, for allegedly falsely planting stories in
the newspapers that the finals of
the contest would be held at Sunbrock's show. Latter recently played
here.
'I've come to the conclusion that it
would be more trouble than it's
worth,' said Neufeld, an official of
the Highway Express, which delivers film in the Eastern States area.
'Although there Is no question that
the false stories about the contest
hurt us, we've decided to drop the
matter.
Catching up to Sunbrock
and his associates, who left town a film theatre, and so the
couple of weeks ago, would be a circuit was forced to change its
tough job,' Neufeld said.
He re- policy to a moveover house.
vealed that Mark Wilson, who press
Theatre failed to make its $7,000
agented
Sunbrock's
show
and nut for any of the three weeks of
planted the story, had ap9logized.
the stage bill— 'B' pix policy. Gross
'Wilson was only the dupe of Sun hovered
around $6,000 for two
brock and the rest of the outfit in weeks, then drooped to $5,000 for

sita

World's Fair,

difficulties

problem in getting chorus boys for
and dined by the literati
around town. It was easy getting her ice show may keep Sonja Henlc
away with it among the celebrity out of the arenas this year, the star
hounds but Dankert found show- having decided against making her
wise Al Mercur, owner of the Nut annual fall skating tour.
Miss Henie stands to lose some
House here and a veteran of nearly

TIVOU,

16.

Burley name, stripping and smut,
which shuttered -house three years

No Line Boys

ChUl Henie's Ice Tour
Transportation

CLEARED ON

season.
bill -will

R.R. Skeds,

PHILLY CAFE 0?

SUNBROaiN

cipals from the Midwest circuit, and
house will maintain its own line of
Orchestra in pit will be directed
16.
by Judy Conrad, same as last

Opening

ds

With Cash, and So Ae Cafes Rejoice

the nitery parade for the first time
with a spot that will use a semi- wined

one of the Carter chain, is replacing
Roch- Its bar and dining room with a 650seater that will include a terrace.
ester, Akron, Canton, Toledo, PittsNitery is being remodeled presburgh, Milwaukee, Norfolk and Inthe middle west
New circuit stands include

dianapolis.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 1.
Pros as well as the amateurs look
just alike to Harry Dankert, the
former carnival barker who came
here a month ago, told the gang at
Jane Ellen Ball's Studio of the
Theatre that, he was the author,
John Steinbeck, and then had the
time of his life for a week being

ss

Lee Klemmic, Patricia Wallace and
William Matthews now upping for
an meals at the Rogers.

W.alter Greaza's continuance as
acting executive-secretary of the
American Guild of Variety Artists
has been granted until Dec. 1. The
action was taken yesterday (TueS'
day) by the council of Actors Equity
at its regular meeting.
The Associated Actors 8c Artistes
of America, parent organization of
the various performer unions, had
requested the extension. Greaza, the
regular assistant executive-secretary
of Equity, was drafted months ago to
untangle the involved affairs of

AGVA.

Week Vaudfilm
For Palace, Columbus

Sptit

Columbus. O., Sept. 1.
Oscar Price, who mastered that
A new policy which will bring a
rib operation and licked a siege in
split
week of pictures and stage
bed, now on the mend.
The Will Rogers library is now shows, the films playing four days
Vogt.
Paunder the care of Eddie
and the stage shows the latter three,
tricia Edwards, Muriel Eddy, Colin will be inaugurated at the Palace
Tracy and Harry Clifton.
here Thursday (3).
Harry T. Cross back in circulaAlvino Rey orchestra will be the
tion again with mild exercise.
first stage show, opening Sept. 6 for
Rodie McLean is one of the out- three dayp.
standing comebacks of the Rogers.

Some of the night spots are not
waiting for L^bor Day to close.
Alex's Grove and Harvey's roadhouse have already shuttered.
Thanks to Alfred Smythe, Brooklyn; Brownie Brown, New York;
Nate Mulroy, Chicago; Bobby Graham, Toronto, for their gifts to this
colony.
Benny 'The Gent' Ressler, oldtime
vaudevillian and a native of this colony, is sporting good reports and
expects a Broadway job soon.
(Write t« (hose who are III.)

WB

Tests Stripper
Minneapolis. Sept.

1

As (he result of her first speaking
appearance on the stage, with the
Old Log theatre, local strawhatter,
June March, for several seasons
prominent a.s a burlesque and nightclub stripteaser, is being tested by
Warners,
She played Tondeleyo in 'White
Cargo' here.

acts

(5)

three

at least half of

loosely

termed a

them have what Is
'floor show.'
Next

come

the smart cocktail lounges,
mostly in hotels, and there are about
two dozen of them, each with its
own special set and atmosphere, and
each dealing out knicknacks ranging

from the Lincolnshire's ravishing
peanuts to the others' deflated potato
chips.

Then there are a half a hundred
class C joints of the barrelhouse
cetch-as-catch-can variety, spread all
over town from the black belt to the
They
shillalagh spots in Southie.
look tough and smell likewise, but
they're actually
harmless,
pretty
especially since they're watched by
Timilty's l>oys like buck privates
guarding an ammunition dump. Besides, the softest bellow brings a
horde of S.P.'s and M.P.'s whose tap
on the shoulder Is worth a convoy of

Black. Marias.
As for the taverns, they take up a
couple of pages in the phone book,
that's empty at midnight is
as rare as an original tire tread. And
nights as for the speaks and cellar foxholes, they're rumored, but that's all.

and one

—
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HOUSE REVIEWS

B4

MUSIC HALLrW.

Y.

That's Sabotage,' 'Kalamazoo* and
N. Y.
•Juke Box Saturday NighC last two
Last tune
with the Modemalres.
brings takeoffs on Harry James and
Martin & Allen, Terry Lawlor,
Inkspots that are good.
Wesson Bros. (2), Ed Sulltt>an and
Hackett, guitarist-cornetist, does one Harvest Moon Dance Winners (10),
cornet solo during an arrangement of Ruby Zwerling'i House Band; 'Mrs.
•Rhapsody in Blue* that's fine. 'Blue Miniuer* (M-G).
writing, incidentally, is perhaps the

STATE.

Bobby

STANLEY, PITT

brunet canary, pleasanfly sings 'Sky.
lark', with a nice piano background
by the maestro. Baa Beri, comedy
juggler, tosses balls, dumbbells, etc.,
Pittsburgh, Aug. 28.
around; his best bit being the manipDick Jurpens Orch (13), Lynn
ulation 'of tamborlnes, beating out
Itoyce It Vanya, Walter Nilsson, Hara tune as he twirls them,
ry Cool, Buddy Moreno, Lew Quad,
*rhe romantic duet of Martha
ling, Carl Brant, Robert E. Lee. EdWayne and Buddy Stewart wins ap- die
Kuehler, Joe Potzner; 'Jackass
plause, the couple being spirited and

Kaye, Carlos Sherman,
Johnny Woods, Lindo Ware, Gloria
Gilbert, Marina, Lonya Kalbouss,
Nicholas Vasilieff and Volga Singers,
Henry Calvin, Glee Club, Rockettes,
Ballet Corps, Symphony Orch toith best pop-style arrangement of that
It had been noticeable in the past fresh-looking.
Erno Rapee; 'Talk of the Town' tune ever done. It's the lone outthe b.o. of the HarClever in vocally imitating band
(Col), reuieujed in 'Variety,' July 29. side melody in the setup.
Skip two years that
vest Moon dancers, coming directly theme songs, the Oxford Boys imNelson, recent replacement for Ray here from their big night at Madison
personate Henry Busse, Kay Kyser,
'Serenade
In connection with the film in- Eberle, does 'At Last' and
Square Garden, hAI perceptibly Harry Owens, Fred Waring, Wayne
dustry's September War Bond drive, in Blue.' He's a fair singer. MiUer diminished. That won't be the case King and Jimmy Dorsey. Especially
Mood, this year, however, thanks to smash
the Music Hall's current show has a standards used are 'In the
outstanding are their effective rendiUnited Nations theme climaxed with •Little Brown Jug,' and 'Chattanooga screen assist of •Mrs. Miniver.* which tions of the Waring choral numbers,
a Minute Man pageant. Besides the Choo-Choo.' latter from leader's last was still far from being exhausted Busse's trumpeting, and their stacboost given by the timely angle, the film.
even after 10 weeks at the Radio cato impression of a push-button
Wally Brown, double-talk artist City Music Hall, and the good ex- radio set being played by someone
show Itself offers impressive talent
and, even by Music Hall standards, working as a single now, is the lone ploitation behind the State's own who can't make up his mind what
outside act. He clicked solidly with 21st birthday celebration an all- program he wants.
an unusually effective production.
A packed house for opening show.
Opening is a simulated broadcast his patter, capoed by a parody on week event. Thus there's a strong
Wood.
•Down
by the Ohio."
likelihood that a new gross record
Air'
Loop.
the
of
Hall
'Music
of one of the
will be clocked here this week.
Srograms heard Sundays on WJZThursday night Eddie Cantor came
lue. Against a radio studio setting,
up to cut the birthday cake gift to
KEITH'S,
with a control booth (containing a
the State from Bob Christent>«'ry.
•production man" but no engineer)
the Astor hotel manager. And Canand an announcer, the S3nnphony
Chicago, Aug. 28.
fndionopolts, ind., Aug. 29.
tor stuck around for virtually a full
orchestra plays and then Selma Kaye
and the Glee Club sing 'Play Gyp'Varietv Fashions' vsith Alphofise act of his own. both for the audiVaughn Monroe Orch, Marilyn
Next
sies,* from 'Naughty Marietta.'
Berg, Slim Ttmblin, Roberta, King tt ence and the three photographers. Duke, Ziggy Talent, Lee Sitters, Paul
the
The
idea of presentiiig the cake to Winched, Johnny Barnes; 'Grand
represent
to
set is supposed
Mann, Elcola and Beatrice, Doris Dunearby Center theatre and the pont. Hollj/ujood Models (10); 'You're habitual patrons of the State's vaude Central Murder (M-C).
didn't come off as planned for some
Rockettes. togged In Penguin outats Telling JWe' (U).
reason or other, so first Ed Sullivan,
supposedly suggesting the Center's
Typical of name bands that have
the Daily News columnist, tossed a
skating show, "Stars on Ice.' offer
found this theatre a favorite stampone of their better routines. Ensuing
Vaudeville Is back on the beam lavish verbal bouquet at Ruby ing grounds is that of Vaughn
act is "Guid^ Tour,' with Johnny at Keith's this .week with a bill Zwerikig, the house maestro for Monroe, known locally only through
Woods impersonating a Radio City which makes a doubtful gain in years, with Zwerling tossing it right his records and network appearback at Sullivan. That was a mushy
tour guide and quickly working into
ances, although heralded as a real
a lengthy, rather punchless imper- feminine appeal through a style clambake, but then Sullivan brought comer in the east. Tall, smiling and
sonation routine.
show tieup with a local fur house. on Cantor and a so^so entertainment affable, maestro swept into the town,
took on an aura of class such as only
in
for
bit
compensates
opening
Quality
of
the
acts
the
came, saw and conquered Chicago.
Linda Ware has
a topflight ehtertainer can impart.
in
fashion
located
corny
slowdown
caused
by
supposedly
scene,
Here
next
is a really fine combo of musithe
Cantor cut the cake, he clowned,
the Rainbow Room and offering a revue in which chorus girls model made fa^ at the lensers. intro- cians, with a particularly neat brass
Presence of Alnovelty arUnited Nations 'Salute to Our tasty creations.
duced Ida up in the loges and then section, backed by sock
Miss Ware, in an almost phonse Berg 'Drapa' himself on bill sang 'Ida,' finally topping it all
rangements and a shiging leader who
Heroes.'
off
regal costume with an over-flossy carries out style and beauty idea, with
to lilt a tune.
an unrehearsed jitterbug rou- knows how
'headdress, represents England and but it's the comedy acta that get the tine
Band consists of five sax, six brass
with
a
little colored girl who
The mnsic is
sings a single number, 'White Cliffs hands and keep them coming.
had coMted the lindyhop contest at and four rhythm.
of Dover.' She has a pleasing voice,
Slim Timblin, still doing business the Garden. He took the house by rhythmic without being blaring, the
but the arrangement lacks vitality in blacktace at the same old stand stonn, leaving no doubt why he still band swingy without being Jitterbug
and the presence of a microphone with
telephone
directory,
from holds the house gross record of crazy, the arrangements smart ana
novel without ej^glng the fantastic.
directly in front of her mars the act. which he takes text for 'sermon' in $50,317 at the State.
Marilyn Duke, a tell, sultry-lookGloria Gilbert, immediately follow- colored preacher routine, is going
Outside of Cantor, this is not an
ing as the representative of China, good in spite of tact plenty of cus- altogether apropos birthday for the ing canary with a throbbing congives anoUier display of her match- tomers must know his act by heart vaudeville State. Last week, when tralto, does a very nice JOb on sevless pirouettes, topped by a mirac- now.
Audience reception first rate. the house had Smith and Dale, Billy eral pops. She is backed by the
ulously sustained twirl on one toe.
Nearest thing to a showstopper is House, Mary Raye and IValdl, among Four V*s, a melodious made quartet
Russian bit, with Marina, Lonya Kal- Elcola, who features xylophone hi- others, would have been better. who provide nice harmony for her
bouss, Nicholas Vasilieff and his jinks with a Prof. Lamberti angle, That was a vaudeville show; cur- soloing of 'One Dozen Roses,' then
Volga Singers, and the Ballet Corps, not because he is screamingly ftmiay rently it*E only half vaudeville and give a good account of themselves
concludes this portion of the show. (he's not up to the professor there), half novelty. Latter are the Har- with '3 UtUe SUters.'
Johndy Barnes is a better-thanFinale Is the Minute Man bit. It but because he is smart enough to vest Moon Dancers, who are amaaverage tapster, his intricate maopens with a tableau, with Henry close with a rousing patriotic finale, teurs any way you look at them
Calvin as the Colonial soldier giving played loud and good. Blends serv and they don't stand up under close chine-gun tapping garnering him a
patriotic spiel, and segues into a ice tunes, "God Bless America' and scrutiny.
Either because of the hand. Especially good are his impageant of people marching on a 'Over There,' to stir up big applause. draft, or because many young light- pressions of Bill Robinson and his
moving platform in the background, Elcota works with Beatrice,' who cuts fantastic men are in mpre serious imitation of a jitterbug, in which he
with the entire company reciting a odd capers in ballet outfit while he work, the Harvest Moon dancers does a jive routine in taps.
The Lee Sisters, in smart, tan
War Bohd purchases. fools around at xylophone. Gets this year are not even as good as
for
call
Closes with quite an arousing wallop. laugh by playing 'Lazy Bones' sit- the amateurs of the past.
Nor as gabardine suits, harmonize in the
dulcet, crooning style familiar to
Kobe.
good looking.
ting down.
There are four ofay teams, per sister combos, one ^rl carrying the
Comedy end is further boosted by
usual, foxtrot, waltz, tango and the tune, the others lending shadow acrough-house act of Roberta, King
companiment.
They*re competent,
and Mann. Girl, always in the mid- all-around champs, who do the it not outstanding.
rhumba here. The colored lindyhop
dle, gets worst of it, as usual.
For team, however,
Outstanding is the irrepressible
gets the major apa dancing treat bill Includes bright,
Glenn Miller Orch (17) with petite Doris Dupont, who beats out plause and were the only ones at ZIggy Talent, a Jigging, swinging
Marion Hutton, Tex Beneke, Bobbv some crisp taps. Chorus also is jlec- this catebing who were forced into comedy-singer who does 'Arthur
Hackett, Modemaires (4), Ship Tf el- orative, sparkling in a smart mirror an encore. Unlike past years, the Murray Taught Me Dancing,' 'Sam,
ton, Watty Brown; 'Priorities on routine and assisting capably in State has not booked any additional You Made the Pants Too Long' and
'Ants in His Pants' with an ecstatic,
lindyhoppers this time.
Parade' (Par).
fashion show and Berg's exhibit.
Sullivan himself is doing a straight hairbrained delivery that had the
Latter gives wonten in audience
m.c. job and doing it well except for audience howling.
Fox theatre hasn't used any sort quick lesson in dressmaking made his comedy. As a gagster he's still
Another hit is Paul Wlnchell with
easy
as
he
winds
yards of fancy a columnist.
It
of weekly stage policy in years.
Wlnhis dummy, Jerry Mthoney.
promoted Various audience- cloth around models and turns them
has
Three outside acts capably take chell is an accomplished ventro and
pullers like one-night amateur shows out in height of fashion in record care of the vaudeville end. playing his comedy patter, singing and atics
and the current quiz program it of- time. For the men he offers sex in front of Zwerllng's topflieht vaude with his wooden stooge are still fine
appeal,
with shapely models in orch, which
fers every Friday evening for service
is stationed on the stage pieces of entertainment.
men. Glenn MlUer^ stay this week ''n^^rie.
for production effect.
The Monroe band does 'Jersey
day's attendance was ,averis the opener of a band-vaude idea|
Martin and Allen are fair hand-to- Bounce,* with Bobby Nichols i^aying
Corb.
that will not, however, be a steady ^se
hand balancers of the slow-motion, a hot trumpet; then Monroe sings
venture; when good names are availmen-of-muscle variety. They open, 'Nightingale' and 'Johnny Doughboy'
FoUowiru;
able they'll be booked.
with Terry Lawlor, the flashy blonde in nis appealing baritone. Best of
Miller there is a void until Sept. 18.
nitery singer, following. She scores all, however, is his rendition of
when Inkspots and Lucky tliUinder
high with 'Jingle. Jangle.' 'Just Like 'Pagliacci' in swing time, with a
come in; after that there's nothing
Jimmy and Me,' 'The Same Old nifty band accompaniment. The only
Boston, Aug. 29.
set.
Shillalagh* and 'One Dozen Roses.
ordinary thing about Monroe's show
A sock applause session is turned is his too-tamiliar 'Patriotic Medley'
Jackie Cooper, Judy Canova, Dick
Fox Is the second largest of five
major houses all congregated in the and Dot Remy. Louis Primo Orch in by the Wesson Brothers, two finale. SUU, it's In tune with the
main shopping district of downtown luilh Lilyanna Caroll; 'Men of Texas' young mimics who have a unique times.
routine. One does the voice imperBiz holding strong.
Loop.
Brooklyn. It seats slightly over 4,000 W).
sonation, while the other dqes. the
and is second only to the Paramount,
physical mimicry. Their takeoffs on
which, with the Strand, is part of a
The RKO Boston Is in for another Wendell WilUcle, Mr. and Mrs
K. C.
three-house pool presided over by
large,
week
with
this
bill,
which
has
RooscVeU,
Carmen
Fabian.
Miranda.
Paramount Warner Bn^.
Edgar
Nearby is the RKO Albee and What it takes for marquee and enter' Bergen and Charlie McCarthy drew
Kansas City, Aug. 28.
a showstop.
The nice-looking kids
Loew's Metropolitan. Miller i.s un- tainment values.
Woodic A Betty, Carroll A DietThe Prima band apparently oper had to beg off.
derstood to be playing the house SOrich,
Wagner Twins, Ted Leary,
Due to the length of 'Miniver.* the Maurice A Maryea, Herb Six House
ates on the theory that if you look
SO from the first dollar.
Miller wastes no time with his hot and play loud you've got what stage show's running time, with all Orch; 'Berlin Correspondents (20th)
stage show. He gave a Jam-packed the cats want, and it spends all its of the birthday celebration, was held and 'United We Stand' (20th).
house of youngsters 40 minutes of time proving it. The res.ulting din down to an hour at this viewing.
arrangements is all right by the customers hut, That's right smart cutting and
recognized
widely
Value is the word for this big
from his earlier days and probably judging by their luke-warmish re- tempo.
Harvest Moon Damvrs will stick combo of two features and 40-minute
every tune from his forthcoming sponse, at the first show Friday,
here two weeks, and maybe third if stage show, and the family trade is
film. That the list Included only one they'd like to hear a few bars of
responding nicely to efforts of man'
ballad (and that, 'At Last,' from the something they could recognize as 'Mmiver' can st«y th«t long. If set- agement to provide both quality and
new picture), which made for an un- melody. There's one clever number ting » record, the first week's biz quantity at the 30c admission price.
balanced stage show, apparently dis- involving Prima and his a trumpeter. will be all the more phenomenal In
Herb Six orch starts proceedings
turbed no one. Miller was selling But most solid with the customers is comparison with Cantor, who had with pleasing arrangement of 'StrictMiller, not pop times.
In short, Lilyanna Caroll, the band's vocalist, July 4th holiday prices In t<is favor ly Instrumental,* and then Ted Leary
5oho.
those who came to jump Jumped and whose style and looks are distinctly In 1939.
comes on to double as m.c. While
those who didn^t covered their ear.i. clicko.
Leary has nice mlkeside manner, he
Jackie Cooper: who's also featured
All in all, however, this is excellent
is sadly in need of new material.
in the current film, comes bn with
entertainment.
First turn Is Woodie and Betty in
Miller's combination of five sdx. the old stuff about having grown up.
a fast roller-skating act during
four trumpets, four trornbonc<; (in'- does a tepid skit with Florence
which each does specialties before
Chicago, Aug. 28.
cluding leader) and four rhythm Foster, and redeems himself sitting
duo finishes with tricks on a table
Claude Thomhill Orch, Lillian and some lively whirling. The sec
Is
brilliaAt,
bitingly
and with the band in a session at the
clean
Lane, Art Malvin, Buddy Stewart, ond spot Is taken over by Carroll end
possesses a confidence born of suc- traps, which he handles okay.
Judy Canova, winding up the bill, Martha Wayne, Three Oxford Boys, Dietrich with puppets, a real standcess that few outfits can match.
It
Beri, Sunny Rice; 'Footlight out.
still uses the corny method of point- takes over very capably with her Ben
ing trombones in different directions hillbilly stuff and her strictly off- Serenade' (20th).
A pair of "Discovery Night* winwhen playing, but kids love it. the-cob conception of 'Billy the
ners. The Wagner Twins, then take
Claude
Leader himself bandies announce- Beaver' and 'I Ain't Got Nobody.*
Thornhill's
smartly- over for a song-and-dance number in
band,
ments, etc., and he has such complete Her sister Annie works with her groomed
fronted
its
•Gay Nineties' bathing suits. At this
by
control, of the mob that he doesn't and goes over with a boogiewoogie pianist maestro, gives out In pleas- point Leary does a splo turn, comlet sustained ai^lause hold up pro- piano solo, and they close with a ing fashion. Audience was plenty bining patter and two songs Into a
ceedings. He simply cuts loose the comic two-piano chore on 'Dark receptive.
nice enough act except that his maEyes.' The big .whammo goes to Dot
Sunny Rice delivers several origi- terial needs to be brought up to date.
next number and they stop.
Closing spot goes to Maurice and
Marion Hutton. and Ihe Mod- and Dick Remy in their berserkish, nal tap routines nicely. Especially
noteworthy is her creation of a .Maryea. a dance team which Is one
emalres are the mainstays of the standard acrobat stuff.
sesh
(Friday
opening
combination
ballet
and
routine,
.'.Biz'
at
the
t%p
of the best of Its kind seen at this
vocal section; and. they do a swell
Elie,
skillfully executed.
Lillian Lane, theatre in years.
Miss Hutton sells mightily on i.m:) was wowlsh.
Earl.
Job.
Selvxa
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Mall'

First time for Dick Jurgens around
here but it won't be the last. Tall
collegiate-looking maestro has one of
the most entertaining bands to hit
the WB deluxer in some time, and
that goes on every count— music

comedy and

novelty. Outfit has a
personality and covers the

definite

from screwball tMttiness to
field
melodic brilliance, meets every requirement of an A-1 stage orch and
ha$ In Harry Cool, Buddy Moreno
and Joe Potzner a group of musical
entertainers
any
name maestro
would be happy to acou'^e. Not forgetting Jurgens himself, a clever
fellow both with the baton and the

Mob

talk.

at first show this afterfor Jur«ens like a

noon (28) went
ton of bricks.

No

gal singer, with th-> ozrsonnel
consisting of four saxes, three trumpets, two trombones, bass, drums,
guitar and piano, and Jurgens \<hei
no time getting started on a knockout 'Ragtime Cowboy Joe,* with
comic props and a lot of horse-play
among the vocalists. Following this,
leader Introduces each meml>er of
the band individually with a gag and
the acknowledgement comes the

same way, and whole thing, which
could be pretty deadly, becomes an
early high spot
Walter Nllsson on next with his
assortment of cycles and a neat trick
to go with each one of them. Over
big. although he could scissor his
chatter a little. Some of it's pretty
funny but part of it*s Just chatter.
However, his stunts are 6ut of the
beaten path and several of his
wheels are howls in themselves even
before he mounts them, particularly a
wooden sphere, with a pedal on each
side, which he uses for a bang-up,
comedy finale. Buddy Moreno, singing guitarist and a good-looking
Juve, smashes across four ntimbers
and bassist Joe (Zilch) Potzner
hokes his inning Into a smasheroo.
Harry Cool, band's featured vocalist,
a six-foot, four-incher, with a
nice, easy style and swell pipes,
comes through on a brace of current
pops; a trio of two fiddles and a
clarinet serves up a sweet helping of
first-rate schmaltz, and 'Hawauan
War Chant* develops into a howl
when Moreno steps out in grass
false

skirt,

Mae Wests and

red panties to sing

it.

bright

Guy*s a pretty

graceful hulaer at that, and Jurgens
and the rest of the boys work the
spot from behind him for a barrel

of hee-ha\vs.

That seta the stage for Lynn.
Royce and Vanya, come<^ adagio
that Broadway discovered belatedly in the Eddie Cantor show,
Eyes,'
trio

'Banjo

but

who have been

fa-

vorites here for years in both theatres and cafes. Lot 'of acts around
doing the same thing these days but
these three still have a little of the
edge on the rest of them In class,
routine and practically everything

Cohen.

else.

CAPITOL, WASH.
Washington, Aug.

Larry

Frank

Adler,

Murphy

28.

Sister^

Lowe, Hite and Stan-

Paris,

Rhythm

ley,

Rockets,

Sam

Jack

Kaufman's house orch, Art Broton.
'Crossroads' (M-G).
Straight vaudeville this week for
a change. Not so many hip-throwers
at
the opening performance but,
without the presence of hey-hey
bands, the applalise was substantial.
Trailers open on the Rockets in
a

cowboy

•Jingle,

and

Jangle*.

Indian

dance

Then Lowe,

and Stanley, a study

to

HIte

in contrasting

When

these boys came to
vaudeville they were as green as a
Galway cabbage; the tall fellow was
the carriage starter at Loew's Capitol in Atlanta.
Today they work
Ten minutes of
fast and smooth.
good knockabout nonsense for a
mighty hand and four bows. Frank
Paris Is a master of the string
marionets.
He puts his puppet*
sizes.

through ballet and dancing tricks,
with best response coming for his
gliding skater.
Ailecn Stanley is
coaching the Murphy Sisters, ami
they show it. These three harmonlzers are coming along fast. The
Capitol some months ago was their
first theatre date, and their threepart vocals register solidly.
Larry Adler has. tricked up hit
mouth organ work with some sHcK
Harmonica virtuoso
introductories,

can handle lines and makes his mohit the bullseye. Bewith 'Sleepy Lagoon', then a
couple of Russian war songs, effective
because of his explanatory
preface; followed with Ravels Bolero* on a cleverly lighted stage.
Farewell Is a gesture to the
bugs, 'Blues in the Night' and 'Beat
Me Daddy*.
.
^
Sam Jack Kaufman's house band
runs through this routine smoothly,
after Art Brown has put the audi'
ence in jovial mood with an organ-

ments of gab
gins

log

community

sing.

Attendance first show was capawith a lobby lockout.

city,

Arke.

Wednesday, September
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ling to let -band sell Itself, with em;)basU In the sax, trombone and
Tumpet sections, op good rhythmic
beats in auch numbers as 'Idaho.' On
MUimi, Auy. 20.
top of this there are the King Sisters
Lee,
Everett Marshall, Lathrop
(4), who have plenty of zest to
Virginia Awtin, Tim Herbert, Sally, bounce around 'Girl from KtUama-

New

Unit Review

A

Jack & Mascot, Harry Reser House zoo,' "My Devotion' and turn out
Husbands Necessary' comedy with 'Let's Keep Smilin'.'
Oreh- 'Are
-

SOUTH SEAS SIRENS
(STATE, SALISBURY, N.

C.)

55

Acts

FRANK ANOBINI

PAULA DBAKE

Instramenlal, Singing
Nixon Cafe. Plttabnrgh

Singer
6 Mins.

Any time Frank Andrini wants to Leon ft Eddie's, N. Y.
A dark-haired looker with a
give up his Argentinians, a fourpiece musical foursome and very pleasant voice. Miss Drake's only
popular in Pittsburgh, he can always shortcoming is in her choice of
make his way as a single. Guy's a tunes. The pops are her metier, th*
born showman and with plenty of sweet-swing type, but when she at>
tempts to sing
love lament she's
vaude experience as a member of traveling in thea dark. That's the
Beoch Serenaders Band; 'Girl from the Andrini Bros. (Lawrence An- type of tune that a -ielle Baker or
drini is now batoning the rumba Fannie Brice can do, and Miss Drake
Alaska:
venture in al fresco operetta, and spoofing.
band at the Rainbow Room in N. Y.), obviously hasn't the experience to
Harry
and
King
Arlina are a
this is his first appearance here
A ventriloquist act and a brother- He handles himself like a. veteran. get over a number such as 'Say Hello
His repertoire is drawn dance turn that does easy tap rousince.
are the back- His current solo appearance is only to Joe,' which she does as an encore.
Evening show caught was sister Hawaiian team
largely from operetta, which Is what tines.
bone of 'South Sea Sirens,' produced between engagements for his Argen- Coming when it does, It leaves a
Pool,
the customers expect Impression is, capacity.
particularly unfavorable impression.
by Associated Artists, Inc., of Jack- tinians.
however, that with such a fortissimo
This audience liked her.
Kahn.
sonville, Fla., and touring the picture
Andrint's voice isn't the best in
output as his, he would register
manager Jim- the world, but. the way he sells it
company
under
houses
N. Y.
more effectively by dispensing with
my Lindberg, who is also maestro and his pidgin dialects makes the RICHABDS-ADAIB DANCERS (6)
the house pa. system. Mike seems
MiDs.
(NEWSREEL)
for the stage band.
le
pipes per se a negligible quantity.
to make him a trifle self-conscious
The Hawaiian act sets the flavor Accompanies himself on the guitar, Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
and so he's apt to indulge in manBut the big hand at
for the show.
Though standard In Its type of
nerisms which detract from his towH. V. Kaltenborn, whose spot on show caught went to the ventre turn on which he's a whiz, and for last
couple of numbers fixes it up elec- presentation, this sextet of five girls
ering presence.
the special clip was filled by a series
Sergeant Greene and Private
Formerly a trio of tapsters. Lath' of guest name radi6 commentators of
trically for a sock 'Rhapsody in Blue' and a male 'trainer' has a youthful
Dooley. Greene and his doll. Dooley,
rop and Lee are now iQinus one of while he was away, is back this week sing duets and do a mind-reading (with the band) and later tor a sock sparkle that should click on the
lesser vaude and nitery circuits.
their number, the U. S. Army bav- following a trip to England, breath
train Imitation that winds up In
act with Greene in the audience and
None of the stunts excites any
ins a priority on his footwork. As ing optimism, admiration for the
'Chattanooga Choo Choo.'
doll on stage rolling his eyes and
particular acclaim, but the youth
a duo, however, they are okay, and British under fire and a more cheerA little fellow with loads of per- and
moving his lips, with the words relooks of the Ave girls, all of
the s.a. frame of Miss Lee continues ful report on conditions in the
of buttonhole sonality and a smile txom ear to ear, whom simulate jungle felines, mainway
him
by
to
layed
to eaiii a salvo.
'blessed isle' than any yet vouch'
Greene. It's a Andrini handles himself as if he'd tain interest, particularly wherein
worn
by
microphone
Herman
Herbert,
nee
Tim'
Tim
safed since the blitz began. Kalten'
been doing a single all his life, and the smallest of the gals, an exact for this type of vaude.
berg, Jr., has been working as i bom says he found the British sock
The native Hawalians are the Man- he's a cinch to satisfy any type of tremely lithe teen-ager, Is .consingle since splitting with Pat Roo
strong, confident and ready, living
dances, audience.
Kahn.
Sister sings and
cerned.
shinos.
Cohen.
ney, Jr., and shows promise as a conditions more no.Tmal than be'
together in
His youthful, uninhibited lieved possible, food excellent and brother dances. Work
satirist
tumbling-balancing number.
JtAaSUtiE and KIRK
delivery is refreshing, and when ample though better tn Scotland
FRANCIS CABLYLE
The South 'Seas Sirens, line of six MagloUn
Ballroom Satirists
caught he* Has good for plenty of than England.
in
opening
with
an
well
girls,
do
10 Mins.
With a hep house he'll
10 Mins.
guffaws.
Among the most exciting entries sports dresses (novel and eye- Leon
Leon & Eddie's, N. Y.
need stronger material, but he defi& Eddie's, IT. Y.
(M-G) this week is footage shot by pleaser) and three changes in cosFrancis Carlyle is a young ma'
nitely has something on the ball.
This kid pair is really in there
includmarionet manipulator, Virginia a Royal Air Force cameraman from tumes suggesting the tropics,
gician with an obvious need for punching, an audience-pleaser most
Komber fiying low over the ing traditional grass skirts.
showmanship.
Austin handles her tiny charges with a Boston
He
of the time. Of bourse, The Harthas
considerable
channel for one of the day'
The fun section is sad. Everett facility for all the standard stunts, mans need never concern themselves
considerable skill, dubbing in chatter English
and open notably Cardini's oldie on producing with the 'competition..' Which is no
Moppets in front row and-night business trips over France Lawson and Topsy look
exchange.
rouwell, but soon slide into stale
Innumerable cigarets, but he had notable
disparagement
of
the
here wouldn't let her get away; but and Germany.
Of additional topical interest is a tines. Barbara Bennett steps out of best acquire some bright gab to younger duo, since there Isn't anyto hold oldsters' attention it would
swing toe dance bridge the lulls.
thing around with the capacity of
be smart to add additional charac' clip showing some 4,000 Axis pris- the line to do a nice
oners (U) being brought back from and Jerry Merman pipes three tunes
That business of carting his imple The Hartmans.
ters.
vested with ments on stage in a small
are
good
but
sound
that
bit
yet
celluloid
Best
The
bov
plentv
Novello-Amaut
Dieppe.
indicates
acrothe
of
Newest of
canvas
Rehandbag is also small-timey. It batic training, and the girl's deadfamilies to take to the boards are sented on the film industry's War little selling.
The band, Beach Serenaders, Is looks as if he's on his way to Coney pan excites some laughs, but they
Jack and Sally Novello. Hardly in Bend drive has Abbott and Costello
but plays Island for a day's outing.
should build some novelty angles It
Kahn.
their tee^s, the two are clever, but (U) waiting for New York's Mayor dressed Hawaiian style
Hord.
'
they hope to travel in faster comsuffering badly from, overdose of LaGuardia on the City Hall steps. swing.
MITZI MARTIN
pany.
talent
This is easily understapd- Costello Is In a very funny piece of
As presented nere they indicate
Acrobat
able in view of their families' long business 'welcoming' the'mayor back
possibilities.
Kahn.
6 Mins.
tenure In the biz, but is nevertheless to New York and handing out the
on
Leon
clip
te
Eddie's,
N.
Y.
almost certain to cramp their style keys to the city. Another
4 KIT-KATS
Mitzi Martin is an Amazonian'
until they set their routine.
Be the film industry's bond drive (Par)
zContlnned from page 2;
built youngster who has a neatly Dancers.
tween them they juggle, scrape i includes a shot of Treasury Secre8 Mins.
varied
assortment
acrobatics.
fiddle, warble, mastermind a fldo act, tary Morgenthau thanking the ac'
in
of
was
while
he
shot
was
most of It
and even take a flyer as acros. It's tors, actresses and theatre operators South America. All WeUes wants to Clad In the usual scanty attire that Leon ft Eddie's, N. Y.
gives her the freedom of movement
too much.
Colored foursome of two girls and
for their help in the September cam'
do to 'Fear' is make a few sugges. required, Miss Martin obviously as many boys have a standard turn,
Thanks to Army and Navy, biz paign.
or 'do you think
continues out of this world.
Les.
iacKs experience, though she has a but their bright costuming and neat
Some relief for hard-pressed mO' tions on the cutting
asking too much, considering freshness that more than compen- presentation point up their salestorlsts'is promised in the. Par foot- that's
he
producer?'
the
billed
as
I'm
that
sates
for
void.
that
manship.
age on fabric sandals for cars which
Their hoofing ability is above par.
For the lesser niteries she's okay
are soon to be in general distribu- asked.
Welles said that he had to make to open the bill, as she's doing here. and they can work most niteries and
tion. In the Par clip showing AmerKahn.
family-time vaude.
Kahn.
icans returning from Japan in ex- the footage in Rio of the famous
change for yellow-bellv nationals is Lenten Carnival with no lighting or
Hartford, Aug. 28.
Dick Ropers Orch, with 3 Stooges, a spiel by Robert Betlaire, former sound equipment All he had was
Bea Wain, Muriel La Valle, BusUr UP correspondent there, to the effect cameras, the balance of the equipShaver with Olive & George, Sam that U. S.correspondents were locked ment having been sent to a place
Kaplan pit band; 'Lure of the Islands up soon after the attack on Pearl caUed Belem, which is a couple of
Harbor and beaten until they agreed
(Mono).
gCoBtlBned from pace 1;
Studio
thousand miles from Rio.
to write special propaganda stories
the transportation
for the enemy. Speaker said yarns reps who made
gestures, neither too overt to be mis- gestion of the Noble Experiment
Current bill is generally fair eU' were written in such a way as to arrangements only.jnade.4hem good
about the Ratoff production' and so
tertalnment Consists of a band and make It apparent to Americans that as far as Belem, from which point it taken for all-out vaudeyiUe nor too
four outside turns, running about 65 stuff was being sent out under force. was suggested the technical crew restrained that they misa the socko other producers are eyeing it very
narrowly, while awaiting formal reminutes.
Welles got lights for value of a good variety act
Another view of the Gripshohn
taxi.'
sults as, perhaps, a harbinger of
Dick Rogers' band (13), consisting (Fox) shows other passengers com 'take a
carnival from Brathe
shooting
in
things to come. Narrowjy, it might
of three rhythm, six brass and four
The guy—in fact, the only guy
Ing home as a result of the U. S.-Jap zilian anti-aircraft batteries. Welles
sax, seems to be more of a hotel
But of
the studios— who's taking a full, one- be added, and anxiously.
exchange.
.
that he found an anti-Welles
said
dance band than an outfit to play for
the
this
plunge
on
course, in neither case not quite so
and-a-half gainor
Tex McCrary sits in as Judge
launched against him when
crusade
outside turns. Lays too much em'
Pierre
between
Ratoff
Columbia.
much so as it's being eyed by the
at
thing is Gregory
week In a debate
Brazil, which he
pbasis on brass.
arrived in .,":";"'>,„
caiiea oldtimers and old liners Whd haVV
tnere called
van Paasen and Stanley High on the he »"">.r*
to He's doing a feature there
Rogers d^ote? iP9$t of his time \o que3Uoiv-c>f -a separate Jfiivjsb Anjny
which
.yislnDR
the offsteady
to
Shout=Abo.,V
of
victual?
in
'S*«^-'thin|
novelty .vocqling aiid bahd-leadlng.
•i*^*Su'^^iJ.^^t
of L^^?wS-the newskeen his name out If
..i— i except
...~>«» ing.
Palestine. High contends prob- keep
might be customary musical
Orch swings it most of the time and from should be handled from pureVjr papers there.
lem
Its story not only
for one thing.
also backs up the outside tUms.
Will Demand Wsshap Deal
mllitarv rather than political standIt
shows
people.
vaudeville
with
deals
First act out is Muriel La Velle,
point and opposes segregation, with
Welles now says he will demand
respite for tired orbs.
the stage,
Gets by
Paasen contending both Secre- a washup deal on his contract with them doing their stuff on
nicely with graceful acrodancing. van
much as they did at the old Palace
and SecreUry SUmson in
with the provision that if the
Next is the standard Buster Shaver, tary Knoxthe
in the 20's.
separate Army which
with Olive and George midget male favor of
studio refuses to let him complete
Pales
in
Jews
many
Include
Fleck In Pie
female get the palm patter with would
and cut 'It's AU True' then some other
otherwise unable to join up be
allowed to take
their ballroom dancing. Shaver ac- tine
Conlin and Glass are in the cast
to maintain parity studio should be
Minneapolis, Sept 1.
comps on the piano and goes through cause of necessity
can't do anything with for example, repeating their headMcCrary winds over.
a solid ballroom routine with Olive with Arab troops.
Orpheum here is lining up one of
according to line routines. So is Roger Imhof, the
the debate with reminder 'It's All True,' anyway,
with
up
Chirper Bea Wain tosses off
Colin Kelly, an Irishman, Welles, because 'I shot it on the cuff old 'Ud.' Likewise James Burke its more Impressive, array of stage
group of five numbers for effective that whUe
America's first hero. (:orp Meyer and I've got the cuff. There's no and Eleanor Durkin, Frank Orth and shows -for this fall and winter.
returns.
Closing
act
Is
Three was
Kelly's Jewish bombardier script for it, nobody knows what it's Ann Codee, and a lot of other vaStooges. Hoke lads go through their Levin,
chalking up sock
Brooklyn, was. Amej-ica^s^c zU abeut-b»t me, andJ'm not tfilUnt'. riety pe«pW-yjho hav» come up.out. Vaude has been
usual horseplay iand pafUr. "Sell -freiR
house' during the past~
Kados (or Disney, Rockefellers
of the stubble and scrub of farm- grosses at the
ftrongly.
Might freshen their ma ond.
the
12 months. N^me bands, which have
terial.
TSelle? f rpdits.Walt Disney and
ing in the Hollywood hills to live
of late, will
treinendously*here
Biz okay at opening show today
Rockefellers with "the greatesf job again,"lf momentarily, the glory'Oiat done
predominate almost entirely.
(28).
Ecfc.
yet done in strengthening mutual had once before been theirs.
US(M)ainp
Claude Thomhill comes in Sept. 4
understanding between South and
The salient feature of this resurghe
North Amerlea. He added that
ence is the fact that the old teams fo.- his first local engagement folwould like to spend 15 years in aren't being hired at Columbia for lowed the next week -by Woody
would
South America (maybe
their name value. By this time they Herman, y/bo has played twice.
that too) making pictures and have very little, if iny. they're sim- vlously at this house. Others defi(CAMP CROFT, SPARTANBCEG) like
Detroit, Aug. 28.
important
that he had learned one
ply there on their ability to be nitely set are Jan Garber, Sept 28;
Alttino Rey Orch with King Sisters
thing, to wit: 'Don't make South vaudevillians,
and Benny Meroff's 'Funzafire,' Oct, 2;
entertain
to
(4), Skeets Her fart. Bill SchaUen,
AmerSpartanburg S. C, Aug. 31.
North
in
American pictures
amuse. And, as such, it wouldn't Bob Crosby, Oct 9, and Cab CalloLane Brothers, Harry King
Arlina,
atIt just makes them mad down
With Betty Grable as an addedInc,
ica.
Dick Morgan, Jack Palmer; 'Mate
be surprising to learn that they're way, Oct. 30.
Shows,
USO-Camp
the
tracUon,
there.'
Animol' (WB).
Negotiations are progressing for
still fighting for billing and the 'next
at
berth
production
'HoUywood FolUes' unit openedand
for
a
Any dicker
to closing' spot in the show when the other stage shows.
Camp Croft's No. 1 theatre
any other studio,
With a portion of the Rey band s wowed the 1,500 men who jammed with Metro or
on film is edited.
rice attributed to a long jtand here
min- Welles said, would be dependent
Quite a few of them aren't even
the house. Show runs about 90
him
want
may
Government
the
at Jefferson Beach, current stage ap
Camp what
utes and crowds previous top
here while the cameras are currenly
Latin Quarter
pearance clinches its local popular Show productions for honors.
to do in radio or picture production,
rolling, for Ratoff made considerable
Ity.
Rey, a self-effacing guitaristeither directly or Indirectly strengthMajor assets are Miss Grable, in
The footage in the vaudeville sequences
maestro, doesn't have to worry about
ening hemisphere relations.
He got "The
song and dance numbers; Frank
far back in New York.
the personalities he has with him.
so
had
he's
offer
tempting
the
most
and
comedy ventro; Rae
It all adds up to a pleasant hour Gaby,
solidarity' Bricklayers' back there. Also much
trampoline trio; the Carr to abandon 'hemispheric
at the Michigan, still packing them Rudells,
of the Hazel SA)tt routines, which
Boston, Sept 1.
the line of 16 Fanchon- work is from David O. Selznick to
in with its Infrequent vaudeville brothers and
pre- play the part of Rochester in 'Jane turned out so satisfactorily that he
ette girls who clicked with
Latin Quarter here will reopen
policy, with one oddity the fact
her on here for more. The
toss around in bed all brought
routines.
operator,
'I
cision
Eyre.'
acrobats come close to walking
and Sept 10 with Carl Silver as
Green
Harry
with
same
with the show. The Lane Brothers
Only squawk Is the usual one night, lie awake nighU thinking of Chuckles' Walker. Frank Mitchell although Michael Redstone, of Club
with their fast and a?ile rope-skip
from the men who can t see the unit what I could do with that part,' says
Mayfair, is the known guiding hand.
and Welles. NonetheIe.« he has resolved (& Durant) is on this film 'bill,' as is
ping turn, stopped things.
since the theaUe holds only 1,500
Walter^
Lou
Majority of former
Key puts himself in the back the show is In for four performances; to accept nothing which might Inler- Janet Blair repeating the routines
Lucky
she did with the late Hal Kemp's personnel will return with excepground except Jor taking hold of. the 20,000 are quartered here.
fere w'th any plans the office of the
tion of clean sweep In kitchen.
audience with his guitaring on such lads were those in the hospital, since Co-ordinatdr of Inter-Aiwlcan Af- band.
perset.
yet
not
daytime
New show
Oldies as 'A Pretty Girl Is Like
All told, there's more than a suglatter drew a special
fairs may have for him.
Glen.
Melody' and 'My Buddy.' He's wil
formance.
(For).

Bill

Schallen's

baritone balances

with the romantic stuff such as 'Left
Presence of Everett Marshall's Heart at Stage Door Canteen' and
Band gives further
monicker on this marquee has some Tangerine.'
Backed by a well- proof of its entertainment value with
b.o. implications.
l>urlesque opera which calls for the
balanced lineup, bill provides dicomedy of Skeets Herfurt who lays
verting summer entertamment
Marshall scored heavily here two aside his lively clarinet to join with
years ago in' the Shuberts' lU-fated Dick Morgan and Schallen in the

Solisbury, N. C, Aug. 25.
'South Seas Sirens' with Sergeant
Greene ond Private Doolev, The
Manshinos, Everett Lawson and TopJerry
Merman, Barbara Bennett,
IV,
Dancing Jewels, Jimmy Lindberg's
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WcAieldar* ScytndMer 2, 1942
Angel Velea Ore
Ore
•hps ClBb

Hotel WnldortAstoria

•«>

Variety Bills

A

Jack

'

(Starlight
Carlos Ramlvev
Dl Gatanoa
Xavlsr Cugat Ore

Tka BMOB*
Van Laat

Abb WMI*

Baby Hlnes

Buddy Smith.'* Ora
Jack ManafBa Ora
BIU Ckeaki^

Stuart ft Lea

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER
Mh Mow

coniMeHaB wItt

la

wkethv taS

WASHIWOTO!*
HawanI

3

^Hna

Anna Co
WATRBBI'RT
PoU'a (2-S)

Msrttn A Altctl
Terry Lawlor

Capitol

Ray McKlatey Ore
Wheeler ft Ladd

(4)

WttMOD Broa
RUTthni Roeluta
M Wlnnrrs Jay
C. FItppen
PITTSBCROH
D'lVOM
Stanlry (4)
Diamond Bcoa

Lau BreeM Ore

Byrne

3

Harweat

day of

•!

WILLOW OBOVK
rftu
WlilOTT

<«U
Shayne

Sla

PlymoDth

EW
Bar

WlBla Shore
Knight Sla

CHMASO
CMuKO

Bob

Ned
EVt

Ex'ana

m
D«

_

Loula Ptlma Ore

Jody Csssva

&

-

Bet

rktmn

C

'Snowb'l Wtaitller

Cotmfat

<«>

Chaanlnc

(Tarol

Baby Lawrence

Teddy WllsoB Ore

Cafe

Ammons

Albert

(28)

Ted l«wla Ore

TenMe

(4-T>
Beachcombers 1942

<W-S»>

NEW

Eflward Tyler
Pete Johnson
Revuers
CaslBu Knaaa

Nina Taraaova
Michel MkrhoD

Royee

«S>

8ammy Kays Ore

Olenn Mlllec Ore
Wally Brown

Kamtf

PoB Blar Dana
Sancher, Ore

n<« VClMk

Beny Bras

Noel

Dfck
Ore
Lynn, Bayca * V
Walter Nllaaoa

WAflHIMOTOIl

Me

Slfl

Dtek Bavers Ore

nULABELFHIA

On

Baldt

Paw Whlteman

Kolan

ft

CM

Bddle Bozarth' Or^
CIBk RaB

WHire Smith

Blly Bayes

Ball-eltee

DavMson A Forsle Tommy Nanac Ore
BexmABoe W*e C3> Berlo Hansftfft Ore

<W

'K<>«y«ttea~
Shea. 4k

EAward

Ore Lyda Sue

Am

Astor

Hstal

Heasley Twins
Basel Vtanfclla
EaaiSiextoiir

Or

Byns

(Oa^a an

Ore
tkrfe)

Perry Martin
BiKel

LUula

Lonya

Lavelle
t Murphy Sis
Tip Tapk ft Toa

W.

Ware

Kalboaas

Vslaa

Haggerty
.

Faster Rsayettes

Paul Ash Ore
4Mh S«. Theatre
<*>

Langi^dlar

Great Daniel
Emma Francis
Nortae RoblnsoB

to nil)

enly)

BldBe«kood
aal7>

(M

BUI TUefc
Vt>WB« ft Lee
I«rry Btoreh
Hack ft Lee

Seooa ft S
CIT¥

AnANXK

(S-T)

Hlller

Ore

NoBChatants

O'Neal
Rterl rier

Sterner Sis

NEWARK
Mms
Teddy Powell Ore

ft

H>

K

CM

It

FTaDkle Hyers
Roy Sedley
VInca Comn
Lillian Fitzgerald

Diane Fontane
Basel McKalty
Judy Canova
Oaye Olxon
DIek & Dot Remy
Jerry Btanchard
Diana Barry
Joe Frisco
PASSAIC
El Chlco
CcBtnal (4)
Paul Whlteman Ore Dorlta ft Valero
Wh alter ft Ladd
Consuelo Moreno

_

<*>

ahayns ft Arras'g
Helene Deonlion
Val Irving

Sla

Dick Rogers Ore
Reggie Chllds Ore
.

State 14-7)

Sammy Kaye Ore
(4)

(2 to nil)

Tom

.

I

Hnnlre

Bobby Heath
jBlla Oarrlty

George Preeas
Tommle Baxter
Baddy ft J Allen Fiancee 4ycaBneU.~
Marie Daley
Dorothy Hack
Maine Bawea Rev
Marlene Francis
HARTFORD
Paula Valera
.

BID Tnck
Bobby Ckrr Co
Mack ft J Lee

Andrew

(ShwdMt vna>

-

Harlae (a«k aabl

LeoeLard

O

-Smoothies

nil)

Bin Toek
Bobby Carr Co
Mack & J Lee

S

Ourkin

Banks

P wf er^

Chas AlthoR
GcorKc A Jana

OleiiD

Kellle
Billy

M

Tistaey

(5tli

Maya

Virginia

SM WMte

The Bradleys

a

AstLour

ft

3 Cheaters

"Moggsy"- Spaa.

Hayfalr

Laclenne

Bddle Eddy
PerUca
Pedro Lopes
Jane Melva

Brlcklaier*

to

BlUy Wells
Foar Fays

Bermaa Byde Co

(4)

Perry BnuUn
Biny BiUclUa Co
MODtgomery
ft CatarTe
Roy Fox Ore
4 Cotnaianflettea
Sid Pnxssln Ore
(1 to mi)

PhuT Draper
Basel aeott

Oene ShaUon
Lata llaUiia

(2

.

fti.n»»B

Blarto ft Laaarta
4 JoUlteers
(I to an>

Loa Halts
WUle Beward
PhU Baker

Baady

Pansy tlw Bona
WIBle Solar

-Dk:k Dana.-.
Charles Kemper

HIppaiioBW
Waller Dare Waht Jerry Cooper
Bea Toa*
Sue Ryaa
Barpsrs Jltterbnca Acromanlaca

8

C

Rarry James Ore
Baa Toafa Blacet* Calta Farm
George

Mkiha VssUreS
Boiy <4)

Oalaea * Jeanaa
Jeanna Brldeun

Bairtet Hoctar

VarMty Co-Bds
'

VBOT1DENCE

Slc4>a»aUtoa (B-7
JnrklA f*norer

Gloria BelraoBte
3 'Quitars
Trio Mlxteco

Del Dnca Ore

Herman

del Tore

Rl Morocco
Chauncey Grey Ore
rhimlto Ore

Rasha

ft

Mtrfco

Kit

Bergeie Ore
Panehlto Ore
Wally Boag
Leslie ft CarroO
Marl PleMiBg'a

Kau

Chslyta
Field

West

T

John

The Btentona
Diane Davis
tf»iiMsasii

Eddie

Bob Lae

Doris MeiiaoB

iMeKe'b

CM

Ronay Roberts
Peter KlUam
BlMelle a Farley
Mark Plant
Ariana
Lee Beautlea
Betel Na. 1 Btb Ave.
DeToree Anderson

Marl

Mildred ft Maurice
Charlotte Van Dal
ten
Blolee Adair
(Btork Besee Plkr> Jack'
Prlaes
Nan De ITar
Don l*nng Ore
Marlcy
Dmke Hotel
Riua Taylor
(Camilla Hooae)
Gablee Ore
Adrlenne
Ray BenaoB Ore

HahapTa S»a»
A Crowd Ore

Hotel Park Ceatoal Al Pranda *
4 Styllats
<CocanBat Qrore)

Myron Hanley Ore

Pei^pl^

Ckea Pasta
Novelettea

Rnth Marttn

Teddy King
Padrtork
Zertta

Babe Cummlngs
ft Stuan

Bunny Howard

Lenny Roee

Valerie

(Cotakn BoaB>
Margaret SeotI
Stanley Melba Ore
Hotel BooeeTcU

CM

Bob BcU
PbsmUs*
Ray Moore

HarlCB

Larry Steele
J GorboB^s Ora
Jackie HaMey
Viola JeSersoD
Helen Peon's ro

Bobby Bvaike
Savannah Churchill
Chris ColumbOJ* Ore
LeaoK Ave Co
Pena AtMtIc Betel
(Tkks Boom)
Al Praocia Ore

CM

Jodie,

Normie

ft

B

Hstel Bt. lUsiB
(Tlsnasfa Boof)
Ethel Smith Bns
Paull Sparr Oro
Hetsi laft
Vincent Lepe^ Ore

BOSIOH
I

-

Hetdelherc Octet

Bane Maew

Gang
SMt
Danoy Thomas
Lsule

ft

CM

Itagley Ols

John
Pal

Mar Dane

O

Stevens

Don KieSard*
Peggy. Loeb

*

Glamour 0I»
Bddle Do Laca

Arthur Blake
Florla VeetoB
Donna Devel
BaUIsvelles

Bmcetta

Marty King's Ore

Lee Salllvan

Lvls

Femandes Ore

Tip Top Ola
Joe

Oai

Norman Ore

Nick Bredure

The Nelson*

AbboW

Ols

Bniy De Woire
Sherman Hotal
(Celtio

Ote)

LacUle Johnson
Cernay Twins
Belcntf' Siandlsh

Jaros Sis
(Pnntksv

Room)
Chas Splvak Ore

Bob

Carroirs
Tralley

Jimmy Bums

Carney Sla
Margie Smith
Gaines Ore
Carrollettes

Panl Mall
Suaan Shaw
Jonlne

Alpiae

VBhg*

Two Giusetts
Three Hetxogs
Myron Ryan

A G

Bstelle

Gla

Donr SterllBg
Sol Lake Ore
Tripoli «
Tar Bast

Geo ScherbsB Ore
Belen Ortega

Barka

Lou Dacrl
Louise Allen
Boyd

Flore nxa

ft

Cbapmaa

Creecent Qnlntette
Music Hall Olrla
Marie Holtz
Jerry Delmar Ore
IM Ftatea

Peck ft Peck
Fred Swift
ADen Lundie
Marie LaTell

Hatto ft Theresa
Pedro Blanco Ore

Hetd Fenway BaB
Jules and Wohb
Batal --"i-itn

Raul A Bva Rsyoa
Germalne ft Joel
Cochran
Raymond Eddie
Henri

Bruce Norman

Willie Matthias Ore

Gregory

&

Ideea ds Oak

Grace Edwarde
Anne Rupert
De* Rogers
Dorothy Whitney
Bmbaasylphs 4

Geo CUBord

Pat SherUn Ore
Webb
ft Gary
Olga Oodev
Johnny Kallhol Ore Sammy Wathlns O Snm Price
Hotel Stetler
llona de Boumat
Gloria Uann
Jules Daks Ore
Dob
Renaldo
Betel Chitcr
In Coaga
(B WnRon Roaf)
Charlee WIek Orr Oilck Alberao Ore
Uadaayk i&Bhmt
D'lvona
Betel Cleeekuid

Beach -charm era IS>
Rnthle Barr
George Brodenck
Mlrlom JivhnMin
George Duffy Ore

Co**

Lovely

Lillian FItxgerali

~(B*ny

<E»'

Bar)
Vealoff
ft (Jeorge
Martlnelll

Florlil

Jolinny

rgo

Bddle Schaffer
Victor Hugo's Oro
Dolores ft Del Vag*

IWaCknnerihrBtf
Nst JslTe 4
Shirley Lloyd
Dick

Wade
TBvem

Minstrel

Camp

Bobby Joyce
Diane Ray
Lee Voyer

tM

Dswn

Lnany Vale
Ted Oliver Ore
-

Barney Long
Garry Stevens
Bob Carney
Models Cosmo ft Anita

College Inn
Carl Marx

loMtM

Jackie Le*

Kay Hunt
Harb Woods Ore

Ova

(Tone Kerwttt

Leo Warwieh
Faye Merrll
Ruth Tcmpleloa
Raps ft Tops
Music Hall CIS
Dsvo Gold On

Eddy Klnley
Waller ~Mmcr Orch

Ttseher

Phil Fletcher

CM

Con.way ft Parks
Pocd-Bawte-Balley

Walter Pemer Orch
UaMt
Hotel BkvsF PlMi
Jackie Law
<Cab Idungo)
Teddy ft Terry
Raoee DeMarco
Nanette

Roy Boss Ore

EUara
isat

TvoBsttea Rev
Betty Coett*
Prances Carroll
Danny Blchards
Wmie Dennis
Maria Klbbey

Hotel PenaayleasJa Tool Sorrell
Bath Warren
(Cnfe B*s«a>
Betty Oaynoi
Olen Oray
Jaomo HIH
Bllalns BUia
alel Plana

Bm^

li^elds Ore
Ambassadorettea
Jack Helat
Dorben Cla
3

Cn rman

Jackie Martin

(Bnjrtne

CTk Shep

KikI Ball

Mildred Stanley

O

BaB
CM
Wolf

fBlili-

Jone March

Edi

ChU'a CMI Leansr Jimmy Solar
fcetay^ Dssky

Sunny Bae

Gold

fMka

Brie Correa Ore

Jack Beynolda
Sandra BoantI
Bennett Green
Jerry Green

&

Workmana

Cowboy Ore

flid

Taeht Club Boys
Olover ft Im Haye
Baddy Clarke Ore
Benny Howard
(Bayal Palm)
Den CDeU

Primrose

Irene

Xonuny Nanea Oro
Chick Thomas
Ssncbel Oro
By. Sands

CM
Hale

CIms

Splcoa ittsao* .Ore

Tommy

Dave 0Bell Oro
Bddle Both Ore

Kim

Bill Valee
Serennderg Ore

DInorah
3's

Berkert

Del Bates
Allan Coe

Bobby Bernard

Parker

Hasd Webster

Cut

Annette
Tiny Kar

Josephine VH'*^*'
Jerry Cooper
Lola ft Andre

Da Hoaghton

Dudley Brooks

Count Basle

BaUettes t

De Cola

HIk* Doyl*^

Bury

Florence White
Fanlstte LaPlerre

•

Troovllle Clik
Barney Blgard Ore

Roger Rolend
Felix

FraakUn Ore

D

Oak

Honey Mnryay
IM^ Robertsoo Ore Norma
Bstel Maw Taskse Patts Bricht
Carlisle Sisters
(TWi»»]» Bapml
Milton Hnber Ore
Johnny Long Ore

ft

Chas Bowman Ore
neodere Brooks
The Paalqe

eli

MIAMI

Cheater Dolphin

Jaiik Cote

TOBuny Baydea

CM

Irene

ft

Gwendolyn VenveD
Murray ft CammlBC
Konny SkaRer
George Davron
Owen Sisters
Isobel de Marco
Lm BaBe Hstel
mm-Am mum) The Leelles 2
Josa ManaaaaroB

Benny Flelda
Al Beml*

AHABTic can

LeUaal laaa

Three Ryan*
Thelma White

Cordon ft Snwyor
Ted Smitk

Fey^

rilto

Charley Fay
Bddle Parks

Tim

Ore

Torfcers

—

Art TatTim

Mead 'Lux' Lewis
Wlngy Manone Or*
Swaaaee Ibb
I^mel Morgan I

MakabeUeves

New

Plorenca Schubert
Barney Bicharda'
Vlerra Hawaltaaa
BolaB Btminer

t

Den

3

Ore

Malaecfc

Ben Bine
Archie RablklBS
M'ray "Hata' Parkai
Peanuts Bohn
Patrlda Page
Jean Scott
Stan Ross
Joe Plumer Oro
Stsnla si

Fred Seett
Mills Broa
Sugar Gelae
Sonla Lovkova
Jean TIgbe
Tool Todd
Dr GlovaBBl
Ted Fte RIto Ore

S

Chet RoMe
Jane Kaye

MargIa Kelly
Mel Cole Ore

W»»ri
Lilyon

I

BasM)

Usa

ft

-

Bab BOIIngs
Bddte Roth Ore

Nan UouatoB
Bennett MUtoB-Aaa

Anna BohtaeoB
HeywQpd

Danny Rogera
Joe Oakla
Lollta Cuadu ba

Napna

Dowaey

D

LeadbeOy

CaUy Rlcharda

Florida Beantles

Bstel

Ortflln

Richard

Michel Ortiz Ore

(VaM 111)

Pattl Clayton

Taay

TUkBV Bkm

Sid ToBuac
Reloa Bros

Marlon Puw ara
3 Caddie*

Kahala
Tallma
Momlkal
Lonl Ore

Johnny DaBy Ore
(Crystal

Mas BloadeU
Mary Oanly

(Opens Sept. 1»)
JoUaa Monk
Maxlna Sullivan
Mker Beily^
Renee RaekeOe
Mildred FOatoa

Normaa
Bin Brady
Maany Strand Ore

Chandler Oro

Ellsen O'Hon
Sinclair

i:a

M

Roily Rolls
Shirley Wayne

Price

Billy

Ohmaa Ore

Abe Lyman Ore

* Day

Aurora MltaDda

Johnny Ronaart
June

Msry

Bnwoat

Jean Moda
Golden Pair

SI Clair

On

Eddie

Phil

Dorothy Ford
WIere Bran
Beryl Wallace

CoOette Iiyona
Larry Stofch
Mark Talent Ore

Bob Murphy

ft
Walton
Don Jos* ftRoyeeB
LsBoroB

MeGlnly

ft

OaU GaH
Bappr FeHOB
LaVona Hoyer

Oro

ft Sal Jeanlnga Aecot Bcya
flni«M» Bssat
Edith Loiand Ore
Stuff Smith Oev
1 Sharpa ft Flala
Gladys Palmav
Novak ft Fto
Dofotky Dala

J Mtenae

Jean

Shore

Bari CasrelU

t

Mark Fisher Or«

Jerl Sallhran
Art Jarrett Ore

Unda Ware

Eddie Davta
Adrian Daneera
MItzt Martin

Manny Gata^ Ore

MabeDe

HlrUm

Beachcombera
Rabber Lees Wm's
Abbey Ore
TeoaBIa*

Lionel Bampton Ore
:ac*aaat Ceae*

Jimmy Ibrr

J^^^^^*^

PaallB*

ft

Paul Nelghbore On
Markers ft Dal*
Dick ThoBua

Jean Meimler
Beth Reynolds
George Redman
Margaret Padala

ft

rtet^dle Martin Ore

GHICAOO

Don

Ann Lewie

Plerca

Eaex Bean

Hi

Foraa t

Rosa Johnson

Carroll

MaxlB* Lawla

Penny Lee
Joe Rele ^gan^Ore

Barrls

Tatla

Jackie Mabley

B

Trlola

nie Stappeltone

On

Tamara Elorlvm
Bdaa Rogera

Hadley Gl*

Lee Barnett Ore

Gtaea Hayea
Casey ThompsoB
Vivian Marahal
P Llnd Hayes Ore
Jean ft JImmIe
Grace Bayee

BUly Snyder
Billy Laakla

Ann

Iks Ckva
Dob DIBona
Jack Flahor

PIr-sttes

AB&ELBS

Pete Snyder
Jnekle Oreea
Man Brawater
Geo Tibbies Or*

BtU BaBmaa
BIU Jordan
Larry Burke
Dick Wlaalow Ore
atma* Bawl
Ray irUbcrt
Jimmy Bay

l^wla Ore

norls Abbott

Hotel
(Wi
aaaa)
JInuny
Joy Oro
.

Skseta Talhert

Bay TerraU

a.

Bob

(Olasa Hat)
Johnson
ft Roland
Jack Marshall
Bob Parks
Joe Patumy Oro
Bill

Blmber Ore

DIamund

Ilea* Berkley
Pat Blac
Elvelyn Brock

Twlna

The Chadvlefcs
Paol ^T'v^
Oil Oalvaa

4

stei BHi

Linda Castro

Staalay

naade

Rich.

Ching

Betty Wharton
Dolly ft Tobia
Adele Beany

Tommy

Guy Welsh Ore

Jane Keane

OamI

Gladys Lamb
Rube Tokimi

Sabhy

Make-BeUere*
Page

*

MurM

Boyalettta
Carl Bonner

Aylene tCason
MadeloB Baker
Bfanuel Lopez Or*

Baa

ft

US
O

Jimny Harr

John KIrhT

KlTk ft Madallna
Paula Drake

Harry Jamea

Hotel

Canfteld Smith
Abbott & Coslello

Slate Brea.
Fay Carroll

OabrlaBe

Ancll Sweet
PeasT Stevens
Jsaa Bnrray
LarvT Bennett Oro

Bobby

Want Ore

CM

Belma Kaye
Johsay Weodv

Petty

Ted Steel* Ore

Loha Mallna

Senorltaa

Dolores Celvert
Sla

Phil

Oliat an'k

Kelcay Parr

Helen Fox
Jane Barrett

AHan

Hall (t)

BermaB Ore

Pete

Fiaak

Clark Ota

Oua Boward
Carl ft Arlen*
OanscM ft Sonnaa
Dan Pablo Ora
BWBia
ShelU Bamett

BUI^McCune Ota

ClaadtB Oliver

Ruaa Howard
Pee Wee Rmsell
Helen

Club
Grace Reirry
Charles Beam Ore

Doo Marcns

Fnller Sextet
Helen Carroll

BAy

Larry

raw T0U CRT
Hasle

Coleman Ore
llonlaa Ore

111

Nom

Jerry Baher

Marlon Mylea

COngoettev

Helen Douglas

'LtpeT

BUnor Sherry
Bernlce Clalra
Herbert Dexter

(«)

Boxyettas

teas* OtdOaM
Baawe

Stenler («)
Las Duaae Ore
3 Stooges

m>
Jnrsem

tTaa ehaUnta

Andrew

etas* Cli*
Joda Bale
Helene ft Uayea

*

Jimmy UeHal* Ore Rhythm Brown
JoTena
Baver^ While
Nan Vincent
B ft F Johnson

Larah-Teknn Bar

BEVEHLT HDIS. CAL.

NadU

Charlotte ft Be'haoD
Joe Rieardel Ore

Sis

Uartla Broa

Oic

Walter Nilnson

A Rlna

Rom

Jack

Barry da Ansalls

Marlon Prances
Charles Wolk Ore
Milton George Ore
Romas ft Annette

CM

•Me Wayna

Room)

McFarland

Latin

Z*inin,

Nattia

"lOBK

LoBlse Staart
Stoart Ore

PaUaoS

Stesha

new

RegKle Chllde Ore
20 Roxyettee

Murtagh

BiartlBlnueaBs

ft

EDWARD SHERMM AGENCY

France ft Beryl
4
Nino ft Lenora
Myita Sllva
RosaTd MacNamara Maya Ore
Don Gllberto Ore
Mavrlctt Shaw Ore

mcm

alercefllta

Seller

V

l^w Coarad Ore

CbanUclcera

Straad
Jniseoa

Ciasford Beaaa
Preddy Rabla Ore

Wm

Caataln ft Barry
Carol Borton

Uary Tailey

Wck

Vladimir l.aaxr<ia
Sptvark

im

Howe

Jimmy

Palmar
Swarta

eetar

Mark Sllbart S
Blolae itORiaDB
OiVley Sqaare Bsde*
At DeFomat
Bill Oavtdson Ora
Arthur Ward

BOOKBIG THE MmOirS LEJUHRG mDERNDDir
VADDEVDIE ISAIBES

^ott

Doke SUOnKton Orr

Victory

n

Oypay Norma

Baby Ore
SnnUny DUben Ota

Kthel

Del Parker

Oro
Sutler

OnftleT

(FUa

Norma Lucero
Areadt Btoyaaovshy
Adta KaxBstsolf
MastlB Pollakova
Uaraala Save
MIscha Vlamifl
CnneRa f>dnlbnn O
Sptoys mmtt
Spivy
Art bar Blake

Johnny Silvers Ore

ft Sasha
Aanla Kent
BmMrl Matvleako
Duke BlllnKton Ore thui GBBinlBca
Betty Jaa* Carltoa
Kay Ore
Dusty Fletcher
Anthony Allen A H Kris
Nicholas Matther O Loania Oraca
Fftpa * iMrie
Minnie Altan
4 Sldneyv
CesiMl'a
9 Creeonlam
Oay
4 ft Ore
Baby lAwreoce
Lola X.ynn
Walter Lynch
^tecty Roefee
Aha Bherr
Mae Baraea
Nsff'FootaSe*'*

BKW TOBK

Bay Morton Ore
Johnny Pineapple
Harry LeCcourt Ore UUdegarde
Ca BaiJ)
Jeaa Ctalre
CBs t

Lou

Uotel SheratoB
(Sheraton Sky

Bleenor Kay

IMUtan)

Hftl&el

Joe Sullivan
Eddie South Ore

Betty Roche

(4)

Ted Lewis Ore
QarBUaae A Joe
Tont Todd
June Edwards
Kayne Sis
Gertrude Erdey

Cotttlneatale

Pat Boooey. Sr
Rose KariMn
Harold Oreeo

Thnner Ststsra

Beany kcBk Onr

Bonny Watara

On

laakeUta
Btona

Dona Ardan Co

Baney
i

Carol Br«e*
Gaorgaa ft Jalaa

rflJifuce

Cavallaro Ore

ft

(BUi

Jaek Edwards Oro

Castel

Faith
Joe Capella Ore
KeBy^ S tah la

Jay

Barbara Lee
Harriet Brent
Rene Villon
Sonny l4>vett

May

SaeMy

Cafe

ais

Popa * Looie
Dosty Fletcher
Jlcaan Jacfeaon

J»cUe Cooper
Dtcfc

Stng

4

Oak

jTommy Raft
Tubby Blvea

BMel BRb~

Frances Paye
Rarvey. Vhitaey
Jans ft Due
ICaf* Bmmnt
Saivy Cavtcehlo Or* Valencia & Tolanda
Bsallle C:acetes Ore
Hotel V<

VIvlenne Rand

Oay iVm Quartatta

L Lane Broe

ft

Umt M'a

UUI'it

Uthel Gilbert

Harry Donelly
Charfie Boos
Bentle Graoer

Bury Klnv A A

Merle

SI

Don Sylvlo Ore
Rntwrlo Ore

Mm* (C-m
Atvlno Key Ore

WaDy Beown

TTna BterUe

Thomas

ft

Beverly Sales

Kay Lewis
Jan* Lynd
Wally Johi
Ckarmattaa

* Waada

DmraD

Nat BiandwyiiM

Kelm Rev

Daalta Rivera
Margaret Gnei

dte

Shirl

Braell

Paine
Sanders Broa.
O'Boucke Joan Tapper

La«T. Aadrinl Ore

•

Sparks
RIckard

Raymondfl

Joltnny Long Ore

Walton

es

Tola Gall

(4)

Coleman Clark

Csa aiiBUt Grove
Mickey Alpert Ore
Alfred Pineda Oro

Jane Deertng

Mike

<MyB»iB <2-a>
iark HcCoy

Cbariotbera

Buss Smith Ovn
Vera Sanolf

Ray HBcUah
Martha Brrulla

ft

^en

TOBK CITT

Bed Barrey ore

Ambreoe
Roy BenooB
B MeCaba Girls

Buster

Sharp
Montmarte Boyv
Helen Bolmaa

HhIc

of

B

ft

Ore

Kay Cameron
Dsa Wateh Or*

Hal Hall

10

DIan BawMd
Maltha Bay*
Beahee Babyette*
Jenn Bona

Dob Joaa Ora
darits

Billy

Nelda Dupria
Satch ft Satchel
Jerl WIthee
Cola
Margo Good
Leonard Ware S
Doyle
Herman Chlttlson
Dlanne Reed
Mmiti m Biefem Carol Lord
Rosalie Gibson
Toohle Himter
Thelma Carpenter
rhavea Ore
Red Norvo Oro
Walter Fuller Ore
Pnncfao Ore
Bcrtdottre
Fefe's HoBta Carlo
Itty BanU
Evelyn Daw
Bill Ames
Narlta
Lynn & Marianne
Frank Marlowe
Sonny Kendla Ora
Norma Lucero
Rose MogrUl
Felht

Kera Bhsrtdaa
Hoaotea
NeU PhlUlpB
Hairs Bakar

BMe

Marie Auatla

B

Rearltikstta

aicFarland Orv
Betty Angela
Twin Qoartet
Dick Shelly

Roger Roland

Naldl

Biny Doakr Oro
Baa Biea Ora
June Welting

~

"

Boter Congo Ore
(Book Casino)
Hay market
Ben touns Oro
Mel Sn}'der
Jan Mairtd
Al Tucker
Orlando

Adrtas O'Brtea

Jack AOa^n

Boicaab ft Bardlne
KoEatta ft Dean*

Carter

AUca O'Laiw

~

_

Bonl*

Harrlaoa ftalcer
AddlsoB Aolger
Leolse Sherwood

Bpple Bruce
Healy & Evane
Acnaa Daryer

Fiadsclcka

(»-»

Bis

DocaCky DsaalB
Jeaa MaaM
Salty

Phil

Freddie Bernard
Jack Lane Co

Jack Holmes

Betty Co

&

Waxrsn Ore
Btehiait BhI

Mona WlndsU

Vanity C»-Bds
(t to mt)

Cabaret

Baye

Arms'g

Carl Hoa Ore
George Freems
Arnavt Bros
Una Merkel

DUisa Coatello

win Ostoms Band

6n>««

a^>

ft

Tal trvinc

Joe

Stoosn

3

f4)

Peters Sis

3

cm

¥MK

atat» (S)

4

kdiesto
w«tk.

iplll

Stan Bksnton Ore
Amaut Bros
Bob Easton Co

Lmw
HKir

ar

Freddl* Bsraard
Ada Loblna
WllUams Oro Olngac
Layna
Joe LaParte Ora
Billy Vine
The IVhalana
Vera NOnca
Ana Lester
Carrol Chappella
Barr ft Bktea
Batty Carter
Jerry Bergman
Bin Gtoaa Ore
QtilBtoB Ore

George

Ducky- Malvla Ore
8700 Clnb
_
Barry Parke

Cklk
Glenn

ft

joita Uilaaataa

Bvansellna

Sadie

(

Kay

CM

fta

Bit

»On

Bovft Hsatiaa

BobMa Dunne

Dale Belmont

MUcha Bore Oca

vickt
Sanrie

Peart

I«rrala*

SBtih Hosely

Nella
Sloan

CM

Four Ktnge Jive
Marys Manloy

Msrgle March

atnser Lynn
Bd McQoldrlck Jr
Anita Thons
Sslly

For

Mlchsel WMoe
Qlnnle Lottos
Bd McGoldrlck Sr
MasavM Bar
Bon-Bott Baddies
Cookie Williams
NaO Dtsskaa's
CIrard & Caroline
Sereaaders
Catherine Wolf 0«
Slaay

Warren Boden
Frank Mortba
^
Geo Marchettl Ore

OM

Ikllit

Vkvera

Carol Cayne
Joe Allee
Billy Bays Ore
Open Deer Cale

Biumy Leroy
Bernanlettes <

Maurle Stveldlow
Jane Bnmetie
Pat Bernnril
Shallla-TralR

(Continued on page 63)

Or*

'
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Rtdni^ From

Left

Ir4er Faces Cbifes

Fidd

For Tio1a&igN.T. Code;
pinball, canUv^ and pitchmen^s -weeltly, which broadly calls
ItseM a theatrloai paper, has been struggling lor some semblance of

A

digsity viUh more accepted amosement news. Ibe latest Is fte 'no
opinion' ratings of ttie dramatic critics, prfaned obvloiidy to coinride
wXQi Qte o^enlDg ol the new legK season.
drama, critics' box iicot« -was created by 'Variety' in 1S23-24
and bas been an anmnl dqartment In this paper since. "Variety' was
the first to point up the "no ctpinion' Jiablt among the dr«ma critics
in (oimer years, on tiie premise, chiefly, that the average lay reader
followis a critic—play, film or otherwise—lor a definite appraisal of
the entertainment valnes, lUs bo opinion* problem bas long ceased
to be one, and In the June appraisals of the 1941-42 season there was
a minimum of this vaccilating. Wfaldi, of course, mAes the eamy
gazette's story that much cornier, apart from being a deUberate lilt.

Saroyaa Adks

"Variety' to

Name

Big Legit

€flKL80Per(ir*Anny
First

B O.

Season in Sight

Everywhere;

War Con Bin;

sedODE case of N. T. agencies

^eCKdly overcharging

In the sale

of tickets is tieaig tharoogiUy investigated by the enloroement l>eard
of the legit tidBet code. Matter oonoems the reported exaction af $&M
eadi «n an unknown number of
tidtets lor

'This

Is

the

Army'

at

the Broadway.

Whether

the board has definite
proof of the violatian of boSi the
oode and 6>e state law, both limiting premiums to "Sc plus tax over
the boxoiTice price. Is not certain,
but a complaint was made.

On tlie basis oC reports and lacts
from tbe Coast wihere two l^t
diows are cleaning op, and Ibe

%bice'toiLy.m

LIStercis,kiX«tt monnting business on Broadway, 4>a

mason of 1942-43 tm bi^ prospects
of prosperity. Other points, too, are
Hollywood, Sept 1.
known to be diawiing them to 4te
Banyai goes east "ttiis bOKOtfice. As for N. V., it seems
a ai oadway pro- oitly to be a matter of w^befliei Ibe
diiction ef Seep Your Olstanoe,' lucujiung diows hOT% wlmt it Istaes,
v^ch he tried out tiiis suuuuei at As indicated before, ttie class of
his Del Monte (Gal.) stcawhat ttiea- plays being tvadied is distinotly «n
Geoices

weekend

to ready

'

tre.

tbe

K. T. Stevens and Ian Keith,
'Amiy' has a t(9 of $4.40 at tt^ played the leads in tbe tryoat
Alleteedts ai ^tets are do ttem in New Toik.

who
may

baxaffioe.

ffim ^GreatestJlaywri^* of 'Em

Al

md

be made to overdai^e
pay ttc en each

tbat asendes

ticket beck to tbe bosnffioe, QuA
coin gomg into ttoe Army Emer-

would

fast

live copy.
that,

Fmd. About a score
of agemties were oilglnaUy allotted
^Anny' tidKts and, as there is so
return piteQeee, it is vintoally a
-%uy.' Bepoited that eight broken
were dropped ti; 4ie sliow_3aan8ement for one cause or another. One
agency said a pair of tii&ets to anotiier ttiat was not on tbe 'Army'
list and was est oiL
gtnqf Belief

By SACK rVUiSEl
•Vrbf doesn't 'Variety' break «U>wn
and sa^ BUI Saroyan is the greotert.
playwrigfat of ttaem all?' asked Saroyan witbsut the suggestion of a
wink. When his two short plays,
'Across the Board on Tomorrow
Morning' and Talking To You,'
vanned from tite ae lasco, S. Y.,
after one lean week, a veporter remoifced be bad hoped the attraction

becaase the auQior was;
Author readily admitted

last

Saroyan was queried auout a report &at be would produce tiie ooloi«d musical, 'Elmer and Llly^. *With
what?' was his ^uick comeback. Tve
got no money; only debts; now I
want to get enough coin to pay oU
Otherwise Tm just waiting
with.
around to be called in the draft.
But I do wish to square myself
with those I owe and also to pay

Hollywood, Sept. L
Fall production on Broadway ef
'Stovepipe Hat,' goes
in
preparation with arrival there this
week of Ray Golden, who stages, ami
Harold Spina, conqMser of score..
Golden's last presentation here was

mi^cal

'Our Town.'
'Stovepipe' is slated lor.a

^iqg

Tbanks

opening in V. Y.

WN DEMANDS
SWAMP

UIGIT

MANAGERS

taxes.'

Indicating that l>e is all washed
UP as a manager, but never as an
author,
Saroyan is vei7 touchy
Association of llieatrical Agests &
about Hollywood and squawked over Jlsnageni went up against a stone
an item in 'Variety' wiiich reported wall when its committee met with
one company's message that it was -Sie managers last week in an effort
not interested in any of his scripts. to secure a pvy boost. Board of fbe
V«»'.Tt>flt. J^»>qtrM.\nrti-.
Saroyan cannot }iR^^9c:&j^jy^t?\.
lywood will pay labulons money for cated that liieBhowidwn ^htmght that,
Broadway plays, but passes up his; agents and nnanagrrs were being'
'Time of Your Utf'. He mention^ paid wen cfioagh. Ibey ymtt <S|

Broker onder enspldon liaE appeared before the cede bcoo'd twice,
accompanied b^ an attorney after
Exai i tlBatien was
-file first eesdon.
not completed tq> to yesterday
qaesQon
Brc3cer
in
<Taesday).
dgned the oode, but the code people have net revealed Ins identity
pending final disposition of i&e
BlacEhaO Jaoies Afenoles
Several Broadway agenrileB hanBrooklyn
dling tictets for the
(Oodgeis) ball games at £bbets
Field have been having trouble with
the maiagement throug h arbitrary
rules of Larry MacPlail, who oper
Because some
the outfit
ates
Brooklyn ^ecs overcharged, he ordered that any Ian with tickets
stamped by a brcdser be Kfused admission.

Harry Skack of the Rialto agency
wiiieh
bOBtfti

puted
<aie

inteiwitad In fite ticket
is
at Deitnianicd% is under recliaiges in connectkm with
$ra>eftiej

BrooWyn games.

patron paid taace

Hum TScftt^OBiom

miPioHAyE
RECORD

NO.

Acflon,' beinc prednoed

'Strip for

by Oscar

Howard Lindsay
«»tnKii«ifc a
tlie mimher of
Xbe bacloer-allitude

Seilin,

and BuBsel Crouse, will

new

high reoond lor
backers.

mark

iact

is

and Old

Mn&nQumiNi

.

unutxaTHacHT

n

was an argument over production that any decision by tint reute
would be .fin^ and is angling to use
mediation, winch can be federal,
Union Isvors tite
state or private.
there w^re contracts which he had
latter method, having in mind the
to fulfill, so most of the people were
right to later place the issue before
retained on the payroll.
the
constituted state or federal
.

.

Saroyan's manner generally indicates that be can take it, even from

week in Septeml>er and continued and other
no interruption
or
litUe
with
throughout the fall and winter,

Nuw Septen^r

bas rolled around

and Leo Murray has only one definite and several 'tentative' bookings
for his Lyceum, roadshow house

boards.
a record low for so late in the
panel may be named by Milton year. Tbe definite booking is Ethel
the critics who originally built him
R. Weinberger and Sidney Cofan,
Is Green'
up.
He first approximated his loss who are r^>ectively attorneys for Barrymore in The
Tentative ones are
lor November.
at $12,000, but ttaere was a recount tite managers and ATAM.
Panel 'Angel Street' and 'Watch on the
and the red approximated $9,000.
would not settle the argument, tnit
also for well along in the
Understood that tbe plays ^>eFated tts function would be to name the Jttine,'
winter.
at very little cost. Highest salary mediator.
JAiis situation is oonSidered all the
in either oast was $75 (weekly),
League and tiie musicians nnion more 'Strang' in view of tiie fact
thtft probably goaag to Casada- !«•, made same progress in negotiating a
that show business generally here is
IJk colored actor who was the main new pay schedule. Union wanted a
point in more than 12
man in both ploys. There were one 20% boost and was oSered srennd a; its highest shows
at the Orplieum
years Stage
or two $60 players, the balance get- 7%.
Muaidans came back with a frtA the night clubs have been
ting $90, which is ftis S!<inlty min- 1S% suggestion, with the matter set^chalking vp record grosses. Loop
imum. Fact that he engaged modQy tled by Sie offer and acceptance of
film theatres and niterles have not
people wlM never were on the -Stage 10%. 'New contract, however, has
made so mudi money Since the 1928
h^ore explains why
many had Jiot been completed. Musicians de- boom times.
contracts tor vnlnimmn.
However, manded that 20 be the minimum
Main reason for Uie excellent
his idea was to raise the pay if tbe number of men in the pit for houses
business is the fact that employof 1,000 seats or more, witii the msmproject clicked.
ment is at an exceptionally high
Saroyan did that when his 'The Bgers insistent 'fiiat tlie present figure level and wages and salaries are
men should be retained.
Beautiful People' played the Lyceum. of at least
hitting all-time tops. Another factor
ItiBt was the time he gave patrons Union eouBtered by dropping the
is the fine crops of tiie past several
their money batik if they came to 'demand to I'B men, with -ttie man- years, together witii the soaring
thb bexofflce and said fhey didnt agers saying no again, so further farm prioes, which have increased
negotiation is necessary.
like the
about
Kicflcback lasted
purchasing power treTreasurers and ticket sellers are entertalnnient
two weite, these vcho aslced lor ftte
mendously.
i^und mostly -having sat In the gal- also out for an Increase, that union
liaving asked for 10% more. At the
lery.

m

W

^w.

League's board meeting last week,
most of the showmen present were

Now a* tGraat' tevyaa

Bwstow Wttk Sbubeits

producers and the ticSrot men's reChicago, Sept. 1.
vaude
former
quest was not considered, as theirs
Barstow,
Dick
is a matter strictly lor house owners dancer,
who has been assistant
Treasurers now get to Merriel Abbott at the Palmer
ot WlUiam Saroyan, at least at or operators.
^letro.
Se was eased off the lot $85 weekly, with assistants getting House, producing the shows for the
Bfter oollecting around $60|D00, but $60.
Bmpire Room, goes to N. Y. this
now lliey are readying the author's
week to Join the Shuberts.
Barstow's first assignment will
script 'The Human Comedy' and expect it 1o be the top picture of the revisions. Exec who originally rated probably be to rehearse the chorus
1W2-48 season.
the author's stuff highly therefore routines for the road company of
Clarence Brown will direct when wins out, after some associates mas- 'Hellzapoppin,' which opens at the
Erlanger here JSept 28.
Howard ilstabrook completes some terminded him out of the idea.

BonywDOd, Sept

Hollywood has changed

its

Siowmra bade Cram

flie

load soy that ppo^eots lor MiaHtFl oals out «tf town are even itaritfiter
and mme definite Sian in K. T.
ISieiie is an aiaeinplaymeilt problem in N. Y. that dees not eaiiBt lOut
rwa. Big aluies in .sonie eittes
are adverting Inr faei^, no capestence nwnniBwiy <or part or dnll-time
jobs, doe to so nany of tlieir empk^ees liaving gone into
wfaene ilibe pay is
Bven amtels in dfiier cities are shont-banded

w

as Sliow Tirnf' M3eai:0e ;Je»el),
vaudeville trick cnmsntty lin Sntsco

suidi

and slated lor tte SreodtuiEst
Sept i6; and 'Olackeuts <at

SI.

Y,

OB/

vauder, in Hollywood. CUnago is
doing aU r iglit loo, and wben tiesh
.shows reaxdi tbe Loop Aew sbtnUd
get heavy grosses.

PossUe Bove Siort«e
ProDvtsShiikrislB^Ml

unions.

Tnie, Race aid Cui'

Agn

A

Com

mon^

Free spending has been aatio^>ated
lor tbe past year,- 'but now it
an
actmlity.
Tast sima are flowing
from WnShlngtoB into a(D .types of
pOants and to aB types of ^ratkers.
At least a stdistantaal peraeiAaga
of ttaoae oitloens are Agured to stasitate to the metPspaUs for varytaig
periods. If not, ftey dniild flguse in
tbeatne patronage lin fiieir looal <sam-

'

tliat

costs whichTntceedtu the bnaget ^nd
estimates, so he fired the staff, but

'

generally credited to. 'Ar'
Lace,^ which lists 23 •tor tiie same reason. Tlat exfOains
tting
wecftcty
statements
and why aervice is tasdy and mnder
3bb^ profit ehette. Hiat mopper- standard, waiters, letc, oipllaining
'i9Per was pioduoed by Lindsay and they ai« over-woEked.
Cronse.
SerHn piodnced TMber'
In Coast -citleB it is mist idflfflcnlt
with Qie aid of-anound a doaen to get botel accommodations. As lor
backers.
restaurants, if persons do .not tenter
Known that tiie 'Arsenic' angels by Ave in the aftemmm 'fiiey onnst
axe in on "Strip' and ite atoted that wait lor long periods befose talng
some, if not all, of tbe 'Father' back- seatol, and then Hae lane dsiitt wOmt
ers are also in on the. new comedy it should be. Even Army and Kavy
with music. That shouU place ttie' officers have .been unable to get
total of persons witii pieces of !Stiip' sleeping qiiartfrs and these are inabove tl^ 30 mark.
stances where tliey iiave s^pt on
•Strq)' is budgeted lor $60)080 in park Itenobes 9or eenetOl i«t^ti«T
SuaineBs drewn tif tCtamdia' «Dd
prodoctien
money,
doiriile'
amount set iar -'Araenic.' BaAers 'Arsenic and Old I<aae' an lies AnCeles and San Ilcanoisco, nespocace weU amane &at because of
large cast of Strip' the profits will tively, iias been itte ^flrst i^c-a^ener
not be as ~si«at as witii 'Father' or on what tbe new eeason poittends.
'Arsenic,' granted tbat tiie new sliow Same goes lor other Coast Jhows,
eenie

prize,

^

side.

m

mnnities.

QFANGEI5

ATAM tliinkB dil- which the stipulation on Mx tidKts
that 4t won the Pulitzer mere weekly.
but carefully fails to rec^' ietentty and will atten^t to cet IB tiie ItseeA Umit or whetlier there clicks.
when the ^,000 award was sent action on Ibe clause of their jnst ex- wu a idaniping trrcsfflarity, was
'Arsenic' bakers didnt get
him he sent the ^leck 'back. Chances pired basic Agreement, wtaidh stipu- net made dear.
check last moi^, but a
would
ot collecting 'Qie prize money now lates that a huddle on Uie tilt
mdon lor August wiU be distribnted.
he in order if flie cost of living
are not so good, yet it's an idea.
Profit in Los Angeles is expected to
arose.
Wbat'a n Ml Atont?
better $15,000 and further dates to
It was agreed, however, tltat the
Charles Stewart, who was the
be played out there look like plen^
ke^ in
general manager of Saroyan's two- old agreement should
of easy money.
Before the show
play production, earned ills salary force nntn the issue is finally dewinds up aroimd New Year's, when
last week running around and get- cided, but, if increases are finally
the film version is due, there should
ting the accounts in order. Saroyan negotiated, the changed scale is to be
be more healtliy profit che^ dis1
Sept.
Minneapolis,
tributed. More picture money is due
admitted he didn't know what tt was retroactive as of Lalxkr Bay (7).
arbiIn 'the good old days' the legit and there is around $25,000 on deabout, so far the business end Neitber side appears to want
first
posit as salary guarantees at Equity
of his "preset' was concerned. There tration at this time. ATAM Agures season always started here the
tlie

bri^

It appe t that
earned in
jfiar plasts adod aBied industries is
flnally getting into wide corovQation.

Is

Joe

flvwd,

Dk for a Reraral

Increasing business tempo tflong
Broadway bolsters ttie idea Ibat
some of tbe new season's productions will not find tt ea^ to secure
theatres.
First indication of 'fliat
possibility is that the Slniberts are

again be<rfch:g the Hudson, wiiich
Success^f the oldie 'Ladies Night' ttey turned back to the baiik.
Oiicago may have inspired the Stated that although the firm was
up The Time, The Place playing sale and attempting not to
caught with too many dotk tfaeand Tbe Girl,' whidi originated in
s on its hands, there was a string
the Loop. T^iat and other intimate
musical comedies were produced by to the transaction of turning the
Mort Singer and the late Harry house back to ttw mortgqge facMers,.
Askin, who presented those shows so that the Shuberts recapture the
booking rights.
'Hie shows
in Hie La Salle 'Oieatre.
Deals wtth banks' call for the manwere toured from there and wide
in

idea to dig

territory was covered, but tbe nearest tiiey ever got to Broadway was
Phfladelpbis.
The managers had the idea fliat
if Hie shows were good enon^ for
N. Y. the critics might pull out 'flielr
hammers because the shows were
made by out of towners.
Joe E. Howard, who appeared in
the original Time' cast is to be
starred in the revival. In 'Qie original oast with him were the late
Cecil Cean and Florence Holbrook.
Jules D. Gersene, former Parisian
producer, is named as the presenter
of the antic^Mted 'Time'.

•Smui' It

1.

SeU

Philadelphia, Sept 1.
and God,' starring Ilka

opinion

agers to guarantee tlie fixed Aaises
and splHt the profits. That jAan is
said to go for the Hudson, Belasco
and Windsor.
Belasco deal las
sfbout expired,' but a renews! is
Hkely. First booking for tiie Hudson
ttls fall is "Uncle Harry*, which

moves there from (he Broadbuist
Sept. 14.

nniERGEISENGUSi
London, Sept

1.

Gilbert MDIer has booi^ Anier<
ican rights to Tiifeline,' which was

produced here by Linnit tc Dunfee
In association with David Hanley,

"Susan
opened yesterday EngHsh representative of Myron
which
Chase,
(Mon.) at the Bucks' County Play- Selzniek. Miller intends staging It
Bellevue-Stratford on Broadway this season witti Cothe
Bt
hotel, will be held over for a sec- lumbia Picts'' bankroUhil.
He has also cabled for script of
ond week.
'Escort,' liy Patrick Hastings, Just
It's the first time any play has
received a holdover sesh at the produced by Alec Rea in assoclotlen
with Jack Hylton and Basil Deoti.
Playhouse.
.

bouse

—
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LEGITIMATE
He is serving his fourth term
as an international vice-president of
the American Newspaper Guild.
1930.

Literati

(new

Vickie'

Tanks Tickled

In

London

A laugh a day. This is what the
ever-increasing number of uniformed
Americans in London are getting out
of howlers in the local dailies.
In Crosvenor Square, seat of the
American Embassy and center of the
U. S. overseas forces, a game has
been invented, the winner being the
Yank who spots the greatest number of bloomers in any one day's
Fleet Street oiitput.
Express
Recently, The Sunday
carried on its front page a story from
Hollywood telling of an attempt to
blackmail Louis B. Mayer, the Metru
chieftain. Both in headline and story

—

the name was spelled Meyer this in
spite of the fact that the name appears (in the advertising columns of
the London newspapers) more often
than Churchill's.
The biggest laugh at the moment
is in a feature story in this week's
Daily Mail describing a visit to a
now assembly plant for U. S. planes.
According to this yarn, 'Factories
from New England to the Pacific
coast are sending $l,000,000-a-week
stream of aeroplane parts across the
Atlantic'
That's fair enough, the
doughboys agree, but the laugh
comes a minute later when the observant reporter declares, 'I saw

piles.
For this Is another test of
the fight in Chicago between Marshall Field's Chicago Sun and Col.
Robert R. McCormick's Tribune.
It was last year that the Chi.

Sun, which had been publishing
then only a few weeks, sought an AP
Col. McCormick, a memcharter.
ber of its board, was jimong those
who voted down the Sun application.
Also refused at that time was
the application of Eleanor (Cissie)
Patterson, publisher of the Washington Times-Herald.
Miss Patterson is a cousin of Col. 'Bertie' McCormick and the sister of Capt.
Joseph Medill Patterson, publisher
of the N. Y. Daily News. Although
the Times-Herald is also named in

the Government's suit. Miss Patterson made no particular issue of
the refusal to grant her an AP
franchise, but -the Sun, whose publisher. Field, has been referred to
by McCormick as 'not a legitimate
newspaperman (the Field millions
were made in the department store
business).' filed a complaint with
the Department of Justice.
The Government's action states
that 'a number of complaints' have
formed the basis of the suit.

Canada Bcvlses Ceilings
from Seattle, D. C.!'
Price ceiling on all Canadian and
Another beaut the Ifanks count as American periodicals will be immebeing tops waj in a half -column diately lifted, according to a new
story in The Sunday Dispatch that ruling of the
Wartime Prices and
told of a new battleship being built
Trade Board of Canada, and pub(nothing ever happens 'in' a lishers 'will be free
'at'
to adjust rates
place,
according to Fleet Street and
safeguard revenue,' (Example
journalese) South Dakotal
Obvi- was
that, in Canada, such periodiously, in this instance, South Dakota
cals as .Collier's and SEPost conwas the name of the battleship, but tinued to sell
in Canada at their
had the fighting ship
this yarn
former price whereas American
launched on a rolling prairies 1,500
readers had to pay a dime a copy).
miles from the nearest deep water!
Canadian
periodicals
have
also
The colored troops in London have

castings

own pet laugh (this one in The sought to increase their prices because of advertising fall-ofi and mDaily Express). It tells of certain
creased costs but got the red light.
goings on in a southern city called
Ceiling lift applies not only to
'Maconga.' It was a Georgian trooper
who solved that mystery. 'Maconga' newstand sales but to subscriptions.
Decision of the Wartime Prices and
is, of course, cable-ese for Macon,
Trade Board of Canada was based
Gi.!
on a survey of the publishing business which showed that, while larger
N. T. 'NewB' Boycott to-De
Anti-Nazi revenues had offset higher operating
Non-Sectarian
The
League drive on the N. Y. Daily costs in 1940 and 1941 revenues had
News, which teed off by distributing recently suffered a 'serious decline.'
The decision brings the Canadian
leaflets calling for a boycott because
of the paper's editorials on the war, regulations
into
conformity with
and reaping substantial space in PM, those of the U. S. where newspapers,
N. Y. Post and the N. Y. World magazines and periodicals were from
Telegram, has apparently petered the outset exempted from the price
out.
None of the other New York ceiling. Publishers are asked to try
dailies carried the story, the leaflet to maintain service to the public at
distribution stopped after the first existing prices as far as possible
day and the News capped the and to conserve materials and laber
splurge with a quote from James W. costs.
Gerard, ex-Ambassador to Germany
and honorary chairman of the
N. C. Press Assn. Awards
League, that he knew nothing about
Executives of seven dailies in varithe call for a boycott until the story
ous sections of the country have been
hit the papers. Gerard subsequently
named judges for annual North
resigned
without
notifying
the
Carolina Press Association awards
League which learned o^ the move which, prexy W.
K. Hoyt announces,
from the dailies.
will be continued, despite war.
League tried to revitalize the
Judges are Roy A. Roberts, mandrive by calling pro-democratic or- aging
editor, Kansas City Star; Basil
ganizations and labor' unions to a L. Walters,
executive editor, Minmeeting on Monday last (31) to dis neapolis Star-Journal
and Tribune;
cuss formation of a Council to pool George
Guise, city editor, Mpls.
resources and step up the campaign. Trib., and
Herljert Paul, city editor,
Reps of the Coordinating Commit- Mpls. Star-Journal; Kenneth
McDontee, the International Ladies Gar'
ald, managing editor, Des Moines
ment Workers Union, the Postal Register and Tribune; and John
W,
Employees Union, the National As Owens, editor-in-chief,
and Newton
sociation for the Advancement of Aiken, editorial
staffer,
Baltimore
Colored People, the Postal Em' Sunpapers.
ployees Union and the Friends of
'Cash awards of $100 each will be
Democracy were among those preS' awarded at association's midwinter
ent who were to submit the prO' Institute in
January for best ediposal to their organizations.
Con- torials, features, pix, etc.
freres were united against Daily
News policies, but were divided on
Capt. Bernard A. Bergman
whether the boycott was the correct
Bernard A. Bergman, director of
procedure.
publicity and promotion of the Phila
Some of them preferred the delphia Record and former managing
Friends
of
Democracy
modus editor of the New Yorker, was
sworn
operandi which aims at educating in on Thursday
(27) as a captain in
the News circulation and adver
the Army Air Corps and goes on
tisers.
Technique is to get an early active duty
at Miami base next week
edition of the News, which is on sale
Capt. Bergman, a veteran of World
about 8 p.m., examine the editorial,
War I, has been with the Record
select
any questionable material
since 1935, where he served as fea'
point-up and explain same in a
ture editor, Sunday editor and exe
leaflet that is distributed the followcutive editor before taking over his
ing morning. Thus the readers and

their
'

space buyers
minds.

make up

their

Book On

British

Women

War

In

—

title)

to Russell Blrdwell's 'Women In Batt<e Dress,' to be published by The
Fine Editions Press late this month.
'Battle Dress' tells what the wo.-'ien

The Morning Star'—Guthrie
McCUntic.
'Haglc' 'Hello Out There*
(curtain raiser)— Eddie Dowllng.
'Franklin Street'—Max Gordon.
'Eve
of
wrights.

1942

FoirAriny-NayyNets

Frank

Mandel.

of U.j

Oveta Culp Hobby, director

Women's Army Auxiliary Corps
(WAAC), has written the foreword

2,

'Show BoatV Benefit

SlrowsmRebeanal

$9,600

m St. Urn

St. Louis, Sept.

1.

A benefit performance last week of
'Show Boat' in the Municipal Thea-

Mark'—Play-

in England are doing In the war, and
includes the functions of every military and civilian organization. Birdwell gathered his material on a

tre Assn's alfresco playhouse in Forest 'Park, with performers, footers,

'Count Me In'—Shuberts. Olsen & Johnson, Harry Kaufman,
Horace
Schmidlapp,
Richard

th.ee-monlhs' trip to England

Krakuer.

giippers and other employees kickInc in with their wages for the
night, netted $9,600 for the Army.
Navy Relief funds and resulted in
the sales of $35,000 worth of war
bonds and stamps, with 10,587 pay..
laying $7,607 on the line, anee.-;
other $2,000 was added by the wages
of every employee in the organizaThis was the first time in
tion.
tha theatre's 24-year-old career that
a benefit performance was given.
Sammy White was m.c. of an inpresentation
which
formal
was
woven in with the bond and stamp
Gladys Baxter sold kisses to
sales.
two men, each of whom purchased
a $1,000 bond. When Bob Lawrence,
baritone; offered to kiss any woman
in the audience who bought a bond
there were no takers, but Ed Love,
the theatre's cushion concessionaire,
settled for a handshake when he
bought a $1,000 bond.

1

^

fall.

Birdwell

also

authored

Ring

'I

which tells the story
newspaperman's life.

of a

Doorbells,'

J.

B.

Powell,

is

normal 140 pounds down

his

now about 90 pounds.
Powell is the newsman who

to

75.

He's

lost all

as result of Jap prison
Both the Overseas and
National Press Clubs are taking care
of him since his return on the
his toes
cruelties.

Gripsholm

last

—

.

confined to
the Marine hospital, Staten Island,
N. Y., as result of his experiences
at the hands of the Japs which cut
J.

'Strip
For
Ac\ion'—Serlin,
Lindsay & Crouse.
'The
Pirate'
PlaywrlghU,
Theatre Guild.
'Beat
the
Band' George

—

Abbott.

B. Powell in Hospital

The Japan correspondent and publisher,

St.

—

'Let
Freedom Sing' Youth
Theatre, Inc.
'WaUh On the Rhine' (on

Coast)— Herman Shumlin.
'Best Foot Forward'

'Junior Miss'

(Chicago Co.)

Max

Gordon.
'Angel Street'
erd Traube.

week.

Play.

(road)—Shep-

Town

Out of

JANIE

of

tober.
Title

(road)—

George Abbott.

Ed BeaUle's Book
Edward B. Beattie, Jr., now head
United Press bureau in London,
is having his 'Freely to Pass' published by Thomas Y. Crowell in Oc-

'

Buffalo, Aug. 31.

country during his reportorial ex- tl top.
Janio
cursions as an observer and war cor- Thelma Lawreni^c
Paula Ralncy
respondent.
liernadlne Dodd
IJIck

Knopfs %tJSM Contest
Alfred A. Knopf is offering

$2,500
for the best book-length manuscript
by a ^working American journalist.
Tomes must be originals and sub-

Owen Anderson
LIndn Watklns
Mnrgaret Wallace
Dreckenrldge
Herbert Evera

Dotty

WllllamK

Frank

Scooper Ni>lnn
Elspeth Colburn
Charles Colburn
John Van Drunt
Mrs. Colburn

John Marriott
McOlnty
Beach

Tina

.\rtlel>elle

'Janie,'

Excludes Everything for Dieppe
The day following the raid on
Dieppe the story rated virtually
every available inch in the London
Daily Express, which announced on
editorial page:
'Owing to the Importance of the
stories published today all the regular features except the radio pro
gtams are being held over.'
it:

Allan Chase's 'FaUnge*
Allan Chase, onetime editor of
Click, will have his 'The Menace of
the Falange' published by Putnam in

December.

He

has been making a study of

the Falangist
ber of years.

movement

for a

num-

Amy

Clare Foley

Maurice Manson
Howard St. John
Nancy Cushmah

Rodney

Hortenee
mitted before June 1, 1943.
Curl Loomis
Plays, poetry, short stories, novels, Matthew g. Heurdon
essays and collected newspaper or Frank
Deadpan Hackctt
feature yarns, columns or broad- Andy
Competition is also NIckoy
casts taboo.
Soldier
closed to radio newscasters and

commentators.

RAPP'S

Comftdy In three ncia (four scenes) by
Josephine Bcnlhnm and Herschol V. Wllllonid.
adapted from the former's novel.

and book are built around his Directed by Antoinette Perry; aettlngs by
John Root; cosluntea aupervlsed by Marpassport which has been visaed ftaret
Pemberion. Prceenled by Bnick Pemscores of times by every European borton, at Erlnnger, ButTalo, Aug. 31, '42;

Qertruile
J.

O.

McWatters

Franklin Kline
Blaine Fillmore
Paul E. Wilson

Kenneth Tobey
Michael St. Angel

GETS
DEC. 31

Hollywood, Sept. 1.
Finishing touches are being put to
the libretto of 'Needle in the Haystack' by Phil Rapp for opening New
Year's eve at the Winter Garden by
the Shuberts. Rapp, who toiled for
the Shuberts and Flo Ziegfeld before
he turned to radio, for the past two
years has been writing the Fanny
Brice and f^ank Morgan radio spots
on Maxwell House Time.

Rapp may

Franklin Jones

W.

mOLE'

B'WAY OPENING

also direct the musical,

which case he would commute between the two coasts. Rehearsals
for the musical begin in N. Y,

in

Nov.

1.

with which Brock Pember-

ton ushered in the new season here
tonight (Monday), and with which
he will relight the Henry Miller,
New York, Labor Day (7), unfolds
as a mild comedy effort, of the 'Junior Miss' genre, making its particular bid for popularity through its
timely and topical accenting of the
impact of the military upon life
an'.ong the nearby villagers.
Rather loosely constructed plot
concerns a high-school-age femme
Henry Aldrich, who, aided by couple
of goony girl friends in parent's absence, patriotically undertakes to
st?ge a party for a few soldiers, and
ends up as hostess for practically
the entire army with a free for all
fracas and near riot thrown in. Much
of the comedy, like the characters, is
sophomoric, but the topical treatment
In plot and dialog of quirks of contemporary civilian and military life
constitute the play's chief appeal.

Tirst Murder' For

Zasn Pitts on B'way
Hollywood, Sept.

1.

Zasu Pitts is deserting Hollywood
for a while to appear In a Broadway
stage production, 'Our First Murder,'
written by Robert PresnelL Marlon
Is producing.
A. H. Woods is also trekking to
New York to rehearse a new legit
"This
Little Hand,' authored by
play,
WnSfrid Pettitt, of Warners story department.

Gerlng

Arrangements

have

been

com-

pleted for the staging of The Trickby O'Bryen, Linnit ti Dunfee

ster'

in London with Alistair Sim as star.
Caracas Papers Cut Down
Youthful Gwen Anderson, latest
Laura Wilck negotiated the three
Lack of newsprint and advertising fugitive from Coa.it little theatres, play deals.
shortly force Caracas news- gives a luminous and pulsating perpapers to cut down to eight pages.
formance of the exacting title role,
The dailies which ran 20 to 24 while Frank Amy scores unexpectpages last January have already re- edly as her jitteroo civilian bqy Milw. Gets Early Legit
friend.
Herbert Evers is a handduced to 12 and 16.
some army private with whom Janie
Break With Tirate'
carries on an innocent fiirtation, culLITEEATI OBITS
minating in the climactic party, and
Mrs. Horace H. Brown, 47, wife of Linda Watkins returns to the stage
Milwaukee, Sept. 1.
Horace B. Brown, editor of True after a long absence as his doting
will

magazine, died Aug. 25 in New York.
Robert R. Wilkes, 74, retired newspaperman who had been a criminal
cjurts reporter for the old N^ Y.
World for 40 years, died Aug. 27 in

mother. Betty Breckenrldge is admirable as one of the heroine's
giggly girl friends; Maurice Manson
labors valiantly with the father role.

Legit
than in

season here opens earlier
years past with Alfred

many

Lunt and Lynn Fontenne in S. N.
Behrman's new cbmedy 'The Pirate
Production is angeled by Columbia
17-19 at the Pabst theatre
Pictuies and story indicates good on Sept.
play's preem
Erie, Pa.
film
possibilities.
In any event, (Ind) following the
James L. Hanley, oldtime San 'Janie' will establish Miss Anderson Sept. 14 in Madison, Wis. Top wiU
Francisco newspap>erman, who spent as having plenty of what it takes in be $3.30.
15 years on the Daily Report there, the theatre and should catapult her
Davidson (UBO) will get going
prior to the 1906 fire, died Aug. 23 into front line position for stage and Sept. 20 with return of 'My Sister
screen attention.
Bjirton.
in Frisco.
with Peggy Van
Eileen,' which,
Eugene O'Conncll, 52, newspaperVleet and Effie Afton In the leading
man, died Aug. 28, in N. Y. O'Conroles, will play at $1.50 top. 'Angel
nell had been a sports writer and at Gallatin Examiner, Tenn., died Aug. Street' and 'Arsenic and Old Lace
his death was employed as copy 31 in Gallatin.
will follow.
Frank C. Reynolds, 58, newspaperreader on the N. Y. Daily Mirror.
Jacob R. Miller, 70, retired news- man, died Aug. 31 in Gennonds,
paperman and former representative N, Y. On his death he was «n adin Toronto
'Fever'
of the N. Y. Times at Ossining, N. Y., vertising
staff
member of the
Toronto, Aug. 29.
own promotion and publicity post. He died Aug. 26 in N. Y.
Brooklyn Daily Eagle.
With Michael Whalen of pix in the
is a brother of Maurice A. Bergman
Miss Julia Bandry Moore, for

Understood that the League hopes
persuade Its conservative members to permit continuation of the
boycott and is meanwhile studying
the possibility of appealing to theatrical and picture companies to pull
ads out of the News.
to

That AP Anti-Trnst Suit
Alleged stifling of the freedom
of the American press is the basis
for the Government's anti-trust suit
against the Associated Press, but
the ramiflcatlons of the action, filed
last Friday (28) In N. Y. federal
court, are held to be much more
ominous than the actual suit Ini'-

SG

.

lead. 'Petticoat Fever' did excellent
advertising director of Universal
many years society editor of Augusta
•
estimated $5,100 at the Royal AlexPictures.
Edgar Price, film and stage critic andra here, with 1,561-seater scaled
(Ga.) Herald, and one of South's
leading newspaperwomen, died Aug. for the Brooklyn Citizen, gandering at $1.60 top.
Harry Martin, T3C
24 after extended illness.
Hollywood for the first time.
Last show of the summer season,
Frank G. Hcaton, 70, veteran newsMemphis, Sept. 1.
Helen Kirkpatrick, Chicago Dally Elissa Landl In 'Mary of Scotland,
Harry Martin, amusements editor paper and publicity man, died In News
foreign
correspondent
in opened yesterday (Mon,).
of The Comgiercial Appeal and local Tampa, Fla., Aug. 21. Formerly on Britain, due'homc within a fortnight
RPTifiTAT, 'BTJIOAR PRINCE'
'Variety' mugg, enlisted in the Navy the Indianapolis News and the WashHarold R, Johnson, managing edias yeoman, third class, and reported ington Star before moving to Florida tor and city editor of t)ie Newark
Three special performances
for duty immediately at the Naval in 1920, Heaton was formerly editor (O.) Advocate, Inducted into Army. The Beggar Wince," Polish operetta,
Training Station, Millington, Tenn. o( the Fort Myers (Fla.) Press and
'Al Martin, advertising director for
the Committee for the

CHATTER

Robert Gray, radio editor for the
paper, will serve as acting amusements editor during Martin's leave
of absence for the duration.
Martin
with

is 33,

has one son, had been
since February,

The Appeal

sponsored by
Preservation of Austrian Art ana
Culture, will be given Sept. 25-27 at
Opera HouM
Cosmopolitan
the
Nate Gross trekking back to his (formerly Mecca Temple), New
Chicago
Herald-American column York.
(Continued on page 62)
Tickets will be at $2,20 top.

city editor of the Tampa Tribune,
later joining the Tampa Times.

Women's Home Companion,

R. Touatt, 7B, retired Associated
Press treasurer, died Aug. 31 in
Freeport, L. I.
W. P. Bancroft, 25, editor of the

tion.

J.

lywood

in Holto look over the film situa-
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Gertrude Lawrence denies that she had any connection financially with
Los Angeles, Sept 1.
Posting a hefty $22,000 in its second
the Cape Playhouse, Dennis, Mass., a prominent summer stock spot
Other than appearing in 'Fallen Angels,' which drew the best business of week at the Biltmore, 'Arsenic and
Old Lace' plays a return date after
the season at Dennis, Miss Lawrence's only other connection with the
Playhouse was to act as a hostess on Sunday evenings when soldiers and two weeks at the Curran in Frisco.
Overfiow biz at all performances resailors from nearby camps were admitted gratis to the dress rehearsals quired
extra chairs down front
and given cigarets, candy and ice cream.
'Blackouts of 1042' caught its bigLast Wednesday (20) a benefit tea was held on the theatre grounds gest gross to date, $14,000 in the 10th
which' scatters largest all
in honor of Miss Lawrence, and at the same time aid her book and game week,
Nights are capacity and
drive, part of the American Theatre Wing's activities for men in the around.
For a similar cause recently there was a 'gala evening with matinees building strong due to swing
services.
Gertrude Lawrence' at the Wlanno Club on the Cape. There was an auc- shifters, who must get their enterOne of the entertain- tainment in the daytime.
tion which netted more than $2,000 for the Wing.
ment features was a number by the star during which men from Camp
Edwards warbled with her, she singing other songs solo.

^Show Boat', Smash
In back of the plan by Robert Rockmore to present Paul Robeson in
Margaret Webster's version of 'Othelltf is a sidelight from another season.
Rockmore is an attorney who is the colored star's personal representaSeveral years ago he protive and he occasionally becomes a manager.
duced 'Dance Night,' which dropped around $25,000, and of that amount
Latter has since cleaned up
$20,000 was put up by Howard Cullman.

with pieces of other productions.
Rockmore, however, is known to have invited Cullman to take an inhe could win back the money he lost In 'Night.'
Several managers have been claiming that they would present Robeson
in 'Othello,' after a concerted rush to get the ri^ts when he opened
sensationally in Cambridge, Mass., recently. Star's concert dates extend
Into next April, but it is understood that Rockmore is attempting to
If he succeeds, the Shakespearean
get the recital contracts cancelled.
tragedy will turn up on Broadway during the winter, otherwise it will
be held until late spring or next season.
terest in 'Othello' so

When David Riehl, young Pittsburgh actor, grew too big over summer
resume his assignment this season as understudy for the boy's role in
'Watch On the Rhine,' producer Herman Shumlin didnt have to look
very far for a replacement Riehl's mother, in reporting one son's sprouting during the warm months, told Shumlin she had another son who
could fill the bill iust as well So this season it'll be Donald Rlehl instead of David waiting around in the wings in case something happens
Both Riehl boys have had considerable
to one of the juvenile actors.
little theatre experience around Pittsburgh; so has their mother, who
was featured in several plays at the Pittsburgh Playhouse..
to

Although there has been mention of a flock of people and businesses
are contributing to the Army Emergency Relief Fund through This
Army' (Broadway, N. Y.), Playbill, Inc., which publishes the programs for the show, has been quietly doing its bit, too. Exact amount of
money donated from the ads In the program has not been computed, but
was mentioned by Irving Berlin as a source of revenue.
Understood that the cost of printing alone is around $1,000 weekly.
Playbill, which has the program privilege in all legit theatres, is headed
by Ralph Trier and Richard M. Huber.

who

Is the

$100,000

in

2 Weeks,

L Season

Ends SL
The

St. Louis, Sept 1.
was rung down Sun-

curtain

day

(30) on the 24th consecutive
of the Municipal Ilieatre
Assn., which sponsors alfresco entertainment in the Forest Park play-

season

house, with the two-week stand of
Piece attracted a total
of 146,399 payees and grossed an estimated $100,000.
The attendan(!e
during the second stanza reached
74,610 and missed by 70 equalling
the all-time weekly hjgh. The blue
ribbon mark was established by
'Balalaika' during the last week of
the 1041 season.
Presence in 'Show Boat' of Jed
Prouty. Sammy White. Gladys Bax'

'Show Boat'

ter, Helen Raymond. Kenneth Spencer. John Tyres and Vicki
in lead roles, plus raves of the crix

Cummlngs

and

make

swell weather, combined to
the piece a sock b.o. attraction.

'SHOW OFPS' DET. 2D,
$14,300,

TOPS 1ST WK.

Detroit, Sept. 1
Off to a record opening, Joe E.
in "The Show-Ofl,' topped his
week's figures with estimated
the second week of the
comedy. First week's figures were
approximately $14,000 at the Lafay-

Brown,
first

$14,300 In

The historic Portsmouth theatre, Portsmouth, N. H., is due for rebirth
as a legit house. Mrs. Walter Hartwig, owner-operator of the Ogunquit
Me., Playhouse (strawhatter), will take over for at least 10 weeks of
stock starting around Sept 14.
Equity members will take part under
direction of John Kirkpatrick.
The Portsmouth, now being renovated, has been in disuse for 20-odd
years except for occasional amateur minstrels, etc.
Seats 1,700 (Portsmouth has only 20,000 population).
Report that Margaret Dale might leave 'Lady in the Dark' soon after
the tour starts was in error. Miss Dale has a; run of the play contract
and is anxious to troupe with the attraction! Cora Witherspoon was
mentioned as possibly going into the part a few weeks after the tour's
start
'Lady's' first stand out will be Philadelphia. Show was the last production by the late Sam H. Harris. His name as presenter will still be used,
as it was in N. Y. after he passed away.

Laurence Schwab received a commission in the Navy, but flunked his
physical examination, blood pressure being slightly high. As there
no limited service, he is now on inactive duty. Former producer was
Navy during World War I.
Schwab tried to get into the Army specialist corps, seeking duty in
the camp entertainment end, but didn't get to first base.
He is currently on a committee to speed recruiting in the Navy.
final
Is

In the

Eva Le Galllenne could not appear in 'Uncle Harry,' Broadhurst, N. ''Y.,
recently and one performance was cancelled.
She had been playing
several days with grippe and a fever, so it was thought advisable to order
*'
the short layoff and the actress made a quick recovery.
Just before 'Harry' opened. Miss Le Gallienne had recovered from
"

pneumonia.

In a postcard to the editor, Thelma Spencer protests Bob Mack's letabout reference to "wacky plays' by William Saroyan.
She says:
'Some day the managers and public will appreciate Saroyan, mark my
word for it'

ter

'Porgy and Bess' revival at the Majestic, N. Y., was 250 performances
old last night (I). When 'Porgy' passes its 25Sth performance, it will smash
Broadway's standing record for revivals, set by 'Outward Bound.'

Wendy

Barrie,

The

Morning

WUliam J. Kelly, Tranklin Street'
John McKee, Farrell Pelly, Bran
Nossen, Stanley
Barker, 'Magic'
Grover Burgess,

Harrison,

Jess

Driscoll,

Brooks,

Johnny

Mack,

ounoM

Mst. lOV
o/o Vartaty, Hollywood

to cool weather was the of straight plays picked up more than
rule through the final eight days of seme others and gross approached
August and was accompanied by a the $13,000 level.
pickup in business along
'Life With Father,' Empire (146th
Broadway. That may portend lively week) (C-1,062; $3.30). Has
been get.
attendance as the new season gets ting virtually as much
or more thaa
underway.
One show is due this any straight play, despite
the length
week CI Killed the Count'), but its of stay; quoted over $13,500;
Dorothy
debut was put over from Monday to Gish and Louis Calhem,
entered cast
Thursday (3).
Another premiere Monday for six weeks, while
Howard
next week, with further opening ac- Lindsay and Dorothy
Stlckney ar«
tivity to follow. List loses two shows
on vacation.
this week.
'Let's
Face It,' Imperial (40th
Estimates for Last Week
week)
(M-1,450;
$4.40).
Back
with
Keys: C (Comedy); D (Drama),
musical leaders after a month's
CD iComedy-Drama) R (Revue), the
layoff; ought to hold its own against
M (Musical), O (Operetta).
newer shows when arriving; capac'Anrel Street,' Golden (38th week) ity at night with plenty of standees
(D-789; $3.30). Went to well over late in week; $29,300 quoted.
$9,000 and at that level plays profit'My Slater EUeen.' Beck (88th
ably; import was rather a surprise
week) (Cn)-l,214; $1.05). Reduced
click last season..
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' F.ulton rate in more commodious spot appears to have turned the trick in
(84th week) (CD-893: ^.30). Picked
sei'.ding up the gross of long run comup smartly and credlTed with $12,000;
may stay through fall; Coast com- eHy; claimed over $10,000.
'Sons •' Fan,' Winter Garden (39th
pany getting great money, grosses
there being much higher than in week) (CD-1,S10: $4.40). Up with
the best money getters in town;
N. Y.
•BUIhe Spirit,' Booth (42d week) charging $5.50 on Saturdays, when
(CD-712; $3.30). Another play from attendance is heavy; spurted to
London that has been in the money $32,000 last week, indicating the
right along; nmning on a seven-per- theatre-ward surge.
•Star and Garter,' Music Box (10th
formance basis, with nights t>etter
than matinees; estimated around week) (R-091; $4.40). Nothing should
$10,500 last week; goes back on eight stop this click from running tar
into new season; drawing attendperformance basis next week.
'By JapHer.' Shubert (13th week) ance of standee proportions, with
(M-1.326: $4.40). Finished out August the pace consistently over $24,000;
with pace unimpaired, attendance another "best' week.'
'Stars on lee,' Center (7th week)
approacliing close to capacity and
(M-3,000;'$1.65). Came In about the
quoted at more than $27,500.
is
1 KlUed the Coont,' Cort (CD-I,- time of the 'Army' show, which
only attraction topping the aWating
064; $3.30). Presented by Frank Carrlngton and Agnes Morgan; written revue; $34,000.
•Uncle tUrrj: Broadhurst (14th
by Alec C^ppel; was slated to open
Monday, but after previews manage- week) (D-1,142; $3.30). Perked up
ment decided to postpone debut un- considerably and topped $10,000; wlfi
hold over into the new season;
til Thursday (3).
'Junior Bflaa,' Lyceum (43d week) moves to Hudson Sept. 14, when
(CD-1,004; $3.30). Last season's leader 'Show Time' (vaude revue) follows
in this spot

general

,

ADDED

cm

GRID CONTEST UPS

B.0^1ADIES' BIG $14,000

summer run was made

'AracDle and Old Lace' (1st Co.)
'Eileen,' $14,500, Hits
Curran, San Francisco (7-12).
'Best Foot Forward'
Erlanger,
Record
Chicago (6-12).
'Blackoata of 1942' (vaude)—El
Washington, Sept 1.
Capitan, Los Angeles (2-12).
'ClaadU' (1st Co.)—Geary, San
'My Sister Eileen' departed after
a fortnight's stay with the t>est sumFvancisco '(2-12).
'Couit Me In' (tryout) Shubert, mer business at $1.50 top rolled up
in the history of the National theBoston (10-12) (premiere).
atre. For the final seven days the
'Good Nifht Ladles'— Blackstone, take was estimated at $14,500, which
Chicago (2-12).
meant capacity for six of the eight
'Janie' (tryout)- Erlanger, Buffalo performances.
The Russell Lewis
(2-5).
'Private
production of Coward's
'Mafic' and 'Bello, Oat There' Lives,' with Ruth Chatterton and
(tryout)
Playhouse, Wilmington Ralph Forbes, opened last night
(Monday).
(11-12) (premiere).
Regular season opens Labor Day
'Mood Is Down'- Nixon, Pittsburgh (2-5); Royal Alexandra, To- nighC when Frank Mandel will present the new Sig Herzig comedy,
ronto (7-12).
with Jose Ferrer and Uta
'MomiBg Star' (tryout)— Walnut, 'Vickie,'
Hagen.
Philadelphia (7-12) (premiere).
"This Is the Army,' coming Sept
'My Sister Eileen' (2d Co.)— Har- 29 for two weeks, begins its advance
rii),
Chicago (2-12).
War departsale Labor Day (7).
'My Sister Eileen' (3d Co.)—Em- ment plans an extra ticket office in
pire, Syracuse, N. Y. (2-3); Masonic little White House opposite the NaAt the announced $5 top.
Auditorium, Rochester, N. Y. <4-5); tional.
scale, 'Army' can do $48,000 here on
Erlanger, Buffalo (7-12).
ac eight-performance week.

—

m D.C

Sommer

—

—

'Priorities of 1942' (vaude)—Shubert,
Haven (10-12).

New

This Is the Army.' Broadway
week) (R-1,942; $4.40). Has

(8th

four weeks more Including the current week and could probably re>
main through season; no decrefase
in ticket demand; .48,000 for the
Irving Berlin soldier revue.
•CianAa,' St James (return en-

'PyfoialloD'

Brooklyn

(stock)

'Oaodia' Steady

—

sor,

Windsor,
(stock )

Bronx

troit

Big $16,500 4th

Bronx

— Wind-

(stock)

—

F4

Playhouse,

Week

San Francisco, Sept.

(2-6).

(2-12).

'Skylark'

b S.

Flatbush,

(2-6);

Beware'

(8-12).

usual spot; rated around $15,000.

VAUDE-BEVUB
•FrlarHles af 194Z.' 46th St (1,347;
Final and 24th t^eek for
vaude revue, which exits after
scoring fine run; around $17,000
claimed; another 'Priorities' due la
prior to George Abbott's 'Beat the
Band,' coming in October.
$2.20).

EARL CARROLL
hms always been noted for the
beaaty of Ua gMa. He wlU
present forty-elfbt of the
prettiest flrto In the world on
the stage of the new Earl Carroll
Theatre-Rcstanimnt In
the Morrison Hot«d, ChJeafo,
on the nifbt of Sept. 24. Cos-

tumed

In exquisite taste from
designs hj Jean Le
Seyenx—against the glamorbackgreimd created by

origliial

ous

Franklyn

Hnghes

forty-eight

Lives'— Ford's, Baltimore

(7-12).

'Show-Oir (stock)— Lafayette, De-

Out There.'

Evelyn

'Beat the Band.'

Tun' Up to $31000. 'Army' SR04SG
Change

Shows

'Sailor,

Anne

a

B way;

Cool Temp. Further Perks

Chicago, Sept 1.
with the top at $1.50.
Star has been getting plenty of
Big influx of visitors into Chicago
(14th
week) '(C-1,520;
press here through patriotic efforts for the AU-Stars football classic at gagement)
and the comedy seems set for an Soldier's Field resulted In better- $1.65). Making a much longer reeight-week run to equal its prede- than average business for city's duo peat showing than anticipated and
may move if another booking Is
cessor, Billle Burke in 'The Vinegar of legit shows.
made for this house: rated around
Tree.'
Estimates for Laat Week
$7,000. which is profitable;
•GMd Night Ladles,' BlaciKstone,
REVIVALS'
(20th week) (1,200; $2.75). Remained
•Porgy and Beas.' Majestic (32d
at high level of attendance, grossing week) (M-I,774; $2.75). Leaving for
Cirrent Road
$14,000.
road soon; has made excellent record
(Sept 2-12)
•Mt Slater Eileen.' Harris (15th for revival and should fare very
week) (1,000; $1.65). Did a better- well out of town; rated over $17,000.
'Abe Liacvia In lUlnels' (stock)— than-average week, running up
•The New Moon.' Carnegie Hall
Playhouse, Providence (7-12).
(M-2,760; $2.20).
$8,500.
Final and third
week for revival; not as well re'An(el Street'—Cass, Detroit (7garded as its predecessors in this im>
12).

'Private

Star.'

'Hello

where

ette,

59

San Francisco's only

young

—

these

ladies will

be truly worthy of the famons
slogan Throngh These Portals
Pass the Most Beantlf ul Giris
in the World.'

1.

legit attrac-

maintained a steady

tion,

'Claudia,'

pace

into' the fourth stanza.

Got estimated $16,500 at the
Jack Smart, Lea Penman, Mau- Providence (2-5).
seat Geary, at $2.75 top.
Muriel Rah|i, Sayre
Ellis,
'SMgJow Action' (tryout)— Nixon,

1,500-

rice

Crawley,

The

Pirate.'

Mltzi Green, Beml Gould, Eddie
Mayehoff, Ruth Bond, Buddy Yarns,

Pittsburgh (10-12) (premiere).
•Vkkle' (tryout)— Playhouse, Wilmington (5) (prnniere); National,

IWoon' 9G in Boston
Freedom Sing.'
Washington (7-12).
Phillips,
Ernest Cossart,' Lynn
•Watch on the Bhlne' (stock)—
Boston, Sept 1.
Byron McGrath, Georgette McKee, Mosque, Newark <2-6).
Although the weather was vastly
Street'
'Angel
Pelmore,
Daisy
•Watch en the Rhine'— Loberto improved, business didn't respond
'Let

SAMUEL FBENCH
•INOK in*
AUTHORS' RCPREICHTATIVI

nwi Mr ttoM

M

•II

WhI
WMt

—mt mt
MMt Mot

491k
Ilk M«(t,

9ttl*

V«k
iM AifMM

(road).

...

Santa

Barbara

(9);

Auditorium,

as expected for.^The

Moon

Is

Down,'

WilUam Prince, Mary Rolfe, Long Beach, Cal. (10-11) ;Russ Audi- which wound up its second week at
Matthew Crowley, Clifford Carpen- torium, San Diego (12).
the Plymouth last week.
'Ypu Cant Take It WUb Ton'
Gross was okay though at estiter, George Matthews, *£ve of St.
Mark.'

(stock)— Flatbush, Brooklyn

(8-12).

mated

$9,000.

THROW A POSEY TO
30 Yeart
of Mtuterpiecedng

Irving Berlin for
Direction:

Wm.

Morris

WAR ActmriES

60

Wedaesdajt Sejptember

Exh, Mechamca] Age

Newa'eelers Continue to Clamor

Uncle Sam's

Chicago, Sept. 1.
; Continued
with the war
eliminating the lengthy film draft deferment Aug. 1. His brother,
trailers it has always used to adver- George Lurle former owner of the
tise coming stage attractions.
Orpheum Buffalo, enlisted in the
Instead, a specially-trained, six- Air Corps.
chorine will walk
foot two-Inch
across stage to music, bearing a huge
It'i Llent. DIek FIshell
placard advertising the new show,
sportscaster
Dick Flshell,
while copy is given over the loudand 'Variety's' football oracle, checks
speaker.
Into Quantico, Va., Marine Base as
a lieutenant Sept 20. He has applied
for active duty.
Coincidental with his enlistment.
13
Col. E. E. (Swede) Larsen, erstwhile
football coach, and now with the
IN
Pacific Fleet, has requested Fishell
be assigned to him.
Hollywood, Sept. 1.
Sound department at Paramount
Joe Betier's Spot
has contributed 13 technicians in the
Buffalo, Sept. 1,
last year to help Uncle Sam detect
Joe Betzer, radio editor of the
possible invaders in the air or under News here since 1930, has resigned
Latest is James Norton, to take
the sea.
a civilian scenario-writing
superintendent,
operations
sound
job in the Training Film Production
who has joined five of his old stu- Laboratory of the Army Signal
dio colleagues at the Berkeley Ra- Corps, Wright Field, Dayton, O. He
diation Laboratory, Berkeley, Calif.
announced on WEBR, acted on
Others from Par in that lab, work- and did publicity work at WBEN,
ing on the harnessing of atomic
all local stations, from 1034.30. His
energy for aerial detection are Ralph permanent successor hasn't been
Stotts, Harry Lindgren, Lloyd Rusnamed. Peggy Lindsey of the state
Rialto, cooperating

For Actual Battle-Front War Gips

morale

effect

battle

actual

weapon

potent

Wartime Switch

are

propagandisU

Government
up a

passing

tor

not screening the
shots In the various

Hollywood, Sept. 1.
Shortage of male thesps under

In

theatres of war,

Yanks are now

where the

fighting

active, according to

newsreel heads. They claim England's lead should be followed in
screening battle front shots.

war conditlans is the theme of
'100 Girls and a Man,' to be produced by Universal with Michele
Morgan and Robert Cummings
A few years
in the top roles.
ago the same studio filmed '100
Men and a Girl.'
Picture, dealmg with an all-

Impressed on Washington officials
Army
touring
girl
orchestra
by newsreel companies is the added
camps, will be Henry Koster's
value of such propaganda in rushsecond producer-director job on
the lot.
ing action pictures of actual combat
to South America for showing there.
This would offset the heavy run of
Axis films showing their forces in Different' Warfare Blame
action to impress natives with their

military might.

Newsreelers

figure

that

pictorial

record of such engagements as those
in the Picific would go a long way

By Kaltenbom

for

Reporting of World

Toor'

Warn

H. V. Kaltenbom, whose 'Kalten-

effort, is

WHN

PAR TECHNICIANS

SOUNDING

SERVICE

WGR

Pond.
born Edits the News' newsreel clip sell, E. E. Cristie and John
desk is filling in.
Seven more from the same lot are
is distributed by Newsreel Theatres
indicated working up technical schemes to dehas
group),
prove a strong asset in pointing up (Embassy
John Qoinn In
the dif- tect the movements of submarines.
perhaps
that
'Variety'
to
our own victorious fighting qualiKansas City, Sept. 1.
ferent type of warfare in the pres- They are Donald Ross, Charles HisJohn Quinn, for the last four years
ties.
ent struggle as compared to World serich, Henry Fracker, C. G. McSituation will be brought to the War No. 1 might account partly for Proud,
Homer Tasker, Raymond 'Variety' correspondent here, U. S.
Army, Fort Leavenworth, Kan.
attention of President Roosevelt and the dearth of first-hand accounts, in- Crews and Floyd Campbell.
Walter Bodine, KCKN announcer,
Elmer Davis in an effort to raise the cluding newsreels. of the war front
Merchant Marine, assigned to pubcensorship on showing battle films today. He indicated that there was
licity duty at office here.
as a morale booster. Newsreelers a steady loosening up on the part
say all Pacific battles have been re- of military officials towards news Cartoons to Help Speed
Canton Theatreman. Inducted
corded on celluloid but high Gov- men, but the fact that the present
Defense
ernment officials have ruled against war is not like the static warfare of
Canton, O., Sept. 1.

toward buoying the
Nations

peoples

spirits of

United

additionally,

and,

World War No. 1 naturally would
coverage.
Perhaps typical of the entire situ- preclude quite so large a
The commentator is just back from
ation is the observation of a N. Y.
visit to England.
exhibitor, after leaving a screening a five-day
of 'Wake Island.' He said:

screening them at this time.

'What

contained in that feature
we should have had to some extent
in newsreels months ago. It is the
type of screen material calculated to
make the public fighting mad and
of inestimable value in bolstering
public morale.
Why haven't the
newsreels had some of that?'
is

ARMY

RELIEF

SHOW

$75,000 IN

—

THE

m

Work

Up War

Benjamin Schwartz, manager of
Hollywood, Sept 1.
the Ohio theatre here for the last
l>eing added to the three and a half years, has reported
Hugh Harman Productions cartoon to Ft. Hayes, Columbus, O., for inplant at Metro to handle educational duction and assignment He'd been
Idea is to as.ioclated with the Warner theatre
films on war Industries.
speed up defense production through chain for 12 years.
Irving H. Solomon, manager of the
a combination of live and cartoon
reels showing the latest and most Lincoln theatre in Massillon, O., has
succeeded Schwartz as matiager of
efficient methods.

New

unit

is

date, two-thirds ol the

To

Harman

The Army Emergency Relief plant and personnel have been
Show. 'We're All In It, Let's Win turned over to speed the war effort,
which plays Madison Square
It,'
Brasshatism
Garden, N. Y., on Sept 30, has $75,The answer of the newsreels is 000 in the till and as much again
of HollywoocUans
that brasshat rules keep their ex- pledged and due for collection by Flock
Show has
pensive camera crews from getting the end of the week.
At Quantico Marine Base
up to the fighting front. And even set Itself a $250,000 quota and wants
Washington, Sept. 1.
when a professional cameraman or to raise as much as possible before
There's quite a Hollywood deleman from the industry obtains foot- the Motion Picture Industry War
age, it is withheld from the reels for Bond Drive, which started yester- gation at the U. S. Marine Corps
day, gets a stranglehold on the pubfear of divulging military secrets.
base at Quantico, Va., and they all
On that score, one newsreel execu- lic purse.
turned out for the 'Wake Island'
The show's executive committee
tive, who asked that his name be
premiere last week.
withheld
for
obvious
reasons, has named a top man In every in
Penny Singleton of 'Blondie* fame
pointed to the millions of feet of dustrial and mercantile field in New
and came here to see her husband, Capt.
City,
from banking
newsreel material being ground out York
by the Russians, the Nazis and Japs, building to jewelry and brewery, Robert Sparks, before her blessed
via camera crews attached to mili- to organize his own sub-committee
event arrives. When she found that
tary units. Reaction of this official, and sell ducats. Most of the dough
medical detachment has
date stems from these commit' the Quantico
while not put in so

to

that these

lees.

many words, is
countries apparently do
not feel any military secrets are
being divulged. And in the case of
the Nazi and Japanese clips, the
footage is always doctored to give
the public back home the impression
that their troops are winning and
with the minimum of bloodshed.
'From what I have been able to
learn,' he said, 'the public wants
coverage of the war where the fight
ing Is going on. The average audience feels that there should be adequate coverage of the' war from the
American side and we're not get

—

some

of the nation's finest obstetri-

cians she decided to stay here until
The $1.10 and $2.20 pews have the stork arrives. These 'Devildogs'
been set aside for distribution to really go for 'Blondie' and it is a
the servicemen and, as fast as the
favorite at the post theatre.

donations arrive, the ducats are ear-

for army distribution. To
of the 2,848 buck-tens and
half of the 3,004 two-twenties have
been subscribed.
Biggest problem at the moment
is the publicity
committee headed
by Carl Erbe, doing a 14-hour dally
shift
because of lack of aides.
Plenty of names on the letterhead,
but few of them work on the show.
New York radio stations are- hitting the line with spot announcements and on Sept 7 will start airing special shows being set by Jim
Sauter. of the United Theatrical
War Activities Committee. He is
also endeavoring to have the four
networks blanket the Sept. 30 performance, each airing a quarter of
the program and, as they go off,

marked
date

all

No.

Jr.,

who was

MGM

Beulah

MacDonald,

M-G

feature

evening.

Thus

seems that
appreciate what

far,

fail to

it

this inspirational material

the

means

for

home

front'
directed 9t the newsreels
reels faked the Dieppe
raid. However, most of them merely
took old Commando raid material
and frankly explained that this was
the type of operation similar to the
Dieppe attack. The part that annoys
the newsreels in the U. S. is that
thus far they have had no word that
any motion picture material was

Squawks

claim

the

.

photographed

by American newscameramen stationed in Britain.
Even the 10-mlnute story of one of
the l,600-plane raids on Germany
was not done by U. S. newsreelers.
American newsreel cameramen have
reel

been kept out of Iceland and Alaska.
in Australia, to date, they have
been stationed at out-of-the-way

Even

spots where news stories are infrequent. And no comprehensive coverage of many military establishments
In this country has been photo-

Opens New

those valiant Marine defenders.

steward on convoy ship sailing from
West Coast
Joey Gottlieb, m.c, known on nitery circuit as Joey Bishop, placed
in the special service office of entertainment division at Camp RobinWriting comedy for two
camp shows to be preduced this
month, and emceeing both.
son, Ark.

Andy Anderson, owner of Log
Cabin club, won five cases of likker
when he enlisted. Friends thought
he was too. old to qualify but Andy,
a sergeant in

first war, passed every
Jack Copland, partner, to
handle club during absence.
test.

More Hollywood In I
Hollywood, Sept. 1.
Morgan, film press agent,
Coast Guard.
Milton
Krims,
screen
writer.
Army Air Force.

Don

Billy Halop, film player. Army.
Glen Haviland, film exchange man.

Army.
HoUister

Noble,

radio

p.a.,

Mot-

rin es.

Leif Erikson, screen actor. Navy.
Jack Mass, music rep. Army.
Robert Northmore, film exchange
ai'ditor.

Army.

Wolfe Reade, film publicist Army.

Bob Smith,

publicity planter. Coast

Guard.

Kenny

Stevens, vocalist. Army.
Stevens,
screen
player.

Craig

Army.
Ben Cohn,
Frank
Army.

film press agent.

Saputo,

radio

Army.

musician,

Irving Kumin, film caster, Army
Air Force.
Charles Minor, exhibitor. Army.
Lee Bonell, film actor. Coast
Guttrd.

Homer

Skillion, theatre manager.

Navy.

Glenn Ford,

sci;een

actor,

Coast

Guard.
E. D. Harris, theatre manager,
Marines.
Fred Stryker, songwriter. Army.
Earl
Poggi,
theatre
manager.

Army.

rocco, has been tied up at Newport
Harbor for the duration.
Another factor figuring in that

conclusion is the recent enlistment
in the Navy of the ship's skipper,
[Flyiw is 4-F, re'King' Kingsley.
jected because of athletic heart]
Frisco's

San Francisco, Sept.

Ward
ager of

Sam Edwards,

producer,

Naval

radio actor. Army.

Byron Roberts,

assistant

film di-

rector, Signal Corps.

Hilton Kinless, film lawyer. Army.
Jack Otterson, film art director.

1.

Sid Lunt, laboratory technician.
Signal Corps.
'
publicity,
studio

D. Ingrim, commercial manDon Morgan,
KFRC, now 2d Lieut Ingrim Coast Guard.

of Army Air Corps, at
for training.
Herb Caen, chatter

Miami Beach,

William

Baker,

research.

film

Army.
columnist of

the San Francisco Chronicle,

Sam

Barndt,

Jerrold
Reserve.

Army.

Bonch

Army.

lich,

secrets, too.

yet.

Call

JRoll

from page is

Broadway Hedloos In
Milton Sperling, producer, MaCapt. Edward Levy, Medical Corps, rines.
player.
Marvin
Jones,
screen
assigned to Station Hospital, Camp
Guard.
Coast
Broadway
He's the
Forrest, Tenn.
Irving Hedeen, studio technician.
doc known to the show biz bunch.
Army.
Dr.
IrvAnother Broadway medico.
Alex Hyde, orchestra manager and
ing Somach, Just went to Camp
composer. Army.
Rucker, Ala.
Grant Stone, cameraman. Army.
Stanley Kramer, associate proErrol Flynn Going In?
ducer. Army Signal Corps.
Hollywood,' Sept. 1.
Desmond Marquette, film editor.
Friends of Errol Flynn sense im- Army.
minent military service for the actor
Sammy Shack, film stand-in, Coast
when disclosed his yacht, the Sir- Guard.

Henry Freu
is with him.
Herb Herzenberg, conductor of
cameraman, arrived at Quan
tlco at 12:10 one day as a private. several KQW programs, captain in
At 12:45 p.m. he was promoted to Army Ordnance Division.
player,

graphed
by American newsreel
crews although newsreels officials
claim this would be good for home
consumption. They aver it could be
done without tipping any military

it

the brasshats

the Ohio.

1

Lt Edward Hundt

film editor for Edward Small productions, is a hardy looking sea soldier and so is Lt. Barry Shipman,
writer, whose wife,
recently an

master technical sergeant, a quick
elevation because they had a special
assignment for him.
Capt. William Halpern of RKO be
gins his day by reading 'Daily Variety' from Hollywood.
Lt Julian
Lesser, son of producer Sol Lesser,
has charge of film administration,
and the base photographic section is
headed by Major Franklin Adreon
mentioning the succeeding network another Hollywoodite.
by name.
One of the quietest but most popIdea behind the blanket network ular officers at the post is Lt. Louis
coverage is to have the listening Hayward, who starred in Edward
audience show their appreciation Small productions. The New York
for the program by mailing in a and Washington scribes found Lt.
contribution for Army Emergency Hayward in the background and be
Relief.
fore they would release him he was
the hero of the Officers club.
Quantico turned it on for the vis
Post Theatre Itors. They were given a filet mig
non dinner at the Officers club and
Fort McCIellan, Ala., Sept 1,
'Going to TovrW unit of USO- a party after the screening. Major
Camp Shows, Inc., opened the Fort General Harland M. Smith gave
McCIellan amphitheatre here last them the freedom of the post for
an inspection trip which Jncluded the
weekend during a two-night stand.
Unit, comprising Roy Smeck, Joe flying field and bomber base.
and Jane McKenna, "Three Sailors,
As for 'Wake Island,' the con16 Roxyettes and capably emceed by sansus of the 1,200 Marines who
Georgie Woods, scored sensationally viewed the feature at the Post the
with the entertainment-starved sol- atre is that they can make the hisdier audience, which packed the 20,- tory which takes this South Pacific
concrete
000-seat
structure
each base back.
They want to avenge

ting

1942

2,

Rosey, agent here, into

Army

Stanley

Kramer, production

as-

sistant. Army Signal Corps.
Lawrence Bachman, screen writer.

Navy.

Edwin

Guy

Bartlett, film player.

Army.

Rennie, nltery performer, now

Saturday (5).
Pvt. Herbert Lubart, Army.
Robert Iietts Jones, publisher of
advertising.
film
Les
Forbes,
the Evening News in nearby Vallejo, Marines.
and former Frisco newspaperman,
Edward P. Leonard, sound techMarine Corps lieutenant
nician. Army.
Olaf Bolm, film research, Army.
Murray Weintraub, talent agent,
From Phllly

Marines.
Philadelphia, Sept. 1.
Gray Fiefleld, film caster. Coast
William Nace, WIP accountingGuard.
department. Army.
John Cook, film agent,. Army.
Bill Peters, WIP mail and stock
Joe Newman, film director. Signal
clerk, assistant pliarmacists mate,
Corps.
U. S. Navy.
Bob Lanlng, radio publicist. Coast
Hy Shapiro, press chief for Wil- Guard.
liam Goldman circuit, U. S. Army
research.
film
William
Baker,
Signal Corps.
Federer's Berth
Lincoln, Neb., Sept 1.
Howard Federer, former manager
of the Varsity theatre, assigned to
Lincoln naval recruiting office after

completing
six
weeks
training.
Federer has rank of chief petty officer.

Cleveland'a Newest Crop
Cleveland, Sept 1.
Phil Porter, news ed of Daily
Plain Dealer, a captain. Army airforce intelligence.

Army.
Frank
Army.
Jack

Conners,

Zander,

exchange.

film

cartoon

animator.

Army.
Charles Piercy, film booker. Army.
Julius Engel, film cartoonist Army.
Dan Karpan, cartoon animator.

Navy.
Harry Baldwin, Jack Benny's
retary. Navy.
Bill Beggs, film agent,

sec-

Army.
Mer-

Alan Hale, Jr., screen actor.
chant Marine.
Bruce Gear, film and radio busi'
ness manager, Army.
brother).
Ken Means, house manager RKO
Phil
(Milton's
Berle
Palace, returned to old trade as Navy.

~

CHATTER

Tom Waller, Par publicist, U undergoing treatment for a bad sinus
attack.

Joe Cook got rid of all his cocktail
glasses because tbey were too small.
Got bigger ones.
Iloger Clement, Paramount attorney, back on the job after an illness
of several weeks.

Monday

several days' vacation
with his' family upstate.
Otto Hulett will replace Paul McGrath in 'Lady in the Dark,' cast
otherwise intact for road.
Martha Hodge, actress-manager,
and daughter of the late William
(31)

week

be-

after--

ill in Hollywood.
Publicist Earle Ferris out of the
following a heart attack, but
still recuperating at home.
story editor Jake Wilk's boy.
Max, himself a theatrical publicist,
into Camp Upton this week.

Hodge,

Dinent featuret,
Sergt. Joseph C. Cochran, stationed at the Jefferson Barracks Reglacement Centre, bad a small role
t 'Show Boat' at the Municipal Theatre Assn,'« alfresco theatre ki For«rt Park. He played a ei-week run
with Ethel Barrytnore in The Com
Is Green.'
The Army Relief Fund will receive
$20,938, the profit from the one-week
run of 'Ready On the Firing Line,'
an original musical comedy produced
by soldiers from the Ft Leonard
Wood, Mo., camp several months
ago.
The St. Louis Variety Club
sponsored the show.
'My Fair Lady.' written by Margarette Scott Lawler. a native, will
be presented by the Town Square
theatre, strawhatter.
WUlard Holland, director, will have lead role.
Cast
includes
Juanita
McGuire,
Ralph Cook, Wallace Culver. Mal-

colm
Kind,

Collins.

Thomas

Jay Holmes. Wright
Heim and Evelyn

Sears.

ho.spital

WB

By Hal Cohen

Danny Aheam, turned down' by
»ackie Cooper pencilled Into the
army at last minute, due for internal Stanley
for week of Sept 11.
operation at St Vincent's hospital.
Both Stanley and Warner coming
When Romney Brent gets his comntisslon, Gino Malo (Mrs. B.) plans around to gal ushers. They'll insUll
going into Red Cross overseas ser- 'e-..i next month.
vice.

Austin C. Keough, Par's general
counsel,

up

UMPI and

to his ears recently in
other matters, is on a va-

Singer Betty Smiley and Private
Wesley Schelhaus will exchange 'I
do's' in OctoI>er.

Betty Lee expects to join the Met
ballet when her partner, Joe Lee,
Sam Lewis the songwriter, tussled goes into the army.
with a stuck window, result being a
Singer Ruth Wayne, now at Yacht
gash in his left palm requiring six
Club, going into new Georgie Hale
stitches.
musical in the fall.
T. X. Jones, accountancy execuBill Fields in town month ahead
tive of the Wilby-Kincey circuit, in
of
the Lunts, who come to the Nixon
town huddling with Par theatre
Oct. 5 in 'The Pirate.'
hicher-ups.
Robert Reinhart, magico and oneMargie Mahar has left the Broadtime 'Variety' reporter, has specified way Debs at the Villa Madrid to try
*
himself as a conscientious objector for a Broadway :,how.
to his draft iMard.
Joe Lescsak will be the pianist at
The new Coffee Tavern in the the Bar of Music when
Al Mercur
RCA bldg., main floor, makes the opens
his downtown spot.
33d restaurant in Rockefeller CenZd Bartell. who used to be with
Preemed Monday (31).
ter.
Men in show biz who hold mem- Earl Truxhall's band, now singing
berships in the Lido club at Long v.. \ the Tommy Carlyn outfit.
Ann Barrett local gal who was in
Beach, to be taken over by the
Army, are wondering al>out refunds. 'Panama Hattie,' signed for the GerLuba Malina, doubling from 'Pri- trude Niesen film, 'Follies Girl.'
Mrs. Pete Dana, wife of U exorities'
into
La Vie Parisienne,
change
manager, home again after
nitery, has been placed under contract by Lee Shubert for musicom- vacationing for two months in the
east
ed.
oe Flynn here drumbeating new
Unveiling for Mark Block, Newark
theatreman, who died a year ago, is 'Hellzapoppin' and Reuben Rabinobehig held this Sunday (6) at West- vich in' getting town excited about
'PrioriUes.'
chester Hills cemetery. Mount Hope,
With Jimmy Murray moving over
N, Y.
as publicity director, John
Paul Murphy, Loew's Ziegfeld to
manager, is on health absentee Trent will fill hU sports commercial
leave to build himself up for mili- at WCAE.
Bill Stich, former theatre supply
tary service, as he wants to join the
man, has resigned his GOP nominaforces.
cation.

KDKA

.

London

M

N. J.

Weltman returned

lait

• a mob iff ^OOS. Jlinjny Lynches
ath Dodgers u one
the enter-

Bill Danzlger hitk from Rto.
Maestro Eddio LeBaron now In
wartime special Intelligence.
Benito Collada. El Chieo's l>onl*
face, to Arizona for hU health.
Ruth Rlcbmond spending vacation
at Sea View Country Club, Absecon,

Bob

mvDfld

taIla, .l(o,,

Broadway

Camel Cigs smoke ring display at tion to state legislature to remain in
Times Square is in the Army again. defense work.
Drummer Hal Davis has quit the
Last couple of months a gob was
doing the rings, now the painters are Airliners for a spot in Al Marisco's
band. Eugene Fabrisi replacing him
daubing on the khaki.
with Airliners.
John Harkins, assistant to Mitch
Allan Overands (he's saxman with
Rawson of the Warner h.o. publiAty Freddy
Nagel and she was formerly
department, left for the Coast over
the weekend to discuss angles on

WB

forthcoming
pictures.
John J. Wildberg, attorney associated in the production of the 'Porgy
and Bess' revival, had his physical
last week and expects to be called
for service within two months.
Sign space on the Mayfair Theatre
which has been vacant since
Luew's took over the theatre, is now
a bally for Schaefer's Beer. Sign is
unusual in that it right-angles around

of Orrin Tucker's Lorraine Sisters)
expect a baby.
'Strip for Action' company arrives Sunday night (6) and will rehearse here for three days before

opening at Nixon.

Bldg,,

the building.

Playwright
Andrew Rosenthal,
after being inducted, found himself
almost pronto in a hospital for six
or seven weeks, and the Army mustered him out as too much of a
physical liability.
Yeoman Bill Walters, former N.Y.

Chicago
E. T. Gomersall,

western division
for Universal, visiting the
Chicago exchange for a few days.
Fifth Avenue theatre, a new neigh-

manager

borhood house, opened last week in
Gary. Pete and Jim Bikos Owners.
Larry Koerner of the William
Morris Agency staff, joined the
Army this week. No replacement as

and Hollywood writer and publicist, yet.
east over the weekend on week's
furlough, his first leave in more than
a year. Walters composed 'Fighting Sons of the Navy Blue.'

'Pride of the Yankees' opened with
a fanfare of trumpets Wednesday
night, house a complete sellout preceding performance.
Overseas Press Club has its first
Harry Qelmar, production head at
luncheon
of
the
season
today USO-Camp Shows, in town foi- a
(Wednesday) at the Behnont-Plaza. gander at talent and confabs on (all
Speakers will be Jan Ciechanowski, production schedule.
Polish ambassador to the U.S., and
Tack cards exploiting the Army
Harold Butler, British minister to Relief Show, slated for Sept. 2 openthe U.S.
ing, were recalled because the copy
Worse than some of the class nit- was improper in several instances.
enes around Gotham being taken in
Heads of the various Chicago cirby phoney officers' braid are the cuits and theatres will remain in the
nyper-romantic gals v ho have gone city over Labor Day in order to help
overboard. The phoney Col. Lund- spearhead
September Bond
the
oerg had one ame songstress com- Drive, which is sizzling locally.
pletely whacky about him.
Frank Thielen, one of the origina-

"laughter born to comedian Richard Heame and his actress wife,

with Don Di' Flavio to awaken Its
Coral Room.
Sophie Tucker drummed up Defense Bond sales in song auction for

Army and Navy

meet

Relief

Mel Riddle Joined RKO's

at

Thistledown track.
Freddie' Myers, who can't get muMaurice (Bill) OsUer ill again
with recxirrence of old. throat trou- sic permit for his Paradise Cate, inble, and is now recuperating at tending to form new nitery partnership with 'Doc' PhiUy.
Tring.
Harry Newcombe, director, known
Tom Arnold's 'Happidrome' returns to Blackpool for five weeks, on radio as Hank Keene, became
then comes to Wimbledon theatre for father of son last week. Mother's
the former Jeanne Fadden, 'Miss
fortnight
Walter Mycroft, former produc- Ohio of '37.'
Addle Williams here to start sub
tion director of Associated British

Yvonne Ortner.

number of years, is scription season at the Hanna the
atre, the ISth city to join the The
writing a book about that village.
Lady Yule's recent purchase of ati'e Guild fold, with Lunts. in
Rock Film studios, in Elstree, has The Pirate,' breaking the ice Sept.
caused change in name of studios. 21.
George Young, Roxy burlesk opThey are now known as National
erator, invited to the capital MonStudios.
On and off several times, Sydney day (31) by Abbott and Costello u>
Howard is now definitely signed for attend testimonial luncheon given
lead in J. P. Priestley's 'When We for them by Secretary of Treasury
Are Married,' which British National Henry Morgenthau, Jr.
is to make in the fall.
British National has completed the
Max Miller film, 'Asking for TrouMiami
ble,' which is now in cutting process.
By Leslie Harris
Will take two months l>efore it's
ready for trade showing.
All shows in the West End now
Bernice Claire holdover at Ball.
start around 6:30, to avoid sending
Ned Sparks slated for Olympla
patrons home in the blackout Last appearance.
shows, where there's twice-nightly
Arthur Schwartz new manager of
policy, have dropped off considerTivoli, local Par house.
ably.
George Black is appealing against
BInnle Barnes in town to visit hus
his recent fine of $8,0<)0, with similar band Lt. Mike Frankovitch.
amount inflicted on 'Paprika,' comPerry Lafferty, formerly with CBS,
pany which he is operatmg, for hav- will enter Officers Candidate School
ing bought dress materials without
Larry Schwab plugging establishcoupons.
ment of municipal operetta season
Noel Coward acting in the West (or Miami.
End for the first time in six years.
Car'y Grant reported to be shortly
took
the part played
at Elstree for a

He

by joining ranks

over

Parker in his own play,
'Bliihe Spirit,' at the St James, Parker taking a holiday.
Sydney Burns' Rosaire's circus has
been booked by Moss Empires for
two weeks in each town, opening
Sheffield Nov. 18. First time twice'nightly attraction has been booked
there for fortnightly stands.
Cecil

Newly formed Three Admirals
have been signed with the Lucan
and McShane 'Old Mother Riley'
unit which starts touring the sticks,
opening Palace, Blackpool, Sept 21,
with Moss and Stoll circuits to fol-

of Officers

Van Nordstrand, formerly

pianist with late Hal Kemp, slated
to enter service with Signal Corps

band.

NBC

three-week visit to Mexico City.
Col. Darryl F. Zanuck planed to
Washington on a military mission.
Harry Willson appointed vicepresident of the Zeppo Marx agency.
Bette Davis was elected president
of the Hollywood Canteen for servicemen.
Y. Frank Freeman back at his
Paramount desk after homeoffice
huddles.
Leon Schlesinger at his be.ich
home while his cartoonery is closod
for vacation.

Margaret Hayes and Leif Erikson
annulment of their re-

filed suit for

cent marriage.
Alexis Smith and Craig Stevens,
film players, announced their en-

gagement

to

wed.

brated its flrst anniversary with a
shindig at the Ambassador hotel.
Terry DeLapp, once studio publicity chief at Paramount, moved
into Universal in the same capacity.

picture before joining the Marines.

Edgar Bergen played 51 shows
during his 12 days of entertaining
the soldiers In Alaska and the Aleutians.

Washington

N.
dles

licity,

into the

Peter Rathvon, president of
in Hollywood for hudwith Charles W. Koerner on

RKO, arrived

Army.

Orson Welles notified all the city
desks and told all at a Mayfiqwer

future productions.
Henry Cox, treasurer of National
Theatres, moved in with his staff of
assistants

permanent

cocktail session.

clo.<!es

Labor Day

from

New York

to

open

offices here.

many members

night.

'Darktown

Everything ready to open 'Miss
America' beauty pageant Sept. 7 at
)lew Haven
Warner theatre on Boardwalk. Looks
like Army Air Corps will make up
By Harold M. Bona
most of audience this year. Bob
past
Ru.<:.soll to emcee event as in
Lou Schaefer's boy Dick now a
two years.
Marine.
Mrs. Leonard Sane Is new man-

Cleyeland
By Glenn

C. Pallen

with

fund
Charles

pianist,

returning

to

Fenway

Winchell

ployes.

Orphetim's stage show underliners
Include Claude Thomhill. Woody
mrman, Jan Garber, Bob Crosby
and Benny Meroff.
Don McElwalne here' from M-G

(dlmout)

studios to confer with

committee

New

Mllford
reports good

biz for seasonrs last half.

washed

out

three

Sunday community concerts in a
row on maestro Eddie Wittstein.
Chandos Sweet treks back to
Broadway after a summer as business manager of a hayfield troupe.
,

Localite Spencer Berger has bought
some of the John Barrymore relics
(or eventual presentation to Yale.

{

War

regarding

stars' visit for

Pluvius

for Para-\
publicity

Decker, Paramount shipper,
inducted into Navy and given farewell party and gift by fellow emBill

red.

Louis Townsend,
slrawhat imnresario.

Mhmesola

of

Amus. Co. in New York
mount's
'Wake Island'

season.

Jupe

of

parley.

Stony Creek climaxed eight-week
strawhat season Saturday (20) plenty
in

cast

Twin City Variety Club tying up
with theatres in drive to obtain old
phonograph records to swell charity

ager of the Lincoln.
Bijou (Tuesday) is town's only
vaude spot currently.
Freda Svirsky's operation cost her
22 pounds. But okay now.
Local promoter mulling winter

for early fold after hectic

are in armed forces.
Scandals' from New
into Turf nitery
35, including 10-girl

York Famous Door
line.

Alceo Pierre, cafe operator, and
Clara Rada, his pianist hitched last stock for suburban West Haven.
of WUMA, who sold out to
week.
Will Osborne unfurls Sunday bandGreat States, has disposed of the last
John
Palt. WGAR. rounding out 20 vaiide season at Shubert Sept 13.
of his holdings In the Aurora Race
Savin Rock amusement park due
Exposition years in radio biz with anniversary
Aurora
lY'ack
and

tour.

after

for a possible operation.
Dick Purcell filed suit for divorce
agahist Ethelind Terry.
Adele Rogers St John,
mag
writer, filed divorce suit
James Reid, fan mag writer,
Johied 20th-Fox publicity staff.
Ginny Simms returned from a

American Theatre Society and
Joan Bennett tossed a fiesta on her
Theatre Guild announced plans (or Wllside estate for the American
the season at a Variety Club bnmch Women's Voluntary Services to raise
yesterday (1).
funds for recreation at Army camps.
D. W. Griffith went out to Boiling
George E. Bodle. attorney for a
Field and gave some of the Air dozen film guilds and unions, asCorps photographers a few lessons sumed new duties as special assiston the camera.
ant to regional director of U. S.
'Yankee Doodle Dandy,' which Manpower Commission.
Secretary of the Treasury Morgen'
mainder to be military.
William Pamell, son of the late thau has seen five times, comes to
Archie Parnell and grandson of the Earle Sept 11.
Bucky Harris, manager of the
Fred Russell, reported missing in
the Middle East where he was serv- Senators, after specialist's commisBy Lea Bees
ing as a corporal in the Tank Regi- sion with Army to administer basem:nt. He was formerly manager of ball's contribution.
Edyth Bush Little Theatre reopen,
Tyrone Power just didn't care.
the (Croydon Empire theatre.
with 'Funatlcs of 1942.'
He gave Annaliella a sweet kiss after ingJoe
Floyd, Welworth circuit Sioux
his enlistment while the Mayflower
Falls. S. D., manager,
a visitor.
Lounge sippers gaped.
>
Wife of Fred Ableson, Universal
Carlton hotel got most of the stars
Atlantic City
city salesmai^ returning to hospital.
here for the bond drive. Result was
George
Smith, Paramount western
By Mildred Carter
lobbies haven't been so packed with
division manager, in town for few
autograph hounds since the Birthday
days.
Josephine Delmar heads new revue BalL
Ray Herbeck into Happy Hour
at Bath and Turf Club.
President Roosevelt turned down
Andrews Sisters skedded for Labor quite, a few flrstTruo specials to take nitery, with Ada Leonard underlined,
Day weekend at Hamid's Pier.
a private peep at 'The Big Shot'
Abe Gill, former Farmington.
Glenn Miller returns to Hamid's Asked for a picture without any war
Minn., exhibitor, inducted into Army
Dick Rogers in it.
Pier Sept 5^ and 6.
here.
plays Sept. 5, 6, 7.
All Washington night clubs are in
'Still Waters Run Deep' opening
Jimmie Lunceford's orch played the money.
Looking forward to
concert Friday (28) imder direction smashing winter business. Treasure University of Minnesota Playhouse
season.
of Arctic Avenue Y.M.C.A.
Island. latest class spot opens after
Roller
Derby
at
Auditorium
Pvt Jarges L. Bates, Hollywood Labor Day.
organist; Pvt Paul Lauretta, who
Republic Pictures is first with a wound up most successful local endrew 'Superman' cartoons, and Capt story about the WACCs. Script of gagement
'Gone With Wind' to return to
John W. Ehrle. former Broadway 'Yankee Girl' now in the hands of
Century
for second run, pop-price
actor, among those at Army Air Col. W. Mason Wright for a War de
engagement.
Force Center here.
partment green light.
State, Minnesota Amus. Co. house
Jack Beck, manager of Globe theWar department gave out all of
atre (burlesk). has gone to Water- the tickets for the 'Command Per- at Sioux Falls, S. D., closing to perbury.' Conn., and Hartford to open formance' radio show at the National mit installation of new seats.
Film Row Bowling Jeague sustwo theatres there. Aai-on Cohen is (lieatrc and keol them in the mill
pending for duration because so
in charge of Globe here until it tary family.
Plenty of squawks.

party.
Grounds for $150,000.
By Sam X. Horst
Griff Morris, who gave up band
Meeting of all Chicago press agents,
to l>ecome inspector in defense plant,
.Jane Pickens headlining floor show amusement editors, newspaper profor Army.
at Crystal Terrace in the Park Plaza motion managers, etc., was held in heading
Gertrude Menzel quit RKO Palhotel.
Blue Room of Hotel Sherman last
plant after
The Chandra Kaly dancers a h.o. week to cook up publicity and ad- ace for General Electric
September being chief usheret nine years.
Starlight Roof of Hotel vertising campaign for
McConnell raising Play
Frederic
Chase
Bond Drive.
curtain in October with
House's
recently
who
Nathanson,
..The St Louis Amus. Co. has sold
Dave
Anderson's 'Eve of St
.oW Arco theatre, in South St. sold his PRC franchise In San Fran- Maxwell
rl*
wuls.
The house has been dark for Cisco, spending a few days In Chi- Mark.' Senne.s. nitery booker now
Ray
years.
cago on business. Other visitors to
Tony ScarpeUl, owner of Club Chicago include Ben Kalmenson of stationed at Camp Lee, and Jeanne
here on business, and Schiesser wed at Petersburg, Va.,
•lantatlon, midtown nitery, in New Warners,
la.st week.
»orlc booUng
talent for
winter Harry Goldberg, circuit 'advertising
Leon ('Poison') Gardner, singing
season.
manager for Warners, on inspection
Hall
Missouri's 42d annual slate fair at

advertis*

town

the hospital

in

Tyrone Power back from New
Lpndon, Conn., to wash up his last

tors

SL Louis

Famum

William

SRO

New

Rick La Falce, of Warners' pub-

create with late Oscar Deutscli, has
purchased the Broadway cinema,
Wfflham Green, and Mayfair, In the
East End of London. They are both
indie houses.
Government has commandeered
the Mount Royal to be used for
American troops. To make it easier
for those civilians who have been
staying there for years, 25% of them
are allowed to stay on, with re-

In

night-clubbing around.

WIOD

Bill
Hightower, former
spieler, now with
York,
in
Ijocal nitery bii spotty, with
Saturday nights.

low.

George Elcock, who resigned from
Odeon circuit, which he helped to

department
Duncan Sisters back

Ing

Michele Morgan postponed her
wedding to William Marshall for two
weeks because of flu.
George Dembow, general manager
of National Screen Service, in town
for huddles at Fox-West Coast
Jean Gabin, French actor, back in
town following a trip to Mexico to
comply with immigration laws.
Variety Club, Tent No. 25, celeCandidate

School here.
Cecil

61

Hollywood

bond

Activities

Hollywood

drive.

Latest efforts are to obtain early
winter engagement of Army's big
war show, which cancelled 'when
use of University of Minnesota football stadium was refused.
With three supplementary acts,
Harry Stevens, Carole and Sherod
and Barbara Lee, Frankie Gclson's
local orchestra holding over at Hotel
Nicollet's Minnesota Terrace following departure of Dorothy Lewis' ic«
revue after eight-week run.

;
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62
years, has been appointed a captain
In the Army Air Forces.
Lewis B. Rock, president and
chairman of the board of the Journal Herald Publishing Co., Dayton,

OBITUARIES

O.,

FLOTD J. ST. CLAIB
Floyd J. St. Clair, composer, arranger and editor ot Cleveland
branch of Sam Fox Publishing Co.
tot the last quarter of a century,
died Aug. 23 in Cleveland from a
heart attack.
Nearly SO oi St. Clair's 71 years
were spent in music, starting In his
home-town of Johnstown, Pa. He
studied piano and organ in Pittsburgh, later taking up the cornet
professionally when he entered the
orchestral Beld. He became organist
of Trinity Congregational Church
when he went to Cleveland, handling
the console for the Alhambra, nabe

New

England show business more

than 40 years, died Aug. 28 at his
home in Dorchester, Mass. He also
had been manager of the Old
Lyceum, Olympia, Columbia and

Twilight

MardiGras
Iss

i Continued from page
all in Boston.
light that will seep up from the dim
Surviving are two sons and three
bulbs In the parade, but the crowd

Gayety theatres,
daughters.

Wartime

serviced hardened
non-com.
a
Feet, accustomed only to desk tops
and the thick pile of office rugs, trek
eight miles to the bridge at the
northern tip of Miami Beach where
they simulate attack on an enemy
which turns out to be the other half
Saturday eve'
of their own class.
nlngs, on limited leave, the space
under restaurant tables is strewn
with tan shoes surreptitiously shed
But
foi the duration of the meal.
the physical problem Is the lesser
half of the trick. By the end of the

be on hand by then.
Business at the Island has been
DB. W. WELLINGTON MASSEE
oil about 25%, due to the dlmout,
Dr. W. Wellington Massee, 69,
with operators staying out of the
author and playwright, died Aug. 27 red thanks to the servicemen, heavy
in New York.
late-evening trade, and hefty weekAlthough principally active in edu- end biz. Boys who are really taking second week the middle-agers are
work. Dr. Massee had a licking are the electricians, who tough enough to stand retreat in the
cational
written 30 one-act plays and au- can't flip a switch although the sun, their tropical helmets shading
thored the books, 'Modem Drama- juicers at Luna Park sneak their faces no longer contorted in that
overhead lamps. Include the 10,000 miserable pain caused by unac'
bulb towers, on for a few minutes customed exercise.
early Saturday evenings.
Mental metamorphosis is the feat
Most noticeable change is the that this school accomplishes with
Negro trade, which often outnumbers remarkable ease. Wall Street op
the ofays.
Luna has a 'Darktown erators are crammed with military
Follies' show with Harlem hoofers law.
Movie directors learn the nobooked .by Arthur Bryson that of- menclature of a side of beef, and
5th,
fers a 40-minute show for a dime how to serve a squadron without
and pulls well with the servicemen wasting a ventricle.
Radio exeC'
tlsts' and The Best of Oscar Wilde.' and Negroes.
Hottest item are the utives, Hollywood 10%ers and shoe
Widow, son and daughter survive. ballgames with the wooden mllk- manufacturers draw countless types
botUes flanked by sketches of HiUer, of planes to'memorize the silhouettes
Hlrohito and Mussolini.
MADGE FOX
for instant recognition. Minor poets
t>ecome gargoyles in gas masks
Madge Fox, 68, died Aug. 22, in
learnii^ practical defense, against
the House of Calvary Cancer hospital, Bronx, N. Y.
She was a topEve Dechert to Edward Rosen- chemical warfare.
Beney's New Bole
flight musical
comedy performer, baum, in Philadelphia, recently.
Public speaking is taught in a
formerly the wife of agent Max Groom, former legit advance man,
former beauty parlor hard by the
Hart
is Coltmibia Pictures representative
Roney Plaza Pool Deck, where
Further detals in vaudeville sec- in Philly.
figures to

EVMEMORIAM

Marcus Loew
September
theatre, from 1913 to 1015, in addition to conducting the Shrine fraternal brass band for 15 year& St
Clair composed more than 500 seml-

numbers, overtures and
classlcal
m&rcbes.
Survived by widow, three sons,
seven grandchildren and one greatgrandchild.

EUGENE LEFEBVBE.

'

1927

MARRIAGES
-

Eugene Lefebvre, 62, Quebec thea- tion.
tre manager, died of a heart attack
Aug. 23 at his Montreal home.
BOBEBT B. WILKES
Lefebvre had been in theatrical
Robert R. Wilkes, 74, with the New
business for 30 years In the province
York World for 40 years and later
of Quebec. At his death he had been with Metro in New York, died
Aug.
manager of the Francals theatre, 28 at Erie, Pa.
Montreal, for the past seven years
Services in Flushing, N. Y.
and prior to that had managed the
Rivoli and Plaza theatres, Montreal,
WILLIAM A. MENNIE
and the Granada in Sherbrooke. He
William A. Mennie, 58, executive
worked with United Amuse. Corp.,
with several musical instrument
Ltd., for the past 20 years.

FBITZ SCBAFDS
IN LOTINO

Fritz Schafus, 71, former GermanAmerican comedian, died Aug. 23,
penniless, in Eloise hospital, Detroit
He came to this country in the 'SOs
and for years played both in vaudeville and in beer stubes.

HEMORT OF

Mary Jane Krug to Russell T.
Townsley, in Wichita^ Kas., Aug. 22.
Is with station KVGB, Great
Bend, Kas., and his family owns the
station and Great Bend Tribune.
Gypsy Rose Lee to Alexander
Klrkland, in Highland Mills, N. Y.,
Aug. 31. Bride is the actress and

Groom

novelist,

currently starred in 'Star

and Garter,' Broadway musical; he is
actor and producer, now featured in
'Junior Miss' at the Lyceum, N. Y.
Nell Schelky to Robert S. Tangeman, Sept. 2, in Columbus, O. She's
radio and concert vocalist; he's assistant professor of music history at.
University of Indiana.

[WILLIE

BERGER

TEARS
SEPT. S— MSZ
10

Kay Daly to Lt. John J. Emerlch,
U.S.N.R., last week in New York.
Bride is in the Blue network sales
service department.

Leonora Corbett to John F. Royal,
During pre-prohibition Schafus
Aug. 29, In New York. She's British
operated the Berlin Cafe, Detroit,
actress currently appearing in 'Blithe
which passed out during World War manufacturers, died Aug. 30 in Port Spirit'
at the Booth theatre, N. Y.;
Later, during prohibition, he op- Jefferson, L. I., after a long illness,
1.
he's v.p. of NBC.
erated a 'blind pig' (speakeasy).
Grace Cooper to Don Thompson,
For the last years he had been inABTBUB
TODD
Aug. 25, in San Francisco. Bride is
digent. Friends in Detroit took care
Arthur Todd, 47, cameraman at Coast radio actress; he's Coast radio
of the funeral arrangements.
Warners, died Aug. 28 in Oceanside, producer.
May Domay to Johnny Morrison
Cal, of a heart attack.
C. L. PABSONS
in Bowling Green, O., Aug. 24. Bride
C. L. (Poss) Parsons, 50, sports
Sarah (Sadie) Kelly, 70, died In is half of a sister dance act; ^room
director of KOA, Denver, died Aug.
is xylophone player and nltery m.c.
Sunday (30). She was ward
27 of a heart attack while on vaca- N. Y.
Irene Lee to Lt. Aaron Diamond,
tion at his summer home in West robe mistress for Max Gordon pro
U. S. Navy, In New York, Aug. 27.
Yellowstone, Montana. Before join- ductions, having started in that work Bride is eastern story editor
for
ing the station. Parsons was for 17 with Comstock and Gest. Deceased Sam Goldwyn,
years sports editor of the Denver was molh«r-In-law of Arthur Willi,
Post He was slated to become news RKO talent scout
"

editor ot

BIRTHS

KOA

Sept. 10.
Surviving are his widow and a
son, C. L. Parsons, a lieutenant in

E.

Henry Simmons,

PAUL ARMSTRONG
BEN

-

,

Foolish females line the streets, hoping for just a glimpse of the man
who clutches Lana Turner to his
breast in many a priapic closeup.
They yell at the marching men wanting to know where HE is. The
tanned, husky lads tramp by In
silence that masks disgust, but the
other day one forgot he was part
of a machine and shouted back,
'Hell, sister, what has he got that
we haven't got?' And taking a good
look at them, sister, what has he?
South of the Roney the Air Force
Basic Training Centre is spread out
over dozens of the ocean and bayfront hotels formerly devoted to the
scalping of the suckers, a pastime
never out of season in Florida. This
establishment consists of enlisted
men brought here for three weeks,
taught close order drill, given instruction in the elements of army
life, and interviewed closely to find
what job they ard best fitted for.
Then they are given practical tests
to see If their claims are justified.
A guy who says he is a mechanic
works on a motor, a baker has to
bake, a farmer Is given a bulldozer
to run, and then all are rated and
assigned according to results.
Of
course there Is no spot in this man's
army for a perfume salesman or a
bookmaker, but a healthy majority
of rookies are sent to jobs for which
their experience has best fitted them.
Off duty the men are lonely hearts.
They wander around in groups looking for blonde trouble, but seldom

still
cling to their CS'
Military
public speaking finding it.
favorite game is to
getting over your point to the catch an officer off guard, preferably
while bombs burst when he Is walking with a girl, come
and your soldiers falter for lack of up to smart salute in unison just
leadership. 'This condition is simu- when he thinks he has passed them
lated in the beauty parlor by the unnoticed so that he must snap his
entire class heckling the speaker. arm up in embarrassed return; or
Boy, how those bank presidents and better, much better, to salute an
branch managers and college pro officer on a bicycle and wait for him
fessors shed their years and Inhibl
to return it. Regulation's do not retions to hurl derisive shouts, pierc- quire the return, but the second
ing finger whistles and catcalls at lieutenant Is generally surprised Into
the unfortunate officer victim. He it, always wavers perilously on the
struggles
through this schoolboy bike, and has been known to fall off.
pandemonium to make his orders It is hard to blame the boys, for this
clear.
Then, when he Is finished, is the salutinest place. Some of the
they all give him a hand measured new jeeps even salute uniforms in
by his success in overcoming their the store windows.
rudeness.
The loudest speakers
Big Greeting Card Biz
seldom win out. It is the man with
Writing postcards is a must, of
the eagle eye for his audience who
course.' 'Hello, Joe, what do you
times his verbal thrusts and gets
know? Here's where I live. They
over his main point in a lull. And it
say Betty Grable slept in my bed.
is
he who would t>e heard and I'd like
to see her try to get it back.
obeyed in actual battle.
Ha, Ha!'
Or another picture of
Supply is one of the most Importhe hotel where the soldier is statant courses, and one of the chief
tioned. *X marks
room,' it says,
branches in which the executive
picking out one high up on the ocean
ability of these men will be utilized
front. 'Would cost you 20 bucks a
If
an officer, after leaving the
DAY, but Uncle Sam is paying my
school, finds himself in command of
bill.
Some army, eh?' That there
an airdrome on an isolated Island
are three other jeeps in a room
and one of his planes flops to the
stripped of drapes, ornament, rugs,
ground with a broken prop and
anc* all but bare necessities he does
needs a new one, supply teaches
say, but perhaps he figures that
him— How to get It—Where to get not
would be military Information.

civilians

A

banas.

means

men under you

my

it^ and to

GET

it.

The South Beach amusement

pier,

AK's and the Wolves
which in gaudier days housed Mr.
separate group is the Officers
Minsky's burleque, has been stripped
The routine for and fitted
out by the^ ladies of the
these younger men, selected
by Beach as a boxing arena, canteen,
merit from the ranks, is even
reading room and dancehall for the
stricter. Their course lasts 12 weeks,
selectees
and for the first three they are not enlisted men. Bus loads of
from the young women of Greater
allowed off groundis at alL One
young bride complained that she Miami become Saturday night Cinderellas and are danced to distraccould only see her husband by standtion by the talkative jeeps, their
ing on the edge of the drill grounds
and waving when he came by. And tongues and toes loosened by free
Alongside the pier the city
then a whole company waved back beer.
at her.
Up to now the older men has built a lovely little park smack
on the sea, and for the sum of 5c
In the OTS have been allowed to
have their wives with them in the a soldier may swim from the very
hotels where they are quartered. If beach that, in his grocery counter
days seemed as distant as Shangria poll were taken of both schools

A

Candidate School.

motion piC'
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Swezey,
ture projector in Akron, O., and daughter, Aug. 24, in New York.
the Army air forces.
brother of Allen T. Simmons, owner Father is legal counsel and assistant
of WADC, Akron, O., died Aug. 28 secretary of the Blue network.
BOBEBT DAVET TATLOB
Widow, son and daughter also surMr. and Mrs. Sammy Walters, son,
Robert Davey Taylor, 33, stage vive.
in Pittsburgh, Aug. 20. Father's with
and radio player, died Aug. 23 on
Frank Natale trio at Union Grill,
vacation at Cuba, N. Y. A former
Mrs. Will A. Pairrcyman, mother Pitt.
English Instructor at George Wash- of David Palfrey man head of MoMr. and Mrs. Jack Holllster, son,
tion Picture Producers & Distribu- in PitUburgh, Aug. 24.
Father's fortors theatre division, died Aug. 25 at mer radio sportscaster
now on Posther home in Angola. Ind.
Gazette editorial staff.
in Oonuncmontlon of Mr BeloTCd
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Notopoulos.
Frirnd «nd Tlinitricai Mentor
Mother of Al O'Keefe, Universal's daughter, in Altoona, Pa.,
Aug. 20.
western district manager, died Aug, Father's a theatre owner
there.
no
28 in Minneapolis.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Capuzzl, son doubt a reversal would be In, order.
in Pittsburgh, Aug. 21. Father
The OCS training is substantially
owns
the Princess theatre in Republic, Pa. the same as OTS, but more emphasis
nho Paosfd Awar Ads. 30, .tSlS
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Metty, daugh- is placed on the strictly military
Literati
ter, in Hollywood, Aug. 22.
J. PIAZZA
Father phase of army life. If a man fails
is RKO cameraman.
jConUnnedirom page SSs
he is sent back to the ranks, but if
Mr. and Mrs. Dick Rawlings, he comes through he is an officer
after a month's vacation in Hollydaughter, in Hollywood Aug. 22. with fiexible ideas that, in this new
Ington University, Washington, D. wood.
Father is in Warners camera depart- branch of the army, has not had
Harry N. Connelly, Fort Worth ment
C. Davey branched off Into theatritime to develop into traditions that
cals.
He -was a member of the De- newspaper reporter and publicity
Mr. and Mrs. Philip N. Mitchell, stymie initiative.
Most graduates,
troit Repertory Theatre and on Sta- agent since 1927, to Miami Beach as daughter, in
Hollywood, Aug. 30. with hardly time for a deep breath,
tion WWJ, Detroit, at the time of lieutenant in the army air forces.
Mother is the former Mona Merton, are sent to airdromes at home and
Bob Myers, former Associate Press dancer; father's a sound
his death.
technician abroad. A few are retained as InLeaves ttiree sisters and a brother. sports reporter, is handling World at Columbia.
structors at the OTS, and it is
Wide features in Hollywood, succeed
Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Morgan, son, heartening to see how the older men
ing Ted Gill, who has returned to is Hollywood,
JOHN WILLABD
Aug. 28. Father is admire these kids who know their
John Willard, 57, playwright, died general news coverage.
film actor.
stuff and dish It out without fuss or
Shelby (N. C.) Daily Star now has
Aug. 30 in Hollywood of a heart atMr. and Mrs. Leonard L. Levin- fury. Bank presidents thrill more at
the first girl sports editor in North son, daughter, in
tack.
Hollywood, Aug. a word of praise from the fiedgling
Willard, author of the play,, 'Cat Carolina. Catherine Bailey took the 28. He's the radio scripter.
teachers than they would have a few
and the Canary,' also wrote 'Fog' post when the army called the sports
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Michaels, son, weeks back if a depositor walked in
and The Blue Flame,' among other editor several days ago.
in San Antonio, Aug. 22. Father is with half the gold from Fort Knox
Ingraham Read, v.p. and Coast sports announcer for
plsys.
In London he produced the
KABC, San under his arm.
play, Twelve Hours.'
He had re- manager for Paul Block and Asso- Antonio.
What's Gable Gotf
ciates,
was named publisher of
cently finished a novel on China.
Mr. and Mrs.'L. Wolfe Gilbert,
A while back rumors that Clark
Hearft's Oakland Post-Enquirer, suc- daughter, Aug. 19 in Hollywood.
Widow survives.
Gable,
Buddy Rogers and Don
ceending Morris Penter, who retired Father Is the songwriter-publisher.
Ameche were here in the OTS
because of ill health.
BALPH L. BtPLEY
Mr. and Mrs. John McCormlck, threw the local newspapers into a
Ralph L. Ripley, 69, manager of
William L. Powers, managing ed- twin daughters, Aug. 31, In Holly- fit of high school flutters, and
now
the Codman Square theatre in Bos- itor of the Youngstownv (O.) Vindi- wood.
Father ^ heads own talent Gable has actually arrived as a priton for 18 years and prominent in cator 'snd with the paper for 22- agency.
vate selected for training in ttae OCS.
50,

Paradise

In

sContlaaed from page 2

has been commissioned a major
of
U. S. Marine Corps.

in the

La..

The Basic Training Centre has

own band

of 60

men which

its

plays

popular and classical music with
equal authority.
There is a first
flight violinist, a Metropolitan Opera
singer, a barber shop quartet, and

few well known actors among the
morale builders. Three boys from
Columbia Broadcasting, enlisted men
have worked out a weekly radio
a

all,

program called 'Contact.' It goes
on the air over a local station, and
has the pith and polish of professional entertainment
Of course there are civilians here,
living out in the sun, fishing the gulf
stream, and swimming the beaches
from Government Cut to Baker's

Haulover.
But the moon over Miami shines
on khaki these days. And the big
time operators who created a shoreline of ornate white towers to make
a nation's playground built better
than they knew. They are none too
good for the guys who are going to
fix it so that the worst menace under a Miami moon will again be the
fading belle. on the loose who insists
on driving with one too many zombies under her girdle.

—
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WHAT THEY THINK

Ringling Circus Boohing Longer

Payroll Traffic
: Continued

Art Sebmldt Protests

from page 41;

and titer took the name of Ado announcer at
is
Willard
Richards, and still later was known Fraker. from
WKPA, New Kensingas Art Richards.
Editor, •Variety':
I think possibly ton, Pa.
I would like to protest a story there might be «omeone who will re.
which appeared In the Aug. 26 issue member hhn and tell him that I am
Hartford.— Russell Naughton, of
It claimed that The looking for him.
of 'Variety.'
New Britahi, has been named anMrs. Anna Price,
McSorley Mounted Literary Society
nouncer on the staff of WDRC's
701 W. 180th street. N. Y. C.
was 'partly owned' by Perry Charles
FMer, WeSH. Mikeman Elliot Miller
and Ted Friend. That is not so.
of the same station has resigned to
EDtcrtalniof AEF
The society is leased by Charles and
go on active duty with the Civilian
Friend, but it Is not owned by them
London, England.
Air PatroL
Editor, •Variety':
in whole or in part
On the advice of the secretary of
Together with several other McKansas City— SUff at K49KC, new
members, including Ned the American Red Cross Club I am
Sorley
station here, owned by the ComBrown, Jack Pulaski, Paul Schoen- wriRng you a news item which
I am touring mercial Radio Equipment Co. and
stein and Ray Bell, I want also to might interest you.
with
ENSA;
managed
a
four-handed
by Bob Wolfskill, Includes
show,
and
treatment
against
the
acprotest
would
like
to
Milton
Woodward, chief engineer;
say
we
were
the
first
Gladwin
Hill
of
AP
in
corded to
'Variety.' Hill was not caught steal- of these shows to have the pleasure Earl Chamberlain, operator; Jimmy
of
entertaining
Burke,
the
chief
American
announcer, and Betty
troops
ing Ned Brown's watch at the last
I enclose the names in
Davis, program director.
meeting, which was held at the Fifth and navy.
Bruce Grant, formerly with WHO,
Avenue hotel. The story, as origi- my four-piece show:
Fred
and
Peggy
Des
Moines,
Bryant,
joined the announccomedy
has
nally released to 'Variety,' was to the
duo.
ing staff of WHB.
effect that Ned Brown contemplated
Pamela Daye, soprano.
Joseph Sullivan is the latest adspending a weekend at Watch Hill,
Barbara (Red) Stetson, rhythm dition to the announcing staff of
R. I., in the company of SteHing
dancer.
KCKN, replacing Walton Bodine,
Noel and Mitchell Benson. No one
This show has played to great suc' who has enlisted in the nwrchant
said anything about anyone stealing
cess to your boys and they all re- marine.
a watch.
quest a return visit. We have a show
The only thing which your reporter of one hour and 30 minutes of com'
Seattle.
Bob Ackerley. newsgot right was to the effect that Carl edy,
and. music,

New

KDKA

York.

Stands As Wartime

RJl Measure

'

Troop

—

San Francisco.
Mary Belding
Scribner, news and publicity woman,
was named news editor at NBCto succeed Robert Barrington,
who took a Government job.
Mary Jane Porter was transferred

How

May Help
New York.

Sonrwriters

Editor, 'Variety':

singing, dancing
is

and

our keynote.

Fred Bryant.

I,

birthday.

myself,

am

60 on

The work

Is

my

clean,

Eiat

Actors Nice

doctor's orders.
Her Warner production slate had to be set back two

next
in-

me any aid In locating my uncle,
Harry Barker. He was In vaudeville
'

about 30 years ago. The name of
the act was 'Reynolds & Ashley'; he
sometimes used the name Harry
Reynolds.
I understand that about five years
ago he was working for the WPA
Theatre Project as a stagehand. He
must be In the eOs now and I am
anxious to locate him.
Gertnide B. (Mrs. James) Louphlin.
3441 Fish avenue.

Paging Art Blehards

New

York.

Editor, 'Varietv':

Some

23 years ago

my

son played

on the Orpheum Circuit out of Chicago. My residence has been in El
Paso, Texas.
Through the many
years, and perhaps for the reason
that I remarried durhig that time,

we

lost

—

contact with each other, and

for these long 23 years I

have heard

nothing from hhn.
My search has been far and wide
and for the past three years, since
1 am in New York. I have been
seek'"8 some information regarding his
Whereabouts, all to no avail. Will you
Please publish this letter with the
nope that he might see it, or that

someone who knew him might recognize the name and possibly help
"le And him.
He was born as Abram Richard.s.

up enough,

transportation.
Transportation has
become the Big Top's greatest headache with the circua train frequently
standing for hours on sidings while
troops roll by on the main tracks.

Next Week

Bills

^sContlnned from pace
Ftaaa ralambo's
PrankI* Schlutta

—

Vogel

Virginia

t

Doyd

has

Smith

—

WCOP,

Boston.

RlTcr DriTe Tcr
Dick Wharloii Oro

— Wilson

Greenville, S. C.
chief
audio

named

WFBC,
now in
Bill

Miller, announcer,

enter college.

—

San Francisco. Bob Mullen, freelance radio writer, was named staff
continuity writer at KSPO.
Howard Gordon is a new announcer at KSAN.
Bob Wesson, executive secretary,

San Francisco Junior Chamber of
Commerce, moved into publicity
director job at

KGO.

manager

for Radio Sales, Ins.

Oxar-

goes to Hollywood as network
local sales rep for CBS.
Borrie Hyman, head of KPO-NBC
guest relations, left to join editorial
staff of local newspaper and was succeeded by Art Holter.
art

and

trude Wells, resigned.
Boston.

—Alfred
WEEI's

E. Teachman, aschief, engineer, has

—

novices

rontinuity staff of

KOIN-KALE.

Lake

Silver

In

funny name.
You know,
Green Was My Corn'.'

'How

Rcglna, Sask.— Barry Wood, announcer with CKCK, Regina, moved
to CJVI. Victoria, B. C, as production manager.
Oscar Gullander, announcer with
CJRM, Regina, gone to University
of Toronto, and announcer Bob Hill
to Royal Canadian Air Force. Pearl
Powell added to announcing staff.

known

Selena Royle wants It
more and more records are
They wear oat almost

that

St Louis.— Frank Castanie.
supervisor

needed.

ant

as fast as the eirls' nylon hose.
Particularly needed are recordlntrs of 'Coodnleht Sweet-

dept. at

heart.'

SuecestiveT

Ibd

Marlta

Col

D &

Geo

Reed

J

Herman

Lucey
Montez ft Adele
Ted Hale
rrank Haaxel Ore
Soo Bay Oardena
Alice

Betty

Behrle

.'^wlniriTtera

member

KMOX,

a.s.sist-

in the onginecring
has become the 17lh

of the .station

to

join

the

country's armed forces. He has been
commissioiv.-d lli«t lieiilenant in the

.Maxine

Coleman

Baron Lee
Vincent ,Rlzn> Ore
TovB Tavern
Chang Lee
Barbara Joan
Johnny Wacea
Trana Allanllr L'tr
Jack I^eura (3)

Alplae Lodga
Duffy Rev
Art Farrar Ore

K

Stadlers
St

Lyna

Muriel Page

Gayle Robblna
Arilagloa Ladse
Pall Allwea Ore
Jenny Lee

Bob Lazar Ore

Venice

VENEZDEU

Geo KrInog
Marie Lament

Romero

t>on

Don

Ore
Brao

NIcbolojB
Weiier'* Hof

Carodea
Diane

Colemnna (21
Jinny O'Leary

Templft nty 4
Julea Flncco'fi Ore
Rather Eldora'llan>

Vncht Club
Betty Kernan
J.awlor

I.*a

June Van
Harry ll<illy
Jack Hulrhlnsnn
victor .Velnon Ore

Merry-Go-Rnnnd
Mary Marahall
The KHijulres
Don Shore

Nev

Cotonlal

Maz Tarahia
Pat McCauley
Cotta
Rice

Unda
.Sally

Torchy Cole
Lane
Sherrly

.Margie Norria

Hotel Fort PHI
Ken Bailey Ore
Johnny Mitchell
Harry Walton
Jesale Wheatley

Henn

(SilTer Urill)

Schramm

.Marty

Kings

& Queen

Amat

Ifnh

Ilfirding
.MOHM

ildlrl

Ki'lirnley

rillly
Minds
Jriy l.lntl

llnlrl

Oic

U'm Prnn

IConllnrnlal Ilur)
Itilly
l.i-iirii

l)>-no

Caliy.one
f;«>r(loo
lirlll

J"hn rr;iT

Maturin, Venezuela.

The circus has been In the Interior
Venezuela city more than a month
and Blacaman says his 30 lions, 70
crocodiles and assorted animals, in
addition
to
his
66 artists and
laborers, are costing him over 1,000
bolivares I $300) a day to feed. He
was scheduled to appear In Qulrlquire and Carlpito following his

Maturin appearance, but is ^eld up
by strict Venezuelan rules regarding traveling by Axis nationals In
petroleum producing states.

The

circus.

C.-ita

-

Leslies

•

Piccolo

Don

Cats

Bedd's

Cleveland, Sept

Irwin

Hobby Normao
esddle Palmer
Sqnirrel Coop
Rny Dunn
Dale Harkneae

Pat McOowan
Snowball Jackson
TrcloB
Joey

Damage estimated

Reynolds
Freddy Kose
Eddie Meyers
Yacbt Clab

R

Middleman

Ruth Wayne
Mtaco

ftliHH

L'nion Grill

Snmniy Walters
Frank Notole
MIko .Satwlrotlo
Villa Madrid
ntzl Covato Oro
Vvimii**

*

\"i«;lf.ry

l.«iiince

Vlrl^.ry 3

Mrlii-trr

S'-lf"n

lioll

,\1ai»l<-«

war supplies

itrc

on

will,

of course,

and
have

all facilities.

outlook was revealed
when Lockwood, following his Washington visit, conferred here with E.
P Owen, Jr., secretary of the Florida
Optimistic

League of Municipalities.

Lockwood

nrst vicepresldent of the league.
After receiving assurances from
transportation
officials
that
tourist travel will be permitted this
winter, the two Palm Beach officials
cor.lactcd operators of the resort
C'ty's seasonal hotels and shops and
lc.:rncd they plan to open for the
is

war

.\al(.lty
<l»iiy In hft

\lrlnry

^sContlnned from pace
Ida this winter, although troops
first call

Sky-Vue

Jimmy tjamtle Ore

IJrii;

at $50,000.

Fla. Tourisni
Or>

Metcalfe
K.d'lle
Jurkic Miles
Joe & nctfy Lee

.Itili"

1.

Six persons were injured and •
blown over
by
a
near-cycIonlc
wind that
wrecked part of Geauga Lake Park
last week.
Customers Injured were trapped
in the summer resort's bingo house
and penny arcade, which were
leveled when one end of the sky ride
fell on those buildings.
'

Belle

Rudy Paul Oro
Jans

WIND WRECKS BLDGS.
AT OHIO PARK; 6 HURT

rol ler-t'oaster structure -

Rirtter

LeRoy Oro

Bill

Jarfiues

.Mark l.nno
Inih Mti arihy

Dime Juyce

Averse Pletro Blacaman, lion tamer
and circus owner, is stranded in

Blacaman says that if he Js .not
soon civen permission to continue
his journey or to return to Caracas
he will shoot the 11ns and burn the

Mxun

Ult:k

Dorothy Nesbllt
Hotel 7(li
Many BIgley
UHcorts
Hotel RiHMeTcIt

1.

Al Mnralco Oro
Bob Carter
Helene & Violin
Cheater Dolphin

Not Uoase

Splialny Ore
Eddie Pejloa's
Oeo Overholl Ore
Ifcldle Peyton
Marlon Muller
SI Clab

DIr-k

lllllcrnt

George Wclln Oro

Pete Ore
Hal tt Dolly '
Tiny Miller
Eddie Miller
Ted Bloke
Orchard laa
Benny Burton Ort
Oasis
Al Snyder Ore
Johnny Wiles
Ptnes

J

Caracas, Sept

Unable to secure permission to
travel within Venezuela because ha
is Italian and his wife is Austrian,

&

DIaa

Spohrer

Freddy Nagel Ore
Lorraine Benson
Uob Lochen
Ble« BIdge laa
I.OU Lucky Ore
Cornell Cooper
Boosle-Woacla Uub
Cozy Harris
Dancing Buddy
Book Sherman
Racehorse Wllllama
Harry Comormdo
Cork and Bottia
Lloyd Fos

4

IN

Grill

-Mil Greea's

Dale

STRANDED

Jamen r.«onetU

PITTSBtJBGH

Horry

ment.

PrInceHA

Irelanila

r.a

However, there was one heartening thing for the circus. Although
Army officials and defense plant officials here had protested the circus
as too distracting' to men in th«
arsenals, the City Fathers ruled the
circus essential to morale and gave
the green light to the local engage-

Clrllloa 3
Lane Sle

Black-Bye Peas

lintel

were overheard

the ladies room discussing the comparative merits of Lynn Fontanne
and Ethel Barrymore. Said one:
'The best performance ever was
given by Ethel in that play with the

Tony Bennett Ore
Swaa Ciab
Troy BrowD

Gertie Taylor Ore

BalcfHiadca

Des Moines.— Barbara Oliver haj
been named assistant traffic manager of KSO-KRNT, replacing Ger-

ft

Hay O-Day
Jane Mathews

Kathorlne Kins

O. G. Morby, former radio space
buyer for McCann-Erickson here,
replaces Frank Oxarart as Frisco

RathakeUer
Marina

St.

Mario

Norma Norton

l>ee

ScloUa'e
Prankle Rietaardeon
.Sonny Ray
Mildred Ollson

ceeds.

Roaalle Juvanelll

Klton Brown
Dixie Kenton
Dave Vanfleld
Ethel Brown
VIette WIngo
Joyettes

Dolores Laurel

Rddle Howard
BUI Kelly
Klnga of Rhythm
Mike Ray Oro

resigned to

George Bowdler suc-

U

Two

Anne

Grace Lynn

nth

Antone Bore

Jack Lamont
Mark Baker

Hubert Brown,
Cincinnati. Byron Jenkins
shifted from aimounclng-production
department to technical division.

Canteen Capers

later."

Betty Shields

at

been commissioned a first lieutenant
in the Army Air Force, and leaves
Thursday (3) for six weeks at Officers' Training School, Miami. Doris
Continued from pa(e
Tlrrell, WEEI, organist, has taken
hive the otlier
a.m.
5aid Mias over music librarian job at station.
Marshall to Selena Royle and a
Portland, Ore.— Walton McKlnney,
group of canteeners already buzzing
around:
staff tenor of KOIN-KALE. is in the
"What are you all doing here so navy now. Left the station for the
early?"
sec Aug. IS.
Frank Hemingway has left the anMiss Royle, taking her by the
hand, said 'Come, see.'
nouncing staff of KOIN (CBS) to
They toured the kitchen, where join the opposition, KGW (NBC).
things were buzzing; then the hangNewcomers to the KOIN-KALE
out of the food checkers; then the musical staff are Pauline Jorgensen,
canteen itself.
Drudgery was all for viola and violin, and Gladys
that Miss Marshall could nee as far Johnson, violinist
as the eyes could see.
Mrs. Mary Phalen, former freeSaid she: 'When shall I resign
lancer from Iks Angeles, joined the
noiu or

Sam'a Cala

Pace

engineer

succeeding

sistant to

Editor, 'Variety':

you can give

is

was felt to warrant the longer
playing dates with the consequent
curtailment of smaller centers on
the usual itinerary.
it

—

been hired

—

If

Big tent biz also

city.

Boston. Ray Howard, formerly
with WLLH. Lowell, joined WEEI
The circus management feels that
announcing staff, replacing Art King, it does not want
to be placed in the
who left to join U. S. Marines at position of competing
with troop
Parris Island, S. C, with rating of
trains and defense materials on the
master sergeant
busy tracks— not to mention oil

Iria Ways*
by KWK as assistant Jeanottea
news editor and becomes the first Valentine
Contlnntd from pace
femme at that station to hold such Gloria French
again, after a three-day rest. If al- a post. The station lost
Balnbon Terra c«
two of its
(StralTord, Pa.)
lowed out of bed.
news men in the past few weeks to
Oene Eyman Ore
Virginia Gilmore goes into 'the the armed forces.
BlU Caritoo
tour, is cancelled because of a swell
Howard Lanln Ore
part in a new picture, tried to dC'
Bomaa Orllla
New Tork. William Fariss joins
cide between her picture chore and
Wndo A Wade
the bond drive, and winds up back WHN as program manager of the Keeley & Kaye
frequency
modulation outlet, Little Skelter
on tour.
Claudlne
W63NY. He was most recently pro- Sandy
McPheraon
Herbert Marshall had to be can'
gram manager and newscaster for Olorla Dale
celled suddenly because of Illness in
Marty Devlne Orch

—

Would appreciate

di-

Helen Stenson, re-

.

weeks.
Reasons for sudde(i cancellations
are numerous, varied, legitimate and
formative from a medical standpoint, often as important as the bond drive.
and deeply appreciated. As °Yor Henry Fonda suddenly had to be
writing songs one can take out all cancelled out because he enlisted in
the time needed fpr tufning out the Navy. Ditto for Tyrone Power
ditties. I see so many writers around
in the Marines. Norma Shearer, set
th3 Brill building and at Lindy's, for the latter part of the touz, got
-reading the scratch sheets, when married and was cancelled.
She
they might be better oft giving an came in again, however, and will
hour or two each day to something spend her honeymoon selling bonds.
worthwhile like this, and it woula
Doob, in his message to bond cambo a nice pesture on the part of the paign workers, points out: "This is
songwriting fraternity. I hope some war; wc have bonds to sell; real
of the older boys will take an inter-,^ Americans want to buy bonds; they'll
est in this work. Tliere is no re- buy bonds from Sophie Glutz if
muneration except that grand feeling they're sold properly, maybe not as
that one is at least doing something many as from Hedy Lamarr, but
to help the cause
and health is they'll buy. Please do your best
mighty Important to victory.
work under handicaps and try to
Eugene West.
understand the problems involved.
Everybody can't get top stars.
Where's Barry Bcynoldsf
Everything can't be grooved and
Bronx, N. Y.
oiled.'

work.

Hours late on Its opening here because of transportation delays, the
circus has been set in for six days,
the longest run in years, whacking
up the sUnd with three days each
on the east and west sides of th«

signed.

caster at KOMO. left Monday (31)
for San Diego for training in the
Navy as a specialist, first class.

SC Louis.

For the past three months I have
been working in city hospitals, givin;; so
many hours each day for
whatever assignment I am handed.
This is not a flag-waving gesture,
but a duty in a desire to do my
little bit in Volunteer Citizen Dehis family.
And the case of Bette
fense.
With so many doctors, Davis is of the on-again-off-again
nurses, etc., being called into the variety, but In spades.
Miss Davis
.service
you cannot imagine the was set for Boston, cancelled because
frightful shortage of help in the of bad health due to extra work on
city hospitals, better known as the Hollywood Stag^ Door Canteen, and
hcspitals. of the poor people, and in- went back on the list again only to
cidentally these hospitals are over- collapse in Kansas City after five
crcwded with the suffering poor.
days on tour. Miss Davis was canMy purpose In writing this letter celled amidst loud squawks from
Is to call the attention of other song^
spots where she was booked, and
writers to this opportunity to do went back on tour again aaginst
their bit, particularly fellows who,
like myself, are too old to enlist.
But there is no age limit to this

play-

Is

season.

Fay

to assistant to
sales traffic

NBC-KPO

Pattee,

Ringling Bros. Circus

ing longer stands this year and probably will follow a similar policy next

KPO

from thesaurus

1.

Because of transportation difficuU
ties,

Dept., succeeds Cas-

tanie.

rector, to replace

Sept

Detroit,

Gene Poteet, former studio
technician for the radio dept. of the

St Louis Police

'

speed

Miami

Beach.

FM

Kurbin, Doc Marcus and Harry McArdle acted as a reception committee,
which was as correct as far as it
went, but tailed to include my name.
I was a member of the reception
ccmittee too.
Art Schmidt,
Corresponding Secretary

Command,

Carrier

«4

PUBLIC'S

M-G-M'S
Just
is

when

the public

rolling in dough,

M>G'M
HITS!

is

rolling in

Isn't

it

lovelyl

ONE! TWO! THREE!
. . *

Right off the bat

.THREE GREAT
M-G-M HITS
rthe

New

to start

Season.

And

they're just part of
Leo's First Group, the

GREAT EIGHT!

with Robcit Sterling

•

Patricia

• .Reginald Owen • Lee
Patrick • Charles Dingle • Screen

Dane

Play by Marguerite Roberts.
Adaptation by. Walter Reiech.
Based upon a Cosmopolitan
Magazine Story by Charles
Hoflinan • Directed by WESLEY
,

RUCGLES
Produced by
PANEAO S. BERMAN
A
•

•

Metro<Joldwyn-Mayer

Picture.

• Ben Blue
Virginia O'Brien
Dan Dailey. Ir.

with "Rags" Ragland

Marsha Hunt •
Alan Mowbray

•

Jackie Horner • Screen Play by
Jack McGowan and Wtlkie
Mahoney • Based on the play by
Herbert Fields and B. G. DeSyl va.
Music and Lyrics by Cole Porter.
A Metr6<36ldwyn-Mayer Picture.
Directed by Norman Z. McLeod.
.Produced by Arthur Freed.

• ZaSu Pitts • Aline
MaieMahon#]:e«^:Bowman • Guy Kibbce
Susah P-eters • Virginia Grey • Richard
• Silreen Play by Harry Ruskin
Adaptation by AnnaleeWhitmoreJacc^y
and Thomas Seller • Founded in part

with MatjottefMairi

Quine

ssis'"

(I

unchlng! r'

BILLION

on

Stories by Mary Roberts Rinehart
Directed by S. SYLVAN SIMON
Produced by ORVILLE O. DULL,

A Metro-Coldwyn'Mayer Picture.

ftrUMtoSmI

.

,

RADIO

SCREEN
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My

Shady Characters Into Song

Sheet Biz Disturbs Music Pubfishers
Music pubtisners are watching the
growth of the songsheet business,
and that applies to the legitimate
end of it, with much misgiving.
What disturbs them most are the
character types that have come to
hold strategic if not dominant posiincubus

tions, in this latest parasitic

on the music publishing industry.

Many of the 'boys' have either
prison lecords or have reputations
Also
as racketmen in other fields.
active in songsheet publishing circles
Is
that category of lawyer who

DOCK

ST.

ROLE
Dock

IN

6TH

WAR

U. S.

—

since

men
War

(built

in

songsheet

now-legitimate
within
operators
fall
the

reformed

Soldier

classification.
That is, they tried
bootlegging the same product and
gave that up after an encounter or
two with the Federal Bureau of In-

hard to make a legitimate profit.
The music publishing industry has
of
late
collected some evidence
pointing to an alliance between the
operators of a legitimate songsheet
and a songsheet bootlegging enterprise.
It has also become alarmed
over the origin of another type of
songsheet. This refers to songsheets
whose Intent is primarily salacious,
and who.se iriain contents are parodies of current pop tunes and cartoons pointing up the pornographic
tagllne.

Realistic

Win

'Action
in

Overhead,'
to

newest

instruct

be
Grounds.

presented
N.

Y.,

in

Sept.

the
18-21.

raids,

Polo
Air

raids will be actually demonstrated,

with bombing planes dropping incendiarie.<; on objectives set up on the
ground.
'Show' will 'try oul' al
College Park. Md., Thursday and
Friday (10-11).
Scenery, constructed by Vail's in
N- Y. and designed by Armbruster.
will simulate houses and buildings.
Demonstration is being arranged b.v
the Chemical Warfare Departmcnl
of the Army, a corps which includes

sound and stage technicians.

is

True-On Wax

and

broad-

will
take
in the war

on

who

are going to the war front.

will

be an extension of the

'alloca-

whereby

by the

plan,

tion'

radio,

Nazis'

Radio Threat

It

Allies;

to get to their

own

engagements, let alone make trips to the
Navy Tfard, Armories, Stage Door
Canteen, etc., to perform for servicemen.
When one actor arose at theAGVA
meeting and demanded that tt)e organization go on record to boycott

many

about to give an incredibly

hypo

fidential

to

reports

its

to

facilities, -con-

U.

S.

governre-

Information is that the Nazis
put into use by Dec. 1 over 20
additional
200
kw. transmitters.

veal.
will

Maximum power employed by any
Nations transmitter is 100
kw. and there are only a few of
United

Addition

of

the

(Continued on page IB)

'Stop

War

Gossip,'

Warns Cafes

b

Army
Detroit

As Sabotage Precaution
Detroit,

j

j

|

proportions,

Government show

it

but

as

a

becomes more

pliable on budgctitis.

Whiteman meantime resumes with
the Burns & Allen commercial for
another year Oct. 7. upping his orchcstra to 26 men.
He had 18 last
year.

Mayo.

Cq^ FDR

Government

staggering

seeking a conference with

further. Chief sufferers are'th^ outdoors acts with heavy paraphernalia,
who cannot move around -by train,
bus or other public conveyances,
'Our welfare fund has gone broke
keeping these stranded actors,' said

anything

.

|

is

from the non-rationing areas, they
have run out of gas on the Way to
engagements and could not travel

OnLt.JolinJa&!Powers

Goebbels,

Crosby and Tommy Dorsey would
'Thi.s Is the Arm.v' is a mile oul in be coupled; or Morton Downey with
Bailey, or Ramona with
front of all legit allraclions at the Mildred
Broadway, N. Y., but: Ferde Grofe, etc.
1.900-scat
As a commercial show, it assumed
when it goes on the road some of
Ihe spots will likely turn in gro.sses
comparable with the loading picture;
'Army' will play the 4.692houses.
seal Maslbnum. Philadelphia, where,
thi- biggest week of the tour is likely
to be registered
At $4 40 top. that house can gross

Mayo

of highetheriz-

score

that Dr. ^aul
minister of propaganda,
chose. Goebbels himself was quoted
by the Berlin radio f'riday (4) as
boasting that the Nazis now have
56 transmitters sputtering the Axis
point of view in 29 languages.
Goebbels' figure is believed to include both the transmitters In Gervirtually

will
probably
a 'Musical R<^union' radio
program idea which ^aul Whiteman
originated. It will cill for many of
his now famed
alumni reuniting
under Whiteman's baton, with a
dramatization of how they came to
join the Dean of Jazz.
'Thus, Bing

Grosses of 85G Wk.

He declared that any actor
down a service engagement

powered supplementary DX
Telclviiann's Sunday
ing equipr<«nt would unquestionably
give the Nazis enough power to
Radio Series
blanket the world and Jam through

WHITEMAN 'REUNION'

Equal Film House

light.

turning

those.

sponsor

'Army' on Road Can

cuffo acts for soldiers and sailors, he
was sternly reprimanded by Ric)>ard
Mayo, business agent. Mayo declared
that a boycott at this time ^wotdd
put the actors in an unfavorable

unioni
8.

ment propaganda agencies here

GOV'T WILL SPONSOR

soldier

is

forceful

15-MiiL Talk to Nation

These recordings would be
interpolated inlo the shows as fla.sh(Continued on page 4())

ZOO Kw.

Washington, Sept.

The Air for Weekly

basic show
are being prepared, to
tested by soldier, sailor and ma-

To

Already controlling more short- officials of the State Ratfonlng Board.
wave transmitting power than any He pointed out that many fict^. have
Coming
other nation in the world, Nazi Ger- been stranded in Philbr.

rine units stationed in the vicinity
Washington, Sept. S.
Officials of the four networks were
of Washington.
If the idea proves
practicable an attempt will be made slated to meet with Elmer Davis,
to arrange financing and a perma- chief of the Office of War Informanent setup for additional shows on tion, this evening (Tuesday) and
suggest the quarter hour of the week
a regular basis.
Although the technique for the that he is to use for his series of
shows Ls .''lill not completely worked broadcasts to the nation. All four
out, it would involve sketches, play- trp.nscontinental networks, NBC CBS.
lets and so on for the .soldiers to
the Blue and Mutual, will be hooked
perform themselves, with flashbacks up for the weekly occasion. IndicaThe latter,
(Continued on page 47)
using the recoidingi.
previously made in New York or

(rontinucd on cage 37)

them

the rationing
board would be disciplined by the

bi.

the

gallons a week>^-.th«, enterUiners claim that it's impossible

for

in reprisal for action of

Elmer Davis Back On

Army camp.<> by a group headed by
Vasha Frank, CBS musical director
on leave as consultant to the War
and
Navy
Departments.
Three

for

ShorfWave

usage of its own facilities, will endeavor to achieve the proper and
(Continued on page 47)

New show idea, involving a combination of recordings and self-entertainment, is being readied for

specially

of the subjects of his sermons
'From Drunkenness to Salvation.'

.

Army

civilians

defense in the event of air

will

One

25

casting
a
greater standing
effort
very shortly under guidance of the
Office of War Informations' William
B. Lewis, former CBS v.p. There
will be an ever-increasing 'effort to
'sell' the war to (I) the home front
(2) the labor front, and (3) the boys

Dreams

Of Stars Come

written

Church.

,

facilities

The

show designed

.

entertainment

Radio

.shows.

Air Raid Defense

'

8.

,

COMMITTEE OF

Hollywood, would have radio, film
and stage stars in original material

War Show

Instruct N. Y. In

I

Philadelphia; Sept,.K^
Philly actors ' are threatciiiiDg a[
boycott of all benefits- fat ^rvlce"^
men unless the State rationing boarit
gives them allowances for jnoirft
gasoline. The threats tsme into th*
open at a meeting ot the American
Guild of Variety Artists last Tuesday
'

Minneapolis, Sept.

Fuel,

tist

vestigation.

Publishers now hear that some of
the songsheet sellers are talking
about getting together on price
agreements. The prices involved in
such a concordat would be those
paid to music publishers tor the
lyric rights of new and old songs
in their catalogs.
Tlie songsheet
operators figure that the counterbidding for these rights have forced
prices up to the point where it's

REVIVAL MEETINGS

—

opening.
House had service
as patrons and guests during
of 1812, War Between SUtes,

Spanish-American
War,
Mexican
border campaign, World War 1 and
specializes in keeping his clients' now World War 2.
nervous tooUies from stepping too
House admits servicemen cuffo.
side
line,
developing
far over the
or
angles which have nothing to do
with the legal profession. Not a few
of

liE^S^

Exploited in the newspapers as 'a
Gas, Tire and
comedian, dancer and member of a
(2) and. have been gaining momenFood Rationing, Plus famous orchestra before
entering the tum ever since.
f\j
Scrap Sal"age, to Be Spot- ministry,' the Rev. Walter R. MacMost local acts have 'A' rationing.,
Donald is here conducting a series of cards; some have B's. With only
lighted
Also H.C.L.
revival meetings in the Grace Bap- four to eight

1700's and
modernized three years ago), set to
entertain service men for sixth war

playhouse

est

GENTS

V-

REFORMED HOOFER'S

Start Marshalled by Kay
Kyser, Under OWI's Bill
Lewis, to Focus' Special
Attention on Labor Ranks

Charleston, S. C, Sept. 8.
Street theatre. Dixie's old-

Actors Ikeafen to

25

For Servkonen; Want More Gas

AIMS TO MASSES

THEATRE'S

PRICE

1

!

j

i

'

:

j

Sept

8,

"Stop War Gossip' is the warning
that has gone out to night clubs and
taverns in this area.
Col. George E. Strong, In charge of
plant protection for the Army Air
Forces procurement district, threat-

The

story,

told

by

President

Monday night (7)
'Fireside Chat,' of the heroism of Lt.
Roosevelt on his

John James Powers

in the Coral Sea
battle,
was taken in part from
the previous night's (Sunday ) broadcast of the "They Live Forever' program on CBS. Of course, the President's announcement of the awarding of the Congressional Medal ot
Honor was a surprise climax to the
story.

As

a

result

President
his

script

of the fact that

made use
for

the

the

o. material from
'Fireside Chafc*

Howard Teichmann, writer ot tbe
They Live Forever' series, has! a^e4
the Navy Department to have ijihe ac-

tual ceremonies of the awarding of
the Congressional Medal of Honor to
Powers' mother, included on a future broadcast of the program. He
figures that such a broadcast would
have enormous morale value as
ened all such operators in this major well as being a dramatic plug for the
defcn.se arsenal with the loss of their Navy.
It would be the first time

(Continued on page 44)

(Continued on page 44)
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Took RaiH-in Spades-for Brasshats
V

Washington, Sept. 8.
Stripping Major Lynn Farnol of
his maple leaf shoulder decorntions
has not silenced an undercurrent of
rpinion that he was sacrificed lo
clear the War Department's Bureau
That agency
of Public Relations.
cleared the so-called 'ground marker'
hoax story, which brought licavy
censure to the two Mitchcl Field

STATES

-

Y.)

<N.

Farnol

who

ofliccrs

a

is

former

released

publicist (United Artists,

it.

company

film

Sam

Gold-

U. S. in Bevhills

•WAR

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
The first ofTice building to be taken
over here by the U. S. may be the
California Bank Building in Beverly

>MDS
SEAMPS

Signal
iigencics

quartered

in

the

Hollywood Taft Building.
It xoiH cost

etc.) and much was made of
movie methods in the Army.'
Among West Point eomnii.^sioned. Pic Biz Stirred
regular army and general staff of-

ficers

there

is

who come

a resentment nsain.'t
into the service fiom

Tho.se
life 'the easy way.'
%vho have come up through the various schools of the soldier are irked
St those who enter the army for specialized service at comparative ratings. Secretary of War Stimson'.s decisions may or may not be influenced
by those who surround him men
who have spent all of their lives in
the uniform and have made it a career.
But a good many think the
Secretary weighs these subordinate
They were all
opinions heavily.
against Major Farnol.
The Bureau of Public Relations has
able officers and skilled civilian
They are restricted by
workers.

—

army

rules, regulajtions

inconsequentltd has not operated to

change them.
Major Amol came into the army
from a highly competitive business,
where ingenuity and originality must
count if one is to stay in the big parade. If he didn't realize that the
War Department was against the accepted promotional methods employed by the motion picture industry, he must know it now. The War
Department operates upon the theory that the army has been 'sold' to
the American public; that it is ready
to sustain and support the military,
and that "no liigh-pressure promotion
required

to

Teagh

fortify patriotism.
Discipline

Secretary Stlmson, in his first press
conference where the Mitchel Field
incident was discussed, made it plain
that he expected stem disciplinary
action for a release which he felt
had brought his department a degree
of Ignominy in the public mind. From
Ihat moment it was inevitable that
heads must fall. Major Farnol got
the fvill works, where the guessing
was worst possible punishment
would be banishment to London or
some distant outpost far from pro-

motional activity.

Dache M. Reeves. Farnol's
officer at Mitchel Field,
also relieved of duty there, but
he will be assigned

Col.

superior

was

understood
elsewhere.

War Department may never
It.

but most efficient units

army are

There's considerable talk in the
film industry of how Newsweek mag
interpreted the Howard Hughes deal
to finance Henry J. Kaiser's cargo
plane plant as a stunt for 'The Outlaw,' the Hughes film.

The mag was the only sheet
figure the deal as a
the picture.

Emmanuel

promotion

Sllverstone,

admit
in

the civilian-operated

the

Army

Motion Picture Service and Camp
Shows, Inc., run by civilian showmen, which provide 99'r of camp
entertainment.
They are not permitted to step on the gas with highpressure promotional stunts, but they
ere run by experts with a minimum
of interference from bra.-shats.
Army £knergency Relief frowns on
all sensational ballyhoo.
Those publicizing 'This Is the Army' have been
warned to lay off the sex stuff, no
Interview with soldiers about how
they like being girls, and no pictures
exploiting lacy frills. Major Farnol
took the rap for a sad mista!<e. but
others share the blame. Some leel
that the Bureau of Public Relations
could be relieved of some of its deadwood in the interest of military

U.S.

to
for

IN

TAX HUNT

HOLLYWOOD

formerly

Hollywood, Sept

to be roadshow'n.

Uncle

Sum's

Internal

commandos made a
wood, armed with

GABLE REISSUES BOOM

21

8.

Revenue

raid on Hollyliens

,

8.

dough.'
I get a great kick lookin' through my notebook and .seeing things like
that Proctor's 23rd Street theatre was originally a church. Then it was
made into Salmi Morse's Temple theatre. It couldnt' get a license. Proctor (whose real monicker was Levantine and who did a foot-juggling
The County Fair was the first show,
act) built a new house in 1889.
Dockstader's Minstrels was the next and the last show was by the Theatre
of Arts and Letters (sorta Guild idea) and seats sold at five bucks a
throw. Jan. 9, 1891, Proctor's opened as a continuous performance variety house with an admission scale of 15-25-50.
He hired a guy called
Camp^ini. who was a big opera star of that day, to Just sing in the
lobby. The idea was a promotion stunt for the new house. 'If you hear
this in the lobby you can imagine what you'd see inside?' Proctor wa.s a
great showman. He started the slogan, "After Breakfast Go to Proctor's.'
Nat Haines, the comic, added 'After Proctor's Go to Bed.' This is the house
where they first called the 10:30 a.m. show the Milkman's Matinee. Some
of the acts would ssty. 'yeh. they applaud with their cans.' Great spot.
Did you know that the first Hebrew theatre was the Oriental at 104-106
Bowery above Hester street. .that was in 1882. Three years later a
swell little soubret by the name of Lottie Gilson was the first singer
of songs to have a singing plant in the audience, and she was the first
to sing to the bald-headed men in the audience. Great little artist, and
lasted as a headliner way up to 1905.
HamiDcn4eln'8 Salary List in 1894
Here's a salary list at Hammerstein's Olympic in 1894 that may hand
you a laugh. Marguritc Sylvia, $100: Adgie, $250; York and Adams, $100;
Irene Franklin, $75; T. Nelson Downs, $75; Belle Hathaway and Monks,
$75; Romaldo Bros, $100; Hcer Von Palm, $45; Cogin and Davis, $75;
Williamson and Stone, $80. Sixteen years later, in 1910, Marguritc Sylvia
was in opera and Irene Franklin was getting $1,000 a week.
I'll bet you never knew that the banjo was called the banjar way back
in 1784.
In early variety days the banjo was the bellybutton of showbusiness; you couldn't do without one.
In 1905 the Supreme court ruled that the actor can not recover on a
Sunday contract, having contracted to give an illegal performance, thereby
nullifying the entire contract. Pi'octor started making acts come from
Albany and Troy, where Sunday shows were not allowed, to play his
house in N. Y. Acts were plenty sore, about the whole thing. Years later
Philadelphia managers copied the idea and made acts play Atlantic City
on Sunday for the Sunday they couldn't play in PhiUy. The actor yelled,
.

sales manager for Alexander Korda.
is sales rep for The Outlaw,' which
is

to defeat

now.

Buy tuar samngs bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
every day if you can. But
btu/ them on a regular basU.

Deal to 'Oadaw' Bafly

and customs

them to tradition and policy. That some of these rules strike
working newspapermen as silly and
that bind

is

to help

Linking Hngfaes' Kaiser

civilian

money

Germany, Japan and Italy.
Out government calls on you

by Mag
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Coolacres, Cal., Sept.

Corps and other military
would be moved there. Most

outfits are currently

Jr.

Dear Joe:
I was always a great guy for savin' odds and ends, especially things
about show business. Aggie always sez 'you saved programs instead of

Hills.

wyn,

those

By Joe Laurie,
if

charging

film figures with shortages in the

.

Would Cash In on Metre payment of their income taxes.
Army EnlWment
Amounts range from $43,576, listed
Since Clark Gable went Into the against Basby Berkeley, producer,
Army a couple Df weeks ago Metro down to $488 against Bob Steele, but went
has received several hundred recowboy actor.
Exhibitors

Star's

quests from exhibitors throughout
the country for pictures made with
Gable prior to 'SDmewhere IH Find
You,' now on sale as a 1942-43 release.

Others on the

roll

are Basil Rath-

wife, Ouida Bergere, $18,<H)8; William Dieterlc, $15,Irene Heryey, $8,429; Allan
831;
Jones, $7,069; Ralph H. Blum, $5,Myers Blum, ^,245;
245; Carmel

bone, $17,773;

Ills

AUn Dale Quito Heant for 'Variety*
In 1905 Sophie Tucker went on the stage. (Am I right, Sophie?) In
that same year, Alan Dale had a fight with Hearst, who tried to softpedal his reviews on shows Dale left He went on "Variety', with a column just to kinda keep his hand in ('Variety' barred nothin'). He lasted
for about a year then returned to Hearst and the American, plenty subdued, and he never was the .same critical self again. The actors were
^appy, even if Dale wasn't.
Read about Dan Healy being ill. Me and Aggie sure wish him a speedy
recovery, a grand guy that Danny boy. He made his debut in 1905 at
Keith's Union Square in a messenger boy outfit.
Here's one that may give you a giggle. There was a contortionist by
the name of Yuma. He couldn't get in to see Murddek about a route, so
he dressed up as Mephisto and had himself packed in a box and two guys'

Exhib interest in getting former
Gable pictures is heightened by the
fact that the Metro star is in the Jerry Cady, $6,216; Dean Jagger,
Army and in all probability will be $1,886; Antoinette Jagger, $1,886;
off the screen for the duration. The Maria Ouspenskaya, $2,763;. Roger
tendency in the future to rebook Pryor, $2,262; Seymour Felix, $1,old Gable films will probably in- 2B1; Jeanie MacPherson, $1,596; John
Meehan. $2,279: Wolfgang Beincrease, it's held.
While it's understood Metro is hardt, $1,926: Eddie Moran. $2,279;
delivered him to Murdock. When J. J. opened the box and Yuma jumped
willing to accept dates on pictures Eric Blore. $2,655, and Slim Sumout, he got the interview and a route after J. J. got over bis fainting spell.
starring Gable that were released merville. $1,238.
Been reading about Petrillo and the Musicians Union. He would have
in former years, including 'Honky
had no kick coming in 1910. when Loew's changed their prices from 25c.
Tonk.' outstanding money-getter of
to $1 at the Seventh Ave. and at the National. They had 25 musicians
the last season (1941-42), company
at the Seventh Ave. and 33 at the National That's the time Loew's offered
2
policy will be to avoid any book(George M. Cohan $10,000 a week and Georgf no take.
ings that would conflict with the
That was the year Huber's Museum on 14th street passed on. John
DIE WITHIN
latest
starring
Gable and X^na
C. Anderson was manager there for 22 years and made over $75,000 net
Turner, 'Somewhere Fll Find You.'
a year. It was known as Worth's Museum before Huber took it over.
Hollywood lost two of its promiIn 1909 Chuck Connors did an act at the Columbia. Brooklyn, and used
nent producers during the past week the expression 'gorilla', meaning a tough guy, for the first time. Damon
Stooges Get Feature
split
with the death on the Coast of J. Runyon, speaking about quartets', reminds me that that Quartette'
Hollywood, Sept. 8.
in 1908. That was the same year that Ben Hamey, the originator of
Howard, Fine and Howard, the Walter Ruben and Bernard Hyman. ragtime, died.
Three Stooges,' are making their Both were Metro producers at the
Haw to Jnolsh the Japt
first feature-length comedy at Co- time of their deaths, and both were
The Columbia theatre (now the Mayfair) on 47th St. and Broadway
lumbia after eight years of shorts.
They opened in January, 1910, and Hurtig tc Seamon's "Follies Of New York
victims of heart ailments.
Picture, in preparation for an early died within a few days of each
and Paris'. Sheldon was treasurer, McCloy was press agent and Bill
October start, is 'Easy Sailing,' a sea- other.
Hickey was musical director. They had Japanese who were students at
going slapstick story.
Details in the obituary department. colleges in
N. Y. as ushers. They oughta make Japs ushers now in some
of those houses that run C pictures that would punish 'em plenty.
In 1910, William Morris, at the American, N. Y, was the first to present
23-act bills. Tom SneUbaker's Majestic tried a 22-act bill in 1890. In 1910
the papers raved about a gal named Blossom Seeley in Lew Fields' 'Hen
Pecks'—they said he had a find. Years later Benny Fields found her, and
held on to her. Who wouldn't? They never had another gal that could
syncopate like Blossom did.
B*rs. Dr. Munyon was the attraction Xmas week, 1910, at Hammerstein's.
She cured everybody, including herself. .. .never went back in
show business after that one week.
Do you remember the time some actor asked Frisco: 'Whot's the quickest
way to the Manhatton Opera House? I have a benefit to play there' And

METRO PRODUCERS
ONE WEEK

—

Frisco stuttered bocfc, 'It took
it out for yourself.'
fifflire

me

eteren yturt to get to the Palace, to

Your

pal.

Lefty.

FM. s $25,000 Net Income Ceiiiiig

efficiency.

Farnol the FaH Guy?
Arlington, Va.. Sept
editor, 'Variety':

May

6.

Pirove a

Boon

to Film Biz

The rap which Major Lynn Farnol
(Continued on page

Awali, Awah,

37)

Far

Awah

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
are going ea.st to
tee their employers, Campbell soup,
and find out what's on their minds.
That the tureen crowd is none too
happy with the A.&A. Cro.sslcy they
know. It's what else that's worrying them.
T^.-sy'i rSninin east for two weeks,

Amos

'n'

putting up
.tween

Andy

their broadca.st time be-

New York

and Chicago.

ABBOTT and COSTELLO
W-iu/

In

A

tn National Release

"PARDON MY SAROISG"

— Universal

Mayfair Production

Under Personal Management

of

Pictures Release

EDWARD SHERMAN

from

viewing

with

alarm

President Roosevelt's determination
ti seek legislation limiting net individual income to $25,000 a year,
executives
industry
various
film
yesterday expressed the opinion that
such a move would likely lead to
healthy
rea far-reaching and
adjustment in Hollywood production
methods. A saner approach to cost
combined
ceilings
production,
in
with more normal salaries for talent
in all phases of production for the
duration, are regarded as likely to
remain benefits possibly lasting until
io~,s after the war.
Pointed oul ir> some quarters that

there are anywhere from 10 to 20
persons usually employed on 'A'
picture production whose salaries
are well over $50,000 net annual in-

ccme each.
It
is
considered probable that
talent deals will be easier to make as
a result of any income ceiling or
other system of heavy taxation
which would have the same effect as
a ceiling. Though talent agents are
u£ually interested in maintaining
high price scales for their clients
for 'prestige' purposes, it is now
questionable whether agents can
reasonably be expected to hold out
(Continued on page 45)
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MORE THAN THEIR SHABEl f ILM GlPil^S

£uil(l

The motion

picture industry is rolling up a record of service
in behalf of the U. S. Treasury for which much credit is due,
not only to the industry toppers and name stars who are. individually siphoning off millions of dollars from the spending
public into Uncle Sam's pocket, but to thousands of obscure
theatre operators in every part of the country.

In many territories bond sales in theatres are averaging yuyo
In others the sale of war bonds and
of the gross business.
stamps ha$ equalled normal receipts while in a few case» the
sale of bonds has far exceeded normal gross business. There
are instances where theatres with normal receipts of $2,000 or
$3,000 weekly are selling $10,000 and more in bonds during the

same period.

Line—Point
Skyrocketing Prices Since 'GWTW'
— Reasonable Purchases
to

Only When Story Editors
.'Work Alone and Work

Fast'
The 'bonds while you wait' policy, placed in effect la.st week,
helped theatres considerably in making sales since it did away
SERLIN'S $500,000
po.stand
trips
banks
making
special
to
with the necessity for
offices to get the certificates. The bond selling procedure, now
Major film companies report that
reduced to a simple formula where a theatregoer signs his
brokers and agents have be:
name, pays his money and walks away with a bond has un- literary
come so tough to do business with
doubtedly made it easier for showmen to help the Treasury.

Repatriate TeOs of Japs 'Purifyii^'
Its

Show Biz From Western Influences
By W.

R.

Works Both Ways

WILLS

(Former 'Variety' correspondent in
Japan, recentiv repatriated to the
V. S. on the exchange ship Cripsholm.)

The once

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
While other branches of the
industry are substituting
femmes for males to ease the
wartime drain on manpower,
there is a current demand for
script boys to replace script gals
on various locations.
film

care-free and fun-loving

public of Japan no longer

per-

is

mitted to indulge in fun for fun's
Their entertainment is no
sake.
longer dished out to them with the

tha

top

Mow,

all

flight
is

of

theatrical

craft.

regimented under the

watchful eye of the military with the
single aim of making the people
war-conscious and, more particularly, Axis-conscious.
Not only has
the military entirely revamped all
foreign-style entertainment, but they
have also completely overhauled
purely Jap-style diversions to such
an extent that they can hardly be

unaccompanied

ForTlieatreMgrs.

women

from

attending those places.
It
wasn't long after that the lid was

clamped down completely and

Takaradzuka

Girls'

And Reporters

all

these so-called 'Western dens of iniquity' were made a thing of the
past. This, for a time, brought into
popularity hundreds of private dance
schools, but they were short-lived,
for dancing, even in private homes,
was placed on the forbidden list.

The

restric-

Help Wanted Ads

recognized.
The actual puriAcation of the entertainment field started back in 1939,
when rigid control of dance halls

prevented

Government

Under

production crews
are required on pictures filmed
in military areas. Another reason for the change is the heavy
schedule of rugged productions
In the wildwood, more suited to
Parathe he-man physique.
mount has started a training
course for boy script clerks.
tions, all-male

gay and colorful flourishes which
formerly placed Jap productions in

Detroit, Sept.

Just to show
ting to be,

lough

it

is

get-

newspaper want-ads here

now

include 'theatre managers." ^
Detroit has lost plenty of theatre

Opera

(revue), probably suffered the heaviest from the untrained and uncouth
hands of the military.
Always
patronized by the younger moderns

how

8.

men who have gone

into service with

Pay or Cut-Rating

BEEF AT DEMANDS
Hollyw&od Charges Valuations on Important Story
Properties Way Out of

that it is now virtually Impossible to
buy the screen rights to any 'important' book for much less than
$75,000 to $100,000.
Steadily increasing asking prices,
for plays as well as new books,
which culminated in a new high last
week, when Oscar Serlin offered to
sell the screen rights to 'Life With
Father' for $500,000, plus a percentage, have been noted ever since David O. Selznick paid $50,000 for Margaret Mitchell's
'Gone With the

Wind.' More recently 'Reap the Wild
Wind,' Saturday Eve Post serial, was

bought by Paramount for $22,500. It
is estimated the picture will gross
$4,000,000 or better.
Previous to Selznick's $28,000,000
grosser, picture, company story departments had
sailing,

comparatively

especially

easy

when buying un-

published novels from proof readings.
Since 'Gone With the Wind'

and

their clients have
been thinking in astronomical figures
and scrutinizing every yarn from the
to be anliterary agents

angle that it may turn out
other 'GWTW.'
Story department heads
that the value of a book
cannot be determined on
picture grosses, because so

point out
obviously
eventual
much depends on the marquee value of the
stars, the production budget and the
direction placed behind it.
Rights to less Important books are
still being purchased for around $15,000 to $20,000. But in case of properties of proven stage or l>ook value,
contention is that authors are demanding prices which would allow
pruduuer-distributors only a small
percentage for making and selling

Rules Against Actors Waiving

Hollywood Sept.

That Pbmtiye Chant

impressive

Debuf

As London

Actor,

(Continued on page 18)

contracts,

slightly

embarrassing.

may be

necessary in

Fletcher was engaged and then
given two months' leave of absence,

Herb Sobbotka

of

Hamrick-Ever-

green announced, so he could tour
Annabella's
the nation in the bond drive. Men
being lost for war duties makes chain
Hollywood, Sept. 8.
Annabella. wife of Tyrone Power, operators anticipate the future, as
returns to the screen for the first indicated by this advance engagetime since 1939 in a Commando ment of Fletcher. He's experienced
as' a showman, as he operated the
story, 'Project 47.' at 20lh-Fox.
Bryan Foy produces and Louis Unalaska theatre for 12 years, until

Comeback

King

directs.

closed.

The new rule," it was explained,
'has been made necessary by numerous recent projects calling upon

actors to donate their screen servThe sponsors of these projects
the basis of patriotism by allocating a part or all
Al Jolson, in a Churchillian zipper of the net earnings of the pictures
overall of khaki, worked last night to charity.
Some of these projects
(Aug. 24) in the ballroom of a local are entirely of a charitable nature.
Others have elements of commertown house before a crowd of cial
sponsorship.
American soldiers for upwards of an
'Every free actor on the screen
hour, sandwiching the latest Ameri- displaces a paid actor.
Every piccan funny stories between a dozen ture made with free talent displaces
a picture made with paid talent
of his more famous songs.
While Every individual
and group in
ices.

.Ixtndon, Aug. 25.

he was doing

his stufT,

make an appeal on

Merle Ober-

America is being asked to make sacFrank McHugh and Allen Jen- rifices,
but no group is being asked
who had arrived in London to sacrifice
its livelihood. The screen
with him by Clipper the previous is
the film actor's livelihood.'
evening, were being interviewed by
a gang of reporters of both sexes at
a press cocktail party given in their
honor at the Dorchester hotel.
LEGIT ITCH,
Although Jolson made no reference to it, for 30 years or more Lon-

on,

kins,

COBURN'S

REVIVES MARQUIS PLAY

don managers have been trying to
persuade him to appear before an
English audience, but he has stead-

Hollywood, Sept. S.
Coburn,
nostalgic
for
after five years in fllms,
cQmpany to stage the
Marquis play, 'Master of th«

Charles

fastly refused. So this was, in fact,
his London debut
But the crowd

Broadway

was 100% American, and Jolson has

is

yet

to

face

an

English

organizing a

audience old Don
Revels.'

professionally.

Plan is to open the play in Los
Angeles this fall with a local cast
and move east.

Pro Brass Bandsmen

Fmd S. A. Am Competish
Too Tongh; Ask Relief
Trade Marit Rcslntcreil
Philjidelphia, Sept.

8.

Union brass bands are finding it
hard to compete with the amateurs
in Philly especially the am bands
which feature flashy uniforms and
strutting gal drum majors with the
abbreviated
costumes and ohboy
a percentage based on book sales.
Result is the union bandsMetro, David O. Selznick and 20th- gams.
Fox are in the bidding for Dawn men are calling on the treasury of
Local
American
77,
Federation of
Powell's 'Time to Be Born,' reputedly
Musicians, to advance them enough
a thinly veiled story on the career
coin to buy 'neat and attractive' uniof Clare Boothe Luce.
forms so that they can get some
parade engagements.
The local received a petition from
one brass band asking for the advance of money to buy at least 25

the near future.

picture salary.''
Sole exception to the rule is tha
case of Government training shorts
where the Guild permits actors to
work for the nominal minimum.
Violators are subject to suspension,
preventing them from obtaining film

work.

But for U.S. Khaki

the film versions of their stories.
Currently in the higher-priced category is Ruth Mitchell's book, being
offered in the form of'a 70-page outline prior to completion, at around
$100,000.'
Ann Segher's 'Seventh
Cross' is being offered at $5.0,000 plus

local theatre, as

free ra-

below the member's usual motioa

Jolson in

—

AS

LEAGUE

American Newspaper Guild on new

making

actors from
dio appearances.
hibits

Rule provides 'It shall constitute
conduct unbecoming a member ol
Charles Hoffman is working on the the Guild for any member to apscreenplay, slated for late fall pro- pear in any motion picture production.
duction wiUiout compensation or
for any compensation substantially-

WANT

advertising the shortage of reportare in negotiation with the
ers

a

will produce.

MAYOR OF UNALASKA
TO MANAGE THEATRE

of war heroes,
who invariably painted vivid pictures of the wonderful benefits being
showered on the conquered populations by a Ijenevolent Japan.
With the opening of hostilities
with the United States, the Takaradzuka shows again suffered heavily
because of the policy of eliminating
all American music, which had, in
the past, formed the backbone of
these productions.
Instead,
they
used mostly Nazi and Fascist tunes,
but occasionally dressed up Ameri-

8.

Free or bargain-price appearances
motion pictures were banned in
new rule adopted by the Screen
Guild.
Action
follows
Actors
a
similar rule in which the Guild pro*
in

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
Helen Morgan's life story will be
filmed at Warners under the title,
'Melancholy Baby,' throu^ a story
deal with the late actress' mother,
engineered by Mark Hellinger, who

few others drained off through the
wages being earned in
because of its spectacular produc- the defense plants. It was one of the
tions and the foreign flavor of lines first cities where the theatres started
and music, it was given a thorough boosting the femme employees into
going-over, and when it emerged the executive posts. However, that
looked like a full-fledged propaganda hasn't filled the bill completely and
uniforms. The request for the loan
organ of the War Office. All shows now the theatres have started to inwas referred to the local's exec comhad, as the main theme, the 'East sert help wanted ads for managers.
mittee.
Asia Co-Prosperity Sphere' and the Outfits which are doing it are using
Seattle, Sept. 8.
superiority of the Japs over the the cloak of box numbers but it is
Mayor John Fletcher, who was
white race, never failing to em- no great secret that several of the
there when the Japs attacked Dutch
LEGIT JUVE
phasize the Japs' God-given right to bigger chains here have been particleadership over .all people. In pro- ularly hard hit by the managerial Harbor and who crashed the front
ducing these purely military shows shortage.
BASEBALL
page when he recently landed in
the army did, however, dispense
Another newcomer in the 'Help Seattle from Unalaska, where he was
with one Tarakadzuka tradition.
Wanted' columns are ads for news- mayoring and also operating and
Gil Stratton. juvenile lead in 'Best
For the first time male roles were
paper reporters. One of the oddities owning the town's lone picture thea- Fcot Forward,' which opened a road
handled by men. This gave an opon that situation is that the news- tre, has been hired by Hamrick- tour Sunday night (6) in Chicago, has
portunity to occasionally introduce
papers whose columns are currently Evergreen Theatres to manage some been offered a regular baseball umpersonal appearances
a

for Charity Picts

UMP

piring job for next season with the
International
League.
He's long
planned to be a baseball ump, but
probably won't be able to take it
bPcau.se he plans to go into the Army
Ail Force in about three weeks.
Several weeks ago Stratl«n umpired behind the t>late at a benefit
game at Ruppert stadium, Newark,
between
teams representing the
Qi:antico Marine Base and the NorStratton's co-umfolk Navy Base.
pives

were Babe Ruth and

MacPhail.

Larry
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WAR

ACTIVITIES

Bond

Sales

Wednesdaj, SepteiiiBer~~9ri942

Det/Gaims

$7,000P Unddr

'Auction

Industry's Goal But Hit Gov't QuQta
Daily bond sales: are now running
neck and neck with the U. S. Treasury's official quota of $775,000,000 for
September, or about $7,000,000 a day
under the $1,000,000,000 mark .<:et by

the

War

indu.stry's

film

Activities

Treasury Agures. how-

Committee.

made up

only after cash is
Federal Reserve
Bank and are nve days behind actual sales. Bond drive olVicials hope
that within the next few days the
flgiires will bcpin to show the spurt
inspired by the film industry's acever, are

deposited

in

the

tivities.

Cumulative totals un bond sales
reported to the Trt-asury to Sept. 5
for daily receipts arc: First day. $19,$24,.'>58,000;
second
day,
1«2,000;
third day. $27,702,000; fourth day.
$28,482,000; fifth day, $29,8o0.000. On
this basis sales are at the rate of
$2(1,000,000 daily for an estimated
monthly total of $780,000,000. instead
of $33,000,000 daily required to hit

the billion figure.

Aim for the Billien
late reports on the film industry's
September
$1,000,000,000
With

bond campaign continuing encoursome circuits reporting sales
ahead of expectations, Aeld work-

aging,

ers have been advised to ignore the
official U. S. Treasin-y goal of $775,-

000,000 and shoot for the billion.
Si
Fabian,
campaign
director,
tated that local quotas, based on the
lowered Treasury figure, are 25%
(Continued on page 47)

CANTEEN THANKS
DONORS IN PAID AD

extra

space

ad

across three
the N. Y.

in

Times Sundry (6) by the American
Theatre Wing to publicly thank
the many, persons and businesses
who have been donating foodstuffs
to the Stage Door Canteen. Purpose,
too, was to correct any impression
that their support was no longer
needed because of the money the
Wing is getting from radio and picBroadcast brings in $2,500
tures.
weekly, while the advance on the
Canteen picture was $25,000.
Wing states that such money is being used for its many other activities,

75 N. Y. iirms. restaurants,
hotels and individuals who are constant donors. No listing is made of
the professionals who are giving
their time' and effort to the Wing,
that being taken for granted, although the names of many wcll-

than

Sales

Hypo

Footage which John Ford shot
during the engagement of U. S. and
Jap naval forces at Midway has been
edited for immediate release as knowns In .show business have been
• Technicolor Iwo-reeler, 'Battle of mentioned in the press.
Midway," to provide theatres with
additional material for selling war
bonds during September and to
Americans what actually happened.

Detroll'a

Canteen
Detroit, Sept.

8.

Plans for a Detroit play spot, pat20th-Fox is distributing, following tei-ned after the Stage Door Canteen
arrangements between the War acin New York, have l>een given imtivities ComtQittee and U. S. Governpetus here with the formation of the
ment officials. Commander Ford, 'Soldiers and Sailors Canteen' sponwho was on Midway Island when the sored by the 'Variety Club of
Japs attacked, wa.<i wounded while
Michigan.
making the picture. Commentary is
In the first of a series of weekly
by Donald Crisp, Jane Darwell and canteens at the clubs' headquarters
Henry Fonda.
in the Hotel Book-Cadillac. 20 fliers
President Roosevelt intervened with
from Selfridge Field were enter'the U. S. Navy to have the pictures
tained by hostesses from the thetaken by Ford of the actual lighting
atres, exchanges and night clubs.
of the Midway engagement released.
Based on the success of the ventinc.
All 15,000 theatres allied with the
the club has named Harry Gilbert
will be expected to show the
as canteen chairman and is going
two-rceler.
ahead with a program to set up an
of War Information, motion
[{taimnentcentpr flgMring
fS'ir'ng that
enterta
StertainD3f"t£f"V'r

WAC

r

picture

sect ion.~'<v&s •TiiTctTr'^iTiimW^jjffi*^

'-VS^trTK^if^ytt^j^^

pressure from the newsreels for the the services of outstanding enterrelease of the clips in their regular tainers
who will be coming in more
releases. The argument against the
plentifully for the duration.
reels was that under a general
release, wider distribution could be
H'wood Canteen, Inc.
achieved, with 50,000.000 people exSacramento. Sept. 8.
pected to view the .'iOO prints before
Papers were filed with the secrethey are recalled for U. S. Navy tary of state for the incorporation
Archives.
of Hollywood Canteen, without isOther arjumcnt was against the sue of capital stock.
condensing necessary to include them
Bette Davis. Florine Bale. FlorIn limited footage of newsreels. There ence C. Cadrez. Mci'vyn
LeRoy and
are two sections of llic Ford footage. Carroll Holllstcr are li.'»ted
as diOrifiina! runs to more than 6.000 teet,
rector.'!.
That available for'lhc;>lres will run
40 minutes.

WAC

PARAMOUNT CAPTURES

Uncle

the deal goes through,

If

WILLIE
"Priorities of
Street Theatre,

HOWARD

"...
liniu to

I

successful wack,
1942" at th* 46th

New

PUBUCIST DAAB ON
LIVE

York,

would pay Kood money any
l)tit mainly .see, him in

SHOWS IN CAMPS

lip.ti',

H<'.\trtto front I.ucia with all the
Hollywood, Sept. 5.
hilarity of his pryinK anatomical in- Editor, 'Variety':
vendKHlion. ... lie ha.s (Hken on, ti.s
One thing that has inpressed me,
he li.ns Kruwn cildor, the bewildered
the camps as a pubwl.strnlni\sM tli.nt was (lie younger in my tours of
Ch.-iiilln'a
without losing; the vol- licist, is the deep gratitude of the
caiilivlolonce which has, oddly soldiers, top ratings down, for the
en.iiitrli, Mullilng to do with It."
entertainment any of the stars, stage,
screen or radio, give them.
JOHN ANDERSON,
ilv^'

Journal-American

K.C.

LoobTo

Kg Show
At

The boys sure appreciate it.
Nights are dreadfully long and dull
sometimes, and Coast camps arc
blacked out, of course, and you
really get a load of gloom.
Hence
tlie visits of live talent are as wel-

L^n Meet
Kansas City, Sept.

8.

Although
attendance
will
be
sharply curtailed because of wartime conditions, theatre, night club,
hotel and restaurant grosses seem
likely to be hypoed strongly during
the three-day national convention of
the American Legion, which will be
in session here Sept. 19-21.
Between 10,000 and 15,000 delegates, alternates and other officials
and visitors are expected to attend
the conclave, a total which apparently will be about twice that
originally planned when the American Legion first announced that the

convention would be shifted from
Orleans to Kansas City because
of the war.
The customary parade which in
other years has been one of the
highlights of American Legion conventions will be omitted because of
war-time regulations, and much of
the other fanfare evident at past
gatherings will be absent as the
serious trend of world events is re-

as a letter from home.

.

heard
include Donald M. Nelson, War Production Board chief; Frank Knox
Secretary of the
Robert Pat-

Naw

Models,

cymplctc

in

every
in

detail,
variou.<i

ticket

agencies of the Nipponese
Line,
now defunct in the
A.
One of the models l.s that of the
Talsuta Mnru. recently sunk by an
American .•ubmarinc. Others represent liners now being used by the
Japs as troop transports and plane
carriers.
They were bought for a

WyK
U S.

mcdcst sum but would
$50,000

if

duplicated

in

cost i.bout
the studio.

Paramount expects to cash in on
the miniature fleet by renting .ships
to other studios for sea pictures.

American Theatre Wing
stage Door Canteen Capers

NEW TOBK

Attendance continues to mount
skyward at the Stage Door Canteen.
The former Little Club, housing the
canteen, under the 44th Street Theatre, should have accordion sides.

Helen Claire, Junior hasless, received the fill Qt a rlnt made af a

thrapenny ^ece fram three B.A.F.
bey's.
She and kcr kasbaBd)' Dr.

MiUan

Smith,
af
the Celambia
English Dept., had enlcrUlned them

Hollywood. It a Hedy Lamarr would
only come in and burgeon sales up
four or Ave million. Michigan's
$40,000,000 goal, with $28,000,000 to
be collected in Detroit, would be
passed in a hurry. Exhibitors point
out that one-twenty-flflli of the national goal should be worth at least
one of the Hollywood pretties.
|1,H«,««« Preem
However, the theatres here probably will pass the quota set. although
they figure that the femme picture
stars should be routed into key sections where the levy is an important

000,000

who picked up 46 wounds at
Pearl Harbor and three limes was
given up" for dead, for the honor of
escorting him off the stage. There
was a $3,000 pledge for an R. A. F.
man on the stage. Because of the
surprising response lo the device,
the theatre will continue it through
September, and Manager David N.
Idzal, who also heads (he theatre
bond drive, is looking to adding
<i«ilor

somewhere between $2,000,000 and
$3,000,000 to the drive.
The Wisper ti Wetsman chain,
whose quota for 19 houses was set at
$50,000, now is upping it consider,
ably. The manager of one house in
the chain, Joe LaRose, at the Eas-

town,. coUested tS^Spo in bonds

....

and

$2,000 in stamps on the opening day,
AFL: Paul
Ceiiial Jim Sniiter, £ntertain>Mrii( and announced he was >et for at
McNutt, director of the War
Manpower Commission, and MaJ. Director of tht Canteen, protni.ved least $150,000 in the one house alone.
Gen. James A. Ulio, adjutant gen- Fraiilc Piro. belter knotcii oj Killer
eral,
who will accept for Gen. Joe \he Sailor, $50 if- he u:on the
Douglas Mac Arthur the American Harcest Moon JilUrbug Contest for

liam Green, president of
V.

l«gion Distinguished Service medal servicemen.
As everyboiiy knows,
He requested Sauter to
which the prganization has awarded Joe won.
to the hero of Bataan and Coregl- make the check pavoble (o the Coost
Gunrd Relief Fund.
dor.
Josephine Antoine. soprano with
the Metropolitan and Chicago opera
The other .light a sailor, on being
companies, has been chosen as the requested
lo .^how his identification
o/ficial .soloist for the convention.
tags at the door of the Canteen,
startled Dick Moon, the treasurer,
by raising his leg. His tags were
dangling around his ankle. Perhaps
its

Sam s RoD Call

on the
in

activities of

WFBM

WAAC

21)

American women

war.

will
film
studio
story of femme war
organization.s in Englaiid.

Instead,

the

"Thumbs Up,' a

considered old-fashioned to wear

A gan crew

Continued on page

Too Moch and Too Late

Hollywood. Sept. 8.
Republic shelved ''Vankee Girl' because of the numerous pictures in
preparation at other studios, based

them around the neck.
ef It V. S.

L.A.
Navy

boys,

Mrs. Roberts has spent more time about to depart tor parts unknown,
backstage than the average house- came Into the canteen to see Junior
Indianapolis. Sept 8.
Carl Lewis, assistant dramatic ed- wife docs in a kitchen, and has been Hostess Peg LaCcnIra, who sings
everything from a prop man (wom- 'Love' In the canteen shew. They
itor of the Indianapolis Star. army.
nn) in a Hollywood studio to hoofer promised to write her name on the
Rob Rigsbee, M-G booker, army.
in a Fanohon & Marco show— and, next shell they fired at a Nail snb.
James Mathcny. director
continuity department, officers' tiain- just to prove her versatility, was a
fall in' as a swimmer in Billy Rose's
ing'at Kessler Field, Mi.ss.
The eiKire cc^t of ptitfiiip on the
Dick Hoover, director Civic Thea- Acquacade.
Stnpe Door Canteen show, prior to
tre, now Corporal Hoover, director
rinpitig up the first ciirlaiii, has 4'el
Harry Weiss' Boy In
of theatre at Fort Harri.son. Ind.. rea record for all time. The producers
Richard Weiss, son of Harry Weis.s, sqimtidered the uajt amount of exception center.
of
Orville Crouch, ex-as-cistant man- manager
the
RKO Madison, ac(I|/ $8. Even this expense would
ager of Loew's. air corps at Wright Ridt'ewoo<l. N. Y, has been ap- have been anoided had the Canteen
pointed a Second Looey at Duncan been amilnble for rehearsal one
Field, Dayton. O.
Air Field. San Antonio, Texas.
night.
The coin went lo the Afolo
Rchrnrsnl halls.
Mrs. Bill Bi^berts
llvllywood's Latest
Des Moines. Sept. R.
Hollywood, Sept. 8.
Dwight
Deere Wiman. over-scein-;
Mrs. Eleanor F. Roberts of CheSid Silvers, aclor-wrlter, army.
producer of the Canteen Show,
shire, Mass., wife of Bill Roberts, asCharlie Foy, nitery operator, army. found the place .so crowded
at its
soclated with Billy Rose as a techniBill Smith, agent, army.
initial
performance
last
Tuesday
cal producer, is now listening for
Goldstein Twins.
Bob was with evening, that he had to pay $100 for
cues as an Officer Candidate with the Abe Lyman,
now 20th-Fox talent the Angel's Table in order to .^ee the
at Ft. Dcs Moines army post

WAAC

Theatre men here are all-out in
their drive, with plenty of local support, but wish they could get more
from the other end of the industry,

What amount

they yearn for is a guy like Jolson
or Cantor, Kyser or Whiteman, or
the girls they've seen in the pictures.
didn't realize the depth of this
I

New

flected in the daily sessions.
Noted speakers who will be

8.

no glamour for Michigan?

This area, whose feelings were
bruised hard recently by the adverse
Life article, 'Detroit Is Dynamite,'
now Is letting off steam about being
neglected by Hollywood's femme
bond-bombers in the current $1,000.000,000 pix drive.
Only film star
scheduled into these parts is James
Cagney, and, while the slate is glad
to have him, film folk figure that a
few of the glamor gals would make
the state's quota a cinch.

of bond sales. The Michigan
theatre here seems likely to set a
world record boxoffice with a $1.'Wake
for
premiere set
House is using (hat Life
Island.'
yearning until I lived among them rib, "Detroit Is Dynamite' for a -slomyself.
gan and by whipping up the local
Moreover, I don't think the public rage is selling seats scaled from $29
at large has the right slant on this bonds (two balcony rows* lo $10,000
matter of entertainment. I'm afraid for mezzanine seats.
The big downtown Fox also has
that many of them think the entertainers are junketing for publicity. come up with a dilly for bond sales.
That, of course, is absurd. They are At the evening show it calls all soldoing a great work and a vital work, diers and sailors in the house up on
and a new slant should be given the the stage. They're there until the
publicity so that credit should go to public buys them off with bond
tho.se who really have given so much.
pledges. At the first 'sale.' with Frank
How it is to be done, I, of course, N. Isbey, state director of bond sales,
have no idea at the moment.
as the auctioneer, the house sold
$98,000 worth of war bonds. The
Hyatt Dual).
biggest price, $4,000, from two $2,000
pledgers, came for Dick LeClair, a

come

Biz

Indpls. Recruits

had been on exhibition

will

organization.

JAP (MODEL) FLEET
Hollywood. Sept. 8.
Paramount rejiislcred a peaceful
naval victory with the capture of
•i\ Japanese deluxe pa.ssenser ships
(ir. miniature) at a bankruptcy
sale,
beating Metro and other studios to
the auction block in San Francisco.

until

it

be the first time a nitery has ever
been loaned out to a patriotic

Twenty-Mventh

needed for similar spots to l)e
opened in Washington and Bo.ston.
Thanks were extended to no less

Midway'

As Bond

the Army, has offered to turn
over his nitery in the Valley to

one of the Service groups
he comes marching home.

including the upkeep of the Philwill
be
and
adelphia
Canteen,

Commdr. John Ford's
'Battle of

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
Charlie Foy, who is going info

Army.

An

Detroit, Sept.

Why

Sept. 8.
Speaking of 'big' contributions
to the motion picture indu.stry's
billion dollar bond drive you
might consider Anthony Dubicl.
the
theatre
Dubiel floored
owners at their first sales campaign dinner here by investing
$25,000, his family's life savings,
in bonds for the current campaign.
The next day Dubiel.
who is manager of the Graystone
went into the
theatre
here,
Detroit.

columns was inserted

on Service Moi Hypos Sales

Flag Over Foy'»

Giving His All

N. Y.

BrusM on Pix Glamor;

show

himself.

to N. Y.

William Bendix.

Frank Buck.
Robin Coons.
Michael Curtlz.
Jean Dalrymple.
Orry-Kelly.

Stephen Longstrcet.
Rouben Mamoulien.
Al Margolies.
Boris Morros.
Ann Pennington.
Jennings Pierce.
Casey Robinson.
Robert Rossen.

Myron

Selznick.

Del Sharbutt
Paul Small

Lob Smith.

Tom

-

Tully.

Hal Wallis.

N. Y. to L. A.
Tony

Hart.

Jean Holloway.

Henry

Jaffe.

Stan Joseloff.

9r 1941
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UA Now

After 4 Par Features,

Seeb

Westerns;

EXHIBS

Pix of Others

41-

Originally calling for 12 westerna,
«lx this year and six next season,
plu« possibly one regular feature already In the can, the deal between
Paramount and United Artists now
includes discussion for the acquisl-

20th Holds Perlberg
Hollywood, Sept.

WiUiam

Perlberg, currently pro-

ducing the Jack Benny starrer, ^he
Meanest Man In the World,' signed
a new producer contract with 20thFox.
would involve around $4,000,000, it
Lined up for his production pro)s understood, to cover negative cost
plus • proAt to Paramount, Actual gram are 'Army Wife,' The Song of
closing of the deal hinges on the Bernadette,' .'In Old Coney Island,'
raising of the money by UA which, 'Jean Valjean' and 'Police Gazette.'
It Is thought, will not encounter any
•nags in view of the need of product
(t this time by UA, whose distribution system, also, is a costly one.
Deal is being negotiated on tiia
Coast between Grad Sears, vicepresident of UA, and Y. Frank Freeman, v.p. in charge of prodction at
It is believed near
Par's studio.
tlon by UA.ot four features in addition to the horse operas.
As now standing, the transaction

LYONS' UA PIX
PLANS SOUND

to signing.

The four program features to be
turned over to UA under the deal
would be from among the 23 for
1B42-43 release that have already
been completed by Par. Which four
films will be chosen from among a
group of completed pictures of comparable value has not yet been decided.

All of the six westerns, made for
Par by Harry Sherman, are also already In the can.

Baw
Likely cut
ability

Film Angles
in

raw

next season

is

stock

one

availof the

factors Involved in the Par-UA deal
for Par's product.
Though the Par films are already

completed, negative stock involved
la relatively small compared with
pcsitive film requirements.
PendIne a Aim rationing decree from the
war Production Board problem of
holding over some topical material
to give precedence
imto morfe
?iortant product may also figure in
he deal.
United Artists, on the other hand,
figures it needs a minimum of 25
pictures annually to maintain its

exchange and distribution setup.
(Continued on page 4S)

IMPRESSIVE

Possibility in

Studio Operations

Warn This Would
Bring on Other Federal
Regulation in the InduS'

—

^Point to

Now

Being

Adjustments

Made

At request of banks and
volved, Arthur S. Lyons is stepping
into picture production in a general
supervisory capacity as head of one
or both ot the new film production
groups for which he was lining up

Muffled rumbles of late about ways
and means of curbing the distributors from exacting higher prices for
pictures are threatening to develop
into thunder on a scattered front
and, feared by informed distributor
sources, that with the coiuitry at war
the danger of a rentals celling Is

Sept

8.

.

approved appointment of a
committee to contact the antitrust division of the AttorneyGeneral's office in Washington
Committee
for ceiling fixing.
includes Willis Vance, chairman,

Maurice Chase and Harold Bernstein.

Forum's members operate 4)
nabes in Greater Cincy. Most ot
them belong to the Greater Cincinnati Motion Picture Exhibitors League, which went on
record

as

favoring

the

price

freeze.

However, while issuing a warning
to exhibitors that they may be bringing the walls of the temple down on
their heads by trying to engineer a
rental ceiling, the distributors, it Is
promised, are prepared to wage a
bitter war against such regulation.

closer participation in studio output
and the greater responsibility which
Spyros Skouras, as result of
Col. Darryl Zanuck leaving the company for the duration. Though Bill
Goetz remains in charge of studio
operations, iinderstanding is that the
former National Theatres head will
be more -closely identified with
broader phases of production, to
some extent absorbing the duties
falls to

formerly carried out by Zanuck.
Skouras has been working on production and distribution charts for
several months past, obviously In
preparation for Zanuck's fulltime
soldiering.

GOVT ENLISTS

'

Among other things, the distributors decry the foolhardiness of any

Goetz, who has been the main cog
in the 20th production wheel since

Pearl Harbor, while Zanuck spent

most of his time in Government
service, will retain full studio operation powers under Skouras instead
ot Zanuck.

additional financing (Bankers Trust)

Other majors, where former exhibition experience has fitted execs
for key positions determining proand
duction, are Paramount,

exhibitor action seeking the establishment of a ceiling on film prices
because that would, in their opinion,
be the opening wedge for Federal
Kern and Rouben Mamoullan, eaph regulation ot the industry; would not
of whom will function in a separate stop there, but extend to other measproduction company, making one ures hamstringing the business of oppicture annually for United Artists erating theatres.
release. These four companies will
During the past week the Greater
"There is si
constitute one group.
Cincinnati Exhibitors Assn., at a
possibility that Lyons may also form
meeting there, mapped plans which
another unit with Casey Robinson,
carry an unqualified threat to go to
contract
still
under
Is
though latter
(Continued on page 44)
to Warners, or some equally promi-

nent scenarist.
In addition to salary guarantee, all
Lyons' talent used in production will
be in on a profit-sharing basis.
Lyons' production plans were made
possible because most of the agent's
talent is in studios on short term
addition to Dorothy Lamour,
Lamarr, Ida Lupino, Ilona
and Allan Jones, Lyons
stated last week that he also held
part of the Fred MacMurray conworking through the
Talent
tract.

In

SCHENCK OUT
AFTER4M0S.

Hedy

Massey

MISSING IN DIEPPE

Cincinnati,

Film production policy at four ot
the major studios is now largely
dictated by executives with theatre
operating backgrounds, 20th-Fox becoming the fourth ot the majors in
This is due to the
this category.

in New York last week. In addition
to the Jack Benny unit, Lyons has
Eugene O'Neill, Cole Porter, Jerome

contracts.

ABE BLANK'S NEPHEW

Freeze Rentals
In an attempt to freeze film
rentals at the 1941-42 scale, the
Indignant Exhibitors Forum, at
its fourth weekly meeting Sept.
2,

DISTRIB OPPOSISH

real.

talent in-

More and More

la

Wartime but

Distribs

trjr

FoHo^ AeKew Orbit

Of Theatre Men Influencing Film

FOR PRICE CURB
Feared Such a Move

8.

20th-Fox

AIMl

Lyons agency

will be pooled

DAYS

5

RKO

Universal.

Case of
U.

3.

Government has

show business

called

on

to take a national sal-

vage campaign, scheduled to start
around Oct. 15, under its wing.
.

U and

Par

and

previously
Paramount studios experienced a
sudden upsurge in production of big
grossers which coincided with or
shortly followed the entry ot execs
with exhibition - distribution backgrounds. In case of Universal, Nate
Blumberg, CliA' Work, Milt Feld and
Johnny O'Connor formed an operating quartet which pulled the studio
out of a rut. Earlier a terrific change

Both

Universal

Picture houses, legit theatres, film
exchanges and all other branches of
the industry will use stage and
screen, combined with other exploitation, to get the public to dig up
all
possible scrap metal, rubber,
copper, steel, fats, etc., to be turned
tor the better in Paramount prqduct
-over to the authorities.
was noted following advent of Y.
Frank Freeman, with Buddy de ^Iva
Canada's Large Tabu List
as executive producer in charge of
Ottawa, Sept. 8.
*A' product.
Government regulations ban the
And Charles Koerner is being
use of metals, except gold and silver, given a chance to show what theatre
for manufacturing several hundred operating experience can accomplish
articles after Sept. 30, including the for RKO.
grandstands,
bleachers,
following:
Without being able to define spe.

bowling
doughnut

with

Des. B^olnes, Sept. 8.
other Uoited AtUsU.producers when
Irving Heller, 33, former manager
needed.
of a theatre at Ft. Dodge, la., and a
Ida Lupino was last week named
nephew of A. H. Blank, president of as the probable lead for an original
the Trl-States Theatre Corp., has yarn being written by O'Neill who,
been reported by the Canadian gov- incidentally, has nine plays comernment as missing in action in the
(Continued on page 47)
Commando raid on Dieppe. He enlisted in the Canadian army in 1940.
Sko^ras' Schedule
Heller attended Kemper Military
Academy for two years and graduSpyros Skouras. 20th-Fox prexy,
ated with honors.
L^ter he was goes to Atlanta for a week following
flraduated from the University of current studio conferences on the
Nebraska.
He had won several Coast.
medals for rifie marksmanship.
He is then scheduled to return to
Heller's wife and three children the New York homeofflce around
make their home in Columbus, Neb. Sept, 14.

SALVAGE

The .release of Joseph
,

former

20th-Fox

alleys,

pins,

cookers,

accessories;

exhibition

cifically the -Tiethods employed by
and former theatre operators in film pro-

^^^

M.. Schencjc,

chairman of the eluding

ugnliBg^tfqiBpmflS?

board, from the Federal Prison at
Danbury, Conn., clipped his year
and a day sentence received last
year for income tax evasion to four
months and five days. He left the
penitentiary Monday (7) night and
was met by C. C. Moskowitz and
Nicholas M. Schenck, Loew's, Inc.
v.p. and prexy.

stands; floats for pageants, parades, the type ot entertainment which can
advertising (except trucks); games best be sold or which the public will
and gambling devices, magic lanterns, most readily accept, acquired from
rolling boardwalk chairs, scenery and close contact with theatregoers over
stage hardware and equipment (ex- an extended period ot time, is the
cept lamp bulbs), including battens, major Infiuence being brought to bear
cables, lights, reflectors, 'drops; skat- on studio output by theatre men.
ing rink equipment, stadiums, tent Opinion is expressed that some stupoles and parts, all types of vending dio producers somehow lose contact
three machines, motion picture projection with the mass public, and wind up in
had equipment, musical instruments and the red before they realize what

Originally
sentenced
to
Schenck's punishment
been curtailed because of his aid in metal
the conviction of Willie BiofT and
George E. Browne who had been
charged with extortion of $1,000,000
from the major picture companies
through illegal use of powers as
years,

reflectors.

happened.

Zanuck Farewells His Co-Workers

Curtail
Solution to

Running Time of Theatres?
Raw

Film

May

Lie in Shorter Hours or

Shorter Programs
,

cinemas one day
of
weekly would be the most impartial
way of handling the situation. With
regard to raw stock, this would automatically bring about a saving of

labor leaders. The three-year sentence was suspended last May and
he was held on his plea of guilty
only to the perjury charge.
Joseph H. Moskowitz, now serving
a similar term for income tax falsification may follow Schenck to freedom shortly via parole.

Conviction continued to grow In shuttering

the trade last week that some method
of curtailing running time per thea-

may become necessary in order to
conserve raw film stock. War Production Board officials have already
stated that it should not be expected
that all theatres could be kept open
for the duration, .but whether all
theatres would be shuttered one day
weekly, as in the last war^ limit operating hours to nine hours daily, or
pool operations in some territories
via darkening of some houses, are
problems still in the early stages.
Opinion in the trade is that, in
event of acute shortages of celluloid,

tre

manpower,

electric

power,

fuel,

more than 14%
If

time

MAJOR SAM BRISKIN
JOINS COL CAPRA

of total positive film.

length ot screen running
reduced by simply ordering

Hollywood, Sept.

the
is

theatres to operate only nine hours
daily instead of 10 to 14, exhibitors
are certain to squawk loudly, because it would cut deeply into reve-

nues and keep thousands from attending shows. Should screen running time be trimmed by reduction
of programs from three to four hours
to two and one-half hours, producerdouble
distributors depending on

the features would be seriously aftcctcd.

8.

Sam Briskin, chief of production
a: Columbia, pas.sed up his studio
job for the duration and entered
Unthp Signal Corps as a major.
derstood he will be stationed here
as a

member

ot Lieut.

Col.

Frank

Capra's unit.

Sidney Buchman, who recently
resigned as president of the Screen
assumes part ot
Writers Guild,
Briskin's duties, sharing production
supervision with Harry Cohn.

—

Skouras, Connors, Goetz Present Latter Will
Studio Operations

As

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
his last official act in his ca-

pacity as production chief at 20thFox, Col. Darryl Zanuck spoke to
executives and sales personnel Monday (7) at the two-day regional
meet. Flanked by Spyros Skouras
and William Goetz, new studio operating head, Zanuck bade farewell
to his co-workers before leaving for
full time duty in his capacity as an

Army

colonel.

Zanuck expressed full confidence
that his work at the studio would be
carried on with the same high "reTom
gard for quality production.
Connors, 20th sales head, who presided, had the delegates pause in one
minute silent tribute in respect to
the memory of Sidney R. Kent.
Hal Horne, eastern advertising and
publicity director, told the gathering

Head

that the company's product would
be backed up with the biggest advertising budget in its history. An-

nouncement that Goetz would take
over studio operations carni: following a conference Sunday (6) at the
studio when Skouras, Zanuck and
Goetz met.
Zanuck's position as vice-president
in charge of production will not b«
filled during his absence on duty
with the Signal Corps. Goetz operated the studio during Zanuck's previous absence on military missions
and will be surrounded by the sam*
personnel that worked with Zanuck.

Jack Warner Also
The grapevine has it that Lieut,
Jack Warner will go on full
time duty with the Army Air Fore*
in a couple of weeks.
Col.

WcibiMdaj, iScptcmber 9, 1942

Despiti
ite

SomerveD s Visit

Simon Sees Red Agah
Hollywood, Sept. 1.
Sylvan Simon, who has directed
two Red Skelton comedies at Metro,
S.

Frozen Coin Remains a Big Stymie

slated to pilot the third, 'Whistling
Brooklyn.'
Currently Simon is working on
'Salute to the Marines' at the same
is

in

Clearing up of the British frozen
situation is not likely in the

Studio Contracts

studio.

money

immediate

future, it is authoritatively stated in N. Y. this week. This
contradicts a supposedly optimistic

Hollywood, Sept. 0.
Jeff Oonnell'E player option picked
report emanating from sources dose up by Columbia.
to R. C. G. Somervell, undersecreMichele Morgan signed for two
tary of the British Board of Trade,
currently in Washington where he
arrived from London several weelts
ego. As one industry official expressed it, 'Chances for early settlement may look good from the British
angle, but that does not necessarily
mean good for U. S. distribs or that
any solution has been reached.'
While the British angle on present
negotiations to dislodge some $52,000,000 of U. S. distributor coin impounded in London may gradually
unfold, as Somervell swings into
action, American picture companies
are a bit skeptical over*the presence
of Somervell in Washington. They
wonder why tt was necessary for
him to make the trip to the U. S.
when the American industry already
bad stated a clear-cut case.
This case simply is that the U. S.
film companies are entitled to this
frozen money right now since It was
obtained in legitimate business undertakings (distribution of pictures).
Also that there is no reason for
withholding the funds since the present exchange differential imposes no
hardship on Britain. Attitude of
American distributors, as previously
expressed, is that not only should
this frozen coin be released but there
should be no freezing of U. S. distributor revenue in Britain in the
year starting the end of October.
Present year's 50-50 pact expires

to direct shorts.
Col. Jason S. Joy drew new twoyear ticket as public relations director at 20th-Fox.

Trumbo inked

writing pact

George Travell inked actor pact

at

Metro.

efforts to dislodge

impounded

New

Name

Writers'

On

Works

Somerset Maugham, whose
novel, 'Moon and Sixpence,' has ]ust
been made into a picture for United
Artists release, recalled early days

Andrew

handed player con-

LOTINirWI
Hollywood, Sept. 8.
Seven tunefllms, one finished, one
winding up, two ready to start and
three in writing mills, make Columbia the most tuneful studio for

3 Foreign

Deirt.

Aides

•

To Help RockefeDer

Estimated this week that
S. distributors have around $7,000,000 of their revenue impounded
In tfaese two countries. Only slightly
more than $1,000,000 is held in New

W.

when the first demand for famous
work on the screen developed—and how different It is today
when any number of noted writers

and

U. S.

a

find

Britain Taking

a New Tack

On Pix Piropaganda; More Reportorial

ready

Maugham

Conunittee on Films

scripted the novel.
Maugham recalled possibly his
first work sold for a screen vehicle.
It wai 'The Ordeal,' one of his older
stories, which Jesse L. Lasky bought
after
the
producer had begged
Maugham to approve a pact to put
one of his works on the screen. That
was about 20 years ago.

U

SL

actor.

Impression In both American and

PIX,

SEZ LONDON
25.

Feeling here

British services is that it's about
time to stop 'telling* the Americana
how wonderful the British are and
just 'show' them by means of factual
pictures reporting. Belief in information services, contrary to oft-ex-

many war

films,

American.

.

to association affairs.

To Autry's Rodeo Spot

Karl Hacdonald, one of Robert
assistants in Warners' for-

Schless.'

direct bearing on general production
of war-themed pictures at the major
studios, leading to some modification
in hefivlly dramatized approach to
the war in fictional product.

is that there are too
pressed opinions regarding average
both British and
mentality, is that the average man
Public reaction started
in the street Is today inteUiaent
first and has even reached official
enough to Judge for himself. Percircles.
Ministry of Information figCharles F. Coe, executive vice- ures support should be given to haps the war has had something to
president of the Motion Picture Pro- films of 'everyday life,- not directly do with the growlng-up process.
ducers Si Distributors Assn., left for about the war, featuring events in
One 'Mrs. Miniver' Is not enough,
the Coast Saturday (5) for a stay of various phases of life in factory, according to Informed opinion, to
about two months. Since Will Hays, mines and on the land.' MOI even offset the constant sniping of th*
president of MPPDA, is currently promises Producers' Association, of anti-British, anti-Russian elements In
in New York, Coe shifted to the which C. M. Woolf is prexy, 'special the U. S.
Similarly, a 'Sergeant
Coast This is in accordance with support' on such subjects.
York' is not by itself considered po*
recently arranged schedule which
Board of Trade's current boss, tent enough to permanently coimtar
calls for either Coe or Hays being in
Hugh Dalton, told House of Com- anti-American sentiment In England
N. Y. all of the time, and one or the
mons he could give no promise that and the Dominions, and a constant
other being on the Coast attending British producers
would be allowed fiow of factual pictures is now be-

-4-*!J?-TS{«5KSiP^e**^^

eign department, will help expedite
export shipping. He is stationed in
CoBtmoes to Attract
Washington presently, where he is
devoting all his energy on this new
Atteotion jn Wafl
Job.
Matter of getting priorities on
space in outgoing ships is recognized
as a pressing need of the film busiMotion picture business and shares
ness Just now.
of film companies have attracted ad'
Irving Maas, assistant to Laudy
ditional attention in the last few
Lawrence, head of 20th-Fox* foreign
weeks by the various investment
sales, also has been loaned to the
houses and Wall Street traders. Fact
Rockefeller Committee, his new task
that several conservative investment
being to see that wider and quicker
houses have come out with optimisdistribution of all shorts is obtained
tic reports of future film business
in the Latin-Americas.
It's reported
prospects in part has generated this
renewed enthusiasms for film com- in the trade this week that he is
,-ff the 20th-Fox payroll for his
new
pany stocks.
Bulk of these forecasts are predi- post, but there is no official confirmation of this.
cated on the benefit the business will
Major companies are now seeking
derive from larger national purchasan
advertising-publicity
chief from
ing power, with the war rated as
having no real direct effect on mo- foreign departments to help on custion picture corporations excepting toms export censorship, and this job
as it already has trimmed revenues will likely be filled in a few days.
Foreign
ad-publicity
chief
from the foreign market. Heightened
would
purchasing power is rated as being serve as liaison between the industry
reflected via greater film theatre and the U. S. customs export cenattendance. Helping in this' is the sorship group, his particular duty
being
to
speed
not
only motion picfact that a large share of coin, which
might have gone into other pur- tures but all ad material and acceschases, is going for entertainment sories to foreign accounts.
because of merchandise shortages.
Real effect of this is not expected to
be felt until a later date.
Dottie and Ring Again
Also cited in Wall Street that pictures are assured of political support for the duration because of
Hollywood, Sept. 8.
their moral value.
Dorothy Lamour teams up again
Even the curbs on raw film stock with Bing Crosby in 'Dixie.' slated
Is not regarded as likely to cut to roll late October with Edward
into revenues.
And the ceiling on Sutherland directing.
materials per picture is viewed as
In the cast will be Billy De Wolfe,
likely to force studio economies, dancing comic from New York night
viewed as a favorable factor down- spots, making his debut as a screen

TOO MANY WAR

London, Aug.

COE TO COAST WHflf
Wni HAYS BACK EAST

Hays only came in from HollyTwo executives from major com- wood a couple of weeks ago, Coe repany foreign departments have been maining over in the east because of
Zealand, representing three or four loaned to or placed on leave of ab- industry bond campaign and conseryears, while the remainder or in ex- sence with the Coordinator of Inter- vation problems of industry.
cess of $5,400,000 is held in Aus- American Affairs (Rockefeller Comtralia. Both countries are only per- mittee) to aid the speeding of
U. S.
mitting out about half of all U. S. film shipments to the Latin-AmerRoy Rogers Succeeds
distrib revenue in current years or icas.
A third likely will' be picked
less thafi $i3,400,000.
as liaison to assist on export cus-

town.

have left, dlttrlbs figure that waste allowances may be increased
to around B%, resulting In the need for a greater amount of raw stock
for any specific amount of net footage.

COLTIMST

Zealand.

BoDisliiiess

addition.

With replacement* In the large raw stock manufacturing plants now
oommon, and new manpower being trained to replace those who

That he

by Warners.

U.

Fib Kz

film

British and American Govern*
Goodman Art Head
ment information services have, from
accounts, decided to call for an easwas pleased with the
HoUywood, Sept. 8. i
ing
op on fictional and 'propaganda'
Bernard Zanville inked actor pact screen version of his 'Moon and SixUniversal signed John Goodman
pense' was admitted by Maugham
pictores in favor of Government wav
at Warners.
studio art director to aucceed
following the preem at Kdgartown, as
Otterson, who recently Joined films made on a straight reporting
Jack
Mass., last Saturday (5).
He bebasis, with th« object of letting tha
lieved
the producers,
David L. the Army.
Goodman has been directing film peoples of the United Nations mako
Loew and Albert Lewln, had followed his story closely, although art since 1920, for the last five years up their minds for themselves about
allied war effort
Possibility la
the
Productions.
Lloyd
with
Frank
plenty of water had passed under
that this attitude may also^hava t
the
bridge
since
he originally

newed by

ticket

stymied American distribution com-

monies in both Australia and

Recalls

Aside from Amy nqulrtmanU, more raw film stock will be used
this year due to th* graattr waste which faces manufacturers and
produMTi alike vmot to the loss of skilled manpower to the
armed forces and dtfeni* plants.
Normally diitrlbuton allow from 1 to lVi% over the stipulated raw
stock deliveries for wast*. Where an order for, say, 100,000 feet of
film Is given, dlftrlbi flguro on paying for 1,000 to 1,500 of waste, with
the raw itock manufacturer absorbing some loss from waste in

ap

market in pictures.
told 'Variety' that the sale
contract re- of screen rights to noted literary
works represented that much addiColumbia.
Rosenthal handed writing tional velvet for the author.

Lllo Yarzon

tract at 20th-Fox.
Janet Blair's player

'

pany

Maogbam

S.

Yesteryear's Stance

authors'

at Metro.

the season of 1942-43.
about Oct 29.
Completed is 'You Were Never
After both these angles have been Lovelier,' the Jerome Kem, Johnny
In the
cleared up, some foreign managers Mercer musical confection.
feel there will be plenty time to talk home stretch is the Cole Porter galabout future film quota production lop, 'Something to Shout About.'
In Britain, next year or after the Ready for shooting are The Cover
war. Attitude in N. Y. is that any Girl' and 'Reveille for Beverly.' In
quota production discussions should preparation are three newcomers,
not be linked with the coin freeze 'Redhead From Rio,' Two Senoritas
From Chicago' and 'Tune of Today.'
problem.

In the meantime, the delay in
clearing up the frozen money situaBritain
apparently
has
in
tion

W.

pictures for Universal.

Forrest Tucker's player option
picked up by Columbia.
Harold Daniels signed by Metro

Dalton

Fin Wute bpectancy Upp

British

to
preserve their present labor
forces or even their existing studio
space.
Official
explainers afterwards said that what Dalton meant

was not withdrawal

of such facili-

lieved necessary.

With British Government film production services having no cloarly
defined mark between factual ana
fictional themes, it is understood tnat
Sam Spewack, head of the film unit
of the Office of War Information,

as they now exist, but if present
situation got worse film producers would be on same level as who left New York for London ovar
every other industry in having in- the wedcend, is planning to line up
roads made on their personnel and a regular schedule for British facneeds.
tual war films production which oan
Board of Trade prexy will shortly either bfe Incorporated In U. S. prohave to explain to the film trade' duction or.-.vsed-ln orielruil.JtefflUv
Plan Is to have the British mako
what he meant by telling House of
Commons that film quoto position films with special angles revolving
was 'satisfactory' when production about the activities of American soldiers
overseas as well as product
is nowhere near percentage needed
dealing with various phases of the
to fulfill legal requirements.
British production effort.
Spewack
is also heading for Russia on a similar mission, while Sidney L. BernFilm Extra
stein, adviser to the film division of
the British Ministry of Information,
who retomed last week from HollySix-Year August
wood, has been working toward)
closer cooperation of the U. 8^ and
Hollywood, Sept 8.
American film Information services.
Less than 20,000 film extra Jobs
were handed out during the month
of August, the lowest number for
that period in six years. Usually it Chapfin Readying
Is one of the top months for atmosphere players, with the annual- break
'Shadow, Substance'
cAning in late autumn, but this year
it took an unexpected nosedive.
Hollywood, Sept, 8.
Adjustments and overtime for the
Charlie Chaplin is working on tha
month are still to be compiled but script of his
next picture, 'Shadow
it is estimated that the total wages
and Substance,' and hopes to have It
will be around $200,000, compared
trimmed to shooting size within two
with
with
ties

war

.

Roy Rogers,

star of Republic plchoss-operas,
will
Join the
World's Championship Rodeo when
it
plays Madison Square Garden,
N. Y., Oct. 7-25, and then continue
with the show to Boston and Buffalo.
In past years Gene Autry, also a
Republic western name, has been a
steady feature with the rodeo in New
York and Boston. Now, with Autry
in the Army Air Corps and imavailable. Republic set Rogers for the
date, which pays off like a slot machine in ballyhoo and publicity as
well as shekels.

Vires

Bob

Steele

Moves Up

Hollywood, Sept 8.
Republic is grooming Bob Steele as
second buckaroo star to succeed
Roy Rogers, who has been moved up
to the lop spot to fill the vacancy
caused by Gene Autry's enlistment
its

in the

Army.

Steele has played In Republic's
low-budget Three Mesquiteer series
for three years. Previous to that he

galloped

FBO
Rep

a

number

of

seasons for

Jobs^t

Low

$283,000 for
27,092 jobs.

August

1941,

months when cameras will roU,
Comedian plays the canon role In
addition to producing and directing.

and Monogram brand.
will tie in publicity blasts of

the Rogers' rodeo appearances with Rogell Addition Gives
simultaneous release of his first
Producer-Directors
special, Heart of the Golden West,'
which goes before the cameras shortHollywood, Sept. 8.
ly.
Addition of Albert S. Rogell to the
Smiley Burnette draws featured
spot in the picture.
producer-director group at Republic
raises the total to four.
Others are

Rep

Four

Shorts Pause at G>I.

George Sherman, John H. Auer and
Joseph Kane.

Hollywood, Sept

8.
Listed as producers are Albert J.
of schedule, Colum- Cohen, Leonard
Field, Harriet Parsubject
department sons, Harry Grey, Lou Grey, Robert
closes down for a two-week vacaNorth, William O'Sullivan, Armand
tion starting Oct 1.
Schaefer, Edmund Grainger and
By that time the department wUl Fanchon
Marco. Directors are Johave completed 17 of the 28 two seph Santley,
Jack English, William
reelers on the 1942-43 program.
Witney and Bernard

Weeks ahead

bia's

short

&

Vorhaus.

Unknowns

are

femme lead.
definitely won't

They'll

being tested foir
Goddard
Pauletto
in the picture.

be

Keep on Landnig^

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
The Leathernecks Have Landed,'
heaviest grosser produced by Republic in 193d, is being rewritten
as an up-to-date version for the
1042-43 program.
Only 'resemblance to the old pictore will be the title and the
Marines. New story will be based
on their explotte in the current war.

.
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Gort Gets Record Grab of
For

Mn m Entertaimnent Reyeniie
Washington, Sept.

8.

Uncle Sam has a pietty good thing
In hlJ license lee system for jukeboxM. pinball and slot machines,
bowling alleys and billiard academies. According to the tax figures,
these are an easy means of getting
a handy amoimt of revenue.
I,arge scale sales of the permits
for the new fiscal year, overshadowing a healthy comeback in boxotflce business, boosted Federal yield
from taxes on amusements to a rec-

ord altitude last month. The Treasury reported Saturday (22) that its
Income from commercialized entertainment amounted dilring the opening stanza of the new fiscal year to
$18,423,924. This is by far the largest
grab but should not be taken as indicative of the average government
revenue, since the total includes the
license fees that have to be paid
only once per annimi.

—

Split

A-^ying They

$18,423,924

Go

Will

bportance of

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
First of the two Laurel 8c Hardy
pictures tmder their contract with
20th-Fox will be a spy comedy, 'Me
and My Shadow,' screenplayed by
Paul Yawitz and produced by Sol

Hollywood, Sept.

8.

David O. Selznick gained exclusive right to the services of Robert
Stevenson, director, through a deal
with RKO.
Previous ticltet called
for one Selznick picture annually
and the rest for RKO.
Stevenson's first job under the
new arrangement will be 'Jane Eyre.'

Second, still untitled, will have a
western background, based on a
by Robert Metzler and Manny
O'Connor.

Bi^er Issue Than Mediod of Sales

story

GUNNERY SCHOOL PIC;
WRITTEN BY ITS P.

A.
8.

Part of the location shots of Paramount's 'Aerial Gunners' is to be

made here at the Harlingen Army
Gunnery School. The original was

With $2,001,000 in

lady

in

written by Lt. Jack L. Dailey, public

'

midway

in

October,

with Ginger Rogers and Ray Mil-

Billy Mitchell

Even in Death, In

Rentals to Date

chalked up, topping the prior rec-

total registered since the tariS was
July retli^taned last October.
ceipt* showed a $5,724,020 rise over
ibt corresponding 1941 stanza, which

la itsalt was better than the average
under the old scale.

total of 2,227, while the gross rental
on the dates played hit $2,001,000, a
return to Par that is exceeded by

comparatively few pictures, even
after they are played out
With many contracts on the books
at the moment, and others to come,
it is not Unlikely that 'Reap' .may
ultimately play the highest number
of non-general release engagements
at increased admissions, outside of
'Sergeant
'Gone With the Wind.'
York' had 8,200, it is understood.

$78,S34,aH B* Far
The policy set on 'Reap' by Neil F.
Bo far this calendar year, the Agnew, vice-president in charge of
Oovarnment has snared $78,334,000 distribution for Par, after it had
^om ticket buyers. This figure ex- opened at the Music Hall, N. Y., and
ceed! that for the first 11 months of a few scattered test spots, called for
f 041 and Is roughly $33,000,000 more percentage and increased admission

thaa the harvest during the

first

schedule

Increased

from

Under preparation

In

16

to

this

are 'Ground Pilots,' 'Condors of the
Sky* and 'Women With Wings,' to

unUtled.

scales everywhere.

MvaB months

of last year.
Steady decline In sales of radios

In addition to getting 50% in virtually all theatres played, extended
end phonographs, which cannot be time was also given 'Reap.'
laanitfaetured any more iwder War
Picture will not be placed on genProduetlon Board decrees, was aperal release at regular established
parent 'from the Treasury atatement.
scales until some time next year.

duly tax payments on such articles
dipped -to the lowest level of the
year, only $1,249,005 coming in. This
tompared with the high mark in
ITAniary, $2,769,303. The total was
down 1372,140 from June, although
exceeding July, 1941, due to stifTer

Cfifflumgers

Wonld

Woo Adnlt Filin

controversy

during

the
his

The

be produced by Ralph Dietrich, and
one Sol M. Wurtzel production, still

'Grand Canyon' Back
On RKO Prod. Sked

general's sister, Ruth Mitchell,
interned for months by the
Nazis in Europe, has written a story
of his life, and Metro is understood
to have offered $60,000 for it. Emile
Gauvreau, former editor of the N. Y.
Mirror, and Lester Cohen, have
turned out a book titled "Billy
Mitchell, Founder of Our Air Force

who was

by

$753,931.
Record sales continue to fiuctuate,
according to the Treasury statement,

and Prophet Without Honor,' with a
price of $175,000 for the (tlm rights.

Meanwhile Samuel Bronston,

in-

and despite the tightening up on
shellac constmiptlon there was a
marked rise in the receipts from
the levy on discs during July. CoU
lecttona touched $123,356, a gain of
$46,803 above June, but more than

Producers
stressing

of

are

clifThangers

more mature

plots

In

for

serials

In

lineup.

ing,

SENATOR BALL'S KUDOS

ing of the picture, thereby protect-

occasions this year,

Receipts from the tax on musical
instruments were bigger in July.

Amounted

to

$266,047,

up

$21,865

above June.
Jukebox and gambling device permit* yielded $3,415,017, which was
$$,704,906 more than the June take.
Alley and pool room certificates
brought in $884,716; a }ump of
$601,302.

NO TILT FOR 'WAKE'
far Wants

Film Ont

Its

Fast as

Possible

Fearing

that

Paramount

would

sell 'Wake Island' at Increased admissions only at this time, Allied
State* Assn. protested- to Barney
Balaban, president of the company,
about 10 days ago, against any such
move, if contemplated, and appealed
~t& him to make the picture available In the regular manner. AUied's
fear* of advanced admission con-

tractual

demands were aroused by

an item

In a Pittsburgh newspaper
in which Balaban stated the cost of

mal<crs are launching topical stories

'The Secret Code,' concerning operations of the U. S. Secret Serv-

while Universal has 'Don Winslow of' the Coast Guard' and 'Adventures of Smiling Jack,' latter
Recovering the aviation vogue.
'G-Men Vs. the Black
public's
Dragon' also cashes In on present
interest in the FBI.
ice,

Where

originally framed primarily to whet interest of juvenile patrons, shorts producers now claim
their
'chapter
they
are gearing
plays' to fit the adult mind.

Columbia's latest, 'Secret Code,'
has incorporated a novel feature at
the end of each episode which is calculated to maintain audience inter-

now

notorious Czechoslovakian
which starred Hedy

film

Understood that Par is anxious to
get speedy and widespread circulation on 'Wake' and, principally, for

Lamarr. has filed suit here for an
accounting of the film's profits. Defendants are Josef Auerbach, whose

thi* reason will not ask its accounts

Czech company. Electra-Film. made
the picture in 1933, and several cor-

u

8.

Addressing Northwest Allied in
convention here, U. S. Senator Joseph H. Ball of Minnesota singled
out 'Mrs. Miniver,' 'The Invaders'
"This Above AH' for lavish
He declared such pictures
exercise a great influence on morale.
A movie fan himself. Senator Ball
said he believed 'the screen- a more
powerful medium for shaping public
opinion and thought than newspapers
or radio.' While the federal government actually 'had considered taking
over the industry for the war's duration,' the fact that it has been doing
its part so well in the war effort

and

praise.

will forestall
opinion.

such

action,

in

his

throughout the country where 'Vaiikeo Doodle Dandy' will play.
plans to pursue a policy of handpicking dates at present under an increased admission policy.
'Dandy' is being made available
at this time only on percentage and
a: minimum admission scales which
are higher than those regularly in
existence, same as was done with
'Sergeant York.' 'York' played close
to 1,000 engagements at the uppea
scales,
with result, in some instances, when it came back on established admissions it had previously
played to such a large number of
local customers that its boxoffice
possibilities had been
greatly di-

WB

minished.
In

New

York, for instance, 'York'

chapter.

'Epstasy'

'Wake* was $1,000,000.

to boost admissions when playing it.
Due to the timeliness of the subject
matter. Par is anxious to get the
film rolling on a wide front as early
possible.
It opened during the
Pait week at the Rivoll, N. Y., at
established house acalea.

Minneapolis, Sept.

had played the Astor and Hollyest.
A reputed Army officer lecwood at advanced scales, then the
tures and diagrams latest developStrand and finally the entire RKO
Metro Episoding, Too
ments in solving secret codes in a
ciicuit. plus numerous subsequent
brief aftermath clip.
runs, all at increased prices.
ConHollywood. Sept. 8.
sequence was that when it was
Metro Is joining the episode cycle biouglit back to the Strand this
'Ecstasy'. Director Sues
with a 10-part picture, 'Now We Are summer, it fizzled, and the RKO cir21,' which calls for
services of cuit, realizing what had been taken
For Profits Accounting numerous writers andthedirectors.
out of the picture last year, coupled
Hollywood, Sept. 8.
Edgar Allan Woolf has checked in it on duals with 'Gold Rush.'
Guslave de Machaty, director of to start a scripting job on the first
the

porations.

De Machaty

also

B. S.

HUSSET TUBNS AGENT

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
Robert D. Hussey, who organized

Paramount studio radio department four years ago, checks off the
seeks ownership lot Sept., 19 to join the Frank
the

Auerbach called for the picture to

Vincent agency as an associate.
In his new post he will handle the

revert to his possession after production costs had been met.

agency's radio clients.
Paramount
has not yet named his successor.

of

the

supporters point out that

of sales assumes
portance.

With

this

felt that

im-

tremendous

thought in mind, it Is
should be kept aliva
the ideal medium
is

UMPI

because it
through which conciliation machinery may be operated for the beneof both distributor and exhibifit

also is the organization
tor.
It
through which amendments to the
present arbitration system, several of

which have been proposed and
cussed, may be put into force.
Here Impertaat iMae

dis-

held in industry circles that
more important than the mode of
selling itself has become the settlement of conlrovenies inexpensively,
equitably and speedily^ Abont this
phase of the UMPI plan Thurman
Arnold, assistant attorney general,
It's

.

made no mention

in his decision attacking the sales formula.

Plan Included machinery for the
adjustment of individual as well as
territorial disputes, a vital necessity
right now, in the opinion particularly of distribs, who are being forced

make many
due

film

rental adjust-

changed conditions

to

caused by war.
Regardless of the nature of the
controver^T however. It is noted

on their 1942-43 season
ing runs when it comes back on gen- that conciliation would mean more
line with such an an- Minnesota Solon Salaies Films' Pari eral
lest
release, Warner Bros, is giving efficient industry operation and
(
In this connectiop, with
.xtior

Jtme and January, has the Federal covering current world condi'.ions.
take form this source been less than For instance, Columbia's latest is
In July.

ia

when

ments

In order to avoid so-called milk-

maimer, which now

the vast nimiber of contracts written each year is taken
into consideration, the importance of
the disputes rather than the method

•

on two other

UMPI

that

to

MiDdng on GenlRdease

an

efTort to create an adult following

especially

there will always be arguments and

ducing.

WB

Fans

With Matnrer Plots

companies,

time, those outside of

a year's block at a time.
Because there will always be sell-

dependent producer, has announced
Hollywood, Sept. 8.
early filming for Columbia reRKO is taking 'Grand Canyon' off the
lease of 'Billy Mitchell' based on a
the shelf for October production,
biography by Isaac Don Levine.
following huddles between Peter
Rathvon, president,
and Charles
Koemer, studio chief. Technicolor
picture will be shot in autumn to
to Hand-Pick Early
avoid the summer haze that hangs
over the canyon.
Dandy' Dates to Avoid
Richard Dix and James Craig will
head the cast, with Bert Gilroy pro'

Urn,

the

At the same
in a similar

Mitchell,

24

class

stressing the point th'at the

formula under the UMPI plan
relatively minor importance
anyway.
Stand taken by important leaders,
who want to keep UMPI on the
map, is that regardless of UMPI or
the Department of Justice, there will
always be some system of selling in
vogue that will not vary markedly
sales

the decree, will probably always sell

William

20tli

days.

favor

those which are under the decrea.

lifetime as chief of the Army Air
Boosted
Force, is in the middle of a Hollywood controversy long after his
Hollywood, Sept. 8.
There are numerous biogdeath.
20th-Fox is boosting the budgets
raphies aimed at film production,
about 30% on its low-bracket proand there is unpublished word from
gram pictures dealing with wartime
Washington that 'Billy Mitchell' or
aviation as a result of advanced
any other story dealing with the
costs
and
restrictions.
military
general's career and courtmartial.
Average outlay has been upped from
will not be made into a motion pic$150,000 to $200,000 and shooting
ture, at least while the war is on.

At

now

are

among

Midst of Battle

ord (May collection) by $680,960.
Take from the boxoSice levy was
$034,737 greater than the June haul,
which was off from the May
peak, but still the second largest

who

was of

land co-starring.

editor of the Pine-Thomas producing
unit operating through Par is here
Admissions levy, which has swung
making arrangement for shooting
back and forth most of the year,
schedule with Col. John R. Morgan,
was on the upbeat again. Year's peak
commanding officer o'f the school.
Sold singly, Paramount's 'Reap the
was reached last month, reflecting
mar-record ticket sales during June. Wild Wind' has in the comparatively
Collections from the 10% nick on short time of four months kited the
General
Budgets on Flying Pix
wicket patrons amctunted to $12,464,billings, as of Friday (4), to the large
center of
This figure Is the biggest ever
681.

unity

of

retention of the United Motion Picture Industry as an organization, and
Hollywood, SepL 8.
Paramount handed Mitchell Leisen are pressing for support of it in
the director chore on its screen ver- maintaining a strongly-welded front
sion of the Broadway musical, 'Lady among distributors and exhibitors,

relations officer of the school.

The picture Is being made for Paramount and Maxwell Shane, story

Protagonists

Dark' for Leisen

in the Dark.'
Picture rolls

Harlingen, -Texas, Sept.

'Reap Surprises

Bmg

Throui^ UMPI Stressed as

M. WurtzeL

Deal Welded

Settling Disputes

film,

charging a deal with

French Sabotage Story
Is Marcus' 1st for Fox
Hollywood, Sept. 8.
First producer chore for Lee Marcus under his new contract at 20thFox is 'French Underground,' a tale
of sabotage against the Nazis In oc-

cupied France.
Story is being developed into a
screenplay by Frank Gruber for late
fall production.

W

it is added that if the dispute
cannot be reconciled, then the exhib still has arbitration available to
him although until amendments are
made arbitration as presently set up
fs not desirable.
As worked out under the decree and administered, it
is claimed that it has not operated
to the best benefit of the industry,

step,

especially in certain territories.

Aside from unity Itself, conciliation, arbitration and recent formQtion of UMPI tax committees in 'ill
the states, UMPI still Includes the
policing on shorts to prevent forcing of them on feature deala
William' F. Rodgers, who pioneered
on UMPI and is chairman of the
committee of the whole, has not set
a date for meeting of this committee and the exhib subcommittee' to
discuss the fate of UMPI but is ex-

pected to hold

it

before Oct. 1.
is canvassing

Meantime. Rodgers

leaders on the matter. Among other
things, he is discussing UMPI with
the other distributors since if RKO,

Paramount, Warners and 20th-Fox
do not want to come along with
Metro and Rodgers it may have to
fold.
Th\% includes Par and Warners on conciliation. They did not
agree to that section of the UMPI
plan but believed all along that they
ultimately would throw their support to a suitable conciliation system.
'

Rodgers

delayed on the distributor stance, an^ong other things, due
to the absence from New York of
Tom Connors, general sales manager of 20th-Fox. Rodgers himself
is

was away when Arnold

UMPI

sales plan.

killed

th*.

.

W<d«iJ>y» geptemher
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PICTimE GII088E8
Inn'

Tied

Piper'

$57,000 in Five

Bangup

Seattle's

$15M

Talk of Town' 8G in 2d

L A. Houses; Cab Calloway Bolsters

ReiwrimWTiperZaGEach
-If

Seattle, Sept. 8.

Few new

lyes' to Record

25G, 'Inn'

33G

in

2d

Los Angele;, Sept.

8.

new Paramount

h iliday

\Y.-.

Piper'

•Pied

eock $57,000

getting

is

a
playing

getting

five houses,

at

day-date.
idividual topper is ihe Orpheum
soaring to a new record at $25,000,
most of which can te credited to

On

Cab Calloway band.

.screen

the

in

week

fourth

Downtown and Hollywood.

Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergrcen)
30-40-58)— 'Pardon Sarong' (U)

is

at the
'Holi-

In Strong Wash.

Inn' is strong in its second sesh
at the two Paramounts with a combined toUl of $33,000.
The State and Chine.se theatres
accounted for $32,000 of the 'Pied

'Pride

of

holding up well in

its

take.

five-theatre

Yankees'

is

third -session.

Estimates tor Thb Week
Cartbay Circle (F-WC) (1,516; 3344-55-65-75)— 'Miniver' (M-G) (7th
•wk). Heading for strong $6,500 aided
by holiday weekend, after bagging
same comfortable figure in sixth

"-,000.

(20th)
(20th),

town's topper.
Estimates for This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-44-66)
with
(20th)
'Foollight Serenade'
vaudeville headed by Jay C. Flipprn.

Last week, 'Orchestra Wives'
and 'Postman Didn't Ring'

okay $10,700

Downtown (WB)

in six days.
(1,800: 33-44-55-

(WB) (4th
C.^ -75)— 'Yankee Doodle'
wk). Still pulling strong and roll
ing toward dandy $15,000: Last week,
ditto.

FMir Star (UA-WC)

(900:

33-44

65-65-75)— 'Pied Piper' (20th) and
'Haunting We'll Go*^ (20th). Every
body happy with $6,000 in prospect.
Last week, 'Tales Manhattan' (20th)
(4th wk), limp $3,300.

(G&S)

.'Hawaii

—

(1,100: 33-44-55-65-

1b) 'Parachute Nurse' (Col) and
'Sdv Ship' (WB). Will get smooth
$3,500 in six-day week. Last week,

'Lady in Distress' (Almo) and 'Escape From Crime' (WB), (2d wk),
faded to $1,700.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 33-44-5565-75)— 'Yankee Doodle' (WB) (4th

w

).
Plenty of wallop left as $12,attests. Last week, "smart $13,000.
Orpheom (Downtown) (2,200; 3344-55-65)
"Thru Different Eyes'
(20th) with Cab Calloway band
unit on stage. Solo pic this 'week
but (Jelloway the main draw at

000

—

$25,000,
policy.

and

Washington, Sept. 8.
Clark Gable-Lana Turner combo
torrid at the Palace currently, and

Last week, 'Cro.ss$24,000.
(M-G) with vaudeville headed by Larry Adler, booming 25.000
Stout

roads'

28-55)—

San Francisco, Sept. 8.
With the Labor Day holiday and

City Grosses

an Influx of hit pictures hypoing
grosses, San Francisco first-runs are

Estimated Total Gros»
This Week
(Based on 25
tres, chie/lv

JiTSt

'Holiday
jackpot business
Paramount Attendance records are being toppled
by 'Pardon My Sarong' at the
Orpheum. 'Pied Piper' is packing
'em in at the Fox. The second week
of 'Tales of Manhattan,' at the War-

doing
$2,532.1M

155 thearuns, cncTudtnff

cities,

N. y.)
Total Gross Sam* Week
$lj»»2,l«t
Last Year
(Based on 28 cities, 189 theatres)

Inn' is torrid at the

enade'

Golden Gate (BKO) (2,850; 44-5575)— 'Pride of Yankees' (RKO) (4th
wk) and stage show (2d wk). This

Qeve.

in

one
for

(3d

Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-58)
Squadron' (U) (2d wk).
Plenty of momentum to carry this
an immen.se $9,000. Last week,

Still

of
bill

good

$9,200.

& vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)
Town' (Col) (2d wk).
means rapid turnover.

— Eagle
to

Cleveland, Sept.

8.

Favorable holiday conditions are

—

(RKO)

Allen
'Pride

Yankees'

(3,000;

35-40-45-55)—
(5th wk).

(RKO)

showing power, probably

St. Francis (F-WC) (1,475; 35-4055)— 'Footlight Serenade' (20th) and

$4,000,

scale

same pix. wonderful $15,000.
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 30-40
— '40-000 Horsemen' (Indie)

(3,596:

ifooms Biz
ifiz
Dav Weekend
weeKena Booms

[La

oppers

—

Wake

— -no
Holiday

Island,

*

lales

Inn,'

Gable

Loom

33-44-

85-65-75)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par) and
"Live on Danger' (Par) (2d wk)

Bang-up

assured

$20,000

$24.()00 last

after

fine

week.

Paramount

Hollywood

—

(F&M)

44-55-65-75)
'Holiday Inn'
(Par).
Strong $13,000 coming up
after first week's $15,500.
Hlllslreel (RKO) (2.872: 3344 -i5-65)— 'Pride of Yankees" (RKO)
and 'Mexican Spitfire's
(3d wk)
(1.409;

"K6

This Ls Labor Day week, always a great one in film
even mild pictures
surprising exhibitors in many key cities.
Reports
from 'Variety' correspondents in principal keys show
'Holiday Inn' (Par), also appearing in the most spots;
'Somewhere I'll Find You' (M-G), 'Tales of Manhattan'

theatres, but this year business on
is

"Pardon

My

Sarong'

(U), 'Across the Pacific'
(WB), 'Talk of the Town' (Col), 'Wake I.^land' (Par),
Oke Pied Piper' (20th) and 'Pride of Yankee.s' (RKO) are
Elephant' (RKO) (1st wk).
"Yankee Doodle' (WB) is con$10,500. Last week. 'Yankees' (RKO) standouts presently.
(2d wk) and 'One Born Every Min- tinuing its highly successful runs, principally in N. Y.
uli-' (U) (1st wK). fair $13,500.
and Philadelphia, while several other films still reState (Loew-WC) (2.204: 33-44-55- main hefty grosses in a few key cities.
e.'' -75)— 'Pied
Piper'
20(h) and 'A"Inn" is playing in some 18 key spots covered by
Nice Variety,' with business ranging from fine to sock.
H; imting We'll Go' (20th).
$19,000.
Lest
week,
'Orchestra
Bing Crosby-Fred Astaire musical is hitting a record
ves' (20lh) and 'Postman Didn't
$16,500 in Denver. It is pacing Seattle at $15,000 and
Ring' (20th). healthy $18,700.
(UA-WC) (2,100: 33-44-55-65) Cincinnati at $18,000, also best single attraction in Bos'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'Haunting ton, sock $30,000. Picture also is rated aockeroo $13,We'll Oo' (20th).
Fine $9,000 in 000, Louisville: $23,000, San Francisco; $10,000. second
prospect. Last week. 'Jackass Mail' K. C. week; $25,000, Detroit; S53,000 in Chicago with
(M-G) (1st week) and 'Footlight vaudeville; $10,500, Indianapolis: $16,000. Baltimore;
Serenade'
i20th)
wk), mild $13,300, Omaha: $33,000 in two L. A. house.s, second
(2d
$5,500.
sesh, and $20,000, Buffalo.
It hit a remarkable $60,000
Vilshire (F-WC) (2.296; 33-44-5565)— 'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'A- in its fifth week at N. Y. Paramount. Film also is a
Haunting We'll Go' (20th). Stout great moveover in Cleveland; ditto on opening Min$10,000. Last week. 'Footlight Sere- neapolis stanza, and a trim $14,000 fourth Newark
nade' (20th) and 'Whispering Ghosts' week.
(20th) slim $4,200.
Find You,' which did well the previous session,
is hitting $52,500 in two Bo.ston spots.
Gable-Turner
(20th),

1

W

— UA

TU

town-topper in St. Louis at $26,500, in Washington at $26,000, in Louisville at $14,000, in Indianapolis at $13,500, Baltimore at $19,000, and in Buffalo
Film looks a nice $18,000 in Providence,
at $23,000.
great $16,000 in K. C, torrid $24,000 in Pittsburgh,
'Frontier Marshal' series on the smash $20,000 in Cleveland, terrific $32,000 in Chi, and
1942-43 program for Producers Re- excellent $40,000 for second N. Y. week.
'Tales of Manhattan,' in Philadelphia, is pacing the
leasing Corp.
Filming of the new series starts town with a huge $42,000, may hit a record at $20,000
•arly
next
month
with
Dave in Pittsburgh, terrific $22,000 in it^ second Frisco
O'Brien and Jim Newhtll teemed stanza and nice in St. Louis. 'Sarong' is a smash
$30,000 In N, Y. after a recprd first week, Is leading
In the top spots.

Texas Rangers Series

Hollywood. Sept. 8

Group of .<;ix westerns tagged 'The
Texas Rangers' will replace the

.

W

.starrer is

Providence at sock $19,000, is huge in its second Montreal week, and establishing a record $19,500 in Frisco.
'Across the Pacific' will reach best current mark at
the N. Y. Strand, where it Is hitting a very big $55,000,
helped by a band. It is pacing Jersey City with a
smash $20,000, good $22,000 in Fhilly, okay $18,500 in
Washington, helped by vaude, and $15,000, Bu£faIo.
'Talk of Town' coming through strongly previously. Is
terrific $115,000 in second week at huge N. Y. Music
Hall, $15,000 in Buffalo, $18,000 in Baltimore with
vaude, big in its second Seattle session, and ditto on
Cincy moveover.
'V/ake Island,' reported from only two spots, is racking up smash $SO,()00 in its N. Y. preem week, and is
knockout $15,000 in Providence. 'Pride' (RKO). now
mostly in extended runs, is fine in Cincy, great $18,000
in fourth Boston stanza, wham second week In Prov.,
sock $18,000 in fourth Frisco sesh with vaude, standout
$25,000 on second Chi week, fine $25,000 In sixth N. Y.
session, and nice third L. A. week.
'Pied Piper' is trina $23,000 in Frisco. $26,000 in Destout $58,000 in fourth N. Y. sesh, great $16,000
in Denver, where it broke opening day record, $9,500
in Indianapolis, strong in second Portland week, and
bangup $57,000 in five L. A. theatres day-date. 'Bambi'
(RKO), thus far a bit spotty, rates average in Newark,
big in Omaha, stout $14,000 in Denver for h.o., meagre
$10,000 in Jersey City, but nifty in K. C. 'Eagle Squadtroit,

Hot 16G,

'Find You' Torrid

19G

Baltimore, Sept.

Extra-strong

ute' (U) over $10,000

(F&M)

'Henry, Dizzy' (Par) (moveover).
Last
Clicking to tune of $7,000.

after $5,500

58-65)

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

wk) and 'One Born Every Min-

Paramount

$22,000.

Orpheum (Blumcnfeld) (2.440; 3545-55)— 'Pardon Sarong' (U) and
Sherlock Holmes, Voice of Terror'
Smashing all attendance rec(U).
ords at $19,500. Last week, 'Flight
'Meet
giving all boxoffices a strong tilt Lieutenant'
and
(Col)
'Somewhere I'll Find Stewarts' (Col) (2d wk), $7,800 lor
this week.
days.
five
You' is smackeroo, at $20,000 in the
(2,470; 60-65)
(F-WC)
Paramount
'Big Street' and Ted Lewis
State.
'Dr.
(Par)
anci
Inn'
"Holiday
band are giving the Palace another Broadway'
At increased
(Par).
'Pride of Yankees' prices, 'Inn' is doing a smash $23,000.
healthy week.
Last week, 'Gone With Wind' (M-G)
is going big on fifth stanza at Allen.
pop prices, $14,000, good.
Estimates for This Week

pair,

Liberty ij

modest $15,000.
(Pan) (2,812; 44-55-65-

(RKO)

wham

Grand $8,000 for second stanza. Last
week, same opus, fine $10,600.
Music Box (H-E) (850; 30-40-58)—
Nice
(8th wk).
Miniver' (M-G)
$3,800 in six days, making conclusion of great run. Last week, $4,500.
Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 30-40S8)— Reap Wild Wind' (Par) and
Fly by Night' (Par) (2d wk). Big
$3,900 in five days. Last week, same
two. very good $6,600.

week, this

Pantages

of Yankees'

'

going to a tremendous $18,000
Last
fourth and final stanza.

is

week,

runs) and Bowes" All-Girl Revue on

(2d

35-40-55)—
and 'Little

(20th)

(Par), $23,000, socko.

Ted Lewis Big
22G

(5,000;

(20th)

Bringing in trim
Last week, "Footlight Serand 'Henry, Dizzy'

(20th).

$23,000.

In Bako;

Last week, 'Men Texas' (U)
Enemies' (UA) (2d

wkTaVd VtVe^" Eirph^nt^TRKo"

Piper'

Tokyo'

.

'Friendly

ctai;e,

(F-WC)

Fox
•Pied

Pins

'Street'

week, 'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Afla.st frame.
of Martha' (M-G) (third week
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 35-40-45- fairs
on Market St.), $7,000, big.
Last
Dandy $9,300. Last 55)— 'Wings for Eagle' (WB). Okc
plus vaude.
United ArtisU (UA-Blumenfel<l)
week, 'This Above All,' (20th) fair week, 'Marry Boss' Daughter' (20th),
Last week, 'Mag- (1,100; 33-40-55)— 'Lady in Jam' (U)
$13,000 in view.
with Ina Ray Hutton band on stage, nificent Ambersons' (RKO), so-so and 'Drums Congo' (U) (3d "wk).
$5,500.
Last week,
Earle (WB) (2,210; 28-39-44-66)— moderate at $8,800. This house goes
Holding up to $7,100.
to 65c top on Saturday, Sunday and $10,200.
$8,500, below expectations.
'Across Pacific' (WB) with vaude
holidays.
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 40-60-70)—
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 50-65)—
First-rate $18,500. Last week
ville.
Paramount (H-E) (3.039; 30-40-58) 'Big Street' (RKO V plus Ted Lewis
Tales Manhattan' (20th) and "Thru
—'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Loves
'Talk of Town' (Col) (2d wk), bang
wk).
(2d
(20th)
Different Eyes'
Edgar A. Poe' (20th). Superb $15.- orch. Excellent Labor Day weeksession.
up $19,000.
Last Socko at $22,000 in second
end turnout; fine $22,000.
000. Last week, "Pardon Sarong' tU)
Last week. }28,000, terrific
Keith's (RKO) (1,830; 40-50-65)— and 'No Hands Clock' (Par) (2d
stanza, "Men of Texas' (Col) plus
Tlvoll (Blumenfeld) (1,590; 35-40Eagle Squadron' (U). Trim $8,500 wk), very strong $7,900.
Duke Ellington ore, $20,000, very 55)— 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) and
Roosevelt (Sterling) (800; 23-40)— satisfactory.
after a smasheroo $12,000 opener
'Meet StewarU' (Col) (moveover
'Cardboarfl Lover' (M-G) and 'True
Metropolitan (WB) (1,600; 28-441
State (Loew's) (3.450; 35-40-45-55) after two weeks at Orpheum). Only
to Army' (Par) (2d run). Oke $3,I'll Find You' (M-G).
'Talk of Town' (Col). Hefty $8,500. 500.
$1 700. Last week. 'All Kissed Bride
Last week, "Married Angel' —•Somewhere
Queen
Last week, 'Sweater Girl' (Par), $7,- (M-G) end 10 Gentlemen' (20th) Despite critics, swell $20,000 or near
(Col) and 'Close Call Ellery
(Par) (Col) (second week of moveover),
500.
Last week, 'Holiday Inn'
(2d run) $3,100.
sad $1,900.
Palace
(Loew) (2.242; 28-55)—
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 20- spurted to tuneful $19,000.
Stillman (Loew's) (1.872; 35-40-45'Somewhere Find You' (M-G). Just 30)— 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and 'Larbehind 'Miniver' for a walloping ceny, Inc.' (WB) (3d run). Big $3,- 55)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par) (2d wk)
$26,000.
Last week, 'Mrs. Miniver' 800. Last week, 'Fantasia' (RKO) This moveover booming to a great
(M-G) (3d wk), lusty $19,000. Moved and "Male Animal' (WB) (3d run), $12,000, and definite h.o. Last week Talk of Town' $18,000
because product was piling up.
Annie Rooney' (UA), sad $4,000.
$3,600.

Colombta (Loew) (1,234;
Miniver.'
At increased
will do a thumping $12,000.
'Mrs.

new mark under present

75)— 'Pride

The fourth
also is terrific.
of 'Pride of the Yankees' also
hefty at the Golden Gate.
Estimates for This Week

field,

week
is

—

Talk

is

Key

(3d
the-

atre for extended run. Great $4,500.
Serenade'
'Footlight
week.
Last
(20th) and -Little Toyko' (20th) (3d
wk). nifty $2,900.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2.349; 30-40(20th)
and
Piper'
Pied
,S8)
Through Different Eyes' (20th) (2d
wk). Good $5,800 in five days. La.st

Single

stanza.
Clilnese (Grauman-WC) (2,034: 33)— 'Pied Piper' (20th) and
< ?-53-65-75
Nice
'Haunting We'll so' (20th).
I

No Hands Clock' (Par)
Moved from Paramount

ind

wk).

Leader

day

Piper'

P.nlomar is going to 65c top for
Saturday. Sunday and holidays, and
other theatres may follow, although
stnfjc attractions here may be responsible for the price tilting.
Estimates for This Week
(800;

Tmd You Hefly

"Through Diflerent Eyes.' 'Yankee
Doodle Dandy' is still in high favor
at the Warner houses, posting a slick
$27,00.

opening week figure,
equals this week's take on

which

this time.

about

is

smash

after

Estimated Total Gross
$524,200
This Week
(Based on 13 theo(res)
Total Gross Same Week
$405,300
Last Year
(Based on 14 thcatrci')

perfect weather gave most
house; the best trade they've had
In weeks. Coin also is plentiful beta ise service men get paid along

•with

attraction,

leading the town with great $15,000.
Eagle Squr.dron' continues strong

Broadway Grosses

with soenclers over
weekend and coupled

on Seattle's Rialto

helping even the holdovers. 'Holiday
Inn,'

Town overrun

bills

week but holiday crowds are

this

New

Frisco Hits Jachpot; 'Sarang' to

Pacemaker;

product

is

8.

pushing

the holiday take into peak figures all
around. All entries are bigger than

You,' at Loew's Century, and "The
Talk of the Town.' at the combo
Hipp. Oversized Stanley, attracting
considerable trade for 'Gay Sisters,
and 'Holiday Inn.' at Keith's, is also
it s
way above housa average.
in Baltimore.
Estimates tor This

boomtime

Century

(Loews-UA)

—

Week
(3.000;

17-

'Somewhere Find
You' (M-G). Extra holiday doings
figured to push total Into rousing
Last week, 'Tish' (M-G),
$19,000.
$10,800.
fairly good
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
26-30-38-40-55 )

17-25-28-38-44-55-66)

—

'Talk

of

Town' (Col) plus vaude headed by
Potent $18,000 and
Larry Adler.
sure h.o. Last week, 'Pride Yankees

(3d wk), brought three-week
$52,700, upped price
initial $1.10 reserved seat
to swell the count.
17Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406'Holiday Inn' (Par).
28-35-40-55)
Smash $16,000 or better. Last week,
Big Shot' (WB), surprised at okay

(RKO)

grand

total to

and

scale

preem helping

—

$12,600.

Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-40)—
'Tombstone' (Par) (2d wk). H<)lding nicely at $4,500 after $5,300 last

week.

New (Mechanic) (1,581; l'-^:^';
AU-right
44)_'Pier Piper' (20.th).
capacity
is topping Portland at $12,500, is trim in its
at $7,000, a nice for seating
second Washington sesh, and big in second Seattle here. Last week, 'Footlight Sereweek.
"Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) continues 'its record- nade' (20th) (3d wk), grand $16,100
.•smashing gait, but mostly in extended runs in 'the total lor three-week run.
keys. 'Big Street' (RKO), teamed with band, is leadStanley (WB) (3^88; 17-28-40-6B)
ing Cleveland with big $22,000.
—'Gay Sisters' (WB). Very sUong
Last week, 'Wings Eagle
'Footlight Serenade' (20th) shapes up nicely, being $17,000.
$10,800
stout $24,000 in Washington with vaude, big in Denver (WB) (2d wk), very solid
after fine $16,300 initial sesh.
and good in Pitt. 'Joan of Ozark' (Rep) Is getting
'
Valencia (Locw's-UA) (1,450; 17sock $20,000 in Newark aided by band and p.a. of
(M-G)
'Mrs. Miniver'
Judy Canova, star of film. 'Pearl Harbor' (Rep) \t big 28-44-56)
(moveover) (2d wk)— still holding
at $24,000 in Chi assisted by vaude. 'Gay Sisters' (WB)
nicely at $4,000 after good $5,600.
is chalking up e big $23,000 In Newark and very strong
nice going after previous four-week
$17,000 In Balto.
run
downstairs Century.

don' (U)

—

u
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GROSSES

PICTineUB

Way Iim'-Vaude SocUOM

First

Rons On Broadway
Week

Labor Day Gives N. Y. Smash

Biz;

U

of Sept..
of the Yankees*

Aator— 'Pride

Vl^

Chicago's Leader; 'Somewhere

(RKO)

Pacific'-Jurgens

(0th week).
(Rcuieioed in 'Variety' July IS)

Capitol— 'Somewhere I'll Find
You' (Metro) (3d week).

Blackstone Helps 'Harbor to 24G
4^
Chicago, Sept. 8.
Holiday weekend in Chicago was a
whole week looks socko
Town Is packed with
a result.

big one and
as

vi<il<>rs.

'Pride of tlie Yankees* at the Palace is big at $25,000 In its second
'Holiday Inn' with vaudesession.
ville is getting a sock $53,000 or better at the Chicago.

EsUmales
Apollo

for Tills

(B&K)

Week

an Angel' (M-G). Good
Last week, 'CardLover' tM-G), sad $4,100.

$8,500 currently.
fa'

a rd

CUcaro <B&K)

(4,000;

ditto.

SUte (Noble-Federer) (986; 10-25of Canyon' (Rep) and
'Lady Louisiana' (Rep). Trim $1,Last week. 'Annie Rooney'
(UA) and 'Dudes Pretty People'
(UA), $1,100.
Stuart (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1,859;
10-30-44)—'Across
Pacific'
(WB).
Bogart still popular, $3,800.
Last
week, 'Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G;.

30)— Call
300.

(1,200: 35-58-65-75)

— Mitrried

erage here. Last week, 'Orchestra
Wives' (20th), $4,600.

Nebraska (J. H. Cooper-Par) (1.(M-G)
and 'Drums Congo' (U): Okay $1,100. Last week, 'After Mein Kampf
(Indie) and 'Almost Married'- (20th),

236; 10-20-28)— 'Born to Sing'

35-55-75)—

'Holiday Inn' (Par) and vaude. Sock
Last week, 'FootUght Serenade' (20th) plus Claude Thornhill
band, $48,200.
Garrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
(20th) and
'Footlight Serenade'
Different Eyes'
(M-G).
"ThroiiKh
Good $7,000. Last week, 'Wings for
Eagle' (WB) and 'Dr. Broadway'

$53,000.

—

okay $6,700.
OrlenUI (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-3344-55)— 'Remember Pearl Harbor'
(Rep^ plus Blackstone the Magician
and Borah Minnevitch combo. Sock
$24,000. with draw due principally to
Blackstone. Last week, 'Grand Central Murder'
(M-G) plus Vatighn
(Par),

$3,200.

Varsity

(Noble-Federer)

(1,100:

10-30-44)— 'Talk of Town' (Col). Big
hit at K500.
Last week. Pride of
Yankees' (RKO), $4,500.

ZOGINPITT.
Penn, are pacing the

city.

'Tales'

may set a new record at uppcd
'Find You' is getting the top
RooMvcit (B&K) (1,500; 35-55-65- scale.
business in, town.
'Footlight SerGetf' Man' (M-G) and
enade' is suffering from strong op'Little Tokyo' (20th). Strong in secposition all over town.
ond week at $7,000. Opening week,

Estimate* for Thti Week
FnltoB (Shea) (1,700: 30-40-55)—

$8,100.

SUte-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 35-5565-7."))— 'Somewhere IH Find You'
(M-G). Terrific $32,000. jLast week,
'This Above All' (20th), fair $12,600.
Vnlled ArUats (B&K-M-G) (1,700;

'Footlight Serenade'
(20th), Generally liked and well received by
the press. Good $7,000. Last week,
'Eagle Squadron'
(4th wk),
(U),

35-55-65-75)—Eighth week of "Mrs.
Miniver' (M-G). ExceUent $16,000,
holiday attendance helping considerLast

'Tales

(7th) $15,300.

.

okay

$4,5()0

Harris (Harris)

35-50-65)—

(2,200:

Manhattan'

looking for a

House

(20th).

new record on this
name barrage

big

That

starrer.

is

getting them, giant $20,000.

'SARONG'

IDG.

PROV. TOPPER

Threeweek run seems likely. Last week.
'Pied Piper* (20th) (2d wk). $7,000.
Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 30-4055)— 'Somewhere Find You' (M-G).
Gable-Turner combo dynamic at the
b.o.
Headed for an explosive $24.000.
Last week. 'Wings for Eagle'

(WB),

all

right $17,000.

BlU (WB)
(WB)

(800: 30-40-55)— 'Gay
(3d wk).
Reached
Penn-Wamer-Ritz route,
fair $2,700.
Last week, 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (6th wk). spectacular
$6,500 for this small-seater.
Senator (Harris) (1,750: 30-40-55)

Sisters'

here

Providence^ Sept 8.
With the Labor Day weekend to

via

give an additional boost, all houses
are soaring. 'Pride of ths Yankees'
'Blondie for Victory' (Col) and
is in its fourth big week at
Tokyo*
(20th).
Twinner
Albee. 'Pardon My Sarong,' at Ma- 'Little
jestic, is leading tht field, followed pushed in at last minute Saturday

RKO

—

by 'Somewhere I'll Find You' at (5) when 'Pied Piper' (20th), which
Loew's State, and 'Wake Island' at had moved here after two weeks at
Harris, didn't get started well.
In
Strand theatre.
three days. 'Piper' got around $1,300.
Estimates for Thla week
Dsubtful if 'Blondie' and Tokyo'
Albee (RKO) (2,300; 35-50-65)—
aiut

"^Un^Vlmi£\'^^TaflflpP'^W' 'sqjSa'^BSTMicffeis^^^
uaaMCoO and reissue

(2d wk). Zowie $8,000.
(3d), hefty $9,000.

Ijast

week

Glory* (20th). sad $2,100.
Stanley (WB) (3.800 30-44-55-66)
—'Blue Horizon' (Par) and Three
Stooees and Lou Breese band. Nice
Last week. 'Jackass Mail,'
$23,500.
(M-G) plus Dick Jurgens band, $22,'Talk of Town' (Col) and 'Blondle 500. over expectatIon5.
Victory' (Col) (2d run), good $3,000.
Warner (WB) (2.000: 30-40-55)—
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-39-50)— 'Wings for Eagle' (WB) (2d wk).
'Give Out Sisters* (U) and vaude. Moved here from the Penn and doKeeping pace for nifty $7,800. Last ing regulation $6,000 or better. La.^
:

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400; 30-40-

50)— 'Panama

Hattie'
(M-G) and
'Grand Central Murder* (M-G) (2d
run).
Healthy $3,500. Iiast week,

week.

'Call

of

Canyon' (Rep) and

vaude. big $7,200.
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 30-40-50)—
'Pardon My Sarong* (U) and 'Berlin Correspondent' (20th). Sock $19,000. top biz in town.
Last week,
'Wings Eaqle' (WB) and 'Escape
Crime' (WB). nice $14,000.

—

Paramonnt
'Holiday
1 n n'
(Par) (6th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 17)
^ialt*— 'The World at War'
(M-G) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Sept. 3)
Blvoii
'Wake Island" (Par)
(2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. 13)
Boxy
'Footlight Serenade*

—

—

(20th).

(Reviewed in 'Variety' Julv 8)
Strand
'Across the Pacific*
(WB) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. 19)

—

of Sept. 17
of the Yankees'

(10th week).

Capitol— "Somewhere I'll Find
You' (Metro) (4th week).
Globe ^"Moscow Strikes Back'
(Artkino) (6th week).
Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (17th week).

—

—

75)— Maisie

week

(

(RKO)

rific $28,800.

ably.

—

Astor—'Pride

Plttoburgh. Sept. 8.
Monroe band, great $24,9(N>.
'Tales of Manhattan,' at the Harris,
raUce (RKO) (2,500; 33-44-e6-75) and
'Somewhere I'll Find You,' at

—•Pride of Yankees' (RKO) (2d wk).
Wonderful $25,000. Last week, ter-

—

Week

TALES' GIANT

week.

'Gay

(WB).

Sisters'

moved from Penn. around

also

$6,500.

Mule pall—l^lk of the Town'
(Col) (4th week).
ParamoBBt
'The Major and
the Minor* (Par) (16).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Sept. 3)
Blvoll
'Wake Island' (Par)
(3d week).
Boxy
Tootllght Serenade'
(20tb) (2d we«k).
Strand
'Across the Pacific'
(WB) (3d week).

—

Irvlni

Berlin

'Gay

Sockeroo
Sis'

(3,618:

30-40-50-55-

Fine $6,000, Ace
65)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk).
Still goin^ along nicely, with $14,000.
Film in Robust Lincoln Last
week, great $25,000.
Lincoln, Sept. 8.
is going at top speed
prior to the state fair.
Estimates for This Week

Theatre biz
the

week

Lincoln

(J.

H.

Cooper-Par)

(1,-

503: 10-30-44)— 'Tales of Manhattan'
(20th).
Fine Sfi.OOO. wav above av-

Paramount (Fabian) (4.126: 30-40(Par)
and
Inn'
'Agents Meet Ellery Queen" (Col).
Plenty excitement at b.o. smash
Last week. 'All Kissed
$30,000.
Bride' (Col) and 'Atlantic Convoy"
fCol) f'rt vk). ow.iv xii nnr).
50-55)— 'Holiday

this week are
and Palace.

Crack 506
for

the

Estimates for This

Roxy, Stat*

Week

Aslor (Loew's) (1,140; 55-65-$1.10)
Managers declare
Pride of Yankees' (RKO-Goldthat it developed into one of the
wyn) (8th wk). Looks an easy $25,biggest weekends in many years. (HK) on the eighth week ending toEstimates were that travel exceeded night (Wednesday), very strong, and
last year's Labor Day by 75%, but same as scored last stanza (7th).
Capitol (Loew's) 4,620; 35-55-85with more out-of-townei°s invading
$1.10-$1.25)— 'Somewhere
I'll
Find
N. Y. than natives scramming out of
You' (M-G) (2d wk). Hitting on all
it.
Crowds included a large number sixes for a second round of $40,000
of servicemen.
or thereabouts. The first week was
Holds
Neighborhood theatres also did a close to $48,000. excellent.
nice weekend business, due, it is be- over.

downtown

area.

—

lieved, to the fact that more people
home this year. Soldiers
and sailors also sprinkled the residential sections.

stayed at

All
downtown houses boosted
prices as much as the traffic would

bear and put on extra shows. They
also opened early, with the Music
Hall starting its shows at 8:30 ajn.,
something rare for this house. On
Sunday, a tremendous day in grosses,
theatres did mora than on Saturday
(5), in spite of the fact they couldn't

Criterion (Loew'.<;) (1,062; 35-44-55-

My Sarong' (U) (3d
Begins third lap today. (Wed.)
coming under the wire on the
second for a big $30,000. Initial seven
days ran to $36,000, record for house.
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 35-55-75-85)
'Moscow Strikes Back' (Artkino)
(4th wk).
Exceptionally steady at
$10,000, or over, currently, while last
75-85)— "Pardon
wk).

after

—

week

(3d) hit $12,500.

Hollywood (WB) (1,225; 83-$1.10open until noon that day. Many of $1.65-$2.20)— 'Yankee Doodle Dandy*
them started out on Sunday at in- (WB) (15th wk). Perked smartly
creased prices. Among other things^ over Saturday • Sunday - Monday to
get
$12,000 on the three days. Last
the weather was favorable.
Only four new shows, including week (14th), $17,000 good profit.
'Bambi' on second-run at the Palace,
PaUce (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55came in for the (abor Day holiday, 8S-75)— 'Bambi' (RKO-Disney) (2d
with other theatres relying on hold- nui)
and 'Berl.n Correspondent'

SOMEWHERE'

131/^ INDPI^.

—

—

Keith's (Ind) (1,200; 28-44)—'Hello
Annapolis* (Col) plus vaude. Strong
$5,000 on usual four-day run extended to five to include Labor Day.
Last week, 'You're Telling Me* (U)
with vaudeville, $3,800 in four days.
Loew's (Loew*s) (2,450; 28-33-44)
—'Somewhere ru Find You* (M-G).
Sock $13,500 as a single feature to
top town. Last week 'Jackass Mail'

(M-G) and 'Calling Dr.
(M-G), $9,900.
Lyric

(Katz-Dolle)

Gillespie'

28-33(20th) and
Still good for
(1.850:

44)— 'Footlight Serenade'
Tokyo* (20th).
on moveover.

week,
'Wings for Eagle* (WB) and "Tomb$4,000

Last

high of $50,317 scored bv Eddie Can
tor and 'It's a Wonderful World' over
the July 4th week in 1939.
'Somewhere I'll Find You,' on
holdover at the Capitol, maintains
fast pace at $40,000 or thereabouts
on the second week. Very potent is
'Pardon My Sarong* at the Criterion,
which rounded out its second week
last night (Tuesday) at $30,000.
Opened during Uic past week. The
World at War,' Government-made, Is
doing well at the Rialto, where it
looks to $8,200 or better. Picture Is
being distributed in this territory
by Metro.
Only new shows scheduled for

$3«,00t

:

lake

overs to get the crowds.
(20th) (1st run), dualed.
Top plc>
'Across the Pacific,' brought into ture is credited with piling 'em in
the Strand Friday (4) wiUi Dick here for a gross of $18,000, unusually
Jui'gens on the stage, was powerful high for theatre. Last week, 'WJngs
Eagle'
bit
For
over the weekend and should
(WB) (2d run) and 'Give
close to $55,000, mighty takings for Out, Sisters' (U) (1st run), $8,200,
only fair.
this house.
Another newcomer, 'Wake Island,'
Paramonnt (Par) (3,664; 35-55-85is also doing a riproaring business.
99)— 'Holiday Ini.' (Par) (6th wk)
On the first week, ended last nlf^t and Will Osborne (2d wk). On the
(Tuesday), the picture got $50,000 fifth week (or 'Inn" and first for
(or the Rivoli, which it reopened Osborne, who' replaced the Skinafter a summer shutdown. Film re- nay
Ennis
band,
the
.ificeiptJ
ceived good notices, as did 'Pacific' mounted to sky-l.lgh $60,000, wlula
Week's holdovers are led by the the fourth sesh was $64,000. Show
very strong Talk of the Town' at the begins another week stand today
Now in its second (Wednesday); its 'ast.
Music Hall.
stanza, it will hit $115,000 or close,
Badio City Mnsle Hall (Rockefelaround the same as done by 'Mrs. lers) (5.945;
44-55-85-99-$1.65)—Talk
Miniver' on its second. 'Min' also of Town' (Col)
and stageshow (2d
had a holiday, the Fourth of July. w.). A terrific smash,
Amazing strength continues to be (2d) looking $115,000 or this week
close, about
shown by 'Holiday Inn,* which the same as done
by 'Mrs. MinlMr*
Indianapolis, Sept. 8.
wound up its fifth sock week at the on its first holdover
stanza through
Loew's is setting the pace this Paramount last night (Tuesday) at a
holiday week with 'Somewhere I'll cool $60,000. The Will Osborne or- July 4. Tecoff seven days for TaBT
hit
$109,000,
very
fancy.
Find You.' Means a second week. chestra replaced Sklnnay Ennis
BialU (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—
'Holiday Inn' la not far behind for Wednesday (2). and remains with the
•World at War' (M-G). Distributed
top business currently.
picture for a sixth (final) lap.
Estimates for This Week
Roxy. which played to a standout in the N. Y. territory by Metro, this
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600; 28-33- trade Sunday, doing over $17,000 on Government-nrnde
film
is
doing
44)
'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'A- the day, about all the theatre can nicely here at an indicated $8,200, or
Haunting Will Go' (20th). Combo do. got $58,000 on the concluding over, and holds. Last week, 'Just
of war film and comedy is getting (4th) round with 'Pied Piper,' im- Off Broadway' (20th), $7,000, good.
healthy $9,500. Last week 'Postman mense. House brings in 'Footlight
Blvoll (UA-Par) (2,092; 35-5S-75-85DoesnH Ring* (20th) and Tommy Serenade' today (Wednesday).
99)— 'Wake IsUnd' (Par) (2d wk).Be.
Dorsey band smash $26,000 at 30cHolding up in outstanding fashion gins second semester today (Wednes55c scale.
is the State show of "Miniver,* secday) after whamming through to
Indiana (Katz-Dolle) (3.200; 28- ond-run, and Ed Sullivan, plus the $50,000, smash Ukings, on the first
33.44)
'HoUday Inn* (Par) and Harvest Moon dancers. The current week.
Picture reopened the Rlv
•Loves Edgar A. Poe* (20th). Click- (2d) canto should scale to $38,000 or Tuesday night (1) on a special
ing to tune of $10,500. Last week, thereabouts, excellent On the first preem for the beneflt„flttlwj.,r "
"
ivs the theatre got a 11"

Boxy

(20th) (5,886; 40-55-«5-7S-<S.

99 >—'Footlight
Serenade'
(20th)
in here this morning (Wednes-

moves

Piper' (20fli), which
would have been kept longer ex>
is piling up on th*
shelf, finished its fourth week last
night
(Tuesday) at $58,000, unusually good; prior (3d) round was

day).

'Pied

cept that film

$60,000.

State (Loew's) ^3,450; 30-44-53-7300-$1.10)— 'Miniver' (M-G) (2d run)
and Ed Sullivan, with the Harvest
Moon dancers (2d-anal wk).
rousing $38,000. which few shows
have ever topped here on initial
weeks, looks a cinch on the hold-

The

first

week

hit

slightly

over $50,100, inches behind the alltime record of $50,317 set by Eddie
Cantor in the Fourth of July week

'Holiday Inn' Big $25,000, Detroit;

in 1939.

Tiper' Hefty 26G. miniver' 13G, 5th

Strand (WB) (2,756: 35-55-75-8399-$1.10)— 'Across Pacific' (WB) an*-,
Dick Jurgens band. Off to a swift
start and should hit $55,000, or near,
extra big. Holds over. Last week,
third for 'Gay SUters' (WB) and
Sammy Kayc, pushed to $43,500,
'

Detroit, Sept.

8.

is showing up in
Labor Day holiday here

Fresh product
brisker bLz.

found few Detroiters getting far
from their defense jobs, with the
theatres profiting by the curbing of
vacation trips.
Both the Michigan and Fox will be
up there this week for the leadership, former with 'Holiday Inn' and
'Spy Ship,' and the latter making
it close with 'Pied Piper" and 'Magnificent Dope.*
Estimates for This Week

Adams (Balaban)

(1.700;

50-05)—

and
(20th)
Serenade'
'Agents Meet Ellery Queen' (Col).
First is a switch-over after a good
week at the Fox with a freshener
Last week. 'Eagle
adde(jl, fine $8,000.
Squadron' (U) (3d wk) and 'Hope
'Footlight

Srhiiyler' (20th).

n(ft-.-

^•^

^"^

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 50-65)
—'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'Magnificent Dope' (20th). Healthy $26,000
in sight. Last week, 'Footlight Serand 'Little Tokyo"
enade'
(20th)
(20th), sock $27,000.
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
50-85)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Spy
Ship" (WB). Big $25,000. Last week,
'Male Animal' (WB) and Alvino Rey
orchestra on stage, swell $43,000.
Palros-SUte (United Detroit) (3.000: 50-65)— Take Letter* (Par) and
'Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G). Fine
Last week, 'Gty Sisters'
$14,000.
(WB) and 'True to Army* (Par) (3d
wk). choice $11,000 on pair moved
over from Michigan.
United ArUsts (United Detroit)
(2.000; 50-65)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G)
Still holding up to a
(5th wk).
1

nnn

..f««-

17000

.

A

over.

—

Met' (Loew's)

Tlie goose hangs high on Broadway, with the Labor Day weekend
bringing tremendous crowds into the

Z2G

MeUopolitan (Indie) (3,200; 55)—
'Shut My Big Mouth' (Col) plus
Brooklyn. Sept. 8.
Jackie Cooper and Stan Kenton orSnaring nearly all the bi/ in downchestra on stage.
Good $7,500 for town sector over the Labor Day
Saturday. Sunday and Monday. Last
weekend is 'Holiday Inn' topping
week, 'Rubbter Racketeers' (Mono)
dual bill at the Paramount. Loew's
plus Andrevfs Sisters and Will Os- Metropolitan in third week with
borne band, big $10,000 in three days. 'Mrs. Miniver* also is still profitable.
SUie (Loew) (3^00; 30-40-50)—
Estimates for This Week
'Somewhere Find You' (M-G). Not
Albee (RKO) (3.274: 30-40-50-55)
too strong but the Gable draw will
'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Berlin Corcarry it to nice $18,000. Last week.
'Panama Hattie' (M-G) and 'Grand respondent' (20th). Fairish $16,000.
Central Murder' (M-G) nifty $18,000. Last week. 'Magnificent Ambersons'
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 30-40-50)— (RKO) and "Give Out Sisters' (U),
'Wake Island' (Par) and 'Alias Bos- mediocre $14,000.
Fox (Fabian) i4Ji23 30-40-50-55)
ton Blackie' (Col). Packing a solid
punch for knockout $15,000 for com- —'Gay Sisters' (WB) and 'Night
paratively small house. Last week, New Orleans' (Par). Strong $22,000.
'Dr.
Broadway' (Par) and 'Joan Last week. 'PHorities on Parade'
(Par) and Glenn Miller's orchestra
Ozark' (Rep), trim $7,000.
on stage, stout $30,000.

•Tales'

%\m,

—
—
—

•Little

'HOLIDAY' CHEERS B'KLYN

Wow

(Retrieuied in 'Variety' Aug. t)

Criterion 'Pardon My Sarong'
(U) (3d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. 5)
Globe—'Moscow Strikes Back'
(Artkino) (5th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. IS)
Hollywood
'Yankee Dood le
Dandy' (WB) (16th week).
Reviewed' in 'Variety' June 3)
Musle Hall— 'Talk of the Town*
(Col) (3d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' July 29)

Big 55G, Talk' 2d

v'*"*"

terrific.

Republic's Russe Pic

For National Release
Republic will nationally distribute

'Moscow Strikes Back,' the Artkino
picture currently in its fourth weelc
at the Globe. N. Y.
Film had been
nixed for release by majors, who
claimed it was too strong for publle
consumption despite the good press
culled in New York and the good
take at the b.o.
Film is to be released with no
change in title, contents or commentary, around Oct. 1. It's the first tirat
Artkino set a national release deal

Wednesday, September

PICTURE GROSSES

10

Last
or better.
Serenade' (20th)

nice $16,000
week. -Footlight

get

Tales' Huge $42,000 Tops in Philly;

and

'Little

Tacilic 22G.

Dandy' 26G

Philadelphia, Sept.

Biggest news of the

week

the onetime

ln-=ide

its

Wk.

third

week

at Loew's.

the

Estimates for ThI.s

Week

Mastbaum.
Loew's iLocw's) i3.205: 30-35-40Crowds of 55-60)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (3d

tin<;hutlering of the giant
dnrk almost eight years.

Philadelphians stood

Miniver' up well In

8.

is

in 4th

line

in

to get

wk)

th^ Labor Day weekendshows

The

ipposi-^h of three legit

final .stanza

here, look-

mered down

30-40)^'sTlooIs (F&M) (4.()00: Horizon
(WB) and 'Blue
Last week.
Oke $4,000.
(Par)
'Gunga Dm
•King Kong' (RKO) and
(RKO) (reissues) swell $o,50U-

holdovers

with

of

Miniver,
Doodle Dandy; and 'Mrs.

Aldlne (WB)

— Crossroads'
r^g a?ter

Week

<1.303: 35-46.57-68-75)

WAY

(M-G) (2d wk). Divweek with $9,000 for
okay. Opener was a
good

$3,500

INN'

13G.L'V1LLE

for

Sunday Earle showing.

35-46-57Arcadta (Sablosky) (800;

68)--Take A Letter' (Par) (2d run)
Last week.
<2d wk). Good $2,900.

Louisville, Sept.

coming

Four big days
75-$1.10)- over the weekend

<2.569:

plenty and railroads brought terrific crowds
Heidt orch. Swing crews stiU
down Into the city.
hot with Heidt's gang nailujg
Texas
Loew's, with 'Somewhere I'll Find
fine $30,000. Last week. 'Men
oke You,' and Rialto, with 'Holiday Inn,'
(U). plus Paul Whiteman orch,
are raking in plenty of coin. Both
'
35-46-57-68-75)houses are solo and turnover is
Fox (WB) (2.452;
$22,000
Good
'Pardon Sa(WB).
faster than on dualers.
•Aeross Pacific'
In addition to nice $3,000 on Sunday rong' Is still strong at the Brown
bonus' showing at the Earle. Last for a second stanza and the third
Broke the sixweek. 'Footlight Serenade' (20th). downtown week.
Batis<actory $13,500 for holdover sesh. year record last week on the secKarlton (WB) (1.066; 35-46-57-68) ond downtown session.
Just about par $4,'Tish' (M-G).
Estimates tor This Week
Last week, "Friendly Enemies
000.
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
(UA). pallid $3,000.
15-30-40)—'Pardon Sarong'
(1,400;
Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)—
,
(U) and Top Sergeant' (U). Still
^•Footlight Serenade* C20th) (2d run)
moving along at steady b.o. pace,
' Satisfactory $5^00. Last week, 'Mag
with good $2,500 or near on third
nificent Ambersons* (RKO), slighUy
downtown week. Last week, same
under $4,500 for second run.
Mastbaum (WB) (4.692; 46-57- film took slick $4,500 on moveover
from Rialto to break the six-year
(20th)
•75)— 'Tales of Manhattan'
record for the house.
Terrific $42,000 for first week of newKentucky (Switow) (1,250: 15-25)
$22,000
About
deluxer.
reopened
ly
—'Song Islands' (20th) and Ten
•was taken in the first three days.
Gentlemen from Point' (20th). Fine
•Tales' likely will hold for three
Last week, 'Bugle Sounds'
Vfeeks to be followed by 'Pride of $2,000.
(M-G) and Take Letter' (Par), sat
the Yankees' (RKO).

'Bambr

(2,916;

35-48-57-68-

Miniver' (M-G) (6th wk)

Still going plenty strong at $15,500
Last week, bright $17,000. Will hold,
ever at least one more semester.
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)
—•Jackass Mail' (M-G) (2d wk).
Getting good play desoite pans by
crix. akoy $7,500 after potent $10,000
last week.

'Eagle Squadron' High
in Stent

Portland. Sept.

8.

—

(M-G).

You'

Find

—'Somewhere

of Gable and Turner should
take house to a great $16,000. Last
week, 'Talk Town' (Col) and 'Atlantic Convoy' (Col) (2d wk), okay

Newman

(Paramount)

moves

stouV,$10.000 after sock $13,000 initial

week.
(1,600; 11-30-44).

—'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Highways by
Night' (RKO). Oft to a sweet $9.000. Last week, 'Are Husbands Necessary' (Par) and 'Tombstone' (Par),
fair $5,500.

15-

Last week. 'Sgt.
Sgt. York
Yor
doing a quick return engage.

m

Tower

(Fox-Joffee)

(2.110;

11-30)

'Joan of Ozark' (Rep) and 'Dr.
Broadway' (U) with vaude. Brisk
Last week. 'Berlin Corre$8,500.
spondent' (20th) and 'United We
SUnd' (20th) with vaude. good $8,000.

TERRIF $13,300

INN'

OMAHA;

IN

WES'
Omaha,

13G

Sept.

8.

Omaha,
teamed with 'Grand Central Mur'Holiday

Inn'

at

the

heading for a great $13,300.
to top town.
At the Orpheum. 'Orchestra Wives' and 'Postman Didn't
Ring' are only a step behind. 'Bambi'
Omaha had
also big at Brandeis.

der,' is

Sunday-Monday

biggest
years.

in

five

Estimates for This Week
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1.500; 1130-44)— 'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Highway by Night' (RKO). Big $8,100
Last week. Talk of Town' (Col) and

Omaha

(TrUtates)

(2,000;

11-30

(3,400- 15.

30-40)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par).
Fred
Astaire and Bing Cro.sbv are prime
marquee natnes here, and I^bor Day

raO

PACEMAKER

stage, hefty $9,000.

Orphenm

(Hamrick • Evergreen)
35-40-50)— 'Flight Lieutenant'
(Col) and 'Dr. Broadway' (Par).
Great $8,000. Last week. 'Syncopation' (RKO) and 'Little Tokyo, U. S.
A.' (20th). six days of second week,
(1.800;

^

Louis, Sept. 8

St.

The heavy

for war bond
by flicker houses here, supple
mented by plenty of cuffo news
paper space, has upped grosses cur
bally

sales

rently.

Loew's. leading

all

_ _ Riding
.
(Mono), 'King Kong' (RKO),
and 'Gunga Din' (RKO), latter two
reissues, more than $900.
.

Trail'

houses

In bond sales, also ts topping the
Paramoont (H-E) (3,000; 35-40-50) town at the b.o. with 'Somewhere
—•Pled Piper' (20th) (2d wk) and III Find You.' The runnerup will
•Escape from Crime' (WB) (1st wk) be 'Orchestra Wives' and 'Are Hus
Strong $10,000.
First week, with bands Necessary' at the Fox.

nice $6,100.

'Sweater Girl' (Par), new mark for
non-holiday week at terrific $13,800.
Dolled Artists (Parker) (900: 3540-50)— 'Eagle Squadron' (U). Soaring to terrific* $12,500.
Last weeTt,
•Miniver' (M-G) closed eighth
of record slay at nice $4,500.

week

Giant $20,000,
Leader in Jersey City

•Pacific*

Jersey City, Sept 8.
'Across Ihe Pacific' is sturdy at the
Stanley this week, Humphrey Bogart starrer leading the town. 'Mrs.

for a third

Holiday Inn' $16,500

New Mark

m

Boston, Sept.

8.

MemorUI (RKO) (2,000; 40-55-6575)—'Pride Yankees' (RKO) and
'Flying With Music' (20th) (4th wk).
Got its second wind and still galloping around the bases at $18,000;
stays for a fifth sesh.
Last week,

BIG 18G

PACES CINCY

$20,000.

MetropollUn (M-P) (4,367; 30-4455-60)—'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Dr.
Broadway' (Par); A sock drawing
combo for the whole town at well
Inn' and above $30,000 and £ood for two
Smash biz
weeks more. Last week, 'Gay Sis'Pri(le of Yankees' is pushing the
general b.o. score of downtown ters' (WB) and 'Spy Ship' (WB),
cinemas to a lofty level for new sea- $23,000.
Orphenm (Loew) (2.900; 40-65-70)
son's kickofr. Crosby-Astaire pic at
—'Somewhere I'll Find You' (M-G)
the Palace is on top by a wide
margin. The Lou Gehrig opus, re- with shorts. The Gable-Turner sex
opening the Shubert. got a USO angle is terrific in the Hub. hitting
a
hot
$31,500. with h.o. certain. Last
an
was
premiere at $1.10, which
week, 'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'About
advance sellout.
(UA) (2d wk), okay $16,000.
Top holdovers are 'Reap Wild Face'
Paramoont (M-P) (1.800: 30-44-60)
Wind' at the Capitol and 'Talk of
—'Gay Sisters' (WB) and 'Spy Ship'
Town' at Keith's.
(WB). From the Met but plenty
Estimates for This Week
powerful
at $13,000. Last week. 'Are
Albee (RKQ) (3.300; 33-40-50)—
(Par)
and
Mild $9,500. Husbands Necessary'
'Big Street' (RKO).
'Lady Gangster' (WB). $11,500.
Last week. 'Talk of Town' (Col),
State (Loew) (3,600; 40-65-70)—
wham $18,000.
•Somewhere I'll Find You' (M-G)
Capitol (RKO) (2.000; 34-44-55-60)
with shorts.
Splendid at $22,000.
—'Reap Wild Wind' (Par) (3d wk). Last week.
(M-G) and
Good IJB.OOO. Will hold. Last week 'About Face' 'Crossroads'
(UA) (2d wk). $11,000.
(2d), hefty $11,000.
Tranalax (Translux) (900: 17-28Family (RKO) (1,000; 17-28)—
'Danger
44r55)—
Pacific'
(U) and
'Atlantic Convoy' (Col) and 'Not
•Not
Ladles
Man'
(Col).
Good
$4,500
Lady's Man' (Col), split with 'Boss and fine
for this stand.
Last week,
Hanglown Mesa' (U) and 'Raid by 'Hello Annapolis'
(Col) and 'Things
•Night' (PRC).
Okay $2,200. Last to Come' (UA). $4,000.
Eyes'
Different
week.
'Through
(20th) and 'Dr. Broadway' (Par),
divided with 'Spy Ship' (WB) and

35-50)— 'Holiday Inn'
(Par)
and
Grand Central Murder' (M-G). Terrific $13,300.
Last week, 'Jackass
Mail' (M-G) and 'Sunday Punch'
(M-G), fair $7,000.
Orpheam (Tristates) (3,000; U-30is helping this to splendid
35-50)— 'Orchestra Wives' (20th) and
$13,000.
Last week. 'Magnificent
Ambersons' (RKO) and 'Spitfire's 'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th). Stout
$13,000, which is big for straight picElephant' (RKO). medium $7,500
tures.
Last week, 'Broadway' (U)
'Fourth Avenue) (1,400;
,r ol^JiS
plus 'Funzaflre' on stage, modest
15-30-40)— Tombstone'
(Par)
and
Joan of Ozark' (Rep). These two $13,000 at 15-40-55-65.
Town (Croldberg) (1,400; 11-20-30)
are oke for action film fans.
—'Vengeance of West* (Col). 'Hello
Probably fine $5,000. Last week. In
Annapolis' (Col), and 'About Face'
v'sible Agent' (U) and 'Timber'
(U),
(UA), triple split with 'Deadly
sturdy $4,800.
Game' (Mono), 'Angel With Broken
Wings' (Rep), and 'Riding Sunset
Trail'
(Mono),
'Tattles
Tahiti'
(RKO), 'Falcon Takes Over' (RKO),
YOU' BIG $26,500. with
stage show on Saturday. Good
$1,000.
Last week, 'Ghost Law'
ST. LOUIS
(Mono), 'Girl Alaska' (Rep), 'Para-

ment, oke $3,500.
Bialto (Fourth Avenue)

Broadway

to the

Long 28G

week,
Last
session.
downtown
What with the holiday weekend,
•Wings Eagle' (WB), after Denver
the weather and the ready coin, the
week, good $4,500.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 30-35-40- Hub's picture houses have resumed
50)— •Cardboard Lover' (M-G) and their heady pace of a fortnight back.
Favorite Spy' (RKO). after week at New pictures also are adding to
Orpheum. Sad $2,000. Last week,
•Maisie Gets Man' (M-G) and Tar- huge overall total. The Gable-Turner
zan's N. Y. Adventure' (M-G), after epic is clicking at the two Loew
Orpheum week, fair $2,50U.
houses with a smash $53,500 while
Denham (Cockrill) (1.750; 30-4050-60)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par). Smash Holiday Inn' at the Met also is
and holding. Last week. staunch.
$16,500.
•Blue Horizon^ (Par) (2d wk) and
'Pride' is still packing plenty of
•Tombstone^ (Par), fine $10,000.
punch in its fourth week and is set
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 30-40-50-60)
—•Pied Piper^ (20th) and 'A-Haunt- tor a fifth. Other spots arc distinctly
ing Will Go' (20th). Big $16,000. Last above par.
week, 'Pardon Sarong' -(U) and
Estimates tor This Week
'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th), big
Boston (RKO) (3.200; 40-55-65-75$14,000.
85)— 'Magnificent Dope' (20th) with
Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 30-35-4050-60)— 'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Spitfire Johnny Long's orch. Una Merkel,
Wally Brown and Deval, Merle and
Sees Ghost' (RKO). Extra fine $14,Lee. Not this spot's most potent at000, and stays over for second stanza.
traction, but doing well at $28,000.
Last week. 'Cardboard Lover' (M-G)
Jackie Cooper, Judy. Caand 'Favorite Spy' (RKO), $11,000. Last week,
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 30-45)— nova, Louis Prima band and 'Men
and Texas' (U), wham $32,500.
(20th)
Serenade'
'Footlight
Ro(M-P)
Fenway
(1,.373; 30-44-60)—
(20th).
'Little Tokyo. U. S. A.'
bust $9,000, fine biz at this scale, and •Gav Sisters' (WB) and 'Spy Ship'
may hold. Last week. 'Flight Lieu- (WB). In from the Met and still
Last week, 'Arc
tenant' (Col) and 'Blondie Victory* lively at $7,500.
Husbands Necessary'
(Par)
and
(Col) nice $7,000.
'Lady Gangster' (V/B), $5,000.

11-

(1,900;

30-44)- 'Holiday Inn' (Par) (2d wk).
Astaire and Crosby pulling toward

Orpheam (RKO)

Hub Spots;

'Holiday Inn' SIMi, Dope'-J.

$8,000.

i.<f

.

8.

Combo

25-40)— 'Somewhere Find You' (MG). Booking as a single looks like a
wise move. .Turnover
rapid. Terrific four-day ending Labor Day (7)
Wham $14,000. Last week. 'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Sunday Pun-'h
(M-G). good $8,000.
Mary Anderson (Llbson) fl.OOO,
<
15-30-40)— 'Wings for Eagle' (W'»\

(WB)

Port

Despite holdovers in two theatres,
Portland business is holding up
strongly. Pacing the town is 'Eagle
Squadron.' playing solo at the United
Artists, where the total take likely
will be terrific. "Pied Piper' also is
•trong on its second session.
Estimates for This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1,900; 35-40BO) 'Annie Rooney' (UA) and 'Gentlemen After Dark' (UA) (2d wk).
week,
First
Satisfactory
$5,500.
great $8,500.
Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,BOO; 39-40-50)— 'Favorite Spy' (RKO)
and 'Spitfire Sees Ghost' (RKO).
Good $6,500. Last week, 'Men of
Texas* (U) plus Polack Bros, circus

on

(3.300;

City, Sept.

Estimates tor ThU Week
Esqnire and Uptown (Fox-Midwest) (820 and 2,043; 11-35-50)—
Nice
•Footlight Serenade' (20th).
Last week, 'Tales Manhat$8,000.
Un" (20th) (2d wk), fine $7,500, after

W.OOO.

fAn' UiaIi

$12,500

isfictory $1,800.
Loew's State (Loew's)

$9,000

Nifty

Kansas

looks
Despite a rainy weekend it
All downlike a big session here.
which
town houses except Newman,
toUl in its second
is piling up nice
starting
are
week of 'Holiday Inn.'
I
with fresh product. 'Somewhere II
Find You' is heading for a smash
open$16,000 at Midland. Tower is
enlarged
ing its new season with an
orch and usual vaude.

—

SUnley (WB)

In

terrific $11,000 first session.
Midland (Loew's) (3,500: 11-35-50)

.

75)— 'Mrs.

Tops

K.C., Colossal $16,000;

8.

together

Is spelling bumper
downtown houses.
(WB) (4th wk). coin for all the the
main stem and
for More people on
Stm plenty solid *ith $26.0()p
$32,000. sticking around town this Labor Day
this canto. Last week, zingy
Tire situation
years.
many
in
than
Vrindup not yet in sight.
heavily on the usual Labor
down
cut
35-46-57-88-75)
Earle (WB) (2.768;
Day trips out of town, but bus lines
•Pierre of Plains' (M-G) with Horace

«°S'.y?''(WB)
•Yankee Doodle"

lark Gable

;

Last week, 'Gay Sisters
(WB) and 'Spy Ship' (WE) (both 2i
wk), average $12,000.
State (Skouras) (2.200; 30-35-55-

initial

this sesh: still
sock $15,000 plus

•Big Shot'

Last week (2d)

60-70)- 'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Big
Street' (RKO). Getting big moppet
afternoon trade, but evening biz is
La.n week.
meagre $10,000.
off;
and
Fox
the
'Holiday Inn' (Par) (2d wk), sturdy
•Acros.-; the Pacific' at
and
Plains
the
$10,800.
combo of -Pierre of
chips
'"the
also
are
Horace Heidt
"Yankee
latter in sixth sesh.
Estimates for This

neat

(20th).

Go'

Will

nlunting

thi-:

along

Letter' (Par)

$20,000.

Labor Day exodus has simto a ""^P^ative fickle
tire rayear thanks to gas and
most war
tioning and the fact that
'business-as-usual
plants are on a

usiial

Gable-Tinmer $53,S00 at 2

1942

30.40:50)

(3.570:

and 'Footlight
Moveover from
Serenade' (20th).
approxithe Fox and Ambassador,
Last
mately $6,500. above average.
week 'Pied Piper' (20th) and A-

30-35-50-60(4.500
70)— 'Across Pacific' (WB) and 'Give
Out, Sisters' (U). Strong weekend
biz helping this combo to powerful

"ding h gh
despite the

its

SUnley (WB)

hypoing

prices.
St slightly tilted
Most other fllmers are

In

ing for big $14,000.
great $15,000.

showplace here

Manhattan
to gander at Tales of
$42,000.
the b.o. to a great

(20th).

U.S.A.'

Tokyo,

''"A'.lsUrrFiM)

— Take

9,

Denver

Cincinnatl,
of 'Holiday

'Girl From
$2,100.

8.

(Rep), average

Alaska'

Grand (RKO)

Sept

(1.430;

33-40-50

Transferred
(20th).
Palace for second stanza. Fair
from
,„„ ^
,„
.
,

'Pied

Piper'

_Last

'Broadway'-Thomhill
Hefty $16,000 in Mpls.;

week. 'Friendly Enemies'
JSiSISff'

iwWK^m^'

Keith's (Libson) (iTsOO;' 33-40-50)
—'Talk of Town' (Col). Moveover

Minneapolis, Sept. 8.
There's plenty of boxoffk* dynamite currently. Minnesota State Fair
is not hurting and Labor Day weekLyric (RKO) (1.400: 28-33-42)— end is giving impetus to big total.
Tame Present array is topped by 'Holiday
'Ships With Wings' (UA).
Last week. Tootlight Ser- Inn,' but this smash hit isn't monop$3,500.

Big
for second week.
Last week, 'Bambi' (RKO)

from Albee
$7,500.

(2d run), all right $5,000.

enade' (20th) (3d run), so-so $3,000.

olizing all attention.

Fateoe (RKO) (2,600; 33-40-50)—
'Holiday Inn' (Par). Socko $18,000.
(20th),
Last week. 'Pied Piper'
slowed In last half, $10,000, still

Eailmales for This

Week

Arter (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)—
Tombstone' (Par)
and 'Atlantic
Convoy' (Col). Good $2,300 in five
fairly good.
days. Top Sergeant' (U) and 'Night
Shnbert (RKO) (2.100: 30-44-50- New Orleans' (Par) iipen today. Last
60)—'Pride of Yankees' (RKO). week, 'Happened in Flatbush' (20th)
Fine $15,000 for start of run and and 'Juke Box Jenny' (U), neat
theatre's reopening after siunmer $1,900 in five days.
Centvy (P-S) (1,600; 40-50)—
shuttering. Figure does not include
advance sellout for USO premiere 'Gone With Wind' (M-G). Back at
Thursday (3) night at $1.10 per seat. this house after few weeks for secHouse will go into vaudfllm policy ond pop price engagement Heading
for fair $4,800.
soon.
Last week, 'Mrs.
Miniver' (M-G) (Sth wk), fine $6,500,
making approximately $50,000 for

Now Sunday

Groceries
Knoxville Pix

run.

Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 28-30)—
'Sweater Girl' (Par).
Nice $4,500.
Last week, Tarzan's N. Y. Adventure' (M-G), oke $4,200.
Orphenm (P-S) (2,800; 40-50-60)—
It's vittles vs. Sunday pix In this
'Broadway' (U) and Claude Thorntown.
Scheduled to start Sunday hill orch on stage. First time here
(13), after
passage of a special for Thomhill and he's well liked.
Good $18,000. Last week. 'Wings for
ordinance permitting showings from Eagle' (WB).
good

May Jam

Knoxville. Tenn., Sept

8.

$7,300.

SUt« (P-S) (2,400; 30-40-50)—
'Holiday Inn' (Par). Combination of
Crosby, Astaire and Berlin and efTecJ
Holiday crowds are boosting busi- cans If a petition being formed tive advance plugging spell dlvi'Somewhere Ml Find
dents.
Great $14,000.
Last week.
and shorts.
Smash $26,500.
Last ness to big totals at all five first- by a local grocer. Cas Walker, can
'Footlight Serenade'
(20th).
good
week. 'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Meet run theatres. 'Holiday Inn.' playing line up 3,000 of the church trade.
$10,000.
Stewarts' (UA) (2d wk). another solo, is smashing all house marks at
Walker says he has nothing
Uptown (Par) (1.100: 30-40)—
the Denham. and holds. "Pied Piper.'
good $10,500.
topping dual combo at the Denver against the movies but he wants to "This Above All' (20th). First neighAmbassador (F&M) (3.0QD: 30-40
borhood showing. Neat $3,600. Last
50)— 'Tales of Manhattan' (20th) and broke opening day record, and con- keep
his food markets open all the week, 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G). $3,300.
tinues strong. 'Bambi' as first fea'Berlin Correspondenf
(20th)
World (Par-StelTes) (350; 30-40Should be good enough for $11,500 ture of dualer at Orpheum, is doing lime. The ordinance liberalizes an 50)—
'Footlight Serenade' (20th) (2d
Last week, 'Take a Letter' (Par) and fine.
uninforced Blue Law which would wk).
Moved here after orofitable
Estimates tor This Week
'Dr. Broadway' (Par), fair $11,000
close everything all day.
first week at State and still showing
Fox (F&M) (5,000; 30-40-50)—
Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-50-60)—
some
life at $2,500. Last week. 'Gay
Knoxville Is the largest city In
'Orchestra Wives' (20th) and 'Are 'Pardon My Sarong' (U). after week
Sisters' (WB) (3d wk). good $2,000.
Will at Denver.
Husbands Necessary' (Par).
Big $4,500. and now tht U. S. without films on Sunday. malrlniy arnnnil tlRAnn for run
Estimates for This

Loew's (Loew)

Week

35-40-50)—
You' (M-G)

(.1.172:

1

to 6 p.m.

celluloid

,

Denver. Sept.

8.

on the Sabbath day, the

may have

to

stay

In

Its

Wedneadsf. SeptaniMr 9, 194t
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Paramount's masterful screening
of ''Wake Island''

is

an unforget-

table experience.

I

believe that

every American should see it— for
here

of

is

recorded the magnificence

men who have died

for

ITaf*

SmHh'%

traJa

America. Paramount's simple
story,

without ever actually say-

ing so, says in every line that besides such sacrifice,

we may be

'its

called

any

upon

sacrifice

to

make

pntf

ktmdndt of fribwlM
critic*

of

Awn

and acw^iapcr
and ih: pvbttct

bf9 an typical •xcmph-
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WARI

;i|4#IST--^F THE

B

THE PICTURE OF THE

*4.

.^^

picfwM f«r every«m to see, as no

VA

"This

is

THE

.^CHOKEiimM^ill^^

WARI
war; a film

picture of the

Amftricon con view this heroic action

that will

wMieut bwMinfl with |Hicle. Fine p«rfetmancM from Hi* wttife eait. Tlio
bet! and moi! meiting picture of Hw

blood boil and your brain and heart
clamor for super all-out action against

-KATE CAMERON,

Newt

N. Y. Daify

make your

spine

bristle,

anddtnrf

ma and suspense of battle with moments of lightness and the human touch.

tian«tty

is

intplrin|(; it

-EDITH WERNER,

tHIS
"As

l

picture

wHfcin

itft

it

in

It

N. Y. Daily Mirror

IS

NOT A MOVIEI

1^

eav » on* nvmb,
da«s by

«i

A* •

AaORS ASTOUNDINQLY

"ttwMiFf^l

GOODI

etbtbiii aw^t/liN(i^ friMie

Paramount hai wrooflM an ontramely
Jiuman and oven htniMrowe ttory of
IfaMiarMKitt ot

Tout and

it!"

Marines held off the Japanese until
ammunition ran outi"
-ARCHER WINSTEN, N. Y. Post

Ihon ongry and fbioRy oiialled.

war

MNM ttal0.

far OS

"At oflce a rowsina iMrtHo cry and a ftrfK
pictura;

Ilib

any spectator is concerned,
this is not a movie set. It is really that
dot in the Pacific where a few hundred

.

motion

til

lli«,«Ml cofriw out

1

iEAVl» ONI IXAtHDI
rate-

fOUflbt

cotchoi for

W.vflifi^^An
itl^ ofl iim W4|«le(«,V>r9Al* OniMy
caii«ht for WotM Warl^i>wt w*H«(lt«
- wad entii 1990 tor tliof pfdwrel**
^W.MAItOl.MAIl$ti
[
«ti<l-lefiil^

.

•

Uopidim

not a film you will easily forget.

Nor should you. You MUST see

TERRIFYINO BUT INSPHINOI

kMp

the enemy. Stacks up as solid entertainment throughout, mingling the dra-

II

"TenHyine but

wHhptidal

your

"You may wonder how long it has been
since you were so stirred by a motion
picture You will step out on the side-

pe^'emd ^«t. CMp.

.

i-|L^><MtfB1iiiriilffttn^ni ''VlWMilflM

,

l«Mpnti« foiutoniiW^dNtM ta'poiMd ai
one could pesftfly mtk. A memorable
motion

'•^'miimsrwTmiisifw

picture!*^

'-HOWARD BARMS, M.V. HeroUTrjbvne

iJiiai.

imnwi

•

are astoundingly good; no matter what
they had done in other pictures, all of

them apparently were inspired by the
privilege of reliving this great story!"

-ALTON COOK,

N. Y. WorW-Tefcflrom

^^^^^

OVtRWHttMIWO PQWeRI
"it'»

high time a

ture

HoHywood motion pic-

stitM^up thif

ot Api*^» Thore-

Itind

hosn't boon anything IHm
Miniver.-

And

U •incf 'Mrs.

'Wolco lilond* ha« even

more physical sodi than that great
fltm. It has ifii» ov«rwh«^ming i^r^^H
the reol thing
the grime, tmoh«,
flame, shock and debris of actual bot-

—

tle. It

true
-

STIRRING INSPIRATION!
"The most dramatic, the most gripping,
the most thrilling and exciting story to

come

out of this war; a stirring inspira-

tion to every

American

who

sees

ocoMtnl 41

m

ONIglidhn «(ri««ip in
modotn WMidnii 01itilluii ttttdw lfi#
moat of Hur cMiwwtaWy^fcpiiwil*'

—iMotte Pttluem Ddlir

ill

Should do outstanding businessi"

— Sfiowmen'i Trade f^eview

will ignite the llghKng spirit of

Americans!"

-HERBERT €OHti''8roofcfy^H

BE swat

VIVID
Your Ihtolre

it

on

th« front lino of the

war
.

.

.

in

"Solulo to Our

Heroei" montli muil
dellort in

Seplembar

tell

a billion

AND

EXPLOSIVEI

"Mokes onlookers proud to be Americans; as a vivid and explosive display
of modern warfare il hits the peak of
cinematic presentation; will blast top
grosses in all bookings!"— Da/7y Variety

"A

YOU PiAY

ITi

splendid othlovomant Glery to tho

producers, coil

and craftsmen who

mode 'Wake Island'

'or

.

fourtlM||o|^>|%t^>li^lt!\?

bondt and tiampti

****

WAKE

ISLAND'' WILL BE

EXHIBITED

Wednesday, September

9,

1942

IS

Paramount knew "Wake Island" was World War IPs
greatest pkture. Weeks ago exhibitors learned it— after
trade screenings and sneak previews brought unanimous

Now — with

praise.

Island" daily at the

capacity crowds thrilling to

"Woke

WORLD

knows!

New York

Rivoii-the

Without exception/ every critic— newspaper, trade- and

magazine — has said

...JFACTS Sf>EAKI

TAUT WITH ACTION
U a film which should

Here are excerpts —

^'THIS IS IT! "

I

I

this year's

"Here

surely

age and refonrcofulna's* that wl)t
smash Jfae AnU . . ttia clida«M .ai»
it will leava y«t> ciM ami tjngry

bring a surge of pride to every patriot's

And

a film for which
its makers deserve a sincere salute.
Credit John Farrow for giving the film
much brutal suspense; for drawing the
story taut with screaming action and
breast.

here

is

.

that

as
It

CROWTHER,

N. Y. Timei

'"V<taka Island' It
.

a

/

But ;

a more pto* f

w«
.

siami forJ

groat

arfdMan la bolnf

picture, in

war .Mm

1^^

«tMlfiH«Kl.

will

found lotth'in flia Milngt

intervals of breathless quietl"

— BOSLEY

wdl at emalianaliy
vIm leave yaw

„-:-'
-''

Hi*^

Hw

.

,

J

bast

Tba acftng {»'.'
Jtemifnely insi^iaii, ,'R#*idhHy, It idM.
«af»> vn aiwbw MwW^ «h)# |» fM^;)^i»
AniHWiMrMtton of John' tmnm has
sitMsMn0|iawar.
nim any way you fook tirft.**
tVft y«l tooiK

*
'

i

A MAGNIFICENT SAGA!
"Will undoubtedly be

one of the big

grossers of the year. Just about the

•—•iJhttty

most saleable picture to come out of
Hollywood in a long time. It is a magnificent saga of American heroismi"

— Exhibitor
.man. f*««kMl
cilttlnMil anil

wM^ Iq^^DnH

ImWanl,

IP

twlpmifV*

-JOHN T. McMANUS^ AM

N«w»pa|wr

stirring

epic

among

nation; ranks
tions currently

which

.

. .

wcgssruu

**Mollyw«a#>' «bsl jmrnytt^, iMMOtI

WILL THRIH THE NATION I
"A

coMPtnifcY

MopoiciM

will thrill the

and comploMy twccottM aHompi ta
dramaftia lha deodt of on Amorfcan
a flshlinfl fiwnf i" Wewiwoefc

—

fore* an

the top attrac-

doesn't pull punches,

but will pull irresistibly at the boxofficel"

-Film Daily

OME IWay PROUDI
"You come away stunned and awed; to
the depths of your soul you ore shaken.
You are proud, terribly proud. This is
the one picture of this war every American should seel"

—Cue

daady wuifnoit avorywfiara faraMiDwit ho* mada a fMvfa Hiot l»
equoi In'^ -way Jt.iiii', iia^iMli';i|M^

— VMefy

MagaxiiM

WAUOP-PAdClPI
paper hMdHmi 'Wjifb'tMaiMl'

Is

Holly-

"A bighly omotianal, wallop-pocked re*
predwclfan of a

MU «f man whoMHfpw* of country led

Mttory of

Ihii

brilliant

chopfer hi Nia

war; there ought to bo

HMtn.le dofrih and-lMoyy on a barren
tofotrock. D«ml»lM«A'Waliel«land'l'
o-ModlwR Screen

ooNievy
Wted

in

boKoUfce terms

stral

AT REGULAR ADMISSION PRICES!*********

|

U

(MOSICAL)

FMed

pr-xlurilun.
ll.-tra rflenso of Arthur
lars Judy Gnrlanit: fenturea GeorKi- .Muriy Ociio Kelly, MurtA EKBirlh. Hi-n llliio.
lii'ik-

McNully. Directed by llui<l>y
Siwenpluy. niohnnl Mhiiinnii,

orni'o

Sid .lllvera; .>rlcliinl
owiinl Einmclt UoKeru; 'Kur Mr'

liikUhnlTr.

:i«l;iii-

rtlroillnn.

r-u»l«il

Ellens;

l>y

.My
.Mcyir.

iiiwl

wind nrrungrment, OcorBO W.
Hny tinctz; muNlriil
iltcnr L^lie.
Hotter

l^'r^tl

Kimy

111'

tloii.

mimlo .Mlull: ilnncos. nnbby luniiully:
trills nnd Mrt-tiehtrutlonn. t'oni-uti S;iIlnK«-i-;
l^o Arnjniil; riini'-ni.
rorue llniisninn,
Ui>.
Illlnm Diinlola: editor. Uon I.ewlB.
iirojt^rllon

icwpil in

lluniilnR time,
lluyilon
imiiiy K. Mi-icBlfe

N.

rortm.

V,.

.*!oi>l.

A,

.04 iUINS.

Judy
Gcitbc

I

:irO'

and

live,

jyiE

ry
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FILM REymWS
AND ME GAL

f.:iil.i"d

.Muirliy

'Me and

:

—

—

song numbers,

».ri.

'For Me and My Gal.' The
une that brings Miss Garland and
jene K^lly together, first as vaude/ill« team and tiltlmately as a ronance; It gets a sock presentation in
song-and-dance routine by them
\
!.is used thereafter as a theme.
The picture's early scenes, as the
voudeviUians toui- the sticks and
ilream of some day playing the Palace, are .colorful and convincing. Interpolated through them and the
subsequent war sequences are numerous old faves, from. 'Beautiful
Doir and 'You Wore a Tulip' to the
World War I stand-bys, 'Over There,"
'I ong. Long Trail,' 'Qui, Oui, Marie,'
and so on. Presented amid the atmosphere of their period and with
the inevitable present-day connotations, th^ have a tremendous emo'

tiojtal

erately in dual

Haniirn

Wrj

l^un h
Vlr-lnr

.And'min

Brown and

woven

SIXPENCE

(ONE BONG)

Hteve Geray.

VerfluK«>. KIiir.*ni-c

Dlre<'lcd

Allwii

liy

Adapted to screen by l-vwlii rnmi
novi.l by W. Somerset .Mauichiim: i>r<i<lii,'lUin di'slgned by Oonlon Wills: riiiii^i;i,
I>~nln.

Jiilm

V.

Seltz:

editor,

Rkbanl

I..

Vs<n

KnKCr. At 'No-Name' Iheutre. Kil-.;ar|.^u-n.
.tllNri.
Mnwi., Sept. C. '42. ItunnlnK tlmv.
<'hiirlcs ytrlrkJaod
CcurRC .^nn.li-r:.

M

'

Wolfe. ...^
r)lrl( stroeve
>ll:ini-be Htroeve

• Ii'iirtrpy

4'iiptaln
l>ii'tnr

MiK.

Coutran

'I'iare

Dnrls l^U'llf-y
...Kric llliirr
>.AII*<*rt
!la>'Rerni;in
.Xhjily
I.aiiiuiit

lilrlckland

A til
Till-.'

llerlirri Miir><h:ili
.stove <>riiy

Nichols.

Klena

Iloliei'l

MiicAndrew..
.MacAndrew.

<*(ili,n(.|

Urn.

. .

...Kenneth
Irene

Crl^K
lluitter

T.'ilrii.v

Somerset Maugham's widely read
novel of some years back has been

nude

into

an intriguing, distinctive

screen vehicle. The story of an English stock bmker who reached for
the moon and ultimately won fame
ns a painter, only just before his
death, at times is reminiscent of
'Citizen Kane.'
And like 'Kane.' it

One

with

Stars
liiuic.
Directed by John Rawlins. H<:reonPlay by I.ynn Rlggs, adapted by Robert

Andrews, based on atory, 'Ills I.jist
Itow.' by sir Arthur (?onan Doyle;
camera,
Wo"ily Ilredill; editor, Russell S<.hoenlarlb.
Previewed In studio projection
i-.iom. Sepl. 3. '42. Running time, SS
MINB.
SherliHk
llnlnirs
..Basil Rathbone
1>.

WiilKon

Jei-iinie
Tjiwford.
Anllieny l.bivil
K:ililnn I'vpntlfii

for

oth' '

studios,

couple

Capl.

Rnland Shore

Xlgel >1ruc6
...Kvolyn Ankers
...Reginald Denny

...Thomas Qomez
....Montagu Love
....Henry Daniell
OlHf
.I.eyland

llytten

Hodgson

Russell Hayden
Edwards are Texas Rangers

incidental tunes. 'We'll
Carry the Torch for Miss Liberty'
and 'Silver Sage in the Twilight'
Balance of the cast, direction, camera
and script are also up to par.

V/ear.

SMART ALECKS
Miiniignim release of Kam Katzmnn-Jark
niotx protluctlon. Btars Leo Uurcsy. Bobby
lordnn, HuDta Hall. Onhrlel Oell; fentures
niroi-h'd
Miixte nuKenhloom. Onle Stonn.
liy Wfillncs V»x.
Ol'tffllinl xt'rornplny. IliirY.,

.\'.

start to destination,

it's

a

ink ...

inspector;

Tdnho

r'lemonts
Pavlil Gorrey
Itobby Slons

'Smart Alecks,' a familiar yam
aturing the 'East Side Kids,' is an
audience-pleaser despite the story,
and production, which limit it to
the duals.
The 'kids,' of course, are tough but
with hearts of gold. 'The cop (Roger
Pryor) is tough, suspicious and beaus
sister (Gale Storm) of one of
the gang. As usual, one of the lads
takes the wnmc road and winds up
]aiL The otnera blow cold until
one of them is hurt by mobsters
.

cact

'

Rosenbloom

'.'axie

Is

their brain),

then pUctt is to save the injured pal
as well as belpinc the other one
ge. paroled.

Without the

Irids' It's atricUy

.

Harry Wuotla
Kenneth llarlan

Jonathan

Taylor

Pnt O' .Valley
Roy Brent
Kdniund Cobh

Franklin

MatheWK

And

tho

Jimmy WuMly

Has Week's New Slmrts

Trio

A

standard western. All the old
cr -hes are here. The combined reps
of Johnny Mack Brown and Te\ Bit-

however, give it some IraxofTice
value for the double bills.

ter,

The film's title, of course, immedeiately recalls the song of the same
name, but there's little association ot
the tune wit))/the story. Pic deals
with the insu.'rectionist Texans of
frontier days, who set up a separate
government distinct from that of the
Union for the purpose of land-grabbinc At the film's finale, after
Brown and Rittcr have been responsible for the return of the Alamo
state to the Stars and Stripes, there's
an ensemble number employing the
tune 'Heart of Texas,' but that's the
onlv tieup.
Brown and Ritter give their usu
all.' standard portrayals. Brown as
the son of the insurrectionist leader
(played by William Farnum) and
Ritter as the governor's emissary
se t to break the plot.
Besides the title tune, there are a
couple of traditioaals warbled by

and the Jimmy Wakely trio.
They only serve to detract from the

'Caavaa Cat-Cv*^ {World of Sports,
10 mins.) Modern-day wrestwith rough stuff highlighted,
this a surprisingly funny
short Novel touch is Included by
showing two ferame rasslers going

—

Col,

ling,

makes

Free-forit hammer "nd tongs.
of four wrestlers is packed with
guffaws. Bill Stern's running narration establishes this as a pat entry

at

all

most 90t&

for

Teddy PoweH Or«k' (Band musiCol, 9Vt mins.)—Teddy Powell
has a trim band aggregation. Peggy
Mann and TDmnur Tiy)<>f s^e firstcal,

rate warblers.

But

it Is

dlfUlcult to

them In this very ordinary band short First of 'Famous
Bands' series, It is tmoriginal. Choice
appreciate

numbers

for screen projection also
Allan Courtis highly questionable.
ney, N, Y. radio disc jockey, is shown
spmning records, but the tie-in is

of

lame.

The
first

Scerct Cade' (Chapter play,
mins.)— With a

chapter. Col, 30

(Continued on page 44)

Ritter
fll

'i

already tedious pace.

Kahn.

CvreriSlnrt Releases
(PBINTS IN EXCHANGES)

SUNSET SERENADE
(SONGS)

(CompiM by
IMetare

Pe«^

Besa Short)
No.

13'

(RKO,

Republic production and release.
Stars
Roy Rogers and Oeorge '(iabby' Hayes:
featuraa Bob Nolan and Sons nf Pioneers

8 mins.).

Helen Parrlsh, Onslow Stevens, Jiisn Woodbuiy, Frank U. Thomas.
Directed by
Joseph Kane.
Screenplay. KhTI Feltnn.
from original by Robert Tost: camera. Bud
Thackety; nlltor, Arthur Roberts: »ngs,
Tim Spencer and Bob NnUn. Previewed

Neagle, Eddie Cantor.
Trouble Speta of the ^ast* (U,

use
spy

Projection Room, .V.
Running time, BS MIN8.
Roy
In

not well set up. J.
is the Burma po-

George

Itosenblnom

Qale Storm
Roger Pryor
SunHhIne .Sammy
Stanley

Shinny

Heart of
Texas

.Sneed

Edward Bromberg
lice

..Msxle

Rengnn

l,.tHh

'M-n-ee

sour
stuff to digest
Especially good are
Leo Gorcey, Hnntx Hall and Sunshine Sammy, the latter a Negro lad.
Pryor and IClaa St->rm are adequate
but Rosenbloom and his partner are
tv^
of the most imimiiressive hoodliuns to hit the screen.
Hie exJim Mallory
Johnny Mnck Brown champ deUvers nicelv in the comedy
Brant Onrdon
Trie Hitter
'Happy T' Snodgrass
Fujxy Knicht department, but he's definitely no
Fran,
N»n Taylor
Ji-nnlfer Unit
nace.
v
Colonel .Mallory
William Karnam

Kent Taylor has the lead, with
Hervey along for romantic
is

Viirk,
ihiie,

i^iucey
Hobby Jorilan
Ilunlz Hull.
nabrlel Dell

irriino

Unlveraal release of Oliver Droke protluc-

Irene

interest that

.\*r\v

Jtutinltti;

f.co

Mutch..
Ruth.

(SONGS)

wHd-

ly concocted tale, with continual
of regulation forniula, until the
roundup at the finish.

:it

>:inny.
llniimy.

Ino

e.llttir,

.stoiii;|rr;

tluni,

Mu»:»*:

.N*.

^om

rnmern. Muck

Ilovlcweil
tloldcn.
Hept. 2. 'VI,

U-,I'i-rl

in the

compe-

i^ulr}.;

v-.y

Fran.

assignment here.

th>.

of

Deep

Zucco and

'Oabby'

Lionel Royce the two Nazi spies;
and Charlotte Wynters a writeraviatrix.
Others in cast include
Henry Stephenson, Charles Wagenhelm, Af&xander Granach, Oscar

O'Shea and Mary Gordon.
Script by Stuart Paliher gets hazy
Sherlock Holmes and his assistant in many spots and lacks
clarity and
Dr. Watson, return to the screen in ingenuity.
Director John Rawlins
a series of modern adventures, of had difficult
task to overcome story
which this is the first of three to be deficiencies.
Wolf.
relea.>-ed by Universal for the new
season.
Picture is a well-packaged
conciiction of sleuthing, with susDunlap's
Pair
pense holding to good level throughout.
It's a strong programmer of
Hollywood, Sept 8.
type, and due for plenty of dating
Scott R. Dunlap will produce two
in the regular rjios as a supporting outdoor
I,ewln.
specials
for
Monogram's
While Herbert Marshall figures number.
1942-43 program, first of which Is
Stpry .setting isArought right up
Importantlv, as he retraces the story
'Dawn on the Great Divide.'
of the pauiter. It is really George to the minute, with Holmes and
Buck
Jones,
Tim
McCoy
and RayBritmakes
the
Wa(.>:on
being
recruited
the
He
by
Sanders picture.
strange' life of the strugling artist ish Inner War Council to smash a mond Hatton .share top roles.
undoubtedly will have to be sold
solidly and on controversial angle.^
Film looks like a stout boxoffice en
try, and one that should improve
from word-of-mouth l>ecause it's the
type of picture bound to cause comment.
'Moon and Sixpence,' well constructed from stem to stern, evidences painstaking casting by producers David Ij. Loew and Albert

Cliflf

Bruce is the blustering Dr. tlon. Stars Johnny Mack Brown and Tex
Watson, end team works together RUter: features Puzxy Knight. Jennifer
Holt. William FarnuMi iind the Jimmy
in good style.
Evelyn Ankers clicks Wakely
Trio.
I>lrcctc<l by Klnier rilflnn.
as the limey girl who trails the Nazi ScTMnplay,
Oliver
Drake:
adaptatlin,
Latter Grace Norton; comoru. Jlarry Newman;
ringleader, "Thomas Gomez.
capably
assignment mualc director, H. J. Salter: Hones. Johnny
handles
his
Bond, Don Swander. June llerithey.
I'reReginald Denny and Henry Daniell vlewed
In picjectlun nHun.
v., Sept. 4,
are most prominent in short sup- '4Z Running time, 83 MINfl.

of Howaril
Benollct
Basil Rathbons. Nigel

Kvan Barhsm
Meade

Wiilker
CdiiBi. nlli

pseudo expert on electrical matters
who can't touch n wire without
blowing a fuse; he also yodels a

and

Iloi'lur

Jo,-

Kr;ini-N

mops up the gang.
Starrett and Haydcn make a good
pair of rough-riding buddies.
Edwards handles the comedy as a

—

<;en.

DiivIh

.Mrduinn

barbed-wire fences. Starrett stampedes a herd of cattle through the

•

Sir

.SutMiii

tl.

1

gals.

.

ful of six songs.

Kenneth MacDonald, Shirley Pattcrton and Buddy Larson, the lallci- a
youngster, they uncover the traitors,
headed by Paul Sutton, who are
working
Ijehind
well - patrolcd,

Roy Rogers west-

i

Kitiv

1

two

Rogers handles the heroic role
with characteristic grace.
He puts
over the songs with ease. George
'Gabby* Hayes is in for the usual
comedy.
Bob Nolan and Sons of Picmeers,
as with other Rogers films, help put
over the tunes. Joan Woodbury, as
the sweetheart of the villain, has an
unpleasant role but is excellent.
Helen Parrisb, cast as the city gal
and romantic interest, indicates only
distant familiarltv with acting. Onslow Stevens makes a different sort
of^-viUain- whlle-Eranlc-N.-^homas Is
superb as the Army horse buyer.
Joseph Kane's direction is uniformly strong and production Is liettei than usual.

anxious to join the Army. Before
they can resign they are .sent to
Alaska to run down a bunch of fifth
columnists who're fueling subs and
They
building a hidden airport.
pose as heirs of a rancher whom the
quislings had murdered, move into
the ownerless ranch and get chummy
with the ncighbor.s. With the aid of

:'.

priKluctlnn.

r.iul
Itiilii

Charles Starrett,

and

Way

rxlense

Ilil.lL'ei'

ii

.Macnoniilil

duals.

Tc.\ Riller.

tently handles

Espionage murder meller towards

t'lilvfiniil

I.JII-HUII

Ili,li|l\

I.h.

Jt was bound to .happen— a boss
opera with a war angle. 'Ritiers of
the Northland' fills the bill for the

cops-and-robbers battle, with much porting cast.
Adaptation by Rot>ert D. Andrews
hingeing on the clever canine star
Friday, who serves as the guide for and script by Lynn Riggs provide
Arnold, the blind dick. Except for tight and crisp unfoltling, which
the opening phases, yam moves at a(lds materially in maintaining audi'
a fast'clip. with plenty of suspense- ence interest in the proceedings. Direction by John Rawlins develops
ful. though stereotyped, sequences,
making it a strong bet for secondary both pace and excitement.
Walt.
bookings.
Action becomes Interesting when
Arnold begins to get most of the
footage. Outstanding Is Donna Reed
Half
to Shanghai
as Miss .Harding's wilful, precocious
Hollywood, Sept S.
stepchild,
whose scientist father,
T'nlverKal relenae of Paul Malvern prtK
played by Reginald Denny, is nearly
killed when Nazi agents, whom the ductiun. I-Vatures Kent Taylor. Irvne Bervpy.
l)|M.|.|Pd by John Hnwilns.
Original
girl inadvertently brings into their w-rt-eniilav by
Stuart Palmer; camera, Jqjin
home, start to pump him for the so- lioylc: r.lliiir. Kdward I'urtisii. Prevleifed
lution to a secret war fonntila. Miss In studio pi-oJe<-lliin room, Srpt. 4, '42.
Reed clicks pbotogenically and oth- ItunnInc time. 81 .<HINti.
Alexnntler Hiirton
Kt-nt Taylor
erwise de.spite hackneyed material. Viiky
.VillKon
Irene Hervey
MUis Harding, to whom the photog- fiilonel lilyiiipiiin
Iliniy .Slepbenson
raphy could have been much kinder, Ylnpni.e
j.
Kilward Bromberg
I^lenrce Zucco
delivers a characterization that has Karl y.iw-'
l'<-:ile
'hnrlcs Wagenhelm
been reTesalecT m6re by" the direc. Jonathan
Nlkolna
.Alc.\aniter tjmnach
tion and camera than her actual Ottn Win .>;hu>i
IJonel Royce
performance.
Willie Fong
Supporting players Mr. Wii
Ownr O'Rbea
with excellent bits are Allen Jen- Mr. Mi-lntvrc
Caroline WtKllin^
Cbarbittc Wyntem
kins, as Arnold's aide; Denny. Stan- Mrji. Marlnlyre
Mary OonloD
ley C. Ridges and Katherlne Emery. M-.irInn Milln
Pay Helm
Story opens with Miss Harding <:onclui|"r
Frank Lackteen
trying to prevent stepdaughter from
marrying John Emery, phoney stock
Just where they got the title of
company actor, to whom the former 'Half Way to Shanghai' for this one
was once engaged. He's found dead is a mystery more proper tag
in hLs apartment, with girl accusing would be Burma Night Train.'
It'i
her mother of the murder. Arnold, a standard moderate-budget meller
blind detective friend of Miss Hard- ff
spotting in the duals.
ing's, is called in to solve the /mysPicture is virtually a one-set- aftery and stumbles on nest of enemy fair, with action taking place aboard
ngent.'!.
the Burma train running from I.,a
Mori.
shio to Rangoon before the Jap in
vasion.
There's the usual mixture
Sherlock Hofanes
the of strange and mysterious characters
aboard, including a couple of Nazi
Voice of Terror
spies bent on obtaining maps of (5hiJgse defenses and munition caches,
Hollywood, Sept. 4.

..lloalher Ttinli-hiT

>l:illliind

fodder,

Miiytb-n

.Sliii li-v P.ittei'Biiii
I'lilT Kilwjirtls

I. like

East
.Mrcks' iMono).
Kids, Maxie Rosenbloom

pictures

the end lapses into the conventional

^'pl(lu:;o
Kliircnre ItiileH

Johnson
Waterford

supporting

.

rough-and-

epIiSS.

feller,'

fence and thus

turgy.

walking with GenHdb€.

Husserman, Elena

I

and Roger Pryor in a comedydrama that'll do nicely on duals.

Himself

Strong

. .

.Ki'Miiilh

.\Kpnt
Sliicy
Diibie

Smart

values due to obvious, creaky drama-

t;nlied Artists release of T,opw-i.<.».|n
Jroductlon. ytars Herbert Marsha II. l!,.i,iv«
Kiinders: features Doris Dudlry. Ki li- nii.i^..

BiitM.

Oeray

KnHHrll

.

lIunu'UH

.Mutt I'liyliir
'hrin i.nrN.*n

ern.-:.

Side

Slum tt

<
I

spots.

'Sunset Serenade' iRep).
of the better

(liiirlcM

Tiiyl'ir

lluddy
Alex

of the Northland' (Col)
(songs). Charles Slarrett starred
in okay western dualer.
In
the Heart of Texas'
Deep
Mediocre west(U) (Songs).
Johnny Mack
starring
erner

Edward Arnold and Ann Harding
marque* dressing, misses top

' le action, a'brief
shotof FrankLoosevelt, then Assistant Secre-

AIb-.M-t

Harmony
I

Riders

for

T>><otography is excellent. Sharp-eyed
spectators may notice, among the

MOON AND

l.ui'ky Uililliiw.
Sliollu Tiiyliir

I

Nigel

nan Wynn gives a straight, direct
and believable oortrayal of a booking agent. Busby Berkeley's direction blends color and pace and the

li'

Steve

•Frldny-

Marts Eggerth registers in a nice
bit;
Ben Blue, Horace McNally
and Richard Quine deliver capable
supporting performances, and Kee-

inti

Stovo nowie

«dl-

Mantan Mnnilond

Alllplnir

lutme.

tary of the Naw,
era' Pershing.

Moffmiin

l>".v<l

in the

clips

lloffmnn

•*hrty
Sli'iihfn Uiwry
I'uul Cerent*

Jioo&ng routines with Kelly, and
giving a tender, affecting dramatic
performance. Murphy Is ingratiatinf as Miss Garland's faithful, but
mute suitor, while Gene Kelly gives
a vividly drawn portrayal of the
Eong-and-dance man and imperfect
hero, practically another 'Pal Joey'
character that he played so well on
Broadway in the musical of that

numerous old newsreel

I.a\vry

.s..nt«

tlnliriel

a number of the songs

by neatly

'42.

Mofliiln

lliirliuru

Chen

filler

cactus

.

m

M

I

j

Tradeahown In New
Running time. SO

.Xormu Ij««r>'

puU.

pe^'suasively, getting

S.

•!«rc<'npliiy.
Directed by Wlllliiin OeikiHaul KranWIln; cameru, llnijnn'ln lillni':
Ni'W
Itivii'wiil
llurtun Kniiiifr.
ItunnhiB
York. N. Y.. dual. Sept. J.
.MINH.
tlino.

Nazi radio broadcast which terror.zes the English populace with reports of mysterious sabotage about
the ."ame time that the destruction
occurs. Holmes' trail sends him into
aid
Edward Arnold the Liinehouse district to enlist
Ann Hardlns of the residents to get him the key
Donna Beed on which he has based his entire
Katherinc Kmery case.
From there on, it's typical
Horace McNnlly
reasoning and
Allen Jenkins and well-concocted
sleuthing carrying through to a
.Stanley C. RIdses
RefflnaJd Donnv
rousing finish in which all of the
John Emerjr Nazi spies and saboteurs are roundRosmary De i''aup
Erik Rolf ed up.
Basil Ralhbonc. who's essayed the
Barry Nelson
Reginald Sheffield Sherlock Holmes role in previous

Chiirle0

WIntera.

Sf|H

V.irli.

MINK.
Munnin

Miss Garland Is a knockout as the
varm-hearted young song-and-dance
girl, selling

I'lunrk.

rtiilM^rt

Kiilph

tiir.

Haydcn, Clin EilwnrdH. Phliley rallerwn.

etiltor,

er for regular rcms;
'Half Way to Shanghai' tU).
Mild meller trip on a Burma
Will get by modnight train.

EYES IN THE NIGHT

one

M-G).

<M-G).
with
Nazi spy-murder
Edward Arnold and Ann Hardsupport.
ing, okay for dual
the
and
Holmes
'Sherlock
Good
lU).
Voice of Terror'
detective thriller; okay support-

,

)ldie,

I

meller,

in

—

:

Gal'

and a
between

villain
flght

Is not as corny as usual for
'I'm a Cowboy Rocke'Song of the San Joaquin' and
'Home Corral' Impress as most tune-

Dialog

.

iln".
Uuiuiell

fcalurt-B

.Stnrrt>tl;

i.'burlos

.Stars

in stout boxoflice entry.
•Eyes In the XIrM'

the distant island
"<" flue
:j .^ImmK
Hunirr Mi N.illy of Tahiti are rich in tropical flavor
n nrlnir
.•rl
»M ift*^l .tjinna- -uulb—the abrupt courtship nf the.
innn>^HfTrilrn tttt n
NoniKiit
.I.iii.-lllo
Ily
native beauty and wedding night as
Wjiin
Ki-.n;iii
rtdle .Mc-llon
vivid as Hays office tenets would
permit. The Tahitian portion of the
Like vaudeville itself, this Metro .•;tory oflfeis startling contrast in hunisical about the old two-a-day is morous moments and in most imokcy. but undeniably appealing, pie.<;.':ive scenes of film.
'hat it's crammed with old favorite
Albert Lewin's direction is keenly
op tunes and has a strong topical intelligent, shifting readily from
nil In its emphasis on World War I
lighter, funny moments to the harshays should also enhance its popular- ly dramatic. Camera work of John
Those factors, with the Judy F. Seitz is on the same high plane.
ly.
Garland and George Murphy names
Racksroiinding is excellent, with
or the marquee, should earn it satTaliili backeroimiis and sets particsfacfory business.
iilurlv .<;ieniricant.
Sepia tone is emStory of vaudeville troupcr.s be- ploved
in all of this part of film,
ore and during the First World
with color used in last few scones
.'scnliand
naive
Var is obvious,'
wlion Sanders' hut is burned with
nental. It's also genuine and afTccWear.
late and lively.
So even if the his Onal masterpiece.
icp spectator can safely predict most
if the plot devices, the Aim's theme
s so sincere and the treatment is so
varm that it holds interest through
.Mi'li-o rrli-iiHe of Jnrk Chertok production.
I'ViiiuiM K4lwiird Arnold, Ann HnrdlDK.
lu' and achieves a number of IrreI>iii.i-le,l l,y
Fred Zlnnemnnn. Screenplay.
istibly touching .noments.
»;uy
TrojiiMT.
Howard Rmmett Rojiers;
Picture's title, of course, is taken lijined un nov^l by Baynard Kentrlck;
camthe
of the
'rom
Lawton;
cpi.<;odcs

My

Judy

Garland, George Murphy, Gene
Kelly in an appealing musical
with vaude background.
'Mood and Sixpence' lUA).
Herbert Marshall, George SandBlore,
ers, Doris Dudley. Eric

Molly Lamont and Heather
Thatcher head the good support.

The

_1S0NGS)

Columbia r«l«u»e of Jm'k Kler pindU'

tor.

.Miiriii

'omme
JflA^^m Ot
«f Uie
»ho woruiianu
NArthland ^j^ble
Klders

Miniature Reviews

role to date. Poris Dudley, as wife
of the benefactor artist, contributes
characterization of the
likely
a
woman who is unable- to resist SanElena Verdugo, cast
ders' charms.
as the native girl who l>ecomea Sanwife, looks like a find.
tiers' Inst
Eric Blore is in only for a bit as the
Englishman
droll
hard-drinking,
gone native. Steve Geray makes an
excileable Stroeve. fellow artist who
Florence
Strickland.
befriends
Bntcs. self-appointed queen of the
AlTahiti islanders, is standout.
bert Ba.sscrman, as the island's doc-

Ctony Ki-lly
KkuitiIi

Pftlmer

ve Mlnnid

his outstanding screen

it's

Y.,

4,

'42.

I

Sylvia Clark

Qrogg Jackson
Vera Martin

Roy Rogera

Helen Parrlsh
.

Onslow Stevens

.

Cllltord Sheldon..

.....Joan
.

Wooflbury
.Frank M. Thomas

Bart Reynolds...
Sheriff Prasklns.

Roy Barcroft
Jack Kirk

'Simset Serenade' is one of Roy
Rogers' strongest we.sterns. It'll do
well on the lower half of double
bills.

E&rl Felton has done a deft script
job of Robert Yost's original

ing

Mono

The crooked rancher tries to wre.st a
ranch from a newly arrived city girl,
first by a forged mortgage an« then
by force. Trie wandering cowboy
band headed by Roy Rogers arrives
I

9^

Ilenie,

Ceylon
mins.).
lombo travelog.

and

Anna
Co-

'Taakee Doodle Swing Shift'
Color cartoon
7 mln&).
comedy.
'Popvlar Selenee No. C (Par,
11 mins.). Includes Henry Kai(U,

Oeorge 'Uabby' llsyes
Bob .Nolan and
the Sous of the Pioneers

ThemaelTea

.

Sept.

Indudes closeups of

Fay Wray, Sonja

ser shipbuilding plants.
Timber AUdetes' (Par. 10
mins.). Covers sports requiring
timber such as baseball, bowling, diving, etc.
'Eatia' on the Car (WB, 7
mins.). Looneytime cartoon comedy.
'Fresh Hare' (WB, 7V& mins.).
Bugs Bilbny cartoon comedy.
10
(U.
'Western Whoopee'
Closeup of Las Vegas,

mins.).

Nev.

HaoFarlaad Twins Orchestra'

time to outwit the scheming outlaw and his cohorts.
Developments follow the usual

(Par, S mins.). Band short including- 'Jingle Jangle' numlier.
'Carry Harry' (Col, 17 mins.).

pattern

Harry Langdon comedy.

in

excepting

that

there

is

Wednesday, September

9«
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EXPLOITATIOH

Buys Out His Late Partner

Finkel

In Pitt; Theatre-Exchange Briefs

future holds, as men are called to
th« armed forces of the nation.
John Danz, prez, designated her for
the Granada, class suburban house
in the West SeatUe district.
Lionel
Wasson,
recent
arrival
from Des Moines, where he was
with Central States Theatres, is

8.

Morris Finkel. veteran local exhib,
purchased the interests of hiis late
partner, Alex S. Moore, in Buena
Vista Amus. Co., which owns and
operates Capitol and Hilltop theatres
here. Finkel and Moore were associated in business for 25 years at
time of latter's death couple of
months ago. Negotiations were completed with Mrs. Helen B. Moore,
widow and administrator oi tbe esAt same time Finkel and O.
tate.
F. Habegger bousht nut the Moore
interest in the Mt. Oliver Theatre
Co., operating the Mt. Oliver and

Film How rumors had
Shadyside.
it that Finkel would shortly consolidate his holdin!!s with those of his

father, Harry Finkel. and brother,
William Finkel, who run the Arcade
and Colonial theatres on the South-

Dave Flamm

Is

the

new manager

Harris-Senator, succeeding
Robert Taylor, transferred to the
Perry. Flamm. who worked at the
Senator a dozen years ago when It
was the Aldine. lately been doing
publicity work, last having been advance man for the 'Roller Skating
Another new Harris cirVanities.'
cuit manager i.s Charlie Alley, who
has been essicincd to the Newsreel,
succeedine John Hoolcy, who's going
back to the Gardens with the reopening of the local sports arena for
the fall and winter season.
Alley
recently resigned as manager of
WB's Rialto, Charleston, W. Va.
Sam Fleischman manager of the
Roxiah theatre in McKees Rocks,
appointed general chairman of the

the

AMPTOA

Western Pennsylvania
annual convention, which will be
o^

held here, probnbly ot the Roosevelt
hotel, Oct.

19-20.

Paul Holland, formerly with Alexander Film Co., now booking the
southern hou.'^es of the Alpine circuit.
Bcrnic Potts continues as
buyer and booker for the Alpine
properties in Pittibursh, Cleveland
and Washington.
»

Hugh Owen On Par Swlnf
Hugh Owen, former district manager for Paramount in the southwest,
who was recently brought into the
homeofflce r.s eastern division sales
head, left Monday (7) on a swing of
several exchanges in his territory,
including Cleveland.
Detroit,
Indianapolis and Cincinnati.
Coming
back to New York he will contact
the Philadelphia. Washington and
Pittsburgh branches.
On taking over the eastern division. Par also added three southern

exchanges

to

Owen's

territory.

New

Orleans, Charlotic and Atlanta, thus
relieving George Smith of these
zones. Smith, who formerly carried
the heaviest divisional burden and
had the entire south as well as the
west, now handles only three of the
southern exchanges, Memphis, Dallas
and Oklahoma Citv, plus the entire
western half ot the country.
Bob Gillham. P!i-.?mount advertisln.!;-exploitation chiof. returned yesterday (Tuo.sdny) f-.cm Wisconsin,
where his family has been .spending
the summer.
Aisc Moss. Par's exploitation licnd. in Miami for a couNeil A^new in Chicago
f>lo week.s.
ast Thursday (3) on company business.

Harold Robb and Ed Rowley, operators of a circuit in Texas. Oklahoma and Arkar^.iF. were in last

week

Eddie

Snlderman Moves Up
Newark, Sept.
Sniderman, manager

8.

of

RKO

Proctor's
here, upped to assistant division manager in the metropolitan area. Sniderman will assist
Russell Emde in supervising 13
theatres in Newark, Union City, the
Bronx and Westchester.
Ancil Weinstein, formerly manager of the
58th St. theatre,
takes over as Proctor's new manager.

R

Code to Conform With War Tempo

to

huddle with homeofflce Par

execs.
E. K. 'Ted' O'Shca. eastern-south
ern division sales m.Tiaf»er for Metro,
Friday (4» lor New Orleans to

left

discuss the local sales situation and
product nc?otiilions.
He may go
on to Dall?s for a couole of days
before returnin;! to the h.o. the end
of this week or cnrly next.
LI;h(foot's Spot
R. C. Li^htfoot ha.s been appointed
to head the newly creaied territory
of the Warner film checking service,
embracing the St. Louis and Des
Moines branches. D. S. Ramsdell,

who had been

sr.'iorvisihg St.

licity

department.

Sam Lefkowltz

to

UA

Danz, W. G. mgr., is at local hospital for a major operation. Rose to
serve until his return to the job.

Soond

Ballyiioo

Fadal's Takeover

Minneapolis, Sept. 8.
The Newsreel theatre garnered valJohnny Fadal, new owner and uable newspaper publicity gratis
by
operator of the Texan, purchased
from Lee Scarborough. Fadal re- making- a unique offer in connection
cently
sold
the Strand, Rogers, with the shots during the recent
Ranger and Commando raids on
Texas, to B. R. Hughes.
Dieppe.
To any patrons spotting a friend
or relative in any of the sequences
Beynolds' 3d Link

Bremond, Texas, Sept.

B.

in

BAUY

NEW PROBLEM

FOR FOREIGN MANAGERS

We

Allendale. Buffalo midtown nabe,
leased by Marvin Atlas from Irving

Philadelphia.

meeting is being held today
in Cleveland with Fred Myers, eastCohen.
ern division
manager, presiding.
Buffalo Variety Club in addition William Heineman, assistant general
to purchasing $2,000 in War Bonds sales manager, will conduct
a meetwill present a field ambulance to the ing Sept. 12 in Salt Lake City with
Army.
reps from Los Angeles, San FranJack
Leiner
transferred
from cisco, Seattle, Portland, Denver and
Buffalo to Cincinnati by Telenews.
Salt Lake offices.
E. T. Gomersall,
Lawrence J. Carkey relinguished western (division manager, will prehis interest in the Avon, Syracuse.
side at the Chicago meeting includCharlie Boasberg. division mana- ing branch managers from St. Louis,
ger RKO, father of daughter, Susan Kansas City, Des Moines, Omaha,
B.
Minneapolis, Detroit, Milwaukee ana
New Regent. Dunkirk, capacity Chicago.
650, scheduled to open Oct. 1 under
F. J. A. McCarthy, southern diviClyde Lathrop.
sion manager, will preside at the
Military Intelligence from former Atlanta meeting with managers from
members of BufTalo theatre colony Oklahoma City, Atlanta, New OrIncludes: Gus Lynch, former Schine leans, Indianapolis. Cincinnati, Memcircuit booker, training at Miami in phis, Dallas and Charlotte.
the Army Air Corps; while Nelson
I,
Belosat, house manager for several
Natbanson's UA Bcrji^Basil Bros, theatres, and Gordon
Nat Nathanson has been appointed
Tresch of Shea's BufTalo publicity
Milwaukee branch manager for
staff have both joined up.
United
Artists,
replacing
James
Dick Mayer to Goldman
Philadelphia, Sept.

8.

First

Abrose. resigned.
Nathanson joined UA In 1937,
headquartering formerly in Chicago

and San Francisco.
Richard Mayer, former manager of
the Studio, has been appointed publicity and promotion head for William Goldman Theatre chain.
Exchanges on the south side of
Vine street given 90 days to vacate
and find new locations to make way
for the widening of the artery leading from the Delaware River Bridge.
Ben Amsterdam, vet indie chain

head and formerly Chief Barker of
the Variety Club, named film industry chairman for the Stage Door
Canteen's drive for funds.

8.

capacity.
Tell It to

Experiment

Mayme

Hollywood. Sept. 8.
femme film house

in

management goes

into

its first

stage

on the Fox-West Coast circuit this
week with half a dozen gals upped
from ticket booths to a.ssistant managers as a starter.
If they make
good, they will graduate into full
managership. Move is caused by the
exodus of young men to the Army
and the airplane plants.

Sam Lefkowilz joined United Artists yesterday (Tuesday) in charge
of the United Artists branch at New
Sterling's Femme Mgr.
York, while reported that Charles
Seattle. Sept. 8.
Stern, now with UA in Boston, may
Sterling Chain's first woman mansucceed him as metropolitan N. Y." ager of a theatre. Lillian Saxe, is
district manager for Warner Bros. probably an indication of what the

We

&

RKO

'WAKE'S' CHI

BOND PBEEM

Chicago, Sept. 8.
with the Treasury
Dept., Balaban & Katz is present-

Cooperating

ing a gala premiere of 'Wake Island,' on Tuesday evening (19) at
which the admission will be by purchase of war bonds only.
Seats will be given purchasers of
$500, $1,000, $2,500 and $5,000 bonds.

Norman

B. Collins, state administrator of the U. S. Treasury War Savings Dept., represents the government in the deal.

Fdm

Biz

By

Upping Exploitation Budgets 3S%
ket for pictures, major producerdistributors* have increased advertis-

Asst.

Hartford. Sept.

RKO

theatres, has set 'Here
Go
Again,' Fibber McGee
MollyEdgar Bergen starrer, for a Saturday
morning coast-to-coast preem in all
theatres Oct. 10.
It's on a double bill with a Tim
Holt western with adults not to be
admitted
accompanied by
unless
children. 'Tickets will be sold in advance, there will be iio reserved
seats but all ticket holders will be
assured ot scats.

Majors Meeting Heavy

Capitalizing on current 'hot' mar-

Tom Dunphy Now An

Louis

exchange at Pittsburgh, succeeding
Robert Munn. who has enlisted in
the army.
Munn is stationed at
C»mp Meade. Md.
William .W. McCormick. for five
years sports writer on the Washington Post, has joined the Warner pub-

Looks Cold; Par s

and Ernie Rose, ex-mgr. at Roosemanage Winter Garden. Cy

'Hell' in

Ufake

velt, to

'

and Des Moines together with ChiThomas Dunphy upped from stucago, will hereafter handle Chicago dent assistant to assistant manager
and Milwaukee.
of Loew's Palace here.
Replaces
Ben Kalmenson, Warners' general Gertrude L. Tracy, city's first theasales manager, on a tour of southern tre femme exec,
who has been
exchanges. Roy Haines was in Cin- shifted to the Loew's Poll, Worcester,
cmnati and Detroit during the past Mass. Will serve there in a similar

week on Warner sales matters.
Henry Mulbaucr has been appointed ad salesman in the Warner

at Palomar (Sterling), where Jerry Qoss is general
boss.
BUI Robison has been shifted
to Roosevelt, another Sterling house,

(a number of Minnesota boys were
Detroit, Sept. 8.
Owner of the Family and Vogue in the raid) and informing the manGrand Rapids, Mich., Howard T. agement, it offered a blown-up print,
Reynolds has added a third to his frame and everything, of the friend or
string. He signed a long term lease relative taken off the original newson the Stocking theatre, owned by reel film.
Mr.s. Marie Brown.
Beade Beopens Asbury
The Rupert here has been taken
Asbury Park, Sept. 8.
over by Jack Susami, who for 21
Paramount theatre in Convention years has been a salesman for UniIS
Hall reopened last week under di- versal. The house was owned by Al
rection of Walter Reade, after City Rupert, retiring and moving west.
Council approved new 20-year lease.
Pact assured city of $12,500 minimum
Line Upped In Indpls.
in rent during war time and $20,000
Latest headache for foreign manIn
peacetime.
Under percentage
Indianapolis, Sept. 8.
agreement city can receive as much
Norman Llnz, formerly in charge agers, whose problems have grown
as $35,000 a year in rental if gross of M-G show builder in territory, under wartime conditions, is the
receipts surpass $200,000.
succeeds Ted Morris as exploitation matter of getting advertising matter,
Agreement also calls for payment man with exchange here.
publicity and exploitation material
of $19,700 due Asbury Park by ParChew, former shipper, to foreign accounts in time for playAlfred
amount Corp. Reade was an offi- takes Harry Hays' place as booker dates
This is added to
of pictures.
cial of the corporation when it gave at U. A. Robert Windisch, formerly
up its lease to the theatre in April. with National Screen, follows Chew the difficulties with frozen coin,
film quotas, shipping and censorship.
as shipper.
While priorities on film shipments
Jack Hatfield succeeds Dick
Hamburg to Des Moines
Hoover as director of Civic Theatre. to foreign countries have at last
Des Moines, Sept. 8.
George Landis, branch manager been obtained, foreign sales chiefs
Harry Hamburg is new manager
for 20th, took sales staff to regional still are struggling to secure the
of Des .Moines branch office ot Parweek.
same clearance for ad-exploitation
amount Pictures, succeeding Joe meeting In Chicago last
matter.
Recent experiences have
Manfre, transferred to Paramount,
shown that .such essential material
Kansas City.
Hamburg has been
V's Beglonal Sales Meets
with Par 15 year.s, the last five as
William A. Scully, v.p. and gen- for ballylng a picture sometimes has
sales manager of the Chicago oRice. eral sales manager for Universal, is arrived a month after the film opens
Before joining Paramount he op- setting a series of regional sales its first playdates.
Right now the
erated several theatre at St. Louis. meetings to bring about closer co- biggest difficulty in this respect has
ordination between studio produc- been encountered in India.
tion and the distribution forces.
Swarlout's Batavla DUt.
Scully plans to attend one of the
Buffalo, Sept. 8.
tomorrow
WB appointed John Swartout city meetings in Bostonpreside
'Here
Go' Bally
over
manager of the Family and Lafa- (Thursday) and willWashington
others in New York,
and
E. L. Alperson, general manager of
yette, Batavia.

RKO

side.

of

Spot has been open at WB since Lefkowltz resigned, elTective Friday (4).
Eddie Schnitzer, eastern district
head for UA, also makes his headquarters at the company's N.Y. exchange.
Formerly occupying the post now
held by Schnitzer at UA, Stern now
has the entire New England division
with headquarters at Boston.

Ad

Proposal to Liheralize Pix

new house mgr.
Pittsburgh, Sept.

IS

extra money exploiting in-betweenpictures on the borderline be-

ers

—

A and B rating.
Majors, such as Metro, Paramount,
and Warners and 20th-Fox, will spend In
broadened the base of key exploita- the neighborhood ot $6,000,000 in cotion to include approximately 200 operative and national magazine adsituations, as compared with around vertising and other exploitation this
100 cities and towns covered last year, with Metro alone estimated
year.
Some of the majors, such as spending around $2,000,000. Major
Paramount, are now going into towns part ot the 25% exploitation increase
ot 19,000 to 20,000 population with in such companies as Universal, Cobigtown exploitation.
lumbia and RKO will reportedly go
Theatre operators and advertising into cooperative advertising, though
department heads hold that exploita- these companies are also using more
tion is now more profitable than ever national magazine space than last
ing and exploitation budgets

proximately

25%

this

Question of changing the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors
Assn. advertising code is scheduled
to come up for consideration at tha
quarterly meeting ot the Hays office
directors today (Wednesday).
Advance indications are that no changa
in the ad_code will be made despite
the apparent feeling by some advertising-publicity men that it should
be liberalized in keeping with wartime conditions.
Reason for any consideration of the
advertising code at this time is because Paramount allegedly used the
'

'

word

'heir In advertising on
Island' without authorization.

'Wake
Robert

Gillham, Par ad-publicity chief, gave
his side of the story to a meeting ot
top executives last week. Understood
that he pointed to the general use of
this word, 'hell,' by U. S. generals
and others in the service or similar
virile expressions as one justification.
Also it was cited that use of the word
was essential for this type of screen
vehicle.
It is believed In the trade that the
directors will fight shy of asserting
Paramount was justified because ot
the precedent it would establish.

Even though there are ad-publicity
managers who

feel that the prevailing times demand intestinal fortitude
in ad matter, any letting down of the
bars, it Is reported, likely would result in an entire revamping of the
ad code. Also cited by other Industry officials that conservative news-

papers recently carried even mora
expressive words in news stories, as
Indicating that times have changed
from the time the original ad code
was drawn up.
'Sexlnr Vp' Adi
While other major companies- apparently have cut corners lately In
sexing up their advertising, it was
pointed out this week that such sexy
ads, while possibly not in good
taste, are open to interpretation under the ad code. In contrast, apparently

the

code

'heir specifically.
While Par's use
cipitated the

bans the word

the word preaction in
studying the advertising code, there
have been several other questionable ads cropping up lately. Whether
these win come before the MPPDA
directors for consideration could not
be learned.
Reported that one
especially sexy ad from a major
company ducked the ad code by pasting together two photos, each of
which had been okayed separately
by the Hays office but not In final
suggestive form.
Apparently not
evading the letter of the ad code
by-laws,
this
advertisement was
questioned as to whether complying
with the spirit of regulations.
While the Hays office is treating
the squawks on these ad matters as
routine,
the advertising advisory
council (now the Public Relations
Committee, eastern group) is reported as not exactly unanimous for
the existing ad code. Some PRC
members feel it should be brought
up to date or at least temporarily
revamped in line with wartime conditions and the long lineup of current war productions which are anything but mamby-pamby. Their attitude is that the ad code will cramp
'bf

MPPDA

their style In selling these virile
productions. A few even .expressed
the opinion that such strong screen
fare would be at a disadvantage in
cashing in on full potentialities simply becau.se of the ad code restrictions.

tween

by ap-

year

before in pre-conditioning the public year.
to new attractions because ticket
Paramount spends in the neighborbuyers are in a better position to pay
for entertainment. Response to ex- hood of $500,000 annually in cooperploitation this year is reported best ative advertising, while Columbia
since 1930.
has been appropriating around $200,Opinion expressed in some quar- 000. Metro does not use cooperative
ters is that pictures, in general, are advertising as extensively as the
not better than last year, but that other majors, spending heavily on its
the market has been broadened by own.
Large proporotion of Par,
increased exploitadefense coin spending to an extent 20th-Fox and
where it is now profitable to spend tion will be used in national mags,

WB

Reiner on Victory Pix
Mannie Reiner, Paramount special
publicity man and exploiteer, has
been assigned by the Company to

—

Victory Shorts briefles
its
at the suggestion of Lowell
Mellett's division of the Office ot

handle

made

War

Information.
First two Victory Shorts to come
through are 'A Letter from Bataan*
and 'We Shall Never Die.' Latter
concerns the people and their counterparts throughout the world—of
the town of Lidice, Czechoslovakia,
which was razed by the Germans.
Two additional films are in production, 'The Aldrich Family Gets in
the Scrap' and a picture ba.sed on
famed
Wallace's
Vice-President
speech of several months ago.
Par sells its Victory pix on a flat
$1 a day rental to any size house.

—

me

^^Let
first

tell

my

you about

group of eight pictures
for 1942^43;'

G R EAT
CLARK GABLE LANA TURNER
in 'SOMEWHERE I'LL FIND YOU"

EIGHT!
"PANAMA

•

Miniver Business!
Continues to top "Mrs. Miniver" in

many

resulting in extended runs everywhere. Far
his previous cO'Starring hit with

of-sight of the biggest

showman's attraction
open for extra time.

M-G-M

and
is

close to

it

tremendous,

ahead of "Honky

Lana Turner, and

out-

A

real

hits of the past season.

which schedules should be held wide

for

To

CURK GABIE
Robert Sterling

•

by this Queen of
The business at New
Orleans, Providence, Syracuse, Richmond and Nashville tops
"Babes On Broadway" and "Honky Tonk" and in Wilmington
it beat the advanced price business of "Boom Town." A holdover natural and what a follow-up for M-G-M showmen who
Musical Shows in

start 1942-43

Dingle
Reisch

LANA TURNER
Patricio

Done

•

in

"

season with "Somewhere

Mary Roberts

TISH"

example Norfolk opened

228 per cent, and

at

finished at 259 per cent. Baltimore opened, at 162 per cent,

ished at

1

Houston opened

The

133 per cent.

and that

at 128 per cent,

and

and
fin-

50 per cent. Atlanta opened at 151 per cent, and finished

at 148 per cent. Providence

gives

opened

at 134 per cent,

third solid hit to start your

you an idea of what you

and

finished at

M-G-M

get in the First

season

Group,

M-G-M

set

Guy Kibbee

•

ZaSu

Pitts

Susan Peters
Screen Play by Harry Ruskin

•

•

Pictur*

•

Aline

MacMahon

a Collier's Magazine story, it tells of twenty;four thrill-packed
hours at an isolated stage station during the days of Apache

The trade critics have given it a rousing reception, as
your patrons. "Big Classification"—Box Office Magazine.

warfare.
will

"Meat

for

fans"— Film

Virginia

—Showmen's

Daily.

"You can recommend without

Trade Reinew. Yoi^ may be sure that
invades the Western scene he rides high, wide and

handsome.
•

Lee

Grey
Richard
•
Adaptation by Annalee
Founded in part on Stories
•

demand for outdoor action picworthy of Culver City standards. Based

out to answer the

on

when Leo
Bowman

A Melro-Goldwyn-Moyer

tures with a production

reservation"

the Great Eight!

"TISH" with Mar'tori^ Main

ANN SOTHERN

"APACHE TRAIL"
A Great M-G'M Western Drama!

Proven Audience Hit!

finished at 168 per cent.

•

Famed Character

of those rare word-of-mouth shows that starts Big and

finishes Big. For

Find You."

Picture

Portrayed by Marjorie Main

A
One

Rinehart's

I'll

HATTIE" starring RED SKELTON

*

Directed by

A Meh-o-GoIdwyn-Mayer

engagements.

Screen Play by Ja^k McGewan and Wilkie Mahoney
Directed by NORMAN Z. McLEOO • Produced by ARTHUR FREED

Screen Ploy by Morguerite Roberts • Adaptation by Walter
Based Upon a Cosmopolitan Magazine Story by Charles Hoffman
WESLEY RUGGLES • Produced by PANDRO S. BERMAN
•

•

first

with

•

•

its

"Rags" Rogland • Ben Blue • Manho Hunt • Virginia
O'Brien • Alan Mowbray • Don Dailey, Jr. • Jackie Horner

"SOMEWHERE I'LL FIND YOU with
Owen Lee Potrick Charles

Reginold

starring

ANN SOTHERN

give you an idea of the sizzling pace set

"PANAMA
•

•

Sensation of the Nation!
spots

elsewhere! Public interest in Clark's latest picture

Tonk"

HATTIE"

RED SKELTON

•

Quine •
Whitmore Jocoby and Thomas Seller •
by Mary Roberts Rinehort • Directed by S. SYLVAN SIMON • Produced by ORVILLE O. DULL • A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Picture

"APACHE TRAIL" with Uoyd Nolan • Donna Reed • William Lundigan
Ann Ayors • Connie Gilchrist • Chill Wills • Screen Ploy by Maurice
Geraghty • Directed by RICHARD THORPE • Produced by SAMUEL MARX
A Metro-Goldwyn-Moycr Picture

—
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WAR AGAINST

Watch /or

Kathryn

25th as one of the most important of

on September
new season pictures, this
among Fall at-

FoFthe millions who loved "Mrs. Miniver"

tractions.

another war-time mother
the world struggle until

it

who

does not

it tells of
impact of
But then she

realize the

reaches her frivolous

life.

rises with a magnificence that is a tribute to American womanhood. Great performances by Edward Arnold, Fay Bainter,
Richard Ney (of Miniver fame) and others. Far from the beaten
track in content and a natural for promotion make this a show

for

•

Van HEFLIN

Watch Big

already one of the most discussed

is

GRAYSON

Broadcastl

Selected for the Kate Smith nationwide broadcast

production

SWEETHEARTS"

"SEV-EN

MRS. HADLEY"

showmen.

•

Starring

Marsha HUNT

Press Stunil

The newspapers are accepting the challenge from all parts of the
country. "Which are the Seven Most Romantic Cities in America?" They will be honored with simultaneous Previews of this
glorious entertainment. And never did a show better deserve
the nationwide publicity. Pasternak's

first

for

M-G-M has

charm and musical beauty that brought him
IDeanna Durbin successes.

And

all

the

praise for his.

another singing star zooms to

And an^
be the box-office

fame, pretty Kathryn Grayson with the golden voice;
other hit for

Van

sweetheart of this

Heflin.

new

A prediction:

It will

season!

"SEVEN SWEETHEARTS" starring Kathryn Grayson '^Van Heflin • Marsha Hunt
• Peggy Moron • Diana Lewis • S. Z. Sokall • A FRANK
BORZAGE ProducKoh • Original Screen Ploy by Walter Reisch and Leo
Townsend • Directed by FRANK BORZAGE • Produced by JOE PASTERNAK
A Metro-Gotdwyn-Moyer Picture
with Cecilia Parker

WAR

AGAINST MRS. HADLEY" with Edward Arnold • Fay
Baintar, Richard Ney • Jean Rogers • Sara Allgood • Spring
Byington • Van Johnson • Isobel Elsom • Frances RafFerty • Dorothy
Morris • Original Screen Play by George Oppenheimer
Directed by HAROLD S. BUCQUET • Produced by IRVING ASHER

^"THE

A Mefro-Goldwyn-Mayer

JEANETTE

MacDONALD

~

Picture

ROBERT
'

YOUNG

II

in

CAIRO' with Ethel Waters

in

No.

De huxeM-usicall

A rsly

travesty

singer Ethel. Waters repeating her stage triumphs

smart showmanship.

The

is

a stroke of

production* spares nothing in ultra

It is a de luxe show with a roster of talent, hit
songs and desert sirens that— in the words of Daily Variety
"audiences will thoroughly enjoy."

magnificence.

Owen

•

Star

Wows Them!

this fast-moving yarn,

with the material that gives America's No.

1

brimming over

Box-Office Star the

An All-American football tornado
it to' its fpunda*
hands^under^the table with those
English cuties for Mickey and hands-across-the-sea with his Eng;*
lish buddies at the rousing finish.; Watch the fans eat this one uof

opportunity to do his

stuff.

goes to swank English Eton school and rocks
tiohs

—with

laughter!

MICKEY ROONEY

in

It's

"A YANK AT ETON;; with Edmund Gwenn ^Jan

Hunter • Freddie Bartholomew • Marta Linden • Juonita Qutgley
Alan Mowbray Screen Play by George Oppenheimer, Uonel Houser

•
Edward Ciannelli
Lionel Atwill
•
Directed by Moj. W. S. VAN DYKE II
Metro-Goldwyn-Moyer Picture

and Thomas Phipps • Original Story by George Oppenheimer • Directed
by NORMAN TAUROG • Produced by JOHN^. CONSIDINE/Jr^
A Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pich;re

•

ROBERT

YOUNG

in

"CAIRO"

Grant Mitchell

Screen Ploy by John McCain

A

is

II

Waters

JEANEHE MacDONALD
Reginald

I Box'Ofjfice

Right up Mickey's alley

on spy plots that will be a refreshing
change of pace for modern audiences. It kids the menaces delightfully. The stars are at their top form and the addition of torchand racy

MICKEY ROONEY
YANK AT ETON

'A

with Ethel

Chinese Epigram:

"SOW EARLY AND YOU

American Epigram:

LefsMke^

"M-G-M

BILLION

Pictures are

Sam

best in the long run!"

lit
^'

forllMle;
in

SeptMuberl

mTERNATIONAL
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Norman Rydge Proposes Picture
Give Aussie

Gov t

$1,000,000 as

Loan; $100,000 Each From U.
Sydney, Sept 8.
Norman Rydge, bead of the
Greater Union Theatres circuit, has
formulated a plan wRereby the film

WAR SHORTS

Dunn

Biz

Japs

War

S.

Cos.

IN S. A.

Majors Huddle on Proper Handllnc
of WAC Pis

industry would contribute $1,000,000
to the government as a war loan.

Method for handling the industry's
a luncheon held here last week War Activities Committee shorts in
film
industry leaders Rydge the Latin-Americas was the princibroached the idea.
He suggested pal topic of discussion yesterday
that each U. S. distributor come (Tuesday) at a confab of major comthrough with $100,000 and said that pany foreign sales chiefs with execuhis own company would contribute tives of the Office of Coordinator of
that amount.
He believed that Inter-American Affairs.
Foreign
other circuits should also contribute chiefs were convinced that these
an shorts are highly important as conleast
$100,000 apiece, or at
amount commensurate with their cerns the Latin-American market
ability to contribute.
and should receive the most wideThe film business here, especially spread distribution possible. In adthe U. S. major companies, is still dition, many are excellent subjects.
After the meeting, it appeared
Many
mulling Rydge's request.
here view the campaign as a likely that each major company
patriotic gesture which may in part would handle its own shorts in CenForeign
soften additional taxes. Others see tral and South America.
the move as one to bring about sales managers considered this the
more unity in the industry and gear most feasible means of getting maxi-
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Newsreels Set

5

Roto Coverage
For Latin-Amer.

'

'

mum

the business on 100% war effort.

Any coin
distributors

coverage.

coming from American

would be taken from
milHbns impounded here on
okay from N. Y..

the

Proposition to contribute to the
Australian war loan was received
In N. Y. last week by the Motion
Picture Producers & Distributors
Assn., with action probable at a aeseion before the end of the current
week. No indication as to what action would be taken but some forclgn managers lately have been opposed to linking the frozen money
situation with any other monetary
matter.

BrazO Usts

New

Reasons for Nix

On

Dictator

Rio de Janeiro, Aug. 28.
Charles Chaplin's The Oreat Dicwhich has fallen afoul of
In numerous countries
throughout the world, added BrazQ
to the list this week. After playing
In four first-run houses simultaneously to tremendous biz, the film got
the red light from the Department
of Press and Propaganda and Its
future currently Is tmcertaln,
tator,'

censorship

Show

Biz Not

Yet Issentiar In

The

five U. S. newsreels will expand their Latin-American coverage
through a roto arrangement in
which the Office of the Coordinator
or Inter-American Affairs (Rockefeller committee) is participating,
according to plan set last week.
Establishment of new setup was arranged at a meeting of newsreel
chiefs with reps of CIAA In New
York.

Arrangement calls for placing
cameramen In Buenos Aires, Santiago and Rio de Janeiro. Men will
stay in the employ of one company,
and take assigrunents only through
footage will be
available simultaneously to all other
reels.
The five reels will split the
cost of maintaining the cameramen
with the employing company and the
CIAA. CIAA participation is understood to be half of the total.

Can. Labor Draft
8.

Show Bir

'Purifyiiig'
from page

sively given over to highly-colored
war news, speeches of government
officials and talks on how to con-

form
crees

to the various government deand regulations.

Canned music

is getting scarce
master-platters were forbrought from the United
States and pressed in Japan. Now
that they are forced to depend on
local recordings, the demand for
them isn't quite as brisk as in the
past. Scarcity of raw materials also

because

merly

beginning to have its effect.
Personal entertainment is having
ups and downs in Japan. Geisha,
catered to quite a
large section of the Japanese pubnot think so.
As matters now stand, no picture lic, are in the official doghouse bemay be placed in production imtil cause they can't be regimented so
about a dozen government depart- easily and because they meet their
ments have given script, cast and public in small groups at eating
producing staff a coinplete once-over. houses and the like. A tax of freUsually an opus gets stymied some- quently 100% on this form of enterwhere along the line, over a com- tainment also has a tendencyto disparatively minor detail, and the courage Its popularity. Destruction
company Is left holding the bag of this type of fun is hard to take
with idle stages, money invested in because it is one of the oldest instiprops which may never be used, and tutions in Japan. There's little or no
the thousand and one items which open criticism of the regulations,
run into coin fast. Talent also doesn't however, because the Jap public
cherish the idea of some government knows that such will be dealt with
supernumerary deciding their suit- sununarily by the government
ability for certain parts.
In other
words, all is now in a sUte of chaos.
The quality of Jap pix has never
been high as compared with American productions, but government
IN
supervision has certainly not helped
is

its

who formerly

'SHADOWS' UNCERTAIN

LONDON PREMIERE

matters. Stories invariably. follow the

same pattern of Japan's military
might and the weaknesses of the
Western powers opposing them. The
made numerous benefits, to conquered

Then

it.

Ottawa, Sept.

to Coast

Harold Dunn, Warners' Far East; Continued
ern supervisor, who recently reand tempo.
turned to the U. S. on the exchange can songs in Jap rythm
In the latter cases the Jap re-hashes
ship Gripsholm, left last Friday (4) were foisted on the public as orig
for the Coast, where he will make inal Jap tunes.
a personal report on the situation
Film Trust
in the Orient to Harry M. Warner,
Japan's motion picture' Industry
is also undergoing a complete overpresident of Warners.
authorities. Not
haul
by
the
military
by
luncheon
a
hosted
at
Dunn was
only have the producing companies
Warner homeofflce executives prior been forced to consolidate, but disto his departure for Hollywood.
tribution has all been placed in the
hands of Nihon Eigasha (Japan Motion Pictiu-e Co.).
There are some
who think the reorganization of the
industry may eventually prove a
benefit and that better product will
emerge.
The industry itself does

countries, of the 'East Asia Co-Prosis also regularly fed

penty Sphere'
to the public.

In face of poor product, now relieved only occasionally by Nazi
or
Fascist pix. the public continues to
patronize the movies heavily. This
is due mainly to the fact that
there
are practically no other forntjs of entertainment for them, and while the
stories are all along the same line,
they do get to see their favorites in
action. Booming war industries also
explain continued prosperity of the
exhibs.
AU houses throughout the

London, Sept.

that the war drama isn't sturdy
enough to stand the pace. The Jaily
was receptive to the production for its merits, but the general
theme suggests a lack of b.o. power.
It was splendidly acted in Its opiening last Wednesday night at the
Vaudeville theatre.

press

Practically every phase of show
biz Is affected by Canada's new "man- Setup will have Paramount's man in
Rio, Pathe's in Santiago and Mopower
mobilization*
regulations
which went into effect last week (1). vietone at Buenos Aires.
Laid out by Labor Minister HumObtaining newsreel material from
phrey Mitchell and Elliot Little, di- Latin-America for showing both in
Pratchett Retoming
rector of National Selective Service, the U. S. ahd In the Latin-Amertht rules give NSS men the right to icas has been a problem to the
To Latin Territory
try to pursuade anybody to leave the CIAA. There is a dearth of native
J<* they have and do work more newsreel cameramen and these few
country are now
A. L. Pratchett, Paramount's manessential to the war effort.
Em- are reported as lacking experience. ule, opening at on a grind schednoon and closing at aging director for the Latin Amerployers and employees have to sub- They also have old equipment and
mit seven days' notice in writing aren't accustomed to the pace of 9 p.m., with no stage shows or other icas, shoves off from N. Y. for hli
before jobs are shifted in any way, American outfits.
On the other entertainment allowed. Advertising territory today (Wednesday). He
and anyone capable of working is hand, it hasn't been profitable for is cut down to an absolute minimum. has been in Gotham for the last
Raw
stock,
never
too plentiful be- month to hold homeoffice talks with
prevented from remaining unem- American reels to maintain staff
fore the war, is now reaching a seriployed.
John W. Hicks, Jr., foreign sales
lensers south of the border because
Statements of their future labor of the small revenue from dis- o'us stage. Material shortage is one chief.
needs are to be filed immediately by tribution, but more important, the big item, but lack of experienced
Pratchett plans to go to Puerto
help
is the chief headache.
This is Rico and Trinidad first, not heading
all essential employers with NSS and news has not justified heavy outlay.
also
true
throughout
the
industry. for Mexico City, his usual headquarlabor offices.
The Coordinator's Office has tried
Although newspapers have come to solve this problem in Brazil by Every department is acutely suffer- ters, for several months.
ing
from
this
malady.
When
it is reluder the general classification of cooperating with the Department
membered that in the heyday even
'essential industry,' radio and theaof Press and Propaganda in de- the simplest
jobs required at least
tres have not been defined in that
Foreign
Kelly Over
veloping native cameramen. It has two and sometimes three
hands, the
category. However, should an order
sent William Murray to Rip for six labor shortage is seen
to
be
a serious
or request for employment come
months, at the request of Brazil's one.
Arthur W. Kelly, United Artists
from either industry, the labor or
government to train native lensers.
of lha
chairman
vice-president
and
Legit
Okay
NSS
might puDnioijr
possibly ciass
class mem
" offices miBui,
them Murray
mui
was formerly
assistant
The legit field is somewhat rosy at finance committee, has assumed the

UA

—
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runs in' the four houses, but not
without threats from DIP (Press and
Propaganda Department) that the
theatres would have their licenses
revoked and would be fined and
It was during a
running argument on the subject
between the distributors. United
Artists, and DIP that the engagement was played out.
DIP'S new director. Major Antonio
Jose Coelho Reis, raised objections
to at least 30 scenes in the flUn. His
forcibly shuttered.

was

..Paiyiwk in general

it

was

communistic and demoralizing.

He

that

particularly objected to the famed
speech at the end when Chaplin, in
the guise of Hitler, but actually a
humanitarian barber, appealed directly to the
fight.

Speech

Army
is

In nature and,

to give

somewhat

it

is

up the

paciflstic

recalled, there

was some objection to It on that
ground in the United States also, although when the film was shown
there the country was not at war.
Major Reis also objected to the
shot at the beginning when Chaplin
pulls the firing cord on a giant cannon and the shell slowly oozes out

and

falls at his feet.
DIP director
declared that was poking fun at the
military and this Is no time for
laughing at armies.
Latins don't
have the same sesne of humor as
people In U. S. and take jibes at
the services very seriously. "That's
why there is considerable objection
from a U. S. propaganda standpoint
to films showing Abbott & Costello
and other comics in the forces.
Henrique Baez, UA's director general in Brazil, refused to make the
cuts demanded.
He informed DIP
that UA was unauthorized to change
the film in any way without express
permission of Chaplin'.

8.

'Men in Shadows' is the newcomer
of the past week to the West End
legii scene, and early indications are

way or
until

the other, preXerrmg to wait
an order or request is made

Grandview Film Co.

Moves From Hongkong
Back

to

San Francisco

The ClAA
by

Jack

ni^wsTee'tskftiJfi, fielaae

Connolly,

Pathe's

News

many

years, is probably
llie
Coordinator's
most effective
propaganda arm.
It arranges for
thp use in both the Latin-American
and domestic versions of the five
newsreels, many subjects valuable

editor for

to the

ish

CIAA

and

program. In the SpanPortuguese versions, this

means

it

San Francisco. Sept. 8.
Maybe Frisco ain't Hollywood, but
does have its motion picture pro-

duction unit, as result' of the
the Far East.

war

in

the inclusion not only of
events directly pertaining to LatinAmerica, but sequences giving a
buildup to U. S. armed forces, productive capacity, etc.
All Latin-American dignitaries ar-

Grandview Film Co., which was riving in North America, are newsrun out of Hongkong by the Japs, reeled and shot back to theatres in
has established production head- Central and South America.
quarters at the Grandview theatre
Because income to the reels from
in Chinatown, and is already film- L?tin-America is too small
to picing a romantic comedy, 'Gum Kong ture events and personalities whose
Ting Far,' which, freely translated, news value doesn't justify their inmeans 'Lovers of the Golden Gate.' clu.^ion in domestic issues, the CIAA
The cast was recruited from piiys for such coverage.
Chinatown's Mandarin Theatre, only
Vice-President Henry Wallace has
all-Chinese legit in the country.
become one of the favorite subjects
Grandview Film was established of the newsreels for Latin-American
by a group of Frisco Chinese in accounts.
He has acquired great
1933, and after production of one ability In speaking Spanish.
There
picture here that year, the produc- ave few Spanish-speaking dignitaries
tion end of the business was shifted ccming to this country who
don'i
to Hongkong, for reasons of lower have a chat with the Vice-President.
authentic
atmosphere, and
because the exhibiting market was
principally in China.
Under the new setup, the pix will
be distributed to Chinese exhibs in
this
country, Canada and South
America. There are about 20 outlets
for the films in the United States.
Writer and director for the unit
is Joseph Sunn, who Is planning to
weave his next picture around the
annual Rice Bowl Party, and will
shoot carnival scenes at the Rice
Bowl Party In Chinatown In October.
costs,

„

w*

ff-^tf

ularity because the era of high wages
has opened up an entirely new group
to tap.
Stories used, as the basis,
continue to follow the old legends
and cannot be very easily tampered
with by the military.
There's no
need to, anyway, because most of
them bring out the fighting abilities
of the Japs and put over the so-

caUed

'spirit

drama

is

of

Bushido.'

and when

to

revamp

it

it

to

becomes
conform

to Japan's

the newsreels are frequently
on hand to cover these.

From

Current London Shows

propaganda requirements, the army
won't hesitate to take the step.
Professional story-tellers (naniwabushi) are also enjoying increasing
popularity, especially in the country
districts.
The material they use is
closely supervised by the authorities

and their stories invariably are
woven around Japan's war effort.
Through these artists the government softens the sacrifices which the
public are called upon to make, especially those in the

Legit music

is

farming districts.
going strong.

still

The two big symphonies, the Tokyo
and the New, are quite as popular
as ever.
The Germans have taken
a hand in this field, however, and

have seen to it that conductors with
Nazi sympathies are in charge and
the non-Nazi musicians kicked out.
German and Italian compositions are
played almost exclusively.
Morgan, 20th, in N. Y.
Radio
Radio is still a big thing, but since
Trinidad Post it Is directly
owned and controlled
William Morgan, 20th-Fox man- by the government,
little but govager in Trinidad, arrived in' New ernment
propaganda is permitted.
York last week for homeofflce con- Purely entertainment
programs are
fabs.
It's his first trip to the U. S.
strictly taboo, though occasionally
in several years.
they do permit maniwa-bushi and
Understood that Morgan will seek nagauta (story-tellers
with music)
a transfer to some other spot.
performers. Time is almost exclu-

And

the company's

Walter Gould, present UA manager, excepting that he
would continue as the company's
foreign manager, position he now
holds.
He had been a.ssistant to
Kelly when the latter was foreign
sales chief. Report that Gould might
not continue with UA is denied.

Kabuki

almost as old as Japan, but
necessary

if

f

Company has announced no change
in the status of

London, Sept.
'All's Fair,'

8.

Whitehall.

'Blithe Spirit,' St. James's.
'Dancing Tears,' Adelphi.
'Doctor's Dilemma,' Haymarket,
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Princess.
'Flarepath,' Apollo.
'Fine and Dandy,' Saville.
'Full Swing,' Palace.

'Gangway,' Palladium.

Load of This,' Hippodrome,
Ballet, His Majesty's

'Get a
'Int'l

'Lifeline,'

Duchess.

'Light and Shade,' Ambassador.
'Macbeth,' Piccadilly.
'Maid of the Mountain!!.' Coliseum.
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Savoy,
'Men In Shadows,' Vaudeville.

'Morning Star,' Globe.
'Murder Wlthonl Crime,' Comedy.
'No Orchids for Blandish,' Walei,
'Quiet Week-Ead,' Wyndham's.
'Bain,' St. Martin's.

'Bebeeca,' Lyric.

Boae-Marle,' Stoll's.
Russian Ballet, Cambridge.
Sadler's Wells Ballet, New.
•Salt of Earth,' Vaudeville,
'Sky High,' Phoenix.
'Wild Rose,' Prince.

'Warn That Man,' Garrick.
'Watch on the Bhlne,' Aldwycb.

Wednesdaj, September 9t 1942
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Sponables S^procket Projector,

Fails at Pictures
Chicago, Sept.

To Save Fib, Gaining More Attentkm
41-

Attempt

symphony

recommended

projector

by

E.

cm

NOW

I.

JOIN FOR

War

survived only four weeks.
Theatre opened with "No Greater

Chest to Fight

^

OHAWA THEATRE

FINE

FOR JAMMING AISLES

Chicago, SepL 8.
Local No. 110 of the Motion Picture
Fox Movietone studios last Thursday Operators union has passed a decree
that operators, working under tem(3), when it was shown that, once
porary permits, may be admitted to
changes are made, the projector can membership upon
payment of a $400
be shifted back and forth for either initiation fee.
Apolicants must pay $100 down,
three-hole or four-hole frames, so
the balance in allotments of 10% of
that reissues can be used. Sponable
their pay. Smith King, Granada thealso explained that the three-hole atre operator,
is chairman of the
method provides for tha same pro- committee drafting the new code of
jection speed of 24 frames per second bylaws for the local admitting the

Ottawa, Sept 3

ing a preliminary demonstration at

as

now

is

new members.

in use.

DX

Nazi

sC'ontlaued from page

many proper and

those acquired in

conquered countries, although Federal
Communications Commission
monitoring reports have put the
number of stations under Nazi conhigh as

trol at as

68.

Some

of these

are said not to be used for actual
broadcasting at all, but only for
jamming. FCC states that Goebbels'
lar production quality, though suit- pap artists use as many as 20 frequencies on a single program to a
able tor demonstration purposes.
Under current wartime conditions, single region. What they'll be able
with prospect of reduced raw stock to do with 20 additional 200 Idleavailability as time goes on, industry watters is a question that has U.
execs are of opinion that possibility shortwave propaganda experts
of a change in projection must be worried.
An^lo-V. S. Faculties
fully explored.
This country has only 14 transEstimates provided by Sponable
ar«. that o^Xt of adjusting cameras mitters in operation, of which two
would be about $400 each, while ad- are 100 kws., one is a 5 kw., nine
justments in booth projectors would are 50 kw. and two are auxiliaries
Great Britain is
cost from $i00 to $125 each. Problem of lesser power.
of getting sufficient mechanical la- understood to have about 50 transbor to make the changes, should the mitters in operation, most of them
plan be adopted, as well as overall rated "at around 70 kw.
Reports that Germany is about to
cost for the industry, is being disstep up its shortwave strength ties in
cussed further.

wbhieatresin
MlDDLEOFaO.

Jersey.
Former is seeking bargaining rights over cashiers,
doormen, ushers, etc., in Hudson
County houses of the Warner chain.
This follows conclusion of a contract covering all of the Warner
operations in Passaic county.
In
consequence of that deal. Donald
Jacocks, northern N. J. zone manager for Warners, and Walter Kennedy, president of the union, held
a meeting Thursday (3) to crosscheck application cards.
According to the UTBSE. the lA

confuse War-

ner theatre employees by entering
the picture with what it claims is
the one and only purpose of keeping the CIO out of the theatres.'
In connection with the lA, Kenthis to say, in part:

—

Dembow

shortwave

CEILING ON TRAILERS
Seek Betalatleii

At a meeting during the

week
of the Independent Theatre Owners
Assn.

of

Harry

New

York,

Brandt,

passed

a

hope that
tirely

the

resolution
trailers

may be

by

headed

organization

expressing the

will

discontinued,

past

not be en-

though

their

ITOA, informing Harold Hopper, head of the
length

reduced.

Motion Picture Division of the War
Production

Board,

of
the action
that wires were

taken, also told him
being sent to Metro and Warners
suggesting that they discontinue the
trailers they individually produce

and

release.

In the wires to Metro and Warthe ITOA asked the discontinuance as a 'patriotic duty in an
effort to avoid duplication in trailer
production and thus conserve raw
ners,

stock.'

AU

distributing companies recent-

ly agreed to a ceiling on the length
of trailers in accordance with the
class of the pictures made.

Greer Garson as Cnrie

airing equipment after
50,000 watts.
And the more power
pumped in; the more the rise of the
curve diminishes.
Engineers estimate that the difference between
a 100 and 200 kw. transmitter is only
around 20 kw. in signal strength.
Another factor is that the addition of 20 200-kilowatters will be a
severe drain on the already strained

German

electric

situation.
High-powered shortwavers use incredible quantities of juice, with a
200-kilowatter
said
require
to
enough to light a small city.

6.

George Dembrow, jr. goes east
Wednesday. (9) after reorganizing
the local National Screen Service
setup as a result of the film freezing
order affecting special services.

He may

go to Washington to attend the Sept. 14 meeting with the
War Production Board.

further

increase

the scale

of

their

radio
warfare.
Strangely
enough, despite the war, both sides
have been rather scrupulous in observing the Havana and previous
conventions doling out frequencies.
Everyone has pretty much kept to
the channels allotted him, although
the Axis has defied the rules with
its

jamming

MUSICIANS

WIN

10% TILT ON

BROADWAY

of certain frequencies.

a week.

Paramount, which

starts out with
not expected to
adhere to a national releasing plan, in order to allow for
greater flexibility and the variation
five pictures, ai£o is

What's kept Nazi and Fascist radio
propagandists in line so long, of
course, is the knowledge that if they

attempt

start using frequencies l>elonging to
the
other side.
United Nations'
broadcasters will begin sniping on
Axis channels.
The result in no

in the way films sell in the various
territories.
Not only that, but Par

time would be complete confusion
on the air. with neither side's prointelligible. Jamming, too, of
course, is a game at which two can
play, which has had a limiting effect
on Nazi use of the practice.
Germans regularly use 16 of their
channels for airing to the western

hemisphere. They employ seven in
English to North America, six in
Spanish to Latin America and three
in Portuguese to Brazil.

to

and Metro recognize that nowadays

may be expedient to make a picture available on release in one
territory on a certain dale and at
some other time, earlier or later,
it

another in line with local conditions, seasons, bookings, and other
factors.
in

As an example, Metro is taking
dates on new season's product which
vary considerably. It has set 'Cairo'
for Atlanta and Providence, opening
dates, for Sept. 17.
another in the first

'Yank at Eton.'
group of eight.

The independents voted to reject
Hopper's offer to deal with them on
individual
following
basis,
warning that
Hopper's
is
either 'quick or slow
death,' Mayers pointed out that relief on an individual basis would be
worthless because the indies would
be choked off one by one.
Mayer's
formula

not Campaign

regulations so providing.
But th«
wage tilt in all theatres.
independents told Hopper they exWeekly wage scale in the presenpected the WPB to deny the appeal,
tation houses will now be $90.20 for
in which event they wanted the
Loew's State, 22 performances withdenial quickly so that they can proin the six-day week, and $99 for the
ceed through legal channels.
Paramount, Strand, Roxy and Music
Hopper is said to have advised
Hall, where the six-day week calls
some of the independents to let the
for 26 shows.
WPB ruling stand and they would
In the legit houses the new scale
be allowed film individually as and
will be $88 for musicals and $61.60
for dramas in the contract theatres;
$82.50 for dramas and $110 for musicals in the non-contract theatres.
For the union footers this is the
first wage tilt since depression days.
About three years back, the deluxe
presentation house acceded to the
union request for the six-day week;
this actually gave the men a raise
since they were paid for seven days

when Government

officials

would

determine, a suggestion which the
independents do not propose to
follow.

Mayers stated at the meeting that
8ii\all business should be given the
same treatment as big business and
suggested a pro rata cut in raw film
similar to any plan to be adopted
for cutting use of stock by major

even though working only six, but companies. An appeal to the Fedbrought them no additional coin eral courts is to be filed to determine whether independents can
each week.
be selected for treatment on allocation differing from that applying to
large companies in the same field.
Contention was voiced that If raw
More INshes
stock rations for the majors are reduced 2% or 3%, there would be
Canada, Gov't Order more
than enough film left over to

h

No

Toronto, Sept.

8.

Film fans in Canada will receive
no free dishes or kitchenware after
Sept. 30.
It's a new order by the
Wartime Prices and Trade Board
which controls price 'ceilings' on all
commodities.
Latest regulation prohibits presentation of any ceramic or clay
tableware, dinnerware or kitchenware as premiums after that date.

Regional B.O. Favored by M-G, Par
Metro is not establishing national
release dates for any of the eight
pictures in its initial 1942-43 group,
new being sold and dated, nor is It
likely that on subsequent blocks will
the company do so, although the
plan is to try and deliver a picture

available for them.-

an

War chest now being set up is to
Negotiations between the executive
take the case to the Federal courts
board of Local 802, American Fed
for a judicial review, unless the
eration of Musicians unit in New
WPB grants modification of the curYork, and the heads of deluxe
Broadway picture houses and legit rent ruling recognizing only 11
major distributors.
Indeffendents
theatres concluded yesterday (Tues.)
appeal to the WPB first, under
with the union winning a flat 10% may

Flexibie Release Dates for Best

Paradoxical Amenities
What wavelengths the additional
transmitters in this country and
Germany would operate on is another question it the two nations
still

8.

raw film stock allocation is
concerned, the WPB official tolS
to be prepared to 'close up' because there would be no raw stock
them

power

grams

Hollywood, Sept.

Star spot in 'Madame Curie,' story
of the discovery and development
of radium, goes to Greer Garson.
Metro picture will be the first under a new contract which calls for
a substantial increase In the Garson
pay check.
Producer Is Sidney
Franklin.

Hollywood, Sept.

first-run

sofar as

em New

nedy had

uptown

theatre,

"

emergency
exits
were independents, said that when a deleon Aug. 25, Magistrate gation representing his group asked
Glenn Strike declaring that 'serious.' Hopper to modify the regulation
House said new ushers caused whereby only 11 film companies are
recognized by the Government, injam-up.

The United Theatrical and Building Service Employees Union, Local
1188 of the CIO, is resisting attempts of the International Alliance
of Theatrical Stage Employees to
gain control of 'front of the bouse'
workers in Warner theatres in north-

to

and

Ltd.,

Theatres, Ltd., owners of the

house, paid $40 and costs in police
court today for overcrowding aisles.
Ontario treasury department in
spector,
who laid the charge,

Independent producers, distribu*
tors and laboratory owners meeting
last week at the Waldorf-Astoria
hotel. New York, voted unanimously
to provide funds to fight Harold
Hopper's 'get out of business' edict
which was reportedly handed down
when the indies met with the Chief
of the Motion Picture and Photo*
graphic Section of the War Production Board a week earlier.
Bert
Mayers, attorney representing the

claimed
blocked

ARFKACAS

(AFL) has sought

Amusements,

Centre

Odeon
Centre

*nie front of the house employees
recognize the CIO as the union sincerely interested In improving their
slave conditions. Our members are
familiar with the history of the
lATSE, AFL. five years ago. They
Among other film conservation with the 'Variety' disclosure of last remember the initiation
fees, the
Ideas being discussed In the trade is week that the U. S. Government is charter
fees and dues paid to the
plan to reduce the normal width of about to requisition from RCA 11 lATSE and
then watched the
35-mllUmeter film by 3% mm. via powerful transmitters made to ord^r lATSE sell them
down the river.
elimination of the sprocket holes on for the British Broadcasting Corp. Today, this
same
union
is asking
the side opposite Uie sound track. before our entry into the war. With .the front of the
house employees to
This would reduce the width approx- the coming o{ Pearl Harbor the get burnt once more.'
imately one-tenth, consequent^r rep- shipment of this equipment out of
resenting a saving of 10% in total the country was prohibited. Should
raw stock consumption by the whole it be put into use here and it would
BrelhertoB's'ByeBye'
take months before It was installed
Industry.
Chief reason why the theory is be- and operating at full efficiency—it
ing advanced is that It has worked would bring the United Nations to
Hollywood, Sept. 8.
out satisfactorily with 16-mm. stock approximately equal footing with
Howard Bretherton draws the dion sound talking pictures. It would the Axis now, although not if the recting chore on Sfonogram's musirepresent a headache for the film Nazis actually start up their 20 new cal picture, "Bye, Bye, Baby.'
laboratories and manufacturers be- 200.000-watters.
Filming starts SepL 12 under proAs a matter of fact, the difference ducer supervision of Sydney M. Wilcause machinery would have to be
altered to the smeller width of film between a 100 kw. and 200 kw. liams.
transmitter is not all that it would
stock.
It would mean no change
seem on paper. The law of diminishfor the exhibitor.
Geo.
East
ing returns comes into play with

Dent Want Them Discontinued Bnt

Raw Fihn Edict

expose, which flopped

into double features, which
failed to draw.
House then
brought in 'Prime Minister' with no
newspaper advertising, and it lasted
three days.
also

000,000 feet of film annually, follow-

Industry print departments heads
are skeptical on the subject of being
able to use reissues on the Sponable
system but favor the hangover as a
raw film conservation method.
Changeover to the new plan, however, can't be attempted unless every
one of the producer-distributors
Several meetings of
agrees to it.
picture company heads are scheduled this week, with Sponable preparing more film for a finished demonstration to be given shortly. Film
shown until now has been of a semiexperimental nature and not of regu-

Up

went

PERMIITERS JIAY

Sponable as a means of saving 500,-

Indie Prodncer-DistrSis Set

8.

of Orchestra HaU, class
house, to run pictures

Sin,' syphilis

Industry toppers are giving serious
attention to the new type of film

19

Theatre, Chi,

on Sept. 15 goes into Providence.
Louis and Atlanta; on Sept. 16
New Orleans, Richmond, Wil-

St.

into

minglOM,

Harrisburg,

Baltimore,

Dayton and Reading; on the 17th into
Syracuse, ISth Nashville and 26th
Norwich, Conn.
Other leeofl dates for new season's film from Metro includes 'War
Against Mrs. Hadley,' Sept. 24,
Washington, and 'Apache Trail,'
Sept. 9, Baltimore and Sept 23,
Waterbury, Conn. Although sold
under the 1942-43 contract covering
eight pictures 'Panama Hattie' has
already played nine dates and is set
fo- 27 others, while 'Somewhere I'll
Find You' and 'Tish' have also

opened
Par,

Fox

in a

few

spots.

RKO, Warner

all

differ

Bros, and 20thfrom Metro in that

they will sell no more than five pictures in a group for the time being
at

least.

However, while

Metro and Par

are veering away from official release schedules, the other three socalled decree companies are dated
as in the past

take care of some of the ISO to 200
indie distributors, possibly 25 to SO
independent producers and 2,000
small theatres dependent to some

degree upon minor product
Both Hopper and Government
legal staff

members questioned the

delegation of indies on their solvency and a^ed abotit the type of
product being produced and distributed by them, intimating that
it was not the type of product which
contributed to the public wartime
morale.
Based on this form of questioning,
Mayers said that it wa^ apparent
that as soon as the good Reissues are
exhausted it would become impossible to get raw stock for poorer product unless the independents ~are
treated as a unit in the same way
as the majors.
Mayers declared that Hopper had
said all laboratories but three, apperently Consolidated, De Luxe and
Pathe, would h^ve to close up.
Group at meeting has formed organization called the Committee for
the Preservation of the Independent
Motion Picture Industry and will

seek the support of independent exhibs also.

Mastbanm's Big Teeoff
Philadelphia, Sept. 8.
Long queues marked the opening
Stanley-Warner's giant deluxer,
the Mastbaum, which unshuttered
Friday (4) after being closed since
early in 1935. Although Tales of
Manhattan' had comparatively little
ballyhoo upwards of $22,000 was
taken in over the weekend. Week
looks like $42,000.

of

The Mastbaum,

built in 1929 at •

of $5,000,000, has a seating
capacity of 4,692, almost 2,000 more
cost

next largest hous*
here— the Stanley, with 2,916 seats.
than

Warners'

Wednesday^ September 9« 1942

PICTURES
Newark, Fire

Rialto,

Negro-WMte

Uncle Sam's Roll Call

Projectionists Strike

Newark, Sept. 8.
matinee patrons
were routed from the Rialto theatre
St.
here last Tuesday (1), when sparks
from the flue of an adjoining restaurant and bar set fire to the roof of
the theatre. Damage was slight, and
St. Louis. Sept. 8.
after a two-hour shutdown house
Bob Challener, Tech drama school reopened in time for the evening
A three-day strike of Negro proTom Hudson, radio announcer,
graduate and Pittsburgh Playhouse performance.
jectionists, members of lATSE, LoCoast Cii«rd.
cal Nu. 143A, that closed four houses
It was the second time in less than
Howard Childs, studio techqician, star, transferred from Fort Eustis,
picketing of two
Va., to Camp Storey, Va., and upped a month that fire
caused an audience and resulted in the
navy.
from private to technical sergeant to evacuate a downtown theatre. others, was settled Friday (4) and a
Jess Oppenheim, radio scrlpter. in chemical warfare.
Several weeks ago the Branford had v.aKC increase granted will become
Coast Guard.
The blowup ocCharlie Gaynor, author of several a mild fire scare when a small blaze effective in 1945.
Ravenscroft,
radio
singer,
Tliurl
revues
Playhouse
(he
wrote in the storeroom of the house com- curred Wednesday (2) when projecArmy Inlolligence.
sketches, music and lyrics) who also pelled firemen to empty the theatre. tionists employed at the Douglas.
Comet. Regal and Laclede theatres,
Joe Burros, musician, Army Air authored well-received original muall calcring to Negro trade, struck
Force.
sical summer before last for South
because the owner.* of the Strand
Sol Kindler, musician, Army Evac- Shore Players at Cohasset! Mass.,
and Criterion, which have a policy
assigned to officers candidate pre- Town Urges B.O. Slice
uation Corps.
of employing two white and two
paratory school at Fort Monmouth.
Joe Creager, studio technician,
Negro projectionists, refused to disTo Help Pjctore-Going
N. J.
Navy.
miss the whiles.
Russ Connolly, former 'leading
Holbert.
talent
Bob
agent, U. S.
Picket lines were established at
lady' in Pitt Cap St Gown musicals,
Morale
As
Aid
to
Ferry Command.
the Strand and Criterion and eight
graduated from officers candidate
Carl Combs, film publicity. Navy.
Negroes were nailed by cops for
sContlnned from pact 4s

while Leonard

More than

1,000

production a second lieutenant. Parry, who
aide to Diinion Runyon at 20th-Fox, switched several months ago from
berth as civilian flying instructor
army
screen
R;iison
writer, to Army Air Corps, sent to a base
Milton
in Pacific northwest.
Mai'incs.
Seoul,

Louis Theatres Settled

In 4

is

.

War

Warren Cowan, press

agent.

Air Force.

Fort

at
Sill, Okla.,
Army scohol
ond lieutenant's bars.

with sec-

John Morin, veteran WB and
Sliellenberg, studio electriHarris theatre manager, but more
Navy.
W. H. Emerson, theatre auditor, recently handling theatre fronts department for Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Army.
John Kelly, film technician. Navy, Co., commissioned a first lieutenant
He went to
Thearle Baldwin, set designer. in Army Air Corps.

Ray

cian,

West Point years

Army.
Dudley
Navy.
Harold

Darnell,

studio

juicer,

of

Medford,

ago.

Irving Barnett, formerly in charge
poster department at Universal
later' a Ross Federal checker,

Minneapolis, Sept. 8.
Grand Rapids,
Minn., has adopted a resolution calling upon Sim Heller to reduce the
admission at his Rialto, 'A' house
in the town of 2,500, from 39c. to
which it was recently boosted, to
Aldermen
28c,
the former scale.
took action after receipt of citizens'
petition urging that 'pressure' be ap-

The

plied

city council of

on Heller.

writer. and

Petitioners took the position that
army last week at age of 'movies are a necessity to sustain
His brother was the late Al war-time morale.' They also claimed
theatre manager.
Barnett, one-time U exchange man- that the present 'high admission
Army.
Chalmers Snodgrass, studio tech- ager here,
prices' impose a financial hardship
John Kirby, Playhouse actor who on them and keep many away from
nician. Navy.

screen

enlisted in

Army.

49.

Williams,

Bill

Ralph Hurst, set decorator, Army had been recently set by Leonard the theatre. Also, it was alleged, adSillman for a. spot in a new Broad- missions in nearby towns are lower.
Air Force.
James Long, studio technician. way revue, army.
It's the first time In these parts
John M. Sklenar, assistant man- that any government officials of
Navy.
Leonard Cripps. screen writer. ager Paramount in Braddock, army. state or local lawmaking bodies has
Dick Brown, Jr., son of WB man- interceded for the public in
Army Signal Corps.
the matByroii Myron, story reader, Coast ager and grandson of Harry Brown, ter of theatre admission prices.
who managed Nixon, local legit
Guard.
Eric Cleworth, cartoon animator, house for 26 years, army.
Pete Peck, manager of MetropoliMarines.
'

Richard Byrd, studio technician.
Navy.
Joe Pignatara, cartoonist. Army,
George Goepper, color technician.
Navy.
Ed Parks, cartoon animator. Navy,
Bob Smith, screen publicist, Coast
Guard.
Harold Freeman, set designer.
Navy.
John Keller, studio technician,
Navy.
Bud McTaggert, film cowboy. Coast
Guard.
E. D. Harris, theatre manager. Marines.

Henry Grace,
Air Force.

set decorator.

Kcogh Gleason,
Army.

Army

studio technician.

Roland Drew, actor. Army.
Paul Baker, film research, Army.

Bob Smith,
Army.

press

studio

agent,

Richard Pcfferle, studio technician.
Air Force.
Sam Edwards, radio actor, Army.
Milton
Krim.'!,
screen
writer,
A'.-my Air Force.

Army

Bill O'Kclly, screen player.

Army

Ai- Force.
James Anderson, assistant director.
Signal Corps.
Alan Hale,

Jr.,

film

actor.

Coast

Guard.

John

Army

Lee Mahin,
Air Force.

screen

writer.

Jack Bernhard With BAF
Jack Bernhard, son of Joe Bernv.p., and general manager of
Warners, has been commis.<;loned a
pilot officer in the Royal Air Force,
according .to word received by his
father from England.
Young Bernhard was formerly an
associate producer on the Universal
hard,

tan in Morgantown, W. Va., for
George Sallows, army.
Jacob Palkowski, clerk at old Independent Display and NSS for 17
years, and known around Film Row
as Jsike Palmer, navy,

Theodore

Fineberg,

youngest

brother of Sam Fineberg Rep franchise holder here navy.
Henry F. Boettcher, head of the
Carnegie Tech drama school, commissioned a first lieutenant in the
Army Air Corps and reported at

Miami Beach
ing.

la.st
week for trainTech doesn't expect to name a

successor for the duration but will
alternate Boettcher's duties among
the instructors' staff.

Joe Freeman,

city manager for
theatres, in Greensburg, Army.
Joe Lee, dancer o( team of Joe
and Betty' Lee, Army, but' has received a deferment until Sept. 24 to
fill a date at ViUage Barn, N. Y.
Sgt. Jack
Mervis, who helped
operate Mervis Brothers circuit until his induction, has arrived in Australia
with
a
military
police
batallion.
Tom Pickering, son of one of original owners of
and a member of local CBS outlet's sales staff.

WB

WJAS

Army.

Max Silverman, manager of
Squirrel Hill theatre. Army.
Francis Fitzsimnions, of
Orpheum

Connellsville,

in

of
ap-

pointed to officers candidate school
at Ft. Eustis, 'Va.

Harold

Goldstein, son of Mrs.
Bessie Goldstein, former owner of
Paramount here, furloughed from
Army on account of ill health after
19

months

Sam

Fort

at

Houston,

Texas.

lot.

LatCHl

Seattle's

Seattle, Sept. 8.

WB

Booker In MarJnca
Marly Friedman, lately a booker
for

Warner

Bros, in the Cleveland
exchange and formerly in the homeoffice sale.<; department, has enlisted
in the U. S. Marines and will report
for duty Monday (14).
He arrived
in N. Y. a few days ago.

Holly Eich. 43. sax player in Al
Uhle's Palomar band. Army.
Howard Wynne, mgr. at Mission
(Sterling) nabe. Army Air Corps,
possibly as aerial photographer.

Army

Mickey Cross In
Denver, Sept.

8.

Mickey Gross, manager RKO Orpheum, private in the marine corps.

He

reports Sept. II; successor not yet

named.
Mrs. Gross, the former
Dorothy Arno of the stage, will remain In Denver.

Slim and Slam, colored instrumental team, broken up by Slim beinc inducted into army last week.
Duo forced to cancel date opening

Monday

(7)

at

Lindsay's Sky Bar,

Cleveland, which has replaced them
with the Four Blazes.
'

Montreal, Sept.

York won
at

Luke

.

his pilot's wings last week
field, Ariz., commissioned

known

O..

Sept

8.

as 'Wild Oscar,'
organist at Loew's for almost two
years, into the Army Sept. 15. Hill,
I.
wa.s
4;!, a veteran of World War
mustered out with the rank of lieutenant, havinc served 26 months.

Lloyd

Hill,

Negro

all

operators

At the beginning of the strike

it

was reported that the FBI would

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Sept.

two

the

in

A

circular dishouses but failed.
tributed by the Local said: 'We do
not intend to wait until after the
war.
If we
would be foolhardy
enough to wait until after the war.

'Buck-skin Frontier'

new

is

8.

on

tag

Harry Sherman's Paramount picture,
'Buckskin

Empire.'

Republic
'Shanty Town.'

'To

Helen,'

titled

at

re-

is

New
"

of about $3,000, property of
Provincial government and of
France-Film, Ltd. Thefts run from
August. 1941, to June 15, 1942.
According to Infornnatlon available, the three men and two women,
both cashiers at the theatre, had allegedly perfected a system by which
all sales of tickets were not shown
in the receipts upon which pro-

WEEK

JAMES CAGNEY

SmuMm

As George M. Cohan

"ACROSS THE PACIFIC"
In Person

Warner

STRAND

uy

mnr wMm'% tm

PARAMOUNT

wnlM

la

All

Sutt^DMtintf

Air

CniWUM*.

ay

•

PRE8EI>IT8

kM<

JiVr

(10).

Pomt

?s. Agfa,

MACDONALO CAREY
ROBERT PRE8TO{|

with corporate minute.s, sales book.s,
ledgers and other records pertaining
t.)
General Aniline & Film Corp.,
Agfa Ansco Corp. and Agfa Raw
F.lm Corp. was granted yesterday
Justice
Kenneth
(Tuesday)
by
O'Brien in N. Y. supreme court.
Hiriiman is seeking $300,000 In
damages against the defendants on
charges of fraudulent representations
in the sale of defective film which
h'> used In production. Judge O'Brien
denied a request that laboratory
analysis be made by experts of 1,000
feet of back stock belonging to the
defendants deeming the procedure
as unnecessary.

UK
fOUX

RETTY

VICTOR

GRABLE

MATURE

w°.{S? piosEOM
•MRS. MINIVER'

"Footlight Serenade"

ED fULllVAN
k HAHVEST MOON
DANCE WINNERS

-In

8.

1

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
King Brothers bought Harold
Fisher's 'Blockade Runners' for production at Monogram.

George Oppenheimer's war tale.
'Homecoming,' bought by Metro.

miLJj^it*
A**?* 4
BRODERICK

Pecioii.

Ckw.
TIP,

KEMPC*

OANOINI
TAP 4 TOE

gt.

"SOMEWHERE
YOU"

4
Ji

IXL FIND

PALACE ^Tsl
'

8tttrt«

Tomorrow

ORSON WELLES'
The Hagnifloent Ambenons

—

IrtM

series.

STORY BUYS

10

*

At*.

SliikCAPITOLIS?»l

PRC Production Rush
Six features will be launched by
Producers Releasing Corp. during the
remainder of September, beginning
tomorrow (Wednesday) with 'Dead
Men Walk' and 'Permit to Kill.'
Others are 'Corregidor,' 'Lady
from Chunking,' 'Queen of Broadway' and an untitled western of the

Utt

IHENE OUNNK
"'•*'>»

CLARK QABLE
LANA TURNER

1
1

MniM

THIRD BIO WEBKt

1
1

1

fti>

1

nrit N. T. BbowliM

Bq.

TI.M WEO.

PAYNE

4

Tklir.

AVRVf TlBM*
9 in IE

R nyV
n\J

la

MUSIC
HALL
HEI,D OVER

LOEW'8

Broadway and 49th StrMt

Plan
Bl(
StHKe Show

m

•tktr'i

8p«ctacular Stag* Produetiona

RI VOLI

A court motion that will provide
George A. Hiriiman, indie producer,

TwiM OiHy. 1:45.8:M
M. CI. 7-5«4S.

SBrTK.VRER

THE TOWN"

With

Ansco

I.N

mry

tor

"TALK OF

ISLAND'
WAKE
BRIAN DONLEVY

Hiriiman Scores Big

—

B'wiy. tilt

SALUTE

SALUTE IN BBrraOBERI
Ut* rw

Broi. Succesa

HOLLYWOOD THEATRE

Tt'aitu MlUaaa

5i'odi«««i

in

"Tankee Doodle Dandy"

DICK JURGEN8
ANU HIS ORCHESTRA
AIM Lyna, R07M • Vaara

vincial amusement tax was assessed.
The five accused were alleged to
have conspired , to re-sell used
tickets without the knowledge of
other theatre officials. Trial is set

Thursday

tod

mjMPHREY BOGART
Wirmr BrM. JM-M«*flH

In

the

for

York Theatres

8.

theft

Lone Rider
Akron.

Robert Thomsen.
biz
settlement,
agent of lATSE, Local No. 143. the
white section of the operators' local
As
here, .<:teppcd into the breach.
efforts
an agreement
a result of his
was reached whereby the Negro
projectionists will each receive a
$2.50 per week incrca.^e. effective in
1945. while the employment of the
white operators at the Criterion and
Strand will continue. Thomsen said
the increase wa.> delayed as 'punishment' for the unauthorized strike.

shifts, while ICegra operators are unemployed. Roden said the union had
been trying for eight years to have

Three men and two women, employees of the St. Denis theatre,
were arrested Friday (4) by the
Provincial Police and brought to
court on charges of conspiracy and

'Wild Oscar' In

Dave" Parry a 2d Lieut
Pittsburgh, Sept. 8.
David Parry, son of Florence
Fi.--her Parry, Pittsburgh Press columnist, and formerly with Lynn
Farnol s advertising agency in New

After the first, huddles between
execs of Local No. 143A and Plakios
and James failed to bring about a

have a look-.sce into the matter to
determine whether any subversive
activities were involved, inasmuch
as there have been several 'March
on Washington' demonstrations by
Negro leaders who are sponsoring
moves, throughout the nation, to replace white workers in offices, facHowever,
tories, etc., with Negroes.
over to Negro employees 100%.
The 'union charged that there is a this angle seems to have been preshortage of white operators and that mature and film row hears that the
men are working both day and night strike was simply a 'wildcatter.'

NAIL 5 IN MONTREAL

Hollywood. Sept.
8.

we know what chance we would
stand then: instead of a shortage of
non-Negro operators there will be
a surplus of them, and we would
have both these operators and owners to fight in order to get justice.'

TICKET RESALE THEFTS

Inducts Slim

Cleveland, Sept.

refusing to obey a 'move on' order.
George Piakio.s. owner of the Criterion, and Thomas James, owner of
the Strand, said their contract to
employ the white and Negro projectionists on a 50-50 basis ran until
Oct 1 and they could not change the
employment setup until the pact expired.
Julian C. Roden. biz agent
for Local No. 143A, a.ssertcd the contract expired Sept 1 and the union
insisted that the management change

WB's

KDKA

news staff. Army.
Bob Hornick, former manager

21
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Popular Title

•AMUEL QOLOWVN PRESENTS

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
With the Japs,' bq^ed on
yarn by Harvey Huntley, will be
Ben Judell's next production, following completion of hb current

GARY COOPER in
THE PRIDE OF
THE YANKEES

'To Hell

a

picture, 'Hitler, Dead or Alive.'
Judell goes east this week to arrelea.<ie for 'Japs.'

range a

$1.50

ICETRAVAtiANZA
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CENTER THEATRE.
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&
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ONLY THE
GOV'T.

U.S.

COUL

DO

IT!

Factual!
Realistic!

Revealing!
THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRESENTS

WORLD
AT WAR

"THE

"

A FORCEFUL FEATURE DRAMATIZATION
GIVEN FREE TO THE NATION'S SCREENS!
Most of it comes from sources accessible only to our Government From secret film archives
From enemy films obtained at risk of life! From unrevealed underground channels A monumental achievement in dramatic screen revelation is this feature attraction which your government
considers the most vital message to give to the American people NOW! A duty to show it— but a
privilege and pleasure too, because it is absorbing, showmanlike with no punches pulled. Free including trailer, to all exhibitors. Accessories from National Screen Service provided below cost.
!

!

Sponsored by the

War

Activities

Picture Industry, 1501 Broadway,

Committee of the Motion

New York City. (Room 408)
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RADIO

remeoAT fever

Corwin s Impressive Bow-Off

HUNTING

Despite unfavorable atmospheric conditioni that blotted out more
than half the program completely, the sixth and concluding of Norman Corwin's 'An American- in England' series had an iinpressiTe and
inspiring climax Monday night (7) on CBS.
When trans-Atlantic
reception clarified and the show resumed, the remaining 11 minutes
were virtually a summation of impressions related on preceding broadcasts, as well as the author's feeling al>out the England he was about
to leave.

"

^

Being philosophic in character, it was a precarious slant for a radio
writer to take. It involved Corwin's attitude toward England and
America and the war, his belief in the common man of both countries,
was, in essence, an expression of his whole philosophy. It was
dignified, yet simple and moving.

FEMME

PROGRl

EXECS

Skirted Pro-am Directors
and Continuity Editors, in
Fact, Will Soon Be at a

Premium—Old

It

Inhibitions

Being Throttled

Indications

Norman Corwin's
land, aside
ally,

from

series

its

Problems

from Eng- 'Minstrel Melodies' Latest

value

artistic-

culturally and as propaganda,

S.F.

Show to Go Network

San Francisco, Sept 8.
Another program was added Saturday (S) to growing list of transcontinental broadcasts originating in
San Francisco and which are reviving city as a production center.
Show is KPO's 'Minstrel Melodies,'
domestically is a lot different from
what's good when a dubious short- which branched out from NBC's Pawave circuit must be depended upon cific web onto nationwide hookup.
for transmission.
It's because of the numerous production bugs involved In shortwave
American
the
transmission
that
companies have
bi-oadcasting
avoided anything but straight voice
adding considerably to the knowledge of U. S. production men and
engineers on what makes • good
dramatic show from abroad. From
a production standpoint, what's good
is

BLUE STATION

and music

—

— and even the latter when

HEADS MEET

possible in their airings from other
continents.
Radio engineers j>oint
that Corwin had little background research to rely on and almost literally had to feel tus way. He

out

INN.Y.(M)

has added considerably to the knowledge on the subject, they say. One
of the evidences that he was learning was noticeable in the fact that
the shows got progressively more
simple from production viewpoint

Department heads and managers of

managed and operated stations of
tht Blue Network will hold an all-

from week to week.
Corwin knew, of course, even be- day business session at the Roosefore he went abroad, that many of velt hotel, N. Y., Monday (14).
the fine points of production which Edgar Kobak, the executive v.p. of
he had perfected for domestic broad- the Blue, will preside.
casting wouldn't apply in airing from
Slated to attend from out of town
England. It's just like copying a
are M. O. Borofl, Chicago; Don Gilphotographic positive a number of
Kenneth
we-stcoast
v.p.;
man,
times: Some of -the details are lost,
Berkeley, Washingtoir,- William Ryan,
while others come out black and
Kevin Sweeney,
San Francisco.
heavy, out of all proportion to the
promotion man for the Blue's coast
original. One of the things discovlink, who is spending -his vacation
ered in previous shows, for instance,
in the east, will also sit in.
was that the sound of a door closing
a perfectly simple effect to achieve
on an ordinary show couldn't be

—

—

depended upon at all from overseas.
It
was either lost altogether, or
sounded like a bomb going off.
CBS and BBC both had done some
previous research on sound effects

MacHarrie Quits Bine To
Write, Produce London

Program for Red Cross

trans-oceanic etherizing.
CBS
made a series of sound tests that
for

helped Corwin

wen.

into

slightly,

while

BBC

the matter much more

thoroughly. It made six recordings
of nothing but various sound effects
and sent them 'round the world for
airing back to England. Its engineers
then listened carefully to the results.
Major result was that BBC overseas
hows, like Corwin's became much
simpler.

UNION-SPONSORED SHOW

BACK ON KYA, FRISCO
San Francisco, Sept. 8.
Labor here came back on the air
via the commercial route, when

are that the services

women program

directors

and

continuity editors will soon be at a

premium

DX

To Meeting When

as far as ad agencies are

concerned.
In looking around for
people to replace men who have
gone into the armed services, some
agencies have already begun tp concentrate their attention on the distaff side.
With even married men
looming as candidates for induction
into the army, these agencies are
showing a disposition to bring in
women for production and editing
posts, rather than take a chance at
having to deal with a succession of

male replacements.
While some agencies take the position that they might as well yield
now to the inevitable, and replace
manpower with womenpower wherever possible, other agencies prefer
to maintain their present policy of
male producers and directors only
until it becomes completely untenable. The average agency has been
anything but favorable to the em
ployment of women in these posts,
even though there are quite a number of women directors in field
From time to time women have also
headed up radio departments or held
sub-eKecutive posts, but the attitude
of dubiousness still prevails. It seems
mostly to be predicated on questions
ot temperament, long working hours,

PetriDo Rescinds

Pmnission for Commercial Discs
802's Side in Paid

Ads

National

summoned
The N. Y. Local

802,

of

the

(Tuesday) approved a proposal to appropriate

of

on

Summons Transcriptioii Men

cians, yesterday

RELUCTANT ROMANCE

FoniKiiing U. S. Radio Teciinicians

N.A.B.

American Federation of Musi-

CorwiD s Series From England

Better Ins^ht

$5,000 to finance a series of advertisements in the daily newspapers aimed at telling .the public their side of the recording

controversy.
The local feels that daily papers are incapable of giving the
subject impartial coverage, even
if they so desired, and is hopeful of getting its point across
with paid space. AU dailies will
carry the ads since 'PM,' according to the union, was the only
paper to give the AFM's position
a break and that daily does not
carry advertising.

SEE NET SHOW
POSSIBLE FOR

BALLANTINE

director,

resigning effective

is

London to write
series of Red Cross

Sept. 20 to go to

and produce a
shortwave shows

to the

U. S.

He

expects to fly to England early in
October, after a couple of weeks in
Washington to familiarize himself

teen in London for U. S. soldiers,
which the Red Cross has just taken
over.

McGiUvra Reps
WMUR,

WMUR

Manchester, has switched
KYA started airing 'Road to Vic- station reps. It's latest is Joseph
tory,' only union-sponsored program Hershey McGillvra.
Station is now a basic on the Blue
originating here, for AFL Building
Service Employees' locals in this Network and operates 5,000 watts
days and 1.000 watts nights.
area.
Half-hour program, signed for 13
weeks, blends opinions of labor and
Joan Lane is new assistant to Ralph
capital leaders on all-out war pro- Gleason, trade press contact in CBS
duction.
They meet at luncheon in publicity department.
She was
a downtown hotel. Show is broad- formerly in the magazine section of
cast from same station that kicked the department and -before that was
labor programs off the air under on editorial staff of Young America
Hearst management.
mag.

of

Broadcasters

manufact-

AFM

next Wednesday's

(16) hearing on
the Government's anti-trust suit in
Chicago with a complete showdown
so that it could not be charged that
the AFM was discriminating In favor
of commercial transcriptions and
against library recordings and phono,
graph records. Others believe it pos-

sible

the

that

business

of

Issuing

commercial disc permits had become
too

much

for PetriUo's limited office

Chicago and the AFM presiJ. Walter Thompson is lining up a dent decided that, anyway, his case
spot campaign fqr Ballantine Ale, gained no .favor by exempting transcription
custom Jobs and off-the-line
and there's also a possibility that the
account will go network again this recordings.
The wire received from Petrillo by
late fall
agencies
read as follows:
The advertising would lay empha'This is to advise you that the
sis on the brewer's draught product,
American Federation of Musicians
will not renew permits previously
INTO granted to you to make transcripnecessity for traveling
(in some
tions.
As to any transcriptions not
cases) and ability to submerge peralready made, previously granted
sonal likes and dislikes in dealing
permits are herewith terminated.'
with associates or solving a problem.
Agency officials admit that whatever
Hollywood. Sept. 8.
bias of this sort still prevails, it will
Jack Hurdle, producer for Benton
have to be either dismissed or
& Bowles, was practically dragged
shelved for the duration.
off the train to take over the proCnrrent Femme Execs.
duction reins on Maxwell House
Following are some of the femmes time and head up the B&B office
who hold either executive or direc- here. Having played out his string
torial assignments in the commercial with Shirley Temple's 'Junior Miss'
program field, with most of these re- for Procter & Gamble, he packed up
sponstbitltles connned to daytime foj the return .east for another, a-'isignment.
Just as he was leaving
serials:
NBC has lifted another account
his hotel for
Agency
Name
the station an
in- from the Blue Network, Thrivo Dog
Diana Bourbon
Ward-Wheelock. terceptor in the person of Mann Food, which had used the Blue for
Coral Edwin
Young & Rubicam Holiner put his plans in reverse.
several seasons, starts its yoimg yoHoliner that day took his oath as dcler, Olivio Santoro, in a limited
Theodora Yates
Benton & Bowles
Lillian Steinfeldt. .McCann-Erickson captain in Army's special .services NBC hookup this Sunday (13).
Marguerite Dougherty
Ruthrauff and bowed out of civilian life after
The Blue had let Thrivo out of •
Violet Burns
Young & Rubicam last Thursday's broadcast. He will contract when it explained last seaMildred Fenton
Ted Bates likely be stationed here, being as- son that it couldn't get tin for packMartha Atwell
'Air Features signed to the same duties here by asing.
The packing problem has
'Produces all
Blackett-Sample- Maj. Tom Lewis as Capt. Charles since been solved.
Vanda is performing in N. Y.
Hummert shows.
staff in

HURDLE HUSTLED

B&B BERTH ON COAST

THRIVO JUMPS

BLUE TO NBC

F.D.R.'S

Blue Nets Chi Key,

WENR, May Take

2 MBS Commersh Grid-Casts This

The Blue Network's Chicago key
with Red Cross work.
station, WENR, may take a couple
Only one series is actually set, to commercial programs from the Mufrom the Eagle Club, a can- tual Network's line this fall. They

air

Assn.

transcription

urers to a meeting at the Roosevelt
N. Y„ yesterday afternoon
(Tuesday) to discuss the latest action taken by James C. Petrillo,
president of the American Federation
of Musicians, in connection with his
ban on recordings. PetriUo's latest
was the issuance to ad agencies Friday (4) of a telegram informing them
that the tmion would no longer permit the making of commercial transcriptions.
As things now stand.
members are barred from engaging in any form of recording.
The agencies reacted to PetriUo's
message with more chagrin than resentment Most of them had been
expecting something of the sort, figuring that Petrillo would toss in this
final card when It best suited his
purpose. The agency men can't as
yet make out his purpose.
Some
think that he was achrised to enter
hotel,

Lindsey MacH'arrie, Blue network
staff

23

J

F

mETY'S'BODECCOPS

Nr S PRESS TOURNEY

would be two of the eight football
broadcasts that Gillette Razor proNBC staged its first golf tournaWGN,
poses to carry on Mutual.
Mutual's Chicago, key, had made pre- ment for the press at the Rye Counwhich would try Club in Westchester County
vious commitments
prevent it from carrying two of the Wednesday (2). The event was folGillette games.
lowed by a cocktail parly and dinEdgar Kobak, the Blue's executive
ner.
Low net winner was Ben
v.p., gave the green light to WENR
last week.
The network'.<! Chicago Bodec, of 'Variety,' whose prize wa.s
office advised Kobak that the Maxon a leather golf bag with 12 matched
agency, which handles the Gillette irons and woods. As runncts-up in
account,
inquired
whether thi:i division Brad Kelly got a set
had
WENR would be made available for oi matched irons; Jim Kilgallcn a
two games in the event WGN could leather golf bag. and Don Mcrscreau
not clear the schedule. Kobak's an- a set of matched woods.
swer was that if Gillette or the agenLow gross prizes, which were the
cy were in a jam over LGN's prior same, went to Frank E. Mullen. Bob
schedule it was okay for WENR to Harlow. Jack Alicoale and William
lake the two proyrumj.
McCambridge.
l-..>:t

50.3%

.Monday Night's Hooper Bating
Was 79% On Dec. 9

—^Tof

President Roosevelt drew a rating
of 50.3% for his 'Fireside Chat' Monday night (7), according to the C. E.
Hooper survey. That represented an
estimated audience of 37,382,400 'listeners.

Chief Executive's rating on his
broadcast address last Thursday (3)
to the International Student As.sembiy in Washington was rated at 19%,
according to the Hooper dopesters,
while the radio audience for his Aug.
3
speech at the dedication of the
new Naval Medical Center, at
Bethesda, Md., was given a 10.3%
figure by the same survey.
,
Roosevelt's highest Hooper rating,
was for his Dec. B message to a joint
session of Congress, asking for m.
declaration of war against Japan,
1

Germany and

Italy.

Sherdeman In Army
Ted Sherdeman, of the Young &.
Rubicam production staff on the
Coast, has joined the Army as a First
Lieutenant in the Special Service.

No replacement

has been set

Wednesdajri Septeadier 9* 1942
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Direct Gossip
San Francisco, Sept. 8.
Jack Temple, Shirley's brother,
is covering Hollywood by remote

—

Once Featuring Convicted Nazi Agent

i

I

9.

German Hour

The Philadelphia

«ver WTEL, which once featured the
Rev. Kurt E. B. Molzahn, local
Lutheran pastor convicted of espionage for the Nazis, has been taken
over by a group of militant antiNazi Germans who are using it to
pound democracy into the ears of
German-Americans.
Method used by this group is to
the real story of the 'Nazi Para-

tell

which Molzahn and

dise,'

new

control for his

assoin their

his

ciates used to spout about

broadcasts.
The anti-Nazis who have taken
over the hour to debunk the Nazi
propaganda are former German ofwriters now refugees
ficials and
Irom the Hitler terror. They include
Dr. Robert M. Kempner, former
counsellor In the Prussian Ministry
of the Interior, an authority on the
technique of the Gestapo; Wilhelm
SoUmah, former Secretary of the Interior during the Weiiner Republic;
Dr. Eric Stotzner, ex -German newspaper editor. The program gives the
women's touch via Mrs. Elfriede

MARIIN CUTS CAMPAIGN
DUE TO SHEL SHORTAGE
Marlin

Razor

Blades

mixed cancellations

for

has
its

issued

Temple,

KYA

staff

announcer,

gleans the chatter for his threeproIS-minute
times-a-week,
gram, from correspondence with
his
Hollywood
cronies
and
family.

radio, as

well as newspaper, schedules for
September. The move is attributed
I? an order from the steel division
of the War Production Board. The
account will, however, be permitted
t) resume its
advertising in October.

The cancellation was complete
with some stations and partially so
with others.

Sherman Gregory ,of NBC, back to
N. Y. after week at KOA, Denver.

Cleveland, Sept.

cHetter pro-

gram, 'Hollywood Star Parade,'
on KYA, and his sister is one of
his pipelines.

Philadelphia, Sept.

'

PABST BUYS CLEVE.
PR(r€RID GAMES

Vicks Buys Mpls.

Show

BeiDffiMAYBl.

8.

Pabst Brewing Co. will sponsor 11
Cleveland Rams' football games^^ including seven away from home.

Bob Kelley, former station sports
editor now on leave of absence as
treasurer of Rams, will return to
the mike to broadcast play by play.
Joe Wilson will assist him.
is also planning to broadcast Ohio State and Big Four football games, as well as several intersectional tilts to be played at

WGAR

The Bendix Corp. is reported giv'
ing consideration to the sponsorship
of "Cheers from Camps.'
General
Motors withdraws its angeling of this
program, currently on CBS, as of
Sept. 29.
Bendix paid the bill for The
Treasury Hour' on the Blue Network
last season for 13 weeks.

stadium.

Minneapolis, Sept.

'Yours

Truly,

Darrah

WCCO's daily IS-minute women's
proram, has been sold three days a
week to Vicks Chemical Company
for Vatronol and Vaporub.
Presented Monday throuh Friday
at 2:15 p.m., the

show

features Mrs.

Aldrich, Minneapolis novelist.

Theatre Airing

8.

Aldrich,'

Renew Diane Courtney
Diane Courtney and the Jesters
have been renewed by R. & H. beer
for another 25 weeks Monday and
Thursday nights locally on WJZ,
New York,
Extension is effective Oct. 12.

Ralph Edwards, whose Truth or
Consequences'
program
resumes
Saturday night (12) on WEAF-NBC
for

Procter

show

& Gamble, takes the
Wash-

to the' Capitol theatre,
ington, the week of Sept. 25.

Compton

is

the

agency

on

the

radio series.

Hoebner, who speaks on 'I Go
Shopping in Duesseldorf in 1939 and
in Philadelphia in 1942.'
She conthe

trasts

plight

woman.
The group

German

the

of

hausfrau with that of

th';

American

was

organized after
protests by anti-Nazi Germans of
the type of programs formerly aired
by WTEL. The day after the bombing of Pearl Harbor it is said that
the program opened with the march,
'Salute to Obersalzberg' (Obersalz-

berg

is Hitler's

mountain retreat

in

Bavaria.)
It is reported that the Office of
War In formation may record the
current WTEL programs for use on
German - language broadcasts over
other stations.

Y.&R. SHUFFLES

PRODUCnON

^

PERSONNE
Number of production assignments
vrere switched at Young St Rubicam
last

week.

George McGarrett,

di-

rector of 'Battle of the Sexes' and

Mon-to-resume Kate SmitK
program, goes to Chicago to launch
the new Hyde Park beer program,
•tarting Oct 6 with Kay Thompson.
Walter Gorman will go along to asthe

weeks, take over

sist end, after six

complete direction.

Pending McGarrett's return, Harry
Ackerman, production supervisor for
the agency, will also direct the Kate
Smith show, which starts again Sept.
18.
He will be assisted by Phil
Minis, formerly nighttime script supervisor. Latter will also assist on
'March of Time,' succeeding Tony
Hart, who goes to the Coast to assist Stan Joseloff, director of the
Eddie Cantor show, resuming Sept.

30
Also pending McGarrett's return, Francis van Hartesveldt. 'Aldrich Family' director, is also handling 'Battle of the Sexes.'
Jean HoUoway, who went to the
Coast last week to write Ruthrauff
ti
Ryan's new Lionel Barrymore
show, 'Mayor of the Town.' for Lever
Bro.<:., will not be replaced a.<! scripter
of the dramatic spot on the Kate

Smith program.

The

spot

was

of

fered to Charles Taswell, a Coast
freelance
author
who formerly
•worked on the Screen Guild Thea
tre

.'series, but he is ill at his de.^ert
ranch and turned it down. He will
do a few scripts for the Kate Smith
scries, however, and will assist Miss
HoUoway on the Barrymore stanza
For the present, the dramatic spots
on the Smith program will be fuvmed
out on a freelance basis.

Kurlan Lieut,

in

Navy

Arthur Kurlan, formerly director
'Em Rolling' program

tf the 'Keep

on Mutual for the War Production
Board, has been commi.ssioned a
Lieutenant (J.g.) in the Naval Reserve and is working on recruiting
for the Naval Aviation Cadet Sclec
tion Board.

He works
Navy Public
Third Naval

cooperation with 1h<
Relations office for the

in

District,

New

York.

PLACED FIRST AGAIN
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HAVE YOU GOT
AGOODSPOT

RADIO
MBS

BERGEN to AIR FROM
3 SERVICEMEN CAMPS

Mutual'!

Young

Si

Rublcam

last

week

Sanborn Coffee program, with Edgar Bergen, will do
three broadcasts from the east start-

it's

Jelke Margarine.

The agency's letter to each station
mentioned the amount of money that
the account was prepared to spend in
that market, and asked the station to
submit as quickly as possible the
appropriate package that it had
available for the

money.

in

U

2S

Hider Enough;

S. Radiaflotflatiiig

Say Cleve. Foreign Language-ites;

month in 1941. The difference is
2.6%, making the first time that
the network's monthly margin
was downward instead of upward in several years.

will be spread among
training centers for three
of the
armed services,

a hurry-up call to radio stations In
some 40 markets (or spot suggestions
that would appeal to an account that
would like to go lor 26 weeks, starting Oct 1. The agency did not identify the account, but the general impression among station reps is that

billings

pared with $532,056 for the like

&

The shows

issued

gross

Drop

August were $518,226 as com-

The Chase

ing Sept. 27.

SUGGESTION?

Biliingg

the No. 1
branches
namely, Annapolis, West Point and
Quantico Marine Base.

Mutual
the

first

is still

eight

year

is

Score Gov t s Propaganda Disks

58.6% ahead on
months of 1942.

The accumulative

figure for this

$6,384,634, whereas it was
for
the
January-

Lloyd Snes on Title

$4,024,680

Annual

August stretch of

Invite to Biz

1941.

Ted

ex-radio columnist,
supreme court last
against
Brands,
Standard
its agency, Arthur Kudner,
Inc., seeking to restrain the use of
title and type of entertainment in
the current radio program 'Slaremanating
Vaudeville,'
Spangled

Lloyd,

filed suit in N. Y.

Clarke R. Brown, radio director
and 'time buyer for the Lake-SpiroShurman agency of Memphis, is in
N. Y. on his annual lookaround for
Plough,
Inc.,
proprietary
drug

Bubin Joins Coast

OWI

week

manufacturer.
Brown's mode of operation \r to
himself in a hotel suite and
send out invitations to the station
reps to come visiting with proposi-

Washington, Sept. 8.
Edward Rubin, RKO Radio publicity man, has been named consultant
for the West Coast branch of the
Office of War Information Radio
Bureau.
He'll be publicity adviser for Nat
Wolff, deputy chief in charge of the

tions,

Hollywood

settle

Inc.,

and

from WEAF-NBC.
Lloyd claims priority

the
via
Theatre'
program
'Star-Spangled
which he introduced over the NBC

Blue network

unit.

in 1940.

Cleveland, Sept.

8.

Nine months after this country
has gone to war both the Federal
Government and the radio industry
have

failed

nationality

utilize

to

broadcasting as a means of igniting
the latent hatred of foreign-born
groups against Adolph Hitler and his
minions.
With approximately 70O
foreign programs being broadcast to
millions of listeners, too much emphasis is being placed 'on gargling
commercials of participating programs and not on driving across a
hale - Hitler - to - the-depths-ol-Hell
philosophy.'
Those were the opinions expres.<;ed

John

by

Lewandowski,

Cleveland

councilman and president of the
Nationalities Broadcasting Assn., and
Frederick Wolf, Association secreNBA, non-profit,
tary-treasurer.
city

sponsors seven half-hour programs

Sunday mornings over

WGAR

and

reaches approximately 625,000 in the
foreign-born and first generation nationality groups.

'Washington

^riOO lEADfNG ADVERTISERS
In 1941, for the

seventh straight year, CBS

100 leading advertisers of the United

... 21 per cent

was

first

choice

omong

the

is

showing

weapon produced is an added weapon in speeding Hitler's defeat,*
Wolf declared.
The Government's attempts at
propaganda
today
were termed

States.

more of the 100 leading

finally

signs of recognizing the value of
this huge reservoir of hatred for
Hitler and what he represents. That
reservoir has been growing for three
It must be tapped,' Lewanyears.
dowski declared.
'The bulk of the foreign-born in
this nation are laborers in defense
Through radio we could inplants.
cite these workers to greater production heights. They can be made
extra war
to realize that every

advertisers used

clumsy, inefficiently prepared and a waste of money,' by
'gaudy,

CBS than the

Wolf.

'Although I have written Washington twice telling them I do not

next ntost popular network.*

have any
.

.

.

CBS hod

.

.

.

And

tisers

73%

more

in 1941, for

exclusive advertisers than

is

Because for the

not to

first

CBS alone— the trend

is

to radio.

time, the 100 leading advertisers bought

wnrk radio than any other form of national

programs,

I

still

must be rewritten,' Wolf said.
'About a month ago We began receiving transcriptions from Washington. One would hardly think we
were lighting an enemy from the
tenor of these transcriptions. Many
of them would make good travelogs
and would be a credit to a peacetime Chamber of Commerce,' Wolf

the second year in a row, the 100 leading adver-

bought more'Hime''on CBS than on any other network.*

But the trend

Italian

receive Italian broadcasts.
And, to
top it off, the language used in all
the announcements is clumsy and

any other network.*

added.

more

net-

CLEVE.

SYMPH

advertising,*

AGAIN ON CBS
COLUMBIA BROADCASTING SYSTEM
Cleveland, Sept 8.
With Artur Rodzinski as conthe Cleveland Symphony
Orchestra will be heard over th*
world-wide fa(/llities of the Columbia Broadcasting System again next

ductor,

season.

The
28

orchestra has been signed for
programs, nine more than last
hour
this
In addition
to

year.

bioadcast every Saturday, the Symphony will be featured in two special Sunday programs, Oct. 11 and
I8lh, when it will replace the New
York Philharmonic. CBS will beam

programs to South America,
England and the Pacific War Front.
John Patt, WGAR manager, announced studio will foot the bill,
all

although efforts to land a sponsor
were made all summer.
Pickups
will be made of the orche.<>tra's two
out-of-town appearances at Smith
College, on Feb. 6, and Princeton
University,

March

Wayne Mack

20.

will

production for the

again

handle

.series.

'Nighter' Starts 13th Yr.
A BaMd

on ikIuoI expendilurct for

1941 at rtporlod

Advorliting,

by: Buroou ol

ANPA;

Publithort'

Information Buroou; ond CBS

RtMorch Doporlmtnt.

Chicago. Sept. 8.
"The First Nighter' Sunday (6) began its 13th consecutive year of
broadcasting.
New deal just
pleted by Mutual will carry

gram over

125-.stalion
cn.isl-to-coafl.

compro-

network from

program will be
sponsored by Campana's Balm. Unli! then. Mutual will sustain .show on
air, sub.stituting Government
mes<-ases from the Office of War Inlo: mat ion for usual commercials.
Starting Oct.

4,

—
Wednesdaj, SepteadMr,

26

Ifm Transamerican

Heywsffd

'ARMY' CAST TO GUEST

As

Member-s of the cast of Irving BerThis Is the
lin's soldier musical.
Army,' headed by Earl Oiford, wUl
guest Sunday afternoon (13) on the

duction

Transamerican.
who formerly

at

staff

Henry Heyward,
worked on the Tommy Riggs and
Wayne King programs, has been
hired

supervisor

as

Digest"

'Reader'i

new

the

of

which

show

Transamerican is producing for the
Whcelock agency for Campbell's
soup starting Sunday night (13) on
CBS.
Another addition to the staff is
Harold Carr, who takes over direction of "Famous Jury Trials' on the
Blue network Tuesday nights for
Williamson candy, and 'Light of the
World' serial on ^fBC for General
Mills.
Diana Bourbon, who has an
Transamerican, is not employed by that firm, but is merely
contact on the 'Reader's Digest' show
for the Wheelock agency, in whose
employ she remains.
William Spier, CBS producer, is

office at

supervising

'Reader's

the

Digest'

which are being written by
Robert Tallman and Forrest Ely.
atafl writers, and Al Perkins, CBS

scripts,

script editor. William Rousseau, besides continuing as director of 'We
Love and Learn' serial on CBS for

General Foods, is directing the dramatic portions of 'Reader's Digest.'
Oliver Barbour continues as director of 'Life Can Be Beautiful' serial
on CBS for Procter St Gamble, and
'Parker Family' on the Blue network Sunday nights for Woodbury.

Andre KostelaneU-Albert Spalding

L CHADWICK NEW

WJSV PROMOTION HEAD
Washington, Sept.

Foods through the Benton
Bowles agency. Albert Barker,

who authored

the recorded version

of the show since Its start five years
ago, probably won't continue, but

OIL COS.

.

FLORIDA

Highschool Coach Will
The big gasoline companies, which
usually put on special spot campaigns in Florida during the winter,
report that things in that direction
Lincoln, Neb., Sept. 8.
Before setting
are pretty dubious.
The University of Nebraska an- up budgets the refiners want to
nounced that Ralph Beechner will make sure that there will be a tourhandle the mike for the Corn- ist trade in that state this winter.
One of the companies has already
huskcrs' 10 football games this fall,
succeeding Bob Russell, now an of- queried some Florida stations and
the answers that have come in exficer in the Army.
press the belief that toin-ism will be

Air Nebraska U. Grid

now

that

they

to
m

got

ll|;>p
ov>
1 , xvomen's Army
and Navy
they got a problem. Them women
havin' their own personality, next
thing well need is gunpowder In
dISerent shades.

HERB SHRINER
(iT'8

posarai.E)

selling

casts,

them

to

Rhythm Boys,

in-

vocal quintet,

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
Departures occasioned by calls to
arms and browsing In greener fields
prompted changes in the production
setups at KHJ and
KFI-KECA.
John 'Buddy' Edwards has been
moved up from production manager
to

program director

to

fill

they're booked for a guest appear-

Wednesday

night
(16)
on
Revue,' on WEAF, New
They're agentcd by Paul

York.

for the two Earle C.
stations is Matt Barr, for
the past four years at NBC.
KHJ's shifting of Dave Young
from continuity head to production
manager resulted from Jim Burton's
move to Music Corp., where he will
publicity

be special producer handling package shows.
Wallace Ramsey be-

comes

Kapp.

.

Anthony

script chief.

War Takes Hs

Toll

Chicago, Sept.

New

Bruce Howard, who was commissioned a warrant officer in the N*vy;

Frank Parrish, warrant officer in
the Navy, and Bob Baird, v^o is
working under Civil Service for the

Army
the

Signal Corps.
Additions to
engineering
department are
'

Thomas Bedford, formerly

of 'WHAS,
Louisville, and Harvey Rober^on,
former chief engineer of KCMC,

Texarkana.
A. M. 'Woody' Woodford, produc-

there's

a

way

far simpler

Tha advantage (and a rare one indeed) of buying WIvICA lies In
gelling a slalion with such a wide reputation for good programm*
ing at Such o low cost. Proving Ihot the pries of effective radio
need not be computed In Social Security figures.

We

know.

We've got good programs
Our

clients

with

good oudiencai.

know.

director, is now serving as
Naval warrant officer at Farragut,
Idaho.
Marvin Moore, formerly of
the station's dramatic staff, has been
made a full-time announcer.
Probable changes In tha near
future will be Elbert Haling and
Harry Flowers, both departing for
the Army Air Forces.
Haling is
publicity merchandising director for
the two stations and Flowers serves

tion

as his assistant.

They've bought plenty of ihem.

Scribbling to Gabbiiig
«jlSs

Sach's

•Ji*

SEVENTEEN YEARS
..Ihot

Quolity
just

Furniture

AGO

completed

its

bought one
this September
6,000th

CON-

SECUTIVE broadcast!
tHdlCl'l lEtllHI

,W«um M.; VUdl Uur 4 C«_

Oii

INDEPCHDENI

wm

ITMIIN

c a

On
lifts

San Francisco, Sept 8,
theory their news backgroimd
out of class of run-of-mill

them

commentators, KYA has signed up
two newspapermen to analyze public
iffairs on the air.

Commentators are John Thompson,
foreign editor. San Francisco News,
and Archibald MacPhall, former
newspaper editor.

TO STOP FIBBING

8.

20-week course in advinced
engineering

radio

the

for

Army

Signal Corps will be offered by Chi-

cago

starting

University,

Oct.

accepted for the course,

3.

who

mathematics,
engineering, elementary
electrical
electronics and radio, will be paid
between $1,620 and $2,600 during
Those who complete
their studies.
the course satisfactorily will receive
Second Lieutenant commissions.
The course Is limited to those be-

must be

qualified

tween

and

18

in

Set

f<H-

Louisville

Louisville,

War

situation

is

Sept.

8.

having practically

adverse effect on concerts booked
and v inter. More than
63 performances are scheduled, including those presented by local
nc.

for next fall

groups.

Thuman,

Cincinnati
impresario, has returned to tlie local
concert field with four concerts. His
schedule
includes
John
Charles

H.

J.

Washington, Sept. 8.
In one of the rare Instances o(
the Federal Trade Commission proceeding against u radio broadcasting

Government agency has
obtained a stipulation to cease misrepresentations from the Liberty
Broadcasting Corp., operating statifin WAGA, Atlanta, Ga.
The southern broadcasting company signed a stipulation agreeing
to refrain from representing that
has more listeners in Atlanta
than any other radio station, or that,
when operating as authorized in its
construction permit, it can be heard
without interference over the entire state of Georgia.
It has also
agreed
to
misreprescntini;
cease
through exaggeration of the number
of. prospective purchasers who listen
to the station.
station, the

WAGA

43.

Over 65 Concerts

SpringBeld, Mass.— Herb Edman,
program director for the past year
nt

WMAS, CBS

WTAG

outlet, switched to
in Worcester, his home city,

as announcer.

Thomas,

Oct. 15; Marian Anderson.
Nov. 10; Ballet Theatre, Dec. 3;
Rachmaninoff, Feb. 15. The Community Concert Association series
opens with the Philadelphia Orchestra Nov. 5. followed by Richard
Crooks Dec. 11; Josef Hofmann, pianist,

Fort Worth, Sept. 8.
Several recent staff changes- due
to the war have taken place in the
personnel of station WBAB-KGKO.
The engineering department has had
four departures and two arrivals.
Those
departing
Elliott
were
Maersch, who became a Second
Lieut, in the Army Air Forces;

STATION AGREES

Army Radio Coarse

the spot

.

tract is for a year.
Group also opens tomorrow night
the Ruban Bleu,
(Thursday)
at
N. Y.. nitcry with Maxine Sullivan
<ind
Fred Keating.
In addition,

'Schaefer

A<1V.

KFI-RHJ Prod. Setups

the stations,
own adof

Shifts In

have been signed by CBS as a re- vacated by Glan Heisch, who will
placement for the Golden Gate produce shows in Frisco for Office
War Information.
Don McQuartet, which went to the Coast. of
They start an irregular schedule of Namara, announcer, advances as
sustalner spots this week. The con- program manager. New director of

ance

CAMEL CARAVAN
WM. MORBIS

Moves Bring

Chicago U. Offers

Men

fairly normal.

Fridays.
The university handles the broad-

Delta

Yon Want

LOOK

ASKANCE AT

Rhjrthm Boys Vice
Golden Gate 4 on CBS

Laff

MOT

WGN

Deltia

If

hside Staff-Radio
the current setup of th« 'March of Time' program series, Frank
Norri* functlonf ai managing editor and Is responsible to Time for program operation and policy. The other relationships are as follows: Adrian
Samish is producing editor, responsible for organization of the program,
writing and editing of scripts and supervision of production; Alexander
Stronach is director of production; the script writers are Garrett Porter.
Paul Milton and Palmer Thompson; the Washington rep is Thomas Dorranee, who arranges Washington pickups and works ont censorship probscript writers, devote their
lems; Finis Farr -and Joel Sayre, former
time exclusively to WQXR, N. Y., programs. Time mag recently obtained
a stock interest in the latter station.

Under

Coca-Cola stanza the following week,
L. E. Chadwick, former chief of Sept 20, as piano soloist on George
'On Stage, Chanute,' the WON, Chicago, program which seeks to help
Blue.' Subthe radio .section of the Office of the Gershwin's "Rhapsody in
sequent bookings for the program recruit Army aviation cadets, Is produced by Morrison Wood, of the
Quartermaster General, War Departstaff
include James Melton, Sept. 27, and station's production staff and written by Fran Coughlin, a
ment, has been named sales promo- Nadine Connor, Oct. 4.
George writer. Only connection that the Chicago 'Radio Management Club has
tion manager of Station WJSV, local Zachary directs the show for the had with the show was a request that it write the copy for the recruiting.
transcribed
CBS affiliate. He succeeds John D'Arcy agency.
copies
of
the
program
be
The committee also requested that
Heiney, who moved over to become
given to other Chi stations and this was granted.
program director when Richard
Linkroum was called for active servWJR, Detroit, points out for the record that the paid-for news and
ReNaval
Ensign
in
the
recently
started
ice as an
in the Philagossip column which WCAU, Philadelphia,
serve
WJR reminds
delphia Inquirer is not a new idea in radio promotion.
Before joining the War Departthat it began a similar column in the Detroit Times and Free Press six
ment a year ago, Chadwick was
months ago and that the other stations in the town are still wondering
PetersWPID,
manager of Station
why WJR is still giving them so many breaks in the two columns.
burgh. Va.. and before that was with
the Young & Rubicam agency in
George Corey, writer of the "This Nation at War* series for tha
New York, working on the 'We, the
National Ass'n of Manufacturers, went to Vergennes, Vt., last week to do
People' account.
a program about war industries there. His curiosity about production
plants and figures aroused immediate suspicion and he had to do some
fast talking to keep out of the local jug. He's a native of Vergennes.

which may include '".eir
exclusive
Transamerican has not yet located vertisements,
a satisfactory successor. Barker is toxicants.
authoring
the
recorded
General
Motors series for Transamerican.

You Can

program on CBS for Coc. -Cola.
They'll sing the hit tunes from the
show, current at the Broadway
theatre, N. Y.
Oscar Levant will guest on the

8.

Beechner is head football coach
The production setup isn't decided
Lircoln
on 'Don Winslow' serial, which and athletic director at
will handle NeTransamerican will produce on the highschool, and
directing his
Blue network starting Oct. 5 for braska's games after
championship
11 on
state highschool
General
ti

1942

ON COCA-COLA SHOW

l%est' Supervisor; Other Additions
Several additions and reassignL.
menls have been made in the pro-

9,

in

Jan. 20; 'Marriage of Figaro'
dres.s, March 16; Astrid

modern

Varnay, April

The

28.

Chamber

bocAdngs,

Budapest

all

Mu?ic
Society's
coming after Jan. l.are

String Quartet; Coblidge
String Quartet; Stradivarius String
Quartet. The Cincinnati Symphony
Orchestra will give six concerts,
three for children in the afternoon,
and three night concerts.

• WRITER
• DIRECTOR
• PRODUCER

FRITZ
BLOCK!
"THE PUBLIC IS
NOT AS CRAZY
AS YOU THINK."

NEW
YORK
CITY

V/cdnesday, September 9« 1942

i

*«

tr4

—

NBC

with

Washington.

in

O. H. Milles, KQV's transmitter
engineer, has left to take a job with
laboratory at
radio
the aircraft
Wright Field, Dayton, O., and Clint
transmitter crew,
Prewitt, of

KQV

Donald

formerly

Gruilt,

WMMN,

W.
engineermg

Fairmont,
the

4

staff,

Into

at

staff

Mrs. Victoria Corey, coordinator
War Service Programs at KDKA,
has been named district chairman
of the newly organized Directors of
Women's Activities group of the NaShe
tional Assn. of Broadcasters.
will handle the section comprising
Pennsylvania and Delaware.
of

Marj

Mary

Bell, of secretarial staff, to production crew and Evelyn McNally added
to secretarial staff.

Ahron.— Wayne Byers, announcer
at

WJW

joins

here for

WTAM,

last

here after sessions at

Philadelphia— Richard Seitz,

WIP when Mort
on
program
Lawrence, current pilot, leaves In
couple of weeks.
Rosalind Largman has resigned
her post in the WFIL and W53PH
continuity department.
Tom Livzey has joined the an-

to

WTOL,

WJW.

Toledo,

Jack Earle resigning announcing

WJW

post at
of Chicago.

WFIL member

engineer, Jias been upped to engineering supervisor, taking spot
vacated by Lou Littlejohn, recently
promoted to acting chief engineer.
Joe McCauley, formerly of WHAT,
will take over the "Dawn Patrol'

months,

16

WJW.

joining

and

warrant

Army Takeove Forces ISlS^Bam
8.

Gerry Gaetz, manager of CKCK
has taken over managership
of CJRC, Winnipeg, replacing F. H.

Dance' to Move to Smaller Chi House

here,

Elphicke.

who

Vancouver.

will

manage

Harold

CKWX.

Crittenden,

manager of CKCK, replaces
Gaetz,
and Bob Buss, salesman,
moves up to sales manager. Ross
MijcRae, announcer', is now program
sales

diiector.

CBS IN TIEUP ON

MEXICANWAR

PROGRAM

to enter the University

Chicago, Sept. 8.
'WLS National Barn Dance,' which
has run for nine years at Eighth
Street theatre, has been ordered to
move. Theatre has been taken over
by the War Dept., which will trans*
Pittsburgh, Sept. 6.
form it into an army training schooL
James Rock, manager of station
Show will henceforth broadcast
KDKA, will oversee the program de- from small Chicago Civic theatre,
partment himself until he fills the retaining its two-show policy, from
vacancy caused by the resignation 7 until 9, from 9:15 until 11 on Sat>

KDKA,

Pitt,

Fills

Manager

Program Post

Ed Harvey last week to become
program director of WBAL in Baltimore. Rock will be assisted by Bc'o
Sliield, who has been upped from
of

urday evenings.
In the nine-year
period, the cast of this program has

remained 85% intact.
Delivered
over 930 performances before over
announcing staff to production. 2,500,000 people.
Harvey, who had been in his new
KDKA berth for only a couple of
months, resigned following differences of opinion with the management.
the

PALEY, ROYAL RETURN

Worth.

—

Mexico
Bruce

Howard,

of the engineering staff of
at the Fort Worth
studios, has been appointed a Naval

WBAP

CJRC

Cleveland.

and WBIZ, Ottumwa, Iowa. Garde
Chambers, of WHBC, Canton, also

Forth

KGKO

officer.

day evening (12), reporting what
Mexico is contributing to the war
against the Axis.

—

Akron.
Bob Ingham, formerly
with KBIZ, Ottumwa, Iowa, and for
five years with WTOL, Toledo, has
returned to WJW here as an announcer.
Jack Earle, Clevelander,
who spieled at WJW during the
summer, has received a scholarship
at the University of Chicago.

City., Sept. 8.

CBS has tied up with XEQ, Mexico
City, for the production and airing
of a half-hour program this Satur-

SOON FROM ENGLAND

Shortenin' Back
San Antonio, Sept.

8.

Mrs. Tucker's Shortening, long a
heavy radio advertiser, but silent
since shortly after the outbreak of
war, is returning to the air with a
series
of
five-minute transcribed
'Smile' broadcasts to be aired daily
Monday through Friday over station

The program, which starts 6:15
p.m. NYT, will include Dolores Del
Rio,
Tito
Guizar,
Ambassador
George Messersmith, Lawrence Grey
and Miguel Aleman, Mexican minister of the interior.
Daniel Lund- KTSA.
Account is handled through the
berg, CBS' Mexico City correspondent, will write and direct the stanza. Crook agency.

John

latest addition

engineering

staff.

—

\

Harold Francis
Rcglna, Sask.
added as announcer at CJRM. Lois
Spencer is new musical director, replacing Sam Hillier, and Percy
Dougans added to sales staff. An>
nouncer Bob Hill has joined the

RCAF.

New announcers at CKCK, Regina,
are Lawrence Heeney. Don Vance
Don MacMiland Bill Branstcd.
lan, production manager, moved to
sales staff and Wilf Collier, producdepartment,

tion

replaces.

'

Ross
^

Radio's Bond Drive

::

The

S.

A. Angle

WMCA, New York, is offering two
original oil paintings of Betty Grable
by Petty and Varga, Esquire mag
artists, to the family buying the most
bonds during September.

The paintings were made available
by 20th Century-Fox,
which commissioned them in connection with the producer's forthcoming
to the station

release, "Footlight Serenade.'

CIncy Co-Op With Theatres
Cincinnati, Sept.

8.

The WCPO-RKO Minute Maids
week opened the station's September War Bond drive by broadcasting a special program which was

last

relayed to audiences in 73 theatres
in the Cincinnati metropolitan area.
closed with the audiences
singing the national anthem to the
accompaniment of the music on the
broadcast.
It was the first that a tieup of this
lort has taken place in this city.

The event

Friend In Need
Washington, Sept.

Arch McDonald,

sportscaster

WJSV, local CBS outlet, was
at a War Bond luncheon last

8.

of

host
Fri-

day (4), but hiA chief guest paid
the $50,000 check. Explanation was
that the guest, John W. Miller,
Washington furniture dealer and a
friend of McDonald's, volunteered
to buy sufficient War Bonds for the
broadcaster to reach his goal of
His only stipula$250,000 in sales.
tion was that McDonald should buy
him a lunch.
When Miller learned that a pur-f
chase of $36,000 was needed to top
the $250,000 figure, he volunteered

make his purchase $50,000 worth
of bonds, to start McDonald on his
second $250,000 drive.
to

Good
As

a

Coin,

Bnl Heavy

Phoenix, Ariz., Sept. 8.
to hypo the sale of
over KOY, Phoenix, Jack

stunt

War Bonds

Williams, the station's program director, offered to deliver a bond personally to the first purchaser phoning in during his morning 'Of This
and That' show.
When a woman called in with a
pledge, Williams delivered the bond

according to promise.
However, It
took him most of the morning to
complete the transaction, as the
woman had the money In 1,875 pennies, which had to be counted.

50,000

• AN AFFIlfATE OF THE COIUMHA

F.

Royal,

NBC

v. -p.

in

charge of international broadcasting,
is due back in the States from England in about two weeks. He went
over last Wednesday (2.) to work
out, according to the network's an>
nouncement, a new series of shortwave programs.
William S. Paley, CBS prez, who
is now over there on a similar look»
out, will probably return next week.

WCAU.

staff of

Raymond Harrison

WIP

now

Dawson,

the

Bob Inghamis returning

nouncing

«t

RCAF
Walsh. New

director,

and replaced by Marj
traffic
manager, replacing
Walsh, is Maxine Harper.

of

has

Va.,

WCAE.

to the

M M

WCAE.

has gone over to

joined

«

MacRae, of the production
program director.
Don
publicity

Gaetz at

Regina, Sask., Sept.

MM ««««»> MM »»««« MM

Pittsburgh Tom Johnsbn, control
operator for stations WJAS and
KQV, has resigned to accept a post

27

I

Payroll Traific

j

RADIO

AffR/gfy

«»»»»«» n MMM »«»«»

^« M

BROADCASTING SYSTEM

—

MARJOEIE LAWRENCE
UnCAR BERGC.V
Don Ameche, Ray Noble, D«le Evans, With Albert Spalding, Andre

BABRYMORE

•Mayor of the Town'
Dramutlc Serial

RINSO
Sun,

SO Mhi>.

CHASE

p.m.

7

WEAF-NBt. New York
St Ryan)
program (6) made

WEAK-NBC. New

(Riifliroiiff

Tlie iipeiiiiiy

why

obviou.'i

it

certain Washinii-

with
concerned
civilian morale were so prompt in
helping persuade Metro-GoldwynMayci- to allow Lionel Barrymore to
siRiiaturc a Ihree-vcar contract with
Lever Bros. (Metro hod insisted on
makin° the renewal of each 13-week
aiilhorities

ti)ii

cycle

subject

to

Its

approval.)

'Mayor of the Town' can, and should,
prove of immeasurable service on

home

pitched completely, vividly and incisively to the
war.
It
moves determinedly and
couraecously away from the orbit
of escapi.sm and into the psychological path of a realism that Americans
must become inured to sooner -or
later.
'Mayor of the Town,' in approaching its task. Is quite fortunate
in having the services of an actor
and personality who, aside from his
talent, is bound to receive a warm
ruspunsc in millions of American

the

front.

It is

homes.
Lever Bios, has undertaken something that other network sponsors
been
inclined
sidestep
have
to
gingerly.
It is flouting the belief
existing gericrally among advertisers
and their agencies that women listeners are not as yet prepared to receive the grim impacts of a total
war. and that serials must continue
lo treat the subject of war with
suKarcoated infiltration.
"Mayor of the Town' raised its
curtain on the grimmest
Initial

theme of

all.

the casualty

list.

But

with a warmth, a sympathy
candor that made the program sound as though It were Introducing a new era in radio drama.
The job was admirable from every
did

it

and

it

a

angle,
^s the mayor of the town
'Springdale,'
Barrymore fashof
ioned a characterization that grips
hard on the heart and the mind.
And the cast surrounding him was
The script Itself was a
a darb.
compound of patriotism,
potent

romance, tragedy and human understanding. It also had its touches of
well placed humor.
The character of th<> mayor has
designed up-inskillfully
been
ycars. mellow, kindly, dutiful and
uided by a tolerant philosophy of
f
ife. To his fellow townsmen he sug-

—

he's

Sunday

Thursday,

York.

(D'Arcy)

Wiiller TlioiiOKO;!)

J.
Murjoric Lawrence. Aii.-.lral)aii solis the lifth ton.'^ecutivc so;isun f>ii prano whose legs were paralyzed 14
Edgar Bergen and his chip of pine- months ago at the height of her
wood. Charlie McCarthy, on IhLs Metropolitan Opera and concert cashows
Sundav maralho.i. On the
reer. made her professional rclui n
return' lo the iiti" la>: weekend H!) Sundav afternoon (Ci with Andre
aflcr the usual summer vacation, the Koslelanclz and Albert Spalding for
team of. AbboU and Costello was Coca-Cola on WABC-CBS. Fact that
missing from Ihe roster and in tlu-ir she .sang from a wheelchair made
place was a quite familiar personal- little or no difference, Mi.-^ Lawity, Don Ameche. and a voice not .-.o
rence's performance being umisuaily
The impressive vocally and as a dninialic
familiar, that of Dale Evan.s.
comedy pattcrrr is back to where it occasion.
was before the addition of A & C.
Soprano opened her portion of the
in
Bergen's
pretty
much
The load is
program with 'Devotion,' the English
that department, even though there's language version of 'Zueignung. by
Last Sunday Richard Strauss. Her ne.\l ofl'cnng
a contributing guest.
that guest was Charles Ruggles. The was "Annie Laurie,' with which she
general oiilput of merriment wa.> is widely identified. She closed with
above par.
a click performance of 'Waltzing
I

I
I

I

I

i

Ameche is kept quite active Mathilda.' a pop-folk song favorite
throughout the 30 minute.s. If he's of the Australian soldiers.
Mi.ss
not m.c.Ing, he's in there singing or Lawrence sang them all with telling
gaging with Bergen's chief alter ego, power, tonal clarity and apparent
or the guest for the occasion. In all. confidence. 'Mathilda,' l^ing a colorthe pace is breezy and absorbing. ful novelty to U. S. listeners, was
Most of the crossAre was cued perhaps the standout of the .show.
around Bergen's recent jaunt around One nice touch, seemingly a surprise
the service camps in Alaska. The pass- to Miss Lawrence, was the orchestra
age that included Ruggles took on fanfare for her after she finished
many a College Humor tinge (to wit, Annie L-aurie,' As Spalding e.<<that line 'I also hunt bare'), but it plained, a fanfare is the way an orwas clicksome fare. It also shouldn't chestra expresses pleasure.
Rest of the program was up to he
be so difTicult for Ameche to repress
his own enjoyment over the script. glittering standard of arranger-conMiss Evans, the vocal newcomer, ductor Kostelanetz, violinist Spalding
know,s her way about when it comes and director George Zachary. Cocato putting over a rhythm number. Cola's commercial copy Ls somewhat
Both her voice and manner are de- more specific and urgent than formerly, but is still unusually terse.
cidedly pleasant,
Hobe.
Ameche did a well phrased recruitI

Navy at the fadeThe C & S commercials this

ing pitch for the
out.

are

season
sung.

being

and not
Odcc.

gagged

them reacted when tragedy
The mayor intervenes twice
half of
prevails

struck.
in be-

young 'Bill Williams,' He
upon the father, the mayor's

old crony at the checkerboard, to let
the youth join the Navy. Also to
give his approval to the boy's marMonths later comes Springriage.
dale's first casualty list. Young Williams is reported dead. The immediate reaction of the father and bride
is to upbraid the mayor, charging
that it was his (the mayor's) patriotic apjpeal that sent the youth to bis
The speech, in which the
death.
mayor explains his own role in the
conflict and the meaning of our part
in the conflict, was a fine piece of
matured, sentient writing.
Not unlike the pattern used in
'Our Town,' Barrymore is posed as
the narrator as well as the central
figure around which all the drama
1

"To

away

ride

the

with sales

money

area,
on the

favorite -WSAI.

WSAI's

in

Cincinnati

put your

unique sales aids get your

program off to a fast
start— and keep It out in
fronti WSAI has proved
itself hundreds of times
in past performances. If
you're

playing to

...

WIN

Buy WSAII"

1. $lr(»l car

3.

and but

cordi,

Ntwipaptr Adi

J, Tanlcob Covari
6,

Downtown Window Dltpioyi
T, Hovto-orgon

8.

the
at

the start, Morgan's familiar tall story
routine, his flufTing of lines and his

and

breakups,

always-sock

the

Snooks routine of Miss Brice and
Stafford. Also more or less in character was the borderline nature of
some of the comedy material, both
Morgan's and Miss Brice's.

Commercial copy, which was

for

Post Toasties part of the simmier,

was once more for Maxwell House
coffee,

with the principal plug at the
Hobe.

mid-mark.

With Orson Welles. Martha Soott.
Irene Dnnne, James Melton, Lon
Holtc. Bert Lytell,

the

for

noisily

Raymond Paige

3* MIns.

idiotic

studio

Dunne made
Bond

a brief spiel for

War

purchases.
An improvement
Walter Green's musical of
the program's first broadcast was
arrangements went in for whimsical
Bert Lytell's explanation of the N. Y.
Hobe.
Stage Door Canteen and how it works,
probably an illuminating bit for the

cues.

YOURS TRULY*

out-of-town listeners.

Windup of the show was throatWith Darrarb Aldrloh, 'Two Boyi
and Two Girls,' "Z* Flying Flnfcrs' catching, as the servicemen studio
audience joined Melton and Miss
and Bay Tenpenny
15 MIns.; Local

Sustaining

Mon. throngh

WCCO,
This

Frl., 3

p.m.

Minneapolis

is

the local

CBS

station's

own

produced War Bond variety show
and the fact that it holds considerable in the way of novelty, interest
and entertainment is calculated to
help it achieve its purpose of stimulating the sale of Government securities.
It's played before an audience which, before it gets underway,
is queried by Ray Tenpenny, capable
m.c, on war bond purposes. iTiosc
agreeing to make purchases are
given an inning at the mike during

Boys and

Two

Girls,'

'20

Flying

Fingers,' Ramona Gerhard and Bee
Bailey, providing the piano accompaniment,
Darragh Aldrich, local
novelist, followed with a good recital of the achievements of women
prominent in the day's headlines.

"M«el lh« Spenior" Broodcoil

—

justification a
novelty
audience
number got the program down to its
business of selling bonds. An audi-

GENERAL FOODS
Thursday. 8:30 p.m.

WEAF-NBC, New York
(You tip & Rubicaiii)
Such is the esteem in iXrhich ClifGoldsmith and his '.Aldrich

ford

when the prorecently went back on the air
without Ezra Stone in the principal
part he created, and with which he
i.s
clo.scly associated in the public
mind, there was little doubt of the
show's
continued
success.
With
Stone out due to Army rogulations,
the only question appeared to be
Family' are held that

gram

whether Norman Tokar. an unknown, could get by as Henry Aid"Hianks to a carefully imitaand Goldsmith's

rich.

tive performance
brilliant scripting,

he does.

Of course Stone's uncanny timing,
his subtlety
and his ingratiating
guilelessne.cs are mis.sed. But Tokar,
despite difficulty in pronouncing the

sound, was better on the second
week's show last Thursday (3) than
the prcceeding week, and should
continue to Improve.
But it's a
'li'

tough

assignment at best.
Other
tlie cast, such as KatherRaht and House Jameson, as
Henry's super-patient parents, and
as
the
Jackie Kelk,
querulous Homer,
continue to click solidly. Also effective on the season's second chapter
were Howard Smith, John Holbrook,
Theresa Keoiie and Mary Shipp, the
regulars in
inc

two overcoming a voice simiby distinctive characterization.
a trifle
old as a .schoolboy heart-breaker.
Although Goldsmith's' script for

latter
larity

STAGE DOOB CANTEEN'

Dunne in .singing 'Left My Heart at
the SUge Door Canteen' theme tune.
Raymond Paige's music was helpful
and Earle McGill's direction knit the
multiple threads together skillfully.

Hobe.

Norman Williams sounded

the second installment lacked

some

of his customary wealth of inventi\eness and deft humor, it was still
far superior lo anything else of its

kind on the air. Francis van Hartesveldt's direction was taut and expertly paced, and Jack Miller's musical cues were the usual for the

General Foods commercial
copy for Postum consisted of an integrated major plug at the halfway
mark and brief mentions at the
opening and close. As previously on
the show, the studio audience mikes
were keyed low.
Hobe.
series.

'THEATRE DATE'
With

Stanley
Stevenson

Richards,

Marg*

15 Mina.

Sunday, 10 p,m,
WEVD, New York.

Theatre Date' is pretty much the
usual kind of program about the
stage-screen doings of New York.
Stanley Richards, a personal press
agent, offers his spiel about the current plays and pictures in the guise
of a taxicab tour of the Times
Square

district,

winding up with an

interview with some show biz perShows of this kind are
limited to a specialized, local audiat best and are hardly sponsorship prospects. This one is no exsonality.

ence

ception.

On the initial stanza, Richards
skimmed the current show and picture crop pretty lightly, devoting a
few moments to 'I Killed the Coimt,'
whodunit play at the Cort theatre,
and mentioning the current standout
offerings. He then 'visited' the Stage
Door Canteen, N. Y., to interview
actress Margo Stevenson, a junior
hostess there. Aside from the bright,
attractive air manner she displayed,
the confab was notable chiefly for
the fact that the actress seemed more
at ea.se than Richards in the ad-lib
spiel and that she revealed her engagement to screen writer Robert
Russell, now a private at Camp Upton, N. Y.
One thin(» about 'Theatre Date'
presumably enables Richards

It

gel

free

tickets

shows and

films,

to

the

and

at

to

Broadway
the same

time put his press agent accounts on
the

air.

Hobe.-

'WORLD TOMORROW'
University of Rochester
38 Mins.

Forum

Local

BUY AN AUDIENCE

Toes., 7:30 p,m,

WHAM,

Rochester, N. Y.

This is a new series sponsored by
the University of Rochester War Information Center, in which faculty
members and guests discuss postwar problems. Much of the opening forum was devoted to stressing
the
need for 'After the War—
What?', idea being to settle those
problems better than they were
settled after the other war.
This

was convincingly presented, with U
President Alan Valentine presiding
Dr. Arthur J. May, history professor and lecturer on world affairs
Another musical number, '1 Left My and Dr. Justin W. Nixon, professor
Heart at the Stage Door Canteen,' at Colgate-Rochester Divinity
School
fit in nicely at this point.
and also known for his grasp of InThen came the show's climax and ternational problems, were
Included

N«on Signi

3. I>iiplay Cardt
4.

Otherwise,

England.

Arthor Q. Bryan, PaLsy Moran, CORN PRODUCTS REFINING
Merl Blanc, John Battle, Evelyn Tharsday, 9:30 p.m.
Chevlllet, Wally Mataer. Ed Max, WABC-CBS, New York
Fred McKay, Waller Green orcb
(C. L. Miller)
30 Mins,
Orson Welles, who's been splurgSustaining
ing with radio guest appearances
Moniday, 7 p,m.
during his current stay in New York,
WJZ-Blue, New York.
was a resounding click on the 'Stage
There must be some explanation
Door Canteen' program Thursday
for such a laboriously unfunny comedy attempt as 'Major Hoople.' Pos- iright (3), after being a standout the
previous night (Wednesday) on the
sibly it lies In tbe fact that the Blue
Whatnetwork sustainer, heard in New CBS sustainer, 'Suspense.'
York early in the evening, origin- ever his Holl3rwood standing may be
ates in Hollywood at 4 p.m. Coast at the moment, his recent work in
Presumably the idea is to radio makes him a better-than-ever
time.
draw a juvenile audience from the prospect in that field.
Following entertaining but not
readers of the 'Major Hoople' newspaper comic strip, on which the pro- noteworthy performances by Lou
gram is based. That may be the ex- Holtz, James Melton and Irene
planation, but it's hardly an excuse. Dunne, Welles brought the 'Canteen'
The show. Isn't merely juvenile; show to a rousing pitch with an
That is, except the enormously stirring reading of Gene
its
infantile.
subject matter, which, on the basis Fowler's two-fisted poem, 'The Jerof the Monday (7) edition, involved vis Bay,' a saga of the converted
bail- merchantman and her heroic captain
pocket-picking,
blackmail,
jumping, elbow'bending, wholesale sunk by a Nazi battleship early in
lying, marital infldeUty and a cat- the war.. The actor used his great
and-dog relationship between the voice with irresistible effect, startMajor and his missus. Altogether, ing low and building to a powerful
choice material for a radio program climax.
for kids. And in this case, unbearCompared to that, his sketch with
ably vulgar and tedious for adults.
Martha Scott immediately afterward
Whether or not it was a repre- seemed trifling by contrast. It was
sentative adaptation, the script ran an amusing burlesque of daytime
seto ponderous situations and gags, rials divertingly read
by the pair,
which Bob Moss's direction did but remained an anti-climax
to the
nothing to help. The acting was Ten Fowler piece.
Holtz's contribution
Nights in a Barroom' stuff, with to the show was
three of his charArthur Q. Bryan leaning on the acteristic stories.
Melton sang 'Play,
Major's windbag characteristics and Gypsies'
impressively,
and Miss
the other players hanunering every

the subsequent airing.
This program got off to an arresting start with 'This Is Worth Fighting For' by a mixed quartet. 'Two

WSAI'S SALiS AIDS

to

show had the customaiy chit-chat

orch

MAJOR HOOPLE'

line

explains Suzy our Steno.

Only notable departure from normal for the series was the guest appearance from Washington of Edward R. Stcttinius, lend-lease administrator, to talk about his recent

Willi

audience.

A CINCH!"

IT'S

(Benton & Bowles)
After a summer series in which
Fanny Bricc and Frank Morgan took
alternate vacations with lesser names
the 'Maxwell House'
substituting,
show brought back its varsity lineup last week and immediately resumed its familiar pattern and effectiveness.
As before, Mann Holinei' is directing and Phil Rapp scripting, with Hanley Stafford as foil for
Miss Brice's Baby Snooks character,
John Conte as singing m.c, and
Meredith Willson as conductor and
co-stooge for Morgan,

trip

Williams,

Seymour,

Jack Miller orch,
30 MIns.

8 p.m,

WEAK-NBC, New York

York.

— House —

NDrunin
TiKitFr^ KI(therlne~
Rabt,
Jameson, Jackie Kelk,
Theresa Keane, John Holbrook,
tifi

Mary Ship, Norman
Howard Smith, Dan

GENERAL FOODS

4:30 p.m.

<WABC-CBS, New

a combination of institution
heart. There's even a strain
hokum in the character figment:
addicted to doing his heavy
thinking while working among his
rosebushes. In any event the creation ij easily recognizable and ingratiating.
Barrymore endows the eddies. Barrymore's closing remarks
character with more than a voice,' on the debut occasion were split beHa gives it three-dimensional hu- tween an expression of appreciation
nanness plus a sense of spiritual for being associated with the proleadership.
gram, because of the way it reflects
Script No. 1 nimbly but sharply the American scene, and a bid for
related how the war came to three the listener's patronage of the prodpersons who had for years b«en uct. The latter somehow didn't seem
closa to the mayor and bow two of out of place.
Odec.
gests

and big
of

.

;

Sun.. 8 p.m.

1942

9,

ALDBICH FAMILY'

HOUSE'

Wllb Fanny BrIce, FranE^Morgan
Hanley Stafford, John Conte, Meredlih Wlllson orch
30 Mins.

COCA-COLA

SANBORN COFFEE

d:

MAXWELL
Koslel-

anetz orcb.
30 Mills.

Charles Riieicirs
Varif t.v

30 Mills.

qiiiii'
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in

the discussion.

As

expected,

all

three wanted to talk at once frequently, but this only served to whet
member who volunteered to the interest and add to the dramatic
buy a war bond was called to the effect over the air.
mike, interviewed by Tenpenny for
All three agreed that the United
a few seconds and then given an old States must help
police the
musket and the chance to pop any and solve vital international world
ecoof the 'three horrors,' Hitler, Hiro- nomic and political
problems. May

WTAG WORCESTER

ence

CINCINNATI'S OWN STATION
NSC 4 tlUI NITWOIKS • S.OOO Wall! Day ond Nighl • R.pKitnltd by

Ipel Sol.i,

hito

or Mussolini, caricatures of
decorate a studio wall.
It's fun for the participants and
those listening In.
Reea.

whom
Inc.

asserted we are In the midst of a
world revolution that has been in
progress 25 years and probably will
run several more decades.
Cord.

Attention Circus Proprietora
IIhto hnd' «>it«n>ilv« exprrlence irlth
wild aulmala.
I niwd to oprn tlir
dinins-rooro doorw of n Hommer bounl-

JA5IK9 MADIHON. tnrlaore aaa writor.
AImi pnbllxhrr of
.1AMKS MAMIM>N'.« ClAfl SIIKET, 81.
P. O. Itox 134, Grand Orntfol Annex,
Init-liouiir.

Mrw

York. (HR. 0-3000).

.
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WNEW

sportscaster. authored 'One I'll Never Forget,' to be
published by
Simon-Schuster.
.Carl Post doing a nightly piano stint on 'Midnight Jamboree on WEVD. .. .Kathryn Cravens, whose 'News Through
a Woman's
Eyes returns Sept. 14 to WNEW, spending a week with her mother
in
Texas
Helen Hiett, who ended her news series Sept. 4 on the Blue
network, making three-month lecture tour and authoring a book
John
S. Young, scripter of 'The Second Mrs. Burton' serial on the
Coast for
General Foods, has authored a new daytimer to star Benay Venuta singer
currently in 'By Jupiter'. .. .Tom Tully, radio-legit actor, back from
month's vacation on the Coast
'Cavalcade of America' renewed on
NBC by du Pont, through B.B.D. & O
Sammie Hill back in the part
of Mary, Henry's sister, in 'Aldrich Family.' She also continues her runIng parts in 'Bright Horizon.' 'Bess Johnson' and 'The Creightons.'
Mildred Murray has joined the cast of 'Bright Horizons'
Elizabeth
Watts, formerly a mezzo-soprano on the Continent, is in 'Armstrong Theatre of the Air'
Fred Allen is due in town this week to discuss the
format of his half-hour Texaco show with sponsor and agency, Buchanan.
With the shift of 'Johnny Presents' to the Coast. Myron Dutton succeeds
Jack Johnstone as director. Johnstone continues as director of 'Crime
Doctor' for the same account. Bruce Dodge directs 'Take It or Leave It,"
another Biow agency show which goes to the Coast soon
Sylvia Carr,
who does a vocal series on WINS, also doing secretary work for Stan
Shaw at the same station
Henry Hull, in 'True Story Theatre of the
Air,' starts Sept. 23 on Mutual for Howard clothes, through RedfieldJohnstone agency. Norman Living.ston will direct and the scripts will
be by Sig Miller and Louis Vittez. Lesley Woods and Ann Seymour are
featured on he iniial episode
Rober King, formerly with Mahes agency
public, joined the Blue network press staff.
Marge Calvert, who recently moved to New York, returned to Chicago
to resume the part of 'Judy' in the recorded 'Judy and Jane' serial, starting this week. She's du^ back in New York in January
Jack Smart,
one of the busier mike actors, in the cast of "The Pirate,' new Lunt-Fontanne play by S. N. Behrman.
.Horton's ice cream, apparently figuring
on a warm autumn, has renewed its sponsorship of 'Bulldog Drummond'
on Mutual through Dec. 7
Eddie O'Shea in cast of new Maxwell
Anderson drama, 'Eve of St. Mark'
George Corey, scripter of "This
Nation at War,' the NAM show, may go to England to do several broad.

casts of the series.

HOLLYWOOD

IN

Bob Hope and

Sophie Treadwell drama with Fredric March and Florence Eldridge.
last

season for the Guild.

NBC TO FETE

.

.

.

Pepsodent crew open the season in Seattle Sept. 22.
Northern point picked as convenient to his pre-season activities among the
service men in Alaska and the Aleutians
Clete Roberts. Blue network
special events head and news commentator, caught on with overseas
branch of Office of War Information and will be stationed in Frisco....
Jim and Marian Jordan (Fibber and Molly) celebrated their 25th wedding
anniversary with a party of intimate friends. .. .Bob Anderson came down
from Frisco to take over Knox Manning's L. A. Soap newscast series.
Latter now officering with Signal Corps. .. .Jean Holloway coming out
from N. Y. to script Rinso's 'Mayor of the Town' with Martin Gosch and
Howard Harris. "Team pulls out after three more broadcasts to take up
with Abbott and Costello, which Gosch produces and supervises script
with Harris. Another writer will be teamed up with Miss Holloway....
Norman Rose, air scripter, off to school himself for an oflficership.
Peter O'Crotty moved out of KNX publicity to head up exploitation for
Charles Berre, Belgian actor, enlisted in the
Columbia Pacific network
Navy
Jess Oppenheim and Bob Weiskopf took leave of Sealtest writing battery to prepare for early induction ... .Van Newhirk. program director for Don Lee, made a nice gesture when he canceled a network
program so that Hollywood friends of Meredith Wilkon could hear University of Kentucky testimonial to composer for his contribution to American music. Willson has long been identified with NBC and programs on
that web. but that mattered not to Newkiik, who took the tribute ofl the
Dick Powell returns to
network and transcribed it for later broadcast
the air Oct. 10 in a quarter hour program over NBC for Campana. Accompanying band will be batoned by Matty Malneck. .NBC trailering
Us returning fall shows with recorded voices of the stars at station break
his

.

.

Efforts to

Reach Growing

Farm Incomes;

NBC is giving a dinner to Sir
Cecil Graves, joint director general
of the British Broadcasting Corp., at
the Ritz Carlton hotel, N. Y., tomorrow night (Thursday).
The dinner wul be preceded by
cocktail session, which will give
the network officials a chance to introduce the chief guest personally
to his fellow diners.
a

TarreU'

'Plain BiH,'

Serials

locally produced shows and
programs po.ssessing strong rural

were placed on the map to lead to the
news bulletins affecting particular

appeal.
even has sent its
traveling unit to a Minnesota farm
to make a transcription during harvesting.
The platter, later broadcast, included the sounds of the harvesting machinery and interviews
with the farm's owners and several
harvest hands.
Both stations also
increased farm promotions at the
Minnesota State Fair last week.
It's all
because last year's crop
was very good, the present crop outlook is excellent and farm prices
are the highest in many years. That
means the soil tillers really have
plenty of money to spend for one of
the few times during the past several decades.
The more than a half a dozen new

WCCO

Back on Mod.

Blackett - Sample - Hummert, New
York, is putting two of its former
back on the air starting MonThey are 'Just Plain Bill,'
(14).
to be heard at 5:30-5:45 p.m. on
WEAF-NBC, and 'Front Page Farrell,' to follow immediately at 5:456 p.m. on the same network.
'Bill'
will plug Anacin and 'Farrell' will
ballyhoo Kolynos toothpowder and
serials

day

Hill's cold tablets.

Both shows will again be produced by Air Features, with the
writer and director assignments and
casts to be set within the next couple of days.
'Bill'
was formerly
heard on the Blue network and 'Farrell' on Mutual.

Special Coverage

more

WCCO

GRAVES OF BBC

of its programs from
the
grounds and to install a full-time
leased United Press wire in its

A

large

booth.

relief

map

booth's

center

four-by-eight bas
used
in
the
Red ribbons

was

piece.

spots.

Chief emphasis in WCCO's State
Fair booth was on agriculture's contribution to the nation's all-out war
effort.
Larry Haeg. the station's
farm director, interviewed livestock
superintendents,
secretaries
leading exhibitors of the three national
livestock,
horticulture
and

and

poultry shows,

Haeg

etc.

conducted

WCCO

special
State Fair

Radio Novitiate
Minneapolis, Sept. 1.
has sold to Griggs, Cooper
large
Twin City wholesale
grocers and liquor dealers, the Fulton Lewis' newscasts fl.ve days

promotion

the station will set up a promotion
bdoth to make personal contact with
farmers and provide information.
Personal appearances will be those
of
KSTP's 'Sunset Valley Barn
Dance' and other programs.
The day before the State Fair

opened Aug.

29.

KSTP

decided to air

newscasts.

daily

WLOL

Co.,

week.
first

It's

on

time company has gonrt

air.

Lesson No. 2 in

*

WKMO, Kokomo, this week as an announcer
NBC New York salesman, in Chicago on business.

corps, reports to
nold R. Kraft,

A Sensational PEISTHOVSE
1942

Rey-

NEW MEXICO OUTLET

price!

frnnkly hpllcie lli.ll this In irn2 K
ihHl
outAtnniMnK |icnihi>uKu viilinHome lucliy executive will flml II ttie
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KOlutInn
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And

of the
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Ifllti

floorfi

Muydower, wilh unolmliuctIn

ALT^

dlrei-t Iohh.

It

connlffU of a larife rccoptUm fdyt-r.

room

Ilvlnit

room.
en.

Lubbock. Tex.. Sept.

Hugh Dcwitt

views
3

2

IT

by

bedroomd.
baths,

2

dlnlnif
kitchlavatories.

nj'.

full-!*ly.eil

guest

There are spnclous outdoor tcrracci* on the west, south Rml esst
(overlooking Central Pnrit).
The low price at which It Is ofTercd
Innkes It a real "tmrl^aln In luKury".
Don't hoaltale to look at II. Call Mr.
Weaver at COlumbus 6-0060 for an
appointment.

The
CeBtml

MAYFLOWER

I'urk

Wost

at flist Street

New Y«k«

date

. . .

at

an increase of only

7

204-

7.87" in cost.

is

as

much

as

markets than in the major markets

inten.<iive in !>maller

vhere national

tlie full

by 19.4% more

recent studies prove that actual listening to Mutual

Potentially.

livlni;

raiiiil>'ti

orcupletf the IStlt nn<l

to

an advertiser using 100 Mutual elalions expands to

..

ratings are measured.

and actually.

..

the

.

prfiblein.
It

up

SOLD FOR $16,000

We

lOeal

.

etation network, he increases his potential audience

379% more
al a

.

WBBM

When

KFYO

for

the

past

six

New Mutual

Rate Plan extends big*

8.

Landis. manager of

years has

purchased station KICA, Clovis,
New Mexico, at a reported price of
Sale has been approved by
$16,000.
the Federal Communications Commission.

KICA operates on 1240 kilocycles
with a power of 250 watts unlimited
License is being assigned to
time.
Landis by the Western Broadcasting
Inc.. prez of which is Charles C.
Alsup, who is manager and owner
of the KICA holding with 97% of
the stock.

city broadcasting

economies to

work

in the world.

It all

adds up

of

introduced

program,

farm

planned

.

WWJ

number

audience of thousands.
Thee times during the week Hayle
Cavanor, WCCO special events' director, interviewed Fair exhibitors
on the grounds and had 4-H club
girls on the air.
Some of the
straight-out entertainment programs
designed for rural appeal also were
broadcast from
the
Fair
booth,
along with the Saturday morning
'Open House' and Florence Murphy's

.

.

.

WBBM

He

and KSTP farm shows are
about equally divided between educational features and hillbilly and
ether rural entertainment offerings.
KSTP has scheduled a number of
followups on its State Fair activities.
A series of personal appearances
has been booked for county fairs,
harvest festivals and community
fetes in the state's key points along
the same lines as at the State Fair.
At each of the communities visited
for the purpose of dovetailing a

time.

IN CHICAGO

a

programs from the

booth.

young 4-H club membeYs as 'America's future farmers' on an early
morning show 'Sunrisers.' His regular Tuesday. Thursday and Saturday
Farm News programs originated
at the Fair Booth with a visible

.

engineering dept.. leaves for naval officers'
Jim Phillips, of
new!;man Harry Hess
training school at Albion College. Mich
and scripter Chief Ward Caille flew over Chicago's Soldiers Field Sat. in
Army bomber to gather impressions for continuity of Army Air Show
Her.<ichel Hart, former radio editor of the Detroit News, a visitor in
program. 'Gossip of
Chicago to line up materials and talent for his
Percy Faith.
the Stars,' which Vicks will sponsor starting Sept. 14
conductor of the Carnation Hour, back from a we.'stern jaunt.
George Voutsas, member of NBC's Chicago production dept., reports to
E. L. Bernheim. studio engineer, has been
Army Sept. 11 as private
War stamp
commissioned a captain in the Chemical Warfare Division
corsages sold by WLS staff members at Wisconsin State Fair averaged
D. W. Center, of NBC's stenographic
$125 a day for life of spectacle

NW

Minneapolis, Sept. 8.
WCCO and KSTP. the Twin Cities'
NBC and CBS outlets, continue their
efforts to capitalize on greatly growing Northwest farm incomes by expanding their coverages with additional

.

.

WCCOrKSTRJpls.Jxpaiidjng

Lester Vail, staff director at NBC.
being given a leave of absence by
the network to stage the Theatre
Guild's production of 'Mr. Sycamore,'
a fantasy by Robert Ayre and Ketti
Frings, from the former's mag story.
Show is due on Broadway the week
of Oct. 18, after a tryout tour opening in Boston Sept. 28.
Vail directed 'Hope for -a Harvest.'
is

i

Lesley Woods, a regular on the 'Big Sister' serial, also
written back into
'Joyce Jordan script for a run. .. .Those new Pall Mall
spot announcements, with their l^.sten, Hitler' shout, exaggerated blurbs
and supersensational sound effects, are a new low. even worse
than the same sponsors previous spots
George Faulkner has resigned as continuity writer
of the Andre Kostelanetz show for Coca-Cola to devote full
time to scripting for the OWI.
Gilbert Seldes is filling in.... Paul Kapp,
the talent
agent, an expectant father again. .. .George Lowther is
scripting-directingnarrating 'Superman' on Mutual, besides directing a fistful
of NBC recorded shows.
Peter Donald, the actor-m.c, doing series of flve-minute
story-and-gag
shows of his own scripting, across the board on WOR... Jack Stevens
.
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Taking Leave

Lester

to the Biggest

all

markets covered by

this largest net*

Bargains in Broadcasting
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GONGEBT^OPERA

so

mmRies

Renaridy Banknipt

Inadequate Pnblici^Held Factor
Renardy, concert
bankruptcy petition

Ossy
filed a

In Failure of U. S. Concert-Opera

Performers to Get Across

By

ties of $5,367

and no

Balto

Symph Acts

Buenos Aires, Sept. 1.
On Better Orch For
Lack of adequate press agency In Charl^ Kullman has done Rio only,
getting across to South American not having time to come here.
The Coming Season
audiences personalities or perlormIn the femme division. Rose HampBnces this season is held to have
ton, dramatic soprano, scored the outBaltimore, Sept. 8.
muffed an A-1 opportunity for Yanqui
standing success in the German seaopera stars south of the border. SeaSteps toward an improved Baltison, while Florence Kirk, young drason just closing saw the greatest
more Symphony Orchestra, with an
first trip
number of U. S. stars to head south, matic soprano making her
of concerts connumber
extended
outside the country, did well in
yet localites had little or no way of
by Reginald Stewart, will
Ball.'
Bruna Castagna, con- ducted
knowing. Result has been that long- 'Masked
move forward this week with the
and Zinka Milanov, dramatic
corporation to direct
impression of Europe, which has tralto,
of
set

soprano, both European, but rated as
been considered the font of all that's
Americans now, returned for the
solid in music, remains, and that the

U. S. continues in the public mind
simply as the shipping point for slick,
enameled cars, streamlined bathtubs,
but no culture. Axis propagandists
have long hammered on this theme,
emphasizing what they call the barbarianism of the Colussus of the
North,' in contrast to their own 'deep
absorption in the finer things of life.'

Irene

Jessner, soprano, handled German opera only,
Italian

season.

and Marcel Denya, French. Somewhat passed by at the beginning of
the season, but later built up as the
result of a personal campaign by
friends, Raquel Revina also scored,
doing seven performances of 'Suor
Angelica' in Italian, as well as Mo-

formation

a

Inat Peabody Conservatory.
vitations were issued by former City
Solicitor Philip B. Perlman, who
drafted the incorporation certificate
with assistance of Mayor Jackson,

York, having been signed by Florio
M. Ugarte and other Colon officials,
and all were chosen to fit the Colon
repertory, not the other way around.
interests and achievements are as
good as Europe's, but chance was
muffed mainly because of lack of

Observers feel this season

offered a golden chance for the U. S.
to get across the fact that its culttiral

publicity.

the singers who came
the Met and other operatic companies in the States were
amazed to find lack of any attempt
to get their individual personalities
or their collective Americanism before the public. Management of the
Colon, B. A.'s municipally run opera
house, had little interest in featuring

Many of
down from

C.

(10)

Equal to Europeans

During the entire season there
were nine male stars and seven
women stars from the U. S. here, the
majority of them from the Met The
XJ.
S. contingent was numerically
equal to th^t of any from the European countries, although not quite as
large as some of the continental
groups that used to come here before
the war. The stars themselves told

with

Stars were individually well received, although not socially lionized
In this the U. S. State Department's
long-standing

custom of not pushing

operatic stars abroad was an impor
tant factor. European embassies have

one

is

prohibitive.

The Colon

cus-

|

I

I

The corporation

will not attempt
organize the improved orchestra
on as extensive a basis and with as
extended a season as had been outlined originally by Stewart earlier
in the summer, it was stated.
Although individual contributions will
be sought, Perlman said it would
not be necessary to engage in any
public campaign to raise any large
sums for the next season.

Symph Orchs

received

(1780-1849),

American Repeats

To Discuss Problems
This

Wk.

Opera,

Managers of the major symphony

chestra.

'Manon' and 'Peleas et Melisande';
Discussions will center around
Herbert Jansen, baritone, and Arthur means of increasing ticket sales and
Carron, tenor, have not yet opened, raising maintenance funds adequate
but will work in the German season, to support the nation's symphony
•s will Laurltz Melchior, dramatic orchestras.

1883.

Hans Von Bolow, pianist
in U. S. tour in 1874.

(1830-1804), earned $130,000 for 139 concert!

Anton Rnblnsteln,

pianist (1829-1894), earned
in 1872, playing 215 concerts.

Niceolo Faganlnl, violinist

(1782-1840), earned

Hardesty Johnson, lyric tenor
being managed by Annie Fried

now

$100,000 for U. S. tour
$750,000,

left

estat* of

$400,000.

Ole Ball, violinist, earned $100,000 for 200 concerts in U. S. in 1845.
Jenny LInd, soprano (1820-1887), earned $175,000 on $700,000 gross for
130 concerts in U. S. in 1850.
Adellna PattI (1843-1019) earned $3,750,000 for 53 years on sUge with
average pay of $5,000 per night.
Jean De Beszke, tenor (1850-1925), earned fee of $2,450 a performance plua
percentage with average of $75,000 per season at Metropolitan in 1890's.
(There were other: whose fees gave them incomes of $50,000 a year. Ilia
above mentioned, however, were the biggest earners.)

THE 20TH CENTURY

IN
Artist

Jahn McCormack,

Tears of Career

Earninfa

1911-1926
1903-1020
1891-1940
1887-1942
1883-1018
1898-1935
1906-1931
1907-193S
1892-1920
1900-1932
1009-1925
1908-1920
1888-1942
1918-1943
1912-1942
1907-1942
1922-1942
1923-1942
1922-1942
1926-1936
1919-1941
1906-1922
1918-1940
1913-1942
1883-1914
1903-1920
1922-1937
1912-1929
1912-1936
1911-1931
1917-1942
1912-1933
1918-1938
1928-1942
1931-1942
1927-1943
1924-1943

$4,000,000
3,500,000
5,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
2,500,000
3.000,000
3.000,000
1,000.000
1,250,000
2.000.000
2,000,000
4,000.000
2,500,000
1,000.000
3,000,000
2,000,000
3,500.000
3.000.000
1,000,000
1,500,000
1,500,000
2,000.000
2.500.000
1,500,000
1,000,000
2,000,000

1884-

Mareelto Sembrleh. 1858-1936
Erneatlne Sehamann-Helnk, 1861-1936.

.

,

.

,

.

,

Efrea
.

.

.

,

,

Tito Schlpa, 1883Giovanni Martinelli,
.

.

,

,

,

I

reila Borl, 1887-

.

Margaret Malzenauer,
.

.

Lily Pons. 1904,

Antonlo

1899-.1934

ScottI,

Pasquale Amalo, 11
Frances Aida, 1884-

Columbia

berg.

for

Petersburg.

St.

the States.

Concerts is trying to
arrange Melchior's schedule to permit him to make the requested appearances in Mexico City. Bogota.
Co.sta Rica, Lima, Santiago, Montevideo and Panama City.
Melchior
received $1,500 per performance in
these cities, and his return engagements, if he is able to make them
will be in late September.

1807

Maria Malibran, contralto (1808-1836), received $120,000 for 185 performances in Milan, season of 1836-37, probably highest pay of any stage performer since the days of Imperial Rome.
Mario de Caodia, tenor (1810-1883), and Gallia Grial, soprano (1811-1869),
earned $85,000 for 1854 tour of U. S.
Glnditta Pasta, soprano (1798-1865), was paid $75,000 a year in London
and earned $60,000 for eight performances in St Petersburg in 1840.
Francesco nmagno, tenor (1851-1905), earned over $1,000,000, received
$130,000 for 40 performances in Soyth America in 1893.
Christine Nllason, soprano (1843-1909), earned $200,000 for U. S. tour in

can appearances before returning to
8.

in

Giovanni Bubiai, tenor (1795-1854), earned over $1,000,000, left estate
of $600,000, highest earnings were $100,000 for 1837 season at Imperial

Lauritz Melchior, dramatic tenor
of the Met. had such a huge success
i.T
concerts on his way to South
America that the various cities In

in Cleveland which he appeared want him back
when he finishes his South Ameri

Cleveland, Sept.

$80,000

season.

,

orchestras
throughout the nation
Outstanding hits scored by the will hold theii- annual meeting in
Jagel, a dra- Cleveland this week (9-10).
The
matic tenor, in 'Aida' and 'Norma'; meeting, usually held in December,
Leonard Warren, baritone, in 'Aida,' has been advanced at the suggestion
'Masked Ball' and 'Simon Boccane- of Carl J. Bosburgh. Cleveland Symgra': Edward Kane, lyric tenor, and phony manager, to honor the 25th
anNorman Cordon In the German sea- niversary season of this city's orbass, in 'Marouf.'

THE 19TH CENTURY

IN

ADKcllca CaUlani, soprano

London

,

Nation's

Yanks were Frederick

Gumey,

appropriation

to

Latin

tomarily ha- four or five full-dre.?s
using its own house orchestra.

Sbn; John

city

Stewart originally proposed a season of 20 concerts and a public drive
to raise $62,000, which, plus a greater
city appropriation and receipts of
concerts, would bring the total funds
The 'Boheme' and 'Barber of for the orchestra to approximately
Seville' companies being presented $175,000.
by Charles L. Wagner are slated for
exceptionally long tours this season.
The biggest tour is to be by
'Boheme,' which has 37 bookings,
starting in Westchester, Pa., Oct 17,
PIC
at the State Teachers College and
running to Nov. 13, when it closes in
Springfield, Mass. The singers in the
Jan Kiepura's concert schedule
ensemble, being sold at $2,750 per this fall will be cut to some 20 dates,
performance, include Armand Toka since the tenor has been booked for
tyan, William Hain, Hilde Burke, three weeks by the Chicago Opera
Suzanne Fisher, Mack Harrell, Loren Co. from Nov. 9 to Nov. 28 and will
Welch, Frances Greer and Roberto go to Hollywood in December and
Silva.
Giuseppe Bamboschek will January for a film with United
conduct a 30-piece orchestra and Artists. February and March will be
Desere Defrerc will be stage dircc spent in concertizing. Kiepura has
tor.
been set at $1,250-$1,500 per concert
The 'Barber of Seville' company
Kiepura's other activities will inis being sold for $l,B0O-|2,00O and include a concert in Havana in De
cludes in its cast Hilde Reggiani, cember before leaving for Holly
John Gurney, Carlos Reminez, Vic wood. Metropolitan Opera appeartor Laderoute, Louis D'Angelo and ances and the possibility that he may
Lucielle- Browning. Walter Decloux do light opera in early September at
will conduct. The company opens in Carnegie Hall, N. Y.
St. Paul for three nights. Oct. 15-17,
and plays 24 dates, closing in Lowell
BUDAPEST 4 OPENS NOV. 15
Mass., Nov. 18.
The Budapest String Quartet opens
Wagner has been to Washington its 1942-43 season with a Town Hall
regarding transportation facilities, N. Y. recital Nov. 15.
but for the time being no buses can
The ensemble has been booked by
be cleared. He will have to depend Annie Friedberg until March 1.
o" regular bus service and trains,
private vehicles apparently being out
o' <he question, at the moment, anyhow. His tour is presently routed to Melchior Sooght For
take care of any transit emergency.

tries,

The Hits

$50,000

Estimates.

man is interested in obtaining their
services.

presentations, possibly because at
the Met union scales for orchestra
rehearsals are so high that more than

a

which Mayor Jackson has agreed to
recommend to the City Board of

ON CONCERT, OPERA,

impression on- local audiences which,
if continued, would make the U. S.
increasingly important in local musical eyes, but they were still a long
way fro;n having people here believe
Manhattan was as important musical
ly or culturally as, say, Paris, Rome,
Bc-. lin or Vienna of pre-Hitler days

There are more rehearsals here
end more thorough preparation for

'0 these conclusions:

KIEPURA WELL BOOKED

this correspondent that they felt that
collectively they had made a certain

always wined and dined their stars
to bring them official favors and
public attention.
U. S. stars were
also unable to get concert work or
radio sponsorship. Learned, much to
their surprise, that every performance from the Colon is broadcast on
Badio Municipal without advertising,
and that as a result no product s?les

L WAGNER

Dr.

TROUPES

them, and was mainly concerned
with production problems, while
none of the U. S. organizations or
groups took the trouble to try to
build up any sort of public interest

The greatest earner of all times undoubtedly was Jan Ignace Paderewskl,
the Polish genius of the ivories. In 47 years on the concert platform and
through other income sources he earned between $4,500,000 and $5,000,000.
This included one sensational $500,000 season, 1922-23, when he returned
to the United States after serving as Premier of Poland.
John McCormack, the Irish tenor, is believed to have taken at least
$4,000,000 out of the United States where his popularity was fantastic and
his capacity crowds ditto.
Paderewski probably holds an all-time record for a single concert, $33,000
at Madison Square Garden. Enrico Caruso grossed $31,000 on one single
occasion, and the fabulous Jenny Lind of P. T. Barnum creation is
credited with $26,000.
'Variety's' research into the princely incomes of the great artists leads

its affairs.

who dominate South-American

politics.

EDWARD SMITH

Ever since solo singers and solo instrumentalists of virtuosity standing
became a recognized source of pleasure in civilized society (perhaps 200
years) the financial incomes of the supremely gifted ones has been stratospheric.
In reading the figures which 'Variety' has compiled to substantiate this contention, it must be remembered that $50,000 a year a century back was easily the equivalent to five times that sum today.

Local civic and music leaders have
been invited to attend the corporation's organizatioi\. meeting Thursday

Douglas M. Gordon and M.
Warren Buckler, Jr.
zart's 'Magic Flute.'
Although an
Latin-Americans,
at
Directed
Pending election of officers, Robert
American, she studied in Italy for so
wlio've always beeng strong for such many years that many here first be- E. Lee Taylor was designated presibally, this kind of thing has gotten lieved that she was Italian, and fact dent; Herbert Fallin, city budget diEven in the midst of war, that public attention increased when rector, treasurer and Buckler, secacross.
Berlin and Rome haven't overlooked this became known is indicative of retary.
this angle, particularly in their ap- public sentiment.
Pledges already received by the
peals to the upper-class conservaorchestra from individuals, together
All stars were auditioned in New
tives,

By

assets.

WGN

in S. A.

BOX OFFICE fiunn^oF

week

liabili-

Filing under his real name of Oscar Reisz, Renardy lists $1,500 as
Concerts, Inc., for
owed to
moneys advanced, services rendered
and expenses incurred.

Raoiil Jobin. Canadian-born
tenor.
lyric tenor with the Met, is doing
French season only. Jagel, Warren
and Jobin are also playing the Municipal Opera House in Rio, and

BAT JOSEPHS

violinist
last

N.Y. federal court, listing

in

.

1922-1942
1926-1943
1918-1939
1921-1932
1920-1932
1908-1920
1908-1920
1908-1930
1926-1942
1934-1942
1910-1927
1916-1933

1.750.000
2.000,000
1.750,000
3,000,000
1.250,000
2,000.000
3,500,000
2.000.000
1,250,000
1,250.000
2,000.000
1,750,000
1.000,000
1,500.000
1,250,000
1.750,000
1. 000,000
1.000.000
1.500,000
1.250,000
1,000,000
1,250.000
3,500,000

In addition to these artists there were a number of others, such as Nel}i«
Emma AlbanI, Italo'Campanini. Lilli Lehmann, Milka Ternina, etc.,
whose careers spanned both centuries and who were known to hava

Melba,

averaged $100,000 yearly for over a decade, 'but figures are unavailable.
Up to and including the turn of the century the highest sum earned waa
$247,855 in 1894 by Paderewski for 86 appearances in this country. The
same artist doubled these figures 30 years later. On operatic earnings, tha
Metropolitan paid Caruso $1,690,935 for 607 performances from 1908-1920.
From the above list, therefore, Paderewski, Patti. Caruso, McCormack, Farrar. Garden, and Galli-Curcl topped the deceased or retired artists, while
of those who are still going, Eddy, Tibbett, Moore, Elman, Kreisler, Heifetz,
are the t>est and biggest earners.
«

Wednesday, September
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ORCHBltTRAS
Maestro Ruby

Inside Stuff-^^hestras^

Newman

SI

Army^M^tterlSMitihg^tEands

Heads Pop Mnsic Faculty
Hugues Panassle, French jazz devotee and critic, is conducting a radio
Boston, Sept. 8.
program on Poste D'Etat Radio Nationale, at Montabau, in unoccupied
New England Conservatory of
France, according to letters received in N. Y. by Harold Oxley, manager Music has appointed maestro Ruby
ot Jimmie Lunceford. Panassle says in his communications that in addi- Newman supervisor of its School of
tion to running the weekly (Monday) programs of talks on jazz music, Popular Music. Quincy Porter is the
which he Illustrates with recordings, he is writing a new book which will director.
be issued in the U. S. around Xmas. Panassie's last book, 'Le Jazz HoC
Instructors Include such specialwas released here about four years ago.
ists as Don Walker, arranging; Sam
In one of his letters to Oxley, Panassle said that the food situation in
unoccupied France was very bad. It was one of the few times he commented on conditions there.

Saxe, piano; G. Wright Briggs, arranging; Sam Marcus, sax; Herbert
accordion; Fred BermaR,
Sulkin,
trumpet; John Cofley, trombone;

While Al Donahue's orchestra was playing at the Trianon Ballroom,
Southgate, Cal., recently, one of his men was nabbed for evading the draft.
The band was about to go on the air one night when the leader spotted a
trumpet player leaving the place between two men. Catching up to them
he was Informed that the musician's con^>anions were FBI men who had
been trailing the Kansas City lad. Donahue posted $1,000 bail for the
musician and he remained with the band until a replacement was secured

Norman

clarinet and sax;
Lawrence White, traps, xylo, etc.;
David Cole, piano. All are standard
with
the better known
in their field,
radio and recording orchestras.

MAPPING NEGRO

—

top band in the country, haw.'

Ijeader retorted, 'I'm sorry,

BANDS' 3-MO.

use' you.'

AtlanUc City.
Bamet has added Howard McGhee, colored, to his trumpet section and
will retain Peanuts Holland, also colored, making four trumpets. Other
two are handled by ofays.

Sy Shrlbman has added Joe Marsala's band to his stable. The financier
has been supplying the wherewithal for Marshal's new combination almost
from the first, enabling the leader to keep his band at the Log Cabin, bus will be laid out. Two weeks
Armonk, N. Y., for a radio buildup. Marsala will be at the Westchester ago the Office of Defense Transporroadside spot for a total of 24 weeks.
tation gave permission for the use
of five busses in southern territory
only between Oct. 1 and Dec. 31,
and this meeting Is to figure out a
schedule whereby the maximum
number of bands will be able to

When

benefit.

figured that the best possible
will be to limit tours of any
individual orchestra to perhaps 10
days.
In that way it will be possible to carry about 45 b'Bnds in
It's

Pub Nixes Cut 'Rhapsody' on Disc

way

-fi-

The arrangement

of 'Rhapsody In

Blue' which Glenn Miller's band is
currently using In its stage shows
has started a rumpus between the
bandleader and Harms, Inc., one of
the Warner Bros, combine of pubMiller now refuses
lishing houses.
to have anything to do with any of
the numbers published by any of
firms, be they standthe three
ard or pop. However, he's still using the 'Rhapsody' arrangement on-

WB

New Type

Has

The Army and

representatives
various talent agencies got together
at last week's regular USO-Camp

to Switch

Hfoung Maestro' Phig

Benefit

the three months.

SepL 8.
D'Amico has

Detroit,

Maestro Nick
turned himself into a human
jukebox for the duration. All
special song requests are so
much per as he winds up his
stay at the Hotel Statler here.

The money goes into a fund to
provide smokes for service men.

stage.

Miller wanted to record his verVIdo
orchestra gets its first
•ion of the George Gershwin classic
date on Broadway beginning Sept
for Victor, but allegedly wanted to
back it up with one of his own 27, when it opens at the Arcadia
(Mutual Music Society is Ballroom, N. Y. Date is for two
tunes
owner by the leader; Leo Talent, weeks. Musso's band is the one
Harms re- once led by the late Bunny Berigan.
professional manager).
fused, pointing out that if the tune
was to be recorded by Miller at all

Mum

Morale

during

tack
cast

last

An Army

pointed out to the

.

In turn, the bandmen pointed out
that while virtually all bandleaders
would like to do more than is now
being done to supply musical enter*
tainment to trainees, they find that
the restrictions of transportation
make it impossible. It was explained that the agencies themselves
are iOnding it difficult to get any
class of band to play the road, that
the majority of bands are avidly
seeking location bookings to avoid

Wants

Pomts Up

Kmpa

Power

a Lady'; Duke Ellington, 'CZabin
In the Sky,' and Dick Jurgens and
Vaughn Monroe. Latter doesn't re-

WhitemaD

Ob

Comphiiis to

Uiiioii

Paul Whiteman filed a complaint
wHb Los Angeles local 47 of the
American Federation of Musicians
last week claiming that he has a
verbal agreement with the operators
of the Florentine Gardens, Hollywood, by which his band has prior
right to the open period following
the current Ted Fio-Rlto.
Whiteman's claim is holding up the signing of a contract to bring in WIH
Osborne's orchestra Sept. 30, following Flo-Rito.
Local 4Ta executive
board was to sit on' the case yesterday (Tues.).

Whiteman asserts that during his
last stay at the Florentine Gardens
several months ago he was told by
the management that he could come
Flo-Rito
back

Strictly for

I;
It's
of Wise.

Bands and Talent

Seen Easing Pay

Raise for Musicians
.

.
Milwaukee, Sept.

officer

effort to

the almost insurmountable difficulties of moving around.
Lack of
tires, the ban against busses, the
gasoline situation in the east, the
abnormally crowded condition of all
trains combine to frighten leaders
M-(i Also
from accepting road tours.
To fill camp dates in any great
For Fifan After "Variety'
number, the agents pointed out,
these difficulties must l>e reduced.
B.O.
When a band goes on the road it
must, of necessity, play at least three
Metro is dickering with Gene or four commercial dates a week,
Krupa to add his orchestra to the otherwise it cannot survive. Relong list of musical names which maining nl^ts then can be devoted
the studio has signed for films to camps.
within the past couple months. Negotiations with Krupa were begun
a week or so ago after Louis K.
Insists
Sidney, Metro producer, was made

Pete Vlera's band has been Inked port on the Coast until next Febin at Saks Show Bar, Detroit, which ruary, while Jurgens goes out in
reopens for the season on Sept. 9.
November.

couldn't see the valuable
property virtually brushed off on
only one side (about three minutes).
Miller burned, but Harms remained adamant.

ASCAP

an

Sunday's broad- remedied.

lisher

Suit

of

in

'a

It should be done fully, which would
occupy both sides of a record. Pub-

Loss by

meeting

Sept B. band agents that the system of supyoung maestro plying orchestras to Army camps was
starting on the way up' had to be awry; that the method distributed
them un'evenly. He asserted that
ducked in the appearance of the camps closest
to the metropolitan
Ray Gorrell orchestra on the Fitch area and those along main band
Bandwagon. The local winner of routes were getting most of the aswhile others off the
the bandwagon contest is well past signments,
40 and proud that he is a grand- beaten track were being neglected.
father, which provided a different He asked that this condition ba
reference to

Was

stopped.

Inc.,

Detroit,

Any

Meeting is to take place at the
headquarters of the National Assopower via
ciation for the Advancement of Col- aware of Krupa's b.o.
<
ored People in N. Y. Judge Delany 'Variety's' band grosses.
Other band names that Metro has
presides over N. Y. Domestic Relacontracted are: Jimmy Dorsey, who
tions Court
Permission by the ODT to us^ the starts work on 'I Dood It' with Red
busses for three months was se- Skelton, produced by Jack Cumcured by Cab Calloway and Walter mings, around Nov, 1; Harry James
Mickey
Crazy,'
with
'Girl
White, executive secretary of the for
NAACP. They went to Washington Rooney and Judy Garland, which
to appeal to the ODT soon after producer Arthur Freed starts next
the latter ordered all charter bus spring; Tommy Dorsey, 'DuBarry

work

Shows,

iron out several problems.

BUSSKED

Charlie Barnet's Idea for giving up his band and entering the Coast
didn't jell. He never completed negotiations for the purchase of
Is to stay in front of his band, now at the Steel Pier,

Guard

a cabin cruiser and

Glenn Miller Burns at Harms

Fitch

For another thing, Gorrell, who is
a popular guy in these parts, couldn't
gab about the leaders he studied.
Only a minstrel man now nearly
<3orreU was a machine
forgotten.
factory hand in Jackson, Mich.,
former Al G
There will be a meeting In New when Frank Titus, a
York Saturday (12) between rep- Fields minstrel man, decided to form
band and offered to buy Gorresentatives of all band booking of- a shop
rell a set of drums if he'd learn to
fices handling Negro orchestras, and
into
John Hammond and Judge Hubert play them. That's how he got
Delany, during which an initial the biz. He and Del Delbridge opschedule of Negro band tours by erate a band booking office here.

can't

still

I

Travel Resbrictions Detour Leaders

Carrel,

later.

Singer who recently joined one of the top bands approached a young
bandleader In one of the New York hotels last week and introduced
himself In a way that floored the batoneer. Dancing by> the singer sidled
up and said, 'Remember me I'm so-and-so; .1 asked you for a job about
three months ago and you turned me down. I'm now with so-and-so, the

Haying Camps; Agents Pomt Out

.

because

completed

later, after

run.
It's alleged by the spot
operators that Whiteman was offered the job on the same terms as
his previous engagement (flat sum),
but the leader turned it down because local 47 had recently raised"
the pay scale for the spot. He then
his

later changed his mind and wanted
to accept the former terms. By then
the tfegotlatlons for Osborne were
virtually completed.

it's

8.

Tavern keepers here have long
protested, and with some success
against increases in pay for musicians
on the plea that the fees they were
forced to pay the American Society
of Composers Se Publishers kept them
poor.
Now they lost this alibi In
the decision by Judge Lewis B.
Schwellenbach in Federal court here
dismissing ASCAP copyright suits
against six taverns and ballroom operators and upholding the constitutionality of the Wisconsin law, prohibiting the society from doing business in the state without payment ot
25% of its gross income as a license
fee, which up to now it has declined
to do.

Musicians' Local No. 8 is now seeking a general tilt in wages for cafe
musicians and the tavern men feel
so elated about ASCAP's defeat,
they'll probably give it to them without further quibbling. Particularly
so, since musicians joined with the
Wisconsin Tavern Keepers' Assn. in
resisting the recent ASCAP suits.
While ASCAP has announced It
will take Judge Schwellenbach's decision to the U. S. Court of Appeals,
the tavern men and musicians are
confident the present ruling will be
upheld.

**Strictly for
.

.

The

.

*money'
...

the Buyers 99

special Band-Talent issue covering the
fields

soon to be published by 'Variety'

A valuable reference guide ... an exceptional

advertising

buy ....

UNION DEMANDS

CRMP

LINCOLN STAGE SHOWS
Lincoln, Neb., Sept 8.
Operators of the Lincoln theatre
threaten to call off the house's stage
show policy if the local musicians'
union does not adjust its new stand-

by

rate.

The

local put into effect

week a rate which was almost
double what It had been, and the
theatre reacted by cancelling a date
it had set for the Jan Gerber band.
last

The theatre's operators charge
that the Increased rate constitutes
nothing but a case of 'golddlgging.'
John Shildneck, the local's v.p., says
that the' boost was justifiable under

.

,

.

Make your
In

New York

space reservations
at

NOW

154 West 46th Street

In Chicago at S4 West Randolph Street

In Hollywood at 1708 No. Vine Street

the rising cost of living.

Indiana Roof Reopens
Indianapolis,

Sept

8.

Indiana Roof Ballroom, downtowa^?reopen Sept 18 for third
season under management of Alice

spot, will

McMahon.
Policy will be one and two-week
stands, with frequent one-nighters by

name

bands.

—
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ORCHESTRA GROSSES

82

Osborne

Smash

1st

Bands

Wise. Local Union Heads

$60,000 With

In Accord With PetriDo

'lnn5thinN.Y.;11ionihillOK16G

Milwaukee, Sept.

In

Mpk, Calloway Big 25G in LA

(Estimatea for This

Loo

Breese,

Patriotic Pitch

Week)

Pittsburgh

(Stanley;

30-44-55-66)— With 3 Stooges,
Berry Brothers and 'Beyond Blue
Horizon' (Par). While not the b.o.
magnet the Stooges are, Breese can

»,800;

be credited with nice

assist in

okay

$23,500.

Cab Calloway, Los Angeles (OrWith
pheum: 2,200; 33-44-55-85)

—

Chicago, Sept.

8.

Music publishers are cooperating 100% with the current war
bond drive and are bringing in
coin from unexpected sources.
Are now asking all people on
their 'free list' to purchase at
least a $25 bond for the privilege
of getting the gratis orchestrations and professional copies.

Thru Two

Eyes' (20th) on screen.
Record $25,000 posted, with Calloway
solely responsible as solo
picture not too attractive.
Horace Heidt, Philadelphia (Earle;
35-46-57-68-75)—Not In same
class with hefty takes by the Dorsey
Glenn Miller in recent
Bro.<i. and
weeks. Getting okay $30,000 with
^<iistance from 'Pierre of the Plains'

almost

at Hotel B. O.'s

Proclaim They Are Solidly

Casa Loma Pidls

8.

Reruns emanating from Washing-

(Presented herewith, as a xoeekly tabulation, U the estimated cover
char0e biuiness being done by name bands In tJarious New York hotels.
Dinner businesi (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel pive
room capacity and cover charge. Larger omount designates weekend and
hottdav price.)

ton to the effect that James C. Petrillo's edict against recordings was

Weeks

(M-G ).
Dirk Jurgens, New York (Strand;
35-55-75-85-99-$1.10)
With
'Across the Pacific' (WB) on screen.
Jurgens' band Is lending pretty good
support for picture, but latter credited for majority of draw; initial
week looks terriQc $55,000, or close,

—

with show holding over two more
weeks.
SUa Kenton, Providence (Metropolitan;
3,200;
55)—Plus Jackie
Cooper on stage and 'Shut My Big
Mouth' (Col). Good $7,500 in three
days.

Johnny Lon{, Boston (RKO Boston;
3.200;
40-55-65-75-85)— With
tJna Merkel, Wally Brown, other
and 'Magnificent Dope' (20th).
S»esonabIe momentum will pile up a
neat $28,000 here this week, the stage

aots,,

show pulling its weight.
Ted Lewis, Cleveland

Total

CoTen

Los Angeles

tion will hold its annual fall conferFreddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). No letdown from previous
ence at the Auditorium here Oct. 4,
figures; will bang the gong for around 5,500 covers.
with delegates present from 33 locals
Joe Relchman (Biltmore; 1.200; 50c-$l). Reaping his share of the loose
in the state. In addition to national holiday coin around and will ring up close to 6,000 dinner checks.
Holds
officers.
Already Vollmer Dahl- over until end of year.

strand, president of the state organi-

2.768:

B.7i6;

CoTsrt
Fait

Hetel
PInred IVcek Od Date
Unad
3
Harry James ....Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
7,575
21,425
proclaimed without the approval of Ray Heatherton .Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50)
19
750
11,575
10
3,100
28,475
the American Federation of Musi- Xavler Cugat* ...Waldorf (550; $1-$1.50)
Yorker (400; 75c-$1.50)
Johnny
Long
New
17
2,150
35,100
vigorous
drew
a
cians' membership
Lani Mclntlre ...Lexington (300; 7Sc-$t.50)
30
1,550
44,600
denial by Wisconsin union heads, Glen Gray
Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)
8
2,500
17,050
X.Incoln (225; 75c-$l)
who assert that the chief of the na- Jerry Wald
22
975
15,400
tional organization acted with the
* Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band
is tha
direction
the
knowledge
and
at
full
major draw.
of an overwhelming majority.
The Wisconsin Musicians associa-

Chicago

has received strong resolu-

zation,

Fair $1100 At

tions from many of the locals for
Tommy Tucker (Empire Room. Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 min.). Holiday week-end helped high attendance at this spot. Tommy Tucker and
and upholding Petrillo and assuring Billy DeWolfe bringing in 4,500 people for week.
Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismarck hotel;. 300; $l-$2 min.). Still keeptheir uncompromising support ^nd
ing a healthy pace for this smart dining room, Joy pulled in 2,700 cus<
backing.
tomers for seven-day period.
Charlie Splvak (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 800; $1.25-$2.50 min.).
Thanks to holiday, this popular spot jammed for four-day week-end with
(Estimates)
Spivak' town's hottest attraction, drawing sock 7,200.
Band Bookings
Eddie Oliver (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel: 350; $2.50 min.). PickMitchell Ayres (Geo. F. Pavillion,
ing up along with other spots during week, Oliver and Georgie Tapps,
Johnson City, N. Y.. Sept. 6). Fresh
spot's solo feature, pulled in around 2,900.
out of Roseland Ballroom, N. Y.,
Johnny McGee, Sept. 17, four

action by the conference endorsing

Fernbrook Park

Ayres' combination played to 1,400
dancers here at $1. Fair,
Del Casino (Totem Pole B., AuFirst
burndale, Mass.. Sept. 3-5).
date here proved okay for Casino,
who drew 5,800 in three days at
Three days
$1.45 pair for $4,025.
previous (Aug. 31-Sept. 2) Tony
Bruno, localite. lured 2,600 at same
price for fair $1,885.

Gray

Glen
Dallas,

(Fernbrook

Sept.

Pa.,

6).

Park.

On day

oft

New

weeks. Aquarium Restaurant,
York.

Boston

Cab Calloway, Sept. 13, Shrine
Aud., Los Angeles, Cal.; 16-22, Golden Gate T., San Francisco; 24,
Civic Aud., San Jose; 25, Civic Aud.,
Stockton, Cal.; 26, Sweet's B., Sacramento; 27, Sweet's B.. 'Oakland; 28,
Civic Aud., Oakland; 29, El Patio B„
Reno, Nev.; 30, Rainbo Rendezvu,
Salt

Lake

City.

Mitchell Ayres, Sept.

Vic-

17-20.

Nat.Brandwynne (Ritz Roof, Ritz-Carlton hotel; 350; $1 cover.).
Bruce and Brandwynne held up well on singer's third and final
2,100 covers, plus okay dinners.
Brandwynne's tenth week and
until roof closes In about four weeks.

Carol

week;
stays

Bay Morton (Oval Room, Copley Plaza; 300; $1 cover). On fourth
week Hildegarde takes credit for excellent 1.600 covers. Morton's, eighth
week and stays to 17th with Hildegarde.
Jack Edwards (Terrace Room, Hotel Statler; 450; $1 cover). Edwards'
eleventh week came up to average 800 covers on Friday-Saturday, only
late nights; big dinner sessions all

He

week.

is

being held over to Nov.

Pennsylvania hotel, N. Y.,
tory T., Bayonne, N. J.; 22, Biltmore 15, when room closes for remodeling.
Gray played to 2,100 at $1. Not exH., Providence, R. I.; 26, U. of Maryceptional crowd as name bands go
land, College Park.
here, but all hands made money
Minneapolis
Sonny Dunham, Sept. 11-12, Georhence date was good.
Frankle Gelson (Minnesota Terrace; Nicollet hotel; $1-$1.50 min.). After
gia Tech. Atlanta; 14, Aud., Little
$22,000, or better.
Ray McKlnleyTcd Herbert (Ray- Rock, Ark.; 15, Theatre, Columbus, eight weeks with Dorothy Lewis ice show here, Gelson (local) orch is
Will Osborne, New York (Paramor-Playmor B., Boston, Sept. 4). O.: 16, Lakeview Park, Jackson. being held over for four additional stanzas, surrounded by three acts
mount; 3,664; 35-55-85-99-$1.10)— With
McKinley and local outfit drew neat Tenn.; 18, Purdue U., Lafayette. Ind.; Harry Stevens, Carole & Sherod and BAbara Lee. Nightly average of
Qharioteers and other acts on stage,
1.800 crowd at 75-65c for $1,260. Next
19
White City B., Herrin, III.; 22, 4.sn customers considerably under ice revue's 700-800 attendance, but fair.
'Holiday Inn' (Par) on screen. 'Inn,'
night (5) McKinley and Tony Bruno, Electn'c Park,
Waterloo, la.; 22,
winding up its fifth week last night
another localite, played to 2,000 at Avalon B., LaCrosse, Wis.; 24, Capi(Tuesday), Osborne orchestra its
Philadelphia
same prices for $1,400; average.
tol T., Madison, Wis.; 25, two weeks,
first, brought smash take of $60,000,
Herby Woods (Garden Terrace. Benjamin Franklin hotel; 500; $1-$1.S0Sherman H., Chicago.
aided by Labor Day holiday. ReChuck Foster, Sept. 14, three $2 min.). Ninth week for Woods crew here; drew okay 1,221 customers
plaaement of band probably helping.
for supper.
weeks, Muehlebach, H., Kansas City.
feddy Powell, Newark (Adams; Ringling May Have
Walter Miller (Stratford Gardcn.<;: Bcllcvue-Stratford h,otel; 225: no cover
Carl HofI, Sept. 12. Rollcrdrome,
lj|S0;
25-40-65-75-99)— With
Judy
or min.). Slightly under last week with 846 supper customers this trip for
Peekskill; 14-17, State T., Hartford,
^nova and 'Joan of Ozark' (Rep).
Trouble on Petrillo's
Meyer Davis unit.
Conn.
Initial show of season here is pacing
Benny Carter, Sept. 22. Lincoln B.,
to terrific $20,000, after cracking
(Palace; 3,'Big
Street"

7^

from

40-60-70)— Plus
(BkO). Lewis always a good draw
r^ere. being from Ciccleville, O., and
getting the breaks that spell fine

opaning day

house record.

Home Grounds

Draw

(Chi)

ogjded between band and Miss Catiova.

Chicago, Sept.

8.

Claude Thornhlll, Minneapolis (OrReports In labor circles Indicate
Pheum; 2.800; 40-50-60)— First time
h£re for this band and $16,000 is that the Ringling Bros., Barnum &
vary good considering. Has 'Broad- Bailey Circus will run into considerwaf (U) and Sunny Rice, Ben Beri able trouble if it goes through with
and 'Little Tough Guys' for stage
scheduled opening in Chicago
its
aUpport.

Monday

HARRY JAMES ON EVERY
.MONDAYFORCOCA-COU
Harry James' orchestra has been
bought for every Monday night's
broadcast on the new Coca-Cola
'Spotlight Bands' series, beginning
Sept. 21.
James will occupy that
•gSt as a means of combatting the
1^1 of the Lux Theatre of the Air,'
9-10 p.m.. which resumes soon.
Jajnes will do his first broadcast,
vSfoh starts the series, from the
Paris Island, South Carolina, Marii^ Base.

Bands for Saturday night shots on
the series will be selected by votes
of service men in camps of all types,
and all camps will be given the opcoitunity to see the broadcasts.
Origination points will be earned by

we men

themselves— camp that

the greatest

number

of

files

ballots

in

relation to its total personnel will be
|uaranleed an origination within 30

days,

ft

(14).

The

has for
entire per-

circus

some weeks played its
formance with canned music and
Chicago

is

not only the bailiwick of

James C. Petrillo, president of the
American Federation of Musicians,
but the town where he enjoys considerable political power. The Musituation has provided Pewith a potent case in point in
story of how canned music is

sicians
trillo

his

taking the place of live musicians.
Ringling dropped its bands whep the
men asked for a raise.
For the circus to play Chicago it
must obtain a permit from the Park
Board. Petrillo is a member of this
board.
The report circulating in
labor circles is that Ringling might
find it inconvenient to obtain hauling, electricity and other services.
Chicago is one of the most strongly
unionized communities in the coun-

Columbus. 0.; 25, Regal T., Chicago.
Stan Kenton, Sept. 18, 10 days,
Edstwood Gardens, Detroit; 30, Empire B.,

AUentown, Pa.

Clyde Lncas, Sept.
Pittsburgh,
Kan.;
Casino, Lincoln; 20,

18,

Tower

B.,

Turnpike

19,

Peony Park.
Omaha; 22, Cobblestone B.. Storm
Lake, la.; 23, Laramar B., Fort
Drdge, la.; 24, Crystal B., Mankato,
Minn.; 25-27, Prom B., St. Paul.
Charlie Splvak, Sept. 18, week.
Colonial T., Dayton, O.; 25, Palace
T Cleveland.
Clande Thornhlll, Sept. 18-21. Paramount T., Des Moines; 22-24, Capitol,
T., Davenport; 25, Purdue U., Lafayette, Ind.; 26, Petals Royale, South
Bend; 29, Palace T., Columbus.
VIdo Musso, Sept. 17, two weeks,
Arcadia B., New York.
Sam Donahne, Sept. 12, Sun Valley, Worcester, Mass.; 15, Roseland
State B., Boston; 24, week, Adams
Newark, N. J.
Ralph Barlow, Sept. 15, two weeks,
Schroder H., Milwaukee.
Ina Ray Hotton, Sept. 14, one
week, Mayfair theatre, Portland,
Oregon.
T..

Location Johs, Not in Hotels
(Los Angeles)

Abe Lyman (Palladium
wood mob, which means

B. Hollywood, first week). Drawing the Hollythe house rolls up more gross trade on fewer
admishes. However, he's pitching for all classes and a smart 25,000 will
be the result, aided by the holiday weekend and plenty of spending money
around.
Lionel Hampton (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cal.. third week). One
more week, then Bob Chester. Hampton should cut 8,500, with easily better than half that take on the free-spending holiday weekend.
Count Basle (Trianon B, Southgate, Cal., third week). He's the headman out here and should pull up with a whopping 11,000.
Johnny BIchards (Casino B, Hollywood, fourth week). Will pick up
enough holiday biz to run the count up to 4,000.
Ted Flo BIto (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood, ninth week). On tha
sunny side of 5.500 customers, the supplemental Nils Granlund's floor
show and Mills Bros, being the main draws.

(Chicago)

Buddy Franklin (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min ). Buddy Franklin,
backed by Benny Fields, Al Bernie and a good show, drew 4,500 paying
customers.

Art Jarrett (Black Hawk;

Still going strong, with his
500: $1.25 min.).
special audience, Jarrett attracted nice 2,900 for week.

own

Bob Strong
Plus Blue Network Wire

Carroll Signs

Chicago, Sept.

Bob

On

try.

the Upbeat

for

Earl Carroll's Terrace Gardens

opening Sept.

Benny Goodman and band,

cur-

rertly playing in the Charles R
Rogers picture, 'Powers Girl,' signed
for an extended stay at Hotel New

Yorker,

N.

Y.

Ciro

BImae band
Madrid,

Villa

p>encilled

Pittsburgh,

weeks beginning Oct.

into

for

WJAS

in Pittsburgh,

engagement Friday
Terrace In that

Oven Moran,

staff

up

its

forts

NEED AMERICA

(America Needs Me)

his

Hawaiians

*

All Material Available

• BAND
• DANCE ORCH.
• VOCAL—3 KEYS
AMERICAN MUSIC,
9163 Bnnset
nollywood,

Inc.

BWd.
Callt.

opens two-week

(11). at the

Vogue

city.

pianist, is

stay at the

Book

Casino, De-

week, to confine his
to war work. During the
(Continuec' on page 47)
this

John Kaalhue and

I

*

broadcast over the Blue

slated to follow Harding-Miss Trio
at Fiesta Room. Hotel Roosevelt,
orch at Pittsburgh, on Sept. 21.

dropping
out of Ben Young's band, winding
troit,

will

part of the deal.

Bob Astor band reopens Chatterbox, William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh,
Oct. 9 after four-month shut-down.
MIokey Boss' band,

He

24.

two network, obtaining the wire being

5.

'The Song Of The Hour*

8.

Strong's orch has been signed

eflast

"STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL"
RKOORDED BI
.^^?5^ JAMES (COL.)
JERRY
WALD (DECCA)

BOB CHESTER (BLUEBIRD)
JIMMIE LUNCEFORD (DECCA)
CHERIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
'
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ORGHESTIIAS
British Best Sheet SeDers
(Week Ending Aug. 28, 1942)

Music Club Federation Convention
Scores Petr31o s Recording Ban
Guy

Providence, Sept. 8.
Pledging themselves to carry to
their home communities the flfiht
against the order by James C. Pepresident of the American
trillo,
Federation of Musicians, forbidding
members to make further recordings
or transcriptions for non-private use,
representatives of music clubs in 34
plates concluded here Wednesday (2)
convention of the
the three-day
board of directors and president's
council of the National Federation of
Music Clubs.
A formal resolution adopted at the
closing session of the conclave reaffirmed an earlier strong protest
made by the board of directors
against the Petrillo ban, and urged

Patterson Gannett, of Portland,
Me., president of the national federation, declared that Petrillo was said
to have stated he would lift the ban
if
ordered to do so by President
Roosevelt.

Although the federation previously
had urged Petrillo to reverse his ban
on broadcasting from Interlochcn,
Mich., it had given no expression
prior to the convention here on its
attitude concerning the record-mak-

U. S. Hearings Start

London, Aug. 28.
Anniversary Waltz
Chappell
Jealousy
Wright

Threw Kiss in Ocean
One More Kiss
Where in World
Under Apple Tree

S3

Sept lion Request

For Probe Into Petrillo and Record Ban

B-W
Maurice

B-W

Washington. Sept. 8.
Whether the senate will pursue an
investigation into James C. Petrillo,

Sun

My Dreamboat
Green Was Valley

Chappell

Maurice

president of the American FederaBasin Street Ball
C-C
tion of Musicians, and his order forMiss 'Vou
C-C
bidding members to m.ake further
Texas
Southern
recordings or transcriptions for nonYou're Mine
F-D-H
private use, will depend largely on
the testimony of witnesses before
Harold Adamson and Jule Styne the Senate Interstate Commerce
moved into Republic to score 'Hit Committee subcommittee, which will
Parade of 1943."
open public hearings Monday (14)

consider the investigation resoluintroduced
by
Senator
D.
of Idaho.

to

tion

Worth Clark

Senator Clark, who is chairman
of the subcommittee appointed by
Senator Burton K. Wheeler, said
the hearings would be held 'with a
view to reporting the resolution to
the senate as soon as possible.' and
that they would last 'for a few day.s.'
He expects later this week to make
(Continued on page 34)

ing ban.

Other action taken by the federations' board Included a pledge of
continued support of Dr. Serge Koussevitzky's Berkshire Music Center
summer school, and promised similar
support for other enterprises which
federations and individual clubs to
tend to give opportunity and outlet
keep themselves informed of any to young American talent. Imporfurther developments concerning the tance
to the future of American mucomplaint filed against Petrillo by sic of the Berkshire
project had been
the Department of Justice and to stressed in
a convention address by
voice the protest in their local com- Olin Downes, music critic of
the
munities.
N. Y. Times.
The resolution adopted by the
Among other speakers was John G.
board at the opening of the conven- Paine, genera] manager of the Amertion stated:
ican Society of Compo.sers, Authors
'Be it resolved that the board of & Pulilishers, who declared it is time
directors of the National Federation for America to get over its inferiority
of Music Clubs condemn the ban complex as to music and to stop
placed by James C. Petrillo, presi- 'bowing and scraping and paying
dent of the American Federation of homage to Europe.'
Musicians, on recordings and urge its
Paine ridiculed the spectacle of the
entire membership to expre.ss this three greatest conductors Koussecondemnation and disapproval to the vitzky, To.scanini and Stokowski—
local unions on the grounds that such 'fighting to conduct the American
a ban is detrimental to the morale of premiere of Shostakov itch's Seventh
the nation at war, which needs the Symphony recently just because it
comfort and pleasure given by music was written by Shostakovitch. a Ru.sin
homes and wherever recorded sian.'
music is used
"Had Roy Hairis. an American
'And be it further resolved that a compo.ser, written that symphon;'
copy of this re.soliilion be Immed- and taken it to Toscanini. Stokowski
iately transmitted to Ihc prcsidc-nt of or Kous.sevitv:ky, they wouldn't have
the American Federation of Mu- performed it.' Paine added.
sician!;, Petrillo, with the information
Scoring American music critics for
that it represents the viewpoint of declaring
nearly
everything
by
an organization composed of at least American composers to be 'remims450,000 citizens who rciard Poli illo's jccnt of something or other.' Paine
action as the most sci ious blow ihus asserted that 'the whole middle pasfar struck at American musical cul- sage of Shostakovitch's Seventh was
ture.'
lifted almost bodily from Strauss, but

"HEirri THAT

UNO

AGAlW'

—

—

j

1

I

Copy

resolulion also wa*
sent to President Roosevelt, who. ni
nddition, was sent telegrams by presidents of 34 state federations of music
clubs supporting the action of the
national board and giving the number of adult members of their states
who were behind the resolution. Mrs.
of

the

none

of the cxitics mentioned it.'
Mrs. Vincent Hille.s Ober. of Nor-

AND

chairman of wartime servreported that the federation's
special activity to supply camps and
folk, 'Va.,

results.'

Awi«T« buhkau. INC

10 Best Sellers on Coin-Machines

«tuiations.

(RecoTdx beloiu nrc grabbing most nickels l/iis week in jukeboxes
througfiotit l)ie covntru. as reported by operators to 'V<iriel\i.'
Names
of vtore than one band or vocalist after the title t"iidicnle.<!, i)i order of
poptilnrif]/, u-hose recordings are being played.
Figures and names in
parenthesis iiidicofp l/ie Jiiiiiiber of u-eeks each song has been in the lisliiips
Olid respective publis/icrs.)
1.

Wears Silver Wings

2;

Strip Polka

M)

lE.

Be Careful.

My

Heart (4) (Berlin)

Shapiro)

i

H. Morris)...

Gal In Kalamazoo

(3l

iBVC)

Abe Lyman
(Kay Kyser

My

Devotion

c2)

iSantly)

Just Though You're Here (2) (Yankee).

Bing Cro.sby

Decca
Decca
Victor

Decca
Decca

I

Victor
Vaughn Monroe
Bluebird
Alvino Rcy
Benny Goodinan .Columbia

(

Tommy

1

All

Need

I

Is

You

I
,

.

_

,

Moon

Light Silvery
,

r

.Rem.ck)X
.

.5)

(
)

Wonder When My Baby

10.

(4)

(Crawford).

Dorsey

?.S.

Dick Stabile

Victor

Columbia
Decca
Decca

....

.

Sammy Kayc

Victor

„^

OTHER F.WORITES
Tunes

records are dnerily beloio first 10 iii poptilniii y.
of weelcs in parenthesis are fading, others gaining.)

He's

My Guy

(

(Leeds).

uil)i

Victor

(Guy Lombardo

Decca

(Freddy

Victor

Take
(BVC)
laKe Me iBVl,)

(Jimmy Dorsey
Benny Goodman

,

'Army).

,

1

I

Came

to

Talk for Jo^ .Shapiro)
|

Sweet Eloise

,0)

(Shapiro.
{

•

«av
l^anttopayt

Martin

Derra
Columbia

.

.ate for

returnxns

^l^^^.^^o^e...

Si^''
K "er":

•

^old

yo^ ^^^^

^

i !

: !

! !

! !

i :

:

to

Wouldn't Love You (II) (Maestro).

Every Night About This Time (Warock).

(

Kay Kyser

I

Inkspots

(

Bing Crosby

(Jimmy Dorsey

^^

V, Z?/'

\

COiUMBIA RECORPINO ARTIST

#

vlclor

XoSa

Personol Direction MICHAUD t CHRISTENSEN
u:lv;.-

Who

'

Victor

I

Conchita Lopez (Famous)

.

Columbia

Harry James

(Tommy Dorsey
Sammy Kaye

.

.^tertainBen^^**^
^^^^ your

^

\ the fine record
1*^^
tribute to
.^re you
tV^e I

„~
Met Her on Monday (ABC

Stage Door Canteen

^

Decca
Decca

Vaughn Monroe
Ray Noble

(Tliese

number

tbe

Victor

Morgan
Fitzgerald

(Jimmy Dorsey
i

^

.

Russ

(Ella

iH) (Miller)

t)BcX

~

Capitol

Jimmy Dorsey
(Jimmy Dorsey
(

appearance ^
Broadway apP
yo
^ou and

Columbia

(Glenn Miller

I

Idaho 18) (Mills).

t
your firs

e-e^^^^*'*
.dv teen
already
option nas

Bluebird

I

(Johnny Mercer
Sisters
I Andrews

I

e.

ORCHESTRA

naval bases with music and musical
instruments has achieved 'impressive
I

(6)

HIS

ices,

Columbia
Decca
Decca
Decca

'A

ySV

'o

•

Personal Manoger WILL JUIGENS

i'.'onci^iumi-"

_

...
.
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MUSIC

84

Music Pub s Raiding of One Another s

NBC, CBS. Blue, Mutual Pings

ings
U. S. Hearings
sContlni^d from pace

Men

Contact

Skyrocketing Salaries

Tendency among music publishers
another's

one

laid

to

was made
a
or

topic of discussion

a

meeting

week

last

ers Protective

of the

15 Best Sheet Music
(Week

The

Assn.

at

talk

was

were

seemed

lo

disturb

the

thing

BVC

Army

C. Fischer

Air Corps
Careful My Heart

Berlin

Chappcll

Sleepy Lagoon
Always in "Icarl

Rcmick
MilLs

Idaho

Take Me

that

BVC

-

Wouldn't Love You

them most was

the affect this was having on wages.
According to some of the publishers, the sniping of men has been
accompanied by skyrocketing of

Paramount

Wonder Baby's Home Crawford

tree to accept jobs with

but

Army

Kalamazoo

an informal nature, since

firms,

Sanlly

Devotion
Left Heart Canteen
Jingle Jangle

assembled publishers realized
that nothing could be done about
Their contactmen, the pubs adi;.
mitted,

Shapiro

My

th.-;

other

Sel'ers

of Sept. 5)

Wears Silver Wings

board

Publish-

the Music

directors of

strictly of

professional

army Inductions

staffa as a result of

...Mac.Uro
Crr.wford
Shapiro

Johnny Doughboy
Pennsylvania Polka

known the names
who will testify.

of

some

of

those

Other senators on the .subcommittee with the author of Ihc resoluAlabama;
Hill.
Lister
are
tion
Charles O. Andrew.s. Florida; Chan
Gurney. South Dakota, and Charles
W. Tobey, New Hamp.-^hire.

The inquiry, if held, will not only
go into the bannin"; of rccordin'is
and transcriptions, but also Petrillo's refusal to permit the Inlcrlochcn
National High School oichestia to
go on the air.
The Idaho senator hns charued
rccordinfis 'is
that the order on
causing and will cpusc great di.<unity in our

war

cfl'ort

and actualHis

impede the cllort itself.'
ly
resolution calls for a wide investigation of what he termed 'the whole
nefarious racket.'
The senator wants to look into
the business of manufacturing and
producing musical records and transcriptions to see whether there are
any violations In respect to restraint
of trade. He also wants to dig into

salaries.

'ARMY' SCORE AIMING

The publishers are afraid that the
raiding will raise salaries away beAs
yond their production value.
support for this fear, they cite what
ha? already happened in the cases
of professional managers for N. Y.

bonuses and other
financial arrangements of individorganizations concerned
uals and
This Is the Army,' counting the with the manufacturing, producin:;
and playing for musical records and
couple of new songs which Irving
into the control of music and music

Some of them
firms in California.
are now paying their California No.
1
men as much as $175 a week,
whereas the salary lor such men
had averaged $100 a week.

1,000,000 SALE

AT

Berlin

write

will

for

the

profits,

salaries,

Warner production.

Followi'no tabulation o/ popular mttsic performances embraces all four

iietuorks— WBC. CBS. Blue and Mutuol—os represented by WEAF, WJZ,
WABC and WOR. N V. Compilation herewith cowers week beolnntng
Monday through Sunday (Aug. 31-Sept. 6) from 5 p.m. to 1 o.m., and i$
based on data provyied by Accurate Reporting Service reputar source Inr
music publishino indu.^trif.

PURLISHEB

TITLE
Al Last

— t'Orchestra

Wives'

Berlin

Worth

..

Remick

.

Cherlo
Chappell
.

.

.

.

.

MilLs

Vankee

Joe

•When

the Lights Go on Again
Letter From Home
This Is Worth Fighting For

CLP
Atlas

Wonder When Baby's Coming
Conchita Lopez t'Prioritles On Parade'
I'm Old Fashioned— t'You Never Lovelier'
Serenade In Blue— t'Orchestra Wives'

Crawford

Harms

—

Never Be Another
Get Neck of Chicken
South Wind

There'll

18
18
16
16

..

Paramount
Melodylanc
Leeds
Shaoiro ..

Just

Take Me

29
24
24
23
21
20
20
20

Army

It?

My Guy
Came Here For

Shapiro

Santly

He's
I

31

.

ABC

Just Though You Here
Jingle Jangle Jingle
It

38
.

BVC

•Strictly Instrumental
Dearly Beloved- t'You Never Lovelier'
*
"Left Heart at Canteen
My Devotion
Idaho

•Was

TOTAL

Feist

Be Careful, My Heart— t'HoUday Inn'
Got Gal Kalamazoo— t'Orchestra Wives"
Wears Pair Silver Wings
Singing Sands Alamosa
1
Met Her Monday

IS
15
IS
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12

,..

Famous
Chappell

BVC
BVC

— t'Iceland'

Morris
Southern

I

11

Witmark

11

Picmick
'As the present records wear out By Light Silvery Moon
BMl
and no new music of the type re- •Love Is a Song— t'Bambi'
Maestro
produced on them can be obtained,' •Who Wouldn't Love You?
Senator Clark says of the PetrlUo Can't Get Out This Mood— t'Seven Days Leave'Southern
Marks
ban, 'the effect of the order will be •At the Crossroads
Paramount
to destroy in homes, in small busi- Do You Miss Sweetheart
went some 700,000 copies.
Olman
ness houses, in small restaurants and Knock Me a Kiss
for Milkr
Another
It may be that a fertile operetta in
Miller
other places, every vestige uf Massachusetts
score like 'Show Boat' or 'New Moon' phonographic music' He also thinks Sleepy Lagoon
Chappell
with
its quantitaSong,'
'Desert
or
that
'amateur
talent
all
over
the
Mr.
Jones
Army
•'This
the
Army
Is
Glenn Miller has been signed by
tive hits, may have hit a million over country will be destroyed.'
Fischer
Air
Corps
Aiiny
20th-Fox (or another film to be made
the years.
Robbins
Humming Bird
some time during the early part of
Of the 'Army* score, 'Stage Door
Robbins
Manhattan Serenade
next year, probably after he com- Canteen' is now 115,000 copies. This Johnstone
Mnsic
Broadway
When You're Long Way From Home
Is the Army, Mr. Jones' is next song
ABC
pletes his scheduled stay at the PennA Boy In Khaki
to be plugged.
Berlin
Men's Golf Tourney Blue Skies
sylvania hotel, New York, where he
AU song profits go to Army EmerSouthern
Brazil
opens about Oct. 6. Deal is for one gency Relief Fund, as docs everyShapiro
Darling
film only, no options, and the money
Jack Johnstone, professional man- Don't Do It
thing attendant to the show.
Chappcll
is Just slightly better than the leader
ager of the Embasrv f^i- 'c r->. Everything I Got— t'By Jupiter'
Santly
Kille Kille
drew for his last film.
(owned by Tommy Dorsey), won
Robbins
Jew York Nocturne
'Orchestra Wives,' made this past
Erall Seldel checked In at Monofirst prize in the annuui
Marks
•Paper Doll
spring, is to l>e released nationally gram to compose the score for 'Silver
nament conducted by thi Profj.-Witmark
'
Under Strawberry Moon
in a few weeks.
Skates.'
sional Music Men in N.-;\v
You Never Lovelier t'You Never Lovelier'... Hcrms
Johnstone defeated Norman Foley,
Bros, film version, is aiming for a
l,DOO,000-copy score sale. If so, it'll
be the first musicomedy to hit a milThe best
lion, at least since 1929.
film score for multiple sales was
Walt Disney's 'Snow White,' which

10
10
10
9
9
8
8

Fik

8
8
8
7
1

7
7
8
8
6

Wins

6
6
6
6
6
6
0
5

.

—

manager

professional

ct

V.'itmav.;

Music two up in final round at Glen
Oaks Country club. Little Neck. L. I.
Foley had a seven -stroke handicap,
Johnstone took a $100 War Bond
as first prize, which was donated
by Guy Lombardo.

Witmark Wants to Query
DeSylva, Meyer in Suit

fiMt

ON

LISTS /
ALL PERFORMANCE
New P.c.u..
fro. G/.n„ M.//.r'«

Song

An order for examination of Joseph Meyer and Buddy DeSylva,
songwriters and plaintiffs in a N.Y.
supreme court suit against M. Witmark & Sons, was filed last week.
Examination is being sought by
Witmark

as essential for a defen.se

Touch ol Texas
Daybreak
Hip Hip Hooray
Light Candle In Chapel

SDUthcm

Moments Like This—

Famous

..

Robbins

t

Feist

5
5
5
5

Famous

5

Mills

'College Swing'

Miller

Running Wild
You're In Love
'Indicates
Legitimate.

5
5

Feist

Along

Rolling

Rollco

:

t Filmusical.
BMI licciisine: others are via ASCAP.
'This Is the Army' publishing subsid, liccn.'sed freely to all

"

users.

Music Notes
Kaplan has turned over three
themes from his Tales of Manhattan'
Sol

GIVING SONGWRITERS

MUGGING AND BILLING

action.

Warock Music Co. has added
score to Irving Mills tor publication
as popular. twnfiS.. with lyrics b y Pau l something .iiew_Jo. the.. format a*
>SO,000 in damages from Witmark, Webster. Songs are 'A Tale of ManThe firm is
popular sheet music.
publishers of their song. 'California
hattan.' 'A Journey to Your Lips'
Here I Come,' written with Al Jol- and 'Fare Thee Well to El Dorado.' devoting the back page of the piano
son.
The complaint alleges royal- Kaplan has been assigned to score copies of 'Every Night About This
ties were withheld by the publisher,
the Robert Sisk production, 'Liberty Time' to pictures and biographies
who made 'secret gains and profits' Ship,' at Metro.
of the song's writers, Jimmy Monaco
on re^asing the song's performance
and Ted Koehlcr, under the caption,
rights to 20th-Fox for use in the
ASCAP
'Meet the Music Makers.'
Cole Porter was assigned to write
Washington
picture,
'Rose
of
furnished the biog material.
for
the
Warners musical,
Square,' at an announced fee of $150. songs
The customary thing for publishThe composers estimate the value 'Mississippi Belle.'
ers is to use the back page to anof the transaction at $5,000.
other of the firm's compositions.
Johnny Burke and Jimmy Van Several years ago ASCAP prevailed
Hcusen a.ssigned to write 5ongs for upon its publisher members to set
aside occasionally a back page tor
Gilbert
Robbins
'Dixie' at Paramount.
a propaganda piece on the Society
it.ielf.
The suggestion did not reHarry Seymour's patriotic song.
New York.
main in fashion very long.
'The Yanks Are Coming Again,' will
Editor, Variety':
The suggestion of Jack RobbiTis be sung by Allan Jones in 'When
that disc jockeys favor the record- Johnny Comes Marching Home' at
Jive With Their Fish
ings of leaders and singers now Universal.

Meyer and DeSylva

Warren
Mujic by Harry

^ J
by Mack Gordon
.

Lyric

From

\U

P-dur*.
J^"','^^,!,,,
20th C.nlurv-Foi

Creating

A New

J;,.,-

Songi
Era in American

^mtufrz..

/

OKs

"t^'-tr

theie recorJ.
JuJgefor yourie/f-fcear

/

10llM00NEY,M.Mr.

HM MOAOWAV

names

I

before

my

effort.

those

in service,
shall endeavor to
listeners, are Artie

whose
keep
Shaw,

Edward Kay and Eddie Cherkose
sold 'Tootin'

My

What You Do'
sung

in

to

Horn' ant 'That's
Monogram, to be

'Bye, Bye, Baby.'

Lew

Pollack sold his song. 'Now
to Lester Cutler for use
'Permit to Kill' at Producers Re-

and Then,'
in

leasing Corp.

Johnny

McGee's

orchestra

lllC.

will

debut a band policy at the Aquarium
restaurant. New York.
He opens
Sept. 17 for four weeks.
Spot is understood to be supplying
broadcast wires.
Square.

It is

just off

Times

Don Kaye and Hugh Prince

Eddy Duchin, Wayne King. Orrin
Tucker, Jose Morand, Cecil Golly.

THE KING SISTERS-Bluebird

FEIST

war

Among

DORSEY-Victor

HARRY JAMES—Columbia
GORDON JENKINS—Capitol

ltARIYllNK.«».r..i.Mv.

serving in the armed Torces of the
United States Is an excellent one.
We can go even farther by mentioning the names of composers and
non-recording maestros and .men
who are well known musically and
now are contributing to the success
of our

JIMMY DORSEY-Decca

TOMMY

asking

are

reg-

ister a double play with the revival
Leigh Harllne directing an orches- of their tune, 'You're a Lucky FelLarry Clinton, Duke Daly, Dean tral group with solo chanters for low, Mr. Smith,' in the Universal
Hudson, Jack Leonard (Tommy Dor- additional scoring on 'You Never picture, 'Passing the Buck.' It was
sey), Saxie Dowell
(Hal Kemp), Were Lovelier' at Columbia.
first sung in 'Buck Privates.'
Ken Curtis (Shep Fields). Allan
Foster (Sammy Kaye), Larry Cotton
(Horace Heidt), Howard Dulaney
Bing Crosby
(Gene Krupa), Bob Huston (Johnny
With Bob Crosby's Bob Cats (Dacca 18371)
Long) and Bill Darnell (Bob Chester), to mention a few.
Additions
Ernest Tubb (Dacca 5958) Dick Robertson
to this list will be received grate(Decca 4189) Bob Atcher (Okeh 6496)
fully by me.
<IIS3 Sunut einl.,
Dick Gilbert.
AUEAICAN MUSIC, Inc.

(WHN. New

York.)

WALKING
THE FLOOR
OVER YOU

Hillywtod

.

V^eBd»y« September

YAUDEVIiXE

1942

9,

New

Show

"hiorffies/ JessetHaley

New

Ella's
P.
EUa Fitzgerald's

A.

initial

personal

appeatance with the Four Keys (she
recently discarded her large band)
will be at the Tic-Toe Club, Boston,
opening Sept 18.
The singer remains there two weeks, then goes

Make New York Debuts Next Week

S5

Combo

Highly Competitive Battle for Biz

Between Steel, Hamid Rers in A.

C

Into theatres.

New

two-a-day

York's

vaude

Newark Bnrley Bnmpy

hypo next
when two layouts come in on

renaissance gets another

week,

Newark,

successive nights.
Shuriifford C. Fischer and the
'Priorities of 1943' into
berts bring
theatre next Tuesday
tte 46th Street

with Harry Richman.
Carol Bruce as
Bert Wheeler and
Johnny Burke.
triple headliners.
(3) and The BrickAces
The Radio
Included.
be
also
layers will
Following night (16), 'Show Time,'
Jack
which headlines George Jessel,
The DeHaley, Ella Logan and
Marcos, comes Into the Broadhurst
at the
direct from Its profitable run
Curran, Frisco. It originally opened
the bi2 was
in Hollywood, where
okay but the profits were nil benieht

Sept.

8.

The Empire, town's only burlesque
house, reopened for the season last

week and

(15).

away

got

Local clergy

is

to a

bumpy

asking that the house be shuttered

and asking the

city fathers to

an

Hollywood, Sept. 8;
Joseph O. Donovan, who came out
of World War I a major and only
recently resigned as adjutant general of the state of California, is now
running for the U. S. Congress from

T« Take Oyer Local Hotels

Pittsburgh forced PitUburgh Hotd Association to take action last vreek In the form of a
general release to the newspapers
stating that no such move is contemplated.
Big spots locally, particularly those that go In for perin

manent

guests,

were

feeling

the

many

prospects turning elsewhere for quarters at reports that
the Government was stepping in.
At one time couple of months ago
it was known that anny had considered for a time William Penn and
Keyston6 hotels but decided it wasn't
necessary and dropped the project
even before It got started. Keystone
has one floor being used exclusively
*y Naval Procurement Office but
that Is all.
Several soldier com
panics are stationed here, but they're
being cared for satisfactorily in
armories and parks.
pinch,

8.

,

day.
.Toe Mnss' Bath and Turf Club,
with show headed by Sylvia Froos
and Josephine Dclmar, closed Saturday night Most clubs wait for

Dozens

By Happy Benway
—Saranac, N. Y., Sept. 8.
Clayton Cornell, manager of the
chairman of
for the actors colony
bond'drive. First night at the showEho|> netting over $10,006 in pledges.
Don Harks of Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Kcnds greetings to the gang. Ditto
Arthur Holmes of the Bronx.
Marthea Uerryfleld, the ex-nitcry
dancer, continues doing nice comeback job. The same for Albert Reylocal Pontiac theatre, is

committee

cltwe with this coming weekend.
Steel Pier offered personal appearance of Abbott and O>stello as
mcin attraction, with Charlie Barret and a large vaude bill. Hamid's
had its biggest bill of season with
Glenn Miller's orch; Reggie Childs.
and personal appearance of Andrews
Sisters.

at Soldier's Field

more than 80,000 speceach weekend night with
thousand standing t« see

USO-Camp Shows.

manager, adding much weight and
showing 100% improvement.
Daihty Edna Ball crossing off
dates dally on the calendar, hoping
for Oct 1, when she will take off
for Virginia with her final ok.iy

afternoon.

specialties at the Forrest
(10)

theatre, performers are being asked to contact
Bert Wishnew, at the Camp Shows

headquarters in N.
each applicant.

Y.; he'll

schedule

to

is

Columbus. C, Sept.

8.

Thomp.son, night club enhas brought suit for $5,680
^^e Albert Pick
^e^-i"''
Hotels Corp.. operator of the Chillenden hotel here, charging that she
.'Vrline

lei laiiier,

\^''^^'^^'^%

i

injured in a fall at the hotel
while appearing at The Tombs, a
in the
|.j.,ht club formci ly located
building, on July 20. 1941.
She said .she w.is forced to spend
five weeks in bed. which deprived

w.-.s

now
'

^g^lpi

he.

fif

$()25 in tai jiinss.

(lisffge

HannoD Back

at
at

first

Doner Aides.

The

USO

unit

Ls

by Barbara Scully, local
who was starred by the
Shuberts in The Student Prince' and
Time': Chiquita- Gomez,
'Blossom
headed

youngster,

spot in Phila-

Bob Hannon opens

charged with violating the state narcotic law.

C

Monahan and William

.

.

..

.

.

Williams watvfd..^carlog for f^url^'

and police in Cbkagv, whfKpft h*'
worked before coming to PittEi>urgb,
were asked to forward any background information that they mighr
have on the entertainer.

JUDGE INOWS

KS

WAY_A^(NnO)JOO

With

open the end of

N. Y.. tonight

this
fioor

Micky Wolf,

Raymond

L Webster ruled here in denying
Monaie Drake an annulment Instead, he made it a straight divorce.
The nitery singer, who has worked

with several bands, sought an annulment of her marriage to Robert
Stuewe at Las Vegas last September,
charging they were wed after an
evening's drinliing, and she didn't
know what she was doing. The court
held that a girl who iiad worlceo in
Going
night clubs should hold her liquor
better than that decided, the; marPeDiam Heath Inn riage was legal, but granted a divorce
on the grounds of separation.
Pelham Heath Inn, Pelham, N. Y.,
Miss Drake, a former 'lllss Michiswitches from a strictly dance band gan' who placed third in the 'Mias
policy to a combination band and ice America' contest in 1940, currently is
sbowalayout Sept. 29. Henry Jerome's appearing in clubs here and holding
orchestra, which got its start at down a job in charge of temme per(Thild's, Paramount building, N. Y., sonnel in one of the local war plants.
branch, gees in with an Ice layout,
produced by Harry Gourfain, former producer of shows'at the Strand, \\e\
Takes
N. Y.
m'.c:

Battani,

Evelyn Fraser, Betty Jane Miller,
Helen Collins, Chuck Gilbert, and Buck Keen%'£ band.

2 Roses,

ke Sbow

Roxy
the Roxy,

(Wednesday) for an

indefinite run, after a six-week absence. His previous engagement at
the house was for 29 weeks. He's

handled by Paul Kapp.
Besides regular appearance on the

bto

Herman Schumann, owner and

Cohen
Over 'Meet People*

op-

on the 'Schaefer Revue'
'Meet the People,' the Intimate
erator of the Inn, currently has Lee
York, for Schaefer
Castle's orchestra until the ice out- revue which had runs on the Coast
beer.
and Broadway and played vaude
fit debuts. Castle replaced Bob Allen
Friday (4), Allen shifting to the and niteries as a tab, is now controlled by Alex Cohen, who last seaRoseland Ballroom, N. Y.
Ferry
.^on produced 'Of V We Sing.'
A
Embassy thgalre. Dobbs Ferry
tab version
night

Entertainer Sues Hotel
In Columbus for Injuries

on

Of Growing Mariknana

here has been coupled with the Red
Cross to help put over the Detroit
Blood Bank's new quota of 8.000
pints a week.
Detroit, Sept 8.
The No. 1 Unit which will oari7
'AiTy girl who has worked in night
its own orchestra in the caravan,
clubs is sophisticated enough to know
v/iU be accompanied by Red Ci-oss
Motor Corps girls, .speakers, and her way around,' Circuit Judge Clyde

Texaco summer series Sunday nights
off CBS, Hannon guested Monday

all

is

new

Shangri-La, a

Detroit Sept. 8
vaudeville unit

The USO's

show. It will occupy the site of a
former Chinese restaurant. Work is
progressing now on redecoration.
Dirk Stabile's band, with Gracic
Barrie. gnd Chavez' rhumba band
have been signed to open Sept. 27.

Inc., will slait

weekly auditions for song

New York tomorrow

To avoid jamming the

papers.

rest periods,

Philly Nitery,

books the

BLOOD BANK TRAILER

'Miniver-Sullivan
stanza,
holiday
grossed $50,116.
Currently holding the combo over,
the State is headed for a $36,000
gross, also big. but the show won't
go a third week due to other metro"Miniver' commitpolitan, N. Y.,
ments.

New

Dow

^
house.

USO VAUDE UNIT AS

SONG-DANCE AUDITIONS

Ihciitre in

being assisted by Jack Huehson. ,inother real technician who is flashinc
good reports.
Buddy Rot left the Will Rogers for
» two-week vacash.
Write to those who are ill

The combination of 'Mrs. Miniver* Izzy Hirst
(M-G), Ed Sullivan, N. Y. News
columnist, and that paper's Harvest

month with two bands and a

and dance

ChibM.C.Arre^

In PHtsburgh

Inspector of Detectives Walter
T. Dufljr, Federal narcotic agent, led a force of
sleuths to WiUiams' trailer^ where;
later in Ibe season.
Rudy Kahn, they found 17 loco weeds (rowinc
formerly With the Empire burley lalongside the trailer, eight cut stalks
ready for processing, and a large
theatre In Newiark, N. J., is man'
'
quantity of "dried seeds.
ager. Shows are being suppliieid

;50^17RMonlinNX

delphia,

a series ol

Night

Tentative plains call for vaude and
name bands on Sunday afternoons

f201 Short of Cantor's

l;>tois

CAMP SHOWS SCHEDULES

Rogersltes progiessing

Week between

Is front man for local interests. Hall
Very
seats an approximate 1,300.
necessary, house
little remodeling
being originally fitted for legit

Hoirer'-Haryest Moon

attracted

Ben Nadler. ex-Cleveland theatre

combines in a genfral vote of thanks to the film exchange in Albany for the pictures
sent to the Will Rogers weekly. ;ind
hats off to Jerry (Loew's) Sager for
his effoi-ts towards arranging .same.
Nice to see Eddie (& Hurst) Vogt
downtown.
Eddie staged a fine
comeback and for the past year liiis
been'7o7n«red"with%hVxr7; depnrtment of the Will Rogers.
Harry Cross, who does the projceting in the Rogers booth once a

several years ago.

2 Bands, Opening Sept. 27

•spectacle.

neatly.

The Kang

8.

flowing.

Army War Show

On another page of local papers,
Hamid's advertised a 'notice to the

Pittsburgh. Sept 8.
House was opened Saturday (5).
Hollis M. CChick*) Wnilams. 37,
Marks the first time in 13 years that
this war industrial center has seen night club entertainer, was arrested
the here last week by dty detectives,
retagged
House,
burlesque.
VMPA
Hartford theatre, has been leased for who reported finding marihuana
plants growing outside the trailer
10 years.
where he became politically enliving and dried mari*
Syndicate Is headed by Rocco where be -was
trenched.
for rolling into'
Hartford stagehand and huana Bted ready
Two of his daDChtcrs were also Mataresc,
trailer. WfllUns
former operator of vaude shows at clgarets inside the
In vaude, in an act known as the
Allen's CaCe, in
the Valley Arena in Holyoke, Mass. was picked up «t
Donovan Sisters St Bishop, but they OUier headman is Al Dow, indepen- East Liberty, where heH been workHe waa
retiied from the stage upon marriage
dent booker of New York. Matarese ing for some'tlme as in.c.'

Moon Dance winners last week came
'Mi.<!s America" beauty pagwithin a couple of hundred dollars
Monday (7) with little of equalling Eddie Cantor's all-time
compared with other yecrs. record at Loew's State, N. Y. Cantor
rang- up a gross of $50,317 in the
July 4 week of 1939: in their nonChlcafO WowskI

Chicago's Loop was a ball of fire
over the Labor Day weekend, with
hetels, theatres, restaurants, cocktuil bars and nite spots januned way
beyond capacity. This was easily
the biggest holiday the town has
known, with thousands of out-oftown vi.silors and droves of service
men packing every amusement and
entertainment rendezvous to over.'

several

Wives.'

ford, for the operation of burlesque.

Annual
for fare

ex-Metro scripter.
Marlon Green, who has seen too
much of this bed routine, seen downtown window-shopping and looking
Inc part of good healtli.
i
Rufus Weathers, who does all hi.-;
«ood cheering from his Will Rogers
bed, is making good progress.
Tliis correspondent has just licked
• two-wedc siege in bed.
Louie Emerez, Helen Inglee, Carl
Kern. Rose Goldstein and Ro^er
all

Variety

eant opened

nolds,

Keene are

to finish before closing
of other niteries will

Chicago, Sept.

Saranac Lake

representative on the Joint ComBureau with the National
Artists.
Representing the
latter was the late Henry Chesterfield,
executive secretary of the
NVA. while Pat C^sey was the third
and impartial arbitrator.
With vaudeville's decline, the
went into a decline and
Donovan left that outfit around six
years ago. He came to the Coast
plaint

three days.
Trains and bus companies reported
traffic was not up to expiectations
and was particularly light on Satur-

Ui>.

Hartford, Sept 8.
Interested in garnering some of
the hefty defense worker coin here
abouts, a syndicate has taken over
Foot Guard Hall, in downtown Hart-

its

tht

weekend

oppa'i'.e

papers.

Pier had Abbott and Co.stfclio in person; George Hamid adthem in a film short.
vertised
Hamid's Pier had Glenn Miller in
per.son: Steel Pier loudly proclaimed
had 'Glenn Miller and his Famous Band," in large type, and In
smaller type below revealed Miller's orch was in film 'Orchestra
Steel

that 'Truth In Advertising
.3 Demanded by Law' and that the
public should not be misled by adThis ad pointed out
vertisement.
Htmid's Pier had Miller 'in the flesh
and blood and not out of a tin dan.'

THEATRE

of Dooley Donovan.
He enlisted in the last war and after the
armistice went with the Variety
Managers Protective Association as

Frank Gravatf.s Steel Pier and
George Hamid's Million-Dollar Pie
however, did tremendous business on

the

on

advertiser.^e^ts

pr.nes of local

pi-.blic'

BURLESQUE

the

Donovan was

mp.in.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 8.^

resigned

name

This resort, had one of its poorest
Liibor Day weekends in years. Threeday vacation is usually the biggest
of the summer season, marking the
This
the summer.
firal fling
of
yeny, the tire and gas shortage, plus
dimouts, kept visitors away in the

Unfounded rumors that the army
was about to take over one or more

New York

of the

8.

glst in vaudeville,

Atlantic City, Sept.

Komors Hiat Army Plans

Donovan

Congressional campaign.
originally a monoloworking imder the

to the

WEEKEND

be expanded.

Pktsbiirgh Assn. Denies

now manager

HARTFORD GETS

state position, and also aS' chairman
of Selective Service for California,
in order to devote his entire time

HAS POOR

RKO

is

theatre.

Pasadena.

RKO

play

chorus and Max Cohen is manager,
succeeding Danny Davenport who

FOR CONGRESS

displays.

ATLANTIC

Laffin'.'

Featured are Evelyn Taylor, Jean
Andrews, Marie Voe, Benny Moore
and Harry Clexx. Natalie Cartier

ban

Last season the house was forced
to abandon strips end all epidermis

Sept

City,

Protracted battle for business be«

tveen Frank Gravatt's Steel Pier
and George Hamid's Million-Dollar
Pie, came out into the open lajt
weekend in the form of large dis-

Dayton, C, Sept 8.
The burlesque season opened here
Friday (4) at the May lair with 'Keep

has returned this year to direct the

burley.

cause of lack of sufficient capacity
Biltmore theatre there.
Vaude may also get more of a
theatres
comeback in the
around N. Y., now that Eddie Alperson, theatre operating head, is tossing out games such as bingo and
stage show
bank night The
revival, if it eventuates, will first be
in the form of one-night shows, with
the biz determining whether that

hotels

DONOVAN

MAJ.

Atlantic

Da;t«n Boriey Back

'Em

start

getting out petitions

at the

will

Since
dropping
her
orchestra
about a month ago. Miss Fitzgerald
has con^ned her activities' to broadcasting twice weekly on the Blue
net accompanied by the Keys, a
rhythm-vocal quartet.

(7)

on

WEAF, New

N.

Y..

Vaude

Dobbs

of

inaugurating a stage show

is

Gal M. C. Hurt iiuMishap

Conga,

New

'V opened

York,

last

at

La-

week.

Sundays only. Open
Danny Dare, on the Coast controls
Cleveland, Sept. 8.
ing bill has McFarland Twins OrDorothy Taylor, singing m.c. at Meet the People,' and rents it for
S300 a week royalty. Irving Yates
chcstra Al Shayne Bob Coffee, and Eddie Sindclar's Airway Cafe for
,'
nnd Matty Rosen, who had the show
inlast 10 months, was seriously
policy Sept.

13.

,

.

1

several other acts.

,

jured

w
w
>
crashed
when
her auto

„
_
^
J
McFarland Twms band opened at ^ ^^^^^^^ jj^^j
Y MonDempsey's Restaurant. N. Y.,
Recuperating
p.^al.
day l7), but have Sunday-; off.
,

,

.

.

i

i

|,aj„y

at

St.

John's

>

into

in a tab version for 20-odd weeks,
dr.opped it when they couldn't nea. revamp of the $300 royaltr

hov ^Ma'f
ddaT
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Marines recently.)

Night

that

Oub Reviews

Rainbow Garden, Chi

dancers on their skntes with a welldeveloped comedy sen.se.

Murphy, impressionist,
Sept.

the Gardens.

His art

is

is

lost

at

a peculiar

Chicago,
able to see and
Murphy. Joe ^11^00. Deane one and one must be appreciate his
"lear him clearly to
Coriiiiie & Tito Valdei, BalSeated any distance
fine artistry.
& Rae. Mariels & iMie'ion, Ruth from the stage. Murphys clever
Bamells
Arne
QiiiiiM. CItoriis (25).
gestures and facial expressions are
and P'lil Lei-aiit's Orchs.
lost to the audience, and his voice
comes over the stepped-up mike
Charlie Hepp and Dave Branower badly.
IheaDance specialties, including 'Chiopened their Rainbow Garden
cago's Memory Lane,' 'The Naughty
tre-reslaurant Thursday night (3)
and others, are nicely conCan-Can'
hide
4.

Deo.i

J(iiii<

lard

Browning

It's

has.

PALUMBO'S, PHILLY

a working Job

The doncors

are so eager to perform their toeand-heel patterns, their tricky heeldrops, double-reverse swings, and so
forth, that they literally rush under
the canopy after the occasional briet
intermissions. Browning has discovered the more rabid enthusiasts
holding a stopwatch on his smoke.
Walking and drinking don't mix
too well at 5,500 altitude, so the Viennese is not the Broadmoor's most
profitable evening, but it undoubtedly is its most gracious and imprcsLand.
ve event of the week.

Philadelphia, Sept. 3.
Irii „W«yn«,
Schlufh.
Fra nfci*
Clorio French, Volentine, Smith h
Boyd, Little Joe It Tiny Lou,. Jeannettes (12); Hotuard Reynolds Orch;
no cover or minimum; dinners $1.25

N. O.
(HOTEL BOOSEVELT)

an

effective

comedy

Interlude.

Stabler burni things up with a hot
(runipet-soior-a-jagr-arrangement of
'Carnival of Venice,' and with his
imiiressions of Clyde McCoy, Harry
He had
James' and Henry Busse.

to beg oft.
Munbarr's best vocalizing is in an
original number. The Millionaire
Received His Questionnaire.' Miss
Marshall warbles well enough to
make 'Miss You' and 'Idaho' heavy
Frankie Palurnbo continues to give applause landers.
the most for the money in this burg.
A full room for the midnight perRees.
Standout this sesh is Gloria French formance caught.

up.

New
Iris

BLUE ROOM,

U

Acts).

Wayne,

a talented terper

Vogue Terrace,

who

Pitt

played the top spots around
Pittsburgh, Sept. 1.
Philly, dances smoothly, making the
Art Farrar Orch (10), Sfondlers,
most difficult steps seem effortless.
Heatv
& Mack, Gayle Robins,
Smith and Boyd are a couple of Kathryn Duffy Revue, Joe Ray; $1
sepia songsters whose forte are the cover.

has

vilh a fanfare that did not
ceived and executed by dance prinNew Or\eai\s. Sept. 5.
popular night cipals and chorus.
Arne Barnetl
its shortcomings as a
Jan Sfluitt Orch, Gomez and semi-spirituals
'Shortenin'
like
and Phil Levant lead tlieir orchestras
rendezvous.
inona, Joe Martin. Piipi's Lntin Bread.' 'Great Day' and 'Hallelujah.'
present anything in sprightly, popular offerings and
Vogue Terrace is Pittsburgh's newII is a feat to
Aline Thomson.
Dancers.
ylmerican
a
provide adequate accompaniment for Jack Murray, Gloria DeHaven, Paul They have plenty of rhythm and a est nitery and just about the bestshort ot a spectacle in as huge
with the performers.
willingness to please.
looking spot the local cafe belt's ever
place as the Rainbow Gardens
Sutton.
comic- lamped.
amusing
ensembles,
an
Loop.
Valentine
has
night.
dance
opening
for
The
Biz
good
Ot the theatre-restaurant
iny success.
impersonates a type, modeled pretty closely after
knockabout
which
he
magi
act
in
and
quartet
adagio
If the success of a show is meas- prestidigitator on a binge, picking up Earl
Hollywood alCarroll's
in
comedians, who are all over the
But the
ured by how much the patrons en- full jiggers of booze out of midair.
though there's no bar in the back, it
stage, manage to get by.
Denver
Broadmoor,
a
Little Jo« and Tiny Lou are hard- seats around 1,300, with- the big
solo enterUiners, stuck behind
joyed thernselves, then the new ofworking jitterbugs who have more stage at the bottom of the bowl used
mike, are hurt by the bad acoustics
nocleading
town's
fering
the
in
hardly
pep than a variety of steps. After a tor dancing. It's been warmly and
John Bro toning Orch (9). Patsy
to the point where they can
"
couple of minutes, the jivesters show effectively lighted and there's a perHartzell Orch (5) $1.10-$1.65 couer. turnal rendezvous is a nifty.
be understood.
Mme. Lenore has done an excelMaking its initial appearance in off all the tricks they know and keep fect view of the show from every
are
lent job of the costumes, which
New Orleans, Jan Sayitt's orchestra repeating themselves. It gets less table in the room.
Denver, Sept. 4.
Nor
amusing as they go on.
job
workmanlike
Householder, without any
original, bright and colorful.
for
its
mpresses
Bill
Unique dine-dance spot is the on sweet and swing. The band deFrankie Schluth continues as m.c, previous experience in niteries, is
are the routines of Corinne and Tito
Valdez bad, although they strike no Broadmoor, an outlying establish- votes itself entirely to tunemaking, keeping the show moving at an even said to have sunk around $100,000
Looks it,
great heights in unusual choreogra- ment about 15 minutes by unra- eschewing the novelty fare which pace while he comes out each time Into the Vogue Terrace.
The band in a different and more goofy cos-, toor for there are few rooms anyphy But the public really came to tioned gasoline from downtown Den- most outfits include.
Dean
Huge walls,
see the stars of the revue,
specializes in the sweet stuff but gets tume. He's reputed to have a couple where so attractive.
It is owned by a mother and
ver
Murphy. Joe Frisco and Deane Jams, three sons, the Otts, of whom Eddie plenty hot ajt times. Arrangements of hundred changes.
while tastefully painted, still seem a
badly.
rather
The
Jeannettes,
house
line,
are
end these fare
little bare and some good-looking
and George act as hosts while the are fine, and Savitt himself is
neatly-groomed and fairly well rou- murals might help. Lighting for the
Joe Frisco doesn't get to first base third brother. John, an executive of personable maestro.
here. His wisecracks, innuendos and a Denver catering hou.se, is now a
The dance department is capably tined. Their best number is a patri- entertainment is still on a temporary
throwaway-humor echoes back from procurement captain in the air handled by Gomez and Winona, a otic finale, with the gals representing basis, with the floods and si>ots being
the walls, making him virtually a force.
graceful pair who run the gamut of the different branches ot the armed moved to front of stage at beginning
Only Frisco s
comic.
triple-talk
of each performance, but otherwise
The mother, affable and white- ballroom numbers from waltzes to services.
The Palumbo band, wanded by it's an up-to-date, first-class plant,
comic tap routine with the cigar haired, is regularly on the job as rhumbas. They feature smooth flow
and derby get the reaction he rates hostess, general boss and matriarch ing motion instead ot trick effects, Howard Reynolds, ably accompanies with one of the best^ p.a systems
Miss Janis, from radio, has a of the clan. The family enterprise and their effortless grace takes the the artists and plays for dancing. around.
style,
song
swingy
and
a
The
house,
as usual, almost filled to
robust voice
pectacular out of even their most
Householder's the only guy in the
has built up to its present dimenbut her voice clangs harshly through sions and acceptance during the past
That they capacity when caught Wednesday.
ifficult spins and whirls.
district collecting a cover charge,
She did 17 year.':. The family were bonifaces were willing to come back several
Shal,
the huge Garden room.
buck a head^ since everywhere else,
several popular numbers to nice ap- and restaurateurs for decades in the times on opening night, even to
with exception of downtown Nixon
plause, but obviously it was not this east before coming west.
two numbers which they said hadn't
Cafe, where the price is four bits,
singer at her best.
The Broadmoor presents two in- been rehearsed, bears witness to
An unusual
there's a minimum.
Happier performance is that of the teresting facets to the out-of-town both their popularity and amiability.
operator, too, since the buck goes
Martels and Mignon, three men and eye: first, its general physical layout
American dancers
Pupi's Latin
seven nights a week (Vogue Terrace
Minneapolis, Sept. 4,
a girl. A fine adagio act. Ballard and. second, its exceptionally ele
failed to arrive in time for the
also operates Sundays) and doesn't
Ray Herheck Orch (14) with hike, as is generally the case, on
and Rae are knockabout comedians gant and graceful 'Viennese Mon opener. They missed the train in
who utilize tiny wheels on the soles days,' which provides a mass effect New York when they were caught Benny Stabler, Hal Munbarr, Judy weekends. But for the greenback,
of their shoes to skate crazily all worthy of a Hollywood sequence
in
Fiorello
LaGuardia's unsched Marshall; no couer or minimum.
customers get their money's worth
over the stage. Pair takes considerThe inside room for winter seats uled blackout. Caught later, sextet
since there's a show that's first-class
able punishment in prattfalls and 500, the outside garden capacity is
proved versatile dancers, getting
Ray Herbeck furnishes another of and heavily talented.
slides, but garnered applause for
Entirely enclosed with a high nice hand.
800.
Kathryn Duffy Revue is a flash
the
series
of
big
entertainment and
This is better than log stockade, the al fresco departtheir efforts.
Joe Martin, the band's vocalist, has
dance act. with a mistress ot ceregood ment is enhanced by landscaped sur
being
ordinary
act,
both
dance music values at this popular
the necessary zest and voice to
monies (Gayle Robins), a dozen
roundings, flagstone walks through thrill the femmes, while the males spot, where tariffs are reasonable girls, most of them classy lookers
shrubbery, lanters hanging from also find his romantic ballads listen and there's no cover or minimum who double in ensemble numbers
trees above the diners. It all makes able.
Aline Thomson sells her bal- Duplicating the favorable impression and solo specialties, and a young boy
for a dreamy environment in a town lads well.
She possesses looks and made by him on his initial Min
(Continued on page 37)
where it seldom rains. Premises are an ear-soothing voice which got
neapolis appearances at the Or
opens five nights weekly in winter, nice response.
pheum theatre and University of
Couvert is
''Six nights 'in summer.
Jack Murray scored solidly with Minnesota Prom a year ago, Her$1.10 and $1.65 for non-diners, but on his vocal imitations of band leaders beck dishes out the sort of music and
the Monday Viennese sessions the and radio personalities. His imper show which is relished by the masses
Held Over at th«
attendance is restricted strictly to sonation of Busse's trumpet playing that gather here.
subscribers, about 100 couples, who is standout.
ADOUHUB HOXKL
Orchestra personnel seems exGloria DeHaven; pert
appear in evening dress, many of the singer with the band, and daughter tremely young and it handles its
DAUAB, TEXM
girls wearing ballet slippers, by way ot Carter DeHaven, the actor, also musical
assignments with enthuUNTIL snrr, t4
OPENING SEPT. 14
of illustrating how seriously
the contributes some nice vocalizing.
siasm.
Comprising five brass, Uie
dancing is taken.
Paul Sutton emceed show cap same number of saxes and three
PALOMAtl
Waltz nights are common enough ably.
rhythm, the band is mostly on the
LiKz
SEATTLE
^1 over the United States but dis
swing side. The abundance ot volume,
tinctly uncommon is the Broadmoor
however, doesn't exclude the listenParsonal Repratantatlvai
version, in which the dancers per
able melody. Occasional concessions
FRANK VmCENT
N. Y.
form 10 or 12 different routines
to the sweet stuff temper the proBavarly Hillt, Calif.
.

HAPPY HOUR, MPLS.

PHIL

REGAN

THEATRE

LA CONGA.

many

ot

them quite

intricate

and

ceedings.

all

requiring group unity and precision
Several of the more advanced devo

CHEENADESIMONE

Herbeck fronts the band nicely
Jack Gilford, Esteltta. Tv Kearney
Kleanor Baglev, Lee Barrie, Adele and in Benny Stabler he has •
tees actually reveal lifts and adagio, Jerome, Marty Ritt, Connie Baxter, standout
trumpeter.
The band's
There is a special, excellent nine Kay Dotud, Ray Long, Bobbi/ Lange singers, Hal Munbarr and Judy Mar
piece orchestra for the Viennese Shelley Winters; Saccassas
Orch shall, are adequate.
It is conducted
dances.
by John Jack Harris Orch; $2-$2.50 minimum
"Band nuinbers'include bang-up ar'
Browning, who has been working for
rang^ments of such danceable tunes
the Ott family for 10 years.
His
'Silver Wings' and 'Jingle, JanfUa.'
Any similarity between 'Of V We as
wife plays piano. (The jazz unit of
The gang Itself provides the entire
five pieces on other nights is led Sing,' current here, and the legiter half-hour floor
show, during
by Patsy Hartzell, who took over of the same name appears to have It goes in tor considerable gleewhich
dub
when her husband went into tha
been avoided as far as possible. Ex- and novelty stuff. A 'dancing debutramps' number, with the Mya ofcept for retention ot the title and a
fering amusing feminine impersonaminor
production
numbers,
couple of
tions as they essay a bit of hoofing.
it's a comparatively new presentation.
Bolstered by Jack Gilford and
Estelita, the current tab revue adds
up to pleasant, though by no means
.ii it
s.ock, .divertissenient. .and looks _set_
tor a moderately pfbHtable stay.

'/

I

.

*

I)

i

\

(

i.

K

N

*

Cnrrently
I LATIN QUARTER,
Chicago
D.-

So

To

RKO

3

\ Y

Gilford, known principally for his
work in 'Meet the People,* is, of
coucse, standout, -Most hilaiiouc bits
in the revue are from Gilford's stock
repertoire, by far his best being the
takeoff on the sleepy subway commuter who can't keep his eyes open
even when a gal with attractive gams
parks herself across the aisle. This
number, combined with Gilford's reenactment of scenes from horror pictures, constitutes an excellent routine by itself for either vaude or
nitery bookings.
Ty Kearney, lanky tapper, follows
for a brief interlude, preceding an
indifferent baseball number in which
all
members of the cast appear.
'Eleanor Bagley, Lee Barrie and
Adele Jerome are a singing trio who
do a mild satire on the Andrews Sisters,

I

.,

Mother's Day.' Ray Long and Kay
lead off the jitterbug finale
Lee Barrie singing the title

The Loch Lomond G\r\

~

Back at the Le Ruban Bleu
Fpr Indefinite Engagement

Dowd

Spotted next to closing Estelita
vivacious Latin-American songstress
and terper. virtually tied up the
show, being forced to remain on the
floor for two encores Friday
(4)
Dark-haired charrner do^s a
night.
polite cooch that went over big.
Mori.

,

Maxine Sullivan

while Gilford teams with Marty

song.

'

-k

Ritt later for an old-time vaude routine labeled 'Flotsam and Jetsam,'
singing 'Never Kill Your Mother On

with

.-I

Per. Dir. I JACK BERTELL
Exc. Mgt.t MCA ARTISTS LTD.

*

.

'1
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little

minx who

sings, dances,

and plays a mean piano.

Night Club Reviews
Pitt

who does a two-act with one of the
dames. Costuming looks lilie something out of a top-notch Broadway
revue, and routines, while not too
strikingly original, are satisfactory.
Best moments in the DufTy turn are
the audience participation numbers,
especially a Maypole finale in which
half a dozen fellows from the pews
are brought up and made to behave
on a lark. It's a great howl
for those out front.
The Kathryn DufTy Revue will be
permanent for some time, but acts

like kids

that

M

'rock and ride' refrain
their versatility.
Mar-

revuette has everything. Orig- garet Hall follows with

some blue

is

MURRAIN'S,

featured.

.

MONTREAL

around

it is intended 1o
lower floor, with rear sections priced at $3.30. In that event
the approximate gross will be $85,000.
Mastbaum has 2,379 seats on the first

floor.

In Washington, where the 'Army'
will play the National, capacity gross

Gov't's Big 'Army' Cut

N. Y.

Orch

(7),
u>eelcend.<:.

Line

(8);

$1

minimum

manager

of

this

has been talking for months
about putting in a topnotch colored
spot,

;

others.

makes me

And

tired,

as

it

street again.

There was a slight tilt of the
mezzanine scale in August, also
three more playing days, which

must

explains why the tax was greater for that month.

with pundit
Dorothy Thompson's observation that
I

can't hold

show and going after the downtown the army doesn't want 'promotion.'
Who said so?
trade that the Harlem spots once enHow are War Bonds sold except
joyed. Last week (3) a top layout,
by Harlem standards at any rate, by good old-fashioned show business
opened here.
Now if the Harlem promotion?
crime wave,
muggers, etc., are
brought under control, the ofay
tourists may venture north of UOth

to $22,230.

apparently taking, seemingly just
because he was once a movie pressis

agent,

Frank Lezama,

ing July the admissions taxes,
totaled $18,993, and for August
the 10% tax on tickets amounted

Lynn Farnol
sContinued from page

How are recruits lined up for the
Air Corps and the Navy except
through Hollywood promotion? What
helped Air Corps recruiting more
than Jimmy Stewart's picture? And
does Clark Gable's recent Army enlistment hurt the Army?
What was General Dootlittle's trip
and the awarding of medals in all of
these public ceremonies?
What
about
the
Army-Navy
'

EMBASSY, PHILLY

on the week can be $45,150 tor seven
performances, but the date will be
for 10 days, starting Sept. 29, and
there will be four matinees and a

Sunday will be played, too. Show
is scaled at $530 for that stand, the
first night top being $16.50, which
should mean a $15,324 opening. Total
date
for the Washington
reach the $97,000 mark.

is

figured to

Tom Bodkin will travel with
'Army' as general manager, acting
for A. L. Berman, who is the g.m.
of the outfit. Sergeant Carl Fisher Is

company manager.

OK

for

Femmes

in S. F.

San Francisco, Sept.

The Board

,

;

is The Army' is piling up
sums for the Army Emer-

'This

great

gency Fund at the Broadway,
N. Y., and the Government tax
department is also getting a
goodly slice of the takings. Dur-

(HARLEM)
Willie Bryant, Eddie Rector, Sam
Theard, .Norton & Norton, Maxine
Johnson. Margaret Hall, Ta)t Jordan

$98,000, but

split the

Fron.

There's a new band, headed by
Taft Jordan of the Chick Webb and
Ella Fitzgerald combos, a new line
of girls a trio of okay acts and, for a
change, Willie Bryant, the m.c, has
someone with whom to work. He
stands out. Only weak spots on the
bill are the singers.
Show opens with the line and awards to industrial plants?
Montreal, Sept. 3.
But. somebody's head had to fall
Maxine Johnson getting together on
Jon Nicols, Walter Donahue, Lao &
'Marie,' with the songstress coming to save somebody's face In the Great
AJonsifa, Esquireff es, Line (8) ShotuPhiladelphia, Sept. 3.
oR second best. Next is Sam Theard, Hoax Marker Case, so Faraol looks
pirls (6), Armand Meerte Orch
(7);
Anne Rubert, Dorothy Whitney,
Jack Forrester.
Oht>e Garrard; No Cover, $1-$1.50 Grace Edwards, Dee Rogers, Charey, who swaps comedy chatter with it.
Bryant and does an original novelty
fnintnitini.
George Clifford, House Line (6) Pat song. He was called back for anShevltn Orch; no cover or minimum, other specialty, 'Give It Up.'
Cap, Toledo, Bcsumes
He
This most intimate t. Montreal's dinners $1.50 up.
works in comedy garm and is solid
Toledo, Sept. 8.
cafes, seating 400 weekends and
with the laughs all the way.
opened its burlesque seamore comfortably, 300 other nights,
George Clifford, the Embassy's fixA production number around Capitol
fe-itures dancing in current show. ture m.c, has dished up another of 'Perfidia' brings Norton and Norton son here, with Bill Collins as manAnd audiences are bating it up. This his miniature revues. This one is on for three exceptionally good rou- ager. Four shows daily, with midtakes in the Esquirettes who do two tagged 'Life of the Party' and it fea- tines of ballroom terping.
Wrestling
For an night show Saturday.
niftily wardrobed and one scanties tures blonde Anne Rubert, a talented encore they drop the Latin rhythms bouts added every Friday night.

ESQUIRE,

•Army'
iContlnued from pace

trifle

;

tut has a robust bnritone that needs
change weekly.
Currently head- no mike; he would be well advised
liners are Stadlers, a crack dancing to dispense with it. Stepping up his
team leaning to the novelty end. voice artificially he gives it harsh
Other turn is Healy and Mack, man overtones. The vigor of his singing
and woman who get off some swell is shown in 'Beguine,' which earned
stuff on the bars.
Male half is also him an encore and merited the solid
an engaging comic and delivers some audience approval.
Lao ai)d Monsita. boy and girl
pleasant gagging while he's perched
Cuban dance team in Latin-Ameriup high.
Vogue Terrace spending most of can rhythms, wowed the mob with
its dough on the show, using chiefly some of the swiftest terping seen in
local bands for a fortnight each. these parts. So t shoes on highly polPresent crew is Art Farrar's, and ished floor gave him skating and
all right, too, in every department. skMng effects and this, done effortGabe D'Amico, sax formerly with lessly and at speed, at once caught
Raymond Scott, is also batoning on with the crowd. They gave out
here while band's singer is Joe Fay, an authentically tropical aura that
just a kid but with a nice voice. stirred the crowd clean out of its
Vocals during the revue, 80 minutes nc thern coldness.
The Esquirettes rate a bow for
long and presented twice nightly, are
handled by Gayle Robins, the m.c. their precision stepology, eye-filling
who, registers adequately on both wardrobes, figures and clever programming. They got a good response
counts.
Biz since spot opened short time at each appearance.
Armand Meerte has an orch
ago has been sensational.
Householder's test will come in the win- which, despite losses to the army,
ter since Terrace is a bit of a jump is right on its toes, doing a nice
job of support to the acts and hanfrom downtown, nearly 17 miles.
dling its patron dance assignments
Cohen.
well. Olive Garrard provides pleasan interludes at' e Novachord.
Biz good at this viewing.
Lane.

37

modem
shows

inal lyrics, some good and some a lyrics, not too well done.
Eddie Rector, a top hoofer of the
on the corny side. The dance
department is taken care of by "205, who licked an illness that had
acts in the three-a-nlght, 60-minute Charey, a hot conga-artist, and more him out of action for nine years, is
now making his comeback. From
shew. Half a house at the opening polite terpwork by Dee Rogers.
the moment he steps onto the stage
Contralto
Dorothy Whitney,
(dinner) filled out to turnaway biz
formerly of the 'By Jupiter' com- he shows much of his former class.
for t: e midnight petformance.
pany, is pleasing with her tuneful His tapping is deft and smooth, his
^ liter
Donahue emcees
and renditions of 'You Go to My Head,' waltz clog a nifty to watch, his sand
makes a smooth personality job of and a couple of novelty numbers. dance the- epitome of knowledge.
Back in 1928 Rector and Ralph
it.
A pleasant-sounding voice with Other canary on the bill is Grace Cooper, as duo dancers,
played the
Edwards, whose forte is the more
nico control and assured manner zingy
Broadway Palace, and did well. Recrhythms.
tor apparently has picked up where
puts him over. Towards closing he
The flnale has the entire cast, led he left olT.
does eccentric taps th-t had the by Miss Rubert and Clifford, in a bit
Jordan's orch is exceptionally good
called 'Born to Swing.'
crowd calling for mor^.
playing the show and for the patron
Jon Nicols, billed as a MetropoliEmbassy's air-cooled Monkey Bar dancing. They play a lot of sweet,
tan Opera-star, which he most cer- was jammed when caught.
unusual for these spots, a.s well as
Shal.
tainly is not, Lannot rate the billing,
loud and hot.
Jordan's trumpeting

iContlnued from page

Vogue Terrace,

—The

clowns for a

that

women

away from

shouldn't be shooed
the bar to tables in tav-

erns or unescorted women banned
from the drinkeries, after all.
The supervisors defeated resolutions proposing the State Board of
Equalization,
liquor
enforcement
body, be requested to clamp one of
these anti-women measures on the
city.

Says Variety y Issue Aug, 12, 1942
WILLIE SHORE
Comedy, Dancing
Paramount, N. Y.

Making his flrst appearance In the
east, Willie Shore Is dancing comedian
with material and ability tot the best
time existing. When caught here opening night he scored big and had dlfflculty getting away.
Shore opens with gags that sell and
goes into a novelty sequence dealing
with the importance of hands.
Tops with a softshoe dance that lands
strongly and then does a novelty bit In
which he impersonates a waiter, customer, proprietor and bouncer In an
eatery, using a small table and chair
Impersonations of machine
as props.
various flim stars, birds,
as bits and for laughs, follow.

fanatic,

etc.,

all

For

his closing, Shore goes Into additional

dance routines, with the blowofl being
Pat Rooney's waltz clog, In which he
does those bells as well as Pat ever did
them.
Char.
Shore is definite comer.

ThankM to
Bob Weitman, Harry Levine,
Milton Berger, Harry Kalcheim

Personal Management

AL BORDE
Direction

WILLIAM MORRIS AGENCY

8.

of Supervisors decided

WILLIE

SHORE

—
Wedneadaj, Seplaahtx

hoihb KB views

SB

1€^Capades' Whams

IVenMere

in

Jqae and

vocals.

the

top.

Jackson, Jr., doing the same act
Cojt: Betty Broion, Paftl Phiilipi,
Eldon as his late father, even down to the
ill Surrette, Denise Bcnoit b
Badger & Arthur smallest gestures, is a comedy standildair, Askley
From all appearances, the beVitarelH, Leary * Ftoifl. Trixie, Dicfc out.
Jackson.
Salter, Henry L«e. Adele Inse, Eric loved tramp routine that

stick

to their

had

bers and

tried and true
to l>eg off.

talks in

chin,

his

which

ood, Joe Jackaon, Jr., Vera Hruba, perfected so close a copy of makeDtuorshalc, up that it was impossible to tell
Lois
Stein,
'Chucfcie'
Murray Tujins, Orrin Morkhus & which was which. Thus the kid
Imia .Thomas; 47 Ice-Capets; 24 Ice- once doubled in several shows for
his father at the Radio City Music
Cadets.
Hall without the management or
Workbackstage crew bemg hep.
This is the third annual edition of
here in the mist coming off the
Ice-Capades,' but the first time it ing
ice. it appeared as though Jackson,
at
date
has been able to secure a
lavish Jr., was a ghost actor. He's that close
Garden.

U

m

A

a copy of his father.
Jackson comes on skating, doing
the comedy dance, then doffs the
skates to slip into the familiar, but
puckish business of
ever fresh,

a breakaway

stealing

bicycle.

He

got howls at this viewing, the ice
being no handicap to his screwball
stunting on the bike, and tremendous applause at the bowoff.
There's another good comedy turn
in the show in the person of Larry
Jackson (no relation to the tramp

comedian) and Bernie Lynam, whos^
rookie' routine on the
especially tickled the uni-

'awkward
blades

formed men in the house. Many of
engagement
their stunts are remindful of Frlck
Fridar (<t), but the preview, even and Frack, of the Shipstad-Johnson
though it was hardly more than a show, but they have enough on their
dress rehearsal, uncovered remark- own to make one overleok the Imiably few snags. Aside' from an ever- tative blade bits.
long closing first-half production
Al Surrette does a good skating
number, it was a wholly satisfying job in golliwog makeup, while
Chester Hale, who Maryan
presentation.
'Red' McCarthy, completely
Staged and conceived the entire pro- covered in silver paint, provides
a
for
bow
extra
duction, rates an
good flash in a speed-skating, ballethost of amateur
itself didn't start imtil

bringing such a
type routine. Eric Waite, still anskaters to such a high point of perother comedy skater, is also a standformance excellence.
out,

especially

in girl's

makeup

in

Last year the second edition of a ballet school skit. Vera Hruba, a
^ce-Capades• was staged at Conven- Czech, is a pretty blonde, but not
tion Hall, Atlantic City, rehearsing a very graceful skater, while Lois
for one month in between per- Dworshak gets across chiefly beformances of the first production. cause the jive music accompanying
Similar plans were made for this her simple rhythm routine
is such
year, but then came the Army Air
a sharp contrast to the polite comForce's takeover of virtually all pubfor the other performers.
and a lastShe's young and a nifty brunet
minute change in plans was in order. looker
but she milks her bows like
was the one-month date
a veteran. At the preview she evi*Ice-Capades' cancelled in
dently
was
much annoyed with maa new rehearsal spot for
Jerome Uayball and her
edition had to be found. estro
The new rink at Hershey, Pa., got showing it was hardly professional.
Robert
Dench and Rosemarie
the order, and that's where this
Stewart, in two precision ballroom
trr tpe worked out for six weeks.
Arena Mgrs. Assn., of which John routines, clearly indicate that they
lic places at tiie resort

no

HIPP,

f rati.

men each put up $5,000 and profirst 'Ice-Capades' on a
comparative shoestring. This year
the show cost five times as much
and, over a 40-week route, should
easily earn that back and plenty of
profit besides.
The only possible
drawbaclis will be a more acute r.r.
duced the

transportation shortage, which would
be a hard blow for this seven-car
show, and the army draft, which has
been picking off the boys in the cast.
Some 14 lads have already gone from
ice to khaki and there are plenty
vn'^re in the cast who are eligible.
On the production end, especially
In ihe costume department, this 'IceCa-^ades' Is in a class by itself, more
lavish by far than the Shipstad-

Johnson

Ice Follies' and Sonja
Henie's annual rink shows to date.
closing the flrsthalf of 'Ice-Capades' is the finest
production number yet seen In an
entertainment of this type.
The
over-drawn fairy tale sequence leading to it is a drawback, however,
that should be quickly remedied. For
the finale, 'Ice-Capades' comes up
with another beaut, a mammoth
Cohanesque touch of patriotism that
emoloys the flags of the United Nations and a gigantic pinwhed effect
of the U. S. banner. It pulls the
patrons to their feet, applauding, and
th" claying of the National Anthem

The wedding scene

'em that way.

"•'us the fine visual Job, this rink
f>r3:'iiction indicates a
trend for

new

back.

Jurgens' orchesftra is playing Its
first theatre date in the New Terk
area and the group proves to be as
solidly entertaining,, both musically
and otherwise, as it was on its i*booking at Frank Dailey'a
cent
Meadowbrook CUib, Cedar Grove,

is solid all the way.
as weU with sweet tunes
as with the jump stuff, and it's all
ably paced by the unobtrusive singing maestro. • Osborne does one tune,
'My Devotion,' to click response.
vocalist,
orch's
Marianne,
the
gets over on two tunes. She's a tall
blonde and works in a simple black
gown that emphasizes her looks.
Dick
Voice is strong and full.

Stage show

BALTO

aianahan,

drummer,

and

GUI

pianist, get a tune with
to show their instrumental
they deliver to the hilt

Stevens,

which
Baltimore, Sept.

S.

stuff;

AcTomaniacs
Jerry
(3).
The Charioteers close socko. Their
Cooper. Sue Ryan, Lurry Adier, four numbers include the familiar
Felice lula House Orch (13); 'Talk 'Amen* and 'Ride, Red, Ride.' They
of the Town' (Col).
sing a newcomer. Tight with Uncle
Sam,' to wind up the show.
This talented lineup whips up 48
Knight Sisters, of course, are stiU
minutes of potent entertainment. big s(»rers with their slick adagio
Somewhat heavy on the music end. acrol>atics. Shore, the hoofing comic,
it nevertheless builds in solid fashion continues to beg off.
He did three
to a rousing finish by Larry Adler, encores when caught and still had
who brings the curtains down to trouble getting away.
highly audible signs of satisfaction
Biz great though pic goes into its
from the stubholders.
sixth week today (Wednesday).
With house orch on stage, Jerry
Cooper weaves in and out as straightforward emcee, opening the layout
Music Box,
with an elaborate vocal of 'Who.'
Brings on the Acromaniacs, trio of
youttiful
tumblers and ballancers
HoUvu>ood, Sept. 5.
who smash over in a swift routine
'Swing Shift Revels,' presented by
of smart triclcs nicely sprinkled with Harry
Carmen
features
Abbott;
comedy.
Lads
are
new here. D'Antonio, Joe DeRita, Herbie Borris,
On strength of appearance here they Lee Trent, Step Bros. (4), Caprlno
should be able to keep working in Sisters
(3), Darby & Ardell, Marvis
every phase of showhusiness and
Nimms, the Hackers (2). Fid Corhelp provide an answer to the
don, Chorus Girls (24), Chorus Boys
gloomy epitaph-writers who keep
top.
wondering what's become of vaude. (6); $2.20
Tied matters up tighter than a drum
•Swing Shift RevelC programmed
when caught.
highly
Cooper takes hold of the deuce for as 'A musical comedy revue
opened at the Music Box
scrambled,'
more singing and rings the bell
somenicely with legit handling of 'Sleepy theatre here tonight (5). It is
Lagoon,' 'Always In' My Heart,' 'One what like what Harry Abbott, Jr.,
Dozen Roses' and 'Melancholy Baby.' its producer, describes it 'Scrambled.'
Has a pleasing presence and gets the its producer, describes it: 'Scrambled.'
musilimit out of a lyric. Makes a some- sense, thougb It has blackouts,
what dilQcult spot for Sue Ryan to cal numbers and vaude specialties.
foUow with more vocalizing, but she It was rehearsed for several weeks,
seetakes hold from the tee-off for a with a flnal session opening day
and
members
out
ing
seven
cast
highly pleasing niche. Caught here
on numerou.s previous shows, this vaude acts replacing.
Its
It's a show that cost plenty.
clever gal has never failed to whack
scenic embellishments arc worthy of
out a solid
has

H'wood

impression.

She

a

sense of comedy,

can handle lines
to use her very
On her current
doing Impressions of the
magazine-cover girls, a tordi singer
in an overarranged pop, an opera
diva and a comedy conga song. Had
to beg off.
Adler, back In his home town,
closes and makes the h.irmonica give
are among the show's best skaters. out
with
versions
of
'Beguine,'
They were among the top applause Ravel's 'Bolero.' 'Blues in the Night'
winners. Bobby Specht and Donna and some boogie-woogie. Gets some
Atwood also get an opportunity for pointed help at the ivories on the
a double-routine, but their nice skat- latter by Len Hobbs. of the house
ing is handicapped by an overlong crew, who is no slouch himself with
running time.
the hep stuff. Encores with a potOne of the nicest touches In any pburri of requests. Has added some
Ice show is provided by the team talk to his stint and handles it nicely.
of Orrin Markhus and Irma "Thomas.
Biz very big.
Burm.
He's a hefty, baldish, mature guy
and a dead-ringer for film actor
Gene Lockhart; she's a matronly
blonde with an infectious smile, and
they provide a neat contrast with
Chicago. Sept. 4.
the youngsters.
Together they are
Blackstone.
Borroh
Minevitch's
a pleasing picture and their smooth, Harmonica Rascals, Harry Savoy,
the
effortless swing waltz skating adds Five
Herzogs;
'Remember Pearl
to the visual delight.
Harbor" (Rep).
The ensemble routines are all good
and not complicated, the young
Departing from its policy of premale and femme skaters making few senting top name bands, the OrienmLstakes preview night.
Most of tal this week brings a varied, color'em are appearing professionally for ful bill into the house. It all spells
the first time and it's evident that entertainment.
Chester Hale tried to steer clear of
Five Herzogs are a showy quintet
intricate
routines.
The wedding of trapeze performers. A plant in
scene ending the first half is about the audience comes on stage dressed
the toughest, and they carry It in street clothes and wows the specthrough okay; second hardest i.s the tators with skillful 'fumbling' in midopening drum corps flash, and this air.
Harry Savoy, a slow-paced comic,
also
gets
across.
The patriotic
appeals to the audience with earthy,
finale, of course, is a natural.
At $2.75 top, this is as good an innuendo-type humor. His act is
entertainment buy as any New made up of humorous patter, imitaYorker will see in Ice shows this tions of various popular comedy
characters, a bit of singing and genyear.

and knows how
legitimate

visit

she

pipes.

is

ORIENTAL, CHI

'

eral dovming.
He was well-received.
Borrah
Minevitch's
Harmonica
N. Y.
Rascals knock about through some
hilarious fun and music. But In the
Four Ink Spots, Sister Tharpe, Ed serious vein, their rendition of
^Sleepy Lagoon* and 'Always In My
wards Sisters (2), Tim Moore and
series
George Wiltshire, Jesse & James, Heart' is beautifully done.
Lucky MilUnder Orch (14); 'Sub- of inanities perpetrated by the gang,
while one of their number seriously
marine Raider* (Col).
renders an aria from 'Paeliacci:
bighUghis the act.

APOLLO,

ce shows by leaning heavily on
vaudeville
and
the
vaudeville
formula. Thus two stage acts, Joe
Jackson, Jr., and Trlxle, are among
the biggest clicks In the show.
There's still another vaude touch In
This Harlem
vauder reopened
the takeoff on the wired-act Idea of Sept.
4, after a summer layoff, with
Collins and Hart of the old Keith
its usual all-colored show.
Layout
days. Here It's being done by Leary
is
and looks plenty okay
and Flaig and the audience doesn't forentertaining
box-office. Lucky MiUinder, the
get hep until the Invisible piano wire inkspots
and Sister Tharpe, heading
pulls one of the acrobats into the
the bill, are responsible for the fine
thin air.
It's
a corking novelty biz.
urprise.
MiUinder
the ball roUing with
Trixie,
cuU little blonde and three tunes,gets
a jumping 'Little John
•tandard ball-]ugglar in the stage Sliver,'
mellow version of 'Sweet
jhow theatres, spent six months Someone*a and
'Are You Ready,* with
learning how to skate for this en- Trevor Bacon
doubling from guitar

Combination of a well-received
film and -Dick Jorsens band, fbts
other acts on tte stage, ifaoald spell
big business for the Strand
Tbe
stage show, running approKlmately
48 minutes, is
fast, neatly paced
session that bangs the bell all the

The

—

Harris, Pittsburgh theatre operator,
has 51%, Is the owner of this show
and is a striking example of the 'big
business' stature of Ice shows. 'Three
years ago, Harris and six other arena

hr'-*s

positions

—

Mot only
of the '42
A.C., bat
the new

is

help in trying to figure out his inenergetic
the acts

ti

the
and
orch
Osborne's
Will
replace Skinnay
Charioteers
(5)
Ennis and the Inkspots for the last
Ennis
fortnight of 'UoUday Inn.'
and li^pots bad to leave because of
WiUie Shore
prior commitments.
and the Knight Sisters are holdovers
from the opening bill five weeks

num- Orch does

MiUinder, as m.c, has two faults.

He

troductions, and his too
Waite, Pbil Taylor, Robert Dench b Sr., made famous around the world wanding detracts from
Bosemarie Stetoart, Man/an 'Red' will survive for many more years. whom he's nccompanying.
MeCarfhj;, Lorry Jackion & Bernie The son, now 26, was arduously
Lynam, Bobby Specht, Donna At- trained in the act by his father and

A

1942

hot version of 'Rustles of Spring,'

with Tab Smith taking the former
for an alto-sax soio.
She's surprisingly good
gagement.
Sister Tharpe is the first diow
on the blades, but, even more im- stopper with her hot guitar and a
Arena Managers Assn. presenta- portant, is the better effect of her trio of tunes, 'Rock Me,' That's All'
tion staged by Chester Hale: Cos- routine. Her juggling is plenty dif- and Tall Skinny Poppa,' all favorites
tumes designed by Fred Wittop; ficult when she's planted on her with the customers. Edwards SisorcheJtro utider direction of Jerovie feet; on ice it's doubly so, and looks ters (new acts) on next with some
MayhM; at Madison Sq^tare- Garden. iL She wowed the preview audi- nice tapping.
W. y.. Sept 4-9 ond Sept. 11-20; $2.75 ence.
Then the Four Inkspots. They

By JOE SCHOENFELD

Madison Square

%

STRAND,

N. Y.

WW

At Madison Sq. Garden; Costs 175G

production, representing around
|l 75,000 in costumes and scenery, it's
also a fine rink entertainment and
should draw good biz In New Yorlc
N. Y. will take an arena show of
this type so early in the new season.
VsuaUy the lee shows play here in
mid-winter, both the Shipstad 6
Johnson °and Sonja Henie outfits
drawing huge coin, but early September is acunittedly a poor date
the non-air cooled Garden.
special preview for the N. Y.
press and nearly 10,000 army and
their
servicemen,
officers,
naval
Wives and sweethearts was given last
Wednesday night (2). The regular

PARAMOUNT,

ft. Y.
James (new BcBr"fWrow~Wlth""tlwlr Tim Uooic
acro-hooflng routines.
Osborne Oreh teUh MaHand George Wiltshire handle the
Dick Jurgen* Orch (IS) with
Willie
Shore,,
Char^teeri
(8);
anne;
routine
comedy in a straight patter
Buddy Moreno, Harrv Cool; Walter
down in one that delivers nice Knight Sisters (2); 'Holiday Inn' NiUson, Lym, Royce & Vanya.
laughs. MiUinder orch is then back {Par}, reviewed in 'Variety,' JidM 'Across the nci/lc* (WB), retiieu^
with 'Sunny Side of the Street' and a 18, 1M2.
>te 'Variety,' Aug. 1», '42.

handle

to

A

Blackstone brings a varied and
mystifying array of tricks to the
Oriental stage.
Among the most
sensational are his Hindu rope trick,
his disappearing bird cage, plunging
swords through a box containing a
beautiful girl, bringing bouquets of
colorful flowers from a cloth previously shown to be empty, etc. His
authoritative appearance and striking white hair lend authenticity to
the act, as ever.

Biz strong.

Loop.

way.

N.

J.

When caught

Jurgens' mob bad a
tlmei followlnc a half -hour
bonds by Martin Block.
N. Y., record spinner, but in
short order it had overcame the
handicap and put the audience in the
proper mood. 'Ragtime Cowboy Joe*
and an exceptionaUy good arrangement of 'Pagan Love Song* did the
trick. From there In it was a breeze.
This band comes ap with a lot of
comedy tricks which seU it completely, and when it offers such
things as its standout arrangement of
Ravel's
'Bolero'
(an exceptiaoal
lighting job), the impact of the
three-trumpet, two-trombone, flvesax, four-rhythm combination is two
fold. Same goes for other pop tunes
like 'One Dozen Roses' (which Lou
Quadling, pianist wrote along with
"Careless,*
'Do You Care,' etc.),

tough

of

sale*

WNEW,

'Idaho,'

and

others.

Harry Cool does a neat vocal job
'Stage Door Canteen,' another
standard. Temptation,' and "Gal in
Kalamazoo.*
Buddy Moreno, who
sells his stuff with a wealth of personality, does 'Roses,' Insect Song'
and 'I Said No.' Last is dated, but
his delivery and a new punchline
on

make

it

hl^ly

acceptable.

Walter Nllsson, unlcyclist. is a
strange act to find In such close
quarters as the Strand pit platform.
His abili^, diatter and wheeled
gadgets get him over with room to
spare.

Lynn, Royce and Vanya are
clever

act.

Trio

offers

still

a

expertly

done knockabout that has the house
In an uproar virtually the entire
time they're on. They work hard
and deserve the response they get.

Look good,

too, the two
appealing femme
evening gown.
Biz big.

and

men in taUs
member In

ta.<:ty

Wood.

KEITH'S, INDPLS.

It has cast of
a real production.
close to 50, but when one figures
Indianapolis. Sept. S.
that they are asking $2.20 a copy, it
'Radio City FolUeif with Judy
just doesn't fit In that class. Abbott,
brother of Bud Abbott, who lUiely Starr, Christy Ir Cook, Lester Oman
is
financing enterprise evidently, & Co. (1), Pon American Dancers
along with those associated with (6), Evans I Mayer, tIcNaUie Sishim, could not hit on common de- ters (3); 'Hello Annapolis' (Col).

nominator. Result Is a hodge-podge
affair that has terrific nut which it
would be hard to balance in this
small theatre of less than a thousand seats even though they are trying the novel stunt of giving two
shows nightly, one at 8:30 and
other 1:30 for swing shift workers,
which have become pretty good theatre patrons after performing their
tasks in defense plants here.
Principals in show who do virtually aU the work in blackouts and
comedy scenes are Joe DeRita, who
has a new comedy sense and works
along lines of Victor Moore, but
at times goes over to antics of Lou

Straight vaudeville under a unit
title
for glamour appeal gives the
customers a singing 'contest' for
their Labor Day fare at Keith's.
Three of the six acts turn out to be
vocals, all bunched in the middle of
the show; Judy Starr, McNallie Sisters and Evans and Mayer follow
one another In the nmning order.
Their styles are sharply varied and
aU good. Acrobatic antics, a puppet
routine and dancing specialties round

out the holiday bUl.
Ray Mayer and Edith Evans are
long since standard in vaude, but
none-the-less clicks.
They have a
CosteUo in subdued manner. Other human interest quality that catches
comic, Herbie Borris, is an eccentric on. They spring songs and gags that
who lacks polish and ability to put win laughs.
The McNalUe Sisters, a pert trio
over gags.
They have around 10
gams to
of these blackouts in which they of swing singers with
function, with Lee Trent, straight, match, harmonize Tjsdy Be Good'
and a couple of- women principals. and 'Zoot SulC then go into their
De Rita is tops in delivering his taps and acrobatics with plenty of
snap.

routine.

Planted to bolster sagging spots
are various vaude specialties. Right
on top of opening the Four Step
Brothers, with rhythm and swing
dance routine, tie up show in knots
and it's quite some time before it

can .get

back into stride.
Other
specialties that do okay are three
Caprino Sisters chanting; Darby and
Ardell,
man and woman perch

and

Act, outfitted with red skirts
white blouses with red dots.

Rives show a dash of color it needs.
SaUy Starr turns on the personality

and child-like voice in a lyric explaining why the bluebirds and
blackbirds got together, then dishes
up Three Little Fishes' with variations, including a snatch from the
'Sow' song. For a climax she war-

bles 'Can't Give Anything But Love,'
gympasts; Marvis Nimms, tap and as it might be sung by a tether walkrhythm terper; The Hackers, man ing the floor with a baby crying for
and woman with grotesque knock- its mother who is out playing poker
out dance routine that gives second with some of the girls.
half of show its first spark of Ufe,
Lester Oman and Co. offer a
and Fid Gordon, with his trick fid- diverting novelty with their pupdling, on next to closing and holding restless customers for finale.
Show has 24 chorines and six

pets.

One

of their better illusions

is the dance of the phosphorescent
skeleton on. a black stage. The 'Litexqui- tle Old Lady' number Is something
site and smart,
but routining of special. At the finish, Oman manipnumbers Is negligible. At times one ulates a puppet imitating himself
wondered whether the gals, good pulling the strings on a juggler, a
lookers, too, knew right from left clever and complicated routine.
either In movement or use of their
The show's main splash of knocklimbs.
about comedy is provided by Christy
Feature of show Is Carmen D'An- and Cook, acrobats with a sense of
tonio, with an 'African' dance that humor.
After all the singing, the
excited no one but herself. Balance audience is ready to appreciate their
of principals in femme sections out- eenerous helolng of stock
gags.
side of Georgia Le Moyne, who does They work themselves Into some
general bit and a dance, are just screwy situations with their athletic
fillers.
Though town is a pushover antics. Cook m.cs the show neatly.
for anything in stage entertainment, The Pan-American Dancers, three
it looks as though this show, in for
girls and as many hurs, open and
only two weeks, with change to fol- close with lively rouTlnes.
low it in material and principals, has
Usual Thursday to Sunday run is
not much of a chance to get into the being
extended through Labor Day.
black,
u„g_
Biz is fair.
Corb.

chorus boys.

Costuming

Is

-

-
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Tollies leer Puts Accent

Glamor
By JACK

in Click

ADAMS, NEWARK

On

Los Angeles Debut

HELLMAN

ticular brand of music lacks a stagehep manner, just plays a strictly
routine batch of tunes most of them
the sweet genre. Long-plays a few
Newark, Sept. 4.
bars of schmaltz on his left-handed
Teddy Pouielt Orch (14) ujith
Addle and m.cs the specialties. Peggy Mann, Tommy Taylor; Diana
The Four Teens, a mixed quartet, Berry, Dick & Dot Remy, Judy
work hard with 'Kalamazoo,' "Three Canova; 'Joan of Ozarks' (Rep).
Little Sisters' and 'Massachusetts.'
They are a little uneasy but have
Current format-is season's curtainpromise.
Gene Williams moans a raiser for the Adams, house having
few tunes in a rather enervating been shuttered since June, when
style as the band's featured vocalist.
solo pix policy was abandoned after
Except for Helen Young's chore, a brief trial.
Resuming its last
though, the band seems to lack real
year's successful vaudfllm scheme,
audience punch. The show thus be- theatre's getaway show is average in
longs body and soul to Wally Brown, entertainment
plenty
but
value,
and he makes the most of it. Elie.
potent in b.o. returns.

as 12 shows a day over the weekend.
Tip, Tap and Toe put over excel3.
presented hy lent tap routine climaxed by fast
stepping on drum. Murphy Sisters
the Shipstdds and Oscar Johnson; (3) do neatly in harmony singing,
Marco;
choreJfaiichon
&
staged by
including 'A Boy and a Girl,' and
ography, Frances Cloudet. At Pan- "Worth Fighting For' and donning
Auditorium, Los Angeles;
Pacific
work aprons and caps to finish with
$2.75 top.
'We're the Girls in Factory.' Carol
Cast: Roy Shipstad, Eddie 5hipstad, King,
in white chiffon and lace, does
Oscar Johnson, Betty Atkinson, Bob nicely in whirling toe dance, and
Blafce, May Ross, Norah McCarthy,
Wally West, in impersonations of
the Maxsons (2), Bufford McCusfcer, Fred Allen, Henry Aldrich, Jimmy
JVIinneapolts, Sept. S.
Jenna Schulte, Bud, McNulty, Os- Stewart, Major Bowes and Jack
Claude Thomhill Orch (18) u;ith
Hain,
John
borne Colson, Charles
Lillian Lane, Buddy Stewart, MarBros.,
Heine Benny, got bij; hand
McKellen
Kinney,
Ben Yost Singers, in scarlet coats, tha Wayne & Art Melvin, 5unny
Brock, Papez & Zwack, Thomas vocal 'Wrap Your Dreams.'
Dick Rice, Ben Beri Little Tough Guys
Tiuins, Cloudet, Fricfc & Frock, FolDana is emcee and straight for (2); 'Broadway' (U).
liettes.
comedy skits with Eddie Kaplan and
A few more numbers like 'Autumn
Manny Kaye.
Accent falls heavily on production
While Labor Day was not up to Nocturne,' involving additional keyperformances
by
Claude
and costuming in the Shipstad and standard throughout resort, crowds board
Thomhill himself, undoubtedly
Johnson 1943 edition of 'Ice Follies,' waited for seats at this catching.
would firmly establish him on this,
Cart.
which had its official break-in at the
his first, Minneapolis visit.
Coming
Pan-Paciflc rink as in previous years.
here an unknown to a large part of
That it will haye a profitable stand,
the local public, Thomhill moves a
also as in previous years, is a cerpiano downstage late in the band
Natives can't seem to get
tainty.

Los Angeles, Sept.

'Ice Follies of 1943,'

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

CHICAGO, CHI

enough of the frozen frolics, and this
troupe rates high with the ducat
buyers. Tariff for this issue stops at

Chicago, Sept. 5.
Bob Evans,
Chicago Theatre
Contributing mightily to almost Ballet, Coleman Clark & Co. Louis
certain sellouts at all performances Adrton'j Orch; 'Holiday Inn' (Par).
Is the downtown newspaper pitch.
But this troupe would do alright
Depending on 'Holiday Inn' to
without all that printed support, as draw the business, stage show at the
lip service will spread far and wide Chicago this week is not strong, bein its favor.
ing a conglomeration of vaude and
flashing
the
of
virtuosos
The
night club acts. Feature of show is
blades are as expert as ever and the return of house dancing girls follownewcomers perform with skill and ing summer layoff.
eclat, but the kudos really belong
Girls debut with 'Jingle Jangle'
to Miss Fanchon (Fanchon & Marco) routine, attired in colorful cowboy
and Frances Claudet. They're the costumes.
young,
Chorines
are
ladies who set up the show, with smart-looking
and
well
dance
the former responsible for the stag- enough, although the routine is not
Miss Claudet was -assigned the outst^ding.
ing.
rouand
direction
of
choreography
The Escorts and Betty, Chicago
discharged with
tines, which she
radio singers, offer a variety of
Bhowmanly skill.
popular harmony numbers in the
Missing from this year's lineup are
traditional crooning style of quartets.
Bess Ehrhardt, long .star of the com- Their voices are light in calibre, best
pany, and Evelyn Chandler, one of
suited
to radio, but the mike system
the top femmes of the rink. The picks
them up nicely.
newcomers, however, add youth and
Novelty is a table tennis match beOutstanding
zest to the caperings.
tween Coleman Clark and Bob Anof
slip
lissome
Is Betty Atkinson, a
who
derson.
Wally S h e r
n
a blonde, who gets around the ice referees
the game, tries to clown it
with the skill and verve of the more into the realm
of entertainment and
seasoned troupers. Another is Bob
apparently succeeds, because the
Blake, a smiling redhead who in- audience
reacted
enthusiastically.
novates a tap routine on the runners. Anyhow,
it's a pleasing oddity for
May Ross for the first time is really vaude.
giv^n something to do and executes
Mary Rave and Naldi offer outall the trick maneuvers with constanding ballroom dancing. Girl is a
McCarthy
summate artistry. Norah
brunet looker with a vivacious perIs also a come-lately who can glide
sonality.
Better-than-average venwith the best of them.
triloquist is Bob Evans, who brings
To the home guard it wouldn't be his
dummy, Jerry, a tough little egg,
the 'Follies' without Ruby and Bobby
session
kids to the stage for a 10-minute
effervescent
those
Maxson,
of song and tomfoolery.
Pair solo
(brother and sister) who bring down
and duet 'Indian Love Call' and
the house every time they skate by.
'Gonna Write Myself a Letter' very
The Swing Waltz,' most popular en- ably,
Evans
achieving some very
in
troup?
this
semble number of
nice falsetto effects without any apyears, is now their specialty, and
parent lip-moving.
they had the mob pounding their
Finale features the chorus in a
They're popular
IVfary

Escorts

$2.75.

Raye &

&

JValdi,

Betty,

i

w

i

,

paws with vigor.
patriotic medley entitled 'Flags on
enough here to head their own show, Parade,'
very colorful, with the flags
which by now must be in some of
all nations displayed in a smart
minds. The Shipstads and Johnson
routine.
The Escorts and
must realize their immense popu- dance

Betty, patriotically costumed, lend
larity as the lithographs and prospirited vocal "ac<:6ihplmlme"iTt"~tS""a
gram cover carry their picture. At snow-closer
much in line with the
the mere mention of their name by
times and heartily applauded.

announcer the packed house
broke into deafening applause.
the

Roy Shipstad

is,

of course, top

man

Biz great.

RKO BOSTON

Loop.

with the troupe and deservedly so,
although he does seem to be slowing
down. Other specialists are BufFord
Boston, 5ept. 4.
McCusker, Jenna Schulte, Bud McJohnny Long Orch, Una Merkel,
Nulty, Osborne Colson, Charles Hain, Wally Brotim, Deval, Merle k Lee, 4
John Kinney, McKellen brothers, Teens, Helen Young, Gene Williams;
Heine Brock,
Papez & Zwack, 'Jifagnt/tcent Dope' (20th).
Thomas Twins, Eddie Shipstad,'
Oscar Johnson, Claudet and Frick &
Having blown its top for the past
Frack.
Ice FolUettes, some 40 In
three weeks with tremendous bills-,
number, are more youthful than the
RKO is letting down a bit this
previous ensembles and work nicely
with a generally mild stage
week
Together.
Best production numbers
sesh featuring Una Merkel and
are 'Enchanted Lake.' 'Modern NurLong's orch.
Biz is good,
sery Rhymes,' 'Arabian Nights,* 'In- jQlinny
though, what with the holiday weekdian Legend' and the 'Dress Parade'
end; the opening stanza (Friday)
finale.
corraled hefty, if not very hearty,
The Shipstads and Johnson are audience.
deep In lettuce on this issue. Tour
Show opens with a band number
will cover 21 cities, and unless Ice
and brings on Helen Young, who
fans in those towns have been surwarbles 'Deed I Do' and 'Silver
feited with this form of entertainWings,' then registers solidly with
ment, they should send attendance
'One Dozen Roses.' The latter, in a
figures soaring past previous marks.
with the band
For this Issue of 'Follies' is easily the smart arrangement
offering a background vocal chant,
topper of the entire collection.
goes over better than any other musical number on the bill and leaves a

MUSIC HALL,

A. C.

(STEEL PIER)
Atlantic Citv.

iSept. 6.

Abbott and Costello, Tip, Tap &
Toe. Murphv Sisters
Wally
(3),
West, Carol King, Ben Yost Singers
Dick Dana, Eddie Kaplan,
(9),
Manny Kaye, John McConnell's
Orch.

Abbott and Costello are what this
Labor Day weekend crowds came to
see, but there is a big varied bill in
addition.
At show caught and
others this day, it was necessary to
omit'feature picture and skip acts at
each show in order to add more A-C
showings so as to appease the
mob. They've been doing as many

show to massage the ivories for
'Nocturne.' It's Uie show's high spot.
Thornhill's personnel consists of
seven brass, four saxes, six rhythms
and four singers along with commendable stage dressing. A number
of the boys double on instruments.
It's a good aggregation of musicians,

leaning mostly to the cats. The outfit, however, could use a little more
novelty, being more or less strai|;ht
dance music. There's no questioning
the sale ability of the outfit's offerings,

however.

In Martha Wayne Thomhill has a
young singer possessing plenty personality and vocal talent.
Teams
with Buddy Stewart for some sock
ducting.

S9

STANLEY, PITT
Pittsburgh, Sept. 4.
(15), 3 Stooges,
Kay Allen,
(3),
Bauers, John
Crosby; 'Beyond the Blue Horizon'
'Par).

Lou Breese Orch

Berry

Brothers

Jimmy Palmer, Steve

Practically Old

Home Week

here,

what with every act an annual reguWB-deluxer and the lot of
them adding up to a b.o. holiday
(Labor Day) show. Stooges have always meant biz here; Berry Brothers
lar at the

are

gradually

achieving

the

name

Idea of getting Teddy Powell's status with their increasing screen
crew to open the season was plenty appearances, although hoofers' latest
smart showmanship, maestro being a film, 'Panama Hattie' (M-G), hasn't
particular fave in these parts since been released here yet, and Breese Is
growing in popularity locally and
It was as a leader at nearby Donahue's roadhouse that he virtually his band gets t>etter by the season.
came into his own. Newark's swing With some escapist nonsense on the
contingent being what it is, Powell's screen in 'Beyond the Blue Horizon'
smart 14-piece setup, staffed with and Lamour and Technicolor to bolthree rhythm, five reeds and six ster it, result should be all right at
the count-up.
brasses, couldn't very well be anyWasn't so very many seasons ago
thing but clicko, and deservedly so.
Powell has welded his crew into a that Breese's orch was a pretty consmooth layout that's plenty strong on ventional outfit, peopled by just
rhythm and doesn't permit its brass average union help, but he's been
breezing right along 'since then and
to reach the cacophony stage.
Band has an ace song-seller in has come up this time with a crack
Peggy Mann, a comely chanteuse crew that's long on music, strong on
with good pipes and plenty of s.a. entertainment and long on showmanship.
Half hour or more allotted
Gal does a good job on 'Sleepy
Lagoon' and 'Gobs of Love,' teaming him is sock all the way, with Breese
developing some corking comedy
also with Tommy Taylor in a smart
version of 'Who Wouldn't Love over the distance. Most of this Is the
doing of Jimmy Palmer, guitar-playYou.' Taylor is okay for sound but
ing singer who's planted early as an
lacks stage presence,
Diana Berry, new to vaude, has a inattentive clod who's always -triplong way to go and a lot to learn ping over himself and generally
Gal gets off a few taps and then making a nuisance of himself. In
the
end, he asks for a chance to
lopes around the stage in the Cass
Daley manner. Also does a vocal sing and Breese explaips al>out the
which doesn't help matters much mike, how to stand, etc., etc., and
after a couple of amateurish starts
A change in dress and coiffure might Palmer
goes at it and really crocks
help perk the act, but a newly polished routine would appear to be the 'em with 'Sleepy Lagoon' and 'My
Devotion,' with Breese salaaming au
most' obvious desiderattim.
the place as if he didn't believe
Dick^nd Dot Remy, last seen here over
it
Palmer,
incidentally, is a loceJ
in Ed Wynn's 'Boys and Girls Tolad who used to be known around
gether,' know how to get the most
here as Jimmy DlPalma when he
out of their standard comic aero
(Continued on page 44)
turn. They came in for their usual
•

Sunny Rice essays difficult taps,
with her outstander being a com- salvos.

bination tap-ballet done to '18th CenJudy Canova, dn last, is still pedtury Drawing Room.'
dling her hill-billy stuff to good adLillian Lane does well enough with vantage.
Raffish turn, essentially
'Skylark' and 'Wonder When My corny, gains added lustre here inasBaby's Coming Home,' after which much as star is also featured in curThornhill's pianoing highlights the rent screen presentation.
She gets
band's next presentation, a medley off a couple of rustic vocals, goes
of pop tunes.
Ben Beri infuses through a slow clog and then teams
amusing comedy into his juggling with sister Annie in a wacky piano
turn and makes hard tricks look duet. Results plenty, okay. Jona.
easy. Much skill and adeptness are
displayed during his manipulation
of balls, clubs and tambourines.
K. C.
Hally Chester and Harris Berger,
the 'Little Tough Guys' from Unir
versal pictures, stopped the show
Kansas City, Sept. 4.
with their roughhouse tomfoolery
Blondell Twins, Jack Spot, Barand singing. And that's probably all bara Kelly, Professor Backwards,
that matters.
It seems that~the act
& Thomas, Don Tiff House
would profit if Berger restrained Tanner
Orch; 'Joan of Ozarks' (Rep) and
himself a little on exuberance. Ches'Dr. Broadway' (U).
ter puts over "Tangerine' to good applause returns and, with Berger imTower starts new season with two
personating a Mexican senorita, the
40-minute vaude bill of
pair sells a singing and dancing features and
top quality. Don Tiff, formerly with
comedy tango.
Busse, has been brought in
A well-flUed lower fioor at the Henry
to
handle music, with Mike Carll
opening matinee show caught Friday
leading and trumpeting, Marilyn
(4).
Rees.
Ballinger warbling.
Current bill
sets high standard for new season
and continues policy which has afforded Kaycee theatregoers both
quality and quantity at regular price
Miami, 5ept. 5.
of 30c.
Ned Sparks, Yola Galli. Jack
Stage show starts with playing by
-McGoy,- The Raymonds, Ed Rtcfcard, house orch of an original composiHarry Reser House Orch; 'Mag- tion, 'Sunburst,' by Tiff, pianist, as
nificent Ambersons' (RKO).
voice from unseen m.c. over offstage
mike introduces the reorganized muSour puss Ned Sparks is a b.o. sical unit. Miss Ballinger sings 'My

TOWER,

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

smash, but an entertainment splash, Guy.'
and few mild ripples stirred up by
Buddy Thomas, doubling as m.c, in
balance of lineup are hardly suf- addition to kter appearance with his
ficient to wash out melancholy re- partner, Betty Tanner, then introflections Induced by Orson Welles' duces the Blondell Twins, who go
cinematic excursion Into psycho- through a fast acrobatic routine.
analytic repression.
Girls are lookers, and know their
This is one of Sparks' Infrequent business.
side-trips from the sound lots, with
After an impressive buildup by the
result that following built up over m.c. Jack Spot rides on atop a unlintervening stretch Is hanging on the cycle to present some excellent
door for a look see. Unfortunately comic and trick work on his wheel.
Comic's His satire on a stripper, while
for many it's a let-down.
long absence from stage Is apparent balancing on the unicyde, is sure-

in hesitancy to feel out his audience,
or even wait for laughs. Although
his monolog is fatilty, it's not so
much his gags but the fact that his
is almost totally obscured by the
mike, contributing to tepid reception.
However, given time to get the fee^
of the boards again, Sparks would
probably be a wow. He's a howl
from the wings to the mike.
An operatic soprano, Yola Galll
was well received. Her exceptionally showy arrangements and quick
changes of pace remove whatever
b.o. barrier may be attached to arty
favorable impression.
Wally Brown, who's been soloing arias in vaude. She earned solid refor
some time without Annette turns.
Jack McCoy is an Ingratiating
Ames, takes over in the deuce and
works himself into a smart recep chap who might rate among top
tion.
The double-talk, alert timing comics if he'd cut about half of the
Final few minutes
and audience-wise manner of this jingle jangle.
he's a wow, but warm-up is wearing.
solid comedian lends a needed big
time flavor to the proceedings. He Impressions of a timid jitterbug and
appears later in the featured spot, sophomoric youngster saying goodstooging for Miss Merkel, and takes night to his date are guffaw-getting
most of the laughs while gracefully routines,
Ed Rickard Is a shadowgraph
giving the film
comedienne the
artist, creating clever tableaux on a
buildup. Her material is not espe
cially potent, but she delivers it reflection screen by manipulating his
pretty well.
The customers were digets. It's unusual and rates atten
tion.
The Raymonds are standard
cordial.
Deval, Merle and Lee also add tapsters working on elevated stairs
Harry Reser's usually fine house
vitamins to the show with their
standard comedy adagio stuff, and band was not up to par at this catch
ing.
take a hefty share of the reception
Harr.
Standees at all shows.
-The band, which purveys no par-

pan

fire.

Barbara Kelly, a 'Discovery Night'
is next on with three timely
numbers. The Caissons Go Rolling
Along,' 'Anchors Aweigh' and 'The
Marine's Hymn.' Girl has fair voice,
and plenty of volume.
Professor Backwards, featured recently on a western network air
show, has the next-to-closing spot.
He starts with a fast line of patter
which he evidently strives to keep
up-to-date, to judge by some new
gags built around war and national
defense topics.
Calling for words
from the audience, the longer the
better, the professor writes them
winner,

backwards and upside-down

on

a

New Adis
MABIE NASH
Singer

Drake Hotel, Chicago
One of the most

striking'

of

more aristocratic dining
salons, the Camellia House of the
Drake, styled by Dorothy Draper, is
th2 perfect setting for a beautiful
singer. Draped camellia-pink satin
covers the walls and is festooned
near the ceiling with red velvet,
huge white baroque chandeliers. In
Chicago's

this setting, youthful, blonde, strike

Marie Nash Is making an effective Chicago debut
The daughte. of Laura Leburg,
former opera diva, is a Chicagoan
and has a fresh, vivid personality,
a piquant beauty and a fine soprano.
Songs arranged by Paul Baron are
ir.g

especially effective.
Surprisingly,
the
singer
does
'Deep River' and 'Danr. Boy* with
excellent success, these usually being/
linked to the heavier-voiced males.
She also does 'When I Grow Too Old
to Dream' in pleasing fashion, creating and holding the mood perfectly.
Amusing is an original number, 'My

Beloved

Army

Is Rugged,' telling how the
transformed a weakling lover

into a

young

Atlas.

Ray Benson's

orchestra lends skill-

support For the dancing, Lenny
Gaynor, baritone, does pop numbers
in gracious fashion.
Loop.
ful

GLOMA FRENCH
Singer
!• MiBf.
Palnmbo'a, PlUiadelphU
Here's a personable young lady
with an .abundance of talent who
could go tar with a little coaching
and handling. She has plenty of
looks, a golden blonde with a figure
to write about
An excellent soprano, hits the high ones right oa
the nose.

When

caught Miss French mixed

things up with the 'Italian Street
Song,' 'My Hero' and This Is Worth
Fighting For.' She's only 18 wHh a
natural charm, poise and freshness.
She'd fit anywhere.
Shol.

EDWABDS SISTEB8

(t)

Dsnecrs
7 MiBs.

Apelle, N. T.
smooth pair of Negro tappers
who show ability but fail to rouse
the audience. They lack ability to

A

sell.

—

Unldentical costumes one wears
After mental
blackboard.
he sings chorus of 'My slacks, the other shorts further depronouncing words back- tracts. Right now their only sock
wards but in correct order. Off to routine is a challenge stint -on stairs.

large

—

tricks,

Bonnie,'

Fran.

nice hand.

The finale brings back Thomas
with his attractive midget partner

which includes a JESSE^nd JAMES
couple of songs and some nifty hoof- Dancers
Tiny gal has nice personality, 10 MIns.
ing.
A packed house for opening show Apollo, N. T.
Couple of Negro youngsters hoot
Earl.
madly from one routine to another
with no regard for pacing. It's a
Eddie Paisley and his Four Vo- standard break-neck type of turn
cations have replaced the Manuel associated with colored hoofers.
Lopez orchestra at the Wonder Bar,
With better routining, theyM go
(or

a

Detroit.

routine

better.

Fran,

Wednesdtj, September
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Variety- Bills
below Indlcule openinf day of
or split week.

bills

how, whether

foil

IMMANArOI.18
(iri'le III)
Alvinu Ki-y Oi c

Ann CiTiu

KiiiK
Kfino

One FoMter Olils
Tho IltiMnrloi*

VKW YORK

CITY

HriiN
Avihi.i

Ore

Tmi & To«

Oertrude Nlcnen

WA8HINOTON

nrftdcrlolc

Kemper
ri-nxHtBtiH

Cltnrl^H

Stitnlry (II)
Jji-kir Cooper

Mrtropallfn (11-13)

Ink

S|inlM
I.ui'ky Mlllliiiler

& Kent

Bob Evans
Hermanoa Williams

C'a nllnl

A rren &

rRoviitK.NCF:

NKWAHK

AdaniH (ll-IS)
Allen

<10)
Ayr<>«

!4lal«

Tip.

Mully I'k-on

Si!*

King

kliirlirll

(11)

Rhythm

Ore

SiM 'i'hari>f
IVir l^s: J'.nipn
CiOrdtin X- Uoirors

rAssAic

CapHoI
Oane Krupa Ore
Nonchalant*

OnlrHl

(ll-IS)

nii k Ruk'rra
3 Sloocei*

yv.w voBK riTV
raraiiMniiit

<•)

Major Bowes

fiirnl

l^nlt

MINNKAPOUH

Orpheam (II)
Woody Ifeminn Bd

<*liarltiliTr«
Hiiioutlilrf

Lyda Sue

WATtUtRI^RY
Poll's

(IS OBly)
Harriet Crose

Kay

Kendells

ft

llarra Hfi\-s

WOBCKNTKH

Plymouth
Arthur
3

Cabaret

Bills

Oiphewn (ID

A Hayes

B

Claude Ttaornhlll

Knlth Clark
Bernlpe Clolre

Sunny Rice
Ben Berl

.lurk Durante
8 Cliortli

Little Tooich

Onyn

WW.

BrPEIIIOB.

Palacr (10-17)
Major Bowes Unit

IM'I.I'TH
nnrrk-k (ll-IS)

Bar
Maslo
RoRer Itoland
Felix da

t'ulii

Mlko Doyle
Ben ManleB Riviera
Chavez Orc
Pnnrlio Orc
Mil Bertelolira
Evelyn Uaw
Lynn ft Marianne

CITY

Sherman

A

Allen

ralaM

Bill's

Mann

I.iiie

'2t^

Ronton (II)
Ore

Lane Bros

Carol Cl)aiinlng

DAVTON

niriiii Miller

Itoss

Dcrnle Crauer
90'a Quartette
Cafe Seelely
(Mldlonii)
Hazel .Scolt
Joe Bulllviin
Eddie South Ore

CMobIbI (II)

Cafe Sodely

>larlnn HjDtton

nuke ElllnKton Ore

(Village)

A Rernle
Buy Voriillflt

Pops ft Lnule
Dusty Fletcher
JtCBaw Jackson
Bab7 Lawrence

The Modernalres
I

'*>

-~
Johnny lAtoM Oro
Wully Hrown

I'na Merkel

Kdward Tyler
Johnson
Revucrs
Caslao Bass*
Nina Tarobova
I'ete

(4)

A

Lee 4 Sidneys
Dolly Dawn
<-l.RVEI.AND
Don Cummlnffs
Pals re (11)
fllDn Kenton Ore
Mary Brian
MInnevltch Bovs
Judy Canova
Vol Merle

T>e

Shea

Tempb

Frank Paris

&

Oeraldipe

Joe

I

MCW YORK

CITY

Atrmad (11)
Vtrk Jurrens Oro

n

Vanya

ft

Cerotll's

Walter Lynch

Lea Scot
Lowe, HIte

Mary Talley
SInley

ft

Line of iO (Iris

(4)
3

Jili.^

i

Berry Bros

WASHIWOTON

Valler

'I>iiro'

EABTJE (ID

Waht

Hliinley (11)

Rent

Nuinu

Eddie liosarth Orc
riBb Ball
Bernlcc t'lnlre
Herbert Dexter

Tommy Nunez

<4)

I-ITTHRIIRUH
ft

Floria

Amaut Bros

<*'

Held! Orc

lInrA.-e

Allen

ft

Roxyottes
Billy Bayes
Davidson ft ForffU
H Williams 3

Oro
Earle Hanson Oro
Club Caravaa
Jerry Bnker
lU'leik Fox
June linrrett
Dolores Colrert

Marlon Myles
Allan

Slii

Larry Ward Ore
Club Samoa
Klaholle RuHsclle
Ltn<la Cuatro

yv.W YOKK CITT
Muslo Mali (l«)
Selma Kaye
Johnny W«iodB
l.lnda

Vol»a
Marl(»
Vonllreff

Rou- (11)
Dob Hannon
Adrianu

ft

Charlie

\Vally West
\'aHeonceIIOH

46lh M. Thentrc

Lou

(II)
HoU-/.

M

Havel

Kathe

ft

LVNBROOK

Ware

I'Onya Kalbousa

MIgho

Bob Howard
Arthur ft
Coeds
T O'Neal
3

Lyn brook

(It)

Jerry Lorraine

Weber ft Wall
Burke-Bacon ft

M

,Hlppodnne

I-urlcnnc

BAITIMORE
(II)

Jerry Cooper
Sue Ryan
Harrla, Claro

ft

Larry Adler
BojBl (11)

S

_

Tom

Marina

(IS)

Clayton ft Church
LoIh Bradley
The Taylors
(2 in fllK

Muyfalr (12)
Claylon ft Church
1.0IH llr.idley

The

C

to nil)

Rldgeweoil

Tifle

June North Co
Bobby Baxter
PrlmroHe

ft

Gold

CAMUEN

Tower* (11-13)
Shayne ft Armstrng
Lee Roaa
Carol

ft

Ray

HABTFDRIt

(0)

ft Hurwyn
Mnrmer

State (11-13)

Teddy Powell Orc

Cillrone ft Starr

T

O'Neal ft Kathe
Renald ft Ruddy

BAYONNE

Vlrtor>' (IS-IS)
Remrie t'hilds Ore

(11 only)

Parade ot
Murtagh Bis

Ice

Val Sets
<I4.17)

Cnrl Hoff Orc

194

ft

Ashour

Eddie Kddy
PcrlUn
Virginia

Mnyo

Pedro I.niH'Z
June Melva
Great Daniel

Emma

Fraiicia

Norlne RoblnMon
Durkin
Nellie

only Banka
Perry Uijskln

Montgomery
Roy Fox Orc

il

Sid

(lS-19)

Val Irving
Toung Iduas

Tiiylors

Wynn

Hulchle

ft

State (1»-1«)
Rosalie ft Lewis
Tola Oall

Fornmn

BROOKLYN

Wells

Hilly

Herman Myd« Co

Gone Sheldon
Luba Mallna
Irou

Willie Solar
Calls Farm

Four Fays

Charioteers
Bonny Carter Oro
Joe Arena Co
Whitey's Jitterbugs

Bricklayers

Ilnndy
Pansy the llora*
C.

(2 to All)

l*HUl Draper
lluzel Scott

Willie Howard
Phil Maker

Ching
Dlanioad Homealioa
Harriet Hortor

W.

I'rusHin

Ore

I>n>er's
(Sawdust Trull)
Bobby llenth
Julia Garrlly

Tominlu Baxter
Frnnrca O'Uunnoll
Marin Daley
Dorothy Mack
Marleiie Francis
Pauls Vulera
Chib 18
Frnnkle Hyers

Roy Sedley
\'lncc Curran
Lillian l-'ltxgrrald

Diane Fnntnno
Haxel McNully

On ye

Uownbest Rm
Stuft Smith Orc
Kat ft the Fiddle

ft

Bardin*

Kolette

ft

Dean*

Ulleen O'llara
Sinclair

Mary

Jack Deopsey's
B'way Bastaaraat
McFurland Oro
Betty Angels
Twin Quartet
Dick Shelly

Jnck Holmes

Murtlia Krnille

Lawr. Andrlnl Oro
Jane Deering

I'tlxnn

Carlyn Trues
Walter Long
Del RIos
Abbott GIs
Rainbow (lanlens

Donn Murphy

diet Roblo
Jane Kaye
Ivaahoe
Flnrenca Schubert
Harney Uiclinrds
L'Alglon

Isabellta

Tanner Slaters

Sammy

Sherman Hotel
(Celtio Cafe)

Gene Korwin Ore
Jarus

Sis

(Panther Boom)
Jimmy Dorsey Orc

«M Clak
June March
Mall

Janin* C?ainp
Bobby Joyce
Diane Hay

a

ft

Carter ft Sharp
Montmarta Boys
del Tore
Ilclen Holmes
Danlta Rivera
Morocco
Chauneey Grey Orc Margaret Gray
Fiktth Arleo
Chlqulto Orc
Joe Capello Oro
Famous Door

Herman

Chei Pare*

Dixie Sullivan

Satch

Kelly's SlabI*

Satchel

ft

Nelda Duprls
Jerl Wltbee
Herman Chlttlson
Leonard Wars I
Carol Lord
Dlanne Reed
Tookle Hunter
Rosalie GIbeon
Red Norvo Oro
Thcltpa Carpenter
Fefr'a Uonta Carlo Walter Fuller Oro
Narlta
Kitty DaTis
Sonny Kendia Ore
Bill Ames
Frank Msrlowa
ftl Club
Rose Hagrlll
Tommy Raft
Johnny Silvers Oro
Tubby Rives
La Coagn
Rarbara l.e*
Harriet Brent
Jnck GIKord
Rene Villon
Bstellta

Marco Good

Sbifny l,nvett

La Hartlnhpia

Louise Stuart
Stuart Ore

Gay M's

Fislier'a

Annie Kent
Betty Jane Carlton
]<ounle Grace
Minnie Allen
Gay 90's 4 ft Orc

Havana-Madrid
Fontaine
Franco & Beryl
Nino ft Lcnora
Myria sllva
Maya Orc
Don Ollberto Orc
Latin

Am

Senorllas

nicbory Hons*
Ancll Sweet
Peggy Stevens
Jesn Murray
Larry Bennett Oro
Hotel Astor
(Aslnr Root)

Harry James
Hotel Belmont
Plata

Ust)
Johnson

(Glass
Rill
I'lerce ft

llnland

Jock Marshall
Bob Parka
Joe Pafumy Ore
Hotel Blltmor*
Ileasley

Twins

Hazel Franklin
Ray Heatherton Or
Hotel Edison
Bobby Byrne Oro
Hotel Esses lloase
(Casino on Park)
Rich. Hlmber Orc
Perry Martin
Hotel T^eslagtoa

(Uawalktn
Kahala
Tallma
Momlknl
liAnl Orc
Lollanl laea

Hotel McAlpIn
Dick Robertson Orc
Hotel New Yorker

(Termce Room)
Johnny liong Oro
Ronny Roberts

Poter Klllam
DLvelle ft Farley
I'lant

Arlano
Lee Beauties
Hotel No. 1 Oth Ave,
Delores Anderson

Downey

Emil Coleman Ore
Noro Morales Oro
Lathi

Onartar

Doc Marcos
Slate Bros.

Fay Carroll
Stanley Twins
The Chadwicks
Paul Remoa

Gelvsn

Oil

Fuller Sextet
Helen Carroll

La Tie ParislfBM
Luba Mallna
U. Ray Terrell
Gabrlell*

Rasha ft MIrko
Leon <s Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Adrian Dancers
MItzl Martin
4
Kit Kats

Marusla Sava
MIsclia Vzonoff

Cornelia Ccdolban
Splvy's Root
Spivy

O

Arthur Blalte
Noblo ft King
Stork Club
Grace Rellly

Hnnm

Cliarles

Field

L* Ruban Bles
Julius

Alkali Hie

Ylllage

Monk

Vangnard

M'lvel

Maxine Sullivan
Bob Lee
Fred Keating
Lllyan Dell
Delta Rhythm Boya Tommy li.iydea
Ruth Herman
Doris NcllHon
Herman Chlttson
Chas Bowman Ore
Mother Kelly's
Theodore IJrouks
Renee Rochelle
The I'aulens

CHICAOO
Ambassador Hotel

(Pomp Boom)

John Klrby
Bismarck

Hotel

(Waloot Boom)

Ulackhawk

Nan Houston
Mllton-Ann
Cordon ft Sawyer
Ted Smith
Cliez Pare*

Jerl

Club

Alabnm

Florence While
Paulotto IjiI'lerrs

D Dc

llouk-htvn

Cnl

Dorothy Dale
Sullivan

Art Jarrett Ore
RlackateiM Hotel
(Ballnese Bm)
Johnny Duffy Oro
Paltl Clayton
Breroort Hotel

'

'

Jan* Keane
Les Barnett Ore
Grace Hayes Lodge

Mae Urewater

-Casey

Band Bos

Geo Tibbies Or*
niUy Snyder
billy Lankin
Bar of Mnsle

Ann
Bill
Bill

Trlola

Dann

Artie

Peter Bodge Ors

Boyd Heathen

.»

Carroll

ft

Paulln*

Iloniiian

II

Jordan

Hollywood Tropica
Maxine Lewis
Paul Neighbors Ors
Markers ft Dais

Hurke

I<arry

Dick Wlnslow Orc

BHtmore Bowl
Ray Wllbcrt

Jimmy

Thomas

Dick

llay

Shore

ft

Wa liars

Beryl

Beach-charmers (S)
Eleanor Teeman
George Brodenck
Sllrlani Johnson
Jack ft Lorraine

Thompson

Vivian Marshal
I'
Llnd Hayes Ore
Doloree Gay

Joan ft JImmIe
Grace Hayes

Penny Lee
Pnyaey Dancern

St Clair

Slapsy Blaxles
Ben Blue
Archie Bobbins
M'ray 'Hats' Parksr
Peanuts Bohn

Day

ft

Aurora Miranda
Roily

Dorothy Dennis
Jean Monti

Al

Bally Harris

Brady

Bill

Hotel Fensgate

Boom)

(Satire

Rolla

Wayne
Norman

Slilrloy

George Lloyd
Nell Phillips

Harry Baker
'Hotel Leaos
Don Joss Oro
Clarlta
Hotel Bits Carlatoa
(Bits Boot)

May

Herbert
Cassandra
Del Estra
Allan Coe
Dave I'nell Oro
Eddie lloth Ore
Coloslmos
Primrose ft Gold

Workmans

Mildred ft Mnurire
Charlotte Vim Dal
Blolso A<lalr

Jack

Prliira

Don Long Ore

Dmk*

Hotel
(CamllU Hons*)
Adrlenne

Mary

lAtla Qoarter

Rand

Vlvlenne

Castol

(Melody Loanse)
Lewis

Herb

Marjorle -Qarreteon
Copley Plasa
(Sheraton Boom)
Ray Morton Oro

Don Rico Orc
Jay

(Merry-Go-Bonad)
Gilbert

3

Copley Sqnare Hotel
Al DeForrest
Arthur Ward

Lou

ft

Seller

Buster Shaver
Helene Dennlson

Armando

Manny Strand Ore
Ortiz Orc
nerentloe Garden
Fred Scott
Mills Bros
Sugar Qelse

Michel

Bonia T^vkovs

Jean TIglie
Tonl Todd
Dr Giovanni

Patricia Pag*
Jean Scott

Stan Ross
Jos Plumer Or*
Streets of Paris
Art Tatum

Mead *Lqx' Lewis
Wlngy Manons Ore
Swaoaee Inn
MorgsB

Tioumel

Ted Flo Rllo Ore

Foy
Eddie Parka

Tim

ft

Trtamm
Count Basis
TraUTllle Olab
Barney BIgard Ore

reu*

I

I

Dudley Brooks

Cbarll* Fay's Club
CItarley

MTAMT

ft

LIta

Marlon Frances
Charles Wolk Ore
Milton George Orc
Romas ft Annette

ni-Hat

Nneli

Val Rrnle'H Ore

Herman Ore

Pete

Frank Potty

Hotel Bradford
(CIrrns

Kenny

Boom)

Brilliant

Lucille

J klAloney
Botel Essex
Buddy Smith's Oro

Jack Manning Oro
Bill

Cronln

Alpine
ft
ft

Lewis

Lord
Burns

T

Lyon
ft Evelyn

Myron Ryan
Bruce Norman
Willie Matthias Oro
Gregory ft Raymond
Eldorado Clob
Olga Godeu
Johnny Rallhol Oro
Tlona d* Bournnt

Bar
Pals
Sisters

ClBb
Dellsso

ft

Ball
Dwlglit

Arthur Blake
Floria Vestoff

Donna Dovel
Balllovollca

Marly King's Ore
Luis Fernandez Oro
Stratford Ganlea
(Belleviie Stratford
Hotel)

Orc

Doria Abbott

The Cave
Don DIBona Ore
Edna

Currollettes

Lou Daerl
3

I

He-Toe

Hotel Carter
Charles Wick Orc
Hotel Cleveland
Estrolltos

George Duffy Oro
Hotel Fenway Ball
Poison Gardner
Don Dl Flsylo
Hotel Hollenden
Raul ft Bva Reyes
John Tlo
Elaine Barrett

Keys

Dick Jones
lEKle Wolllngton
E<ldlr While
The BrandowB
Bob Carney
Gaines Orc

Estclle Dui-Ue

Rt>gers

Jimmy Marr
PIr-ettos

Rays

College Ino

Jack Fisher
Tamara Dorlva

Foran
Ross Johnson

Carroll's

Irene

Steuben's

(Vienna Boom)

Lew Conrad Oro
Eleanor Kay
Jimmy Marr

Tommy

King
Herb Woods Oro

Patricia

Dick Jones

'Hot Lips' Paige

Tillage
Foster

Alpine MbsIcbI
3

Owen

Walter Miller Orch
Hen Frank lln
Lucille Johnson
Carney Twins
Helene
Slandleli
O
Barbara Blnno
Sid Walker
Corday ft Triano
Janice
Tylor-Thorn-Robcrta Jane Ashley

Sflvoy

Ban

Irene Wolf
Ballettes 3

Tommy Nunez

Thomas

(?blck

Ors

Sanchez Oro
Hy Sanda

PHILADELPHIA

Bio Casino
Harry de AngoUs

CLETELABS
Fayne

Mlk* Doyle
CIsver Clob
.Tohn Hale
I'al Mar Dano

Strung
Don Arden IS^

Sabby

CInb

of .Musle

De Cula

Felix

ft

Crawford Boose
Dottle Blair
Freddy Rubin Ore Arthur
TjS Flour
ft Hoonds Club
Buster Kelm Rev

(Bbnmba Casino
Boom)

Bar

Roger Roland

Jerry Krueger

Hum

Illldogarde

Mark

Tony Bruno Oro

Fox

Graelo Fields
ClioHlcr Dolphin
Talla
Evans Adornblcs
Hadley GIs
Don ft Sal Jennlnga Franklin Orc

(Tavern Boom)
Edith Lorand Orc

LOS ANGELES
Pete Snyder
Jackie tireeu

Joe Helchmafl Orc

BOSTON

Jimmy Joy Oro

Hnp Hazard

L'luudhi Oliver

Bonner
MoCune Ore
ITomler Bar
Aylone Mnson
Madelon Bnker
Manuel I^pez Ors
Guy Welsh Oro
Bill

ft-

Richard D Bennett
Tony Ferrar
Anna Hnblnson
Eddio lleywoud 3

Dob

Stylists

He»

Make-Belleves

('arl

H

Harold ft Lola
Suzanne ft Christine
Elaine Condos
Irene Rarkley
Nat Brandwynns O
Pat Ring
Snub Mosely Orc
Casa Manaaa
Evelyn Kroek
Connie Russell
(Thentn-Clob)
Walter Long
Slceeis Tulbert
Eddie Lands Oro
Hotel Bheialon
Vbangl Clob
Harrison Aulger
(Bbeeatoa Skj
Leon Abbey fin'
Addison Aulger
Gardes)
.Monlg'y Louise Sherwood
Churchill
Tondalayn l.opez
Billy Keller
Don Dudley Or*
Al Ouster
(Unsicai Bar)
Hotel Statler
Derby ft Krcnclile
Alice O'Loary
(Teirace Beam)
Chorus Belle.)
Adrian O'Brien
Jack Edwards Or*
Versailles
CInb Hayfalr
{C*U Boose)
Billy Dooley Ore
I.lnda Ware
Sslvy Cavlcchlo Ore
June Welting
Bon ('utier Oro
Marie Austin
Hotel Tendem«
I'anehlto Ore
Mary Jane Brown
Wally BoMR
(Fife A Drma Bm)
I'lerce ft Roland
MarJ Fielding's Co
McIInls Orc
Jimmy
Dud Sweeney
ItoHsl Slat era
Jolene
K McCabu Girls
J Mlgiipo
Monrlnuetta Brazil Nan Vincent
Ilea Kevin
Helen Douglas
Coconnnt Grove
Mao Klondell
Elaln* Morrison
Mickey
Alport
Orc
Mary Ganly
Alfred Pineda Oro
Eea
Village Bam
nustcr Kolm Rev
Bill Davidson Oro
Billy Paine
John Cirimn
Russ Howard
Sandora Bros.
The Blentons
Pee Wee Russell
Joan Tapper
DIalio Davis

Francis Carlyls

Joan Mode
Golden Pair

4

Bllnstrab's

Orc

Ted Steele l>rc
The Pkir*

Al Robinson

Parker
Hazel Webster
(Crystal Boom)
Hotel Park Central Tony
ft Lisa
(Cocoanut Grove)
Bob Billings
Eddie Roth Oro
Tncht Club Boys
Glover ft La Mnye
Brown Derby
Buddy Clarke Ore Three Ryans
Benny Howard
Thclma White
(Bnynl Palm)
Margie Kelly
Dell O'Dcll
Mel Cole Oro
ft

Beachcomber
11 Morrlosey Orc
Chlco SImone Or*

Kirk ft Madeline
Paula Drake

Rm)

Nanua

Mark

Jackie Miles
Ruth Clayton
La MartlnlQn**na

Nastla PollaKovs

Slaters

A F Johnsun

Harris

Bill licye

Chatean Benault

3

Muriel Page
Royalottea

HoBse of Mnrphy
Jean^Meunler
llcth Reynolds
George Redman
Padula
Margaret
Caaa Manana
Hennaa's Maslo
Murphy
Lionel Hampton Orc Bob
Bar
I^mMana
Cocoanat Omve
Jimmy Solar
Paddoek Intl
Freddie Martin Ore Jean ft Walton
Don Jose ft Royce B
Frances Csrroll
EnrI Carrolls
Eddie LaBaron Oro
Willie Dennis
West ft McGlnty
Marie KIbbey
Macambo Cafe
Gall Gall
Bob Bell
Phil Ohmaii Ora
Happy Fclton
Maxine De Shone
Palladlnm
Penn Atlnntle Hotel LaVonn Mover
Dorothy Ford
(Palm Boom)
Abe Lyman Oro
Wlere Bros.
Al Francis Oro
M Maln*ck Ors
,

Pat Travera

Sid Rose

Sheila Barnett

Valencia ft li'iilnnila
Eiiilllu Cacores Orc
Clob Congo
Congoottes

ft

Dllberl Oro

Cnrl ft Arlene
Oonschl ft Sonnen
Don Pablo Oro
Royals

Swarlz
HoSH
Casauovn
Frances Knyc
Harvey Whitney
Jana ft l>ans
Jack

It

Bobby Bernard
SM CInb

Milton Iluber Oro

Brass Ball
Del Parker
Skccter I'lilmer

I'hil

aiaaot CInb
Lenny Rosa

Carlisle

Ruby Ore

Beverly White

Florenzu
C0< GIs
Dolly Sterling

Howe

Ethel

Olile Wayne CInb
Jimmy Clark Ore
Palm Beacb
Gun Howard

Rhythm Hrown

Voyer

I.ee

Jean Mona

ltn.v

Helen O'Connell
College Inn Models
Carl Marx

Jaeque Bill
Clak Nemad
Annette Ross

Ross Msel.enn
Harold Green
Bnsslan Kretclima
Vladimir l.azaroff
Ell Bplvach
Gypay Norma
Norma Lucero
Arcadl Stoyonovsky
Adla KoznotzolT

llovorly Sales
I^ewlH

Harvey Stone
Donn Arden Co
Johnny King
Betiny Rosh Oro

MIgnon

ft

Phil I^vnnt Orc

Novelettes
Ruth 'Martin
Valerie ft Susan

Bright

Congo Ore
Hay market
Mel Snyder
Al Tucker
Orlando

Kay

Bowery

Rainbow Ula
Arnle Barnctt's Orc

Babette's Club

Norma

(Motor Bar)
Eddie Fritz 4

Martha Raye

Splroa Stamos Orc
Sol Lake Ore
Gwendolyn Veausell Tripoli 8
Murray ft Gumming
Yar Beat
George Devron
Geo Scherban Oro
lnobel dt) Marco
Dclcn Ortega

Helen Murray

Book-radlllac Hotel

(Book Casino)
Ben Toung Oro
Jau Martel

Jane Lynd
Wally Johl
Charmottea Orc
London Chop House

Paul

BEVEBLY HILIS. CAL.

Kelly's

Kaye

Phil

Hal Hall
Don Wulsh Ore

SETBOIT

Duvall ft Wnnda
Dlan Rowland

Suzan Shaw

O

Vlerrn llnwallans
Helen Sumnor

Patte

870a CInb
Barry Parks
Bdlih Rogers Da hi

Beeliee Rubyettee

ATLANTIC CITT

Rogers Corner
Johnny Pineapple
Harry J.efcourt Orc
Jean CInIre
Pat Roouey, Sr

Herb llagenor Oro
Regal Club

Ducky Malvin Or*

Ruth Qulnn

Dob Eberly

llelalnga

(Vodvll lioung*)

Commanders
Mokobelleves
New Ttjrkors Orc

I
3

Contlneutain
Cavallnro Orc

Chick Alborgo Oro
IJndsay's Bbybar
Four Kings JIv*
Marys Uanley
Pearl de Lucca

Joe Frisco
Doane Jonis
The Valdcz
Ballard ft Rae

Marten's

3 Shnrpa ft Flats
Gladys Palmer
(raeroere Hotel
((•lass Uonse Rn>)
nilly Chandler Ore

Ray English

Bogash

Jimmy

Quitars
Trio Mlxteeo
Del Dues Orc
3

Nell

Clak

Willie Smith
Ball-etles

Raxyeltea
ft

tl'I'Inrk

Rllnor Hlierry

Stooges

Mario

CoHtello

Mar Dane

Poll

ShhcIivz Orc

Five
Noel

Lou Breese Ore

i>iiii.\nRr«mA
Rarle (ID
rhnille Rarnet Oro

John Hale
Heleob ft Hayes

Wllllatns t

Oertrude Nlesen
Jackie (hooper

'Waller Nllsaon
(«)
T>lrk JurKens Ore
I.ynn. R ft Vanya
T\'allor Nllsson

CUaDtlclcers
Cluiteao Maderae
Rosal'd MacNamara
Maurico Sihaw Oro
4

Claremoat laa
Charlotte ft Benson
Joe nicardel Orc
Clover dab

Bob Bvdns

H

Nicholas Alatthey 0

Mae Barnes

Waner

lo'on.

Saalia

ft

Matvlenke
Kay Orc

Krifl

'4

Val Setz
Vie Hyde

Jack Mann

Cerlrude Erdev
•Snovvliill- Whittler

MIchun

Michel
Dinllrl

(4-7)

'Beachcombers
Ral Sberman

(4)
T.-J T.ewls Ore

Ton Todd
June Kdwards
Kayne His

Saslia Pollnnfr

Nadia

VOTHEHTER

Raymond

JCr

Carrick Slagcbar
Price
Ascot Boys

June

Qoeens Terrac*
Vlchl George
Sande Williams Orc Phil For.Hler
Kpple Bruce
Horricaoe
Healy ft I'lxiina
Agnes Dwyer
Billy Vine
Jack Allyn
The Wholans
Ned Harvey Ore
Ann Lester
Oroovcrncers
Bnrr ft Eatea
lUlNhon r.rill
Jerry Bergman
()ulnlon Orc
Ruas Smith Oro
Vera SanoK
Warren Oro
Iceland Bastaoranl Aahburns
RalDbow Room
Freddie Bernard
Perllla Croco
Jack I*ane Co
Walton ft O'Rourke
Frcdorlcka

El

Teddy Wilson Ore
Albert Amnions

Betty Roehe

Manners
Jack ft Jll Warner
Mark Talent Oro
Johnny llonncrt

Carrol Clnippella
Bottv Cartel'
Bill UlHSH (Jrc

NEW YOBK

Gay

(S-10)

& Stnly Alvino Rex Oro
« King Sla
nf
iclrls
nOHTON
H Klni; & Arlcna

BB Cluk
Radio Aces

Queen Mury
Vera Noin

Burnells
Dorralne Elll*
Tip Top Ola
Jo* Norman Or*

Jorle Livingston

Th* Hartmans

Mark Fisher Or*

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

Harry UoneJIy
Charlie

6 Jaasleys
Lester Ohnian

llydp

Hotel Warwlrk
(Ralelgb Boob)

Magley Ols

0

Duk* Oro

Griff

Jutly

Vincent de I'osla
Art Tuhcrllnl
ErneKt Fi'iiii7 Ore

Gary

ft

Hotel Statler

I* Coaca Clob

B

ft

Kay

Sammy Waiklns

Jules

Palmer Hooae
(Empire Boom)
Williams Orc

Danny Thomas

Cny M'i

Gilbert

filhel

(lS-17)

Martba Rayc Co
Wally Brown
Toy tc Winn

l.fx Hcol
I.nwr. Illle

Gntanoa
Xavlcr Cugat Oro
.MIschn Borr Oro
l>l

B

Sloan

1942

9,

Monaco's Cafe
ft Glenn

NelU Webb

•

Jon Murray
D« Simon* Ols

Ruth Warren

Don Sylvio Ore

'42'

Hans Muenzer Ens
Ralhakellor
Louie ft Gang
SlOO Clak

ImUm Qurt*r
V. Brsgsle's Oro
Jo* Normans Or*

Tonl Borrell

Roborto Orc

roLinmrR

AI.BANT

Eltal's

BOOKING THE NAT^OXTS LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

Norma Lucero
Blilrl Thomas

BKO
Albany (l«)

Astoria
(Starllgbt Boot)

Carlos Ramlvez

O

Joss Jtnnssnsrss

Heidelberg Octet

Marlon Powers
3 Caddies
Angel Velei Ore
Snub Mosely Ore
Ooyi Cluk
ilotal BooseTelt
Waller Pernor Orch Bobble Dunne
llpliiiont
Plaia
Dole
Hotel Bavoy
Ann White
(Cafe Loonga)
baby nines
Renee DoMarco
Old Hoomnnlaa
Jodie, Normie ft R
Hoy Rons Ore
Sadie llntikn
lintel 81. Regis
Frodtllc Dcrnard
(Vlcnneee Root)
Ada Luhinn
rthcl Smith En*
Ginger Lnyno
I'aull Sparr Ore
Joe LaPorte Oro
Hotel Tatt
PInrr Mrgnnle
Vincent Lopez Oro
Bill I'ancll
UotH Waldorf-

Carroll Sis

Jerry Blanchard
Joe FriHco
£1 Chleo
Dnrlta ft Valero
Connuolo Moreno
Gloria BelmoDte

Joe Oakle
Lollta Cordoba
Florida Reautle*
Manny Gates' Oro
leib Bel* Clak

Mayehoff

lOddle

Monn WIndell

NEW YOBK

AMAHA

MIAMI

Marllii

llnvel

Rita (IB)

Alan Carney
Latbrop tc Ijee

Oljrmpla (»-lt)

.1:ii'K

M

ft

Coedii

Tony Pastor Bd

Bd

VI.-

(7-11)

Noble SIswIe Orc
Gertrude Kleaen

R4iiiie A- f:jiiit

NKWBt'H<lH

<'HICA(;0
nitntce (II)
ClicMlrr 1>o1pllln

Tliil

Bros

willow Urove Park

Cappy

YOUIIR IdCIIM

Katherlne Wcatneld

Ttom-Itconibrcs

(»-IOI

nirk »tnblle Ore
Oracle Harrle

Pat Hennlngs

riir>» splvak
fitnlrie Rowers

Ilflene

Dave Barry

WII.I^W 4iROrK

Hay

ft

fleno ft (llenn
l.athrop ft Lee

I'ouirlaH

Morlf At T-oe
PHIf.AI»»A)-PIIIA
('rmaa (ll-U)
Kay * KendpllA
Harriot <'roH^
l>lrk * IKU r.i'iiiy
t'nppy ftnrrn nii> a
(in-K)
l>o\-ul,

'W ill ONlinrne Mil
Willi* Shore
Kulelit SiM

Martha Hiiye

The Snioothies

Ore

Harry Wood

Rocfcels

Fuy'a (II)

(MoilM Ba)
Ruas Morgan Ore
Maxine Turner
Don Julian ft MarJ
Oorben Ols

Danny Rogers

Uunny Howard

WEEK OF SEPTEMBER U
Namcrals In conneotion witb

HetsI

Sid Toinac
Rolaa Bros
Cully Richard*

Hotel reaasylvanla
(Cote Booga)
Glen Gray
Botel Plerro
(CotUlloo Boom)
Margaret Scott
Stanley Melba Ora

Henri

Edsawatar Bsash

Mildred Fentoa

Jack Reynolds
Sandro Roaatl
Bennett Oreea
Jerry Green

Louise Allen
Skcoter
Terry Tyler
Crescent Quintette
Jerry Delmar Oro
Dl Pinlos

Pock
Zaran
Allen

ft

Peck

I/Undle

Marie Lnl'eli
Phil Fletcher
Pedro Blanco Orc

Embassy
Graco Edwards
Leona Miller
Anne Rupert
Dee Rogers
Dorothy Whitney
Embossylphs 4

Ceo

Pat

Sherlln

Oro

Oermantowa Bar

Sam

Price

Kenny Shafer 3
<H Walton Boat)
Rose Gallo

Ruth ft B Ambrose
Nanoy Healy
Don Richards
Peggy Loob
Glamour GIs
Eddie D* Lues Oro
Hopblns'BalbskeUer
1^0 Wnrwich
Fays Merrll

Ruth Tenipleton
l.une Sis

Dave Gold Oro
i^xlagton Casino
Jackie Lee

Eddy Klnley

Dawn

I>ovely

Clark Bros
TiCnoro

Jaxon

Bnos
Lillian Fitzgerald

Lanny Vale
Tod Oliver Oro
Little BatbskeUet
Johnny ft George
Ugo Martlnelll
Eddlo Schaffer
Victor Hugo's Oro
Delores ft Del Vage
I«n's Chancellor Bat
Gloria

Mann

Boyd ft .Smith
Don Rennldo 4
Mlostrel Tavern
Margie March,
Tuota Claudius
Joe Hamilton
Anita Thoma
Sally

Foy

Michael Wayne
Sissy Glnnl* Loftus
Moravian Bar
Bon-Bon Buddies
Cookie Williams
Nell Dleghon's
GIrard ft Carollns
Victor

ft

Ruth

Serenadors
Catherine Wolf GIs

Warren Bodcn
Frank Murths

geo Mnrchettl Ore
<Continiiec1 on page 47)

Clifford

e
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Ned Wayburn, Top

uroixnuTE

1942

Eyans

IHiracal Stager

Yke Jaff

Only 41

Placing of Reynolds Evans, who
cast for a small part. In the
of 'Franklin Street,' being
produced by Max Gordon, with

*t

New Plays in Strawhats This

was

OfZiegfeldEra.DiesmN.Y.atli8

lead

George

By JACK PULASKI
Ned Wayburn, a well known

In

theatricals during another era, died
in his Riverside Drive apartment in

Team Up

Colder, Barke

Kaufman

S.

directing,

To Produce Stage Plays

N. Y. last Wednesday (2). He was
known to have been asthmatic and
it was stated he was ill for eight

was

originally intended for Groucho
Wynn also having been

Marx, Ed

mentioned.
Lead character

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
is that of a veteran
Lew Golder has formed an asso- actor who retires to open a school
months. Given age was 68, though
ciation with Melville Burke for pro- of the drama in Philadelphia.
general impression is that the stager
duction
of stage plays.
First off is
was somewhat older.
Wayburn was closely identifled Fred Niblo's comedy, 'It Happened
Upstairs,' which gets a Frisco breakwith the late Flo Ziegfeld for a
Musiciaiis
Raise
number of seasons, dating back 20 in this fall before being taken to
N.
Y.
years and more, but he was a proAfter Strike
Detroit
Leads in the piece will be cast
ducer on his own in legit and in

Win

m

vaudeville's sunnier days. His school
of dancing was established shortly
after the turn of the century and
proved an ace in the hole. He was
closely aligned, too, with Klaw

from Hollywood

Erlanger when they came among
the toppers in show business.
His contributions to the musical
comedy stage were many, but Wayburn will always be identifled with
developing the tap dancing style of

Op^ettas Got Big

Lafayette

went

far in establishing
Ziegfeld'a 'Follies' of 1916, 1919, 1922
and 1923. Somewhat similarly. Wayburn Inserted his formula in The
Passing Shows' for the Shulierts.
..Alfred de'Courville sent from London for Wayburn in 1913, but the
first musical he staged over there
was booed off the stage and so was
he. De Courville had faith in Way-

See No

when

Profits

up more diiTerences among
those on the managerial end than
first
reported.
Understood that
stirred

despite the lusty business drawn,
t^e statements do not show' a profit
Lowest gross was $14,000 or bettei-, and, even at that figure, those
who know about operetta revivals
cannot figure how anything but a
High
profit could be registered.
London Click
When English audiences like a takings were $20,000 or more. Durshow they say so With enthusiasm ing the Hall's first attempt at legit,
and they certainly liked 'Ragtime.' 'The Chocolate Soldier' played three
Curtain after curtain rose and fell weeks, 'The Merry Widow' stayed
to acclaim, but there was no Way- five weeks and "The New Moon,'
burn.
He had gone up the street which concluded the season, played
thiee weeks.
with the crack:

however, and, having taken
over the London Hippodrome, engaged him to stage 'Hello Ragtime.'

'em to go

'Tell

to

Joseph

S.

Tushinsky

Hans

and

They lured him back, however,
and he was accorded an ovation
that he never forgot.
In the show
were Ethel Levey, Lew Hearn, Bonita and Willie Solar, all from this
side.
Wayburn was one of the first,
is not the inventor, of ragtime on

Bartsch presented the revivals until
'Moon' started, when it was revealed that the latter was out,

the piano in vaudeville.
About 20 years ago Wayburn 'atto
establish
a
dancing
in Chicago.
He made the
mistake of selling the idea in the
dailies, saying he'd spend $50,000 to
get the school started. It seems that
the several leading schools there

alties.

though retaining some
terest.

Bartsch

is

a

financial

foreign

in-

play

broker and he is reputed to tiave
complained when not receiving roy-

tempted
school

had mobs in back of them and word
went around to keep Wayburn out
of town.
Rents quoted him were
(Continued on page 43)

TWO OUTDOOR WASH.
VENTURES LOST $20,000
Two

ventures in
Washington's Watergate Park on tVie
Potomac were financial flops, mostly
because of adverse weather. It took
12 days for the San Carlo opera
troupe to give six performance.^,
with the result that Fortune Gallo
dropped about $8,000. He then
acted as landlord for a two-week
season of operetta revivals, but
threatening or wet weather afleclcd
Red for that
that attendance also.
outfit

open-air

was around

.<;how

$12,000.

ington

try.

They

are

currently

readying a revival of "R.U.R.' Before the operetta company went to
the Capital there was some Equity
trouble, an error being made in offering a post-dated check to guarantee salaries. Equity turned back the
paper and stopped rehearsals for a
time.

Charles Burke was

in

MAY MEDIATE ATAM
WAGE TIFF WITH MGRS.

advance of

the San Carlo trick, then agented
the operettas, thereby acting for
both the 'house' and the attraction.
Watergate 'stage' was an old scow,
only set pieces of scenery being usable.
Another scow was used for
the orchestra.
Spot is imder the
control of the Government's Department of the Interior.

here

theatre

new

last

week

contract wasn't forth-

Indications are that increased pay

On the first night
Brown entered by

Selznick

ciated Theatrical Agents and Managers, will be mediated. It has been
virtually agreed that Max Meyer act
as mediator. He is vice-president of
the Sterling National Bank, N. Y.,
and a member of the state Board of

Mediation. A list of six names had
been submitted.
First proROsed that a panel be
formed to select the mediator, but
Possible
that plan was discarded.
that mediation may be arranged
through the federal board, or that
arbitration, provided for in the old
basic agreement, will adjust the
matter. Neither the League of New
seem to
York Theatres nor

ATAM

desire arbitration,
this lime.

which

is

final,

at

At 5006 and

To OK

Biz;

May

Stick

For Tather' Pic

Dailies gave considerable attention
absence of the stageto an announcement from Oscar Serhands and orchestra, he prepared
lin that the picture rights of 'Life
to pack up, declaring the people in
With Father' were on the open marIt
not
find
the company would
ket for $500,000 plus percentage,
pleasant to walk through picket
offer being accompanied by iinusual
lines.
provisions.
Comedy is nearing the
Jack Ferentz, president of the mu- end of Its third year at the Empire,
sicians local called out the men when N. Y., and last season there were two
negotiations became deadlocked on a companies on tour, both netting fine
10% raise for the six men in the profits. At least one film producer
pit.
Orchestra had been on a $70 expressed willingness to buy 'Father'
weekly scale, which went to a $77 at the terms offered, he being David
figure in the new agreement.
O. Selznick, who turned out 'Gone
The house has been doing capacity With the Wind.' (Further deUils on
biz all summer at a $1.50 top and high prices for film rights to plays
David Nederlander, the manager, in- and stories are on Page 3.)
Serlin, who produced 'The Moon Is
sisted 'that, with the low admission,
the advance was too high and that Down' last spring, and who promptly
no music was needed for a play like sold the film rights for $300,000 when
'The Show-Off.' At the present time the play did not come up to expectaNederlander has a suit pending in tions at the boxofflce, said that $500.the Michigan Supreme Court con- 000 was the lowest figure he and his
tending that last year's contract was associates would consider, plus a persigned under duress when the musi- centage of the gross takings, any
cians' union threatened to close the picture arrangement to be a partnerUnderstood that Mary
theatre unless a contract was signed. ship deal.
At one time he put the musicians up Picleford offered the price last year
in a balcony box to indicate how without percentage, the offer being
rejected. If the rights are sold there
little they were needed.
will be a stipulation that the release
date be held off until late in 1944,
thereby giving the stage showings on
$21,600 Broadway
and the road another two

noticed

the

'ARSENIC curs

MELON FOR 2 MONTHS
The more than

a score of 'Arsenic

and Old Lace' backers received
Labor Day spending money late
the form of more
last week in
profit
checks from Lindsay and

years.

Mrs. Clarence Day, widow of the
author of the stories, which appeared
in

the

New

Yorker and which Howand Russel Crouse

ard Lindsay
adapted into

the hit. would have
rights over the film script

editorial

along with the playwrights.

Radio,

mechanical and television rights are
Crouse, who cut up a neat $21,600
among them. That was for two retained by them, and the film is to
but there wasn't enough
real coin earned in July, .so no divvy
month.'!,

period.
But for heavy
that
fcr
transportation costs of the^riginal

company,
geles

for

li:iuing

which played Los Antwo weeks and is con-

the

b.o.

cleanup

currently

San Fianci-sco. there would have
been more shekels to disburse.
in

Crouse. in transmitting tFfe profits,
to the effect that 'we arc
b:'ck on the cold standard. .it ain't
hay and it ain't platinum,' and went
or to dangle the lure of more earnings to come from the N. Y. (FulIr.n)
and touring companies, plus
fresh picture coin.
.

'Tobacco Road' made a fast reentry on Broadway, opening at the
Forrest Saturday (5) after but three
Seems that
days of preparation.
Lee Shubert, having nothing at present for the house, suggested to Harry
Oshrin that they take a chance and
pool the takings for a repeat date.
First five performances the takings
were $5,600. approximately 90'';' of
capacity at the scale. Show is priced
at $1.10, with $1.65 applying Saturdays and Sundays.
Forrest is the same theatre in
which 'Road' made most of its runs
that lasted seven and one-half years,
a record that will probably never
John Barton, who
be equalled.
played the lead on the road, heads
the cast, his nephew, James, having
enacted the part longer than any of
the other half dozen actors who
bandied the Broadway assignment.
'Road' Is booked to open in Detroit
Oct. 12, but If it clicks in N. Y. again,
the tour will be set back.

%

the stage door

ccmmcnted

'Road' Reopens in N. Y.

NibUes

of the picketing.

and was unaware that % strike was
on until volunteers took up the
chores of the stagehands, who went
When BTown
out in sympathy.

scales, the main issue between the
the legit managers and the Asso-

On good

nights, attendance of 8,000, close to
capacity, was drawn.
Hans Bartsch, who was interested
in the N. Y. Carnegie Hall operettas,
arranged for the Watergate showings.
Daniel Silberman, a zipper
manufacturer who is in show business on the. side, was the backer.
He and L. Daniel Blank presented
'What Big Ears' at the Windsor,
N. Y., last spring, that show losing
about the same amount as the Wash-

a

and a
settlement
was
reached after Joe E. Brown, starred
in 'The Show-Off,' threatened to return to Hollywood rather than cross
a picket line.

Season of operetta revivals at
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., which closed
last Sunday (6), appears to have

burn,

hell.'

for the duration, is expanding his
ventures.
Settled at the Lafayette,
where Joe E. Brown in "The ShowOff' is current, Duffy will occupy
the Wilson theatre Oct. 8 with a

Brown's Stance

coming

Casting Winninger Role
Stalls 'Show Boat' Trip
Metro'.s Broadway stage production ol 'Show Boat,' scheduled for
Aiming following a New York showing, i.s being held back indefinitely
becau.se of difficulty in finding a
suitable player for the part of the

captain (played by Charles Winninger in the original Flo Ziegfeld
production ).
Casting of the singing leads pre.sents no great problem, with plenty
0^ capable youngsters on hand.
'Show Bo.nf will be the first Broadway production in which Metro will
be openly billed as producer, company executives having arrived at
the conclusion that sinte the studio
picsents no productions a year on
ths screen, many costing more than
stage production, there is no rea-son
why M-G .should not be identified
with legit ventures.

summer

fewer

compared

with

stocks
this
season,

last

year,
there

Into Wilson, Detroit were fewer new plays tried out.
Up to Labor Day (7) there had been
but 41 new plays shown in the
Detroit, Sept. 8.
Henry Duffy, who has transferred country show shops, with four or
five more due, number being clo.«e
his producing from Frisco to Detroit

cians clapped a picket line on the

Backers

B.O., but

ensemble prancing.
Girls had to
be good dancers to get the nod in
any of the numerous musicals he
directed.
The combination of stepping ponies and a line of showgirl
lookers

L

Joe

OK for Broadway
As there were approximately 50%

Duffy's Tatsy' Musical

muscial comedy, "Life of the Party.'
The musical originally was Barry
Conners' comedy, 'The Patsy.' The
score
was written by Frederick
Loewe, with lyrics of Earl Crookers.
Dorothy Stone and Charles Collins
Detroit, Sept. 8.
The Detroit Federation of Musi- will be co-starred in the new ver-

talent.

.

&

Sununer, With None

was

something of a surprise. Sam Jaffe
started rehearsing, but wanted to
scram and the withdrawal was stated
to be by mutual agreement.
Part

be restricted to the material in the
play, no material from other Day
stories being permitted.

Among

the estimate early this summer.
Ltst season there were 104 tryouts.
In addition,
there were
three
quasi tryouts this summer season,
two revivals, a couple of plays
which had been revised since previous showings and another duo
which
were trotted out
under
to

changed titles.
Not one new play
nite

Broadway

is

rated a defithe first

possibility,

time for such a deficiency since the

boom

rural theatricals started.
Last year 14 shows out of the big
crop were figured having some degree of a chance at regular production.
Some were shown on
Broadway, but none made the grade.
Indicating again that summer stock
showings of new plays are nearly
always doubtful of quality, mostly
because they
are too
hurriedly
shown and the scripts are usually
In need of revision.
in

Like last summer, a revival stands
out clearly, it being 'Othello' with
Paul Robeson, whose performance
In Margaret Webster's version of
the Shakespearean tragedy was sensational in Cambridge, Mass., and
Princeton. However, because of the
star's concert dates, the time of its
showing on Broadway is -indefinite.
'

The

other revival this season
'The Duenna' (Jimmy Savo).

was

In 1941 the sock from the strawhuts was 'Porgy and Bess,' which
arrived on Broadway in the late
fall after scoring at Maplewood, N.
J..
It is now nearing the end of
its run at the Majestic, N. Y., and
will soon start on a long tour.

Six PosslbllHIes

There are six plays which may
reach the main stem if and when
the scripts are rewritten: 'Malice
Domestic,' 'Afton Water" (Saroyan),
The Rich Get Richer,' 'Child's Play*
(Catholic University tryout), 'Evening Rise' and 'Storm,' supposed to
be revised by Gladys Hurlburt.
It is

possible that

mer shows

some other sumup.
They in-

will turn

clude 'Town Meeting,' shown but
once in a Washington ballroom;
'Quiet Wedding," shown here, although the British film version has
been released; 'Happy Ls the Bride,'
seen in Brooklyn; 'Maggie McGilllgan,' which was shown before as
'Aggie Appleby,' and 'It's High Time,'
put on before as 'Second Helping*
and 'Fair Exchange.' From N. Y. to
the Coast there were approximately
around 10 other tryouts which were
not covered by eastern scouts.
Talent and material scouts could
not cover the field completely, especially on the eastern seaboard because of gas and tire rationing.

Same

applied to 'Variety's' coverage of the summer stocks.

those financially interested

with Serlin, who owns around 40%,
are John Hay (Jock) Whitney and
his si.ster, Mrs. Charles (Joan) Payson,
represented by Wharton St
Gabel, their share approximating
Serlin's, Howard Cullman. Dr. Irving
Somaeh, Hume Cronyn, Ned Lehac
and Edward Serlin, brother of the

producer.

LEGIT MGRS., MUSICIANS

REACH N.Y. AGREEMENT
What first loolfcd like the most
problem for the
labor
managers has been settled, the mucoming to agreement with the
League of New York Theatres before
several other pacts have been neUnion won a 10% pay
gotiated.
boost as announced, but its demand
difficult

sicians

'Wine,

Women'

Cned By

Re?iyal
'Garter' Biz

The

.^mbas.sador, N. Y., legiter
be used for a vaude-burlesque
revue as reported some weeks ago,
the title "Wine, Woman and Song'
dating back to another generation.
That .show was something of a sensation at the Ci'cle. (later the Cosmopolitan),
at
Columbus Circle,
three players starred being Bonita,
will

Alexander

One
tion

Carr

Lew Hearn.
that aroused atten-

minimum number

of

men

in

was dropped.
Musicians were granted a conceshowever, applicable to dramatic
houses. If a house has an orchestra

sion,

under

season's
shall apply if a

full
pay
booked that

contract,

show

is

does not want music. Previously in
such instances the men laid off at
half pay.

and

of the bits
a raid scene.

Guild-ATS Set for Chi

was

New show was

evidently inspired

by 'Star and Garter," Mu.sic Box,
which has Gypsy Rose Lee and
Bcbby Clark as toppers. Latter is
$4.40 top, but 'Wine' is scheduled for
two or more performances daily.
Jimmy Savo and Margie Hart are
to be the leading people in 'Wine,'
former being a name stripper. I. H.
Hcrk, Lee Shubert and Max Liebare named as being interested
in the new outfit.

man

to lift
the pit

Chicago, Sept. 8.
Guild-American "Theatr*
Society show schedule here is pretty
well set for the season, opening with
'Junior Miss' in the Harris on SepL
21, followed by 'Spring Again,' which
lights the Selwyn Oct. 12.

Theatre

Others listed IncMf Alfred Lunt
and Lynn Fontani^in The Pirate,'
end Philip Barry'c 'Without Lova'
with Katharine Hepburn.

Wednesday, September

LBoirniAtE

4S

develop and his clipped
answers bring laughter. Derwent's
conception of the part is admirable.
Louis Hector has a long part as
th; Inspector, which he enacts very
well, but one of the play's weaknesses Is that he is kept on stage

9,

1942

\/.tnesses

Plays Out of
VICKIE
fiirro

In

Del.. Sept. 5.
three nrts by S. ^C. Ilorzui;

fealurM Joje Ferrer, Uto Hagcn. 'I'liylor
Holmes, Krnnk Conlan and Mine. Mum.ini
Rtng«<l liy Ferrer iiml Krank
Malzeniiuer.
Mandel; «elllnE» by Ernest Glover; pro«nie<t by Prank Slandel nt the riayhnune.
'Wilmington, matinee :ind night, Sept. 9.
•42.

top.

$'.'.20

„.
Hogen
Via „
.Joae terrer
Taylor llolini-a
Evelyn Davis

Vickie Roberts
Oeoim Boberta

.

Mr. Dunne
Blanche
Mr. Noonaa

F-riink

Colletio Lyons
Edward Clover

j^lQv
Prlvat'a Cootes

"ed Butlunn

Private Carter

Oerry Ciirr

Karen
Sandra
Qratm
TaKl Driver
Kay Hackett

Mr

Corllaa

Mrs. Frye
Hia. Arthur
Mr. Hatch
Mr*. Corllas
It

Conliin

MllJrcO Dunnu. k

Hra Dunne

Mine.

I<ynne Carter
largaret Mntienauer

GenrKc Spelvlii
Wynne Hoie
Charlea Halton
Eleanor Oirror<l
Marcella Markham
Hel Hughes
Sura Seegar

was inevitable that the new sea-

son should produce at least one play
poking fun at the organized female

urM to help the war effort.
Is^e first across the line

'Vickie'

and by

th« time its deficiencies are correctad should find a ready audience in
New York.
Really funny dialogue and expert
trouping by a large cast are the main
The plot, dealing with the
asseto.
rapidly dwindling 'home' life of a
husband whose wife spends 24 hours
daily In war work, never Intrudes
too much on the general gaietv.

However, many women, especially
WAAC and WAVES com-

thoaa with

may resent the broad satire
on the weaker sex's contribution to
national defense.
Tht heroine is one of those gals
who determines to do her bit even if
It means turning her home into a
ftidd headquarters for the Women's
Auxiliary Camp Services. She enplexes,

tertains reluctant, but amorous, soldieia over weekends, practices firstaid on her long suffering hubby, and
gentrally makes a nuisance of her-

aU. At the end she
war work tiian ever,

is

deeper in

Inside Stuff-^iegit
Report that Ben Atwell was raising rattlesnakes on the California desert
turns out to have been one of his gags and not to the benefit of the crack
advance agent Since being injured in Philadelphia last December, when
ahead of a Shubert Gilbert & Sullivan outfit. Atwell has been resting at
an oasis about 85 miles from Hollywood, making occasional trips to town
to see doctors for treatment of a fractured knee.
P.a. went to the Coast
to be near his brother, who is chief of the fire department at Culver City.

don home where all
Bertram
throughout.
practically
Her role calls for sudden Tanswell is okay as his assistant.
place.
jumps from light-hearted gaiety and Robert Allen licks as one of the alairy conversation of the drawing- le' "A killers, same going for A. J.
room comedy type to heavy emo- Herbert. Doris Dalton. as the womtionalism, and she never fails to
in the case, hasn't got much of a
make the transition.
While she plays well, she
part.
There is going to be plenty of talk seems to be w.isted i-' this too talky Latter isn't in the snake-steak racket either.
/bee.
about Gregory Peck in the role of play.
Item which appeared in 'Variety' some time ago wai picked up by a
her eldest son, a doctor who is
colunvnist and. with trimmings, was used in a number of dailies.
One
tempted to give up his practice and
result was that the indemnity company for the Shuberts cu'. off the parresearch for a cozy Hollywood astial disability allowance he had been receiving, on the ground that if he
SERIES
signment coming under the title of ST. L.
propaganda. But who, when the air
could evade rattlers he could follow his avocation. It also involved his
raids start, decides to see it through
of collecting from an accident insurance company, to which he
$480,000 GROSS chances
In type not
in his native London.
has been paying premiums tor a dozen years.
unlike a younger edition of Philip
Atwell reports that he is coming around and will soon be able to hotMerivale. Peck has a tough part and
St. Louis, Sept. S.
foot it ahead of a show as fast as formerly.
While resting under strict
plays it flawlessly.
The Municipal Theatre Assn.. orders, he has been writing a book and may come forth with a comedy
Cecil Humphreys stole much of
which sponsors alfresco entertain- which he has been nursing for some time.
the audience's interest in earlier
skimmed
just
Forest
Park,
ment
in
scenes as the querulous old Dr.
Datcher, who comes to tfe Parrilow into the black during the 24th conA critic to replace Richard (Dick) Watts, who is in Government service,
homestead as a paying guest and secutive season that just clo.sed. The may be named by the N. Y. Herald Tribune this week. Howard Barnes,
stays to l>e of great assistance to 12-week season drew a total attend- who is the daily's film critic, has l>een covering legit openings thus far
them. It's a performance that will ance of 760,346 in 86 nights, and
As Dr. grassed an estimated $480,000. The this season in addition to his picture coverage. Possible that Barnes will
not be soon forgotten.
batcher's former 'batman' in World total draw was 51,167 less than the take over strictly play coverage, as reviewing for both departments is
War No. 1, and now his constant at- attendance for 87 performances dur- regarded as too tough an assignment.
A name or two has been mentioned for the Trib's critic berth, one a
tendant, Rhys Williams, remembered
from the film, 'How Green Was My ing the 1941 season.
femme, but stated around the sheet's office that no appointment had been
Two performances were lost be- made.
Valley,' has two or three strikingly
Attendance records
cause of rain.
moving scenes.
William Saroyan would like the job which may start something. He
when
11.385
Aug.
were
hung
up
on
8,
actresses
proThree young
are
submitted a sample of his idea of reviewing to the Trib last week.
vided with juicy roles and give good saw 'Roberta'; Aug. 9. 11.382 for the
account of themselves. Jill Esmond same piece, and Jime 4. when 11,337
Through the American Theatre Wing, merchant seamen are getting
is the daughter-in-law and plays the
turned out for 'Hit the Deck.' 'Show
role with rich sympathy and under- Boat' was the biggest money maker, free tickets for shows, picture houses, radio broadcasts, concerts, ball
standing. The shallow, babbling but its two-week stand to end the season games and other sporting events. It is a similar gratuitous service given
beautiful Wanda Baring, who aldrawing 14f!339 and grossing' ap- soldiers, sailors and marines of the Allied Nations through the Civilian
most steals young Dr. Parrilow
Recreational Committee of USO. Amended laws permit men in uniform
from his wife, is bitingly played by proximately $100,000.
free admission without tax, but there is no covering rule applicable to
Wendie Barrie, and Brenda Forbes
merchant seamen.
creates one of the play's most strikTax has been absorbed by the Yankee ball club and it is understood
ing and human characters, that of
that theatre managers issuing the ducats to the seamen have similarly
the maid of all work, Mrs. Lane. Holyoke Strawhat
Nicholas Joy is good in his two
paid the admission taxes for them. They receive but a pittance when not
scenes.
Rrofit on active duty.
Shows
First act is a mite talky, but Act
the action takes

Wilmington,

N>w

Town

OUTDOOR

GOT

{22^75

n,

although long,
Although

thrilling.

chanical

is
it

consistently
goes into me-

melodrama (an

air raid), it
shows Williams at his very best as a
playwright. Act III starts a little
slow, quite naturally after the fu-

Springfield, Mass., Sept. 8.
The Valley Players at the Mountain Park Casino in Holyoke ended
second season Saturday (5) with
gross and attendance figures that
gave no hint of gas and tire rationing.
Manager Carleton Guild said

Max Gordon denies that he has formed a partnership with Eddie Small
and the latter also says it isn't so. Duo was supposed to co-produce legit
shows and pictures. Gordon explained that he has a contract with ColumSmall has been identified with
bia Pictures which has a year to run.

United Artists.
Number ot showmen and authors have teamed in Gordon's shows,
Marcus Heiman being his most consistent partner. Gordon was Interested
dramatic intensity.
in some of the late Sam H. Harris attractions and the letter's top authors,
Stewart Cheney's single set, draw- that the 10-week season had drawn
George
S. Kaufman and Moss Hart, have figured managerially in his more
ing room ot the Parrilow home. Is a total attendance of 40,250 with a
changed several times to show stages net of $22,275. Last year the com- recent presentations. Small Is entering the legit field and will also probin
the destruction wrought by pany had 28,882 customers and a net ably have associates.
bombs. There are two scenes, same of $13,128.
setting. In each of the three acts.
Best week was 'Nothing But the
As a result of objections by managers and agents, Nixon, Pittsburgh,
McCllntlc'i direction, as well as his
second act Is pure slapTruth,' with Ralph Edwards as guest has cut from three weeks to two advance advertising on coming shows.
casting, reflect his usual artistry.
•tllgk, and in the third the author
star.
It netted $2,853 on a $5,300 Big weekend ads used to list trio of shows, one opening the following
WateT$.
trlaa io extricate himself, as well as
gross.
'Watch on the Rhine' netted night, another for the week after and still a third for the next one. Sam
tha Btaln characters, from their variNixon, manager of local legit house, has cut layouts by a third now, ad$2,657.
oua Medicaments.
The Players is a cooperative ven- vertising only current and coming.
WlQu 'Vickie' rtill needs a faster
ture.
Others associated with Guild
paca^ H has been well staged by
Agents and producers claimed that a big name show being advertised
OH Broadway
F-aak Mandel, the producer, and
include Jean Guild, Jackson Perk- three weeks ahead had a tendency to cut into gross of immediate shows,
Joaa Tarrer, who plays hubby. Ferins, Lauren Gilbert, Joseph Foley, claiming that, since public on road has just so much to spend, in many
rer aad his real-life wife, Uta HaDorothy Crane, Alfred Paschall, Ed- cases they'd pass up- something current and wait to see a bigger show on
8en, aa the harrassed couple, bear I
ward Sheffield and others.
the way.
lien's share of the plot and come
Mystery play In three acts presented at
through nobly. The real surprise of the Cort, N. T., SepU 8, '42, by Prank
and Agnes Morgan, with the
th) caitt is Mme. Margaret Matzen- CarriDgton
Employment of about 23 servicemen in uniform as supers for the
Shoberts Interasted: written by Alec Copauar, former Metropolitan Opera pel; staged by Carrlngton and
Miss Morpremiere of 'Janie' at the Erlanger, Buffalo, resulted in a backstage
CorroBt
dhra, who burlesques opera queens gan: setting by Bmll Holak; t3.30 top
comedy mixup. The soldiers were recruited by manager Richard Kemper
In a manner which would do credit Count victor HattonI
Rafael Corlo
(Sept. 9-19)
from a group engaged in army construction activities at the Buffalo AirEthel .Morrison
'
;-;
a Mack Sennett comedy. Other f!?"/;
Divisional Inspector Davidson. Louis Hector
port, with the agreement their week's compensation was to go into a
roles are played for maximum lau^ Detective Raines
Bertram Tanswell
Taylor Holmes. Collette Lyons,
'Abe Lincoln In Illinois' (stock)— fund to establish a recreation room at their barracks. Presence backstage
L« Rol Openl
Frank. Conlan, Mildred Dunnock, Police Constsble Clifton
James Ganon Playhouse, Providence (9-12).
of half a dozen regular members of the show's cast, also in arrhy uniform,
Roe*"
Doris Dalton
Charln Halton, Red Buttons and Ed- '/<"''»•
Kenee La Luna
'Angel Street'—Cass, Detroit (9- was enough to confuse the men, but when Captain Herschel V. Williams,
Ruth
Holden
ward Glover.
.Samuel Diamond
Clarence Dvrwent 19).
one ot the authors, showed up In army dress, the problem of whom to
The living room setting by Ernest
Edgar Kent
'Arsenic and Old Lace' (1st Co.). salute and of army etiquette in general was foremost around the theatre
Glover provides a pleasant back- iS^.r,'.?"
^- J- Herbert
Bernard K. Froy
Robert Allen
during the engagement.
Curran, San Francisco (9-19).
found.
Don
viscount Sorrlngton
Guy Spaull
'Beat the Band' (tryout)— Shubrrt. New Haven (17-19) (premiere).
Mecca Temple, N. Y., located on a plot running from 55lh to 56th streets
First drama of the new season is a
'Best Foot Forward'
Erlanger. west ot Sixth avenue, which has long been in financial difficulties, was
rather efficient presentation, but not
bought in by foreclosiire last week to satisfy a tax lien. Sale price was
diverting enough for Broadway suc- Chicago, (9-19).
Hiiladelphia, Sept. 7.
'Blackouts
of 1942* (vaude)— El $100,000, possession being taken by the City of New York. There was a
cess, despite several standout charCapitan, Los Angeles (9-19).
by Guthrie .McClln- acterizations.
mortgage of $622,076, with taxes and other liens amounting to $195,000.
K- 51'.""""";
Chaney. Prcaented
'Cland^' (1st Co.).—Geary, San
'I
Killed the Count' dates back
t.i*n'5.wJl*"J'i,.?"?'*"
There were occasional legit presentations in the house, which has around
McCllnllc at the Walnut, PhllaSIi*S""2»
five years in London, where it was
aelphla.
Francisco (9-19).
Sept. 7, •42: »2.83 top.
1,500 seats, and the name of the spot was changed to the Cosmopolitan,
Bnnia. Forbes first produced, but it remained for
'Count Me In' (tryout)—Shubert. operettas having been recently staged there. Auctioneer was Ralph W.
£2" Parrtlow
SfrHM
Mn.
Gladys Cooper Frank Carrlngton and Agnes Mor- Boston (10-19)
(premiere).
Long,
formerly general manager for the Shuberts.
gan, who are interested in the suc'Franklin Street' (tryout )— Playt:«H Humphn-ys
Sf; ^'^A"-"O""
Rhya Wllllnma cessful stock house in Milburn, N. J., house,
Sr.'""".
Wilmington (18-19)
(preGregory Peck to select it for their maiden BroadN. Y. ticket agencies are known to have had the best summer period in
»L-/*Jr"";"'
miere).
y"**
Wendle llarrle wa" managerial bow.
Looks
like
many seasons, but whether all earned an actual profit is not definite. Onc^
Ir Leo Alvers
Nicholas Joy they made
'Good Night Ladles'— Blackstone,
an unlucky guess. The
of the larger agencies conceded business to have been far ahead of other
mystery piece is repetitious to a de- Chicago (9-19).
Guthrie McClinUc's production of
summers, but claimed the net just reduced the operating red. That broker
and quite incredible.
'Magic' and 'Hello, Out There'
Emlyn Williams* current London gree
There is an element of novelty (tryout)
Playhouse.
Wilmington alleged that ordinarily the outfit lost around $700 weekly between May
•ucceM looked very promising in its which
and September, but only dropped about $400 this time.
off because the stunt
(11-12) (premiere); National; Wash^erlcan debut at the Walnut Street is donewears
too much.
Other brokers said that was baloney and that all operated to a profit.
Three different ington (14-19).
theatre.
The Morning Star' may men confess
to the same murder. In
be a trifle on the longish side for
'Moon Is Down' — Royal Alex- Some agencies during summer retain only their key ticket sellers, balance
each instance there is a fadeout and
of the staff being on vacation of six weeks or more without pay.
o' course, the supposed killer enacts the homi- andi-a, Toronto (9-12); Selwyn, Chi4r?"!Sfir.?"^i^"=*s
It is sfflctly British in dialog
and
czgo (14-19).
I
Jn some ways, in spirit, but at the cide before a Scotland Yard inBroadway is losing one of its top costume designers, Irene Sharaff going
'Morning SUr' (tryout)— Walnut,
jame tune this country's current in- spector and his assistant 'brains.' The
to Hollywood under a term contract with Metro. The current Broadway
chief snooper becomes exasperated, Philadelphia (9-12).
terest Ik blackout tests and air
shows in which she figured as designer are 'By Jupiter' (Shubert), 'Star
raid
'.My SisUr Eileen' (2d Co.).— Haralarms lends a peculiar topical local the more go when a woman also conand Garter' (Music Box) and 'Count Me In,' opening in Boston this week.
fesses to the crime.
ris,
Chicago (9-19).
Interest to Williams' vivid story
of
The first nighters, as the performLondon under air invasion
'My Sister Eileen' (3d Co.).— ErMuchbetter written than last sea- ance pointed to a close didn't seem langer, Buffalo (9-12).
Long Beach, Cal. (10-11); Russ Audi- Clarke, Cliff Dunstan, 'Beat the
•ons 'The Wookey' (which it re- to care whodunit, for the chap who
'Pirate'
(tryout)
University, torium, San Diego (12).
Band.'
sembles in some respects) and with was bumped off was a ratty fellow Madison, Wis. (14-16)
(premiere);
'Ton Can't Take It With You'
Leon Ames, 'Little Darling.'
frequently the human flavor and with the title of Count. To complete
(stock)— Flatbush. Brooklyn (9-13);
coura|aous warmth of 'Mrs. Mini- the evening, one of the star wit- Pabst, Milwaukee (17-19).
Nick Perry, Edwin Cooper, Clif'FrIoriUes ot 1942' (vaude)—Shu- Windsor, Bronx (15-10).
ver, Williams' latest piece of staee nesses enters to say that he thinks
ford
Carpenter. Dorothea
Freed,
writlna diould find real favor with he killed a visitor from Paris who bert, New Haven (10-12).
Stanley G. Wood, Charles Mendick,
Private I.Ives'— Ford's, Baltimore
the Intelligent quota of American ha- been milking him for excess exThat, however, is on the
Beatrice Manley, Edward O'Shea.
drama lovers. Not probably destined penses.
(f-12).
lighter side.
David Pressman, Joven E. Roia, 'Eve
for sm«sh proporUons, it should set
Engagements
'Pygmalion' (stock)
Windsor
New
play Is essentially masculine.
the N. y. season off on the right foot.
ot St. Mark.'
Although there are three players on Bronx (9-13).
Just
It has done Philadelphia's.
Flora Robson, 'The Damask Cheek.'
the distaff side, their contributions
'Show-Ofl' (stock)—Lafayette, DeStuart Erwin, 'Mr. Sycamore.'
McClinUc, always meticulous in ar.-! bits and
mostly provide what troit (9-19).
Reynolds Evans, Henry Antrim,
Lee Dixon, Donald Burr, 'Heels
his casting, has done a truly brilchange of pace there is. Playing
'Strip for'Aclion' (tryout)— Nixon, Florence Sundstrom, Ethel Wilson, Together."
cast
*s
almost
honors
go to Clarence Derwent, a Pittsburgh (l(y-19) (premiere).
rSPi
J^^J*King Calder, Frank Otto,- Tommy
100% ^S^
Bngllsh and is definitely 100% Londoner who
Joseph Howard, Irene Hilda. Red
has been on Broad'Vickie' (tryout)— National. Wash- Lewis,
•Olclent.
Peggy Conway, 'Franklin Marshall, Evelyn Case, "Time, Place
Gladys Cooper, some of way for a flock of seasons. He is
whoM American vehicles have been the irascible witness who has a flat ington (9-12); Ford's. Baltimore (14- Street.'
and the Girl.'
dlwtoolntlng, has never shown to nearby that in which the murder 19).
Harry Bannister, Paul Huber, 'Strip
Dorothy Stone, Charles Collins,
battw advantage here than as Mrs. occurred. He Is called in a number
'Watch On the Bhine'—Lobero. for Action.'
Blanche Ring, 'Life ot the Party'
ParrUow, widowed head of the Lon- of times when discrepancies of other Santa Barbara, Cal, (9); Auditorium,
Averell Harris, James Lane, John ('Patricia').

but here the
forced to do an about-face
only solemn scene of the
belated tribute to the
womaf in uniform.
Hetzig, the author, has
S. M.
flaUM his plot to the point where
tha tUle could be changed to 'Anything for a Laugh.'
The first act
Mta tha pace for unrestricted non-

author

and

is

m the

rious pace of Act It but soon gets
into Its stride and builds to more

play pays

enM
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Pre-Labor Day Exodus Dents B'way

iMdy

Montague,

John

back,

O'Hara,

ahead;

'Arsenic

In the Dark' (road)—
H. Harris.
'Pnuiklla Street'—Max Gor4on.
'Beat the Band'—George Ab-

•m

(ON TOUR)
Warren

and

LEONARD BERGMAN DIES

OFCmRINN.Y.

Old

Lace.'

Arthur Levy, agent; Mack BIILeonard X. Bergman, former erack
manager, 'Angel Street'
Barry Hyams, ahead; Leon Spach- theatre treasurer, died at the Doctors
Hospital. N. Y., Saturday (9) after
Perlman,
Phyllis
p.a.;
Charles an Illness of tome months. He had
Harris, manager, 'Beat the Band.'
beei) operated on previously at the
Marion Byram, ahead; Sidney Post Graduate hospital for an inHarris, manager, 'Best Foot Forlard,

ner, back, Ballet Russe.

bott.

—

•The PIrale'
Theatre Guild.
•Let

Freedom

Playwrights,

Sing*

— Youth
— Play-

Theatre, Inc.
•Eve af St. Blaik'
wrights.
•Jnnlar Hisa' (Chicago

Max

Co.)—

Gordon.

having been colitis. Bergman was
sent home, but suffered so intensely
O'Keefe, back, 'Claudia.'
Henry (Hank) Sember, ahead, that a secondary operation was per'Corn Is Green.'
formed from which he survived but
He was afflicted with
C. P. Greneker, p.a.; Frank Smith, three days.
cancer.
manager, 'Count Me In.'
For many seasons Bergman was
John Peter Toohey, p.a., 'Franklin
Jacques

Pierre,

ahead;

Edward

sis

Miller Thursday (10).
Estlmataa for Lait

CHI LEGIT BIG;

C

(Comedy),
(Comedv-Droma),

Keys:

(Drama),

Lissner,
manager, 'Good Night Ladies.'

$16,000

dicated, with the gross around $11,000; stay here indefinite; road show

theatre, throughout the period that
it

Prn

man's uncle, the late' A. L. Erlanger,
ahead; Clarence was aware of the ticket gravy and
decided to let his nephew spend
Jacobson, back, 'Porgy and Bess.'
some of it, Bergman buying an inRabinovitch,
ahea
Reuben

Pittsburgh, Sept.

Bill Fields, agent, 'The Pirate.'

Stratton,

,

•Priorities of

1942.'

Charles Mulligan, ahead, 'Private
Lives.'

'Two

Little Girls in Blue,'
which Erlanger thought would be a
bloomer. Show turned out to be a
terest in

hit

Sam

Merin, ahead; Bob Milford,

More
ed

back, 'My Sister Eileen.'

the

recently

Bergman

Erlanger

theatre

representinterests,

'ARSENIC'

SRO $21,000

WEEK

IN 1ST FRISCO

San Francisco, Sept. 8.
and Old Lace,' with
'Arsenic
Broadway cast opened here at a
torrid level, cutting in on 'Claudia,'

which sagged somewhat
Larry Anhalt, ahead; Rube Bern- most of which have been liquidated.
Estimates tor Last Week
With Marcus Heiman he had been
'My Sister Eileen.'
•Arsenic and Old Lace,' Curran
Harry Forward, ahead; Karry operating the National, Washington, (1,774; $2.75). Started off packing the
and Nixon, Pittsburgh, and both are house; nearly $21,000.
said to have had interests in the
•CUndla,' Geary (1,500; $2.75) (5th
Gertrude Bromberg, ahead; Sam
Wilbur and Colonial, Boston; also week). Still doing a nice business,
Htndlesman, back, 'Watch On the
Ford's Baltimore up to the time of $16,500, in fifth session.

•tein, back,

Kline, back, 'Strip for Action.'

Rhine.'

its

sale last season.

Bergman had a sense of humor
and along with other box office men
organized the '42nd Street Country
Bill
Club,' whose occasional gatherings
manager, 'Janie.'
were beefsteak affairs.
Richard Maney, agent; Herman
Funeral services were held MonBernstein, manager, 'Arsenic and day (7) morning at the Riverside
Old Lace.*
chapel, burial being in Buffalo,
Willard Keefe, p.a.; C. Edwin where his surviving mother, Mrs.
Knill, manager, 'Blithe Spirit.'
Caroline Bergman, sister of Erlan-

(BBOADWAT)
Doll, agent; Tom Kilpatrick,

Tom

Weatherly, agent; J. H. Del ger, resides.
Bondio, manager, 'By Jupiter.'
vives.
Bernard Simon, agent; John Pollock, manager, 'Claudia.'
Greneker, agent; Harry
C. P.
the
Killed
Shapiro, manager, 'I
Count.'

Nat Dorfman, p.a.; Ben Boyar,
manager, 'Junior Miss.'
Karl Bernstein, p.a.; Ralph Kravette, manager, 'Let's Face It.'
Jean Dalrymple, p.a., 'Porgy and
Bess.'

James

Proctor,

agent;

George

Zorn, manager, 'Angel Street.'
Mike Goldreyer, ^ agent; Irving
N. Becker, back, 'Tobacco Road.'
Joe Heidt, agent, "Mr. Sycamore.'
Harry Forward, agent; Walter
Fried, manager, 'Life

With Father.'

Nat Dorfman, agent; Albert Cohen, manager, 'My Sister Eileen.'
C. P. Greneker, agent; L. S. Lawrence, manager, 'Sons o' Fun.'
Bill Doll, p.a.; Joe Click, manager,
and Garter.'
Nat Dorfman, agent; Carl Fisher,
manager. This Is the Army.'
Harry Davies, p.a.; Joseph Goldin,
manager, 'Time, Place and the Girl.'
Bill Doll, p.a.; Charles Munster,
manager, 'Stars On Ice.'
James Proctor, p.a.; Milton Baron,
manager, 'Uncle Harry.'
Richard Maney, p.a.; John Tuerk,

'Star

b^ck, 'Vickie.'

(N. T.
E. L.

HOUSE MANAOEBS)

Hardy, Golden.

Lew Wood,

Fulton.
Elias Weinstock, Booth.
J. J. Garrity, Shubert.

John Shubert,

St. James.
Otto Metr-er, Cort.
Allen Schnebbe, Lyceum.

Norman

Light, Imperial.

L. A. Meyers, Empire.
Bull, is. Majestic.
Ernest MacAuley, 4eth Street.
Louis Lotito, Beck.

Bob

M. Johnstone, Winter Garden.
Bill Norton, Music Box.
Sidney Goldman, Center.
Mike Kavanaugh, Broadway.
Robert RonchettI, Broadhurst.
J.

Sol Jacobson, p.a. for the tryout of
"Morning Star,' goes to Chicago
ahead of the tour of 'Spring Again'
for Guthrie McCIintic.

His

widow

also sur-

Wayburn Dies
Continued from page 41 ^^

so abnormal that he couldnt' understand it, so consulted the late Tink

Opened

presentatlOD,

lata

but

•Janie,'

,

lADIES;

HOON;

Sam

$3.30).

MiUer (C-940; $3.30). PreCD
R (Revue), sented by Brock Pemberton
with
M (Musical) O (Operetta).
Columbia Pictures inter^ited; writ'Angel Street,' Golden (39th week) ten by Josephine Bentham and Her(D-780; $3.30). Doing better than in- shel V. Williams; opens Thursday

of the New Amsterdam
opened this week.
•Arsenie and OM Lace,' Fulton
Chicago, Sept 8.
was Broadway's leading musical
Holiday weekend in Chicago was (85th week) (SD-893; $3.30). Only
comedy house. Such attractions as great for theatre business, with town's fair late in week until Saturday
Joe Flynn, ahead, 'Hellzapoppln'.' Ziegfeld's
'Follies,'
Dillingham's only two shows grossing a very nice night which helped send gross over
jammed $11,000; good chance to stick through
Sally' and 'Sunny,' which grossed average for week. Loop was
S. M. Weller, ahead; James Troupe,
throughout tour-day fall.
back, 'Junior Miss.'
over $40,000 weekly for indefinite with visitors
•BUthe Spirit,' Booth (43d we«k)
session, upping intake considerably.
(CD-712; $3.30). Has gone back on
Leo Freedman, p.a.; Paul Groll, periods, had Bergman handling all
Estimates for Last Week
The
the tickets for the agencies.
manager, 'Magic'
•Govd Night, Ladles,' Blackstone
shows were $5.90 top, but commandGeorge L. Miller, ahead; Harry
Splendid
ed much higher prices when dis- (21st week) (1,200; $2.75).
Benson, manager, 'The Moon Is
gross reached high $16,000.
posed of by the brokers.
FAIR $9,000,
'My Sister EU.>en,' Harris (16th
Dcwn.'
There was little control of agency week) (1,000; $1.65). Enjoyed an
Sol Jacobson, agent; Bill Tisdale, prices during those seasons and it
outstanding seven days, running up
SEASON
TEES OFF
manager, 'The Morning Star' (Rich- was the custom for boxoSices to col- $9,000.
ard Maney, agent, in N. Y.).
lect real coin as gratuities.
Berg-

Jim Keefe, ahead; Louis

Again

doubtful press; chances should be indicated this weelc.

Week

D

treasurer

Street.'

It

nearly everything sold out Saturday around $10,000, quite satisfactory.
night.
Prior to that there was an
•By JapMer,' Shubert (14th weak)
offish tone in business because of (M-1,325; $4.40).
There were som*
natives going out of town. Grosses performances affected, but loolu'Uka
in most instances dropped, but fig- real stayer into new season; rated
ures for the coming week will ad- around $26,500.
vance because of great attendance
1 KUIed the Connt,' Cort (lat

Sunday and Monday. One new show week)
(CD-1,064;
'Janie,' is due this week at the
last week; good

testinal obstruction, anoth^pr diagno-

ward.'

But Out-of-Towners Hypo

Crowds surged into Broadway for eight performance basis; had out
the Labor Day holiday weekend; Slondays; last week takings wnA

Brown $12,000

m Del;

(40,500 in 3 Weeks
Detroit Sept

With two

Srices
rown.

8.

8.

M

'My Sister EUeen,' Beck (89th
week) (.CD-lfiU; $1.65). Still in tha
money after long run, with another
rather okay considering the month or so indicated tiefore road
early getaway and the heat Shows dates prior to film version; rated well
rarely get underway locally un- over $10,000.
•Sons o* Fan,' Winter Garden (40th
til end of September and Inaugural
The way
of hot week) (CD-1,610: $4.40).
into plenty
session ran
which didn't help, of business has been lately this revue
weather,
course, in this non air-conditioned can skip through the fall period or

house,

beyond; over $30,000.

'Moon' played to $2 top, with $1.50
for the matinees, and bad Conrad
Nagel' as a name, not to mention the
fiood of local John Steinbeck publicity in three newspapers over the
last month as a result of a phoney
passing himself off here as the noted
author. Notices weren't so hot but
gross resulted in profits for both
theatre and attraction. Hoilsa currently dark for first three days of
week, unshuttering Thuraday (10)
with preem of new Undsay-Crouse
comedy, 'Strip for Action,' which
will remain here throutfi next week.

rep that should hold this on*
through new season; standees have
gross topping $24,000 weeldy.
•Stars on lee.' Center (8th week)
(M-3,000: $1.65). An extra matinee
last week sent week's tairiwgB over
$37,000 mark: should maintain iwce
in Radio City spot against -'IceCapades'
opposition
at Madisoa
Square Garden.
Uncle Harry,' Broadhurst (Itth
week) (D-1,142; $3J0). Moves to
Hudson next wedc to jaUke way for
'Show Time'; business for indler

'Star

week)

and Garter,' Music Box <llth
(R-901:

satisfactory;

$4.40).

around

BuUding a

$10,000.

Added

mckonts'RoDsinCoiB

•This Is the Army,' Broadway, tth
(R-l,e42: $4.40). Two weeks
more after this week for great
soldier show, which continues to
pack 'em in; takings for last week
quoted at $48,311; nothhig will top
that this season.
'Claudia,' St James (return engagement (16th week) (0-1,930:
Making a bit of profit and
$1.65).
may continue; if so, in another
house; r^ted around $6,500.

week)

On

Week LA^13G

'

a

Open

get real

$9,000,

With the top at $1.60, the comedy
11th
has garnered approximately $40,500
in the first three weeks.
Lot Angelei, Stpt 8.
The Cass pulled up the curtain on
Ken Murray's 'Bladnniti of 1B42'
the new season Sunday night (5)
with 'Angel Street' which producer continues to ihow a nioa profit
Shepard Traube has assembled for knocking oO better than 113,000 in
Capia westward junket Cast is headed its 11th week at Hollywood
by Ernest Cossart Lynn PhiUips tan. Weekly nut of tlflOO allowa for
plenty of diwy among Murray's
and Byron McGrath.

Humphries, then a vaudeville executive in Chicago. Humphries said
he would find out what it was all
'Priorities/ 'Band'
about and soon referred Wayburn to
Billy Jackson. Latter knew the inBreak-In Season
side and pointedly told Wayburn:
New Haven, Sept. 8.
'The Wolverine leaves for N. Y. at
Shubert unfurls the new season
4:30, and so does the Century.' WayThurs. (10) with break-in of 'Pribum took the hint pronto. Later orities of '43.' Show Is in for three
he did open a school in Chicago, but

•Life With FUher> Empire (147th
(C-1,062; $3.30). Continues to
money for play that has
been running two years and
months; quoted at $11,800.
•Let's Face It,' Imperial (41st wedc)
(M-1,450; $4.40)
Newer musicals
when they arrive wiU have to b«
very good to affect this standout,
holding over from last season after
layoff; like other shows b"fH"m was
affected last week, but gross well
over $27,000.

week)

satisfectory start last week at Nixon
when 'Moon Ts Down' got estimated

weeks at pop
tucked In, Joe £.

In The Show-Ofl,' continues
strong in a third week at the Lafayette, with gross estimated at $12,000.

$11,000.

Legit season teed off to a fairly

i-ecord

already

(10).

•Junior MisB,' Lyceum (44th week)
(CD-1,004; $3.30). Riding along to
consistently profitable business and

should extend well into new season:
went off with field, but garnered

partners.

Show

looks set for another three

Bevivals
•Tobacco Boadk' Forrest (D-1,1D9:

months.

Brought in for repeat date
$1.10).
Harry Abbott's 'Swing Shift Revels' prior to another season <m tlte toad;
reopened the Hollywood Music Box If business okay, out of town bookN. H.
Saturday night (6) and was off to a ings will be set back; started Satshaky start. The 'Swing Shift' extra urday (5).
show at 1:30 a.m. is a disappoint•Porgy and Besa,' Majestic (33d
ment but it is too early to speculate, week) (M-1,774; $2.75). Another
due to many being out of town over iwo weeks after this for the Gershdays.
the holiday.
win classic, which has establislied
it flopped.
Figured that the $2.20 top may be a run record for a revival; line*
Following week brings preem of
Top Vaode Prodocer
the Abbott musical, 'Beat the Band' too high and will likely be dropped again at boxofflce last week; gros
over $17,000.
Wayburn's vaudeville productions (17-19). Other shows due are break- a notch.
were among the best the two-a-day in of Boston company of 'Junior
ever saw.
Among them was 'The Miss,' Gilbert & Sullivan op, and
Reindeers,' which played all the big a tryout of an untitled Guild play. Trivate lires' Big
time and was sent to London. His October is heavily booked.
Hnu.se will continue Sunday band"The Producer' gained considerable
$13,500 in Capitai
fame, for in that act he appeared in vaude policy, tee off being next Sun.
Whether he got that
a sweater.
Washington, Sept. 8.
from the late A. L. Erlanger. or the
Ruth Chatterton and Ralph Forbes
latter copped it from Wayburn, is a that city, whether he had a piece in Noel Coward's 'Private Lives' did
Erlanger used to sport a of the act.
tossup.
thumping business last week at the
sweater not only at rehearsals but
Wayburn's first Broadway appear- National at $1.50 top, with the final
on opening nights of the K. Si E. ance was in 'The Swell Miss Fitz- count-up estimated $13,500 for eight
shows, usually standing behind one well,' which starred May Irwin in performances. Almost equalled "My
Eileen' business, which broke
of the lower floor boxes so that 18S7.
He toured for two years in Sister
record at the scale.
he could easily go onto the stage if 'By the Sad Sea Waves.' In addition a Regular season opened yesterday
the applause was big enough.
to his professional activities, he pre- (Monday)
of
presentation
with
Wayburn staged "The Governor's sented any number of amateur 'Vickie' under the aegis of Frank
Hst. LOO CI<AXTOII
Son' for the Four Cohans.
Upon shows, an outlet for his schooL He Mandel.
e/o Variety, Hellywaed
returning
from London he at- was credited with being concerned
tempted one of his own musicals, with 600 musicals during a career
'Scotland,' Big $6,100,
'Town Topics,' at the Century, but it of 41 years.
Wayburn was reputed to have
failed badly.
In 1920 he staged
Toronto Sununer Season
'Hitchy Koo' (Raymond Hitchcock) been a millionaire more than once,
Toronto, Sept B.
and 'Poor Little Ritz Girl.' As late but he went bankrupt in 1935. A
Last play of the summer seaaon at
as 1929 he presented 'Ned Wayburn's native of Pittsburgh, he had his
the Royal Alexandra here saw EUasa
Gambols.'
Also staging the 'Ed first experience in the theatre as Land! In Maxwell Anderson's llary
AND
Wynn Carnival' He was active both an usher in Chicago Grand Opera of Scotland' chalking up estimated
in legit and vaudeville up to that House.
$6,100, with capad^ business all
Surviving are his widow, nee Mar- week. William Herrigan played optime.
Dance director, stager, actor
The 1,591-seater was
and producer, he also wrote songs garet Kirby, whom he wed in 1918, posite her.
and his 'Syncopated Sandy' sold and a namesake son by an earlier scaled at $1.50 top.
Commencing yesterday (7) house
more than 1,000,000 copies. One of marriage. He had previously been
went back to roadshows, with 'Moon
his acts 'Honeymoon Cryise,' was married to Agnes Sayre and Helene
Is Down' (Conrad Nagel) as teeofl.
booked into Poll's Bridgeport six Davis, once his vaudeville partner. Five-week lineup to date has 'Moon,'
Lee Shubertf the mo$t fentimes in one year, and in each ap- Funeral, held at Campbell's Satur- 'My Sister Eileen,' 'Angel Street'
erouM man in ahow buMineu
pearance played to capacity.
Yet day (5), was attended by well 'Ballet Russe' 1042-43 premiere perPoll wanted to know of Matt Saun- knowns, some of whom came from formance, C. Aubrey Smith and
Direction: Wm. Morrit
Grace George In 'Spring Again.'
ders, who now represents Loew's in out of town.
-

End
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THROW A POSEY TO
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44
a fine example ot the control of
the industry which Washington seeks
Impose but exhibitors do not
to
seem to remember that it Is wise
to look before they leap.'
is

Literati
Ray

whom

with

the latest to express
concern over the 'total ignorance of
background and purposes' of the McSorley Mounted Literary Society
(N. Y.), and he denies that 'twosoon. Hyman
headed people must pay double dues.
King Features.
Although it is alleged that the pur- for

Ray

Bell

House Reviews

is

STANLEY, PITT

from Manila who tells of her Internment there and the hardships

,

hope that some ceiling

poses of the society are 'literary
Prof. Nlcoll's Leave
phUosophicai; the by-laws, If any,
provide that any two members may
Prof. Allardyce Nlcoll, chairman
expel any other member, and one ot Yale's drama department, has
member may throw the president been granted a leave of absence for
out.
th-: duration to accept a post with
Also claimed that the society has the British Embassy in Washington.
no official song; it sings as it pleases Nicoll's lecture course on 'History
(lousy). Any member over-imbibing of the Drama" will be carried on by
consecuat meetings more than three
Prof. C. F. Tucker Brooke and Prof.
tive times becomes an ex-offlcio Jack R. Crawford. Technical duties
of the board of directors,
which consists of eight members,
headed by a bewildered chairman.

member

will be distributed

among remaining

personnel.
Prof. Nicoll has been at Yale since
1933.

Best's Latest Perfidy
Latest of several cheap stunts

by
Can, Weeklies Elect
Robert P. Best, former Spartanburg
OfTicers elected at the 23d annual
resident who became foreign news- convention of the Canadian Weekly
paper correspondent (UP) and later NewspapiBl's Ass'ii in Saskatoon,
turned Nazi, has South Carolina Sask., were: president, R. P. Mac
Best, bellowing in
folks boiling.
Lean, Kelowna, B. C; past president,
Berlin broadcasts for Hitler, is ask- Walter R. Legge, Granby, Que.
ing South Carolinians to write his honorary first vice-president, Major
name on ballot as Congressman-at- W. Ashfleld,.jCrentell, Sask.; vice
Large in the November elections.
presldenu, wT J. Rouse, Manitou,
The Hitler disciple contends he Man., and E. P. Galbraith, Red Deer,
has maintained his citizenship, and, Alta.
though absent, has the right to run.
Indicated here now that the people
Toast Hannen SwaSer
state legislature at its
'

will ask the
next session

Best,

is

who was

In

Vienna several

years before knifing his country and
going to Berlin, has refused to leave
the Nazi gutters and return home.

Books by 2 Kansans
Books by two Kansans, both of

whom

climbed the literary ladder

from

newsroom

among

this

typewriters,

month's publisher

are
re-

leases.

Expendable,' a war
narrative by William L. White, son
of Emporia's William Alien White,
Is to be published Sept. 14 by HarIt's slated to be a
court. Brace.
Book-of-the-Month club choice. 'AH
Sons Must Say Goodbye,' a first

They Were

novel by Michael Amrlne,

who now

a staff member of The Baltimore
Sun after once having worked on
The Emporia Gazette, was published
Sept. 2 by Harpers.
is

Clem McCarthy's Works
Clem McCarthy is completing a
called 'Bet You a Million

the biography of John W.
Although
Gates, fabulous plunger.
lie earned the phrase through spectacular gambling at the racetracks,
Gates was much more active in the
Gates,'

Blanche Jones,
forces,
is
North
of
editor-in-chief
Georgia Tribune at Canton.
'He's tied up tighter than a Hearst
contract' is an idiom in syndicate

2 PItters to Other Fields
Couple of Pittsburgh's No. 1 reporters have left jobs there for new
Robert H. Hagy, Jr., crack
posts.
Post-Gazette newshawk, goes to the circles, referring to the tough pacts
Chicago office of the Luce mags and usually drawn with feature writers
Dick Lamb, ace Press city man, has and cartoonists.
joined staff ot Business Week in
Robin Garland is new photo edot

Satevepost,

vice

Hagy has represented Time, Life Kother.
and Fortune in Pittsburgh for some
Al Strasser resigned
time and Lamb couple of years ago mag art editor.
won American Press Society-Mellon

as

George
Liberty

Now

see no reason,' the distributor

we

should

unless

the

up

audience went solidly for the hokum.
Flippen had 'em going with his
monolog, but the Statue ot Liberty
joke should be parked for the dura
tion^ Just two raw for these times
Diosa Costello, the Latin bombshell,
moves an extra drummer on the
stage tor her rhythms.
Girl
tobasco enough, and routine looks as
though she envied Cass Daley.
Grotesque stuff is similar.
The
torso-shaking and shiver got 'em
though.
Trailers
close
after
burlesque bit with Flippen in

^^^^ContlBned from page n ^^^^
cast headed by Paul Kelly, Anne
Nagel and other familiar feature
players, this is about the most enter-

taining serial out of this studio in
years. It comes closer to being adult
tare than recent efforts, too.
Only
on a few occasions does the action
limp into old-style serialization.

Aunt rig.
Lobby packed and

EMBASSY,

made the exclusive.
The sporto column
night football game In

Char.

EARLE, WASH.
Washington, Sept.

4.

Ken

Hermanos Wttliams THo,
Davidson and Hugh Forgie,

Billie

Roxvettes, Joe Lombardi's
Orch; 'Across the Pacific'

Raves,

House
(WB).

These long pictures, supplemented
by government shorts and notices
plus

down
show.

the reflation newsreel, cuts
the running time tor this stage
Routine Is 35 minutes with-

out any dynamite.

Roxyettes open with a slick rou-

marked by the return

tine

Ritter,

who

of Eileen
sings with the mike. 'The

badminton experts have worked up
neat little act.
Davidson and
Forgie are good showmen, make
their session with the rackets and
'

shuttlecock register as fine entertainment. If the ^dea is to show badminton is not. a sissy game, but a
strenuous net sport, it succeeds.
Billy Rayes has a good idea, trying to mix screen impersonations

with

juggling.
Question Is it he
biting off too much.
Keeping
those balls in the air prevents him
from getting the full effect ot his
voice over the microphone.
His
dancing finish is a wow.

isn't

Hermanos William Trio blends the
South American dance tempos with
acrobatics.
Just so-so. 'Ilie Roxyettes close with a stilt dance, very
well rehearsed, difficult and a crowd
pleaser. Joe Lombardi's band clicks,

socking

out!

an applause overture of
M. Cohan melodies.
Arke.

favorite Cieorge

'Stop Gossip'
^sContinned from page 's^s
licenses unless 'you curb loose talk
and excessive drinking.''In a joint investigation with other
officials we found waiters, bartenders
and civilians pumping war workers
and army personnel ot valuable military Information,' he said.
'It may
have been innocent, but it also could
be used for sabotage. It Is a dangerous situation and one which the

Army

cannot tolerate.'
Previously the State Liquor ConCommission had Indicated that
would put out of biz those tavern
keepers who do not abide by strict
'

trol
it

down on nitery operation.
indicated that several mahere may be shuttered.
to be cleaned up, tor one
thing, and the augmented rules now
ask that spots confine themselves to
seeing that the patrons hush up on

rules laid
It

now

jor

is

spots

Shows had

war

talk.

'Everybody will be better off it the
clubs keep their minds on their own
business entertainment,' the army

—

N. Y.

spokesman

pictures ot the recent
Dieppe raid by Commandos and
American Rangers, just released by
Paramount, highlight the current bill
and provide unusual excitement.
Some excellent action shota were
snared,
Including
bombing,
dog

said.

F.D.R.'s Cue

Official

Trim performances by Kelly and
Anne Nagel are h^ed by Spencer
Bennett's nicely paced direction.
Introduction of a blackboard lec

,

such

sContlnued from page i
ceremony had ever

broadcast.
Inclusion

ot

the

story

ot

been
Lt.

downing Powers' heroism was apparently
of a couple of planes and rescue of made by the President at the last
pilots.
minute, after hearing Sunday night's
Tacked to the Dieppe sequence Is 'They Live Forever' program. Roosea clip dealing with Commando raids velt Is understood to have Intended
on Norwegian coastal towns.
On announcing the award of the Conthe home front Par has photographed gressional Medal ot Honor to the
Rangers in training. A group ot missing flyer, but had not planned to
Rangers in England undergoing
tell the story at such length. At his
rigid
flghta in the air, fires, the

supposedly by a U. S. Army
explain how codes are deciphered enhances this serial. It's
an added strip (scheduled for every
chapter) that inculcates great ex
ture,

officer, to

ploitation possibilities.

'Old Blackout Joe* (Phantasy car
toon comedy. Col, 8 mins.)— Mild
cartoon entry showing efforts of a
Harlem blackout warden to make
hi< district 100% perfect.
Tries too

training there

Is

attached to

this one.

Another fine clip dealing with war
action has been released by News
ot the Day, which covers a convoy

fairly

Wear,

defending Itself from enemy aircraft while enroute from Gibraltar
to Malta. Related war items include
Winston Churchill In Egypt, launch
Ing of the Iowa, the Russian sniper

Charity Nights

who has bumped off several hundred Nazis, graduation of the first
group of WAAC, gals joining the
WAVES, opening ot the film Indus
try's
September bond drive and
Joseph Grew's warning on Japan
as a war power
The former ambas

Los Angeles, Sept. 8.
Series of 100 midnight shows for
the benefit ot American Legion charities will be put on in Fox-West
Coast houses throughout California
Legionnaires will sell the ticketa,
with F-WC donating the houses and
staffs.

a lockout.

Includes a
Chicago, a

grid tussle in Los Angeles and training ot college football players at
*
Villanova, P^i,
Show includes a short, "Men ot
the Sky' (WB), plus the usuftl
weekly specials with Tex McCrary
and H. V. Kaltenborn, latter recently back from England and Russia.
"rary this week discusses the four
Rolheyelt sons who are In the service ami pays nice tribute to them.

(NEWSBEEL)

force as lieutenant in order to aid
the U. S. terret out this sabotage

F-WC

But the

Arfce,

Yarn has Dan Barton (Paul Kelly)
getting discharged from the police

Thin Idea

to several ears ot corn.

Charley's

This chapter concerns the efforts
of the U. S. Secret Service to combat
an Axis sabotage ring. It centers
around a new secret formula for
making synthetic rubber tires and
efforts ot the ring to steal the plans.

well executed.

Sam

ex

Week's New Shorts

hard tor laughs.

alfalfa fields.

sell

hibitor is actually sustaining a loss.

ring.

Ceiling Threat

sCoBtlnoed from pace
Pabllsher
Mark Ethridge, v.p, and general the Government and ask for a ceiling
manager of the Louisville (Ky.) on rentals. At the same time, the
and Louisville Cincinnati organization, headed by
Courier • Journal
Times since 1936, became publisher Wess Huss, president, went on record
of the two newspapers Friday (4) against increased admissions and exHe succeeds Lieut. Barry Bingham, tended playing time as contractual
owner, who now becomes president demands.
of the organization, which also owns
In New England
Bingham is
radio station WHAS.
On top of this action, reported that
now on active duty with the U. S.
Navy in London. Mrs. Bingham was Independent Exhibitors, Inc., of New
named a v.p. and director of the England, of which Nathan Yamins is
leader, stands ready to gird tor a
company.
Ethridge, who was publisher of fight in favor of legislation fixing
the Richmond (Va.) Times-Dispatch ceilings on film rentals. This organibefore going to Louisville, remains a zation was one of three which rev.p.
jected the United Motion Picture Industry plan and bombarded the DeHarry Hershfleld's Chores
partment of Justice with appeals to
Harry Hershfleld, N. Y. Mirror kill It for many and varied reasons.
cartoonist, columnist and radio hu
Commenting on the adverse action
morist, is still working on a long
taken by Thurman Arnold, assistant
standing commitment to Simon
attorney general, with respect to the
Schuster for a book which he calls UMPI sales proposals, a high distri•Anybody's Biography.'
Title
bution official, discussing the rentculled from the manifold person.- als situation points out that 'Arnold
Etbrldce

'I

exec added, 'why
under the market

from the

Jack Kaufman sheds dignity to be
the stooge who gets the meringue
in the face and the bucket of water,
Diamond Bros., Flippen and Dolly
Gallo help out in this, which adds

making

armed
named

itor

straight

gross, etc., showed that he was
a profit of 22% after paying himself a salary.

als,

CHATTER
Phyllis Bentley, English authoress
active in British Ministry of Info,
has been shifted to the American
Division and is due in U. S. in De-

cember.
Eddie Johnson, Chicago Tribune's
New work will be a companion color page editor, in Hollywood for
piece to McCarthy's 'Pittsburgh Phil, three weeks.
rated one of the most alert bettors in
Don Thompson ganderlng Hollythe history of racing. It first ap- wood studios for the St. Louis Post
peared serially in the Saturday Eve- Dispatch.
ning Post. McCarthy is broadcasting
First of Dixie's woman editors, as
the races at WAIT, Chicago.
newsmen continue to flock into

cash award for best reportorlal job
of the year on a series exposing
high construction costs in Pittsburgh.

undergone. Miss tiong photographs
and speaks well.
Among other
things, she's quite a looker.
Par

.

stock market.

York.

CAPITOL, WASH.

exhib may now be paying $75 for a
celebrated recently at a dinner.
film but another operating a theatre
Washington, Sept. 6.
A hundred or so of his fellow of comparable importance in a simi
Jay C. Flippen, Diosa Costello,
scribes turned out to honor the critic lar town is paying $100 or more.
Diamond Bros. (3), The Divans,
and columnist, known on both sides Were any ceiling to be sought, dis- Rhythm Rockets, Sam Jack Kaufof the Atlantic.
tribs would naturally insist that the man's House Orch; 'Footlipht Sere
man getting film a less cost be pulled node' (20th).
LITERATI OBITS
up to a comparative level with
This is 50 fast minutes of show,
Henry T. E. White, 89, former others having operations of the same
on comedy, some of it
character.
Chicago
Also, distributor feeling with emphasis
the
editor
of
managing
a little too indigo tor a Sunday at
is that the distrib Is entitled to the
Chicago.
in
Sept.
1
Daily News, died
ternoon audience.
same
ratio
ot
profit
as
the
exhibitor
Rhythm Rockets' first routine Is an
Kennetli S. Beall, 40, state editor
who
plays
his
film
introductory for the Divans, two
of Cleveland Press, died Sept. 4 afSpeaking for his company, one ot smooth ballroom dancers with num
ter long illness. Wife, daughter and
the Big Five under the decree, a bers that demonstrate grace and
mother survive.
Fun entrance tor emcee
sales executive stated that it an rhythm.
Elbert 3. Darrow, 76, former
Jay
C. Flippen, with two medieval
managing editor of the old Canton exhibitor is being hurt the company heralds blowing a Bronx cheer on
He is very willing to make an equitable the trumpets. A couple ot Flippen
(O.) Daily News, died Sept. 4.
was previously editor of Ravenn^ adjustment and all along this past nifties, and then the Diamond Doys
season has been doing so where jus
are brought on for customary knock(O.) Republican.
tifled.
about.
Most ot their patter, on the
Albert J. flare, 91, former editor
However, now and then it Is dis- nance side, went flat as a flapjack
and publisher of the Marysville (O.)
with the Sabbath crowd. End up
Journal, and associated with Okla- covered that exhibs try to take ad' with fast dancing routine and heavy
homa newspapers for some years, vantage on adjustment policies. One applause tor the challenge steps.
died Aug. 31 in Tulsa, Okla., leaving recently claimed he was In bad
Revival of the old George White
shape and had to have an adjust
two daughters and a son.
'Scandals' skit, "The Stand-in',
ment. A careful analysis of rent-

book

New

set.

Not only that but declared that
Hannen Swaffer's 40th anniversary
pass a special act
there are many cases where one
no longer a citizen as a liondon newspaperman was

to

declaring Best
of this state.

pete, guitar, bass, drums and piano,
and boys make a lot ot good music.
Instead of exhibitor organizations Swell comedy novelty comes early in
the gang
passing resolutions ot one kind or •Keep 'Em SmiUng,' with
mugging it neatly, and Kay Allen,
the
spread
another, he has sought to
formerly with late Bunny Berlgan,
gospel that if a theatre operator
'Pennsylvania Polka,
on
mops
up
he
perhaps
wants' a 10 or 15% profit
•Take Me' and 'Summertime.' Gal's
should first try to become a better both able and decorative, and has
showman and get more out of the unusually strong pipes.
of
'Bill
product he buys than he has been. RIghta' is In the glee club manner
led by Steve Bauers, base player,
SUrted In UMPI
and bright modern arrangement of
When committees were working an oldie, 'Rosette,' has John Crosby
on the framing of the UMPI plan, taking the sax lead. Breese himself
some representatives of exhib asso- is much more of a showman than he
ciations sought to write a rental used to be, has lot ot poise and genThe erally makes himself useful as well
control clause into the plan.
distributors refused to consider any as a peg tor the light novelty stuff.
band now that
proposals along that line and in the All in all, he has a
hold its own and deliver the
event actual plans get under way in can
money's worth on any deluxe stage.
Washington for a ceiling they are
Three Stooges, of course, are still
expected to battle any such move
They've been
Stooges.
the Three
with figures as well as "other am selling
the same routine tor nearly a
munition.
decade now and there's actually no
While reminding that many exhibs reason why they should change It, if
may not realize the dangers inherent the enthusiasm of this afternoon's
in getting Federal control of film- crowd for their burlesque quarterbuying costs because it would doubt hour can be taken as a criterion
Cash customers lapped up everyless lead to other regulation, a dis
thing they did. Berrys tied the show
tributor source stresses that if they up in knots, as they always do, with
want a ceiling based on a reasonable their stro'ng eccentric legmania.
profit, the distribs are also going to
Cohen.
Biz big.
insist on a similar profit.

are

and

3^

SContliined from page

the humorist was

This distrlb executive, who has
thrown in contact. He'll also illus- been getting around the country
trate it.
considerably of late, says that he
Meantime he's finishing up on the has talked to many exhibitors who was singing over Pittsburgh stations
bands.
Illustrations of Dick Hyman's book, have been threatening to complain and with Pittsburgh
Breese's lineup consists of five
due to Washington about rentals In the
'Superstitions of Celebrities,'
three trombones, three trumis promotion manager
or limitations saxes,

alities

Bell Explains

'

suggestion, the Navy got in touch
with Telchmann and that part ot the
'Live Forever' program was wired'lo
the White House.
Incident at first frightened Telchmann acutely, as he had no idea why
the Navy wanted a copy of the
script. When it was explained that
Washington wanted to see it, he
feared that he had included some
forbidden material, which had somehow slipped through the Navy public
relations men. Subsequent word that
It was the White House that wanted
the material merely increased Teich-

mann's agitation. However, he was
sador's talk was Impressive.
An exclusive Is a camera Inter- finally given a hint to be sure to
view with Frances Long, an evacuee listen to the President's broadcast.

Wednesday^ September

9,

1942

CHATTER

near Belleville, 111, after finishing
12-week stint at the Municipal The-

Broadway

Forest Park

atre Assn's
playhouse.
Pvt. Carl Laemmle, Jr., transferred
to Fort Knox, Ky.
Al Jolson cables from Belfast that
he kissed the blarney stone.
George Wellbaum at home with

from

developed

pneumonia,

strep

tiiroat.

Al Liackey plans a vaude-burley

ahow

witK^ the

Victory

of

title

Varieties.'

Mark Hanna started his
duties in N. Y. this week. Goes
to London end of month.
John Murray Anderson reported
Agent

OWI

already engaged to stage the Ringlong circus for next season.
Laudy liawrenee, 20th-Fox foreign
sales chief, expected back from London within the next two weeks.
Jacob A. Weiser will again conduct evening classes In playwrightIng and dramatics at City College.

Byram
Marion, who is

his wife,
asenting "Best Foot
over the
Chicago,
visited

Forward' in
weekend.
Depending on fuel

oil,

the

„ »
Mort

Bluraenstocks like their Conn, farni
60 much they may sojourn there the
year round.
A lot of film people scrammed
early Friday (4) for the Labor Day

UA

weekend.
1

closed
day.

that

p.m,

office

its

at

Dick Morgan, Paramount attorney,
•nnouBces his engagement to Constance Sullivan, secretary to another
Par counselor, Walter Gross.
Perlita Greco, South American
film and stage mu.<!ical singer, into
the Rainbow Room's new show next

Wednesday
debut

Her

(16).

American

Al Rosen, Loew's State manager,
plans refbrning to the

Mayo

clinic

soon for further treatment of the eye
and nose trouble which had him laid

up a couple years

ago.

Mardeivs Riviera calls it a season
next Wednesday (18), closing for the
winter.
Lone exception to custom
In 11 years was in 1941 which continued into the winter and spring of
this year.

Anna Erskine. continuity writer of
the 'Met Auditions' program, is production assistant on the LindsayCrouse
Sally

legiter.

'Strip for Action.'
in the Lindsay-

Chase now

Crouse

office.

Hy Daab

is

and Laura Howard.

Riallo

adjoining

blitzed

in Piccadilly,

reopen-

cinenia,

C-fe de Paris

ief.

Annastean Haines, colored nitery
I930's,
of the middle
in the dailies as
wlfie of Jos. Hilton Smyth, the paid

songstress

poped up again

Jap hireling who used her to spread
Jap propaganda via a 'Negro News
Syndicate.'
Earle Allvinc. Movietone editor
who did the editing on 'United We
Stand,' spoke before 10 leading agencies of the Common Council for

American Unity

last

Thursday

(3)

following a screening of the docufeature.

p.a. stunt: Lee Septembre,
Hotel Edison publicist, for his 30th
birthday, ^pt. 27. has invited Lois
January, fredric March, Abe April,
Marty May. Hamilton Rhode.s June,
Herbert F. July, Robert August,

Jack November and Martha Sunday

in

wed

Lieut. Forwood
Aug. 29 after few weeks'

Glynii Johi..

London

e oagement.

Kathleen Moody, wife of Lou
Gride, is undergoing .voice training
t>y

Gwynne

Davles.

Leslie
Banks' daughter, Diana,
marrying into th- RAF, groom being
Ccrporal Peter Gough.
Bill Gill is out of the Bert Ambros«^
office, having returned to his former
bosse.--.. Grade & Smith.
.osaire's circus is being used by
the Miniitry of Information as subject for

propaganda

IS

By Les Rees
owned

Locally

'Roller

open second season
cago,

week,

this

Follies'

to

Arena, Chiwith Auditorium.
in

Milwaukee, to follow.
Harry Hirsch in Chicago

fllni.

'Rebecca' closing at Strand theatre replaced by Firth Shephard's revival of 'Night .f the Garter' Sept. 9.
Mrs. Charles Munyard out of hospital, where she had been confined
for several
months with internal

con-

in

nection with burlesque matters.
Bill Crystal, former branch manager and film salesman here and
now in Army, promoted to corporal

at Jefferson Barracks,

Mo.
Wife and three children of Harold
Field, prominent independent cirBy Hal Cohen
cuit owner, ill with pneumonia.
Harry Katz, former burlesque imBill Green will inaugurate supper and lobbies.
Leon Valley, former head of con- presario here, now a tank battalion
dances this weekend at his Casino.
tract control department of United sergeant at Ft. Lcwi.s, Wash., and
Pittsburgh Savoyards will open Artists, is now
recommended as candidate for ofa cop in the London
their season on Nov. 11-12 with
ficers' training school.
poliCw force.
'Ruddigore.'
Hy Chapman, Columbia branch
Prince Littler has signed Nervo
Al Ritz getting his Club Petite at and Knox, Naughton and Gold and manager, took one morning off to
the Ritz hotel ready for a fall open- Sonny Hale 'or Christmas panto- sell $5,000 of war bonds.
For ballyhoo. Cliff Gill. aoth-Fox
ing next week.
mir.)e at London Coliseum.
'Maid of the Mountains,' at the exploiteer, rigged up replica of
Pvt. Fred Burleigh, the former
Playhouse director, has shoved off LondCii Coliseum, is folding shortly, Army tank and ran it into Northwith 'Jc'Ie of New York,' currently west Allied convention, an accomfor foreign duty.
panying
attack of tiny parachutes
touring the sticks, to replace.
Station WJAS will raise its night
Fred Emney on fortnight's fishing carrying war stamps to delegates.
time power from 1,000 to 5,800 watts
W. A. Steffes down from his
in Scotlam', after which he is to be
in a week or so.
northern Minnesota estate to hobSs tured in Columbia Pictures' new
Couple of Pittsburghers. Howard fl;
nob with national Allied States' biKstarring George -Formby.
Blaine and Gloria Ingles, in cast of
Leon M. Lion joining forces with wlg friends, here for Northwest Al'Strip for Action.'
Tom Walls to produce plays. Their lied convention.
Joe Vera, recently inducted into first venture is new play by Arnold
David Gillman, former Gayety
the Army, Is organizing a band at Ridley,
who wrote. The Ghost burlesque operator here, now a film
Camp Meade, Md.
exhibitor at Jamestown. N. D.
Train.'
Lew Harmon quitting RKO exNew downtown Monday store
'Merry Widow' to be revived by
ploitation berth in this territory and Emilc Littler, with Jack Warner be- hours, noon to 9 p.m.. hurting thewill return to New York.
atres, but helping loop night club
\n". considered for the Prince Danilo
Al Marsico's Nixon Cafe band rolj. It'll likely go to the Winter biisiness that evening.
spotted this week at WCAE as the Garden.
Bill Decker of Paramount enlisted
staff orch for six days only.
Daughter born to the Christopher in Navy.
Mary Frances Ackerman, Play, Hassalls recently. He won the HawMajor Bowes' eighth anniversary
house actress, now on the advertis- thorden Prize for poetry in 1939. He revue into St. Paul Orpheum the
ing staff of the Bulletin-Index.
and his wife. Eve Lynett, were both past week, but will not play MinAragon Ballroom gets the fall and on the stage.
neapolis.
winter dance season started SaturCollinj and Grade have closed deal
Charlie Rubenstein. independent
day (12) with Howard Baum's band. with Harry Cohen to revive Brie'.ix's circuit owner, won golf tournament
George JafTe peddled $25,000 in 'Damaged Goods,' on 50-50 basi.<>. at Oak Ridge club,
War Bonds at his Casino theatre on Show coes on ihe road, and opens in
Marjorie Garret.son held over at
first day
of industry's September West End later.
Hotel St. Paul Gopher Grill.
Billy Revel shed 42 pounds since
drive.
Manuel Contreras orchestra,
Little Jackie Heller doing a fort- he joined the Army five months aco, which appeared in 'Flying Down to
night at the San Die.no Club in De- and is now prepared to put in bid for Rio,' currently at Hotel Lowry MinEnd juve <ob when he gets jicsota Terrace.
t
troit before coming back to his local
back into civvies.
nitery.
Howard ChJsholm resigned as
Jack Melfcrd. musical comedy manager of Metro, indie nabe house,
Vic King band (Vaclav Klimek)
has opened an engagement at the star, just revealed secret marriage to enlist in Navy. Wilfred Perper
Westwood Supper Club in Rich- last September, to actress Cynthia succeeded him.
Teall. Both will be in the revival of
mond, Va.
Pvt Dave Wald. former WB man- 'Niglit of the Garter.'
Eric Barker, The Compere' of The
ager now at Camp Butler. N. C, has
to Evening News, out of hospital, where
engagement
his
announced
he has been :onflned for over six
Geraldlne Lange.
By SI Shalti
J. K. Robertson, Jimmy Totamns months with broken pelvis. Expects
asst in Waroer advertising depart- to start working in a few weeks.
Nancy Brown, chorine and former
Arthur Simon, general manager of
ment, coming around okay after
trouble.

PittsbDrgh

hotels and theatres have
recently been fined for using too
much electricit> in their auditoriums
:;ver,Tl

'

j

.

serious operation.
Harold Goldstein, new continuity
chief at WCAE. engaged to An-

nette Robin. She's a cousin of songwriter Leo Robin.
^
j
new husband,
Heller's
Shfa'ley
Harry Gordon, a N. Y. business man.
is

coming

so she's
for the duration.

Army-bound,

home

Florence Parry, daughter of local

singer,

to

is

be leading

Richard Tauber

T

1

in

being

his

femme to WPEN, has arthritis.
new show,
Johnny Carlin, ex-studio pianist
is to star.
at WFIL, now a chief warrant officer

which he
by

Chelsea,' in

If.-

presented

Bernard

Dclfonfs
.

company headed by Major H. A.

Member

of Parliament, has
been formed for the production and
distribution of films. Arthur Dent
he. been approached to 'take over
Procter,

Parry th managing directorship.
leglt-fllm-radlo columnist, Florence Fisher
Burglar broke into agent Harry
engaged to Pvt. Robert Rus- and formerly with RKO publicity
former film scripter now sta- department in N. Y., has been ap- Foster's apartment while he was
tioned at Camp Upton. N. Y. She pointed p.a. «t the Playhouse for asleep, and woke Foster by shining
She succeeds Vahan electric torch full in his face. Foster
revealed it in a radio interview this season.
jumped out of bed and chased the
Sunday night (6). Russell just com- Tashjan.
intruder, but the thief outdistanced
pleted scenario of 'Come One, Come
hiin.
Air for Jean Arthur.
oe Friedman, London head of
Anthony Mele, prop, of TheoCi
:umbia Pictures, giving the onceChicago
dore's, takes over Le Ruban Bleu's
over to Ted Ray, who has replaced
active management and operation
To.iimy Trinder in 'Gangway' at the
situIt's
tomorrow
(Thurs.).
as of
Palladium. Wants him for next picEddie Cantor a Chicago visitor.
ated
above his daytime eatery
ture, in which Vera Lynn is being
secretary to Alex
Herbert Jacoby

Margo Stevenson,

.

actress,

fronted
Heretofore
for Mele. Competitive preem is new
show into LaMartinique.
Jean Dalrymple back from Coast,
where she huddled with Jo.se Iturbi
on publicity for his forthcoming
Also dickered for a
film debut.

contract for George Sebastion.

or-

chestra conductor formerly with the
Soviet radia, to be musical director
of the film version of 'Mission to

Moscow.'

Betty Glixon,
has
Warners booker,
Halperin,
joined the WAVES.
Jack Clark. Warners booker, was
inducted into the United Stales
Army Signal Corp.".
Spyros Skouras, 20lh Century-Fox
prexy, and his advertising aide, Hal

Overcoming

By Sam X. Hurrt

somewhere

in

Alaska.

Vince Vernon, a member of the
Municipal Theatre Assn's warbling
and terping choru.":, now bookrr and
producer of floor shows at the Palms,
a north side nitery.
Frank
Rcidelberger,
corpulent
magistrate of a Justice of the Peace
in Venice, 111., again waving
the baton in the pit of the Grand,
this burg's sole burlesk house.

Court

Joe Winters has returned as maestro of his orch to Club Royal, nitery

sales for

hypo theatre

Julian King, formerly

Casa Loma ballroom on Ibe South
Side opens season Friday ill).
The 48th annual state fair at Sedalla drew a toUl of 90,000 payees
during the eight-day stand that
closed Aug. 30.
Les Levy, former salesman for
Monogram, has written friends here
that he now is second cook with his
stationed

to

many

which

is
likely to l>e successor to
Marie' at Stoll's theatre, but
not for .some time as latter is in the

'Ro.se

big grosses.

indefinite run.

Bnenos Aires
By Ray Josephs

,

Mildred Zbilutt.
general manager of the
Stevens Hotel for four years until
the Army took it over, has been
appointed resident manager of the
Hotel Sherman.
Warners press
Yergcn:
Irving
agent, drafted by Amusement and
Recreation Division to handle all
personals of picture stars in the Chicago area for the bond drive during
.lay Jone.s,

September.
Inclement weather, which grounded planes of celebrities slated to appear, caused cancellation of the Million Dollar Bond Dinner at the

Pump Room
Thur.-Jday

of

evening

the
(3).

Amba.'v'sador

WAAC's.

Ihe

Prank A. Logue. auditor for
inghouse Radio Station.s. Inc..
pletes 30 years of service with
iiiGhouse today (Wed.).
Erne.st
H. Gager. KYW's

West-

comWe.st-

chief

and hi<: assistant. George
Ilagerty. arc doubling as member of
the radio faculty at Drexel Institute.
Frank Carver, also a KYW engineer,
engineer,

has joined
University.

the

faculty

of

Temple

Muria Duval signed by SONO for
luo picts in '43.
San Miguel signed Alberto Bcllo
for two films in '43.
EFA Films inked Hugo del Carril
and Luis Sandrini for three years.
Luis Cesar Amadori started work
on new film at SONO starring the
Legrand Twins and Oscar Valecclli.
Mario Soffici .started .shooting

Hollywood
Constance Bennett laid

Doris Houck, screen actress, is now
Doris Howe,
William Famum recuperating after
abdominal surgery.
Eddie Cantor back In town after
three weeks in the east
The Guy Kibbees celebrated their
15th wedding anniversary.
Mrs. Jack L. Warner turned over
her motor yacht South Wind, to the

Navy.
Katherine Booth, film player, recovering from emergency apendectomy.
Robert Steven-s, film player, divorced by Bebe LaMonlc, fashion
model.
Michele Morgan and Bill Mnrshnll,
screen players, took out a niarri<ii;e
license.

Edmund Hartmann returned to his
from
film writing after recovery
an eye injury.
divorced
Betty
Linde,
actres.-.
Clarence Stroud, member of the
twin acting team.
Tim Whelan, directing 'Nightm iic'
camera bojm
and sprained an aukle.
Kathryn Grayson withdrew her
divorce action against John Shclton,
at Universal, fell off a

actor,

now

Katina

in the

Army.
Greek

Paxinou,

iictiess.

collapsed on Paramount's 'For Whom
the Bell Teals' location.
James Crtize, once top-salaried

an esUte of

film director, left

$l,0OO,

consisting of personal effects.
Tony Martin, now in the Navy,

has been asked to pay an additio:ial

on his 1941 income Ux.
H. M. Warner donated a concert
grand piano to the Motion Picture
Country

$24,753

Relief Fund's
House.
Jill Stern, whose father, J. David

Stem,

publishes the Philadelphia
Record, joined the Universal publicity staff.

Charles

Buckley,

legal

head

of

Fox-West Coast, returned from New
York, where he spent a week in a
hospital for .skin Irritation.

Serge
First

Semenenko,

National

Bank

president i>f
ol
Boston,

which finances plenty of pictures,
Nate Blumberg.

visiting with

Dave Davidson, formerly with
CBS, moved Into the Warners .studio exploitation job left vacant when
Ben Cohn moved into the Army.

Harvey Poster back
treated for blood

in

town

be

to

poisoning caused

by a wound sustained as

n.ssistant

director

of 'Commandos Come at
on location at Vancouver.

Dawn'

01
Gilbert Roland, Connie Bennett's
husband, is a private and stands
guard at Boiling Field.
Phil Hayden, who runs the biggest
dancing school In town. Is tagged by
Uncle Sam for October.
Rick La Falce turned down by
Army for minor physical defect
He'll get treatment and try again.
J. Edgar Hoover's office force presented a minstrel show at the
Sylvan theatre, Saturday night '$>.
Glen Echo Park closed Labor Day
after greatest season in 28 years history.
Potomac outdoor spot was

war workers' favorite.
Civilian committee will push sale
of tickets for This Is the Army'.s"
Pasteboards scaled at
$18.50 per orchestra plush.
"
John J. Payette, Warners zone
manager, had the office force down
for a house wanning when ,he occupied his Virginia mansion estate.
Leo Freedman here ahead of Eddie Dowling show.
Dick Mancy
ahead of 'Vickie' and Nnt Dorfman
beating the drum for This Is the
premiere.

Harry

Income Ceiling
SsO""*""'

from pace '.^ss

a> consistently as previously for top
cut would
since their
lO't
.-.I'lnmatically be higher and their

ci>in

ncl

income more sharply reduced.

Soincrville,

Good

tive Sept 15.
a banquet at

Owners
which he

manager

of

will give him
will announce

future plans.
Mary Bryne, Office of Price Administration secretary, arrived back

town Labor Day morning

in

after

completing her bit In Bob Hope piclui«?. 'They Got Me Covered.'

Effect

Long range effect of salary limlt:.iion would be to set up. new .^-tandards of production and earnings in
Hollywood, with overall co.'-t of film
production likely to be lower. The
|->. wou''l also effectively put a stop
the industry bs.sed
attaciT- on
I.the p-.cmi.-e that Hollywood con0
tinues to run away with itself via
extravagance in private living and
in businc.ss expenditures while the

Harry Richman back in town to
appear at army benefit.
Binnie Barnes guestinit on 'Con-

war

Lt

1

is

Net

on.

company

within

the
inuastry are not likely to benefit as
a

any lowered production
increased
corporation
absorb virtually all of the
but impression that
will be 'C3.=ier lo do bu'inc^s' wi
result

ccst,

t,-<xc.-.

ocesK
it

profits

of

since

will

prnflt.s,

talent prevails.
Roundup of indu.stry

tion.

th«: Coast and in New
Picsident Roo.sevelfs $25,000 income
ceiling was first broached .several
viitually
Tjrought
months
ago,
unanimous support from industry

Carlos Schlieper finished shooting
'Manana Me Suicido' ('Tomorrow I'll
Commit Suicide') with Amanda Lcde.sma and Alberto Vila.
United Artists announced it will
relca.^e '.Sinfonia Argentine,' Argen-

up with

laryngitis.

Army.'

'Tres Hombres del Rio' 'Three Men
of the R;vei'> in Alta Parana sect

45

Hotel Willard, has resigned, effec-

spirltcd-bids.

.....
with Metco,

started at United Artists this week
,ns a salesman in the North Illinois
t6rritory.
.
,
Lax. Univer.-ial booker, has
Si
been transferred lo the Detroit
He is replaced locally by
office.

KYW

Prince Littler has closed deal with
Louis Dreyfus to revive 'Show Boat.'

George Black has taken up option
Horne, Chicago visitors.
T. F. Murray, manager of branch on Vera Lynn for 'Gangway, the
operations for Universal, here from Palladium musical, Jp which. she replaced Bebe '^anlel^. Contract was
New York on inspection tour.
J C. Osscrman. RKO district man- fo four weeks with option, which
ager, to Kansas City and Milwaukee was taken up after three weeks for
this week
circuit.

St Louis

in the Army.
Clarence «Fuhrman and his
house band returned last week after
five-week tour.
Janet Jenkins, formerly KYW's
'Janet Jenkins,' female spieler, has
been commissioned a second looie in

starred.

•

now

as well as regular performers.
Artistas Argentinos Asociados and
San Miguel, indie studio, arranged
for joint release of picts and interchange of A.A.A. stars and associates Enrique Muino, Angel Magana
and Francisco Petrone.

ing shortly.

sell,

outfit

tine pict made by French director
Jacques Constant, shortly.
San Miguel Studios' youth film,
'Juvenilia,' still shooting at SIDE.
Local University students being used

,

handling public rela-

tions for the War Football Fund of
the War Dept., traveling with the
Army Wastern eleven: also on national exec comm. of War Golf Fund,
firomoting for Army Emergency Re-

mentary
Dated

fresco

Harry Fartlman, former concertmaster of the National symph in
Washington, D, C, has been engaged
for the same stint with the local
symph. He succeeds Scipione Guidi,
whose contract was not renewed.
Joe Goldstein, manager of the Victory, a St Louis Amus: Co. nabe,
operated by Fanchon & Marco, sporting the khaki at Jefferson Barracks,
Mo. He has been succeeded by Bob
Johnson, former manager of the Aubert, another St. L. Amus. Co. nabe.
'My Fair Lady,' comedy, will wind
up the current season of the Town
Square theatre, strawhattsr operating atop a west end office building.
Willard Holand is directing.
Lead
roles are l)eing handled by Jean Aubuchon, Ralph Petersen. Toby McBratney, Wright King, Mady Stevens

film producer Jack

Former French

Forrester back in New York, after
a stay at Metro as an associate prod.

John

al

London

hc.'.ds

at

that

time.

opinion on
York, when

Miami
By

tact,'

local

Leslie Harris

Army

Air Force

radio

show.

Frank

WKAT,

owner
promoted to

Katzentine,

has

been

Colonel.
Flelschmann.
Sol
nouncer, in Miami before
Coast Guard.

WDAE

of
a

an-

joining

Greer Garson a po.ssibility ns guest
of local theatres lor $1,000,000 Viclory Bond dinner.
annniinci r,
Sam Parker, vet
has resigned. Will enter Pan-Amvri.
can Ferry Service.
Billie Dove, foi-mcr .screen star,

WIOD

living. here while her husband completes training at Officers Candidate

School.
'Sonny' Shepherd, manager of Lincoln theatre, into Army Air Corpi
Leonard Allen takes
as in.structor.
over his chores.

Wednesday^

S«pt«iiibe|> 9* 11942

46
appearing with

Mae

JOHN

C.

MANNING

68,

his 12,000-acre ranch near
Mont., where he was sur-

done on

died at his

home

Pryor,

rounded by cowboys, horses and catA year ago he moved
tle as models.
to Hollywood to write film stories,
but illness forced him to stop work

HARBISON GRET FISKE

last spring.
Like the late Ned Wayburn, HarBest known of his tales of the
rison Grey Fiske. 81, former newsranges were 'Lone Cowboy,'' 'Scorpaperman and showman who died pion,' 'Sand,' 'Home Ranch,' 'Sunlest Thursday (3) in N. Y., belongel
which was screened
He up' and 'Smoky,'
lo another era in the theatre.
by Fox in 1933.
started as a reporter and critic in

New

Jersey, switching to the N. Y.

Dramatic Mirror.
Star, then the
Beth were theatrical sheets and both
hove long been defunct.
Fiske was wed to Minnie Maddern
She then assumed the
la 1891.

name of Fiske for the stage. Under
h's direction she was the first to
score in Ibsen dramas, appearing in
'Hedda Gabler' and 'A
'Ghosts,'
Doll's House.'
Mrs. Fiske also starred in notable
other successes for her husband Li
Buch plays as Tess of the DUubervllles," 'Leah Kleschner,' 'Salvation
Nell,' 'Becky Sharp' and 'Mary of
Mngdala,' those plays establishing
her among the top actresses of
America. She died in 1932.
Fiske also presented the late Otis
Skinner also
Skinner in 'Kismet.'
appeared with Mrs. Fiske and HenGrossman in "The Merry
rietta
Wives of Windsor.' Later shows in
which he presented his wife were
Ladles of the Jury,' 'Mrs. MaUprop'

and

'Mrs.

Bumpstead

Leigh.'

Fiske died in a one-room apartment on West eeth street, where he
had been writing his autobiography.

TEDDIE GERARD
Tcddic Gerard, 52, former American dancing and singmg star, died
Aug. 31 in London.
Born in Buenos Aires as Teresa
Cabre, Miss Gerard made her first
stage appearance in N. Y. as a
chorus girl in 'Havana' at the Casino
theatre in 1909. She won popularity
in Europe during the First World
War, appearing In London in The

Wedding

Glide'

and

in

E.

Phillips

'Eclipse.'
She was. a
dancing partner to Harry Pilcer in
Paris, succeeding Gaby Deslys.
Miss Gerard appeared in The
Cave Girl,' a motion picture in 1921,
and in 1923 she played in David
L'Strange's 'The Rat' at the Colonial
theatre, N. Y.

Oppenheim's

JEAN CAVALLAZZI FASSIO
Jean Cavallazzi Fassio, 76, former
and vaudeville performer,
recently in Liachute, Quebec,

circus

died
Can.

A

Fassio had
brought his wife and four children,
all acrobatic performers, to America
as members of the Barnum <c Bailey
I. WALTER BVBEN
The
circus about 25 years ago.
J. Walter Ruben, 43, film producer,
troupe had appeared at the New
died Sept. 4 in Hollywood following York Hippodrome for four years
a three-week battle against a heart and also played in Cincinnati.
ailment. At his bedside was his wife,
Fassio retired as a performer upon
Virginia Bruce, whom he first met the death of his wife, and in 1925
when he directed her in a Metro pic- turned to operating his own picture
ture in 1937.
theatre In Lachute. At his death he
Graduate of Columbia University, also owned the Capitol theatre,
where he studied psychology and Brownsville, Canada.
drama, Ruben started his professionThree sons survive.
al career as a stage actor, later

moving into fiction writing, publicity
and film scripting.
As a screen
writer, starting in 1924, h'e turned in
a long list of plays, among which

were 'Under the Tonto Rim,* 'Dead
Game,' 'Check and Double Check,'
•No Other Woman,' 'Public Defender,' 'Shooting Straight' and 'White
Shoulders.' As a director he piloted
•Java Head,' 'Rift Raff.' Trouble for
Two,' 'Old Hutch,' 'The Old Soak,'
Thoroughbreds Don't Cry' and 'Bad

Man

native

of

Italy,

HABBT C. DOTLE
Harry C. Doyle, 44, for years in
the theatrical business and who until his fatal illness operated a theatrical booking office in the Grand
theatre building. Canton, O., died
Aug. 31 in St. Francis hospital, Columbusr O. He had operated the
Doyle theatre, now the Uptown, and
the old Broadway, In Columbus, for
14 years.
He had also been with
the John B. Rogers Producing Co.
Survived by widow, mother, three
brothers and a sister.

of Brimstone,' among others.
to producership by Metro
In 1939, he l^ame identified with the
Wallace Beery films and the 'Maisie'
H.
series. Among his productions were
Paul H. La Stayo, 44, president
Thunder Afloat,' 'Congo Maisie,'
and general manager of the Bremer
•Flight Command,' *20 Mule Team,'
Co.,
operator
of
•Gold Rush Maisie' and 'Maisie Was a Broadcasting
WAAT. Newark, died Sept. 6 in
I,ady.'
His last picture, still to be
Jersey City. One of the first radio
shown, was the biography of Andrew
operators in New Jersey, he became
Johnson, successor to Abraham Linsecretary of the Bremer Co. at its
coln as President, titled 'Tennessee
inception in 1926 and took over the
Johnson.' Funeral services, followed
by cremation, were held Sept. 6 at position of president and general
manager three years later.
Forest Lawn, Glendale, Cal.
Surviving are his widow, mother,
son, daughter, two sisters and a

Upped

PAUL

BEBNABD

Bernard

B.

BTMAN

Hyman,

B.

47,

Metro

have been

serious.

Hyman entered the film business
In 1919 after serving in World War
I as a captain in the Army Tank
Corps.
He started as a film salesman for Triangle, later becoming

company's branch manager in New
Orleans and then Omaha. He then
turned to the production end of
p.'Ctures,

joining

Universal's

script

department, after his original, 'Confidence,' produced in 1921, was a suc-

He was

mp.de editorial assistant to Irving Thalberg, and when
cess.

Litter

moved

to

Metro

in

1924,

Hy-

man went along as a producer.
Among his credits are such pietiives as The Cossack,' 'Stamboul
'Red Dust,' 'Rasputin and
Empress,' Trader Horn,' 'San

Quest."

the

Francisco,'
'Conquest'
Cieat Waltz.'

and

JOHN CHAPIN MOSHER
John

SO,

cowboy

peared as a juggler at county fairs
carnivals in the midwest.
Widow, three daughters and a son
survive.

Halsey Mohr,
artist

and

though orphaned in childhood and
without formal schooling, he wrote
20 books and scores of short stories
of western life and illustrated them
with his own rugged style of art
Most of James' later work was

it

retains

the spontaneity

of

'

ers.

MOBBIS''ISliAEL
Morris Israel, 50, former Cleveland theatre owner, died Sept. 1 in
Cleveland. He built and managed
the old Erie, nabe house. In recent
years he operated a grocery store.

Survived by father, widow, daughson and four brothers.

ter,

WILLIAM

BLACK

J.

William J. Black, 45, owner of the
theatre. East Liverpool, O.,
film house, died Aug. 31 in Salem,
O., city hospital.

Working with Frank on the project
are Beatrice (Mrs. George S.) Kaufman and Sgt. Ezra Stone. Also
cooperating are James Sauter, of
the United Theafrlcal War Activities Committee, and Rex Stout, of
the Writers War Board. William S.
Paley,. president of CBS, is contributing the network's production
and recording facilities.

Star

MARRIAGES

two brothers and four

Mother,

in

sisters survive.

Dedie Velde to Beatrice La Rosee,
New York, Aug. 29. Groom is

stage and screen actor.

BENE HUBERT
Rene Hubert, 32, Trench violinist,
died in July In Marseille, France.
Surviving Is his mother, in Paris;
a brother. Marcel Hut>ert, a cellist,
N. Y.; and a sister. Mile. Yvonne
Hubert, a pianist in Montreal.

DENNIS H. BEABDON
Dennis M. Reardon, Mass. theatremsn, died recently in Holyoke, Mass.,
where he had managed the Globe
theatre for years.
Before that he
managed neighborhood film houses
i-1

the Springfield area.

LEONARD

E.

BEBGMAN

Leonard E. Bergman, 57, died at
the Doctor's hospital, N. Y., Sept. 5,
a victim of cancer.
Details in legit section.
Mrs. Fan! White, 32, wife of the
Pciramount homeoflice exploiteer,

Estelle Olshane to Morris King, In
Louisville, Ky., Sept. 6.
Groom is
violinist.

Verdun Mclnnis to Audrey Dodds,
in
Ottawa, Aug. 29.
Groom is
trumpeter with Len Hopkins' band,
Canadian outfit.
Norma Fischer to Bruce E. Anderson, in Las Vegas, Nev., Sept 1.
Bride is radio singer.
Edith Herbert to Vaughn O'Ne.ill,
in Cleveland, Sept 6. He's the Pe'nn,
Pittsburgh, assistant manager who
was recently elevated to managership of t«ew's State in' Cleveland.
Alice R'ohrbacker to ErnesT^GTay,
She's halt
in Pittsliurgh, Sept 2.
of the nitery dance team ot Chick

and Chickie Allison.
Carolyn Schnurer to Lieut. Malcolm Meyer, in Pittsburgh, Sept 1.
She's with the Rep exchange.
Helen McGowan to Mark Warnow,
Sept. 6, in Peekskill, N. Y.
Ceremony was performed by Judge

Lyons \inlts (see details herewith),
slated to go into production either
late this fall or winter, the
schedule will Include one or two
pictures from James Cagn^y, Sol
Liesser's 'Stage Door Canteen,' on*

UA

from Charles R. Rogers, one from
Edward Small, one from Gregor
Rablnowlch, one from Arnold Pressburger and one or two from
Noel Coward's
Samuel Bronston.
'In Which We Serve,' made in England, is ready for
U. S. shortly.

UA

release

in

the

Meet

DIreotora

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
Conferences looking to the takeover of product of other companies,
for release by United Artists, will
be continued today with Ed Raftery
and Grad Sears participating for
UA. Sears has viewed a score ct

Paramount films and is said to be
receptive to three of the pictures,
not western specials, to fill the gap
until UA producers get around to
delivering their own product.
Also attending the meeting for
UA will be Loyd Wright, Mary Pickford and Charles Chaplin who will
examine the situation and get other
producers to assent to the purchase
of

Paramount product

BIRTHS
Mr. and Mrs. Al Sendrey, daughHollywood, Aug. 31. Father
is a music arranger.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Marks, daughter, Aug. 25, in New York. Father
music supervisor for Major
is
Bowes; mother was formerly mu-

tei, in

sician

in

Smith

Sisters'

orch.

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Teichmann,
daughter, Sept 2, in New York.
Father is radio writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Archibald Braunfleld, daughter, Sept. 4 in Brooklyn.
Fr.ther is business manager ot the
Henry Souvaine office, radio pro-

Chapin Mosher, 50, film died in New York Thursday mornThe New Yorker magazine, ing (6) of a heart attack. She had Johnny White, otherwise profesNew York of heart been suffering for some time with sional manager of Remick Music Co. ducers.
ailment
It's maestro Warnow's second marMr. and Mrs. Thomas Anas, daugha cardiac ailment.
Mosher has been associated with
riage.
He has three children from ter, Aug. 21. in Steubenville, Q,
the New Yorker since 1928 and beAnas is associated with his father,
Eueene McGary, 69, pioneer set his first.
came its film critic after the first designer, died Sept. 2 in Hollywood.
Kay Miller' to Irving Taylor, Nick Anas, in the. operation of theatwo years. A collection of sketches His most recent work
was at Para- in Los Angeles, Sept. 4. Groom is a tres In Steubenville, Holidays Cover
by Mosher published in The New mount.
songwriter; bride has been soloist and Welrton. W. Va.
Yorker were printed in book form
with several dance bands and also
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Eurist, son,
under the title 'Celibate of Twilight'
Mrs. Ethel M. Pbtky, daughter of danced in pictures.
in Los Angeles, Sept. 3. Mother was
in 1940.
Al DeVito to Rita DeVere, Sept. 3, Betty Proctor ot Warners publicity
the late Shakespearean actor, Robert
Mother and two sisters survive.
in
Omaha. Bride Is dancer, groom Is department Father Is assistant diB.-Mantell, died Sept. 2 In Atlantic
comedian,
both
with
Benny
Highlands, N. J.
Meroff's rector on same lot
WILSON F. PERO
'Funzaflre' vaude unit
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Janov,
Wilson F. Pero, 63, former swordFrances Sharp Goodlett, 40, wife
Lucille Prim to Major Hal Roach,
daughter, in Hollywood, Aug. 31.
swallower and juggler with the Ring- of Sebe Goodlett, National
Screen in Dayton, O., Aug. 31. He's the film
Father is chief accountant for David
ling circus, died last week at City sa'.esman,
died Wednesday in a producer, now in the Army; she's
hospital, St. Louis, after a three- Raton.
former ASCAP secretary in Los An- O. Selznick Productions.
N. M., hospital.
month illness.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Bracken,
geles.
An entertainer for more than 40
Thelda Victor to Francis Mvtin, daughter, Sept 3, In Beverly Hills.
years, Pero was active until he bein Les Vegas, Nev., Aug. 30. Bride Father Is film-legit actor; mother Is
came ill. During recent years he apformer Connie Nickerson, legit ac1? a secretary at Paramount; groom
Soldier Talent

HALSET MOHR
WILL JAMES
Will James,

that

a live show, yet adds the perWALTER PATEBSON
sonalities and talent of star perWalter Patersbn, 31, radio actor,
formers. In addition. It gives the
committed suicide by monoxide gas
unknowns among the live entertainSept. 2 in Hollywood.
ers the kick of performing with
Formerly on the British stage,
the stars. And it also has the adPaterson entered radio in San Franvantage of heightening interest becisco 12 years ago. For the last six
entertaining
are
caOse the men
years he played the role of Nicholas
merely
themselves,
instead
of
Lacy in 'One Man's Family.'
watching shows presented by oth-

died Sept. 3 in

bi other.

writer, died Sept. 3 in Hollywood
after several months' illness. AI

concert pi-

critic of

The and

Survived by widow, mother and

72,

'

LA STATO

brother.

production executive, died Sunday
nitht (6) at his Mandeville Canyon
home as the result of a heart attack.
Stricken several weeks ago,
Hyman's illness was not thought to

MluMter Par
^sCoBtlnued from pace

Flashbacks to Broadway

With flow of product from its own
Other basic scripts would call for
anist, died at his home in San Fran- one
the soldiers to express producers unlikely to start before
of
cisco.
curiosity about what shows were next spring. Sears is undei'stood
A soloist with the Boston Sym- playing on Broadway at the time, ready to talk deals with other maphony orchestra for years. Manning o:- to read a letter from home comfounded the Manning School of menting on one of the New York jors, in addition to Par, which
Music in San Ffancisco in 1914, and plays. At that point, the soldiers might be interested in using the UA
He 01 stage would hold their positions distribution forces. No other major
conducted it until his death.
had given hundreds of recitals on ill dimmed light, while recordings deal is nminent, however.
the Pacific Coast.
Should all of the raw stock which
ot hit tunes from the mus^pal shows
or highlight scenes from the straight UA would have at its disposal next
MME. CLIFFORD
In every season be used up or earmarked for
plays would be heard.
Mme. Clifford (Mrs. Karl Bauer), case, the recordings would be made either its own Independent pro5.~>,
circus sword swallower, died
ducers and/or the Par deal, then
b.' the actual performers who did
Sept. 3 in a Canton, O., hospital
any other major company deals
them on Broadway.
after an illness of a month. Before
Another angle of the same Idea would be subject to provision that
her retirement from the circus and
latter provide their own raw stock.
soldiers
rethe
one
of
have
vaudeville stage some years ago she might
hit
from
a
scene
Long Time BolUnr
favorite
calling
a
was featured with the Ringling cirshow of the past. In that case the
Aside from three pictures shortly
cus.
or
scene
proper
the
of
going into release ('Moon and SixSurvived by her husband, for- recording
Still
interpolated.
be
number
would
pence,' 'Jacare' and 'One of Our
mer circus acrobat, and two daughanother of the basic scripts would Aircraft Is Missing'), flow of any
ters.
involve a revue or minstrel show important product for UA releas«
by the soldiers themselves. In that from Its own producers is not ex*
MAJOR W. J. O'CALLAGHAN
stars
as
of
such
recordings
case,
pected to materialize much befor*
Major W. J. O'Callaghan, 68, comFred Allen, Jack Benny. Ed Wynn, the spring, under tentative shooting
poser of military marches and reetc., would be used as Interpolated
schedules
for
the
invarious
tired army bandmaster, died Sept. 3
specialty spots.
dependent production units.
in Culver, Ind.
The Idea of combining live and
From all indications, David O.
O'Callaghan was formerly a diinto
the Selznick and Sir Alexander Korda
entertainment
rector of music at the Culver Mili- recorded
tary Academy and was the com- same production was first used- In will be active this year, though Hunt
poser of the official U. & 6th that way several years ago when Stromberg, who is slated for three
Frank did a show for an Assn. or four pictures. Is the only UA
Cavalry March.
Widow and three daughters of National Advertisers' conven- producer actually shooting.
principal advantage is
tion.
Its
survive.
In addition to the Arthur S.-

John C. Manning,

NED WATBURN

themselves: As far as possible, the
material spoken by the stars would
jflv^tvft yUiiatinnt nnii personalities
familiar to the soldiers.

I

Ned Wayburn,

Mohr

and Fields.
TwoUsoghters^urvtve.-

O B T U AR IE S
In N. Y. Sept. 2.
Details in legit section.

Fields as

59,

former

hit song

writer and vaudevillian, died in
N. Y., Aug. 29, of a heart attack.
Among the numbers to his credit
were 'Liberty Bell,' which scored
during the first World War, and
another of his standouts was 'They're
Wearing 'Em Higher in Hawaii.'
He appeared in two-a-day as part
of the Kimberly and Mohr act, later

a writer at Columbia.

S^sContlnued from pate '^^s
backs,

the

entire

combined enter-

tainment coming through the same
loudspeaker system.
For instance, one of the basic
scripts being readied would have
a soldier sleeping in the barracks
and dreaming of Dorothy Lamour.
Whereupon a specially prepared
record would be cut in, with Miss

Lumour taking

the

soldier

to

a

tress.

Mary Jane Dewey to William N.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Memoy, son.
Nelson, Aug. 29, in Oak Park, 111. In Hollywood, Sept. 3.
Father Is
Groom is in WLS promotion dept with Universal advertising staff.
Wana Wenerholm to Jack Allison
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Turoldo,
at the South Side hospital. Bay son, Aug. 30, in Regina, Sask. Father
Shore, L. I., Sept. 4. Bride is In the
chorus of 'By Jupiter' (Shubert,
N. Y.); groom was injured recently
in a laboratory accident, and so
ceremony was performed at his bedside.

Hollywood party, where he would
Evelyn Ankers to Richard Denning,
meet a number of stars. All voices Sept 6, In Las Vegas, Nev. Both
on the record would be authentic, picture players; groom
Navy-bound
having been waxed by the players in. three weeks.

is

manager

ot the

Grand

theatre,

Re-

gina.

Mr. and Mrs. Donald
son, Sept.
is

4,

in

New

P. Campbell,

York.

Father

a member of the Blue network

sales staff.

Mr. and Mrs. Meyer Shapiro,
daughter. In Toledo, Aug. 29. He's
concert master of Toledo Symphony
Orchestra.

Wednesday, September f, lf4l

m

Jailed

Hemiies Fire
C&iio, O., Sept.

Elmer Davis, chief of War Information, has asked

me

to form a
anxious to serve their country

'Committee
performers
in even more valuable capacity than at present
As the war reaches
deeper into American lives, there Is an incrieasing need for the
Government to reach its armed forces, its labor forces and its home
front forces with Information and inspiration.
The Office of War Information Is aware and deeply appreciative of
the individu^ contributions already made, but Mr. Davis sincerely
feels that a united group of radio porformers can effectively advise
and aid the OWI in the greater job ahead. After recent meetings
in Washington I am sure that all of us have an even greater role
than we realize— and for the OWI, I earnestly ask that you become a
member of this group to serve our Government.
Please advise me immediately if you will join and It you can attend a meeting (Sept 18 in N. Y.— Sept. 25 on the Coast).
of 25' top radio

.

(Signed)

Kay

Office of

War

8.

Kyser.
Information, Washington, D. C.

War

Radio to 'Seir The

Strandiiig Acts in Biiffalo

sContlnned from pa(e
results on behalf of the
In seGovernment's war effort

ute platters aired. The Treasury got
the most spot announcements 510,090 for war bonds and stamps.

—

—

quence:
War production anA 'iticentiue ralThere were 610 hour-long live
lies' wilt be hgpoed through radio. shows, including 29|0 for the TreasIn these categories <come (a) Che ury and 220 for the Army, and 7.the labor forces; and 090 Ijve programs of 30 minutes'
martiaUng
<b), the niartialing of the
oil

home

front

current problems.

The armed forces, in the current
scheme of things, become the somewhat lesser factor, at least for the

duration.

Stations

.

carrieil

2,200

half-hour transcribed programs but
only 30 of the 60-minute variety.

,

3—Fuel,

gM, and other conser-

vatlflo.

4—Other national problems
(bonds, ctvQiu defense, scrap
and other alvaie).
The home traat already knows
about war bonds, etc (In fact the
has ofttlmes been tmder the impression that radio 'oversells' on
Bonds, if that Is posdble, but there
are equally grave problems yet to

OWI

be solved).
Lewis' CroaarC—try Jannt
In line with this, Lewis, chief of
radio fdr tte OWI, will travel to
New, York, Sept 18' and 19. thence
to Chicago the 21st, and. to Hollyivood. Sept 24-2S, for a series of
confabs with the advertising cmmsel-

network commercial facilities
and something new here has l>een
added the artists.

lors.

—

—

The enlistment of the top

—

per-

the personalities who
nre really closest to the masses is
Ihe newest wrinkle.
This is born essentially of a sud-

forming talent

—

den and new realization that many
a name performer lias plenty on the
b.-ill when it comes to the thinking
department,' to quote one of the
In other words, they're not
mere mimes and mummers; they're
of an I.Q. of great worth, and, because of their vast mass appeaL
these topflight stars are ideally
.<;uited
to best bring our (lovemment's messages to the populace.
Namepower talent not Just an-

group.

a

—can

—

Jean Hersholt, Frajik Morgan and
Hal Peary ('Great Gilderslceve'),
who have already acceptedL The
following have yet to be beard
from, as of last night, but arc
expected to formally accept: Atibott
Costello, (Goodman Aec
(Zasy
<c
Aces), Fted Allen, ^mos 'n' Andy,
Major Edward Bowes, Eddie Cantor,
Blng Crosby, Clifton Fadtean, Bob
Hqpc, Andre Kostelaneta, Fibber
McGee tc Molly, Edward G. RobiDson. Lanny Boss, Kate Smitti, Bed
Skelton and Fred Waring.

'sell'

achieved to date, or so the

OWI

lieves.

Radio's Big Contrlbntlen to Date

Washington, Sept 8.
Local broadcasters liave kicked in
generously with gratis time to help
promote the war effort according to
n tabulation published last week by
the National Association of Broadcaster.s.
During a 90-day span, almost 36,000 hours of free programs

were aired of strictly local origin.
The survey throws no light on what
was donated in the way of network
plugs for different Federal projects.
The N.A3. count disclosed that
individual stations in May, June, and
July carried 1,541,640 spot announce-

ments and 186,075 programs (both
transcribed and live) ranging from
3 to 130 minutes.
All this adds up
hours in three months.
Largest numbers of live programs
were 15-minute shows for the Army,
to 35,905

l^avy. Marine C^orps, and Civilian
Deifense. Altogether station.s put on
35,141
programs of quarter-hour

duration. In the transcription field,
there were 102,704 separate 15-min-

stranded

Miller

stated

to

here
the

without

police

that

one team of highwire artists is owed
$850 and that considerable additional
sums are due other performiers. He
said that over a dozen are stranded
in Buffalo without funds:
According to Maier, no tine was paid the
last two nights of the show, although the final performance grossed
nearly $2,000.
Kochnum and Wagner are charged
with violation of the labor and penal
laws. Arrested in the same case is
Albert J. Santo, of New- York, who
was picked up on a warrant swora
to by Norman Wieser, one 'of the
performers, who claimed that Santa
had withheld wages due him.

HELD OV OAMBLHra CEABOE
Lynchbtirg, Va., Sept •.
Frank Rosser, president of Page
Coimty Fair Association, has been
arrested by Sheriff J. W. Rufher and

management committees

QA nans

mt4 tt^

pace

Ss^s

by Arnold.
Admission to the band rally was
via exhibiting a receipt showing a
war bond had been purchased. It
was a near-SRO mob. Before coming to SL Louis, Arnold .-"d Miss
Dee sold $140,000 worth of bonds at
Mount Vernon, III., $100,000 at Woodriver,

111.,

war bonds last Tuesday l
Loew's led in pledges with $29

77,1 in

c

^ContlJined from page

June

$MM,Mr 'Wake' BMd

Sha«^

Milwaukee, Sept

8.

be

in effect for "Wake Island'
at the Wisconsin theatre Sept.

Ted Lewis and -his band as
a stage attraction.
Lowest price
seats may tie- had only by purchase
22, with.

Ora

rranltia Srhjutb

A

Hoyd

Smith

Wayna

[lis

I'rnnk

ft T,.na

Fr«ncb
Ralnbaw Ttfme*

iilnrln

Haywood * All«a
Connto Huwcll

CartMB

nmmmrn drmm

&

iro

Owen

DliMlrluk

SwlTif7iilera
Qrane I.yiin

RoAalle Juvanelll
atli rti. Ratli«kellev

Waffnpr ft Valerie
Kay M^trtln
I3abo l.at«rui

Jack High
F'ggy .Martin

Tony Bennett Ore
Nnrun rinb
L,enora I.lpujn

Wn<l«

Cleo BAIT

Ctoyd .\rann

Fragk Tsotl
Gloria I>al»

Sla

Bron-n A I.ee
Jimmy Hunon

Johnny Faaet
Vincent

.

Ora

Ulzz^i

Town Tmt^m

3

Hoiranl Ijmnto Oro

Wa<l«

i

AgnoB WllllH

fenny
n«n« By^ah Ora

0Mm

41'^

ll.ia.tol'

Sou Ray CInnlrna
Tixl llRle
Knnalle .lovneMy
Klylnff Ben-yH
Hoatrloe Jt: Oaitny

ToyetteA

.Toaiwttes

Joe

WartiB P>w1i's 230 Pitch
.As part Of the bond drive by the

.

Bernani

.S1iiillrn-<:ra1(r

1^ in bond sales in the circuit's New
theatres plus $750il00 additional in out-of-town houses for the

Highest price scale ever used liere

Bumstta

I'lif

York

entertainment industry, the Strand.
N. 1^., brought Martin lUock onto its
Block, record splntier on WNIS'W, N. T. who
has sold $250,000 worth of- bonds on
his broadcasts past ^oiiple weeks,
culled $30,500 from the one audience
by getting two patrons to offer to
buy $5,000 bonds if t)ie audience
would match them with smaller denominations.
Block was assisted by about 25 unitonncd members of the American
Women's Voluntary Service. He was
onstage about a half-hour, but the
actual selling occupied sligbtiy over
IS minutes.
^
Stunts will be duplicated by other
sodi personalities.

Tavara

Hutchinson
Dot Love
Billy flays Ore
Opro OfMT VMi9
Bunuy Lnroy
Uernanletien 0
Claude SniiMloit

Barksdale.
Total sales for the
northern California territory opening day of the drive were $1350.000.

stage Friday (4) n ight

Fullft

.laok

at

(7).

).

175.

BHIs Next Week
OI4J

while Portland, Ore., preemed with
approximately' $100,000.
Loew's, meantime, reports $l.l.'iO..

seven days ending. Vfaiday

III.

Canton, O.. Sspt. 8.
Canton's theatregoers bought $i8,-

welcome Edward Arnold
and Frances Oee. Luncheon w-s ?ttended by 230 persons who bou''ht
minimum of $1,000 in bonds ..c-ch.
Arnold and Miss Dee' sold $100,000 in
bonds at Kllgore. Texas, and $200.0(10

first

and $175,000 at Alton,
ClaaloD'a $58,775

streets to

preem

Lysis'

wsm

of Pinebluff. Ark.. de<;l£red a civic
holiday ns aroimd 20.000 lired ;he

will

throughout America, as now set up,
and by .giving shows at factories,
war plants, defense works, etc., it
will bring the war message closer
to the workers.

MPTOA

Aueust oav-de-^ucMon average of
5.3% closer to fh» lO"- popL
Labor Day's Total
Over Labor Day film stars on tour
raised more than $7.'600.0m in bond
sales.
At a luncheon tp Greer Garson in Bluefleld. W. Va., 'poo. 2'' OOt.'
$370,000 in bonds were sold. T'-wn

-

1.300 lalior

Len Paclfern Ore
PrlnceRv Chang Lfa
.Barba)« Joan
.Johnny Wagea
Traaa .ttlnall' !/••
iJnck Leure IV)
Janien r#eonettl

MHh Ctntmj flak

Orcb
Ulmtr DrWa Tar
Diuk Wliarton Ore
fiani'* Cafa
Jack l4i>nont
Mark Maker
Runnj eraser
Bdorty l>«vln6

Ware
B^mle T.An<Us

.Jean

Harry McKay
Roue Venotl 3
Sally La Marr

Venkw

nrlll

Antone Bore
June Vrunette
Dolores Laurel

Norma Norton

Geo Krineir
Don Nlcbnlai) Ore
.Mary Seville
Weber'a ITof Rraa
ICInes of Rliytliro
Cainde»
Rar Oro
Ralph Cordbl
ScMln'a
Ray O'Day
Frankle Rlchantann Inlands
Colemnnn
CZ)
r.orrulne rhrvaller
Allre .<ltrlcMan<)
Rnpfl ifr Taps
Jolee FlRCco's Ore
Bob Karl
Ratho'r RIdoraillaaa
Gertie Tny.lor Oro
raahl n.Db
Wiver f.nbe laa
I.
Uarlta
Betty Kcenaa
'til
Ceo need
Harry Uoljy
II

I

Alice r.iicey
.Mnnlex & Adele

Lnln CUlrgVictor NelMin Ore

of a $500 war bond, while the choicPITTSBUBOH
The extension of the allocation pleted but kept from Broadway pro- est locations will require the pur.4lplne
Sally Hushes
plan win be the increase of war duction due to constant rewriting. chase of a $50,000 bond.
K Duffy Rev
New lllllem*
plugs by these artists on their. own Porter and Kem will have either a
(Opacity will mean
.*.rt
l-'arrar Oro
radio

programs.

addition

In

this

of 25 will contact other
talent— radio, stage and
an eye to further
screen with
pointing up the war plugs.

Committee
theatrical

—

On the Upbeat
;

Continued tram page SZs

weeks here he was working a double
shift eight hours in a defense plant
same stint with the or-

be-

The Chi and Hollywood junkets
nre for the purpose of forming auxiliary, advisory committees and to
formulate plans how best to handle
these labor and home front rallies.

8.

charged with allowing gambling at
the fair.
An example of the labor front atPolice said they confiscated 10
tack will be patterned after Kyser'4 'claw' machines owned by' W. H.
Bondwagon but instead, the sundry Beard of Ocala, Fla.,' who was also
talents will collaborate with some booked.

Uncle Sam in and the
manner beyond what has been chestra.

nouncers

Buffalo, Sept.

Jack Kochman and Charles Wagner, promoters of the Rodeo and
Thrill Show at Civic Stadium last
week, are being sought on a warrant sworn out by 'James E. Miller,
local representative of the American
Guild of the 'Variety Artists, charging them with absconding with the
show's receipts and leaving the per-

Altogether the
found that formers
the Government benefitted
th^ ex- money.

to
becaiue radio personalities
tent of 1,613,900 minutes for platters
already have percolated their talents
and 545,855 for live-talent programs.
to the boys- in army camps, bases,
Commenting on the check, the
training stations, etc
Labor rallies, for the continued trade association said U. S. broadtepping up of war production of casters 'have done a Herculean job
materiel, constitute one of the prime in aiding the War Effort.'
A <3Dmmando-type 'Committee of
cbjectives.
x
The other is the increased and 25' is being aissembled by Kay Kyser.
most effective usage by radio to who has been enlistci' liy the OWI
serve
as
chairman
thereof.
project to the American public such to
Invitations have gone out to Jack
salient problcnts as:
Benny, Edgar Bergen, Bums &
1—Hi^ cost of living.
Ahen. Bob Bums, Nelson Eddy.
2—Possible meat Tationlng.

moment

were sold to Fred Wehrenberje,' president of the
of eastern Missouri and southern Illinois. He also
bid $12,500 worth of bonds for a
pair of black slippers
by Miss
Dee, who left the stage in her stocking
feet.
Wehrenberg also paid
SIC.OOO for a first edition book owned

too low for the target aimed at by
In order to
the picture business.
camnai-;n
handicap.
this
Judge Gordon J. Burris on a petty offset
larceny charge in connection with a workers are being ureed to cctinue
fire at the carnival lot Aug. 27, in at too speed after the local Treaswhich a portable auxiliary light ury figures are reached.
Meantime, one notable effect replant valued at $4,(K)0 was destroyed.
Ehlert was arrested soon after the sultini; from the Impetus of the film
fire by deputy sheriffs.
industry's drive has been a marked
According to Deputies Hugo Frank increase in the number of factories
and Joseph Baum, he had gone to and war production plants which
the truck to take some gasoline for have stepped into line on the 10°t.
Treasury ofnayroll .savinos plar
hi'i car and the Are started when he
lighted a match to pour gasoline ficials «-tate (hut even 'f '"ip ^' into a can.
000.000 Om mirk is not reachd the
drive would be considered a suc-~is
the industry's efforts raise the
if

R«deo Promoters Sought,

maximum

:Contlnned from page 4s

Richard W. Ehlert 24, of Milwau^
kee, an employe of the Hennies Bros.
Shows, was fined costs and sentenced
to 30 days in county jail here by

Benny Sto*B( band, plus a new
show, have replaced Ligon
Smith's orchestra at the Hotel Adolfloor

phus Century Room, Dallas.
Del Cawtacy band opens limited
engagement Saturday (12) at Bill
Green's,

Pittsburgh,

Freddy Nagel

replacing

the

outfit.

a one-performlegit musical, which each is now
ance gross of $3,000,000, according to
writing,
or
original
screenplays.
J. Fitzgerald; head of Fox-Wis'Porgy and' Bess' is mentioned either consin
Amusement Corp., and state
as a Jack Benny production or for chairman
of War Activities for the
one of Lyons' other production units. motion picture
industry. Stage, raLyons stated that unit production dio and screen personalities
at nearsuch as he is planning would be ef- by army
and navy posts will particifective in prolongmg the profespate in a pre-show rally in front of
sional life of artists, instead of sell- the
theatre.
ing them to studios where they are
used up too fast: by having them
Every Little Bit Helps

R

appear

in

fewer pictures and

givin'g

period, say 7 to 7:15 p.m.

Wa.shington yesterday
(Tuesday) for Ihe meeting with
Davis on matter of selecting a 15minute spot agreeable to all networks were Frank Mullen, general
manager of .NEC, Paul Kestcn, CBS
general manager, Varlc Woods, president of the Blue .Network, and Fred
Weber, general manager of Mutual.
After a .'c--.«ion with Davis in his
office, the four retired later in the
afternoon to come to an understand-

Present

Clyde Knicht band has returned
week;:, follow ing the

Jimmy Gamble

outfit.

Milt

ilcrth

trio

holds

over

Dcmpscy's Restaurant. N. Y.

at

Mc-

Farland Twins band replaced Dick
Stabile's there

Dannv Roach,

Monday
.sax

(7).

player formerly

with Earl Truxell and his WCAE.
Pittsburph. .Airliners, added to Howard B.TUin crew in that city.
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Added

Sterters

Hollywood, Sept. 8.
Richard Arlen, Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy were added to the
'Star.s
Over America' tourists in
Billion-Dollar War Bond campaign.
Trio is slated for a 10-day .sales
trip, starling in Helena. Mont., Sept

the

m.
.

Rally
St Louis, Sept.

8.

At a bond rally headed by Edward Arnold and Frances Dee in
the Municipal Auditorium Sunday
<6), approximately $200,000 in war
Russell Cavincss, Texas Christian bonds were sold to 10.000 cuffo cusUniversity band member, has tem- tomers. This brings to Hale $1..'537.-

ing as
period.

lo

a

mutually

satisfactory

porarily joined Nick Stuarf.s band.
He will return lo the university for
lb-.' fall tfrm.

worth of
flicker houses.

000

A

bonds sold

in

OoLta
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pair of Arnold's red siispcndc-rs
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Bob Carter
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The Leslies
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Elner Davis

day) were that the foursome were
agteed on an curly Saturday evening

to the ^l:y Viic. Pittsburgh, for four

Itobblni
ArilactoB Ijtig*

i:iiiil>-fl Mason
l>Hiii-lMi; Und4r
Lyons, wil} reportedly call for over,
House, which operates on an 18c lUwK .slieruiaa
production financing estimated at admission and
iiiu-C'^iomo Wllllaina
is located in a shabby
Mnn-y Coniorado
more than $20,000,000 over a long locality, is giving a free ducat
to
< arl<
na4 KottU
term period.
anyboffy who comes up and buys $2 r.i">'i Fun
worth of stamps. On top of that,
ruitlle PcTtaa's
Stocker gives two passes away when 'irii Overheli Orr
K.iilP.i Vayton
the customer <has filled out a book \lai-inn -Bllller
with $18.75 worth of stamps for a $25 rinn' le Rttttault
SI Clab
sConttnoed rrom pace
bond. He's pulling a bin bu.^ine-s.s.
.Mm Taiahia
both for himself and Uncle Sam.
J'nt AicCanler
tions late yesterday afternoon (Tues-

Pi't.tburgh.

king.

PRBO

.Murlol

all

Harjoric Hontcr, singer who ased
to be with Bob Chester, has joined
Art Farrar band at Vogue Terrace.

John Walton, Pittsburgh saxman
recently released by Benny Goodman, has been recalled by the swing

& Ward

l.ane
U.-i.'-l'^

Detroit,

Sept. 8.
them a stake in their own product
How to help the war effort in a
The Jack Benny unit calling for poor neighborhood is being
demontwo pictures annuall'y, added to the .strated by J. E. Stocker,
owner of the
new production group lined up by Myrtle here.
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Cut Which Would

You Keep, Tobacco

PRICE

1942

16»

y. S. Featiures for

Of hopliganda

or Radio?

25

Mt Are

CENTS

Part

Md Goodwill

Pbn

fr
This Is Just a story. Indeed, there's
ome doubt as to whether it is even
a story. It's really a question. And
a theoretical one at that. So we'll

pop the question quick. It is this:
If you had to give up either one
for the duration, which would you
keep tobacco or radio?
Now, remember, this didn't come

—

out of Washington.

It isn't

a rumor.

It can't as much as claim an 'authoritative source.'
It's only a question
that happened to crop up during a
discussion on the importance radio
ha.^ attained in the daily life of this

Getting Even
week, when the
Dodgers were being

last

smacked down

by. the St. Louis
the
Broadway
all
ticket
brokers
were rooting
against the home team.
That's one way the agency fellows had to express their dis-

Cardinals,

like, for

who
to

Think

for a minute.
Was.
12 years ago, in
To some extent, yes, but an
awful lot of people could take it or
leave It. And 20 yeprs ago (1022)
radio was certainly very much of a
curiosity.

of

it

important

But what would happen tonight if
radio stations were suddenly cut
the air and to stay off?
How
would you feel about it? Why, you
would bet that there would be one
of the loudest protests go up that this
country has ever heard. But how
would you bet if it were put to a

AUSSIE DECREES

A.K.CHORtNES

all

OVER

olT

—tobacco or radio?

national vote
Well, that's

Denote

Far-Reaching

—

LAUDED NATIONALLY

last

week by Orson

Welles, who has been rushing
Adele Jurgens, Broadway 'showgirl currently -in 'Star and Garter' at the Music Box, N. Y.
Welles sent her a complete
and expensively bound set of all

'

Shakespeare's works.
The inference was that if she studied
the Bard she might get into the
mood for hlS; Jtomeoing.
.

SQUEEZE PLAY

45

With the Army and Navy this year
becoming the largest consumers of
fllm for production. purposes (by the
end of the year also operating approximately 825 theatres, rating the
second largest circujit^ in the U. S.,
Hollywood is on the hot seat awaiting the outcome ot War Production
Board fllm ratio^ipg plans, pending
in Washington, wiiich are likely to
be imposed shortly;" Impression prevails that the cut .1^, fllm and other

OVER LOSS OF

MALE STARS

available supplies for' normal civilian
will
tie
entertainment purposes

Sydney, Sept.

The ravages

of

war are

15.

terrible,

Disquieting rumblings from
the Capital have led to a growing
belief that before long the status of
the motion picture industry will be

severe.

but who would have thought that
all this question has to
oiTcr. If it makes you hesitate a sec- the 'blood, sweat and tears' would
relation to
ond before answering then it has also include a. k. chorus girls as a gauged purely in
tangible value to the war effort,
served to emphasize how important steady diet. Yet, along with many
(Continued on page 16)
radio has become to these United another civilian nicety that has disStates.
A degree of importance, appeared these past three years. Into
perhaps, which may not be realized the discard for the duration are godecree, all Jukeboxes, Like Booze
even by some radio men.
ing, by governmental
leggy, shapely ponies under 45.

H'WOOD'S WAR EFFORT

type of romantic pitch
.

Gov't Regulations
Production and Exhibition
Curtailment Inevitable

Manpower
of
Director
Bellemore has issued the decree
that no chorines under 45 must be
Deputy

At One Time,

its

in-

Now

Attracting Hoodlums

(Continued on page 16)

The current
pictures

A new

was made

Juliet

country.

radio
1930?

blings

Brooklyn's Larry Macshut them out on
Ebbets Field.

Phail,

tickeU

Woo

Pitching Literati

Uneasy as RumFrom Washington

Industry
Late

Brooklyn

Hollywood, Sept. 15.
L. B. Mayer's trip east is said to
be for talks with Nick Schenck and
other home office biggies on replacements for dwindling starpower.
This is further aggravated by impending
enlistments
Robert
by
Tracy,
Mickey
Taylor,
Spencer
Rooney and Van Heflin.
What to do in case they, follow
Clark Gable and James Stewart into
the service has Mayer and other
New
studio heads plenty worried.
crop of leading men is none too

for

flurry

Soviet

in American
distribution

ais only the beginning of what
wind up as b Governmental
propaganda chore to deliver Ameri-

figures
will

can films to Turkey, Spain, Portugal,
Switzerland and Sweden, as well as
•^
The Soviet angle is being tackled
first because of the obvious need for
a prime propaganda job to sell the
Yanks to Russia, just as the Soviets
have been attempting to sell ttiem-

Russia!

selves to us via films all these years.
With the USSR carrying the 'ball in
actual fighting, and no sign ot a
second front, the bally boys figure
a full diet of American films, covering
our traditions, customs and
historical personalities will convince
the Russians that America will wind
up on top in this fight; that we want
nothing the Russians have; that the
eventual victory will make their current suffering worth while.
This is the basic reason for the
Office of War Information's Interest
in bringing the major distribs and
Artkino together. Once the Soviet
deal is set, similar arrangements will
be attempted with the other neutral
nations'.

Pay

in Dollars

The Russian deal is particularly
interesting since Artklno's prexy,
Nicholas Napoli, claims he is prepared to pay on the line in Yank
dollars for any pix purchases, all ot
(Continued on page 54)

JOLSON-OBERON TffF

REPORTED FROM ENG.

promising.
Detroit, Sept. 15.

Hollywood, Sept.

Americans

15,

in general think highly

of the film Industry's contribution to
An overwhelming
the war effort.

FMi

TO HOST *ARMY'
CAST IN WHITE HOUSE

country's growing jukebox
shortage brought out an odd form
Police colof racketeering here.
lared a gang of young hoodlums

The

majority of 89% answered yes to
who have been demanding free
the question, 'In General, Do You
drinks and cash from spots aroui^d
Mrs. Eleanor Roosevelt has invited
Think Hollywood Stars Are Doing
the town under threat that they
as Much as They Should to Help Irving Berlin and the entire comthe jukeboxes, for
Win the War?' Query was cir- pany of This Is The Army' to the would break up few replacements
which there are
culated in a recently comple^d sur- White House, some time during the
page 54)

vey by the Audience Research In- Washington engagement of the solstitute covering a cross section of dier show, which has one week more
to play at the Broadway, N. Y.
the nation's fllm fans.
One reply revealing the country- There will be a reception to the
wide consensus was: 'The stars are boys and it is likely that the President will then be entertained with
(Continued on page 54)
the 'Army's' standout song numbers.
Presiderrt and Mrs. Roosevelt are

Big

devotees ot the stage, but the chief
executive has been too busy to attend the theatre in many months.

Jump

Pittsburgh, Sept. 15.
Joseph Lipscomb, colored elevator

operator

at

department

downtown
was signed last

Kaufman's,
store,

week by Oscar Hammerstein,

II,

for

Pix on Civilian Defense,
War a 'Must' in Schools

Des Moines, Sept. IS.
role in 'Carmen Jones,' the allPictures on civilian defense, war
Negro swing version of the opera
industry and military work will be
'Carmen.' which Hammerstein has
school year to the visual
pegged for an early Broadway pro- added this
Group of wealthy Pitts- instruction program carried on in
duction.
a

burghers has been sponsoring Lipscomb.
Singer is a pupil of Mrs. Frances
Lewando, wife of Ralph Lewando,
Press music critic and also a teachei

the local cojinty schools. Two fllm
circuits will be operated during the
year, one servicing 18 towns and
con.solidated schools in the county,

^Continued on page 16)

(Continued on

.

London, Sept.

UNIVERSALIS LIFETIME

CONTMCTTOMacRAE
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
gave Henry MacRae,
producer with the studio for

Universal
serial

past 30 years, a lifetime conwith his current salary continuing all the way. Nate Blumberg,
Universal prexy, wrote in a provision voiding the contract if MacRae doesn't take it easier.
the

tract

Network Knighthood
After a couple of radio announcers have washed up a
launching, or a football game,
to publicly pay
tribute to the other over the network, he'll say: 'Well, Jim you
gave it a nice call.'
NoW~ln an announcers' language that phrase is really the
stuff. The topper to end all top-

and one wants

And

pers.

cerned

as far as Jim
just
he's

— why,

knocked

is

con-

about

off the D.S.C. of the air-

lanes.

But it brings to mind a lot of
other guys who would also like
to make it 'a nice call.' With the
bugler,
dier,

for

instance.

"Ye.'i,

sol-

one for nine o'clock would

be very

nice.'

MacRae has made valuable contributions to Universal product for
the three decades he's been turning
out the chapter films.

Radio Payoff
Based on Its Crossley

'Abie's'

For the

ment

first

15.

Constant wrangling between Merle
Oberon and Al Jolson, both of whom
are among the American entourage
here to entertain U. S. soldiers, ia
reported,
thus throwing a snag
into future plans for servicemen's
entertainment.

Matters have reached such a state
friends of Jolson here report
the veteran actor-singer ii
re^dy to throw up the sponge and
return
to
America immediately.
The friction is also said to have exter.ded to the other artists, too. Jolson heads the unit which also includes Patricia Morison, Allen Jenthat
that

kins and

Frank McHugh.

Heretofore, Jolson traveled solo
(only with his piano accompanist,
Martin Freed), when entertaining
troops In Alaska and the Caribbean.

time In radio, pay-

to
an
author
based
on
CAB rating will be contracted for
between Anne Nichols and Procter
& Gamble. Her 'Abie's Irish Rose"

Need No Rehearsing

Hollywood, Sept. 15.
re-sumed on the air over NBC SaturDame May Whitty and Ben Webday (12) after a nine-week layoff. ster play typed roles as man and
Agreement, which has not yet been wife in 'Lassie Come Home' at
signatured by both parties, calls for Metro.
a guaranteed sum, renumeratlon to
They .have been married tor SO
(Continued on page 54)
years.

.
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Waxed Radio

Latest Films and Shorts,

By Joe

'-

'

foldiers,
lines,

the rear of the battle
has anprints wUl be in the
will be supplied to
without cost by the pic-

in

mm.

now have

The

size

the army

including

and

'GUde,
Porter's
Cole
Glider, Glide,' which he gifted
to the fliers without any strings.
It's

ture industry.

This recreational activity will be
carried out by mobile special service units which will be Attached to
the tactical army' organizations. In
each unit there will be a motion
group which will have
picture
charge of exhibiting the reel.? to
troops in both Indoor and outdoor

Each group

locations.

will

have

TO PLUG ARMIT

programs. The equipment will include a theatrical kit, a combination
radio-phonograph kit, featuring a
built-in public address system. The
radio-phonograph will operate on its
own power. The kit will carry several volumes of phonograph records
and record-transcrlptlons of popular radio shows.

Rodgers& Hart, Despite
Those Spfitdp Rumors,

To

CoDali Ufachacho'

The Rodgers and Hart
•till

strictly

SHOf
A.s 'This Is

final

atre

of

sensational

its

through the country that

'the

(Continued on page 44)

RedSkehonSaedbjHis
Manager for $120,090

time. In the forthcoming The-

Guild

musical production

On

of

duction tuttiage.

Hammersteln,
"Lilacs,*

contract,

'Carmen

after
Jones.'

colored version of 'Carmen,' and
thence thie much talked of revival of

was

filed

It was G. F. Walters who originated the Orpheum in Frisco, then opened
the Los Angeles house, while the third hguse of the circuit was in Portland, Ore. Meyerfield and Back came later. Meyerfield was a big liquor
and bar fixture man and Walters owed him plenty coin, so Meyerfield
liam B. Lewis, director of the Office
took over the theatres for the debt. Did plenty good with them, too.
of War Information Bureau, and
Do you remember the old Broadway theatre at 41st street? Well, in
Douglas Meaervey, aslstant chief,
1868 it was known as the Metropolitan Skating Rink. And, talking about
(Continued on page 54)
skating rinks, the first one in America was opened at Stuyvesant and 9th

streets in 1668.

Football

19.

The

Red
Thomas

Kennedy, manager of The
according

to

the

com-

among
handy

bu.<:ines3
til

1947.

it

season.
had to look
its own staff for a gink
with a pin when blind-

Rajah Nat Kahn, who is as far
the army as a yearold infant can put him, gets the
assignment. If he picks 'em like
he picked Columbia last season,
it will be a 7T<Hhup for the guys
who lay the odds the other way.
Kahn tees off the new pigskin
season next week.

away from

his picture and radio
Actor's Metro ticket, the

all

was arranged while
his
acknowledged
representative and runs unThe $120,000 demand covers

was

•Show Boat," which Metro will re- Skelton's earnings until that period.
produce on Broadway prior to putting it on film for the third time
(Universal did

grid

folded.

plaintiff asserts,

Kennedy

draft and service enlist-

for
the cominf
Finally, this rag

plaint, has two contracts, one with the
William Morris office as his agent,
and a prior one with Kennedy to
handle his business matters and su-

pervise

Odds

ments having badly depleted the
ranks of experts, 'Variety' has
been hard put to find a swami

actor's

financial affairs for 10 years.

Skelton,

Back in 1924, when Walter WincheH was dramatic editor of the Graphic,
to review the new shows with him. Dagmar Godowsky
was his first guest critic. He also ran a column, 'One Man's Opinion,'
where anyone could express their opinions about the current Broadway
he took a layman

shows.

Do you remember, in 1910, when Mrs. B. F. Keith died and left $500
each to four Catholic Institutions and the rest of the estate went to her
Paul? Gallagher and Shean were in The Big Banner' burlesque
in that year.
And Fanny Brlce made her big hit in Zlegfeld's
'Follies' singing 'Lovie Joe.'
Two years earlier, in 1908, Tony Pastor
celebrated his 43rd anniversary as manager. He sang his 'Sara's Young
Man,' which he first sang 43 years l>cfore. He announced after his act
that he would put back the 50c scale from the 10-20 and 30. He didn't last
long after that.
son,

show

When Bugs Bacr made his vaudeville debut in Cleveland in Jan., 1926,
he wrote the boys at the Friars: 'I am at the Palace Theatre for teven days
or less. I have a star 4nuinB Tqpm_ i^
One critic raid
he altoays suspected the Cherry Sisters had a brother.'
Best to the gang, sez
Your

From Divorce

to

Wedding

Chicago, Sept.

Audrey

Christie,

who

last

15.

Briggs, radio, film stage actor now in
Army as production engineer of radio's 'Army Hour.'

OFBAMATMnRO

Bismarck Hotel

A

Red Herring

Chi,

to

week

divorced Guy Robertson, left Chicago Sunday for N. Y. and a new
marriage.
Actress will shortly wed Donald

KYSER JOINS PARADE

pal,

Lefty.

Audrey Christie Skipping

twice before).

Apart from a Cap'n Andy (Charles
Winnlnger's
original
role),
the
•Magnolia' part is also difficult to
east Norma Terria created that

Hollywood, Sept.

Did you know that in 1907 Hurtig Si Seamon played vaudeville at
Metropolis Roof un the original Metropole Hotel, during the summer, serving l>eet and delicatessen to the patrons.
The orchestra did 10 overtures during the evening, played between the acts so the folks could buy
beer and munch on pastrami. A couple years later, 1909, saw the passing of the good old Metropole hotel. A second Metropole, where Herman
Rosenthal, was murdered, opened later.

promotion.

against

Skelton in Federal Court by
J.

There were 450 Jewish Cantors and a band of 100 at Madison Sq. Garden
for a big night at $3 top— and jammed 'em in.
A guy by the name of Courtney Henslot de Rysbach, who did a bicycling
and juggling act, was released from Dartmour prison in England after
serving a 10 year stretch as a spy. He was an Austrian and sent popular
songs to a friend in Zurich, writing military and naval Information between the lines in invisible ink. He was sentenced to life and, like the
Nazis today, he Immediately wanted to tell the authorities what he knew
about the Germans and offered to be a spy for England. No dice. He
did his 10-year bit and I don't beli<r\'e he ever juggled or rode a bicycle

Coast-to-coast itinerary of Federal
radio propaganda steerers, plus Kay
Kyser In his role of chairman of the
Jim Madison, the Budget Man
'committee of 25,' includes New
Talked to James Madisjon, the old budget man, about the old Haymarfcet
York, .Chicago and Hollywood paron the corner of 30th 'street and Sixth ave.
It was originally called
leys with writers, producers, and
Carlberg's Baths. It was named Haymarket in 1872. Lost Its license in
agencies in a move to increase the
the 80's and had a sign on the door reading: 'Soft drinks did it.' In 1897,
effectiveness of Federally-supervised
it opened as the Newmarket, but in a few months went back to the Haybroadcast morale building and war
market tag. It was a great slumming place for the soup-and-flsh mob.

Suit for $120,000, charging breach

contracts.

meantime,

goes- Into

Los Angeles, Sept
of

It was ift the same year that Lew Dockstader, the grand minstrel man,
died at the age of 68. Laura Jean Libby, the novelist, also died in that
year. Cliff Edwards couldn't get $400 a week from the vaudeville moguls,
so be made records and got himself $38,000 a year.
Chester Morris
played in an act with his family at the Palace; the turn was called 'All
The Horrors Of Home.' Jack Dempsey grossed $41,000 at the Loew's
State, exceeding previous tops by $12,000.

after that.

Off Friday (18)

Alleged Pact Breach

*How Green Grow the LQacs,' based
on Lynn Riggs^ novel. Meantime
Lorenz Hart is sojourning in Mexico
for background and color attendant
to 'Muchacho,' a pet libretto theme
which he and Dick Rodgers will
collaborate on, thus once more picking up their longtime association.
The Hammersteln chore marks the
first time in 20 years that R&H
have not written for the stage together, althotigh Rodgers has latterly
stepped out into leglt production on
his own, under George Abbott's pro-

Meetings Tee

$10,000; WiU Rogers, $1,264; Doug Fairbanks, $225,000; Mary Pickford,
$2,444; Jack Pickford. $6,000; WlUiam S. Hart, $22,000; Louis B. Mayer,
$14,000; Al Jolson, $45,000, and Jack Kearns, Dempsey's manager, paid
$71,000.

Within the next 10 days, at least
six sessions will be held in the three
chief origination centers, with Wil-

and Richard Rodg-

II

Ralo n^rale

word

it is

people's show.'
Intent is to advise
potential audiences in the cities to
be visited that they should buy
tickets directly at the boxoiTice.
'Army' management would prefpr
that all tickets be disposed of that
way, although cognizant of the fact
that it opens the way for diggers to
operate and then gyp. There is a
chance that unscrupulous ticket
hangers-on may attempt following
the show from stand to stand and
plying their trade.
If the volume of mail -orders in
out-of-town
stands
approximates
that In N. Y., there wlU be few tickets for disposal, however.
There
is a staff of six in the N. Y. box-'

ers- being partnered alone, for the
first

The Army* entered the

two weeks

engagemen^..at,i]:i$ Propflwpy,
iil^ns were made to send

split-up are

rumors, despite Oscar

Hammersteln

wQl cost money to defeat
Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you
to help now.
Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
every day if you can. But
buv them on a regular basis.
It

ASTEOPLE'S

a

motion picture kit with a dual 16
mm. projector and sound equipment,
operated by its own power, and a
Sxl2 screea
In each mobile tmit there will be
Also an entertainment group which
will handle theatrical and musical
transcripincluding
presentations,
This
tions of popular radio shows.
entftlSiHlfiSnt grwp-wjJJ^Ji^sJ^m
orsaniztng and directing the tKratrical presentations by the soldiers
and will supervise Informal musical

Dear Jot:
^ith all this fuss about taxes I wonder do you remember b&ck in 1924,
when the income tax list was first published, wliat a holler went up from
Here are some of the taxes the showfolks paid in
the boys and gals.
those days: E. F. Albee, $95,000; David Belasco, $li3,000; Irving Berlin,
$4,134; Richard Barthelmess, $29,995; Fannie Brice, $1,346; Martin Beck,
$39,000; Eddie Cantor, $6,515; George M. Cohan, $87,656; Peay Hopkins
Joyce, $1,069; Jack Dempsey, $90,000; Hassard Short, $1,000; Ben Turpin,

Cal., Sept. IS.

nation's battling birdmen
a song of their own,
all the rights.

The

War Department

the

nounced.
16

Santa Ana,

Laurie, Jr.

Coolacres, Cal.

Cole Porter's Gift

Washington, Sept. IS.
Lnte.st features and shorts will be
rushed to combat zones for American

>««««
Left; s Notebook

Shows, Disks Rushed to War Fronts

In Loop; Revise

Cops

WB Pic

Chicago, Sept.

Warner

Bros,

is

making

15.

certain

changes in
ice,'

its picture, 'Secret Servto satisfy the censor board of

tht Chicago Police Department. Chicago officials sought revisions; re-

15.

NO

Kay Kyser signed one-plcture deal
for himself and band with Metro,
Joining the lengthy list of maestros

A.K.

BUrtha Scott Bcbels at
That Way

and musicians on the Culver City

garding episodes showing the Bismarck hotel here.
Though the picture has been auBclnf Cast thenticated
by cooperation from the
Federal Bureau of Investigation.

TYPE

fllmusical slate.

Chicago offdaldom

requested

The Carlton Alsops (Martha Scott) scenes showing the .Bismarck

It wiU be Kyser's first screen
appearance off the RKO lot, where he
has made thr^ films.

that
hotel

probably spend the winter in be eliminated.
York. Alsop is direcUng the
Revision requests will be comIrish Rose' radio program plied with by Wfi and
the hotel
Saturday nights on NBC for Procter reference and shots altered from
St Gamble. Miss Scott may do a pic- specific to nondescript
Jack L. Warture for RKO, shooting scheduled to ner was called upon personally
on
start in two weeks. After that she's this request.
tentatively set to play the lead in
'The WiUow and I,' a drama by John
Patrick, which Blackwell Sc Curtis
plan presenting on Broadway early
will

New

'Abie's

LieaL Grainger Reports,
Shift

Around His Pics
HoUywood,

Sept.

l."!.

Edmund

Grainger, associate producer nt Republic, was ordered to
report Friday (18) at Camp Maxey.
Tex., for active duty as a first
lieutenant in the Army.
Four yams on his production slate
•Hit Parade of 1943,' 'Saga of the
Texas Rangers,' "House of Sters' and

'Chlsholm Trail,' are being reassigned to other producers ot» the lot.

in the winter.

ABBOTT
Co«["tr
Co..t- to -Coast
C«*t..*N
Notwork

New
In

Miss Scott has recently turned down
several picture offers, in every case
because the part was too old. She

and COSTELLO
\H".''«y'

in thtir

own

8.

7-7:30 p.m., on

ihovti for

Camol

"PARDON MY SARONG"

NBC

Cigarettei.

on National Release

A Mayfaip Production— Univaraal Pieturea Raleaia
Under Personal Management of EDWARD
SHERMAN

figures that after a succession of films
in which she portrayed old women
she might be identified only with
aged roles. Actress and her husband
went to the Coast last week, but he
returned immediately to New York
to do the 'Abie' program.

HOI FURTING WITH
XBS LOOKS AT H^D'
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
Hill, Ameri-

George Washington

can Tobocco Co. prexy, will buy the
program, 'CBS Looks at Hollywood,'
if
the network produces a time
agreeable to him.
,/
Lord & Thomas will be the agenff
on the show.

—

'

Vv'cJiicsuajf

MISCELLANY
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S

NDCSPY UNDER
War Work Has Drained

Off a Flock

II,

which has seriously

crimped output of name playwrights
In legit, is also worrying the picture
company story editors, who have
seen many prolific producers of plots
War
go all-out in the war effort.
tomes are plentiful, thanks to correspondents and refugees, but the
once steady stream of mysteries,
novels and short stories is turning

Those Phoney Hose
operators are praying
for a quick, long winter and a
long-drawers fad. They're now
faced with a terrific new expense, because of the women's

wash out

DOUBLING EXTRAS ON

TABU

Jobs as their sole means of livelihood.
Casting departments and assistant
directors have been instructed to
drop the double-play boys, many of
whom are late on morning calls and
ask to be dismissed early to attend
to their factory chores.
;

Puzzled by one

Philadelphia, Sept

From

Officials of the Philadelphia

With Al Jolson doing an Elsie

Keeps luming Out Com-

Janis as an overseas entertainer;

bat Films

Ben Bernie wheezes, from Chicago, that he's gonna call him

—

Originality or

Held Lacking

'Elsie Jolson' hereafter.

of the

bedsheets and worse than lipInto a trickle.
stick to get off a towel.
Among the scriveners, whose output had provided a reservoir of material in the past, now in service
are Frank Van Wyck Mason, a major
Special Services stationed in
In
Washington, where he is trying to
STUDIOS'
LIST
finish 'Rivers of Glory'; C, S. Forrester, of 'Captain Horatio Hornblower' fame, who is working fullHollywood, Sept. IS.
time for the British Ministry of InTwo-timing film extras who work
formation; Allen Bosworth, with Satevepost serials to his credit, now a on night shifts in defense plants and
lieutenant in the U. S. Navy; Gene answer picture calls in the dayMarkey, screen scriptcr, in the Navy; time are being eliminated by the
Eric Hatch, responsible for 'My Man
studios as result of complaints from
(Continued on page BS)
atmosphere players who rely on film

BERLE STILL SAIN ARMY
AND lA FOR N.Y. MUSICAL

Fails to Profit

England's Experience and

Distinction

leg-palntlng fad.
to

Wings Statement on Funds

'Elsie Jolson'

H'wood
Hotel

It's difficult

Canteen Burned at American

Theatre

INFIX,

•fi-

World War

Phifly

TOO MUCH

Of Heretofore Surefire Fix Writers

WRONG SLANT

RETAKES HOD) BENNY

Hollywood, Sept. IS.
Hollywood production seems to be
suffering from a complication of
diseases mostly acute war-itis ac-

—

—

cording to a diagnosis presented by
Nelson H. Poynter and Warren H.
Pierce, of the Office of

War

Infor-

mation, who have held a bedside
consultation on the case, seemingly
v/ithout
the .patient's knowledge.
They prescribe a war diet that has
les.-!
in it of red-blood literature
and more of the war's spiritual and
psychic aspects, at the same time issuing this warning:
That an overdose of actual-combat pictures has been and still is in
the making. And that a continuance
will bring on chronic indigestion.

WEST UNTIL

CfCT.

12

Hollywood, Sept. 15.
Retakes on 'The Meanest Man In
the World' at 20th-Fox are holding
Jack Benny here and forcing him to
revamp plans to do his first two
broadcasts for the new radio season
from New York. The tentative plan
now is to air the opening duo from
here and leave for New York, with
the Grapenuts troupe, on Oct. 12,
and stay east for about 10 weeks.
The revised schedule will put Phil
Harris on the first two shows instead
Harry James as originally planned.
Latter has a deal for a pair, with
options for another duo.

of

New York

ist's insistence that
classified into lA,

columnhe had been reand hence his

stage musical, 'Needle in the
is off,

3A

as befits a married

That's Berle's film

finale

local group, as stating that it was
using part of its funds to help support the Philly unit
The Quaker
City Canteen hasn't received 'a red
cent' from the American Theatre
Wing, according to Livingston Sullivan, chairman of the board of the
Philly group.

'Not only has New York failed to
give us any financial support,' said'
Sullivan, 'but they have stymied us
in our efforts to raise money ourselves'.'

Sullivan explained that the Philadelphia Canteen had an offer from a
local sponsor for a weekly radio
broadcast from the canteen in th«
basement of the Academy of Mvslc.
The broadcast would have netted th»

(Continued on page 55)

LONDON, TOO, GOES FOR

BURLESQUE A LA LEGIT

past week of a burlesque-type show
that has become clicko in the States.
After 10 years, 'Getting Gertie's
Garter'
has
reappeared,
at
the
Strand, with the title of 'Night ol
the Garter.'
Opening last Wednesday (0), the farce was uproariously
received despite its obvious out-

Hay-

Milton Berle states he's
man with
other dependents (mother, brothers,
sisters). Berle is going through with
'Needle,' Uncle Sam and the Draft
Board willing, of course (and so far
as he knows, it's OK with them), as
soon as 'Margin for Error' is through.
still

over a statement in last week's
'Variety,'
quoting
the
American
Theatre Wing, parent body of the

London, Sept. IS.
London's West End has adopted •
page from this year's American
stage with the revival during tha

Shubert (Harry Kaufman) Broadway
stack'

15.

Slag*

Door Canteen are plenty indignant

moded theme.

for 20th-

Fox, starting Sept 28 and due to end
shooting Oct. 30. Berle figures on a
Nov. 10 rehearsal call and a Xmas

preem on Broadway.

it did with the British film
industry in which war-theme pictures are now persona non gratis.
However, the diagnosticians did

just as

Qnent Reynolds, on Hest'
Visit to N.Y.,

Says TTare'

Hollywood 'Is moving
that
find
Jack Yellen and Ray Henderson
steadily in the direction of giving
have been set to do the songs; John
Is Best Play of the
the American public a better underMurray Anderson to stage. Binnie
standing of the nation's war probBarnes is an alternate femme lead
( Continued on page SS)
Quentin Reynolds, Collier's war
possibility, with Joan Blondell tied
up by picture commitments. Ann correspondent in London, is back in
Miller and the Jack Cole Dancers New fork and reports 'Flare Path,'
are set, and Kenny Baker may also now playing in London, as the best
play of World War II. He thought
be in it.
so much of it he wanted to buy it for
America with Major Wally Giblin
and Col. Russ Forgan, two N. Y.

Army Show

Air Raid on U. S. City
Clicks in Md. Pre?iew

War

SUNKIST.

Hope Goes Mushiiig

Through Alaska Camps

pals

now

abroad, but the producers
Reynolds thinks
ideas.
the 'Journey's End' of this

have other
this

is

HEDDA

Niteries and cafes are booming
and the only headache is that liquor
will run out, as it often does, which

may sound

like a Ripley excepting

and Anthony Romano, accordion ac- that under lease-lend Scotland sends
companist for an entertainment tour as much of its wet goods to America
of Aleutian Islands camps sponsored as possible.
by the Hollywood Victory Commit- ' Reynolds will probably return to
tee and USO Camp Shows, Inc.
England, as he 'doesn't want to miss
First air show of Hope's new sea- that Second Front".
When that'll
son will be broadcast from Fort come, he says, is conjectural, deLewis, Wash., Sept 22.
pending on whose judgment prevails

H'wood Canteen Ready
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
Official opening of the Hollywood
Canteen in the old structure known
as The Barn, where many a nitery
has opened and closed, is slated for
Sept.
23
with appropriate ceremonies.
After that date", service men on
leave will be furnished with food,
vaudeville, music and dancing partners from 6 to 12 nightly.

working.
Sunkist will probably replace her
show script 'Today At Duncan's.'

siiice

Sunkist and Hedda Hopper are
parting company Oct 28, after three
years. Columnist has other air deals

Mnsso Too Remmdfnl
Of Benito, So Maestro
Adopts Tag of Mason

married to Virginia Peine.
to

At

Sunhrock's Coast Show

IS.

Vido Musso has changed his name
Billy Mason because the band-

leader discovered prospective purchasers of his outfit were dubious
about the acceptance of the name
Acording to the leader,
Musso.
Music Corp. of America, his bookers, found that when the band was
offered to one-Tiight bookers and location operators there was a nega-

-

Luna 'Park at Coney' Island
staged 'Fighting the Flames."
First part of the show is a bomb
exhibition. Captain Wilson explains
various types of explosives that
Everywreak havoc with cities.
thing is shown, including the model
block busters. Then they ignite the
thermite and magnesium explosives
and soldiers go to work on them
(Continued on page 95)

in

way. Coming up is 'Wine, Women
and Song,' glorified burleycue (musical) due on Broadway Sept 28;
also Barney Gerard's 'Follies of tha
Day.'

Trado Mark Reilatcred

FOUNbED BY BIMB SILVERMAN
PoblUhcd ITMklr b, TARIF.TY.

Charges

WB

'Lie' in

Weal 4tth

Street.

New

York. N.

BUnsCRIPTION
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Foreign

|io
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Suit

T

»
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Chatter
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Inside

Pirated

$200,000

iDr.

Sid Bllverman. Prenldent.

1S4

Inside

Los Angeles. Sept 15.
Los Angeles, Sept. IS.
Arnold Pressburger, independent
Larry Sunbrock, Peck's bad boy of
film producer, filed suit for $200,000
the outdoor set, got into trouble tive reaction to the leader's mondamages against Warners, charging
again last week and had a county icker.
Many operators expressed piracy in the production of 'The
Fox's Beaut
sheriff and marshal for company in the opinion that the resemblance of
Great Lie.' a Bette Davis starrer.
Minneapolis, Sept. IS.
boxoffice at the Coliseum where the name to Mussolini could conPatricia Tietz, who won the 'Miss the
Plaintiff asserted he had bought
thrill show and rodeo. ceivably shy patrons away.
on
a
he
put
Minnesota' contest to represent this
the screen rights to the novel from
him clean when
Musso is the tenor sax player who its author, GIna Kaus.
state in the Atlantic City bathing Legal checkers left
beauty competition last year, is here they tapped the till for $3,700 for left Benny Goodman's band to asvisiting her parents en route to Hol- back attorney fees and overdue per- sume leadership of the late Bunny
Daven at 20th
lywood with a 20th-Fox contract sonal notes, attaching his end of the Berigan's outfit. Musso has already
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
which sUrts Oct. 1. After Atlantic take and leaving him with just been booked for the Arcadia BallAndre Daven, the French film proCity she blossomed out as a night enough coin to get to San Diego for room, N. Y., under his old name,
opening Friday (18), and won't as- ducer who came to the U. S. with
club dancer In New York and else- his next show.
where.
Unpaid debts dated back to 1940 sume the new tag for several weeks. Jean Gabin, joined the 20th-Fox proShe was inked for the films during and were for $700 and $3,000. Fail- He is to close the Arcadia in two duction staff.
her engagement at the Copacabana, ing to collect on demand notes, cred- weeks, then go back in as BUly
He's been assigned to the Bryan
Foy unit.
New York.
Mason.
itors took the legal route.

Winner

'Good Night, Ladies,' a modern
version of the oldtime farce hit,
'Ladies Night in a Turkish Bath.' is
currently a long-run smash hit in
Chicago, while 'Star and Garter,'
Michael Todd's New York $4.40-top
burlesque revue, is a sock on Broad-

Grounds

.with a

Hollywood, Sept.

—the impatient politicians, or the
more surefooted army strategists,
who are not in such a hurry.
Reynolds was last in Gotham
earlier in the summer, when he was

Sheriff in Boxoffice

Washington, Sept 15.
a brand new show,
The War Department's Civilian Protection School
staged a preview at College Park,
Md., Friday night (11), and they're
Plays the Polo
still talking about it.

Uncle Sam has
and it's a beaut

in N. Y., Sept. 18-21 and
then goes on tour. The War Department recently produced another
'Army War Show,' but this was a
more general insight into the modus
operandi of the U. S. Army.
They call it 'Action Overhead,' and
it gives a dramatic and pyrotechnical
demonstration of what might happen
if Hitler fiew some of his Junkers
over a crowded area. Finish of theshow is a sizzler. _ Nothing like it

PART COMPANY

war.

Hollywood, Sept. 15.
Bob Hope planed for Alaska with
Jerry Colonna, Frances Langford
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Dally Variety. Ud.)
110 a year 112 forelen

—
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AcrnriTiES

Changing VUwpbint

Sept 15 Income Tax Retards Bond

One

.

of the

Drive But

May

Still

can Theatre Wing's Stage Door
Canteen was received by Bert
Lytell at CBS last week, partly
Inspired by his participation in
the Canteen radio show. It read:
'On behalf of my husband and
myself I want to say your radio
show Is grand and I regret to
live
tell you I have never seen
have
I
theatre performance.
been brought up to believe that
actors were a loo.se-living kind

Quota

Meet

U.S.

In the

Army Now

41-

Soplcmbcr income lax paymenls
and widely-published accounts of
heavily increased taxation on 1942
income have affected the film industry s $1,000,000,000 War Bond drive
to some extent, but hope is still held
out that the campaign will not continue to bog down.
With the U. S. Treasury reportinfi
War Bond sales for Sept. 14 at $48,890,000. bringing the total al the
half-way mark to $329,434,000. film
Industry campaign workers believe
there is a good chance of hitting the
official quota of $775,000,000 for the

Figuring an average of $26,000,000 daily in .sales needed to reach
the Treasury figure, the drive is only
approximately one
or
$31,000,000
day's sales behind the goal.

month.

some

In

150 towns

and

cities

film star.s made personal appearances
$87,189,131 in bonds were sold, most
of this money not yet being in Ih*

Many

cities

meantime

reported

fhat their month's quota had been
reached and that they are continuing
to work for the 25% surplus needed
to reach the $1,000,000,000 mark.
sicattered reports received from
various parts of the country at War
Activities Committee drive head-

quarters continue encouraging. The
Jimmy Cagney dinner in Michigan
City, Ind. (population 26,000), sold
$302,575 in bonds. The city's September quota was only $180,000.
M. H. Evidon, exchange chairman
for the
for Iowa, reports the
following 'bond premieres' already
held in September: Paramount theatre, Waterloo, $72,000; Iowa theatre.
Cedar Rapids, $165,000; Capitol,
Davenport, $275,000; Orpheum, Des
Moines, $350,000; LeClaire, Milone
•nd Fort theatres, Rock Island,

WAC

$300,000.

Meantime, Secretary Morgenthau
week issued a denial that he^had

last

voluntary savings had tailed.
The Treasury head declared he had
war bond
stated, 'The voluntary
program cannot alone close the gap
between the amount of money available for consumer spending and the
supply of goods available for civilian
said

Vne mounting requirements of
war demand that our sale of war
bonds be continued and intensified.

use.

the

Maeh Namepawer

Hollywood, Sept. 15.
Male chorus hoofers, once a
drug on the market, are so rare
today that Albert Rogcll has
sent out a call for 16 of them,
five weeks ahead of time, for his
Republic picture, "Hit Parade of

for N. T.

Bond drive comes to a close at
on Sept. 30 at Madison
Square Garden, N. Y, when some of
11:45 p.m.

Hollywood's top stars will roll in for
the flnale of the campaign Among
those coming into New York for the
blcwoff will be Rita Hayworth, Pat
O'Brien, Paulette Goddard. Dorothy
Lamour, Veronica Lake. Al Jolson
(expected back from Ireland .soon),
ct al.
It's hoped they will send the
drive over the lop.

1943.'

terps.

A

being Uained at the
Air Force Navigation School

here, have produced their own revue, "Better Be Good.' and will tour
several posts in Texas.

The show

wa.s strictly an ofT-theventure for the opening per
formance, with no scenery, a rented
piano and all the performers, ex
cept female impersonators, working
In khaki.
This post is not on the

By

a W««k«, F«rr«it Th««tr«, Phila.
Alwa.vs maBnlllrent and trefunny. ..."

Symphs

Nation's

.

.

ineiirt'Misly

RICHARD WATTS,

JR.
Herald Tribuna.

Talked in Cleyeland
.

Cleveland, Sept.

IS.

Entertainment of soldiers at camps
throughout the States by the nation's

symphony

largest

orchestras

was

planned by symphony managers at
their two-^ay convention in Cleveland last week.
C. C. Cappel,

forraer

manager

the National Symphony of Washington and now manager of the concert
division of the USO-Camp Shows,
Inc., discussed with 14 leading symphony managers feasibility of putting the plan into immediate operato send Capon tours near
with camps and Cappel will
arrange camp concerts.
Evidences of war-made problems,
with gasoline rationing and loss of

tion.

.

Ih

a funny man

Managers agreed

orchestra

L

I.

per.<)onnel

to

flghtiug

climaxed discussion.

forces,

Signal Corps H.Q.

Gordon Hollingshead produces the

llie

.

.

Service Bases

.

ROBERT SYLVESTER,
Th« Nawa.

IPER-'PRIDt'

financial brackets, the players, technicians and white collar workers are
organizing 'share your car" clubs to
economize on tires 'and gas. Hardest
hit are the extras, who have no rexular jobs and are called upon to travel
long distances to far flung studios in
a community where trolley and bus

service has not caught up with the
spreading population.

Task

set for Itself

by

USO

during

Serious kink in the gas rationing
is that hundreds of players, techuniform at Army camps. Navy bases, nicians and exces are working on
official War Training films for the
and posts covering wide
Government although they are not
territory is enormous. It's proposed classed as essential war industry
to give some kind of a show In workers.
around 900 large camps and 750

the coming year to entertain

men

In

stations

'SARONG'

1-2

smaller concentration points at least

CAMPS

IN

every other week. In the smaller
spots it is planned to send units of

SPECIALIST RATING NIX

NAVY

SHOWFOLK

IN
four or five people, probably a quar- IRKS
Washington, Sept. IS.
tet, plus a comic or m.c, the outfit
There's much to-do from ex-show
Tride of th« Yankees' waa the traveling in a truck. Such shows
people now in the Navy, atraut Uie
August topper in the 800-odd theatres are called 'sing song units.'
'closed' entertainers specialist rating,

Army Motion

Whether

ture branch.

—

it

Now

personnel lives there.
Colonel
E.
Gillette,
comM.
manding officer of the center, will
be host at the dedication and houseenlisted

military will not
dish' stuff favored

Uncle

go for the 'deep Charles Steele, 11 East e2nd street,
is not expected to compete
American Theatre Wing
what the camp Canteen, not being equipped- tor.
professional entertainment.
Building was bought by the American
Heroes Foundation and, after the
war, will convert it into a hall of
war heroes. Debutantes will con
duct tea dance.s, full course dinners
will be served, prepared by chefs

by the metropoli N. Y. It
of hokum and with the

Plenty
tan critics.
escape celluloid is
screen "demands.

.

Sam s RoU Call

Lieut. Hlller Innes, VS.V
Hiller Innes, production depart-

training film outfit.
He's now assigned to a photo company at Camp

ment executive and assistant 1o Rus- Crowder, Mo.
Don Tolliver,
Holman at the Paramount home-

sell

office,

obtained a leave of absence
Monday (14) to go into the
with grade of senior

effective

L. A. to N. Y.

Force.

^

Robert Cade Wilson.

CBS

Jr.,

who

quit

The
American Weekly, has been commissioned a captain in the U. S. Army.
to join

the sales staff of

His assignment is with the Provost
Marshal General's Department.
Fred Bartholdi, for years a theatre
manager with the Skouras circuit in
the Greater New York territory,
h.o. is planned.
went into the Army last week. Lately
managing the Crotona In the Bronx,
Peyton ClbnOD In
Peyton Gibson, 43. secretary of Bartholdi was for several years manUniversal Pictures, commi.«sioned iji ager of the Stoddard, N. Y.
Army Air Forces, reporting to the
Rosanna Kennedy, telephone opOfficers
Training School.
Miami erator at the RKO exchange In New
Beach. Gibson was a second lieu- York and with the company 16
tenant in the U. S. Air Service dur(Continued on page 25)
iwk the World War 1 at the age of 18.
Lieut. Richard Morris, Jr.,

RKO's Ciggie Fund

Richard

Field, Dayton,

O

from leading hotels, in two large
rooms figured to accommodate 500
men. It is tentatively proposed to
serve champagne and wines in
basement tap room, provided it gets

former announcer the Army nod.
and head of the special events department
of
WOWO-WGL, Fort
Wayne, has enlisted in the Army Air

John

Farmer,

RKO home

office

personnel manager, has inaugurated

weekly

collections among staff to
bundles of cigarets, razor
blades, chocolates, etc., for men in
the armed forces formerly on the
payroll.
Collections, rimning. at the rate of

provide

RKO

James R. Handley. farmer Disney
under War Dept. supervi- writer, is also a recent grad of the approximately $2,600 a year, will be
sion, with Ward Wood
and Bill Signal Corps Offlcers' School, fol- matched by equal contribution from
Crago playing featured roles.
lowing service in the Fort Monmouth the company.
picture,

at 1250

'Variaty'.

One of the funny nien of
„
."
Anierli-an Stage.
".

actors

PicUSO has allocated $4,000,000 for of which singer Tony Martin was the
was Gary the entertainment, but whether that first and last It was hoped that,
Cooper or the late Lou Gehrig, fact will be sufficient is a question. An- with Martin's induction as a specialist, he would pave the way for more
Army Signal Corps Photographic is feature was a puller In all camps other problem is where to get the such assignments in the Navy, comOthers in the order of their entertainers for such a vast coverCenter in Long Island City, N. Y.,
parable to the special service in the
will
be formally dedicated next popularity were Abbott & Costello's age by vaude and musical units. Bert
Army,
which permits for much
Tuesday (22) by General Dawson 'Pardon My Sarong,' 'Jackass Mail' Lytell is aiming to have at least morale activity by actors, producers,
Olmstead, Chief Signal Officer of with Wallace Beery, Tarzan's New eight legit shows on the large camp etc., serving
in the armed forces.
the Army.
New York newspaper, York Adventure" (Johnny Weis cii'cuits. LytelU by the way, since
Showfolk in the Navy say that
magazine and radio people have muUer), 'Footlight Serenade' (Betty appearing on the Stage Door Can- branch
of service requires more at
been invited for the occasion, the Grable and Victor Mature), Talk teen radio program, has declined ac>
entertainment, instead of dehome
first opportunity they have had for of the Town' (Ronald Colman-Jean ceptance of the allowance made him
pending on the sporadic visitors from
Arthur).
inside view of the setup.
by Equity since he started devoting
a!i
A&C held their own In most mill all his time to shows for the service the outside.
Center was formerly the Paramount studio aud was lafer operated tary juricdictions and when the final men. Equity originally granted him
by Etectric Research Products. Inc. figures for the year are tabulated $8,000 a year for the war work acthey may give Bob Hope a run for tivity, not as president of the as.<io- C. Felix Jenkins
It- was taken over by the Army last
spring and has been extensively it as the fun champion with the ciation.
Picture buyers for men
rcrovated.
Barracks
have
been soldiers.
Newest canteen idea Is planned by
Reported Safe in Libya
constructed in the studio and the in uniform have decided that the socialites in the mansion of the late

Morris, Jr., formerly a
member of the staff of the American
Hollywood. Sept. IS.
Film Center, has graduated from OfMechanized and other earthbound ficers' Candidate School at Fort Monsoldiers who keep the planes flying mouth, N. J., after a year in the
will be dramatized in 'Ground Crew,' Training Film Production unit there.
a two-recler showing all the com- Now a lieutenant, he's currently
plicated labor entailed in an air at- assigned to the film unit at Wright
tack.

Shows

.

ABEL GREEN,

of the high-salaried

have closed their mansions in the
hills and rented rooms in Hollywood
hotels to save mileage. In the lower

Set to Give

throuprhbiit,

as funny hh he lia.s ever been In hla
."
.
loiiB Hiid varied career.

serviced by the

Dedication Next Tues.

VSO-Camp Shows

Crew

Many

cities

With Par for many years, formerly as executive assistant to Jesse
r. Lasky, then v. p. of the company,
Innes had previously been associated
with Joseph P. Kennedy in film
companies ia_which the latter was
interested some time back.
No succe.ssor to Innes at the Par

Salute for Ground

So may a southern Methodmother say 'God bless you

USO

pel lists of open dates

U. S. Navy,
lieutenant.

•

are.

15.

sion

of

cuff

route sheet.
Troupers included Pvt. Sidney
Bhannon. former drummer in the
'Hellzapoppin' pit orch: Pvt. Sammy
Smith, producer
and writer of
vaude acts; Pvt. Sid Kraemer, clarinetist
with Charles Barnet; Pvt
Glen Wilson, bass player with Barney Rapp; Pvt. John Glasper. concert piani.st. the Franklin Twins,
who worked with Dante the Magician, and Pvt. Alfred de la Fuente,
radio actor.

Hollywood, Sept.

Limit of 9,000 miles per year on
auto driving is causlnjg apprehenamong thousands of film workranging from studio execs to
er.<!,
extras.
With the picture plants
scattered all around the Los Angeles
districts, there are literally
thousands who average 10,000 to 12.000
miles aiuiually for purely business
reasons, without Sunday driving or
pleasure tours.

is

WmiE HOWARD

Soldier Entertainment

SCHOOL PRODUCE REVUE

Army

folk.

ist

SELECTEES AT TEXAS AIR

background

boy

of

TO

HOUYWOOD

all.'

w;arming.

Hondo. Texas. Sept. IS.
group of selectees with showbiz

My

STILL JOLT

stationed
near N. Y. and goes to the Stage
Door Canteen and he writes me
what a warm-hearted, decentliving people you theatrical folk

In two previous pictures he
couldn't find enough masculine

where

Treasury.

MILEAGE ROOF

most •ppreciativ*

commending th« Ameri-

Utttrs

Lila Bauer.
Jerry Brandt.

FelisT Jenkins, secretary and general attorney of 20th-Fox, has received official words lliat hi.^ son,

C Felix, with Allied forces

in Libya,
safe following the German push
through Tobruk. He is one of three
sons in the service.

was

Word on

son.
Jenkins* eldest son, Dan, presently
is in the U. S.
armored division.
The third son and youngest,

A

Virginia Field.
Joe Glaser.
Paulette Goddard.

Bob Hussey.
Kuppcr.
Albert Lewin.
Frederic March.
Joy Martin.
Elsa Maxwell.
Louis B. Mayer.
Bill

serving In the U.

is

Lieut. J. C.

Florence Eldridge.

Paul Harrison.

forth-

and was regarded as their own

Peter,

George Dembow.
Donald Duke.

Hal Horne.
Mervin Houser.

was

Army

Charles Buckley.
Tom Connors.

John Gunther.
Hal Hackett.
Oscar Hammerstein

Felix's safety

coming only a short time after Alger
Jenkins, a nephew, serving in
the Canadian unit of the RAF, was
reported dead by the British.
He
had been listed as missing since
March 27, following a raid over Germany, but the Jenkins family had
held out hopes he might have landed
safely after being hit.
Alger had
been raised by the Jenkins family
J.

S.

Army.

Palms of Det.

Casualty at Dieppe
Detroit, Sept. 15.

Belated

Commando
Iho
II.

casualty lists from the
raid at Dieppe included

man connected
with the film industry to be listed
first

Michigan

a war fatality.
He was Lieut.
C. Palms, of the socially
prominent family here which owns
the Palms-Stale theatre, flr.-.l-iun

as

James

loop house.

Gail Patrick.
N. Peter Rathvon.

Young Palms had enli.sted with
the Essex Scottish, Windsor. Onl.,
regiment across the. river from here,
and went overseas with the first Canadian forces.
The theatre, now
operated by
Detroit
the United
chain, took the Palms name at the
time the management was switched

Aubrey Schenck.

o\er.

Ray

Milland.

John G. Paine.

Spyros Skouras.

Andy Smith.
Howard Strlckling.
Walter Wanger.
Bob Welch.
Kenneth Young.

N. Y. to L. A.
Carlton Alsop.
Arthur NIchaud.
Martha ScotL

PICTUIUBS

Vednegdayt September 16, 1942

Tliawing of

jl U^. Film Coin

$52,001)

In bigland

Now Starting

While no olTiclal announcement
has been made by the Motion Picture Producers St Distributors Assn.,
fhe U. S. State Department or the

government representatives,
of an agreement to unreez* £ome $52,000,000 in American
distributor money held In Great
Britain appears nearer this week.
In foreign department quarters It
was quite generally known that the
prospect of a satisfactory solution is
brighter presently than at any time
were opened
negotiations
since
months ago. R. G. Somervell, British Board of Trade secretary, who's

drltlsh

Jinalizing

Washington on the
presently is in Hollywood.
bean

in

coin' pact,

Latest Indication is that final details may not be worked out immediately but that actual announcepient may wait until near Oct. 25,
the date when present coin pact with
quarterly
Final
britaln expires.

t>ayment of $5,000,000 is due American distributors at that time, clearing up the $20,000,000 which the
British government allowed to be
remitted to U. S. in the 12-month
The
beriod ending next month.
152,000,000 total covers the amount
impounded In London during the
three years frozen money agreeinents

have been

In effect.

American film industry has not
Retreated from Its original plea that
It Is entitled to 100% of all revenue
collected from distribution In the
Understood that curBritish Isles.
rent negotiations also are Incorporating the Idea that no future distribution coin of U. S. companies
win be frozen in Britain after the
current pact is concluded.

to

ported to have been In Washington
Several times In the last two weeks
In connection with the frozen coin
problem. He continues silent on the
negotiations, and will offer no comment until actual announcement of
arrangements is ready.
As soon as the frozen money problem is cleared up in Britain, it Is
expected t^at an early solution may
Da forthcoming In Australia and
Zealand, since both have taken
Vielr cue from action taken by

^ew

Britain.

There is a chance that soma re
port on the British money situation
be made at the a4Journed
li^ij}
JiPPDA directors meeting Ukely to
be held later tills week.

And (2) Faster Playoff of Films

Gilt to the Hilt
Distrib*
Hollywood, Sept.

19.

to

Life in Hollywood will be a

golden

symphony

for

to

Tommy

New

Cy Smith, combined

GREEK RELIEF DRIVE
Chicago will again

new Greek War

15.

cooperate

In

Relief drive to

ooUect $470,000 in the Chicago area.

More

—

than 1,000 attended rally at the

Morrison Hotel Thursday night (10)
to spearhead drive which started
Friday.

American government-supplied food
Howel W.
to war-stricken areas.
Murray, chairman of the Chicago
Citizen's Committee and Stephen C.
Stephano,' Greek philanthopist, also
spoke, outlining plans for drive.

RKO

Metro

New

Aoditing System

N. "Peter Rathvon, RKO prexy, returned from the Coast Monday (14)
and went into a huddle with the

board of directors to discuss the appointment of an internal auditing
committee for RKO Radio Pictures.

Committee is to function as an
auxiliary service to Price, Waterhouse, similar to unit currently
Service Corp.
operating with

RKO

Really Reaching

43

Hollywood, Sept.

IS.

Leading men are so scarce
these
days that
Metro has
prowled the field of education
and signed Donald Curtis, master of arts and former professor of drama at Northwestern
and Duquesne Universities.
Studio scout discovered him
directing a college play and decided he was a better actor than
any of his students. He looks
more like a varsity tackle than
a prof.

LARRY KENT ASSISTANT
TO SPYROS SKOURAS

In some sales quarMfc, the only
answer at this time is a shrug of the

Berth of executive aide to Spyros
shoulders. That goes for the size of Skouras, 20th-Fox
prexy, goes to
later blocks of film as well as for Larry
Kent, who headed up the Foxrejection rights, but indicated in West Coast film
buying department.
certain distribution circles that sell- He will headquarter in
New York.
ing very probably may become more
His post has been taken over by
flexible than in the past.

Somemll

Orercoffle

by HVood's

Yastness, bnt He's

Hep

Hollywood, Sept. IS.
To the eyes of an uninhibited be
folder, encountering the thing for
the first time, Hollywood can be a
^lightly fabulous scene, with a top
dressing as gaudy as something out
of Schehezarade's Thousand and One
Nights.
And underneath as empty
as pantaloons hung out to dry.
Consequently, R. G. Sommervell,
secretary of the British Board of
Trade, comes by the emotion honestly when he confesses, after 48
hours here, to a certain sense of
Confusion.
That might be natural
enough in any circumstances, but it
Just happens that he's being guest(sonducted about town by Charles
Francis Coe, of the Hays organization.
And anyone seeing Hollywood
>ylth 'Socker' Coe Is entitled to a
degree of bewilderment.
The British visitor, here to gain
film-production ideas for the benefit
of the industry abroad, admits to
surfeit of blurred impressions,
which currently seem somewhat out
pf drawing, and only one conviction,

namely:

"That his visit will be of lasting aid
to film production in England. And

that this industry, almost defunct
at the close of the first World War,

(Continued on page 18)

From

reports, it plans getting out of
that field entirely.
The Harry Sherman westerns, released by Par for several years, have
beSn running to an average of
around $90,000 in negative cost.
Under Par's arrangement with Sherman, he is paid a salary plus a percentage over a fixed rental return on

each western.

'

Fred

Stein,

Fox-West Coast head

the liberal canbooker, with that Job passing to his
cellation Metro is offering its ac- assi^ilaiit,
Bert Pi^sh.
counts, sales sources defend the
position of other decree companies
things,
in various ways. Among other
conSix
hinted that perhaps Metro is
Execs
fident that most exhibs won't want
to reject any of. the pictures In the
Pic Scribes Guild
company's first block of eight or that
cancel
right
to
where they have a
Hollywood, Sept. 13.
out two they may pass up only one
picture.
Six new members were appointed
However, on the other hand Metro to the executive board of the Screen
a precedent by voluntarily Writers Guild to fill wartime vasets
granting a cancellation and as- cancies. Newcomers are Nat Perrin,
sumedly would have to do the same Paul Gangelin, Stanley Roberts,
on its second and third blocks, re- Harry Jurnitz, Art Arthur and
gardless of quality of the films er Harold Buchman.

New Board
For

In addition to the Sherman westerns, known as the Hopalong Cassidys, the
deal as of yesterday
(Tuesday) called for four others.
These include two films which Par
peimitted Sherman to produce this
year. 'Silver Queen' and 'American
Empire,' as well as two studio-produced features, 'Young and Willing'

UA

'I Married a Witch.'
However,
reported that Grad Sears, working on the deal with Freeman, may
b> able to get an additional feature
or two.
'Young and Willing' Is based on
the stageplay, 'Out of the Frying

and
last

Pan' and has William Holden, Susan
H?yward, Eddie Bracken, Robert

Bonchley and others

The

in the cast.
other, 'Married a Witch' is a

Preston

demand.

Sturges

production

with

Going out are Leonard Lee, Stan Fredric March, Veronica Lake, Susan
Metre's Schedule
ley Rubin and George Oppenheimer
Hayward, and others.
Metro is permitting rejection of into the armed forces, Paul Franklin
Noted in inner circles that Par's
two out of eight where average and Allen Rivkin, who resigned be willingness to sell some of Its picrentals run to tlOO and one where cause of stress of work' in civilian
tures to UA Is no doubt influenced
the average runs from $100 to $250. war activities, and Sidney Buchman,
in part by the fact that Par Is a big
If other blocks run higher than former
prexy, now a production customer of UA through the playing
eight, the percentage of cancellation executive at Columbia.
of UA product in the majority of Ita
would drop in accordance with the
theatres.
Company in man^ cases
number grouped for sale at one time
Thus, Par's
holds UA franchises.
At the same time Par, Warners, 20th
theatres have been slight of UA
own
U. S. StiU After Bioff
and RKO might also schedule larger
product over the summer.

OK
blocks than five in the future, but
Also, Par houses will be playing
presently the official policy of all is
Hollywood, Sept. IS.
Hollywood, Sept. 19.
the Par pictures turned over to UA,
Peter Rathvon, president of to offer no mora than five at a clip.
Despite the calendar dismissal of including the westerns where used,
expressed complete satisfac- Certain pictures are being sold the income tax
and
will get earlier availability on
Millie
against
ofisa
singly by Warners, Par, 20th and
tion with Charles Koerner's present
them than if waiting for Par's own
RKO but Metro Is not doing so and Bloff In Federal Court, It U under- di.stribution
department to release
studio organization, in a statement
under the decree also shied away stood the Government will press the them.
to executives on the lot before he
charge.
During his stay from this practice.
left for New York.
The labor leader I9 nQW serving 10
In doubling up two groups of five
in town Rathvon looked over six
Time
for Sales Conv.
In
years on an extortion rap.
(Continued on page 18)
high-budget productions and voiced
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
his confidence in the way the studio
The Paramount product deal with
is being run.
United Artists is to be worked out
within the next week, with Ed RafDecisions on the final disposal of
lery either returning east to sign
two pictures were left In abeyance.
contracts with Par office chiefs or
'They are Oison Welles' 'It's All
consummating
the deal here.
Lorentz's
Name,
Age
Pare
True' and
Meanwhile Harry Sherman sticks
and Occupation.'
with Par. even though some of his
product will be released by UA,
with Par financing all future SherA
man pics including those made for
Meeting of the board of directors
UA release.
George Sanders Wants to Reform, So of 20th-Fox tomorrow (Thurs.) Is
It is expected that negatives of the
ZOlh Bencbes Him
understood primarily for the purfilms sold to UA will be turned over
BILL
pose of setting executive status for
by Par in time to allow UA to show
Hollywood, Sept. IS.
Joseph M. Schenck. Schenck, from
them
to its sales organization at the
George Sanders is going on the accounts, is the largest Individual
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
Chicago meeting scheduled for Sept.
suspended list at 20th-Fox again, this shareholder in the company, owning
Bryan Foy will serve as executive 28. Grad Sears headed east tonight
time [or his refusal to play a heavy approximately 11% of the stock and assistant to William Goetz who heads
to arrange for the Chicago session.
role in 'The Immortal Sergeant.' He possibly controlling more.
20th-Fox production for the duraCompany toppers look to a roundwas recently removed from the payIndications are that Schenck is to tion.
The many pictures assigned ed program with releases set on a
roll for ballciiig at the title part in
resume as an important factor in to Foy will be spread around to basis which will provide exchanges
'The Undying Moaster.'
guiding company affairs through the other producers with only few re- with product all the year round and
Actor declares he is sick of screen difficult wartime period, whether or maining on his slate.
end inactivity in the field from May
villainy and wants to play a human not his office Is given offcial title.
Col. Darryl Zanuck left Saturday to Septemlier as in the past few
being for a change.
He had resigned as chairman of the (12) for Washington to spend the years.
board, a still unfilled post.
week there on Signal C^orps matters.
Sessions in Chicago for the purDarryl F. Zanuck's entry into the Goelz is now In New York for 20th- pose of outlining sales and merchanU. S. Army on a fulUime basis, coin- Fox directors meeting.
of
Schaefer
dising policies for forthcoming prodreturn.
Wilwith
Schenck's
cides
personal
pictures
on
Zanuck's
Two
will t>e attended by David Selzuct
HarkSchaefer,
in
the
George J.
20th-Fox v. p., who ar- production slate were turned over to nick,
Edward
Hunt Stromberg,
ness Pavilion of Medical Center, liam Goetz,
rived from the Coast with Fred L. others, 'The Immortal Sergeant' to Small, Charles R. Rogers and ArN. Y., for several weeks, was schedtreasurer, is also to Lamar Trotti and 'The Moon is nold Prcssburger, each discui>sing his
Metzler,
studio
(Tuesyesterday
return
home
uled to
meeting
tomorrow.
attend
the
board
and
who,
Is
product.
Raftery
Nunnally
Johnson,
individual
Down'
to
convalescence.
day) for
Joe Moskowltz, Schenck's eastern currently working on the screen- Sears will also address the sales
He has been under treatment for a
group.
play.
rep, is eligible for parole Oct. 28.
bladder condition.
Rathvon

N.

RKO,

Britain's

Importantly actuating Paramount
over 1942product, already completed, to
United Artists, is said to be the feeU
inK by Y. Frank Freeman and other
Par execs that the cash sum to be
realized by the company could l>e
immediately utilized to produce several high-budget films.
Since around $4,000,000 is involved,
unless
the
deal
again
changes,
pointed out Freeman could try for
four big pictures with $1,000,000 to
spend on each. Meantime, with Par
npl needing all the film it now haa
O'l
hand, the company's inventory
would be reduced, while the sales
department at the same time would
not have to bother with westerns.
in its willingness to turn

Is

tivity in selling 1942-43 product, conbeing
is
speculation
siderable
aroused in the trade with respect to
future policy and whether the lead
taken by Metro in offering an initial
block of eight pictures, plus cancellation privileges, will be followed
either voluntarily or as result of exhibitor pressure.

Commenting on

Dr. Homer W. Davis, former president of Athens College in Greece,
said money will be used to transport

Rathyon Sets Up

aa

Pending a greater amount of ac-

CHI AGAIN CO-OPS IN

the

Sucb

METRO PRECEDENT

monarch.
The Beverly Hillside palace
was built by George Fitzmaurice
in the gilded days of pictures.

Chicago, Sept.

Permit Exhibs

Under Decree
Granting
Buyers Skipped Certain
Blocks

Jersey castle, including
chauffeur
and bodyguard, whose former
boss was Joe Louis, knuckle

his

May

Buy Portions of a Group
Get Around a Cancella-

tion

Dorsey for the next six months,
during which he will luxuriate
in a Beverly Hills mansion with
a retinue of five servitors from

for Par's Pix

WiU Permit (1) Costly New Prods.

Look Up

Hays Non-Committal
Will Hays, head of MPPDA, who
personally supervising negotiations
for unfreezing the money, is reIs

$4^000 From UA

SIZE OF

8

20th-Fox Board Meeting Thurs. (17)

To

ONCE

MENACE—

Set Joe Schenck's Exec Duties

mi

BRYAN FOY EXEC
GOETZ AT 20TH
TO

Out

Hosp

,

Wednesdaj, September 16, 194S

PICTUBE8
Pix Look to Get a Break on Taxes;

No lipping on Adnush

or

Raw Fdm

Harry

by Sol Lesser.

Ann Savage handed
Washington, Sept. 16.
flr^t time in several years,
industry apparently has
successful in avoiding any
threat ot stifTer admissions levies
end is half-way victorious at the
present stage in preventing boost in
the rate on raw fllm. The ponderous
war revenue bill, now being polished
up by the Senate Finance Committee
and due for presentation next week
to the upper branch of Congress, has
skipped over the existing 10% tariff
fllm

and

schedule

knifed

approved

10%

increase
footage bite.

in

the
the

House-

Hollywood, Sept.

Young

Robert

draws

the

16.

spot

originally intended for Clark Gable
as co-star with Lana Turner in
'Nothing Ventured' at Metro.
Wesley Ruggles directs the Pandro

Herman productioa

RKO REELS OFF

—

—

Yvonne De
mount.
Marjorie
contract at

the possibility of helping close the
gap between Federal income and
outgo by upping the rate,
(Last
year there was real danger the impost might be hiked to 15%, but fhis
finally was overcome in the Senate.)

Newsreels retain their exemption
from any footage levy, and the SenBt-.'
group officially decided to retain the present scale on photographic equipment (10%) though the
House bumped this to 25%.
That $2S,e00 Maximum
President

Roosevelt

Hollywood, Sept.

15.

RKO

claims a galloping record for
the completion ot six Tim Holt westerns in eight weeks. Directors used
whip and spur to finish the series
before the star entered the Army.
In addition to setting a track record the Jockeys whitUed $25,000 off
the total budget

OK on Indie's

Connie Gilchrist
ticket at Metro.

Shows

Boys were employed to dive Into
18 feet of water to bring up as many
of the cans of fllm as possible. By

rushing the rescued flhn to the exMinneapolis, Sept. 15.
changes' drying rooms here before
Theatres are expected to benefit they had
dried out, some of it was
from a request of J. B. Eastman, salvaged.
federal

transportation director, to
all travel to out-of-town

discourage
football

games by

fans,

even

to the

extent of refusing to place on sale
In the home cities any tickets
for

games

away

that

require

use

Pic

IBEW'S H'WOOD SURVEYportant Confabs

transportation facilities.

of directors ot photography,
tricians and gaffers.

SOEG

Chairman

rM«ntlv>on

of th«

Sept

Cincinnati,

11.

Editor, •Varlety'i

RENEWED INTEREST

Intended as an answer to
the 'news article' bearing hMdUn#
'Rental Celling Threatened—Ibihlbt
This

IN

is

WB SHARES; ALSO PAR, U Aiming

John Archer inked stock player

Despite desultory trading Interest

for Prlc« Curb' that

in 'Variety'

cussing

Sept

'film

9.

The

rental

appMied

artlol*

dl*

oelllngs'

and downbeat trend in the stock
tended that It Ij 'a hazardous mo v«^
market another film company came
for governmental regulation to b«
in for renewed Interest during the
urged by the motion picture exhibi'

RINGS OUT

'43

B'SATMH
When

15.

New

bells ring next
Year's Eve they will sound the knell
of 'B' productions at 20th-Fox. After

the

week when increased buying
Warner Bros, common shares was

past

in

noted.

Wall

While generally regarded
Street

speculative

previously

because
ahead of

as

of

in

rather

preferred

tors.

Let us agree on one pr«mis«: Tedp
regulations are th« last fhtnf
However, they
are forced to action because of th«

eral

that exhibitors want.

dividends
the common,
demand for excessive fllm rentals
purchases In the past 10 days have
on the part of the distributors.
included buys by conservative houses
Exhibitors feel that dlstrlbutorf
in the Street.

themselves are asking for Federal

by the policy of arbU

regulations

Senator BaD, Friend

Of Fdms, Renominated
U.

S.

Twin

Minneapolt^ Sept. 16.
J. H. Ball, former
newspaperman
and

Senator
City

st.-iunch friend ot

the film Industry,

who, in a campaign address, praised
Miniver," "The Invaders' and

'Mrs.
'This

Above

All' as

fine Influences

Th*
was not designed
work a hardship on the exhibitor.
was negotiated to help the exhlbU

trary increases In fllm rentals.

'consent
to
It

decree'

overcome
But the actual

tor

'distributor'

result has

abtiaea.

been ]ust

the reverse.

answer

In

to

the

'adjustment*

paragraph in the article In 'Variety,'
permit me to ask: 'What standing do
we have in the business? Are wa
looked upon as poor step-ohlldren,
common stock certificates, latter whom the distributor Is to b« gra*
listed on the N. Y. Curb Exchange, cious enough to 'just keep from
starvation'
by granting petty adjustalso have been making good showings recently. Par Common has been ments?
This type of "pity' treatment cersteady at around $16, which is only
tainly
goes
a long way to the up75c off from the year's high, while
the preferred has been advancing in building of future good will and
Tecent days.
Paramount preferred equitable trade relations between
exhibitors
and
distributors!
shares have not sold below par this
The answer to the 'freezing' of
year, and presently are only six
points away from the 1942 peak price fllm rentals Is very simple: Vi» the
mechanics
of
maintaining rentals
of $120 per share.
Universal cits., representing the based on 1941 contracts. Both the

on morale, was re-nominated by a common of Universal Corp., thejiold- distributors and the exhibitors know
large majority on the Republican ing company, have been selling at the allocation setup provided under
the terms of the 1940-1941 contract
ticket, virtually assuring reelection. $7 or near in recent trading
sessions,
Senator Ball's victory was con- with several recent advances re- It is a simple and logical procedt)r*
to adapt the allocation policy to the
sidered all the more notable in a ported as representing optimism
over
supposedly isolationist state, inas- possibilities of U corporate simplifi- present buying system.
The distributor point of view Is
much as he has been the only Minne- cation. While no official announceboth short-sighted and one-sided.
sotan In Congress to support Presi- ment has been made, it
is underdent Roosevelt's foreign policy, he stood that the matter of simplifying For the distributors to indulge I9 the
having been with the chief execu- the corporate structure was inform- 100% regulatory policy and dictation they now pursue Is the certain
tive 100%. Moreover, the campaign ally discussed
at the director's meetwas fought out on the isolation issue, ing last week.
_ way to invite Federal regulation. If
with Senator Ball's opponent, a forSuch simplification plan, which the distributors ~cofifinue their presmer secretory of the other Minne- might include calling in both com- ent dictatorial method. It la the
matter of self-preservation that must
sota U. S. Senator, Shipstead, espous- mon shares
(on the N. Y. Stock Exforce the exhibitor to sue for Goving isolationism and attacking Ball's change) and
the 8% preferred, would
'intervention' record and with Ship- materially
However, ths
enhance the value of the ernment regulation.
exhibitor would pursue such a drasstead, isolationist, making radio talks
common certificates. Ultimately it
for his ex-secretary.
Senator Ball originally

would place these

was ap-

pointed by Gov. H. E. Stassen to

flll

a vacancy and this was the first time
he came before the voters. Stassen,
also a supporter of the President's
policy although, like Ball, a Republican, also was easily victorious In
his fight for re-nomination and Is
regarded as a certain winner at the
general election. In the hottest of
all
the Congressional contests In
the
Minneapolis district a two-

—

—

isolationist Congressman was defeated for rencmination by an anti-isolationist
brand new to politics.

7tli Column' for Sten

certificates in line
to receive all dividends declared by

the corporation.

elec-

Anna

tic step only as a
last resort to
maintain sacred the American constitutionally-guaranteed
rights
to
'life, liberty and pursuit of happi-

ness.'

Any
the

Hollywood, Sept.

threatened hazard ot Governis the outcome of

mental regulation

Landslide Election
15.

Re-elected without opposition,

all

distributors'

lack

of

vision,

which focused on the history of the
motion picture industry Is most
lamentable.
The distributors have

officers and members of the execu- the advantage (in dollars) of the
curtailment ot fllm and production
tive board ot Film Technicians Local
costs— both at the exhibitors' ex683 continue on the job for another pense, and on^ top
of It have the aryear.
Lack of opposing candidates bitrary increase In fllm rentals.
In the matter of exhibitors' profits
was taken as a vote of confidence.
paralleling those ot the distributors,
Leaders re-inducted into office are
in my judgment, I would declare
Russell L. McKnight, president; Melthat about one In 1,000 exhibitors—
vin G. Young, vice-president; Paul
one-tenth of 1%, can set up a tax
Jaffe, recording secretary; Nerval D..
reserve fund.
What Is even more
Crutcher, secretary-treasurer, and
critical is that great numbers of exJohn R. Martin, business agent
hibitors are borrowing money to pay

Hollywood, Sept. 15.
Sten, imported from Russia
Conference with local union heads several years ago by Samuel Goldfor remainder of the week. wyn, draws the femme lead opposite
to Conciliation
Regular
Richard Walsh, the lATSE prexy, is Philip Dorn in 'Seventh Column,' a
Radio Corp. of America declared
reported heading this way for a war story, at 20th-Fox.
Filming starts this week with Lou regular quarterly dividends on the
series of all important confabs.
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
King directing under producer su- first preferred and 'B' preferred
The dispute between the Screen
shares last week. Announcement of
pervision of Bryan Foy.
Office Employees Guild and major
the RCA directorate's action was anexchanges goes to the Conciliation
B.O. Chiseler in Unie
Service of the U. S. Dept of Labor
N. Y. Service Aides Sue nounced by Lieut-General J. G.
San Francisco, Sept. 15.
Harbord, board chairman. Dividends
for adjudication following the disArrested for impersonating a solFourteen service employees of 729 cover the
agreement over the naming of a dier,
quarter
ending next
Robert M. Capelle, 20, told 7th avenue, N.Y., where offices of Sept.
30.
third man to sit in on the settlement.
Federal Judge A. F.
Sure that Columbia Pictures, United Artists
First
preferred
SOEG refused to accept any ot the he wore the uniform St.
distribution
is
ot an Army and many other film producers are
87 %c, maintaining the $3.50 annual
eight arbiters named by the ex- sergeant
just to take advantage of located, have filed suit in N.Y,
fed- rate, while the dividend on the 'B'
changes while the latter vetoed the the reduced rates for
service men at eral court for back overtime pay preferred
as usual was for $1.25.
four candidates offered by S0EX3, motion picture theatres,
despite the amounting to $7,000.
Both divvys will be paid Oct. 1 to
which resulted in the complete col- fact he earned
$63 a week as a shipThe 729 7th Ave. Realty Co. is stockholders on record
lapse of negotiations.
at close of
yard worker.
named as the defendant
business Sept. 21.
set

Willis Vance, CincCnmitl MhibitOf^
operating /our surburban hotwes an^

actinf

contract at 20th-Fox.

lATSE Premy Dae West For Im- term Republican

of

Minnesota ordinarily plays three
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
out-of-town games each season and
Ed Bieretz, assistant to Ed Brown,
the usual hegira of fans to these IBEW International
prez, arrived
contests runs from 2,000 to as high from the
east to size up the studio
as 10.000, adversely affecting week- situation
and
determine
what
end theatre business here at those lengths IBEW can go toward
control
times.

player

M-G

Hollywood, Sept. IB.
ganized Indignant £xh<bttotn JTorutfl,
Metro assigned Robert Taylor to representina over
40 suburban tti«(b
the star spot in 'Gentle Annie,' with
Susan Peters In the top femme role. tret in (he Cincinnati ar«a, hM ssnl
W. S. Van Dyke II directs the Sam the follotvinp communicationt
Zimbalist production, based on a
story by MacKlnlay Kantor.

office

Lake.'

B.O.

drew

b New

Taylor

Although current product of Warnfrom Capital Pictures for
Jan. 1 all features filmed on the ers
is running uniformly strong, with
okay on 'Blonde Captive'
Westwood lot will be in the 'A' class, high grosses for many pictures
has resulted In no decision.
now
according
to Spyros Skouras, out- on release,
recent buying in the
Manny Radin, for Capital, exlining the 1942-43 program to 60 common
Is
reported as predicated
plained why he believed the picture
western division delegates at the entirely on
promising net profit prosshould be given a code seal. Columcompany's
regional
convention
here.
pects.
Company's fiscal year was
bia first released it with full authorThis season's production budget, concluded at
the end of last month,
ization of the Hays office in 1933
Skouras told the delegates, will but financial statement for
the full
and Capital, reissuing the picture at
amount to approximately $22,000,000, 12 months probably will not be ready
the present time, and hopes to open
a
hoist
ot
$5,000,000
over
last
season.
until November, or possibly later
the picture on Broadway in one of
The
coin will be spent on 4B upper- because ot /delays in getting
reports
the Brandt houses. MPPDA objected
bracket
pictures
and
an
undeterfrom foreign accounts under warto the miscegenation angle in the
mined number of shorts.
time conditions.
film as it now stands, story relating
Both Paramount and Universal
the marriage of a white woman to a
Plea

Hays

New

Trayeling to Grid

ticket at

Paramount

Hollywood, Sept.

Reissue

Road

Games Should Help

player

Deanne inked
Paramount

Hays Office Mulling

often-urped
|2o,000 ceiling on salaries was ashcanned formally when the Senate
Finance crew rewrote the income
tax schedules.
The effect of the
steep jumps in the personal levies,
however, means that nobody in the bushman natlv* of northwestern
whole nation will have much, if any, Australia, with a half-caste boy bom
over $25,000 when he gets through
to the union. Radin contended it
paying off the revenuers. Senator was not within the province of the
Walter George, Senate Committee MPPDA to object
to such, since he
chairman, jocularly observed, 'Look
charged miscegenation is not barred
at those rates and you'll see that not
City or New York state
many will be able to keep more than Oy N. y.
statute.
|i5,000,' when asked what the group
Matter was taken under advise^
felt about putting a rigid maximum
ment, with directors promising to
Oil the amount any individual could
pocket in a year. Under the pro- look at the reissue version of 'Capposed scales, an individual would tive' before passing judgment. Caphave to rake in a gross of around ital feared that elimination of so
many scenes would mar the produc$5,000,000 in order to keep $25,000
tion and wanted • seal so that it
above his tax liability.
would be eligible to play theatres*of
The ticklish issue of excess profits
MPPDA siibsid theatres.
levies and post-war refunds has little significance for the fllm industry.
Under the present scale, the moneyAccident Deprives
making corporations in all branches
of the picture business pay only a
Exhib of
Pix
drlhlet to the Government in the
Minneapolis, Sept. 15.
toim of excess promts taxes. For
Many theatres in northern MinIMO.Jtast year for which detailed
data is available, the amount stiU nesota had to go dark one night last
was only seven figures, though con- week when a truck carrying fllm
siderably higher, on a percentage turned over off the road into Leach
Lake in trying to avoid hitting a
basis, than in 1939.
traUer.
Bennie Berger's Chief theatre, Bemldjl, had a sign on its
canopy reading, 'Gunga Dip in Leach

No

with

dancer

by Columbia.
Alice Kirby drew player

—

were more temperate than their
House colleagues, even mentioned

Carlo,

lifted

SIX

GALLOPERS IN 8 WEEKS

No
business did not materialize.
public suggestion was made not
even by the frantic Treasury experts who directed attention at virtually every other excise on the
books that the gouge of boxoffice
patrons should be made more severe.
None ot the solons who last year

tract at Universal.

Earl Carroll's show, signed a Para-

Pat O'Brien signed to make one
picture a year for Universal.
Bruce Bennett's acting option

current

Though industry watchers are
keeping their fingers crossed until
the tax legislation gets to the White
House, feared swipes at the picture

stock player

contract by Columbia.
Kent Smith signed to act for Hunt
Stromberg when not busy at RKO.
John Jacoby drew scripting con-

Gable Pic to Young

For the

been

Ednbhors Fwimi's

Spobsman on Hental CAgii

Hollywood, Sept. IB.
Horner, New York stage

designer, signed

thR

hdpant

Studio Contracts

RCA's

Diwy

taxes.

Ot course we

all

appreciate the

fact that taxes falling upon botb
distributors and exhibitors are being
increased.
However,
for
the
exhibitors,
working on the basis of their 194041 contracts, had certain profits, on

which,

let

me

point out, they paid

normal t^xes. With fllm rentals now
being boosted for the sole purpose
ot absorbing the increased tax Toad
ot the distributors, there Is an unfair policy of having the exhibitor
suffer a double burden.
Added film rentals and Increased
taxes certainly will forco the exhibitors to more drastic measure; of relief.
WilJis Vonce.
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Variable 6.0. Prices

PICTURES

Due

FOms

to

7

EXHIBS MAY HAVE Indies Told to Make More War Pics;

At Upped Scales Has Fix Fans
Confused; Fear Goodwill Angles

May Alto Mean
Deals Over the
Phone, Narrowing^ of Ter-

Warned WPBWai

Getting Film but

TO GOME TO THEM

Tighten

Car Problem

Up on

Non-Essential Biz

More
Many independent exhibitors, including large indie circuit operators,
ar« manifestly alarmed over the
prevalence of so many upper-admis.
sion price features presently being
offered and the variable boxofllce
'admish scale resulting. Aside irom
balking, per usual, at having to Increase prices in order to get these
'super' pictures, because feeling that
many don't warrant higher admittance scales, these exhibitors frankly
the tilted scales keep
patrons in an uproar. They fear the
outcome as far as regular patronage
is concerned.
Aside from their long-established
aversion to changing their admission
price for so-called special Alms, this
fall many exhibs have the problem
of having a flock of upped admission
features offered almost at the same

admit

that

.

Right now "Yankee Doodle
time.
Dandy,' 'Pride of the Yankees' and
Tales of Manhattan' are being offered on advanced scales at about
the same lime. Distributors want to
play off the picture.-; as quickly as

PRC's 13 Away

—Exploitation Men
— Loss

ritories
Hollywood, Sept.

New

Likewise Affected

19.

speed record in production

Is

of

announced by Pro<hicers Releasing
Corp. where 13 features have been

Manpower

Another

Worry

completed tor the 1942-43 program.
are
Finished
pictures
'Night for Crime,'

'Prairie

We

'Tomorrow

Roundup,'

WOMEN BOOKERS

'Border

Pals,'

Live,'

Sage Valley,' 'Baby Face

'Sheriff of

Morgan,' 'Along the Sundown Trail,'
'The Yanks Are Coming,' 'Outlaws of
Border Pass,' 'City of Silent Men,'
'Secrets of a Co-Ed,' 'Miss V from
of Big Town.'

Moscow' and 'Boss

making

experiencing

trouble

customary

their

in

rounds,

especially in the 17 states

where gasrationing creates a serious problem,
salesmen throughout the coun-

try expect that the panic will be on
This also applies to. field

shortly.

exploitation men, many of whom
have large territories to cover.
While distribution officials do not

Dieppe Pix Error; SeU

how the emergency will be
Canada's Exploits Short know
met, in their opinion it may become
Fact that two of the five

U

.S.

necessary at an early date for excome to them more often

hibitors to

bunched together. It's reported that
in some communities they will open

news- instead. And when coming into their
nearest exchange point they will
paper stories from Toronto, shipped
have to buy as much at one clip as
their American editions by mistake they can. in order to save wear and
instead of usual Canadian issues is tear on their own transportation fa-

on nearly the .same day.
Another Complication

on the way U.

possible,

increased

which means that too many
admis.sion

pictures

are

mission.'
'I honestly don't believe many of
these films deserve advanced prices,'
said one circuit operator. "The real
payoff after all is what the picture
grosses. I know of an instance in a
smaller eastern city where 'Mrs.
Miniver' grossed $1,000 more at regular prices than another picture did

advanced

scale.

Aside from

identified

In

reason for the squawks in Canada

This makes it doubly tough for the
exhibitor because he is bound to
feel the competition from opposition
of pictures also getting higher admish. But possibly the worst phase
of this situation is that exhibitors
claim patrons are starting to believe
no picture is especially good unless
playing at an increased scale.
Some of the features for which admission price tilt is prerequisite to
product deals are described by the
average exhib as 'ju.<;t a good picture, but nut warranting higher ad-

t

not

newsreels,

that,

exhibitor has to consider the
problem of keying his regular
patrons satisfled, and I'd like to predict that the exhib showing 'Miniver'

the

S. reels handled the
raid on Dieppe. Newsreel editors in N. Y. usually make
the Canadian as well as an American, edition, but the U. S. version of
the raid was sent to Canada by
error.
Canadian dailies burned that the
American reels gave the impression
that the Canadian exploit (Commando raid) was principally an
American event. This was denied by
U. S. newsreelers, even on their
ComAmerican edition.
strictly
plaint that there should be more

Commando

coverage
of
newsreel
adequate
stories by Associated Screen News,
official newsreel agency in Canada,
or by John Grierson's government
film department appear not to be
justified, according to N. Y. picture
officials.

Idea

parently

was

of
to

this

get

Canadian coverage.

squawk apmore strictly

American

film

executives explained that Associated
gets virtually all material from the

American reels.
was pointed out that Grier-

warfrofSt as

Also it
Canadian film commissioner,
son,
has had the full cooperation of U. S.
has more satisfled customers than newsreels in making his documentthe one handling an advanced-scale ary pictures in Canada.
film.'

Constant shifting of the admission
pric. always has been avoided by

Insure Canada's Prestlfc
Ottawa, Sept.

15.

veteran exhibitors in recent years.
The Dieppe show, Canadian filmEven now, most of these fail to see goers claim, was five-sixths Canawhere economic conditions warrant dian, yet the films concentrate on
raising prices for so many films and the American activities, with few
then going back to the usual house
scale. Experience has showji that no
how much a picture is advertised at increased admission, a
theatre always loses customers who
claim they had not planned paying a
higher price. It seems dubious that
wartime budgeting by the public has
not improved this inclination either.

matter

Will
playing to a

Ill

Aside from
limited
audience at the upped scale, a continuous procession of increased price
pictures souis regular theatre patrons on attending the cinema, indie
exhibitors aver.
Patrons contend

they never can
Admission price

tell

when

a tilted
to come.

exceptions.

Clamor here now is for the NaFilm Board of Canada cam-

tional

into action with the
Canadian figlUers much as Canadian
Press reporter.s do.

eras

to

go

2 A.M. Swing

Shift Pix

cilities.

While this will probably be a partial solution to the problem, relief
for salesmen and exploitation workers may be obtained in other ways.
Additional men might have to be
hired if they can be obtained and
the territories of each narrowed

—

—

down. For

sellers, particularly,

more

business dealings may be handled
on the phone.
At present the salesmen are not
coming back to their exchanges so
often because of the travel involved,
while in some- cases where long
jumps are required to discuss important deals, the trips are being
made by train or bus. Both these
means of transportation will be used
more and more as gas rationing
spreads and tires begin to give out.
Exploitation men now are trying to
hit for central points and radiate
from there in order to conserve on
travel.

Less Traveling
In the New York exchanges some
the salesmen are going out to
accounts personally only
contact
two days a week, spending the other
three in the branches, interviewing
accounts that come into town and
phoning others where that is practicable. While not true to the same
extent in other exchanges, a large
number of exhibitors regularly come
into N. Y. to buy their film, thus
saving the salesmen the necessity of
using their cars so much.
In various parts of the country
where exchanges serve large territories, the situation is more worrisome. Threat of nationwide gasrationing adds to the current fears
aside from the fact that ears and
tires
are gradually wearing out.
Understood that so far film peddlers
and exploiteers have been able to
get the required automobile repairs
of

but ultimately this

may

also

become

a dift'iculty.

Buffalo. Sept. 15.
Shell's Buffalo has inaugurated a
special 'swing shift" show starting at
2 a.m. Thursday mornings and continuing until daybreak.
Same was done recently in Toledo.

is
going
While
some
plunk
theatregoers
CLAIR'S DUALER
down their money for a higher adHollywood, Sept. 15.
mission price, they resolve to duc>.
Rene Clair is not only directgoing to that particular theatre for
some time to come. Others just walk ing but collaborating on the screenplay on 'Mistress Mary." next starrer
away from the boxoffice.
Recent experience of one exhibitor for Fred MacMurray at Paramount.
Filming starts late next month
on a well-played feature was that
patrons paid the higher price but with E. D. Leshin as associate prosquawked to the exhibitor on leav- ducer.
ing the house. Many claimed the
upped scale was not justifled.
that distributors discovered comAnother reaction to playing first mlinities had been well milked by
at a high scale, then at a moderately the earlier playdates. Result was that
reduced price and finally at the the picture was practically a flop at
normal admission 'only recently was pop scale.

Station,
Tex.;
'Forever
Yours,' San Francisco, and 'Pittsburgh,' Penn. In addition, 'Corvettes
in Action' is somewhere in action ofl
the Canadian coast.

College

Already

film

N. Y. Newsreelers Admit

Independent producer-distributor!
and laboratory operators meeting in
New York last Friday (11) were adHollywood, Sept. 15.
vised to go in for pictures considThree troupes are hopping out of
Universal this month to distant loca- ered useful to the war effort. If they
tions to shoot actual backgrounds are to remain in business for any
and save money on the construction great length of time.
It was pointed out that although
of studio sets.
New traveling companies are Harold Hopper, acting for the Govthem a 're'We've Never Been Licked,' going to ernment, had granted

U Troupes Sent Packing

Dislribs have surveyed the expense accounts of salesmen with a
view to determining how much gas
is ordinarily required and are using
this data as a means of trying to get
the amount of gas needed. However,
they are being rather severely limited and as time goes on may become

completely stymied.
Acute Prospects
In sales circles it is expected that
the

loss

of

film

peddlers,

bookers,

managers nnd others, not exa branch head here and
will
become acute in six
there,
months or more. As partial protec-

office

cluding

tion against that, distribs are putting
on so-called junior salesmen and also

women do not now
may come too. There

bookers.

While

sell film,

that

are numerous females on the books
Others are
in various exchanges.
being put on here and there to

prieve' from the 'get out of business' edict for the time being, it
was only a matter of time before
further raw film and other material
rationing might be considered neces-

sary by the War Production Board,
with proportionate dislocation of
normal business resulting. By concentrating mainly on pictures dealing with various phases of the war
effort independents, it was indicated,
Fihn Unfrozen
would be rendering a public service
Aids Indies while justifying their existence at
the same time.
Bert Mayers, attorney representHollywood, Sept. IS.
ing the independents, reported that
War Production Board has re- at the meeting with Hopper in
leased all raw film in the hands of Washington last Thursday (10) he
studios, laboratories and' others at was told that independent operators,
the time it was frozen by Govern- not included in the list of 11 major
mental order on Aug. 20. Ruling producer-distributors recognized by
in raw film allocation,
frees about 40,000,000 feet of film, the
mostly positive, for any purpose the would not be cut off from raw film
supplies but would temporarily be
owners see fit.
Decision will permit numerous rationed in the same ratio as the maindie
producers, along with the jors. Independents, it is understood,
laboratories financing the latter's will get film on the basis of their
1941 requirements and will be subpictures, to strike off prints for
ject to the same proportion of any
state rights exchanges, enabling those
percentage-wise curtailment which
financially
interested
to
recover
may be imposed upon the 11 majors.
their production investments. New
Cautions Indies
ruling has no effect on the
Following his talk with
rforder governing the sale of raw film
flcials last Thursday, Mayers caustock after Aug. 20.
tioned the Indies against overconfidence and relaxing of vigilance in
the fight against alleged discriminatory treatment.
He stated that the
MILLS'
independents, while anxious to help
the WPB and the war effort, would
resist any unfair attempts to destroy
the independents.
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
Meeting called Friday was for
Irving Mills, band manager and the purpose of incorporating the orpartner in Mills Music, is close to ganization as the National Associathe signing point on a contract to tion of Motion Picture Independents
producer
of
a
and
discussion of the appointment of
become associate
Proposed a Washington representative for the
20th-Fox.
filmusical
at
picture is tentatively named 'Shuffle body.
Along,' the title of one of the many
Though Hopper has reportedly
shows Mills has staged for the Cot- agreed to allow the independents
ton club in New Yoik ovcr'a long film on the 1941 basis for the time
stretch 9f years.
being, he has not as yet recognized
Understood part of the deal calls the NAMPI as a representative orfor the studio's payment of approxi- ganization.
Group will endeavor to
mately $50,000 for the use of tunes obtain recognition as a unit with obcontrolled by Mills in the 'Shuffle ject of being represented as such in
Along" musicade.
Picture will be any future deliberations with the
made under general production of WPB affecting the film industry In'
William LeBaron.
which the 11 majors are involved.
Resolution to this effect was drafted
Friday to be forwarded to the WPB.

Millions Feet

Raw

By

WPB,

WPB

WPB

WPB

DICKER TO

IRVING

PRODUCE 20TH MUSICAL

RKO

Springs Three
Hollywood. Sept.

new

Three

RKO

pictures

lake

Hopper's Warninf
15.

off

at

week, starting with "This
Land Is Mine," llrst chore by Dudley
Nichols under his producer contract.
Others are "The Great Gildersleeve." starring Harold Peary, and
"Hitler's
Children."
an
Edward
Golden production with Irving Rcis
this

directing.

U Votes

$2

Divvy

Universal
directors
voted
the
regular S2 quarterly dividend on the
8"< preferred slock last Wednesday
(9).
Divvy payment on these shares

was resumed about
Preferred divvy

is

a year ago.

payable on Oct.

to stockholders of record, Sept. 25.
Arrearages
on
this
preferred
1

amounted
last

July

to
1.

about $68 per share on

Washington, Sept. 15.
Definite warning that all elements
should get set for a
mandatory reduction in film supin the business

came Friday (11) from Harold
Hopper, chief of the WPB's film section.
After a brief chat with representatives of independent producers,
laboratories and distributors, Hopper
said the Federal auTnorities now are
digesting reports from the major
producers and distributors with the
plies

hope of making a clear-cut policy
pronouncement 'the middle of next
week.' Pending decisions by higherups. Hopper would not hint whether

WPB

the
will assign quotas for each
individual company or merely notify
the entire industry that it must get
along with so muCh less stock than in
the past.
That the majors will be dented,
perhaps painfully, was unmistakable
when Hopper remarked that the indies who.o case was pleaded by

—

handle booking as men are drawn Charles Hirliman and Bert Mayers,
into the army. In mo-st cases they in the role of spokesmen for the
are women who have had exchange Committee for the Preservation of
experience as members of the office the Independent Motion Picture Instaffs and know something of the dustry
account for such a relatively
intricate routine of operating a film small amount of stock that even if
branch, the company's regular cus- they closed down the shortage would
tomers, etc.
not be overcome

—
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FILM REVIEWS
nor has
purity
ceived
WHITE CARGO
been okayed. There's no doubt that

8

who adapted from hiB own
baaed on novel by Ida Vera
.JIniunlon; cameru. Harry Stradllng; editor.
Tradeahown In N. Y.,
Ki-e-ieilrk V. Smith.
Running time. 8» MIMB.
.Sept. U, 'i'iHedy Ij>marr
Ton.iilayo
Waller Pldgeon
Hurry WUicl
(Jordon.

I.eon

play

»t»KO

IJtirtor
l.^incioi'd

work

Henry O'Neill
Uraniwell Fletcher
Clyde Cook
UelBh Whlpper
0«c;ir Polk
Darby Jonea
Richard Alnley

Wilbur Aehley
I'ed
.

!

Vmeela
Doclor'a Houseboy

Worthing

The promise of Hedy Lamarr in a
sarong and sultry copper makeup
should alone underwrite the b.o. of
'White Cargo.' Add to this co-starring Walter Pidgeon, whose following has increased tremendously with
understandable
should be one

why
of

'White Cargo'
the year's big

This is the first American-made
version of the sensational stage hit
produced in 1923 by Earl Carroll in
Greenwich Village. N. Y. From that
downtown area Carroll moved the
Leon Gordon play to Broadway for
a boxoflice mopup. The very fact
revolved
action
the entire
that
around the passion of a white man,
disintegrating in a tropical English
colony, for a half-breed made it
surefire for the then jazz and flapper
Although most of the exciteera.
ment was more implied than actual
the original Tondelayo was a beaut,
Annette Margules, and she was a
blazing meteor as the half-caste,
Unknown betwo-timing trollop.
fore 'Cargo,' and never again impor.
tant thereafter, she made the off'
color play the smash it was.
Leon Gordon has
Playwright
adapted his own play for the screen
and he hews closely to the original,
even to holding off Tondelayo's first
entrance until the film is 30 minutes
old. In the play Tondelayo slithered
in at the first act's curtain with the
classic line: 'I am Tondelayo,' done
.

in a slow,

warm drawl aimed

to set

newcomer to West
Hedy I>amarr repeats this,

the white

end Richard Carlson, who has come
from England with starched collars
and a resolve not to let booze and
the heat get him, falls right into her
gold-digging arms.
About the only change In the film
from the original play is the inclusion of the war, via brief mention
of the vital necessity of rubber for
the 'duration,' and the unfolding of
the story in flashback. Thus a mature Englishman, who had spent his
youth in the story's tropical setting,
returns on a supervisory tour and
tells an underling about the colony's
hardships in 'the old days,' when
there was no air-conditioning and
Tondelayo added considerably to the

(Songs). Outdoor meller unfolds
as slow as the wagon train trip.
Filler for secondary duals.
'Man In the Tronk' (20th).

Uninteresting murder mystery
with ghost motif.
'Boss of Hangtown Mesa' (U)

Above average western
Johhny Mack Brown se-

(songs).

the

in

ries.

'Bella

(Songs).
western.

MucBrlde

Caplstrano'

of

(Rep.)

SUndard Gene Autry
Will do okay

on duals.

Blltskrleg'

(Mono).

•Hillbilly

version of 'My Sister
which Max Gordon has produced for Columbia release, seems

Spanlsh-languager, for nativespeaking audiences.
'Los Chlcos Crecen' (Argen-

Wade
Amadato

This

Charles

film

Eileen,'

likely to repeat the boxoffice click of
his stage presentation from which it

has the same wide
human interest, plenty of colorful
character and possibly even more
With favorable reviews
comedy.
anil word-of-mouth almost certain,
and Rosalind Russell-Brian Ahern
for the marquee, the picture should

was Uken.

mop up
quents.

tine).
Okay
can trade.

It

in
It's

first-runs and subsea satisfactory solo or

topper for duals.

for

The Man

girl upstairs
tively.

and her mother, respecHobe,

lyn waterfront
All this is hardly utilizing the po
tential scope of the camera and the
screen. Nor is it doing justice to the
character and warmth of Ruth McKenney's original sketches, which
hail a genuine flavor and a beguiling
human quality. But as Fields and

Chodorov clearly demonstrated

in

their stage adaptations of both 'My
Sister Eileen' and 'Junior Miss,' they
aren't interested in authentic characterization or a true human story.

They're enormously clever adaptors
and gag men who clearly prefer a
shallow boxoffice goldmine to an artistic commercial flop. That's a legit
imate and popular point of view,
and there's little reason for criticizing

It.

Or much

In Alexander

proflt either.
Hall's direction, as

in the Fields and Chodorov adaptation, the style of the original play
The pacing is
is followed closely.
fast and smooth, with constant use
of sight gags and comedy situations.

Most of the action still takes place
in the Greenwich Village basement
studio-apartment with a crescendo
of exaggerated events breaking out
near and in the place. All the play's
curtain situations are used as gags,
including the final one of the sub-

way excavation workmen

(played in
the picture by the Three Stooges)
coming up through the hole in the
floor.

Most of the laugh lines of the play
are good for the screen, and a few
One
howlers have been added.
wrinkle for Broadwayites is the bit
character of the Columbus little theThat
atre director named Heller.
pixie touch by Fields and Chodorov
is an obvious reference to Franklin
Heller, stage-manager of the Broadway production and dialog director
on the film.
Rosalind Russell's performance as
authoress Ruth is an effective blend
of curtness and warmth.
Brian
Aherne is handicapped as the young
magazine editor by the fact that the
part makes him a garrulous bore.
And Janet Blair, while acceptable as
breathlessly, helplessly pretty Eileen,
is directed to play too aggressively
in several of her scenes with the
men, notably Aherne. George Tobias
and Allyn Joslyn are plausible as
the Greek landlord and reporter, respectively, while Elizabeth Patterson
and Grant Mitchell underscore the
expanded parts of the girls' homefolks.

Richard Quine and Gordon Jones
drugstore
clerk and pro footballer, respectively, the same parts they played
in
the original stage production.
Donald MacBride is good as the pugnacious cop and Frank Sully as the
click

decisively

as

the

Wayne

Byrd
Tannen

Ralph
Charles

North

Ted

Ellsha Cook.

Watson
Armando

Jr.

Huber

Harold
Ralston

Lester Matthews
Louis Jean Heydt

Tung

Sen

Morton Scott; aongs,
supervisor,
uslc
minle .Morgan, Thomas Holer. Milton
AKer. Jack Yellen. Fred Strj'ker. Jerry
Charleston, Sol Meyer. Walter Donnldaon.
Pr«vlewe4l In projection room, N. Y.. Sept.

Sturdy programmer dealing with
American-Filipino guerrilla flghting
against the Japs in the Philippines,
suitable for top spotting in minor
situations and as substantial support
In
the more important dualers.
Title points up exploitation possibilities though cast l\plds no Important

marquee names.

Oene Aulry
Smiley Rurneite
Virginia Orey

Luclen

Llttletleld

Morgan Conway
Claire DuBrey
Charles Cane

Ma McCmcken
Tex

Joe Strauch. Jr.
Mnrla Shelton
Tristram Coffin

Tad)H»le

Jackie I.avnl
Jed Johnson

A

standard Gene Autry western,
which means it'll do well at the
boxoffice with the action fans. Story,
of course, has plenty of loopholes,
but for the dualer situations at
which this pic Is aimed, the discrimination won't be too ac;ite.
Crooner Autry, of course. Is still
the better b.o. bet than Actor Autry.
The star must depend on the cast's
lessers for the better performances,
for he's stlU the same expressionless,

But he

stodgy performer.

s still

Lynne Roberta
Oeorge Holmes

•

"

'.'

Hangtown Mesa
-

U

the transmitter going and Is sending
his message over, while Jap bombs
are falling all around, is corny but
effective. Entire production is slant
ed at showing that the Jape are no
pushover but that it can be done U
everyone does a>job. James Gleason

Nolan

handles his assignment as

sidekick for maximum results. Her
bert I. Leeds' direction has kept
slow spots at a minimum, and supporting cast is in the groove.

Michael Vallon

Clint Rayner
John Wllklns

Henry HjU

Fred

Clem

And

the Pals of the Golden

Nora

Kohler.

Jr.

Weet with

Martin

l-iOu

disappoint the Johnny Mack
trade. The same general production excellence which characterizes the Brown series obtains. Oliver
Drake is the producer.
Fairly well plotted, the story con
cerns the efforts of a gang to Inter
fere with the completion of a telegraph line in accordance with a con
(WITH SONGS)
tract setting a deadline on the wire
Hollywood, Sept. 14.
Metro release of Jock Chertocli produc' stringing. The usual hard riding and
lion.
Features
James Craig. Pamela shooting figure but other Brown
Blake, Dean Jagger, Edward Ellis. Chill saddle-sagas have had more flstwills. Donald Meek.
Directed by Edward flghting than this one.
And in that
to

Brown

THE OMAHA TRAIL

Buzzell.
Screenplay by Jesse Lasky, Jr.,
and Hugo Butler: baaed on original by
Lasky: camera. Sidney Wagner; editor,
Conrad A. Nervlg: pongs by Buzzell and
Earl Brent. Tradeahown In L. A. Sept. 14,
'42.
Running time. 61 MIN'8.
Pat Candel
James Cralg
Julie Santley
Pamela Blake
'Pipestone' Ross
Dean Jagger

Kdward
Chill

Ellla

Wllla

Donald Meek
Howard de Sllva
Henry Morgan
Morria
it

department Brown

is

no mean

slug-

tied to

Helen

ger.

Romantic interest

is

Deverell, a comely type, who takes
charge of the telegraph construction

crew

has

been

Fuzzy Knight, with Brown

In all

after

bumped
his

her

uncle

off.

pictures,

sings

a

couple songs,

'Pappy Was a Gun Man' and 'Aln'f
Got Nothln'. while the choriis billed
Ankrum as the Pals of the Golden West do
'Trail Dreamin' and 'Song of the

was

hastily
in order to
release re-

concocted and produced
be rushed out to meet
quirements. It's an outdoor drama

Prairie.'

All

are

in

•''"•X

n^^Vlle

Like

.'

•'

•'

Shoddily produced and not directpiced with much imagination, this
ture fails to flU average requirements. Recording is poor in spots
while photography also rates substandard. In New York State picture is being released as Enemy

Round-Up."

.

the
It draws Its inspiration from
Billy De Beck cartoon strip and is
built around Barney Google, Snuffy

Smith, Spark Plug and other De
Beck characters that are suitable for
screen purposes but have not been
effectively developed in this instance.
Bud Duncan, as Snuffy, is a swell

comedy

character,

and

Cliff

Nazarro

makes a good Barney Google. Edgar Kennedy seldom has had trouble
pulling Uughs In the past but here
they are all held down by the story
and general production deflciencles.
Story Is based upon assignment of
Kennedy, an army sergeant; and
Duncan, buck private, to the backwoods of Tennessee to guard an Important rocket Invention in which
Efthe Government is Interested.
forts of spies to steal the plans and

rocket complicate the
Among other situations
designed to raise laughs, but getting
them only lightly, is a horse race between Spark Plug and a mule.
Lesser cast members are Alan
Baldwin and Doris Linden, who
shoulder a minor love interest; Lucien Llttlefield and NicoUe Andre.
Voice of last-mentioned is so bad,
or the recording so faulty, that hardly anything she says can be distinChor.
guished.
_
destroy tne

Although a little slow the flrst
half, this western rates considerably
over the average and will not tend

Mori

-This one looks like

13 HIN8.

M1N8.

Boss

Job

time,

one

Pa McCracken
Stag Johnson

Plenty of gunflre, with Nip soldiers biting the dust in greater num- activities scarcely sufficient to mainbers than the U. S. forces, much In tain interest.
the style of the cowboy-Indian saHolmes and Miss Roberts, how
gas, establishes actioner In the first ever, give an excellent account of
few moments of the flrst reel. Sus- themselves photogentcally, though
pense is maintained via race against the romantic interest is kept at
time to build a shortwave radio minimum.
Naish Is In the backtransmitter to offset Jap propaganda. ground of the action for the most
Mori.
In the interim, several of the small part
band of American flghters are killed
off battling the Japs, one is murof
dered by Q white plantation owner
eager to blow up the transmitter so
(SONGS)
that there would be no further point
Universal release of Oliver Drake proin steying on the spot another dies duction. Stars Johnny Mack Brown; featurea Fuzzy Knight, William Fnrnum, Rez
from drinking poisoned water, eto.
Helen Deverell and Hugh Prosser.
Lloyd Nolan is In for the part of Lease.
Directed by Joseph H. Lewis. Story and
the leader of the embattled eiuerrillas adaptation. Oliver Drake; editor, aiaurlce
Jimmy
Oliver
Drake.
Wright:
songs.
while Cornel Wilde Is the inexpe
Wakcly and Milton Rosen: photography,
rienced titular leader who eventu
Charles Van Enger. At New York. N. Y.
ally proves his point regarding the halt dual bill, week Sept. 8. '42. Running
importance of flghting the Jap prop- time,
MINB.
Brown
Mark
Johnny
aganda machine.
Carole Landis Steve Collins
Fuzzy Knight
plays the dance hall girl whose Dr. J. Wellington Dingle William
Famum
Ezra Blnns
courage under Are eases Nolan's Judge
Rex Lease
Bert Lawler
woman-hating complex.
Helen Deverell
Betty Wllklns
Hugh Prosser
Climax where Nolan flnally has Utah Kid
Robert Barron
Flesh Holllster

Mr. Vane
Henry
Jonah McCleod
Ben Sanlley
Nat

Running

'42.

I,

Frog
Jennifer

.

20lh-Fox release of Sol M. Wurtzel proFeatures Lloyd Nolan. Carole
Landls. James Oleason. Directed by Herbert I. Leeds.
Screenplay, John Larkin;
camera, Luclen Andrlot; editor. Alfr«d
Day. Tradeahown In N. T., Befit. IB, '42.
Running time. 81 MIN8.
Lloyd Nolan
Lucky Matthews
Edna Frnser
Carole Landla
Cornel Wilde
Jeff Ballsy
Tom O'Rourke
James Oleason
Heller
Martin Koslock

duction.

Jamison
Olllman
Santora

/

the best of the cowboy songsters.
This time the yam concerns the
rivalry between two rodeo shows,
Dick Burke
one owned by Virginia Grey, the
Raymond Walburlf other by Morgan Conway and TrisJim Chsevera
J. Carml Nnlsh
Reginald DeWlnters
play brothers, with
DoroHiy Petei-son tram Coffin, who
Ix)1b DeWlnters
Elly Malyon the latter conniving to put the forAbble Addison
Arthur Loft mer out of business. When Autry
Sam Kohler
Milton Parsons
Dr. Pluma
Miss Grey's outfit that means
joins
Mall McHugh
Detective Murtha
between the red and
Charles Cnnt the difference
Lieutenant Itrnley
there
Theodore von Rllz the black for the latter, and so
Swann
Joan Marah ensues Conway's crooked tactics to
Yvonne
Joe
9yd Saylor put her out of biz.
,
,
»
j
Douglas Fowley
Ed Mygalt
Miss Grey shows acting telent, and
Tim Ryan
Auctioneer
opporomance
the
for
in
also
Vivian Oakland she's
Mrs. Kohler
Smiley Burnette is Ausite Autry.
sidekick, while
's usual comedy
Inconsequential murder mystery
other important support includes
meller, with crude attempts at com
Claire
edy to relieve drab, slow moving Luclen Llttlefield. Conway,
whom do
theme. Missing Are, it's limited to De Brey and Coffin, all of
well enough despite some corny situflUer category.
Kohn.
Introduction of a ghost (Raymond ations.
Walburn) to help a young attorney
and dancehall girl save an innocent
bookie from the chair, remains inHillbilly Blitzkrieg
effectual despite Walburn's excellent
Monogram release of Edward Oross proYarn opens with the duction.
handling.
Features Bud Duncan. Cllrt N«Ejendarmes discovering skeleton of a znrro. Edgar Kennedy. Doria Linden. Luond Nlcolle
bookie, murdered 10 years earlier, clen Llttlefield, Alan Baldwin
on
Andre. Directed by Ray Mack. Based
and promptly pinning the crime on the
comic strip by Billy De Beck: adaptathe flrst underworld character who tion, Roy Mack: editor. Ralph Dixon: pholooks like a likely candidate for the tog^phy. Marcel 1-e Plcard. At New York.
'42.
hill, week Sept. 8.
dual
hnlf
Y..
nT
chair.
Follows a roundabout chase
_
time, 83 MIN8.
for a trunk with George Holmes, as Runningsmith
Duncan
-Bud. „
Snuffy
Cliff Nazarro
the doomed man's attorney, uncovUnmev QooKle
ering enough evidence to free his seiTt oeiiiSg
MR".
,^,'".'113
Final Julio James
client several times over.
Lu'^'«''
Prof. James
action is held back for the full r^^rr.
Baldwin
Alan '•"''"I!?
nrura
N Icolle Andre
length of the picture, when the real S,7lenr
Jlmmle Dodd
criminal makes a needless confes- Sf/'o;",
Teddy T^angean
5
sion. Suspense has meantime been
-""T Joi;om«
.. ;
Ca"
carefully eliminated with the ghost's BoMe?
ning time, 71

MANILA CALLING

Corbett
Fillmore

(SONGS)

Raymond

Peggy

Adaptors Joseph Fields and Jerome
their stage
translating it to the
play, for
screen they've retained virtually the
entire format, including all the key
About all they've done has
dialog.
been to fill out the various chinks
in the story which had been excluded by the limitations of the
single-set play.
Thus, where the leglter merely referred to the- girls' departure from
Columbus, O., the film opens with
Where
the actual incidents there.
the play mentioned Eileen's visit to
the producer's office, Ruth's trip to
the mag publishing house, or Eileen's
night in ]ail, the camera goes to the
scene and recreates the events. Practically the only possibilities not explored in that way are Eileen's free
lunch at the drugstore, her samplecollecting from the food show and
Ruth's frenzied trip to the Brook

Bells of Capistrano
Republic release of Harry Orey producStars Oene Aulry; features Smiley
Uuinette, Virginia Orey. Luclen LIttleneld.
DuBrcy.
Claire
Cooway,
Joe
Morgan
Strauch. Jr. Directed by William Morgan.
KImple; camera.
I*awrence
Screenplay,
Reggie Canning; >dltor. Edward Mann:
Ion.

Walburn, J. Carrol
NaUb. Directed by Malcolm 81. Clair.
Screenplay. John Larkln: camera, Olen
McWIIIIams: editor, Alexander Tmffey.
Tradeahown In N. T.. Sept. 1.1, '42. Run-

Latin-Ameri-

ChoT.

isfactory.

Trunk

in the

who

star,

jlays a conniving construction gang
lloreman, and Hugh Prosser, local
All are sat-

saloonkeeper and crook.

20th-Fox release of Walter Morosco proFeatures Lynne' Roberta. Oeorge

Holmes,

nell and^inna Phillips fall to make
much or the incompletely married

in

,.•

duction.

Clyde Fillmore
moronic janitor.
seems unnecessarily fatuous as the
magazine publisher, while Jeff Don

Chodorov obviously liked

good
girl with halfway
appearance.
The brunet
beaut doesn't have to take a backPlus
seat to any sarong-wearer.
this, she delivers a cooch dance that's
more Minsky than Afriko. Lamarr
dancing has as much exploitation
value as Garbo laughing perhaps
more, considering how the former
dances.
Pidgeon's role as a tough. Irritable
overseer is not too flattering for one
who has been closely identifled with
gentleman parts, but he also does a
floe job. Ditto Carlson. Frank Morgan, as a boozing doctor: Henry
O'Neill, as the local missionary, and
Reginald Owen, in the heavily
bearded part of a river boat captain.
Clyde Cook scores in a small part,
while the remaining men are in for
only bits.
'Cargo' has been round for years.'
and the fact that it hasn't been
made in the U. S. before this gave
rise to reports that the Hays office
had banned it. This the latter denies, but. at the same time, states
that the Metro film has not yet re-

—

(M-G)

Trail'

Mediocre comedy based on the
comic strip by Billy De .Beck.
'Bajo Vn Angel Del Clelo'
(Argentine). Competently made

Capt.

When the latter takes sick, Tondelayo remembers Pidgeon's admonition that slw's tied up 'until death,'
and so she poisons her husband.
Pidgeon catches her in the act,
makes her drink the rest of the potion and she runs screaming to her
death.
Miss Lamarr as the only femme in
the film is doing her best acting to
dale, although the part is a natural
any

OmahA

'The

JKnna Phillips
Frank Sully
Ua Torre

Mn>.

Jenaon

Pidgeon plays well the part of the
tough English magistrate of the col'
ony who has to wet-nurse a succes
sion of novices from the home coun
try.
No sooner does he get rid of
spineless Bramwell Fletcher than in
pops the immaculate Carlson with
his high ideals. Pidgeon puts him in
his place and Carlson broods about
it When Pidgeon warns him about
mammy-palavering with Tondelayo,
that makes Carlson all the more
curious and he's an easy mark when
she' pops in on him the first night.
There's no mistaking her intent and
desires, which are both physical and
material, and Carlson falls like a
pole-axed steer. When Pidgeon bars
her from the colony, Carlson, out of
spite as well as desire, marries her.
The complications are more than he
can stand in the steaming climate,
so he increasingly bends the elbow.
She, in turn, tries to exercise her
yen for Pidgeon, but he repulses
her, although one such situation
brings on a fist flght with Carlson.

physical

•Manila Calling' (20th). Lively
warfare actioner, lo-

guerilla

Jones
Jetl Donnell
Clyde Fillmore

Helen Ixximla
Ralph fraven

comedy

caled in the Philippines, excellent dualer.

tlordun

The Wreck'

heat.

for

Dunald

the
should

of

reproduction

stage
clean up.

W. Stolurt^ editor.
.M.
W.ilker; rnimi.'.
Reviewed In prrtjecllon
Ijiwrente.
VliilH
room. N. Y., Sept. 10. 'W. Runnini; time.
97 MIND.
Hr>Bj»llnd RuAsell
Ruth Sherwood
Hrlun , Aherne
Robert Baki-r
Janet Hlalr
Klleen .fherwuod
Ceorgle Tol.laa
Appopoli.ua
Allyn Joalyn
Chic Clark
Kllzalieth Patterson
Grandma Stierwood
Ornnt Mitchell
Waller Sherwortl
Illihunl Quine
Finnk I.lppllKOtt
lune Havoc
Eftic Shelton
Officer' l.finlBan

(Col).

Eileen'

Slater

smash

MY SISTER EILEEN

grossers.

afire

okay. too.

Columlila release or Mux tiurdon producInn. Slixm l(«Millnd KUHHell. Ilrlun Aherne.
Janet Ululr; r<*ntureM (;corKe Tuhlua, Allyn
Hall.
Alexander
by
Directed
Jualyn.
Screenplay by Joseph Flelda and Jerome
Chf'dor.iv. butted upon their stage play of
same name, odni'ied from New Yorker
•ttoru-fi l»y Hulh .M'-Kenney; caniera, Jnaepb

•How Green Was My Valley" and the
more recent 'Mrs. Miniver,' and it's

Africa.

is

'My
Faithful

Scho.

.

J,

.

In addition to including familiar
estern situations and heroics, story
rings in an Indian attack on the
wagon train en route between Habersford, on the Missouri headwaters, and Omaha. Excuse for the
whole affair is Edward Ellis' determinaUon to get a locomoUve to
Omaha so he can esUblish priority
for a railroad running westward.
Dean Jagger is the heavy determined
to stop the railroad encroachments
on the wagon train business. James
Craig is the young stranger who battles the expedition through against
the duplicity of Jagger and his gang
and the wild Indian attack.
Picture lacks the speed and zip
necessary for satisfying the action
fans—and gets rather dull in a number of spots with slow tempo and
decidedly familiar situations. Craig
okay as the young lead, with
is
Pamela Blake displaying ability and
personality as the girl. Balance of
cast is adequate for the purpose.
Two Incidental songs are inserted.
Chill Wills warbles a hillbilly tune,
while afl unidentified buxom soubret
clicks with Eddie Buzzell's unusual
Walt.
ditty, "Bang, Bang, Bang.'

Hedy
'White Cargo' (M-G).
in a torrid sarong story,
Walter Pidgeon,
plus co-star
Will count for heavy b.o.

Richard Thorpe did a nice direcjob on the picture, holding
pace as much as possible with a
slow-moving. Ulky script. Camera
torial

.

secondary

for

filler

duals.

Lamarr

culties.

Richard Carlson
Reginald C>wen

Skipper
Jtoveiend Roberta

.

Miniature Reviews

film Isn't for children, but a
British version played in the U. S.
in 1937 met with no censorial diffithis

Frank Morxan

The

Jim' riaah

its title

seal,

I

relea»« or Victor 3Bvllle producLamarr and Waller
Hctly
3lure
ton
Richard
PlJlieon; fealurea Frank Morgan.
O'NetH.
i'ai-litiiti, llrglnald Owen and Henry
Screenplay.
DIrecii'd by nichard Thorpe.
Xk'tio

raUng that will have Rex Lease, former western

of lightweight
to suffice as

the

western

groove.

Supporting players Include Wil
liam Farnum as a corrupt politician;

situation.

Bajo

Un Angel

(•An Angel

Del Cielo

Came Down From
Heaven')

(ABGENTINE-MADE)
Buenos

Aires, Sept.
Argentina Sono Film production nnd reStars Francisco Alvarez and Zully
Moreno; features Pedro QuartuccI, Maurice
Julio Renato, Fellsa Mary. Lola
1.

lease.

Jnuvet.

Marquez and Gladys Rlzza. Story, Jean
de Letraz; adapted und directed hy Luis
Cesar Amadnrl. Reviewed at Amfcnwindor,
Buenos Aires. Running time, 80 3IIN6.

This one is typical Amadori, which
means to Latin film audiences that
it is competent, professional, humorous, even though not necessarily inspiring. It will bring plenty of laffs

from nabe audiences, and its amus(Contlnued on page 20)
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PICTURE GROSSES

CliiHealthyWidiE0.'s;1iin,'2dWlL.

(Subject to change)

m

2(1 rride' Bright

of Sept 17
Aater—'Pride of the Yankees*
(RKO) (10th week).
(Retrieuied In 'Variety' July IS)

19G in

3(1

Oapltol—'Somewhere I'll Find
You* (M-G) (4th week).
(Jtevieued <n 'Variety* Aug. S)

—

Last week, this pair broke

Chicago, Sept 19.
Only two new shows in the entire records at $16,000.
BooMvelt (Sterling) (800;40-SO-«5)
loop currently, other spots holding.
Roosevelt brought In 'Jackass MaQ' —'Eagle Squadron' (U) (3d wk),
Last week, (23-40),
and 'Live on Danger,' but this is a Big $4,500.
quickie deal which will be yanked 'Cardboard Lover' (M-G) and 'True
soon to make room for 'Wake Island' to Army' (Par) (2d- run, big $3,000.
Winter Garden (Sterling) (800; 20which will have a fecial preview,
30)—
-Rio Rita' (M-G) and 'Always in
with seats selling at $500 to $5,000 in
Heart' (WB) (3d run). Fin* $3,800.
war bonds.
'Holiday Inn' holds over with a Last week, 'Ship Ahoy' (M-G) and
new band, Charlie Splvak, at the 'Larceny, Inc' (WB) (3d run), grand
Chicago. May top first week with $4,000.

(Revtetsed in 'Variety' Aug. 8)
Globe 'Moscow Strikes Back*

—

(Retiieuied In 'Variety' Aug. 19)

—

Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy* (WB) (17th week).
(Reviewed In

of

Yankees'

where

I'll

in

third, and 'Somein second weelc,

are strongest holdovers.
Estimates for Thia

Week
Apollo (B&K) (1,200; 3S-5S-6S-7S)
—Married Angel' (M-G) (2d wk).
Holding to $6,000 currently following snappy $8,200 last week.
Chicago (B&K) (4.000; 35-55-75)—

Tied

Piper'

RIvoll— 'Wake
(3d week).

To

week, 'Remember Pearl Harbor'
(Rep) with vaude, headed by Black-

Robust Newark

—
Capitol—'Between

Newark, Sept

(RKO)

—Palace
'Pride

(2,500; 33-44-86-75)

of Yankees'

(3d

after hotcha $24,100 in second

week

solo.

(B&K)

(1.500; 35-55-65Mail' (M-G) and 'Live
on Danger' (Par). Fairish $10,000.
Last week, 'Maisie Gets Man* (M-G)
and 'Little Tokyo' (20th), okay $6,200
for second stanza.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 35-55-65-

Roosevelt

and

wk) and week,

'Give Out Sisters' (U) (1st wk). Biz
still holding brightly for fine $19,000

on Parade,' at the Parproving a hefty tugger and
'Gay Sisters,' in second,

'Priorities
is

hold.
'Mrs.

—

75)— 'Somewhere Find You' (M-G)

Branford (WB) (2,800 30-44-55-60
75)— 'Gay Sisters' (WB) and 'No
Escape from Crime' (WB) (2d wk).
Soaring to trim $15,500 after hitting

ated six-day stretch, sock $18,000.
Last week, 'Joan of Ozark' (Rep) and
Judy Canova with Teddy Powell
band, smash $10,200.

50)— 'Cardboard Lover* (M-G) and
Okay
'Maisie Gets Man' (M-G).
$3,000. Last week, 'Crossroads* (M-G)
Virginian'

(M-G),

(Adams-Par)

(2,000;

'Vanishing

Paramount

%

Sis'

XW,

miiday' {8,700

in

2d
15.

—

35-45-55-60-75)
'Priorities on Parade' (Par) and 'Live On Danger'
(Par). Sparkling $19,500, and looks
set for holdover. Last week, 'Holi'Dudes Pretty
and
day Inn' (Par)
People' (UA), $15,800, excellent for

nine days of fourth week.

(RKO)

Proctor's
Seattle, Sept.

Thus far the feeler' of Sterling
chain in raising the admish at the
Palomar to e5c. from 98c, Saturdays,

(3,400;

35-44-60-

70-85)— 'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'AHaunting Will Go' (20th). Pacing
along to

terrific

$23,000,

helped by

five acts of RI^O vaude Monday and
Sundays and holidays, hasn't slowed Tuesday nights. Last week, 'Bambi'
attendance much and has meant iast (RKO) and 'Little Tokyo. U. S A.*
that much more money.
(20th), spurted after slow getaway,
'Holiday Inn,' after getUng $16,000, with usual two nights' vSude helpbest mark in years, at the Para- ing, very good $20,000.
mount last week, is still strong on its
State (Loew's) (2,600; 30-40-50-60Liberty 75)—'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (4th wk).
second session currently.
still is great on its third stanza with In its final week will chalk up won'Talk of the Town.'
derful $17,500 and could probably
.

EatiBuUea for This

Week

stay indefinitely except for previous
week,
Last
commitments.
film

Blae Hense (Hamrick -Evergreen)
30-40-58)- 'Sarong' (U) and smasheroo
(800;
'No Hands Clock' (Par) (4th wk).
Heading for a big $4,000. Last week,

same duo, magnificent $5,700.Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 30-4058)—'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Affairs
Martha' (M-G). Big campaign helping this duo Uy a great $11,000. Last
week, 'Pied Piper' (20th) and "Thru
Different Eyes' (20th) (2d wk), big
$6,400 in five days.

INH.O.CLEVE.

$20,000.

W

"Find You* on its second week Is
hitting magnificent pace at State.

It

almost neck

ii

Pelace*8

'Across

Week

in Buff;

Buffalo, Sept. 15.

and 'Live on Danger' (Par). Slow $23,000.
Last week, 'Reap Wild Wind'
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55)
(Par) and 'Fly by Night' (Par) (2d —'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Night
wk), $4,400, swell for five days.
New Orleans' (Par) (2d wk). Nifty
Orpheom (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-58)— $17,000. Last week, sparkling $19,500.
'Gay Sisters' (WB) and 'Spy Ship'
Hipp (Shea) (2,100; 30-45)— Tish'
(WB).
Trim $10,500. Last weelt (M-G) and 'Berlin Correspondent'
(40-50-65). 'Eagle Squadron' (U) (2d (20th) (2d wk).
Continues forte,
wk), great $9,500 for holdover ses- $8,000. Last week, nice $9,500.

$4,800.

Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44)

Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 30-40- —'Talk Town' (Col) (2d wk). Ex58-65)— 'Joan Ozark'
(Rep) plus hibiting extended b.o. prowess at
vaude with Phil Reagan headlining. around $10,000 on second sesh. Last
Good $8,800.
Last week, '40,000 week, bettered swell $14,000.
30-44)—
Horsemen' (Indie) plus stage, good
(3,000;
Century (Ind)
(WB) and 'One
'Across Pacific"
Paramount (H-E) (3,039; 30-40-58) Thrilling Night' (Mono) (2d wk).
—'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Loves Nice at about $8,500. Last week, pert
Edgar A. Poe' (20th) (2d wk). Giant $15,000.

Vaude Fair 21G, Talk' 3d
Complexion

business In the
sector remains

of

downtown New York

ruddy, though holdovers will reduce
the total considerably below what it
was last week. Most kids, Including
college students, are back with their
books now and that has a tendency
to lessen the draw. Also, vacations
are just about over now.
An outstander is 'Footlight Serenade,' which attracted bulky trade
to the Roxy over the weekend and
ended its first seven days last night
(Tuesday) at a whammy $60,000,
moving into its second inning today
(Wed.).
This was the only new show of the
week, outside of the dual bill at the
Palace and 'Lady in a Jam' at the
State first-run. Mitchell Ayres orchestra and several acts are on the
stage at the State, but they are
seemingly not helping the picture

much, since

fair $21,000

is

all

that

appears in prospect.
Holdovers show sustained strength,
ranging to a big $95,000 for the current (third) week of 'Talk of Town,'
which, with this pull, will go another at the Music Hall.
Strand
is
maintaining
terrific
draught with 'Across the Pacific' and
the Dick Jurgens' band, with the
first holdover week looking $41,000,
or thereabouts. Goes a third heat.
Also potent at the boxoffice is
'Wake Island.' It took the straightfilm Rivoli to $40,000 on the second
stanza ended last night (Tuesday)
and holds to its guns mdeflnitely.
The Capitol is moderately good
this week, its third, with 'Somewhere I'll Find You' going to $27,000
or over. It starts fourth (final) lap
tomorrow (Thursday).
'Pardon My Sarong,' slambang
biz-getter for the Criterion, wound
UD Its third semester last night
(Tuesday) at $21,000 and starts another today (Wed.).
A new show opens at the Paramount this a.m. (Wednesday), film
being 'Major and Minor' while stage

complement includes the Andrews
Sisters and the Tony Pastor band.
House went six weeks with 'Holiday
Inn' and two different stage shows,
showing
an
exceptionally
large
profit.
The blowoff week ran to

mUd

$0,500.

Falaee

(RKO)

Estimates for ThU Week
Astor (Loew's) (1,140; 55-65-$1.10)
of Yankees' (RKO-Gold(9th wk). Running at a ven^
steady gait this week (9th) suggesting $23,900, while the prior hebdo-

—'Pride

wyn)

and neck with
which is madal

Pacific,*

being assisted by Judy Canova and
Stan Kenton's orch on stage.
Estimates tor Thla Week
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 35-40-45-59)
—'Pride Yankees* (RKO) (6th wk).
Fine $9,900 on sixth lap, after garnering $6,800 last week.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 35-40-45
55)—'Gay Sisters' (WB). StanwyckBrent combo good for nice $12,000.
Last week 'Wings For Eagle' (WB)
(3,700;

40-60-70)—

Pacific'
(WB) plus Judy
Canova und Stan Kenton^s orch on

'Across

stint

was

$25,000.

Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85$1.10-$1.25)— 'Somewhere I'll Find
You' (M-G) (3d wk). Not fancy at
$27,000, or over, but entirely satisfactory and holds another week. The
prior seven days, over Labor Day,

Wow

95G

scored

several

holdover, walloprng $17,500 or possibly higher, following a sizzling

of the 16th wk, but no exit date set
as yet though it may be sometime

Strikes Back' (ArV
kino) (5th wk). Holding up well for
probable $8,500 this week (5th), but
may not remain another. Last week
struck
(4th)

$10,000.

—

rate

next month. Last week, (15th), over

(1,872; 35-40-45-

Lal>or Day, was $18,500, good profit,
while the prior (14th) stanza went

to

"HoUday Inn*

(Par) (3d wk).
Playing a sweet tune at the b.o.,
$6,900 on third frame after reaping
big $9,700 last week.

to $17,000.

PaUoe (RKO)

—

(1,700; 28-35-44-55-

'Ambersons' (RKO) (2d
ruo) and 'Spy Ship' (WB) (1st run),
Take going away over average for this house at around $11,000.
Last week, wheu the theatre kited
the scale to $1 top, 'Bambi' (RKODlsney)
(2d
run)
and
'Berlin
Correspondent'
(20th)
(1st
run),
65-75)

dualed.

"Squadron' J22,000 In

B'kiyn,Topl(ewconier

in

Boxy (20th) (9,886; 40-55-65-75-8599)— 'Footlight Serenade' (20th) and
stageshow (2d wk). Kicks off on
second week today (Wednesday); on
the first seven days through last
night (Tues.) a powerhouse at the
House wUl not hold
film a third week due to congested
bookings.
Last week, fourth for
'Pied Piper,' $57,500, very choice

b.o. at $60,000.

takings.

State (Loew's) (3,450 39-44-55-7509-$1.10)— 'Lady in Jam' (U) and
Mitchell Ayres orch, Cardini, other
acts. Going's slow, fair $21,000 looking tops.
Last week, second for
'Miniver' (M-G) (2d run) and Ed
;

Sullivan, with Harvest

Moon danc-

ers, $36,000, fine.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 35-55-75-8599-$1.10)—'Across Pacific' (WB) and
Dick Jurgens (2d wk). Very stout
The
$41,000 seen this week (2d).
first ended at $55,700, second best
week house has had under its pitband policy of several years' stand-

Show

ing.

holds.

'Ork Wives' Out
In Front CmiPf

With Trim lliy^
Cincinnati,

Sept

15.

Six of the seven major houses her*
are in velvet this week but hold'Orovers are slowing the pace.
chestra Wives' at the Albee Is the
leader but only a shade ahead of
'Across Pacific' in the Palace.
Of the 'holdovers, 'Reap Wild
Wind' Is finishing an okay four
weeks at Capitol, 'Pride of Yankees*
is strong in second stanza at the Shubert, and 'Holiday Inn' is hefty in
moveover at the Grand.
Estimates for This Week
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
'Orchestra Wives' (20th).
Smooth
Last week, 'Big Street'
$11,500.

(RKO),

six days, thin $8,500.
(RKO) (2,000; 34-44-55-60)

Capitol

—'Reap Wild Wind* (Par) (4th wk).
Winding up run with good $5,000.
Last week (3d), $7,000, all right

Family (RKO) (1,000; 17-28)—
'Billy
Kid Trapped" (PRC) and
'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th), split
'Timber*
and 'Smart
with
(U)
75-85)— 'Pardon My Sarong' (U) (4th
Average $2,100.
Alecks*
(Mono).
wk). Abbott and Costello still pil- Last week, 'Atlantic Convoy' (Col)
ing 'em in, the third round through
and 'Not Lady's Man' (Col), divided
last night (Tuesday) having rolled
with 'Boss Hangtown Mesa' (U) and
up $21,000. Previous (2d) week was 'Raid
Night' (PRC), good $2,300.
$30,000, immense. Remains.
Grand (RKO) (1,430; 33-40-50)—
Globe (Brandt) (1,250; 35-55-75-

Hollywood (WB) (1,225; 83-$1.1099)—'Somewhere Find You' (M-G) $1.65-$2.20)
'Dandy' (WB) (16th
(2d wk). Digging more gold out of wk). Slipping a little on the start
First

gross house has
years.

Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-44-55-

85)— 'Moscow

(Loew's)

Plus

hit close to $40,000, strong.

Latter ratiner disappointing:
Bogart's name doing most of work in
coining about $18,500 or hear. Last
frame, 'Big Street* (RKO) with Ted
Lewis orch, yery pleasing $20,000.
State tLoew's)
(3,450; 35-40-49stage.

59)

$17,000 on 2d Sesh

19.

still

SUUman

Holdoyer

'Footlight' Bright $60,000, 'Jam'

$40,000.

Cleveland, Sept

-$24,700 last chapter.
In.o. this semester.

For the first time in years all main
houses are offering holdover
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-58)— stem
Some leveling off is apTalk Town' (Col). (3d wk). Strong programs.
parent in most quarters but takings
$8,000 for third session. Last week,
still stick close to upper brackets.
strong $10,000.
session of 'Holiday Inn* at
Mnale Bra (H-E) (850; 30-40-58)— Second
the Great t.akes is the leader with
'Pied Piper' (20th) and Through
second week of 'Somewhere I'll Find
Different Eyes' (20th) (3d wk). Hot
You' at the Buffalo not far behind.
release from Fifth Ave., good $3,500.
Estimates for This Week
,
Last week, 'Minivei* (M-G) (8th wk),
35-55)—
(Shea)
(3,500;
Boffalo
in six days, big $3,100.
'Somewhere Find You' (M-G) (2d
Muale Hall (H-E) (2,200; 30-40-58) wk). Still showing stamina, prob—'Are Husbands Necessary' (Par) ably $15,000. Last week, rousing

sion.

19)

12G

SIS'

giant $25,000 in first stanza.
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-28-30-44-

ditto.

Seattle;

'GAY

;

and

Trossroads' $11000,

—

(25).

(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug.

65-75-99)
'Moonlight Masquerade'
(Rep) plus Four Ink Spots and
In abbreviorch.

Lucky Millinder

$17,300 last week.

(20th)

(Reviewed In 'Variety' Aug. 12)
Strand
'Desperate Journey*

(WB)

(1,950; 25-40-

75)— 'Jackass

Galloping along in great
(2d wk).
fashion to $25,01)0 currently following giantic opener at $31,600.
United Artiste (B&K-M-G) (1,700;
85-55-65-75)— 'Miniver' (M-G) (9th
wk. No end to this one, taking great
$15,000 currently aftes remarkable

Boxy—'Orchestra Wives'
(23).

Miniver,' in its fourth
are getting staunch results.
Estimates tor This Week

Adams (Adams-Par)

Girls*

—
—
—

rific $23,000.

may

$24,800.

Us

(M-G).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Sept. 2)
Hollywood
'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (18th week).
Moalc Hall 'Talk of the Town*
(Col) (5th week).
Paramonnt 'Major and Minor*
(Par) (2d week).
BiTOll— 'Wake Island' (Par)
(4th week).

15.

With every downtown first-run
housing clicko product, business is
definitely smash and even reminiscent of the lush 20's. Holdovers and
new pix are playing to sock returns.
Setting the pace is 'Pied Piper,' at
Proctor's, oft to a record-breaking
first day and is climbing to a ter-

smash amount,

stone, latter boosting bill to

(Par)

—

that

Serenade' (20th) and
Through Different Eyes' (M-G) (2d
Oke $5,000 for second sesh
wk).
after bright $6,700 in first week.
Oriental (Iroquois) (3,200; 28-3344-55)— 'Tomorrow Live' (PRC) and
Lewis orchestra-^ on stage.
•Ted
Strictly Lewis for fine $22,000. Last

Island'

(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. 12)
Boiy
'Footlight Serenade'
(20th) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' July 8)
Strand— 'Across the Pacific*
(WB) (3d week).
{Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. 19)
Week of Sept 24
Astor 'Pride of the Yankees'
(RKO) (11th week).

Wow $23,000 In

wow

—'Footlight

Holmes and

the Voice of Terror' (U).

'Holiday Inn' (Par) and Charlie Spistage. Great combinawill ring the rafters at
Last week, 'Inn' plus
$55,000.
Claude lliornhill orch on stage, brilliant $52,300.
Garrlok (B&K) (000; 35-55-65-75)

3)

Town*

—

—'Sherlock

vak band on
tion

June

of the

(Reviewed in 'Variety' July 29)
Paramennt 'Major and Minor'
tPar) (16).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Sept. 2)

EUlto

°

Find You'

'Variety'

Mado HaU—Talk
(Col) (4th week).

ninth week, "Pride

its

Clip Total;

Sarong'

(Artklno) (6th week).

great $55,000.
'Miniver,' in

My

Criterion 'Pardon
(U) (4th week).

41$8,700.

B'way Rosy, Bnt H.O,s

Week

Pins Sphrak. Big $55,000; Tind You'

25G

Rons on Broadway

First

struck

'Holiday. Inn' (Par).

Moveover fronu..

Palace for second stanza. Big $7,000.
Last week, 'Pled Piper' (20th) (2d
run), fair $4,900.
Keith's (LIbson) (1,500; 33-40-50)—
Talk of Town* (Col). Second week
here after initial one at Albee. Very
good $5,000 following last week's fine
$7,000.

Lyric

(RKO)

(1,400;

28-33-42)—

'Pierre of Plains' (M-G) and 'CaUing
Sad $2,500.
Dr. Gillespie' (M-G).
Last week. 'Ships With Wings* (UA),
dull $3,500.

Palace (RKO) (2,600; 30-40-90)—
'Across Pacific* (WB). Okay $11,000.
Last week, 'Holiday Inn' (Par), sock
$18,000.

Slinbert (RKO) (2,100; 30-44-50)—
'Pride of Yankees' (RKO) (2d wk).
Ckiod $9,000. Will hold. Last week
(1st), great $15,500.

at $17,800.

oil

Paramount (Par) (3,664; 35-5585-09)
'Major and Minor' (Par),
Brooklyn, Sept. 19.
Sisters,
Tony . Pastor, Tacific'-'Give Sisters*
Second week of 'Holiday Inn* and Andrews
'Enemy Agents Meet Ellery Queen' others, on stage, opening today
Boff $14,000, Jersey C.
'Holiday Inn' (Par)
(Wednesday).
at
Fabian Paramount will come
Jersey City, Sept 15.
went
six weeks, four with the Skinthrough with snappy returns.
Ambersons*
'Magnificent
and
nay Ennis band and Ink Spots, last
Estimates for This Week
two with Will Osborne and Chariot- 'Flight Lieutenant' are getting fair

—

Albee (RKO)

(3,274;

30-40-50-55)—

'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'Off Broadway* (20th). Satisfactory $20,000.

week, 'Bambi'
(RKO)
Correspondent' (20th)

Last

'Berlin

and
fair

$16,000.

Fox
—'Gay

(Fabian) (4.023 30-40-50-55)
Sisters'
(WB) and 'Night
Orleans' (Par) (2d wk). Strong
$20,000. Last week, first rate $22,000.
Met (Loew's) (3,618; 30-40-50-55)
'Elagle Squadron' (U) and 'Annie
Rooney' (UA). Strong $22,000. Last
week, 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (3d
;

New

—

wk),

$14,000.

Paramount (Fabian)

(4.126; 30-40-

50-55)— "Holiday
(Par)
and
Inn'
'Agents Meet Ellery Queen' (Col)
Holding up well; beau(2d wk).
tiful $23,000.
Last week, socko $30,000.

eers; concluding lap

brought $40,000,
fine, while the prior seven days was
sock $58,000.
Badlo City Mnsic Hall (Rocke44-55-85-99-$1.65)—
fellers)
'Talk of

(5,945;

Town' (Col). and staigeshow
(3d wk). Hitting terrific stride to
gallop in this week (3d) for about
$95,000. Last week, with the aid of
the holiday, the receipts mounted to
$111,000, socko. Holds a fourth week.
BUIto (Mayer) (594; 28-44-55)—
'World at War' (M-G) (2d-flnal wk).
Looks no more than about $5,500.
(air, while the first week was good
$8 500

Blvoll
'Wake

(2,092;

35-55-75-85-99)—

Island' (Par) (3d wk).
Begins third canto today after smashing through to $40,000 on the second
and $51,500 on the first latter best

returns this week, but 'Across the
Pacific,* Stanley hold-over, is generating most of gravy.
Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew's) (3.205; 30-35-4055-60)— 'Flight Lieut.' (Col) and
'Meet Stewarts' (Col). Dual is soso $12,000. Last week, 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (3d wk), okay $8,500.

(WB) (4,600; 30-35-40-55Pacific' (WB) and 'Give
Trim
Sisters' (U) (2d wk).
Last week,
in holdover.

Stanley

60)— 'Across
Out,

$14,000

terrific $23,000.

State

(Skouras) (2.200; 30-35-55-60-

70)— 'Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO)
and 'Little Tokyo, U.S.A.' (20th).
Average $12,000. Last week, 'Bambi'
(RKO) and 'Big Street' (RKO),
after slow start soared to nice $13,800.
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PICTURE GROSSES

10

BOB HOPE

'Gay

Sis' $16,000.

Best Newcomer In

VS.

BOB HOPE

Coldwyn and Par PIx May
But Latter Likely

Robust PhiUy;
Philadelphia, Sept.

'Pacific Ditto for

15.

Jewish holidays helped weekend
Fanciest coin
all along the line.
js in the comparatively small-seater
Aldine with 'The Gay Sisters,' one

'Husbands'-Thornhill

Aldine (WB) (1,303: 35-46-57-6875)— 'Gay Si.slers' (WB). Getting
heavy play with $16,000 for bow-in

Crosby

Sing

Dorothy Lamour.

$17,500

in

Okay Omaha

Omaha,

Sept. 15.

Claude Thornhill band with 'Are

Husbands Necessary' looks standout

—

is

how
determined
Par
has
'Morocco' will be sold, though 'They
Got Me Covered' wiM be released
singly.
through RKO and marketed
Both films have been completed.

With Wings' Hot

'Ships

13G Each

m H.O.

(

—

—

—

Mastbaam (WB)

46-57-75)
—'Tales Manhattan' (20th) (2d wk).
(4.692;

Slumoing

after superb opening, with
First
for holdover sesh.
week, wham $43,500. Still too early
to gauge what par for the house
should be because Mastbaum never
v^s run on straight film policy

(RKO) with

Sat.

sUge show,

$1,100.

TIPEOGIN

$26,000

before.

^Unley (WB) (2,916; 35-46-57-6875)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (7th wk).
Good $12,000. Last week, elegant
'Eagle Squadron' (U) opens
{bmorrow (Wed).
Stanton (WB) (1,457; 35-46-57-68)
—'Flight Lieut." (Col). Solid $9,000.
Last week, 'Jackass Mail' (M-G) fair
$6,500 for second sesh.
$17,000.

W

Fme $17,500, Ace

St Loo

Film;

Tmd Yod'

17G,W9G,Both2d
St.

Louis, Sept.

15,

With holdovers at the two downtown deluxers, 'Holiday Inn' and
Tombstone' tHuo at Fox in midtown,
Js

the big cinema noise currently.

Loew's 'Somewhere I'll Find You'
pot far behind on second session,
Despite a dash of warm weather
grosses remain firm.
Estimates for This

Loew's (Loew)

(3,172;

Week
30-40-50)—

•Find You' (M-G) and shorts. Holdover should add another $17,000 to
the smash $26,000 grabbed for the
first stanza.

Ambassador (F&M)

60)— 'Tales

(3,000; 30-40

of Manhattan' (20th) and
•Berlin Correspondent' (20th)
(2d
wk). Neat $9,000 to tack onto the
911,700 garnered in the first session.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 30-40-50)—
•HoUday Inn' CPar.) at\6 'Tombstone'
(Par).
Expected to top the town
a fine $17,500.
Last week,
•Orchestra Wives' (20th) and 'Are
Husbands Necessary' (Par), huge
surprise at sock $21,000.
MIssonrI (F&M) (3.570; 30-40-50)
—'Eagle Squadron' (TTJ and 'Are
Husbands Necessary* (Par). Move

Providence. Sept.

15.

With three holdovers here, mainstemmers have nothing to moan
about since

are playing to near

all

'Ships With Wings' at
RKO Albee is only new one around
and doing nicely.

capacity biz.

Estimates tor This

Week

Albee (RKO) (2,300; 30-40-.50)—
With Wings' (UA) and 'Marie

'Ships

Flying high with nifty
Last week, 'Pride of
Yankees' (RKO) (4th wk) and 'One
Every Minute' (U) (2d wk), solid
Roget' (U).

$12,000 in sight.

$8,000.

Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1,400: 30-40Hattie'
(M-G) and
'Grand Central Murder' (M-G) (3d
downtown wk). Holding over for
nice $3,000 after nice $3,500 in secondrun trip.
Fay's (Indie) (2,000; 25-39-50)—
"Men of Texas' (U) and vaude. More
than holding own with good $7,000.
Last week, 'Give Out Sisters' (U)
and vaude, trim $7,800.
MaJesUc (Fay) (2,200; 30-40-50)—
'Pardon My Sarong' (U) and 'Berlin
Correspondent' (20th) (2d wk). Still
playing a happy tune with .grand
$13,000 or near. Knocked off zowie
$17,500 in first week.
Metropolitan (Indie) (3,200; 55)—

50)— 'Panama

'Men San Quentin' (PRC) and Martha Raye, plus Carl Tatz and his
WEAN orchestra. Fairly good $7,500
In three days.
Last week, 'Shut
Mouth' (Col) and Stan Kenton, ditto.
Detroit, Sept. 19.
State (Loew) (3,200; 30-40-50)—
Unprecedented here, all downtown
•Somewhere Find You' (M-G) (2d
houses
have holdovers.
'ITiat's
marked evidence of the soaring biz wk). Looking for nice $12,000 after
surprising $20,500 in first week.
this city has been getting.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 30-40-50)—
Making the situation more unusual,
the major houses aren't even using 'Wake Island' (Par) and 'Alias Bosfresheners with their top picture, a ton Blackie' (Col) (2d wk). Holding
customary practice. Only new entry solid line for wham $13,000, after
knockout
$15,000 in initial session.
Is at the
Adams, where 'Counter
Espionage' replaces 'Agents Meet
Ellery Queen" to go with 'Footlight
Serenade' in its third week.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 50-65)—
'Footlight Serenade' (20th) (3d wk)
an". 'Counter Espionage' (Col). This
is the freshest bill in town with nice
$7,000 sighted after a fine $8,000 last
week when 'Agents Meet Ellery
Queen' (Col) was the second feature
with 'Serenade.'

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5.000; 50-65)
'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'Magnificent
(20th) (2d wk).
Splendid
$22,000 after soaring away above expectations to a sock $32,000 opening

NO SUNDAY
PIX IN KNOXVlUE

STILL

Knoxville, Tenn., Sept.

15.

history

here.

Loois
Off

(F&M)

(4,000;

Broadway*

30-40)—
and

(20th)

Kenny Baker Wins

'FINDWT6G
FOR Pin.
Town
this

is

H.O.

Washington, Sept. 15.
down town houses
'Yankee Doodle
to a running start,
Sarong' and 'Invisible
Agent,' latter helped by Gene Krupa
Busine.<;s for the

'Pardon

hefty.

is

off

My

Find

I'll

$10,000 In sight.
ing $12,000.

(WB)

Earle

First session, smash(2,210;

75-$1.10)

—

•Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB) with
vaudeville on hoisted tariff, terrific
$35,000 is certain. Last week. 'Across
the Pacific' (WB) with vaudeville,

dandy

$21,000.

You' is still crowding the
Keith's (RKO) (1,800; 40-50-65)—
with 'Across The Pacific' •Pardon Sarong' (U). Sizzling $15,000.
Last week, 'Eagle Squadron'
(U) (2d wk), lusty $9,000.
MetropoliUn (WB) (1,600; 28-44)
—'Across Pacific' (WB) and U. S.
film, 'World at War.'
Added attrac-

lobbies,

getting a terrific hypo from the first
Los Angeles, Sept. 15.
government film. 'The World At
Arbitration board decided in fa- War,' which inspired a set of rave
\0T of Kenny Baker in his conten- notices from critics.
Estimates for This Week
tion that his motion picture contract
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 28-39-44-66)
with the William Morris agency ex'Invisible Agent' (U) with Gene
pired Dec. 31, 1941, and that no radio
Krupa band on stage. Fancy $25,000.
provision had been involved.
Last
week,
'Footlight
Serenade'
Agency contended the pact in- (20th) with vaudeville,
$24,000.
cluded radio and was valid until NoColumbia (Loew) (J.234; 28-55)—
vember, 1943.
'Mrs. Miniver" (M-G). (2d wk). Fine

—

box stimulant, stout
Last week, 'Talk of Town'
tion is. a

$9,500.

(Col),

$9,000.

Palace (Loew)
Find You' (M-G).
ing

$23,000

$27,000.

after

(2,242;

28-55)— I'll
Cork-

(2d wk).
first

week

hit

(WB), $12,500.
SUt« (Loew) (3.600; 40-65-70)—
'Somewhere Find You' (M-d) (2d
Trim $14,000.
Last week,

Ship'

wk).

$22,000.

Translux (Translux) (900; 17-2844-55)— 'Black Doll' (U) and 'Lady in
Morgue' (U). Nice $5,000. Last week,
'Danger Pacific' (U) and 'Not Ladies
'Somewhere Man' (Col), $4,500.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 15.
practically all holdover

week, and okay.

I'll Find You.' at the Penn, is leading
the pack, with Tales of Manhattan'
a close second at the Harris. 'Footlight Serenade' is going all right at
the Fulton. Each of them Is playing a second stanza.
'Somewhere'
and 'Tales' will move elsewhere for

'Joan Ozark'-Rey Tops

Indpk

In

Big $17,500;

a third.

Estimates tor This Week
Fulton (Shea) (1,700: 30-40-55)—
'Footlight Serenade' (20th) (2d wk).
Tough competition opening session
held this one down, but is doing
better comparatively on holdover.

'Orch Wives' So-So8i€
The

Indianapolis, Sept.
Circle is leading the

15.

town

this week, with Alvino Rey apd
Should wind up around $6,500 or 'Joan of Ozark.'
'Somewhere I'll
better. Last week, pleasing $iB,000.
Find You,' in its second week at
Harris (Harris) (2.200: 35-50-65)— Loew's, is sturdy, as is 'Orchestra
'Tales Manhattan' (20th) (2d wk). Wives' at the Indiana.
Biz is holdH.o. session should have no trouble ing up well in first week of schooL

clocking stout $11,000
House has
'Talk of Town' (Col) scheduled for

(16) so 'Tales' will move
to Senator. Last week, great $21,000
to set a record for new Harris, topping opening week of 'Shores Tripoli'
(20th) by more than $3,000.

Wednesday

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3,300; 30-4055)— 'Somewhere Find You' (M-G)
(2d wk).
Loads of dynamite left,
great $16,000 or near. Picture goes
to Warner Thursday.
Last week,

smash
,

$25,000.

Ritz (WB) (800; 30-40-55)— 'Gay
Sisters' (WB) (4th wk). After previou.sly playing one each at Warner
and Penn, pretty fair $2,200 after
$2,900 last week.
Senator (Harris) (1,750; 30-40-55)

'

Estimates for This Week
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2.600 33-4455)— 'Joan of Ozark' (Rep) with Alvino Rey orch on stage plus King
Sisters.
Clicko $17,500. Last w«eK,
'Pied Piper' and 'A-Haunting Will
Go' (20th), excellent $9,000 at 44c
;

top.

Indiana (Katz-Dolle)

44)—'Orchestra Wives'
'Careful,

Soft

(3.200: 28-33-

(20th) and
(20th).

Shoulders'

Third musical feature in row here,
average $8,500. Last week, 'Holiday
Inn' (Par) and 'Loves Edgar A. Poe'
(20th), healthy $12,000.
Keith's (Ind) (1,200; 28-44)— "Yank
In Libya'
(PRC) plus vaudeville.
Pulling shov/ to $3,800. good in four
days. Last week, 'Hello Annapolis'
(Col) and vaudeville, $5,000 In fiveday run.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 28-33-44)

Find You' (M-G) (2d wk). Going strong in second sesh at $0,000.
Last week, led town at $14,600,
Lyrlo (Katz-Dolle) (1,850; 28-33Adventure' (M-G) 44)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Loves
and Jackie Cooper-Gertrude Niesen. of Edgar A. Poe' (20th). Nice $5,000
Mild $17,000. Last week, 'Blue Hori- on movcover. Last week, 'Footlight
zon' and Lou Breese band and Three Serenade' (20th) and 'Little Tokyo'
Stooges, nice $23,500.
(20th), fair $3,600 on m.o.
Warner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-55)—
'Friendly Enemies' (UA) and 'Calling
Dr. Gillespie' (M-G).
Will barely
nSHEB'S TRAVELOGS
pay the rent at sad $3,700. Public
Oakland, Cal., Sept, 16.
Is used to h.o.'s from Penn and these
'Singapore Joe' Fi.sher has launchfirst-run double
features have a
struggle.
Last week, "Wings for ed a new Technicolor-Film lecture,
Eagle' (WB), movcover from Penn, 'Seething India,' under the local
under $5,000.
sponsorship of William E. Chamberlain.
Film dwells on the back counJONES LEADS THE
try of India and lecture deals with
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
the problems facing British statesUniversal assigned Allan Jones as men in Ghandi's country. Much of
.topper
in
'When Johnny Comes the film is given over to shots showMarching Home," with Phil Spital- ing self-torhire of the natives in
ny's all-girl orchestra featured.
religious ceremonies.
Bernard Burton produces and
Fisher is also preparing another
Charles Lament direct.s, starting travelog
on South Africa, his original
Sept. 21.
stamping ground.
four days. Solid $3,800. Last week,
'Blondie' and 'Tokyo' only about $1,000 In abbreviated session.

Dandy'

IS.

RKO

Boston, bellying
Glenn Miller's farewell appearance,
getting a terriflc $40,000.
Miller
crew not helped much by 'Little
Tolcyo, U.S.A.' but 85c admish top
a big aid.
'Holiday Inn' at the Met is catching sock trade in its second frame
and would take more if it weren't
for the Lamour-'Wake Island' war
bond-bardment last night (Monday).
Likely to go a third week, which is
a record for this stand.
Estimates for This Week
BostoD (RKO) (3,200; 40-55-65-75-

the

—

Stanley (WB)
Wash. Leader; 'Sarong' Swingy 15G —'Tarzan's
N. Y.

continues

with

Aladdin (Fox) (1,400; 40-50-60)—
Pied Piper' (20th) after week at 85)—'Little Tokyo, U.S.A.' (20th),
Fair $4,500, with special with Glenn Miller orchestra and Al
Colossal at $40,000 or over.
of 'Iceland' on bond strictly Bernie.
sale of U. S. war bonds. Last Running seven short two-hour shows
week, 'Pardon Sarong' (U), after a day and still turning them away
Denver week, nice $4,500.
for one of the biggest takes on recBroadway (Fox) (1,040; 30-40-50- ord. Last week, 'Magnificent Dope'
60)— 'Sgt. York' (WB). Mild $3,000. (20th), Johnny Long's orch, Una
Last week, 'Cardboard Lover' (M-G) Merkel, others, $29,000.
and 'Favorite Spy' (RKO), after
Fenway (M-P) (1,375; 30-44-60)—
Orpheum week, thin $2,000.
Parade" (Par) and
'Priorities on
Denham (Cockrill) (1,750; 30-40- 'Grand Central Murder' (M-G). Only
50-60)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par) (2d wk).
new film bill in town, .staunch $5,500.
thereabouts,
or
Gigantic
$16,500
Last week, 'Gay Sisters' (WB) and
which equals opening week mark. 'Spy Ship' (WB), $7,000.
Stays for third stanza. Last week,
Memorial (RKO) (2,900: 40-55-65broke records at $16,500.
Denver (Fox) (2.525); 30-40-50-60) 75)— 'Pride Yankees" (RKO) and
—Talk of Town' (Col) and 'Lucky 'Flying With Music' (20th) (5th wk).
Last week,
Legs' (Col). Big $14,000. Last week, Still perky at $16,000.
"Pied Piper' (20th) and 'A-Haunting $20,000. May go a sixth.
Will Go' (20th), big $16,000.
MetropoliUn (M-P) (4.367: 30-44Orpheum (RKO) (2,600; 30-40-50- 55-60)—'Holiday Inn' (Par) and *Dr.
60)— Bambi' (RKO) (2d wk) and Broadway' (Par) (2d wk). Terrif
'Highways by Night' (RKO). Okay $27,000, and set for third week. Last
Last week. $36,000.
$8,000 for holdover session.
week, 'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Spitfire
Orphenm (Loew) (2.900: 40-65-70)
Sees Ghost' (RKO), fine $14,000.
Find You' (M-G) (2d
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 30-45)— —'Somewhere
and wk). Falling off a little, but still a
Serenade'
(20th)
'Footlight
good draw al $21,000. Last week,
'Little Tokyo, U. S. A.' (20th) (2d
wk). Fine $7,500. Last week, same $31,000.
Pararaonnt (M-P) (1.800: 30-44-60)
duo, $9,000.
'Priorities on Parade' (Par) and
'Grand Central Murder' (M-G). A
first-run bill, impre.ssive $11,500. Last
week, 'Gay Si.sters' (WB) and 'Spy

Horizon' (Col) and 'Can't
Take It' (Col). Reissue of two
Frank Capra hits rushed In when
'Blondie for Victory' (Col) and 'Little Tokyo, USA' (20th) flopped in

Sizzling $35,000,

Boston, Sept.

Although there are plenty of holdis satisfactory all around

overs, biz

for

—'Lost

Dandy' and Vaude,

band, are also strong.
Of the holdovers. 'Somewhere

Tiff

Sept. 15.

Hi«e27G in 2d

Denver.
showing

was

Reason

preacher pressure that caused city
an
council Tuesday
let
(8)
to
ordinance which would have permitted pictures on the Sabbath, die.
week.
Instead the council repealed its 1891
Michigan (United Detroit) (4,000;
50-65)—'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Spy 'Blue Law' and appointed -a committee to study advisability of passShip' (WB) (2d wk).
Still strong
with $18,000 anticipated after a great ing an 'enabling ordinance' for Sunday pix, as provided by state law.
$25,000 last week.
Palms-SUte (United Detroit) (3,- . During the discussion of Sunday
50-65)—
000;
'Take Letter' (Par) and films, T. Wesley Hill, pastor of the
'Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G) (2d Bible Baptist Church, who recently
wk). Tucking a neat $10,000 onto
preached a sermon entitled '-Why a
last week's fine $14,000.
United ArUsU (United Detroit) Skunk Would Hold Its Nose In City
(7,000; 50-65)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) Council' was ejected from the hall
protesting
vociferousi/
too
(eth wk).
Still rolling along with for
trim $10,000 after $13,000 last week. against the fllmr.

<20th), $10,000, swell.
St.

D^ver,

14G

Holiday Inn' is packing the Denfor a second week and may do
almost as well as opening stanza.
Stays for a third session. Talk of
Town' and 'Lucky Legs' are filling
the Denver for a nice total.
Aladdin did overflow biz at special
Monday night bond sale showmg of
'Iceland,' with seats going only to
buyers of $1,000 bonds. Sale of bonds

No. films was the Knoxville menu
last Sunday (13), the day they were
scheduled to start for the first time
in

On

'Talk'

ham

Dope'

overs expected to grab $0,500, above
average.
Last week, 'Take Letter'
(Par)
and
'Footlight
Serenade'

•Loves Edgar A. Poe' (20th). $4,500.
Just topping average. Last week, 'Big
Shot'
(WB) and 'Blue Horizon'
(Par), neat $6,100.

Den?er ILO.;

2DDET.WEEK

yrith

•Just

'Bambi' Nice $8,000

for this totalled $1,560,000.
.Estimates for This Week

$12,000 in Pro?.; ^Wake/
'Sarong'

UM'-MiDerTerrifm

In Hnb; Holiday Inn'

not

Whichever picture is released first,
currently. Omaha is holding 'Holiday Inn' with 'Lady Gangster' added the other no doubt will be held up
and is standing up strongly. Brandeis to avoid conflict. Presumed Par's
is holding 'Bambi' and 'Highways by
'Morocco' will go out first.

Night' for nice takings.
Estimates for This Week
Orpheum (Tristates) (3,000; 20-40plus heavy $3,200 for 'bonus' show- 55-65)
'Are Husbands Necessary'
Last week,
ing Sunday at Earle.
(Par) plus Claude Thornhill band on
for
'Crossroads' (M-G), fair $9,500
Big $17,500. Last week (20stage.
holdover.
40-55), 'Orchestra Wives' (20th) and
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-57- •l ostman Didn't Ring' (20th), $13,000,
68)— "Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO) strong for straight film program.
Surprising everybody
run).
(3d
Omaha (Tristates) U -30-35-50)—
with comeback at nice $3,200. Last Holiday Inn' (Par) (2d wk) with
week. 'Take Letter' (Par), good new 'Lady Gangster' (.WB) added.
$2,900 on second week of second run. Stout $8,200 indicated.
Last week.Boyd (WB) (2.569: 75-$1.10)— coupled with 'Grand Central Murder'
•Yankee Doodle' (WB) (5th wk). (M-G), $13,400, sensational for pic
plenty tuneful with $22,000. policv here.
Still
Last week, bright $28,500, thanks to
ilrandeis (Mort Singer) (1,500; 11teriff Labor Day weekend biz.
-44)— 'Bambi' (RKO) and 'HighEarle (WB) (2.768: 35-46-57-68-75) ways by Night' (WB) (2dwk). Fintf
with $ 000 after extratordinary $8,300 for
Out Sisters'
(U)
—'Give
Charlie Barnct orch plus Diosa Cos- first week.
tpllo.
Combo netlinc fairish $23.Town (Goldberg) (1.400: 11-20-30)
000.
Last week. 'Pierre Plains'
'hantom Plai.isman' (Rep), 'Man
(M-G") abetted by Horace Heidt unit, Wouldn't Die' (20th) and 'Flight
neat $30,000.
Lieutenant' (Col) triple split with
Fox (WB) (2.425: 35-46-57-68-75) 'Orphans North' (Mono), 'Pittsburgh
'Acro.iis
Pacific'
(WB) (2(J wk). Kid' (Rap) and 'Pioneer Ritter'
Lots of profit at $16,000 this semes- (Mono),
'Magnificent
Ambersons'
ter.
Last week, good $24'.500 in ad- (RKO) and
Spitfire Sees Ghost'
dition to $3,000 at Sunday Earle (RKO). Neat $1,200 aided by stage
Ehow.
revue on Saturday. Last week, 'VenKarlton (WB) (1.066: 35-46-57-68) geance West' (Col), 'Hello Annapolis'
(20th). (Col) and 'About Face' (UA) triple
'Berlin
Correspondent'
Okay $5,000. Leagues ahead of sour split with 'Deadly Ga: le' (Mono),
'Angel Broken Wings' (Rep) and
$3,200 for 'Tish' (M-G) la.-st week.
Keith's (WB) (2,220: 35-46-57-68) Riding Trail' (Mono), 'Tuttles Tahiti'
and 'Falcon Takes Over'
(2d (RKO)
'Footliijht
Serenade' (20th)

run) (2d wk). Fourth week downtown and still good for $3,500. Last
week, good $4,500 for second run.

Tokyo.

also with this pair in 'Morocco.' Also

biz

of the few new films to bow this
'Give Out Sisters' is teamed
sesh.
with Charlie Barnet's orchestra for
All deluxers are being
fairish biz.
aided by initial showing of 'Battle
of Midway.'
Estimates for This Week

2d

Claih,

First

Neither Paramount nor Sam Goldwyn has decided on release dates
for 'Road to Morocco' (Par) and
'They Got Me Covered' ((joldwyn),
both of which sUr Bob Hope and

(3,800; 30-44-55-66)

MABCH

-'I'll

nCtUBE OROSSES

16, 1948

Wtiaea^j, September

Kay Kyser Hypoes

Grant

'Spitfire to

'Sarong' Port. Topper,
Big $12.000; "Tales' 11 '72 G
Portland, Ore., Sept.
'Tales of

$40,000 in Frisco.
San Francisco,

maKnificent $40,000.
Only other newcomer, 'Broadway,
l3

Ai

tallying a stout $14,000 tor United
long time.
lists. best for house in a

Eatlmates (or This

Fox
Tied

(F-WC)

Estimated Total Qrois
This Week
$392,«0«
(Based on 13 theatres)
Total Gross Sam* Week
Last Year
....$340,00*
(Based on 14 theatres)

15.

rolling

up

Rooney' (UA) and 'Gentleman
After Dark' (UA) (2d wk), satisfacnie

Mayfair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,35-40-50)— "Favorite Spy' (RKO)
and 'Spitfire Sees Ghost' (RKO) (2d
wk). Nice $3,000 in five days, after
surprisingly high first week at $7,500.
(Hamrick - Evergreen)
Orpheam
(1,800: 35-40-50)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par)
and 'Different Eyes' (20th). Looks
like great $8,500. Last week. 'Flight
Lieut.'
(Col) and 'Dr. Broadway'
500:

35-40-55)—

and

is

tory $5,500.

Week

(5,000;

(20th)

Piper"

Broadway Grosses

Sept. IB.
local

most
creens but the Golden Gate, one of
exceotions, is setting a smasheroo
pace with Kay Kyser on stage plus
'IHexican Spitfire's Elephant.' Kyser
crew is largely responsible for a
Holdovers are occupyluc

'B'way'Gre^lC

Manhattan*

hefty score for the Paramount,
riding in on good bally and plenty of
names. •Pardon My Sarong,' however, is the town's leader at the
smaller Broadway. 'Eagle Squadron'
in its second
is holding up well
stanza at the UA.
Estimates (or This Week
Broadway (Parker) (1.900; 35-4050)— 'Pardon Sarong' (U) and 'Private Buckaroo' (U). Going over lor
a sockeroo $12,000. Last week, 'An-

a

'Little

PIPER'

$9,000

Tokyo' (20th) (2d wk). Ringing bell
Last
for second sesh at $16,000.

week $23,000, munificent.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2.850: 40-44-

TOPS

LmiE

65)— 'Spllflre's Elephant' (RKO) plus
Kay Kyser s orch on stage. Kyser is
(Par), hefty $10,000.
running this up into stratosphere at
Louisville, Sept. IS
Paramonnt (H-E) (3,000: 40-50-65)
$40 000. Last week, 'Pride of YanBusine.<:s is pretty well distributed —'Tales Manhattan' (20th).
Single
kees' (RKO) (4th wk) and stage
this week.
Holdover of 'Somewhere billed but in line for a hefty $11,500.
show (2d wk). great $10,600.
35Find
You'
at
Loew's
State
is Last
'U
(2.440;
week (35-50), 'Pied Piper'
(Bliunenleld)
Orpheaa
benefitting
other
houfe;;,
and
doing
and
(U)
(20th)
Sarong*
and 'Escape from Crime'
)--Pardon
40-55
•Sherlock Holmes Voice' (U) (2d okay itself. 'Pied Piper' on a dual at (WB) (2d wk), great $8,400.

United Artists (Parker) (900; 40Pace that broke attendance the Rialto is topping the town while
week continues Into sec- 'Cay Sisters' is garnering coin at the 55-65)—'Eagle Squadron' (U) (2d
ond round with smash $15,000 gross. Mary Anderson. 'Big Street,' at the wk). Rolling up strong $7,500. First
Strand, also is making good.
week, grand $11,000.
Last week, $19,800. socko.

wk).

record last

AU houses continue getting a terrarsmrani (F-WC) (2,470; 80-65)
(Par) ^ and 'Dr. rific play over the weekends. All
Inn'
Broadway' (Par) (2d wk). Torrid houses are ballying heavily for war
$18,000 (or second week. Last week, bonds.
EsUautca (or Thli Week
$27,000, sensational.
'
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
St Fcncta (F-WC) (1.475; 35-40'Holiday
Inn'
SS)—'Footlight Serenade' (20tb) and (1.400; 15-30-40)
(Par), Shifted over from the Rialto
•Henry. Dizzy* (Par) (2d wk
moveover).^ Holding up to $6,000. after a big week at that house, and
still shaping strong.
Robust $3,500
Last week, $7,500, big.
single.
week.
(UA-Blumenfeld)
as
Last
'Pardon
United Artists
35-40-55>—"Broadway* (U) Sarong' (U) and 'Top Sergeant' (U),
(1 100:
and 'Madame Spy* (U). ^ Hypoing good $2,500 on third downtown
b o here to $14,000, best in long Ume. week.
Kentaeky (Switow) (1,250; 15-25)
Last week, 'Lady in Jam* (U) and
•Drums Congo' (U) (3d wk), $5,800, —'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and 'Lady
in Jam' (U), split with 'Vanishing
disappointing.
_ ^
W«i«eM (F-WC) (2,650; 50-65>-- Virginian* (M-G) and 'Moontide'
and
(20th).
House back to split weeks.
T^les o( Manhattan* (20th)
Thru Diirerent Eyes* (20th) (3d Average $1,700. Last week, 'Song
wk). StiU zooming along, elegant Islands' (20th) and 'Gentlemen from
Point' (20th). fine $2,000.
$18,500. Last week. $20,800. socko.
Loew'i StaU (Loew's) (3,300; 15TtvsU (Blumenfeld) (1,500; 35-4085)_'Lady in Jam* (U) and 'Drums 25-40)—'Somewhere Find You' (MFine $8,500 on h.o,
Congo' (U). Drooping to $1,500 on G) (2d wk).
moveover to this out-of-way house, stanza. Last week, terrif $14,000.
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000;
8(ter three weeks on Market Street
Sisters'
(WB)
'Gay
Last week, 'Flight Lieutenant' (Col) 15-30-40)
wk),
(Sd
(Col)
stout $4,000, plenty
Stewarts*
Shaping
up
for
and 'Meet
okay for a single here. Last week,
sad $1,700.
'Wings for Eagle' (WB). slick $4,000.

—•HoUday

TmdYon'lOCBothHO.

—

Kansas

Talk

W

13G

Stent

Minneapolis, Sept

IS,

its third week,
i:il Find You,' at Midland, is in its second, and 'Bambi' is
also h.o. at the Orpheum.
Estimates (or This Week

'Somewhere

Eaqnire and Uptown (Fox-Midwest) (820 and 2,043; 11-35-50)— 'Pied
Last
Fine $8,500.
Piper' (20th).
week, 'Footlight Serenade' (20th),
$7,000.

Midtond (Loew's)

Ambersons.'

.

Plpasant $7,500 to better than $30,000
Last week, stout
for three weeks.
$30,000.

Orpheom (RKO)

opens Thursday

R^^o"*

&«*

(20th)

La»t week,

(Pm) "?«»,.
•fSmbstone'
Convoy' (Col) split wiUi tflpii New
Orleans* (Par) and Top Sergeant
Century (P-S)

ei^^MS.
(1,600;

90-40-50)—

(moveover).
(Par)
Inn'
Plenty of zip left in this one after
'Holiday

a big week attheSUte. Should reach
good $5,500. Last week, 'Gone With
Wind' (M-G) (2d wk) (40-50). $5,800.
Gopher (P-S) (1.000; 28-30)—'Jackass Mail' (M-G). Fin«$4.000 in prospect.
Last week, 'Sweater Girl
(Par), oke $3,700.
^
Orpheam (P-S) (2.400; 40-44-55)—
"Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO) and

Woody Herman orchestra on stage.
Herman a (avorite here and hes
iMOSting this combo to good $16,000.
'

Last week, 'Broadway^ (U) and
Claude Thomhill orchestra on stage
(40-50-60). good $17,000.
SUte (P-S) (2.400; 30-40-50)—Talk
Showered with
of Town' (Col).
praise.
Also a fine advance campaign is helping to a trim $13,000.

_

Last week. 'Holiday Inn' (Par), $13,800.

Uptown (Par) ( 1,100; 30-40)—
•Kings Row' (WB). First neighbor
Last
hood .<;howing, nice $4,000.
week. 'This Above

All' (20th), $3,600

World (Par-StetTes) (350; 30-40-5055)— 'Gold Rush' (UA). Flying high
toward

good

$4,500.

Last

week,

'Footlight Serenade' (20th) (2d

wk)

$2,500.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood. Sept.

24^26

Key

tres, chie/ly flTSt runs,

mcrudtng

N. Y.)
Total Gross Same Week
$1,644,800
Last Year
(Based on 25 cities, 172 theatres)

'GAY

15.

Most pictures currently are feeling the effects of early gasoline wor-

City Grosses

estimated Total Gros»
$2,324,200
This Week
(Based on 27 cities, 182 thea-

ries and the end of school vacations, but recessions are not severe.

Talk of Town' is hitting a hefty
$42,500 at Pantagcs and Hillstreet.
'The two Warner houses are getting
a smart $30,000 with 'Across the
Pacific'

SIS' 12G.

BALTO 2D WK.

Veloz and Yolanda. heading the
stage layout, with 'Hello Annapoli.s,'
will land an okay $17,000 at the
Qrphcum. 'Crossroads,' heading the
dual combo at the St,ite and Chinese,
is not too good at $24,500.
'Holiday Inn' is holding up so well
at $20,000 in tlie two Paramount
theatres on third sesh that it .stays
over fourth week at both houses.
(Estimates (or This Week)

Carthay (F-WC) (1,516; 33-44-5565-75)— 'Miniver' (M-G) (8th wk).
Good $4,000 in view for what looks
like last week. Plenty stout at $6,100
Baltimore, Sept. 19.
on seventh stanza.
Tliere's only one lone new entry
Chinese
(Grauman-WC)
(2.034;
in the downtown lists this week fol- 33-44-55-65-75)
'Crossroads' (M-G)
lowing the extra-strong lineup un- and 'Affairs Martha' (M-G).
No
leashed for Labor Day. 'Joan of great shucks at $9,500. Last week,
Ozark,' the newcomer, is faring 'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'A-Haunting
nicely at the Mayfair. Of the hold- Go' (20th), profitable $13,400.
overs, 'Somewhere I'll Find You,* at
Downtown (WB) (1,800; 33-44-55Loew's Century, and 'Holiday Inn,' 65-75)
'Across
Pacific'
(WB).
at Keith's, are extra solid. 'Gay Sis- Opened big and heading for so-so
ters' also is stout at the Stanley In $16,000. ' Last week, 'Yankee Doodle'
its second week.
(WB) (4th wk). exited with good
Estimates (or This Week
$13,000.
Century (Loew's-UA) (3,000; 17Four Star (UA-WC) (900: 33-4425-30-38-40-55)— 'Somewhere I'll Find 55-65-75)— 'Pied Piper' (20th)~ 'AHolding Haunting Go' (20th) (2d wk). Mild
You' (M-G) (2d wk).
strongly at $14,000 after rousing $18,' $3,600 following nice $5,000 in Initial
600 on first time round.
week.
Hippodrome (Rappaport) (2,240;
Hawaii (G&S) (1.100: 33-44-55-6517-25-28-38-44-55-66)—"Talk of Town' 75) 'Parachute Nurse' (Col) and
(Col) (2d wk) plus h.o. of vaude •Spy Ship' (WB) (2d wk).
Profitheaded by Larry Adier. (lood $13.- able $3,000 in prospect after strong
000 after ringing up a steady $17,800 $3,300 last week.
on initial sesh.
Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 33-44-55Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406: 17- 65-76)—•Across Pacific' (WB). Mod28-35-40-55)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par) (2d est $14,000 indicated.
Last week,
wk).
Verj' solid at $11,000 after 'Yankee Doodle'
(WB) (4th wk),
bullish $16,400 on first sesh.
bowed oift with fine $11,000.
Mayfair (Hicks) (980; 20-40)—'Joan
Orpheam (D'town) (2,200; 33-44of Ozark' (Rep). Town's lone new 55-65) 'Hello Annapolis' (Col), with
entry. Nice $6,000. Last week, sec
Veloz and Yolanda headlining stage
ond of 'Tombstone' (Par), added nice bill. No complaints at $17,000. Last
$4,100 to good $5,300 for first frame. week,
'Through
Different
Eyes*

—

—

—

—

New

(Mechanic)

17-28-35
44)— 'Pied Piper' (20th) (2d wk). All
right in h.o. at $5,000 after good $7,200
(l,r-81:

week.

in previous

(20th), with Cab Calloway on stage,
just missed T>reakine house record

with whopping $25,000.
Pantages (Pan) (2,812;

44-55-65-

Night' (RKO) (2d wk). Strong $7,000 after surprise $10,000 opening

(WB) (3,286: 17-28-40-55) 75)—'Talk of Town' (Col) and 'At—'Gay Sisters' (WB) (2d wk). Stout lantic Convoy' (Col). Started with

session.

$12,000

Tower (Fox-JofTee)

(2,110;

Stanley

after

rosy

$16,800

in

first

11-35-

50)—'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th)
with vaude headed by Bonnie Baker.
Hai)dsome $10,000. Last week, 'Joan
of Ozark' (Rep) and 'Dr. Broadway'
(U) with vaude, $8,000.

Valencia (Loew's-UA) (1,450; 17
'Mrs. Miniver'
(M-G)
(moveover) (3d wk).
Still going
nicely at $3,Sm after good total of
$9,700 on previous brace.
28-44-55)

—

Number

bang and

(RKO)
(RKO)

likely will land a healthy

Last week, 'Pride Yankees'
and 'Spitfire's Elephant'

$22,500.

(3d wk), oke $10,000.

Paramonnt (F&M)

(3,596;

33-44-

55-65-75)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par) and
'Live on Danger' (Par) (3d wk).
Still counting profit at $11,000. Excellent $19,5()0 in second week.

Paramonnt Hollywood

(2,204;

—

33-

'Holiday Inn' (Par)
44-55-65-75)
(3d wk). Aiming at good $9,000, following bright $12,000 in second
week.

BKO

of

Holdovers— 10 Films Now Getting Big Coin

(RKO)

Hlllstreet

(2,872; 33-

44-55-65)— 'Talk of the Town' (Col)
and 'Atlantic Convoy' (Col). Heading for rugged $20,000. Last week,
'Pride Yankees' (RKO) and 'Spitfire's Elephant' (RKO) X8d wk^nlc*
$12,000.

With some 15 new, strong pictures, five of which
have been out for several weeks, presently spotted in
key cities through the U. S., holdovers dominate firstnm situations in nearly every important branch ^t.
Latest product list of moneymakers appearing most
often in larger city theatres include 'Holiday Inn'
(Par), Tales of Manhattan' (20th). 'Bambi* (RKO),
•Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB), 'Talk of Town' (Col).
•Pardon My Sarong' (U), 'Somewhere Til Find You'
(M-G), 'Pled Piper' (20lh). 'Across the Pacific' (WB)
and 'Footlight Serenade' (20th).
Others figuring prominently in bookings, but around
for some time are 'Gay Sisters' (WB) and 'Pride of
Yanlftes' (RKO). Additionally, 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G),
which continues to run on and on, and 'Eagle Squadron' (U) still are around the key.s. 'Orchestra Wives'
(20th) and 'Priorities on Parade' (Par) are thus far
not outstanding.
Number of second and third weeks being played by
pictures this week possibly will hit an all-time high.
Hie week sees 'Ships with Wings' (UA), being
launched with bright $12,000 in Providence, and 'Hatter's Castle* (Par) getting under way with excellent
biz in Montreal.
Of the 'Big Ten' lineup, current stanza Is virtually
a repetition of last week excepting pictures are playing second sessions. 'Inn,' which is current in about
18 key cities covered by 'Variety' correspondents, is
stacking up solidly on holdovers. It's on third weeks
in Cleveland, K. C. and Los Angeles, the L. A. take
Film is stout
justifying a fourth week in two spots.
also on moveovers. and has a fine $40,000 for Its sixth
week at big N. Y. Paramount. A big 55G in Chicago,
fine in St. Louis and great in Portland, the Irving
Berlin opus is rated solid to great on second weeks
in Frisco, Omaha, Brooklyn, Baltimore, Detroit, BosPromises to equal
ton, Seattle, Buffalo and Denver.
its

opening week mark

in

Denver.

'TALES'

15.

Boys' is release tag on
Only' at Metro.
'Lone Wolf Goes to a Party' be
came One Dangerous Night' at Co
lumbia.

Men

M9d

'Crossroads'

Los Angeles, Sept.

Better Fall Biz, Stout Product Brings Record

'Lisien.

'For

Wk,

In 3d

W

G««^$2,50()

(17).

(U). big $3,500 in

(1,600; 11-30-44)

—'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Highways by

LA. Hefty $42,500;
'Pacific' So-So 306,
Oby 20G

Town' Talk of

NATIONAL BOXOFFICE SURVEY

Aster (Par-Singer) (MO; "-»>Escape from Crime* (WB) VMjnagers at Window* (M-G),
•Padflc
in five days.
(M-G) and Different

(2d

wk). Gable-Turner combo headed
toward splendid $10,000 after colossal $16,000 initial week.
Newman (Paramount) (1,900; 1130-44)—'Holiday Inn' (Par) (3d wk).

Blallo
(Fourth - Avenue) (3.400;^
15-30-40)— 'Pied Piper' (20th) and
'Loves Edgar A. Poe' (20th). Sturdy
Last week, 'Holiday Inn*
$0,000.
(Par), sock $13,000.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1,400
15-30-40)—'Big Street' (RKO) and
(RKO).
•Highways
by
NUght'
Caught steady weekend biz. Excellent $3,800. Last week, •Tombstone'
(Par) and 'Joan Ozark' (Rep), stout

^

.

(3,500: 11-35-50)

—'Som where Find You' (M-G)

There has been a litUe drop from $5,000

the boxoffice high in recent weeks,
but the pace still is far above par
and considerably ahead of a year
ago. The slight dip in grosses Is believed only temporary and POsfflWy
due to less favorable weather. "The
big noises currently are the State s
Talk o( the Town* and the Orpheum's combination of Woody Herman on the stage plus Magnificent

'Holiday Inn,'

the business upbeat.
at the Newman, is in

—

$16,000, Padns Mpls;

City, Sept. 15.

Weather is warmer currently but
even holdovers are not slowing up

.

'Ambersons'-W.Hennan

u K. C,

'Bambr $7,000

II

'Tales,'

week

in

Portland,

second sessions in St. Louis and Pitt,
on
$26,000 for Philadelphia holdover and wow $18,500
Is

trim on

its

third Frisco sesh.

'Bninlii' i« nirc to

and good on Denver second

sirone in sernnrt

SUte (Loew-WC)

Port, holdover.
'Pied Piper,' i.s rated satisfactory $20,000 In Brooklyn, great $22,000, second Detroit session; tops in
$23,000,
Louisville, okay second Balto stanza;
'Pride'
Newark; and $16,000, second Frisco week.
now mostly on extended dates in big city deluxers,
Boston
week;
$19,000,
fifth
is swinging fine $16,000,
-»
-"1
ihirH r^y "

y

(2,204; 33-44-55-

65-75)—'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Affairs Martha" (M-G). Not too potent
at $15,000. Last week, 'Pied Piper
and 'A-Haunting Go' (20th), nice
$19,000.

UA (UA-WC)

33-44-55-65)

(2.100;

—'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'A-Haunting Go' (20th) (2d wk). Trim $6,000,
after $7,600 first week.
(2,296: 33-44-55-

Wilshire

(F-WC)

65)— 'Pied

Piper'

(20th)

and

'A-Haunting Go' (20th) <2d wk).
So-so $5,000, following healthy $0^00
opening week.

'Horizon' Great $9,500
In Mont'l; 'Castle* 6«/2G
Montreal, Sept. 15.
Standees at all houses downtown
over weekend despite many hold'Blue
overs.
currently.

looks

Horizon'

best

Estimates (or This Week
Palace (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—

'Blue Horizon', (Par).

Wham

$9,500

Last week. 'Pardon Sarong*
(U) (2d wk), $7,000.
v2.700: 30-45-62)—
Capitol (CT)
'Hatter's Castle' (Par) and 'Priorities
Excellent $6,500. Last
(Par).
Parade'
week, 'Are Husbands Necessary'

in sight.

(Par)

sesh.

'Gay Sisters' is spurting into prominence again curwith $10,500 in Seattle, fine $16,000 in Philly

rently

and good $12,000 in Cleveland. It has great second
'Eagle
sessions in Newark, Brooklyn and Balto.
Squadron' is strong $22,000 in Brooklyn and stout on

wow

HEFTY

hefty $11,500 on opening

stanzas In Omaha, Denver and K. C. Talk of Town'
is rated fins in Minneapolis, $13,000 in second Balto
week, stout on second Buffalo session, big In Denver
and topping L. A. in two spots at $42,500. Film is
getting an amazing $05,000 at the N. Y. Music Hall on
its third week and holds over.
•Dandy* Is listed terrific at $35,000 in Washington,
with vaude; $22,000, fifth Ptiilly session, and $18,500
for 15th week in N. Y. at $2.20 top. George M. Cohan
story begins string of additional runs in next few
weeks at 75c-$1.10 scale. 'Across the Pacific,' now in
second week with band at N. Y. Strand at stout
$41,000, Is nice in Buffalo, great on Philly h.o., okay
in Cincinnati, trim on second Jersey City sesh and
$30,000, two L. A. spots.
'Sarong' is great $21,000, third N. Y. week; topper
at $12,000, Portland; 'grand on second Providence
stanza, hot $15,000 in D. C. and smash Frisco second
session.
'Wake Island' continues to hold up well In
N. Y., with sock $40,000 on second stanza, being also
solid on Providence holdover.
'Find You' Is equally strong on second sessions as
On second weeks it is $23,000 in
in initial weeks.
Washington, strong in Indianapolis; $17,000, St. Louis;
$25,000, Chicago: nice in Providence; $14,000, Balto;
great in K. C: $16,000, Pitt; $35,000, two Boston theatres; fine in' LouLsville, $15,000, Buffalo; and $17,500,
'Footlight Serenade,' strong $60,000 in
Cleveland.
N. Y., is fine on third Detroit stanza, nice oh Pitt h.o.,

and

'Dr.

Broadway'

good $5,500.
Loew's (CT)

(2.800:

Miniver'

(M-G)

'Mrs.

(Par),

35-53-67)—
wk).
(5th

Pacing smash $7,500 after $9,000 last
week.
Princess (CT) (2.300; 30-40-52)—
A-Haunting Will Go' (20th) and
'Little Tokyo' (20th). Sighting nice
Last week. 'Flight Lieut.'
$4,500.
(Col)

and 'Blondie College' (Col),

fair $3,500.

Orpheum
'Blockade"

Pay' (UA)

(Ind)

(1.100;

30-40-60)—

(UA) and 'House Acrosi
(3d wk). Good enoueh
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Lewis, Par Radioite

SEPost and N. Y. Times Merchandising

Martin

Consultant Cues Publicists in N. Y.

On Advantages

of Sales Promotion

De£cate (Harry) Kaimine Centre;

Hollywood, Sept. 15.
Lewis checks in at the

agent.

Lewis has held a similar Job in
Paramount's New York office for
several months, and was previously
connected with Movie and Radio

Declaring that every successful Lee Blumberg Quits
merchandiser had either consciously
Guide.
for Non-Pro Firm
or otherwise used show business
methods to reach the top, Samuel J.
Lee Blumberg, in charge of the
Cohen, merchandising advLsor to
Evening Post and Warner field exploitation staff and Pix Publicity Group
the Saturday
merchandising consultant to the with the company 15 years in PhilaNew York Times, last week ad- delphia and New York, resigned last
Sets Prelim Details
viied publicists to steer clear of the week to become advertising and
strict confines of their craft and promotion manager for a New York
For Nat'l Scrap Dri?e
m?ke sales promotion their business hosiery firm. He started on the new

WB

Monday

instead.

job

Addressing a meeting of the Publicity
Club of New York, Cohen
warned that idea men, such as pub-

Until
cide on

licists,

in

show business

or in other

would continue to be
underpaid and unappreciated wallflowers in any setup,, with others
grabbing oft credit for sales made
vnder the impetus of publicity, .^o
long as they remain in a pa-iitinn
•where they can't check actual sales
Industries,

(14).

Mort Blumenstock can de-

successor, Paul Lazarus,
in charge of sales advertising for
WB, will supervise the exploitation
a

department.

Slides

and Offstage

Voices

May Replace

re.<!ults.

publicists to work
Into distribution via sales promotion
instead of publicity and and gave
instances where sales executives in

Cohen advised

the retail and manufacturing fields
h<:ve cashed in for years afterwards

on ideas originally evolved by publicists.

Pay for It, If Necessary
The speaker also said that in sales
promotion it was not advisable to
depend on free .space for results.

Special
Due

to

is

get

it

into

advertisement exactly in the form

which

il

is

wanted instead

an
in

of tak-

a chance on the' manner and
extent to which it would be used in
news columns. Too many surefire
merchandising plans
have
been
Inij

restrictions

Trailers

on raw film

stock, special trailers are out for the

duration unless

w^s

and means can

be found at some future date to ease
the situation. Theatres using special
trailers,

including

those

which play stageshows,
advised they will have

While not averse to free space,
Cohen said that the best way of bear
selling an idea

to

Fdm

it.

Among

other purposes of

outside of those plugging
forthcoming pictures, are those dealing with changes in policy, prices,
holiday buildups, contests and the
trailers,

like.

Most picture houses are expected
turn to slides, while some may
unwise economy.
use offstage voices to inform of new
he foresees tougher stage bills, etc. as has been done on
to

clufTed due to
Cohen said
1in<es ahead for those publicists who
occasion largely as a novelty stunt.
fail to merge their activities with
Under an agreement of all the disEales promotions, because of restrictributors, a ceiling on the length of
tions on civilian goods which are
trailers for feature pictures has been
already seriously affecting the men's
set in accordance with the grade of
clothing, • electrical appliance, drug
the Alms.
and before long the show business.
AVar Production Board regulation of
civilian supplies, he pointed out, has
elveady indirectly resulted in reduction of free space, with further
cutting likely as the war goes on.
Referring to an important industry
heud who, he said, was looking lor
sa?cs executives with a publicity
Though reported planning to resl;:nt, Cohen said that industries will
main in distribution, with deals for
require,
and discover that it is
executive sales posts said to be uneasier to find, publicists with sales
der
discussion,
William Sussman
Ideas instead.
Touching on picture business meth- mea^itime is dickering for the acquiods, Cohen expressed the opinion
sition of two theatres in Cumberthat film exploiteers have failed to
capitalize on the support of retail- land, Md. Understood deal Is in association with his uncle, Herman

—

—

SUSSMAN MAY
TAKE OVER 2 HOUSES

BILL

'

•pace instead of hard, commercial,
advertising tieups based on sound
merchandising policies which de-

partment

stores,

among

others, could

(carcely afford to pass up.

FOREIGN FILM PJLS

MAP

C04)P WITH OWI

Wilbur Morse, of the Office of War
Information, huddled with the International Film Relations Committee, meeting at the Hays office in
N. Y. Monday (14), and went over
the matter of IFRC members carrying out assignments for the OWI.
The Committee has been cooperating with the OWI In placement of
certain material, and the meeting

Relations Committee, eastern group, participation in the industry's national
scrap drive next month were taken
at the meeting of the PRC last
Thursday (10). Personnel to help
on the campaign was requested
through David Lipton, member of the
PRC, now collaborating with Arthur
Initial

houses in lower N. Y. state.
Latter has one each in Pleasantville,
Brewster, Mt. Kisco, Amenia and

steps for the Public

War

Activities Committee,
who is also chairman of the scrap
campaign of the film business. Both

Mayer, of

turn are cooperating with Monroe
Greenthal, presently attached to the
War Production Board, in charge of
in

salvage.

Hays

office

ad

code

was

not

brought up for discussion. Current
huge indu.stry bond campaign also

was

a vital topic at the session.

houses

have been
to grin and

Other Theatre Exchange Briefs

Paramount studio this week to become radio contact under George
Brown, succeeding Bob Hussey, who
resigned to become an
recently

F&M's

Click Drive
Louis, Sept. IS.
M.-.rco
Enterprises,

St.

Fanchon

&

Ipc, headed by Harry C. Arthur,
sponsored a -scrap iron and rubber drive through its four deluxers
and 31 nabes of the St. Louis Amus.
C' .'s chain last week and the USO,
v.'hich received the revenue from the
sale
of
the stuff, was enriched
$.i,000.
The kiddies toted 729,232
pounds of .scrap and 65,570 pounds of
oil! rubber to the ^Arious houses and
laler the total was carted off to one

J,-.,

lot

where junk dealers made

bids.

In

appreciation for their efforts
staged three-hour horse opera
shows for the kiddies in the Mis-

F&M

Fox and St. Louis theatres,
awarded four pinto ponies to the
o.nes who produced the most scrap

souri,

and also dished out other prizes.
It was originally planned to award
but two ponies, but one of the contestants said he'd rather have the
quadruped than a $100 war bond.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 15.
Kaimine Recreation Centre, a new
building at Camp O'Connell, for unwas dedicated
children,
derprivileged
by members of the local Variety

Club last week. Spot was named In
honor of Harry Kaimine, head of

WB

theatre department, who started
the project a year ago when he was
Warner zone manager here. Orig-

dough was obtained from pro-

inal

ceeds

testimonial

of

dinner

given

Kaimine upon his elevation by theaand remainder was raised
few weeks ago by Kalmine's suc-

tre circuit,

cessor here, Moe Silver, with the
help of Dapper Dan club, through an
all-star vaude show staged in connection with big outdoor boxing
card.

George Elmo, former Par

sales-

man here but more recently company's exchange manager in Cleveland, has joined U sales force in
Ohio city; and Abe Weiner, ex-UA
head in Pittsburgh who went from
here to Boston and then to Albany,
has gone to work for U as a special
representative for Bill Scully.
Closed for five weeks for extensive renovation,
Nemacolin (Pa.)
theatre has reopened under management of Peter Profili, Vestaburg and
and Fredericktown exhib, who recently acquired property which had
previously been booked by Ideal
Amusement Co. out of Johnstown.
Joe Mazzei. local showman, doubling in brass these days. In addition to being Galae Rubin's assistant
at Art Cinema, local foreign film
also a special policeman at
the Union Steel Co.
Chris and John Lampros, Farrell
exhibs, have just learned of the
death of their father in Greece several months ago.
Paula Payson has resigned as secretary at the local RCA-Photophone

site, he's

office.

shortly

She plans to
and will move

be

married

.

.

houses downtown. Stanley and Warin

week. ..Allied Caravan due
late this month, but

Pittsburgh

dates haven't been definitely

Harry Ballentine, branch manager
Buffalo, Sept. 15.
of 20th-Fox in San Francisco, has
Ushers and house staff of Shea been named district manager for the
(Par) Great Lakes are hanging their Coast district covering Los Angeles,
Francisco. Seattle and Portland.
San
clothes on hooks and have turned in
their steel lockers to aid the scrap At the same time, Herman Wobber,
Pacific Coast district sales manager,
metal drive.
was made western division manager,
extending his scope over Denver and
L. A.,
Salt Lake City as well
Ushers Scrap Lockers

tive

Al Laurice, veteran Fri&ca daleS'
man, has been moved up and named
CITY, ST.
San Francisco branch manager in the
Wappinger Falls.
spot formerly held by Ballentine.
Minneapolis, Sept. 15.
Two other promotions went into
The two Cumberland, Md., theOne reason why theatre business effect In the mideastern district,
atres which the Sussmans may take
here is showing so much larger in- James J. Grady, manager of Cinover are the Maryland, 900-seater creases
than that of the other Twin, cinnati branch, being made midfirst-run, and the Embassy, a secondeastern district manager. George A.
St. Paul, may be found in the fact
run which has a capacity of 700.
that statistics reveal that the num- Roberts has been switched to the
Bill Sussman, long in distribution ber of St. Paul residents working homeoffice for special duties. Grady's
and widely known, recently resigned declined from 120,000 last October territory will include Cleveland,
Buffalo and Cincinnati, with headfrom 20th-Fox as eastern division to 112,000 in June, and the number quarters In Cleveland. L. J. Bugle,
sales manager. He had previously seeking jobs dropped from 8,800 to formerly city salesman at Cincy, bebeen a sales executive for Par at 4,500, the trade believes.
comes branch manager.
its h.o.
In
Minneapolis,
Ballentlne's rise is third promoemployment,
wages and purchasing power have tion made from the ranks by Tom
jumped considerably, due to the war Connors. Edward X. Callahan^previindustries.
In St. Paul, however, ously was made northeastern district
manager
and Paul Wilson, southPlug "Wake' to Feumies
many workers undoubtedly have
eastern district chief.
Setup now
left to take war jobs in other cities,
includes two division managers and

TWIN

PAUL

Slight switcheroo has been made the survey showed.
&
a checkup to ascertain on
the
advertising campaign on
pr-gress of the work.
Wake Island' for its Rivoli (N.Y.)
ON
Michael Hoffay, RKO foreign pub- run in order to encourage additional
licly director, was named editor of femme trade.
Into the Field Again for Huddles
the IFRC feature service. He sucRivoli ads now stress quoted from
With Dixie Pards
ceeds
Albert
Deane.
Paramount Kate Smith, and special radio broadforeign ad-publicity chief, under the casts also play up the femme possiGetting into the field oftener to
sy.«tem of rotating editors, each serv- bilities of the film.
discu-ss
theatre problems, policies
Ini one month.
and the like, Leon Netter, ParaIt was reiterated at the PRC sesmount homeoffice .theatre executive,
sion that IFRC members are cutting
Bruce Smith's
leaves Monday (21) for three differed-publicity matter to the brn» in
Minneapolis, Sept. IS.
ent points where Par has partners.
order to conserve transporfation.
Columbia has scheduled world
He will visit Charlotte, where
Also reported that the IFRC victory
premiere of 'Smith of Minnesota' for Wilby-Kincey operates; Charlottesemblem and slogan has been adopted the Paradise theatre Fairbault,
ville, Va., headquarters of Hunter
by film companies for u.se in Argen- Minn., Sept.
25.
It's the home town
Perry of the Dominion circuit; and
tina. Numerous other Latin-Ameriof the former Minnesota All-Amer- Asheville, where the Par partner
is
can countries are also using the slo- ican halfback, Bruce
Smith. The ex- Carl Bamford.
gan, 'America, Free and United, collegian around
whom the picture
Netter recently was in others parts
which originally was created by was built is now a member
of the of the south where Par operates.
Gerald Keyser, Warner Bros, foreign armed forces at Great Lakes Train
His going Into the field oftener, also
ed-publicity chief. It also has been ing school and it's hoped
that he'll true of Leonard Goldenson and Sam
adopted by numerous
industrial be able to obtain a leave to attend. Dembow, Jr.,
makes It less necessary
firms In these Latin-American na
His parents and sister will be for the partners to come
into the
tions.
guestf of honor.
h.o. often.

was merely

NETTER

Preem

THE LAM

Infantile

paralysis

suf-

a drive instead
with Jack Beresin
heading the campai;<n committee.
Aiding him will be Lieut Leon
Levy, USN, treasurer, and Jay
Emanuel, Alfred J. Davis, Ben
Amsterdam and Charles Goodwin as
members of the' committee.
The club also announced it was
cancelling its annual golf tournament held In former years at the
Philmont" Country Club.

the

funds

WB

Jolea Lapldos to
Jules Lapidus, eastern district manager for Universal for three years,
headquartering at the New York exshange, joins Warner Bros. Monday
(21) as metropolitan N. Y. district
head, succeeding Sam Lefkowitz, who

recently resigned. JPrior to making
deal with Lapidus, Charles Stern,

manager

district

for United Artists at

Boston, was reported under consideration.

In the distribution branch for 15

was formerly U
branch manager at Pittsburgh where
he started as salesman for Metro and
was with that company 10 years.
Lapidus

years.

Lefkowitz, veteran sales exec, has

become N. Y. branch manager
UA.

for

Burt Champion's Rivoli, N. T.
Burt Champion, on the Paramount
publicity payroll handling 'Wake
in
N. Y.. is
Island' engagement
scheduled to take over advertisingpublicity post at the Rivoli, where
film is current. Jim Dunne recently
resigned to join 20th-Fox. This may

be officially announced this week at
a meeting of the Skouras-Par operating committee.
Before coming Into Par recently.

Champion had been associated with
Lynn Farnol and formerly United
Artists.

Jones Back to Atlanta
T. X. Jones, Wilby-Kincey execureturned to Atlanta Friday (11).
Herman Robbins, head of National
Screen Service, was home ill several

tive,

days last week.
Recovered from a strep throat,
Archie Berish, head booker at the
Warner exchange, is back at his
desk,

Roy Haines, eastern sale% man-

ager tor Warners, was in Boston last
week to discuss sales in that territory.
Gus Solomon, who has been
selling for Warners in northern New
Jersey, has been transferred to the
N. Y. City territory.

set.

Ballentlne's Berth

to

The club wiU hold

for

to Detroit.

Glenn Carruthers. Grove
exhib. up and around again
after a long illness. .Lester Cutler,
PRC producer who commutes between Pittsburgh and Hollywood,
will make the Coast his permanent
address next month... H. E. Hammond's Lyric theatre in Erie swings
back to full-time operation this week
...Mrs. Lew Lefton, wife of PRC
franchise holder here, okay again
after a serious operation. .Femme
ushers go into both of WB's ace
Briefles:

City

ner, this

aid

for

ferers.

CoDhalm, Cnriey Switch
Albany, N. Y., Sept

15.

Manager Mel Conhaim moved from
Warner Bros.' Rltz to the Strand,
while Jules Curley transferred to the
Conhaim came here from a
Rltz.
Warrfer house in Elmira in late 1940
to take the place of Bob Rosenthal.
Curley, who for some time had been
in charge of advertising and publicity in the upstate zone offices, last
year assumed the post at the Strand.
He succeeded Andy Roy, shifted to
Stanley, Utica.
Jerrv Atk.in nqw
W6Tlf mif with "diSiricf -Tnartiger
Charles Smakwitz on publicity and
exploitation.

The Albany, one of the city's oldest picture houses and shuttered last
June by Warner's, will be relighted
after a new front is installed.
The
front, which will extend to an adjacent store and to the floors over
the theatres, is to be modernistic.
Cost wiU be $4,500.

Ned

Collins'

Kndos

Denver, Sept.

Ned

Collins,

15.

manager of the Egypwas awarded the

tian, Delta, Colo.,

Rick Ricketson annual plaque for
'showmanship, resourcefulness and
effort,' and as a reward for this has
has been moved to Denver as a
booker for the southern district for
Fox Intermountaln Theatres, of
which Ricketson is division manager.

Fox has opened and Is operating
until Nov. 15 the Pando theatre at
Camp Hale, an army ski-training
WB's Can. Sales Meet
center, near Leadville, Colo.- Robert
Warners on Sept. 28 and 29 will Nelson, city manager for Fox at
hold a sales meeting in Canada, Leadville, will supervise the Pando
where the company sells its product until the army tak^es over.
nine district managers.

This tops four regional
meetings held by the company in the

full-line.

states, where
at a time.

Bob Lang Aids namrlek
Seattle, Sept. 15,

pictures are sold five

Ben Kalmenson

will preside at the
sessions, to be held ' at
Toronto, while others to attend from

Canadian

Bob Lang, new
at

assistant manager
Music Hall (Hamrlck-Evergreen),

where Bill Hamrick is manager,
Lang succeeds Jack Corcoran, re-

the homeoffice include Joe Bernhard, signed.
Roy Haines. Mort Blumenstock,
Arthur Sachson and A. W. SchwalF-WC to Reopen L. A. House
berg.
Entire Canadian territory is
Los Angeles, Sept. 15.
supervised by Wolfe Cohen.
Marquis theatre, long shuttered,
has been leased for a long term by
No Phllly Variety Show
Fox-West Coast and will be reopened next month after a polishing
Philadelphia, Sept. 15.
Tent 13 Variety Club is cfropping job.
its annual dinner for the duration.
The event, usually held in DecemBKQ'a Uptown, Detroit
ber, has been one of the outstanding
Uptown theatre, Detroit, has been
social and civic functions in Phila- added
to the RKO midwest theatres
delphia with more than 1,200 at- division
in charge of Tom Gorman.
tending each year at $10 a head. Louis Lutz
continues as house manFunds raised at this dinner ere used ager.
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Lack of Transportation Hits U.

May Stymie

S.

Pix
i^^sl

J

^Continued from page

Japs Nipped
«

Greater Care on Export Selections

it

is

double billing as virtually a foreAll Government
gone conclusion.
regulation of the film industry, heretofore by suggestion, points to a desire on the part of the authorities
for screen programming made up f«r
the most part of a single feature, a
regular short and one or two shorts

Wf

W\M •!•

a

Rnc

•

Film Theatre Mgrs.
In England Unite

London, Sept. 1,
A national trades union for pichouse managers has bieen
ture
formed here. By a imanimous vote
Leaves as Geni Mgr. In England, dealing with Government activities. it was decided to form a Cinema
Managers Assn. as an autonomous
Bnt SUys In Another Capacity
The extent to which the regular

SQUIERS QUITS M-G POST

Sept. 15.

Fihn
t

W%

Hum
W%

1

In Pniuppmes, Refugee Keveals

considered essential to
wartime needs.
Majority of exhibitors and producers alike regard the demise of
sofar as

Fnms on Shipment of Pictures; Urge

HoUywood,

Hamm

• St. MaitlB'a PUee, TntelaaF
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Ripest film production plum in the
fell to the Japs when they
took the Philippines, according to
refugee from
the
See,
Charlie
'Happ/ World' in Singapore, who
addressed the Publicity Club of New

Far East

Though
last Thursday (10).
he doubted that the Filipino industry could thrive imder Nipponese
declared
that
the
section of the National Assn. of domination. See
studio production schedules will em|ors to export to Latin America as
Theatrical and Kinematograph Em- Japs are turning regular entertainwould, from acment channels into a propaganda
James Squiers, general manager body war themes
many films as they have In the past.
ployees.
official
the
In
strongly
figure
counts,
medium.
England for more than
It will be a matter of picking and for Metro in
attitude towards industry activities.
See said that there were more
30 years, will retire next month, acchoosing among regular domestic
Single billing, however, is not conthan 100 production companies in
cording to word received in N. Y.
features and shorts to decide which
sidered by any means the most
the Philippines, approximately. 25
from Sam Eckman, managing direcexhibiwhich
of them should be soundtracked in
problem
troublesome
with regular production schedules,
corporation in Great
$.)anish and Portuguese for Latino tor for the
producers could be faced
and
tors
the other producing intermittently,
Britain. Squiers stays as director of
consumption.
with, though it would uindoubtedly
prior to the outbreak of the war.
companies even
British
Metro's
work a hardship on some of the
Foreseeing this, BKO has quietly
See, formerly manager of the
though retiring from the active man- smaller producing companies and
ec'.opted a policy, wherever possible,
'Happy World' amusement enterageual post.
theatre operators. The general trend
of injecting material which would
prise, which he describes as the
No new general manager for Eng- of Government policy appears to be
make its product particularly suit'Coney Island of Malaya,' employing
land has as yet been selected.
towards channeling studio manable for the south of Dixie market.
some 2,000 entertainers in Singapore,
power into the various branches of
Thus, if there's competition for shipthe
with
connected
was also
the ictvice iu order to provide the
ping space aboard planes and boats,
Malan-Buoscope Enterprises, operarmed forces with an adequate
the studio figures it has a head start
ating 43 theatres in Java, and ZuclBuenos Aires, Sept 8.
technicians.
trained
of
reservoir
Jn getting its pix the nod from GovSigning here of contract by Lumi- lig (Big 7) productions in the Philipproduction
studio
of
Limitation
ernment authorities.
ton Studios for Spanish film rights pines. He got out of Singapore and
would automatically send many
It's a kind of insurance plan that
be later Java one jump ahead of the
more studio workers into branches to 'Sixteen,' first English play to
KKO has adopted and one that will
filmed by Argentine company, gives Japs, in the latter instance reaching
of the service which can use techpos.<:ibly
pay oS with reasonably
the British the first round in a move safety in the only vessel which sucnical crews.
Although total
good dividends.
long urged by practical-minded ex- cessfully dodged air and submarine
'Essential' Industry
rentals extracted from the south-ofattack.
Though it has been the openly perts on developing of better relathe-border nations is minor, in comSee stated that Philippine films
tions with South America.
stated policy of the authorities that
parison with U. S. income, they are
Inking of the contract took place rated first In quality on the Far
the picture business is 'essential' and
nothing to be overlooked. RKO
amid much ceremony and was at- Eastern market insofar as native
should be maintained, the requirescheme, as a result, may be found
tended by Sir Eugen Millington production is concerned, cost of
ments of the Army and Navy
creeping into other lots.
Drake, former Ambassador to Uru- some of the major productions be-,
obviously modify any such broad,
London, Sept 1.
S%% or Leas
ing in the neighborhood of $25,000
Question now guay, now representative of the
Longer runs for American pic- general classification.
British Council for Cultural Rela- and considered of a high standard
It's uncertain yet just what peris to what extent the motion picture
centage of the number of films that tures in all parts of the United King- industry is to be maintained, com- tions in South America, British comparable with the output of some
formerly went to Latin America will dom are more than a possibility in
counterpart of Nelson Rockefeller's of the smaller American companies
patible with wartime exigencies.
to
Coordinate
Inter- such as Monogram.
be able to find shipping space in
quarters any drastic Committee
In some
Chinese and British-India films
1942-43.
A rough guess might be the immediate future. Fear of a r.egulation, such as shuttering of american Affairs.,
the
Far East,
second,
in
Point made by observers is that rate
90% or less, unless the Latinos miss disastrous shortage of new releases theatres by decree, because of shorttheir Hollywood diversion to such an is rapidly reaching the acute stage
the British will get across to local- Japanese third and Malayan films
ages of fuel, electricity or manSee said the Japs are also
extent the government puts up a among renters and exhibitors.
ites a translation of a recognized fourth.
power, is heavily discounted. Sharp
Equawk and breaks down resistance
English success, plus all the idealogy using six or seven studios in the
News
of America's tightening up curtailment in use of cars, the likely
to films of Army men in Washington
contained in the play, and be paid Malay peninsula to turn out propatravel for pleasure purwho dish out shipping priorities. on production adds to the growing rationing of increased iitcome taxes for it U. S. propagandists in their ganda pictures. He stated that
and
They naturally see military equip- alarm, especially in view of the im- poses
was getting bigger
make film entertainment more es- desire to achieve similar results have native product
ment, food and many other essen- possibiity
of
American subjects sential than ever. Any radical cur- often proposed sending U. S. com- rentals than top U. S. product due
tials as more vital than entertain- being made in British studios. Army
panies here to produce plays or have to extended playing time, but only
tailment of virtually the sole rement, although that's a mistake call-up here has thinned the ranks of
big cities. American
maining source of entertainment talked of production of American outside of the
that's been made before.
players and technicians until British
films in Spanish, which. Is far more pictures, of course, took first place
available to lower income earners
centres.
Selection of which pix shall go to production has become hopelessly would
ill-advised costly and hardly as effective as in metropolitan
considered
be
having it done in South America by
Latin America lies pretty much in crimped.
since it would leave large numbers
the hands of the Office of the CoAs the trade sees it, the only so- of plant workers and others on the South Americans.
Rights for 'Sixteen,' which has
ordinator
of Inter-American
Aflution is for the long-established rule home front with nothing to divert
fairs.
been given legit production here,
Under a plan explained to a of weekly runs for general releases them.
were sold for a substantial sum by
number of studio people here, dur to be .set aside for the duration, alAIRES
In considering the celluloid re$6,300 IN
ing the past week by Francis Al lowing boxoflice hits to run in any quirements of the armed forces, Lawrence Smith, author's' rep. Play,
stock, director of the film division one house for as long as business
written by Aimee and Philip Stuart,
opinion expressed in the trade Is
of the OCIAA, that agency will warrants.
was translated by Jose Alberto
Buenos Aires, Sept 8.
that the film industry should be
work closely with the forei^ manGood weather over the weekend
represented in Washington prior to Arrieta, who will assist in the adapagers of the majors in making the
tation.
Pict will star Pepita Serra- and bad weather the rest of the time
the imposition of any far-reaching
selection of Min<f
Among other sugges- doi and Maria Duval. Production put a damper on B. A. flrst-run t>oxrestrictions.
Pix which the OCIAA favors for EALING, INCORPORATED, tions which the authorities could starts at once and pic is expected to offlces last week. Only pic to draw
be ready by the close of the year 23,000 pesos was 'Remarkable AnLatino audiences are not necessarily
consider is the establishment of a
those which have a direct Latin
BIZ IN
committee, representing the WPB, and will be preemed in aid of the drew' (Par), which had a stage show,
British Red Cross.
American angle, although they are,
Ray Ventura, to help with the draw.
the Army and Navy and the film inSmith reports other Argentine Nothing else came near it
of course, favored if the subject is
dustry to formulate plans whereby
Albanv <:pn»
In
given
Other.. e«tim4tc*» all
j«i»./.4«»>ft^^»«j)jflijJ/./3K<i»-j»i>i*:4i>-.-.
^["^^y-.^lP.^:, ''\--tth»<'Ax-:ed-f«»re.*- would-eet-*U die- ^•rvducers interested in both U. S.
faling Studios, Ltd., according to
portant, however, are pictures of an
and English plays. Difficulty of some Argentine peso*, currentlv at about
I
film and technical help required
ideological or war nature. OCIAA papers filed here by H. William without seriously injuring civilian American works is that they have 27c U. S., follows:
f
aims to have the citizens of the Fitelson,
already been done by Hollywood,
Ambassador (Lautaret & Cavallo)
its U. S. counsel, has quali- entertainment and so lessening the
U. S.'s good neighbors shown that
power of the most influential public but authors' rep maintains many old (x,400; 2.50; 2.00). 'Ringside Maisie'
the way. of life here is good and fied itself to transact business in
at sUents might be sold for redoL- j (M-G). Very poor 5,000. Last week,
America.
The company is headed morale and informative media
T.orth
here, as well as Broadway plays of 'Bajo un Angel del Clelo' ('An Angel
preserving. Conversely,
it
the disposal of the Government
likes Latins to see that life under by Michael Balcon. Company turns
Came Down From Heaven') (Arg.Duplication of effort in Army- past seasons.
out
six
pix
yearly
which are released
the Axis is a nightmare to be avoidmade), not bad 9,000 on second week.
Navy film production and lack of
by
United
Artists.
ed at any cost. Likewise, the RockeIdeal (Lococo) (070; 3.00; 2.90).
Boys Onl Caraeu Firm's Eqalp.
an efficient distribution system is
feller office wants shown that the
Meanwhile, proceedings In U. S. held largely responsible for the huge
'Mister
(UA). Fair 14,500 for first
Caracas, Sept. 8.
U. S. has an Army and Navy that's District Court against Ealing Studios
The newly formed Bolivar Films week. Did terrific 50,000 week previquantities of film being requisitioned
plenty strong enough to knock the by Tonia and Ragnhllde Cabot
Co. of Venezuela has purchased the ously at the Opera but had to switch
by the armed forces.
«uls out of Hitler. Hirohlto & Co., charging plagiarism of "Cuban Heels'
equipment of the defunct Avila because of previous engagements.
and that it Latins are laying any in the George Formby pic, 'Let
studios for 33,000 bolivares ($9,900). Last week, 'SalMteur* (U), n.s.g.
bcis. here's the side
which to George Do It,* have been discon
Company is waiting a shipment 8,500 on third week.
have a mutuel ticket.
tinued.
Bex (Cordero, Cavallo Si Lautaret)
of material before producing several
A. K.
Responsible for all Latin Amer(.1.305; 2.50: 2.00).
'Rio Rita' (M-G).
documentaries.
; Continued from pa(c I;
ican matters at RKO is William
Weak 20,000. Lwt week. 'We Were
Gordon, who lived and worked in
Dancing' (M-G), o.k. 30,000.
engaged for musicals in the future
Argentina and other South American London 'Face It' Hits
This takes all the s. a. off the stage
Oeeu (Coll. GatU tt Cia.) (2.800;
countries for a numbers of
and puts it in the munitions plants
years
Schools'
2.00; 1.50). 'Syncopation' (RKO). AnPix
It was he who sold to
Snag on Seyeral Counts and other war factories, where,
Charles
other low note here with only 15,000.
sContlnned Irom pace 1;
Koerner, RKO's new studio chief
Bellemore says, youth and energy
Lest week, 'Rings on Her Fingers'
the idea of making and handling
are vital necessities at this time.
the second covering 28 of the 56 (20th), fairish 18,000.
London, Sept. 1.
nibjects to get maximum attention
Legit sees the order as turning rural schools.
NormaBdle (Lococo) (1,400: 2.00:
"Let's Face It,' which is talked of
v hen the OCIAA makes its choice
Film contributors include the 1.50). 'In ThU Our Life' (WB). Not
as possibility for I«ndon Palladium, its musicals into farces via the aged
of stuff for plane and boat
trans- is being
held up due to several ensembles, eliminating in one fell State University of Iowa; the YMCA, bad 14,000 on second nm after preem
portation priorities.
swoop the bald-headed row, strictly Chicago; the State Health Dept.; the at top-priced Ideal. Last week, 'Reap
rea.sons.
Main one is George Black is de- interested in the shapely cuties, and Iowa Tuberculosis Assn.; Army and the Wild Wind' (Par) nifty 10,000
Navy recruiting departments; Gen- 0.1 second week of pop-priced run.
sirous of making several changes in making a mockery of the ballet ensembles that are features of the eral Motors, and the Ford Motor
MoBBmental (Coll, Gatti & Cia.)
Switch 'Arsenic'
the cast, but that is not possible,
appears definite that lack of
transportation during the next year
Tt

uill

make

it

impossible for the

ma-

.

Ai^Io-Arg. Deal

On

A

Longer

York

Filmed Play
G(

Runs

Seen Vital In

Great Britain

.

'ANDREW-STAGE SHOW
BUENOS

TO DO

AMERICA
n

V

m

Chorines

War

W

Rights

Mexico

City, Sept.

as

8.

The National Actors and Dramatists Union has rescinded the award
of

exclusive

rights

to

present

In

Mexico a Spanish version of 'Arsenic
and Old Lace.' which it recently
granted actress Maria Teresa Montoya. Latter, with her company, is
vorking here under a Federal government subsidy at the Teatro
Fnbregas.

Union switched 'Lace' rights to the
Blanch sisters for presentation at
their Teatro Ideal because it found
they had prior rights to the play's
adaptation in Spanish.

most of them have run-of-the-play local vaudeville revues. Presently Co.
there is only one musical playing
contracts. Other troubles are salary
locally. 'Let's Face If for WilllamWartime Film Courses al CCNT
commitments, with Bobby Howes'
son-Tait and the new order makes
College of the City of New York
contract calling for 10% of the
it unlikely that there will be many
has revamped its film technique
gros.ses, while Pat Kirkwood is down
others.
course to jibe with current wartime
for T/7%. It is understood Howes
Another obstacle in the drive to conditions. New term, starting Sept.
has agreed to take flat salary of
revive legit has developed over 'To
24, will st;'ess the war angle in foiir
$1,600, with Kirkwood having been
bacco Road.' Alec Coppell, producer of the five courses with one of the
offered $500 per instead of her pres- for
Whitehall Productions,
indie Instructors being Richard Ford, fllm
ent contract, but she flatly refuses legit unit, states that Chief
Secre- officer with the British Press Serv
to forego contract for less than $800. tary Baddeley had
so drastically Ice.
Black's changes in the book, which censored the script that Whitehall
The students will cover theatres,
he contemplates, is another stum- har decided to cancel the presenta- defense centers
and air raid war
bling block, as this necessitates tion, listed for Sydney late this den meetings
to survey the effecspecial sanction from Vinton Freed- month.
It is the first known time
tiveness of training films, end the
ley, now producing the show on that a play has been censored be- workshop
group will produce a war
Broadway, with Danny Kaye starred. fore actual presentation here..
film short

(1,300;

Weak

2.00; 1.50). 'Invaders' (Col).
12,000 for first week at pop

after record-breaking 38,000
on weekend prior to official yanking.
Last week, 'Gone With the Wind,'

prices

neat 12,000 for closing stanza of season's longest run.

Opera (Lococo)

(2,400: 2.50; 2.00).

'Remarkable Andrew' (Par) and Ray
Ventura Band stage show. Best of
the week for 25,000.
Last week,
'Mister
(UA), terrific 50.000.

V

& Cavallo)
'Married Bachelor'

Broadway (Lautaret
(2 863; 2.00; 1.50).

(.M-G).

Last

Weak

6,000 for

week, 'How Green

pop price

Was

V£lley' (20tb). not bad- 14,000
second week of pop price.

M}cr

..

.
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DENVER

IN
Terrific

. .

opening to better business than open-

ing of top pictures of past months.

'IN SALT LAKE...
Three weeks of smash business following
biggest opening and second weeks.

riN KANSAS CITY...
topping recent high-spot openings by wide

money margm.

Hi

r

IN DES

MOINES

. .

Crashing through to smack beginning ond
set for top-bracket grosses.

W

IN HARRISBURG,
IN RE
READING, IN

IN

BROOKLYN
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^SSContlnued from page

Pressure by Monthly Release
War

Ihc

DillicuUics

Committee

had

lias

in

Activities

getting U. S.

every
show Government-sanctioned morale
exliibs

play

to

regularly

and informational shorts
England.

in

There,

at

is

reflected

too,

theatre

operators have been unable to find
the time to squeeze such bricflcs in
on every performance, and the
Ministry of Information is revising
its policy as a result.

MOI, insleadof making and

releas-

ing a five-to-lO-miniite short every
week, will henceforth release one
15-minute film a month. This is expected to relieve the pressure for

'I am sure that I have learned a
as the sca.son's starter, has
Two great deal of value, even in the
indefinitely.
been shelved
But I
Weeks' hits the cameras in le.<;s than short time I've been here.
should not like to express an opinion
two weeks.
until I have had time to sort my
impressions, and properly evaluate
them.
At the moment I am overcome by a sense of vastness of which
we at home have no suitable conception.
We have nothing comparable
to it, nothing that bears more than
a faint resemblance.
'But we're getting out good pictures at home. And we're going to

double-feature policy and include
newsreels, a cartoon, trailers and
usually some local announcements in
the program.

OFFUNIVER'

make

BOYCOTT

i

tion of the program in the past, in
favor of pictures on the broader as-

To answer

the occasional need for

getting
out
specific
information
quickly, trailers will be made and

attached to newsreels.
This has
been frequently done in the past.
It is hoped that the lessening of ten>
siQn caused by necessity of getting
out a film every week will enable
the MOI to concentrate more on

New

quality.

not

mean any

of quantity of
will be

policy,

however, will

considerable lessening
MOI product. There

more made now

purposes,

particularly

propaganda

for special
for foreign

15.

minority' of Twin City independent
exhibitors cancelling out one of the
pictures,
'Mi's.
biggest
boxoflice
Mmiver' of recent years, in protest
against percentage,
will
backflre
against them to their own financial
Instead of
loss, it's now indicated.
following a customary procedure of
low-er
re-oflering the
picture at
terms later to
the exhibitors who
cancel, Metro has let it be known
that the Aim will not be available to

them.

Those cancelling say they propo.se

buy the picture

flat

or not at

all,

but the general squawk has been

NABBED

IN prrr

how to be interesting,
while being discreet and non-commltal.
As a civil servant of the
British government, his position is
judicial rather than interpretative or
critical.
His opinions, therefore, are
sentation of

Minneapolis, Sept.

use.

HOWPER

better ones.'

The visitor, it may be said parenthetically, was giving an ideal pre-

The most unusual situation arising from the action of 'a substantial

I'D

$13

a
very flourishing entity, capable of
giving rugged competition in the
as

slated

METRO LAUGHS

pects of the war.
Subject matter
will include such things as post-war
aims, strategy and economic policy.

Ss^^hI

emerge from the second

will

marts of the world.
'Everyone has been most kind
since my arrival," he said, with an
Lom-Abner Switch
"1 have
air of measuring his words.
met your Mr. Blumberg and Mr.
Hollywood. Sept. 15.
Work and they have taken valuable
Lum 'n' .^bncr are switching their time in order to show me about, and
RKO dim schedule and putting on let me see how it is that a great
'Twe Weeks to Live' a.< the fir.st of studio gets out its product. Mr.
by Jack Mayer and Mr. Mannix have been
their pictures, produced
equally cordial and cooperative. So
Vction. for the 1942-43 program.
originally was Mr. Freeman at Paramount.
World,'
'Wonderful

.screenlime, which has been very
heavy, since most houses have a

New MOI product generally will
avoid speciQc instructional subjects,
such as have .ade up a large por-

Ratiomng and Wartime

Brit/s SomerveirJ Ga$-Tire

England Solving Morale Film

that the Metro sliding scale was set
'so high' that 'Miniver' would cost

seldom public property.
Please let me set you straight on
one point,' said he, earnestly fixing
his auditor with a sharp though understanding eye. 'I am not here to
put one over. The purpose ,of my
visit
is
to observe; to listen and
learn, anil perhaps profit from the
things
your great industry has
worked out to its satisfaction. And
I

am

certain

that British

film-pro-

duction will be the gainer from the
report I shall make.'
^
It

also

seems the British industry has
been the gainer by its experi-

ence of 1915-20, when the entire
production schedule did a jack-

knife, from which it is only now rethem S0%, and they don't propose covering.
to permit such a split under any
'We stopped making picliu-e.s then,'
circumstances.

Biz

Boom

'Jachrabbit' Exhibs

throughout the country, the
the wartime industry boom is de- middle west cornbelt is its particit's
veloping the Jackrabbit 'exhibitor' ular province at the moment,
record high this year, judging nothing new, having begun in the
t.i
by reports received from established silent days. Locale of these showexhibitors in various .sections of the ings Is usually a vacant lot with
Figured that the jack- ci'ude board seats that parade muler
country.
rabbit operations are running about the title 'outdoor theatre.'
However, whenever Omaha or
12% higher than la.st year, which
also was a big season for this fly- Lincoln plays a name band or a sta^a
by-night variety of exhib.
show of any kind, streets are liberally
lined with out-of-town cars
With 19 stales on gasoline rationing and the tire siluation prevalent from as far as 100 miles away.
throughout the U. S.. the jackrabbit
operators are cashing in on the
situation which finds bus service
curtailed along with a h<>fty reduction in the travel by private motor
This Is >a situation made to
car.
order for the traveling, itinerant
exhib because it enables him to
Los Angele.s, Sept. 15.
reach small towns otherwise bereft
Film exhibitors in the farm diso: a film show. Instances where the
Jackrabbit lads are making hay tricts are getting a temporary break
while the situation prevails by play- with thousands of seabuiiiil workers
ing two nearby spots on the same picking the summer crops and maknight also are reported.
ing up for the thousands of young
Now as never before it is up to natives who have deserted agricultheir zone
the exhibitors

and eral

shortage

tire

ratioiiitig,

Qa.i

FARM WORKERS BOON
TO RURAL THEATRES

'

to

police

of operation and tip off proper authorities, according to the Copyright
orBureau,
policing
Protection

CPB

ganization of the industry.

is

set up to prevent all unauthorized
exhibition of pictures, hauling such
fly-by-night exhibs up on the carpet when it is established that they
are screening product without paying any rental.

Trade attitude
(hence

night

is

the

ture tor

more

Sainted in Par Fihn

they

mast depend on

Hollywood, Sept.

a bootleg supply of prints in order

show a profit. These are bootlegged by actual 'borrowing' of an
original to make a dupe negative,
or by thefting a print from an exhibitor or exchange. This has been
the experience in the past when
guilty jackrabbits have been turned
up and shown they were giving unauthorized .showings of films.

he explained, 'with the result that
'If we're going to fight percentRecent development this season is
Hollywood came on with a boom and
we might as well start out this really took over the
world market. the increa.sed u.se of le-millimeter
time by hitting the year's biggest Of
It
course, we never propose to com- prints in such jackrabbit shows.
picture and show that we mean pete
with you seriously. But at least is a simple matter to reduce a 35business,' said a spokesman for the
we shall not have to start again from mm. (standard) size print down to
group.
'Besides,
we're sick and scratch. In fact,
our momentum has the smaller one once possession is
tired of playing benefits for Metro.' held
gained of the original print. Itinerup rather surprisingly.
M-G claims that the exhibitors
•We made 46 pictures, I think it ant exhibs use 16-mm. becaiLse it
can be mailed for a small amount.
who have cancelled 'Miniver' are was. during the 1941-42 season down
confined to a single local residential at Denham.
And we shall do at
section 'now in revolt.' Branch of- least that well, we
expect, during
Canvaa on Taast
ficials here are unperturbed and inthe present season— if all goes well.
Los Angeles, Sept. 15.
clined to laugh at the development. We see no reason why
all shouldn't
In Lompoc. Cal.. Earl Calvert,
The Minnesota independents, how- go well. In the end, it always does.'
owner of an 890-seater, has turned
ever, have won a fight to buy 'Wake
an abandoned food market into a
Island' fiat on this year's contract.

Be

China's Heroism to

that such fly-by'jackrabbit' tag)

t.-)

war

Traveling fllm salesmen report an
upsurge at the boxoffices throughout
California but look for a drop when
the harvests are in the barns and
the itinerant workers move on.

exhibitor.s can't operate legitimately
Also that as a
in most instances.

consequence,

lucrative jobs in

industries.

'China,' a

tale

of struggle

15.

in

tha

Oriental irepublic, draws a top budg-

Paramount, with Rii'hnrd
producing and John
Farrow directing, from a .screenplay
by Frank Butler.
Loretta Young, Alan Lndd and
William Bendix are assigned to top

et

at

Bltunenthal

-

spots.

age,

Pittsburgh, Sept.

IS.

Round-robin robberies of Northfide theatre boxofflces were broken
oft abrupty late Friday (11) when
police

arrested

Clarence

Hays

shortly

after he had held up one
house but fumbled his second try.

Authorities

Hays,

said

pretending

he had a gun hidden beneath his
sweater, demanded from Ruth Dudson, in the ticket booth at the Kenyon theatre, 'the cabbage.' and she

It's said to be the only state where
handed over $13 in loose change, the picture is being sold ii) this way.
whereupon the bandit hurried away They boast as an achievement the
from the house, which is only a block purchase of 'Sergeant York' at 35%
in the Twin Cities and'40'r out-offrom a police station.
Shortly afterward Hays .showed up tuwn when it was being sold elseat the Garden theatre and told Mar- where throughout the country at

New

Mich. Indies Ass n

Taking in Del Exhihs
Detroit, Sept.

15..

Working on the basis of preventtha Turney. the cashier, that "this is 50':i.
The .same eoal of lower fllm prices ing 'distributors or salesmen from
a stickup: come acro.<;s.' Miss Turney
yelled for help upon realizing that and elimination of percentage <ind playing off one nearby exhibitor
Hays had his finger, not a gun. un- raised admission films also will be against another,' this area's new
derneath his sweater, and the bandit .sought In a^ociation with national Michigan
Independent
Exhibitors
fled, but was arrested a short (li.<!tance Allied States, now engaged in lini'ig Association,
formed out-state, is
away. B.oth Miss Dodson and Mis,'; up all its iniits and other region.ll moving for the inclusion of DeTurney identiHcd him.
bodies in a united fight to 'keep iii- troit's independents.
Next meeting
dependents in business by obtaining of the association will be held here
relief from distributor policies and when the drive will be n-vade to
line
$20 SUckup
practices which are crushing them up the unaffiliated exhibitors who
Pittsburgh. Sept. 15.
imder.' It will apply 'pressure,' too, have been showing a marked
inter-

Warning her that 'this is a holdup," in conjunction with the Iowa and
man demanded money from Ruth South Dakota independent exhibiDodson, on duty

Kenyon

Theatre.

Friday afternoon
$20

of

a.":

the

cashier at the
Northside,
last

il2).

receipts

She gave him
hand, and

on

that apparently satisfled the robber
for he fled immediately. Miss Dod-

son had much more than that in the
cash drawer.

est in the

new

setup.

Original plan to establish a coorganizations through the re- operative booking
organization has
cently formed Central Stales Confer- been suspended
at the present time
ence, coordinating body.
with the association,
which has
Warner Bros.' 1941-42 deal, calling placed Joseph P. Uvick in as secrefor three percentage pictures in the tary, operating primarily as a buyTwin City area, was called by some ing agency. The majority of exof his critics 'the worst disaster' ever hibitors prefer to do their own buysuffered by Minneapolis and St. Paul ing, it was pointed out, but a centors'

500-seat picture theatre. On the outskirts of Las Vegas. Nev.. Earl Strebe
has put-up a tent with a capacity of
1.000 to operate on a .subsequent policy. Shortage of building materials is
responsible for use of the latter.

nesium

turned

pro-

dlder

deems

necessary to oppose distributor demands for increased prices at this
time.

STORY BUYS

].").

Take

else.

Traveling operators with 16 mm.
projectors and sound equipment 'hat
has usually seen better days, put on
the shows. Cost of the programs is
around $10 a night with $12 to $20
for a Saturday night,

resolution to support the
organization in any course it
a

Co-op is eyeing the new tendency
of the material in the script
toward individual rather than orwhich they propose to incorporate
Hollywood. Sept.
ganizational buying following the
Producers Releasing Corp. bouKht withdrawal of the
Into a period pic tentatively titled
Clawson theatre,
My
Son,
the
Hero,' by Dovis Malioy operated by Irving
'Good Bye Nellie Gray.' Author is
Bclinsky and JoHoward Koch, Warner Bro.s. scripter, and Edgar Ulmer.
seph Mellon, from Cooperative' Thecurrently working on 'Mission to
Melro purchased 'Gentlemen. Be atres of Michigan. Belinsky plans to
Moscow.' Deal .<!Ct by Monica McCall. Seated.' minstrel tale by Dailey handle bookings personally for
the
McCalL
Pcskman and Sigmund Spaeth.
suburban house.

some

something

ent.

The Independents' group has lined
up with Allied on one issue, passing thing

fllm

IcRit

to

Eagle, Neb., for example. It has almost 300 people and is a typical case.
On the Thursday night 'free movies'
there are always around 1,000 pres-

barrel' at the time because they
needed -boxoffice pictures so badly.
Harold Field, then Minneapolis governor,
was one of the first to buy
last season by Otto Preminger,
lor $25,000. Show drew neat critical this deal and was roundly criticised
opinions but folded after a short run. for his action.
Steep stipend for an n.g. legiter is
supposedly due to 20th-Fox's yen for

Twentieth - Fox
purcha.scd
Time To Come.'
drama about Woodrow Wilson
rights to -In

Why They Boom
Omaha. Sept. 19.
town Nebraska merchants

Here's

Small

tral booking agency will be established by the MIEA to present
a
united front and to have the business handled by experts in the book-

duced

plaiU.'

believe they have answer to amusement competition of the county .seats
and larger centers In free picture
shows. For a long time now there
have been no circuses to speak of in
the small places and the Chautauqua
is rare and practically non-existent
here.
These forms were traditionally the village amusement relief.
Now they are gone, the folks have

She was unable to tell police independent exhibitors, Prexy E. L.
whether the man was armed or not Peaslee said, because it involved a
surrender on the percentage principle.
However, he pointed out, the
company had the exhibitors 'over a
IU,00« for Wilson Play

ing field.

has been va.stby a Government mag-

District's population
ly increased

which

is

some-

special.
Age of the pictures
varies from one to five years and
are for the most part westerns and
quickies. The westerns have brought

Nebraska small town popularity

to

Tim McCoy, Tom Tyler, Tex Bitter.
Johnny Mack Brown and Nebraska's
own Hoot Gibson.
What will happen when gas rationing hits the state is problematical.
Heretofore, clamp on tires and gas
has never kept the farmer from getting to town for his movies and an
ice cream soda for the family
all
around.

While the free movie idea

is

gen-

Salies Flexibility
=Contlnaed from pace 3;

each for a total of 10 on a deal,

may be

that

some

of the

it

companies

will be willing to grant a cancellation, as

far

has been indicated, but so
has more than one

only 20th

block on sale.

One

.

sales official, discussing can-

gives it as his opinion
that due to fewer films in the future
a large number of exhibs using si lot
of pictures annually would not be
able to cancel anything out even if
Also, that the
they wanted to.
distribs no doubt will be willing here
and there to allow accounts to pa.ss
cellations,

up a fllm.
Not only that but distribution men
point out that under the decree they
permitted some exhibs to buy three
or four pictures out of a given block
(including Metro), and that they
are unlikely to force an exhib
buy pictures they can't use. Thus,
they will be getting what amounts
to a cancellation. One company already >6 said to be prepared to follow this policy.
Under the decree ulso. r.xhibs
skipped certain blocks they did.n't
like or need. Thus some, for ex-

now
to

ample, bought Gtuup No. 1, passed
up No. 2 and bought No. 3. thus
again not being forced to play a
full
bu.ving
season's line though
different than prior to consent.
Par's Idea
Sales policy to govern iis lir.st
five pictures for 1942-43 relea.se was
formulated during the past week by

Paramount which plans

to

adhere

to

decree-selling, for the time being at
Although having screened the
Initial gr(ntp of five that will be
offered to accounts as a package, Par
has held off selling up to now. Pictures are 'Wake Island.' 'Major and
Minor,' 'Gla.ss Key,' 'Priorities on
Parade* and 'Wildcat.'
Policy set includes derfiands for
percentage on other films for various
situations.
In
some spots, while
'Wake' will be available only on
least.

percentage, the other four
sold

may be

flat.

Par is the last to start selling new
season's prodiMt because it has had
a better backlog of releases than
other companies and presently .still
has 1941-42 pictures on the market
with a representative number of
cSntracts to be played out.

—
ADVERTISEMENT
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Townl

Uninvited' Gives

Par

3 Out of 5 Top Natl Best-Sellers

B.O.

Inn Inn', Town
'Inn
After Town, on 'Variety'*'
Lineup of Top Grossers
Seattle . . Frisco . . N. Y.
B'klyn
. . . Balto . . . Chi .

It'a

of

Sfco«vs in

ROOU

lAKE

ISLAND'

mount Company three of the first
five novels on national best-seller

TOPPING

.

Paramount's purchase of The
Uninvited,'
Dorothy
MacArdle's
goose-pimple best-seller, announced
end of last week, gives The Para-

lists.

'The Uninvited' stacks up as
four on bookseller's re-

number

. .

ports.
.

.

Detroit

.

Denver
Cincy

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

L'ville

Omaha

.

.

.

.

.

.

REAP'

.

Mpla.

.

on four openings
'Wake Island' last weekend show the World War II epic is
reports

Field

of Par's

MONOTONOUS!

IT'S

Par has hitherto purchased 'And
Now Tomorrow,' Rachel Field b-s,,
and "The Hour Before Dawn,' W.
Somerset Maugham contribution to

running ahead of smashing grosses
It

was Paramount

board

in

'Variety,'

right across the
issue
of

last
week's
in
case
you

through too

headlines in town after town on the
'Grosses Pages' and grabbed top

—

Box-

billing in the sheet's 'National
office Survey.'

As

BO

the

survey put

it,

'Inn'

was

'playing 18 key spots covered by
'Variety' with business ranging from
fine to sock
hitting a record in
Denver, pacing Seattle, pacing Cincinnati, best single attraction in Boston, rated sockeroo in Louisville and
Bcliif 'Henry' of 'Henry Aldrleh Gete Qbunonr' and Frances
OiSord, velf-balt nprem*. To add flavor, ihe's wrapped In
Lamour'i saronf, a hand-me-down f-i(rlnf-plus from 'Beyond tho
Biao Horlien.' CaM Ineladei Charles Smith, John Lltel, Olive Blak•noy and ether first string refulars from the Aldrlch series.

V^c^Prddart Wallace

to

Appear

In Fourdi Victory Siort' From Par

San Francisco, sockeroo second K.C.
week, sockeroo Detroit and Chicago,
Indianapolis, Baltimore and Omaha
...sock second sesh In two L. A.
houses and Buffalo. Hit a remarkable fifth week at N. T. Paramonnt,
also a great moveover In Cleveland,
great Minneapolis opening stansa
and trim fourth Newark week.'
Headlines carried the same story,
naturally, but a bit more blazingly
They ran 'Inn' Seattle's Pacemaker
'Inn' Hot in Balto
Jackpot; 'Inn' Torrid

Chicago Leader
B'kljrn'.

Fourth

the serie* of Par'«
Victory Shorts boasts vie'e-prexy
^enry Wallace In top billing.
Brlefor U titled Tho Price of Victory,' with £ub]eot matter culled
from hU historic eddresi of the

SKED 'CHINA'

FOR TOP CAST
Paramount will soon produce a
drama of the Far East,

The

spectacular

other three, was

titled 'China,'

tion.

stellar roles, studio

Other three, slated for release
one each month, starting Sept. 15,
are 'A Letter From Bataan,' with
Richard Arlcn and Susan Hayward,
plugging vital need for conserving
war materials; 'We Refuse to Die,'
with Ellen Drew and Barry Sullivan,

vicious Nazi
massacre at Lidice; and "The
Aldrich Family Gets in the Scrap,'
with the regular players of that
feature series.
William Pine megs the Victory
Shorts and William Thomas produces.
retelling

the

Terrif in

Omaha

Cincy

'Inn'

Frisco Hits
'Inn'

Socko

'Holiday' Cheers

Big Detroit

'Inn'

'Inn' Big;

DeMille's

the

some dates and topTechni musical smash
in

DuMauricr's 'Frenchmen's Creek'
'Louisiana Purchase' in all.
Monday); "The Forest
(started
At the Orpheum, Tulsa, 'Wake' Rangers' by Thelma Strabel (fintopped 'Reap' by 10 percent the ished and soon to release); Katherfirst week
15 percent above 'La, P.' ine Brush's 'You Go Your Way';
At the Imperial, Asheville, it topped NordhoR and Hall's 'Botany Bay,'
'Reap' by 10 percent the first stanza and two Dashiell Hammett's 'The
Arkansas, Glass Key' and 'Red Harvest.' First
50 over 'Purchase,'
Little Rock, and Strand, Providence, is ready for release.
showed 'Wake' neck-and-neck with
B'way biggies held by Par in'Reap' and ahead of 'Purchase' by a clude Moss Hart's 'Lady in tha
Dark' and Cole Porter's 'Let's Face
small margin.
New York Rivoli booking can't It.' First is in production,
'The Uninvited,' incidentally, will
be compared with any previous
Par pic, of course, since the pic- be the first 'serious' ghost story
ture is the first to go into this ever filmed. Yarn is about a couhouse under the new Par-UA dual pie who live in a haunted house
operation arrangement. However, in England; the ghosts are real
hair-raisers, and not Bob Hope
it's doing landofflce biz.
'Wake Island' will have a dual foils wearing Pepperels.
military premiere Sept, 23 at the
'SALUTE TO OUR HEROES
Hollywood Paramount and the
MONTH' is hair over today.
Paramount, Los Angeles, with enFrom top to bottom, the Intire proceeds of both houses going
dustry's been doing a good
to the United States Marine Corps
job. But it's Kot to be BETLt, Genl.
Fund, administered
THAT
TER. LET'S
Thomas Holcomb, according to
BILLION . . Buy Bonds and
Hollywood ParaCoast advices.

—

—

—

MAKE

.

Bonds

— Push that
— GIVE IT

mount will tilt its scale to a $2.20
top; downtown house will have a

Sell

pop price opener.

EVERYTHING YOU'VE GOT!

Stamp

Sale

— to make room for news of the

Loaation work took the camera
Washington for authentic

one-reel short, as were Par's
made at the suggestion of the Motion Picture Bureau of the Office of War Informa-

.'Inn'

up by Cecil B.

week

direct to

settings, with the remainder slated
fpr completion at the Coast studios.

.

Paces
Fine in Mpls.'— etc,
'Inn' moved over temporarily in
'Variety's' yarn about New York last

bi

same name.

.

rolled

made ping

'Holiday Inn'

fast.

Technicolor record-buster 'Reap the

skimmed Wild Wind'

the top five on the list.
Paramount now holds one of tha
biggest lists of top-flight novel
properties ever held by a studio,
as well as a hefty collection of
Broadway stage smashes. Books
now held for early production include the George Stewart bj.
'Storm'; Hemingway's 'For Whom
the Bell Tolls' (rolling); Daphna

with Loretta Young,
Alan Ladd and William Bendix in
announced this
Pio will be produced on
week.
lop-bracket scale, a la 'For

Whom

the Bell Tolls,' 'The Story of Dr.
Wassell,' 'So

'Wake

Inland.'

We

and
John Farrow, who

Proudly

Hail'

'Wake,' will handle the
Richard Blumenthal will be

socko business done by 'Wake Island'
at the Rivoli.
'Variety' reported it
doing 'riproarlng business. .. .begins
second semester after whamming
through to smash takings on the ilrst
week.'
B.O. Survey added a commentary on the other 'Wake' spot
reported to 'Variety,' to the effect
that pic was a 'knockout in Provi.

dence.'

THIS TIME DREAM'S

ONSLAVKOVORKAPICH

directed

meg.

associate producer.

Screen play for the new war p'i; being readied by Frank Buller,
who collaborated with W. R. BurPic is to
nett in writing 'Wake,'
roll

in

October,

Paramount

has
signed
Slavko
Vorkapich, the man who made
spectacular montage effects for 'Mr.
Smith Goes to Washington,' to do
dream sequences for 'Lady in the
Dark,' Mitch Leisen's film rendering
of the Moss Hart musical hit.
Pic

Ginger

co-stars

Rogers

and

Ray

Milland.

*Road to Morocco' Super-Socko

—

It's true
every word of the whispers thai have been coming
out of Hollywood about the third Hope-Crosby-Lamour 'Road'
show 'Road to Morocco.' It's even belter than that. It is the most
riotous piece of celluloid hijinks, foot for foot, ever to emerge
from the land of belly-laughs and hysterics.
'Road to Morocco' was sneak previewed in the big New York
Paramount last week to the loudest and longest laughs ever heard
In Bob Weitman's sanctum.
H, O, execs predict it will be one of
the year's biggest grossers.
Pic is set for Thanksgiving release.

—

Paramount
world
'Lady

lot has been a dream
with sets preparing for
in the Dark' at the same time

lately,

was under way on the Fred
MacMurray-Claudette Colbert film
'Nc Time for Love." 'Nu Time" also

filming

has a

lengthy dream sequence, in
to Clau-

which MacMurray appears

dette in a Superman costume. Dream
also
includes shots of Claudette
sv/imming around in a highly surrealistic

pooL

"These are the

men who

to follow

gave nie a quarter

you around town/'

—
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PICTURES

to

^FBI Front', 'Midway'

March of Time's
Point

Up

Br MIKE
Marked

lift in

Stronger Drop of Shorts

WEAR

the quality of shorts

during the last few weeks is regarded as forecasting a strong lineup of
one, two and three-reel pictures for

the 1942-43 season. Many of these
shorts are on the old 1941-42 proauct
schedule, but some are on the current year's sked.
Topped by "The FBI Front,' first

of Time issue for 1942-43, and
of Midway,' befng released
of the film industhrough the
try (20th-Fox doing physical distributing), shorts previewed in the
projection room this week constitute

March

'Battle

WAC

the strongest all-round array shown
In months.

The Battle of Midway' (Navy sgein color, WAC-20th, 20 mins.,
produced and photographed by John
Ford, U.S.N.R. and navy cameramen,
Sioken narrative, Jane Darwell,
enry Fonda, Irving Pichel, Donald
Crisp)— Rated the first battle to be
made in Technicolor and closeup of
perhaps the greatest naval engagement in world history, this is the
most gripping documentary to come
from the U. S. side of the present
World War. Photographed in June
when the Japs attacked Midway Island, the U. S. Navy saw fit to re-

cial

American naval victory as
a documentary rather than as a

lease this

newsreel.

(time

Hence, the delay

being needed to make it a wellrounded production) in getting the
epic story to the public.
'Midway' is a thrilling account

(Compiled by Besa Short)
Dog Show' (Par, 9
In this week's
'Speaking of Ani-

'At the

mins., reviewed

mals' novelty.
Temples*
(Par,
11
'Indian
mins., reviewed in this week's
Travelog of India.
'Variety').
It'

(M-G,

Color cartoon comB mins.).
edy.
'The Spirit of Annapolis' (WB,
13 mins.). U. S. Naval Academy
song, music session.
'I
a Blue Jacket' (U. S.
Recruiting
Navy, 8% mins.).
subject.

Am

Sweeny

Steps Out'

(WB,

of
reminiscent
dog,
befriends a black duckling.
dog's mannerisms are
Action and clever
gags help this to a high rating for
Paul Terry color cartoon series.
Okay for most accounta.
•The Big Bnlld-Up' (Terrytoon
cartoon comedy, 20th, 7 mins.)— One
of those dog versus cat scraps with
occasional laughs, and plenty of
g,- :s.
Trouble is that too many gags
art either familiar or forced.
'Valley of Blossoms' (Magic Carpet
Merely goes
in color, 20th, 9 mins.)

Long-eared
Pluto,

The good-guy

11

fai'.hfully depicted.

mins.). Comedy.
Soldiers'
(WB.
9
•Sniffer
mins.). Training dogs for U. S.

Army war

work.
*Alona of the Sarong Seas'
(Par, 7 mins., reviewed in this
week's 'Variety'). Popeye cartoon comedy.
KlH and Wake Up' (Col, 19
mins.). Johnny Downs comedy.
'Even As IOC (Col, 16 mins ).
Three stooges comedy.
The Greatest Gift' (M-G, 12
mins.). Dramatic short.

Th^e

—

—

American

youngsters'

Yes,

grins.

even the wounded coming in finally
from rescue at sea. The Stars and
Stripes runs up an empty flagmast

on Midway In the smoke of battle,
There are quiet scenes of the fiag
draped heroes going down to the sea
for the last time not many and the
national anthem for requiem
and
then, finally, the Navy's official enumeration of what the engagement

—

—

.

.

.

age audience will howl.
'At the Dog Shew* (Speaking of
Animals, Par, 9 mins.)—Probably
the

strongest

of these

subjecta

which animals are made

to

that the remarkable blossoms
bloom in arid desert country because
of painstaking irrigation. Story also
shows the bountiful apple crop of
the British Columbia valley region.
Lowell Thomas' deft narrative and
fine color help make the subject
wort), while.
is

in

speak

Monotony of having a string
of animals spiel Inane remarks has
been reduced to a minimum. Affairs
at do<> show are worked in with
dog comments mostly witty. They'll
Elngllsh.

go for this one.
•Hedda Hopper's Hollywood' (No.
6, Par, B mins.)—Home of Mar; Pickfrrd and Buddy Rogers, caUed the
V.ulte House of Hollywood these
days, forms the scene of a fashion
snow for visiting service men, guests
Including Boris Karloff, Reginald
Denny, Adolphe Menjou, Rudy Vallee, Joan Davis, Lola Lane, Anita
Liuise, Claudette Colbert and Mary
Pickford. Miss Hopper has large following and series is getting nice
exploitation breaks, this one living
up to the series' earlier promise.
The Japoteors' (Superman cartoon
Lt color. Par, 8 mins.)—Vastly improved Superman subject but -still
leaning heavily on the incredible.
Kids will love it
Indian Temples' (Travelog, Par,
11 mins.) Shows Hindu temples in
India plus Shiva dance. Color and
scoring are superb, but overboard in

is

keep them interested.

There

a dash of double entendre but

it's

nicely handled.
Story deals with a factory owner
who wanta to prevent his daughter
from getting married to his secretary. Pop wanta the jal to marry
his partner so that their tangled
financial affairs can be straightened
out.

C

Jackass BfaU (H-G)

t/17

J.

CarroU-R. Hussey

T. Holt-R.
J.

WEEK OF BELEASE
The Sombrero Kids (Rep)
Joan of Oiark (Rep) T/ZZ
Invlslbia Agent (U) 1/5

R. Travls-J. Bishop
T. Power-J. Fontaine

WhlUey

Parker-J. Archer

7/30/42

CD

10

W. Beery-M. Malm

C
C

W

J.

M

D. Barty-L. Menlck
Cavona-J, B. Browa
L Haasey-J. HaU

78

WEEK OF BELEASE—«/e/42
G

Blondle For Victory (Col)
Crossroads (M-G) 8/24
Smart Alecks (Mono) 8/9
7/lS
Klondyke Fniy (Mono)
Can of the Canyon (Bcp) 8/18
Happened In Flatbnsh (2«th)
Pardon My Saropg (U) 8/S

P. singleton-R. Lake
W. Powell-H. Lamarr
R. Pryor-M. Rosenblooa

RD
C

W
W

CD

</S

G

71
8«
83

B. Lowe-L..Falrbanks
O. Antry-S. Bnrnett

«*<

L. Nolan-C. t
Abott ft Costello

WEEK OF BELEASE—a/13/42

W

of the Bills (Col)

D

G
G
C

133

63
IS
68

C. Starrett-L. Walters
O. Oaraon-W. Pldgeon
B. Dnncan-E. Eennedy
L. Garrlllo-A. Dlvlaa

Weaver Bros.

Continued from page

Gal and

secretar;^

dream up

the bright idea pretending they are
parenta of an infant, but even when
the supposed offspring is presented,
pop doesn't give in. Instead, he tries
to shoot the secretary. An old-maid
aunt finally solves the problem, and
it develops the kid has been loaned
to the gal as part of an extortionist

WEEK OF BELEASE
Talk of the

Town

(Col) (7/29

Borden of the West (Mono)
Are Bosbands Necessary (Par) 6/17
Priorities on Parade (Par)
7/28
Bambl (BKO) S/27
The Pied Piper (2«th) 7/8
Shadows of the Sage (Rep)

CD
W
CD
CD
D

MU

W

•/2*/42

lit

8*
79
79
S4

G. Grant-J. Arthur
B. Jones-T. McCoy
B. HUland-B. Field*

A. Miller—J. Johnson
(Disney Cartoon)

M. WooUey>B. HeDoweO
Three Hesqaeteers

WEEK OF BELEASE—S/S7/42
One Thrilling Night (Mono) 7/1
M 69 J. Beal-W. McKay
Caning Dr. GUlesple (M-G) 6/17
M 84 L. Barrymore-P. Dors
Loves of Edgar Allan Poe (2tth) 7/6
H 67
Sheppar^L. DahMB
WEEK OF BELEASE 9/S/4>

W
M
W

Vengence of the Wert (Col)
B. Eniott-Tes Bitter
Sabotage Sqoad (Col) 8/S
68 B. Bennett-K. Suit*
Arizona Stagecoach (Mono)
Range Busters
CD 68 H. Fonda-L. pan
The Big Street (RKO) 8/S
scheme. The aunt adopts the child, Orchestra Wives (28th) 8/12
BIU
97 Q. MoBtgomery-A. Botherrd
marry,
and
and
secretary
daughter
Across the Paclfle (WB) 8/19
86 B. Bogait>M. Astor
he becomes manager of the factory,
Francisco Alvarez Is good as the
WEEK OF BELEASE 9/16/42
father, and Zully Moreno, as the
leading femme, has plenty of eye Spirit of Stanford (Col)
CD
F. Albert-M.
appeal, although nj.h. as an actress Ide of Missing Men (Mono)
67 H. Boward-O.
J. Bobbard-M. Ol
and badly costumed. Gladys Rizza, Yonth on Parade (Bcp)
S8 R. Rogers-H. Parrlsh
as a cabaret singer, is not particu- Snnset Serenade (Bep) 8/9
73
Bells
Capistrano
of
(Rep)
9/16
O. Antry-8. Burnett
diction
Is
larly photogenic and her
Mexican Spitflre*! Elephant (RKO) 8/S
G 63
Velex-L. Errol
sloppy. Pedro Quartucci, as the secM 79 L.
Berlin Correspondent (26th) 8/13
V. GUmore-D. Andrews
retary, is okay.
MU 6S Andrews Sisters
Give Out Bisters (U) 9/2
Little coin has been spent on the
which are mostly interiors.
seta,
WEEK
OF
BELEASE
9/17/42
Amadori keeps the show going, but
could have used his camera better.
King of the Stallions (Mono)
Thnndarelond-D. 0*BrleB
Ray.
Somewhere IH Find Ton (M-G) 8/S RD 197 c. Gable-L. Tnmer
Wings and the Wonun (RKO)
M 92
Neegte-B. Ne#toB
M 70 A.
Careful, Soft Shonlder (29th) 8/12
V. Bmce-J. BSlson
M 61 L Hervey-K. .Taylor
Halfway to Shanghai (U) 9/9
"
M
O. Tearle-i. "
One of Onr Aircraft Is Missing (U)
('The Kids Grow Up*)

M

H
W
W
W

.

W

LOS CHICOS CRECEN
(ABGENTINE-MAOE)
Buenos Aires, Sept.

WEEK OF BELEASE—9/24/42
1.

Lumlton producUon and releaM. Featana
Atturo Qarcla Buhr, Peplta Serrador, Uarla
Duval, Santiago Oomec Con. Maruja QU
Quesada, Miguel Gomez Bao, Aurella Ferrer. Mariana Marti, Quico Moyano, Edgardo Morula. Roberta Soria, Irli Martorelll.
Story,
Dartliefl
and Danel: adapted by
Darthen. Damel and Julio Porter; photography by Alfredo Traverso: directed by
Carlos Hugo Chrletenaen. Reviewed at the
Broadway.

W

Buenos Alrea.

MINS.

My Sister Eileen (Col) 9/16
Police Bullets (Mono)

CD

Bandit Ranger (RKO)

Jnst OH Broadway (20tb) 8/12)
Sin Town (U)
Desperate Jonmey (WB) 8/19

97

R, RnsseU-B.
J.

66

D

107

M

MU

Lucky Legs (Col)
Phantom KlUer (Mono)
This is by far the best pic young Highways by Night (RKO)
director Carlos Hugo Christensen Iceland (20tti) 8712
Hep to Love (U)
has produced.
A neat story made Get
Moon and Sixpence (U)

M
M

MU
MU

D

'

without

H
W

CD

Marsh-J.

Aheme

AAher

T. Holt-G. Edwards
L. Nolan-M. Weaver
C. Bennett-B, Cnwiord
E. Flynn-B.

Began

WEEK OF BELEASE—10/1/42

Running time,

youthful characters
and pop approach are likely to make
it a strong grosser throughout Latin
America. Story is somewhat artificial but relieved by smooth charac
terization.
Dialog is over-wordy
and, at times bombastic, but all in
all it stands up well.
Story is about a lawyer who re'
marries but tries to hide his pre
vlous marital life and his three children. He hands over the kids to a
length.
friend, and years later, when the
Timber Athletes' (Grantland Rice, lawyer becomes a widower, he seeks
P.^r, 10 mins.)—Starts out to shov
to Join his youngsters.
There are
various sports depending on wood of plenty of complications on
this point
vast tlmberlands; then switches over and it ends with the realization
by
to depleting the athletic lads needed
the attorney that the adopted father
to procure this wood in action. An
is really the true poppa.
isual sporta topic.
1
Work of Buhr is outstanding and
'How to Play Baseball* (Walt Dis gives every indication that the young
ney color cartoon comedy, RKO. 7 player is due for stardom. Three
mins.)—Another laugh hit from Dis- child stars add much interest to the
ney. Supposed to be sort of builder- film,
especially
Mariana
Marti.
upper for 'Pride of Yankees,' this Peplte Serrador doesn't do too well,
one stands on its own for bright but Maria Duval, a new starlet In
ideas, speedy action and laugh-com- a small role, attracts
attention. Mu
pelling scenes.
As with Disney's sic by George Andreanl is above
comedy on the art of boxing, this average.
Ray

—

Thundering Hoofs (BKO)
HI Neighbor (Rep)

Mrs. Miniver (M-G) 5/13
HlUVUly BUtikreIg (Mono) 9/16
Timber (D) 8/12
The Old Homestead (Rep) 8/26

ing situations and fast-moving, although somewhat theatrical, dialog
will

RD

nerre of the Plains (M-G) S/IT

Bad Men

Film Reviews
;

M SI
118
H U
W 61

Escape from Crime (WB) t/i
This Above AU (20th) S/13

—

to show how interesting and colorful a simple story of apple blossoms
can be when skillfully done.

cameras

along the runways.
The fighting
men go almost leisurely to their stations, in the gun pits, in the bombardier wells of the ships.
They
roar away ... and the hair lifts on
ycur scalp, if you're a civilian look
Ing at the film ... a tension at the
pic of the stomach.
Suddenly a swarm of fighters take
off.
Amidst the noisy clatter, you
hear the narrator's voice, shouting,
There go the Marines!' Another
ehout, "Here come the Japs." Japs
dive smoking into the sea. Several
smack into the dunes. A great hangar
gets it with a bomb, starts to blaze.
An oil tank is hit, raising a black
plume. The Yanks are beginning the
terrific toll of enemy planes which
rose to 300 officially credited by the
Navy before the battle of Midway
ended.
In this bedlam of sound and fury,
the camera swings often to watch
for a few seconds the fighting style
of two young Marines in a gunpit
close by. They are tense but not
afraid.
One thing will strike the
beholder: on all the faces of the
young Americans he will see in the
picture, not one wears the look of
fear.
Several even grin at the
cameras, in the thick of action—rgood

M—

-DM

'Variety').

'The Early Bird Dood

FILM BOOKING CHART

Mall Trouble* (Leon Errol com- (For <n/orjnallon 0/ theotr« and fltm axchanff* boofcefs VaBiErY presents
edy, RKO, 18 mins.)— It's not mall a compute chart 0/ fenfurs releases o/ oH the American distributinff comtrouble, but script trouble that mars panies /or fhs current Qtiarferltf period.
Dote o/ review* <u given In
Errol is a funny comic given
this.
Vabiett and the runntoijr time of prints are included.)
proper material. Large supporting
Melodrama; C—Comedv; CD—Comedycast fails to overcome trite story. Key to Type Abbre»iaftons:
After one especially corny gag, Errol Droma;
Western; D—Droma; RD—Romantic Drama; MU—Musical.
remarks: 'That won't do.' Applies to
Fipures heretuifh indicate date of Variett's rewieto ond running time.
whole film.
•Two for the Money* (Edgar Kennedy comedy, RKO, 17 mins.)— Vast
WEEK OF BELEASE—7/S,'42
improvement over recent Kennedy
comedy efforts. Has a plot, even if Atlantic Convoy (Col)
M
t. Beal-V. Field
a bit weird, and it's well filled with Top Sergeant (U)
L. CarriUo-A. Devina
C
comedy business.
P. 0*Brlen-G. Ford
FUght Uentenant (Col) 8/J
(Sportscope. The Magnificent Ambersona (BKO) 1/1 RD
SB J. Cotton-D. CtstcUo
Breakers*
'Record
(Z
M
c. 8teveas-I. Blannlng
RKO, 8 mins.)— All about track ath- Spy Ship (WB) t/3
Randall's
in
meet
letes, with recent
stadium highlighted. Trim all-round
WEEK OF BELEASE—7/16/42
production job by Frederic Ullman.
Time recited on 440-yard dash Prairie Onnsmoke (Col)
Jr.
W
B. EUlot-T. Ritter
seems a bit garbled, probably being Drnnu of the Congo (U)
H ei 8. Erwln-O. HimsoB
intended for 100-meter race. One of Wings 'or the Eagle (WB) t/1
M 8S A. Bherldaii-D. Morgaa
W &8 B. Jones-x. McCoy
Arizona Bound (Mono) »/M/41
better subjects in series.
•Life With Fldo' (Terrvtoon color
cartoon comedy, 20th. 7 mins.)
WEEK OF BELEASE—7/23/42

W—

which looked
the assault and the cost the Japs: four Jap carriers sunk;
These 28 Jap cruisers and destroyers sunk;
devastating counter blows.
cameras, crouched in the sands of 300 Jap aircraft destroyed.
'The FBI Fronf (March of Time,
Midway beside the gun emblacements, were 16 mm., with Tech- 20th, 20 mins.)— Something refreshing has been added— possibly it's
nicolor film, now blown up to standmore semblance of a plot in this one.
ard size for the nation's screens. Anyway, this new March of Time is
One sees them shake and shudder fL. and away the best issue to come
with the rocking concussions of the from Louis de Rochemont's pronearby bomb explosions, the fire duction mill in many months. Starts
of the defending batteries, the pom- off the new releasing deal with 20thpoms aboard the steaming cruisers Fox.
Inner workings of the Federal
and carriers. Audiences get the feel
Bureau of Investigation have been on
of the deadly action from the standthe screen before, but never as interpoint of the men who fought it.
estingly. The FBI that the M. of T.
The swift kaleidoscope of attack preseins la as vital as tomorrow's
and defense, of hurtling planes and newspaper headlines. After a brief
swinging guns, of blazing buildings resume of the general FBI setup as a
and fuel tanks, of assaulted ship, of modem Intelligence service working
men concentrated on their deadly under wartime conditions, subject
develops into a forthright tale of the
chores, of exploding Inkspota in the
technique under which espionage
sky searching for the charging pilots and
counter-espionage
operates.
these scenes made without {Ime Yarn concentrates on machinations
foi setups and filmed at crazy angles of Nazi stooges in the U. S. Centers
b/ Lt Col. John Ford and his cam' on a typical restaurant operator,
eramen of the Navy, have been as- suspected of aiding the enemy. How
sembled In orderly sequence, with the FBI manages to ferret out his
explanatory narration where needed. part In Nazi sabotige operations and
The reel has sound and music; the to place a U. S. operative in an
escaped Nazi prisoner's garb (identiBongs of the Navy and the Marines, fication and all) brings the tale to a
the roar of fierce and complicated cleancut climax, well photographed,
action. The sound is possibly the including Intimate closeups of J.
most remarkable part of the picture, Edgar Hoover, FBI chief, issue is
Scene opens on Midway, the low, smartly directed and cut. A must.
'Alona an the. Sarong Seas' (Poplonely coral reef with its Marines
eve cartoon comedy. Par, 7 mins.)—
base, serene before the Jap attack,
Oaa of beat and funniest in this
sparkling in a vivid sea as viewed familiar seri^
Strong-man sailor
from a plane. Marines march along and his pal, Bluto, court a skinny
the pier behind a color guard. Then Princess Alona (Olive Oyl) but situacomes the alarm from patrol planes. tions and orlgiAal business never has
The big U. S. bombers trundle out been topped in these cartoons. Aver-

the battle
closely on

'

by

Current Short Releases
(PRINTS IN EXCHANGES)

starts out as strictly Instructionalthen swinging into clowning. Goofy
is the star hurler in the crucial world
series game, with all terms of the
national pastime given funny treatment This is a cinch in any spot.

stars. Its

J.

Falkenbnrg-K. Harris

D. PoreeU-J.
63
79

Woodbnf^

R. carlion-J. Bandolitt
S. Henle-J. ^yne
G. Jean-J. Frazee
G. Sanders-H. Mars!

TBAOESHOWN AND FOB FUTURE BELEASE
Night In

New

Orleans (Par)

8/6

Once Upon a ThnrsiUy (M-O)
S/M
Yankee Doodle Dandy (WB) 6/3
Holiday Inn (Par) 6/17
Eagle Squadron (U) 6/17
Tombstone (Par) 6/17
I Live In Danger (Par)
6/17

Apache Trail (M-O)
United

We

6/24
7/1

Stand (20th)

The Tonng Mr.

Pitt (20th) 7/1
FootUght serenade (20th)
7/8
The Pride of the Yankees (RKO)

7/ls
Flying Fortress (WB)
7/15
War Against Mrs. Hadley (M-G) 8/S
Jonmey Into Fear (RKO) 8/5
Tales of Manhattan (20th) 8/5
Cairo (M-G) 8/12
Wake Island (Par) 8/12
A Tank at Eton (H-G) 8/12
Secret Enemies (WR) 8/19
Now, Voyager (WB) 8/19
Here We Go Again (RKO) 8/28
WUdcat (Par) 9/2
The OUss Key (Par) 9/2
The Major and the MUior (Par) 9/2
Between Us Girls (U)
9/2
Eyes In the Night (M-G) 9/9
Me and Me Gal (M-O) 9/9
White Cargo (M-G) 9/16
The Omaha Trail (M-G) 9/16

M
M

MU
MU

RD

W
M

W
M

MU
D

M
D
M

CD

MU

D
CD

M
D
C

CD
H
CD
CD
D

MC
D

W

79
D. Lamonr-R. Denning
66 M. Bimt-R. Carlson
125 J. Cagney-J. Leslla
181 B. Crosby^ Astalr*
1*8 R. Stock-D. Barrymor*
75 R, DIx-K. Taylor
73 C. Morrls-J. Parker
68 L. Nolan-D. Reed
66 (Doemnentory)
118 R. Donat-R. Horley
81
J. Payne-B. Grable
128
G. Cooper-T. Wright
110 R. Green*-C. Lehman
85 E. Amold-F. Balnter
68 J. Cotton-D. Del Bio
117
(AU star cast)
101
J. MacDonald- B. Tonng
87
B. Donlevy-B. PresUm
88 M. Rooney-E. Oweim
98 C. 8tevens-F. Emersdfa
117 B. Davls-P. Henreld
7S
E. Bergen-HcGee ft MoUl*
70 R. Arien-A. Judge
85 B. DOnlevy-V. Lake
100 G. Rogers-R. MUland
88
D. Barrymore-C. commlngs
80 B. Amold-A. Harding
104 J. Garland-G. Murphy
89 H. Lamarr-W. Fldgeon
61 J. Cralg-P. BUka
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Wednesday, September 16, 1942
Groner with hot

New

Priorities'

New Haven, But Looms OK fcnt BVay

10-12, '42: $2.20 top.

Harry Richman, Bert WheelCarol Bruce, Henny Youngnum,
Hank Ladd, Johnny Burke, Harrison
Fisher, Radio Aces (3), Acrotoaniacs,
Imogen Carpenter,
(3),
Francetta Malloy, Sally Keith, Ted
Adatr; Chorus Girls (12), Shouipirl;
.

Cast:

er,

A

(6).

An

fine

tnmipet

solo.

The setup

of the

leader, spotlighted on the black
stage, with the girls dancing about
him, candles in hand, is impressive.
Garry Stevens, baritone, ofTers sevpopular numbers pleasantly
eral
enough.
Cookie Bowers, a clever comedian,
does impressions of a fat lady at a
learning how to
bathing beach
swim, a guy just getting up in the
morning after a hard night and a
goon tJ^ing to give a motorist directions with a mouth full of apple.
Oiorines ofTer a couple of routines
of familiar vintage and band concludes show with a jam session built
around 'One O'clock Jump.'
Loop.
Biz excellent

under-rehearsed preem served

mainly

to
'Priorities'

that

indicate

the

new

has click possibilities

CIRCLE. INDPLS.

it

the talent can be dished up to the
best advantage. Coming here without scenery and presenting a hodgepodge clearly earmarked as being in
the experimental stage, show offers
little more than a skeleton of what
Is expected to be presented to Broadway Tuesday night (15).
Despite its lack of preparation and
minus the flash attendant to settings
apparently held back tor New York
use, current vaude fling carries a
fair share of entertainment even as
Is, indicating that the finished product stands an optimistic chance of
becoming a proper successor to the
•42 version.
Taking a leaf from a bride's trous•eau, show oSers something old,

something new, something borrowed

—and plenty blue.

With comedy the
central theme, some of the gags require fumigating; Uiey're just dirty

Indianapolis, Sept. 12.
Aloino Rey Orch tuith King Sisten (4), 'SkeeW Herfurt, Dick Morgan, Bill Schallen, Jack Palmer,
Harry King It Arlina, Lane Bros. 2
'Joan of Ozarks" (Rep).

'If I

'Outskirts of Town,' 'Knock Me a
Kiss' and 'In the Dark.' When caught
opening night Friday (11), Bill Robinson did a walk-on after being introduced as a salesman tor |I4,000,000
worth of war bonds.

ROXY,

.

Wally West, Bob Hannon. Roberto
de Vasconcellos, Adrtana A Charly,
Gee Foster Roxyettes, Paul Ash
House Orch; 'Footlight Serenade'
(20th), revieu>ed in "Variety' Aug. 7
1942.

Produbtion numbers at this 20th
Fox showcase, with the Gate Foster
dancing girls and Bob Hannon ban
dling vocal chores, have shown noticeable improvement recently In attempt to break away from stereo
While curf-ent presentaroutining.
tion holds no startling innovations,
two of the numbers are more than
pleasing, backed by George M. Cohan
tunes such as 'Mary' and 'Grand Old

'Harvest Moon' and "This Is Worth
Fighting For,' his best For the finale
the girls dance on large spheres,

Wally West comic, is strongest of
the outside acts, cashing in big with
catchy vocal imitations ranging from

March

skips the hemp while brother is
poised with one foot on his thigh
and the other around his neck. They
do it against with one brother flat
sequent addition of Lucky Fellow,
Mr. Smith' is an improvement (Shat- on his back and the other perched
on his upright feet It's a socko
ter accompanying a concert bit is in
poor taste and hardly seems neces- stunt. The boys in the band next
do their stuff doubling in comedy,
sary.
Stepping onto the stage that flrst with a burlesque on opera that's a
brought her into the limelight with bellringer. Jack Palmer, the piano
'Louisiana Purchase' a couple sea- player, starts it off with some smart
sons ago. Miss Bruce puts over a mimicry of a radio commentator.
medley of Gershwin ditties and en- Herfurt Schallen and other cutups
cores with 'St. Louis Blues.' Lass, an sing out a farce set to snatches from
eye appealer, registers. Radio Aces popular tunes while Rey leads peroffer a fast 10 minutes of musical formance dressed up like old-lime
chatter that strikes an original note. street-car conductor. The laughs are
Boys should be liked on Broadway. gusty.
Hie King Sisters give the show a
Another male trio, the Acromaniacs,
provide a sock balancing-tumbling rousing close with some high-class
opener for the early part of stanza harmonizing on smartly varied songs.
They open with a sizzling arrangeone.
Only semblance of terps in the ment of ICalamazoo' that brought
•how, aside from brief ensemble down the house.
With a quick
contributions, is handled by Harrison change of pace, they go romantic
end Fisher in their standard 'Am- with a nifty version of 'My Devophitryon' routine, which ofTers clas- tion,' then snap back to jive with a
sic relief against the bill's slapstick. 'Jersey Bounce' that left the jitterA production number labelled 'Song bugs breathless. Yvonne King solos,
of the WAACs' is good for some col- turning on the personality in 'I Said
orful femme drilling and includes a No.'
Oirtain falls on all Tour sisbust-and-derriere tassel-tossing spe- ters and band joining in 'Back Home
cialty by Sally Keith that's a nov- Agam in Indiana' and featuring hot
elty. Another ensemble, 'I Like Your trumpet solo by Dick Cathcart
Style,' includes some business in
Biz good.
corb.
which war stamps adorning a nudie's
costume are bought up by audience
until flnal sale leaves a gag finish.
N. Y.
A priorities ditty brings showgirls
on in novel' costumes made up of
Lil Green Whitcy-j Champion
brooms, mops, sponges, etc. Bone.
Harvest Moon Dancers, Chuckles
Gro-

APOLLO,

ner,

<I4);

Tim Moore
.J^°^*^-

Queen' (Col).

A

A

George Wiitthire,

""f Bradshaw Orch

Desperate

Chance of EUerti

Chicaeo, Sept. 12.
Charlie Sptvafc Orch (16), Garry
Standard hot and brassy entertainStevens, Star Dusters, Dave Tough, ment is being dished currently
this
Chester Dolphin, Cookie Botoers, week with Tiny Bradshaw and blues
Chicago Theatre Ballet; 'Holiday Inn'
1''
the bUL
H\knocks offheading
(Par)
The band
strong arrance5?,?"^*^°'
That Jive,' 'CoolSn'
With Gas. 'Moon Nocturne.' 'RhapCharlie Spivak's effective combo
comes to the Chicago after a fine sody in Blue' and its own 'Jersey
run at the Panther Room of the Bounce. Bradshaw pilots the outfit
by strutting back and forth and gets
local
Hotel Sherman, where he
away
with it but for ox-erdone heckproved a big favorite with the hepling which detracts from individual
cats.
Band gives out particularly well performers.
Orchestra Is flrst fronted with
with its recorded specialty, "Brother
Whiteys Champion Harvest Moon
Bill,' with vocal by the Star Dusters,
Dancers going into its bedlam of jive
three fellows and gal looker, and
which perhaps creates the lull sensed
a trumpet obbligato by Spivak. through
the remaining portion of the
Quartet follows with '1 Surrender show.
Dear,' nicely rendered.
T;m Moore and George Wiltshire
Chester Dolphin is a familiar-type follow
with hotel-desk gags that regJuggler, utilizing the usual hoops, ister
for several laughs.
Sino and
balls and other paraphernalia.
His Kortz (New Acts),
Mexican banjobest trick is standing on his head guitarists,
deliver a straight medley
and juggling five hoops; it won of Mex songs
that seem out of place
plenty applause.
Their trick strumming, however
The Dorothy Hill Dancers do a goes over well.
Three band numbers
neat
routine,
with
tall
lighted continue ending with an
elaborately
candles on a darl<ened stage, to 'In- introduced 'Jersey
Bounce'
termezzo,' with Spivak providing a
Carrying on are ChUcMes and

of

Time' announcer to Don-

Jam
July

ret;iw«d

(U),
1,

in

ORPHEUM, MPLS.

of Swing, Pierre AUier, Vovis Vola,
AI Romano
E. d'Hellemme; 'Re-

"Vartety,

A

'1942.

markable Andrew (Par).

all-round vaudeville lineup
leans mostly on the Mitehell Ayres
band to fill out the 75 minutes playing time, with house depending considerably on the stage bill, since
screen offering is not rated too
strong. Ayres' crew cornea through
handily, with the leader's personable
m.c.ing helping neatly.
Comedy is
stressed in most of the turns, and
audience here liked it
Ayres' outfit plays whole show
from rear of stage, opening the lineup behind a scrim. Band emphasizes
five saxophones, with one doubling
on guitar, but the two trombone
players appear standout
Also the

Good

drummer.

New

male warbler with

organization,
Dick
Dyer,
ifaows
promise, scoring with his single balMeredith Blake, femme vocalist
is effective with 'He's My Guy.' but
not 80 good with the encore in which
the band singers chip in.
Johnny
Barnes,
trumpeter,
sings
'Strip
Poker,' but it's no great shakes for
comedy intended.
Outfit is using an imitatian of
lad.

Martin Block and his 'Make-Believe
Ballroom' to serve as a means of introdtieing a string of band imitatioDs
including Harry James, the two
Dorseys, Kay Kyser and Glenn
MUIer. Ifs a knockout.
Arren and Broderick continues as a
wow comedy act He's at the ivories
for her accompansring clowning and
mainly burlesiiued warbling, but also
does a single piantf solo.
Miss
Arren's Injun maiden singing and
dance steps, and her familiar takeoff
of a stately prima, are terrific.
Forced back to do legit singing of
'Kiss Me Again.'
Cardini furnishes
neat change of pace, again baffling
with his seemingly inexhaustible
string of card manipulations.
His
reappearing cigaret (plus cigar and
pipe) trick still remains a great
dunaz to his well-staged turn.
Charles Kemper, aided by three
assistants
including an unusually
good straight man, offers two laugh
sessions, first on the recruit being
phjTsically examined for the Army
and the other on his efforts to drill
as a rookie.
Neither new, but put

ald Duck.
Two other turns on the bill (reviewed separately under New Acts),
Robert de Vasconcellos (animal act)
and Adriana and Charly, acrobats,
are topnotch.
Biz good opening night (9).
across for
Mori,

man's choice of material on. opening
night isn't all it might have been. A
Tin Pan Alley medley is okay but
carries no particular punch. A sub-

CHICAGO, CHI

N. Y.

smartly costumed in abbreviated
white dresses with blue-feathered
and he gets strong support from the hats. Split into various small groups
including the King Sisters,
acts,
and go into 'V formations for a
Lane Brothers and Harry King and clever "Buy Bonds' plug. Hannon
Arlina.
works more often with the line as
Band opens with hot licks on pop part of a single unit instead of as
ular tunes, highlighted by 'Idaho.' m.c. and solo vocalist exclusively.

without subtlety.
Laugh pace in Nick Satool, drummer and "Skeets'
general, however, is maintained at a Herfurt clarinet go to town. King
fast pace, with Bert Wheeler, Hank and Arlina, dance team, are next
Ladd (with Francetta Malloy), Henny with a smart novelty tap routine and
Youngman and Johnny Bukre carry- a jitterbug nimiber that gets them
ing the burden. Comedy turns score off in good style. Rey then goes to
Individually, but blackouts and vari- work on the sonovox, presenting
ous hurley bits just don't get over.
weird offstage voice in solo of "My
Vocal end of the show & paced by Buddy,' and duet of 'A Pretty Girl'
Harry Richman and Carol Bruce, with baritone Bill Schallen. Latter
abetted by The Radio Aces (3) and makes definite hit with romantic
Imogen (Carpenter. Lttt named, a handling of 'Stage Door Canteen.'
petite brunet warbler, is practically
The Lane brothers keep per
submerged by lack of opportunity, tormance on a high level with their
as is Ted Adair on hooflng.
Rich- expert acrobatic rope-jumping. One

OPERA, BUENOS AIRES

N. Y.

Btienoi Aires, Sept. 8.
MilchctI Ayrej Orch (IS), Arren
Ray Ventura Band, Coco Asian,
& Broderick, Charles Kemper k Co.
Catch You Out With My Man,' (4) Cardini, Tip Tap & Toe; 'Lady in Henri Salvador, Micheline Day, Aces

In one, small group of girls ap
pear in rose-dotted gowns, followed
by the balance of the ensemble in men's dress suits and canes
for a nifty tap precision number,
Hannon paces the routine with some
Alvino Rey adds novelty to the slick tenoring and winds up the
band routine and turns up with a number with a repertoire, includiai;
click show at the Circle this week
Baby,'
'Melancholy
'Kalamazoo.'

There's plenty of brass in his band,
but special arrangements featuring
his electric guitar give it a pleasingly
diflerent tone quality. His use of the
sonovox has lots of curiosity value

STATE,

tapping,

interspersed with gagging nltempt.--,
better dispensed with. The windup,
a little too far oft and crowded, has
Lil Green doing her fine rendition of

Under-Rehearsed Id

Nets Haven, Sept. 10.
'Priorities of 1943'; vaude-revue in
two acts; staged by Jean Le Seyeux;
dances directed by Trudy McGee;
ensemble music and lyrics, Lester
Lee and Jerry Seelen; musical director, Lou Forman; costumeff, Jean Le
Seyeux; presented by Clifford Fischer
(by arranoeriient xoith the Shuberts)
at the Shubert, New Haven, Sept.

straight

show to appear
here in several years, Ray Ventura
company may set a new trend. Biz
grossed by combo wasn't by any
means a record, although the best
thing in town during its flrst week,
First

vaudfllm

but increasing shortage of Alms may
motivate Latin-American exhibs into
adopting Clemente Lococo's idea,
especially

if

talent is available.
is Grade A from
and would stack up

Ventura's show
start to finish

favorably

with any of the better
bands. Outfit is French,
but it has dropped a Jot of its Parisienne mannenmis since debuting in
concert appeaiances at the higherpriced Teatro Politeama, some weeks
ago.
Ventura, who looks and acts
something like Ben Bernie— but
lacks the dgar or gag style is a

name

U. S.

clever

showman andhas

rest of the

show around

—

built the
his group.

Appealing more to pop taste, Ventura has also introduced a greater

number of Yanqui numbers thaa
used in concert appearances, rightly
rteliziBg that pie-goers, who have
gotten their idea of what makes jazz
from the films, probably wouldn't
relish the kind of stuff enjoyed by
Paris-minded Argentines, many of
whom know Ventura from his frequent jauntings across the pond.
Band has been well set up on the
stage ot the Opera, which is one of
the best in Latin America. Opens
with full band on stage, followed by
fast French comedy number.
Ventura takes over, speaking good Spanish,
with occasional French and
Yank phrases thrown in. Program
thereafter follows the plan of alter-

nating hot with sweet. Comic Coco
Asian, who looks somewhat 'ike
George Gershwin, takes the heavy
part of the show, offering a constant
foil for the maestro.
Best bet is a

parodying of eld films, done by Asian
and Henri Salvador. Micheline Day,
FYench chanteuse, who sings only in

English, also goes over.
Aces of Swing concentrate on speversion of 'Lady Be Good,'
which has recently jumped ahead
here because of fllm of same name.
As an encore, entire group handles
syncopated
version of Falla's 'Dance
maximum laughs.
of Fire.'
Tip, Tap and Toe, colored male
Show runs about 35 minutes.
Upstering trio, opening act, clean up Lighting
and presentation are excelwith their clever stepping.
An- lent throughout with Ventura wisely
nounced as just having completed a repeating some
of the best numbers,
chore in 'Pardon
Sarong," they which, while familiar to those foljusUfy
this
extra-fancy
billing. lowing the band elsewhere, are unThey ve been around or some time known to pic-goers.
Ray.
but present act is easUy their best
Three lads work on slljghtly raised
platform in unison and for single
C.
stmts.
Heavier dancer of three
scored best with his agile hoofing.
Biz fairly strong at flrst show
Kansas City, Sept 11.
Thursday (10).
Bonnie Baker, Fitz
Wear.
Carroll, Cortello's
Hollywood Stars, George
Moore, Don Rose, Lester
Irmajean,
cial

My

Minneapolis, Sept

Woody Herman Orch

(16)

12.

tcith

Carolyne Grey, BUlie Rogers, Lyda
Stie, Catherine Westfield, Pat Henning (2); 'Ma«ni/lceiit Ambersons'

(RKO).
were out enmasse for
opening show and they gave

Jive
this

fans

Woody Herman an enthusiastic welcome.
And the maestro gave the

TOWER,

K.

A

ORIENTAL, CHI

hepcats what they came for— heavy
doses of five.
The seven brass, four saxes and
Chicago, Sept. 11.
same number of rhythms, augmented
Ted Lewis Orch (13), Lindsay, Lefrequently by the conductor's dariVerne k Betty, Geraldine Duflois
neting make a seemingly tmbeatabte
combination for the torrid jive June Edwards, Kayne Sisters, GcrZimm, Charlie
they're called upon to handle.
As
JE-^u^'^^y^:"^"
'^'""°"''«"
for Herman himself, he seems to
improve as emcee, singer and musician on every local appearance, of
which this is the sixth, counting
those at a hotel and ballroom.
rtantially the same act for years,
but
"Woodchoppers* Ball' is a plenty the audience still loves it. And that
blazing and familiar opener. Then of course, is the test. They're provBillie Rogers, the band's feminine ing It at the Oriental, with their cn.
trumpeter, loosens up her pipes at thusiastic reception of the old songs
the mike for 'Serenade in Blue' and the old hokum, the old routines. At
then sings and plays "Cow Cow that, the Lewis patter and melodies
Boogie' for a wow. The leader and are a relief from "Jingle Jangle' and
his two other "woodchoppers' then Sleepy
Lagoon,' which are besend Tan It' a favorite that has gmning to oppress the ears.
Herman scoring as singer and dariLewis debuts with 'St. Louis
netest.
Blues, goes into 'When My
Baby
First of the supplementary acts is
"Yankee
SSiLV
Lyda
Sue,
attractive
acrobatic
sinelng them all
dancer Vhose difficult cartwheels with '.i
the °/"''.T"
familiar gestures, the liltand flip-flops are done with con- ing voice, the top hat aldmbo, the
summate ease. Carolyse Grey, the weU-remembered stance.
band's featured vocalist, is a looker
Gerbvde Erdy. youthful and
who puts oyer 'Kalamazoo' and, with charming, with
^umpeter Chuck Peterson. 'I Met sevo'al dance a fine chassis, offers
numbers done exHim on Monday' to show-stopping pertly The audience
liked her.
returns.
Lindsay, LaVerne and Betty, atCatherine Westfield skilfully tired in flashing green gowns
with
manipulates puppets to okay returns. bright red underdtirts, do an
acro'Amen,' with Herman vocalizing, is batic danc^lroutine, plenty
good and
'
provocative Of much audience re- applause whuiiog.
sponse. Herman also sings and the
Lewis comes in with 'Jazz Me
band shows its glee club ability dur- Blues' as one of the early New
ing 'Lamplighter's Serenade.'
jazz bands would do it.
It's Orleans
followed by a scorcher, "Las Chia- Then he gives out with the
familiar
panecas,' featuring madcap drum- Melancholy Baby'; swell
number is
ming by Frankie Carlson.
The Anvil Chorus,' very well done.
Pat Henning returns with his The band, though small, is compact
familiar hilarious clowning, keeps and delivers socko.
Effective is the Kayne Sisters' renthe customers laughing continuously
and finally has to beg off after he dition of "Birth of the Blues' with
ostensibly photographs the audience a solo interpolation of Gershwin's
because "it's the first time 'I've ever Summertime.'
Geraldine DuBois.
stopped a show. A clever and origi- canary, does nice things with sevnal piece of business. A good-look- eral tunes. Audrey Zamm twirU a
baton with precision and skill
ing blonde is an effective stooge.
'^'^ old "Me and My
Henning. would be much more ef- c,u j*","^
fective than even the solid click he Sli K ... f.?^?'"^'
'^'th
Charlie
was here if he would dig up a new Snowball' Whittier aping the maeswardrobe. Dark, unappealing colors F".-, *9« colored performer's clever
mutations
of
Lewis,
he uses make him look too old
Rochester. Bill
Robinson and a continuous comedy
Lighter, gayer dress would help
between Whittier and Lewis.
A good-size opening matinee palter
A packed house opening
show.
house.
Rees.
Loop.

lZ^^rcT.

^

A

Tower Orch with Don Tiff & Mike
'The Postman Didn't Ring'

Carle;

(20th).

Wee Bonnie
fame,

Baker, of "Oh, Johnny'
headlines a fast-moving 40-

minute stage show at the Tower this
week, and to judge by the well-fllled
houses at the opening shows, the take
for the period .should be sweet. The
customary 11 -30c scale has been
upped to a 50c top for the week, but
the vaudfllm combo is a buy anyway.
Show opens with incidental music
by Tower orch as off-stage m.c.
greets the customers and announces
opening band number,
'This
Is
Worth Fighting For.' Marilyn Ballinger, soloist with orch, does a nice

job with the vocal.

George Moore, later seen In a
dance turn, doubles as m.c. and flrst
brings on Fitz and Carrol in a nifty
dance routine. Comedy note is accented throughout the act and Fitz
has clever new twists kidding adagio
hoofers.
Cortello's Hollywood Stars take
over the deuce and prove to be the
best dog act seen at this house in
years. A point which the audience
seems to like is that each dog is
brought on separately for its specialty. Another thhig in favor
of the

act is that the old and too-familiar
routines are entirely absent

At

this point,

Moore comes on

for

a dance turn and acquits himself
with distinction:
He has a nice

wardrobe and his grooming adds to
smooth effect The "Tower Discovery winner this week is Don Rose,
amateur impersonator, who is heard
in a

brace of characterizations.

best one

is

that of

His

Raymond Gram

Swing.
Lester and Irmajean have a nice
balancing turn in the next-to-closing
spot, and win okay hand. Brighter
apparel might relieve sombre air of
the act.
After nice buildup by Moore, Miss

Baker comes on and wraps tilings up
with three songs, backed by house
orch. After "WTiat Do You Think I
Am? and 'He's My Guy,' coy Miss
Baker revives "I Never Knew." Then
working up to the expected flnale,
she does 'Billy,' 'My Resistance Is
Low,' and, lastly, 'Oh, Johnny.'
Biz opening day and night near
capacity.

Earl.
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open.

Show

Glenn M9er» In

Biz FareweD

For Duration, Nears Boston Record
Boston, Sept.

IS.

Glenn Miller's Orch; Al Bemie;
Tokyo. VSA..' (20th).

Speeding the routines might

Helene and Hayes are graceful
ballroomologists and score in opening .slot Helene is quite a looker
and makes heavy inroads on servicemen by inviting a couple out ot
audience to trip a gavotte.
Plenty standees.
Harr.

KEITH'S, INDPLS.

Novellos), but the NoveUos' stint has
plenty of entertainment calories ot

EMBASSY,

'

STANLEY, PITT

—

FAY'S,

PHILLY

OLYMPIA, MIAMI

—

—

.

WB

Acts
Songa

Mlns.

La Martinique, N. T.
Slick mixed dancing combo,

conventional ballroom
new twist with some aero and

have been

interpretations,

I* Bfina.
Parislenne, N. T.
Joy (Mrs. Sam) Lyons

La yic

givroutines

comedy

2S

JOT LTONS

Daneiag
7

a

its

CAPITOL, WASH.

CBAWFOBD AND CASKET

ing

own and suflers little by compariIndianapolis, Sept. 12.
son with the Arnauts.
'Grab Bag,' with Horace MacThe DeMarlos are a graceful pair
There's nothing to say about this
And in their ballroom waltz routine. Mahon, Paul Wincheli, Morey &
setup except that's terriac.
Eaton, Randall Sisters (3), Carlton
with weekend prices at 65c top (the They have plenty of dais and perEmmy and his Mod Wops, Primrose
rule at the BKO Boston for the last form the most difficiUt steps with
ft Gold; 'Yank in llbya' (PRC).
month), seven two-hour shows a day agility.
Stuart and Goode are fast-talking
and the fact that this is Miller's last
Some ot the fliavor ot old-time
appearance before becoming a cap- comics, whose main stint consists of
mauling
Miss Corio.
The crowd vaudeville is restored to the stage at
tain in the Army (which division
liked
the
IfacDonald
hasn't
spectacle
Harry
of the stripper Keith's this week as several of the
manager
acts join in a q>ur-of-the-moment
getting
will
pushed
the
show
come
secret),
around.
It's
a
the
kept
frolic, like the once popular afterclose to nudginj! Eddie Cantor's rec- nearest thing to burlesque on the
piece, and presented next to closing.
sapolioed biU.
ord gross of $50,000 for this stall.
As usual, the Roxyettes click with Comedy, worked up by principal
As stage shows go, it hasn't really
t>e(ore
first
show, revolves
got much, but the Miller Itand packs a bang, their production numliers just
around efforts ot Horace MacMabon,
a staggering punch with the custom- showmg the results of Intensive film tough guy, and Paul Wincheli
And, a* Miller is what they training in precision dancing.
ers.
House, which seats 2,000, was to make the ventriloquist's dummy
want to hear, that's what they get
Morey
and
Eaton
and one ot
sneeze.
filled
to
capacity
winding
tunes,
on
four
opening
night.
The band does
the Randall Sisters also join in.
Shot.
up with the inevitable 'Chattanooga
Show gets a punch and the customChoo CHioo,' and spots Marion Hute
a lot ot laughs. The bill has
ton, Tex Beneke, Skip Nelson and
plenty ot talent, which is used to
the Modernaires in solos and in comN. Y.
best advantage.
binations.
'acMahon, who specializes in
(NEWSBEELS)
As the only outside specialty, Al
screen gangsters, lacks self-consciousBernie is sock in his radio imitations
ness of most pic people before an
America's inflation problem (Par)
and satirw!.
audience and is willing to be kidded.
somelhmg
lasts
Uie
surpriM: attack on the Solomons
The whole show
After hard-boiled buildup, he lets
under 45 minutes, but none of the (U), the Are on the U.S.S. Wake- himself be chased off the stage by
customers complained: On the con- field (Par) and miraculous rescue of Eaton's ankle-high Mexican hound.
1,600 passengers
trary, they shouted themselves silly. some
and crew After a humorous line ot palsy-wal^
£lie.
members at sea, plus some exciting stuff about
the stars, be goes into a
footage on a convoy battle in the -dramatic sketch
with a gag finish
Mediterranean (Pathe) share top
ith Morey, who does a good job as
values in current newsreel coverage. m.c. The act clicks. The Randall
President Roosevelt's fireside chat Sisters have something special in the
(Par), in which pictorial emphasis way ot a harmony team. They're
Washington, Sept. 12.
is given
to the radio talk, is, of good lookers, with personality as
Gene Krupa's Orch with Anita course, the most topical item on the well as voices, and don't
limit themO'Day, Rail Eberle; NonchaUints, bill. FDR is on again in another sel.'es to the usual hit-parade rouSam Jack Kaufman's House Band, clip (Par) speaking to the Inter- tine. After snappy arrangements
ot
Art Broum, Rockets; 'Inirisible Apent' national Youth Congress, pledging 'Idaho' and 'Alexander's Ragtime
(U).
that the home front won't let Amer- Band' they do 'Sadie Hawkins Day'
ican fighting men down.
(Question and 'When Pa Was Courtin' Ma' with
suit
and
is
the
zoot
for
This show
of the President's power in wartime dialect and comedy
The
Sam Jack is handled by Par as a parallel to girls got the biggest trimmings.
clientele.
hip-tossing
hand.
Kaufman begins it with a Poet and executive action by Lincoln, and
\7inchell has a smart set ot venPeanuts overture, a burlesque of later Wilson, in putting into force triloquist's tricks and a fast Une of
'Poet and Peasant' which permits the decrees which Congress afterwards chatter. He makes his dummy hicThen the legislated. Attack on the Solomons cough and then has him fiy into a
pit boys to go comic.
Rockets with a skeleton dance (U) shows U. S. Marines in landing rage when a temme in the audience
rhythm very effectively lighted by operations with an umbrella of car- gi^les at his singing. For a finale,
Gene Ford. The Nonchalants fol- rier planes and Flying Fortresses (or Wmchell and the wooden-head sing
low with good acrobatics, skilfully protection. Pathe pictures a thrill- a duet, a nifty piece ot voice
ing battle involving the British Navy juggling. Morey and Eaton come up
sold.
Business is brisk this week, with and axis planes over a convoy bring- with a lot ot tunny stuff including
the ace drummer boy, (Irene Krupa, ing much-needed supplies to Malta. jokes; gags, imitations, songs and an
Economy in
There's more alKtut thp home fitent, acrobatic dance. For a topper, Eaton
held to 40 minutes.
time cuts into Anita O'Day's special- including the meat rationing prob- sings a duet -with her half -pint pup.
ty and that of Ray Eberle., Krui>a lem (Par). Lieut. Commander John She also turns a lot ot volume on
knows what they want and gives it Bulkeley taking a couple of admi- 'Ml, He's Making Eyes at Me.' They
to them.
Opens with 'Drummin' rals for a ride in a new P.T. boat (U). give it fast and got a snappy comeMan' in the spotlight and pounds the British seamen vacationing up the back from the house.
Carlton Emmy and His Mad Wags
skins for plenty noise. They push Hudson (Par), and Bofors anti-air
two kettle drums center stage and he craft guns being turned out by Fire close the show with a canine circus
that hasn't missed here yet. Star ot
tears o9 his version of the American stone by the thousands (U).
Overseas coverage includes a clip the bow-wow cast is the fancy
'Bolero.'
It gives the heavy brass
Winston Churchill returning jumper that stands on its hand legs
section a chance for the spotlight and on
Krupa abimdant opportimity to tom- from Russia in an American plane and hurdles eight other mutts. Act
(U) and American doughlwys parad- goes as big with the grownups as
tom.
Eberle clutches that microphone as ing to the Guild Hall in London for with the kids. Bill is opened by
Primrose and Gold in a comedy routhough it were a life preserver and lunch (U).
Show business comes in for a lot tine. Primrose deiponstrates various
he's coming up for the third time.
They liked 'Be Careful' and 'Sere- of footage this week with shots of types of bumps.
A good, all-around bill. Corb.
nade in Blue,' and also applauded Hedy XJamarr (Pathe) and Irene
Miss O'Day's 'Jingle Jangle.' Finish Dunne (U) selling War Bonds and
Tyrone Power joining the navy
Is a drum boogie, plenty scorchy.
Art Brown is getting a following (Fox).
H. V. Kaltenborn, as ever a comwith his organ. Manages to get 'em
bU singing and in happy mood, with pelling talker, voices faith in Amer
Pittsburgh, Sept. 11.
cleverly chosen slides and selections. ica's ability to pay $25 for an $18.75
Max Adkins Orch (15), Jackie
war bond after the war 'if we win
Arfce.
the war' and *you know we can't Cooper, Gertrude Nieten, Bob Evans,
lose it.' Tex M(K^rary pictures How- Hermemos WiUiama Trio, Alien &
ard Hughes as a "mystery man' in his Kent, Florence Foster; 'Tarzan's New
current clip, and tells of the film- York Adventure' (M-G).
producing oil millionaire's pioneerFirst week in several months that
ing work in aviation as well as his
Philadelphia, Sept. 10.
contribution to the war effort Stanley hasn't had name band, Init
Ann Corio, Molly Picon, Charley latestpartner
of 'miracle" shipbuilder Max Adkins' house crew is filling in
Stuart, Jackie Goode, Novellos (2), as a
Mori.
very satisfactorily to back up some
PeMarlos (2), Rozyettes (16), Fay's Henry J. Kaiser.
pretty good vaude.
Local outfit's
H0use Band (12); 'Jungle Siren*
also knocking out a couple of o kay
(PRC).
musical numbers on its own.
deluxer's maestro has had plenty of
After being shuttered since last
dance experience and knows what to
Spring, Fay's reopened Thursday
feed the kids who come in to stamp
Miami, Sept. 11.
(10) with an okay show despite the
Three Chords. Jack Durant, Ber their feet and raise the roof, with
tact that co-headliner, Ann Corio, is nice Claire, Keith Clark, Helene & result that, except in the name value,
hogtied in her specialty by the Hayes, Harry Reser Hotise Orch, Stanley's probably getting music
frowns of the city's bluenoses and 'Priorities On Parade' (Par).
that's just as good as any it's had in
police.
Because of a drive against
a long time. Orch's best number is
^pe-Iing, Fay's policy this season is
A compact, smoothly routined bill a crack arrangement of 'Hawaiian
Wiio
edding.
this is one of the sockiest entries War (Thant,' which Adkins leads on
Miss Corio, featured both on stage trotted on these boards this summer his clarinet, backed by a swell sax
and screen, tries to get across with and amply justifies confidence of foursome.
her clothes on, but it's tough sled- manager Al Weiss, who hand-picked
Headliner is Jackie Cooper, the
ding. She admits her failings right most of the turns himself while on a film kid, and he should have picked
from the start, and she ain't kidding. recent swing around the circuits.
himself a better sketch tor his foray
Her stint consists of talking a couple
Standouts are the Three Chords, into the p.a. field. Assisted by Florof songs with n.sji. results; and a vocal unit who utilize their collec- ence Foster, an attractive redhead.
then she clowns through a burlesque tive larynxes to imitate various in- Cooper's doing a skit of adolescence
of Mickey Rooney's 'Andy Hardy" struments and bands for show-stop- that's weak. It's more like it when
with m.c. Jackie Goode and his part- ping results.
Boys make nice ap- he sits down at the drums with Adner, Charley Stuart.
pearance and give out with plenty kins' crew and turns in a showy job
Molly Picon's talent is more ap- of zip and enthusiasm. This is their ot skin beating, but almost too late.
parent because of the lack of it in second out here in less than a year. Even some bits from a couple of his
Miss Corio.
The Yiddish stage
Jack Durant likewise rates kudos, pix would be much better than his
comedienne is a solid click with her with a slick comedy mono that's present in-one. playlet which has
familiar routine a resume of her good for plenty of guffaws. Comic only one thing to recommend it
old-time hits contrasted with pres- has worked on a couple of recent brevity.
ent-day jive. It's titled 'You Have to films, and these may bring his b.o.
Next-to-closing
is
reserved for
Keep Up with the Times." She con- value up in localities such as this, Gertrude NIesen— and how the striktinues with 'Hands,' a novelty tune where unless a turn has at least a ing chanteuse fills iti First time for
telling of influence of one's dukes ;n 14-karat name, his b.o. value isn't her in a theatre here although she's
lire; following with her always clicko
played
the
town
once
until
the
word
gets
before (at
established
.Song of the Tenement' and wind- around, and then it's usually about Yacht Club last January), 'and the
gal remains one of songdom's top!"8 up with an encore, 'Heaven Help last day of date.
the Woiking Goll,'
Beroice Claire's voice still retains notchers. Starts with a light LatinThesuiHJorting acts are of high cali- much of the charm that made her a American tune, goes into Temptabre. The Novellos have a clever rou- popular
Her tion,' 'Annie Laurie,' 'MoUy Malone'
favorite.
operetta
tine tagged The Lovebirds,' in which choice of tunes are naturally chosen and then 'Oh, Johnny' straight and,
they impersonate a couple of fowl from this media.
successively, as Bonnie Baker and
making love. It's somewhat similar to
A sleight-of-hand worker, Keith Mae West. A click all the way.
the act of the Arnaut Brothers (who Clark is clever but hardly calculated Funny part of it is that Miss Baker's
are,
incidentally
the to cause anyone's mouth to hang coming here herself next week and
related
to
'Little

New

help.

around

recently at the
Persian
Room of the Hotel Plaza, New York,
and elsewhere, though they haven't

lat<;

is using her
wgcnt-husband's surname proalthough the very atbeen estab*

fessionally

tractive songstress bad
Lished before under her

own name,
Joy Lynn, when warbling with Don
Act Bestor and Johnny Green's orchestras. Back in show biz, following the
Ballroomology is deft and flashy, death ot the Hollywood agent, she
the male partner handling the up- has been active in dajrtime serial
to-the-minute arm twirls and hoist- work (acting) and as a photoging mechanics skillfully.
Smooth rapher's model, but her professional
aerobatics and tumbling give the turn yen has always been towards the
added values, method ot handling chirping department and Miss Lyons
making it satisfactory for all types brings to the class cafes an arresting
been
files

listed

in

New

'Variety's'

heretofore.

ot floor shows.

For novelty

finale they
in

SINO

I

do a

imitating Fred Astaire
Inn' (Par).

bit

'Holiday
Mori.

competent manner ot song

* KOBTZ

BanjA-GnltsrlsIs
1« Blias.

ApoU*, N. T.
Colorfully

costumed,

/sonality.

Impressive as a looker, fortified by
sartorial style, she bolsters
her personality values with a highly

an ultra

this

pair's
in

them by

selling.

She does the newest pops ('My Beloved is Rugged,' 'Little Bo Peep
Has Lost Her Jeep,' 'He's My Guy^
aid 'Mad About Him Blues') but
would do well to change pace with

trick strumming can get
some special arrangement ot
meet spots.
'c' ^ier"
tunes (Kern, Gershwin,
Act is te^ off with a medley ot Po ter order). Nonetheless, the newfamiliar Mexican pieces accompanied est crop of pops (from torch to
The routine shines, r triotically topical) is a relief from
by singing.
however, when their instruments are some overly familiars which a tew
Difficult strum- ot the other chanteuses essay. These,
used exclusively.
ming seems delivered with ease from too often, are inclined to the same
l>ehind the back, under the legs, etc. idiom.
Only fault is a lack of stage expariExcellently
attuned to Arthur
feeble
comedy atrevealed
ence.
in
Leaser's class La Vie Parisienne,
tempts.
Miss Lyons is a click. On the bill, as
h- Id. vers are Rasha and Mirko, the
JEKBT
Serbian guitarists with their gypsy
JUglcian
airs; G. Ray Terrell, with a much
8 Mins.
t>etter magico routine than when
Horrleane, N. T.
Heralded as a Czech, this youth first caught, and Yvonne Bouvier,
now
t>ack in the French song cycl«
ot
style
on
his
neat
clicks strong
ereas, in other rooms, the Gallic
working, plus the usual assortment \
to gue has been none too popular
ot colored balls and hanky tricks,
red-white-blue pennants, dis- for obvious Vichysoisse reasons (but
t .
appearing and reappearing flowers, there's no mistaking the attitude of
La Vie's de Gaullist management;
and the like.
Abel.
His eager-to-please stance is a re- f'om its unique decor).
freshing note, trading the usual
suavity and polish ot the traditional BOBEBTO DE VASCONCELLOS
magico for a willingness and desire
to get over. It's unconsciously good • BUns.; Three
showmanship, as evidenced at this Boxy, N. T.
Abel.
cafe.
Trick horse, de Vasconcellos riding, shapes up as an excellent novADRIANA & CHABLT
elty tor vaude bookings, with speAerobats
cial appeal to juvenile trade. Though
8 Mins.; Three
not listed in 'Variety* New Acts flies;
Boxy, N. Y.
turn has been around, notably with
First-rate mixed aero team comthe Ringling circus.
bining straight hand-to-hand and

BERGMAN

head-to-head bala.i\cAa<^.yfi,t{3UaasJt'll.
bouncing and somersaultmg on and|

rhythm to such tunes as "Three Littl*
a net.
Woman is the understander, per- Sisters,' 'Marquita,' 'Mary' and 'Over
forming capably, while her partner There.' Also execute^ a complete
comes through with some unusual circle while hind legs remain statwists.
Man winds up for a sock tionary, and 'bows' backwards inwith a burst ot jumps and compli- stead ot bending on knees, in acknowledging applause.
Mori.
Mori.
cated twists in midair.
ot

preceding the current stage
clip of her doing 'Johnny.'
Didn't hurt the Niesen closer any;
helped it it anything.
Show opens with standard hooflng
act ot Allen and Kent who later
bring on the two lively, middleaged partners, the foursome later
getting together to contrast the new
and old in taps and also to pair off
in some jitterbug routines, a
laugh and over big. Turn's a solid
smash here this time, as it's always
been at Stanley, where Allen and
Kent seem to play at least once a
year.
They're tellowed by Bob
Evans, clever, young good-looking
with his impudent
ventriloquist
dummy, Jerry Ol^eary, who's practically a blood-brother to CHiarlie
McCarthy. Evans' spot is sock although tome ot his material could
be somewhat better. He's best when
he's doing the singing, in the high
trailer

show has a

Mg

acrobatic and comic act
to

beg

Also had

off.

.WiU E. Ride opens show, after
Roxettes (line), 3 standard unicyd*
act with juggling variations. Okay
Babette Mossman has
tor novelty.
distinctive singing style that tha
crowd liked. Min and Ling, Chinese
singer and accordionist, got call on
patriotic

ditty.

The

Baymonds,

brother-and-sister tap team, are a
neat-looking pair who danced their

way

good audience reception.
Halloway, Lewis and Raynold put
over usual comedy flllers expertly.
Dave Davies handles his emcee assignment deftly, and the Roxettes
should improve their technique as
they go along. Albert E. Bray orch
plays well on a none-too-easy trick.
Lane,
to

EARLE, WASH.

registers, tor Jerry.

an okay
novelty, with the gal warbling and
the two guys rumbaing a conventional beginning to a typical congarumba act and then suddenly
shifting to some crack acrobatics at
Ferome
the same dance tempo.
sings all the way through the act,
which wasn't too hot for Miss Niesen.

Hermanos Williams Trio

Is

Washington, Sept.

and

11.

Arnaut Bros.,

Mario
Joe Lombardi'i Hous*
Orch; 'Yankee Doodle Dandy" (WB).
Floria,

Roxyettes,

With the main feature running 126
minutes and IS minutes more of
short screen embroidery, there isn't
much chance for Harry Anger to
who had to follow, but after first show his wares. Just two acts and
show the routining was wisely the dancing line, but he's tricked it
changed to put a band number t>e- up with more production than tha
conventional 60-minute tab revue,
tween them.
and so the stage really looks like
Cohen.
Biz just fair.
These 24 minutes are
something.
cellophaned with color and tinsel,
really looking big league.
They nearly ruined Producer
.Anger by whisking a freight car of
scenery off the main line in Newark,
Montreal, Sept. 11.
but by long-distance telephoning he
WiU £. Ride, Babette Mossman, caught
up with his props.
Jerry Lawlon, Lucille Wraye, Ming
and Floria are a swell danc& Ling, Dave Davies, The Raymonds ingMario
team. Setting is supposed to be
(2), Paul Kirfcland, Arica Wild, Hola reproduction of the Waldorf Asloway, Lewis
Raynold, Roxettes toria's Sert Room. Maybe 'tis. AnyAlbert
Bray
(12),
E.
Orch (6).
way, it looks rich enough. Team
does three routines to display grace,
Vaudeville, succe.ssfuUy tried out then wows 'em with a Turkey trot
past Ave months at the Gayety here,
Arnaut brothers do their trick fidhas broken out in a new spot, and dling and sock over a four-bagger
at its prcem Friday (1)) tliis 750- with their familiar whistling love
seater. in centre of city, turned awiiy birds. Roxyettes have two routines,
almost as many customers as it one a whiz bang, picking up the
handled.
'Poet end Peasant' overture and
Big billing goes to Arica Wild anJi tapping it out rhythmically. Girls
Lucille Wraye, both strippers, who know their stuff. Background music
achieve their purpose. Jerry Law- and Joyce Ruiiiei o , the little blind
ton, juggling, is high on showman- girl who provides the voice, rate
ship and skill. Earned near-ovation. bows.
Business first show Friday
Another standout is Paul Kirkland, (11) was capacity.
Arfce.

ROXY, MONTREAL

&

-
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of most sensational
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Hilarious...sure-fire...never
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Something extra
exhibitor.
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^HoHywood Reports

"Success of

MY

SISTER

HLEEN on

nothing comthe stage will be
will make at
pared to the hit it
film theatresthe box-office of

comAdds another solid-money
edy to Columbia

stringl"

-Do«y

Variety
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returnsl"
I'
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"Riotousl Hilarity

downl"

"Smash box-office
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MAKE IT
A BILLION
IN WAR BON0$ AND
STAMPS IN SiPTEMBER,
"SALUTE
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Canada's Dimoot

Inside Stuff-Pictures

OtUwa,

Show

Ketti Fring.-;, ex-newspaper gal, who authored 'Came the Dawn' for
Paramount, and whose first play, 'Mr. Sycamore.' is in rehearsal by the
Thciilrc Guild, is also on a double film-writing assignment for Hunt Stromberg and David O. Selznick. For the latter she's masterminding 'Jane
Eyre' and for Stromberg it's 'Dishonored Lady.' She's working on these
front New York, in between concentration on the Guild show.
It was Miss Frings who insisted upon Stuart Erwin for the male lead,
afier Ernest Truex and others had first been proposed by the Guild. Her
play is a dramatization of a story by Robert Ayre. published in Story

RODGERS'POLL now

John Pecre Miles, publicity chief for Arnold Pressburger, filed a prowith Kathleen Norris and ColUer's magazine against the use of 'An
Apple for Eve' as the title of a current serial. It was used, Miles asserts,
as the title of his own play, produced in 1936 at the Hollywood Writers
cinb and later by various little theatre groups. Pressburger has offered
him $1,000 for the title if he can establish priority.
test

Despite denials by Max Gordon and Eddie Small, anent a possible playpicture production partnership, there have been discussions with director
Edmund Goulding attendant to such possibility.

Uncle Sam's Roll Call

all advertising
lighting goes off
outdoor rinks douse the lights

tawa, Montreal, too),

and

and highway

at 10 p.ip.

ON FUTURE

has

OFUMPI
Motion Picture Industry, of which he
is
chairman, William F. Rodgers,
general sales manager of Metro, has
drafted a two-page letter which was
to go out late last night (Tuesday)
or some time today (Wed.) to all'
members of the committee soliciting
their opinion as to the course to be
pursued with respect to UMPI.
While Rodgers does not feel he

WHN

POUCE PROBE ARSON

AHEMPT

st.ition

WCAE, Army.

Corp. Jim TruUinger, former p.a.
William Penn hotel, now picture
and make-up editor of new publication.
The Sky Watch,' at Fort
Eustii, Va.
LeRoy McConnell, veteran operator at Senator theatre, has three
sons in the service, George in merat

NOW AVAILABLE—THEATBE
SruUng
>.

4.

In hmrt of Newark,
Htuirr production or motion

l.;oa

Fur

E«c»lIrni
ruiiillilgn.
Co-opcratlon wHIi
lirntliirrr air Hla<'k rompany.
I. Saiolilriiirro.

ui-l

Nfwljr misrarated.

StMliinlrk. \tt'r,
NfMiirli, N. ,1.

U

Commerce

»t.,

PitUburgh, Sept.

once-a-week

IS.

b.o.

hypo through the

Monday nights, usually the poorest agency of 1^ large department
week in downtown theatres, store.<; anc]^niunerous retail shops
past few weeks boomed which now are remaining open every
in
spectacularly with introduction of Monday night until 9 o'clock. Sevafter -dark shopping on Mondays
y eral months ago. Mayor William Dee
Ni Becker asked all retail establishstores.
the big department
of the

Changes were noticed during the first
couple of sessions, but with the plan
well established, pix houses
have been able to check past and
present Monday evening grosses and
report a sharp uptrend, in some
cases as much as 50%.
Although nabe biz for same night

open until 9 p. m. and after that
rush at film places is terrific since
Preparatory to a meeting of the majority of shoppers are from the
suburban
districts and come In to
committee of the whole of the United

WAAC

WAACs. She

Nite Shoppers

have

has fallen off a bit, difference hasn't
been very great and in every case
only a small percentage of the gains
in Golden Triangle.
Stores are just

sContliMied from pace 4^
should make the letter public at this
he
it
is believed that in it
resigned to Join the chant marine, Ru.ssell in air force, time,
strongly urges the continuance of
and Athur in Navy.
reports to the
Length of the letter is
UMPI.
theatre
in
Park
Castelli,
of
James
headquarters, Des Moines, Immethought to be due to a review of the
Dabrothers,
Two
Army.
Library,
diiitely.
respect to UMPI up to
rio and Danny, are already in the events with
Bill Landsburg, of the ParaiLOunt
time, plus the industry
service. A fourth, Jerry, is running the present
humeolTice exploitation departreent
advantages to be gained in saving it
house.
formerly district advertising the
ar.d
shipper. from doom.
U
Pemberton,
A.
Joseph
manager for the company in KanThe Rodgers communication goes
Army.
sas City, has joined the Army. He
Gordon Kearsey, asst. mgr. at Ful- to both distributors and exhibitors,
reported yesterday iTuesday) at Ft.
ton, into Navy as an aviation cadet. as well as attorneys, who are memLeavenworth, Kans.
bers of the committee of the whole.
Eddie Maillard, manager of the
Based on a survey of exhibs, the
Film Recruit*^
Colony, Livingston, N. J., and forMotion Picture Theatre Owners of
Hollywood, Sept. 19.
merly a member of the Warner sales
V:rginia has instructed its president,
fo:c«, has joined the U. S. Army
Dudley Early, film reviewer. Navy. William F. Crockett, to vote in
glider school at Pittsburg, Kans.
John Alton, cameraman, Signal favor of retaining UMPI. Others, not
All in one week the Hotel Bel- Corps.
as yet reported, are doing the same
mont Plaza's Glass Hat, N. Y., lost
Donald Duke, film booker, Navy.
or ultimately will, including various
Joel Shaw, piano player in Bobby
William Tracy, screen actor. Army units of both the Motion Picture
Parks' orchestra; Manor (and Mig- Air Force.
Theatre Owners of America and its
non), dancers, and Johnny Brooks,
Joe Valentine, cameraman. Army. rival national body. Allied States
^ Milton Pickman, band manager. Assn.
bartender, to the Army.
Frank V. King, manager of the Army.
Officials of Allied, who are makMidland and Auditorium theatres in
Sam Zagon, film attorney, Army ing a tour of the country to discuss
J>Iewark, O., now a Chief Specialist Air Corps.
high rentals, increased admissions
Thii is his second
in the Navy.
Joe Wrcnn. actors business man- and other complaints, are meantime
hitch in the Navy; last time being in ager, Army Quartermaster Dept.
said to be sounding out local units
World War I.
James Lane, studio location man- on UMPI. Since Allied has been
Wilbur Neustein, assistant man- ager. Army Air Force.
strong for UMPI from the start, beager of Loew's 83rd St, N. Y., inSam Clark, film exploiter. Army. lieved the majority of its units
ducted in the Army. He enlisted.
Roy Loggins, Jr., studio tech- will want to keep it.
Dick Fishell, sportscaster of WHN, nician. Army.
Harry Brandt, president of the
New York, left last week to take a
Perc We-stmore, makeup chief, Independent Theatre Owners Assn.
First Lieutenant's commission in the Coast Guard.
of N. Y., is also a staunch advocate
Marines.
He will be stationed at
Milton Serolte, studio technician, of its retention.
Both he and
Quantico. Richard Darf, of the sta- Army.
Crockett are members of the UMPI
tions FM department, Joined the
Ted Weisberth, cameraman. Army exhibitor subcommittee.
Army.
Air Force.
pubRoland Hamcl, of the
Dwight Breeze, studio technician,
licity department, resigned to take Navy.
a war production Job at the Philadelphia Navy Yard, and Ray Winters,
Blf Denver Ceotlnfent
announcer, went to Chicago to await
IN
Denver, Sept. 19.
Army call. Sid Walton, formerly an
Jack Cramer, city manager for
announcer at WHN, has rejoined the
Fox Theatres at North Platte, Neb.,
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 19.
station'i spieler staff.
has left for the Army, and is being
State police are probing a frusJerry Gross, p.a., Army.
followed by Vern Austin, his suctrated attempt to fire the Holyoke
cessor, who was set into the North
Austin theatre, formerly the Opera House,
post temporarily.
More From Pitt
Platte
early Wednesday (0) morning.
It
leaves in a few weeks.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 15.
was the second attempt in this area
The J. H. Cooper Enterprises this month to set fire to
Grace White, private secretary to
a motion
(Publix) has lost about 90 to the
picture house, the (Calvin in NorthJohn H. Harris, head of Harris
armed forces since Pearl Harbor. ampton having been saved two
Aniusement Co., into the WAACs.
They include Robert Dunn, Jimmy
Carl Eagle, son of Stanley man- Smith, Merton Mauring, David Dan- weeks ago when a home-made 'Are
ager Charlie Eagle, promoted to line iels, Richard Love, Eddie Cole, bomb' burned itself out.
The Holyoke, closed since last
sergeant in ballistics ordnance de- Richard Hagan, Glenn Cree and ROy
partment and shipped from Aber- Javine of Colorado Springs; James spring. Is owned by the Cjlmore Asdeen Proving Grounds, Md., to a Mason, Leslie Graves, Morris Shan- sociates. When Holyoke police disbase in California.
strom, William Strawn. Harold Bry- covered a break in the playhouse,
at ant, John Ferguson, Joe Fetguson, they found seats removed from the
Richard
announcer
Koch,
WISR in Butler, Navy, and Orland John Alexander, Alden Rupe, Ken- balcony and tossed into the orchesPapers were scattered
Tamburri, operator at same station, neth Rupe, Clatence Strawn, Ray- tra pit.
ditto,
mond Galza, Ed Thompson, Harvey aiound the floor and turpentine bad
William Milne been poured in the aisles, according
Billy Kelley, publicity chief at Traylor, Roy Borden,
and Newell Hall, Pueblo, Colo.; to the Fire Department,
years,

Monday

Also a Boon for Theatres, Cafes

ada goee under enforced dlmout
orden on Sept. 20 In government
wartime effort to conserve 140,000
horse-power (or munitions industry.
In an area which includes most of
Ontario and Quebec (Toronto, Otsigns

Late

Pitt s

Sept. 19.

bit lighting in eastern Can-

Indie exhibs in the Lo8 Angeles area are registering heat over the mlendcd showing of 'Mrs. Miniver' in the Fox-West Coast deluxers, decUrThey declare the picture is being
inn it constitutes an exclusive run.
milked in the district before it will be shown in the subsequent rum. Film
eighth week at the Carthay Circle and Metro refuses to
is going into its
Before it started at the Car.
siiy when it will break in, the 40c theatres.
thay, the feature played an initial flve-theatre week and a second week
Bl three other houses. All of which, the indies charge, is upsetting normal
Independent Theatre Owners of Southern California is opclearance.
posed to the flve-theatre plan on the ground that it establishes a dangerous
precedent. They declare the boxoSlce value to the indies is lost when a
fllin is held up too long.

niag in 1937.

n
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make

night of it.
Nlteries and
bars are. also cashing in by the ina

flux.

Night shopping has been so successful, in fact, that Retail Merchants
Association locally is said to be considering
adding
another
night,

Thursday, a move that would have
the whole-hearted approval of the
theatre owners.
Although Thursdays are generally all right, there's
room for improvement and boys can
see that extra cash.
Since stores
don't open until noon
Mondays,
shopping crowds are conspicuous by
their absence but mat biz downtown
in last year has been off anyway and
doesn't hurt any.
In

Leab Toe

St.

St. Louis, Sept.

Flicker

houses

New
THIBD

19.

enjoying

are

a

ments to open at noon and close at
9 pjn. to enable workers in defense
plants to do their shopping.
The suggestion fell on deaf ears
for several weeks but, finally, execs
of the Stix. Baer & Fuller and
dept. stores

follow Hizzoner's suggestion.
Immediately a flock of smaller shops
hopped into the bandwagon.

In PhiUy Yesterday
Philadelphia, Sept. IS.
More than 100 exhibs representing, approximately, 225 theatres. Attended a meeting this afternoon
(Tuesday) at the Hotel Broadwood
sponsored
Allied,
by
protesting
against high film rentals. The meeting was closed to the trade press.
After the sessions, which lasted
more than three hours, M. A. Rosenberg, National Allied president, announced that the exhibs 'were in
complete harmony' in regards to the
plans of the Allied Caravan to obtains "relier for exhibitors.
•The largest amount of money ever
pledged in Philly to any movement
was pledged at this meetin|,' Rosenberg said. He refused to disclose the
figure raised.
This was the fourth
stop of the Caravan. Previous meetings have been held at Minneapolis.

Chicago and Detroit.
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Lending credence to the vandalism
Loren A. Weaver, Floyd A. Towns,
4 711.
Elvern Garber and Donald Fream, theory, the motion picture projecHtarta Tomorrow
Grand Junction, Colo.; Roy Ander- tion room was badly damaged.
Monty WOOLLEV * Rod4y HcDOWALL
son, Don French and Tom Trammel,
"PIEL PIPER"
Greeley, Colo.; and from Lincoln,
—
and—
Neb., these men were called or enLEON ERROL • LUPE VELEI
Metro the Winnah!
Ralph H. Ayer, Dean Pohlisted:
'Mexican Spitflre'i Elephant'
Hollywood, Sept. IS.
lenz, Lester Collier, Arthur Eacker,
Battle between 'No Surrender' and
Everett Bindy, Taylor Hale, Craig
'Never
Surrender'
peacefully,
ended
Tom Cavanaugh, Robert
Miller,
Crime Doc's Lead
with Arnold Pressburger and Fritz
Stoke, John Kuhl, Vincent J. DiLang, indie producers, surrendering
Hollywood, Sept. 19.
Fiore, Luke Smith, Dr. Q. Q. Quay,
their 'Never' to Metro's 'No.'
Columbia signed Margaret Lindsay
Lieut. Leo Drennan. Bruce MiddleThere were threats of carrying the to share the lead with Warner Bax*
ton, Bill Steen and Dick Svoboda.
title fight to the Hays office and ter in the mystery series, 'Crime
Griffith B. Thompson, v.p. and even to the courts, but the indies Doctor.'
Picture.<!, based on the CBS air
general manager of WBYN, Brook- conducted a masterly retreat and are
lyn, to Special Service Division of offering (100 in war bonds for a new .series, wilt be produced by Ralph
Cohn.
tag on their war story.
the U. S. Army as a captain.
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CONCERT-OPERA

26

Argentine fress^^s^^alanchine

—

fiDSLSet for 9 Dates

the Montreal and San Francisco
Opera companies before returning to
the Met in November for his 17th

Against Native BaUet Performances

successive season as

On
cisco

Aires, Sept. 8
Severe dressing-down to ballet
director George Balanchine for interview declarations made on his

return to New York appeared in the
press here this week with warning
to the Teatro Colon, municipallyowned opera house, to think twice
before renewing his contract.
Case recalled similar incidents

John Reinhardt
S., handed out
interviews which bounced here and

when

film director
returned to the U.

caused strained relations. Reinhardt
Inter claimed interview declarations
were not his. But pointed out is
that papers here base their criticisms
on what appears in the Manhattan
press and careless interviewing following South American trips is
to undo all the good will
which may have been created by

likely

vifiting personalitie,<!.

Criticism of Balanchine appeared

not in pro-totalitarian papers which,
because they slap at everything
Yank, are discounted by readers, but
i,i strongly pro-democratic and proU. S. papers and magazines.
Pointo Cited

pro-democratic
adernooner, for example, cited these
Critica,

leading

points:

Balanchine,

after

praising

14 Concert Attractions

For 2 Denver Series
Denver, Sept. 15.
Concert
Oberfelder-Slack

cities,

reflection In that the
ballets are considered good
enough for here while the Colon
ballet is not considered good enough
for the U. S., paper declares the
Colon ballet Is not available for
S.

leading bass.

NCAC. He

will also sing
Mefistofele in a concert version of
Berlioz's 'Damnation of Faust' with

-

Morini-D'Andria Co.
Set for 30 Bookings

the N. Y. Philharmonic under Artur

PONSINIAKME'

The 'Travlata' company of Albert
Morini and Georgio D'Andria has
been booked Sot 31 dates this fall,
sUrting Oct. 17 In Bridgeport Company has Annamary Dickey, MarBasil Ballet Set
Daum, Francesco PerulU,
garet
to March 5; $5.60 to $17.36 is to be
Francesco Naya, Jess Walters and
UntU
1943,
the scale for the series.
Robert Shilton as lU principal singArtists to appear include Rise
ers, with Angelo Canarutto as conSo. American Dates ductor. The tour will close at the
Stevens, Oct. 5; Ballet Russe de
Monte Carlo, Nov. 14; Bruna CasAcademy of Music, Brooklyn, Dec. 1.
tagna, Dec. 1; Yehudi Menuhin, Jan.
Buenos Aires, Sept. 8.
Company, which will carry an
4; Josef Hofmann, Jan. 14; SalvaOriginal Ballet Russe Company, orchestra of 16 and a chorus of 12,
Feb. 19; Richard
tore Baccaloni,
has
Basil,
de
is to tour the eastern seaboard and
directed by Colonel W.
Crooks, Feb. 26, and Marian Ander- been signed for a concert series at might play a week In Canada at the
son, March 5.
the Colon. Makes the flrst time such end of the U. S. tour If current
The 'Celebrity Series' by the same a group has been inked by the negotiations jell.
managers will have six attractions, municipaUy-owned opera house, folCompany is being sold for $1,750
from $3.36 to $10.08. These will be lowing its appearance in commercial a performance.
Paul Draper and Larry Adler, Oct. theatres.
16, Anna Kaskas, Oct. 26; Don CosBallet Russe company came here
sack Chorus, Jan. 8; Anne Brown,
several months ago following stopFeb. 13; Carmen Amaya, Feb. 15;
overs in Brazil and signed to play
and Jan Peerce, March 22.
the Teatro Politeama because of inDid
ability to arrange Colon dates.
so well at Politeama, however, that
Colon managament decided on new

The

Series here will present two groups
of concerts during the 1942-43 eason. The larger of the two, known
as the 'Greater Artists Series,' will
present eight attractions from Oct. 5

Rodzinski in December.

series following trip to
and to the interior.

Newark ^ed

Montevideo

THIS SEASON

Buenos Aires, Sept. IS.
it is imEttore Panizza, leading Italian conpossible to conceive that the management of the Colon could have ductor of the Metropolitan Opera Co.
seven years, won't rethe
past
promised its support to such a plan. for
turn to the U.S. this season but will
*S:. we must attribute this announceir.ent to an excess of publicity-seek- remain here.
believed
that he will take
It
is
ing on the part of Balanchine,'
over the directorship of the Teatro
Critica added.
To another Balanchine statement, Colon, replacing Florio Ungarte.
revue impresarios and that

the Argentine ballet is now be.
.
inp born,' question was asked: 'What

.

139

—

—

left the U. S. in January and does
net expect to get back to States till
October, 1943, longest stage tour ever
attempted by any organization in

at
Balanchine's statethat the season just ended (for
which he was director), 'was the

ment
most

ever seen,' papers declared: 'In saying this he indulged
in
boastful
exaggeration
hardly
luslified even for publicity purposes,
flist, because no one here ever said
CO and, secondly, because the seas.n
thlr year was one of the poorest.
H:s statements, besides being selfbrilliant

contradictory,
ance.'
Critica

show

great

Orch Offers $1,000
For New Symphony

Cleve.

which was not new. Colon manage-

son Rockefeller Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs.

be the opener.
Also scheduled are 'Carmen,' 'Cavalleria Rusticana,' 'Pagliacci,' 'Rigo-

AT

N.Y.

letto.' 'La Gioconda,' 'II Trovatore,'
'Barber of Seville,' "La Boheme.' 'Tosca,' 'Lucia di Lammermoor,' 'Manon' and 'Don Pasquale.'
Met stars to. appear include Nino
Giovanni Martinelli, Jan
Martini,
Peerce, Jarmila Novolna, Bruna Castagna, Dusolina Giannini, Kurt Baum
Nicola Moscona, Stella Roman, Rob.

'Faust,'

24 CONCERTS IN OCT.

TOWN HALL

Town

Hall, N. Y., will present 24
concerts during October as its annual concert series swing:: under

way.

to Dec. 12

ter last

Repertoire will also include 'Aida,'
'Boheme,' 'Carmen,' 'Cavelleria Rusticana,' 'Pagliacci,' 'Daughter of the
Regiment,' 'Faust' 'Halka,' 'Jewels of

Madonna,' 'Juive,' 'Lohengrin,'
Di Lammermoor, 'Manon,'
'Mignon,'

Martha,'

'Tannhauser,'

letto,'

'Rigo-

'Otello,'

'Tra-

'Tosca,'

and 'Trovatore.' Five operas
be done in English, 'Secrets of

-

Oct

30.

Reginald Stewart
the

complete

list

pencilled

in,

of arti.sts engaged, or
being Licia Albanese,

Antoine. Rose Bampton,
Kurt Baum, Douglas Beattie, RichGiuseppe Cavadore,
ard Bonelli,
Richard Crooks, George Czaplicki,
Dusolina Giannini, Coe Glade, Helen

Josephine

Jepson, Raoul Jobin, Anna Kaskas,
Jan Kiepura, Alexander Kipnis, Dorothy Kirsten. Charles Kullman, Virgilio Lazzari, Mark Love, Mobley
Lushanya, Giovanni Martinelli, Lauritz Melchior, James Melton. Grace
ert Weede, Armand Tokatyan and Moore, Nicola Moscona, Carlo MoJan Kiepura. Also appearing will relli, Nino Martini, Lily Pons, Hilde
be Dorothy Kirsten of the Chicago Reggiani,
Stella
Roman, Gladys

Besides the musical events,
lectures and church services will be
presented.
Lorenzo Alvary
Artists to be heard In order of Opera Company and
Francisco Opera.
their appearances will be (evening of the San
unless otherwise stated): Zara Nel
sova, cellist, Oct. 4; Elizabeth Hippie, pianist, Oct. 5; Ernestine Stein
way, soprano, Oct. 6; Marie Valois,
soprano, Oct. 9; Hul)ert Valentine,
tenor, Oct. 11; Bernardo Segall, pianist, Oct. 12; Nina Quartin, soprano,
Oct. 13; Alexander Sved, baritone.
The Metropolitan Opera Co. is
Oct. 15; Tapia Caballero, pianist, Oct.
planning on a revival of Verdi's
16; James Friskin, pianist, Oct. 17;
Forza Del Deslino' during the comEmanuel List, bass, Oct. 18.
Also, David Sarser, violinist, Oct. ing season. The opera has been off
19 (afternoon); Dorothy Baker, so- the boards since the 1934-35 season.
prano, Oct.
(evening);
Ernst Cast now tentatively set includes
19
Wolff, baritone, Oct. 20; Wanda LanKurt Baum, Czechoslovakian tenor,
dowska,
harpsichordist,
Oct.
21;
Miriam Solovieff, violinist, Oct. 23; who sang only in 'Rosenkavalier' last
Rose Goldblatt, pianist, Oct. 24; year.
Maxim Schapiro, pianist, Oct. 25;
The Met is reputedly planning to
New Friends of Music with Coolidge use Baum in 'Aida,' Tosca' and TroQuartet and Hortense Monath, pi- vatore' as well. The soprano will
anist, Oct. 25 (afternoon) Ella Davis, probably be Dusolina Giannini, who
soprano, Oct. 25; Roman Totenberg, did not sing at the house at all last
violinist, Oct. 26; Sari Biro, pianist. year.
Oct. 27; Thomas L. Thomas, baritone,
Gerhard Pechner is also reported

TORZA DEL DESTINO'
REVIVAL LIKEY

member

the cast, as is
Leonard Warren, with Ettore Panizza
handling the conducting.
as

Pbyers

season.
Radio
and performance
rights in the winning work will stay
with the Cleveland Orchestra until
1944.
Arthur Rodzinksi will head a
board of judges to select the winner.

and Anna

Season will run flve weeks
under Fortune Gallo, Latyear reduced the company's
usual annual deflcit of $100,000 to
less than $20,000.

Kaskas.

will

a

of

Swarthout, John Charles Thomas,
Kerstin Thorborg, Lawrence Tibbelt
Vittorio Trevisan, Salvatore Bacca-

and Elizabeth Wysor.
Conductors will be Carlo PeronI,
Giuseppe Bamboschek, Dino Bigalll,
Jerzy Bojanowski, Paul Breisach,
Angelo Canarutto, Leo Kopp and
Edwin McArthur.

loni

Symph Backed

Cleve.

By 70G From

Localites

Cleveland, Sept.

15.

Already backed with $70,000 worth
of community cooperation, the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra, under the
baton of Dr. Artur Rodzinski, has
prepared for the October opening
of its 2Sth anniversary season with
the announcement of a brilliant list
of soloists for the approaching season.

Included among the guest stars
Tossy Spivakovsky, orchestra's
concertmaster; Raya Garbou-

are

new

sova; Leonard Rose, cellLst; Alice
Challfoux, harpist; Philip Kirchner,
oboist;

Alexander Brailowsky, Ru-

dolf Serkin and Claudio Arrau, pi-

Patrons Will Vote

On

Artists for

LA.

Series

Szigeti, Carroll
Posselt, violinists.

anists; Josef

and Ruth

who is to conduct
Los Angeles, Sept IS.
new orchestra, has declared that
L. E. Behymer will present 12 atwhile he' wanted to use ns many tractions on his De Luxe Series this
Baltimore musicians as possible, it season. His list of artists includes
ment, it is added, should carefully
would be necessary to import i 18 names, but subscribers will vote
consider his declarations.
Reornumber of players.
on the 12 who will appear on the
ganization is evidently necessary, it Robeson
Dates have been tentatively sched- series.
Opens Series
Is stated, 'but regarding vacancies,
uled for 28 concerts at the Lyric
The 18 names submitted by Bew: have here an official academy
At Dartmouth Oct. 10 theatre, with the possibility that hymer include Rise Stevens, the Baland various private schools of ballet,
these will be decreased, or increased, let Russe de Monte Carlo, Carmen
Hanover, N. H., Sept. 15.
which have contributed valuable talThe Dartmouth College Concert in accordance with the organization's Amaya, Paul Draper and Larry Adent, and it is not necessary to bring course this^year includes four at- flnal budget, which has as its basis a
ler,
the Ballet Theatre, Dusolina
others in from Mr. Balanchine's own tractions.
Paul Robeson will open $50,000 appropriation which Mayor Giannini, Richard Crooks, the Platprivate academy.'
the course Oct 10, with Albert Jackson has agreed to recommend off Don Cossacks, Marian Anderson,
Spalding coming in Dec. 12 and to the City Board of Estimates.
the Jaroff Don Cossacks, the Trapp
Carroll Glenn's Dates
Astrid Varnay and Lauritz Melchior
Initial concert is slated for Nov. 19
Family Singers, Vrpnsky and Babin,
Carroll Glenn, 22-year-old violin
as a January duet.
Serge Rachmaninoff, Robert Casa1st,
has been booked tor over 20
Course will be concluded with the
BoUnd Gandry, violinist opens a desus, Luboshutz and Nemenofl, Igor
orchestral dates for the coming sea- Boston Symphonietta, Jesus Maria 17-date tour in Jamestown, N. Y
Gorin, Zino Francescatti and Nelson
ton, opening Sept. 10 in Toronto.
Sanroma as piano soloist
Oct 19.
Eddy.
declares that Balanchine
24,000 pesos (approximately
$6,000) to put on two ballets, one of

Jobin, Alexander Kipnis

Newark, Sept. 15
'Tales of HoffNewark Civic Grand Opera Assn. Suzanne, "Martha,"
South America. Unlike many groups
which have come here in' the last will present the flrst of a series of man,' 'Hansel and Gretel" and 'The
couple of years. Ballet Russe com- 14 operas, featuring leading Metro- Barber of Seville.' Admission prices
pany has not had a cent or even a politan Opera stars, at the Mosque will run from $2 to $5, with an In'La Traviata" will
letter of Introduction from the Nel- theatre Oct 18.

Cleveland, Sept. 15.
As part of its 2Sth anniversary
Balto to Import
season the Cleveland Orchestra will
offer a $1,000 prize for a new American symphonic composition.
Baltimore, Sept IS.
Manuscript deadline is Jan. 1, 1943,
In announcing that auditions for
and the orchestra will give the work membership in an 'improved' 90its world premiere at a pair of conpiece Baltimore Symphony Orchesignorcerts in Severance Hall during the
tra probably would begin this week,

was paid

IS.

open

will

annual season Nov. 7 with

viata,'

;

Pavlowa.
Slapping

32(i

'Lakme,' featuring Lily Pons, Raoul

'Lucia

Opening Oct 8

*.

The Metropolitan is now dickering
d'> you mean by Argentine ballet?' with a number of important guest
Critica, for example, states thai flie conductors and possible regulars to
pick
up the assignments of Panizza.
Argentine ballet inspired by Argen
Among the possible replacements
tine customs and dance rhythms
was born many years ago in ballets for regular maestro are George
Snell,
Fausto Cleva, Angelo Canacreated
by Argentine musicians,
such as 'La Flor del Udupe' by Con- rutto, with either Leopold Slokowstantino Gaito and 'Panambi' by ski or Serge Koussevitsky as guests.
Gmastera.
Picking on another statement of
Balanchine that the Argentine ballet
Concerts Schedoled
Is 'a superior group with great pos
cibilities but lacking experience and
For Philly Orchestra
Eolists
who must be imported,'
writers point out 'it must be remembered that the ballet group at
Philadelphia, Sept. 15.
tht Colon was organized in 1925
The Philadelphia Orchestra,
has had 17 years of experience and launching its 43rd season, will, in
i'i directors have been the greatest
addition to its 74 concerts at the
masters of tl.e ballet, among them, Academy of Music here, play 65 on
Bzlanchine's own teachers Adolfo
the road. The orchestra opens Oct.
Blom, Michel
Foklne,
Jacovieft, 2 and ends it season April 30. EuGeorges Kyarschst, Boris Romanoff, gene Ormandy returns as conductor.
Serge Lifar and Nijinsk! and, in
Included in its annual traveling
recent years, Margarita Wahlmann.
schedule will be concerts in N. Y. it
Colon repertoire now includes
Carnegie Hall (10), in Washington at
ever 100 works, it was added, and
Constitution Hall (6), at the Lyric
Ihe Colon has had the greatest flgtheatre, Baltimore (6), and six at
uies of the ballet on its boards,
Ann Arbor, Mich.
en-.ong them DiaghilefTs troupe and

Chicago, Sept.

The Chicago Opera Co.
its

the

Basil company, comprising 68
people, all but 10 of them dancers,

De

BATONATMET

SEASON

On

Met Stars Head

PANIZZA WON'T

TO OPEN CHI

De

QcU

constitutes a

U.

its

way back from San Fran- for her. He
her.
Pinza will concertize in key ferring not to rush
bookings for which are now

his

being set by

the

Colon ballet corps, stated: 'I hope
to be able to prepare It to appear
0-1 northern stages within two years.'
Aside from pointing out that this

Concert-Opera

soprano, is being groomed by
Kllaen FarreU, a8-y«Br-old Irish dramatic
since John McCormack.
Charles L Wagner ai hlB greatest IrUh prospect
flrst great singer of her
Warner fwls that the young soprano will be the
concerns an Irish prmcess.
which
'Isolde,'
with
cope
race to successfuUy
of
15 appearances Oct. 28
tour
concert
first
her
launch
The singer will
$400 an appearance
getting
is
Wagner
Orchestra.
City
with the Salt Lake
wIU not allow her to appear in opera until next year, pre-

Ezlo Plnza has been booked lor
nine appearances this season with

For Statements Allegedly Reflecting

Buenoa

Insiiie

WithMonaS.F.Orchs

Glenn

The symph will broadcast an hour
program over WGAR and the CBS
England,
shortwave
network
to
South America and the Paciflc area
each

Saturday.

Union City Opera OcL 8
Union City, N. J., Sept. 19.
The Union City Opera Co.., one
two municipally flnanced opera
companies in the U. S., will launch
its first season under "Thomas Marof

tin,

Met conductor, Oct

8.

The

opera will be 'Traviata.'
Set in the cast is Vivian Delia
Chiesa, Bruno Landi and Alfredo
Chigi, Michael De Pace, N. Y. manager and personal representative of
many of the Met singers, is casting
director.
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MBS

Keys FaB Program Schedule

To

Up

News

the War, Including 13

Cleveland, Sept. IS.
After a two-day (9-10) conference

mat, with each 60 minutes balancing
news, music, variety and war effort
broadcasts, will be put into effect
early next month after the World
Series, according to Adolph Opfln-

Mutual program director.
hour-by-hour
these
'Balancing
segments will be topflight commercial and non-commercial shows, with
each grouping carefully scheduled
so that each 60-minute unit will include a variety of program subger.

ValleeSisns2
Gil Lamb), comedian, and Shirley
Mitchell, actress, have Ipeen signed

by Rudy Vallee
night series on

Thursday

for' his

NBC

NBCStiUMuDing

Various members of the Mutual
board of directors are reported as
advocating that the network engage

is

itself
a paid president.
It
wouldn't have to be anyone who has

for

Sfice in

Sunday

Matinee Charges

Opflnger said.
Six Daytime Variety Shows
unusual highlight planned for
fall schedule wlU be six halfhour variety musical shows Inserted
NBC higherups are still mulling
These will over a suggestion made within the
in the daytime hours.
compete with the heavy dramatic organization
the
Sunday
that
daytime schedules on other net- matinee rates be revised. The NBC
works.
rate for the Sunday period running
On the hour, from 10 a.m. to 10 from noon to 6 p.m. is three-fourths
p.m., 13 different news commenta- of the night rate and the proposal
tors will be heard Mondays through facing the network is whether to reFridays.
These will include such duce this to two-thirdi the night
names as Boake Carter and his sis- rate. The change would bring NBCs
ter, Shellah, who will originate her Sunday afternoon rate In line with
Columbia's and the Blue Network's
broadcasts from Cleveland.
A resolution was passed by the rates for the like arc of the clock.
There has also been talk within
Mutual program managers pledging further cooperation with the NBC of clipping the earlier part of
United States armed forces and the the afternoon to 50% of the night
rate and pegging the late hours of
various governmental agencies.
Also announced is a new Cresta two-thirds the night rate.
program
featuring
Blanchawine
Jack Pearl with Morton Gould's or-

An

chestra

and

tentatively.

Nadine

Starting date

is

DOUBLE' UPS

Attending the conclave were Van
C. Newkirk. Joun Tinnea, George
Steffy, Madeline Ensign, Bert Hanauer, Herbert Rice, Clifton Daniel,
Murray Arnold, Syd Cornell, Campbell Ritchie, Frank Schreiber, Julius
F. Seebach, LesteV- Gottlieb, Tom
Slater. Andrew Poole and Opflnger. H. K. Carpenter, general manager of WHK-WCLE, which leaves
the Blue shortly to go fuUtime Mutual, thus leaving Blue out of Cleveland, was host.

'Double

Vf

.

in

CBS

or

Nothing,'

quiz

show

Friday nights on Mutual for Feenamint, expands its hookup from 100
to

204

This
full

was

As

as

stations,

is

effective

Sept.

29.

the flrst account to use the

network

in the U. S. for a

regu-

series since the new rate card
issued.
Such sponsored shows
Gillette's prizefight and World

Series broadcasts use the full Mutual
station lineup, even including out-

Charge Of

lets in

Ad, Sales Promotion

Hawaii and Canada, but they

are not regular scries.
With the Sept. 23

broadcast,
its, third

'Double or Nothing' starts

month year on Mutual. It also
vice-presidency with the a new scries of 'salutes' to

Paul M. Hollister,
resigned a

who

last

Sterling Getchell agency, has
Joined CBS in the post of v.p. in

J.

charge of advertising and sales promotion. Hollister is known throughout the country for his work in retail merchandising, promotion and
publicity.
Hollister was executive v.p. and
publicity director of R. H. Macy
Co., New York department store, for

&

eight years.
His past ad agency
connections also include the whilom
H. K. McCann Co., and B.B.D. Sc O.

Travers New Yankee V.P.
Boston, Sept.

IS.

Linus Travers was elected executive v.p. of
last week.

the

Yankee Network

Robert T. Bartley, who prior to
joining the Yankee net in 1939 was
with the Federal Communications
Commission, was made a v.-p.

Johns With Walker Co.

Institutes

the countries occupied by the Nazis but still
resisting.
Greece will be the country "saluted' on the Sept. 25 show
and the Andrews Sisters, who are of
Greek ancestry, will guest on the
stanza.
Regular cast for the program includes Walter Compton,
Frank Forrest and Alois Havrilla.
Esty is the agency.

Final

decision

whether

on

15.

the

—

—

been active in broadcasting, but
rather somebody who is well known
in the advertising, mercantile or political field.
One report has it that
Don Francisco had recently re
ceived such an offer and turned it
down. Francisco is head of the
communications division in the Ot
flee of the Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs. He quit as president of the Lord
Thomas agency,
with a salary of $100,000 a year, to
bke that post
Inquiries by
Mutual boardmen

&

have been without

official direction

C-P-P Net Spots;

—

Movmg

'Hobby

of the board itself. It has been the
opinion of several Mutual stockhold
ers that the network's stature would
be benefited by the acquisition of a
salaried president who would command national attention and rec
ognition. Mutual has never had any
salaried officials.
Its president W.
E. Macfarlane, is managing director
of WGN, Chicago, a Mutual stock
hclder, and general manager of the
Chicago Tribune. Fred Weber, who
holds the title of general manager, Arden
plu.s
Hilde(unavailable),
has always been the network's top garde, Parkyakarkas and Ray Block's

executive.
The individualistic na orchestra.
ture of the Mutual operation finds
of Chi
Table'
Jolson is due back shortly from
an illumin,^ting example in a current his overseas trouping for the U. S.
situation i'nvolving Gillette Razor's troops in Englaad and Ireland.
fmie To
sponsorship of eight football games
The N. Y. Ayer agency which inr.i the network.
can schedule troduced "Top' for Kirkman Soap,
Accoonnodate Paint
only six of these games, as it has a has resigned that account.
This
prior commitment to carry local brand, which is owned by C-P-P-,
football games on the other two wiU now come under Bates' juris'The University of Chicago Rounddates.
li>ble,' one of radio's oldest discusAt the request of Maxon, diction also.
agency on the Gillette account
sion programs, may be moved frqm
its present Sunday matinee spot on
WENR, the Blue Network's Chicago
NBC to accommodate a Sherwinkey outlet, has agreed to substitute
Williams half-hour show. The acits facilities for the two occasions
count wants to get as close to midWel>er would remain as operating
afrernoon as possible, but it doesn't
head of the Network, although there
want to be opposite CBS' symphony
is a probability of his going into the
broadcast (3-4:30).
U. S. service.
Weber, who has
headed the operating setup of Mu'Roundtable' Is currently schedtual since the network's inception
uled from 2:30 to S p.m.
seven years ago, got his start in the
broadcasting business with NBC as a
Washington, Sept. 15.
stations relationer.
Office of War Information has
PITCHES
under consideration the different
proposals covering the weekly broadcast to the nation which Elmer Davis,
head of the bureau, is slated to start

WGN

Show

NETS SUBMIT

3

PLANS FOR OWI

TWO MORE

Ballantine

The three propositions were
submitted by NBC. CBS. Blue and
Mutual officials following a conference last week.
The alternate arrangements were:
1. That Davis do
a broadcast on
each network at a diMercnt time.
2. That
the OWI chief do two
broadcasts, linking up two of the
networks on each occasion.
3. That all four networks be linked
shortly.

Soldiers, but

Ducks

Trouble ^ith

AFM

fall
its

Coast.

Jones,

Jr.,

Into

Army

Ray E. Jones. Jr., of the Compton
staff, has
resigned to join the Army.
He worked on the 'Truth or Consequences' program.
agency radio production

ON

COAST FOR PABST NOD

Aims At

front.

Frank Johns has been
Walker Co., radio who is serving on detached duty
with OWI with the view to an asNew York City.
Johns was formerly office man- signment for the handling of the
ager in N. Y. for the Howard Wil- literary end of OWI activities on the

Romd

May Move NBC

Dem Bums

manager of the
station reps, in

station reps.

Washington, Sept.

Renew Nelson Eddy

United States erects 22 new shortNelson Eddy has been renewed by wave transmitters In a move to
Old Gold for his Wednesday night partly cut down the propaganda advantage of the Axis is up to the
spot on NBC.
Army and Navy, with the other
It will make 39 weeks for him.
Federal agencies already subscrib'
>
ing to the fundamental principles of
a comprehensive engineering plan
that would provide aroimd-the-clock
and world-wide coverage.
Scheme to nearly treble this
country's DX facilities has reached
the point where requests for the
necessary
cash— around $4,000,000
for construction and $3,000,000 annually
for
operation are
being
weighed by the Budget Bureau.
Formal estimates are expected to go
to Congrfts within a fortnight, unless the high command nixes th«
whole idea on the ground the freColgate - Palmolive - Peet's assign- quencies cannot be spared.
ment of the Palmolive Soap adverEven U the contemplated additising to the Ted Bates agency was tional directional antennas and new
made official last week and the transmitters are not installed, the
agency at the same time advised existing 14 short-wave plants are
NBC that the Saturday 9:30 to 10 due to be virtually taken over by
pm. spot it had bought for AI Jol- Uncle Sam. While operation still will
soii would instead be used for 'Can remain in the hands
of private enYou Top This?, starling Oct. 3. terprise, the Federal C^vernment is
Top' will continue its Tuesday night committed to the policy of buying
session on WOR, New York.
100% of the time on these outlets
Jolson is to get the Tuesday 8:30- and to undertaking the ticklish pro'Hobby gramming job.
8:55 p.m. spot on CBS.
Lobby' leaves the latter niche the
Details of the construction plan
week before Jolson's entry (Oct. 6) are very hush-hush, with Robert E.
and opens in the Saturday 8:30-9:55 Sherwood, the playwrlght-propap.m. period Octfl 3.
gandist
dodging
all
questions.
Carlo de Angelo will be producer- Enough has leaked from
other
director of Jolson's program, and sources, though, to indicate that
this
Pat C. Flick and Eddie Forman will country is on the starting line.
New talent lineup has (Nazis, however, admittedly are a
script it.
Eve
of
place
Elaine Arden in
(Continued on page 38)

The spot end of Bullantine Ale's
and winter campaign will direct together for the weekly event.
appeal especially to soldiers.
Rather than take a chance on encountering difficulties with regulaCincy Also Hot About
tions of the American Federation of
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
Musicians on the making of tranDefeat of
Nat Wolff, chief deputy to W. B. scriptions, the account plans to inLewis in charge of Coast operations corporate certain program idea.s
for radio division of Office of War within half-hour musical shows put
Cincinnati. Sept. 15.
Information, is due in Washington together by the individual station.s.
Interest of National League fans
this
week for conferences with
The music may be provided by
sizzling DodjElmer Davis, Milton Eisenhower, the station staff , orchestras, re- being centered in the
crs-Cardinals flght for the pennant,
aide to Davis, and Lewis. Object of corded
library
or
collection
ct
WSAI flew Roger Bacon to Brooklyn
the session is to frame an all-out pi'.onograph
records.
Walter
J.
for a direct-line airing of the came
radio policy to tie in with the Gov- Thomp.son is the agency on the acbetween those clubs Saturday (12).
ernment's war effort on (he home count.

WOLFF EAST TO GAB
WITH DAVIS, LEWIS

Accompanying Wolff is Collier
made Young, story head for SamGoldwyn,

sor, office,

Transmitters

U

MBS WEB 100%

lar

Hollister Joins

New DX

Bates Shuffles

the

Connor, songstress.

ficials

WEBER NOT AFFECTED

jects,*

Sept. 30.

—

the agency.

McKee-Albright

Up Propaganda Power

Via 22
Don Francisco Reported to
Have Recently Turned
Down Offer From Mutual
Board Members Acting
Ex Officio
Net Righ't
Now Has No Paid Of-

SealtesL
as regu-

for

They will join Joan Davis
lars on the show.

Army and Navy Whether

U. S. Will

FIGURE FOR JOB

Conunentators on the Hour Daily

at Hotel Cleveland, IS Muttaal chain
key station program directors announced a wartime war-minded network schedule for this fall.
The revised, streamlined chain
program service, emphasizing a specifically planned hour-by-hour for-

to

27

replaced the .station's regular
It
broadcast of the Cincy Reds tilt that
day in Philadelphia, progress of
which was reported between innings
by Dick Bray, Baker's as.sislant.

General Mills and Socnny Vucuiim

Hollywood, Sept.

IS.

Two new pitches for the Pabst
beer account were made last week
Si Mitchell, swelling the
total of speculative packaged shows

by Lennen

to nine. Tom McAvity. now associated with Jimmy Saphier, recorded
one program and Jim Andrews of
L. & M. produced the other.

In the McAvity lineup of talent
are Warner Baxter, Jack Carson,
Hedda Hopper, Leith Stevens, music
director, and Martha Tilton, vocalist
Also included is a spot for dramatic
vignettes.
Alfred Hitchcock was
narrator of the dramatics on the

Andrews
Pabst
week.

audition.
will make

a

choice

(his

'Aunt Jenny' Dispenses

With CBS Rebroadcast
'Aunt Jenny' (Lever Bros.) is to
have but one hookup a day on CBS,
namely, 11:45 a.m. EWT.
This hookup will extend across
the country and thereby do away
with the present rebroadcast 2:19

are alternating sponsors of WSAl's
p.m.
baseball blasts.

EWT.

—

)
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Post;

Haynes Heads Radio Production

John E. McMillin, vice-president
end radio director o( the Compton
agency, has been upped to vicepresident and director, succeeding

who

Alfred Stanford,
to

MBS UNABLE AS YET
TO CLEAR PEARL SHOW

Now in Top Compton Radio

McMillin

SO.

ELEaMcDOWEU PREXY

Stanford served in
in the Navy.
the Navy during World War I.
new
formerly
Haynes,
Storrs
and continuity director of the
agency, becomes head of the radio
production department. Hal James,
program supervisor,
formerly
a
moves over to become new program
manager and script buyer. Gilbert
another program superHalston,
visor, has resigned to join the radio
department of Procter & Gamble,
as assistant to William M. Ramsey,
Robert Wamboldt,
radio director.

script

New

show headed by Jack

Airings,

Its

Hollywood, Sept. 15.
prexy of the Southern Cali-

fornia Broadcasters Assn., is Lawrence McDowell, manager of KFOX,
Long Beach. Duke Hancock, KGFJ,

Pearl.

of Syracuse, Colgate and Cornell.
New England will have Boston
College, Holy Cross, Brown, Harvard
and Yale.

Plans for Eastern Pennsylvania
are still in the formative etage.
Games of Temple University and
Villanova College will be aired via
WIP here. Atlantic Is still negotiating with the University of Pennsylvania for rights. If the deal jells,
Penn games will again go over

AUen May

is vice-president, and
Harry Maislish, of KFWB, also L. A.,
is secretary and treasurer.
The retiring prez, Harry Wilt, of
KNX, served two terms.

Los Angeles,

WCAU.
Eight stations in Western Pennsylvania will broadcast grid games of

Navy) On

Penn State and

World

Barnouw Joins NBC As

Subject to okay by Judge Landis,
Mel Allen will team with Red Barber on the World Series baseball
broadcasts on Mutual, starting Sept.
He succeeds
30, for Gillette razor.

Editor Vice Disque

Script
Corlis Wilbur and Ted Bell remain
as program supervisors.
Stanford's
to
boost
Erik Barnouw joins NBC today
McMillin's
more (Wednesday) as script editor. He
considerably
involves
post
than the change of title indicated. succeeds Brice Disque, Jr., who reIn his new job he will have charge signed to take a commission in the
of 'creative production,' including Army Air Force.
Barnouw, a free-lance scripler and
both radio and copy, thus holding
policy control of radio operation. teacher of a course in radio at CoActive direction of the agency in the lumbia University, reports to Lewis
last few years has been handled Titterton, chief of the script division.
chiefly by Richard Compton, president; Leonard Bush, vice-president,
secretary, treasurer and» radio director, and Stanford.

Bob

who was

slated for the
assignment, but reported for duty
Monday (14) as a Lieutenant in the
Navy, at the Great Lakes Training
Station.
Besides Barber's and Al-

Elson,

play-by-play spiel. Bill Corum
the before and after-game

len's

will do
color.

is

the agency on the deal.

Pitt.

Maryland

sta-

will broadcast Navy games,
while Cleveland and Columbus stations

tions will air

Although all arrangements have
not yet been completed, tentative

games

of

Ohio State

University.

plans are set for the broadcast of
53 stations in 13 States
12 in the northeastern .section of the
country and Ohio. The broadcasts
will be set up on a regional basis.
For the first time in history.
Harvard games will be aired commercially via WOR, N. Y., and a

The games of the Philadelphia
Eagles, local pro outfit, sponsored by
Atlantic in the past, will be aiaed

New

become

games over

this

Mutual network Sept.

also broadcast Prince-

will

2 Stations

stations WHK-WCLE, Cleveland,
full-time affiliates of the

England network.

WOR

year by Pabst Beer over WFIL.

MBS Adds
WHK

and Yale. An upstate N. Y.
group of stations will air contests

28.

has formerly been
with the Blue.

ton

Maxon

Mind About Grid

But Trinuning Budget Sharply

The

Philadelphia, Sept. 15.
The Atlantic Refining Co., which
account wants to start Wednesday,
Sept. 30. The clearance difficulty is last month announced it would cease
the airing of football (or
bankrolling
(three
the oddity of the segment
the duration, last week reconsidered
quarters of an hour).
Morton Gould will direct the or- and is negotiating with colleges for
'on a restricted
broadcast
rights
to
will
(Sharlie)
chestra and Cliff Hall
do his usual straight for Pearl. Wil- schedule.'
liam H. Weintraub is the agency.
Joseph R. Rollins, advertising director ol the company, declared that
the .schedule would be considerably
smaller than that broadcast by AtReplace
(The oil comlantic in the past.
pany bankrolled 185 grid contests in
Elson (Into
1941 at a reported cost of $500,000.)
The slash in the number of games
Series Airing is in line with drop in biz due to
rationing, he declared.
the

CAL BROADCASTERS

has resigned

become a lieutenant commander

Mutual has yet to clear with its
affiliate the 4S-minute period that
Cresta Blanca Wine has ordered for

Adantk Changes

affiliated

LOUIS VS. CONN

RADIO IN OPEN

MARKET

i

The Committee of New York City
Sportswriters, headed by Grantland
Rice, handling the promotion of the
Joe Louis-Billy Conn fracas at the
Yankee Stadium on Oct. 12 tor the
Army Emergency Relief Fund, are
accepting bids for radio sponsorship.
Highest bidder gets the fight and
can select his

own

»0^rallieren $ie Das
Control the microphone/

That order

ently the Mutual net and Gillette are
taking their chances on bidding in
the rights In the open competition.
With Mike Jacobs acting only in an
advisory capacity, the broadcasting
deal between Mutual, Gillette and
Jacobs just doesn't apply.

of Axis war

lords. For, in Hitler's

book, radio

is

ganda among

his

most

effective

lies

and propa-

own

people; of
distrust

throughout occupied countries.

POST AT AVER

in an executive capacity.
He will
have no title and his duties have not
been defined.
Before becoming associated with
B-S-H about a year ago, Wylie was
•ctipt editor of CBS.

ed for

is

using radio to the fullest extent

most goodfor the common causef

Let station managers analyze their
operations, use every possible moment

of

air

time in service of the nation.

Let script writers inject the

spirit

of freedom into every phrase and

Let musical directors search more
diligently for

music that will

inspire.

listen-

Let advertisers and agencies choose
.

.

why we,

.

heard

.

.

.

believed.

That

the people of radio

—

is

programs which

technicians,

of our

announcers
trust,

— must

be

must always keep

before us this Question:

will build morale.

the

owners, managers, producers, writers,

careful

Expands

we

microphone ranks

the

high in Axis strategy. Radio

Are we
to do the

sentence.

In this free country of free radio,

know why
Max Wylie, who recently resigned
•s vice-president and radio director
of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, joins the radio department of
the N. W. Ayer agency Monday (21

Outfit

the

means of spreading

sowing confusion, fear and

WYUEINEXEC

Drag

foremost in the tninds

is

Appar-

network.

*

Let commercials
America, as well

sell

the idealism of

as its

goods and

services.

Lit us makje

the

most of our microphones!

To 40-Odd Markets
Fall

contracts

for

Gold

Medal

Capsules (Block Drug Co.) are about
to be issued by the J. Walter Thompson agency. The list has been expanded to 40-odd markets.
Number of weekly announcements differ with the individual
markets.

C-P-P Renews

Bill

Chicago,

Stern

Sept.

15.

Newsreel of the
from 9 to 9:15
p.m., has been renewed for another
52-week period, effective Oct. 3, by
the
Colgate - Palmolive - Feet
Co
through Sherman Marquette, Inc., of
Bill Stern's 'Sports
Air,' broadcast Sat.

Chicago.

Program features Stern along with
leading personalities of sports world
in guest spots. Show plugs Colgate's
Shave Cream.

KMPC, BIVMIY

BASIC

HIllS,

CAIIF.— UNDEt SAMI

STATIONS-CO^LUMBI

A

MANAGIMENT

BROADCASTING IYSTIM...O.

A.

RICHARDS, PR«

—
RADIO
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YANKEE OFFER ON AND OFF
BROWN IN DYKE
SPOT AT NBC

REHLY REPLACES JAY
SIMMS AT WLW, CINCY
Cincinnati, Sept.

Arthur

Reilly,

signed as director o(

NBC

joined
(14).

newscaster,
staff

Monday
who

succeeds Jay-Simms,

promotion came from

His place has been
taken by Charles B. Brown.

"and advertising.

WLW

the

He

former Washington

and

newspaperman

Ken R. Dyke, who recently entered
the Government service, has re-

15.

WOR,

when Peter

it's

N. Y., last March,

Grant,

veteran

O'Connor Into

Army

Frank O'Connor, of J. Walter
Thomp.";on's production staff, goes
Into the Army Friday (18).
His assignments of late have been
with

sportsmasters.

Sister

NBC'S EDUCATIONAL

commentators

and

WIZ INTO

NBC,
ficer

Paramonnt Using Blurbs

On 60

Stations in

30

U. S.

NAVY

Denver, Sept. 15.
Raymond Gregg, park naturalist
at Rocky Mountain National Park,
who has broadcast 'Nature Sketches
every Saturday for five years over
will

leave

He hopes

Navy.

news-

a

WLW

mostly

'Em

Hollywood, Sept. 15.
First femme commentatttr to
raiie her voice along these wave
lengths is Elizabeth Bemis, taken
on by KNX to air twice weekly
along the Coast network.
She was formerly berthed at
KLZ, Denver, and WLW, Cincinnati, and labels her analyses
'humanized commentaries.'

caster of the Crosley 50,000 watter,

promotion from was called to the Army.
the post of network sales promotion
Simms is returning east for anmanager. He. will report directly to other radio berth.
and general
v.p.
Mullen,
Frank E.
On
Reilly has the 11 p.m.
manager.
news spot across the board under
Joseph A. Ecclesine has taken alternating sponsorship by Bristol
Brown's previous spot
Myers and Penn Tobacco Co. He
also takes over as moderator on the
For Brown

Tell

in

shortly
to

for

become an

the
of-

PRICE REPORTEO
Father of John Shepard, 3d,
Said to Have Urged Son

One

Gregg's NBC series has a big following among children and educabeing
his
series
generally,
tors
touted as one of the "models' for
educational

broadca.sting.

Out and Retire
of the Pioneer Broad-

to Sell

photography.

casters

He was

$600,000 IN F-M
di.scovered by Clarence
Moore, program director of KOA,
Denver, who has traveled the 85
Paramount F'ictures has laid out miles from Denver for the outdoor
Sunday afternoon 'Views on the
John Shepard, 3d, has apparently
News' series of 30-minute programs an extensive spot campaign for the broadcasts nearly every Saturday withdrawn the 'Yankee Network
originating on
and carried by fall and winter to bally its product. (or five years.
from the market, even though his
the NBC special midwestern netfather, John, Jr., was reported willwork for Ohio Oil. Newsmen and The specialty will be one minute
ing to dispose of the property for inDorothy Lewis making her third heritance purposes. Jolin,
observers of world events from the announcements. It is proposed to
3d, did his
swingaround
for roundabout
transcontinental
Crosley staff do a round-table dis- use 60-odd stations in 30 markets.
after
two prospective
Buchanan is the agency.'
N.A.B., starting in October.
cussion on this series.
purchasers had already looked over

Markets to Bally Fix

originally

WLW

the proposition, one of these being
William O'Neil, president of the General Tire and Rubber Co. The price
reportedly quoted at the time for
the properties was- $l,500,dOD.
The
Shepard family not only owns four
standard broadcast stations, but has
an investment of around $600,000 in
frequency modulation.

The elder Shepard

is

motivated by

a factor other than the inheritance
tax and the desirb to anticipate it by
liquidation.
He is also anxious to
have his son. who hasn't been in the
best of health, -retire. The father,
who is in his '80s and a millionaire
several times over, feels that his son

would get more enjoyment out of life
and live longer if he withdrew from
the broadcasting business.

Edward Petry, nation sales rep for
the Shepard stations, recently disclosed that he had also been a bidder
for the Shepard broadcast properties.
It is understood that any deal with
other interests would include a proviso by Shepard that Petry be continued as the station's rep. Shepard's motive in this instance would
be to protect whatever equity he
had remaining in the properties.
John Shepard, 3d, ranks as one
of the pioneer broadcasters in the
business. His standard .putlets consist
of
WNAC, Boston; WAAB.
Worcester; WEAN, Providence, and
WICC, Bridgeport. He is at present
devoting a major part of his time
to the chairmanship of the Broadcasters Victory Committee.

BLUE REP RALLY

FOR COCA-COLA
The Blue Network put on a pep
rally over a closed circuit yesterday
afternoon (Tuesday) in connection
with the Coca-Cola series which
starts this Monday (21). Every Blue
affiliate was included in the call.
In addition to Blue officials, the
stations heard from Atlanta, the
and Washington,
sponsor's town,
where a representative of the War
Department spoke on the camp
origination angle of the broadcasts.
The Blue has engaged a special
Pullman to take a party of N. Y.
radio editors to Paris Lsland, U. S.
Marine base off North Carolina, for
the debut of the Coca Cola series
Monday night (21). The bunch will
leave Sunday night (20) and start

homeward trip
after the broadcast.
the

immediately

Harry lames and his bandmen,
who have the opening assignment
for the series, will be on

the

same

train.

Charles Bulotti, Jr.. former announcer-producer on the Coast, will
be the director for the N. Y. originations of the Coca-Cola 'Spotlight
Bands' series starting Monday night
'M) on the Blue network. James
Knox win direct the midwest originations of the show, and James Burton will handle tho.se on the Coast.
Program will be written and produced by Paul Dudley for the D'Arcy
agency.
Robert Salter, formerly
with the Buchanan agency, will be
asEistant.
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OWI Moves

to

Vaughn De Leath Airs

Avoid Propaganda

Confficts;

For Yicks

WiD Unify info Front

WBEN

Washington, Sept.

To avoid

conflicts

ment messages has forced the

15.

the radio,
other propa-

in

notion picture and
ganda activities of this Government
with those of the United Nations,

War Information has
setting up a unified
information front with the InterAllied Information Committee. Under OWI auspices, members of the
Inler-Allied group, which coordinates the informational activities of
the Allied nations at war, met with
Elmer Davis in Washington Wednesday (9) and out of tlie conference
came promises of closer cooperation.
In furtherance of the discussions.
that the policy
It was understood

the Office of

moved toward

the request for "United
Nations' spots from 10 to six daily on
all stations. Reduction in the amount
of plugs for other fighting democracies was proposed by Director
William B. Lewis of the Radio

Bureau

last

week

in a letter express-

ing gratitude for 'the splendid response' of all station managers.

While many operators have notified OWI they are ready to carry the
full 10-spot schedule, Lewis acknowledged that 'others have pointed out
that 10 daily announcements of this

nature consume a large share of the
time normally allotted to Government messages.'
and program of the inter-Allied
Cutting down the 'United Nations'
committee would be consistent with blurbs is the first step in framing a
those of OWI and that the latter new priority system. Lewis advised
would be represented in connection the industry he hopes soon to Issue

for Vicks Chemical products
feature for
An
(14).

NBC

year on

CAN.

,

With OWI,

Nations

Pinch-Hitting for Wolff

of

information

Hollywood, Sept. IS.
Leonard L. Levinson will pinch-

Importance of uhity on the information front was stressed by hit at the Office of War Ittformation
Harold Butler, chief of British in- (radio end) while Nat Wolfl is on
formation here, who told the meettour with Bill Lewis, winding up
ing that 'our business

is

to fight to

nail every lie as soon as it appears,
to warn our peoples all the time

here Sept.

.

.

.

visiting actress Virginia

Where any salary in the CBC exceeds $10,000, the Cabinet must sanction

it.

tion supervisor at WNEW, resigned to join the Buchanan Agency as radio
director. .. .'Cheers From the Camps' continues an additional four weeks
on CBS as a sustainer.
Actress Elspeth Eric making war effort speeches on assignment for the

American Theatre Wing

Harry Ackerman, Young

Ohambreak Bnyer
H-V Coughdrop

is

&R

AFRA

.

CamIs

the

&

WILL THEY hoUC'em IN CHICAGO
AS THEY DID IN ST. lOE?
In spot radio the real brow-wrinkler

CRONENBOLOT

Xtpltin Bob"

CRAWFORD

It's

like thii.

in

New

York

will

repeat

the talent problem.

any market you choose

money

that the act

That's to pick

to usel

A

show,

in

a show that has already proved

other words, that has cemented

popularity by years of regular coast-to-coasi broadcasting,
series,

"Pappy"

HARTMAN

"R»d"

by

films

Con you

MAY

in the sticks will

commanding a super-

Horner's Corners?

in

There's one safe rule to follow
ilself in

it

you know the (how that knocked 'em out

big burg? Likewise, can you bet

click in the

Crossley

How do

by topn^tch

itt

transcription

and personal appearances.

afford such a show for a limited spot campaign?

Rangers—eight vocal and instrumental
Texas Rangers ET Library, and
than 300 selections taking

in

it's

stars of

You

befcfio/

The Texas

network and screen— have recorded Th«

available to cagey spot advertisers right now. -More

every conceivable type of familiar music, are ready to

lure listeners for youl

You can have The Texas Rangers
choice.
less
"Iriih"

MAHANEV

"Tinderfool"

You poy a moderate

Library on

per-stalion

an exclusive basis

in

markets of your

fee— and get proved Hollywood

talent at far

than the cost of untested local tolentl

COOL
Think

if

over.

And meanwhile,

if

you haven't read o copy of "Rope 'Em

The Texas Rangers" drop us a note today. Your book

will

In with

reach you by return moil.

THE TEXAS
RANGERS
LIBRARY
AN ARTHUR
CHURCH PRODUCTION
B.

"Arlian***

KRAT08KA

"Jim

'

URANO

Rublcam produc-

&

buying chain-

24.

ti

tion supervisor, writing a by-line radio column for the Nantucket weekly
paper. It's realizing an ambition, because, like everyone else, he 'always
Radio Directors Guild tossed a farewanted to be a newspaperman'
well shindig Monday night (14) for Brewster Morgan and Lindsay MacMorgan will be British radio contact
Harrie, who go to England soon.
for the OWI and MacHarrie will produce shortwave programs to the U. S.
James Burton, director of the Coast originations of
for the Red Cross
the 'Spotlight Band' series, east for confabs with D'Arcy agency execs.
His wife, actress Linda Terry, accompanied him.
Allan Rader, Young St Rubicam corrunerclal writer, joined the Navy
on the Coast,
last week. .. .James O'Neill, an assistant director for Y.
'Shadow' programs this season will be scripted by
drafted last week
Albert N. Williams, director of
Jack Hasty,-Max Ehrllch and Sid Slon
'Go Get It' for Kreuger beer, to join the office of Coordinator of InterAmerican Affairs soon. .. .Lucky Strike has dropped that sock 'America at
Her Best' dramatic spot at the opening of the Kay Kyser show, as it
didn't mesh well with the balance of the stanza. .. .Henry Jaffe,
His wife (Jean Muir) due for
attorney, to Coast for about 10 days.
motherhood in about four weeks. .Yasha Frank Is not a musical director
as reported last week. He works on sales promotion of new package shows
for CBS.... Roy Winsor, of Blackett-Sample-Hummert, Chicago, in town
Ed Cashman due east in about two weeks to
for quick visit last week
Thomas radio head. ,. .Addison Simmons authored
take over as Lord
Sunday's (13) seasonal opener of the 'First Nlghter' series. .. .Gordon
Thomas
Auchlncloss directed 'March of Aviation' type show for Lord
as prospective network series for Lockheed aircraft.
Stuart Buchanan has joined the Blue network director staff, succeeding
Lindsay MacHarrie, who leaves to take an assignment in England for the
(Continued on oage 37)
.

breaks up to five a week.
Erstwhile screen and radio scripter paign starts Oct. 5.
against being fooled by the enemy.' will probably go to Washington
ilorton Noyes, of Providence,
Need for carrying more Govern- shortly thereafter.
agency.

Tucion"

Camp-

WNEW

of the committee's activities.
inter-Allied committee will
continue to coordinate, preparie and
make available material for radio
programs, motion pictures and other
information media, according to the
plan.

Shipping Committee and chairman
of the inter-Allied films committee,

CITY

(Mrs. Carl Fisher)

WNEW

TOO HIGH

all

the
United
group.

Mary Mason

Otis,

CBC SALARIES

The

were among the representatives

Actress

bell at Fairfield,

GOVT SAYS

a formula that will be more valuable
than the present Radio War Guide,
Montreal, Sept. IS,
which indicates what Federal outfits
The Canadian Government has rethe OWI thinks deserve consideraferred back to the governors of the
tion from program directors.
InBroadcasting Corp. their
Canadian
stead of listing in order of importof
for
salaries
recommendation
ance all of the different Federal
$15,000 to Rev. Dr. Joseph Thomson,
Among OWI representatives at- outfits having some connection with newly appointed general manager of
tending the meeting were Charles the war program, Lewis' force will the Corporation, and $14,000 each for
Siepman, representing William B. send only the announcements that it Gladstone Murray and Augustin
I^ewis of the radio bureau, Lowell has scrutinized and feels should go Frigon.
The attitude is that, in
In other words, all
Mellett
of
the motion
pictures on the air.
these days of stress, such pay is too
ballyhoo
will
be
bureau, and Wilder Foote, head of Government
high.
the coordinated information pro- censored by the OWI before it is
Dr. Thomson said Saturday (12)
grams section of the United Nations handed to station operators with a
'that the hitch is only in regard to
news division, Fred Hoffherr, execu- plea for gratis airings.
these salaries and not to other
tive vice-president of France Foraspects of the reorganization which
ever, Inc., and chairman of the interis proposed in the light of recomAllled broadcasting committee, and
Levioson
mendation of the parliamentary
Vladimir Ivanovic, of the Jugoslav
committee."

with

NEW YORK

IN

Conn. Her baby is due terly In November
Lehman
former news editor of United Broadcasting, has Joined CBS new.s
nearly 20 years, but last
James Winchester' and Mike Foster, of CBS press staff,
writing staff
Mutual, she's set here for at least
Bernard
F, Dudley, formerly with WNAC and WAAb!
into the Army
patter
of
26 weeks on a program
Martha Atwell directs three shows
Boston, joined CBS announcer staff
and songs.
for Blackett-Sample-Hummert, not all of them, as reported. ., .Laurence
Billing herself as the First I>ady Hammond, radio director of the War Manpower Commission,
In N. Y.
of Radio, she was the original Voice
last week for network and agency confabs. .. .Howard Barnes, CBS assistof Firestone a dozen years ago,
ant director of Music, into Navy with Ensign's commlsh,
Cal Kuhl, J, Walter Thompson staff producer from the Coast, was in
and around the home-office last week. Had treked to Washington with
the film-celeb mob to do that 'Command Performance' disc before Congress
RaTp'h Berton has transferred his Jockeying from a WINS turnIrene Beasley is doing a trailer' for Procter &
table to one at WBNX
Gamble following the 'Abie's Irish Rose' program. .. .Eleanore Audley
playing the 'aunt 'on the Hop Harrington show.
has
door
now
a
that opens only after you have been announced
on its studio floor. No more barging into and around the studios
Betty Freer to Miami for a 10-day visit with hubby Tod Swaltn, ex-radi<i
ed and now in the Air Cotps Officers Candidate School. ,. .Merle Pitt.
studio orch and Lanny Ross to Camp Smith in Peekskill for a
one-night show to entertain the State Guardsmen. .. .Jack Wyatt, produc-

OWI Monday

prune

to

in Buffalo

Buffalo, Sept. 19.
Vaughn de Leath started a local
series on
five - mornings - a - week

Addrtu: Gaerga

C.

Holley,

Hotel Pickwick, Kgnioi City,

i
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Have you ever heard Mary Astor do a commercial ?
If not, listen mister, listen!

MARY ASTOR is Mistress of Ceremonies of "Hollywood Showcase." Academy Award winner

in

1941, star of Warners"'The Maltese Falcon" and
"Across the Pacific" and of "Palm Beach Story"
soon to be released by Paramount, she has just

been signed

to a

52-week contract by

Every Monday night

this gracious

MGM.

and charm-

ing personality steps before a Columbia Pacific

microphone

in

she most loves

Hollywood

— give

to

some

do one of the things
relatively

unknown

For her program, "Hollywood Showcase",
just

is

that— a showcase of Hollywood's newest and

most promising professional

talent.

Under her skilful handling Columbia-produced
"Hollywood Showcase" has

-steadily

climbed to

16th place in popularity among all the 73 evening

programs broadcast on the four Western networks.

But until you've heard Mary Astor give her own
commercials you just haven't heard commercial
radio.

Her rich, mellow voice— her

simple, plaus-

beginners a helping boost toward radio or motion

ible style— combine in a selling technique that

picture fame and success.

close to sensational.

Here

is

a complete package

ality in the right

with

a large

built
tested

—

—a

is

selling person-

program on the right network —

and responsive audience already

all

and

PACIFIC

COAST H0OPERATIN6

,june.jufy>

37X akll< of the average

seasoned for

rating for all evening pro-

grams broadcast on
Vi'.

It

lliMtn

all

four networks.

COLUMBIATHE PACIFIC^NETWORK
COLLMBIA BROAD tlASTINC SYSTEM
A

DIVISION OF

Palace Hotel, San Francisco -Columbia Sq.,Lo8 Angeles. Rcpicscnted by Radio Sales:

New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Charlotte

^ednesdn^i. jSeplember 16, 1942
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DANISH CHURCHMAN AS

Inside Stuff-Radio
When WGN.

Chicago Mutual

outlet,

ACTOR

found lhat bioiidtasting the Green
mess up its Sunday

pastor

Dorf,

Th.

A.

Dr.

Ralston Quits Compton

To

SOAP OPERA

IN

Cincinnati, Sept.

the

of

P&G's Ramsey

Assist

AND NOT EVEN

IS.

recently ex'Schaefer Revue,'
tended to a three-a-week schedule
locally on WEAF, New York, for
Schaefer beer, shifted this week its
Friday stanza to Tuesday night. It's
now heard regularly Monday, Tues-

ever

day and Wednesday nights.

lo

(ici

together in the

Network

same sketch — maybe while playing

outlet,

Danish

to

Savior's

a benefit.

&

For Maj. Lewis Setup
Hollywood, Sept.

at

Q

former

hL-

Harriet Van Home, ex-soclety editor of Greenwich, Conn., Time, is new
radio editor for the World-Telegram, Scripps-Howard daily, Robert fiagar,
who succeeded Alton Cook on the radio desk, pined for hi^ stint as music
critic and returned as of Monday (14), with the new radio editor getting
her first by-line yesterday (Tuesday).

will

boss, MaJ. "Tom Lewis,
Special Services, and
rating of lieutenant.
He

Army

with

draws

The Rocky Mountain Radio Council will hold its annual meeting tomor-row (17) at the University club in Denver. Delegates from 20-odd colleges, 18 stations and others are expected.
Election of officers will take
place.
Director Robert Hudson will preside.
At the luncheon the guest speaker will be Robert J. Landry, radio
editor qf 'Variety.' Landry, on vacation, was a speaker last week at the
Co-Op club in the Brown Palace hotel in Denver.

a

be associated here with another

Y&R

writer, Capt.

Gamble

an

as

assistant

True Boardman,

Holiner, who recently
pulled out as Benton &
Bowles headman on the Coast and
producer of Maxwell House Java

show.

Hollywood wing of Special Servhas outgrown its quarters In
office building and moved to
commodiotis accommodations

ices

an

mere

at the old Fox picture lot at
set and Western,

Each weekday morn,

Sun-

at the

hour bf 7t00 a.m.,

two zanies by the name of Carl

Moore and Ray Girardin
Ishing a

WEEI

artless antics

start piui*

microphone. Their

have won for tbelr

O* the Morning^* program

Director of a top network commercial is up for a commission in
department, with James West, Ramthe Army and after a couple of
sey's other assistant, in charge of
months of waiting was notified that
copy.
the War Department had lost his apAddition of Ralston to the P.&G. plication papers. He was instructed

and the realignment of work
the department will free Ramsey
some of the detail, permitting
more to
to devote himself
Ramcreative matters and policy.
sey leaves tomorrow (Wednesday)
fnr a New England vacation.

make

out another

staff

to

in

He made an intensive effort to
trace the missing blanks and finally
was told they'd been sent to ArlingInquiry there revealed that the
ton.
application
papers had somehow
been included with a file of casualThe director's grave, it detics.
veloped, had already been dug in
the Arlington National Cemetery.

of

him

Stanza to Tuesday

Fri.

8c

O.

is

B.

He's since gotten the papers back
into the proper channels, but figures
he's already a hero, whether err not
he is ever a casualty, or even sees
action.

rune Mag as Sponsor

B.

the agency.

During Dave White's stay on the
Coast with the Phil Spitalny show,
his assistant, Dick Wendelken, is directing the Schaef^ series. Guests
on tonight's (Wednesday) broadcast

Of

and Ramona, Wednesday

(23).

working through an agency on the
15.
deal, but set it direct.
Young Sc
longtime producer, Rubicam is the agency on th^ account's network series, 'March ot
Time' on NBC,

Hartford,. Sept.

Guy Hediund,

director of WTIC Playhouse, dropped
by station early last year, Is back
oil the air at neighboring
with weekly drama series sponsored
by Michaels, jewelers.
_^

WNBC

—

Anurlllo, Texas. Marie Chauncey
joined continuity jtaff ot KGNC. She
KWFT, Wichita Falls,

Hediund will us* most ot emoters comes from
who were with him In WTlC troupe. Texas.

them with 42.8% of the

listening

audience... equivalent to a pro<

gram

rating of 4.S.

Which, as any

experienced radio advertiser will
tell

you,

morning

is

a very nice

buy

at early

rates.

Ask us or Radio Sales

for all the

England's favorite nit-wits doing a

New

typicar'Top O'the Moruuig".

a.m. six days a week*).

In

fact,

the latest Gill survey

—

*Interesting point: three
first

covering

cities,

from Gipe Cod

towns and counties
to

Maine— showed

WC E

months

after

it

went on the air,"Top O* the Morning"

had twice the audience of any other
Boston station

at this

time of day.

Columbla*$ Friendly Voice in Boston

Owned and operated by Colnmbla Broadcastliif Syttem. Represented by Radio
Sales I

in

ries
will
consist
of
commercial
credits for the news.
The Henry R. Luce publication
didn't quite go to the extent ot

Hediund Back on Air

audience (triple that of any other

7t00— 7ilS

News Spot

recent¥y bought

WQXR, New

York,
has 'bought commercial sponsorship*
of the 9-9:15 p.m. news spot on the
Mondays - through - Fridays.
station
Finis Farr, of the mag staff, already
writes the show.
Plugs on the seinterest

details— and a transcription of

station,

WQXR

Time mag. whiich
an

are the Delta Rhythm Boys. Booked
for next week are Marie Green,
(21); Felix Knight, Tuesday
(22),

set.

.

'Schaefer Revue' Shifts

Boston's biggest early morning

Boston radio

ARMY

William

to

Ramsey, radio director. He will
supervise the piogram part of the

M

Mann

and Capt.

Miitching

*'Top

IN

the radio department of Procter- 8c

Young & Rubicam agency, has joined Monday

zelery and zuccotash.

.

^5.

Ted Sherdeman, writer-producer

duction supervisor with the Compton agency. New York, has joined

D.

Sherdeman Leaves Y&R-

Nice restraint in the Sachs Furniture program Sunday aft, with Pat C.
Jean), Don Bryan orch and
Flick. Sid Gary, 3 Little Wacks (Peggy, Ann
Don Douglas emcee. The variety quipping is ofttimes-hit 'n' -miss but, in
the main, commercially palatable.
Nicest a.spect. however, is the solid
Americanism which dominates the half-hour, with a modicum of commercializing, saved judiciously for the signoff. Gary, per usual, is in fine
vocal fettle, and what Flick's quips lack he more than makes up with his
solid Greek dialectic delivery.
Some of it. of course, is kinda joemiller,
especially the 'wegetable' routine:
for cucumber and Z for zardines,

GilLiert

HERO.

formerly a pro-

Ralston,

Seamen's Mission and Our
Church (Danish Lutheran),
cany ihc Gillette-Mutual Network airing instead. This let WEMP in for in Brooklyn, has made his acting
the broadcast in the Milwaukee area, much to the chagrin of WTMJ, debut as a regular member of the
which has the exclusive on the Packers' regular schedule.
cast of 'Against the Storm,' Procter
WEMP took full advantage of the opportunity Saturday to plug Its & Gamble serial on NBC. He plays
Sunday broadcast of the game, announcing at every station break 'WEMP the part of Pastor Emeritus Erik
is THE Milwaukee station from which you will hear the Packers-Army
Hansen in the current sequence
game tomorrow.' Pique of WTMJ{ was evident in its explanation of the dealing with the underground moveBitijation printed in The Milwaukee Journal, which said:
ment in Denmark.
The razor blade firm (Gillette), however, has a ticup with the Mutual
One of the most distinguished naBroadcasting system and arranged to put all the games on the Mutual tive Danes in the U. S., Dr. Dorf is
chain, disregarding the rights of local radio stations, which had contracts
an active lecturer, was formerly
involving professional clubs, as was the case with WTMJ and the Packers.' chief bibliographer of Chicago University and several years ago was
When one of those sustaining serials, like 'Joe and Mabel,' hang on for given the title of Knight of Danne• long time, despite the network practically hiding if away at 10:30 Sunday borg, by King Christian, 10th, in renighl.< iWEAF). there must be a reason.
And 'Joe and Mabel' ofTers cognition of his services for his
plenty of reasons. In script, playing and direction this program, about a homeland.
He records a series of
taxi driver and his girl, has consistently struck a good average. But that's talks in Danish, which are shortnot the point. Not this time. The purpose of this paragraph is to get on waved every Sunday to Denmark.
paper, for the record, the excellence of the 'Joe and Mabel' episode for
Storm' is co-authored by Sandra
Sept. 13.
As far as these ears are concerned, last Sunday's chapter can
and Gerda Michael, who are of Danunquestionably rate with the best half hours radio has offered as enterish parentage and have known Dr.
tainment for 1942.
Dorf since they were children. The
For those unfamiliar with this serial it might help to call 'Duffy's
character of Hansen, which he plays,
Tavern' to mind. Not that the two programs are alike, but certain charis based partly on Dr, Dorf himself
As a matter of fact, it and partly on an
actci's on the two shows have their resemblances.
uncle of the
ha.'! been a matter of curiosity with this department as to just what would
Michaels.
happen it "Joe and Mabel' and the boy and girl from 'Duffy's Tavern' were
Biiv I'ackeis-Army football e^me Sunday (13) would
sdiediilo. a deal was made for WENR, Chicago Blue

A DEAD'

NenYork, Chicago, Lot Anfoks,

St.

Louis,

jK

San Francisco, Cliarloue V|

—
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I've

S3

BeenfoitiiiHIn

WaM

As long, as man hais worked he has chanted
or sung to the rhythm of his effort. Unconsciously, he has put into practice a principle now well
understood by the psychologist that the emotional effect of music permits muscles to work
faster

and

longer.

become in our war
Communication Division
of the Radio Corporation of America has actually
set up a department for prescribing and placing
So important has

this fact

effort that the Industrial

music in our

factories.

tion increases can

Already definite produc-

be credited to music.

A

song written by George M. Cohan became
the very spirit of the first World War. This war
is not just "Over There"—it's over there, and

over there, and over th ere. This war must be
fought in factories and homes as well as on
battlefields.

The sixteen-hundred members of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Pubhshers have dedicated their time, talent and resources
to the end that music shall play its utmost in
the completion of the task on all fronts—music
written by Americans and interpreted by Americans.

imerkan

Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
iO Rockefeller Plaza, Kew York

City
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ITwood Luminaries Are Dim on Fonmi
'How Can Movies Best Aid War'
By ABEL GREEN
'How Can the Movies Best Aid the
War?' on Theodore Granik's Radio

Forum over WOR-Mutual Sunday
(13), 8-8:45, missed the boat.
name-power and
with
Studded
fraught with the excitement of a
vital question that is not only stirring our own industry, but is of gen-

night

eral interest,

—

it

was

inhibited and

the issue of

fllrn

entertainment ('movie fans don't
want to be constantly lectured to')
versus the issue of propaganda pictures.

worse unshowmanly.
With Rosalind Russell.

Sidney
Buchman, Erskine Caldwell, Arthur
Hornblow, Jr., Walt Disney, George
Stevens and. 'Variety's' Arthur Ungar
the
were
onTy
participants,
not
the
offbeats surprising, but almost unpardonable.
As an offset, it perhaps should be
preluded, for the record, that the
premise had to be established, in
academic fashion, according to the
traditional format of this radio program. But thereafter it floundered
not a little, with verbose, overly academic discourses by each of the participants (save Ungar who set forth
Then it fell to the
the premise).
'Daily Variety' editor to open the
discussion, and while he sought to
keep it on the beam, with factual
illustrations via 'This Above All.'
•Mrs. Miniver' and 'Eagle Squadron,'
the discussion wandered afleld, until Anally it took a completely new
tangent with the question anent the

Ungar contributed sound pro-industry statistics by citing the noshirking attitude of the Hollywood
enrollment and its unusually high
11% activity in military service as
of now. Hornblow was in Miss Russell's corner by recalling a 'Variety'
(weekly) exclusive that President
Roosevelt had told Gable to stay
where he was; that he could do an
even better job for the cause by not
enlisting. Granik undoubtedly voiced
the vast American vox pop stance
when he brought in the 'sacrifice'
angle, regardless of name, fame or
distinction of the individual, as a
symbol of our country.
Like many another forum, as the
participants got hot so did the program: but usually as happened here
—that's just about when time's up.
The question of 'movies for morale' and what kind of pictures are
needed in the war effort was well

—

put. but, for
pecially with

—

—es-

mass consumption
Charlie McCarthy

as

The

question

of

'hate

pictures'

sor-interest.

Miss Cravens resumed Monday
reached no conclusion, although Miss
Russell scored with 'Confessions of a (14) in the 4:45-5 p.m. slot on
Nazi Spy' and 'Mortal Storm' as each Monday through Friday with
evidences of curious public criticism her 'News Through a Woman's Eye"
even
when Hollywood adheres program, sponsored by Francis Rogstrictly to the factual record.
(This,
Inc., a Bronx department
of course, harks back to the pre- ers & Sons,
Pearl Harbor, Clark-Wheeler-Nye store new to radio.
She is now being handled by the
days, and couldn't obtain today).
Buchman, erstwhile president of Willfam Morris Office.

WNEW

Because of its non-commercial
WNYC, New
budget limitations,
York City's municipal station, is unable to pay for line charges for tar-

WMCA, New Vork

.(Compton)

The Protestant Magazine has been away pickups, so this new series of
programs by soldiers from
fighting fascism since the days of the 30-minute
"thinmetropolitan N. Y. area to those
in Spaing when it

Franco Rebellion

back home is recorded at the trainwas called the Protestant Digest and ing camps. Initial stanza, Sept. 7,
was accused of being a 'Red' publi- was from Ft. Jackson, S. C. It was
cation. Now, with the dally head- in general, a rather innocuous effort.
'Hiere have been numerous series
lines verifying its editorial policy,
on various networks and from countthe mag, a monthly, has raised funds
less training camps since the draft
The show is still a field day for
parlor to finance a 13-week series on WMCA became effective a couple of years
glorified
a
exhibitionists,
game for people who enjoy makmg aimed at selling American women on ago. Many of these shows have been
ectacles of themselves in public.
ingeniously and skillfully produced,
their responsibility in this war.
with substantial budgIt frankly has no appeal to the inThe program is penned and head- in some cases
tellect, aiming at the same instmct
Mary Conway, a British writer ets. As a result, there's not much
makes people laugh when some- ed bylecturer,
th
aided by Lorraine Hall, scope for a new show merely offerone slips on a banana peel. But due and
who ran a woman's show on WBBM, ing soldier talent or explaining the
to Edwards' infectious self-possession
straight-woman. The idea is training methods of the boys In
and his ability to make everything as the
The principal interest and
in the other camp.
seem good sport, plus the remark- to discuss what women
are doing, tackling appeal of broadcasts from camps
able ingeniousness of his crew of United Nations
each time. It is an in- would appear to be in the personal
country
one
'Truth or Conset: 'nker-uppers,
;

i'.

particular

angle, in bringing out the identities

since

and characters of the soldier-broadcasters and tying it in with their
families and associates at home.

quences' remains an entertaining,
solidly successful program.

telligent approach
audience segment.

The format is unchanged. Contestants are chosen in advance from the
studio audience. On the air each is
given a question, usually almost impossible to answer. When they raiss
they have to take the 'consequence,'
invariably
some ludicrous stunt.

each broadcast opens with a shocking fact about women that should
set the listening housefrau back on
her rengo. Thus the premiere airing
hit hard with '270,000 Polish women
were taken from their homes and

Commentary on the kind

of people

w' o attend the show is that they're
usually disappointed if they correctly
answer the question and thus don't
have to do the required stunt.
On Saturday -night's (12) seasonal
01 ner, one woman was sent to the
Astor hotel, N. Y., to interrupt a
vedding to 'show cause why these
two people should not be joined together.' Catch, unknown to the interrupter, was that :he marriage was a
fake, the 'bride and groom' being

showmanlacked
Gables and Stewarts who enlist in competition it
ship.
And the more's the pity becur Army.
cause it's an important issue that
Wisely, Buchman and Hornblow touches all
store-window dummies.
Stunt
decided that that is something for
wc-k-d perfectly, the femme conUncle Sam to rule upon, although
testant being amazingly cool about
Miss Russell was more realistic in
wanting to know whether some 20
Re-Ink Kathryn Cravens carrying out the assignment. An-

male outstanders (probably meaning
Gable, Power, Mature. Montgomery,
Stewart, et al.) couldn't do more for
WNEW, N. Y., inked Kathryn
our cause by whooping up bond Cravens, news commentator, to a
sales, morale, making pictures, dofresh deal after dropping her, about
nating their salaries to USO and the
three weeks back, for lack of sponlike.

WNTC, New York

Saturday, 6:30 p.m.

After a summer layoff, auring
which he made a picture at RKO
strawhat theatre enthe Screen Writers Guild, who re- and played a
Edwards brought
signed when succeeding to an execu- gagement, Ralph
his 'Truth or Consequences
tive production berth at Columbia back
week to th; same 8:30-9
(with Major Sam Briskin into active program last
on WEAF-NBC
nights
.spot Saturday
service), was one of the more effecIvory soap.
Gamble's
&
Procter
for
and articulate participants. He
tive
delicately juggled

30 Mini. (Recorded)

Milton

WEAF-NBC, New York

NEW TORK>

•HELLO,

Ralph Edwards, Mel Allen. CommcDtary
WIIIlBm Meader, 10 Mins.
Cross,
PROTESTANT MAGAZINE
Laura Deane Dntlon
Wed-Frl-Sun, 11:05 a.m.
30 Mlns.
T.lth

PROCTER A GAMBLE

Viz:

WAV

It

is

a

to

attention-getting,

too,

are working as sllaves in Germany.'
But there the horror ended and the
appeal to reason took over. Whether
the listeners will translate the data

moot.

etc., is

Future programs aim to bring natives of our allies before the microOne of these
in guest stints.
will probably be the Russian woman
guerrilla fighter now touring U.S.A.
To the magazine and its editor,
Kenneth Leslie, radio is not new, although this is the first time they're

phone

going was reasonably well done, but
a program with hard
'They've done numerous pro- there was too little interviewing and
grams on local stations aimed at personal spiel to bring out the incurbing race hatred, and last year dividualities of the men. Attempts
NBC selected Editor L«slie to refute in that line, such as the interview
the rabble-rousing program staged with the Swiss ex-barber and cxon NBC by Archbishop Francis J. reporter Tom Cunningham's spiel,
were only partly realized.
Through the Rye.'
Latter
two Beckman of Dubuque, Iowa.
Idea of 'Hello, New York" is a
pranks had the studio audience in
The publication incidentally does
hysterics. All contestants got $5 and not officially represent the Protest- promising one, but it needs better
five cakes of Ivory, while the 'best' ant church, but it does represent development.
HoOc.
al-o got a special prize of a $25 War many prominent churchmen of that
Bond.
faith.
Commercials are limited to a
Sam Cuff, commentator and war
As always, Edwards handled the brief testimonial from one of the analyst most recently on WJZ, starts
sL )w with uncanny skill and per- OWI execs and mention of a special
suasion.
Mel Allen was m.c. and $1 subscription offer. Voices, ma- a Sunday afternoon show over
on Sept. 20, tabbed 'The
paired with Milton Cross for the terial and delivery were splendid.
Armchair Strategist.'
mid-commercial, Laura Deane DutFran.
ton singing the closing one. Hobc.
switched assignimperother to fool studio
another stunt required
several blindfolded soldiers to try
putting on girdles over their uniforms,
while
singing
'Coming

other

contestant

ments with Edwards, each

sonating

the

visitors.

Still

sponsoring
cash.

WNEW

'JOHNNY PRESENTS'
With

Glnny

SImms,

David

Orch, Cborns

Rose

30 Mins.

PHIUP MORRIS
Tneadsy, 8

p,ra.

WEAF-NBC. New York
(Btou>;

With

P&G

obviously,

Makers of 'DRENE'

KASTOR AND SONS
THE

All

My

now

an 'idea
show, involving the appearance of
soldier 'guest stars,' each of whom is
It's

permitted to
call

make

a

long-distance

anywhere he chooses-

with charges on the sponsor. Nat
urally the calls are arranged in advance, which, with the fact that only
the studio end of the conversations
are broadcast, insures that nothing
objectionable goes over the air. It

Friends

On the other hand, the obvious
framing of the calls, plus the professional skill evident in the writing of
the phone dialog, robs this phase of
the program of authenticity or spontaneity.
It's all too clearly staged
and rehearsed to be strictly on the

And whether or not the soldier 'guests' on the first broadcast
were ex-actors, at least two of the
three of them demonstrated remarkable knack of timing and emphasis.
Despite those manifest flaws, the
new 'Johnny Presents' is a bright
and entertaining program.
Ginny
Simms has ingratiating animation

level.

For Their Help

in

Launching

The Radio Version
(Second Series)

'ABIE'S IRISH ROSE'
Sincerely

confidence and warmth as m.c,
while her vocals between the soldier
guest spots are, of course, definitely
clickish. David Rose's orchestral arrangements are colorful and smooth,
Myron Dutton's direction meshes the
various parts nicely.
•
Frank Bingman, reading the two
commercial plugs, stresses the familiar Philip Morris claims of doctors' recommending the cigaret as
less Irritating to the throat and the
sponsor's assertion that Philip Mor-

ns is an 'American cigaret, made by
Americans for Americans.'
Kobe.
WesUco, Texas.

KGNC

— Latest

addition

is Jimmy
StanStanberry comes
from five years as merchandising
manager of KGNC, Amarillo.

to

station
berry, sales

staff.

WSYR

September llth. 1942,

Through two

twenty-first year.

decades this

definitely

also prevents attempts at loony calls,
such as to Hitler, Hirohrto, etc.

National Broadcasting Co.

On

to tap the greater suptalent In Hollywood.

is

name

The new 'Johnny Presents' series
more than a change of lat-

phone

And

David

involves
ent.

H. W.

Slmms and

^^oasU—The-otbei-two-Phtiip Morrisstanzas,
'Crime Doctor' and the
'Playhouse,' and the Eversharp 'Take
It or Leave It' quiz, are scheduled
to follow before long, too. The idea,
ply of

Gamble)

(Procter and

Ginny

Rose's music as the talent on the revised setup of the Philip Morris
'Johnny Presents' show, the first of
the Blow agency's four network programs starts origination from the

TO

York*

fort at straight entertainment.
The
several selections, several soldiers and
a girl sang numbers, the camp glee
club sang a tribute to the cavalry,
one trainee read his original poetic
epitaph for the horse in warfare,
and Tony Carlton, formerly bass
fiddler with Glenn Miller and Alvino Rey, played a tune with (he
camp jive group.
Considering the Inevitable technical flaws of a recording produced
with Army camp facilities, the fore-

women

thing

air-raid warden,

New

Ft Jackson camp band played

in England man everyfrom soup kitchens to antiaircraft guns into a yen to serve as

that

the 'Hello,

of

Initial

programs failed to do that, so remained comparatively remote and
There was too much
impersonal.
explanation of what the men are
learning at camp, plus too much ef-

siatioii

has

com*

thing] to the people of Ccolral

Noah Webster has

word

a meaningful

earned OTcr these tweoljr years.
poiitioa ia mca's mLids.''

He

is

as "a

it

Prestige.

eaters iu
eveniful

full,

mean

New

what we

for

defines

The word

to

certain

York.
feel

we've

commanding
There

is

no

Substitute for this !q any community. It's the final seal of appcovaL

To onr neighbon, here in this big, thriving,
T7SYR has real meaning, tested by time.

WSYR itandt for Tm* Strvlca
that

it felt

gratefully by

busy community,

to the neighborhood... service

hundreds of organizations and hundreds

of thoosaada of people in oar community.

WSYR

stands for Integrity

. .

.

it

enjoys the trust and confi>

dcocc ioipired by twenty years of sincere patriotism in the very
(test traditioDS

of radio ... by twenty years of fair, accurate news

reporting ... by unfailing high standards of entertainment

money can

best that

Finally

WSYR

neighborhood

feels

We, here

and understands
at

WSYR,

people of Central

—and

that ihit

generously returns.

are deeply grateful to the

New York whose

port of this station has given

it

loyal sup>

such prestige.

We are grateful, too, that we have the responsibility

—the

buy, grains can create and talent can devise.

stands for Friendlinast ... a quality

of maintaining this reputation for the next

twenty years.

UJ5VR
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•RADIO BEADEB'S DIGESF
With Conrad Nsfle, Lyn Murray
Dnmia, Talk, Music

CAMPBELL SOUP
SuniUy. 9 pJB.
WABC-CBS, New York

RADIO REyiEWS
tern for the

30 Mlns.
Sostainlng
Mon.-Frl., 11 a.m.

number 'wishing rings.'
One woman from Lima,

3 Radio Programs on 2 Networks

named

KRUSHEN
supporters of the war effort even
At least three attacks against the wtiile criticising New Deal philosanti-New Deal press were launched ophies. He also said he resented the
over two of the major radio net- implication that news was being
works (Blue and Columbia Broad- slanted purposely, and pointed to
AJ». and U.P. dispatches as strictly
casting System) Sunday (13).
'Wake Up America' (3:15-4 p.m.) objective reporting.
Dr. Birkhead then narrowed down
Sunday program over WJZ Blue
network, which started out as a his attack to 'three widely-read'
quiz-analysis on censorship, wound newspapers and countered G^uiett's
up in a heated debate between Dr. claim that they were supporting the
war
effort with the contention that
director
of
Birkhead,
national
L. M.
Friends of Democracy, and Frank 'spreading defeatism, creating disGannett newspaper publisher, with trust in our (government, exploiting
the latter becoming incensed at Dr. diviston among our allies' were a
Birkhead's repeated assertions that disservice to the cause and would
the 'obstructionist press' was pur- not encourage the public to support
posely coloring the news, 'preaching the war effort.
Another attack on anti -Roosevelt
defeatism, hatred of our Government and our leaders, and distrust publishers was made by Walter Winchell (B p.m. WJZ-Blue), who reof our allies.'
Gannett denied that newspapers minded his audiences that Benedict
were exercising any privileges be- Arnold always protested his love fot
yond the normal prerogatives gen- his counti7 as distinct from his haeditorial tred of George Washington.
understood
erally
by
Third reference to the press cam*
writers and said that the new^apers
(Continued on page 37)
referred to were the most ardent

WJZ-Blue,

of

New York

Any

(Ward Whcelocfc)
The Jersey earner's selection ot
package was apparently predi-

this

on the theory that the proeram's listener potential would start
off with a guarantee of the 5,500,000
or more subscribers and stand-buyers
of the Reader's Digest. Granting the
actuality of such loyalty, the initial
installment (13) of Campbell's latest
series failed to give evidence of
what it takes to build and hold substantial radio audiences, particularly
against such opposition as Walter
Winchell. Technically the presentanot have been more
tion could
As entertainment it
streamlined.
raised a big question mark. Subsequent innings may prove the outlook
more promising, since the program's
policy calls for the Inclusion ot
cated

S5

'BREAKFAST AT SABDI'S'
With Tom Brenneman

audience-participation
and
interview program depends chiefly
on the skill and personality of the
m.c.
On that basis, 'Breakfast at
Sardi's' is a diverting show because
of the ingratiating brand of kidding

with which

Tom Brenneman

han-

dles his femme audience at Sardi's
restaurant, Hollywood.
He somehow succeeds in projecting the
women participants' fun to his air
audience. Not only due to that, but
because of the show's obvious appeal to femme listeners and the opportunity for frequent product mentions
via
its
giveaway angles,
Breakfast at Sardi's' is an excellent
firospect for national sponsorship,
ncidentally, like most
audienceparticipators, it undoubtedly has a

modest budget.

Brenneman gathers his audience
at the restaurant seemingly drawCharles Laughton has been ing many out-of-towners who have
listened to the program at home.
set for the second show (20). The
After
breakfast, he goes on the air
series, in any event, can stand much
and, amid an informal atinosphere,
bolstering.
he brings various femmes to the
The program seems to go In for a microphone for interviews. There's
conglomeration of moods, as would little attempt at serious questions
be natural with any type of radio and answers, and *the only set patfare that gears Itseli to a magazine

show is a series of gifts
orchids and a couple of lucky-

O., said
she'd been 'visiting' Santa Barbara
for 22 years, and a San Francisco
girl wanted to say hello to friends,
Elizabeth Inglise and a Mr. and Mrs.
Chapman, listening in New York.
She failed to identify them, though
there's a Broadway legit actress

Elizabeth

from Denver,

76,

Inglise.

Woman

received an orchid

for being the oldest one present In
another regular part of the program,
an orchid was sent to a woman who

had been nominated by letter as a
'Good Neighbor.' One femme 'wishing ring' winner wished that her
baby due at Xmas would be a girl
and that she wouldn't lose her husband, now in the Army.
Sardi's, Hollywood establishment
where the program originates, is not
connected in any way with the original Sardi's restaurant in the Times
Square district, N. Y. Its management took thp Sardi name on the

strength of
show people.

names.

ita

reputation

among
Hobe.

—Jim

City.

Bannon, form-

erly at KFI, Los Angeles, is latest
addition to
announcing staff.

KMBC

Herb

Keams,

Springfield, Mo.,

in

from

KTTS,

now announcing

KXKX.

at

Blast Anti-New Deal Newspapers
By MOBI

format. The idea may have its compensations, but the liabilities are
likely to prove the overbalancing
diffusion of moods can lead
factor.
to confusion with the average listener.
Orientation is made anything but
facile. The emotions fail to fasten or
focus themselves on any particular
segment of the bill. The reaction
might be compared to that of a diner
who has sampled many diverse
dishes, but who gets up from the
table minus that feeling of repletion
or enjoyment from a particular
course.
With Conrad Nagle functioning as

A

a suave and able m.c, the opening
installment was toddled out in four
The initial item was a
chapters.
of
Quentin
kindly dramatization
Reynold's version of the hoary but
ingratiating folk song, "Casey
still
Jones.'
Next came an Informative
article: Warnings against promotional
gyps that have been generated by the
fear psychosis associated with modem
Interesting but not exactly
war.
provocative. Theme No. 3 was a
whimsical bit that had something to
do with a little girl known as 'Miss
Boo.' For the concluding -item the
progidm c-hose (he stcfry- vt- Smm-yit
gang of prisoners at Dannemora

New

prison, in upper
York state,
came to build 'The Church of the
Penitent Thief.' It struck an impishly religious note and undoubtedly

made an emphatic impression on a
goodly portion of the listeners. Bill
Spier, the producer, did hImseU
technically proud in this particular
spot Lyn Murray's musical background did much to enhance the
effectiveness of this curious narrative.

The

sales copy,

which

is

limited to

the opening and the middle of the
program, touted the 'something new
has been added' refrain, with the
stress laid on the company's brand of
tomato soup.
Odec.

'ABIE'S IBISH BOSE'
With Dick CoegsD, Mercedes MeCambridTfe, AnnTXpii'^'Ht'ifltfW
Sknlnik, Ataa Bccd, Walter Kln-

M

•ella,

Frank Ventry arch

Miu.

PBOCTER * GAMBLE
Satnrday, 8 p.m.

WEAF-NBC, New York
(Kostor)
If nobody was able to explain the
success of 'Abie's Irish Rose' during
its apparently endles. run as a play
there's no reason for attempting it
now. Just as it was on the stage, as
a picture and, starting last spring,
as a radio series, the Anile Nichols
yarn is still incredible corn, played
with the most unabashed exaggeration.
But, like the question of the
story's artistic merit, it's obviously
of no consequence compared to the
repeatedly demonstrated mass popularity of 'Abie.'

On the basis of last Saturday
night's (12) season debut, the show
Is Just as corny and certain to be
just as successful as ever. The yarn

gotten to the point where
R^nowabout
to hav« a baby, which

has

is

Abie doesn't know about and she
thinks he doesn't want. At always,
thf writing and playing have all the
stops out, with the two leads playing
straight and the others pounding
character.*
For those who like It,
the show
undoubtedly seems a
warm, human drama, steeped in
Kindness and racial tolerance.
Carlton Alsop is now director, succeeding Axel Gruenberg, resigned.
Mercedes McCambridge and Dick
Coogan have replaced Betty Winkler
and Sydney Smith In the respective
parts of Rose and Abie.
Other
leads, including Anna Appel, Menash* Skulnik, Alan Reed and Walter
Kinsella, remain.
Frank Ventiy
arranges and conducts.
Two commercials for Drene told
about the 'new hair conditioner' recently added to the shampoo, and
about the medication value of the
product
Copy seemed unusually
short for P. & G.
Hobe.

During ordmaiY limes, a consumer may be
willing lo experiment wilh a cheaper or unknown brand. But when future availability of
merchandise is doubtfiil, consumers lake no
chances and insist on products which are familiar
and whose quality is known through experience
to be dependable.
"Our experience in over 1,100 stores proves
that right now when a consumer stocks up, she
is buying the brands she knows. She is buying
merchandise

of

known high

quality.

"Yes, in times like these, quality products
first The poorer quality and less known

move

brands

move

last

Consumers now have more

spending power, and the manufacturer who continues to advertise is sure to hold the market,
even in the face of shortages.
"Speaking of shortages, we've had o\u share
headaches in keeping stocks up. Continued
by a number of manufacturers has
helped our dealers keep customer good will
despite o\ir inability to supply some items of
of

advertising

consumer goods.
"If for no other reason, this invaluable help
should be continued for the sake of retail dealers
who will have increasingly tough problems to
solve as war cuts deeper and deeper into supplies of vital consmner goods."

»Elrr*n buaJnd Whii0 Vilt*

WLW

Mont wrv*

Ohio, lativM, Ksotaeky and

W*tt VltgU^
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POLITICAL

Radio Splurge for Legion Confab;
Knox, Nelson and McNutt to Speak

Milw. SUIIon Manager BIgt Vf I
StallODs for Local Campaign

Milwaukee, Sept.

City, Sept. 15.
radio stations will

dependent stations also will air other
pickups at various times from the
Municipal Auditorium, which will
house all official convention sessions.
Nationally-known figures who are
cheduled to address the Legion-

greatest contribution to the
ican war effort.

naires include Frank Knox, Secretary of the Navy; Robert Patterson,

KJR, has gone

Amer-

—

Seaitle.— Bill Gavin, for the past

years

make

a

producer at KOMOto San Francisco to

a. connection.

London

Blitz

Anni Show

With Reynolds, Van Loon

ASK ARMCHAIR
PATRIOTS TO

There'll Always Be An England,'
commemorating
broadcast
special
the London 'blitz* of September,
1940, will be made at 5:05-5:30 p.m.

RELAX

today (Wednesday), with Quentin
Hendrik Willem Van
Reynolds,
WEMP, Milwaukee; WIBA, Madison, Loon, Tallulah Bankhead, William
and WOSH, Oshkosh, which have two I.. White and H. V. Kaltenborn parprograms a week: William T. Evjue,

Madison

editor,

from

12:45 to 1 p.m.

every Sunday, and Phil Grau, a Milindustrialist politico, from
5:45 to 8 p. m., Monday, Wednesday

waukee

and Friday.
Guised as commentators, the two
orators are lending color and heat to
a bitter state campaign.

'Mediation Hour'

To
A.

WHN,
L.

N.

Back

Y.,

Alexander's

Friday
'Mediation

now

looking for a sponsor
through Henry Souvaine, returns to
WHN, New York, Friday night (18),
Hour,'

six

15.

C. J. Lanphier, manager of WEMP,
new baby a network of three
stations rigged up for the duration of
the current fall political campaign.
He calls the hookup The Big Three—

has a

Undersecretary of War; Lieut. Gen.
H. H. Arnold, Chief of the Army Air
Various local
originate pickups to all the major Force; Lieut Gen. Brehon Somernetwork.<! during the three-day na- vell, Chief of the Army Service of
tional convention of the American Supply; Donald M. Nelson, Chief of
Legion, convening here Saturday the War Production Board; Paul V.
(19), although a definite schedule McNutt, Director of the Man Power
has not yet been completed by Ed- Commission, and William Green,
ward McGrail, national publicity di- president of the American Federation
Most of the network
rector of the organization.
of Labor.
At least three pickups will be pickups will be addresses by these
made by each of the local outlets and other speakers.
One broadcast will feature a cereto the major webs— WDAF to NBC,
KCMO to Blue. KMBC to Columbia, mony in connection with presentaand WHB to Mutual, according to tion of the American Legion Auxiliary award to the radio network
the tentative schedule.
The network outlets and other in- which is judged to have made the

Kansas

NETWORK

8-10.
It's

Alexander's third year on the

station, thus far strictly sustaining.

Minneapolis,' Sept.

ticipating.

IS.

With the war fever, having most
Freedom
be shortwaved through- people In its grip and making for
out .the world by WRU(i, Boston, and .tenseness, the Minneapolis Star Journal-Tribune
has hit on the Idea of
heard locally via WMCA, New York.
a 'Let's Relax' radio program.
It
goes out over WLOL at 10:30 p.m.
daily, excepting Saturday, and has
'Breakfast Club'
for Its theme:
Chicago, Sept. IS.
'Sit back, rest and forget your
Chicago's 'Breakfast Club' personcares for a little while.
There's
nel left last week for a tour of Eastnothing you can do about things toern states and Canada. Its Itinerary
night. After the program, get a good
and dally broadcasts will be heard night's sleep
to prepare you for a
from Ottawa, Sept. 15; Montreal, day
of effort for the America we
Sept. 18; Providence, Sept. 17; New
love.'
Heven, Sept. 18, and Pittsburgh,
Following that there comes a halfSept. 19.
In the group making the trip are hour program of quiet music of yesDon McNeill, m.c.; "Nancy Martin terday—Strauss waltzes, semi-classi<
and Jack Baker, singers; the Escorts cal and popular numbers. Commercials are held to a minimum.
and Betty.

Program

House, N.

will originate at

Y.,

Tour

PURUSHER SOL LEWIS
GETS SEATTLE SPONSOR
Seattle,

Sept.

13.

KJR on Sept. 28 will begin a ISminute weekly broadcast by Sol H.
Lewis, publisher of the Lyndeit
Tribune. Program Is set for 13 weeks
with the Washington Co-op sponsoring. Comes remote from KVOS, Bellingham, and Is also fed to KGA,

Spokane.

much pubof his appearance
Meeting of the
from here recently,
and the weekly stint titled 'Sol
Lewis, Country Editor.* Lewis is
also writing a weekly column in
Lewis

has

received

licity as a result
0.1

the Blue's

Town

Air,' broadcast

Sunday Times.
Dick Keplinger will produce the
weekly Lewis show.

the Seattle

HiU

New

Writer

CBS

On

'School of Air'

Frank Ernest Hill has joined the
writing staff as one of the regular scripters of 'School of the Air
of the Americas,* which resumes its

CBS

flve-mornings-a-week

schedule

on

the network Oct. 3. Hill will write
and narrate the Friday edition of the
series, with A. Murray Dyer contmuing as writer Mondays and
Thursdays and Col. Hans Christian

Adamson remaining

No

nesdays.

as author

writer

is

Wed-

set for

the

edition.
As script supervisor of the CBS education department. Dyer edits the scripts for the
'School of the Air' series.

Tuesday

Clinton Johnston,

who has been

directing the summer 'preview' series of the 'School of the Air,' will
direct
the
Tuesday and Friday
broadcasts of the regular series when
'Tiny' Renier will direct
it returns.

the

Monday and Wednesday chapters
Mack will handle the

and Nila
Thursday

edition.

Radio Spieler Joins Drama
Faculty Jit Pittsburgh U.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 15.
Robert Gill, former announcer at
WCAE, has been appointed to the
faculty of the Carnegie Tech drama
school, where ha graduated several
years ago.
Gill, while spieling at
the local Hearst station, spent his
spare time acting in Playhouse
shows and directing amateur group.i.

For last two seasons he's been at
the Cleveland Playhouse under a
Rockefeller fellowship. Gill's appointment to the faculty as director
and instructor partially Alls vacancy
created by departure of Henry A.
Boettcher, head of department, for
Miami as a first lieutenant in the
Army Air Corps,

Gene

'n'

Glehn Back

Hartford, Sept. 18.
Gene and Glenn are back at WTIG
after a brief homecoming In Cleveland.
On return to Hartford they
started morning feed to new New

u

England Regional Network,
well
as taking over 'Junior Quic,' Sundaynoon juve session.
They do a p.a. thif week at Lyric
Bridgeport,
bancL

'

with

Teddy

Powell's

;

RADIO
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Production Centres
iContlnucd from page 30=
J. Mannina has resigned from the news room of
WINS to join the Army ... .Gordon Whyte has been added to the NBC
director staff, replacing Lester Vail, who takes a leave of absence to
direct the legit play, 'Mr. Sycamore,' for the Theatre GuUd. .. .Phyllis
Jeanne (Creore) got a notable vocal-dramatic buildup Saturday night (12)
Bob
on the Ted Steele program for her 'Canteen Girl' show on NBC
Welch, who will direct the Jack Benny series for General Foods, due back
Rubicam, after going to the Coast for
this week for confabs with Young
Actress Marian Shockley spent last
pre-season huddles with Benny
week in Washington with husband George Zacbary, radio production di'Aldrich Family' and 'Great GilderSleeve' scripts
rector for the OWJ
Although Lionel Barlast week were devoted to the scrap metal drive
rymore was permitted by Metro to star on the 'Mayor of the Town' series
only at the urging of the OWI, the script has already abandoned war
subject matter in favor of family-type drama.
Basil Loughrane, Jerry Devine and Stuart Buchanan have joined the
Badio Directors Guild. .. .Carlo De Angelo resigns as radio director of
Sherman-Marquette and will direct the Al Jolson show, starting Oct. 3, on
.James Church, who has been directing various Air Features
a fee basis.
Cast of current 'Mr. Keen' sequence
serials, has resigned to free-lance
Bill Zuckert joined cast
includes Frances Carlon and Marilyn Erskine
Kirby Hawks, Benton ti Bowles radio diof 'The Avenger' on
He's an English citizen
With Steve
rector, has been classiBed 1-A.
Gross in Washington, Bill Sweets is subbing as director of 'Lorenzo Jones'
Earle 'Dean' McGill now diand Arthur Hanna of 'Our Gal Sunday'
Frank Gallup vacationing, so George
recting 'Report to the Nation'

George

Bed Cross

&

.

.

WHN

Bryan announcing 'Second Husband' and Ford Bond doing 'Stella Dallas'
.Ed East and Polly have added O'SuUivan heels and Diozogen cream to
the sponsor list for the 'Breakfast in Bedlam' series on WJZ. Enos and
Griffin shoe polish also remain as bankrollers.
.

.

.

IN

HOLLYWOOD

.

.

.

Producing ranks took on a bit of executive class with announcement
that

Norman

Morrell, recently

named

v.

Lord

of

p.

&

Thomas, would

Grocer Chain Embarks
On 13-Wk. Spot Campaign
Cooperative League of America,
grocery store chain with farmer affiliation, is entering spot radio this
fall with a series of quarter-hour
transcriptions for Sunday matinees.
The schedule is for 13 weeks.
Atherton & Currier is the agency.

FELDMAN TAKING BBC
DX PROGRAM POST

Slam Anti-New Deal Press
sContlnued from page 3S
the WABC-CBS commentary by
Eric Sevareid, following the 11 p.m.
newscast, when an article by Julian
Huxley was quoted.
In addition to Gannett and Dr.
Birkhead, William Hillman and General Henry J. Reilly also participated in 'Wake Up America.'
in

^

October.

Hillman

vs.

Colored News

Hillman protested the freezing of
at the source,

said

that

withholding bad news from the pubwas not generally good for moand that admirals and generals
not be the final judges of
what is needed for ^public morale.
Referring to the third kind of censorship, which is 'to hide incompetence and mismanagement,' Hillman
said that 'its aim is to maintain
power and prestige for brasshats and
lic

rale,

should

wooden

McCaffrey Aids Hanna

ship to hide incompetence and mis-

management

in high places.

General Reiily's Side

.

war news
Arthur S. Feldman, special events
head of NBC, goes on a leave of
absence to take an assignment in
England for British Broadcasting
Corp. He will work on shortwave
programs to the U. S.
He leaves by bomber early in

37

heads.'

This later precipitated a rejoinder

from General Reilly that the best
thing for public morale would be
carping criticism of America's
military leaders.
General Reilly
less

General Reilly said that In order
maintain high morale it was
necessary to impress the people with
to

necessity of making sacrifices.
He said that what has been published in the newspapers and magazines and heard over the radio has
not convinced Ihe public that such
sacrifices are necessary.
Said Gen.
Reilly: 'They do not yet understand
that such slogans as 'Food will win

the

the war' and "The factory is winning
the war,' and such wishful thinking
as the claim that the German and
Japanese people will revolt against
their dictators, the disarmed conquered people will rise and throw
their oppressors out; cannot win the
war.'
He added that 'Our people

are not afraid of the truth.

want

Gannett declared that
propaganda has lost its
punch. We have become conditioned

Agent Bill McCaffrey, who will
maintain his own office, will supadded that he was concerned pri- to it. I believe it is important that
plement Mark Hanna's agency by marily with the morale of the men our confidence in our own official
servicing
such clients as Helen at the fighting fronts, with the civil- announcements be not similarly destroyed.'
Hayes,
Dorothy,
Kilgallen,
Cecil ian morale to be worked back to.
Brown and others in Hanna's
Hillman said that he could disstable, during the latter's absence cover only three reasons for cenKTHS to Branham
in London with the Office of War sorship in this country: 1.
To assure security of the armed forces
Information.
KTHS, Hot Springs, Ark., has
Due to sail for London the end and undisturbed conduct of delicate named the Branham Co. its excluvital negotiations of high national
entrusted
this
month,
Hanna
has
of
policy,

which he favored.

To

2.

sive national sates rep.

his clients to office manager Molly
maintain the morale of the people
be listed as producer of Bob Hope show. Thomas Conrad Sawyer takes
Kenneth Kellam Is the
Binion, who'll be assisted by McCaf- by withholding information likely to
second billing as director. Last season it was Bob Stephenson, who is
frey.
be destructive of morale. 3. Censor- new general manager.
getting measured for an officer's uniform. .Wen Niles Is back from a
tour with Al Pearce and that brings up the old confusion again with
Just to keep the records straight, Wendell (That's Wen)
brother, Ken.
will announce the Hope show, and Kenneth (that's Ken) spiels the Abbott
& Costello come-on, in addition to doing the same for Fidler's smellchaser and producing Mary Astor's 'Hollywood Showcase'. .Phil Spitalny
In town for picture-making and a few broadcasts hereabouts.
He'U have
6,000 persons at his broadcast Sept. 20 in Shrine Auditorium. He's on his
first visit among up Indians. .John J. Colbert, KFWB's news ed, doubleJoe Stauffer around for 10
barring it at the air corps base in Miami
days to gab with Carlton Morse on the commercial and agency changeover for 'One Man's Family'. .Second and third Lux dramatics will be,
respectively, 'How Green Was My Valley' with Walter Pledgeon, Donald
Crisp, Maureen O'Hara and Sara AUgood, and 'Magnificent Dope' enacted
by Don Ameche, Henry Fonda and Lynn Barl...Hal Hackett returned
east setting up MCA's end of the Abbott and Costello show and participating in divers other radio activities. .Bobby O'Brien joins Jack Benny's
writing staff, but only as gag cooker-upper for the comic's camp shows
and other personal appearances. Bill Morrow and Ed Beloin still preside over the Grapenuts script... Ed Gardner back from Reno, where he
became a Nevadan for six weeks to dissolve his marital partnership with
if*
vrOR-avuz. It's fun,
Shirley Booth. Stopped off here long enough to do his 'Archie' bit on
but
Answer, .re on
Kraft Music Hall. ..Tommy Dorsey and Red Skelton exchanged guest
Try thi. brief,
few tnin"**"*
shots in 'hall and farewell' courtesies. .Lum and Abner drew a renewal
it's,
fact-fuU;
by Alka Seltzer and a new producer. Bob Dwyer of the Wade agency,
page—
the same day... Connie Haynes, late of Tommy Dorsey's band, landed the
the following
singing spot on the Abbott and Costello show. .Howrad Keegan writing
end producing the new NBC dramatic serial, 'We Are The Living'...
Bob Rejmolds, KMFC manager, cancelled all commercials on Sept. 19 for
full 18 hours of bond-selling programs. .Ben Alexander took over the
Sealtest commercials when Tom Hudson answered the call to duty...
Jack Runyon recording shortwavers daily for office of Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs, which he heads here.,. NBC sold a packaged
dramatic series to Packard-Bell radio, with Larry Keating as narrator.
It's called 'News Makers' and has to do with highlighted war exploits.

station'*
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Frank O'Leary, of NBC's Chi sales staff, gets lieutenancy in Navy
Guest stars on 'Victory Matinee' last week included Blackstone the Magician, Mary McGulre, RKO starlet, Lawrence Welk and Jayne Walton
Ward Baking Co. signed WBBM contract for 'Watcha Doln?', 8:15 to 8:30
a.m. Mon. through Sat
Chicago Air College takes six periods a week
/ for 13 weeks over WJJD through M. A. Ring Agcy
John Hopkinson,
WJJD salesman, inducted Into Army and reports to Camp Grant for training.... Randy Blake, formerly of WHAS, Louisville, and KNX, Hollywood,
Is newest addition to WJJD announcing staff.
.Jack Drees, WIND sports
editor, reports races at Hawthorne track
Rit Products on WIND with
11 announcements a week for IS weeks through Earle Ludgin, Inc
'Reveille Roundup,' featuring Louise Massey and the Westerners, renewed
for another year by Grove laboratories through Russel M. Seeds agency
....William Ray, fonperly with KWTO, Springfield, has Joined NBC as
announcer
Judith Waller, head of NBC's public service dept, to N. Y.
.

1.

THM PflAMATION RmttMNTSi
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an Aaatic pminmla
by power-full itatlon
(c) idace where moit Indians own radioe
(d) mott active war work center

THM eURIOin aVMMl

(a)

(a) identliy radio

(b) area eovered

(b) indicate dtles

IS

IMID TOi

war workers
you should think about

(o)

give studio instructions

(d)

admit people to

Army

transmitter

.

on company business.

15000 WAHSl
MY MB NKHT

In Salt

Lake City

most people

just naturally

NBC outlet...
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*
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THIM INniAU
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UTAH'S
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

a famous Navy air force squadron
a top radio comedian

(o)

a very popular all-night club

(d)

a wen-known radio executive

a famoui operatic singer
a Boston shortwave station
(c) a successful substitute product
(d) the buying of local radio time

turn to their only
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PayroH

YICTOK BORGE DROPPED
BY KRAFT CHEESE SPOT

Traffic

U.S. Shortwave
^fContlDued from page

Kraft Cheese is not
Victor Borge's option for

Montreal— Pool Slovens resigned
as announcer on Canadian Marconi
slalion CFCF to join Royal Canadian Air Force.

WLS

staff

New

York.

—Sid

to

Irrelance.

KMOX,
KCKN,

who

Wheeler,

Jon
enter

Quinan
Drake,
Fort

WHAS,

station

left

to

Dorothy

assistant to John C.
director.

new

is

KCKN

program

Worth— Thomas Bedford

of

• WRITER
• DIRECTOR
• PRODUCER

FRITZ
BLOCKI
NEW

"SMOOTHNESS
MAKES THE EAR

GROW

YORK

FONDER."

CITY

'Front

William Sweets directs and Robert

Young & Rublcam,

serial

mert.

of

(14)

—

WITH YANKEE NETWORK

—

—

eight years ago, returned
as successor to Capt.
Vaffder Pyl.

Bob
Laff

You Want to—

BUT

.

.

Mamb

m

war

HERB SHRINER
'

Carter,

(IT'S

POS^BLE)

CAMEL CARAVAN
n'ai.

UOBRIS ACT.

former

WHK-WCLE

mikeman now in the Navy, is re
turning to the mike as a
broadcaster on a new series of dry
dock shows.

WGAR

.

I
h*% tlicre ar« a lot ot
nrlio ai»
worrird about the
tliRt tlirr are fvra nioblll<lB« thrlr
nrltltr rorpoKcIn . • . to h«lp fight
Ills R«ds!

On

WTAM

Ellis

—

St Louis. Bill Durney, sportsgabber at WIL, has been sworn into
the Marine Corps as a Second Lieutenant.

—Jack

R. Wagner,
recently of the engineering department of KQW, is now a civilian
radio
engineer with the Signal
Corps stationed at McClellan Field,
Cal.

San Jose,

Cal.

1

Texas Station

San Antonio, Sept. 15.
Record number of newscasts are
being broadcast over station KTSA.
A total of 92 newscasts are being
broadcast each week by the station.
Of these 50 are local and 42 come
from CBS. Of the SO local broadcasts, all but five have been sold,
these only being made available the
past week.
Latest newscast periods have been
sold to the Universal Mills and the
Texas' Maid Shortening Co. and will
feature Charles C. Shaw, station's

news

editor.

New. and Old Sponsors
Sign for WQXR Time
Emanuelina Pizzuto,

OLYN LANIIICK
"THE HACKENSACK GOSSIP"
"The laughs were of
auslained

type"

pianist, will
the soloist for a series, 6-6:15 p.m.

be
Sundays, sponsored by Germaine
Monteil cosmetics, starting Sept. 27,
on WQXR, New York. Contract is
for a year and Clements is the
agency.
Charles Gulden returns to
with a 7:25-7:30 p.m. daily news spot
starting Oct. 12, through the Charles
Hoyt agency. Until the Gulden contract starU, Essex House is sponsor,
ing the news period, through Kelly,
Nason agency.
The Belgjan Information Center
also returned to WQXR this week
with a 5:45-6 p.m. Sunday recorded
music show, through the Gotham
agency,
In
addition,
Sheffield

WQXR

the explosively

— Odec,

^Variety.''

Farms

will start a series of 62 spot
a
week for nine

announcements
weeks,

through

Ayer agency, and

Lever Bros,

will use 63 spots a week
for six weeks, through B. B. D. St O.

New

Maestro for 'Enemy'

of steel, copper, etc., that
Since the new
transmitters, with possibly two or
three exceptions, would be Installed
in existing stations, not much construction would be involved. What
is necessary in the way of buildTngs
would be decidedly ot the emergency
tities

would be needed.

—

wood, tarpaper and wallboard
utilize materials that
are not scarce, such as bricks and
cement, to the utmost degree.
type

—and would

Around 90-odd new directional
antennas would be required, with all
ot the present DX operators putting
in additional arrays to improve the
coverage. Over 60 frequencies have
been tentatively tagged, though a
handful concededly are of scant
value at present because of atmogpherio conditions. Eaoh of the stations
would use numerous frequencies, though they would concentrate on four or Ave different portions of the shortwave band.
The
channels staked out would be taken
chiefly from the presently-unused
amateur segment of the spectrum,
plus some point-to-point and shipto-shore ribbons that have been
given up because of war conditions.

A
into

little

the

new blood may be brought
international

broadcasting

wing of the business, though the
whole scheme la built around the
present licensees.
To obtain sufficient coverage, it looks as It a few
ot the plants, possibly four ot the
22, may hava to be erected in new
locations.
This would provide an
opportunity for persons currently
not In the DX field to get In on the
ground floor under extremely favorable circumstances. The Government
would pay all Installation and construction expenses, giving the eventual operators an option to buy the
equipment If they desire and paying
them for maintaining and running

the stations.

Washington. Sept. 15.
Composer-arranger-conduclor Na-

Returning This Friday, Sept.

To

tiie

18,

KATE SMITH HOUR
For

JELLO—CBS

than Van Clevq took over the arranger-batoner assignment on the
Office of War Information scries,

MARK LEDDY

Transmission would be .on a far
bigger scale than now. Every program would be beamed on at least

two frequencies simultaneously, a
move to Insure against Jamming or
Is Our Enemy,' last Sunday natural interference.
In some cases
night (13), succeeding Russell Benmore
than one plant would operate
nett, who resigned to compose the
score and assist in the production a: the same time to throw out the
of a Broadway musical. Bennett was strongest possible spray of propaformerly a film composer-conductor. ganda.
Wattage would be jumped—
"This

'This Is

Per. Rep.t

series of 26 tran-

quarter-hour shows

scribed

begin-

would like the service's public relabranch to arrange for them..
Results of the survey have proved
satisfactory
to
the Marines and
when the stations get the series the
shows will embody suggestions that
came from radio's program people
themselves.
Consensus of replies
was a request for a 15-mlnute show
built as closely as possible around
present day headlines.
tions

—

Bocbester. Stewart Wilson is new
announcer at WHAM, coming from
Akron. He rounds out staff, depleted
by transfer ot Foster Broo)^ to

WHEC.

DEAL

AFRA

to

If

Page FarreD'

WCCO

mikeman

You Can

On

Washington, Sept. IS.
Radio stations will be offered a

new Marine Corps

ot

—

and Harvey Rob-

Louisville,

former chief engineer for
Texarkana, Tex., have joined
engineering staff of KGKOWBAP here. Vacancies on the stafi
ertson,

KCMC,
the

the

Production Setup

0NU^.MAR1NES

ning
Oct.
1.
Each
broadcast,
greatly expanding our fa- which aims of course at recruiting,
cilities, the program formula will be will feature currenj up-to-the-minute
pruned, but even so will be far more exploits of the sea-soldlers, showing
comprehensive than what has gone what they are accomplishing in this
After months of war.
on in the past.
fumbling and stumbling, the Office
In this series of broadcasts the
of War Information, In conjunction stations are getting what they asked
with Nelson Rotkefeller's Cultural for. Recently the Marine Corps sent
Relations outfit, has decided to or- questionnaires throughout the broadganize the outpourings instead of casting industry and asked program
continuing the haphazard job that people the kind of shows that they
idea

—

Louis,
replacing

St.

marine.

merchant

Borge has been with the stanza
regularly since last December.

take them.)
program
elaborate
Extremely
schedule, using the cereal programs
and even internationalized washtub
weepers, has been cooked up for Inauguration if, as and when. In case
the generals and admirals kill the

—

Kansas City— Bob Edwards and
Bob Milton are newest additions to
announcing staff at KCKN, Capper
Maren CardPublications station.
well, formerly at
is new scriptcr at

He

as a con-

writ?S "'Front Page Farrell,'
which Blackctt-Sample-HumNew York, started Monday
on NBC at 5:45-6 p.m. for
Kolynos toothpowfler. Air Features
Leaf was attempted by Col. William
$2,000: Novak now hopes to triple produces the show, with Ann
announcer Donovan and the Information Cothat amount. It's for Save the Chil- organist, James Fleming
ordinator's force.
and a cast including Dick Widmark,
dren Federation and U.S.O.
Govt-Controlied, Civilian-Operated
Garde.
Florence Williams and Betty
Program was formerly heard on
Important point about the whole
Anthony J. Frances
Cleveland
Mutual for Anacin.
scheme particularly significant in
joined news staff of WHK-WCLE,
Robert
Arthur Hanna directs and
view of constant pressure from cerfilling vacancy created by resignaAndrews writes 'Just Plain Bill,' tain industry foea in New Deal
tion of Lee Otis, former news ediairhire
to
which the same agency began
circles
is
the intention
tor who shifted to CBS, N. Y.
ing at the same time in the 6:30- private enterprise rather than launch
5:45 p.m. spot on NBC for Anacin.
Government broadcasting in the true
Knoxvllle— Kenneth D. Cox. form- It is also produced by Air Features seiise. Ot course, the whole project
erly with WNOX and WROL here, and the cast includes Arthur Hughes, will be strictly Government-conhas been appointed to the engineer- Ruth Russell, Billy Lipton, Warren trolled, but the physical properties
ing staff of CBS in Washington.
Show will be in the hands of civilians.
Colston and Louis Hall.
formerly aired on the Blue network.
As previously reported, some ot
Indianapolis Josephine Mason has
the contemplated new plants would
resigned as music director of WIRE
be constructed with shelved equipto take place in music and program
ment originally ordered by the BritSETS
1ST
department of KOB, Albuquerque.
ish.
The British do not want the
Harry Scornia, former program digadgets, the turn of warfare and
rector at WIRE, now is radio direcdiplomacy having upset prior ideas.
tor of Indiana University.
The rest ot the apparatus would
American Federation o( Radio have to be fabricatecl anew which
Gregory, of the Artists has signed its first contract may be something ot a headache,
St. Louis— Bill
KMOX news department, has re- with John Shepard's Yankee net- though surveys have indicated there
signed to become a Naval Flying work, covering stations WNAC and are some unused manufacturing faCadet. Has been succeeded by Jean WA^AB, Boston. Deal is for a two- cilities and the amounts ot critical
McDuff.
materials would be negligible in
year term, effective Sept. 6.
Del King has joined the announcIt
carries the standard AFRA comparison.
Katherine terms of a $40-a-week basic pay for
ing staff at KMOX.
The War Production Board still
Darst also new addition to KMOX announcers, with extra pay for over- has a chance to veto the idea even
Formerly conducted daily time and fees for commercial pro- before the High Command renders
staff.
Globe- grams. It calls for a five-day, 40- its verdict. Donald Nelson is beLouis
column
for
St.
Democrat.
hour week.
lieved inclined, however, to follow
the recommenclations of the Board
Cleveland Byron Wade, secretary
ot War Communications, which put
ot the Mahoning County Historical
a stamp of approval on the general
92 News Shots Wkly.
Society of Youngstown and WTAM
scheme, and release the small quan-

joined
replacing

staff,

his final broadcast
tractee tomorrow (17).

Shaw

Walton

announcing

when does
Parrish

will write, direct and produce 'Cavalcade of Stars' Sept. 17 at ManhatLast one netted
tan Centre. N. Y.

Bob Novak,

places Well
the U. S. Army Air Force.

Henry Gladstone, who resigned

its

Maersch be- day night program on NBC.

lieutenant,

ciate editor, has joined
sales department.

as
Sutphin reHarnett. Jr.. who joins

WHN

Elliott

Woodworlh,
former radio director of the Minneapolis branch of Erwin Wasey &
Co.. and Golfer & Sportsman asso-

Chlcsfo.— Karl R. Sulpliin, formerly of Golfiiig-GoUdom magazines, lias joined the
sales service manager.

second

Howard and Frank

Minneapolis — Harry

Bernard

by

a

Bruce

becan\e naval warrant officers, and
when Bob Bird left for civil service
Army Signal Corps.

Paterson, N. J.— Joel Blake, staff
WPAT. has entered

Replaced

when

came

duty with

announcer of
the Army.
Caylor.

occurred

SERIES OF 26

Z7^s

ahead and no amount
up couple of laps
sprinting can overThurs- of American

picking

Our Enemy'

heard over the
present minimum of 60 lew. alYork. It
ready is being topped in a few inis scripted by Elwood Hoffman and
directed by Frank Telford for the stances—and the bulk of the new
OWt
plants probably would use 100 kw.
Mutual, from

is

WOR, New

ANSWERS
WOR-Qwz

fo

on preceding page
The formation

I*

represents the

WOR Guaranteed Area.
tains 14 of the

work

cities in

It

con*

most active war

the United States,

Radio listening in the most
densely-populated portion of
has jumped 10 to

this area

over the same period

20%

last year.

2 • The symbol is used lo point
up the fact that 14 major Eastern
markets of more than 100,000
people each oari b« covered by

WOR alone.
3.

These are the

initials

of

WOR

"Bessie Beatty'V famous

woman's show conductor, who
opened up 50% more outlets for
a well-known substitute product
in

8 weeks. The new dealers are

located in

New Jersey,

Rhode

cut,

Connecti-

Long

Island,

Island

and Pennsylvania.

4«

Tliis insignia

cards of all

appears on the

"The

members. Club

is

8-Ball

Qub"

idea of Jerry

Lawrence, popular all-night
show m.c. on WOR. The "8-Ball
Club" has members in approximately 37 states. Eaoh
is

one of

WOR's

member

thousands of

all-night listeners.

WANTED
Farm program and bam
dance M.C. By midwest regional network basic station.
Radio and personal

appearance necessary.
ability desirable.
State experience, references
and draft status in first letter.
All replies strictly
confidential. Box 128, VaWriting

riety,

154 W. 46th

St.,

New

York.

BIG

SCANDAL

Itrltlxli

lH>d

amtr

nlth

MaitliwD,

Aim

IN

officer

Ucrmiin

KHK wiltrr

LONDON
dlRrOTcreil

mrualrH.
anil

Id

Jamm

Hilm' man.

piibllHlier or tAMKS MADISON'S
HiiKKn-. fi.
p. o. Box
(.rami Central Anou, N«w Tork
(Br. B-3000).

ti.4u

m,
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lOTLLO TOCED" TO nGHT
ker

Top Witnesses On

Davis, Fly

Senate Resolution Asking AFM Probe
Washington, Sept. IS.
Elmer Davis, chief of the office of
Information, and James Law-

War

SHAW

'RECRUITING'

Originally scheduled to start yes-

six.

Shaw went

into the

Navy June

10

and

witness and apparently he will be

BUS OK GOES

the only one to be heard on Thurs-

day

Chairman Fly

wlio

is

is

has since been stationed
Newport, a training center.

Friday.
group
on
Hearings are then expected to be
reopened during the next week.
the
Representatives
of
radio
broadcasting industi-y. It is understood, will be summoned to later

WITH CAMP

hearings.

These hearings are being held.
Senator Clark said, 'with a view to
reporting the resolution to the SenServing
ale as soon an possible.'
with him on the subcommittee are
Lister Hill. Alabama; Charles O,
Andrew.<:.
Florida: Chan
Gurney,
Charles
W.
South
Dakota,
and
Tobey, New Hampshire.
'

Speciflcally
the investigation is
expected to go into Petrillo's order
forbidding AFM members to make
further recordings or ti-anscriptions
for non-private use, and his decree
keeping the Interlochen National
High School orchestra off the air.
These are the orders that provoked
Senator Clark into introducing a
Senate resolution asking for a wide

what he termed

investigation of

is

Senate,

the

'the

racket.'

pursued by the
subcommittee
hearings are completed, it is expected
to go far beyond finding out all about
the two particular Petrillo orders.
Senator Clark wants to search into
the whole business of manufacturing and producing of musical rec
ords and transcriptions to And out
whether there are any violations in
restraint of trade.
He also wants
to take a good look into the profits,
salaries, bonuses and other financial
arrangements of individuals and or
ganizatlons
concerned
with
the
manufacturing, producing and play
Ing for musical records, and into the
control of music and music produc
after

tion.

Park Has Top Season

the

AFM

loses

it

is

that even

if

will be a stra-

tegic victory for the union presi-

dent

—Made Him

It

will prove, regardless, that

Petrillo

is

fighting for the musi-

cians' best interests.

LABOR ANGLE
A

close

associate

of

Petrillo, president of the

Federation

(14)

that

the

AFM LAYS OFF
R-MB CIRCUS

James C.
American

Musicians,

of

disclosed

present

in-

and bitterness of the con-

tensity

of

might

recording

avoided

if

this

AFM

had not launched
Chicago. Sept.

associate described as a
of
chief.

vituperation'

—

The

against

Ringling

Bros.,

IS.

Barnum &

Bailey circus opened in Chicago last

This attack, accord-

situation

more

however, is that the Lincoln's
Blue Room seats only about 250
(James drew close to 7,600 covers at
the 1,000 capacity Astor recently).
Even if the Lincoln doubles its current cover charge to $1.50 and $2,
James can't pMSsibly take out enough
to underwrite his payroll for 25 musicians and singers. However, as with
other bands, James' losses at the
Lincoln will be more than made up
by other work.
Beginning the end of this month
and in October James will broadca.<;t
Ironic,

IN CHICAGO

been

the National Association

Broadcasters

what

have

Harry James' orchestra considered
the hottest b.o. band in the country
at the moment which can eain from
$10,000 to $15,000 weekly in thcatre.s,
possibly more on percentage deals,
is going back into the Lincoln hotel,
N. Y., Oct. 2, and will lose money
every week for three months. James'
return to the Lincoln is based on an
option on his services held by Mrs.
Maria Kramer, operator of the inn,
an obligation that was to have been
fulfilled last spring, but deferred to
enable the band to make a film for
Universal^ ('Private Buckaroo').
Few of the top bracket bands make
money on hotel dates (payrolls of top
bands are too high and hotel payoffs
too short), even though in many instances they are given percentage
deals award'ing them a portion of
cover charges over a certain number.

What makes James'

troversy over the union's shutdown

the

night (Monday) without incident as
ing to the Petrillo aide, had the affar as the American Federation of
fect of not only arousing Petrillo to
Musicians was concerned. There had
a 'lighting mad' pitch, but made ttie
which
under
the
OfOne condition
been indications that the circus
AFM's
locals more determined than
Transportation
refice of Defense
would run into union difficulty when
for three different sponsors. Last
cently okayed the iLse of five busses ever to see the thing through. The
by Negro bands traveling thorugh union, added this aide, now feels it got to Chicago, the home town week he was signed for a wee)<)y
obligatory
for
of James C. Petrillo, AFM prez. Monday night broadcast for Cocait
the south makes
that the issue ha:>, with the help of
two
USO
each band to do at least
newspaper:;, Union officials disclosed that no ac- Cola. Later Glenn Miller went Into
anti - Administration
week.
Army and he was giTen the ChesArmy camp appearances each
been converted into a fight against tion would be taken with regard to the
terfield program (starting Sept. 29),
This was brought out Saturday (12) organized labor.
the circus' use of canned mu.sic in- while the Coca-Cola commitipent was
at the first meeting between bandsThe aide indicated that Petrillo
men managing colored orchestras had been primarily interested in stead of live musicians until- after adjusted to one program every four
the
senatorial
committee's
probe
of
The
two
weeks.
On Oct 4 the band will do
and officials of the ODT.
working out some sort of contract
appearances can be done as concerts or arrangement whereby the life the federation's ban on recordings. the first of two programs with Jack
It was also thought that it would
Benny, with the sponsor having an
of an hour or so on Saturday and
term of any library transcription, be more politic to defer any recrimit's
likely
for
two more.
Sunday afternoons, and
and perhaps phonograph record, inations against the circus until the option
James is a peculiar breed of bandthat they'll l>e done that way to en- would be limited so that employanti-trust case, which the U. S. Deleader-7-or so some of his contempoable as many commercial dates as ment for musicians, if only those
partment of Justice has brought raries think. He doesn't like playing
possible.
engaged in recording work, might against the AFM, has been disposed
or one-nigbters, and avoids
Only one band tour was definitely l>e increased.
things of in the local Federal court. Hear- theatres
Otherwise
them as much as possible, despite
set up at the meeting. Noble Sissle
would' have remained status quo for ing of the issue has been postponed
fact they're the most lucrative field.;
starts out from Baltimore Oct 9 on the duration of the war.
until Oct. 12 at the AFM's request
for
It was at
a b.o. band. James prefers not
a three-week schedule.
Petrillo, the aide revealed, had because of the inability of Joseph A.
to work too hard (a decision likely
though that tours would be hoped that the transcription, phonofirst
Padway,
the
Federation's
chief based on the present tax situation ).
limited to 10 days tor each band, bu! graph record men and others concounsel in this case, to be present
He's in good financial shape, after a
the time was considered too short. cerned would come to him for a
on the date originally scheduled long struggle through the red, and
Each outfit will have a bus for three survey of the situation as happened Sept. 16.
feels that there's no percentage in
weeks.
when his predecessor, Joseph N.
killing
himself doing six and seven
John
Beside the ODT officials and
Weber, i.^sued a similar recording
Hammond and Judge Hubert Delany. deadline in 1937. Instead, accord- by single programs or epi.sodes, pro- theatre shows a day, or travtling
co-chairmen of the committee to ing to AFM's current plaint, the viding the shows have an angle tied aroutid the country on one-nighters.
comparatively few theahas
done
He
at
oversee tours, the only attendants
NAB took up the cudgel and un- up wfth the war effort. Otherwise
since his
the meeting were those from the loosened what the aide further de- the taboo on custom-built transcrip- tre and one-night dates
band hit. He prefers golf and baseagencies of Joe Glaser, Moe Gale and scribed 'its strategy of vilifying tions remains unchanged.
ball.
William Morris.
Acting for Sidney M. Kaye, of
Petrillo.'
The latest Incident along
NAB counsel, Carl Havelin. an emthis line that has caused much resentment by Petrillo and his con- ployee of Broadcast Music, Inc., last
freres was the distribution of a re- week asked the station reps to sub- Local Kid Doesn't
SIGNS
printed newspaper cartoon picturing mit to him a list of the business
they have had cancelled as a result
Petrillo as an organ-grinder.
Good, but It's
26
The AFM has modified its rule on of the AFM's recording ban. Only
the recording of commercial, or cus- two noted so far have been the reBig Bother to Band
Sammy Kaye drew a weekly spot tom-made, transcriptions to the ex- corded versions of the "Again.st the
serie.';.
on Coca Cola's new broadcast sched- tent of allowing them to be made Storm' and 'The Shadow'
Band will do its first of 26
While Jimmy Dorscy's band was
ule.
Wednesday night shots Sept 30 from
playing Shea's Buffalo theatre
Milwaukee for an audience of deweek ago the leader turned around
Harry James had
fense workers.
during a performance one evening to
been set for every Monday evening,
i

COCA

COU

KAYE

Make

WKLY. AHUNGS

FOR

War

Hazards but his contract was adjusted to call
for one program every four weeks,
since he was signed to replace Glenn
Bridegport. Sept. IS.
broadcasts.
Dim-out and gas rationing didn't Miller on the Chesterfield
Frank
at
currently
is
Kaye
keep Pleasme Beach Paik. operated
by the City, from its biggest season Dailey's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove,
N. J.
in history. Municipal
Despite

resort buttoned
week with new highs regiseverywhere,
according
to
Perry W. Rodman.
Ballroom was deep in the velvet
every Sunday, when name bands
last

tered

Comptroller

played.

Topper was Glenn

Miller,

who rang up an
3.500

musicians union slant on the

Petrillo situation

A

Bridgeport's Pleasure

up

A

Work Out

Sort of Agreement

'campaign

DATES

to

Vituperation'
'Fighting Mad'

on

the

Claimed,

It's

on Recording Until NAB
Launched 'Campaign of

Monday

Investigation

whole nefarious
If the probe

at

the only one

come before

to

listed

Prexy,

Wat Ready
Some

the hearings were
(H),
OWI Chief
postponed three days.
Davis is slated to be the first-day

—

Can't Lose

AFM

Trying to Enlist Musicians for Naval
Aggregation

Artie Shaw is making a personal
Communications Commission, will
attempt to recruit musicians for a
head the parade of witnesses before
new dance band he's building at
the Senate interstate commerce sub- the Newport, R. I., naval base. He
committee, which will open pubUc h8f> been calling long-distance to
heard
hearings Thursday (17) to consider N Y., speaking to men he has
arc close to induction and others
Senator D. Worth Clark's resoluwho are not in an effort to get them
tion calling for an investigation of to Join the Navy and become memJames C. Petrillo and his American bers of his band. So far he has
rounded up eight and needs another
Federation of Musicians.

terday

B.O. Band,

Into 3-Month Losing Hotel Date

of the Federa)

rence Fly, chairman

Now Top

Harry James,

[

at

all-time peak of
heaviest tariff ever

$1.50,

asked at spot.

Vaughn Monroe was

sea.son

runner-up with 2.500 at $1.10,
and Gene Knipa drew 2,000 at .^amc
admish.

Clint

Noble Into

Clint Noble

Army

Cleveland, Sept. 15.
turning his orches-

is

tra

and band-booking agency over
to Walt Bergener,
one of the maesjros in his stables, when he enlists
the

Army

Oct.

1.

Entering volunteer officers' corps.

Robinson Yens Baton

Petriflo

Les

Robinson,

alto
all

sax

pla.vcr,

of tlic coun-

lop bands at one lime or ai»olher the past few years is bent on
Now
leading a band of his own.
with Jerry Wald's orchestra at the
Lincoln hotel, N. Y., Robinson figures to stay behind and begin organizing after Wald leaves town
try's

Oct

1.

Robin.son was a member of Artie
Shaw's hit band of a few years ago
and since then migrated from one
top-bracket outfit to another.

Nit»

Wayne
Barnct.

Bradley
as

replaced
with

vocalist

Frances
Chsilie

bdirectly Shuts Out

find

a youngster of aljout six

con-

Kid had sneaked onto
from the audience and
without any preliminaries stated, 'I
want to sing.' Having no alternative

fronting him.

Waxing of Army
Local 802 (N. V.) of the American
Federation of Musicians has told the
Army Emergency Relief committee.

Relief
Max

Show Tunes

Drcyfu.'!, of Cliappell.

the

stage

the leader allowed the young.stcr to
i.sn't

.sure

do two numbers, after which l>oth
he and his mother, who then came
onto the stage, were ejected from
but in the light of an advanceMadison Square Car- scheduled campaign of future song the theatre.
Mother and child were the same
.strength
of which
der benefit Sept. 30 that 'the union material (on the
and probrecording
companies
the
ru.shed who had bothered Dorsey,
is your.";.' so far as recording a .spethem onto wax, before the Aug. 1 ably other bands, l>efore for an
When
cial album of the six original tunes
audition
of the kid's talent.
Petrillo deadline), there's no likeliai'thorcd by Sgt Kurt Kas/.ncr and hi^od thc.se six Army .songs can be Dorsey played that house last year
This ha.t tooled off Sacks he was persistently pestered. This
Pvt. Charles Murray, Ls concerned. plugged.
stage
however,
prospective
time,
the
is
concerned.
to^be a .^lunt so far as Columbia
suppo.'ied
Tills
Meantime, the Army .<how looks mother took matters into her own
whereby Ethel Merman, Connie Bos- assured n( its $230,000 goal, with the hands, dolling the kid up and shoohim onto the stage when
uell. Bing Crosby, el al., would wax Garden .scaled for $101,000 for the ing
Dorsey's back was turned.
the tune.s, proceeds to the Army regular .'^eat.s: another $100,000 for
.spon.sor.s' boxe*; with the difTcrcntial
Next day the leader received a
Fund.
However, it develops that Manie to come from program, etc. Over imsigncd letter without salutation
already.
which
It's
capped a paragraph of verbal
SRj.OOO Ls in the box
Sr.ck.s, chief of Columbia recording,
broadcasting
b(cn
decided
to
forego
insults
with, 'If you had let th«
who was willing to coopciatc, isn't
sure (1) that the artists mentioned sponsor.sliip becau.se the musicians, audience decide we would have seen
stagehands,
actors,
donating
who
was
thrown out of the theatre—
etc., ere
U'nder contract to competitive comtheir
services.
or
you,'
us
paiiie.'^j would be available; and 2),
spofLsoring the

who has been with

Ban

i.s

can
Dreyfus
he

properly

is

plug the tunes.
willing to publish them,

Vedncaday, September 16, 1912
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ORCHESTRAS

Inside Stuff-Orchestras
Orch batoned by 18-year-old Jimmy SpiUlny has been picked as the
current staff band ot the week by WCAE, Pittsburgh. Young Spltalny's

Lymaa Not Whiteman

Band Reviews
TONI MOEEISON ORCHESTRA

(6)

Lake Tarleton Clab, Pike, N. H.
Hibernating at this class New
be the last ot three local orchestras to fill In as Hearst station's
pending belated arrival of Baron Elliott, currently filling a dance Hampshire inn all summer have been
Toni Morrison and her band, who
engagement in Atlanta, Ga., and picked some time ago as WCAE's per- are slated to open
at the Rainbow
manent staff band. Union ruled station had to have a staff crew on Aug. Room, N. Y., shortly.
She's the
21 and since Elliott wasn't available until next week (21), three local daughter of Billy Kent, the comebands were picked to work a week each. First was Howard Baum, second, dian, and Elsie (ex-Mrs. Charlie)
Spitalny ia son of Morrison, hence uses her erstwhile
Al Marsico, who playa regularly at Nixon Cafe.
stepfather's tag for billing purposes.
Maurice Spitalny, former staff band leader at KDKA.
A personable gal, who makes with
Duke Daly, ex-bandleader husband of dancer' Paula Stone, Is still in the maracas and things, she heals
up the band co-owned by her hustraining in the RCAF in Canada, but Is diie to go overseas in about six
band, Charlie Golden, who's on
weeks. He has been fully trained as a bombardier and is now under- string
bass.
Rest of the personnel:
going flight instruction (compulsory for RCAF bombardiers, though they Jack Maisel, drums; Bill Honahan,
niay never touch plane controls).
trumpet (who met and married a
Daly, a Canadiain, enlisted in the RCAF about six months ago. He had gal at this resort a couple of weeks
ago); Russ Carlson, piano; Rudy
been a civilian flyer.

41

or Osborne,

Gets Date at Florentine Gardens

outfit will

ctafler

Joe Glaser will henceforth spend at least six months ot each year in
California. During bis recent trip to the Coast the band manager bought
a large home in Beverly Hills, formerly owned by a Carnegie Steel magnate, and intends to partly satisfy a desire to settle there.
He has not yet decided on who is to operate his N. Y. headquarters in
his absence.

Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle, N. Y., will not fold for the winter.
It has extended the contract of Hal Mclntyre's band until Nov. 22, whereas
he was only booked originally until Oct. 4.
Spot apparently hasn't been seriously bothered by gas rationing and
rubber shortage.'

Miller s Enlistment

Leaves Penn Hotel

Minus a Band; Agencies in Scramble

hotel,

Cnrbello, Bergere Shift
Fausto Curbello back into the
Stork Club, N. Y., with Ted Steele
dropping out through overwork.
Maximilian Bergere, long at the
Versailles,
N. Y., succeeds Emil
Coleman at La Martinique next
week, latter heading to the Waldorf
hoted, N. Y.

N. Y., Oct; 9 and, since vir-

all of the bands powerful
enough to rate that booking bave
been already committed elsewhere,

tually

the situation

dUTieuIt.

Is

GAG has submitted Bob Allen and
Sonny Dunham for the Job, while
Jan Savitt, Charlie Bamet, Shep
Fields and Russ Morgan have been
offered by MCA. Allen, who opened
at the

Rosdand Ballroom, N.

week,

is

understood to have

Y., last
the in-

side track.

In Joining the Army, Miller represents • loss in commissions to General Amusement of aj^roximately
$100,000 yearly. If he had continued
in front of his band until the end of
this year Miller's gross income would

OBERSTEINBUYS
INTO MUSIC

m

Eli Oberstein has bought himself
'protection' against the complete failure of the recording business. He
has acquired a 50% interest in Fred
Fisher Mnstc-Corand henceforth will
divide his time between Classic Record Co., which he helped form and

have been between $750,000 and $1,000,000. probably closer to the latter.
His band breaks up after Sept. 24.
Miller foes into the Army as a operate, and the music publishing
Captain Oct. 7 in Omaha, the outfit
There's no secret about Oberstein's
Seventh Corps Area. His chores will
be musical, though details on his reasons for buying Into Fisher's cataexact duties aren't clear. He drops log. He states that the 'record busi-

the Chesterfield radio program ness Is a precarious one' at the moSepL 24 (replaced by Harry James ment, what with the American FedSept 29) and is playing his last the- eration .of Musicians' ban against
atre date this week at the RKO recording and material shortages. His
Boston. He had been contracted to company is currently releasing only
play the Central theatre, Passaic, one popular record'a week, as against
N. J., opening Sept 24, but cancelled. the three and four and more it was
Theatre is squawking at the action, issuing prior to the current diffiHowever, Classic wil conasserting that Miller won't be in the cultie.s.
Army untU Oct. 7. It's understood tinue along its present lines.
Thi.s is not Oberstein's first venthe house will make an attempt to
publishing. He has
force Miller to abide by the contract. ture into music
had an interest in several firms at
off

Void Pifitore Deri
Hollywood, Sept. 18.
Glenn Miller's sudden entry into

Army caused the cancellation of
three-picture deal with 20th-Fox,
one film annually over a
three-year stretch.

the

hU

calling* for

Company

is

dickering for another

band for the

first

Date,' slated for

picture,

'Blind

autumn production.

Heidt Is Tired
Horace Heidt

h

been ordered

to

take things easy by his physician or
suffer

a nervous breakdown.

Ac-

cordingly, when the outfit goes into
the Casa Manana, Culver City, Cal..
Dec. 1 for 12 weeks, Frankle Carle,
pianist-co-leader,

will

take

over

while Heidt rests.
Heidt recently gave Carle a new
contract calling for percenUge of
"le band's earnings end oo-blUing.

Ted Stractcr orchestra goes
|ne Copacobana, N.
in

October.

Y,

the

first

into

week

one time or another.

sextet.

Combo is versatile, with accent on
the Latin rhythms, chiefly by demand here, rather than choice, since
most of the Boston and New York
crowd which comes to the Lake
Tarleton Club seems partial to the
one-two-three-kick tempos. At the
Rainbow Room, Miss Morrison's
combo will perforce specialize In
Latin tempos, as the alternate orchestra. But Yank or Latin, they're
plenty
for the hoof.
V> S. to
Hollywood ^oniface Charlie Morri-

COLORED BANDS

Own Nitery on Coast
Hollywood, Sept 15.
Paul Whiteman is on several deals

Whiteman's

HIT BY DRAFT

FOR

for his own night spot here and will
know this week where his band wi 1
stay put for the next few months at
lecst He wants to anchor here for
more reasons than his radio program

1ST TIME

Burns & Allen. Those onenighters don't appeal to him much
any more and, like other bandleaders, he likes the climate and
other attractions that make permawith

Negro musicians, who heretofore

son; howdja like to book your stepdaughter into the Mocambo? She's haven't been bothered too much by
OK for sound and sight. v Abel. conscription for some unknown

reason,

temporaries.

Listening to this unit

and

watching its clean-cut
leader handle it. however, impresses
that the group is going a long way.
play,

are

now

t>eginning

called into service in

(14)

Boseland Ballroom, N. T.
Bob Allen's band has come along
steadily since its Inception about a
year ago and it's now a good, strong
outfit though not in a class with
some of its more bigger-name con-

to

nency here desirable.

k>e

numbers that

alarming colored band manSince conscription began, few
of the major Negro outfits had been
confronted with the replacement
situation that their white contemare

Herman's Four Hops In

agers.

2

poraries have had to face; latter are
constantly breaking in new men.

citrus belt, but, there are few in the
band biz who can match the endurance of his lads. Over the recent

pre-Labor Day holiday stretch (Saturday and Sunday) the Herman outfit played four dance dates in two
nights in the beach towns of Oceaa
Park and Long Beach. For their
sustained labor, better than $5,600
passed into their coffers.
Endurance run started at 9 o'clock
Saturday night at the auditorium
in Long Beach, running until 1 a.ni.
One hour later the band was on the
stand at Casino Gardens in Ocean
Park, a few miles up the beach,
playing for the swing shifters from

-

Wood.
(12)

Araadl» Ballroom, N. T.
Gloria Parker was once a vaude
single, her forte being the playing
of various musical instruments such
as xylophone., vibes, fiddle, etc., and
a set of musical elas.scs. At the head
of this comparatively small orchestra, which ispent all the past sum-

mer
N.

at

Y.,

Luna Park. Coney Island.
young lady proves that

the

15.

Woody Herman may not be the
b.o. champ of this sunstiine and

A

GLORIA PARKER ORCH

Up ^,600

Hollywood, Sept

of

hLs style.
Band's one fault is that
It hasn't a girl vocalist, though that's
in the process of correction.
Allen
directs and otherwise handles the
front In a smooth, affable manner
undoubtedly acquired riurlne his
tenure as vocalist with Hoi Kemp.
He does it in a way that nuHifles the
fact he doesn't play an instrument.

Nights Leave Lads
Limp;.Split

However, according to managers
of Negro groups, the past four or
the original men with
weeks has seen a sharp stepping
whom Allen started remain in the six
up
of induction orders among the
five-sax,
three-trumpet, two-trompersonnel of their properties and
bone, four-rhythm setup.
Allen,
like all other bands, has changed the supply of good colored men isn't
men often since conscription beean. equal to the demand.
and for the better each time. One
As for ofay musicians, the situaof his most valuable acquisitions is tion is rapidly getting serious, say
Randy Brooks, trumoeter. who sup- leaders.
few weeks ago several
pUes-an Invaluable lift to the entire
band
managers asserted there were
band with his,driving style and excellent solos.
There are good solo plenty of men available. That's not
men in the saxes, too and rhythm is so any longer. What makes things
more difficult is the independent
soUd.
attitude taken by players who are
Iii ensemble playing the ^roup Is
clean throughout
It has
no out- not in Immediate danger of inducstanding* characteristics,
but has tion. The predicted salary war,
the start of a style in a trick it has whereby the price of good men is
of alternating ooen trumoets with steadily increasing as one leader
sudden plunges into hat5. thus mut- raids another's outfit, is occurring.
ing them pleasantly. This a flexible
Men don't want to go on the road
combination, too, being able to shift
conditions; they
from lump to ballad to latin tempo because of travel
stay in metropolitan centers and
and handle them all equally well.
with any band
Allen himself handles the vocals, hook up if they can
and does a fine job thoueh he occa- that's booked for a location, leaving
sionally attempt* items that don't fit it when it again hits the road.

Few

Miss Parker is an Ina Ray Hutton
type of leader in that .<Oic wiggles
and batons in a manner calculated
to catch the eye. but additionally
Cincinnati, Sept. IS.
she's apparently a good musician.
Guy Lombardo will pilot his She knows her band's arrangements
Tempo racing boat in the 24th an- and she plays very well herself:
nual regatta on the Ohio river here when caught ."he alternated between
Sunday (13). The maestro, whose xylophone, which she hammers with
orch opens a 13-day engagement Sat- unusual ability: marimba and fiddle
urday 112) at Beverly Hills, nearby She's a Wee ''^1 and a fair Igoker
Kentucky nitery, canceled his entry but neatly coiffeurcd (blonde) and
gowned.
last year's regatta at the 11th
in
The band behind her, composed
hour.
of four sax. three trumpets, one
This time he booked the Beverly trombone and three rhythm (no
Hills date far in advance to clinch guitar), could be much better.
It's
his participation in the racing meet a fair combination equipped with
His 175 h.p. boat reached Cincy Mon- average arranccmcnt.'; and only one
soloist who rated any .attention when
day (14).
caught (trombone).
It plays lump
and rhythm arrancements with a
BOBBY FABKS STATS ON
beat that dancers at this oublic ballBobby Parks will open the new room seem to find to their liking,
fall show in the Glass Hat Room of
but it also .<iccm<! to p'ay ballads the
the Hotel Belmont Plara, N. Y., .same way, a failing that needs corAt the Hat for the past rection.
Sept. 24.
Mis,<! Parker and two of the boys
10 wcek.s. Parks is now enlarging
In the band handle vocals.
A poor
his orchestra, for the Belmont Plaza
made It imp.a. .system .situation
is cetting a wire for the fall show.
possible to get a line on ability in
Eddie Le Baron, who was sched- that department. Outfit also does
uled for this .show, has been reclassi- chorus
arrangements which .sell
Wood.
fied and Inducted to military service.
nicely.

m Boat Race

sions

OK

she's the band's best as.sct.

Lombardo

The contest between Will Osborne
and Paul Whiteman as to who was
going to get the booking at the
Florentine Gardens, Los Angeles,
opening Sept. 30 has been settled.
Abe Lyman has been signed and
opens on that date.
Whiteman had been verbally
okayed by the spot's operators for
a return date, which he wanted to
exercise after negotiations had been
opened for Osborne; at the same
time, Music Corp. of America was
offering Jimmy Grier, and a couple
of other outfits were in the background.
Lyman at the time was
playhig
the Palladium Ballroom.
Hollywood, but he sneaked through
on the rail and copped the nod
while the others were arguing with
ore another.

Hj^etnrning

To Sun. Vande-Bands

New Haven, Sept. 15.
Arena, local 5,000-seat auditorium,
resumes Sunday band-vaude sesnext week (20) with Gene
Krupa.
Spot has formerly conducted fall
and spring series, but a possible
change in hockey plans may make
the house available for a full seaHerman, sax.
The romance part of Honahan's son of Sabbaths.
midsummer dream wedding caused
bonlface Walter Jacobs to bill Toni
Morrison and Her Honeymooners,
but under whichever tag it's a zingy

BOB ALLEN ORCH
Glenn MiUer'a cnllsfanent in the
Army last week threw one of the
most sought after location lobs on
the open market and started a mad
scramble by General Amusement
Corp. (which has bad an exclusive
on It) and Music Corp. of America
to pull • replacement out of • hat
sadly depleted of top bands by prior
bookings. Miller was to open his
annual stand at the Pennsylvania

Arena,. N.

the aircraft industry. It was 0 ajn.
when the last note split the dawn.
Lads plied Into bed for a well
needed rest and were up again
fondling their instruments at 9 pjn.

back at Long Beach. That kept up
again until 1 a.m. and an hotir later
they were back at Ocean Park playing for another crop of swing shifters.
Horns, .saxes and rhythm instruments practically fell out of
their hands when 6 a.m. rolled
Paul Whiteman had plans until around On the Monday holiday they
their near-exhaustion.
last week of building the 'best t>and rested from
Harry Schooler, who put on the
he's ever had,' composed of some of
musicians dances at the two spots, guaranteed
outstanding
most
the
available, but the Los Angeles local Herman $4,800 for thie four dates.
of the American Federation of Mu- Total attendance was 16,804 and
sicians cancelled his idea. Whiteman Herman's best cut was better than
made offers, according to one of the $2,000 on the second night at Ocean
men he approached, to Rex Stewart, Park, when the paid attendance
Georgie Auld, Davey Tough, Willie reached 5.500.
The Long Beach
Smith, and other widely known mu- total was ju.<it over 6300, Tariff at
sicians of that calibre, to join him in all hops was 85c, with servicemen
California.
It's said that he didn't
admitted for SOc.
care how much such an outfit would
co.<it to operate, so long as he got together a crack crew that would be
long remembered.
What stymied the plans was a
withdrawal of'L.A. local 4rs promise
to grant all the men the leader
brought in membership cards in that
Claude Thornhlll r^Mrts to bis
union. Without a local 47 band the draft
board in N. Y. Sept 22 for •
leader's radio sponsor (Lever Bros.)
physical examination. Leader bas
would have had to pay standbys, been in
a 1-A classification for some
do.
asked
to
It
couldn't
be
which
time. His band is currently playing
Though Whiteman would have paid theatres in
the midwest
big salaries to satisfy his plans, even
Clyde McCoy is another leader
the most liberal pocketbook couldn't
due to be taken out of circulation
withstand for long the addition of
.soon.
He has notified the Circle
standbys.
theatre, Indianapolis, where he was
to open Sept 18, that he is joining
the Navy.
He's also in the mid-

WHITEMAN'S ALL-NAME
BAND IDEA STYMIED

THORNHIU^ McCOY
HEADING FOR UNIES

Ina Should Get 'Em
Portland, Ore., Sept. 15.
Ina Ray Hutton, who opened at
the Mayfair, Portland, Monday (14),
Is doing a real U. S. Navy recruiting job.
&he is signed up as a volunteer recruiter, and plans to recruit 245 men by Dec. 7.
Portland naval recruits wilt be
sworn in on the stage of the Mayfair every night this week.

west

Joey Kearns Enlicto
Philadelphia, Sept

'

'

I

15.

Joey Kearns, leader of the WCAU
house band, enlisted in the Army last
Friday ill) and expects to be in
uniform within the next 10 days.
The band, one of the most popular
dance outfits in this area, will probably be batoned by Jack Warrington,
arranger of the outfit.

—
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Kyser

in S.

$40,000

Dailey Signs

F, Miller in Hub, Each

Wham; Rey

Fine $17,500

Hennan 166

In Indpk,

in Mpls.

For 3-5
Frank
Brown's

Bands

Brown

at Hotel B.

O/s

Week Run

Dailey has signed
play
to
orchestra

Les
his

(Presented heretotth, at a toeekly tabulation, U the estimated cover
char0« businesi beina doM by nam* batidt in varlotu Neto York hotels.
Dinner btisinesj (7-lo p.m.) n«t roted. Figures after name of hotel give
room capocitv and cover charge. Larger amount designates loeekend and

Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.,
for three and possibly five weeks, hoMday
Brown opened
opening Oct. 16.

Monday (14) night at the Astor
hotel, New York, following Harry
James, who goes into Meadowbrook
next Tuesday (22).
(Estimates for This V/eek)
After James, Dailey has Dick
Thompson Quits
Rogers for two weeks, opening Oct.
Mitchell Ayres. New York (SUle:
Bob
89-44-55-75-99-$1.10 )— With Cardini,
to Be Engineer 2, then Brown; next comes
Maestro
Crosby, Nov. 20 for three weeks; two
Ai ren and Broderick, other acts, on
weeks are open, then Cab Calloway,
stage; 'Lady in Jam' (U) on scresn.
Pittsburgh, Sept. 15.
Dec. 24, for three weeks; Jimmy
Ayies outfit apparently not helping
Lang Thompson, who reorganized Dorsey, Jan. 15, for three weeks, and
picliiie much; no more than $21,000,
his dance band here only a few Alvino Rey, Feb. 4 to March 7.
fair.
Philadelphia months ago. disbanded it for the
Barnet,
Charllr
duration last week following an en(Earic; 2.768: 35-46-57-68-75)—Plus
gagement at Chippewa Lake, O.
Diosa Costello on stage and 'Give
Thompson will drop out of music
Out, Sisters' (U). Fairish $23,000.
business altogether to take an engiWoody Herman, Minneapolis (Or- neering berth with the Bell Aircraft
third
Band's
40-44-55)—
2.800;
pheum:
He's an
Corp. at Niagara. N. Y.
'MagnifiWith
here.
visit
thealie
engineering graduate of the Universcr3en
on
(RKO)
Ambersons'
cent
sity of Illinois.
and three acts, house is heading lor
His new outfit, composed almost
Dice $16,000.
entirely of local men, Thompson
Dick Jurgens, New York (Strand; managed to get placed with other

As

Lunceford Draws

price.)

Cover*

Hotal
Band
Harry James ....Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
Ray Heatherton .BUtmor* (300; $1-$1.60)
Xavier Cugat* ...Waldorf (650; $1-$1.60)
Johnny Long ....New Yorker (400; 7Sc-$1.50)
Lanl Mclntir* ...Lexington (300; 79c-$l.S0)
Pemuylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)
Glen Gray

Jerry Wald

X.lncoln

(225; 75c-$l)

4

t8,650

20

779

U

18
31
9
23

* Asterisks indicate

major

drains,

f

rolal

Week!
Past
Cover*
fUyed Week Od Date

2,B7S
1,800
2,000
2,250

BOO

a supporting floor show, although the band
Seven days; James worked Labor Day Sunday.

30.075
12,350
31,450
37,200
46,600
19,300
16,300
is

the

Los' Angeles
Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Post-holiday letdown felt
here and count off to around 4,500.
Joe Relchman (Biltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l). Jewish holiday and other adverse factors cut in here, too, pounding down the week's take to around
5,000.

$1,700 at Ritz B.;

—

With
35-55-75-85-99-$1.10)
•Across the Pacific' (WB) (2d wk)
on screen. With majority of draught
from picture, holdover gross is
2.756;

crews.

Bill Mackrell, tenor

saxman

who helped the leader build the outwith Pee-Wee Erwin; Eddie
fir., goes
Koch, another tenor saxman, and Art
Rodgers, bass player, have been
signed by Al Riley; Bob Sheets,
best business house has done with drummer, and Ken Kaphan, trumpet
pitband policy.
man, have connected with Tony DiStan Kenton, Cleveland (Palace; Pardo, and Tommy Ebberts, trom8.700; 40-80-70)— Plus Judy C^anova
bonist, has joined Clyde Lucas. Two
on stage and 'Across Pacific' (WB). other Pittsburgh musicians with
Kenton on initial visit here, but Thompson, Frank Brescha, alto saxhandicapped by rival competish; man. and Wilbur Hildebran, pianist,
$18,500 still okay.
arc home mulling a couple of offers.
Gene Kropa, Washington (Cap3,434; 28-39-44-66)—Aided by
itol;
Nice combo
•Invisible Agent' (U).
getting fancy $25,000.
the Upbeat
Kay Kyser, San Francisco (Golden
Gate; 2,850; 40-44-65)— With 'SpitGiant $40,fire's Elephant' (RKO).
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, en000 and way out ahead in topping gsgement last week was goodbye for
Strictly
city's business this week.
three of Lou Breese's men. Earl
on Kyser's b.o. pull. Looks like new Bergman, sax; Wayne Smith and
record for house.
Verge Freeman, trombonists. All
Ted Lewis, Chicago (Oriental; 3,- enlisted in the Navy.
200; 28-33-44-55)— Coupled with 'Tomorrow We Live' (PRC). Entirely
Shirley Heller expected to rejoin
up to Lewis, with fine $22,000 likely.
Yacht
Mllllnder, Newark (Adams; Herman Middl'eman band at

standing up strongly to $41,000.
first

week zoomed

The

to $55,700, second

On

Lucky

25-40-65-75-99)— Ink Spots on
stage giving this a terrific lift,
•Moonlight Masquerade' (Rep) on
screen.
Sock $18,000 for six days
with bulk of draw from stage lay1.050;

out.

Glenn Miller, Boston

(RKO

Bos-

40-55-65-75-85)—With Al
'Little Tokyo, U.S.A.'
They're pushing this show
through seven times a day and it's

ton;

3,200;

Bernie

and

(20th).

absolutely

smash

at $40,000 plus.

The

is doing 98% of the hauling, if
not more, since it's ballyed as Mil
ler's farewell before entering army
Will Osborne, New York (Para

band

Club, Pittsburgh, as featured vocalist when her husband, Harry Gordon, shoves off for the Army.

Chicago

Tommy Tucker (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 min ).
Tucker winding up successful stay in Chicago, proving a money attraction
for this room. Finishing with big 4,700. Grift Williams returns this week.
Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismark Hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.). Joy remains fine attraction for this tough room. Keeps rolling nicely, bringing
In neat 2,600 people last week.
(Estimates)
Jimmy Dorsey (Panther Room. Sherman Hotel; 800; $1.25-$2.50 min.).
*
Casino
(Totem
Pole
B.
Del
Dorsey opened Friday (11) In this hot room and is ntaking it hotter.
Auburndale, Mass., Sept. 6-12). AfWeekend terrif at 5,500 people. Charlie Spivak closed nite previous,
ter three good days previous week- winding up with remarkable 7,400.
Eddie Oliver (Mayfair Room, Blackstone Hotel; 350: $2.50 min.). Jane
end Casino banged the b.o. solidly,
playing to 13,000 people in six days Pickens currently the floor show and biz is good at 2,300 folks last week.

Knipa Big

in Pa.

at $1.45 pair for fine $9,420.

.

Boston
Park,
Gene
Krnpa
(Hershey
Nat Brandwynnc (Ritz Roof, Ritz-Carlton Hotel; 350; $1 cover). BrandHershey, Pa., Sept. 7). Krupa did an
excellent job on repeat date here, wynne has solidly entrenched himself here with carriage trade, and on his
though not as good as he did first eleventh week with Connie Russell, Al Segal protegee, accounted for extime: just under 3,000 dancers at cellent 2.000 covers, plus fine dinner sessions.
Ray Morton (Oval Room, Copley Plaza; 300; $rcover). On fifth week,
$1.10.
Jimmy Lunoeford (Memorial Aud., Hildegarde takes added bows for upping her previous week by 273 covers
to 2.075. Dinner traffic likewise big. Morton's ninth week and stays with
Worcester,
Sept.
11).
Originally
booked for Nantasket Beach, band Hildegarde through 16th, when Dorothy Lewis Ice Show with Basil
Fomeen orchestra take over.
shifted here and drew 1.600 at $1.10,
Jack Edwards (Terrace Room, Hotel Statler; 450; $1 cover). Edwards'
better than average considering dimtwelfth week was best yet with 890 covers over Friday-Saturday, only
out, etc., Sunday (13) at Ritz Ballroom, Bridgeport, Conn., season's late nights. Dinner play big.
opener, outfit drew exceptional 1,702
at $1.10.

Minneapolis

Bay MoKlnley-Bay Herbert (Ray
Frankle Celson (Minnesota Terrace; Nicollet hotel; $1-$1.50 min.).
mor-Playmor B., Boston, Sept. 11-12). Gelson (local) orch. in tenth week surrounded by new floor show acts
McKinley well liked hpre after re- Carole St Sherod, Ross & ^fest and Three Modelaires. Going along at

peated stands; coupled to Herbert, fairly good attendance of approximately 400 nightly.
he played to ),900 Friday
and 2,000 Saturday at 75c-65c for
Philadelphia
usual weekend gross of $2,700.
Hcrby Woods ^Garden Terrace: Benjamin Franklin hotel; 900; $1-$1.50Tony. Pastor
(Shubert jtheatre,
New Haven, Sept. 13). So-so.-mat $2 min.). Biz zooming as Woods nears end of his engagement; hangup
and ~ good night biz added up to 1,481 supper customers last week. Woods, skedded to wind up Sept. 26,
is to be held over a while.
Mary Marshall lost several men to okay 4,100 patrons at 75c top.
Waller Miller (Stratford Gardens; Bellevue-Stratford hotel; 225; no
Bnddy Williams (Brookline C.C.,
Army on eve of her opening at
Merry-Go-Round, Pittsburgh, and Philadelphia, Sept. 12).
Williams cover or min.). Biz dropped off last week to 644 supper customers.
localite,

Billy Catizone 4 has had its option
picked up at Continental Bar, Hotel
William Penn, Pittsburgh, for four
more weeks.

had to cancel out. So Howard Baum band has built after long stay at
Hunt's Pier, Wildwood.
band is remaining indefinitely.
Drew neat
700 here at $1.10.
Dave Dexter, formerly connected
with Music and Rhythm magazine,

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels

(Lot Angeles)
Abe Lyman (Palladium B, Hollywood, second week). Trade off along
with the rest of the town but still a blue-chipper with 21,000 admishes.
Lionel Hampton (Casa Manana B, Culver City, CaL, fourth week). Will
Band Bookings
sign off with better than 6,500 payees.
Bob Chester opens first coast
stand Thursday for four weeks or more (it depends on him).
Horace
Cab Calloway, Oct. 16-22, Orpheum Heidt booked in Dec. 1.
Count Basle (Trianon B, Southgate, Cal., fourth week). Still solid In
T., Omaha; 23-26, Paramount T., Des
Moines; 27-29, Capitol T., Sioux City this industrial part of town and will bang the gong up around the 10,000
mark. Great.
la.; 30-Nov. 5, Orpheum T., MinneapJohnny Richards (Casino B, Hollywood, fifth week).
Few floor acts
olis; Nov. 6-9, Orpheum T., St. Paul;
13-19, Riverside T., Milwaukee; 20- tossed in helping and better than 3,500 the result.
27-Dec. 3,
Ted Flo RIto (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood, 10th week). Weekends
26, Regal T.. Chicago;
Stanley T. Pittsburgh; Dec. 4-10, still terrif and trade hovering around the 5.000 mark. Main draws are
Paradise T., Detroit; 24-Jan. 13, Nils Granlund's revue and Mills Bros, as side attraction.
Charles Splvak, Chicago (Chicago Army.
Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J.
(Chicago)
4.000; 35-55-75)— Plenty of help from
Sam Donahne, Oct. 25, six weeks,
Roddy Franklin (Chez Paree; 650; $3-$3.50 min.). Grade Fields head'Holiday Inn' (Par), currently in its
Dave Rose, arranger for Jack Casa Manana, Culver City. Cal.
second week.
Band popular here Iklwards' band at Boston's Hotel
Guy Lombardo, Sept. 19, Beverly lining new show and reaction is excellent, 4,700 persons last week.
Art Jarrett (Blackhawk; 500; $1.25 min.). Jarret has proven plenty
and was brought in for second sesh Statler, joins the Army shortly. He Hills, C.C., Newport Ky.
good in his current visit; held biz to fine 3,100 last week.
of picture. Wow $55,000, or ne^.
was formerly with Bob, Chester.
Charlie Barnet, Sept. 18, Palace
Claude Thornhill, Omaha (OrT., Cleveland; 25, Stanley T., Pittspheum;
3,000;
20-40-55-85)— With
Jack Coffey's orch opened in the burgh.
'Are Husbands Necessary' (Par). Big Rainbow Room, New Kenmore hotel,
going to move to
Pancho Into Uniform
Johnny 'Scat' Davis, Sept. 28, three
$17,500, with honors about evenly di- Albany, last week.
days, Plymouth, Worcester, Mass.;
vided.
The OntskirtsoffTewi"
Oct. 2, Metropolitan T., P-rovidence,
Pancho, bandleader now at Ben
Frank Gagen orch back to Book
ANU
R. I.
Marden's Riviera, enters the Army
Casino, Detroit, after five weeks at
TED LEWIS' BATES
Gene Krnpa, Sept. 20, Arena, New as a private Friday (IS). He has
Commodore Perry, Toledo.
"Batie Bleet"
Haven; 21, Plymouth T., Worcester, been on a two-week furlough atncC
Ted Lewis band opened at the
Oriental, Chi, on Friday (11).
Nick D'Arolco'a band has been Mass.; 25, three days, Metropolitan Sept. 4, when he took the Army's
Columbia Record No. 36601
Plays Milwaukee Sept. 18, then switched to the Statler hotel, Buf- T., Providence; Oct. 1, week. Central physical examination at Governor's'
lams on series of one-nighters in falo. Replaced by the Dick Kuhn T., Passaic; 8, Empire B., Allentown, Island, N. Y.
His band will break up.
Pa.; 14, Paramount T., New York.
midwest.
band.
And HIa Oreheitr»
Alvino Rey, Oct. 1, Empire B., Allentown, Pa.; 2, Earle T., PhiladelBill
Thompson trio of electric
phia.
organ-piano, accordion and vibraPer. Mft.: HILTON EBBINS
harp
open
at
the
Dixie
hotel,
Sammy Kaye, Sept. 25, Riverside
N. Y.,
Dir. William Morrli Ao«ney
Friday (18).
T., Milwaukee.

mount;

—

35-55-85-99)
With
Willie
Shore,
other joined Jimmy Dorsey's orchestra
(Tues.),
as exploitation
acts, on stage; 'Holiday Inn' (Par) yesterday
on screen. Final (6th) week for man. Dorsey opened at the Sher•Inn' and second for Osborne, $40,000, man hotel, Chicago, Friday (II) and
from there heads coastward to make
good.
Alvino Key, Indianapolis (Circle a film for Metro and play the Pal
He
2,600;
33-44-55)— With
'Joan
of ladium Ballroom, Hollywood.
Ozark' (Rep) on screen. Band, for
returns east around mid-December
tifled by King Sisters and good acts,
for a date at the Strand, N. Y.
headed (or $17,500, fine for first week
of school.
High school kids skip
Eddie Katz takes over as press
ping early matinees, but flocking in agent for Vaughn Monroe, replacing
later.
Jim McCarthy, who goes into the
3,664

;

Charioteers,

Tm

COUNT BASIE

HOTEL ASTOR, NEW

YORK—ISOW

Lonte Prima, Sept. 18, Earle T.,
Philadelphia; 25, Royal T., Baltimore.

Johnny MessnCr, Sept. 29, IndefMcAlpin hotel. New York,

inite,

AND HIS ORCHESTRA
FEATURED IN "SEVEN DAYS LEAVE"
RKO PICTURE— RELEASED SOON
•
COLUMBIA RECORDS •
PerMnal UaDacement—JOE 0LA8ER,

Inc.

Bob Astor,' Sept. 18, week, Palomar B., Norfolk, Va.
Johnny Kaaihae and his Hawaiian
threesome have been booked into
Hotel Roosevelt's Fiesta Room, Pittsburgh, for Indefinite engagement beginning Monday (21). They replace
the Moss-Hp.rding trio.
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MUSIC

Hy at Coast ASCAP Meetmg,

Spaiis

Ex-Mnsic

Man Expounds

On S h 0 s t y Symph

As

Gilbert,

Others Assail Operations
4;

Hollywood, Sept IS.
The needle on the seismograph at
nearby Caltech probably didn't wiggle one whit, but the reverberations
were felt for many hours on the

home landscape,
session

after

songwriters

of

Wednesday

last

Hills

the
in
(9).

15 Best Sheet MosicSeflers
(Wcefc of Sept. 12)

My

Devotion
Left Heart Canteen

jarring

Wears Silver Wings
Kalamazoo

Beverly
It

was

;

BVC

Remick

Always in VIeart
Take Me
White Christmas

of after Oscar Hammerstein, II, society's v.p., called the meeting to
order. He was flanked at the speakers table by John G. Paine, general

manager,

Army
Shapiro
;

Careful My Heart
Berlin
Army Air Corps
Fischer
Jingle Jangle
Paramount
Lights Go On Again
CLP
Wonder Baby's Home. .Crawford

Coast shindy before the big
meeting of ASCAP next month in
by the soM, Y., as prescribed
close to 200
ciety's by-laws, and
songwriters must have sensed the
fireworks that were to be touched
th

,,. Santly

BVC
Berlin
Mills

Idaho

Worth Fighting For
At Last

and

Oeorge Hoffman,
Wolfe Gilbert inHammerstein and took his

Harms
Feist

L.

comptroller.

ti'oduced
uneasily.
Thing.s moved

seat,

quietly for a time
while Hammerstein read the report,
but. when the matter of reclassiflcatirns came up, Gilbert squirmed in
hvs chair and then let go. He wanted
to know why a small group of men
should legislate a new and complicated system of classification without writer-members being consulted.

NEW ASCAP PUB

Hiimmerstein promised that the committee would send some one out
here later to explain the whole

ASCAP

That didn't

soothe Gilbert,
who cracked 'that's like locking the
bprn after the horse ran away.' One
word led to another and the debate
became heated and acrimonious.
H.immerstein, unable to contain himself,
finally
shrieked at Gilbert,
plan.

'sliut

The breach was later
when Clarence Muse brought

up."

healed

them together

for

the

a.\e-burying

handshake,
Blbo Asks About Buck
That incident over, another (lurry
v.as soon started when Irving Bibo
asked Hammerstein point-blank why
he had voted against Gene Buck.
The mention of the former p.exy's
name brought applau.se and Bibo
continued to ply the chiarman with
questions about Buck.
The final episode was an explosive
indictment by Robert MacGimsey of

POINT PLAN IN
The

publisher

section

of

the

board of directors last week
adopted a new system of publisher
classification. The intial payoff under
this plan will be for the first quarter of 1943 and be covered by the
checks that will go out April 10,
1943.

The reason given for deferring the
application of the new system until
that time is that the business machines necessary for computing each
member's performance credits will
not be delivered until Jan. 1. The
plugs used for this particular breakdown will be those accumulated for
the period beginning July 1, 1942,
and ending Sept. 30, 1942.
Under the new system, performances will represent 55% of the pay-

off, availability will figure 30% and
seniority will count 20%. A number
performed on a night lime commercial will receive a full credit and,
for a number broadcast on a commercial which is billed by a network
ASCAP's operation.
MacGimsey or station at other than night time
charged that the society was run, rates, the credit will ue three-fourths
controlled and dominated by a com- of a point. All sustaining performbine of eight big publishers.
He ances will count a half point.
Theme songs. and special arrangeread a prepared statement that was
peppered with criticism of the out- ments of non-copyrighted works will
rate one-tenth of point, while bridge
fit's operation and won a round of
and
background cue music will be
applause at the finish as he set forth
a list of reforms.
No green hand paid off on the basis of l/20th of a
Special recognition will be
a: declaiming, MacGimsey is a for- point.
mer lawyer, who also was .secre- given symphonic works. Each pertary for years to Senator Joseph formance of such a composition will
Ransdell, of Louisiana, unseated by be credited with three points.

Huey Long after 15 years in the
senate. His song compositions are of
Iho spiritual type.

Publishers'

Squawk

A group of publisher members of
ASCAP appeared last week before

Hammerstein and Paine returned their classification committee to proN. Y. over the weekend, and test against their current availability
Hoffman will make a few stopovers ratings, but found that nothing could
C'l route back east.
be done about the situation at presIt was explained to the group
ent.
to

Tampa,

Fla.

Editor, 'Variety':
Just got hold of a dog-eared copy
of Aug. 5 'Variety' and there's one
article in it that makes me want to
protest. It certainly doesn't do credit
to 'Variety's' reputation as the bible
of the amusement world, and to the
layman and those not in the music
industry (and a lot of those in the
music industry), it gives an entirely
wrong picture.
You know just sending a reporter
down to Lindy's to talk to some of
the 'boys' isn't going to get accurate
information. In the first place you'd
be surprised at the number of successful music men whose ignorance
of copyright law is such that the
misconceptions they have are, to say
the least, astounding; and in the second place, it's doubtful that having
gotten accurate information, the reporter would be able to write accurately if he himself didn't know the
subject thoroughly.
The article I'm referring to is

—

headed

"Shostakovich

Anew How U.
Music' From

S.

Up

Points

Pubs Hijack Russe

the heading through
the article the entire impression
given is that Soviet composers are
being deprived of income by U. S.
publishers and by inference, therefore, U. S. publishers are unscrupulous.

Berne Convcntloii

The

article

states,

'The situation

stems from the USSR's lack of membership in the Berne convention
which cleared international copyright protection.'
This has nothing
to do with it, as should be quite
apparent since neither is the United
States a me;nber of the Berne convention!
The right

to collect performing
(Continued on page 44)

GREENE-REVE
FOLDO UNDER

BMIBANNER
publishing

outfit

folding this week as BMI is withdrawing support, leaving the firm

with no funds to carry on.
Songwriters Mort Greene and
Harry Revel some time ago made
their peace with ASCAP, much
BMI's displeasure.
Employees

to
in

New York, Hollywood and Chicago have been handed two weeks'
.

notice.

Greene and Revel are also
up as a team.

split-

ling

Music Notes

Ltftnore Glasner and Paul Reif
classification
committee,
the
which had recently assumed authori- have placed their tune, 'I Need Your
ty over the allocation of availability Smile Tonight,' with Shapiro, Bernpoints, proposed' later this year to ex- stein ti Co.
amine the availability rating of every
publisher member and, if deemed exJimmy .Wakely cleffed Trail
longer pedient, to revise the standing of the Dreaming.' to be sung in 'Lone Star
that

CROSBY'S

in

SHARE

Cro.sby
family no
h<ilds any stock in Santly-Joy-Select. Inc.
Lester Santly and Georgie
Joy last week bought the 20% interest, making them the sole owners of the firm.
The publishing
house will hereafter be known as
Santly-Joy, Inc.
The Crosby stock in S-J-S was in
the name of Everett Crosby. Larry
Crosby has a stock Interest in the

Mayfair Music Co.

membership list.
Under the old setup, a member's
availability rating was determined by

Trail' at Universal.

committee of seven publishers. The same function from now
on wNI be performed by the 12 publisher directors on the ASCAP board.

ing job on the

entire

a

special

Freddie Rich winding up his scorPine-Thomas production, 'Submarine Alert.'

Don Raye and Gene de Paul emphasize the revival of bicycling

in

SPA

For Approving Buck s Proposal That

WB
Herman

Be Tapped
head

Starr,

for

$mOOO

Claim

Warner organizing the Songwriters Protec-

of

Bros, music publishing interests, last

tive Assn., there should

be allowed

creep in attacks again.st any
to
reputable publish rr, especially one
remark who has treated the writers fairly
which Gene Buck, former ASCAP and whose intention to do so has
president, made at luncheon gather- been expressed not only by word but
by deeds past and present.'
ing of SPA members. The statement
Buck's comments about Warner
that aroused Starr's ire was con- Bros, and Starr's reaction to it
taln'ed in Buck's contribution to the caused no little sardonic surprise
among publishers. It was Starr who
after-luncheon pep speeches. Buck,

week took
tive

the Songwriters Protec-

Ass'n.

to

task

for

a

in 1939 broke the industry's deadlock on the new SPA contract by not
only accepting the SPA's proposition
intact, but adding a few other benefits to which he thought the writera
ASCAP
were entitled. The rest of the pubagainst
the
group
in a claim
'lishers signed up
with the SPA
and then, on obtaining the award, shortly afterwards.
they voted to a.ssign the money in
toto to the SPA.
The luncheon meeting was at the
Park Central hotel, N. Y., last Wednesday (9) and the others who

who was recently retiud by the society on a pension of $25,000 a year,
suggested that the SPA could increase its exchequer by $160,000 if
put
th(; writer members of

WB

spoke were Sigmund Romberg, SPA
prez, and E. C. Mills, SPA general
manager, and a former ASCAP
executive.
Buck's appearance was
described as 'unexpected.'
After expressing his approval for
the big program of expansion that
the SPA had mapped out for itself.
Buck said that he knew a way of
helping the SPA get the money necessary for the execution of this program. He recalled that during the
seven months of 1936, when the
Warner group was out of ASCAP,
Warners continued to license radio
stations on its own and from this
source collected $320,000.
Warners,
ho said, had failed to split this income 50-50 with writer members of
ASCAP. Buck then advised that
the SPA prevail upon the writers
in ASCAP to file a claim for $160,000 against Warners. The money, if
collected, could then be turned over
The SPA members at
to the SPA.
the luncheon voted to refer Buck's
proposal to the association's executive council.

Rebuke

MPLS. EDITOR

PAINE

CHIDES

Minneapolis, Sept.

IS.

The St. Paul Pioneer Press attacked
John Gregg Paine, ASCAP general
manager, editorially because of his
expressed deprecation of
recent spectacle of America's
Toscanini, Koussevitzky and Stokowski— fighting to
conduct the American premiere of
Shostakovich's Seventh Symphony.'
Paine offered the opinion that if the
work had been written by Roy Harris, an American, none of the three
publicly
'the

greatest conductors

—

would have performed

it.

In its editorial the newspaper,
pointing out that too many Americans consider that the idea of isolationism is one to be sqlely associated
with politics, declares much harm
also can be done to the nation's foreign
relations
and' its fighting
strength 'by tight, exclusionist policies in many another department of

Starr's letter of rebuke was addressed to the attention of Romberg
and mailed two days after the lunchlife, piling up numerous embarrass'We have been ineor, meeting.
mf .ts.'
formed,' stated Starr's letter, 'that
'This (Paine's assertions) is a paryour president and general manager
ticularly petulant and unreasoning
expressed their approval of Buck's
expression of the dog-in-the-manger
proposal. Both of these gentlemen,'
ethics unfortunately fostered among
letter,
'were excontinued
the
American musicians for several years
tremely active in the affairs of the
past, and which persists in spite of
society during 1936 and should fiave
masses of concrete evidence proving
been cognizant of the facts.'
it to be largely, if not wholly, withThe letter then went on to point
out excuse,' the newspaper declares.
out'Mr. Paine ignores two basic facts:
'The facts are that the individual
writer-members of the American So- that Shostakovich has for years been
established among composers whose
ciety were never entitled to any part
works the general public want to
of the sums which our music comhear, regardless of its national origin;
panies collected in 1930, for two good
and, second, the equally obvious one
and sufficient reasons:
'(1) The Society had from
wMter-members assignments

their

small

and was

its

of
rights,
collect on

performing

entitled

to

their behalf any
fees which
might be payable to them, and
'(2)

By

agreement

dated

Roy Harris, an Oklahoma native,
has, also for years, enjoyed wide and
substantial recognition, right here in
America, of his notable gifts. It Is
fortunately impossible to believe that
Mr. Paine speaks for a majority of
America's makers of music'

that

August

4, 1936, the Society released and discharged each and
every one of the Warner Bros,
music publishing companies of
and from all claims and demands

DaPree Incorporatei
Philadelphia, Sept.

IS.

Reese DuPree, Negro dance promoter and songwriter, last week filed

to all matters of any and
articles of incorporation.
every nature whatsoever between the parties, during the
DuPree, Inc., proposes to own,
period from January 1, 1936, to
lease and' operate 'hotel businesses,
July 1, 1936.'
sporting enterprises, promote enter'It is unfortunate,' the letter con- tainments, including artist represen-

as

Ralph Barlow orchestra booked their ditty, 'Two On a Bike,' to be
Schroeder hotel, Milwaukee, for sung in 'Passing the Buck' at Unicluded,
two weeks opening last night (IS). versal.
into

Starr Sharply Rebukes

Starr's

Greene-Revel

SANTLY, JOY BUY UP

The

Herman

4S

'that,

in the process of re-

tation.'

MANHATTAN SERENADE

:

™

. .
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Stuff-Musk

Inside

DouRlas Gilbert, who uiole a book on 'American Vaudeville, Its Life
and Times' (Whittlesey) last year, comes up with 'Lost Chord.s (The
Diverting Sloiy of American Popular Songs).' published by Doubleday.
Doran ($3.50). As the subtitle indicates, it's diverting. reportorlaL breezy
and easy reading, which is the expressed purpoge of the author. Gilbert,
a veteran feature writer on the N. Y. World-Telegram, and its onetime
dramatic critic, is a professional interviewer, and this he evidences anew
by the sequence of events that go to make up "Lost Chords.'
It's by no. means the complete saga of Tin Pan Alley, but, by the very
nature of the fertile, colorful field he attempts to cover, there probably
can never be a 'complete' work in the sense of including all its manifold
ramifications.
Thus, from time to time there have come to light such
diverse and variegated treatments of the same central subject from E. B.
Marks ("They AU Sang'), which was essentially autobiographical; the
autobiogs of Isidor Witmark and Charl«s K. Harris, treating with the
glamorous mauve decade period of early Tin Pan Alleylana; the occasional hack jobs of Sigmund Spaeth; the informative James J. Geller
books ('Famous Songs and Their Stories' and 'Grandfather's Follies');
•Gentleman Be Seated' (Spaeth and Dalley Paskman's saga of minstrelsy)
•nd others.
Gilbert treats his subject chronologically, from Civil War Days to date,
•nd evidences a fairly keen insight on a somewhat obtuse business. That
he hints only slightly at the chicanery that goes with music publishing
and songwriting is consistent with his initial premise that this is to be a
book for easy reading. It is that.

m

'White Christmas,' out of the 'Holiday

Irving Berlin has a sleeper hit
Inn' (Paramount) score of 13 songs, 11 of
of the fllmusical's tunes will be plugged,
Is

them originals. While only five
and 'Be Careful, It's My Heart,'

mgr. Dave Dreyer's current plug song, the 'Christmas' ballad

prof.

NBC, CBS. Blue, Mutual Plugs

'Army'
;C'ODtlniied

is

stepping out surprisingly.
It sold 12,000 copies yesterday (Tues.) and
8,000 on Monday, and is doubling the combined sales to date of any of the
pix other times.
While Berlin, Inc., hit almost -700,000 copies with the Walt Disney 'Snow
White' score, Berlin's top fllmusical or stage score was the Top Hat'
music, which went 400,000 copies. 'Fleet's In' was around 350,000, and the
others have been about even. The tempo of 'Holiday Inn,' however, indicates this set of songs may pass 'Snow White,' although not likely to
However, Berlin feels this may be
hit the 1.000.000 copy sale mark.
achieved by his other songs frpm "This Is the Army* (proceeds to Army

from pat'

three being civilians, who
office,
have been on the job for long
An additional ha f
hours daily.
dozen soldiers are detailed to work
on mail orders.
Average number of orders through
the mail is 1.000 daily, while between $16,000 and $17,000 has been
taken in per day, an unheard of
pace. Soldiers working in the office
and ticket department arc detailed
under Army regulations Just as if
on duty in camp or combat. That
procedure is followed even when the
men receive their weekly maintenance pay. l>eing called upon the

—

PUBUSHEB

TITLE

—t'You

Each man gets

BVC
Army

—

..

Shapiro
.Southern

Yankee
Crawford
Leeds
Berlin
Feist

Paramount

CLP
Shapiro

Matter was but partly complicated
Relief).
when it was stated that the involved
agency's books had been summoned
The Robbins-Metro group, which consists of the Bobbins Music Corp., by Samuel Litwin. attorney for the
Leo Feist, Inc., and Miller Music Co., last week issued royalty checks to tax collector in N. Y. There is no
writers for the initial six months of 1B42. The payoff toUled $149,000.
federal law limiting the price of
tickets, but the Government wants
11% on all money in excess of 75c
premium, 10% applying up to that

amount.

Sate law,

not tested
set the celling

still

and the code

legally,

Complaints are reported
made to Federal authorities about
but squawks are
(Records beloto are grabbing most niclcels this u.-eek in jukeboze« barefaced gypping
throughout the country, at reported by operators to 'Variety.' Names believed to be few.
Recently the brokers were called
of more than, one band or tH>caIi«t after the title indicates, in order o)
popularity, tonose recordings are t>einp played.
Figures and names in in by A. L. Berman, general manparenthesis indicate the number of treeks each song has been in the listings ager of 'Army,' at which time the
at

7Sc.

..

BMI
Rabbins
Cherio
Republic

forcement board of the ticket code
Where the Mountains Meet Sky
There had been a comrecently
You Never Lovelier— ''You Never Lovelier'... Harms

.

.

.

.

14

ABC

Met Her Monday

Just Letter From Home
••This Is the Army Mr. Jone^
Conchita Lopez— VPriorilics On Parade'

Take

...

Harms

Army" (Broadway) at $8.80 each, Manhattan Serenade
was abruptly adjourned by the en- •Strictly Instrumental

not agree in meting out punishment
unless the evidence was clear. Board
can suspend an agency for a period
of months upwards of a year, during which time no tickets could be
aUotted.

25
23
23
22
22
22
22

Mills

$10.25

I

2.S

Santly
Chappell

Never Lovelier'

weekly, an increase from the original maintenance allowance, which is
in addition to their regular Army
Whatever their detail, they
pay.
must drill daily. Top kicks attend

but.
agency,
the
against
plaint
after the code bunch huddled several times, it is understood that no
concrete proof of gypping had been
produced; also that the board could

37
30
2B

Wlbnark

—

My Devotion
Dearly Beloved
Idaho

TOTAL

BVC

Got Gal Kalamazoo— t'Oichesira Wives'
South Wind
Serenade In Biut; t'Orchestra Wives'
••Left Heart at Canteen

Wears Pair Silver Wings
Can't Get Out Mood f Seven Days Leave'.
Just Though You Here
Wonder When Baby's Coming
He's My Guy
Be Careful, My Heart— t'Holiday inn'
This Is Worth Fighting For
At
Last— t'Orchestra Wives'
to that.
Jingle Jangle Jingle
Adjourn Case vs. Broker
•When the Lights Go on Again
Case against a N. Y. broker, who 1 Came Here For Joe
allegedly sold tickets for This Is the
•Love Is a Song— v'Bambi'
stage singly.

Emergency

10 Best Seflers on Corn-Machines

Follou;ing tabulation of popular music p«r/ormancef embraces all four
networks NBC, CBS. Blue niid Jtfutual—as represented by WEAF, WJZ,
lVi4BC ond WOR, N. Y. Compilation heretvith cotters week beginning
Sept. 7-13 from 5 p.m. to 1 a.m., and ij
based on data provided by Accurate Reporting Service regular source for
music publishing industrv.

Monday through Sundav

13

Atlas

12
12
II

Army
Famous

BVC

Me

You— f Iceland".
Home

11

Morris

11

When You're Long Way From
By Light Silvery Moon

Broadway
Remick

11

Daybreak
I'ra Old Fashioned— f You Never Lovelier' ....
Sleepy Lagoon
Every Night About EiRht
I Get Neck of Chicken
•Paper Doll
Singing Sands Alamosa
Blue Skies
BrazU
Embraceable You
Mary's Name— t'Yankee Doodle Dandy"
One Dozen Roses

Feist

There'll

Never Be Another

Pennsylvania Polka

•Was

It

Worth

It?

•At the Crossroads
Do You Miss Sweetheart
Everything I Got— t'By Jupiter'
Hip Hip Hooray

.

.

10
10
10
10

Chappell
Chappell

Warock

8
8
e
8

Southern

Marks
Remick
Berlin

7
7

Southern

Harms

...N

Vogel

7
7

.4

Famous

7

Shapiro
Melodylane

7

7

Marks
Paramount

6
6
«

Chappell
Bobbins
Santly
"~* "
Robbins
Vogel

6
Kille Kille
6
New York Nocturne
6
getting tickets You're Grand Flag— t'Yankee Doodle Dandy'
Mutual
6
was sliced almost in half and allot- You're Too Good
^
1. Wears Silver Wings (7) (Shapiro)
Boy In Khaki
ments of others chopped 50%. Ticket
}
Robbins
S
men pointed out that they had put Here You Are— t'My Gal Sal"
Milder
5
their money on the line before show RoUeo Rolling Along
t. Strip Polka (5) (E. H. MorrU)
Y^^lZ^'V^rs.:::!'.^^ opened and that if 'Army' hadn't got- Heather la Blooming Scotland
5!...^."
.
.Crawford
5
S. Be Careful, My Heart (5) (Berlin)
Bing Crosby
Decca ten so strong a press they might Johnny Doughboy
have been stuck with unsold tickets
4. Gal in Kalamazoo (4) (BVC)
• Indicates
t Filmu.'sical.
"^J^tV. That argument failed to register.
BM7 ItrenitiTig; others nre Via ASCAP.
|(Jimmy Dorsey
Decca
all
to
••
freely
'This Is ih^ Army' publishing subsid, licensed
Code was tardy in getting in on t Legitimate.
Decca
Dorsey
I Jimmy
6. My Devotion (3) (Santly).
users.
Victor the 'Army' ticket matter. Signatory
^Vaughn Monroe
brokers
frankly
said
the
rules
« ^'^^ <»> <«"'^>
arrangements of these
s:Jdman:;(Sj:;f banned buys, but. as the 'Army' man- are therefore barred from the bene- copyrighted performing
fees is negliagement insisted they pay for all flts of the U. S. act, since U. S. com- \yorks from
tickets in advance with no returns, posers are not given copyright pro- gible since no one Ts obligatield to use
7. Just TTtough You're Here (3) (Yankee).
} J^rk'Sar.-.
a buy did actually exist.
Code tection by the U.S.S.R. How Russian the arrangement and may use the

and respective

number

publishers.)

of agencies

AB^

A

J

ojo

l^S*

Stage Door Canteen

8.

9 He's

My Guy

(1)

(Army)

(1)

(Leeds)

{^-^^
[

'S^.::.C^

"^'^/--^

; l

heads said tlie agency people should
have called their attention to the
situation.
No broker is known to
have been stuck with any 'Army'
so great

tickets,

My Baby

wonder When

10.

(5)

(Remick)..
J

^^rfy KayT..

(These records are directly belou) Urst 10 in popularlti/.
oi weeks in parenthesis are fading, others gaining.)

Tunes

toith

number

By Light

Moon

Silvery

(6)

(Remick).

All

I

Need

Came

to

Is

You

(9)

(Miller).

Talk for Joe (Shapiro).

Met Her on Monday
(ABC)
'
Every Night About This Time (Warock).

Take Me (BVC)
Cunchita

^»

Lopez

in

<™

Khaki (ABC)

iConttaned from pace 41;

t

I

NEED AMERICA

1

f—COMING UP FASTI

without

POUND YOUR TABLE POLKA
RECORDED BYi
• MARY MARTIN and HORACE HEIDT—Columbia

• LAWRENCE WELK—Decca
• RENE MUSEHE—Victor
• BARRY SISTERS—Standard

9 Prof— ion«t copl— v>tl«M«. Orehwtrtion by JACK MA$ON >
*
CMMIAL HMie Pll. CO.. In. »•
urn

Shosty Synph

Columbia fees in the United States and all
Decca other income that accrues to pub- lishers who reprint it are (although
Ella Fitzgerald
Decca lishers and composers stems only quite aside from this consideration!)
Monroe
Victor from the U. S. copyright act of 1900. acting in the public interest since
I Vaughn
Victor In this act, Congress on behalf of music in the public domain or copySammy Kaye
'The Song Of The How*
Victor the people, gives certain rights to righted arrangements of it is sold
Sisters
j King
authors and composers, for the bene- much cheaper because of the competi°
fit of the people.
tion and iinless a copyrighted arI
^"'^^^"'r
(Freddy
Martm
Victor
These rights amount to a monopoly rangement is used, it may be perDecca which is only limited by time. At formed without fee by anyone and
Crosby
) Bing
(America Needs Me)
Decca first glance it's hard to see how the so again the public benefits by being
\ Jimmy Dorsey
public
benefits
by
giving a com- able to hear it as often as it likes
* * *
...Decca
Jimmy Dorsey
All. Material Avoiloble
(Benny Goodman. .Columbia paratively few people a monopoly, when it might otherwise be rebut it does.
stricted.
Decca
J Bing Crosby
• BAND
It was long ago recognized that if
Am-Rus' complaint therefore is
Victor
(Dinah Shore
• DANCE ORCH.
authors and composers (and inven just a 'gripe.' TheJ' too are free to
• VOCAL—S KEYS
tors, etc.) were not given the ri^t make their
own arrangements of it
iL"fry^,^<S^.'."V.-.BlSS to earn income from their respective and copyright their arrangements if
AMTgftTC AW mrSIC, Inc.
works they'd be forced to other oc they so choose. Another thing the
•US SOKt Blvd.
cupatiqns
to earn their living and article fails to point
!^H%TFier^";::.BiSd much of
out is that the
•HoUjiiiii. CWlf.
the .world's beautiful music Income to the publishers
who have
might never have been written. By
-.-^tol placing
} ?r^ri5^?sey:.
time limit on the monop
oly, a public domain is created into
which, sooner or later, all music goes
Bing Crosby
and which may be used by anyone
With Bob Crosby's Bob Cats (Dacca 18371)
Dick Stabile

j

(Famous).

When LighU Go On Again (CLP)
Boy

the demand.

<

t

I

is

'^tfr

OTHER FAVORITES

composers are taken care of by their original without fee.
government, I don't know. But it
You might wonder why a corporal
doesn't matter since this is not to in the U. S. Army should be intertake sides as to which is the fairer ested in the music business, but I
method, but only to set the record worked for Robbins Music Corp. for
strai^t.
three years and for Mutual Music
I certainly am In sympathy with Society, Inc, since it was organized
the fact that the composers are not and 'once a music man always a
collecting any royalties, but it cer- music man.' Td like you to publish
tainly is not the fault of United SUtes this letter in the interests of acpublishers.
This music is in the curate news and fair play.
public domain here and the pubBernard J. Sobin.

DwniN, mm.

Am,

CM

strings..

Benefit of the Act
In passing the Act, Congress wisely
Inserted the provision that the benefits of the act would also apply to
authors and composers of foreign
countries provided their countries
gave similar benefit* to authors and
composers of the United States. The
existence of reciprocal conditions to
be
determined
by
Presidential
proclamation. Since in RussU only
the state may hold monopollc* and
not individuals, no author or com<
poser, U. S. or otherwise, may eontrol a copyright. Russian composers

WALKING
THE FLOOR
OVER YOU

Ernest
(Dacca

Tubb (Decca 69B8) Dlek Robartson
4189)
Bob Atcher (Okah 8406)

AMESICAH HDQC,

Ino,

(lU tuarn

"STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL
RECOBDED Bt

HARRY JAMES (COU)

BM,

Httirmti

ff

BOB CHESTER (BLUEBIRD)
JERRY WALO (DECCA)
JIMMIE LUNCEFORO <OECCA)
CHERIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
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Praise The Lord

And Pass The Ammunition!
FRANK LOESSER

Words and Music by'
Voice

Pown went

the

and

gun-ner,

Up jumped

then the gun -ners mate

sky

the

pi.

lot,

m
gave the

*

bo}-s

And manned

look

a

the gun him-self

as

he

laid a -side

TheBook, shouting:

Refrain

'Praise

TheLord,

Praise TheLord,

and pass the am-mu-ni-tioni

Praise TheLord, and pass the am-mu-ni-tionandwe'U

Can't

swing in- to po-si-tion,

all

_—_

be-tween per- di- tion and the deep

^

.

got

to

he.

him ored

give

-

it

to

af-ford

sit

Yes the sky

son

.

The Lord,

of

.

we're

R

Praise

said

pi-lot

•

gen

on

a

of

a-boardi

We're

not

a

•

go

• in<

it

You've

migbt

gun-ner was

a

•

y

mis

-il)

All

TheLord, we're

'—A—

T-r--.
a

ni-tioni

freel

a-rouhd a'-wish-in',

seal"

blue

for

Shout- tng: "Praise

stay

all

andpassthe «m-mu •

Praise

ffsh-ln',

'

sionl

J....-:;:J''

The L6rd.

and

irt
pabsthe

Ang

am -mu

-

ni- tion and wdll

all

stay

free
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I^t Qab Reviews
HURRICANE,

N. Y.

Harry Pucfc Production with Willie
Shore. Cabot It Dresden, B<mko]f &
Compraiiiion, /errv BergnW".
bell's Debutonef (6>. A^ohoiue Berg,
Line of 10, Richard Warren Orch
(91. Bobby Qutnto Rhttmba (5); $1^
iiiiiiimum dinner, $2
per.

mintmum sup-

ness, and yet has a generous quota
to go around for solid returns. -He's
at ease as an emcee and socko as
a soloist with his extraordinary
hoofing, comic fol-de-rol and general
He's destined for the
droll style.
heights but should start watching
himself with those Yiddish ad lil>s.
It's

never good

showman^p, and

Otherwise he's
needless for him.
worth a visit to the Hurricane with
or without Puck's prime floorshow.

CatMt & Dresden and Jerry BergWas a time not so long ago when
New Acts) vre
Blllv Rose's Diamond Horseshoe ran man (latter under
league. Banthe other spots off Broadway, but more than OK for the
ballroomnow there seems to be room for koff & Cannon are hokum
The Latin Qtiarter, Hother ologists, distinguished by his unmore.
A vaude
foiling.
and
makeup
usiul
Krily's. La Conga, Havana-BIadrid,
Vest-On"

New Triorities' OK 7G
h New HaTd Break-h
New

Haven, Sept

15.

'PrioriUes of '43' preem, the new
season's tee-offer at the Shubcrt
came In for five weekend performances (10-12) and carted off neat
estimated ftfiOO at $2^ top.
Biz was tops at night shows, but
got only 60-S0 response on FrL-Sat
mats.

PALACE, HOPKINS HOTELS
S.

FOOTED ON RUM RAP

'Bankoff and
Ubaiifji and this— the Hurricane- vet of the
San Francisco, Sept IS.
steppers, the
arc all flourishing. Not to mention family of Russe comedy
After tangling with mostly small
slot
tho Astor Roof, the t>ands at the two team BUs a neat
Cabot & Dresden do two routines, fry in its non-stop crackdown on
Maria Kramer hotels (Edison and
are distinguished local bars, State Board of EqualizaLincoln). Jack Dempsey's with its and in both they
style that tion yesterday (14) went after big
elaborated show, Hoiers" Comer on by a neat, professional
the classic and game, citing two of Frisco's toniest
8th :ivc. and 50th (the old Demp- is a cross l>etween
Highlights
are his amaz- hotels, the Palace and Hark Hopacrobatic.
the
sey's). several other Sth Ave. spots,
consiunmate
with
done
holds,
ing
BroadAquarium
on
their liquor
plus Ihe new
work- kins, to show cause why
way, which opens with the Ink ease, and her neat manner of
him.
A personable pair, licensa should not t>e revoked or
Spot.s. Johnny HcGee orch and other ing with
the blonde kioks cool throughout, as suspended.
acl.'< tonight (Wed.), plus an assortenforcement
liquor l>oard
upside-down
"The
ment of side-street joints with divers he whirls her in one
routine, and then propels her in a t>ody cited 10 other drinkeries, inenl'^rlainments.
sequence. cluding Will King's Koffee Kup and
whirlaway
That's the answer to the new breakneck
well in a production, Black Cat Cafe, artist hangout, at
Timc.'< Square, more hectic and a-.- Team would do
is a
and
presentation,
proper
with
millHostelries were
livc in its dimout aspect, with
the same time.
or rostrum work.
ine crowds of nearby defense work- cinch for cafe
charged with sale of liquor to
The Debutones (6) look like a set
ers niaking weekend whoopee,' visitsale to soldiers after
sister teams. Hoy Campbell mmors and
InR service men, free 'n* easy spend- of three
Hearings lietore board was
tutored them in their harmonics. hours.
ers, and the like.

USO UNIT FOR BERMUDA
TvcU* Hea*

II

Feread la

Aa

B««r

FtaMa

ANYWAY, RO.

IN

Baw Oat

After a weekend ot oS-agaln-«n>
jgain between the Annj and the

State Department, USO-CampShowB
clippercd a troupe of four people
into Bermuda for an 8-day route of
military bases on that island.
Ttoupe, consisting of Tvette, wbo
will double as m.e.. Ken WhHmer,

Linda Moody and Howard Tiflt, latter the accompanist, was okayed by
the State Dept. approved by the
British Consul, and left on the Pan

PLENTY

Ni).

New
City

Orleans, S^t.

15.

the Association of
the beads of this old

officials,

Commerce and
town's

01

clubs

civic

are

plenty

'burned' over Life magazine's crack
that citizens 'frequent the night
chibs in such droves that the city

American Clipper at 8:30 ajn. yes- amusement tax was 40% higher this
terday (15). Unit is due in Bermuda June than June, 1941.'

at lunch time.

Benny

Fields,

set

originally

to

head the troupe, bad to bow out at
the last minute when the Army
medicos refused to okay bis going
since he had a slight head cold and
they wouldn't risk complicating it
by giving him inoculations required
Monday morning
by regulations.
the show was declared off but later
favorable word came up from Washington and the troupe was recalled,
papers filed and okays received
within three hours.

L A.

LOCAL LIFTS TOP

Any increase in the funds from
the amusement tax are caused by a
large increase in population and by
service men wbo visit the city by
Ihe thousands. Mayor Robert S.
Maestri pointed out
'New Orleans must have a 20%
increase in population,' George E.
Schneider, manager of the Associaof Commerce, said Saturday
(12). 'Now, we must have closed to
600,000 than 500,000 persons here,
I>ecause of the many war industries,
especially shipbuilding, and because
of the Army and Navy personnel
stationed here.
tion

'Too, defense workers are making
and
consequently
money
spending more. It seems to me that
most of the tax receipts would come
Hollywood, Sept. 15.
from motion pictures and prizeWage boosts for the bandmen in rtghts, as far as defense workers ere
this district go into effect today concerned. As to night clubs, about
(Tues.) as a result of a reclassifica- 80% of the people in them are servtion of all hotels, niteries, ballrooms ice men and their dates.'
and cafes by Musicians Local 47.
Mayor Maestri also called attenNew scale calls for a tninimiim of tion to the thousands of soldiers who
$30 a week and a maximum ot $90 visit the city for weekends looking
in the more prosperous q>ots.
tor recreation and to the number ot
Union investigators have made persons who come here to visit their

NTTERY SCALE TO $90

more

The wedcends are almost impos- Make a nice^ flash. Alphonse Berg set for Thursday (17).
from a native's viewpoint, but repeats with his stylist hoke. draping the line girls as "models," and
is also consistentgood.
Result is that the purse- engaging in a zingy piece of comedy DiGatanos Drop Out Of
Richard WarstrinKs are loosed, and thus the business with Shore.
Quarter, ren's nine-man team plays a neat
Latin
grouped
closely
Waldorf Due to Injury
Mother Kelly's and Hurricane do show accomp and also OK tor the
Jayne and Adam (The) DiGatanos
more than their share of business. hoof; ditto Bobby Quinto's rhumba
pulled out of the Waldorf Astoria
(And don't forget Lindy's, Roth's, combo.
Per usual, the now Broadway his- hotel, N. Y., show Saturday night
the Brass RaD and other straight
door, (12) because of the ^femme's ineateries, which dont give their food toric Albert Berryman is at the
a suave, affable personality greeter
away either).
jured gam.
close inspections of 450 eateries,
increase
Harry Puck's indue4ion into the Berryman has hosted thousands upon
They had originally been set to drinkeries and dancerles and de- boys. 'I d()n't consider any
In amusement tax in the least reHurricane was a wise move. Co- thousands of Broadwayfarers through remain until Oct 1.
clared they are all making enough markable,' he added dryly.
incidentally business has spurted. scores of pre- and post-Prohibition
money to pay the new wages. There
The profe^onal touch <is patent for, niteries (when they were called cab\vith a still not profliKate budget, he arets, not supper clubs or theatreis a shortage of musicians, causeA by
has done exceedingly well with his restaurants) and is one of Main
drafts and enlistments, taking apOfficial
lt'3
Nitery, La Conga,
10 girls, and his production efTecls. Street's permanent fixtures.
proximately 1,000 men from Local
Abel.

sible

midweek business
ly

Now

A

little

New

luminous paint, proper pac-

BaA

intro (such as that

To Open Near Wash.

47.

Albany, N. Y., Sept. 15.
dosccnding-from-the-ceiling tableau
Orpheum Circuit Bookings Corp.,
and Puck has
a show that
New York, has been dissolved.
looks even better than it rates.
15
Papers to this effect have been filed Joe Lewis Heads
Chicago, Sept. 12.
Hdwever, in this instance, the inSammy Walsh, with the secretary of state in AlFields,
Cracie
gredients are decidedly there. WilOpening of N. Y. Copa
Robiiisoii Tttiins, D'lvons. Bob Brom- bany by Radio-Keith-Orpheum Corp.,
lie Shore is indeed a star-is-born.
Adorables,
Buddv. Franklin 1270 Sixtb avenue. New York City.
He's proved that on his N. Y. Par' lev,
amount advent and, in more intimate Orch; $3-1350 minimuTn.
Monte Proser's new Copacabana,
Dissolving of the Orpheum Circlo!;eup in a cafe floor, he evidences
One of those happy combinations cuit Booking Corp. is a mere for- N. Y., nilery revue is due to reopen
vhy the CJhicagoans went for him
of acts, topped by a really outstand- mrlity, there not having been a Oct. 15, with Joe E. Lewis again
at Chez Paree in a great big way.
Berry Bros., Connie
Shore is an inspired zany. A iiy ing star. It all provides a fine eve- vaude booking setup for Orpheum headlining.
(ex-Porter &) de
Russell, Pierre
brid who's reminiscent of Ray Bolger ning's diversion. Gracie Fields is the
theatres, now in the RKO setup, in
and Milton Berle in some respects, topper, and rightly so.
Angelo and eight gals also on tap.
Sammy Walsh, who opens the years.
he's thoroughly original. He throws
Ted Straeter is the band.
(Continued on page 55)
away plenty of lines and bits of busi
Don Loper, before reporting to
Paramount as dance partner opposite Ginger Rogers in 'Lady in
Saranac Lake
the Dark,' is staging the Copa show.
ing, a nice

CHEZ PAREE, CHI

Oct

New

spot to be known as La Conga
open in Berwyn, Md., seven
miles outside of Washington. D. C,
Herbert Curbello's or(16).
chestra, the Cansinos, Wally Wanger
Girls and several other acts will comprise the initial talent.
will

Friday

Spot

Is

the former

Dude Ranch.

PHIL

By Happy Benway

Saranac, N. Y., Sept.

Piano-less Theatre

15.

OPENING SEPT.

Jack (WOR) Uulvaney reports
USO -Camp Shows auditions for
from his home in Baldwin. L. I., variety talent continue as planned
that he is feeling tops and will soon on Thursday afternoons from 2-5
resiune his duties on Mutual.
pjn., but have been shifted from
A hot d»g roast was tendered to the previously announced Forrest
some ot the gang skedded to go theatre to Nola Studloa in N. Y.
home on the lawn ot the WiU
The Forrest theatre has no piano.
devouring

Among those
the
puppies were Colin Tracy, Peggy
Mc(:artby, Edna Ball, Jerry Sager,
Victor BocUter. Muriel Eddy and
Frank McDonnell. Eddie 'Vogt and
Ben SchafTer cmceed.
Jack Phillips, ex-comic and nitespot owner who made the grade
here, has gone to Boston and points
east to m.c. night clubs for the
winter. His trau stooges for bim.
Max Smallens, supervising the
building of model planes at the Will
Rogers, reports that with the aid of

14

PALOMAR THEATRK
SEATTLE
Representative!

Personal

FRANK VINCENT
Beverly Hilbb Calif.

Roqgers.

Harry

Feingold,

Johnny

A

his efforts In the project.
of thanks also to Mrs. Homer

mess

Mc

Greary for her initial interest
John Eaton, ex-legit and musical
comedy artist, all hopped up over
the visit of his pa and ma accompanied by Gene Catherman, wbo
shot In from Scranton.
John Is
staging a 100% comeback,

WINTER SISTERS
CASTCST THSKB OOU. ACBOBATIC ACT APPKABINO IN THKATBES
* Just finished ^16 weeks * Now playing Riverside,
at Latin Ghiarter, N. Y.
Milwaukee.
(Thanks to Lou Walters). * Next week Oriental,
* 3 weeks Chez Paree,
Chicago.
Chicago.

—

—
—

—

P«r»i«miil

Man—»»«Pt!

HARBT WATHAWW,

Inc.

W

ft. 48«h 8»., N. V. C.

Elizabeth Blake, of N. Y., bedsided
Jordie McLean, Broadway leglt actress, who is making the grade at
the Rogers.
Smallest registrations ot visitors
at the Will Rogers in its history over
Labor Day. Gras-ratloning the cause.
Thanks to Weaver Bros.
Elviry
for the timely Labor Day greetings.

&

They

stated

Vidi you were
'

VaudeviUe't

all

With

NEW YORK

(SEPT. 10)

New Laugh

Hit

us lading off.'
Hotel Saranar ordi UMei after a
iHiinfppy Tim*
Pontiac theatre. Lions Club and
the Elks rate 1-2-3 In selling bonds
and war stamps.
Harold WQuni, amateur producer

''THE

in

ARMY'S MESS"
Direction:

CHAS. ALLEN

Broadway's Newest Sensation!!

ROBERTO DE VASCONCELLOS
Presenta the

Wonder Horaa

BELMONTE

successful

mntWan who vat atafimied In
Iceland, received his honorable discharge. He has stomach disorder.
(Write to those who are 111.)

GEORGE HAGGERTY

And JESS MACK

woAing and

and

STATE,

TmS WEEK

Jones,

Richard Sontag and Roger Keene,
he has, to date, shipped 31 model
planes to the Navy department in
Washington, D. C. Martin Kom, of
the Saranac Z,ake Study and Crafts
Guild, deserves special credit tor

THREE

LOEWS

The Beat Trained KighaeheoM Horse

Now

Playing

in Antarica

ROXY, New York

Oriwetien:

ED RILEY

AUDETILLE
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H4-

Film, Tire-Gas Ratidning

Likely to

Limitation
bined with the new regulations on
car mileage, is expected to bring
an upsurge of vaudeville in Detroit
neighborhood theatres, long given to
stage
with
and
double-features
shows a rarity in these parts.
are factors thot ore
lThc.<!e
uaudeuille
boort
to
held Itfcely
cities

throuphout

On present indications plenty of
neighborhood houses are headed for
the stage show policy with some big
spending due because of the local
boom. There has been no vaudeville
in the nabes all summer, but the
United Detroit chain broke the ice
by installing acts

in

BRiOTS

Cne Detroit Vaude Upsurge

Detroit, Sept. IS.
of film product, com-

in other key
the country.l

Held Factors

iU newly

ac-

Nix

for operating with-

out a dance permit were lifted Monday (14) when judge dismissed case.
ol
Meyers,
operator
Freddie
with city's
nitery,
first
tangled
safety director Frank D. Celebrezze,
when latter withheld permit from
him for not building another safety
exit in spot.
Owner admitted on
witness stand that there was dancing in his place June 25 when cops
raided his cafe. Since he shuttered
it two days later, Mie judge termed
the case closed.

Meyers intend: reopening

his redecorated club within fortnight.

—

—

—and,

in Brooklyn
Bronx, of all places.
etc.,

Sparks

and The

we handle boards (hard
we have to unionize the

tickets)

Under the film shorthouses.
age and with a governmental regclamped on car use, the
nabes figure that the ones with
vaudeville can take a big joy-ride
for the duration.
The biggest factor here is the
which

With picture house audiences already conditioned to accept a reserved-seat policy via a summer
season of legit, simon pure, two-avaudeville no
pictures,
no
day
stHgehands, no amateurs, and weekly tral is successful, both of the forprogram changes in contrast to mer also being operated by the
continues Brandt brothers.
'Priorities' on Broadway
its comeback in the east on Oct. 12

minute

bill

ulation

Harry Puck, producing shows
the Star theatre, Brooklyn vauder
under Raymond Bros.' operation,
and the Hurricane nitery on Broadway, has been retained by Bill
Brandt to handle production at the
Central, Broadway pic grind which
Brandt is switching to stage shows.
He may later be called in to handle
the Flatbush, Brooklyn, and Windsor, Bronx, if the policy at the Cen-

POP PRICES

sor, Bronx,
icy despite,

Group

Citizens

AGVA s

whole house and do business with
some 16 (count 'em) unions.' It's
problem that even the old Palace
was not confronted with, Brandt
points out.
Brandt is also converting the Central, on Broadway, currently on a dual-pic policy, into a

a

Harlem Drive

is

brutal. Detroit, the automobile center, grew up without rapid trans
The American Guild of Variety
Today the sur
portation facilities.
Artists' drive to organize Harlem
face streetcar and bus lines can't (N. Y.) performers is being sparked
handle the traffic, considerifig that by a Citizens Committee which will
newcomers
200,000
an estimated
stage a mass meeting at the Abyshave settled here. People are only •einian Church, Harlem, on Sept. 28.
going downtown for strictly business, Confab is scheduled for 4 p.m.
which is going to put the pinch on
The Citizens Committee includes
the downtown houses now that pri
Walter White, head of the National
vate driving is curtailed.
Association for the Advancement of
The Right Fitlley
Colore^ People; Judge Hubert T.
United Detroit operates three of Delaney
and Rev. A. Clayton Powell.
the five downtown first-runs but is
Latter is preacher at the Abyssinian
only putting vaudeville in one of
Church, publisher of The People's
its nabes.
This early the results
Voice, a crusading Negro weekly, a
seem to indicate that it's the right member of the City Council, and
policy.
The war workers, even if
got into the campaign via the nitery
they couI<ji cram into a street car
reporter of The Voice, Nell Dodson,
for the downtown excursion, still
who has been hammering at the
save more time by staying close to
puny wages being paid in most Harhome. In fact, Boyd Senter, m.c.ing
lem spots. Other members of the
the Mel's show, is telling audiences,
Citizens Committee include John
'Why drive downtown and waste

grind stage show house, with eight
acts of vaudeville and a line of 22
(but no strippers), opening Oct 1.
It will be the only pop-priced all
vaude show in the Times Square sector
In his Brooklyn and Bronx theatres, to be scaled at 25-50c matinees and 40-50-7Sc-$l nights, Brandt
will try to bring back the one-act
sketch as well as many of the old
vaudeville standbys and their mfodern equivalents.

,

and gas?'
Within the next few weeks the
Vogue, another of the U-D chain,
and the Colonial, operated by Ray
Schreiber, will be installing stage
shows.
In addition, Lou and Ben
Cohen will resume their last year

tires

Hammond, socialite;
bell, who heads the

.

Dick

Camp-

Ho.se McClenElmer Carter, offi-

don players, and
cer of the Negro Actors Guild.
AGVA representatives have been
invited to attend and follow members

CC in speaking to the perUnderstood that AGVA
formers.
prepared to proceed with the organizing drive just as soon as a
Negro organizer is selected, possibly
at the mass meeting.
of the

policy of bringing in the big colored
bands to the Paradise, close to the
Negro section here, which ran successfully .to mixed trade last season.
Against that kind of competition
it is going to put the pressure on
the other large neighborhood houses

is

Small Maps

which could support big shows. It
probably will bring an odd price
revision here which may see the
nabe houses bringing their prices to
the level, and possibly above that, of
the downtown houses, and getting it.

Own Yander

For Frisco With Barton,

Vdoz

There's plenty of money here and a
recent price uppage in the first-runs
didn't bring the slightest beef.

& Yolanda,

Niesen

Paul Small, who agented the
'Show Time' vaudery (George Jesopening tonight (Wednesday)

sel)

at the Broadhurst, N. Y., plans his
own vaude show for the Curran, San
Small was reFrancisco, Oct. 19.
jected by the Army last week for
physical reasons.
He's figuring on Veloz and Yolanda, James Barton and Gertrude
Niesen as headliners of the Frisco

USO-AGYA TO HUDDLE

ON AL STONE'S BEEF
Top execs of USO-Camp Shows,
and the American Guild of VaArtists, will meet later this

Inc.,

riety

layout

week, probably on Friday, to discuss the complaints against Camp
Shows filed with AGVA by Al Stone
and other ex-members of the 'Hollywood Follies' unit.

Benny

Fields to Start

Name

The charges, filed by AGVA memwho were dropped from the
unit, range from misuse of USO

Policy in Yillage

bers

Greenwich

funds, to malicious discrimination, to
breach of contract.

Village

figures

it's

ready for a little boomlet all its
own, amidst the general nitery up-

beat, and the Greenwich Village Inn
TJMIT
will start a name policy headlined
Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 15.
by Benny Fields Oct. 1. The hisDan Fitch, veteran showman, toric Sheridan Sq. hotel will shutter
putting together a vaude unit in for a few days before reopening
Salisbury, near here, for a southern with Fields, a 10-piece band and
tour that
will
open in Georgia three strong acts in support.

DAN FITCH'S

Legltcrs

which

Cued Vaude

this

I

William Morris agency booking.

Provisional

AGVA

contracts.

'Priorities'

opened

night (Tuesday) at the 46th
Street theatre, 'Show Time' opens tonight at the Broadhurst, and "Wine,
Women and Song' opens at the Ambassador on Sept. 28, all in New
last

York.

The new ticket calls for a twoweek guarantee, gives the employer

Equity on

—

—

OK By

line

In

Takeover by AGVA

day afternoon (15) at a Council
meeting in New York not to relinquish any jurisdictional claims to
Wine, Women and Song,' the burlesk revue going into the Ambassador, N. Y., Sept. 28, nor to any

tice.

The new pact figures to give both
the producer and the performer protection and an out in the event of a
sudden and unexpected 'personal
The producer is protected
success.
since he cannot be blackjacked for
a wage tilt; the performer has an
similar show in the future. Instead, out since he can be hogtied, at the
it is permitting Izzy Herk, producer
opening salary, for a maximum of
of 'Wine,' to
proceed under his only one year.
Understood that AGVA polled its
American Guild of Variety Artists
contract because of his commitment membership and received approval
to Walter Greaza,
prez, that before issuing the new contract.

AGVA

the show would adhere
summer brought formula used by Clifford C.

Ethel Barrymore, Jane Cowl, Ruth
Chatteron, Paula Stone, Sylvia SidCharles Bickford, Elisabeth
ney,
Bergner, Conrad Nagel, Canada Lee,
Gleason,
Vivienne
Segal,
Helen
Gloria Swanson, Ralph Forbes, and
others to the neighborhoods, and
the Central theatre, Passaic, N. J.,
leads Brandt to believe that allvaude shows are now practicable. If
successful, he may introduce .such
shows into other houses in the
Brandt circuit a house in Newark and
the Republic, just off Times Square,
having already been selected.
Looking back over the revolving
summer stock season just closed,
Brandt notes that judging from their
questions 90% of the picture house
patrons in Brooklyn and the Bronx
had never seen a legit show before
in their lives. Customers would ask
if it was a 'continuous' performance,
why they hadn't ever ahead of the
title of the 'picture' before or if it
was a 'double bill.' It took considerable handling at first by the ushers
to prevent early arrivals from grabbing empty seats in more favorable
locations, clearing theiiouse was another problem, and one customer
stumped the experts by protesting
against the 'no smoking' sign, saying

Three new vaude shows, Clifford
C. Fischer's new 'Priorities,' 'Show
Time,' headlining George Jessel, and
'Wine, Women and Song,' will operate with the new run-of-the-play

the option of two additional oneweek options or a total of four
weeks after which the producer
has the option of continuing the
performer under either of the following terms: (a) Run-of-the-play
contract for a maximum of six
months, effective to the date of the
original contract plus an additional
two-week guarantee, or a total guarantee of at least six weeks' work;
(b) run-of-the-play contract for a
maximum of one year, effective
from the date of the original pact,
with an additional guarantee of four
weeks, or a total guarantee of eight
weeks' work; (c) the usual twoweek contract which is binding until
Actors Equity decided late yester- either party serves two weeks no-

Profitable response to the touring
legiters

to
the
Fischer

in 'Priorities.'

Herk and Paul Dullzell,
secretary and treasurer
Equity,
have exchanged letto this effect. The letters define,

Greaza,
executive
of
ters

AGYA PREZ TORCED'
TO QUIT IN PHIUY

Philadelphia, Sept 15.
other things, the opening and
Frankie Richardson, nitery m.e.
closing numbers, the number of
sketches, the number of appearances and singer, who resigned as presiby the leading players, and call for dent of the Philadelphia unit of the
the inclusion of a certain number American Guilt of Variety Artists
of standard variety acts. Any devia- three weeks ago, has charged he
t>ecause the
tion from the 'Priorities' setup gives was forced to resign
Equity permission to assume juris- job was only that of a 'figurehead'
being dictated
diction over the show, which now and the union was
office staff.
comes under vaudeville rather than to by the
At the time of his resignation,
legit.
This enables 'Wine' to play
Richardson was quoted as stating he
seven days weekly without l>eing
was quitting the office because of
nicked "for extra pay to the cast.
press of his personal business and
At press time last night executive because he wanted to spend more
board of Local 802, AFM, had not yet time with his family. Shortly after
decided its rating for the show.
he quit his wife, Joan Williams,
scale for legit is higher.
submitted her resignation as a mem-

among

AGVA

AFM

'Wine.' opening late this month,
will play seven days, two shows
daily, with three performances Sat-

urday

and

Sunday.
Normally, if
burlesk, it would have come under
the jurisdiction of the Burlesque
Artists Assn., a
like Equity and

Four A's

AGVA,

ber of the

AGVA

board.

Coleman, John Kirby's
Waldorf-Astoria Dates

affiliate

but

BAA

dormant now and so AGVA
sumes the show's jurisdiction.
is

he was an American citizen and de

as-

Emil Coleman orchestra gets the
Waldorf hotel (N. Y.) job this year.
Hk opens the Wedgwood Room
Oct.
9.
(former Empire Room)
Xavier Cugat is the' main band at
that spot now, still situated on the

When the forthcoming burley
show was reported some weeks ago.
Barrymore Equity indicated its desire to protect
rated as the greatest single 'Star and Garter,' Music Box, and
Starlight Roof.
as.set in selling legit to suburbanites,
other stage unions are understood
John Kirby's small Negro orchesthough getting Miss Barrymore to to feel the same way alKtut it. In
tra has also been signed for the
accept the booking was a major dip
Brooks
Times,
Sunday's
N.
Y.
Waldorf.
He will replace Evelyn
lomatic hurdle because she first Atkinson went into detail about
Tyner in the Lounge Restaurant on
balked at the low admission scales 'Star' and contended that, because
Oct 15.
(starting at 25c). She later reported it has a $4.40 top, some of the burhad never played to lesque bits are getting by, but at
that
she
warmer, more enthusiastic audi
35c which, she says, was the admisBale
ences, all of which helped getting sion for the burly outfits banned
other name performers.
last season, it was something difB'way f'ers. Fought Price
Los Angeles Sept. 15.
ferent.
He suggested to the mayor
Broadway managers also fought that there should be no interference
Local chapter of the American
the low-priced legit policy which
with 'Star.' John Mason Brown, in Guild of Variety Artists will be
Brandt points out, is now being used the World-Telegram on Saturday bossed by a femme, at least until
She is Florlno
the next election.
for "Claudia" and 'Eileen,' There was (12), wrote a rave on Bobby Clark
considerable difficulty al the begin- and Gypsy Ro.se Lee in 'Star,' with Bale, who was elected executive secretary to succeed Meade Sigler, who
ning in persuading maiiaecrs to give no comment on the spice.
'Wine, Women and Song' title is was forced out by illness.
the neighborhoods Br<iadway plays,
She has long carried the execuIt was the
the latter claiming the admission
in the public domain.
prices were 'ridiculous.' Brandt says title of a Straus classic dating back tive burden of the office without

manding his 'rights.'
The prestige of the

name

is

Ho

I

shortly.

Harry Puck to Stage
Shows at B'way Theatre
for

Bill Brandt is bringing vaude into
the Flatbush, Brooklyn, and Windon a reserved-seat polto quote Brandt, 'the

out Detroit.

situation,

Reserved-Seat
Policy at Flatbush, Brooklyn, and Windsor, Bronx

Legal clouds hanging over FredCafe ever since it was closed

Theatremen here long
have tried to brealt the two-pix polall
the public
despite
but.
icy
clamor, the fans went to the double-

Contracts; Mutual Benefits

No- Film,

15.

die's

two months ago

quired Mel, located in one of the
major industrial suburbs.
There are plenty of factors in
favor of the substitution of stage
shows for double features through-

transportation

AGVA

Cafe Dance Pennit Summer Legit Click Spurs
Cleveland, Sept.

Women

Shows Under New Run-o(-Play

Tl THEIlTflES

On

Cleve. Case

and "Wine,

Fischer, Jessel

SET

(Continued on pnRc 54)

about 100 years.

official title.

Heads

LA. AGYA
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Stanley Melba Ore

Eddie MayeholT

Variety Bills
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER
Nnmerah

hi coBiieethm wttb bills

Aow, whether

18

below 1ndieat« openlar twf tt
week.

CAM DSN
Kay

4

cm

Fr&ok Pay

Uu

Bonnie Baker
DeVal. Merle * Lee
P Bydell A Spotty

(17)

Nairel

Botty Keaiio
Clarence OaMklU

&

Enrico

Beachcombers

A Gordon

Comwt 8q. (17-10)
Wine Women ft 8 U

Grade Durrle
Howard ft Shelton

WA8HINOTON
Howard

Reds ft Curley
Crackerjacks

NEWARK

Adam*

(18-23)

Vaughn Monroe Ore

PASSAIC

DAVKNPOBT

crrv

Pwminoiiot (16)

Tony Paator Bd
Andrews SIH

Sanoy Rice
Ben Berl
Little ToUKh Cuy«
DK8 MOIN'B8

HBOOKLVN
Tax <18-«1)

Carman

3

Mortagh

Jackie Heller

Katherlne Harris

ft

rrltchard

H

Cabaret

Uro
Hertolotli'a

Herman Cblttlson
Carol Lord

ft

& Raymond

Sliea

Boston (18)
Robinson

Puia«« (22-24)
Woody Herman Ore
Pat Hennlne
Lyda Sue
(15-17)

Martha Ilayp Co
Wally Brown
Toy & Wing

Hoc Wheeler Ore
Ella FltzRerald

Glenn Miller Ore

Vocalist

CLEVELAND

PBlaca <U)
Charlie Bamet Ore
Jackie Cooper
Mary Brian
Carlton Emmy Co
(It)

Btan Kenton Oro

Gary Stevens
Rosalind Oordon
(II)

Etiiel Gilbert
Harry Ounelly
Charlie Kosa
Bernle Grauer
UO's Quartette
Cafe Society

(.Mlillown)

Don Cummlnes
Mary Brian
Mlnoevltch Boya

H WllUams

(11)

PITTBBCBCH
_ mamlKT (18)

Martha Raye

Han

Mualo

CITY
(17)

Selma Kaye
Johnny Woods
Linda Ware
Lonya Kalbouas
Volga
Mario
MIcho VosllrelT

Boxy

Adrlana ft Charlie
Wally West
Vasconcelloa
84.

The Brlcklayera
Johnny Burke
Harrison ft Fisher
Sally Keith

The Radio Aces
The Acromanlace

Joe

Carpenter

Ella

Logan
I>e

Willie Solar
Celts Farm
Billy

AKHON

3

ALT(M>NA
_,Mlaiiler (17-18)
Sis

Novel le Broa
Stone ft Lee
Sandy Lang Co

_BALTTMORK
Uppodrom*

(18)

Blue Barron Ore
Jim Barton
KniKbt Sis
StRte (I7-1S)

George Downev
Arken ft Roberts

BATONNE

VWoty

Con Collenno
Olsen

ft

Lucille

(17-20)
3

Dave Barry
E
3

Cnblne^rs

Byrne Sis
Jay Palmer Co
(14-16)

Shirley

Norman

BROOKLTN

Mnriae

(2«th only)

Mia Mylea Co
Bobby Carr Co
2 Harmoncttes
Miles Btll

ft

Nan

Virginia Meltord 3

H to mi)
Mnyfair (leth anly)

4

Virginia MplCord 3

Teddy Powell Ore
Gene ft Glenn
Dave Barry

H

In flit)

BMgcwond

(t«)

€ .<^lnclnu Sli-ena

~

Bernio Cummins Or
Pritchard ft Lord

Blossom

Macka

BMIXIBPOBT
I.yHe (I4-18)

3

roms

Wells

Four Faya

Herman Hyde Co

Palace (18-21)

Annie Kent
Betty Jane Carlton
Lounle Grace
Minnie Allen
Gay 90*s 4 ft Oro

Havana-Madrid
Fontaine
Franco ft Beryl
Nino ft Lenora
Myrta Sllva
Maya Ore
Don Gllberto Oro
Nell

Latin

Am

Senorltos

Hickory Hoose
Eddie South Oro
Hotel Aster
(Astor BooO
Les Brown Oro
Hotel Belmont
Plasa
(Glass Hat)
Bill Johnson
Pierce ft Roland
Jack Marshall

Kelly's Stabte

Nelda Daprle
Jerl WItbee
Leonard Ware i
Dlanne Reed
Rosalie Gibson
Tholma Carpenter
Walter Fuller Ore
Kitty Darls

Qiwen* Terraro
Phil Forsler

Epple Bruce
Healy ft Evans
Agnes Dwyer
Jack Allyn
Ned Harvey Oro

Luclenne ft Aahour
Eddie Eddy
Perllta
Virginia

Mayo

Pedro Lopez
Jans Melva
Great Daniel

Banka

Perry Broakln

M

Ols

Manzaneres

Jose

O

BabeMe's Clab
Helen Murray

Normn
Patio

BriKht

CnrllHle

Hubcr Oro
Chnteaa Renaolt

Milton

Sid Rose
styllHts
Cliet Poree
Novelet tea
4

Bill

Ames

Frank Marlowe
Rose

Magrlll

Sol Lake
Tripoli 3

Oro

Var Root
Geo Scherban Ore
Belen Ortega

LeIlanI laea

Hotel McAlpla
Dick Robertson Ore
Hotal New Torfcer
(Terrace Boom)

Jobnay Long Ore
Roimy Roberts

Marnala Sava

Ted Steele Ore

Se villa

ft

Greco

Jerlnlmo Vlllarino

O Matos

Manuel

Roberto ft Alicia
Chlqulta
Sacasas Ore
iM Martinlqas
Jackie Miles
Ruth Clayton

Grace

Ruth Warreo
Jacque HI11
Clnb Nomad
Annette Rosa
Dixie .Sullivan

dab

Bar
Paddock Intl
Frnncea Carroll

Gil Oalvan
Fuller Sextet

—V

Helen Carroll
I« Tie
Joy Lyons
Yvonne Bouvler

Q Ray

Terrell

Mary Jano Brown

Ben Cutler Ore
Panchlto Ore

Pierce

K McCabe

(Pomp Boom)
John Rlrby
Bismarcli

Hotel

(WalBBt Room)
Jimmy Joy Oro
Tails

Hadley GIs

Don

Peter Klllam
Farley
Mark Plant
BIssell* ft

AHans

Hap Hazard

ft

Roland

Bud Sweeney
Girls

Uenrlqaetta Brasll
Clnb VonHy Fair
Jerry Martin's Oro
Florence Ray

VUlage Ban
John Orlflln

Ray

Stella

fk>coaBnt OroTo
Mickey Alport Ore
Alfred Pineda Ore

The Blentons
Diane Davis

Kelm Rev

Buster

Alkali Ike
Al Robinson

Billy

Pains

Fay ft Gordon
Hal ft Honey Bee
vniaco Vaagaafd
Gay Gaylord
D Bennett Vivian

Richard

Francis

Tony Ferrar

Botty Garrett

Eddia

Ueywood

8

Wirel

Bob Lee
Ulyan Dell
Cbas Bowman Ore
Theodore Brooke
The Paalsna
Tommy Haydeo
Doris Nellson

(Melody l,oan(e)
Lewie
Copley Piaaa
(SheratoB Bootn)
Basil Fomeen Ore
Dorothy Lewis Rev

Herb

(

Cronin
Dorothy Dennln

Bill

Harris
Hotel FeiuitBte
(Satire Booaa)

Grace Hayes

ft

Omve

West

ft

Gall

Gall

McGlnty

St Clair ft

Day

Aurora Miranda

Brsdy

Bill

Michel

latla ttaarter

Tony Bruno Oro
Don Rico Ore
ft Lou Seller

Jay

Buster Shaver
Helene Dennlson

Armando

ft

LIta

Jerry Krueger

Hum ft Strom
Don Arden Rev

Merry-Go-Boand)

Robinson i
D'lvons

Bob Bromley
Adorables
Franklin Ore
(Hnb Alabam
Florence White
Paulette l«Plerro

Room)

Kenny

Brilliant
J Idaloney

ft

Hotel

Jimmy Marr
PIr-ettes
'Fats'

AipiBo Maslcal
3

CLEVELAID
Alpine

Fayne

ft

VUlsge
Foster

Hotel Clereland
BstrolKos
George Duffy Ore
Hotel Fenway HaO
Poison Gardner
Don Dl Flavio
Hotel RolleadoD

Lord ft Lyon
Burns T ft Evelyn
Myron Ryan
Bruce Norman
Willie Matthias Ore
Gregory ft Raymond Raul & Eva Royea
John Tlo
Eldorado Clob
Blaine Barrett
Olga Godeu
Henri
Johnny Kallhul Ore Nella Webb
Sloan ft Gary
Ilona de Bournat
Sammy Watklns O
Hotel CaHer
Hotel Statler
Charles Wick Ore Jules Daks Ore

M

Maincck Oro
Haales
Blue
Archie Bobbins
M'ray 'Hats' Parker
Peanuts Hohn
Patricia Page
Jean Scott
.Stan Ross
Joe Plumer Ore
Slspsy

Ben

Eddie Beat
Charlie Davis
Ivle

Anderson
TrianoB

Count

Bssle
Trsarllls

dab

Bsroey BIgard Oro

Fays Merril
Johnny Cahlll

Kay Hamlton

Floria Vestoff

Renee Rochelle
Balilovelies

Earl Denny Ore
Luis Fernandez Oro
Stratford Oardca
(BeOeToo Stratford
Hotel)

Walter Miller Oreb
Bea F^aaklla
Doreae Midgely

Kay Hunt

Corday ft Triano
Jane Ashley
Herb Woods Oro
Oarren's

Dick Jonss

Keyo

Dorothy Knox
Dorothy Murray
Embassylplia

Geo

Clifford

Pat

Bherlln

4

Oro

GermantowB Bar

Sam

HopklBs'Balhskeller

Bar
Sisters

Tones

Owen

Anne Rupert
Ore

AIM Lyman Ore

Streets et Paris

Carolyn Winters

6

Tie-Toe
Waller

B

Royce
Ore

Art Tatum
Mead 'Lax* I..ewla
Murray MoEkren
WIngy Manone Ore
Swaaro Ibb

Leona Miller

Ross Johnson

ft

Hite

Macambo Cats
Phil Ohman Oro

PHILADELFHIA

Irene

Essex

Buddy Smith's Oro

Los

Oro

Mork Gilbert 3
Harry de
Iggle Wolflngton
Copley Sooare Hotol Sid W.alkerAngsUs O Eddie
White
A Do' Forrest
Janice
The Brandowa
Arthur Ward
Tyler-Tborn-Roberts Bob C^arney
Crawford Hoose
Dottle Slair
Gaines Oro
(^rrollettss
Freddy Rubin Ore Arthur La Fleur
Dor'thy Franey Rev Buster Kelm Rev
College laa
BaToy
Fni • Hoaada dab
Marley
(Bbamba CaslBO
Sabby Lowls Ors
Betty Keenam
Lou Dacri
SteiibcB'e
Bill Kelly
Marlon Frances
(Vienna Room)
Betty Campliell
Charles Wolk Ore
Lew
Conrad Oro
Crescent Quintette
Don Dudley Ore
Eleanor Kay
Jerry Delmar Oro
Calstons
Dl PlBtea
I.orralne ft Rognan Jimmy Unrr
Peck & Peck
Doris Abbott
Paul WInirk
Dave Vanfleld
Kdna Wilson
The Care
Lane Sla
Hl-Hst
Don DlBona Oro
Marie LaTell
Jack Fisher
Pete Herman Ore
Phil Fletcher
Tamara Doriva
Frank Petty
Pedro Blanco Oro
Edna Rogers
Hotel Bradford
Embassy
Tommy Foran I
(Clrcos
Lucille

Lonlalaaa

Don Jose

Gsrdca

Ortiz

Florcntliio

Clab Ball
Jimmy HcHale Oro Dellaae ft Dwight
Jolsne
Arthur Bisks

Ron

Bob Murphy
'

Pallailiam

Happy Felton
LnVonn Moyer
Dorothy Ford
Wiera Bros.
Beryl Wallace

• Dram Bb)

Helen Donglas
Blaine Morrison

Hoasa of Marphy

Freddie Martin Oro
Earl Carrolls

Hotel Statlcr

BUI Davidson Ore
Russ Howard
Pee Wee Russell

Thomaa

Dick

Bob Chester Ore
Coeoanot

Pauline

ft

Jean Meimler
Both Reynolds
George Redman
Margaret Pndala

Shore

Penny Lee
H I'aysey Dancers
Joe Relchman Oro
Caaa Uanana

(TcRBCe Boom)

Nan Vincent

Corroll

HoHywond Tropics
Maxlne I.«wls
Donna Lee
Paul Neighbors Ors
Markers
Dale

Jimmy Kay

Fred Scott
Mills Bros
Sugar Gelae
Sonia Levkova
Jean Tlghe
Hotel RMs Carletea TonI Todd(Bits Boot)
Dr Giovanni
Nat Brandwynns O Ted Flo nito Oro
Charlls Foy's Clob
Snub Mosely Oro
Charley Foy
(Zonule Russell
Walter Long
Chick ft Lee
Lorraine
Elliott
Jack Cole Dancers

Hotel Vendome

H

Hoffman

Bill

BUI Jordan
Larry Burke
Dick Winslow Oro
Rlltmors Bowl
Ray Wllbert

Rodney
Hotel LcBoa
Bob Hardy Ore
Eleanor Boland

Jack Edwards Ors
(Cafe Booge)
Salvy Cavlechlo Oro

Jlmniie O'Brien
P LInd Hayea Ors
Dolores Gsy

Bnydcr
lAnkln

Cyril

(Fife

Miller

HcCune Oro
Wonder Bar

Les Barnett Ore
Grace Hayce Lodge
Casey Thompson

Bar ol Uaale
Ann Triela

I

CHJCAOO
Ambassador Betel

Dodge

Eleiiora

Nan Rae
Avis Andrews
Carolyn Marsh
« Ver-Blghs
II

(.linger

Lola

ft

(Mosiraf Bar)
Alice O'Leary
Adrian O'Brien
Ciiib MayfalT
Billy Dooley Oro
June Welting
Marie Austin

Al Uuster
Savanna Churchill

Billy
Billy

Manny Strand Oro

ft

Caaa Maaaaa
(Tbeatte-dnb)

UbaagI Clnb
Leon Abbey Ore
Derby ft Fronchle

Band Bos
Pets Snyder
Jackie Qreen
Mas Brewster
Geo Tibbies Ore

George Lloyd
Ruth Landl
Maxlne Coleman
Al Robinson

Heathen

Harold
Helone

Cassandra

Aylene Mason
Madelon Baker
Eddie Paisley Ore
Guy Welsh Oro

Bea

Roily Rolls
Shirley Wnyns
Al Normsn

Dann

Folle
Bill

F Johnson

ft

Sally

Ramon

Raveil

ft

Billy Kolley

Mrs. Waterfall
Gloria Gilbert

Paul Remoa

ft

ft

Boyd Senter
Pauline Parks Co
Don Pablo Oro
Royala
Mary Raye ft Naldl
Harry Stevens
Kurtls Marionnettes
Royalettea
Carl Bonner

Claudia Oliver

Harris

Solar

Wlllio Dennis
Marie Klbbey
Rob Bell
Maxlne De Shone
Penn Atianlle Hotel
(Palm HoomX—
Al Francis Oro

Eddie Landa Oro
t'anuen de Rios

Versalliea

Slate Bros.

Fay Carroll
Stanley Twins
The Chadwicka

Lo Maire Ore
Peggy Newion
CHob Congo
Congoettea
Waiter Batle
Beverly White

Roberta
Nita

The Place
Irene Berkley
Pat Ring
Evelyn Brock

Doc Marcus

Ous Van
Angellne ft Wyntera
Eve Bastion

Jack Manning Ore

Boyd
Ore

Dick Montgomery

ttaarter

HeVe

llermnn'a .Moslo

Boncli-ctiarmera (6)
Bllastrob's
Peter Bodge Ore

Rellly

Baum

Beandrle

Ombotb

Beack comber
Sammy Dale's Ore
Hodu ChaHS
Artio

Skeets Tolbert

Umll Coleman Oro
Noro Morales Oro
Latin

O

Arthur Blako
Noble ft King
Stork Clnb

Eutellta

Bob Parka

Napua

Nastia Poliakova

Don

Roy SwarR

II

Dllbert Ore

Olds Wuyne Clob
Jimmy Clark Oro
Palm Beacb
Ous Howard

Del Parker
Skeoter Palmer

Phil

Howe

Ethel

Ruby Ore

Sammy

LOS AHOELES

Rath Martin
ft Saaan
CUqaot Clab
Lonny Roas

Valerie

Jimmy

LendOB Chop Rooss
Paul Roslnl

DIan Rowland

Harvey Stone
Donn Arden Co
Johnny King
Benny Resh Ore

Earl

Romero

Charraettes Oro

laabellta

81s

Palmer

Bonnie West

ft

Rita

Wally Johl

PiTddy Cliff

On

BOSTOH

Cornelia Cedolban
Bplry's Boot
Spivy

Charles

Joe Pafumy Oro
Hotel BUtmors
Heasley Twins
Hazel Franklin

Kahala
Tallma
Momlkal
LanI Ore

Benya KaravaelfT
Michel MIehon
Mlcholas Matthey
Valdlmir Kayaloft

Mel Bnydcr

Ray Romero Co
Lillian
CtiX

ft MIgnon
Nloa M McKloney
Rainbow GIs
Amis Harnett's Ore Sen Wong Co
De Perons
Phil Levsnt Oro

Marten's

Bobby Bernard

CAL

Congo Oro
Haymarket

(Motor Bar)
Bddls Frits 4
BonFery
A Roblos

Ruth Qulnn

TonI Sorrell

Sisters

Hal Hall
Don Walsh Ore

(Book Casino)

ATLAHTIC CITT

Alexis Dollnoir

Kaye

Phil

Fimok Oagen
Ueta Slauder

The Valdez
Ballard ft Rao

etc GIs
Dolly Sterling

Latia <|«arter
V. Bragale's Ore

Senor Wencea
Del Casino Oro
Dacllu Ore
Rogers Comer
Johnny Pineapple
Harry Lefcourt Ore
Jean Clolro
Pat Rooney. Br
Ross MacLean
Harold Green
Bnaslaii Kretrhnaa
Daria Blrse
Daria Bokolskaya

D De Houghton
ft Bsl Jennings
Cal Herbert
(Tarera Room)
Cassandra
Edith Lorand Oro
Del Estes
Allan Coe
Blackhawh
Dave Unell Ore
Montgomery
Hotel No. I 6th Are.
Eddie Roth Ore
Roy Fox Ore
Dorothy Dais
Hope Emerson
CelaslmoB
Sid Prussln Oro
Jerl Sullivan
Noble ft King
Art
Primrose
JarrottOre
& Gold
Clob 18
Bob Downey
Workmana
Blackstone
Hotal
Frederick Venn
Frankle Hyera
Mildred ft Maurice
Hazel Webster
Roy Sedley
(Ballaese Bm)
Charlotte Vao Dal
Vines Curran
Uottd Park Oatnl Johnny Duffy Oro
Bloiss Adair
Lillian Fitzgerald
Jack Prince
PattI Clayton
(CoctNtBft GrOTO)
Diane Fontano
Don Lang Ore
Breroort Hotel
Yacht Club Boys
Hazel McNulty
Drake Hold
Glover ft La Mays
Gaye Dixon
(Crratnl Room)
Buddy Clarke Ore Tony ft Lisa
(Camilla Hoose)
Jerry Blanehard
Benny Howard
Joe Frieco
Adrlenne
Bob Billings
(Boyal Palm)
Mary Nash
El Chico
Eddie Roth Oro
Dell O'Dell
Val Ernie's Ore
Sorlta ft Valero
Brown Derby
Jack Reynolds
Edsewater Beach
Consnolo Moreno
Three Ryans
Sandro RosatI
Gloria Belmonta
Hotel
Tholma Whits
Bennett Green
(Marine Bm)
3 Quitars
Margie Kelly
Jerry Green
Trio Hliteco
Russ Morgan Oro
Mel Cole Oro
Bunny Howard
Del Duca Ore
Maxlne Turner
Houston
Hotel Pennsylranla Nan
Herman del Toro
Don Julian ft MarJ
Mllton-Ano
(Cafe Boage)
Dorben Gla
Cordon ft Sawyer
El Uoroceo
EltePs
Ted Smith
CThaunecy Grey Ore Glen Gray Ore
Heldoiberg Octet
Hotel Pierre
Cblmilto Oro
Chez Parse
Hans Maenxor Ens
(CotlUloa Boom)
Fanoiia Daor
Grade Fields
Rathskellnr
.
Batch ft Satchel
Margaret Scott
Sammy Walsh
Louie ft Gang

Emma Francis
Norlne Robinson
Nellie Dprkin
Billy

Abbott

Joe Frlsoo
Deano Janio

Jams

La
(Paa-Am Room)

UrIII

Clob

Regit I

3700 Clab
Barry Harks
Edilh Rogers Oahl

DETBOIT

Bliermao ilotol
(Celtio Cafe)

ds Marco
telle Hotel

iBotwl

Russ Smith Ore
Vera Sanotf
Ash burns
BalnlMtw Room
Perllta Greco
Mona Montez

Johnny Slivers Oro
1.A Conga

C

Judy Canova

Gonaales

Marcos
Bprry Broa
Bob Williams

Barrett
Dolores Colvert

(2 to All)

(16)

George Jeasel
Jack Haley

Helen Fox

Gonzales 9
atmr (18)

„

Carrol Cliappella
Batty Carter
Bill Glass Oro

Herb Hagenur Ore

Ducky MalvIn Oro

Del RIos

Gene Kerwin

Alakebelleves

BEVERLY HILLS.

Rasha ft Mirks
Leon • Eddie's
Eddie Davis
Adrian Dancers
MIUI Martin
4
Kit Kats
Allan Sla
Larry Ward Ore
Ray Heatherton Or Kirk ft Madeline
Paula Drake
dab Samoa
Hotel BdlsoB
Francis Carlyls
Bobby Byrno Ore
Mabelle Russelle
Bob Field
Linda Castro
Hotel baea Hoees Jean Mode
Cbing
(Casino on Park)
Le Babnn Blea
DtamoBd Horseahaa Rich. HUnber Oro Julius Monk
Perry Martin
Maxlne Sullivan
Harriet Hector
Fred Keating
Hotel LeslMtoa
W.
Randy
Delta Rhythm Boys
(Hawaiian Km)
Pansy the Hon*
Jerry Baker

Marlon Mylco

Wong

Wininnu

OaiBTU

Jme

Jed Dooley Co
Lee Mannar

H

Oro
Hanson Oro

Clab

The Leightnna
Toong ft Ryan

Adair
Sid Stone
Brondfanrst Ttieatre Katherlne Bryant
Terl

The

Earle

<">

Theatre

(IS)

Harry RlchnaD
Bert Wheeler
Carol Bruce

Hank Ladd
Henny Toungmao

Tinogene

Tommy Nunel

(18)

Rorrettes
Mario ft Florin
Arnaut Bros

(18)

Bob Hannon

4«h

Bemlce ClaJre
Willie Smith
Ball-ettes

WASHINGTON
Bute

Mar Dane

Herbert Dexter

Val Seta
Chords

Roxyettea
Mario ft Floria
Co Arnaut Broa

Bonnie Baker
Zasu Pitts

NEW TORK

Poll

Sanchez Ore
Clnb BaU

Sam Donohne Ore

Charlie Bnrnet Ore
DIosa Costello

Em meM O Utfleld

John Hale
Hetene ft Hayea

S

OTICA

Staidcy (21-23)

3

Chantlcleera

ClaremonI Inn
Cbarlotto ft Benson
Joe Blcardel Ore
Clover Cleb

<}erlrnde Klesen
Jackie Cooper

(II)

O

Cemlti'a
Walter Lynch

ft

Raft

Harriet Brent
Rene Villon
Sonny Lovett
Lonlse Stuart
Stuart Ore
Fisher's <;ay M'a

Mae Domes
Mary Talley

Kent
Bob Evans

Barie (Uk
Loula Prima Ore
Joe S. Lewis
Linda Ware
Miller Braa ft Lola

&

dab

61

Tubby Rives
Barbara Leo

Mlctaon

Sasha
Dmitri Matvlenko
Kria Kay Ore
Nicholas Mattbey

(II)

IWLADELPHIA

Sonny Kendls Oro

Tommy

Anna Koblnson
Relchnian Lewis

Nadia

Hoate Carlo

Narita

Ammona

Albert

Gria Wllllama Oro

(Paallier Room)
New Yorkers Oro Jimmy
Dorssy Oro
Chet Roble
Bob Eberly
Jans Kaye
Helen O'Connell
Irnnhoe
College Inn Modeli
C^srl
Marx
Florence Schabert
6a« Clab
Barney Rlcbonla O
June March
VIerra Hawallans
Paul Mall
Helen Sumner
Snzan Shaw
L-Algloa
Janlns Camp
Splroa Stamos Ore
Bobby Joyce ft a
Gwendolyn Veaasall Diane Ray
Murray ft Camming Lee Voyer
Ocorgs Dovron
Florenea

4accn Mary
Vera Nova

NEW YOBK

Fefe'a

Pete Johnnnn

Michel

Deval-Merk ft Lee
The Predvflona
Allen

Dick Jurgens Ore
Lynn, R ft Vanya
Walter Nllnan

Sinclair
Helslnis
(Vodrli IdODge)

Commanders

SHERNUN AGENCY
Tookle Honter
Red Norvo Oro

Edward Tyler

4

CTIT

Eileen O'Hara

Mary

Hazel Scott
Revucrs
Eddie Mathews

CaalBo Bnasa
Nina Tarasova
Sasha Pollnoff

Sidneys
Dolly Dawn
4

WanKT
Btimnd (18)
Dick Jurgena Ore
Lynn, R & Vanya
Walter Nllaaon

Bm)

Billy Chandler Ore

3
3

Cats
Kay ft Glenn
Jorle Uvlngston

The Hartmaoa
Carlyn Truaz
Walter Long

Bill

SO's

Sam Gray

Reyes

Billy

Gay

(Village)

Colonial (18)
Charlie Splvak Ore
4 Star Dusters

Al Bernle

HoDse

((ilnsa

Uowo's

Palmer Boaio

Pal Travera

Gay

I>AVTON

The Modemalres
Marlon Hottoa

Old Boamaalaa
Sadie Banks

B ft B Burnello
Oorralne Ellis
Tip Top GIs
Joe Norman Oro

Rainlww Gardens
Dean Murphy

the Fiddle

ft

Sharps ft Flats
Gladys Palmer
(Imoinere Hotel
3

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENIKNT
VAUDEVILLE THEATBES

Bill Moore Ore
Teddy Wilson Oro
Cafe Sodetr

Janaleys
Lester Ohman
E

Ol)

Rm

Smith Ore

Kat

AInrlanne

Don Sylvio Ore

Frank Paris
COLl'MBL'S

A Staly
RONTON

Donrnlwal
StulT

Norma Locero
Thomaa

Judy Canova

Jack Uann
Lee Bcot
Love. Hite

Helen Holmes
Dnnlla niveni
Eleanor Prince
Margaret Grey
Faith Arlen
Joe Capello Ore

Clab
Radio Acea
Judy Manners
Jock ft Jll Warner
Murk Talent Ore
Johnny Honnert
Onrrick Stagebar
June Price
Ascot Boys

Shirl

Ulll's

HaJ Sherman

A Sharp

8B

see

Roberto Ore

AJUany (10)
Albany <ie
Bemchcomlwra '42

Dempaey'a
Beataaraat
McFarlnnd Ore
Betty Angels

Mark Flaher Oro

Club

_

Chick Albergo Oro
Undsay's Skybar
Four Kloga JIvs
Marya Manley
Pearl de Laoca

De SImone Uls

Daw

Evelyn

Lynn

Martin ft Allen
Vic Hyde

ttk

U'lray

Montmarte Boys

CITT

Powere

Caddie*
Angel Velez Ore
Snub Mosoly Oro
Ooyi Clnb
Bobble Dunne
Dalo Belmont
Ann White
Baby HInea
3

Italnboiv

Dick Shelly
Jack llolmes
Jimmy KeDy'a

Bifls

NEW TOBK
Piincbo

RKO

NEW ¥OBK

3

Carter

lUII

Boy

Lord

ft

Williams

.Marlon

Joo Normans Oro
Jon Morray

Danny Thomaa
Magley GIs

Ornovernoers

Linda Fagen
Jean Harvey

tlHne Waring
Palace (22-24)
Ted Kddy Oro
Judy Canova
Bob llemle Cummins Or Angelo Ore

Ben Manlea Blvfera Margo Good

Cy Landry

Nailynnu

Lcif Ki'anier
Fi-nnt-os .\llllt»r

Twin Quartet

lllllender Ore Sunny Rice
Tbarpe
Ben Berl
UordoB & Roirera
Little TnaRh Gaye
Pes t^g Bates
MIA ail
CHICAGO
Olynpla (tfl-IS)
Cblcmae (IS)
Noll & Nolan
Tommy Tocker Bd Art & Uort Havel
Hilly Dc Wolf
OIlVA tVhlle

Bill

Sis

TOIINOSTOWN

&

Prnn & Devon
Klkl

(18-21)

Maxlne Bros

Dob Evans
Allen ft Kent

Slater

Rheiiais

Qulnton Ore
Warren Oro

Nils

(14-16)

OTphema (18)
C ThomMII Bd

Ink Spots

Lucky

Bergman

Jerry

WOBCK8TEB

Virginia Anstin
'

PHiijinELPinA

ParaiBoiuit (22-24)

C Thomhin Bd

Alan Carney
Lalltrop & Lee

ft Dresden
Alphonse Derg
Bancotr ft Cannon

Abtiott

Iceland

Snm Donohue Ore
Howard ft Sbeltoo

Central (17) .
Heldt Or2

Horace

SIM anb

Ruth Bcrman
Herman ChlKsoo
Motbcr Kellr'o

Freddie Bernard
Ada Lublna
OInger Layoe
Betel Warwirk
Joe LaPorte Ore
(Balelsh Baam)
riaea Braante
VIekl Oeorse
Sande Wllllama Ore BUI Farrell
Vincent ilo Costa
Hnrrlcnne
Art Tubcrtlnl
Willie Shore
Ernent Franz Ore

WATEBBDBT

Plymaath

Paul WInchell
4 I,ee Sis

Johnny Bnrnea

NEW voBK

BooO

(Starlight

Carlos Hamlvex

Bevtawaat
Dunny White
PoU'a (16-17)
0 Hamld'a Vlety Sh Barton & Brady

(3 to nil)

PanDDouot

(18)

Earl HInes Ore
Petle Nugent

(IS)

6 Singing Blreua
AHta avon
Joe Wong

I

'43

HTBINOFIELD

Kaye

Dick Stabile Oro

Ljnbnink

Patricia Bovrmmn
Beo Yoat'a Vlklnsa

BtamlKT (U)

Pratdynons

Metropolitan
(I8-»)

LVNBROOK

Rhythm norkets
Jack Durant

Novello

PRTSBUBGH

T

ft

PBOVIDKNCB

Larry Adier
Beatrice

Capitol (18)

Parks

Rdille

Shayne

KAKTFORD

Stule (18-20)

Zan Pllta
WASHINGTON

Merhel

Anne

Hilton
Val Irving

Fnntlnos

Ho««l St Regis
(Vlenneaa Boof)
Ethel Smith Ens
Paull Sparr Oro
Hotel Taft
Vincent l^pea Oro
Hotel WnMort'
Astoria

Georges ft Jalna
Xavler Cugat ore
Armatrng Mlacba Borr Oro

Maude

Kendells

ft

Two Olympica
Bob Howard
Sammy White

Loew
autc

Fny'a (18)
Roxyettea

(18-20)

B ooosTelt

Walter Paroer Orch Cully Richards
Hotel Savoy riaia Tomack-Relsa Bros
Bi'th O'Mallpy
(Cafe Loange)
Nelson ft Marsh
Renee DeMarco
Chavez Ore
Jodie, Normie ft R
1Mb Hole dab
Itoy Robs Oro

full or split

Towers

NEW TOBK

Hotel

Price

Kenny Shafer 3
Helen Rush
(H Walton Boof)
Rose Gallo
ClarlHsa

Lorraine De

Roy Benson

Wood

Colunibua ft Carroll
Betty Jane Smith

Peggy Loeb
Glamour GIs

Eddie De Luca Ore

Thunderbolta

Kaye ft Grey
Tony Bennett Ore
LexlBstoB Cosine
Eddy KInley
Walter Behr
Betty-Ann Jordan
Lenore Jaxon

Lanny Vale
Ted Oliver Oro
Uttle Balhskellsr
Detiulncey ft O'bons
Flora Vestoff

Johnny

ft Georgs
Eddie Schaffer
Victor Hugo's Oro

Im's Chgnrellef Bar
Gloria Mann
Boyil ft Smith
Don Renaldo 4
lUnalrel Tarera
Margie March

Mary Morris
Joe Hamilton
Anita Tboma
Sally

Foy

Michael Wayne
Sissy Olnnis Loftua

Bar

HorarlaB

Cookie Williams
NeU Otcchaa's
Glrard ft C^roilns

Rndy Saxon
Virginia Vaugban
Catherine Wolt Ola

Frank Murthn
Geo MnrchettI Ore
Old Falls Tarera
Lee Rogers
Rose Jorlnelll
Jack Hutchinson
Dot Love
Billy Hays Oro
Open Door Cafe
Eddie Bwartz
Elolse

Conway

Mack

Delmars

ft

Parks

2

Zola Gray
Shallla-Cralg

Ore

Frank ralombo's
Frankle Sehluth

Ford Bowie

ft

Daily

Jesrett9s
Joe ft Lnu
Gloria French

BcndesTous

Haywood

ft

Allien

Connie Hotvcll 3
Rita Csritoo
Howard Lanin Of

ROBUB (irllle
Wade ft Wade

(Continued on page 55)
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COMING
An

Almost

One-Act Play

Angel

A stew, who said

PII8T

he was a seawith the merchant marine,
passed the Miller, N. Y., Thurs-

man

Contest Strictly

(10), at intermission when
'Janie'
premiered.
Seeing so

For U5. Solders

Switched Virtue
B.O. Entries to B'way

Peering at the crowd again, he
loudly Invited the whole house
to have a drink. No takers.
Merchant marine people are
often not paid for months, arrive with their pockets fuU of
coin and are promptly taken.

line being Dec. 21, noon.

Those named to pass on the
scripts: George Abbott, Guy Bolton,
Crothers,
Rachel
Rose Franlcen,
Frederick Lonsdale, Kenyon Nicholson,
Samson Raptiaelson. Austin
Strong, with Golden ex officio. The
cash prizes: $100, Ist; $80, 2d; $60,

and
of

$20, 5th.

winning

the

scripts

shall receive royalties from the publication of a- book made up of the

Ave

plays, plus royalties for the
rights it performed by little theatre
or other civilian groups.
It's stipulated that there shall be no royalties when performed in camps, posts
or stations. Arrangements for civilian use are to be handled by Barrett Clark, of the Dramatists Guild
Play Service. Sgt Michael WardeU,
of the publication section. Special

Service Office, is releasing details
of the contest simultaneously to all

camps and posts

The

in

Army

Yank,'

publication.

PROV. LEGIT EFFORTS

FLOPPING THUS FAR
Providence, Sept 15.
Playhouse's efforts to bring 'up-

is

proving to

ISrSHOWTOB'WAYlST
TO ASK SALARY CUTS
First

drama

of the

new

season,

'I

been

small.
Among productions
stcged were 'Watch On the Rhine,'
'Claudia,' 'George Washington Slept
Here,' 'Johnny Belinda.'

Mflw. Protects Itself

For Legit Via Stock

featuring Francis
Arthur Sircom, director of the
Dermis, Mass., summer theatre, will
produce here.
Helen Jerome's new play 'Charlotte Corday' is scheduled for the
Tiijng,'

second

From One-Night

Class

Springfield, Mass., Sept. 15.

The most promising

legit season

the city has had in years

The Playgoers

U

in sight

of Springfleld, for the

time in three years, wUl be able
book more than one-night dates,

first

to

according to
Milton Hale.

Executive

Secretary

The season opens

Sept. 21-23 with
Sister Eileen' with Betty FurOther dates include: The
irfuriel Angelusi,
Oct.
20-21;
Gilbert and Sullivan
operettas by the Boston Opera com-

My

ness.

Merry Widow' with
pany Nov.
17-18;

2-4;

'Junior

The

Firefly,'

Miss,'

Dec.

Nov.
15-16;

'Spring Again' with Grace George,
Jan. 13; and 'The Corn Is Green'

With Ethel Barrymore,
Court Square theatre

May

12.

no-w available for extended engagements provided notice is given sufficiently in

advance.

is

is

due

for

a

'Strictly Dishonorable').
'Janie' opened Thursday (10)

distinct

change of pace during the first part
Granted that
of the fall period.
favorable out of town reports on
new shows are accurate, it may be
a runaway season. Usually the early
crop of productions has t>een on the
drab side, or in-betweeners, and 'a
succession of flops has not been in-

and claimed capacity by Saturday.

Saroyan Unlikely

To Get

Critic's

Job

To Replace Watts

Guild planned in advance to keep it
out of town until late October, when
it is due at the Beck. By that time
the show is expected to have its
production nut out of the way.
Of the first two musicals, 'Count

Me

In,'

Olsen

Ic

others,

opens in New
musical,
(17) then goes to
Boston before arriving at the 46th
Street

Abbott's

Haven Thursday

'Janie,'

third

new show

of

the

yotmg Broadway season, opened last
Thursday (10) at the Miller and
then George Bernard Shaw's 'You drew a fairly favorable pr^. Second
Never Can Tell,' with Romey Brent night attendance was satisfactory,
and Karen Morley in the leading while on Saturday the management
week,

Somerset

with

Betters,'

-

to follow,

roles.

Adequate financing for the first
four weeks has already been assured
by a subscription drive sponsored by
the Society of Allied Arts, with
legit fans throughout Wisconsin contributing, and if general patronage
justifies it the season will be prolonged indefinitely.

'Eileen'

Teei Off St L.

claimed capacity for both performances. 'I KUIed the Count' which
opened the previous week at the
Cort, has been getting

weak

is

in

Hub

the production of
play as it stands
now that he was withdrawing the
rights as soon as [wssible from Jules
Leventhal.
Although Serlin explained that he bad nothing to do
with the present shape of 'Moon,* he
his

said

name was

still

associated

with the enterprise and that was
reason enough for him pulling it off
the road.
When the Steinbeck drama flo^ied
in New York, Serlin agreed to lease
the show to Leventhal, providing the
latter secured the proper cast replacements, but in last few weds so
many changes in the company have
been made that only one or two
people who were in it at the beginning of Leventhal's sponsorship
remain.
Serlin told newspapermen
he could hardly believe what he saw
on stage of Nixon here and apologized to the critics, one and all, for
the show.
Originally Leventhal only planned
to tour 'Moon' over his N. Y. subway
circuit during the summer, but bis
was so good that UBO agreed to giva
'Moon' several regular season bookings.
Serlin said he'd have to have
Steinbeck's permission to withdraw
the rights, but said he felt the author

would agree when be (Serlin) told
him what condition the play was in
at present. Reviewers here all commented on the second-rate company.

Opening last
of 'My Sister Eileen,' which standees,
Olsen-Johnson-Shuthe
played 'a successful two-week en- bert's musical, 'Count Me In,' at the
gagement last season at the Amer- Shubert, is doing a powerful busiican.
The house will be scaled at ness ($3.30 top) and has started the

sti<nd

with plenty of momentum.

Wni GET
LA^ FRISCO REPEATS

'ARSENIC

and

'Arsenic

Old

Lace,'

which

played to extra chairs at the CurTan,'^
last week, its second
there, goes back for

San Francisco,
of four weeks

a fortnight repeat at the Biltmore,

Los Angeles, starting Sept. 28. After
that date 'Arsenic' will double back
to Frisco for a two-wedi booking at
the Geary, starting Oct. 12.
Small stands on the C^oast will
follow, then repeat appearances in
St. Louis and Chicago, show having
three weeks alloted it in the latter
stand.
Geary will be occupied by
'Claudia'

until

'Arsenic*

returns.

That comedy, too, has been cleaning
up in Frisco, qtotted next door to
the larger Curran. 'Claudia' was
will not be hampered by the War originally booked for four weeks,
date
being extended to eight weeks.
Production Board's clamping down
on footwear manufacture as a move
save shoe leather.
Footwsar
which is part of historical or other
costumes for theatrical productions
is specifically exempt from the re-

to

strictions imposed on the
slippers, shoes and boots.

making of

The manufacture, however, of the
women's and children's style

special

types

known

as 'Militaire' and 'Ma-

worn by the high-stepping, baton-twirling girl drum maoutlawed after
jors is definitely

jorette' boots

Oct

Current London Shows
London, Sept

19.

'AO's Fair,' WhitehaU.
'BlHtac SplrU.' St. James's.

'Daneing Tears,' Adelphi.
'Doet«r'i Dllemnu,' Haymarket.

D'Oyly Carte Opera, Princess
'FUrepslb.' Apolk>.
'Fine and Dandy,' SaviUe.
'FoU Swing,' Palace.

31.

'Gangway,' Palladium.

Preminger Bnys 'Cross'

a iMt ft This,' Hippodrome.
Inil BaUct, His Majesty's

'Get

For Legit Adaptation

'Lifeline,'

Duchess.

Xlgbt and Shade,' Ambassador.
otto

legit

Preminger purchased

production.

Seghers,

Sept 15.
Thursday night to
Boston,

off

dissatisfied with
John Steint>eck's

theatrical

doubt

Holding 'Count' in

season

Pittsburgh, Sept 15.
into Pittsburgh a day
the 'Strip for Action'

of
to

catch 'Moon Is Down,'
which was winding up a week's engagement at Nixon, Oscar Serlin
told newspapermen here he was so

troupe

Washington, Sept 15.
productions

Costume

'Sev-

enth Cross,' Book of the Month Club
selection for October, for immediate

St Louis, Sept. 15.
The 1942-43 legit season here tees
off Sunday (27) with a one-week

$1.50.

NEW SHOE RESTRlCnONS
WONT HIT SHOW BIZ

grosses

Previously Saroyan's short plays couldn't make the
grade at the Belasco.

and

ahead

—

produced by the Shul)erts,
Johnson and half a dozen
opened to mixed notices in
Boston -tBt week. Broadway ites who
saw the performance say it will be
okay after some fixing. It goes into
the Barrymore, N. Y., in couple of
'Beat the Band," George
Lederer. weeks.

Maugham's 'Our

Springfield Graduates

Broadway

—

pretty mu:h of a thankless task
Milwaukee, Sept 15.
insofar as patronage is concerned.
Faced by the prospect of limited
Most disappointing was last week's legit fare due to the transportation
situation, the Pabst theatre (Ind.)
'Abe Lincoln in Illinois,' with reports
is putting ear muffs on what was
that biz was a good 60% off the planned last spring as a strawhat
average week's teke of $4,500.
venture and will open its stock seaHouse has gone to considerable son Sept. 29 with The Play's the
to make the productions ."i
coinpielt! as possible, but draw has

in the copy, howmore attention,

attracted

frequent. Indications at this time
Chances of William Saroyan getare that good things are on the way
ting the critic's berth at the N.Y.
to town in more generous quantity
Herald-TVibune are not so good, acthan for many seasons.
cording to inside reports. Howard
stood the management asked for a
Heretofore, real clickers have not
50% cut, but that did not meet ap- arrived until the middle or late Barnes continues to cover first nights
and films, but it is believed the dual
autumn. This year, at least a half
proval of the cast.
assignment will prove too arduous.
dozen early incomers are named as
Slice was agreed upon early this
It's expected the Trib will select a
popularity, including
week, it is reported, with Equity candidates for
drama reviewer in another week or
which
already opened. The two.
one
has
stipulating that the show play at
opinion
is not only that of local reSaroyan attended an opening reManagerial
least two weeks more.
viewers, but observers who have cently and, between acts, Joe Pihodend of the picture rights money, if
trips to tryout stands to look na, Trib's drama newsman, told him
'Count' is accepted by Hollywood, made
new that the paper might want a critic
will be protected tlpon the comple- over the new product. Likely
winners
side^
authors
are
on
the
gay
and, as he (Saroyan) wasn't doing
tion of three weeks at the Cort.
anything, what about it. The conShow was produced by Frank Car- aiming for laughs.
'Vickie,' which will bring pro- versation was in the form of ban
rington and Agnes Morgan, with the
Frank
Mandel
t>ack to Broad- ter, but the next day Saroyan sent
ducer
Shuberts said to be inetrested.
way,
is regarded as a pushover
the Trib a sample of how he would
Revealed that the cast of 'Guest
liit if not a smash
it being slated to
write a Sunday or daily column,
in the House,' a moderate success at
bow in at the Plymouth next week. who he would talk about and who
the Plymouth last season, l>eneftted
Lindsay
and
'Strip
Action,'
a
For
he'd
pass up.
Article was written
from a cut salary agreement One
with
the
authors
concoction
Crouse
humorously,
supposedly, and in the
of the stipulations of that arrangement declared the players in on film teamed with Oscar Serlin on the Saroyan style, but it wasn't a refixing.
needs
some
managerial
end,
view.
rights, which were sold at the reRichard Watts, Jr., Trib's critic,
puted price of $80,000. Cast's portioh It is a two-acter, first part being
was on a pro rata basis of their con- alright and it's figured the authors who is on leave of absence, has t>een
the
press
attache
to
tracted salaries and individual shares can bring the balance up to par. It's apfminted
but
National
Sept
24,
due
at
the
Aii.erican
Legation, Dublin, Ireland,
were as high as $300. Drama was
produced by Paul and Stephen may stay out another week for re- where he will also represent the
vision.
Office
War
Information
and
of
pubAmes, Wall Streeters who wanted
The Pirate,' with the Lunts, lish a weekly to cotmter German
to close the play quiclUy after rubbering at the notices. Brothers have opened in Madison, Wis., Monday propaganda.
not announced further production (14) and drew Cliicago critics for the
the
rehearsals
During
premiere.
plans for the new season.
S. N. Behrman comedy was touted as
a cinch. Plas^wrights and Theatre

t»e

pains

ever,

ending with: 'It is so clean and
wonder
pure
sometimes
I
whether I produced it' (compared to 'Kiss the Boys Goodbye'

and

drama' to Providence theatregoers, with outstanding stars and
players,

s^ted 'Janie' at the MiUer, N.Y..
week, inserted extra apace
Manager's
ads in the dailies.
last

OPTIMISTIC TRYOUTS

lifting

fcitured

Brock Pemberton, who pre-

own comment

Will Cancel Lease
Coming

Were

Formerly Rare Before
Late or Mid-Autunm—
Half-Dozen Clicks Al
ready in Sight This Year

to the availability of stages in their Killed the Count,* Cort, N. Y., is also
particular camps, ami whether the. the first show to petition Equity for
scenery, costumes and properties salary cut Play drew doubtful notheir plots call for can be easily protices and business since the premiere
curable. Scripts are to be submitted
By the end of a
to the Special Service Officer, 2d has been scanty.
Service Command, U. S. Army, room week. Equity's Cuts Board was asked
1200, 165 Broadway, N. Y., the deadto agree to the concession.
Under-

Authors

loon' on Road;

N SIGHT

many people in black and white,
he wanted to know whether it
was a funeral. Said he had a
coupTe of hundred bucks in his
kick and offered to buy several
first-nighters a drink.

A soldiers playwrlghtlng contest
has been arranged throu^ CoL H.
Clay Supplee by John Golden, objective being to secure one-act plays
which would be suitable for presenPrizes in
tation in Army camps.
cash will be paid by the manager,
who will guarantee the publication
of the winning scripts In book form.
There will be nine judges, consisting of authors and managers. Five
awards will be made.
Contest is open to all non-commissioned men. Playlets shall not
be for less than 15 minutes of playing time, nor more than 40 minutes.
Contestants should use judgment as

3d: $40, 4th,

Serlin Apolc^iizes for LeventhaTs

day

will

by Anna
dramatized by

Book,

be

Viola Brothers Shdre.

The producer-actor now on the
Coast, will head east as soon as the
dramatization is complete, probably
within three weeks, to start the proBook was almost
duction rolling.
sold to films when the legit deal was
consummated, with the film bids running up to $50,000.

Only one other piece ha.s been
The show, originally slated for 10
broked for the burg's sole legiter days only, will remain an additional
Maxim Lieber,- literary agent and
thus far. That is John Steinbeck's week, moving into the Majestic next
The Moon Is Down,' skedded for Monday (21) as 'Beat the Band' Sarah Rollitts. of the Salkow Agency,
handled the deal
the week of Oct 5.
comes into the Shubert.

IHaebcth,' Piccadilly.

New York,' Coliseum.
'Man Who Came (« Dlmier,' Savoy.

'Belle of

'Men

!

Shadows,' Vaudeville.
Star,' Globe.

'Momlog

'Mordcr Wlthont Crime,' Comedy.
'Night of the Garter,' Strand.
'No Orchids for Blandish,' Wales.
'Qnlet Week-End,' Wyndham's.
•
'Bcbeeea,' Lyric.
'Boee-Marle,' StoU's.

RosaiaD Ballet, Cambridge.
Sadler's Wells Ballet. New.
'SaH of Earth,' Vaudeville.
'Sky High.' Phoenix.

'WUd

Bose.' Prince.

'Warn That Man,' Garrick.
Watch an the Bblne,' Aldwych.

.
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so

Plays Out of

Shows

Town

'Mr.

m

Rehearsal

Plays on Broadway

Sycamore'— Theatre Guild.
Party'- Henry
of
the

'Life

THE PIRATE
B.

threesome has

14.

ihroc nrta (aovcn s^'cneu) by
ilfhiinnn. tram oM play by Lu.IwIk

.N'.

In

AKi'Oil Uunl. Lynn Konby l.unt anil John C. WUHiHi;
inuflli'.
Herbert Klntfulcy: scitlnva,
l.xiutiel
Mllea
While:
Ayerfl;
costumcii,
ilnni-.-d.
Presented by IMayKeiu-iu Sorel.
\Mli;hl9 Co., In nssoclutlon with Theatre

KtiMn.

I-'f;iiure»

Sl:iKv'd

liitiiic.

At

<iiiilij.

sun. WiH.. .>>"ein.
IVth'o Varguv

U.

Opening performance of the show
Penman within a show was pretty ragged;
IjeiL
Katelle Wlnwood
transitions were rough and too many
Jnmea O'Nulll stretches dragged interminably. The
Albert Ponwell
Maurice BlUa makings seem to be here, however,
Walter Moaby but it may be plenty tough whipping

Inos
I'.ituK-lio

Klshviimy
Trllto
IIoIk

Robert Bmhardt
Alfred Lunt
Maaaena
William
Muriel nahn
neynolda Dcnnlaton

K'lahan
S-'i.-^nn

Horiiilt
I.l7.aniH

Vk-eru.v

The Lunts have done it again.
They have created a new play which
will cause a lot of talk and arguments.
As for money it's pretty

—

much

a cinch, in spite of the fact
that an awful lot of people will be
disappointed.

The complication this time comes
from the fact that (.unt and Fon-

tanne—dragging playwright S. N.
Behrman along with them— have decided that the time has come for escape entertainment. Their new play,
'The Pirate,' is sheer unadulterated
escape theatre.
It has no hidden
meanings.
It has no reading between the lines. It has no message.
Coming from Sam Behrman, this is a
bit of a surprise. Especially at times
lil<e these, when you would expect

da a

to

But

little yelling.

no.

He

chooses to laugh. Well, okay. If
the theatre is ready for this type of
play—and there always has been
room for comedy then, the show

—

Is in.
is

Guardsman.'

It

is

is

in

play.

The

setting

early

the 19th
a retired pirate, living a
life of piety and import in the small
in

Smart

is

how come?'

In

other words, the
public will eat it up, but the critics
will do a lot of shaking of their wise
and ponderous heads.
Loop.

into shape, since this isn't a very
There's too
tractable enterprise.
much rehearsal stuff in the first act,
with the practice sessions of the parade and line girls being extended
far beyond their natural amount of
interest and fun. It drags the tempo,
while in the second stanza the fin-

production numbers, being
ished
ostensibly presented to a soldier audience, aren't corny enough to be
amusing. They look too legitimate.
A more hep bunch of customers may
improve the reaction, but not enough
across unless it's
'Strip'
get
to
speeded up considerably and a lot of
repetition is clipped.
Central character is Private Nutsy
played neatly by Keenan
Wynn, who extends an unauthorized
invitation to his old burlesque troupe
to come down to camp and put on a
show for the boys. They take over
an old theatre in the town, but
things look bad when the star stripper takes a powder when she's offered $150 a week in St. Louis. But
Davis,

Squee shows up at that particular
moment and Squee is the daughter
of the late ZaZa, the greatest peeler
of them all, and who is being sent
to an exclusive girls' school by her
mother's old cronies. All she wants,

so

off

to

Washington goes Squee,

writing tITat he'd always stand ready
to help out the family when and if.
It's one of the funniest scenes in the
show, with Nutsy and Joey (Joey
Faye, who comes very close to walking off with the show) pulling the
old Flugel Street routine on the
British commissioner to keep him
out of the office until the busy chief
gets around to writing the permit.

Back

to

embarrassing waits resulting.
While Lindsay and Crouse have
written a flock of funny lines sev-

—

—

of them are yells it's some
kind of a commentary on 'Strip for
Action' that the higest howl of the
lot at the opening performance was
Pittsburgh, Sept. 10.
Flugel Street, done in the cherished
HDn ji.i I. ndaay and Ruaaol Crouae. Staged burlesque tradition by Faye. Wynn
by Uieialfc-nB Wlndual and
dealgned by and Murray Leonard, with Faye, a
«nynion(l bc.vey.
Preaentcd by Oatar Ser- burley alumnus himself, going to town
).n «l the NlJon. Pittsburgh,
Sept. 10 tor and chalking up a 10-strike.
That's
lu .lay... Koalurea Keenan Wynn.
EleanSr
I.ynn. .loey Faye. Murray
Leonard and Jeun done as a rehearsal bit, but .<;evcral
(.urici*; lop 9'J.iri.
other traditional skits are later inCoby nuskln jected as part of the burlesque show
y.rS"'*'"'
itself.
Wylle
Trouble
that
is
some of them
Adams
T,„:
">
HIchard Sunders are just passable and it isn't enough
i'

STRIP

Jl

FOR ACTION

Owen Martin
Kenny Forbea

"

Bert fteed
Albertaon
Jerry Thor

.

J»ck

';!

Uan Kohler

i.'

lll.lii.i.l

Clark

James Mi.Mahon

J;,"';

Charlie Ivaye

'

"iirry

',)"""•'

Jacnuellne

V,',,"'

?)

Lucllo Colbuni
Itodnev

Janle Colburn
nernadlne Dodd
Paula Ralney

.lohn

—

Shu-

(road)—

'Lady In the Dark'

Sam

H, Harris.

COUNT ME

IN

Boston, Sept.

10.

A mualcul ahow in iwo arts (M eccnea)
with book by Walter Kerr and Leo Brady:
Uonees
mualc and lyrlea by Ann Ronell.
ataged by Robert Alton; bonk atatfcd by
Robert Roaa; coatumea by Irene Sllaraff
Featuring
and settlnga by Howard Buy.
Charles Butterworth, Lue'.la Clear, Hal IjeRoy, June Prelaser, Mary Mealy and Qower
& Jeanne. Presented by the Shubertn and
Olaen & Johnaon In aaaoclalton with Krakaur & Schmldtapp at the Shuberl theatre,
Sept. 10, '42:

^.30

top.

Cast: Charles Butterworth, I.uella Gear,
Hal LeRoy, June Prelsaer. Mar,* Healy,
Jeanne, Alice Dudley, Milton
(t
Wat.Hon, SIcllaaa Mason. Ross Slslerw. John
McCauley, Joe E. Murks, AUred Lalell, the
Ithythnialrca, others.
Singing glrla: Julie Colt, J^^.nn P:irllnff,

Gower

Aanes Kane, Cornelia [vllliourn, Jolmnna
tHllmnn. Olga Novoael. Marian Sumetz,
Alice Tyrcll,

Dancing

Jean Arthur. Carolyn
Alice Bingham, Kiiy Coulter.
Cmikey Kley. June Klin.
Claire Ijoring, Bubbles Ahindl.

girls:

Mary

!)on»thy

Grlfrin.

Kay Lews,

Janle New. Jenne Ow.»n!*.
Ryan, Elizabeth I^an.
Nina
Pat Weakley. Marie Vllson.
Dancing boy.i: Jim Harron, Vincent Cnr-

D')lores

Milan,

Margaret
Sharkey.

Danny

bone.

DeCoata
Paige
Ha worth
OlRB Ilrace

JoaepJi

"V,"

?;'",>

Howard Blaine

?."'•>

Kitty Vosa
Cary Mylea

iV'V

r:""'""
f.;',','""'

Evelyn nuHJiell
Harold Aliliey
Wendell <v.r»y

Windust.

Koud

Ton' (""no
John IVShiiy

>;"','

Kloiinnr

'''"I'
J"'!'-

''"'I'"

C'.lorla

Iniiles

ll'io

LaVc.n

Mnrjl

Unler

I'at
Klynn
Doris Knyc
Helen Bnrrle
Anita Arden
Joey F.iyo

•'"111'""

I''"'"
''l^'l.^"
'"''>

Keenan Wynn
Mul'ny Leoniird

l''""t>'

lean

J]'"''*'''

Mi'Bs Set Ken

llo|.>yn

Moity Noonan
.MiU.m Dronson

7","

III

Carter

Tommy

K.irrell

Itarry

Kelley

'•"ui.n:iiil

Kleanor Lvnn
(lordon Nelson
Dnvhl Kerman
Leonard ralriek

('oiiiiiiisKinnr,
riilef of .stuff

Harry Bnnnlnter

'iPI'i'n
^I'll"!'

Leslie

('""•rnl

Btirlesque

Bnrrle

Paul Iluber

may

York, but it'll
this season a
joyed in life.
still has a lot

be dead In New
be achieving in death
renown it never enThe old Peel Wheel
of distinguished anil

Influential friends
is one of them;

left.

Lind.«ay and Crou.se have injected
the feel of burlesque backstage, its
comic coarseness, furious professional jealousies, plain talk and peculiar jargon.
But whether they
have a play here remains to be seen;
idea appears to fit a musical pattern
and it also has definite screen possibilities.

Ullly

V'"'

ask a $4.40 audience to accept
them on the grounds that they're
curios. Flugel's great and needs no
apologies; the others are in-between.
to

Dv.r.ik

il.T.ilillne

f-i'i-^

ataged

Danlela.

Wllllalm

.Miushall,

Charles Julian.

Jack

O'Sha.v.

Roy

Rllcy,

Harry Roguge, Joe Vlgglano,

top.

Manson

.Maurice

Foley

Clare

Nancy Cushman
Marriott

Jolin

Howard

Van Brunt

St.

John

Owen Anderson
Betty Drockenrldge
Margaret 'Wallace

Krank Amy
Linda 'Watklns
Hertven Kvera

Noloii

.*<cooper

Antoinette

by

John Root: t!.80

Thelina I^wrence
Dick Lawrence

Artlelioll

Tina

berts,

Ayres,

Willlama:

Herschel

Perrc; settlnga by
Cliarlea Colbnrn
Klaiiotb folhirn

Play-

'Without Love'— Theatre Guild.
'Helliapoppln* (road)

In three acta prehcnled at the
T.. Sept. It), M'J, by Brock Peinrion: written by Juaephlne Rontham and

Coniedy
Ilor, N.

Youth

score gets a hypo, since that is the
section at this point,
flabby
flag-waving
finale is equally responsible.

Mike Todd

Howard Lindsay,
Russel Crouse and Oscar Serlln are
three others. While Todd is keeping
alive the memory of the dear departed on Broadway musically, at

have

Stemming from a war-conscious
but not intrusive theme, the central
situation

finds

Papa

Brandywine
maphome-

(Charles
Butterworth),
a
maker, by-passed in the hectic

front activities of his family.
His
wife (Luella Gear) is a sergeant in
one of the multi-initialed fcmme outfits: his daughter
(Mary Healy) is

taking

first-aid courses; his oldest
is in the air
force: his youngest (Hal LeRoy) is
an air-raid warden: even his maid
(Clarissa Mason) is dallying with the

camp they go armed with son (Gower Champion)

the necessary papers and practically
all of the second act is devoted to
the burley show the gang puts on
Shifting from front
for the troops.
to backstage here is pretty confusing and doesn't jell, with some pretty

eral

i;

—
—

•Let Freedom Sing'
theatre.
'Eve of St. Mark'

JANIE

Du ight

to see the chief of staff, show's weakest
He is married to Lynn Fon- with Nutsy,
life was once saved by Squee's
although
the
who does not know his back- whose
grandfather and who promised in

ground but enjoys his riches. Along
comes a traveling theatrical troupe
headed by Lunt. He recognizes the
pirate and goes on the make for the
wife.
The pirate can't do a thing
about it. Tries to frame Lunt, but
gets hooked himself. Lunt, of course
wins both the wife and the marbles.
Behrman has never written funnier dialog. Lunt and Fontanne have
never seemed to enjoy themselves
as much.
But after the kind of
plays that Behrman's name has been
identified with, and after the last
couple of Lunt-Fontanne shows,
there will be those who will scream

r'

—

'Time, Ptoce and the Girl'—
Georges D. Gersene.
Song'—
'Wine, Woman and
Shuberts, I. H. Herk, etc.

it

village.

tanne,

Damask Cheek'
Wiman.

'The

Andy

.Michael

Frank
Oscar
Hortenaa Bennlngion
••Dead-Pan" llackctt
Carl Loomis
Jofl Jarome
Mickey Malone
Uncle Poodgle

McOlnty
Angel

St.

Franklin Kline
Pool Wilson
Oeriruda Beach
nialna Flllmora
J. Franklin Jones
Nloky Raymond

Kenneth Tnbey
O. McWatters

W.

First comedy of the new season
has a soldier background. Opening act
is distinctly amusing and, if the succeeding two periods were as diverting, 'Janie' would be a cinch. Looks
good enough, however, for a satis-

factory engagement.
There Is a tonic quality to some of
the dialog as uttered by the adolescent characters, the words used by
the younger generation being absent
from the vocabulary of adults. Play
has a small town locale, but what
;oes on could be almost any neighlorhood these days.
Pattern of 'Janie's' construction is
similar to that of 'Junior Miss' (running at the Lyceum), in that there
is
a segment of youthful players
contrasting with their elders, but
as
many laughs.
aren't
there
However, looks like it will be a
strong matinee draw, as indicated
during the Buffalo tryout. Impression is that the selection of the juves
was considerably better than for the

minded adolescence. Janie carries
on a flirtation with Dick and that
her schoolboy admirer, Scooper
cleverly handled by Frank Amy. His
funny pan is a help and he, too,
should be a comer.
The youngest of the troupe Is
Clare Foley, whose Elsbeth Is one
of the play'^5 delights. Herbert Evers
as Dick; Betty Breckenridge and
Margaret Wallace, as Janie's girl
friends; Blaine Fillmore, as 'DeadPan' Hackett, a moon-struck soldier
are also standouts among the younger
players.
Linda Watkins is easily the best
of the grownups and her Thelma
seems rightfully alluring to John,
the man whom she is to wed, played
very well by Howard St. John. The
elder Colburns are enacted by Mauriles

rice
fair

Manson and Nancy Cushman to
purpose.
John Marriott and

Artibell McGinty are the colored
servants, both very good, especially
the former.

Antoinette Perry, whose judgment
of pace has put most of Pemberton's
lighter plays across, has done another crack directional job. Simu<
lation of confusion in the house
when the draftees are doing their
stuS is authentic.
'Janie'

is

the

first

Columbia Pictures
with Pemberton.
'

squawk coming,
value in the

play in which
interested in

is

Firm

has

for there

Is

new comedy.

no

picture
Ibee.

THE MORNING STAR
Melodrama In three acta presented at Ihe
Morosco. N. Y., 8«pt. H, •4a. by Oulhria
McCllntIc: written by limlyn Wllllania;
Gladys. Cooper fealured: ataged by McCllntIc: sotting by Stewart Cheney: I.1.80
top.

Mrs. Lane
Mro. Parrllow
Allaon Parrllow
Dr. Datcher (S.D.)

Brenda Forbes
Gladva Cooper

Esmond
Humphreys

.nil

Cecil

Brimbo Walkyn
The inventory on this new musical
Rliys Wlllinma
Cliff Parrllow
(Iregory Peck
show begins with an Inevitable com- mature parts.
Baring
though, is to follow in her mother's parison
Wendy Barile
The Colburn family's pride is Wanda
to Frank Mandel's 'Vickie,'
.Nicholas Joy
G-.string and the gang finally agrees
Her Sir Leo Alvers
since the ribbing of female war ac- Janie, a senior in highschool.
that kind of a
she can do the show.
dad, Charles, is publisher of the
tivities is the situation around which
First war drama of the season is
That's the cue for another compli- it is built. It's got a formula that town's newspaper, a daily, his mana grim story of London under aerial
the West Indies
cation. The camp captain says there'll should go when they get through aging editor and partner being John
bombardment.
century.
Jack be no burlesflue shows in his camp,
Characters have a
Janie's seven-year-old
fussing with it here, especially if the 'Van Brunt.

witty and it is funny.
At
times it reminds of 'Reunion in Vienna.'
At other times of 'The
It

Duffy.
D.

wrights.

Jack Smart
Lynn Fontanne

Isalielj;!

him

:

longer.

'ii.

Monuebi

l>.in

.MiidU

theatre.

I'nlon

W'lsi-onsln

a throw, the 'Life With Father'
ti.ken over the dramatic rights to the lively corpse in
Action.'
But Lindsay,
for
'Strip
Crouse and Serlin have quite a job
their hands; the 10 days' schedule
o:
-re before the scheduled Broadway
opening will hardly be enough and
'Strip' may have to stay out a while

$••.40

Madison, Wis., Sept.
r'>ini<*<ly

Authors
the

to build

and

Bretaigne

director, particularly
up their curlain and

edit furiously.

Casting

generally

Is
excellent.
definitely establishes himself
as a crack juvenile comedian as the
bra.sh, fun-loving, typically burlesque

navy.

The musical pattern springs happily from papa's bumble- witted tour

The boys completely upset the
house and then the colored butler
serves them booze, incidentally getDad raves
ting plastered himself.
when, returning home, he sees that
jeeps have wrecked the lawn. He
socks the chief of police and gets
pinched. Janie is in for it until a

activities, trying to
something to do. Each group
its chance to go into a production number and follow up with star
specialties. In the meantime a triple

romantic angle develops between Hal

LeRoy and June Preisser, Gower and
Jeanne, and Mary Healy and Milton
Watson. At length papa remembers
he has a map of Shangri-La which
he elaborately plants with the Japs
(in the show's sharpest number, by
the way), and, as the Jap navy is
licked when it falls for the gag,
is vindicated.

papa

It's a
neat device and a lively
springboard for the music and dancing which develops without undue

The humor derives mainly
situations, but there are a couple of gags to boot.
Except for a
bit of business with a podch and a
kangaroo, there's little evidence of
Olsen-Johnson whimsy, but in the
main there is enough quiet humor,

stress.

from

of

Although there. are eight tunes in
the show, none of them seem to have
.<;mash lyrical. or musical appeal, par
ticularly those expected to carry the

Watson-Healy romance.
plugging might reverse

A

little

this

situa-

and
horsepower,

'General
StafI' carry
the first
through its catchincss, the second
throuh its lyrics and presentation
An added tune (Will Irwin's) is
'Woman of. the Year,' but this bogs
in a symbolic ballet.
In the dancing specialties lies the
show's main strength, especially in
'Tickctyboo'

work

Hal LeRoy, whose sec'is
a drummer who aint a virgin.' ond-act tap number is on the beam
Murray Leonard scores nicely as a while the dance team of Gower and
burlesque straight man, which isn't Jeanne is mightly appealing.
The
surprising since that's what he's romance between the partners is
been for years, a;id there are a num- emphasized in spoken dialog during
ber of first-rate bits by Jacqueline the choreography, their nitery and
Paige. Boo La'Von, Tommy Farrell, vaude stunt, and it's an effective
Harry Banni.ster, Owen Martin and piece of business. The Ross Sisters

was a disappointment, coming
under such distinguished
But majority agreed, too,
possibilities were there;

only question was whether they
could be capitalized In time. Cohen.

the old

In the

the

name

part

is

Gwen Ander-

product of the Pasadena Play-

son, a

whom

Brock Pemberton

se-

lected out of 200 candidates.
She
Her
will be a stayer on the stage.
unaffected,
Janie is refreshingly
while she and her two girl friends
provide an atmosphere of clean-

RocL Scaling Down
Rochester, N. Y., Sept. 15.
Will Corris is trying

Manager

it.

songs,

'Strip'

ifles

likely to get the
plant.

with Butterworth and Miss Gear,
both in top form, snaffling virtually
all

man happens in and molman by telling him he's
new press for his

Firiorities

house,

comic, and litllc Joey Faye'.s bound
10 get himself talked about plenty.
Eleanor Lynn is a cute and winning
Squee, and click.<i all the way, while
there's a swell first-act bit by Jean
Carter, from burley, as the temperamental stripper who raises the dickens with a drummer kid in khaki
because he can't keep his mind on
his work. 'What I want.' she squeals,

as it did
auspices.
that the

friends.

has

tion, but, of the 'sweet' tunes, .only
'We're S^ill on the Map' appears to
have click possibilities. For novelty

others who aren't easy to
id-ntify in the ^ig cast. There are
around 50 speaking parts.
First night opinion ftere was that

who

and dimes

of his family's
find

Wynn

iieveral

comic little pest
has to be bi-ibed with nickels
To
to leave the room.
Ihe house comes widowed Thelma
Lawrence and her handsome son,
Dick, a junior at Yale who enlisted.
It's a natural for Thelma and Van
Brunt to fall for each other.
Dad is opposed to soldiers being
entertained in homes where there
are young girls and editorializes on
his ideas.
That doesn't stop Janie
from throwing a party for Dick and
a few pals from the nearby camp
the night the grownups go to the
Instead of three or
country club.
four lads, a whole company in khaki
horns in, plus one flaming redheaded gob who bussed it acro.ss the
continent to see one of Janie's girl
sister, Elsbeth, is a

lower prices for legit shows in the
2,500-seat Auditorium for the first
time since he started occasional one

and two-night stands some Ave years
ago.

He opened with 'My Sister Eileen'
grading down to 5Sc, and
packed them. Followed with 'The
at $1.65,

Moon

This

at $2.20 top.

with $3.75 top in past
He is hoping for longer runs
and more frequent shows 'playing
to the masses' under the new policy.

years.

Engagements

of

work in a fairly standard acrobatic
session and catch on nicely; Elissa
Mason has a brief eccentric turn,
and the Rhythmaires, who draw the
prize skit along with Joe E. Marks
as a quintet of Interned Japs, score
heavily.
Mary Healy and June Preisser, as
the smooth and hot ingenues, respec
(Continued on page 52)

Down'

Is

compares

Louise Campbell, Joan Spencer,
Oscar Sterling, Walter Beck, Hlldred
Price, 'Guest in the House' (road).
Bert Frohman, 'Young Man With
a Horn.'

Pinkie Lee, Herbie Faye, Murray
Murry White, Marian Miller,

Briscoe,
Isabelle
Song.'

Brown, 'Wine,

Woman

and

sense

of

humor,

but

play

seems

somewhat too heavy for this side,
where the trend currently is for
lighter stage fare.

'The Morning Star' in ils lOlh
month at the Globe, London, and,
upon its presentation there, bids
came from American showmen,

Guthrie McCIintic getting the nod.
He. has casted carefiilly, every player
counting, but the script should have
been shortened. It is too often conversational.

Impression is that it is F,mlyn
Williams' best writing effort, but the
author seems to wander about too

much,

result being that his meaning
is not clear.
Perhaps Williams takes
In too much territory.
One of his
conceits is to casually introduce an
attractive trollop into the home of a
rising young doctor. Cliff Parrllow.
the surgeon, flnally admits to his
wife, Alison, that he is having an
affair with Wanda Baring.
Revelation is quite frank and unusual from
an American point of view.
Parrilow has turned to writing
novels and is about to leave for
Hf)llywnod when Dr. Datcher. his
old teacher, oicks his stuff to pieces.
'

The young physician has been working on a surgical method to correct

bomb shock by an ooeration which will revive the heart
rhythm. He is denied the chance,
however, to experiment upon a hospital patient, even though she cannot live. Opportunity comes when
an air raid warden is similarly afflicted by a time bomb explosion.
Surgeon goes to work and the
patient does come around, but after
speaking a few words suddenly expires.
Elder doctor says that hi!)
chances to survive had been 1,000
cardiac

to one.
Parrilow decides that he really
loves his wife and Wanda blithely
goes off for a weekend with gay
friends.
Author has etclied his fellow Britishers as admirable, courageous people in the face of dire
days and nights and doesn't rub it
on too thick. There is no hint of
hatred for the Nazis; the people of
the play are too intent on healing.
Gladys Cooper returns to Broadway as the splendid mother of the
young doclor and another son. a
flyer killed flghting the enemy. She
is gracious and heroic, even not too
unkind to the trollop.
more im-

A

portant assignment Is handled by
Gregory Peck, seen last, season
with Katharine Cornell in "The Doctors Dilemma,' as Dr. Parrilow.
Peck plays the part earnestly.
Cecil Humphreys, as the old doctor who once speculated on lite after
death but has lived so long that he
has lost interest in the idea, is okay.
Rhys Williams Is the warden, companion to the old boy who saved
him in the last war, his character-

Wendy
ization is likewise good.
Barrie, from films, makes her debut
on Broadway as the trifling other

Bunker, Joan CaulfleW, woman. She is a decorative person.
Marc Piatt, Brian Connaught, 'Beat Jill Esmond Is good as the wife: so
is Brenda Forbes as a comic charthe Band.'
woman; Nicholas Joy is okay as one
Margaret Douglass, Leonard

Ralph

Elliott,

Celeste

Holm,

Damask

Cheek,'

John

Tetzel,

'The

of Wanda's a.k. suitors.
Raid effects are plentiful, but not
terrifying.

Ibee.
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Skids Slightly After Holiday;

H«nry (Terry) Duffy, who la producing T,If« of tb« Party,' musical verDetroit, Sept. 15.
$48,000,
New season Is in swing here with
dbn ot The Patsy,' Is rehearsing the show In K. t. bMtUM ot obanged
Squlty rules. It will open at the Wilson, Detroit, whloli, along with the both the Cess and Lafayete In operatafayette there, Duffy Is operating with atook. Manager had what was tion, and the Wilson, other legitimate
house here, due to join the lighting
called a super stock contract with Equity, but suoh agreements have been
Sunday of last week and Labor may stay for picture rights; under
withdrawn. Previously ha was active in stook on the toast, but astab- up Oct. 8 with the premiere of Henry Day greatly benefited Broadway, but $4,000 estimated.
Duffy's presentation of the musical
'Janie,' Miller (1st week) (C-940t
there was a letdown thereafter, atIlihed himself In Detroit for the duration, fearing that blackouts made
'Life
Opened Thursday (10) and oa
how business too hazardous In Frisco. Theatres en the Coast have been Patsy.'of the Party,' based on The tendance being particularly affected $3.30).
during tt>e middle of the week. Some third day (Saturday) capacity was
Sourlsbing regardless.
The Cass relit last week with grosses did not advance as expected, claimed; press rather good and, it
•Parly* wUl cost between $35,000 and $40,000, It being a musical of the 'Angel Street,' which grossed
an but the general tone of business indi business gains momentum, will bo
Intimate type. It will be presented at the Wilson with a $1.6S top, same estimated $11,000 at $2.50 top. The
established
before other comedies
cates a lively fall period. 'Janie,' first
icale as now used for stock. When and If moved to Chicago, the scale will British meller, with cast headed by comedy
of
new season, opened arrive.
probably be $3.30. 'Party' may be brought to N. Y. prior to Chi, however, Ernest Cossart, Lynn Phillips and promisingly at the Miller. Three
'Junior Miss,' Lyceum (45th week)
^•pendent upon Its reception In Detroit. Under the Equity rules, if Duffy Byron McGrath, continues a second debuts this week, inclusive of two (CD-1,004; $3.30).
Does not play
week.
«
Mondays and therefore did not benevaude-revues.
Jthearsed the show out of town players would have to be allowed $8 per
Pop-priced Lafayette continues to
fit from Labor Day crowds; business
ay for expenses, plus rehearsal pay, chorus getting $a.7S In such Instances. run u^ healthy grosses
Estimatea for Last Week
with Joe E,
continues at profitable gait, with th»
Added production oost would amount to upward of $200 weekly.
Keys: C IComedy), D (Drama), takings around $11,500.
Brown in 'The' Show-Off' pulling apDuffy Is commuting between Detroit and Broadway. Admits ha is proximately $10,000 In fourth week CD (.Comedy-DTama) R (Revue),
'Life With Father,' Empire (148th
sprouting wings, not having touched a cocktail nor smoked for around IB at $1.50 top. Comedy, which has M (Musical), O (Operctto).
week) (C-1,062; $3.30). From grosses
^ears.
gathered upward of $50,000 in the
'Angel Street,' Golden (40th week) quoted is out in front of straight
first four weeks, seems set for an(D-789; $3.30). Among the season's plays of late; claimed more than
holdovers and still indefinite; rated $13,700 last week.
There was a niatter of half a dozen dresses In eonnectlon with 'Across other month.
better than $10,000 which is plenty
'Let's Faee If Imperial (42d week)
the Board on Tomorrow Morning' and diking to Vou,' the William
for limited cast mejler.
(M-1,450; $4.40). Riding along to extiaroyan plays which fliwed at the Belasco, N. T., recently.
Author'Araeoie and Old Lace,' Fulton cellent trade, with sock business on
showman made an arrangement whereby the frocks would eost $25 each,
(86th week) (CD-e93; $3.30). Passed Labor Day; some performances' to
which
from
they
were
procured
shop
agreed
that,
If
the show
^ut the
up playing holiday matinee, when it standee proportions; went well ovtx
played at least six weeks, the duds would be ouSed. Or, It the show
might have sold out; dipped for time, $29,000; surprising even the manageplayed a shorter period, the dresses could be returned, unless damaged.
then ended week strongly with the ment
'My Sister Eileen,' Beck (90th
Two of the dresses were soiled with makeup and after some controversy
takings again around $11,000.
w:ek) (CD-1,214; $1.65). Pop scale
cleaning
was
paid
by
the
Saroyan.
for
Frocks
were
supplied by
the bill
'BUthe Spirit' Booth (44th week)
is doubtless the factor in this run
office
ironed
member
and
that
out
the
detail.
(CD-712; $3.30).
Back on eight- comedy
an Equity
clicking along to goodly
performance basis and is another profits; estimated around $10,000.
holdover that may stick throughout
'Sons o' Fan,' Winter Garden (41st
Harlan Thompson has been commissioned a captain In the Army Signal
fall and
into early winter; rated week)
Philadelphia. Sept 15.
(CD-1,519: $4.40). No new
Corps and has been assigned to the outfit's Motion Picture Division, AsThe b.o.s were plenty happy as around $11,000.
for some time to
likely
musical
He arrived from the Coast In time to sea several rehearsals PhiUy's 1M2-43 legit season got untoria, L. I.
'By Japltcr,' Shubert (15th week) come; leaped to almost incredible
of 'Heels Together,' which he wrote with Harry Archer and which opened der way last week.
(M-1,325; $4.40). One of group of $37,000 for this berth.
at Scarsdale, N. Y., yesterday (Tuiesday). Show was the Intimate musical
This is an off week for openings, $4.40 musicals that has been com
'Star and Garter,' Music Box (12th
comedy, 'Little Jessie James,' produced by the late L. Lawrence Weber at but two new ones due next Monday manding real money; estimated at week) (R-901: $4.40). Packing 'em
the Longacre in 1923. Book has been brought up to date and there is an (21). They are the Eddie Dowling better than $27,000. which is not in; getting all the house will hold
double bill, "Magic' and 'HeUo Out much under capacity.
with standees the rule and gross
entirely new score.
$24,0()0; weekly net is plenty.
Thompson's wife, Marion Spitzer, and their two children are expected There,' at the Walnut and Ethel
1 Killed the Cennt,' Cort (2d over
Barrymore In 'The Com Is Green'
'Stars on lee,' Center (9th week)
week) (CD-1,064; $3.30). Not so good
to move to N. Y. from Beverly Hills.
at the Locust "Lady In Dark' opens
$1.65).
Business great at
after opening and salary cut sought; (M-3,000;
Friday (18) at Forrest.
the holiday, but affected Tuesday
Estimates for Last Week
George Abbott musicals have not fared well on the road, probably beand Wednesday last week; 'Ice-Ca'Priorities of 1M2,' Forrest (1st
pades' at Madison Square Garden
cause his shows are usually without prominent name artists, but 'Best
hasn't hurt; two extra matinees;
Foot Forward' may break the string. It opened at the ErIanger, Chicago, week) (1,800; $2 JO). Fine biz in
around $34,000 in 11 performances.
first of
two-week stanza; $23,500. 'BEST
J19,000,
last week to business that promises a run. Booking In that spot is limited
The Homing Star,' Morosco (DToo bad variety revue couldn't stay
to three weeks, after which it is expected 'Best' will move to the StudePresented by Guthrie
longer.
9?9; $3.30).
IN CHI TEEOFF McClintic;
baker.
written by Emlyn WlU
The Morning Star,' Walnut (one
Musical was accorded excellent notices and the Sunday (13) foUowup week only) 41,700; $2.85). - Crix
li:-ns; opened Monday (14) after try*
ing out; mixed notices.
comment further augurs a stay in Chi. P'revious Abbott musicals, such as sharply divided. Show, in for a
Chicago, Sept. 15.
'Uncle Harry,' Hudson (16th week)
Too Many Girls' and 'Pal Joey,' found business too spotty when toured single week, did satisfactory $6,800.
George Abbott brought 'Best Foot (D-1.042; $3.30). Moved here from
following long Broadway engagements.
Forward' into the ErIanger last Broadhurst Monday (14); last week,
week to open the season and ran in former spot, again satisfactory ai
When 'Lady In the Dark,' with Gertrude Lawrence, plays Chicagp it 'VICKIE'
$12,000
over $10,000.
smack into one of the finest set of
Added
Civic Opera
Only one other

Tun' Jumps to 37G

'Anny,'

,

PHILLY

B.O.

OK;

'PRIORITIES.' 23G

'

FOOT/

OK

GOOD

House.
will be spotted in the 3,600-seat
theatre in that stand could handle 'Lady,' but Ita capacity Is too limited
for the musical to operate profitably. Show will have a top of $3.30 and
can gross around $45,000 at the Civic.
Loop figures to be jammed with shows when the season gets Into stride.
Other attractions sought to play the opera house, but, except for a couple
of weeks in October, house Is reported booked up Into next March. 'Lady'
will open its tour at the Forrest, Philly, Sept. 28.

n TOP PLAN

IN D. C;

Washington, Sept.
'Vickie,'

15.

new Frank Mandel

pro-

notices ever written in local papers.

Result was a fine initial session.
On the near-future list are 'New
Hellzapoppln,' 'Junior B^ss,' which
will chase 'My Sister Eileen' out of
the Harris, and 'Spring Again,'
which will relight the Selwyn for
the season. Both 'Miss' and 'Spring'

This Is the Army,' Broadway (10th
week) (R-1,942: $4.40). In final two
weeks, with soldier show continuing
to clean up; $48,000, which is all
show can get here; played benefit
matinee for Stage Relief Fund Tues-

duction of Sig Herzig comedy, got
estimated $12,000 on eight perform'Clandl*,' St. James (return enances last week, but It would have
been three grand more at a $2 scale. wiU have American Theatre So- gagement) (16th week) (C-1,620;
Getting moderate money:
Notices
were fine, but the $2.75 top ciety backing, which will cover a $1.65).
been
time
has
ago,
Dan Kussel, who returned from Hollywood soma
hibernating on brother Milt's farm near Goshen, Conn. He murmurs about scared many iway. Hereafter, the three-week instead of the previous long stayer back for repeat and road
plan indeflnits- $6,600; some profit
National
will scale new plays with- two-week guarantee.
or
backer
with
a
producing a play called 'Easter Morning,' If connecting
Vande-Bewea
out star names at $2 top.
Great Northern gets a show from
combeen
which
has
not
two. He also has a musical called 'Good Girl,'
'Show Time,' Broadhurst (1,142;
"This Is the Army' will conduct Its the Coast this week, 'Maid of the
pleted.
Last play he presented was 'The Party's Over,' a moderate ticket sale in the Civilian Defense's Ozarks.'
Vaude outfit. Including
$2.75).
(jeorge Jessel, Jack Haley, Ella Logrosser.
Jean Parker appeared In that comedy and Hollywood realized little White House, In the park opEttlmatci for Last Week
Marcos
and others; openi.
gan.
De
the
to
back
It had passed up a good thing.
posite the National theatre. There's
Miss Parker was summoned
<Best Foot Forward,' Erknger (1st Wednesdays (16).
plenty of Interest and when the
Coast as' soon as the play closed and Jumped to film stardonk
week) (1,400; $3.30). On first nine
'FrlorlUcs of IMS,' 46th St (1,347;
pasteboards went on sale Monday
performances came through in fat $2.75). Vaude revue headed by
rush
the
(14)
a
was
on,
mostly
for
had
he
Ticket broker called up a friend and kiddingly asked whether
fashion at $19,000. Stays three weeks. Harry Rlchman, Bert Wheeler, Carol
first and second balcony tickets.
four tickets for 'SUr and Garter,' hit at the Musio Box, N. Y. Fellow
'Good Night Ladles,' BUckstone Bruce, Hank Ladd, Henay Youngreplied by calling attention to the Dorothy KilgaUen column In Friday's
(22d week) (1,200; $2.75). WiU run man, and others; opened last night
(11) N. Y. Journal-American and her remarks about the spice ,ln the
on and on, from all Indications; last (Tuesday).

'Blackouts'

Michael Todd revue.

m

13G

Is

'Re?els' Sfim

Interested in 'By Jupiter.'

Players in The New Moon,' revived at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., recently
got off-stage laughs from people connected with the management and direction.
Latter were all of the refugee class and there were plenty of
dialects and not a little temperament
'Meon' opened without an ensemble rehearsal, management probably figuring on the reviewers attending some days after the debuf, as Is the case on the continent.
If an actor suggested a bit of business and the stager liked it he would
be rewrded with a gentle pinch of the cheek and a kiss on the forehead.
First column Karl Krug, dramatic critic of Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph,
wrote upon his return from a recent vacation had to do with the theatrical
debut of Karl Krug. The reviewer spent his annual two weeks off as
the guest of Captain Billy Bryant, and showboat Impresario made Krug
earn his keep by appearing nightly as a seedy barfly In his (Bryant's)
production of Ten Nights in a Barroom.'

LA.;

week another mammoth

$5^00

quit

Los Angeles, Sept. IS.
'Blackouts of 1942,' Ken Murray's
vaude entry at the El Capitan in
Hollywood, remains the sole standout here, snagging a snappy $13,000
again in its 12th week. Consistently
profitable
grossi.ig
around
that
figure, it will to be around for
Harry

'Swing

Abbott's

Revels' at Musio

Shift

Box wound up

week with about

$5,800,

which

first

is

on

the red side.. Scale has been revised downward to $1.65 top and
1:30 a.m. shows are out except on

weekends,

'Watch on the Rhine' opened yesterday (Monday) at the Biltmore for

m

national attention.

'SW GOOD $8,000
IN 1ST 4
„
New

week, with satismaining
factory advance and some activity
at window indicating an okay sesall of this

Pnr SHOWS

Pittsburgh, Sept.

Lindsay-Crouse

15.

comedy,

otrip for Action,' was okay at estimated $8,000 in four performances
last week at Nixon,
where it opened
a pre-Broadway tryout Thursday

night (10).

Show spent first three
fays in town rehearsing and is re-

Tentatively slated to open In
N. Y. Sept. 24, it's likely that 'Strip'
will stay on a while longer to polish
up some script changes authors are
currently making.
Notices were very mixed, one being a complete thumbs-down, the
other an in-belweener and a third
Next week Nixon
encouraging.
gets 'New Hellzapoppln' with Lew
Parker and Jackie Gleason.
sion.

Slater
(1.000;

but

HarrU

Eileen.'
$1.65).

money-maker

a

still

(17th

Readying to
at

$9,000.

ToboMo Bead.' Forrest (Ist week)
(D-1,195; $1.10). Playing • repeat
before going on tour agam; budness
last week rated neatly $6,000, which
is big at scale.
Torgy and Beaa,' MaJesUe (34th
week) (M-1,774; $2.76). Jumped to
around $20,000 and could probably

'Priyate Lifes/ $6,900,

OK

first of year, but la •toted
for road after another week.

play to

in Balto Kickoff

awhile.

In a broadcast from Russia for CBS last week, Larry La Seur, chain's
a two-week stay.
news commentator, said the Oct. 1 opening of the Little theatre, Moscow,
was looked forward to with much interest. His mention of the war developments on that day were sparse.
2d
'Arsenic' Big 22G
Little will open with a new play, to be followed by a season of Tol•stoy, first being his 'War and Peace,' a drama that has commanded interS.F.Wk.;'CbDdia;i6G

Marcus Heiman will take over the duties of the late Leonard E. Bergman, who handled the ErIanger interests and who was teamed with Heln»n in operating the National, Washington, and Nixon, Pittsburgh, plus
Interests in two Boston houses.
National was recently ordered sold by the surrogate, Heiman and Bergman retaining control through a lease.

'My
week)

Hevivab

session at

$16,500.

Agency man promptly reminded the other guy that Miss Kilgallen's
husband, Richard Kollmar,

San Francisco, Sept. IS.
'Arsenic and Old Lace' carried Its
magnificent pace into Its second
week at the Curran, while 'Claudia'
continued okay at the Geary.
Estimates tor Last Week
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Curran
Duplicated
(1,774; $2.75) (2d wk).
first week's performance in second
stanza by hitting $22,000.
'Claudia,'

wk).

Oh

Geary (1,500; $2.75) (6th
even keel In sixth

f fairly

sesh with $16,000.

'Moon'

8G

in

Toronto

Toronto, Sept.

With

Conrad

Steinbeck's 'The

Nagel

Moon

very satisfactory last

12.

starring,

Lives,' scaled at $1.50 top.

Totaling
nine shows, including an extra Labor
Day matinee, layout drew satisfactory $6,900.

Current

this

way workout

week

pre-Broad-

Is

by S. M.
by Frank MandeL

of 'Vickie,'

Herzig, presented
Successive lineup

thereafter

'My

Sister

Eileen*

at

lists

booking of

'Priorities of 1942,' return

pop

prices,

'Guest In the House' and "This Is the

Army.'

Hit.

u>o cunoii

•/o Varlaty, Hollywood

Newark Contmnes

Stock;

'Candida' Mild

$6,000

Newark, Sept. 16.
'Candida' finished mild week's run
at the Mosque theatre Sunday (13)
with estimated $6,000 In the till, just
about breaking even. Week before,
'Watch on the Rhine,' with Francis*
Lederer starred, turned In bumper
$9,500, second highest gross
local legit season.

Mosque,

originally

of the

skedded

to

Down' was close Labor Day, will remain open
week at esti- through September. In the offing,
Is

mated $8,100 at the Royal Alexandra.
The 1,551 -seater was scaled at $2
top.

Baltimore, Sept 16.
Legit season opened here at Ford's
week with Ruth Chatterton and
Ralph Forbes in revival of 'Plrlvate

last

following the current 'Ladies in Retirement' Is Grace George In 'Kind
Lady.'

THROW A POSEY TO
Or. WiUiam Freider for hU
extraordinary help to $how
people.
Dlreotloni

Wm.

Morria

Wednesday, September 16» 1942

LEGITIMATE

52

•Oh,

Plays Out of

Town

double

IN

script

Bob Alton's choreoraphy is
practical rather than inventive. Except for too much contusion in the
opening scenes, the book is adroitly
£taged by Robert Ross.
Irene Sharaflf's costumes, particularly those reflecting a military incase.

imaginative.
are smartly
fluence,
The color scheme is exciting and satisfying, though, enhanced by Howard Bay's piquant backdrops and
proIt's not an extravagant
sets.
duction as they go, but there's certainly nothing niggardly about it,
and it is in generally excellent taste
for these times.
Among its other distmctions,
•Count Me In' is one of the very few
college musicals to set foot on the

professional stage. It was first done
some months ago as an amateur production by the Catholic University
have been connected. Miss Ronell,
of course, being the outsider. Elie.

Hello Out There

AND

Magic
Del.. Sept. 12.

•Hello Out There.' by WIlllHin Suroyan.
•.Mniflc.' by G. K. ClieDleiton. double
sUrrlng Kildio DowllnK and Julie
SelSlnneil by Eddie Dowllng.
coalumea by Watson Barrett.
lind
lliiKa
Production under llie
I.tRhttng by Teder.
Presented
supervision ot Elizabeth .MIele.
at the Playhouse. WllmlnKlon. Del.. Sept.
11-rJ. -Ai: »2.:o top.

und

bill.

llaydon.

HELLO OUT THERE
Edille DowllnB
Julie Haydon
J"'"' Farrell
Farrell Pelley
Ann Drlsioll

Pholo Mnlsh
>;il,Pl

The Man

Another Man

The Woman

MAGIC
Kddie

The SlranBer

Pelley
tlram No-w.'n

lohn McKee
Stanley Horrlj.on
Je«i Uarker

The Duke
Carleon

are not the only things

Politics

that

Haydon

Farrell

Huallnxs
Rev. Cyril ttmltli
W. Orimthorpe
iforrls

DowllnB

lulie

Cailelon

Palrlcla

in common except that they are acted on the same
stage and both employ the talents
of two capable players— Eddie Dowling and Julie Haydon. Their N. V.
chances are strictly limited.
Saroyan's one-acter opens the program and is by far the best exhibit
It is full of irony
of the evening.
and humor and pathos. The plot's
tenseness communicates itself to ;he
audience and when the curtain falls
one is under the impression that
here is a full evening in the theatre.

A

plot as" such matters little.
man is in jail on a charge of attacking a woman. The jail cook tries to

The

where

.
11.

Swann

and Zlon Myers; presented by the Hllllop
theatre: directed by Francis Swann; staged
by Richard O. Fletcher: set by Jack Landau: at the Vagabond Theatre. Baltimore,
Sept.

8,

Helen
^
Cartha Carrowoy
Grandmother
PealKHly
Willie Carroway

*fra.

Buzz Carroway
Alfred Carrowoy

Mr. lladley
Husan Robinson
Tom Uadley

reveille at 7 o'clock the

Vagabond

troupe

mittee

—meaning Axis—activities.

morning
Buffalo,

reached

where there was

change of

a

trains.

That?' the
motivation

elements

following

move

into focus:

(1)

of

the

Klep.

Chesterton.

(5ept. 16-26)

'Angel Street'— Cass, Detroit
IB); Royal Alexandra, Toronto

(16

(21'
Cast is alright, with Lynn Swann
and Buff Elias, as the radio actors, 26).
'Arsenic and Old Lace* (1st Co.).—
and Maurice Wells and Marjorie
Clarke, as the heads of the invaded Curr^n, San Francisco (16-26).
household, quite good in their broad'Beat the Band' (tryout)—Shubert

New

Haven

(17-19)

(premiere);

Shubert, Boston (21-26).

—

it

Helen Slason
.Marjorle Clarke
Katharine KavanauKh
Clara Cedrone

DUkle

Miller

Johnnie Dinning
Maurice Wells
Huk*i Williamson
I^nsale

Moores

Mason Adams

theatre,

is

winiiing

up

Stag
Francisco (16-26).
is generally good, with the diffi'Corn Is Green'— Locust, Philadelhandling cued-in recordings phia
(21-26).
a bit too great a task for the limited
'Count Me In' (tryouD— Shubert,
Burm.
here.
hand
facilities on

more ambitious development.
ing

culties of

TWELVE MIDNIGHT
Scarsdale, N. Y., Seut. 3.
Drama In two ocls (four scenes) by Frank
W. Delmar and Harry Wagsloff Gribble.
Stars inffW Royve Unndln; features Her
Directed by
bert Berghof. Clay Clement.
Orlbble: seltlngH by Elwcll. Presented by
the tjineys ot Si'arsdale theatre. Sept. 1,

its current season with another
loi..
new play by brother Francis, this •4'J: »l.ei.-.Il.TBcomb
Horand
time in collaboration with Zion Kiiren
Crille
Myers.
Partnership originated on Mllo»h KrauMMiilK
the Coast, where Francis went after Ueane Sinne
hitling the jackpot a 'glancing blow Victoria Weatherby
1)111
with his previous 'Out of the Frying Paul
Pan.'
The entire family's again Henry Sulllvuii
wrapt up in the effort, with sister Ooorge
Krda
Lyn playing one of the major femme •Lorelei'
roles; brother Don, Jr., handling the Treasurer of 'I.ulher

mother Rita, the publicity,
and papa Don, Sr., now a captain in
the U. S. Army, lending moral sup-

Horold MouUon
Royce Landls

Jeitsie

Herboft Uerghof

Uean Norton
Bingham

Leslie

.-Kinct Wootlward
Sidney Stavro

Richard Unrliee
Morrison

Hufsell

Iiiyne

Colter

Polly Walters
Slater.

Inf.*

Clay Clement

business;

.^^p8BenEer

Mr. Berry
Mrs. Berry

Boy

J.

Olncy. Jr.

1."w1h Herbert
Teresa Catalno

port.

Boston (16-19).
'Eve of St. Mark' (tryout)— Wilbur, Boston (24-26) (premiere).
'Franklin Street' (tryout )—Playhouse,
Wilmington (18-19)
(premiere); National, Washington (2126).

—

with a typical six-day-a-week serial
are dragged out and gagged up by
Swann and Myers. The long com-

are

Artists-Writers'
Writers
Artists

Show

&

Association,

which includes newspapermen, cartoonists and legit managers, will
sponsor a series ot entertainments,
proceeds to the American Theatre
Wing. First show called 'Incentliary
Blondes' will be held in the grand
ballroom of the Waldorf-Astoria,
N. v., Oct. 23. Stage names will apapt>ear, while models will as hostesses.

'

Daily continues to feature dispatches from the officially
blacklisted Tranocean Agency and
plays up GoebbeU versions ot the
war on the Russian front together
with repeated attacks on the United
Nations.
Newsboys get the rag at cut price,
and thousands of copies are mailed
to an extensive list compiled by the
of attacks.

-

German Embassy.

printers
line
ot

refused

pass a picket
circylation men,

to

striking

came out Thursday (10) with an
eight-paga 12 by 16Vi inches tabloid.
a photo-offset typewritten
was printed at the Times'
auxiliary plant, formerly used for
getting out Sunday supplement material. Edition was run off on an offset press and a limited number of
copies sold at downtown newsstands
for 2c, instead of the regular 3c rate.

Paper,

Paper was made up ot two and a
halt pages ot local and wire news,
two pages ot comics, a page of pix,
two pages of legal advartlserrients,
mostly official eleotlon notices, and
a halt-page statement of the Times'
stand in the strike. Statement also
held for the morning State-Gazette,
which was forced to discontinue
publication because of a similar
strike in its own plant.
.

Times has announced that it would
t^loid edition daily until
regular publication can be resumed.
issue its

Gene Lyons
It

Gwen Dhu

la Jait

never

#

Softie

sells

another

have the satisfaction ot knowing that all editors
aren't as calloused as Action would

article, she'll at least

first

article, sight

Damon Runyon

has lieen inundated
with crackpot amateurs' song mss.
"There are two things every man
thinks he can do write a song and
run a newspaper,' observes the columnist, now also a 20th-Fox pro-

—

ducer.
Incidentally, he and Mark Hellinger are the two Hollywood expatriates who hang on to their regular

newspaper chores while producing

Trenton Times' Makeshift

The Trenton 'times, 'which last
week suspended publication when

uni^n,

(Hellinger is at Warner
Others, such as Walter Winchell, only did casual film chores,
while scrivening, and in the letter's
case it was as an actor, not a writer
or
producer.
Bolton,
Whitney
David O. Selznick aide. Is also continuing his syndicated column.
pictures

Bros.).

Crowcll

The

Names Pub

for

Crowell-Collier

Each Maf
Publishing

Co. has announced the appointment
of a publisher for each of its magazines, a title never before used by
the organization.
Thomas H. Beck, president ot the

company, has been named publisher
ot Collier's, he also retains the presidency. J. A. Welch, v.p. of the
company and president of the Advrtising Federation ot America, has

become publisher of the Wwnan's
Home Companion, and Arthur H.
Motley, also a 'v.p. of the organization,
was made publisher of the
American Magazine.
Oardner'a Fancy Sales
Erie Stanley Gardner looks certo set an all-time high sales
record this year for an American
mystery story writer. H)s books, in
$2 and 75c editions, will sail over
1,000,000 copies in this country alone.
He sold 841,952 oopies last year In
the new and reprint editions.
Gardner's first two bookf were
published in 1933. They employed
his Perry Mason character as the
lawyer-idetective who solved everything in sight. Later books use Doug
Selby as the sleuth.

tain

to editor

'Magic' and 'Hello Oat There' Eugene Lyons ot "The American
(tryout)— National. Washington (16 Mercury.
Walnut, Philadelphia (21-2ff).
Miss Dhu had Just finished narrat'Moon Is Down'— Masonic Aud., ing her experiences as an Internee
Rochester, N. Y. (16); Hartman, Co
in Hongkong when along came a
lumbus, O. (16-19); Cass, Detroit note from Lyons, who was present,
(21-26).
to Lowell 'Thomas, the club's presi'My Sister Eileen* (2d Co.)— Har- dent and the luncheon's' toastmaster.
ris, Chicago (16-19); Davidson, Mil
It said, in effect, that the first article
waukee (21-26).
by Miss Dhu, a struggling freelance
'My Sister Eileen' (3d Co. ).— Royal reporter • photographer, was comAlexandra, Toronto (16-19); Court mitted to die Mercury on whatever
Square, Springfield, Mass. (21-23)
subject she chose, presumably on the
Bushnell Auditorium, Hartford (21- Far East.

'Watoh on t|»e Rhine'- Biltmore,
Los Angles (16-26).
'Ton Can't Take It with Tou'
(slock)— Windsor, Bronx (16-20)

through previous service with
the Cleveland Press and as editor ot
He also
the Akron Times-Press.
served previously as editor-in-chief ot
the southwestern group ot the
Scrlpps-Howard chain.
field

Committee for the hotel event:
Court
Judge Dr. Miguel Jantus.
Frank Crowninshield, Ted Saucier,
held remarks in Pampero 'offended
Grantland Rice, Rube Goldberg,
the dignity and decorum of memCharles D. Williams, John Golden
bers ot the Congress.'
and Mrs. Robert L. Clarkson.
Nazi sheet, which is still widely
sold in Argentina and shipped elseBunyon's Observation
where, particularly to still 'neutral'
Since running a column on the
Chile, has shrunk to four pages in
'correct' type of war songs, which
recent months, although not pulling
the Office ot War Information would
venom
nature
and
in its horns in the
like to see Tin Pan Alley propagate,

19);

—

a play. The entire action takes
place on the bare stage of a theatre
of- Broadway.
As the troupe ot actors are being put through the rehearsal of a play titled, 'After All
in

jailed

Thos.e

'Junior Miss' (2d Co.).— Erlanger,
Buffalo (16-19); Harris, Chicago (21

—

tear-jerking episodes of the
legion of characters that have to do

go.

Fausto de Tezanos Pinto, 37, 'who
was given six months, and Oligario
Victor Andrada, 32, who was ordered to 10 months behind bars by

26).

—

(21-26).

—

and

'

scribblers

have them be.
At the Overseas
Press (jlub luncheon In New York
last week, tendered to American
newspaper people recei^tly returned
from the Far East on the exchange
ship Gripsholm, Miss l5hu sold her

'Good Night Ladles'
Blackstone,
Chicago (16-26).
'Heilxapoppin'
Nixon, Pittsburgh

Current preem reveals a knack for
'Twelve Midnight' posts a grisly
and situational comedy ap- theme for Americans, especially
parent in Swann's first play. There
those living in New York, to con
are some spots that indicate possiIn its fairly vivid but
template.
bilities, but on the whole there is
cui ibersome way .he play deals with
lacking the climaxes and surefire enthe plotting of a Nazi master-agent
tertainment appeal of the trials and to unloosen, through
a band of clevtribulations ot aspiring adolescent.'-'
erly cued saboteurs, a ring of fires
as mirrored in 'Frying Pan.' Right
and explosions around New York 26).
now, this new one has some meagre which would serve as a guiding light
'Pirate*
(tryout)
University,
makings and the glimmering of a for an air attack. It's iloubtful for Madison, Wis.
(16); Pabst, Milwaufairly potent Idea.
Conversion into Broadway.
kee (17-19); Hanna, Cleveland (21
pay dirt depends entirely upon the
The casting and production of
resourcefulness of the authors in de- 'Twelve Midnight' ranks far above 26).
'Priorities ot 1942' (vaude)— Forveloping the modest material at hand thj merit ot the script itself. The
Into more mature theatre.
<" '.log is badly overwritten,
and the rest, Philadelphia (16-19); Ford's
Story revolves around the effects drift of the play's course often be- Baltimore (21-26).
of a sob sister's radio soap dramas comes obscure. The welter of espi'Show-Off' (stock)
Lafayette
on a susceptible matron and her love onage and cou>iter-espionage, the Detroit (16-26).
life.
Elsie Foster writes the never- clash of ideological exposition aAd
'Street Scene' (stock)— Playhouse,
ending dramas of 'everyday life' and general Interplay ot the characters
not only acts in them with her rather f..il to take hol'l on the spectator's Providence (21-26).
'Strip for Action' (tryout)- Nixon
fed-up husband, but goes traipsing emotions until almost the very last
around the hinterland, lecturing and scene. Compared to the rest of the Pittsburgh (16-19); Shubert, New
gathering more so-called material play that closing scene stands out Haven (23-26).
for her sponsored airings. Her ad
'Susan and God' (stock)— Flatbush,
like a gem.
It's so different in texvent into the home of one of her ture and treatment from th« preced- Brooklyn (16-20); Windsor,
Bronx
most ardent followers almost bre-jks ing that the affect is one of pleas- (22-26).
up the menage.
urable amazement.
'Vickie' (tryout)
Ford's Balti
All of the vapid sentimentalities
Tvelve Midnight' Is a play with- more (16-10).
dialog

Sentence caused a sensation here
and south of the border in view of
fact that the rag, paid for by Berlin
coin, has been able to get away with
so much since its founding several
months after the start ot the war.
Believed reason for crackdown
was the tact that in present case the
sheet named Argentine congressmen
directly and courts here unable to
find a pretext to let the swastika

job,

Current Road Shows

An inter-twining
ly written roles.
romance, enlisting Lassie Moores ir.d
Mason Adams, is a nice spot. Miss

of the Parliamentary Cominvestigating anti-Argentine

members

through the
cars and play

Ernest Tannenbauin

The Swann family's pioneer strawhat Hilltop theatre, moved into town
this season for a rather lengthy stay
at the

week

'Best Foot Forward'
Erlanger,
Moores merits immediate attention
•
from the film scouts. She has what Chicago (16-26).
'BUckonts of 1942' (vaude)— El
takes. There is also a youngster,
Dickie Miller, who reveals ample Capitan, Los Angeles (16-26).
l^yn Swann
possibility for
'CUadU' (1st Co.).—Geary, San
BuB Ellas Ulents and a real

'42.

AVarren Mllford
Klsle Foster
Tony Foster

Chicago,
at the

to

last

walk

to

sleeping

three
the

gags.

THE AIR

Baltimore, Sept.
three acts by Francis

trip

opened

temperamental director, who, showering his American ac'ors with contempt and hardly able to restrain a
like contempt for things democratic,
ter K Saroyan's pungent, expressive is an implacable Hitlerite: (2) that
dialog and the Dowling-Haydon act- the rehearsals are a cover for his
salMtage scheme, and (3) that his
ing combination.
comparison. leading lady, a former continental
in
suffers
'Magic'
Chesterton's quiet, leisurely treatise St r, is allied witli him in the Nazi
eiianigans.
on faith and religion is much 'oo
As for the acting, top kudos are
than
In fact, it is little more
talky.
an illustrated sermon with only yeo- due Herbert Berghof. His role is
of the director and Nazi masterman work on the part of the cast V
making it a play. Such a play fun- agent. Berghof's concept of the chardamentally has to be heard and at acter is brilliantly woven and susthe opening the audience worked tained. Jessie Royce Landis has to
harder than the actors trying to fol- juggle a dialect as well as a hardly
Chesterton has sympathetic part, that of the former
low the speeches.
apparent Nazi
supplie(5 some brilliant lines, but he continental star and
could do worse than emulate Saro- agent. The results in her case are
yan and reduce his arguments on commendable. Other fine performances are contributed by Jayne Cotfaith to one act.
ter, as the daughter of the American
'Magic' was written in 1913 and financier of this ring of Nazi agents;
presented in N. Y. in 1917 with O. P. Clay Clement, as this same agent
Heggie in the lead role of the magi- w!io in the final scene proves a good
Here Dowling is the magic A erican after all, and HaroKl Moulcian.
man who believes faith is the most ton, a member of the rehearsing
powerful healer.
troupe and a crack exponent of the
As in the Saroyan play, the acting slow and quick burnup. Moulton
In addition to Dowling has a walkoff line in one scene that
Is top rank.
and Miss Haydon, Farrell Pelley, couldn't help but send the BroadStanley
McKee,
John
Bram Nossen,
way cognoscenti rolling in the aisles.
Harrison and Jess Barker all rise Dean Norton figures handsomely in
above their roles and at times are the assignment ot the American acsuccessful in bringing the play alive. tor who helps foil the Nazi agents'
Watson Barrett's settings are dis- plot.
The title ot the main play derives
tinctive, and the lighting by Feder
heightens the various moods of the from the circumstance the 12 midtwo plays. Dowling directed with night was to represent the X Hour
Odec.
an eye to dramatic effect, being for the air attack.
more successful with Saroyan than

Strawhat Reviews

In

it

chestra,

mercials also get their licks, as do
the boxtops, phone calls and contest

IT'S IN

show's

the

Erlanger.
Harris arranged for Julius
Bcrkin, trumpeter from the or-

comfort him. At the end he is shot
by the woman's husband, who leads
a mob into the jail. What does mat-

make strange bedfellows—so do

Comedy

entering military service. Going to
Two editors of notorious South Columbus from Washington, where
American Nazi propaganda sheet. he served the last two years as opEl Pampero,' hava been Jailed on erating secretary of the Retailers'
charges ot disrespect toward Ar- Advisory Committee, Morrow is well
who are acquainted with the Ohio newspaper
congressmen,
gentine

Pro-Axis Editors Jailed

ney Harris took no chances on

They have nothing

register okay, although they
much support from
too
They add
or tunes.
considerable visual comfort in any
tivelv.

Wilmington,

Saroyan's

William

•Hello Out There" and G. K. Chesterton's 'Magic' are cases in point.

haven't
either

bill.-!.

Literati

I—'

Figuring on the youth of most
of the 'Best Foot Forward' cast,
and the fact that the current
tour is the first for most of the
players, company manager Sid-

zContlnued from page SO:

COUNT ME

How

Pitt Dallies Till to 4o
All three Pittsburgh newspapers,

Can. Authors Eleot
Officers elected at the concluding
banquet of the 21st annual convention ot the Canadian Authors' Association held" in Montreal Saturday
(12)
were: president, succeeding
Madge Macbeth ot Ottowa, Dr. Watson Kirkconnell, Hamilton; honorary
president. Sir Charles G. D. Roberts;
vice-presidents: Evelyn Eaton, Victoria Beach, N. S.; Leo Cox, Montreal;
Wilfrid Eggleston, Ottawa;
Kathleen Strange, Winnipeg, and
Yvonne Stevenson, Vancouver,

CHATTEB

morning Post-Oazette and the afterErskine Johnson heads Hollywood
noon Press and Sun-Telegraph, an- bureau of Newspaper Enterprise
nounced an increase In the price of Association, succeeding Paul Harrisingle copies, from 8 to 4a, over the son who Is moving east as chief ot
weekend, the tilt going Into effect the organization's N. Y. office. Johnon Monday (14).
son continues his Hollywood radio
Circulation hike had been con- program and his column In the L. A.
templated for soma time but in cer- Daily News.
tain quarters wasn't expected to
Relman Morin, Associated Press
come tor month or so. At same correspondent recently released by
time. Press and Sun-':fela increased the Japs, feted by Hollywood friends.
their Sunday editions from 10 to 12c,
John McDougal Bums II, state
this boost beginning next week (20). news editor of the Nashville (Tenn.)
Post-Gazette publishes only six days
a week and has no Sunday paper.

Tennessean, in volunteer officer candidate training school.
He has a

wife and one son.
Morrow's Colnmbos CItiieil
Salamanca Inquirer Co. chartered
Walter Morrow, Sorlpps-Howard to conduct a printing-publishing
veteran, has begn qpmed editor of business in Salanlanca,
N. Y. Dithe Columbiis (,0.) Citizen, succeed- rectors
are Paul M. Hassett, Edmlsing Robert W, Brown, resigned after ton Hagmeir
and Albert M. Kraus.

.

~

CHATTER^

VeJnesJay, Scpicmber 16, 1942
Morris,

Sr., at their Saranac retreat
Lastfogel, g.m. of the Morris
agency, visited them this past week.
Emcee Bill Steel* into the Air
Corps as specialist on morale. Steele
has been long with Walter Jacobs'

Abe

Ray Milland

In

from the Coast.

Laurence Schwab up from Miami

tinental. Hotel Jefferson, last season,
returns for another stand tonight
(16).

London

lATSE,
Flanagan and Allen touring
vaudeville unit for four week.

a

eositumed road companies
iUss.'

Murray

Mrs

Phillips,

widow

the casting agent, opening her

of

own

office.

Paul Whiteman sojourning three
east, before returning to Hol-

weeks

lywood.

Mort Blumenstock
nublicity-adverttsing

Chicago on
matters
for

in

Warners.

Laura Deane Dutlon. nitery and
20th-Fox
radio songsUess, up for
tcreen test.
Yeoman Billy Reed, ex-emcee and
fast
Bltery atajger, giving Main St.

Night Ladies,' now at the Blackstone,
Chicago, is going to banquet certain
pals who would not invest in
Ladies' or become his backers:
Agent Howard Lang finally put up
the money for the production.
A modem Hall of Fame in caricature was unveiled yesterday afternoon (15) in the Green Room of the
Hotel Edison, simultaneously with
the establishment there of a Victory
Lunch-time (Canteen by the American Women's Voluntary Services.
Sketches done in color by Sam
Norkin.

10-day whirl
Publicist
ailing,

back

on

George D. Lotlman. long

home

after a critical op.

at the Park East bosp.
unit
Passportitis kept one
from clippering to Bermuda to entertain U. S. troops there.

USO

Bob Hussey,

in

charge of radio

eontracts for the Par studio,
^iday (11) for two weeks.

came

in

Magribs, ex-'Variety' correin Berlin, is now Corp.
Army Air Base, Syracuse.
Murray, currently in 'Sons
O' FuD,' is seeking an out on her
Walter Badielor.
with
fontnct

Max

Tommy Bodkin here to count up
the cash for "This Is the Army.'
Lt Richard Barthelmess dined
with Donald Crisp at La Salle Du-

play in 'DuBarry Was a Lady' opposite Frances Day.
Alfred Esdaile has bought entire
'Big Top' revue from Charles Cochran, which he intends to tour the
sticks with provincial cast.
Evelyn Barr, Cechoslovakian artist
with ENSA. is sought for the Eric
Maschwitz 'More New Faces' revue,
which Jack Hylton is sponsoring.

Roy and John Boulton finished
Thunder Rock' for Metro and reCrown Films, which is Ministry
of Information unit making

joined

Reichard. who has just joined
the Earle orchestra from Mai Hallett's band, sprained his ankle first
show Saturday. Leader Joe I/»mbardi took over the percu.ssion job,
with C. Fred Clarke on the podium.

first

week

in

De-

ing

in

the

Carl Willis (Hazell). former announcer at KCKN. received his
wings and a commission in air corps
in Roswell. N. M.
Emil Petti orchestra, in from Chicago for the first anniversary week

_

of the Drum Room at the Hotel
President, is lieing held over at fJie
spot.

Although officially closed for the
season. Fairyland Park is reopening
for weekends during September,
Mrs. W. Averell (Marie) Harriman with Harlan Leonard band in ballhostessing a going-away shindig next room.
_ , _ ,. „
week for agent Mark Hanna. gone
The Kansas City (Kan.) Police ReOWI, and due to sail for London lief Association is sponsoring a sixshortly.
day rodeo, produced by Fred Alvord.
Robert Leonard, formerly one of in the arena at the American Royal
yr<Mieville'8 best roue characters, at- building.
tracted managerial attention by his
recent performance in 'The New

Moon" at Carnegie HalL
Next idea for nearby overseas entertainment will be a name band
plus some sock single, since the
sMdier-boy
go
jukebox
addicts
•trong for the jive maestros.

The Freddie Fitzsinunons bowling
in
Brooklyn, financed by
Donald Flamm, is paying out like a
slot machine. Being enlarged to 40

•Jley

Michael Breen joined the Bert
Levey agency.
Kenny Baker ought a California

R

Baxter,

Hyams Bros, shortly,

with Stoll and Moss dates to follow.
Morton Lewis, son of 'Kid' Lewis,
former English boxing champ, who
has been over in Hollywood cranking for Warners, is badi, now working in 'Halt, Who's Here,' Columbia

Formby storrer. which
George
storied shooting at Denham Aug. 31.
Marcel Vamet directing.
Collins tt Grade have lined up

new road show headed by Maurice
Colleano family and Elsie Bower
(who became Mrs. Colleano recently) which opens at (Chatham,
with Moss. Stoll and General Theatres dates to follow. Show already
Ixftiked six

months

into 1043.

New

for service duty.

War

drain

nicking

personnel

of

the Japs.
due fbr retirement after 20 years as
Bob Goldstein. 20th Ulent scout, fire dept theatre Inspector.
slated to go in as a private. An air
Harry Rlchman, Bert Wheeler,
base .colonel meantime has requested Carol Bruce and Henny Youngmon
nim as morale officer, and if that headlined last Saturday's bond rally
comes through, the biUing may be .on central Green.
C*Pt., Robert Goldstein.
Vinrinia Gilmore bedded with a
While hubby BlU White is OWI- cold whUe here with Charles Laughins in London. Ruth Morris and their too and Ann Rutherford on 'Stars
adopted baby arc with Mrs, William Over America,' bond caravan.

.ch for $27,000.

William Farnum recovering from
abdominal surgery.
S. Barret McCormick in town for

RKO

studio hudcUes.

Keith Richards, screen player, re-

from surgery.

-ering

c.'

Betty Grable returned from a tour
of Carolina Army camps.
Mervyn Leroy back from his vaca-

Colorado Springs.
Lewis Stone upped to colonelc.v

tion at

In

the California Stete Militia.

Perry

Joe

called

to

Muskegon,

Talbot

Bob Mark checked

Chicago
Crosby

Bing

spendmg large part

of

lot

lic

Chicago

a

visitor,

his stay

at

after six

off the

Repub-

years as chief of

makeup.
Joan Valerie divorced Grant Richards in Las Vegas, Nev. Both are in
pictures.

local racetrack.
John Garfield t>ack on the job
Film Bookers Club plans jaml>oree after a fever contracted on location
and dinner at Kungshohn Restaur in Ftorida.
ant on Sept 24.
Charles P. Skouras of Portland.
Syd Eckman, Metro booker, has Ore., on the first leg of a National
gone into the Signal Corps, stationed Tlieatres tour.
in Lexington, Ky.
John Mock sitting in as story ediHarry Thomas, eastern sales man- tor at Columbia while D. A. Doran
ager for Monogram, a Chicago vis- is vacationing.
itor on company business.
George Smith, western division
Jane Wyman, Eddie Was.serman sales manager, in town for Paraand Gabe York in town for cam'

'

paigning in connection with the War
Bond Drive.
Nat Natbanson. salesman in Chi
office of United Artists, has become
branch manager for the company
in Milwaukee.
Bea Blumenthal of Ad-Art Dis
play solicited two truckloads of
cakes,

cookies,

Row

from Film

cigarets and candy
execs for the Chi-

mount huddles.

Billy De Wolfe, dancing comic, arrived from Broadway to break into
pictures in 'Dixie.'
Joan Leslie back in Hollywood
after collapsing in Montana during

War Bond

a

Clifford

tour.

Odets

fined

$150

drunken driving in the
Beach dimout cone.
Vlrgina Walker Hawks,

for

Malibu

former
cago Servicemen's Center.
film actress, to Reno to divorce WilIn its third year. 'Gone With the
liam Hawks, producer.
Wind' has played 7S Chicago thea'
Maureen O'SulIivan, taken ill in
tres and is currently showing simulBritidi Columbia, returning to Holtaneously at 29 houses outside the
lywood to recuperate.
Loop area at popular prices.
Sara Hayes, NBC gridiron oracle,
Over 300 Cfficago motion picture
will pick football winners (7) this
salesmen, branch and district man
agers met last week at the Warner fall for 'Daily Variety.'
Oli -er Hardy bedded with larynArthur
listen
to
Assembly Hall to
g'tis, delaying his tour with 'Stars
Fischer, of Treasury Dept, deliver
.

pep tolk on September iMnd sale and
outline future plans.

PhOiMpliia
By

SI fihalU

Ruth Schoening of the KYW staff
merge soon with Richard Mar

x.ill

tin,

in

training

officers'

school in

Maryland.

Bob Barry, Inquirer Washington
correspondent, commissioned a cap
tain in the Marine Corps.
Val Irving, who had a long stay at
the Club Bali last year, back in town
with a couple of vaude dates here
and in Camden.
Joe Fuhrman, local rep for Berlin
Music and brother of Bandleader
Clsinnet Fuhrman," set to be inducted this week.
of
daughter
Virginia
Davis.
Maestro Meyer Davis, gets the
ingenue part in 'Susan and God'

when

Ilka

Chase's troupe hits the

Boad.

Howard Cushman, Record staffer
and former press agent for Federal
Theatre in

New

York, joins the staff
Inter-American

of the Rockefeller
Affairs Committee.

By Le* Reei
Leon Algranti,
auditor, here.

Metro home-office

Having completed musical score
Abe Kaplan, independent circuit
Gainsborough
'King owner, ailing.
for
Films'
Arthur Was a Gentleman,' storring
Cab C^alleway spotted into OrArthur Askey. Manning Sherwin pheum. Oct. SO.
has been commissioned to write
Bob Lawson. of National Screen,
score for 'Miss London, Ltd,' the entered the Navy.
HitCI
next starrer company is doing for
Clyde Lucas underlined for Prom
Askey.
Shooting storte Oct. 1 at Ballroom. Sept 25-27.
By Borald M. B«B«
Islington studios.
Jack Thoma, Columbia exploiteer,
Owen Nares last his younger son.
Dan Cummings leaves Paramount Geoffrey, who was killed on active in briefly from Chicago.
Lorraine Stern now her father's

Yale drama dept. plenty.
Lee Shubert back on Svinday
vaude-band grind again.
alleys, the largest in that sector.
Shubert is announcing a week of
Afflo-ican Theatre Wing will give
a testimonial luncheon in hotuir of 'Junior Miss' for Oct. 19.
Ted Teschner has shed tbe Bijou
Irving Berlin, the cast and staff of
This Is The Army' Friday (18) at for a Toledo managerial post.
Vincent Palmieri doing local thetheAstor hotel: notables will attend.
The 'Aryans Under the Skin' num- atre rally m.c. duty these days.
ber has been dropped from the secEnsign Sam Byrd hopped in lor a
ond act of This Is the Army.' at the look at Stony C*eek. where he straw
Broadway.
It ridiculed tbe Nazi hatted in IMl.
claun of feUow Aryan' status for
Tterry Reynolds, one-time the.<n>.

Milt Stein joined Columbia's publicity staff.

Walter Mycroft. former production
head of Associated British Picture
Corp, dickering for film rights of

ing at Ilford for

Muehlebach.

Fred Seelig joined Universal pub«
licit." staff.

the

to all troops.

Other People's Houses,' by Lynn
which was recently pro
duced by Bernard Delfont in the
West End.
Lee Ephraira has headache with
Claudia.' which is now touring the
Kaniai
Gtf
theatre actress, who was tested by
sticks and due at St. Martin's theaWarner Bros, on the Coast, east for
By B. E. Hertan
tre
month.
Nova Piltteam
this
a possible play.
playing lead is held to be unsuited
Quentin Reynolds, Collier's War
Bette Davis here for war bond for part with Ephraim trying hard
correspondent, back from London. i-ally.
to get Mary McGuire to replace.
Win linger here before getting anAmbrose's
'Merry
Go Round,
Lynn Bari and Ronald Colman
other assignment.
Dorothy Carless, Leslie
victory rally in Kansas starring
Pvt. Max Wilk. son of Jake Wilk, talked at
Clarew. Harry Seltzer, Three
in
eastern story head for Warner Bros., City, Kan.
Harmony and the Ambrose Octet,
now
playorchestra
Chuck Foster
Just been made clasEiflcalion clerk at
resumes its vaudeville tour, openTerrace Grill, Hotel
Upton, L. I.
Harry Royster. who operates the
upstate N. Y. (Netco circuit) theatres for Par, was in town Monday
(14) on operating matters.
John Stein, former press agent for
the late Texas Guinan, is coordinator of entertainment for 4th Interceptor Command, San Francisco.
BoxofTice staff at the Broadway for
This Is the Army,' has little time for
lunch, so Arnold Reuben delivers it
to them daily himself, and it's on
the cuff. •

during

art-

La Conga opens Friday (18) as cember at Rock studios, Elstree.
Vredenburg Inglesby, sole backer
newest night club. Few miles beyond District line on Baltimore Pike. of the International Ballet, is a Dutch
business man whose hobby is ballet.
Gerald IVimble becomes manager Mona Inglesby, his daughter, is the
Hotel 248e.* Served at Claridge, premiere dancer
of the company.
WOR's Henry Morgan proBled in of
Atlantic City, until Air Corps took
Marlene Dorsay, claiming to have
next week's Satevepost as 'Morgan
it over.
played 'Folies Bergere' before the
flie Maleficent,' by John Durant.
Greer Garson at Doctors hospital war, is doing takeoff of Phyllis
Guy who jabbed Clifl Hall in face
with broken beer glass got five to 10 for a rest. Became too emotional Dixey, England's ace stripper, and
and very tired in a strenuous war has been served with writ for injean. Hall lost sight of one eye.
Publicist Harry Sobol on tbe Coast bonds tour.
fringement
Ted
Bernard Delfont has bought new
Watson Barrett, who designed
to open Hollywood branch.
Hartman holding down eastern end. Eddie Dowling's current one-act farce written by Walter Ellis titled
Roy Rogers, cowT>oy film player, plays, here to do a decorating job 'Sleeping CM' in which he will star
will be featured in rodeo at Madi- for Stage Door Canteen.
Gene (Terrard. Show opens Sept. 28
son Square Garden, opening Oct 7.
at
Hippodrome. Nottingham, with
Metropoli'
the
of
Charlie Grimes,
Agma, a nag named after the ton theatre, made Maryland man rest of tour to follow.
American Guild of Musical Artists, ager for Warner houses. Takes the
Jack Hylton has leased the Winter
won Brat start at Aqueduct last late Guy Wonders post
Garden for seven years, with Hylton
week.
permitted to give four weeks' notice
John Shubert ttecomet; a captain to terminate
Alex Card, the theatrical caricacontract Theatre was
in the Specialist Corps. Will devote
turist, loins the Navy next week, gooriginally to have been a Hyltonhis time to providing shows for
ing into the Quartermaster depart'
Tom Arnold joint venture.
camps off the beaten path.
ment
Lyons'
corner
house
(Maison
George M.
Miguel. Elias.
Edward Arnold and Fay Bainter Lyons), in Shaftesbury avenue,
l)r.
Dr due in from Hollywood for the which has been closed since last
Cohan's pnysician. into army.
Roland Grausman taking over his world premiere of 'War and Mrs. I.,ondon blitz, has been taken over by
Hadley.*^ Opens here with $1,000,000 the government for American troops.
practice.
Leda Bauer, N. Y. story depart
war bonds unvoiling night of Sept. 23 Will be operated as dub-eatery.
ment head for RKO. back from the
Prior to returning to America, Al
Johnny Payette, Warners' zone
Coast after conferring with Charles manager, dines old friends of George J o 1 s o n. Merle Oberon, Patricia
Koemer.
M. Cohan at the Raleigh tonight Morison, Frank McHuRh and Allen
Broadway and Tin Pan Alley pals (Wednesday). Eddie Plohn. Frank Jenkins wilt give t\-o concerts for
toasted Mose Gumble Monday at P. Morse, Eddie Keller, and John American troops Sept 20, with one
T9ots Shor's on the occasion of his Jay Daly invited to meet the critics. of the shows to be broadcast by BBC

Ken

through

143,

sale

E.

ist, whom he claimed he had under
another year's contract

Shooting to start

to the Marines.'

No.

single

Steinberg, St. Louis manager for Republic Pictures, is arranging a special preview of "The
Flying Tigers' at Fanchon Si Marco's
St Louis theatre Tuesday <22).
C. Lightfoot is making headquarters here for the newly created
film checking territory for Vitagraph, Inc. St Louis was formerly
under the Jurisdiction of D. S. Ramdell in Chicago.
Leonard Ceeley. who starred for
several seasons at the Municipal
Theatre Assn's Forest Park theatre,
guest of honor at a dinner thrown
by friends as he opened an engagement at the Crystal Terraoe, Park

Nat

Next Flanagan and Allen picture
George Bruce of Metro's writing for British National is "Theatre
staff here for script okay on 'Salute Royai' with John Baxter directing.

\^n

Camp

largest

campaign.

bois.

iSaenus,

•xpectcd to be iuducted on birthday
last week.
Bud Netter. son of Leon Netter,
Par theatre executive, at Holy Cross
college studying for a commission in
the Navy.
Hla Raines, WsEhington U. little

the

ich., by his mother's illness.
Plaza hotel
government films.
Myron Fagan, stage producer, reElizabeth Stone, former inspector
Richard Tauber doing a hideaway
booker for' covering from an appendretom.v.
in Torquay to learn his part in "Old for UA, has been named
headed
Martin Lament obtained a re1ra.<«
Chelsea.' of which he is part author Producers Releasing Corp.,
Another addi- from his player contract at RKO.
and in which he is starring. Bernard by Noah Bloomer.
Priscilla Lane withdrew from The
tion lo Bloomer's sales staff is Guy
Deltont producing.
William Uenshall is to appeal Pi.sani, former manager of the Co- Powers Girl' on account of illnes.<L
here.
theatre
Margaret Adams Talbot, model,
against judgment in suit he recently lumbia
nied suit for divorce against Lyie
lost against Sid Field, the revue

mondent

birthday.
Joe Vital* turned down by Army
because of physical condition. He

Local

own Robert Thomsen, purchased $400,000
of war bonds in recent drive. It was

lord (and Lake) Tarleton hotels;
Boosey & Hawkes profits have ina:i:d Jimmy Hitz, manager at the
creased this year from $127,000 to
Edward G. Robinson in town after Miami Beach Tarleton, is also slated $138,500.
tour of OSO-Army camps.
to go in; expects a commission.
Arnold is after Bruce Trent,
/Tom
Al Rosen, who produced "Good vocalist with Jack Payne band, to
Jimmy Stroocfc's Bianca (Blackie)
of 'Junior

Beocta.

8S

Hollywood

at

vex America' for a week.
Richard Martin, film player, back
after three wedsT confine-

RKO

ment with yellow jaundice.
Bud Abbott and Tjon Costello back
In
town after selling $75,000,000
> orth of War Bonds on the road.
Lieut Ben Chapman, former film
writer, in .from the South Seas on
furlough from his Army flying job.
Herbert J. Yates chedced in from
New York for conferences with M. i.
Siegel on future production at Republic.

Walter Wanger contributed 300
dossical books to the library of
Motion Picture Relief Fund's Country House.
Harold Duni)< supervisor for Wiirners in the Far East, returned to the
studio after months of internment in
Shanghai.
Ted Withers, chief of Columbia'.?
title de|>artment won first prize in
the paster contest held by National
Defense. Inc.
Income tox liens were filed against
Howard Hawks, producer, for $30.000,

and

Max w.

Finston,

studio

musician, for $10,600.
Elaine Barrie, former wife of John
Bairymore, was awarded $3,300. the
value of an insurance policy given
her by the actor in 1938.
Mrs. Gene Autry closlnR her California home and moving to Phoenix.
Ariz., to be near her husband, who
is stationed at Luke Field.
Virginia Bruce Ruben filed a petition for letters of administration to
the estote of J. Walter Ruben, who
left 'more than $50,000' but no will.
Connie Krebs returned to RKO's
publicity department after weeks of
touring on
Midwest War Bond
drives, and moved right out again
to escort Ginger Rogers on a tour
of the Southwest

By LcsHe Harris

He was ? lieutenant in the assitont at Majestic exchange.
Appeared on the
Royal Lancers.
Hal Halperin, ('Variety') in from
Al Weiss. Olyrapia manager, back
stoge in various roles but was more Chicago for medical attention.
from vacation.
interested in the scenic and decoraOld Log. strawhat theatre, held
Reported Army will take over ih*
tive side, and designed settings for over 'Meet the Wife' second week.
Beachcomber.
'Candida.' 'Georee and Margaret' and
Paul Allen, former local nitery
Cobuirn Clark. 800 Club band
The Con.'itant Wife.'
and theatre singer, now in Army.
leader, into Army.
Local theatres worried over imCloyd Head has joined
pending taxicab .service curUilmeot. staff as news commentator.
'
Cyril Lebedoff. National .Screen
Ira's Su)}per Club will occupy forsalesman, legally changed name to mer, Ruby Foo's this season.
Br Saa X. Hars't
Lee.
Jack Kofeod. former Daily News
Eddie OMhrane, formerly of War- amusement editor, has received his
John X. Quinn. local manager of ners, now with armed forces in captaincy in Army.
Clai-k Gable set for appearance on
Great Britain.
Loew's. in a local hospiUI.
Peggy Diggins coming in from Army Air Technical Command's
Forest Park Highlands, the major
amusement park here, shuttered for Hollywood in place of Jean Parker radio stanza, 'C^toct'
Cesar LaMonica, director of Miami
with Laurel li Hardy and Richard
the season.
Concert orchestra, has joined Army
Fred Calvin. New York, in town Arlen for war bond rally here.
Ray Herbeck orchestra into Mari- as band director In Signal Cornw.
preparing bally for local showing of
Ensign Brad Ansley. former wIOD
the Lou Gehrig flicker, "The Pride of gold BaUcopm here, for one-nighter
enHour
niterie
news
editor, has been transferred
Following
Happy
the Yankees.'
Nick Sluurt's orch, which played gagement and preceding Memphis here to handle Navy radio public relaiinni.
hot»l hookine.
a flve-wcek enaasement at Club Con

service.

WQAM
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MARRIAGES
Thelma Prescott

OBITUARIES
DR.

FRANK

JACOB HYMAN

Frank

Dr. Jacob Hyman, 70,
died in Beverly Hills, Cal., erator
times
Wednesday (9). As a young in Lincoln, Neb., and five
died last wpek
he was teamed with the late mayor of the city,
had been
Harry Houdini in a magic act. At in the Van Nuys, Cal. He
in liner
Burial
there.
study
to
retirement
in
sUge
the
35 he retired from
medicine and was graduated from coin yesterday (15).
Survived by widow.
Ohio State University in 1913.
One brother was Joe Hayman, of
thr stage team of Hayman and
FRANCES
England.
in
known
Franklin, better
newspaper,
cialist,

last

man

'

KNOWLES

Frances Knowles, 50,
and magazine writer, died
Sept. 11 in Hollywood after an op-

writer, known
the Telephone.'
his 'Cohen
fo:
Another brother was Robert Fulgora,
is now at the
who
a'-tist
a protean
Percy Williams Home, Amityville,

Hayman was

a

also

screen

on

L.

Marilyn Hare to Alex Ingals, Aug.
Bride is film
Hollywood.
in
player and daughter of the late
Ernie Hare, formerly of the radio
singing team of Billy Jones and
Ernie Hare.
Frances Dusinberrie to Thurston
jCrawford, in New York, Sept. 14.
Bride is in production department
at WBNX, Bronx, N. Y.
Barbara Luddy to Ned Le Fevre,
Sept. 18, in Chicago. Bride is radio
actress; he's an actor-announcer.
Benito
to
Mercurio
Marjorie
Moreno, in San Francisco, Sept. 5.
Groom is singing emcee, now at
14,

C. Zehrung, long-time opof the legit Oliver theatre

x-ray spe-

eration.

For several years she had worked
on Cecil B. DeMille's writing staff
and contributed numerous stories to

I.

Widow and another brother surNelvive, along with an uncle. Mark
son of the' Apeda studios, N. Y.
theetrical photographers.

magazines.

URBAN HEPPLEB
Urban Heppler, former treasurer

FRANK

C.

ZEHRUNG

Frank Connell Zehrung,

showman

neer

in the

83,

pio-

midwest, djjd

Sept. 8 at his home in Van Nuys,
reCal., after two years of illness
sulting from a fall in Lincoln, Neb.,
where he had maintained his head-

quarters as chief owner and operator of the Crawford & Zehrung circuit of legit houses, dating back to
The circuit covered Lincoln,
1894.

Des Moines, Sioux

City,

St Joseph

of the Philadelphia local of Theatrical Stage Employes Union, and for
18 years stage carpenter of the Fox
theatre in that city, died last Thurs-

day after three-month illness. Survived by widow and two sons.

WILLIAM NASH
William Nash, 57, pianist and orch
leader, died Sept. 9 in West Sayville,
L. I.
Nash had been in vaudeville for

number of orand El Paso until 1917, when he years and directed a
chestras on Long Island.
retired from active business.
Widow and a daughter survive.
Aside from show business he was
elected mayor of Lincoln five times
and served three years as president
HILL
ALBERT

DOUGLAS

of the Western Baseball League.

THEODORE

D.

Albert Douglas

Hill,

58,

designer

of over 150 theatres built in various
cities of the U. S., died Sept. 8 in

MIDDAUGH

Theodore Darwin Mlddaugh, 83,
retired stage prtjducer, died in Buffalo Sept. 7 after an illness of several months. OriginaUy a musician,
he organized and directed minstrel

Haverford, Pa.

Leaves a widow and daughter.

GLENDON

G.

WEFLEB

Glendon G. Wefler, 28, former
troupes appearing throughout the member of the Canton and Alliance,
country for 50 years.
Symphony orchestras, died
O.,
Mlddaugh was a member of Joe Sept. 5 in Aultman hospital. Canton.
New Orleans Minstrel
Gorton's
Widow survives.
troupe, a top attraction of the '80s,
and toured with 'Uncle Tom's
Gander Anderson, father of A. B.
Cabin,' 'Our German Maid' and as
a musician with Eddie Foy's 'CrysUl 'Tony' Anderson, ex-manager of the
Slipper' before the turn of the Pontiac theatre, Saranac, N. Y., and
He managed theatres in now manager of the State theatre,
century.
various towns of Western New York Tupper Lake, N. Y., died at the
general hospital in Saranac, Sept, 7,
until his retirement in 1926.
after

an

illness of eight years.

FLORENCE GERALD
Florence Gerald,

veteran stage

84,

actress, died Sept. 6 In

New York

Jack

Pvt.

Chaney,

husband

of

Roberta Costello, stage and night
Miss Gerald had first appeared on club entertainer, was killed accithe stage under the management of dentally at his home In Dennison,
Charles Frohman in 1898, playing in O., Aug. 21 while home on a furThe Girl From Maxim's.' Among the lough.
more notable productions in which
she appeared are 'Resurrection,'
Mrs. Mary Fllegel Carroll, an emThe Shaihe Woman,' 'Within The
Law,' Tlie Barker,' 'Lily Sue,' 'Maya ployee at the RKO exchange in Pittsand The Heaven-Tappers.' She had burgh for nearly 15 years, died at
lately toured in a road company of her home in Pittsburgh last week
after a brief illness.
Tobacco Road.'

A

sister

and a nephew survive.

George

Ballasarlo,

39,

assistant

EILEEN WILSON
cameraman at Paramount for the
Eileen Wilson, 47, retired stage past eight years, died at the studio
player, died Sept. 12 in New York.
following a heart attack while shootMiss Wilson, the first wife of ing tests.
William Powell, film star, appeared
with him in the play, 'Within The
Mother of Abel Vigard, of the
Law.' Other productions in which legal
staff of the Warner circuit,
Miss Wilson performed include 'Bur- died
in Newberry, S. C, Sept. 9.

lesque,' The Night Duel,' 'Peter
Flies High,' and 'The Little Spitfire,'
son, William D. Powell, survives.

A

Nabe 2-a-Day

GEORGE CDOC) SHUMAN

^Continued from paie 47^

George
CDoc')
Shuman,
68,
gambler and former operator of the
Hollywood roadhouse, near Buffalo,
died suddenly Sept. 12 in the Fed-

that only the large seating capacity
of his theatres plus air-conditioning
made it possible to operate low
priced legit at a profit. He also
points up the fact that his nabe
bookings helped prolong the life of
some feebler Broadway plays, citing
'Moon Is Down,' which got six weeks
in the rotary legit, as an outstanding

Penitentiary, Lewisburg, Pa.
He started to serve a three-year
sentence July 1 upon his plea of
guilty
having pledged stolen
to
bonds as security for loans. Since
his arrival at Lewisburg he had been
In the prison hospital.

eral

example.

was

considered dubious,
ciVated an addi-

Brandt believes,

CHARLES

E.

QUASS

nationally
in a

known

Culver City,

I>arents,

bands, died Sept. 7
Cal., hospital.

widow and daughter

sur-

vive.

C. L. ('POSS') PARSONS
C. L. CPoss') Parsons, 50, sports
editor of the Denver Post from 1929
until his retirement in 1941, died at
his Montana summer home of a
heart attack Aug. 26. Recently he
had been a sports announcer on

KOA,

following for legit. Among
other shows on the Brandt time dur
ing the past season were 'Susan and
God,' with Ilka Chase, 'Native Son,'
'Guest in the House,' 'Candida,' 'Es
cape Me Never,' (Bergner), 'Private
tional

Charles E. Quass, Jr., who for several years played in the Palace theatre orchestra. Canton, O., also had
his own orchestra and played the
clarinet and saxophone in several

Denver.
Funeral and burial were in Denver Monday (31).

Lives,' 'Reflected Glory,'

Features For Soviet

U. S.

sContlnned from page Is

which will be outright buys. ThU
automatically removes the one mental
handicap, so far as the Americaii
distribs are concerned, to any deal
with the Soviet Foreign sales managers, while expressing enthusiasm
over the proposed deal, and fully
aware of the propaganda reasons for
the deal, were unable to forget some

Basically the Idea is, of course,
Just a case of fighting fire with fire,
since the Nazis have pushed their
films in just such a fashion for years.
tries.

Only basic difference is that th*
Hollywood films are not tailor-mad*
for propaganda purposes, and pro<

vide much more entertainment than
the German product

unhappy business dealings
with the USSR. Several times in the
past comprehensive deals were set

of the past

Jukeboxes

only to founder at the last minute,
^sContlnued from page
usually because the USSR refused to
lay the coin on the line in advance in
these days, unless the proprietors
New York.
Richelieu Casino, Frisco.
Now with Artkino, the U. S. distrib forked over.
in
Ruby,
One of the gang, John Efemenko,
Connie Barleau to Erwin
for Soviet films, acting as a clearing
Bowling Green, O., Sept. 9. He is house, and on record as prepared to 23, was arraigned in court here on
orchestra leader, she formerly was pay in cash, the outlook is brighter
charge of malicious destruction
singer with his band.
since Artkino is known to have coin of property and four of his comSept.
Sawyer,
Kay Sawyer to Hal
on hand from its recent rentals plus panions were jailed for investigation.
Groom, CBS an12, in Los Angeles.
what it will realize on its release deal They were arrested after wrecking
Navy
blue
changes
over
to
nouncer,
with Republic pix for 'Moscow a jukebox in an outlying tavern.
this week; she's showgirl with Earl
Another case is under investigaStrikes Back.' The only problem, and
Carroll.
which petty racketeers
this is one that only time will solve, tion here in
Maude Martin to Dave Chasen, in is how many films will the Russians h!-jacked' a jukebox from another
of
formerly
Nev.
She
is
Vegas,
Las
Under pretext of being 'respot.
want.
actor,
former
biz,
he
is
the
show
it out, with the
Past deals, by Paramount for a pairmen' they took
in
restaurant
operating
now
a
discovering that
couple of old Gladys Swarthout proprietor later
Beverly Hills.
and several equally ancient they hadn't come from the rental
Tana to Don de Vodi, Sept. 15, in starrers
comparatively agency.
involved
features,
singer;
he's
a
Reno. She's a Gypsy
With Artkino on
minute sums.
band leader.
record as not having to use lend- Hint Gang War In Arcade Operation
lease funds to finance the buys, the
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 15.
situation resolves Itself to how many
A first-class gang war seemed
current pix will go to Moscow. Artabout to break into the open this
kino Is figured as able to finance week as the operator of Springfield's
SsContlnned from pace ?5S
about 15 top films, or 10 current hits first penny arcade was crippled by a
heading the entourage from Wash- and fiv« old ones. Anything more trio of thugs on his way home, and
ington. Kyser will swing across the than that will bring up the old his wife and brother-in-law roi'ghed
country simultaneously to help lure bugaboo of who is going to foot the up.
Victim of the strongarm trio
big-name talent into the luncheons bill.
was
baseball
bats
which used
Artkino execs and members of the
and other events.
Charles Saffer, beano operator and
In N. Y. Friday (18) Lewis and Soviet consular staff are now screen
cltok of the new Springfield Amus.
Meservey have two sessions sched- ing films and, after making t.helr Center, Inc., which opened the arselections
will
ship
them
to
Moscow
getbe
luncheon
First will
uled.
cade last week in the face of strong
together with Kyser and other stars. where the Soviet film heads will opposition.
The agency advisory group headed make the final decisions. Conse
Scarcely had the place opened than
by Chester LaRoche will share the quently Artkino doesn't figure to be the city council at its meeting Tuesable
to
talk
turkey
for
at
least
angrub. Later, at NBC, all writers,
day (8) went on record as opposing
producers and agency people an other four weeks, or until the films the license granted by the mayor,
have
hit
Moscow
and
word
has
come
estimated 350 will meet with the
voiced its intention of
and the
back.
OWI officials, Kyser and IjeRoche.
probing the source of the scarce maOWI'f Giveaway Idea
The preambulating Federal spokes
terials, especially metaU, used in the
If the number of films is beyond
men move into Chicago Monday (21)
installing and operation of the varifor two sessions. In the morning Artkino's ability to finance, and the ous machines.
with the Chicago members of the local distrib of Russian pix figures
Because no money was taken from
radio advisory committee and later to stand the full gaff of the flnanctng
Saffer, though he carried a big roll,
with network officials. Both Kyser since the USSR, along with other
it was generally believed that the
and LeRoche are to be on hand for foreign nations, is strapped for Yank
were intent either on a shakethugs
coin, then the OWI figures to step
these parleys.
or a threat to SalTer who is
Two days (24-25) of discussions into the deal and make purely a down
employed by the new corporation
are on the menu for Hollywood. cuflo arrangement all around with
is headed by John Christowhich
Coast talent Included in Kyser's no money changing hands.
New York. For three days
pher
of
Several of the Yank distributors
Commandos will be brought together
Saffer 'couldn't talk' because of the
with the Federalites and industry would rather have it this way, right
pain
from
a fractured leg and an
people at a meeting the first night. from the start, since they figure that
After
arm
broken
in three places.
The second day will be given over any cash deal for the number of
that his evidence was of no value,
to the writers, producers, agency films required to do a thorough
lending
not
a single clew.
propagandizing chore would require
directors, etc.
The Springfield Union in a pointed
Nat Wolff, West Coast director of selling at cut rate prices. This they'd
rather not do with the Soviet since, editorial titled 'Strong Arm Meththe OWI radio organization, is head
after the war, any such cutrate deals ods?' drew a parallel between the
ing east for all of the sessions.
may be quoted as having set a pr«ce Saffer attack and local murders during the prohibition era when rival
dent.
In any event, whether it Is a cash gangs sought domination.
ll deal or a giveaway worked by the
OWI in the national interest, the
^^^sContlnned from page l^^ssl only film
to change hands would be
increase with every point as the negatives which the Soviets would
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Meek, daughrating rises as anticipated by the print and dub for their own use.
ter, in Los Angeles, Sept. 8. Father
So far as the other countries
author. This arrangement covers the
is press agent for RKO Theatres.
Turkey, Spain, Portugal, Switzer'
first six months, with a flat price to
Mr. and Mrs. James Lanagan,
be in effect for the balance of the land and Sweden are concerned daughter, in Pittsburgh. Sept 6.
the problem is a little different
five-year contract.
Mother Is Pe£; Lanagan, Pitt booking
Miss
explains
Here the American distribs are not agent
Nichols
she
is
gambling on the popularity of her worried about what happens after
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Higgins, son,
program, which won the highest the war, since film production in
Father
rating for a show of its kind last sea- those countries is puny and does not in Beaver Falls,, Pa., Sept. 5.
owner
son, considering the length of time compare with the Hollywood prod- is assistant to Sam Hanauer,
of Rialto and State theatres. Beaver
it was on the air.
Possible that the
the
over
the

The experiment, which

originally

Edward Pa-

di.-eclor.

ZEHRUNG

C.

to

Bride
dula. in Los Angeles, Sept. 6.
a dialog
is a magazine writer, groom

'Watch on

the Rhine,' 'Cafe Crown,' 'Pal Joey,'
and 'The Merry Widow,'
which winds up the season Oct. 11
In shaping up his forthcoming
two-a-day vaude policy Brandt again
ran Into difTculties with unions.

'Jason,'

They were demanding more money
for his two-a-day policy than for the
30 vaude shows weekly he played in
the same houses last season. Attempt
was made by union officials to put
the Brandt venture in the same category as 'Priorities,' the theatre
operator finally prevailing.

Morale Meeting

—

—

WPB

Abie's Payoff

BIRTHS

—

uct.

new
term.

may

contract will be for a five-year

Product

is

& G

Drene but P

switch to another of

its

prod-

ucts.

When

'Abie'

suspended

for

the

it was rated at 14 but had
reached as high as 18. Kastor is the
agency.
Nearest to Miss- Nichols' arrangement was Eddie Cantor's, which provided for a bonus it the rating
reached a certain level, which it
never did.

summer,

Laud H'wood
^ssContlnued from page
supporting the morale end of the
war by going to camps and enter-

Some of them have enlisted
or given their money.
Even stars
too old for active service are pitching in.'
Another typical answer
was: 'I think they are a bunch of
Americans out there, producing entertainment for the people, entertaining in training camps and selling
bonds.'
taining.

The late Carole Lombard and
Walt Disney were the individuals
most frequently commended for
their patriotism.

Once

war

and

is

competition of Axis films, which are
practically giveaway, is removed the
Hollywood product, will be able to
do business as of yore.
So for these countries the OWI
will probably select the films it
wants screened in those countries,
to offset the Axis pix, finance the
prints and dubbings required and
ship the films in, possibly under
U. S. government seal.
As with the -Soviet deal, the OWI
will facilitate the transportation of
the films and bring subtle pressure
to bear to make sure they are
screened. Currently none of these
countries has U, S, film product ex
cept for what was on hand when
deliveries ceased. Sweden was cut
off about two months ago, when
plane service from London was sud'
denly stopped, likewise Switzerland
and Portugal also stopped getting
product recently. Spain has been
getting nothing since production re
quirements and sundry other regU'
lations by the Franco regime made
it

unprofitable to operate.

"^The

OWI

technique

is

Falls.

Mr. and Mrs. Cy Harrice, son. in
Father is WLS,
Chicago, Aug. 25.
Chicago, announcer.

Mr. and Mrs. John Thompson,
daughter, in Chicago, Sept. 5. Father
is member of NBC Central Division
(Chicago) news dept.

Mr. and Mrs. Pete DeLuca, daughin Pittsburgh, Sept. 11. Father
a Pitt band leader who bills him-

ter,
Is

self Piccolo Pete.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Levin, son,
in Hollywood, Sept. 10.
Father
assistant producer at Metrp.

is

Mr. and Mrs. Ben Alexander, son,
Santa Monica, Cal., Sept 13.
Father Is NBC commentator-announcer,
Mr. and Mrs. Josef Washington
Hall, son. Sept, 11, in Hollywood.
Father is Upton Close, NBC commentator.
Mr. and Mrs. Hugo Butler, daughter, in Hollywood, Sept 12.
Father
is a screen writer.
Mr. and Mrs. Ken Murray, son. In
Hollywood, Sept. 13, Father is stage
in

modeled and radid comic, mother the former

closely after the efforts of another.

Cleatus Caldwell, film actress.

Washington
propaganda
agency
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Apter, son.
which has facilitated the distribution Irvington, N. J., Sept 11. Father
of U. S. films in other foreign coun- trumpeter In Marty Ames orch.

In
is
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55
whose yarns on submarine warfare
were solid reading; Major Leonard
H. Nason, army yarns for the mags;
and Lt Commander George Campbell
who did nicely with Navy

Night Club Reviews
{

Continued from page is-

'Spy Under Every Bed'
sContlnued fram page

stories.

CHEZ PAREE, CHI

quartet with a crack pianist-arranger
The ladies have also felt the war,
at the ivories, should start to mean
something even more than hereto- just as they did in legit, with Phyllis
fore, under their new radio groov- Bentley sticking to Air Raid Prehis
musical
intersperses
,how and
ing in the Golden Gate Quartet's cautions; Margaret Culkin Banning,
pleasacts,
is-a
between
insanities
Their "Kalamazoo,' a steady contrib to mags and pubwaclw »rt of guy former spot.
ant if somewhat
TU Be Around,' 'Rigoletto' (ragtime lishers, devoting all her time to pubwlio sings with weird lalsetto elTects quartet
version),
Bones' licizing the WAAC, and Nelia Gard'Dry
tells
wliich are very ftumy. He also
(rhythmic spiritual) and 'Plenty of ner White staying In London, and
funny stories, hoofii a bit, and een- Nuttin' milked
the customers, and away from her typewriter.
eraUy clowns his way through a vice versa.
fast-moving show.
Pic editors see themselves digFred
Keating, with his card tricks ging
into inventories for material
Bob Bromley, puppeteer, brings and showmaniy
ease, makes one
in
his large-size doll* to the stage
wonder why he's not even more big that's been on their shelves, doing
esneciaUy life-like characterizations,
league. While this is no dump, it's remakes just as Metro is doing with
with
oflactions
their
synchronizing
still a limited-capacity saloon, and 'Quo Vadis.' or paying heavily, via
are
Outstanding
recordings.
ctaee
competition,
for
what
dlya. his the suave monologist-magician is increased
his bosom-heaving operatic
plenty boffo for the major circuits. worthwhile stuff that comes along.
piano virtuoso and his nimbleBromley He didn't do the birdcage routine
colored dancer.
Scarcity of material hasn't hit the
footed
nor the needle routine when caught, mags
'sister,'
just yet although the outlook
'also introduces Sonja Henle's
but his dexterity with the cards, plus
who skates gracefully.
there is also glum especially since
his afTable small-talk, commends him
Tlie D'lvons are ballroom artists
for important attention anew.
And they now want shorter pieces. This
with a flair for the expressive.
with pictures wondering about lead- stems from necessity to justify the
Their numbers are executed with
ing men all over again, what has increase in prices— Satevepost. Colby
provided
contrast
la
Sharp
fkill.
liers, Liberty
now 10c— by giving
Robinson Twins, red-headed happened?
the
Rui'i Bemian, rounding out the customers more yarns per issue.
terpsichorean artists who bounce
Never in the ken of modern story
about in combination of Jitterbug, show, is heralded as a protegee of
acrobatic and novelty dancing, all of Caspar Reardon and. like that late, editors has the shortage of usable
appealing.
great swing harpist, she essays 'Sum- material
it snappy, modern and
resulted in such competiBut the real show is Miss Fields. mertime' and 'Blue Room' on the tion for material. Not only are the
She has the audience in the palm strings. She's a pleasant interlude writers not writing or going into
Abel.
of her hand from her very entrance.
the armed services but most of the
Surprisingly she opens with 'Sleepy
few still pounding typewriters are
Lagoon.' in her own style, but nearturing out stuff that is behind the
ly all of the 10 songs that follow are
unique comedy or heart-throbbers.
running story
the war.
(BLACKSTONE HOTEL)
Here is a friendly, talented creator
of moods in song, with a special gift
for touching the emotions of her auChicago, Sept. 12.
dience.
J<iiie Pickens, Eddie Oliver Orch
,
Bills
Most applauded of the Fields spec- (8); $2.50 tniiiimum Saturday.
ialties is her popular favorite. 'The
sContlnued from page 48.
Biggest ASpidastra In the World.'
The sedate beauty of the May- cioo Ubit
Swun CInb
Also much liked was a Cockney
Mann
Bon- Bon & BuUder
number. The Bleedln' Ant,' a new fair Room lends itself ideally to the Llnyil
KrflDk Toml
Sheldonfl
number, "Nighty performance of a feminine singer OlorlH
fpeeially-written
Dnle
Bobby Davie
such
Jane
as
Tickens.
And
Miss Many Dovlne
Oroh
Night, Little Sailor Boy* a howling
Helalne Travere
Pickens'
quiet
beauty
and
fine
voice
Hero* from
interpretation of
Penny Sle
Blver Drtre T«r
are neatly adaptable to this ^ot or Dick Wbarton Ore Jimmy Flunon
The Chocolate Soldier,' done with- any,
Vlni'enr Rlzzo Ore
for that matter.
Sam't Car*
out the mike, and, for a finale. The
Town Tavrra
Eddie Oliver, one-time Ben Bernie June Van
Saw Paris,' sung
I
Last Time
T.^n racked Ore
Fred Swift
pianist,
cleverly
combines
I'rlncHA rhanr Lee
Rachstraight
_
^,
.
Diane Scott
CoUettr Topper
Chez Paree Adorables offer sev- maninoff's 'Second Piano Concerto' ^ary Seville
Kay Martin
eral fine routine numbers. They are with 'Stardust' to make music that is KiDsa of Rbrthm
Hal IlAla
young, fresh and charmingly cos- melodious and effective. The band Vlke Rajr Ore
Tnun AtUntlr Vge
r^nny Herenadere
SclolU'e
iumed. Buddy Franklin's music is provides subdued accompaniment to
tMb Ceotary Clab
his piano soloing, creating a tem- Frankte Rlchardeon
competent, pleasant for dancing.
Loop.
pered mood that is gracious and Joyettee
Harry .McKny
Rape & Tape
Mike Pedecin
clicko.
Bob Karl
Sally La 51arr
Ore
Gertie
Taylor
Miss Pickens, looking nifty, in
Venice ArUI
Bllver Lake Inn
N. Y.
an ivory gown, sings 10 numAnionp Rove
Marlta
bers.
Best of all her offerings La
Dot MeiTy
Crtl
Qeo Reed
Car It a
Lucey
Mnxine Sulliwan, Dclto Rhuthm Is a spirited revival meeting pres- Alice
Mni'lim
entation of 'Jericho,' with the or- Mont<^z & A<1«1p
BerRuth
Noi-ton
Fred
Keating,
Norma
B0VSA5),
chestra giving her effective vocal Mickey Pomllant O Don Nlcliolfis Ore
iiion, Jhmion CHittison, Julius Monk;
chorus effects. Excerpt's from 'Biit- Bum Ray Oardene Webrr'a llof Braa
$2 minimuTn.
"Em- Flylnir Berryn
'Make-Believe,'
ter
Sweet.'
rnnideo
Beatrice & Danny
braceable You,' 'Lover, Come Back
Rity ODiiy
Willie
Anthony Mele, who owns the class to Me' are among those that go over Atnea
Jerry Halo
Berle Wllllami
Theodore's restaurant on East Seth, notably.
Rex Owen
Jean Marahall
Alice Strickland
Swlnvatera
has been partnered for five years
Miss Pickens' graciousness, en- Qrace Lynn
JiiIps KiniTo'e Ore
with Herbert Jacoby In operating Le
thusiasm, her Intimacy with the 99ih St. Ratbekeller RatliVr mdoradlun^
Ruban Bleu on the second floor as a audience and ability to get the mob
Varht Clab
Gale Arden
supper cUib.
Letter's deal having
Ann Taley
Julia Wayne
t ) .-sing World War favorites with her
e.xpired, Mele is nmning the show
n^tty Hahrle
Vee Auetin
contribute to her smash click.
Ted Lew In, Jr
Babe T^tom
all by himself, substituting Julius
Loop.
folly
Harry
VfKuy Martin
Monk, who used to be one of the
Vlrtor NelHon Ore
Harry Adar Ore
piano accompanists, as

MAYFAIR ROOM, CHI

'

Next Week

,

Uy

—

RUBAN BLEU,

I

regisseur,

and

otherwise booking talent on his own.
Reopening of the sole Mele venture brought back two old standbys,
Maxine Sullivan and the Delta
Rhythm Boys, both of whom have
become standard with the patronage.
Fred Keating and Ruth Berman are
complete newcomers to the environment.
Also new is the decor, a
brighter interior job.

Business was

whammo at the preem

whit:h
is
in
keeping with the
general zingy spending that has obtained in New York night life for
some time. Everything about the
atmosphere la as of yore, perhaps

only
touch,

lacking

which

the

may

War

PITTSBUHGH

Drains Writers

novelist,

rence

in

G.

the Coimnandos;

Blochman

and

Law-

Jerome

active in the Office of War
Information, the former doing broadcasts beamed at the Far East the latter in the picture end; David Monahan is set for the Signal Corps; Joe
Bryan III In the Navy; Murray P.

Weidman,

Jacoby hosting Montgomery, Canadian Army; Will
be important to Saroyan is 1-A and waiting to be

the many who patronized the nltery
called.
but didn't know who was who backRobert H. Newman, steady conof-the-scenes, so far as the downstairs
restaurant was concerned. tributor to the mags, drove an ambuHowever, that's • detaU which lance In Finland and France, is now
should prove no great handicap to a topkick with the U. S. Army in
Mele, one way or the other.
Australia: Elmer Roessner, of the

Monk, of cotirse, hasn't quite got
authority that co-boss Jacoby
when spieling the acts, but that
should be correcud in short order.
As also should be the accelerated
pacing of the divertissement As It
was opening night, the lapses were a
''ue longish, not making for the
scientific turnover so essential to an
intimate boite of this sort, with its
limited capacty, where the jampacked attendance must be diverted
for a fast hour, and then they make
w,iy for another. influx.
The drawing room atmosphere of
Le Ruban Bleu (there never has
been any dancing) is a counterpart
of the Paris boites like
Le Boeuf sur
Ruban Bleu adjacent to
1?
the Hotel Georges V,
et al. With so
"jany repatriates and refugees now in
New York, the Francophile atmosphere (pre- Vichy) has been enjoying
no small vogue.
Mele has assembled a strong show
reopen. Miss Sullivan is still a
standout among the classier, colored
coloraturas ot moderated 52d St.
iintage.
Thus, she swings 'Cockles
2"5 Mussels' (Irish traditional air)
Biid then
does tricks with Johnny
the

Old.

w

M

.

,

I.<mIsc

Oayte I)abblne
Arllnstoa Lode*
Allnca Ore

PrII

Jenny

New IIIMmst

Hub "arter
I'olrnian Clark
I

Frank Andrlnl

L.eQ

Aniloi-HOn

]U,h

Biili'onadre

Oro
Dale Spohrer
UUI Ureeo'a
Dei Courtney Ore
Mary June Dodll
Chnrlle Broad
Dick Ulldlne

Bob

Merry^Bo-RAnnd

Howanl flauiu Ore
Hally lIuKhes
Joey .Sims Ore
Msoo rnfe
Al Miirslcii Ore

La'iUir

Wally

.slti.rwlo

The

l.i-Hlli'9

Nut House
Pcle Ore

Piccolo

&

Hal
Tiny

Dully
Miller

Kddle MllUr
Ted Blake
On*har4 Inn
Benny Burton On

.Sberniun Hayea
Jark Milton
Bloe BM««
Oailt
Lou J.ucky Oro
Cornell Cooper
Al Snyder Oro
Boosle-n'Msl* Clab Jobniiy n'llea
PlM*
Cozy Harris
Oladye Mason
Riitter
Don
with War Production DancInK Buddr
staff,
Bill l..«Roy Ore
Booff Sherman
Jacques l*a Ttflle
Board; Rex Stout, up to his ears in Raceliorm
Wllllaras
Carse,
Bcdd'a rare
various committees; Robert
Harry Comorado
Riidy^Paul ore
rork and Bo4tl«
who fed all the slicks, in the MerJane lrn-|n
chant Marine; Meyer Levin, Army; Lloyil Kol
Bobby .SoniLin
Pertea'a
Kddle
Larry.
Palmier
action;
of
Eddie
Corey Ford is out
Qeo Overliolt Ore
.Sqalrrr-l Conp
Barretto and James R. Ullman driv- Bddio Pcyinn
Dothory .M:i.sun Bd
ing ambulances overseas for the Marion Muller
Frant-lH ItrnHUlt
.Mhi-Ko I'rlce
PriestService;
J.
B.
Field
American
Kllicl MaM>n
SI CInb
the
sticking

•

PM

to

British Broad-

ley
casting Corp.: Stephen Vincent Benet
and James Boyd also concentrating
on war-slanted radio scripts; Sturges
Mason Schley, nephew of Admiral
Schley of Spanish-American war
fame, who did a flock of mysteries,
Air Corps; Philip Steegman, British
British
Robert Westerby,
Navy;
is

Army.
The

Mas

Tiirsiilfi

Kat Md'auley
Unda Cnlta
Bally

Rice

Mary

tlte»le

Monro

Carla
l.iOuli*e

Dnnn

.Shf^rry

I*iine

Uolel Flirt PKI
Ken Bailey Oro
Jotinny Mitchell

Harry Walton
Wheailer
ITntel Henry

Jessie

OWI

also has George Britt,
Lee Falk and, of course, Elmer Davis
who was always good for a flock of
mag stories, also Philip Wylie, a
steady contributor in the past of
deep sea Ashing yarns for the Sat-

eve Post.
Officers

Another factor in deterioration of
'Cow Cow Boogie,' product are officers now on active
Necessarfly So,' "Blue Skies,'
=,„j
^nd
the like. Always possessed of an service. These include Lt. Col. John
assured mike style, her vocal ease U W. Thomason, who clicked In the
SEP with a string of yams about
u
J?*?''* impressive, now that she
"ns attained
the U. S. Marines on China duty;
polish and finish.
Delia .Rhythm Boys, male
Alec Hudson, alias for a sub officer.
iitif.*''.?

.tlplae

R Durty Rev
Mickey Rose Oro

:rontlBued from pa?

Co
Godfrey' and 'Unexpected Uncle,' set Nick Crevet
Natalia A Howurd
for the Coast Guard; Evelyn Waugh, Muriel rufit

(.<4llver

(irHI)

Marty Schraimn
& Queeo
(Oar M**)
Dorothy Kesbitt
Hotel 7<li Avenoe
Hariy Blitley

4 Kinrrs

Escorts
Batrl Roaac*ell

Dick Harding

Bob Moss
Joyce
Hotel Seheaiey

Blllle

nilly

Hinds Oro

)ny I.Ind
Hotel WlB Pean
(roatiaeatal Bar.)
Billy

Catlzone

T.cnoz Gordoa
Dfinn PpIII
John Kiiiz

J

.\l<ili:inii'ils

Sniiw

Kilniunils

Treinn
Joey Reynolds
Freil'ly

»'"'e

Mryrrs
Tnl Drlniimlro
nelly Day
Vnehl Clab
H Middleman Ori
Eddie Metcalfe
Rildle

Teen (Jardell

Johnny Morffon
.Itini*

'l'a>

lor Uirle

.M ia.-o

Sky-Var
Clyde KniKht Ore

Herb lloehrer
Joan Df'mor
Caloo nrlll
Waltere

Sammy

Frank .Natal*
Mike Sandre'lo

during
recent
months. But this Anding apparently
bi ought them slight comfort, inasmuch as they also found that, of 68
especially

lems,'

pictures

flghting-fronl
tion,

in

proriue-

were actual combat ve-

50'"o

and that, of the 16 more already released and the six await-

hicles:

release, half of these are outright hand-to-hand, throttle, grapple

and gouge

stufT.

And

think that
adding:

such

things

'Experience in England

survey-analysis was predicated on the six general categories
vouchsafed recently in the Governipent Information ManuaW as follows:
(.1) Issues of the war— what
wj are fighting for; (2) The Enemy,
hit idealogy, objectives and tactic:;
(3) The United Nations: i4) The
Production Front; (5) The Home
Front, and (0) The Fighting Forces.

The

Blfht In There Fichtinc
Nothing was said here, it may be
noted, about the Fighting Front yet,
according to the OWI survey, there
are of this date 68 fighting front
pictures in preparation and about
half of them are actual combat

—

in the. categories named,
this record of production.
Issues Two released. This

And

there

is

War

—

Above Air and 'Somewhere

I'll

Find

You'; and two in preparatidn, "The
Last Best Hope' (20th-Fox) ana
'Mary Smith, U. S. A.' (Metro).

The Enemy—Thirty-four pictures
released up to the first of Septemthe
OWI
declares
This,
ber.
aralysis, is over-production to a
point where 'the American people
arp finding a spy under every bed,'
having been given an exaggerated
tt
iripression of the spy menace,
was added that the stories show little originality or distinction.
films
United Nations— Only three
released and three more awaiting
release. 'But,' adds the survey, 'this
been
has
all-important
subject
t-'Ckled with vigor by the industry
and 46 pictures of this nature are

now

in preparation.'

Front

Production

— Four

shooting; one feature and

features

two shorts

awaiting release. Half dozen features
in production. Among the important
features coming up are 'Pittsburgh'
tU); 'Swing Shift' (PRC); 'Liberty
Ships' (Metro); and King Vidor's
picture, which is to deal with war
industry in and around Detroit.
Home Front Three features released, five awaiting release, with 16
There are seven
preparation.
in
shorts shooting and 28 are in prepaawaiting release. Imration or
coming up are
productions
portant
(Metro); 'He Hired the Boas' (20thFcx), and 'You Can't Escape For(Warners).
ever*
Fighting Forces— Here there are
several- sub-classifications, including
Recruiting, Induction and Training,
Medical Corps, Women's Army, Merchant Marine and Actual Combat.
As far as the latter is concerned, the
ayes seem to have it, prompting
OWI to observe:
SlaoUac Fix Wronr Way
'Strictly from the viewpoint of
contributing the most toward the
war eSort, the OWI expresses the
belief

that

more

pictures

dealiiig

with the Issues, the Home Front and
Production Front— admittedly

th«

much more

difficult

to

dramatize—

would be useful. The public doe6
not yet have a clear idea of what
the war is all about, nor of the
amount of individual sacrifice and
cc operation which will be required
of every citizen in order to achieve
victory.

'A survey of all federal agencies
any way connected with the war
clearly points to an increasing
impact of the war upon the average citizen. In the next six to 12
months, virtually every able-bodied
many with deincluding
male,
pendents, will be in the armed
In

efliort

forces.'

Hollywood's

obligation,

it

was

pointed out, is to meefthe challenge of the war which in the'next

Mark r^ne
Jack McCarthy

within groups and between groups

Villa

.tladrid

Covoto Oro

Tvonne A Victory
Julie Nalelly
Brondivny Ifebs

Vletnrr

Lnance

Vli-tnry 3

Webnter
S^\t>nn

flail

>fople» Ore

l<'n*.l>lonAtteB

issues.

OWI

nlao believes,

made.

Philly

Canteen

^^sContlnacd from page
canteen a couple of hundred dollars
a week.

'We were told to lay off in our
negotiations for this broadcast, because the New York Canteen had
just signed for a series with the

Corn

Products Corp. giving them exclusive rights for broadcasts from canteens.
We acceded to New York's
wi.shes.'

Sullivan said that two weeks ago
hi wrote to the parent wing, outlining a one-shot broadcast which all
Philly radja stations had offered to
plug the current drive to rai^e $25,000 for the local canteen.
'I
received an answer asking us
njt to go through with the campaign
broadcast,' he said. 'They explained
that the sponsor of the network show
hac a clause in their contract which
allowed Corn Products to cancel if

there was another broadcast from
any canteen.
'Now they have the effrontery to
tell the public that they're helping
support Philadelphia. We haven't
received a red cent from them.'

to

Other canteen officials said there
had been a tacit understanding that
the Philly canteen would get at least
a small chunk of the $2,500 weekly
that the Theatre Wing gets for its
weekly network show. But thus far
there has been no word from New
York on this subject.
With all precincts not yet heard
from, it's been reported that the
Canteen's drive has netted about
half of the $25,000 sought A couple
o: hundred dollars were raised at an
auction from the steps of the Academy by Ilka Chase on Friday (11).
Among the itenu auctioned were
a handkerchief belonging to Hedy
Lsmarr, which went to a soldier for
$7.50; Mickey Rooney's drumsticks
which sold for $25, and a silver
dancing slipper donated by Ginger
Rogers, which brought $8. Sullivan
bought in several hundred dollars
worth of items himself which he
turned back for resale.
Chairman of the drive Is Fred W.
eSpelllsy, v.p. of the Market St. National Bank, of which Sullivan is

president

—

year, it was asserted, 'is bound to
create strange, new tensions within
American life. Frictions will arL<ie

F.tzl

b'.>

shown

hsis

tures.'

—

ward war

survey concludes, that Him production should aim at establishing
an understanding of the need for
such sacrifices as are being and will
th

they do not
should be,

that the public shortly becomes surfeited with too many combat pictures and demands an opportunity
to go to the theatre without having
to witness bloodshed and flghting
during its relaxation period. This
has resulted in England in a very
sharp trend against all war pic-

films.

determination with which our people
nave met and are meeting their
cr:.<!is
and, at the .same time, are
preserving an idealistic attitude to-

.the greatest strain will be thrown
upon American morale.'
It was added that the film industry
.

.

ha.%

failed

in

presenting

pictures

showing adequately the vigor and

Army Raid Show
"onilnued from

p.-s

the approved fashion. Bunch «t coeds from Maryland University helped
out on this, to prove that even the

inexperienced can become

fire-fight-

ers.

t

DcmenstaUiM*

Two model Cape Cod

cottages
erected on the open lot arc used to

One has
protected In the best civilian
defense method. Other is an unfinished spare room fUled with rubbish.
Bombs are lighted and one goes out
harmlessly.
Other spreads flames
and fire hose comes into play as a
Drug store with autoquencher.
matic sprinkler system then gets the
bomb torch to demonstrate the efficacy of such apparatus.
Second part of the show provides
the thrill wallop. Civilian Defense
Control Center is set up center stage,
and various services performed by
these workers are graphically shown,
from the first warning signal until
the enemy planes arrive.
First plane over the field drops
flares lighting up the targets. Then
the dive bomber with the incendiaries, followed by the demolition explosives. College Park hotel is consumed by flames from the incen*
diaries, with firemen coming into
play when structure is an inferno.
The final episode of the show illustrates a flaime thrower destroying
a pill box and other Chemical Warfare Service Activities. All the action Is accompanied by a running
commentary over the loud q>eaker.
'Action Overhead' was presented
for members of the various military
missions In Washington, Army officers and civilian defense workers.
It Is something that pounds home
the lesson better than a dozen books
or lecturp.<!.
demonstrate carelessness.
attic

Wednesday, September

16,

I9i2
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Guest Statesmen on High Crossley

Equity Asks

Programs to Project War Messages
fi-

Idea of getting
As
Important official messages across is
a plan to spot a Donald Nelson or
radio combig
on
some
Hull
Cordell
mercial, as a 'guester,' on the theory
the past established listening auready-made,
insure
a
will
dience
widespread, listening public for the
Heretofore, it's been
'serious' note.
proved that the important Washington people don't figure so importantly with the average listener,
whereas, if slipped into a Kate Smith
or a Bing Crosby show, it would
really mean something.
In addition, OWI's Bill Lewis, on
the extension of the 'allocation' plan,
figure; that certain artists can best
project important sales messages,
such as labor, salvage, conservation,
but only if done in their own idiom.
Bing Crosby jivin' about a serious
wartime subject will get more real
folksy attention than if it were given
In stilted academic language by an
inexperienced mike user, such as a
(Continued on page 42)

All Right,

Who Married

The A.
Yrs.

J.

Balabans 25

Ago Takes Encore

•Variety's' rBle as Cupid's assistant

nearly 25 years ago got a doubletake Saturday (19) at the wedding
in N. Y. of the A. J. Balabans'
daughter, Ida Josephine, to Jean

Aberbach.
The same rabbi, Rev.
Edward Lissman, now 70, whom
'Variety*

recommended

to

marry the

elder Balabans, performed the chore
Saturday.
^Balaban himself recalled his coming to N. Y. 25 years ago with his
fiancee, both strangers in the metropolis, and not knowing where they
could get married. First they found
they couldn't get a license on a
Saturday and they spent that evening weeping over their dinner In the
old Lorber's Restaurant. On Monday
they got the license, but didn't know
about a rabbi.
So Balaban called
'Variety' and somebody on the rag
with a connection or a memory recommended the Reji. Lissman.
The showman, now operating the
Roxy, N. Y., in the intervening years
had forgotten the rabbi's name, so
his wife got the William Morris
(Continued on page- 52)

Shortage Being Felt

as they're asking so
many questions these days, answer me this, friend:

Who would you say has made
the most lasting impression on
American ears Berlin, Gershwin or Sousa?

—

United Nations' Soldiers and
Sailors Chief Victims of

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
George Sanders is trying a new
tack to force 20th-Fox to give him
more preferential roles. He's heading east with his agent to lay his
cause before the film critics of eastern dailies who gave him good

lesser

number of male civilians
New York town are getmore than their share of

around
ting

—

femme

ogling.

It's just a case of supply 'n'
demand, but when the unies are

on the

streets, that's all brother!

DANCING RACKET

3-A Papas More

GreazaMayAsk

Self -Conscious

Today on Podium

Clip joints, most of them the
dime-a-dance joints on and around
Broadway, are trying to get rich
quick
British,
Fighting
off
the
French, Dutch, New Zealand, Aussie
and other United Nations servicemen
on leave In N. Y. The matter has
already been brought to the attention of Mayor Fiorelfo LaGuardia's

Equity to Absorb
Variety

Actors

office.

The danceries are said to be the
a number of fairly sucbandleaders and vocalists principal violators, with the sidepiled up any size- street bars and cellar cafes running
nest egg) who are diligently them a close second. In the former
searching for some method whereby it's a dry take, while in the latter
they can let it be known to the pub- the foreign soldiers and sailors are
lic that they are married and fathers first tanked up, sometimes mickeyed,
and justified in remaining out of uni- and then rolled or forced to pay
(Continued on page 54)
form. One of them, the parent of
two youngsters, asserted one evening
last week that he's becoming increasingly conscious of his youthful
appearance, which isn't being helped
by occasional stares by passing dancers. He finds this quiet reproof more
disturbing than any raucous oneHe's anxious to
nighter heckling.
find a way to advertise his responsiThere are

cessful

able

HITLER PUT THE

BOUNCE INTO

bilities.

Another, a singer,

by the

situation.

is

He

also bothered
is

NITERYBIZ

mulling an

idea to be used on his network sustaining program, one that hasn't been

Walter N. Greaza, after 18

WMks

administrative chairman of the
American Guild of Variety Artists,
today (Wednesday) tendering a
is
full

Yank

Artistes of America, with possibly
recommendations for Equity to ab-

sorb the variety performers' union.
Greaza would naturally neither confirm nor deny that he was going to
suggest such a drastic change, but
did admit that his confidential report, which would give a complete
financial picture of AGVA, would
definitely call for a 'drastic revamp'
of the present
setup.

(Continued on page 48)

22.

The American Red Cross is nefor lease of a West End

U.S.

May

Call In Fihn

entertainment of American troops
and patterned after the New York
Stage Door Canteen. Shows will be
given outside of regular theatre
hours to get all the star talent availTalent also is lo be imported
able.
from U. S. especially for the Red
Cross shows.
Tom Bostock. head of the Associated Theatre Properties, has been
asked to negotiate, and is dickering
Understood
for the Savoy theatre.
that if the house is unavailable, the

notices on 'Moon and Sixpence.'
Studio recently suspended him for
walking out on picture assignment. government will commandeer one.

Exec As Coordinator

Of

All Pix Production

Washington, Sept. 22.
Recurring repoiis are to the effect
that a prominent film industry exec
may be called in by the U. S. Gov-

ernment
duction

to coordinate picture prowith a view to insuring

maximum

wartime

the
of
use
screen. In the event of such a move,
there Is a strong possibility that the
representative
picture industry

(Continued on page 15)

talent has

how

Cos.

develop
been taken up by
to

Equity, which will put the matter

up to Hollywood. Around
younger legit actors are In
uniform and a larger percentage of

directly
25% of

junior members will doubtless be
called into the services as they reach
the prescribed age.
Equity, in a special story in its

magazine, takes the stance that
'managers still seem content to sit
back and wait for the right young
man to turn-up and trust that they
will be technically qualified for roles
with which they may be entrusted
...we do not believe that youths

coming up from colleges and amateur theatres will be good enough
in other times young men would
have been seasoned by apprenticeship in stock, but such companies
have vanished (comparatively).'
Equity argues that it is an emergency situation which calls for action by the managers, who could
.

.

(Continued on page 42)

Short-Changing Gimmick

InDetJiteriesIsOKWith
Uncle

to the relationship of
finances and its present organization, Greaza sees no hope of
being able to continue as is.
This alone suggests that more than
a mere reorganization of
Is in
the wind, or at least being suggested.

AGVA

~ Methods
Nix His Cafe

Chicago, Sept. 22.
Earl Carroll has been 'forced' out
of town by 'muscle' methods. After
coming into Chicago, getting himself what looked like the biggest
cafe setup of the entire city, and
selling his concessions for around

$40,000 in cash, the entire Earl Carroll deal for the Terrace Gardens in
the Morrison Hotel seems to be
definitely off.
He sold Leonard Hicks, the hotel's
managing director, and the executive board on possibilities of a big
cafe show and received a contract.
Carroll proceeded to line up a couple
of name bands and 11 standard acts
to start off his first revue. Every(Continued on page 48)

Sam—It Sells Bonds
Detroit, Sept. 22.

Short-changing by the barkeeps of
the niteries and taverns here is o.k.
It's

for

Uncle Sam.

Latent >.'ad^et for building up bond
in the.se parts is an accepted
used on the patrons. It's
r.p into quite a tidy sum

AGVA

According

AGVA's

AGVA

Shows

London, Sept.

new

of

report to the Associated Actors

&

Seekmg

Red

The prbblem

as

deAnitely decided upon because its
Greaza, who is assistant executive
'Schickelgruber
is
the
saloon- secretary
taste is open to question. He's thinkof Equity, was drafted by
ing of 'dedicating' one number each keeper's delight nowadays,' observed the parent Four A's to
administer
one of the foremost cafe operators
program to his youngster.
(Continued on page 41)
in New York. 'Not only in this spot,
are we doing record business, but the
customers nowadays come in six deCross Is
licious flavors to suit every type of Earl CarroO Forced
nitery, cafe, club, bar, pub, saloon,
restaurant or whatnot, in and out
London Theatre For
Ont of Chicago; muscle'
of the big cities.
'I suppose it's true of almost all
Troop

theatre to be devoted solely for the

PLAINT TO PIX CRICKS

Getting so that the relatively

Broadway and Side Street
Joints and Phoney 'HostMayor Laess' Routine
Guardia's Warning
'FREE'

to Offset Talent

-'

Who?

Inasmuch

gotiating

SANDERS TAKING HIS

H wood

By Encouraging Stock

Shortage

TAKE 'EM HABITS

(who haven't yet

Cleric

CENTS

%

>*

OWI

25

CUP SERVICEMEN

N.Y. DIVES
part of the

PRICE

23, 1942

sales

clip boing

mounting

War Bonds.
For instance, the customer lays a
flve-.;pot on the bar and gets his
drink end change laid out. He picks
up his drink and the barkeep picks
of

up

a dollar.

'Sorry,' he says, 'but you picked
Uf. that drink with your right hanu.
That's against the rules here. You're
In return^ he h?nds
fined a buck.'
thr cu.slomer war stamps.
The gaz ha.s been working swell.
Customers are getting fined for
everything from letting the ice in
the glass I nklc on the side to having 'more than a quarter inch of
foam on top the beer.'
To show how the thing has built
up. there's Lou Janssen, who runs
Lou's Recreation, a combination of
Right
tavern, bowling alleys, etc.
(Continued on page 52)

OKAY FOR SOUND IF
IT'S PRE-PEARL HARBOR
Not

to

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
be caught with its scripts
Is dating most of its
musicals before Pearl

down 20th-Fox
material for

Harbor.
Figured

things are changing

fast and studio is not taking
chiinccs on topical sequences.

too

any

»«»»»*
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MISCELLANY
Jolson and Morehouse Find English

tyicroror

BUY
UNITED

Morale and Show Biz at He^ht
Al Jolson and Ward Morehouw,
Iht N. Y. Sun's theatrical and roving correspondent, Just back from

Enaland and Ireland, coincide in
their findings on show business.
The sum and
Biilish morale, etc.
si!bstance is that 'those people just
With rubble still on the
can't lose.
corners of main streets, remains of
air
Nazi
by
blasted
buildings
bl:tzes, everything is as smooth as
ever, although the seriousness of the
war Is by no means ever blighted
from their consciousness." Jols<m
g,.' back Saturday (19) by Clipper;
Morehouse via destroyer two days

earlier.

•Show business is even bcller
say.-;
a.:;o.'
years
three
than
Morehouse. He, like Jolson, couldn't
get excited about 'Flarepath,' but
term Emlyn WiUiams' 'Morning Star'
Quentin
there.
thing
best
the
Reynolds recently expressed that the
former was the 'Journey's End ol

STATES

Along

Tattle Toddles

Hollywood, Sept.

ViAR

stsnms

22.

Frank Tuttle, who has spent IB
years directing pictures on the Paramount lot, continues there under e

new

iONDS
SXiMPS

directorial contract.

collaborating with
Waldo Salt on the screen play of
will
'Yi ur's Without Love,' which
Studio
b.> his next Job as director.
is negotiating with Helen Hayes for

Currently he

the

star

Is

It will cost money to dejeat
Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you

role.

Tiunning (J5.50)

now.
Buy war savings bonds or
stamps today. Buy them
every day it you can. But
iuv them on a regular basis.
to help

Mob

Forces Studios To

Grab 'Em Off Streets

By Joe
*********************

granting

waivers,

is

themselves and trying to drink up
all the Scotch In the British Isles
every night.' Thus it keynotes Ihc
hectic and turnaway nite life.

studios to recruit hundreds of nonprofessional extras from the roster
of the California Department of Em-

4»^»j
Coolacres, Cal.

see some more vaudeville shows are opening in New York. More
power to 'em. That Harry Richman, Bert Wheeler, Johnny Burke and
Henny Youngman show should be a pip for comedy. So should Jcsscl
who is still a great artist and a showman in spite of his youth. I always
Well,

I

call Georgie Jessel a yuung fogie.
All this vaudeville reminds me that just 10 years ago (Nov. 7, 1032) was
the last bill at the Palace before the grind policy.
Bill Demat-est was
m.c. Allan Mann and Dorothy Dell assisted by Helen O'Shea did a s( -ig
and dance act. Ada Brown, the sepia warbler, was deucing it. Henry
Santrey and his band also had a performing parrot with the outfit, Rosetta
(Topsy) Duncan did a single. William Demarest
Estelle CoUctle did a
great comedy act
Floyd Gibbons did some fast gab about th eSino-Jap

&

war.
Mitchell Sc Durant did knockabout comedy.
Charlie Jordan &
Johnny Woods did a burle radio feature. Dave Apollon, in his third
week, had his Filipino orchestra, Albertina Rasch girls and Goodell &
Nora Williams. Yep, that was the last bill of two-a-day and three on

weekends.
Mosconls' 41 Palace Dates

By the way, the Mo.sconi Bros, held the record In the Palace in 1924.
They played 41 weeks in nine years with their own acts and with Bes.sie

—

What an

act!

That was the same year that the Keith Time only allowed acts two
bows.

Lady Esther

Buys Screen

permitting

•war in stride, all the while enjoying

Laurie, Jr.

Dear Joe:

Clayton.

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Almost anybody who wants to be
World War II.' Morehouse calls the
currently a background screen acter can get
theatres
legit
30-odd
operating 'the best London season in a job these days as a member of the
three years.'
mob at $5.50 per day. There is a
Jolson's emphasis is on, the i.ian- shortage of atmosphere players, so
nt-r in which the EnglL<;h take the short that the Screen Actors Guild

«

^

Lefty s Notebook

Guild

Program

ployment.

Bow

stealers

squawked plenty but

surefire acts preferred audiences
that were not milked, bilked and conned into applause.
(Radio took over
that trick later with the applause signs in studios.)
Nineteen twenty-four wasn't such a good year for some rum runners.
They were .smuggling gin and alky without the labels on in cakes of ice
from Ontario, Canada, It was common to ship ice from there in those
days, but in July when it was real hot the ice melted and spoiled the
racket.
Reading about the Nora Baycs picture they are making at Warner Bros,
reminds, me Jack Norworth
Bayes joined voices in 1906.

&

Three years later, 1909, Hnmmerslein had Farmer Wilke, the guy wi^h
beard 11 feet long, on the roof with Sober Sue, the cow, and he called

that section of the roof 'The Mute Review.'
Army drafts, enlistments and high
saw John (NBC) Royal.
Did you know that in 1930 the Chicago local nuisicians union ruled
Lady Esther (cosmetics) has taken
(CBS) Paley, Adele Astaire pay in the airplane plants have reBill
that ukelele players were musicians? 1 still say they were wrong. That
(Lady Cavndish), Hannen SwafTer, duced the number of extras, once a over the sponsorship of the Screen
problem on the hands of SAG and Guild Theatre series. It will broad- same year E. F. Albee and A. L. Erlanger died.
Quentin Reynolds, among ottier.s.
scarcity in cast the first of these programs in its
Bemember That Florida B«MnT
Jolson cracks that he was glad to MOW a problem because of

Both

the Blarney Stone, but after
awhile :;lt that a Lindy sandwich
(Continued on page 41)

krss

TO INSTALL CAGNEY AS
PREZ OF SAG ON SUN.
Hollywood, Sept. 22.
With nominations closed and no
cne named to oppose him as prexy
Actors Guild, James
Screen
of the
Cagney takes office at the annual
meeting of Class A members ne; t
Other officers to be
(27).
Sunday
installed include George Murphy,
Paul Harvey, Walter Abel, veepees:
Lucille Gleason, recording secretary;
Porter Hall, treasurer.
New Board members for threeyear terms are Abel, Cagney, Emma
Dunn, Gary Grant, Murphy, Lloyd
Nolan, Walter Pidgeon, Elisabeth

Franchot Tone,
Risdon,
Trowbridge, Jane Wyman.

Charles

Chief issue up for discussion at
the meeting is crackdown on actors"
who persist in making free appearances on what SAG terms commercial radio programs.

MacQoarrie Sez M-G Pic
Hurt Hbn 1500,000 Worth
Los Angeles. Sept.
Metro

22.

was named defendant

in

$500,000 damage action filed in superior court by Haven MacQuarrie,
NBC's 'Noah Webster,' who charged
that the studio's picture, 'Married
Bachelor,' humiliated and embarrassed him and caused him great
loss of income. For the latter item
$250,000
is
asked;$100,000
exen plary, and $100,000 on the humiliation count.

the lower bracket. Guild extras now
draw $10.50 per day and must be
notified by 7:30 on the evening before they are called to work. After
that time the Guild issues waivers,
permitting studios to hire extras at
In a picture at Universal the
$5.50.
studio wanted 600 circus spectators
at $5.50 apiece, but had to call 124

Monday

present

spot (10-10:30 p.m.)
either Oct. 17 or 26. The

Just looking at a page of 1925. Remembef the Florida boom was going
big then and plenty of showfolks went for it. All they got out of it was
around $8,500. gags for their act. Clayton. Jackson Sc Durante opened at the Dover club.
motion pic- Mellie Dunham (Henry Ford's fiddler) was running old fiddler contests
ture relief fund show on 65 stations at the Hippodrome.
He asked 100 bucks for 15 minutes on the radio,
over CBS beginning Oct. 19. Half with no takers. What a cinch he'd be now with aU those guest shots.
hour dramatic show will follow Lux
In 1913, singers in vaudeville were starting to use exclusive songs, geton Monday nights. It cancels out ting more like the English idea, because they claimed published songs
Freddy Martin. MCA package un- traveled too fast. It's a good tip for radio singers now.
non-Guilders, and at the last moment
derstood costing Lady Esther around
In 1916 Nellie Revell was made special press agent fot the Orpheum
filled in the vacancies with $10.50
$8,500 weekly. Bill Lawrence pro- Circuit. The gal is still o.k. in my book today a great woman.
calls.
duces for Pedlar & Ryan and Walter
Did you know that in 1921 bookers could give an act within Greater
Johnson, of MCA, will line up the New York 47% weeks in 80 theatres? Now there's just about 47'..4 bookcrj
weekly talent changes as he did with 80 acts.
when show was sponsored by Gulf.
H'wood Goes to B'way
It was in 1924 when Bob O'Donncll started in Texas as an exec of the
Contract was signed by Jean Her- Interstate Circuit. He was a partner then of Charlie Fitzpatrick in the
Busiel, agency business; before that he was manager of Harlem Opera House;
To Find Latin Actors sholt for relief fund; Alfred
president of Lady Esther; Jules and before that he was treasurer of Orpheum, Brooklyn. He is now Big
Stein for MCA and Arthur McEl- Man of the Interstate and one of the best pals the actor ever had. Little
Hollywood, Sept. 22.
fresh of Pedlar & Ryan.
Dick Foy, Henry Bergman and Charlie Freeman are down there with him.
Next production by Harry Goetz
Cireat guy.
and Gregory Ratoff at Columbia -will
I just thought of the time in the '.small time* days when the curtain would
be a South American musical, based Morehouse Doing Film
have wires to guide it on the sides, an act would say, 'Boy, we wore out
on a yarn by Henry Myers and EdStory on Winter Garden the wires!,' when they were a hit.
ward Eliscu.
Colorful Argot All Its Own
The producers are shoving off for
Ward Morehouse is scripting
They had a language all their own, those smalltime actois. about theBroadway this week to sign specialty 'Winter Garden.' on assignment
acts and stage names.
from Lee Shubert, who, in turn, atres, towns and people. Theatres were called 'Ink Spots.' 'Break-a-ways.*
'Mouse
Traps,'
'Shooting
Galleries,' 'Drip Pan,' 'Slabs.' Towns were called
working out a film deal with
is
Columbia. Morehouse's original will Haystacks,' 'Droopville,' 'Tank Town,' 'A Main Streeter.'
People were called 'Towners,' 'Sleeve-Gilders' (that meant people who
become the basis of the film verTee Off Grid Picks
wiped
their
noses
with
their
sleeves), 'Gllpins,' 'A Look-Mom, No Hands'
sion.
time ago announced (that was for town idiots), 'A Nine-o'clocker,' meaning they went to bed
Col. some
The 'Variety' weekly football
'Winter Garden' as a film theme, but early.
Boarding
houses
were
called
'Peck and Pad' joints (peck meaning cat
selections start this week.
the Shuberts squawked on grounds
and pad the matticss), 'A Square and a Splash' meant a room and bath.
On page 55.
of infringement of their property.
'A Diaper Mansfield' meant a young legit. 'A Shelf meant a stage, or
sometimes it applied to the gallery. 'Cull' and 'Bo' were old variety
terms of endearment for friends.
Someone once asked Alf Grant, the comedian, did he see Joe Doakes?
Alf said, 'I saw him standing in Hope Island on the WaSle Iron about 10
minutes ago. He walked down Cripple Creek with a couple of turtles and
then headed for the Water Hole.' Hope Island mean a spot in front of the
Palace theatre. Waffle Iron the grating on the sidewalk. Cripple Creek
was 46th street, where idle musicians hung out; Turtles were layoffs
standing In the sun, and Water Hole was the Automat. I guco:> there's

CBS

on

cost

is

reported to

Lady Esther

l>e

will put

—

some Turtles there waiting for vaudeville to come back.
Talking about the Palace reminds me of the time Jim Thornton showed
up at the Palace Theatre building in the middle of summer wearing a big

still

fur coat. Someone asked, 'What's the Idea of the fur coat, Jim?' And
he said, 'I'm going up to see Albee and I don't want to take a summer
cut'
Best to the gang, sez

MacQuarrie alleges that sequences
the picture 'invaded his rights
of privacy and property' and so
ridiculed his former program, 'Marriage Club,' that NBC resultantly
cancelled a sustaining contract with
him. To cite his earning capacity
oil radio, complaint reveals that he
was paid $1,650 a week plus expenses
by Wonder Bakers for his commercial

program,

terminated

Your

—

I'l

Lc/tv.

Would Use Radio Leads

h

Fdm

Recast

last

Andrew J«hnson
Given PoUyanna Switch

'Rose'

four weeks shooting.
Figured some picture-goers may
resent the harsh treatment of the
characterization
President
given
Andrew Johnson, and almost a complete rewrite makes Barrymore
more favorable. Pres. Johnson.

Anne Nichols, whose 'Abie's Irish
Rose' has resumed Saturday nights
on NBC for Procter
Gamble
(Drene shampoo), intends taking the
program to the Coast some time this
fall or winter, while she makes a
picture version of the yarn.
With
the idea of using as many as possible of the radio cast in the screen
edition, she has recast the two name
parts with visually suitable actors.
Thus, Dick Coogan and Mercedes Mc-

&

Hollywood, Sept. 22,
Lionel Barrymore goes from heavy
to a sympathetic character In Metro's
remake of the 'Man on America's
Conscience,' which requires another

ABBOTT

and

COSTELLO

Returnlno to Air WavM Tuesday, Cel. 8, 7-7:30 p.m., an NBC
Coast-to-Coast Network In their own ihow for Camel Cigarettes

Now
In

A

on National Releate

"PARDON MY SARONG"

Mayfair Prodifotion

— Universal

Under Personal Management

of

Pictures Release

EDWARD SHERMAN

'ARMV LEAVING

Version Too,

*khW and

season.

Pres.

pal,

WITH

N.Y.

370G

Irving Berlin's 'This Is the Army,'

presented by Uncle Sam, finales its
sensational eight-week date at the

Broadway,
Soldier

N,

show

Saturday (26).
have grossed ap-

Y.,

will

proximately $370,000 by that time.
At $4.40 top, 'Army' bettered $47,500
the early weeks of the date, then,
with a slight tilt In the mezzanine,

the pace Increased to $48,000. That
Cambridge have replaced Sydney means S.R.O., as
no standee are perSmith and Betty Winkler as Abie mitted.
and Rose, respectively.
'Army' leaves Sunday afternoon
Although Miss Nichols has not for Washington, opening at the Na(Continued on page 54)
(Continued on page 16)
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ACTORS OVERSEAS

PIX

Showfolk have done yeoman work thus far in this country's
war effort. As bond salesman and as morale stimulants, within
the confines of these United States, they have had no equals.
Now they must do more and outside the boundaries of the
democracy.

FROM SPAIN

Advantageous Use of Films for U.

Army and Navy

TOAflGENTINA

—

An

Trade Treaty

—

for Flood of Fascist
Propaganda From Old to

New World

ACCENT ON FILMS

Keeping the morale of our armed forces overseas at a high
Buenos Aires, Sept. 19.
pitch is of secondary importance only to carrying a gun itself.
First of what's expected to be a
Thousands upon thousands of uniformed men based in foreign flood of Spanish plcts, many of them
centres,
urban
miles
from
many
of
them
most
camps,
U. S.
doped with propaganda, is already
hunger for relaxation and American performers can fill that
here
the result of revoid best. The personal contact of visiting name performers
has proven a stimulant of immeasurable value to the servicemen.

The effect can perhaps best be described by the revere;ice
that this country's World War I A. E. F. held Elsie Janis,
who, to this day, is still glorified by the U. S. veterans of that
struggle. The frank enthusiasm of American soldiers overseas
E.
for the personal appearances of Jolson, Ray Bolger, Joe
Brown, Merle Oberon, Bob Hope, Edgar Bergen, et al., is a
more recent illustration of the great contribution of such volunteer entertainers.

the U. S. servicemen something that, in its moral
in the battles
effect, is probably as important as ammunition
materials, the
to come. And, like ammunition and other war
all
supply of entertainment overseas must steadily grow— to
stationed in
points wherever American uniformed men are
this global war.

They gave

as
en route
completed
cently
film

Argentine-Spain

worked out by a super-

powered Spanish trade mission,
headed by Don Eduardo Aunos, was
handled as-a special deal accompanying a general two-year' Argenniere was
tine-Spain agreement,

Many

of

them performed

kneeright in the front-line trenches; in dugout
accompaniment. Surely
deep mud and with shellfire as orchestral
self-sacritic.ng.
and
courageous
as
just
is
actor
of
this generation
theatres; in

Wallace Beery,' since the southerner
resembles Beery physically.
Weede will be screen tested by
both while in California for the San
Francisco Opera Company, where he
opens the season Oct. 9 in 'Alda.'

Ha sang 'Faust' and 'Pagliaccl' in
Montreal last v/eek, and he, Jan
Peerce and Jean Tennyson will conCelanese Hour, 'Greater
Music' from the Coast
under the baton of Gaetano Merola,
Oct. 14-28.
Weede opens a 25 date
concert tour Nov. 1 in San Diego,
working his way back to the Met.
tinue the

Moments

Zasu

in

Pitts in 'Murder'

PitUburgh, Sept. 22,
Zasu PiUs winds up her p.a. tour
this week at Stanley, where she
closes Thursday night (24).
Goes
direct from Pittsburgh to New York
for rehearsals of her first Broadway

Ui.O.'s Lastfogel Lines

Up More Overseas Talent

OFFERS
Hollywood, Sept.

22.

Phil Spitalny can stay here just

Gracie Fields'

and his all femme band started
working in 'When Johnny Comes
Marching Home' at Universal than

Radio, Nitery

other offers started pouring

in.

Mary Brian Cancels
Cleveland, Sept. 22.

L. K.

Indisposition of her dance partner,
John Bushallow, forced Mary Brian
maestro cornered several times, and to cancel current vaude date at tha
20th-Fox emissaries have been trail- RKO Palace.
Dlosa Costello .was
ing him, but so far there have been rushed in to replace ex-flim actress
on bill that co-featured Jacki*
no dotted line rendezvous.

Sidney, Metro producer, has had the

AndfdmsSet

be the 9:55-10 p.m. period across the
board on the Blue network, starting
Oct. 12. It will be a song and story
five

times a week.

RuthraufT

Ryan

St

Cooper and Charlie Barnet's orch.
Bushallow sprained his ankle last
Wednesday (17) during one of their
performances in Dayton, O., only
two days before their skedded appearance in Cleveland. Miss Brian
tried to get two former dancing

All offers are being weighed personally by Spitalny, however, including a pitch by Universal for another picture. Maestro may keep his
band out here longer than the contemplated four weeks as General
Electric is favorable to more originations from the glamor capital for
its

is

.

partners to substitute for him, but
found that both were in army. Expects to resume tour as soon as she
breaks in a new dancer.

'Hour of Charm.'

the agency.

Metro Picture

LeMaire

to

Metro

22.

Following her engagement at the
Operations Exec;
Waldorf-Astoria
in
New York,
Grade Fields comes here to prepare
Tbau Into
for her Metro picture, 'Down Under,' in which she will be co-starred
with Charles Laughton.
Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Her second picture will be for
Rufus LeMaire, assistant to Buddy
United Artists, which her husband, DcSylva at Paramount for 20 months,
Monty Banks, produces.
Jimmy
moved over to Metro to take over
Campbell, former English music
publishef^songwriter, is now here part of the job left vacant through
working on the screenplay with Fred Ben Thau's departure from the Cul-

Thompson.
The Hartmans and Freddy MarAt the behest of the War and tin's band are slated for the WalNavy DepartmenU, both of which dorf in January.
are acutely conscious of the terrific

having American
morale uplift
entertainers tour U. S. overtCBS
is
bases, USO-Camp Shows, Inc.,
in

rushing plans for more show units
Abe
to visit the scattered A. E. Fs.
Lastfogel on Monday (21) dispatched
telegrams to 100 performers asking
to hold themselves in readiness
to make overseas journeys.
Up to yesterday (Tuesday) Lastfogel had not gotten all the replies,
but those that did come in were all

them

acceptances.
All of those

who have been asked
have already toured, or are touring
U. S. army camps and have been
'cleared' by the authorities as okay
to tour the offshore bases.

take, via eye-andmethods,
they
than
could
normally absorb from printed in-

ear

structions alone, film is also being
used as ammunition saver during
practice.
Instead of shooting blillets when practicing, gunners pull
the trigger on a gun that shoots a
bedm of light Instructors thereby
get a better chance to make corrections as understandable or more(Continued on page 54)

Trada Mark

Army

As

per-

formers volunteer for such services,
their records and backgrounds are
can make the
'Her First Murder,' which checked before they
Victor Payne-Jennings and Marlon trips— a natural procedure to preGerlng are producing under letter's vent possible leakage of vital Infordirection.
mation to the enemy.
Pending completion of plans, Last"Murder," comedy mystery adapted
from novel by Terry Chanslor, opens fogel could not state just how many
tryout engagement
Princeton, overseas show units are planned just
in
N. J, Oct. 4.
now.
show,

and more'Jasting

WITH FILM

As

Possible 'Singing Wallace Beery'

companies, according to reports,
have the same idea, to exploit the
S8-year-old baritone as a 'singing

pressed' into approximately seven
to the speed with which
trainees are able to absorb screen
education.
While /living trainees a quicker

months due

SPHALNY PUED

about as long as he likes on this, his
first Coast visit.
No sooner had he

Hollywood, Sept.

See Baritone Robert Weede As

Metro and Paramount will both
screen t&t Robert Weede, baritone
of the Met opera and former soloist
at the Radio City Music Hall. Both

Former re- tern in the opinion of officials a-war*
'It Ain't Hay.'
cently split with Mort Greene as of the remarkable results so far obsongwriting team.
tained in Army and Navy maneu*
Whether the Revel-Webster combo
permanent partnership vers.
Is to be a
One phase of military training,
will be determined after the Universal assignment.
which formerly took around, 16
months to complete, has been com>
versal,

went ahead nevertheless. Gen(Continued on page 52)

lin,

important
tour of U. S. overseas encampments is the most
can make.
Grade Fields is set for her first
contribution to the war effort that an entertainer
will sidestep, any more than regular niche in American radio.
It's not likely that the showfolk
name performer The account is Pall Mall and it will
they did in 1917-18, when virtually every

.

Advanced stages to which film
visual-education has been raised,
partially through speedv develop,
Hollywood, Sept. 22.
ment of picture instruction for th»
Harry Revel is teaming up with
Paul Webster on the tunes for the armed forces, may radically alter
Abbott and Costello picture at Uni- th^ post-war public educational sys-

Revel, Webster Dooing

London, but local government. Ignoring allegations in the pro-democratic press that Madrid was merely
acting as purchasing agent for Ber-

A

to France.

for Post-War Education

considerable opposish to the pact in
general from both Washington and

;

Hundreds then went

hstruction Points

pact.

Treaty,

the
Dangers there are hardships and great sacrifices, too, by
it's a great
Ihowfolk who undertake such overseas tours. But
War and Navy
service and acutely recognized as such by the
desires for
departments in Washington. Both have expressed
more and more overseas shows.

volunteered.

Up Values

Paves the

S.

Way

urgent need has arisen and growing stronger as our
A. E. F. steadily grows ^^for volunteer performers to entertain
American soldiers, sailors and marines based overseas. Several
stars, notably Al Jolson, have already blazed the trail, to the
Caribbean, Alaska and Ireland, but they represent only a
trickle of what is and will be needed.

—

9

ver

City

LeMaire

join

to

lot

the

Pobllalicd n-nkly bj VARIETY. Inr.
Sid Silverman. PreBlrlent.
Weel 4(ith Street. Now York. N. T.

164

BIlnSCRIPTrON
Annual

Mamedian

Continues

UA

executive operaSidney, assistant

two-picture

annually, possibly one of them a musical, continued early this week following
the director's arrival from the Coast.
Preliminary discussions cover establishment of two units, each making one film annually, with Mamoulian as producer-director heading up
both production groups. Setup would
call for four writers and composers,
latter likely from the A. 8e S. Lyons
agency fold which has Jerome Kern

deal

and Cole Porter among others.
Details are still in the negotiating
stage with Lyons due here from the
Coast shortly to continue talks with
Grad Sears and Ed Raftery. Mamoulian deal is one of several which
Lyons has been talking with UA.

Jack Benny
first.

unit, already set,

was Ms

Bills

46

Chatter

53

Concert-Opei.a

Louis

35

Exploitation

15

Film Booking CI
Film Reviews

Thau moved from the New York
home office to the Metro studio 17
years ago and handled important
executive duties in as.sociation with

Negotiations
between
Rouben L. B. Meyer and E. J. Mannix.
Mamoulian and United Artists for Among his duties were the negotiaa
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Music
Hollywood, Sept.
Lillian Gish
again, after a

becomes a
laijse

of

under a new deal with Lester
Cowan, Columbia producer, as a reher return to the screen as
featured player in The Commandos Strike at Dawn.'
Actress was signed for the star
spot in 'The Late Christopher Bean.'
another Cowan production, to be
filmed after her appearance on the
Broadway stage in the Theatre Guild
drama, 'Mr. Sycamore.'
sult of

a

New

22.

film star
years.

10

:
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16

Pictures

5

Radio
Radio Reviews

24
32
42

Vaudeville

War

49
52

Literati

Gish a Star Again

4

Activities

DAII.V

VAHIETV

(PubllHhcd In Hollywood
Dally VBrlet.v. I.td.)
110 a year 912 forelen

—

t>7
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WAR

ACTIVITIES
Free B.O. for Bonds

Bond Drive

Top Treasury

Likely to

Mark Not

Quota; Billion

In Cards

Some Pun!

(30) will see the film in-

Wednesday

Joe Laurie. Jr.. on a bond .selling trip with Charles Laughton
to New Haven, pulled one of
thase situation gag.s when an

dustry-sponsored war bond drive gpIng over the top, insofar as the official U. S. Treasury quota of $775,000,000 is concerned, though unlikely
the

hit

to

objective

$1,000,000,000

Edward Wolf, from New

ensign,

London, was introduced as the
Laurie
spieler,
local
bond

outlined. September income tax
payments, wide prominence to new
and higher tax imposts being .set in
Washington, the un.^ea.'ional time
of year for reinvestment of large
funds, have militated against a bilfirst

Committee

are

HOWARD

WILLIE

I

for funds for the

".

.

.

Alwaya magnificent and
."
funny

iiioiuIoiiMly

Ameri-

Its

heard from.

precincts not yet

all

When

are tallied, at

all

least

is

expected

MiM

to carry the cani|

Legion Parley

forthcoming from the parent body in
New York.tone canteen exec said.
The local group had expected to

money which
New York Theatre Wing has

get a cut of the

transferred

Hypo

B.O.

ex-

money

the

Kansas

City, Sept. 22.

reof
the
convention
Three-day
and film rights. American Legion (19-21) was only
was reported in a mild boxoffice hypo although bars
anticipated
peaks.
niteries
and
hit
Gotham that the Philly Canteen was Main reason for the b.o. skid was the

ceived

by the War Acweek was to

But

this

for

radio

although

getting

it

financial

aid,

local

claim they haven't received

officials
'a

red

cent.'

curbed attendance at the convention

view of the war and
in
strained transportation facilities, the
since,

Q ^» j«
UrSCS rdtnOuC
J _
Shorts PiaVCd
Pronto
*

company.
Pvt. Walter Terry, former assistant music critic of N. Y. Herald

II

Tribune,

Government

here.

I

Pvt.

{

reels .such as 'Bat-

Midway.' 'Ring of Steel.' etc.,
provided free to theatres,
profits, above actual production and print costs, are being donated to various war charities by
not

all

the producer-distributors.
Though not pledged to .show the
Mellett shorts, exhibs
are
being

corps.
Cpl.

for

Lord

&

Thomas, now

with air force.
Milton Scott, chief engineer of
WIOD, has resigned to accept a commission as a first lieutenant in the
Signal Corps.
I,e00ih

WB

a speedy agreement, immediate playoff should be effected and
the rental 'be arbitrated later by
local chairmen of the Theatres Di-

reach

and of the Exchange Man-

WAC

in

the

Paramount, however, has set a
llxed price of $1 per day for its
Warners is handling the
•ubjccts.
patriotic shorts on the special terms
foi subjects of thk type which they
have set in the past.

Since MIsa

Scripps-Howard dai^,

Pre.s.s.

its

lost

sports editor and columnist,
and baseball writer,
Bciderman, to the service

Che.ster Smith,

Lester

over weekend.

Man

over

direction

^

of all the films.

LeRoy is the second Metroite to
give his .services for free to the Coordinator's office.
Jack Chertok,
chief of the studio's shorts production, who also handles the reins on
was named about

head all CIAA
on the Coast.
Chertok and LeRoy are both conproduction

Pittsburgh Boll dall

bcth

supervision

occa.sional features,
six weeks ago to

(17).

tinuing

have

activities

their

been

duties

granted

at Metro, but
permission by

studio heads to give whatever time
is needed
to their posts with the

Beiderman became Liitin-American propagatida agency.

will probably mean at' least half
time in the coses of both men.
CIAA Coast setup Is now complete except for the vacancy in the
post of representative of Francis
Alstock. chief of the motion picture
division of the Coordinator's office.
David Hopkin.s (son of Harry) recet.tly resigned the job to accept a
commission., in the Navy.
Al.stock
has been on the Coast for the past
.several weeks interviewing a numbe- of people for the job.
pilot school.
Chertok and LeRoy will deal enSammy Schwartz, former little
theatre actor here and in vaudeville tirely with shorts, which provide
a speedier, more economical and
fo' several years ae an impersonator
o' Eddie Cantor, has been appointed more flexible way of getting mesto Officers Candidate School at Fort sa,',es to Latin-America than fea-

first lieutenant
in the Army Air
Force. Former, who has also been
sportscasting over
for last
couple of years, served as a gob in
the last war.
Beiderman, an Ohio
State graduate, has been covering
the Pirates for the Press for nearly
10 years.
Jerry Dudley, former sports an
nouncer at KQV, leaves hi.s antraining nouncer's berth at WCFL, Chicago,
next week to enter the army's a'ider

Bela Urbanovsky. formerly
concert master with the Brussels
Symphony, appointed musical direc
tor for Special Services office of Air
Force Technical Training Command.
Bob Stevenson. New York theatrical designer, training on beach.
George Stinchfled, formerly as.sistant advertising promotion manager

WB

agers Committee of the
various territories.

Thursday

Pittsburgh, Sept. 22.
for

Frederic Delzell
conductor of
newly organized American Symphony, Inducted as a private in air

Into Service
Charles Misa. booker in the pbyurged to show them because of their date department of Warners at the
Importance to the war effort, Rent- [homeoffice in N. Y.. becomes the
to go into
are to be worked out between 1.000th employee of
the service. He has been with the
tht: distributors and exhibitors with
understanding thai, if unable to company for 13 years.

vision

of the poster art department at Warners' h.o.. were both called to Army

school.

Don Budge directing athletics
Committee Embry-Riddle Flying School.

of

re

training

William Gold and Herman Hochbei'g, assistants to Joe Tisman, head

Gregory Mangin, former Davis Cup
t^^ieckcd
out for gu»ncry
P'^y*""'

hai issued an appeal to exhibitors
t.1 play the 'America Speaks' series
of 26 shorts which major producers
undertook to make along lines suggested by Lowell Mellett.
Exhibs
have been holding back on contracts
for this series, no unanimity of
viewpoint on rentals having t>een
reached between the production and
exhibition branches of the indu.'itry
following the deal made with Mel
lett on the Coast
Shorts, as distinct from the vari-

but

in

general

Schwartz recently
J.
received his sergeant's stripes at
Ciimp Livingston, La.
Burt Layton, dance instructor and
former vaud^villian (Burt Layton

It

aiid

his

Four

Flirts),

army.

While

Coordinator'.s office will continue
its
interest
in
full-length
product. endeavoring to have objectionable material removed and
fa\orable stuff injected, but will put
its own coin only in shorts.
Scripts and ideas for a lengthy

tu-.e.s.

'

married. Warners i.^ hc'.s away. Layton's local dance
spotting his wife. Olive Vaughn, in scliool will be operated by his part- program
of
briefies
have
been
Margaret Trusty, who left worked out by writers working
the playdate department as part of ner,
the clerical forces.
Arthur Murray studio to go in busi- under the supervision of Philip
Warner circuit has yielded the nc.<'s with him several months ago.
Dunne, chief of propaganda produclargest number of men to the armed
tion for the film division of the
Mat Knighton to Sea
services, 588, while the studio has
CIAA.
These scripts are being
Seattle, Sept. 22.
turned over 191, the homeoffice 107.
turned over to Chertok and LeRoy
Mat Knighton, manager of per- for production, with some of them
and the exchanges 91. An additional
for
Sterling Chain
•23 others are from other depart- .sonnel
(John to be made by studios as part of
Danz) and assistant to Jerry Ross, their own shorts program and others
ments.
was manager of Palomar, into U. S. Navy. t] be made under contract to the
Charles Moscovitz,
(Continued on page 16)
CIAA.
formerly with the publicity depart
is

who

went

free

to

,

The Paramount circuit's initial
of 'Wake Island' at the
State, its leading loop house here,
will be a war bond show Thursday
night, admission being only by pur-

showing

chase of a $25 or larger bond. Many
Twin City independent exhibitors
arc having similar shows.

What Pix Mean

to

Army

Sydney, Aug.

15.

Editor, 'Variety':

Much water passeth under the
bridge since 5inie spoke of Bailey
and Cowan, with Estelle Davis, in
"The Little Production in One' as
Class A Vaudeville; and now the old
uombiitalion is all broken up both in
reality and eve^thing else.
Up until the fateful night of Dec. 7

nothing could have been sweeter
than our setup in Singapore.' Two
swell night clubs; plenty of money;
plenty of friends; plenty of busines.s.
Blooey plenty of worry; plenty of
losses; plenty of trouble, and broke
but I wouldn't care about
everything that we lost if Bill Bailey
and his wife had only gotten awuy
with us, but they didn't and it can't
(Continued on page 55)

—

.

.

.

WCAE

Monmouth, N.

articles

will

and make the a.ssignments
on others to directors.
He'll have

Knox. Ky.

w.s,

the members of the audience offering to buy the largest amounts 'f
;he war bonds.
,

the Coordinator's pix

him.selt

another $25,000.

oa<i

producer-director
of

The

chants.

week of Mervyn LeRoy to
The

last

Metro

I

of Warners, has been promoted
to a sergeant.
He's stationed at Ft.

si.

i

meg some

menl

selling

for example, provided from
it; entertainmen*. staff its 'Red River
Valley Gang,' announcer-comcdia >
Clellan Card and songstress Ge;
trude Lutzi. The daily .shows, held
ill the middle of a street in the loop's
heart between the two busiest avenues, have been
attracting huge

•

top

|

bond

street

WCX;0,

handle directorial supervision.

sold every seat in the house except
Miami Beach Jottings
for about 50 boxes which retail at
Miami Beach. Sept. 22.
$1,000 per.
Pvl. Eron Wallace, legit actor and
Outlook is for $200,000. with the
M'l'ecto''.
's now managing post stock
Journal expected to swell the total

Activities

free

gander at sound stages, scripters at
work, photogs undergoing training
for field duty, barracks and myriad
other details of the huge operation
They had to sign a promise before
admittance,
however,
that
they crowds and producing substantial
wouldn't write or talk about what sa'ies. All motor traffic is cut off for
they saw without sublnitting it to one block for an hour and the street
the Army first.
rapidly fills in with thousands
r
Host was Col. M. E. Gillette, who noon-hour workers and shoppers.
has nursed the Signal Corps' Train
Merle Potter, Bennie Berger circuit
ing Film Production Unit to its general manager, and Gordon Greene
present proportions from a start of the Eddie Ruben circuit are .stngwith a handful of enlisted men and inf; the shows.
few civilian employees in a
a
With Edward Arnold. Ralph Belbroken-down former Bund hall in
lamy and other film stars particithe backwoods near Fort Monmouth,
pating, thousands of dollars of the
N. J. Building dedicated yesterday
war bonds were sold in the municitakes up an entire block and only
about 15 minutes by subway from pal auditorium during an auction of
articles contributed by local merTimes Square.

ment

FOR ARMY RELIEF SHOW

War

City,

CIAA

SEE $225,000 GROSS

The

Long Island

studios in

trailers calling attention to the radio
stations' drive as well as their own.
For one of the theatres' opc.i air

mild flareup in the Philly can Legion execs asked that only ofteen committee was reported with ficials, delegates and alternates at
the resignation of Mrs. John D. M. tend.
Meryyn LeRoy Heads
Hamilton, wife of the former G.O.P.
Hotels stretched a bit to house and
National Chairman. She quit in a feed most of the hundreds of dele
Propaganda Pix
hull over a squabble regarding poli- gates and, becatise of the number of
cies anent the fund-raising cam- trainees quartered in these parts, a
paign.
substantial number of Legionaires
Hollywood. Sept. 22.
Meanwhile the proposed canteen were billeted in private homes.
Office of the Coordinator of Inter
for Negro service men received imHotel dining rooms and restaurants
petus with the formation of a com- succeeded in feeding the vets, but American Affairs further strength
mittee headed by Magistrate Edward the bars and bistros had to dig deep ened its setup here for a large-scale
Henry, Negro. The committee is to provide refreshments for them. production program
by the appointlooking over several proposed sites. Prices remained at the usual levels.

(Continued on page 55)

11 Al/

for
training

facilities

and

A

^

Army Emergency Relief Fund
how, scheduled for Madison Square
Garden, New York, on Sept. 30, has

films

Writers and gabbers were given a

In K. C. Despite
is

Army

N. Y.

contributions

$30,000

teen whether or not any

the effect that if all the pledges reported by local committees are
turned into actual bond purchases,
the Treasury quota will be reached.
Unredeemed pledges may result in
missing the Treasury objective by
$50,000,000 to $75,000,000. according
to the warning.
Sept. 19 report
from the Treasury was disappointing, total of $13,745,000 being added
tor a 19-day toUl of $443,769,000.
Several last-ditch plans to carry
fight to the .eleventh hour next
Wednesday, in order to roll

ntap

booming.
While the radio and showhou.ses
ii this sector always have worked
pretty much hand-in-hand cooperation now is reaching a new high.
The radio stations are plugging the
film Industry's campaign with numerous gratis spot announcements,
but also are supplying much of the
entertainment talent for the theatres' street bond selling shows.
On
their part, the theatres are running

photographic ci'ews was shown by
the Signal Corps yesterday (Tuesday) to New York newspaper, mag
and radio people and a Hock of city
Occasion was the dedicaofficials.
tion of the Signal Corps' Photographic Center— the former Para-

mount

pected.

Coin

tre-

.

JR.
Herald Tribune.

new

extensive

making

(Monday), with

nounced yesterday

a total of $25,000 already in the can-

teen kick and

.

.

RICHARD WATTS,

can Theatre Wing's Philly canteen
went over the top, officials an-

go.

tivities

FROM

130,000

Philadelphia, Sept. 22.

The drive

Tieasury re

quota,
Treasury
official
The
though by no means a cinch, looks
likely!
If reached it will be due to
the most skillful merchandising campaign, under the aegis of the film industry, which has yet been staged.
Possibility is that some of the September sales will not be chalked up
In time to go to the industry's credit,
due to delays in bank clearances
Campaign workers are being urged
to see the pledges
Into actual sales.
Statement issued

Minneapolis, Sept. 22.
stations are going
bat for the theatres and vice vcrya
war bond campaigns now being conducted. As a result, sales are

Twin City radio

to

in the

NEW SIGNAL CORPS H it.

in

burgh,

for Sept. 21. the largest -Single day's
Total sales are
sales this month.
$500,054,000 as of Sept. 21. with nine

days to

Wolf

a

NOW — Ford Theatre, Baltimore,
PHULY CANTEEN DRIVE and
next week at the Nixon, Pittt-

this

sales

BONDS

UNVEILED YESTERDAY

EXPEa

odds are stacked
against getting a billion in bond sales

War Bond

met

'First time I
ship's clothing.'

mathematical

S.

HARMONY FOR

cracked:

lion in sales. In financial circles as
well as in the Treasury department,
where a close tab is kept on ebb and
flow of the nation's liquid cash, -t
has long been known that precise

month.
Meantime, the U.
ported $56.26S.0O0 in

RADIO-PICTURE

(Tues.) to do
much, according to reports coming in from various parts of the
country.
many situations theatre
In
managers asked patrons, who
looked as if they had the price
of a bond, to buy a War Bond
instead of a ticket and get in
Even direct solicitation,
gratis.
however, was not overly successOne theatre on Broadway
ful.
sold only a single $18.75 bond in
the forenoon.

HCuneiil indications are, barring a
sudden spurt in sales, that next

NSG

Free theatre admissions as bait
Bond purchases

to stimulate War
failed yesterday

N. Y. to L. A.
Carlton Alsop.
William Goetz.
John Hodlak.
Jack Hurdle.
Louis B. Mayer.
Victor Saville.

Howard

Storchline.

Terry Turner.
Walter Wanger.

L.A. to N.Y.
Mary

(jarllsle.

Morris Carnovsky.

Ed Cashman.
S. Charles Einfcld.
Lester Cowan.

Irving Epstein.
L. Wolfe Gilbert
Lillian Gish.

Harry Goetz.
Benny Goodman.
Theresa Helburn.
Bert Kalmar,
Irene Manning.
Predric March.

Ed Raftery.
Gregory Ratoff.
Harry Ruby.
George Sanders.
Gradwell Sears.
Herbert Yates.

Ed Zabel.

PIGTITBES

Wednesday, September 28, 1942

WAR

Be Hit

Afflusements Least Likely to

Mdimting Income,
other pop priced
Pictuie and
pmusement businesses are not ex-

curtailment

iharp

which

Hollywood, Sept.

in

now being mulled

in

Idea of the suit

Is

on SAG'S endeavor

Impression prevails in the
that rationing of pleasure
gradual drying up in flow of
goods for civilian consumption, and
aome tightening up even In the food
Category, will offset any decline in
Film company
theatre attendance.
fcxeog both In theatre operation and
In financial posts point to experience In England, where business Is
a new high with a greater demand for higher-priced seats, ai an
Indication of what Is to be expected
In the U. S.
Corporation tax measures now
under discussion by the Senate ^1hanoe Committee if adopted in current form, are viewed as not unduly
disturbing for the majority of picture
companies considering wartime
fmergencies. The corporation tax
test being given consideration is on
yia basis proposed by J. Cheever
Powdin, chairman of the board of
Universal Pictures, who heads the
pnanca commltte of the National
Association
of
Manufacturers.
It
travel,

EXEC DUTIES
Joseph M. Schenck returns to the
Coast B'riday to resume his former
duties in charge of operations for
20th-Fox. Meeting of the board of
directors held Thursday (IT), not attended Ipy Schenck, reportedly was
called to acknowledge unanimous
decision leading to Schenck's taking
up duties in his former capacity.

Though not, as yet, given any
specific title, Schenck is reported as
the chief 20th executive officer in a

Under the proposed measure exqass profits are to be determined on
tlie 1936-39 base of earnings.
Thus

man

time,

Metro and

allowances for. deprecia'
tion of theatre properties and on
capitalization would also be a fa
vorable factor. RKO, showing losses
period,

would find a great measure of relief
under the depreciation and Invested
papital allowances, and has a long

Schenck.

way

to go before the excess profits
taxes would be felt.
For some of
the companies, such as United Art-

MONO BONUSDiG STUDIO

and Columbia, however, where

ists

neither a writeoff against depreciation of theatre- properties can be
made and where earnings for the
lour-year period have not been favorable, the excess profits tax would
likely work a hardship.

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
time in Its history
Monogram will hand out bonuses to
its employees,
covering the fiscal
years of 1942 and 1943. Bonus, voted
by the board of directors at the an
nual meeting, will not exceed 10%
of the net profits before Federal
Amounts for the first year
taxes.
will range from $100 to $1,100 and
will be paid in War Bonds.
Excluded from the bonus payments are the president, executive

For the

Into Actiye Service,

Taking Over

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Lieut. Gol. Jack Warner's executive duties in charge of studio
operations at Warners will be taken

week when Warner

from the

gets

W

all

presidents of

vice

Indiana Bankers Protest

Fox Film as

back

'Unfair'

east.

Trilling, with Warner organization more than 15 years, has been
|ft f harga.Qt..v.aucbeviUe. J)ooluogs.. in
New York and also handled studio
talent biz there.
He came to the
studio a number of years ago as
casting director and relieved Warner of much production detail since
the latter devoted considerable time

Air Force duties.

Trilling

will

B« aided by Harry M. Warner on
financial and vital policy matters
and on operations staff will be Tenney Wright, S. Charles Einfeld,
Carol Sax and other studio execs
who'll function on advisory panel.
All producers will clear through
Trilling under a plan set up and he
Will have free rein on production.
Col. War .er, attached to public
relations division of the Army Air
Force, will likely see service at air
posts here and abroad.

THEMATIC CHANGES
Calling of millions of men to the
colors between the ages of 21 and
49, together with the shift of thou-

sands of young workers to war Industry communities, has produced
such a serious dislocation In the
normal motion picture audience that
the industry Is pondering steps to
develop new potential patrons. In
attempting to fill the void in the
21-to-45 male group, a campaign to
make regular theatregoers of those
between 12 and 18 years and the 40to 90 age group looms.
Public Relations Committee (eastern group) of the film industry presently is considering a campaign to
secure a higher percentage of older
(Continued on page 18)

U.S.^Slough-(Hr

Indianapolis,

Sept.

22.

The

.

Tvyentieth-Fox's
Postman
Didn't Ring' was protested as unfair
to bankers by Don Warrick, secretary of the Indiana Bankers Association, In an open letter to A. W.
Baker, manager of Circle theatre
where the film
recently
here,

showed.
Called to the attention of bankers
nationally through a story carried

Wednesday

(16)

Banker,

New

assailed

the

in

The American

York, Warrick's letter
film

as

'an

unwar-

ranted and unfair portrayal of the
banking prof^.sslon.' because it portrays a family of four members,

On Soviet Reels
Recalled by Deal

Par Pix

who
week from

his first official visit to
the studio, expressed great satispictures being
faction with the
made there, according to an official
announcement issued Monday (21).

RKO

Rathvon

he

was

'very
proud' of three of the finished pictures
pictures.
stated

— RKO

SELZNICK

INTl

Negotiations

are reported well
under way between Paramount and.
David O. Selznick under which Par
would acquire the rights to valuable story properties held by the
producer, as well as contracts on
and artists. Not Indicated

directors

how much money might be

Selznick is said to be desirous of
selling out so that he may enter into
war activity, either In a civilian or
military capacity though he disclaims any such intentions.

Deal under discussion with Par
no relation to the one under
which United Artists purchases 11
Par for release this
season and six next year, nor do
the negotiations bear in any way on
Selznick's financial Interest as en
owner of UA.
Conferences have been under way
has

pictures from

DETAILS OF
SPUT-UP

m New
when

Y.

York since Monday (21),
Frank Freeman, v.p., In

last

charge of production for Paramount,
arrived from the Coast accompanied
by Jack Karp, legal head of the
studio.
Stanton Griffis, chairman of
the executive committee of Par, now

sets

permanently

The dissolution of Selznick International Pictures, Inc., concluded
month, found the two top asof srp, 'Rebecca' and 'Gone
With the Wind,' cut up among the
original SIP stockholders in ratio
to their interest In the corporation
excepting David O. Selznick who
recently disposed of his interests- in
these pix to Jock Whitney.
of the pix playedout, 'GWTW,' for example, has just
been released In England, with at
least another $1,500,000 revenue anticipated from this showing.
Thus
United Artists will continue to release 'Rebecca' while Metro handles

And. Instead of one

covering purchase of
Hollywood product for showing in
Russia has brought to the fore again
the oft-repeated squawk by Commies
in the U. S. and liberals that U. S.
newsreels are sloughing ofT good
Soviet battle footage because of a
lingering odor of red herring.
It is
thought perhaps the new arrangement, which was pushed to consummation with the aid of the Office of
War Information, may Increase the
(Continued on page IS)
pact

profit check,
the distributors now send
checks to the following SIP stockholders: Myron Selznick, John H.
Whitney, C. V. Whitney, John F.
Wharton. (Jock Whitney's attorney),
Mrs. Flora Miller, Mrs. Barbara
Henry, Mrs. Joan Payson (all of the
Whitney clan), and Norma Shearer.
Balance of the SIP assets went
to J. H. Whitney and D. O. Selznick, with
the latter bidding in
'Prisoner of Zenda,' 'Garden of Alto

SIP,

(Continued on page IS)

UA May Top

Par's 11 to

$4,000,000

activity,
others.

dent,

in

Signaturing Final Details in N. Y.
Financing Arrangements Set

Under its deal with Paramount to
acquire a total of 11 pictures, with
final details being ironed out in New
(Tuesday), United
Artists will obtain the films on the
deferred payment plan, according to
reports. In this connection. UA will
write checks to Par as the films are
picked up for release.
It will be up to UA to decide when
each of the 11 films are to be turned
over to the company and payments
made. All are completed, however.
While the amount involved in the

York yesterday

deal

will

run

somewhere

around

V. Frank Freeman, v.p. In charge
production for Par, and Jack
Karp, studio's legal counsel, arrived
of

the east Monday morning (21) to
discuss details on the deal with Edward C. RaXtery, UA president, and
in

Included

by Harry Sherman for

UA

ceed $4,000,000.

release.
As of yesterday afternoon

is

Scripts
the story

properties

1,

while

player

tickets

include

Joan Fontaine, Vivien Leigh, Ingrid
Bergman. Dorothy McGuIre, Valerie
Hobson, K. T. Stevens and Alan Marshall.
Players on the Selznick contract roster during his long period
of inactivity have proved lucrative
nveslments through loanou's, a recent loan having been Mi53 Bergman
to Par for 'For Whom the Bell Tolls.'
Becoming an owner-member of
UA a year ago, committed to produce pictures for that company over
10-ycar period, Selznick has an-

nounced production starts on 'Eyre'
and 'Keys of Kingdom' on various
occasions,

but they

never got the

gun.

Chatkin Makes

Own

Pix for His Houses;

Now CoL

Producer

(Tues), with no further changes likely,
the pictures for turnover to UA included six Hopalong Cassidy west-

Meanwhile, Chatkin retains his inin the Monarch
circuit of
indie theatres in Ohio, Indiana and
terest

western Pennsylvania.

COL.

HAS BORROWED

day

special features which
'Silver
has
produced,
Queen' and 'The American Empire'
and three regular program features,
erns;

UA

arranging
financing to the amount of two-thirds

Understood that

in

under the deal are said to be 'Clau'Jane Eyre' and 'Keys to the
Kingdom.' rights to which Selznick
owns.
Director contracts are with
Alfred Hitchcock and Robert Stevendia.'

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Dave Chatkin, former operating
it is expected the UA-Par deal will
head of Paramount-Publlx under
be in such shape that it can be ofSam
Katz, is making his debut as
fered for ratification. Until then it
a producer at Columbia In 'One
Also, since
is not officially closed.
Dangerous Night' after two years on
some Par stockholders may not be the lot observing
{jroductlon techin the clear as to the unusual deal
nique.

While a week ago the Par-UA deal
stood at 10 pictures, since then it has
been increased to 11 for this year's

for the
1943-44 season.
It is impossible to
gauge to the dollar what the six
Sherman westerns will cost to make
but possible that ultimately the
amount coming back to Par will ex-

extoday

is

Believed late yesterday (Tuesday)
that efforts were being made to
reach a rapid agreement on the ParSelznick deal so that it might be
placed on the agenda of a Par board
meeting scheduled for tomorrow
afternoon (Thursday).

Par board of directors will meet
tomorrow (Thursday), at which time

possibly the company may explain it
to them either through public announcement or the malls.

an
exact computation cannot be made
this time since the transaction
also involves six westerns in (he
Hopalong Cassidy series to be made

among

in,

others.

at

$4,000,000, as previously reported,

Washington on war

has been sitting

Barney Balaban, Par presiwas not in town Monday (21)

or yesterday (Tuesday) but
pected to be at his office
(Wed.).

a

Company Toppers

—

involved

In the deal but that It would run to
a sizeable sum Is unquestioned.

'GWTW.'

New

inof the approximate $4,000,000
Harwood, who own and volved or $2,666,667 at this time, the
operate a bank in a small country balance to be taken care of later.
town, and depicts 'underhanded tac- UA's financing arrangements are reported to be through the Guaranty
tics and unetliical methods which
Trust Co, also previously reported.
this family uses.'

named

RKO

Peter Rathvon, RKO prexy,
returned from Hollywood last

N.

With neither

first

director and
the company.

over by Steve Trilling when Warner 13 called to full time service
with the y.rmy Air Force.
Anncuncement is expected to be made
Jhi.i

WAR BONDS

HELP WITH

WtthCoL Jack Warner

Trilling

Areas

board of directors, post

which Wendell Willkie now holds.
Willkie,
owing to Government
wartime and other activities, is regarded mainly as a nominal company head and it is questionable
whether the Republican big-wig is
set to remain at 20lh for any longterm period due to his Increasing
absorption in war duties.
Bill Goetz remains as veepee In
charge of the 20lh studios, under

Warners,

base

of the

Offset Dislocation in

Normal Theatre Attendance Caused by Shifting
Workers to War Plant

supervisory capacity over all company affairs. He was formerly chair-

companies such as Paramount, 20throK, Metro, Universal and Warners
would be able to show a consider
able profit margin before paying

Rath?on Trend' of

and Above-40 Age Groups

—To

to

RESUME FOX

for a combined normal and
jurtax of 40% and 90% tax on excess profits.

during the four-year

velop Higher Percentage
of Patrons in the 12-18

to get a ruling

JOE S€HENCK TO

palls

DA Deal for 11

Ponders Campaign to De-

M

At the same

Bearing on
Public Relations Committee

22.

recover retroactive overtime for extras who
have worked In excess of the maximum hours prescribed by the wage
law.

trade

excess profits tax.

And Story Properties, But Has No

Yankwich.

Wash-

ington.

4n the case of Par, 20th,

Par Dickers for Selznick s Actor

Hearing in the Wage-Hour action
by the Screen Actors Guild
against the major studios has been
set for Nov. 3 by Federal Judge Leon

heavily increased individual Incom*
taxation

NDUSTRY SEEKS

filed

spending

anticipated as a result of

is

FANS 21-4

Taxes

Wage-Hour Showdown

due to the low
as other industries,
unit cost of entertainment, because
of

Profit

be as seriously affected

to

pected

PK

TRIMS

$4,100,000, SEZ SEC

two

Sherman

'Young and Willing,' 'Crystal Ball"
and 'I Married a Witch.'
The nth film added to the deal
during the past week was 'Young
and Willing."

&

Securities
Exchange Commission revealed last week that Columbia Pictures had borrowed $2,800,000
as of Aug. 31 under an agreement

with banks dated June

Under

this

3,

1942.

agreement the corpora-

tion has access to
$4,100,000 In loans.

a

maximum

of

Wednesday, September 23, 1942

PIGTUBES

PICTURE BIZ LOOKS TO ENGINEERS TO

WARD OFF MORE RAW STOCK RATIONiG
Order Cuts Supplies From 10 to 24%
—Celluloid to Be Doled Out Quarterly—Allocations May Change, Subject to Army-Navy Needs

First

WPB

Appraising the War Production!
Board's first film rationing order,
ranging from a 10% cut for com
panies using less than 75.000,000
feet of film to 24% for companies
using 150.000,000 or more feet of

be granted

il

1941,

in

some

as

device.

This,

Hollywood, Sept

Andre Daven. former

Understanding

is

that

raw

film

(1) films lor the

armed

36 Cincy Nabes

(2)

forces;

approved by the O.W.I.
Bureau of Motion Pictures (Lowell
Mellett); (8) essential scientific purposes and research; and (4) news-

Allocations

From

the top of a

consumers,
scales

down

the
to a

granted studios

warrant.
the
for
accounts, are
far lower than estintates for reserve
stock requisitions originally presubject to
Is
Situation
sented.
film

needs

Army and Navy from

change, however.

24%

slice in the

for the
allocation
cut in

biggest

raw itock quotas

10%

who

used

75,000,000 feet In 1941.

are

a'g

Over

follows:
150,000,000

(Metro),
125,000,000

76%
and

scheme
amounts

less

last

allowance;
150,000,000

(Par and 20th-Fox),

than

The brackets

feet

year

between
feet,

77%%; between

feet
125,000,000
and
(Warners), 80%; between 75,000,000

100,000,000

Major company execs stated last
week that the current rationing order and 100,000,000 feet (Col, RKO and
was by no means to be regarded as Universal), 82%%; under 75,000,000
the last word on raw film supplies, feet. United Artists, Republic, Monoalthough it clarified the situation for gram, Producers Releasing Corp.,
That sentiment etc,, B0%.
the current year.
among various elements in the War
Film will b« made available for
Production Board stiU veers towards
(Continued on page 20)
a 50% celluloid cut, as originally,
is substantiated by the feeling within
the trade that the industry must
find a solution to the raw film problem before more drastic rationing
measures are imposed.
Successful development of a device
such as the Sponsable three-sprocket
projector, envisaging a saving of

3^PR0CKETER
HAS REISSUE

hundreds of millions
of feet annually) In raw film, added
to the cut already in force, would
be considered suiliclent to satisfy
the authorities.
At the -same time
such a process would maintain p roduction at nearly normal levels -and
(or

.

result in a considerable reduction
In cost of production. Whether projectors can be changed in time to
forestall further rationing, Is regarded as a question which some
quarters are Inclined to answer fa
orably while others take the negative viewpoint.
Large numbers of
Independent exhibitors are, of course,
opposed to a change on the grounds
tnat 'they would not be able to use
reissues or foreign films.

BaUo

Details

Washington, Sept.
of

scale

raw

entertainment

22.

reductions in the
stock consumed in

films

was

decreed

Thursday (17) by the War Produc
tion Board with the observation the
curtailment should not affect either
the number or length of 1942-43
features.

The anxiously awaited policy statement from Harold Hopper, chief of
the WPB's motion picture section,

Ellis

drew Kripting

ticket

at 20th-Fox.

pictures

is

to be doled out on a quarterly basis
and that the percentage of allocation
may be revised either downward or
upward at any time that conditions

amount

Inkad new
Stradling
cameraman ticket at Metro.
Desi Arnaz Inked pact at Metro.
Ann Ayars' player option lifted by
Metro.
Paul Osbom drew scripting ticket
at Metro.
Beatrice Pearson, legit actress,
signed by SOth-Fox.
Emerson Crocker, junior writer,
ticketed at Metro.
Robert

reels.

bution.

Sliding

12.

European

Information

it

RKO.

Qeorgle Stoll renewed as musical
conductor at Metro.
Lynn Merrick's player option
picked up by Republio.

a

film-saving

MIAWBACKS

Advertise

Why No

Due to press of other matters, pl\u
the vast amount of research neces^
sary in making an analyila of con*
throughout
ditiona
tha
country,
meeting scheduled for thia month
between John O. Paine, general
manager of American Society of
Composers, Authors and Publishers,
and CoL H. -A. Cole, director of Al>
lied States, Assn., to discuss seat taif
relief for exhibitors, will not b#
held. While no data has been flxej

tract at 20th-Fox.

theatres, this having followed aa
Roseanne Murray's player option initial overture from Allied last
by 20th-Fox.
spring for a readjustment of th«
John Larkin renewed as writer- seat tax imposed on exhibs.
director at 20th-Fox.
The thought is to try to find soma
Gus Schilling optioned for two means of affording relief for thea>
Cincinnati, Sept. 22.
more pictures at Metro.
tres that have been .hit by tha war
Cecilia Parker's contract renewed and should not be expected to pay
Exhibs operating 36 Greater CIncy
nabes have pooled together for the by Metro.
the same rate of tax aa charged
Walter Slezak, Broadway actor, others which are benefiting from
first time to advertise that they are
signed by RKO.
present conditions.
not playing a specified popular picDorothy Kingsley inked writer
ture.
Their campaign Is focused on pact at Metro.
Franz Waxman, composer, signed
Metro's 'Mrs. Miniver,' which did
N.Y.U/S
smash downtown biz and Is also by Warners.
Veronica Lake's option lifted by
grossing heavily at those outlying
Paramount.
FILMERS
theatres where It Is being shown.
Edmund Lowe, now on a Bond
The exhibs are members of the In- selling tour, signed to a contract at
Film industry executives hav«
dignant Exhibitors Forum, reoently Columbia.
been called for a roundtable conferformed here with Willis Vanca as
ence with the faculty of the Motion
chairman.
Picture Department of New York
The ad, three inches over two colUniversity Thursday (24) to discuss
umns, which appeared in amusement
training of students in line with
sections of local dailies over the
wartime needs in show business,
weekend, reads: 'To Suburban TheaRobert Gessner, former film writer.
tre Patrons: A number of subiurban
Is chairman of the faculty.

IMimver' Dating

lifted

ROUNDTABLE

CONFAB WITH

WB'S 2D

theatres—who make every effort to
bring to their patrons all the good
pictures deeply regret their inability to show 'Mrs. Miniver.' We are
unable to show, this picture because

OF

5

BLOCK

READY

—

the 'playing time' demands of the
distributors are, In our opinion, un-

Under the' announcereasonable.'
ment are listed the names of 36 the

FORMARKET

Possibility of feeding the picture
industry with new university-tralneo
man and woman-power to replace
those called into service will likely

be discussed.

marks the opening of the
at NYU, where
four-year course in motion pic*
a Bachelor of Arts
degree, was established last year
with Prof. Gessner as chairman of
the Motion Picture Department ol
the university.
Among those attending the lunch*
Session

new academic year
a

starting to sell

Its

first

block of

atrea

WB

JACK DIEH INDiaED

ON EVASION OF TAXES

.

TILLOa.

Donna Reed's player pact renewed for the session, It will probably b«
by Metro.
sometime in October.
LiUie Hayward signed to write at
Paine and CoL Cola huddled mor^
20th-Fox.
than two months ago to compar*
Don Porter inked new player pact preliminary figures that had been
at Universal.
gathered meantime with reject to
Helen Logan handed writing con shift in gross business dons by film

-1942-43 pictures only a few weeks
In the Enquirer, Sunday (20), the
ago, Warner Bros, will immediately
ad appeared directly above M-G's
three-column, nine-inch display on begin to offer Its second group, also
simultaneous screenings of 'Mrs comprising five films.
They were
Independent exhibitors are strongly Miniver* at five houses for the first
screened throughout the country
opposed to the introduction of new four days of this week.
last
week and comprise 'George
projection equipment such as the
Sponable three-sprocket or other ap'
Washington Slept Here,' 'The Hid
Embarrassment in Twin CItlea
paratus, contending it would be imMinneapolis, Sept. 22.
den Hand,' The Hard Way,' 'Fly
possible to use either reissues or for
Some of the Twin City independ- ing Fortress'
end
'You
Can't
eign pictures. Opinion expressed by ent exhibitors who cancelled 'Mrs.
indie chain and small theatre opera- Miniver' In a fight against percentage Escape Forever.'
tors Is that 2,000 to 3,000 theatres in already are regretting their action
will seek percentage deals on
the United States, largely depend- It's because they've started to re- two of these, the top allocation beent on reissues and foreigns, would ceive inquiries from their patrons as
ing 'George Washington,' the second
be adversely affected by any change
to when they'll play It and because
over.
Metro has let it be known that the on percentage being "Hard Way.'
It Is pointed out that exhibitors al- picture positively will not be re
On the first batch of five, the
ready encounter difficulties In get- offered.
high percentage picture is 'Now,
ting clear Impressions from reprints
What promises to help to make it Voyager,' the other 'Across the
of old pictures and that. If obliged to even tougher for those exhibitors Pacific'
cut, trim or otherwise readjust old who now have shut themselves out
Par's 2d Block-ot-5
film. It would be virtually useless from 'Miniver' is the fact that several
Paramount has packaged its second
for screen purposes.
American Legion posts have gotten group of five pictures and will start
Producer-distributors with picture behind the film and are, in effect, selling them after screenings Sept
properties of high reissue value are demanding its exhibition. Tha thea- 30 and Oct. 1.
Company waited
also doubtful about the efficacy of tre men also are growing more and until
last week to begin offering its
proposed changes In projection ap- more uneasy, as federal, state and initial batch of five films but has
paratus, apart from the huge cost local officials single It out as a mor been taking contracts on 'Holiday
and skilled mechanical manpower rale builder. U. S. Senator J. H. Inn,' sold singly, tor some time.
required to make technical adjust- Ball, running for reelection, has
The second group of '42-43 Par
ments.
praised it in his campaign addresses pictures will be 'Forest Rangers,
While the 'boycotters' profess to be Road to Morocco,' 'Mrs. Wiggs of the
figHling to buy 'Mrs. Miniver' flat. It Cabbage Patch,' 'Street of Chance'
has been indicated that what they're and 'Henry Aldrich, Editor.' They
really after Is a lesser percentage, have all been screened privately at
Under the sliding scale the picture the homeoffice for Par executives.
would cost them approximately 50%
and the belligerents have declared
Jack Dietz, one-time film pro- they'll not pay such a sum for any
ducer, was indicted last week by the picture.
Air Corps Shorts
It's known they expected
U. S. Treasury D^t. for alleged that after they cancelled M-G-M
evasion of taxes on income derived would make them some counterHollywood, Sept 22.

ended the 'temporary' arrangement
under which studios have been expecting the same amount of footage
as they consumed during 1941. Hopper put teeth in the priorities plan
set forth a month ago under which
newsrcels and the armed forces get
all the raw stock they require.
Limitations on re-issues were Included in the curtailment scheme,
which contained one pain-killer In
the form of limited raw stock bo- from illegal exhibition of prize fight
nuses for companies whose product films in Interstate commerce during
Is taken by the Army and Navy for 1936 and 1937. Arrainged
yesterday
screening at service-operated thea- (Tuesday) Dietz pleaded not guilty.
tres in posts, camps, and bases. The Trial is set for Oct. 13 in N. Y. fedGovernment will release 50% of the eral court
footage^ in. prints commandeered by
The Indictment followed a lengthy
the armed services as a means of inquiry conducted by U. S. Attorney
narrowing the gap between avail- Mathtas F. Oorrea, who stated that
able prints- and bookings.
Dietz,
through Super-Sports AtAmple raw stock for completing of tractions, Inc., carried a monopoly
pictures in progress when the freeze of the 'bootleg business' with the
order was issued (Aug. 20) was aid of 'gangster-type individuals'
promised.
The promise was con- who allegedly saw to the safe conditional, however,.
Hopper's policy duct of films, forced collection from
declaration explained this film will theatres, and prevented hijacking or
be forthcoming 'in most instances' reproduction of film prints by rivals.
but only if all shooting has been
The setup was withdrawn, Correa
finished.
said, when the law banning such
'Review and reconsideration' will distribution was repealed in 1940.

CONFAB OFF

Hollywood, Sept. 13.
Jordan draw player con-

I/)uis«
tract at

Harry

a war picture.
and any regular commercial picture
Shooting opens Sept. 28, with Anamay be lilted out of the limited raw
bella and John Sutton In the leads
stock quota if the Office of War
Brahms as director.
decides it has "particu- and John

believed, will in the long run be the
only salvation for an industry faced
with ever - tightening Government
control over raw film stock distri-

some 25%

Him

'special hardship," the

is

Immediate

Project for

production advisor on Darryl F.
Zanuck's staff, makes his debut as a
the order results in
WPB asserted, Hollywood producer in 'Project 47,'

measure condi- lar morale or propaganda value.'
The four 'categories' of films which
tioned to some extent by the fact
are Identical
that most major studios such as will not be restricted
to
Paramount, Metro, Warners and Uni- with the classifications sketched
committee at
versal had already completed a great the industry advisory
with Hopper.
part of their 1942-43 releases, major the August meeting
on the amount
film company toppers still look to No limits are imposed
for
engineers for the development of of stock that will be available
film

New

ASCAP, ALLIED

Stndio Contracts

tures, leading to

eon-meeting tomorrow will be Ar*
thur Mayer, Joe Hazen, Waltef
Wanger, Russell Holman, J. Robert
Rubin, Jack Cohn, Richard C. Patterson, Jr., Al Lewin, Adolph Zuko^

Howard
Michel,

Dietz, Gus Eyssell, W. O.
James Woolcott Bill Mon.

tagt^e, Rouben Mamoullan, Richard
Mealand, Eve Ettinger, James Shelley Hamilton, chairman of the Na*
tional
Board of Revlewi Philip
Dunne.

Coordinator Foy Splits

Up His Schedule at ZOth
Hollywood, Sept 22.
Bryan Foy, newly established as
of production on tha

coordinator

smaller-budgeted films at 20th-rox,
has
turned over four pictures
assigned to his personal

originally

schedule, to other producers.

Two

go to Lee Marcus, one to Andre
Daven and one to Sol M. Wurtzel.

Production reins will be retained
b/ Foy on 'Hot Rubber,' 'Sioux City,'
'Four-Star Murder Case,' 'I Escaped
frtim Hongkong' and a Coast Guard
yarn,

still

untitled.

M-G

proposition.

Lee Tracy As Producer,
Star in

Hews

Series

Series
of
aeronautical
cartoon
shorts for the training division of
the Army Air Corps will be made
by a Metro troupe at Wright Field
Dayton, O.
Animators and other technicians
art under
supervision
of
Fred
Quimby as executive producer.

Hollywood, Sept. 22

Lee Tracy signed a contract as
and co-producer in a series of
newspaper yarns with Jack
Schwarz doing the other end of the

Bushels of

star
six

co-producing job.
is

First production
'The Payoff,' slated to start Oct.

draw

E.

new

series.

tiie eight new pictures slated for early production at
Columbia. Military films are 'Victory Caravan,' 'Sabotage,' There's
Something About a Soldier' and

even break in

Doctor' and

co-starring spots in 'Chatter-

Seek Sunday Ban

box,' the Albert J.

Oct

The First Woman
The Cover Girl.'

Farewell Waltz,'
22.

Brown and Judy Canova

Cohen production
Schwarz
has
been
releasing at Republic.
through Producers Releasing Corp.
Joseph Santley draws the director
but is understood to be talking major chore, with filming slated to start
deals for the

at Col

Hollywood, Sept 22.
escape themes get an

'The Commandos.'
Non-war tales are 'Pal Joey,' 'The

Fun

Hollywood, Sept.
Joe

Mixmg 'Em Up
War and

15.

East Liverpool, O., Sept 22.
Church forces are circulating peurging .banning of Sunday
and Picture shows.

titions

theatrical

.

Vednesday, September 23, 1942

Early Demise of

Although

PICTURES

UMPI

Predicted

-IIFFECTED.

Many Favor Contmuiiig

quick
United
Motion Picture Industry grew dur-

Exhibs Reluctant to

It

Inp the past week following the announced desire of William F. Rodgers, chairman of the committee Of
tht whole, to resign from that post,

coupled with what amounts to an
Implacable attitude on the part of
Paramount and Warner Bros, with
respect to giving the movement further support, financial or otherwise.

Death sentence may be imposed on
UMPI by the end of this week, it is
said, but meantime an office is being
maintained in the Astor hotel, N. Y.,
with Leon Bamberger, executive secretary,

was

sales

Loaned

charge.

in

to

the

by RkO, where he
promotion manager, Bam-

UMPI movem^

t

berger will return to that post if the
word comes along UMPI is being
folded.

According to latest advices, neither
has any intention of
Par nor
yielding from the policy enunciated

WB

In connection with the continuance
Both companies have
of UMPI.
been opposed 'to conciliation from

the start and although it was felt
UMPI circles that they
in inner
might ultimately fall in line, understood on inside that the two decree
duitributors feel that adjustment of
customers,
with
their
disputes
conciliation
complicated
through
(neans, such as proposed by UMPI,
would encourage the playing or

committee members personally, but
to date no meeting has been scheduled to discuss the mat^r in a
round-table fashion. This might not
be necessary, especially if the majority of members are against re-

UMPI.

taining

In his letter Rodgers said:

'Regardless of what the future of

UMPI may

be,

I

that

feel

I

must

ask to be relieved of my duties as
chairman.
In the same breath I
want you to know that I will give
to whomever is selected in case you
develop plans for the continuance
of UMPI every possible assistance.'
He threatened to resign before
when exhibs balked at the sales
plan distributors were willing to
agree to under UMPI, but was
talked into staying on the job.

Brandt For

Until Seeing

meeting at which distributors would
be asked to sit in.

What

Business Casualties Resulting From Wartime Re-

or

strictions,

Fearing

'Non-Essential' Onus, Try
Breaking Into Film Theatre Operations
Figure
It'll
Be Least Hurt for
Duration

—

STATISTICS
Civilian-business casualties of the
war, either already forced out of
business
due to curtailment of
civilian

It

Strongly advocating the retention
of United Motion Picture Industry,
Harry Brandt, president of the Indepndent Theatre Owners Assn. and
a prime mover in the organization
of UMPI, has sent telegrams to 15
other exhib members of the committee of the whole suggesting a

Over Rentals, Percentages,

Yelling

EYE EXHIBITION
that an early and
funeral will be held for the

Fears

Rowland Keeps

CUing

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Roy Rowland, former shorts digraduates into the featurelength class at Metro with the directorship
'Mr.
Justice
Goes
of
Hi-nting,' a Robert Sisk production.
Starting out as a sci'ipt clerk,
Rowland has worked on the Culver
City lot for 12 years.
rector,

'SWAP

ALLIED'S

The high source suggested
^hal maybe Arnold likes publicity.
Another calls him 'the unpredicttime."

able.'

Says Bodgert
In his letter to members of the
committee, in which he still
(lung to a hope for the survival of
the organization, although resigning
as chairman. Rodgers
noted that
'many who were close to the situation and some who had discussed
the plan with Mr. Arnold were
shocked and plunged into bewilderitient at the
statement that such
concerted action will not be made
the basis of any action by the department,
and
have
wondered
whether the whole plan of better industry understanding would have to
be abandoned,'
Since, its organization $22,500 has
been paid into UMPI, the five consent distributors (Metro, Par, WB,
RKO, 20th-Fox) having donated $19,800, exhibitor groups $3,000.
Most of this money, it is pointed
out by an antagonist of UMPI, has
been paid to cover travel and other
expenses of UMPI committee members entailed largely in working Out
the sales plan which is now a 'dead

UMPI

pigeon.'

Holdouts

RKO

Although Metro,
and 20th
are in favor of a continued existence for UMPI, together with various
exhibitor units who see value in conciliation and a revised system of
arbitration, the unwillingness of Par
•

and

WB

to

'

come along aggravates

the situation badly.
Not only that
but the Little Three (United Arttsts, Universal
and Columbia) have
refused to have anything to do with

cially for us exhibitors. May I suggest a meeting to be called' as quickly as possible at some central point

sponsored by all exhibitor members
of UMPI and that we exhibitors invite the distributors to sit in with
we exhibitors paying all exus,
penses in order to show how deeply
we feci about UMPI. Would app:''ciate an expression from you at your

INFO'

TO BUCK

DISTRIBS
Detroit, Sept. 22.

civilian

raw

financing

week

in

plaintiff,

house,

was disclosed

last

which Michael Meyerberg.
seeks $70,000 as compen-

sation for services allegedly due him
in negotiating a business agreement
between the two defendants. Action
was filed in N. Y. supreme court asking an examination before trial of
Roy O. Disney, brother of the pro-

Fearing Ceiling on Admish,

M'wlee

Dps B.O. Scale but Mpls. Forced to Cut

and Frederick L. Moore,
execs of the defendant firms.
Milwaukee, Sept. 22.
Meyerberg claims he had helped
Throughout this area there has
bring the two organizations tobeen another general upping of adgether during 1939 and 1940 and that
the second since
there had been an agreement to mis.'-'ion prices
complaint Labor day
His
compensate him.
and the tilt in most
cites the transaction in April, 1940, cases a nickel above previous fees,
when the financial house handled the so there is scarcely a theatre left,
of
150,000 shaves of Disney no matter how lowly, where a dime
sale
preferred stock, valued at $3,750,000. will buy a ticket at any time.
While they are not generally adAnswers filed by the defendanl.s
deny the agreement and claim that verti.sing it, the exhibs are in fear
Meyerberg acted individually and of a freeze on admission prices and
all want to be sure of having their
without authorization.
ceiling high enough so they can't
lo.ie if that time comes. They figure
Terp
they can always come down if conJoan Leslie
ditions justify a cut, but they might
Partner for Astaire not be permitted to go up, so they're
playing safe. Also, with war indusHollywood, Sept. 22.
ducer,

—

—

New

RKO

swapping

Washington Monday

in-

m

pressing sentiment in favor of maintaining UMPI.
He is also believed
have talked to some«of the UMPI

tu

the beginning,
in

any company .offered an

If

showing their full strength.
proved fruitless.
Meantime, boom in picture house
grosses has also attracted offers on
'Wookey' for Fineman
the production front from profesHollywood, Sept. 22.
Meyelrberg Asks $70,000 sional as well as norv.-show busine&s
Metro handed B. P. Fineman a resources.
Due to raw stock limitanewal
of hi.s contract as producer lor
tions,
however,
distribs
such
major
Suit
Of Disney, Banker
as United Artists find that they are one year with options.
Next start will be 'The Wookey,' a
being
offered
more independent
Charging Breach of Pact product
deals than they can use and tale of naval warfare in the English
are holding out for high story, talent Channel, which last season played
briefly on Broadway.
A suit against Walt Disney Pro- and production values.
duckions and Kidder, Peabody & Co..

^""^ yesterday
(Tuesday), is
irf
said
to have received several responses to his last week's letter ex-

fo'^eers,

tion.

equitable deal in one territory such
a program might call for its being
left out of the buying everywhere
to give the exhibitors the chance of

earliest convenience.'

borrowed Joan Leslie from try booming and money plentiful in
Warners for the romantic-dancing this town, they aim on getting all
role opposite Fred Astaire in 'Look they can while the getting is good.
Out Below,' to b'e'produced by David
Mpls. Reaction to Upped B.O.
Hempstead. Picture goes into work
Minneapolis, Sept. 22.
in mid-October, directed by Edward

UMPI from

deal.'

forced put- of usual business activiBasic plan would be to have the
ties and refugees, many of whom
key men from the various state orsucceeded in getting considerable
before the sellmoney out of Europe ahead of Hitler. ganizations confer
ing season and map out a united acSome of these investors have al-

ready gobbled up a few minor situations, finding it virtually impossible to buy into profitable theatre
operation. Attempts to line up with
some of the smaller circuits have

H. Griffith.
part
It's

of

deal.

a

sciipt-for-star-

should
signal

regarded

be

by

for certain
decfare. It

a

warning

who

are pre-

as

distributors

paring to demand

advanced

Selling on the current (1942-43)
season has started out slowly, with
subsequent runs in particular biding
their time to see what the circuits
in front of them will do. Additionally, accounts already approached by
salesmen are raising a howl against
the rentals demanded on pictures
now being sold, including those on •
full-line basis and those that are
being sold in small blocks.
Exhibitors who in the past have
bought flat are sounding off because
distributors are trying to force them
to go for percentage deals. In some

demand-

ing percentage or nothing on cerpictures, with several distribs
attempting to get 35% and 40%.
In the case of decree companies, in
many cases an effort is being made
to obtain high percentages on at
least two films out of five with no
cancellation permitted where the
packages are not larger than five.
At the present time distribs are
offering a goodly number of pictures

ployment, wages, farm Income, etc.,
at a high for recent years, the ceiling has been reached for theatre admissions for the present, at least.
One thing that has helped to make
the public price conscious and resentful when admissions are upped
is all the newspaper talk about ceilings, inflation

and price rising curbs,

exhibitors feel.

The Orpheiim tried a nickel raise
to 60c -after 5 p.m. for stage shows,
bu' after a .single week went biick to
previous scale.
There were many
squawks at the boost, it's said.
In Grand Rapids. Minn., near here,
the

ward boosting
are

prices.

city

tests

singly, all on percentage and
at advanced admission scales.

some
These

include 'Holiday Inn,' 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy,' 'Pride of the Yankees,'
'Bambi,' 'Reap the Wild Wind,* 'Magnificent Ambersons' and 'Tales of
Manhattan.'

UMPI

Disappointment

Among other things, buyers are
disappointed over the failure of the
United Motion Picture Industry sales
plan because under it no distrib
could sell a picture singly unless
it had lieen previously roadshown at
advanced prices similarly to the
practice followed prior to the decree.

Circuits with first-run theatres
are beginning to pick up new sea(1042-43) film because it is
this time, while subsequents, still with bookings to be
completed, are waiting as in the
past.
Meantime, many deals of a
selective nature are being closed by
circuits which are taking films for
given spots. Metro, with its original group of eight, now raised to 12,
has obtained quite a number of such
bookings.
Among major circuit deals signatured are for RKO's first group with
the Fox-Wcsf Coast circuit, whi.ch
has aLso taken 'Pride of Yankees' and
RKO circuit's closing for Warner
Bros, first block of five as well as
the initial group offered by 20th-Fox.
Loew circuit has taken 'Holiday
son's

needed at

from Paramount, also bought
by various other accounts. Par, howInn'

ever, has only started to sell its
first batch of five for this year, being
the last of the decree companies to
give the salesmen the signal to approach exhibitors.
WB, which has sold 'Dandy' in
numerous, spots, closed a circuit deal
on the picture during the past week
when it sold the film to Butterfield.
Roy Haines, eastern sales manager,
was in Detroit to negotiate the deal
with Edward C. Beatty.

Beet for Gas

scales

trade leaders
is indicated that, despite
comparative prosperity, with emreleases,

council has received proagainst increased theatre admissions and is using its influence
to gel thorn lowered.
Complaints
also have poured in when pictures
here are presented at advanced

First public adverse reactions toof admission prices
in
evidence hereabouts and

Do

tain

-

not like anything entailing concerted action.'
'He gave the sales plan of UMPI
a kick in the pants,' one high executive close to UMPI declared, 'but
only after he had strung us along,
Causing much expense and cost of

—

the Circuits

..instances, the distribs are

Pointing up potential casualties in
Although Allied 'Caravan's' first
goods trade, the Senate session here was a closed meeting
Committee on Small Business last during the discussion of buying
week announced series of meetings problems, reliable information is
beginning Sept. 29 for the purpose of that a program is on foot for a nastudying the problem.
Industrial tionwide 'exchange' between exhibstatistics compiled indicate a sharp itors.
The meetings were attended
politics.
WB and Par prefer to set- Brandt's telegram was as follows: drop likely this year in various by more than 100 independents, in'You have undoubtedly received fields, ranging from a 76% decline in
tle their own differences with cuscluding heads of Co-operative Thetomers and have insisted that they the .same letter as I have from Bill new and used car dealers to an atres of Michigan and the new Michstand ready to do the right thing Rodgers, and in spite of present as- S'^o drop in fuel and ice. Household igan Independent Exhibitors Assopect of entire UMPI situation I am appliances, heating, plumbing, farm
aj occasion arises.
The latciation, a buying combine.
firmly convinced, and I hope you implement and building material
Meantime, it is pointed out that
ter group came out with an approval
will agree with me. that we exhib- dealers will also be affected to a
some apprehension exists concernof the 'Caravan' idea following the
itors should take hold of UMPI and large extent.
ing the possible attitude of Thurdiscussion which, it was indicated,
it
from oblivion. UMPI, in
As a result, it is reported by east- went along lines of state and other
man Arnold, assistant attorney gen- save
spite of one part of it sliced away ern theatre circuit operators, coin Is
eral, if UMPI were continued begroups exchanging information to
by Arnold, can do mlich to assure being offered around in liberal quancause it would represent an organprevent any section from getting 'a
future unity in our business, espe- tities by both investors likely to be
ized Industry front 'and Arnold may

This action followed quickly on
the heels of the letter sent out by
Bill Rodgers, chairman of the committee, in which he tendered his
resignation.

Make Deals

\^

goods or having reason to

fear additional pressure on non-essential manufactures, are trying to
break into picture house operation.
Belief is that despite some eventual
restriction on theatres, either by decree
or
indirectly
via
celluloid
rationing, show biz will be among
the least affected industries in wartime.

T

Philadelphia, Sept. 22.
Now it's the film salesmen who are
raising a squawk for more gasoline
in Philly.
formal request for a
larger gasoline allotment has been

A

made by Motion

Picture Associates,
film salesmen organization, to the
State Rationing Board.
The pix peddlers claim that they
burn a lot of petrol calling on small
town exhibs. not only for the purpose of selling their own product,
but to plug the showing of Govern-

ment-made

patriotic shorts.

K-A-O's $7 Divvy
Keith-Albee-Orphcum

directora:

maintained its usual $7 annual dividend rate last week by declaring the
customary quarterly divvj- of $1.75.
Dividend will be paid out of operating surplus.

Divvy, which covers the quarter
ending Sept. 30,
payable Oct. 1 to
stockholders on record Sept. 25.
i.<;

Wednesday, September 23, 1942

FILM REVIEWS

8

George Washington Slept
Here
Winner BroH. r«lca»e ot Jerry Wftid proSlBrh Jink Bviiny. Ann Sherlilon;
duv'lloii.
Ktlbrido,
Pert-y
fi'oiuii'b ChnrlCK A'oburn.
Wllliiim Trncy. Joyce
MiUniiifl.
Ihittle
IJirecttd by
Ki'\'noMn. Hiiricy Slppheiis.
From play of some
WiJIInni Kelclilcy.
nninc hy Mo'n Unrt onO OcorKe S. KnufEverett Froemnn: editor,
liiiii): .lil;i|itnllon.
Kiiluli Dntvson: phmoKraphy, Ernie Hallcr.
Hunin X. Y.. Sept. 17. 'Vl.
•J'r;'.l. <h..«n
iiiiiE time. 93 .MINS.
Benny

J»clt

Fuller

Hill

Ann Sheridan
Chnrles Coburn
ffrcy Kilbride

f.nnie Fuller
ncle Stanley
Mr. Klinber
Hciler
,«teve Eldrldge
I

MrDnnlel
William Trncy
iJoyce Reynolds
Lee I>Btrlck

Hflttle

Madge
Renn Leslie

Chnrles Dingle

Preseolt
riiivtnn livans

>lr.

John Emery
DoUBl»« Croft
Harvey Stephens
Franklin Pnngborn

llaymund
Jelt nouglsn
Mr. Olbney

biz.

S.

Kaufman

but, although bumpy in spots, manages to generate a few laughs and
many silly situations.
just
as

Ameche. playboy son of a Venezuela
rubber planter, arrives in New York
to negotiate a huge loan to expand
the outfit due to rubber shortage.
Miss Bennett is a rich American
whose coin is frozen in England and
She rents her
hence penniless.
apartment to Ameche. and stays on,
through circumstance, as the maid.
After rounds of mild farcical situations in the layout, pair fall in love;
there's the momentary split; and
clinch when the girl helps
final

Ameche redeem

crusty

Ernest Truex had
Fact that 'George
Washington Slept Here' has played
strawhats and toured throughout the
country since leaving Broadway
bolsters its film boxolTice value.
Strong grosses and extended dating
are certain.
For Benny, himself of no mean
importance, the part of the city
b.

cipal laugh role.
it on the stage.

.

who unwillmgly struggles
through trying to make a home out
of an old abandoned country house,
is rich in the sort of thing he does
best. With others in the picture as

fellow,

vital cogs. Benny is in there pitchHe
ing in nearly every scene.
hardly has time to get his breath,
since much of the dialog is allocated
Whei he isn't using his
to him.

voice,

flustering socialite;
-tire

A

of a highly amusing domestic character. Majority of
ti.e action takes place in and around
the battered ulti house of Colonial

Frank Craven a
Helene

manufacturer;

Rest of cast

Bennett.

is

minor

."sup-

port.

Original tale hews closely to the
familiar pattern with no deviation,
and script's few bright moments are
overshailowed by the bumpy «nd
ridiculous situations that only most

Director Harold

Schuster does the

best he can with the material provided.

Production mounting is elaborate
for the virtually one-apartment setting, and photogi'aphy is standard
throughout. Further editing would
to give

assist

the picture a

lift.

stwEe,

it

Wald, producer, and William Keighley, who directed, to go afield for
added settings and situations.
Lending terrific comical impact
Is Percy Kilbride, sour-faced caretaker, who harries Benny and Miss
Sheridan at every turn about improving the household
facilities,
sue".) as trying to get a well that will
yield water, etc.
Kilbride, perfect
for the part, plays it excellently, and
in. tht cider-drinking sequence
is a
near-panic, especially when he starts
to sing Til Never Smile Again,'

(20th).

Roman-

The Hard Way' (WB) (Songs).
Good drama, despite overlength,
will hit profiUble biz in regular

runs.
'Springtime In the Rockies'
(20th) (Songs) (Color). Breezy
fllmusical for general audiences.
Hefty grosser.

'You Cant Escape Forever'
(WB). Newspaper-gangster mel-

remake of 'Hi, Nellie.' Passable program support in duals.
'Top Sergeant' (U). Leo Carler,

and Andy Devine in an innocuous Army film. Okay for

rillo

the duals.
'Flying Tigers' (Sep). Familiar
aviation motif, located in China,
okay for the (luals.
Tu Enes La Paz' (Argentine).
Well - done Spanish - languager;
good for Latin audiences.

The Hidden Hand' WB). Noname horror
lesser

dualer; strictly for

programmers.

'Secret Mission' (British). Okay
for war-minded audiences.
'Sollga
Selbcrg'
(Swedish).
Unlikely, though native-language
audiences may go for it

(WITH SONGS)
Hollywood. Sept.
Joan

19.

Bros, release of Jerry \VaI»l proStufH Idd Uupino, Dennis MorKun,
Dlre<.'tC(l by Vlnt-eiit Shernmn.
FuchH and Peier
Diiniel
l>y
Howe; edir;iinci-ji. Janiea WonK

Leslie.

Screenplay
Vleriel
tor,

:

Thomas PraU:

(tperlnl

effeits.

The

Wll-

and

cold calculations of a ruthless

conniving

woman form

— holds
women

its

the

extended running time

sufficient

interest

customers to make

for
it

the

a prof-

itable attraction for the regular runs.

Top

'Was I Blue' Impromptu, and teams
with Carson for rendition of 'Latin
From Manhattan' in cafe tryout.
Morgan croons 'Goodnight My Darling' from bandstand.
'Dance' and
'Darling' both have chance for pop

Ida Lupino, Dennis MorJoan Leslie will provide

trio of

gan and
adequate marquee dressing.
Story looks like one the studio
might have picked up for Bette Davis, but Miss Lupino does full jus-

of

same

Walt.

^rating.

the characterization of the
calloused and cold-blooded individual devoid of any favorable qualtice

to

Hollywood, Sept.
20th
Bflron

IB.

Century-Fux rrleam o( William L«production. Features Detty Oroble,

John Payno. Carmen >HrRnda. Cesar Romero, Charlotte Greenwood, Edward Everett Horton, Harry James and Music Makerv.
Directed by Irving CuminlnKs. Screenplay
by Walter Bullock nnd Ken Englund:
adapted by Juciiues Tilery. bused on story
by Philip Wylle; camera. Ernest Palmer:
editor.
Robert Simpson: dances, Hermes
Pan; music. Alfred Newman; songs. Mack
Gordon nnd Hnrry Warren. Tradeshown In
I/. A. Sept. 18, '42.
Running time,
MIN'8.
Vicky
Betty Grable
Uiin
John Payne
Roslln
Cnrinen Miranda
Harry James & Music Makeni. .Themselves
Vctor
Cesar Romero
Phoebe Gray
Charlntte Greenwood
M<-TavlRh
Edward Everett Horton
One of nickel Bros
Prank Orlh

M

Conmiiflslnncr
BIckel

GIRL TROUBLE

step,S

Hollywood, Sept.

18,

l«eni.<ih-Kox rcleuw! of IIoIh-h li„«„|er
.-iiiiin I)„n Anie.he.
JiMin Hcnneit: renlun., Hllllo Burke. Frunk
Craven.

Alun Blnehart. Helena Keynolds.

Dln-iied
.Screenidiiy l,y LndlsKllev Crutcher- orli!Vlikl lliium nnd Guy Troii.
l"-r:
.niiierii.
Kilniird CronjBger;
editor
)(..! -ri
Frlii«i.
Triiileahown In
A.
opl
li.
41'.
Jtunnini; time. 81 SIINH.

by

ll.ii.il.l

[-..dor

Irni

by

Iniil

.-vhusler.

nnd

nrilii>rt

Fodiir.

U

I'.dn.

Sulllviin

Don Am.'che

June Doli.ncy
.AlK

Joan

Ki.wlaiid

Aiil.n.'i. .Muiiliiik
fl;.ir>.! Itiirrfu.
.Mil

Helm

I

Slninn
'• iK>-

Flint

In...

l-'uii

Frank Criiven
AInn Dln-^hiirt
Reynnlda
Bonn nova

un lo

Ti-d
.North
Diirlc Mi-rrlck

'""h

Dnlc

)'-'"Ini"

ItiiaeHime

Evana
Murray

cnner

t.TiilB

Vivian
m

1

ld^

ly

^1"

K<'nnr>iy

Holtri't

J»»Keph

l'"i-<'>»
J''"-

IvT

M'liKan
I-'l>'i"iiii

Ilul.la

lllalne

Trudy Mar.ihnll

Mnnton

I'"''*' i"'*'

I'

Hurke

Ilolene

t'lii'dulia

'^""'"1"

MI

m-nnett

Bllllo

r

CiclC

Cn^hnn

.\h»rclani

Arthur Loft
John Kelly
Mntt MrlluRh
Gcorfte

Ud
IMlth

T^enBey

Stanley

Kvnnacm

"Girl Trouble' tugs and strains to
generate sparkle and levity in displaying a romantic farce but sucreeds nnlv in a mild wav. Marauee

—

in

to get the girl

away from

her female Svengali, but also finds
himself unable to cope with the
manipulations of Miss Lupino. Latter then produces a dramatic play
with the girl, which busts on opening night for move-in of Morgan to
take her in his arms. Short prolog
has Miss Lupino jumping off a wharf
and carted to a hospital for flashback of the story, and epilog picks
her up again for the demise without
revealing her identity.
Both script and direction devote
plenty of footage to display of the
varied characters introduced, and
the conflict raging continually be
tween Miss Lupino and all those who
might stand in h<!r way. She brushes
aside everyone, but Morgan comes
back repeatedly to eventually win
out. Pace could be speeded through
further editing of excess running
time.

Miss Lupino turns in a strong poras
the designing woman,
while Miss Leslie sparkles throughout as the girl motivating the entire
tale.
Morgan is fine as the songand-dance man, while Carson catches
attention as the easy-going smalltime hoofer. Good support Is provided by Faye Emerson, John Shatrayal

Jacklo

Gleason

Harry

Hnyden

of

display

their particular brands of
comedy. Harry James and his band
—currently one of the tops in popularity—round out the entertainment factors. John Payne holds his
own in the fast company.
^
Story is a light framework on
which to hang the various numbers
and specialties.
Miss Grable and
John Payne, co-stars In a Broadway

At the resort It's the familiar
story development until Payne wins
back the girl and then rounds up
all the talent for a new Broadway

—

show.

sub-

the

in

best Job.

Frnn.

FLYING TIGERS

Republic release of EMmund Gmlnger
production.
Stars John Wayne; features
John Carroll, Anna Lee. Directed by Daducer William LeBaron provides rhe vid Miller. Screenploy. Kenneth Garnet.
Barry
Trlvers:
original
ainry.
Kenneth
colorful
picture with expensive and
Garnet; camera. Jack Marta; editor. Ernest
mounting, and deftly dovetailed the Nims. Previewed at Normnndle. N. T..
excellent group of performers for Sept. 32, '42. Running time.
MIN8.
John Wayne
Goi-don
maximum effect. Technicolor pho- Jim
Woody Jn.Hon
John Carroll
tography by Ernest Palmer adds Brooke p:illott
Anna Lee
much to the general merit of the Hnp
Paul Kelly

M

Walt.

production.

.Mahiunn

Oorilnn

Hlackle
Dale

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Warner Drus. production uihI ide.ist*.
Stare George Brent, Brendn MurHhnll; fentures Gene Lockhart. itoacoe Knrns. Ed-

Itearilitn

Paul Harvey. Kdlth BarDirected by Jo Omhain. Screenplay
by Fred Niblo. Jr.. and Heclor Chevigny.
tnv.\
story
by Roy Chanslor; camera,
Jnmen Van Trees and Tony Uaudio: editor,
David WelnbnrI
dialog director, Frank
Fox; asst. director, Wilbur McGnugh; monw.'ird
rett.

Clnnnelll.

tages,

Janies

;

Sept.

A.

I...

I..elcester.
Tradeshown
'42.
21.
Running time.

In

17

MINS.
Steve '.Mltrh' Mitchell
Laurie Abbott

Charley Gates
Reporter Davis

Goiirge llri'nt

Urendn Marshall
Gene I.wkhnrt
Rnsco? Karns
Eilwnrd Clannelll
Paul Harvey
Edith Iliirivtt
Harry Huyilen
Charles H:illon

Don

Di'l-'oi-e

Dow-ntng

Joseph

George

Mr. Crowder
KIrsty Lundslrom

^Ici'kcr

Alderson
>tary Field

Ervllle

KdwnrdK

Bill

Dick

Elliott

Kdwnnl McWade

Jimmy
Warden

Joseph Crehan
Dirk Wessol
Paul Newlan

Moxle
Louie

Jones
Clarke
Richards

Mae

\'ernn Hales
Col. T,lndsay...

You Can't Escape Forever

•\

Bales

MacDonald

Ei!

'.Ml
.Shirley
'I'om

Mi-C'urdy

Neul
.\hTaKKnrt
Hiivld Bruce
Chester Gnn
.lames Dodd
Cregc Rartnn
lohn James

Malrnliii

tliirton.

.Mike

Mcintosh
Tex
Selby

Based on exploits' of American flyers in China who took up the cudgels against the Japs long before
Pearl
Harbor,
'Flying
Tigers'
emerges as a stereo production which
will serve as support in the dualers.
Running time, overlong at 98 minutes, can be cut considerably.
Aside from a foreword written by
Generalissimo
Chiang
Kai-Shek,
paying tribute to the American Volunteer Group who 'have become the
symbol of the Invincible strength of
the forces now upholding the cause

humanity and

of

there

justice,'

is

nothing to distinguish this fllm from
other conventional aviation yarns.
Handicapped
primarily , by_ a_
threadbare script, production also
suffers from slow pacing while John

Wayne. John
"You Can't Escape Forever' is a reof "Hi, Nellie.' first unreeled
without catching attention at
New version is a wild

make

in 1934

the time.

melange of a

script writer's dream
a metropolitan

doings in

of crazy

Carroll. Anna Lee and
Paul Kelly are barely adequate in

the major acting assignments. Some
of the scenes look repetitious, the
same Jap flyers apparently being
shot down and killed three or four
times over.

newspaper office, combined with doings of a gang dipping into the rubber and sugar bootlegging rackets.

devil- flyer

Strictly for the duals, where
pass Qs supporting fare.

two airmen. He redeems
in the end by crashing

it

will

Latest version has the basic premise of the lovelorn column desk at
the newspaper, with any staff member in the doghouse drawing the assignment until another victim arrives. Racket gang angle has been
modernized slightly, but gets no lift
in the new treatment.

George Brent is managing editor,
on news stories.
a hunch
Brenda Marshall muffs an electrocuBrent foltion and is doghoused.

Story

lows her in after getting the .-iheet
in a jam with the underworld boss,
but makes the column a hit and gets
a clue to an unsolved murder from
Trail takes him
a correspondent.
through the domain of Edward Ciannelli, racket boss and night spot
operator, for the usual dramatics
and chase before the paper scores
with the complete expose.
Brent romps through the role of

managing

editor

and

newshound

with tongue-in-cheek attitude, with
Miss Marshall a fast acting girl reporter, and Roscoe' Karns tagging
along as a candid fotog. Ciannelll is
a typical screen gangdom leader
with support provided by Gene
Lockhart, Paul Harvey, Charles Halton, George Meeker and Edith Barrett.

Script

by Fred

Niblo.

Jr.,

and Hec-

Chevigny lacks lustre, despite
attempts to give it plenty of action.
Direction by Jo Graham Is handicapped by material provided.
Wolt.
tor

TOP SERGEANT
release of Ben PIvar producStars Leo Cnrrlllo and Andy Devine;
Don Terry, Elyse Knox, Don PorDirected by Christy Cobsnne. Scroon-

t'nlversal
tion.

features
ter.

is

about the smart-alec, dare-

whose stunting and

lessness results

in

care-

of lives of

loss

his honor
a flaming
plane loaded with
into a Jap
train.
Romantic interludes in which
Miss Lee and Wayne figure are mild

TNT

and monotonous.

Mori.

TU ERES LA PAZ
CThoo Art

with

musical, are romantically inclined

but he has a weakness for pretty
girls, which keeps them continually
battling. When the show closes. Miss
Grable joins her former dancing
partner, Romero, for a western tour,
but Payne follows to Lake Louise
to woo her back to a new Broadway show. En route, the Inebriated Payne picks up Horton. as his
valet, and Miss Miranda as his secretary.

minor

this is

Meeker

(TECHNICOLOR)

casting,

swell topkick, a creditable hero, but

overall content of entertainment
provided.
Director Irving Cummings scofes
every opportunity to click with
comedy situations and lines, and
keeps tempo at a steady pace. Pro-

Radclirre

(Sonxs)

•

pr...lu.llon.

But

specialties.

Cummings

Springtime in the Rockies

Between inept

tion.

towards the end, when story has to a wooden romantic. Elyse Knox, the
devote extended amount of footage colonel's daughter, as Uie other half
to the romantic interludes without of the romance, hasn't much to do.
interruption of an^ song or dance Don Porter, as the killer, does the

Vnrney

This is another in the extended list
20th-Fox's elaborate filmusicals.
Enhanced by Technicolor mounting,
as a nuisance
relative, and Hattie McDaniel. the
and boasting a topline group of
miid. both lend valuable aid in ities.
major league performers, picture Is
sti.Ting the risibilities.
Miss Lupino lifts herself and in- a breezy and tuneful bundle of enLesser as
signments are carried out efficiently genue sister-in-law, Joan Leslie, out tertainment geared for present audiby William Tracy. Joyce Reynolds, of the dust of a coal mining town ence requirements. It's solid enterLee Patrick, and others.
when she marries the girl off to tainment, aiming for hefty grosses
Miss Sheridan performs nicely as Jack Carson, member of a small- all along the line.
Benny's wife, evoKing sympathy now time song-and-dance team, who hits
Talent list brings together a slick
and then because of her intense de- town on a three-day
booking. cast recognized for individual abilsir
for things rustic and antique, a Shrewdly planning. Miss Lupino goes ities in their respective lines. Betty
desire that almost meets with com
along, but her ideas of shoving Miss Grable, in addition to providing eye
plete frustration.
Leslie into the act gets stiff opposi- appeal as the femme lead, steps out
In the direction, Kelghley has very tion from Morgan. But the shrewd with .several song and dance numcor.ipetently
timed
the
laughs. moves of Miss Lupino break up the bers of showmanship calibre. CarAmong other things- the script of act; splits the married pair; nnd men Miranda develops as a comeEverett Freeman keeps the laughs swings the girl into eventual star- dienne to add to her effervescing decoming in an unusually steady flow, dom in a hit musical on Broadway. liveries of South American songs.
Snubbed by both his wife and Miss Cesar Romero teams with Miss
Char.
Lupino, when he hops into New Grable for two dances of high merit;
York, (iarson commits suicide. Mor- while Charlotte Greenwood and Edgan, now a successful bandleader, ward Everett Horton prominently
without warning.
Charles Coburn,

Picture sags considerably

the cast

Dance numbers staged by Carl Robellnk
Leroy Prinz are of high standard, '.Mac' McTurk
Bosa Greer
though briefly footaged.
Major Turner
Production mounting is topgrade. Lucille
with photography by James Wong Judge Ilarilaker

Howe

out of the rookies. AU of which is
too big an order for this 'B' produc-

par scripting and some newsreel
Grable and Romero appearing both dips, howev.T the idea Is still a
good one. Tiie picture will make
times as a dance team.
Miss Miranda romps merrily and faii^ filler for the duals.
Don Terry is a hard-working drill
spontaneously through the proceedings In colorful outfits, and also has sergeant in the Engineer Corps. Leo
two specialty sequences for songs Carrillo and Ar y Devine are his
with her string sextette. Her typ- corporals with a penchant for getting
into trouble and losing their
ical Mirandan rendition of 'ChatReturning from a detail
tanooga Choo Choo' hits a high spot stripes.
James and or- with a truckload of rookies, they get
in the proceedings.
chestra plays 'I Had the Craziest involved with a trio of escaping
The three veteran
Dream,' with band soloist singing the bank robbers.
Finale production number soldiers help kill two of the heistcrschorus.
brings all the principals on the stage the third escapes by knocking off the
for brief Individual appearances in sarge's brother, who disobeyed orsong and dance of 'Pan Americana ders and tried to make the pinch on
The three tunes by Mack his Q3IUU The rest deals with thP
Jubilee.'
Gordon and Harry Warren are of complications that ensue in tracking
down the killer.
usual high standard for the team.
Carrillo and Devine are okay but
Script is studded with laugh lines
which are well distributed among miscast in minor roles. Terry is a

attention.

.

which

basis of this dramatic display,

—despite

carries one big production number on stage, with Miss Leslie doing song-an-dance to 'I Love to
Dance,' a lively tune. Girl aiso sings

Picture

Woiner
duction.

Leona Maricle, Roman Bohnen

and Nestor Paiva.

.

limitations of the
has been possible for Jerry

•Girl Troilble'

tic farce of familiar trend. Mild
entertainment of B-plus calibre
for nominal biz in regular runs.

grue,

THE HARD WAY

:

the

Washington
'George
Here' (WB). Smash b.o. comedy
based on stage play; Jack Benny
and Ann Sheridan starred.

Wolf.

lard \'nn Enger
montaRrs, Don Sie^el
days which Benny's wife (Ann llrtloB dircclor. Ifnrold Wlnsion; dnncea,
Sheridan) buy: without his knowl- LeKoy Prinz: snnK-n by M. K. Jerome and
edge.
Smitten by back-to-the-land Jnck Sctiol): asst. direolor. Blmer Decker.
Runrn-liitions. Miss Sheridan buys the Trndeahnwn In \.. A. Sepl. I».
nlnR time. 108 MINS.
ramshackle joint
in
the
belief Helen Chernen
Ida Luplno
George Washington once slept there. Paul Colllna
Dennis Morgan
Jonn I..eRUe
This turns out to be true, discovery Katherlne Chernen
Jack Carson
of an old lette.> written by Gen. Albert Runkel
T.Dy Rmery
Oladyit Gcorfte
Washington coming at a time when Wnltreiifl
Fave Emerson
it looks like Benny and Miss SheriJohn ShaRFUO
Paul Cavanagh
Leona Marlcle
dan are going tc lose their little Laura Hit horn
Sam
Bohnen
Chernen
Roman
estate by foreclosure.
Ray Monlfcomery
Qllpin
What the^r and others go through Johnny
Chorine
Julie Bishop
in getting it into shape, making it Max Wade
Nestor Palva
Joan Wowlbury
livable, has in the interim provided Mnria
Ann Doran
a flock of laughs. Everything hap- Dorshka
Motion Picture Kxrcuiive. .Thurston Hall
pens to Benny particularly, includ- Plorep
Charles Judels
ing even a suspicion that his wife Frenctty
I^u Lubin
has gone loco Tor an antique dealer. Anderson
JoUy Gilbert
Because of the scope of the camera,

against

Slept

partial customers will countenance.

1

many sequences

a familiar

Reynolds a typical catty girl-friend;
and Alan Dinehart attorney for Miss

stumbling against things, rolling
downstairs or, in other ways, con-ibut:ng to the fun.
lot of the ..ction is modified
slapstick, while for relief there are

in

to

wells,

into

falling

he's

grooved

is

while Miss Bennett is not quite
requirements to convincingly
Billie Burke is a
put over farce.
role,

and with Jack Benny

the prin-

himself by clinching

the loan.

up

in

route

too-familiar

follows

-Story

easily Identified with his programs.
James ahd his boys are on later for.
another round of muaic, with Miss

Miniature Reviews

Bennett will have to carry it through
the regular bookings for nominal

Ameche

The Moss Hart-George

orchestra rendering group of tunes

Don Ameche and Joan

voltage of

play, moiicrate legit hit of two seasons back, becomes a sock comedy
on the screen under astute handling

as

—

;

.

Peace')

(ABGENTINE-MADE)
(Songs^
E.F.A. release of rnrlns Giillnnt prodnrFeatures Catallna Dnrcenn. Allria
Ernesto Rnnuen. Floren Delbenc.

tlnn.

narrle.

RIcnrdo

Cannles.

>fnr(iuez.

IrlH

Maria

I'orllilo.

Santos.
EiIn.T

7>omlnj:o
Al-

Non-i'll.

berto Contrer.is. anil Rlrardo de Rosas.
Story
nnd direction. Gregnrlo MortlneX
Sierra: adapted by Tito Dnvlsitn. Reviewed
4t f^ulpiicha, ItuenoA Aires.
Running time,

U

MINS.

This

any

is

an unusual Latin pic by

standard.

Most

importantly,

adapted for the screen by its
Gregorio Martinez Sierra,
famed Spanish writer, who has also
handled the (iirection. Unlike most
Argentine-mades, it also had the
benefit of an independent adapter,
Tito
Davison,
and a producer,
Carlos Gallart. Result is a retention
of the emotion in the original story,
with dignity and tenderness even
when the situations, strongly melodramatic, reach back into history.
it's

author.

The theme

is slow, and the extensive
and sometimes poetic dialog occa-

sionally

makes the movement

drag.

it is above-average for
here and should do well throughout
Latin America and perhaps several
artie theatres in the States.
Story deals with a sculptor who
tiffs with his sweetie and later has
an affair .with a dancer. Latter also

Nevertheless,

Maxwell Shane nnd GrlTfln Jay from
s
an original by Larry Rhine nnd Ben Chap- leaves him and child, and the lad
man; camera. George Robinson. Reviewed grandmother, whose own love afat Now Tork, N. Y.. dual, Sept. 10, '42.
fairs have never been overly happyRunning time, 68 MIN8.
takes it UDon herself to .tee that her
Frenchy Devereaux
Leo Cnrrlllo grandchildren do not follow her bad
Andy Jarrett
Andy Devine
Dick Manson
Don Terry example. She manages to unite the
Helen Gray
Elyse Knox sculptor and his original love beAl Dennett
Don Porter fore she dies, following a series ol
Colonel Gray
Addison Richards
Tony Orlbaldl
Dradley Pago .complic^ions.
Jack Manson
Catalina Barcena Is excellent as
Gene Oarrlrk
Cruxlon
Alan Hale, Jr. the grandmother although she isnt
Boy Harris too good in some of the fla.-jhbaeks.
S?}',
rnii
Richard Dnvloa
Alicia
Barrie and Ernesto Raquen.
Prosecuting OfOcer
Emmctt Vogan
as the sentimental but estranged
•Top Sergeant' is dedicated to the sweeties, do better work than in
veteran army men, particularly
anything they've handled up to date.
plny.

Picture opens backstage, with Miss
Grable and Payne given production
background for duet of 'Run, Little
Raindrop, Run* close to the start.
Introduction to the Lake Louise resort Is accompanied by colorful
scenic .thots. with Harrv James and non-coms,

who

the
are making soldiers

(Continued on page 18)
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Rons on Broadway

Fnrst

fake7niis42^.()MndFreein,

(Subject to change)

Week

Big$22J)()0mCliil)uo;Laiia-Gable

Us

Hie news

of

'Wake

of

—'Tales Manhattan' .(20th). Moved
Chicago, Sept. 22.
here after fortnight at Harris, but
the week was the
apparently it ran out the string at
Island' at the RooseGetting advanced
purchasers former house.
war bonds prices here, but at $3,500 won't do
was taken in at as well as click dual reissue last

Selt with seats given to
$5,000 in
of from $500 to

Heouted $2,300,000
week
'Can't Take It With You'
opened next day (Col) ofa nd
o pening. Pjcture
'Lost
Horizon'
(Col),
and xs nf
61 Apollo also
'^i^uU. o^ali d.^i.Ud ikeat«)ek $22,000 in both spots.
$4,000.
'Mrs Miniver' is in its 10th robust
Slanley (WB) (3.800; 30-44-55-66)
week at United Artists. 'Somewhere
'Across Pacific' (WB) and Bonnie
still going strong in
I'll Find You' is
Baker-Zasu Pitts.
Obviously they
at State-Lake, while don't want vaude here, only name
its third week
holding up bands. Despite fact that
'Pride of the Yankees' is
deluxer
week at the has its best picture in months, take
nicely in its fourth
Palace.
will hardly go above weak $17,000.
Last week, 'Tarzan's Adventure'
Estimates for 'This Week
Cooper-Gertrude
Jackie
(M-G)
and
Apollo (B&K) (1.200; 35-55-65-75)
was even under that at $16,_'Wake Island' (Par) garnering sock Niesen,
sec- 700.
$10 000, following fSir $W00 for
Warner (WB) (2,000; 30-40-55)'I Married An Angel'

^

—

WB

ond week

of

Somewhere Find You' (M-G)

(B&K)

^'cWciifo
•Orchestra

Soivak orch.
Garrick (BiK) (900; 35-55-65-75)
—'Holiday Inn' (Par). Fine $7,500.
Last week, fair $4,100 for 'Footlight

44-55)— Highways

Through

By

on

Dif-

(3,200;

28-33-

Night'

(RKO)

Fair
Corio
Last week, 'Tomorrow We Live'
(PRC) plus Ted Lewis on stage,
sock $21,600.

plus

Ann

Shifted to this spot after two
at Penn and will account for
at least $6,500, fair. Last week, 'Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G) and 'Friendly Enemies' (UA), awful $3,300.

35-55-75)— wk).

(4,000;

plus
(20th)
Wives'
Tucker's orch and Billy De
Neat $40,000. Last week,
Wolfe.
great $56,200 with second week of
'Holiday Inn' (Par) plus Charlie

Tommy

Serenade' (20th) and
ferent Eyes' (M-G).
Oriental (Iriquois)

weeks

$19,000Jops SL Lonis;
Ulaisie'-'Jackass'

(2,500; 33-44-66-75)

—'Pride of Yankees' (RKO) (4th
wk) and 'Give Out Sisters' (U) (2d
wk). Still holding up well with nice
$13,000. Last week, good $17,600.
Roosevelt

(B&K)

18G

$17,-

stage.

(1,500; 35-55-65-

22

fecting grosses thus far.
Estimates for Thb

Week

3)

Maslo Hall— Tales of Manhattan' (20th).

(Reviewed in "Variety' Atig. S)
Palace 'J^usses Roar' (y/b).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. 19)

—

— The

Major and

the Minor' (Par) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Sept.

—
Blvoll — 'Wake

Bialto
'Counter
(Col) (26).
(4th week).

2)

Espionage'

Island'

(Par)

,

(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug.

Bo»y—'Orchestra

Loew*a (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-50)—
'Maisie Gets Man* (M-G) and 'Jackgood ass Mail' (M-G). Off to a nice getaway and big $18,000. Last week,
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 35-55- 'Somewhere Find You' (M-G) and
'Somewhere Find You' shorte. (2d wk), $15,800.
65-75)
(M-G) (3d wk). Going for snappy
Ambassador (F&M) (3,000: 40-50$18,000. Last week, sock $23,300.
60)—Through Different Eyes' (20th)
United ArUsta (B&K) (1.700; 35
and Alvino Rey and King Sisters on
'Miniver' (M-G) (10th stage. Upped admish scale and first
B5-65-75)
wk. Still doing great at $14,000 stage show in several years at this
Last week, sock $14,000.
I^t week,
house, swell $19,000.
'Tales Manhattan: I20th) and 'Berlin
wk),
(2d
(20th)
Correspondenf

—

—

$11600.

Fix, but N.G.

Biz in Pitt; Talk'
14G. Inn' $17,000

Fox

(F&M)

(5.000;

30-40-50)—

Several

5)

—

(Reviewed in 'Variety' June

12)

Wives' (20th)

York

this

new shows came into New 'World
week to supplant pictures ish.

—

(25).

(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug.

19)

Week

of Oct. 1
Astor 'Pride of the Yankees'
(RKO) (12th week).
Capitol
'Panama Hattie'

(M-G).
(Reviewed in

"Variety' Jul]/ 22)

—

'Yankee Doodle
Hollywood
Dandy' (WB) (10th week).
Moslo Hall— Tales of Manhatweek).

— 'The Major and
— 'Wake Island' (Par)

Paramonnt

the Minor* (Par) (3d 'week).

BlvoU

(5th week).

Eoiy—'Orchestra Wives* (20th)
(2d week).
'Desperate Journey*
Stnnd
(WB) (2d week).

—

HAITE'

$11000.

L'VILLEWHAM

majority of stands are looking to
fine totals. Free admission to down-

town houses yesterday (Tuesday) to
folks buying a bond cut into the
day's grosses negligibly.
is

notices right down the line for 'Talk
of Town' at Harris. 'Holiday Inn' at
Penn, and 'Across the Pacific' at

Stanley
Pitts,

disappointers. Playing 'Tish' on firstn n, an occasional switch here, plus
Franl- Fay, Una Merkel, Anne NageU
others, on the rostrum, the take
probably will not top $22,000, fair.
Continuing to exceed the speed
limit is 'Talk of the Town,' now on
its
concluding (3d) week at the
Music Hall and looking to snare fine
$90,000. House opens Tales of Manhattan' tomorrow morning (Thursday).
Roxy brings In 'Orchestra Wives'
today (Wednesday) after two high
profit-getting stanzas with 'Footlight
Serenade.' final seven days going to

with Bonnie Baker-Zasu
but none of them are coming

to expectations although doing
alright.
'Private Buckaroo' got a
fair weekend at Fulton and then

week

at the Strand, will end
at about $38,000, very good. Succeeding on Friday (25) will be 'Desperate
(final)

slipped off to nothing, while h.o.s of
Somewhere I'll Find Y»u' at Warner. Tales of Manhattan' at Senator,
and 'Gay Sisters' at Ritz are just gettmg by.
Estimates for This Week

is

'Wake

its

third round last night (Tuesday)

Island.'

Fnlton

(Shea)

(1,700;

30-40-55)—

Private Buckaroo' (U).
Got away
pretty good, Andrews Sisters and
Harry James bringing In a flock of
Jitterbugs, but doldrums set in after
first couple of days and doubtful If
musical will climb above $4,700. poor.
Last week, second of 'Footlight
Serenade' (20th). alright at $5,500.
Harris (Harris) (2,200; 30-40-55)—
Talk of Town' (Col). Everybody
went to town for this one and It's

•

doing okay, although not what was
expected of such a marquee draft and
especially after the raves.
Mat biz
locally down to nothing, which is
whats holding Talk' to $14,000. Last
week, second of 'Tales of Manhattan'
(ZOth), at

advanced

prices, $10,500.

Penn (Loew's-UA) (3.300; 30-4055)— Holiday Inn' (Par). Another
nit thats not getting either what
was expected or what it deserves.
Headed for around $17,000, which
may or may not be enough to hold it
nere.

Last week, second of 'Some-

Jjhere

I'll

Find You'

(M-G), good

$15,500.

Rill

(Wfi)

(800;

30-40-55)— 'Gay

(WB) (5th wk). Third sesfor SUnwyck film at this small«; following week each at Penn

Sisters'

sion

j
and
Warner. Merely holding because
of general product
Will
shortage.
wind up downtown flrst-run satisfactorily
enough at $1,900.
Last
week, it was a couple of hundred
lucks better than that.

Senator (Harris)

(1,750

;

30-50-65)

(3,450; 39-44-55-75-

(M-G)

(Ist-run)

including Frank Fay,
Nagel. No
$22,000, fair. seen.

Jam' (U) (Istrun) and Mitchell Ayres orch. Car-

dinl.

In

others, $21,000.

Strand (WB) (2,756; 35-55-75-8599-$1.10)— 'Across Pacific' (WB) and
Dick Jurgens (3d-flnal wk). Much
groflt accrues to the right side of the
idger on the 21 -day run of this
show; current (3d) and final week
$38,000, nice, while the second stanza
hit $41,000.

'AmbersoDs'-'Jam'
Fine

$2i000

In

ing Detroit

which wound up

Detroit. Sept. 22.

Boom here, which saw
downmorrow (Thursday), 'Between Us town pix houses holding-over last
Girls,' after three good weeks with week and product being backed up,
'Somewhere I'll Find You.' Blowofl, will mean an added starter next
however, is on the lighter side at week.
The Madison, downtown
$23,000, but still okay.

'Yankee Doodle Dandy' went

off

we^

move

bill

at $35,000, excellent, and continues
indefinitely
at
the
straight-film
Rlvoli.
Capitol ushers in a new one to-

quite a bit last week (16th) to finish
at $15,000, but still a suitable profit.
Expected to exit from, the HollyIjouisville, Sept. 22,
wood in October, when picture is
First class product is the rule this slated
to play Brooklyn and Newark.
in all downtown houses and
(Setting a big weekend and Monbiz la following through in fine day
(21) bi2, 'Pardon My Sarong'
shape. 'Orchestra Wives/ at Rialto, went to
$20,000 on its fourth week,
and 'Panama Hattie,' at Loew's State, big, at the Criterion and
starts the

Last week, excellent $3,500 on
over from Rialto.

and vaude

Journey' and Horace Heidt.
Maintaining a strong public pitch

TALK/

lOG, NIFTY IN INDPLS.

lean,

Una Merkel and Anne

Across the Pacific' and the Dick
Jurgens band, currently on the third

—

tales;

$5,500,

$50,000.

'Across Pacific' (WB) and 'Invisible
Agent* (U). Only nei* screen fare In
midtown will cop $15,000. above avLast week. 'Holiday Inn are both flirting with near-record fifth today (Wednesday).
erage.
b.o.'s at the Brown
Estimates for This Week
(Par) and Tombstone* (Par), sprang takings, while
and Mary Anderson are stacking up —'Pride of Yankees'
a surprise for a sock $19,600.
(RKO-GoldMissouri (F&M) (3,570; 30-40-50)— pretty potent.
wyn) (10th wk). Holding up well,
Weather has taken a cool turn this week (10th)
'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Tombstone*
appearing $20,000,
Moveover from Fox should and is right up the alley for the film while last (9th) was' $22,000. Date of
(Par).
houses. Weekend brought some op- departure
collect $7,500, neat. Last week, 'Eagle
not set.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85Squadron' (U) and 'Are Husbands posish. however, in the first major
collegiate football game of the seaNecessary' (Par), $6,900.
$1.10-$1.25)
Saturday (19) between Ken- You' (M-G) 'Somewhere I'll Find
St Lonls (F&M) (4,000; 30-40)— son
(3d-flnal wk). Jewish
tucky and Georgia. Hillbilly show at holiday
•Pardon Sarong' (U) and 'Joan of
helped a bit to push blowoff
Armory
Sunday
(20) drew two
the
than
$4,500
Not
more
week to $23,000 or thereabouta, oke,
Ozarks' (Rep).
Last week, big houses and also put a slight while last week (2d) topped $27,000
Fair.
for this revival.
and crimp in b.o. takings.
(20th)
'Between Us Girls' (U) moves in toOff Broadway'
'Just
Estimates |br This Week
•Loves Edgar A. Poe* (20th), $4,600.
(Thursday).
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's) morrow
Criterion (Loew's) (1,062; 35-4415-30-40)
Inn'
'Holiday
(1.40O;
55-75-85)— Pardon My Sarong* (U)
(Par) (2d wk). Moving along at (5th wk).
A sustained wow at the
week,
downtown
smart
clip
in
third
$12,000,
b.o., the fourth lap ended last night
second at this house. Likely $3,000.

up

the first $61,000.
State (Loew's)
99-$1.10)—'Tish'

than about
among the more
liSst week, 'Lady

—

Pittsburgh, Sept. 22.

Biz is drooping a bit this week and
disappointment Is keener than usual,
since town's over-run by a flock of
excellent pictures. TTiere were rave

War' ,(M-G).

at

Blvoll (UA-Par) (2.092; 35-55-7583-99)— 'Wake Island' (Par) (4lh
wk). Showing plenty of b.o. stamina,
with the third week through last
night (Tuesday) ringing up resounding $35,000. The second session was
Par is doing- a landofflce-business,- -^9 (XK).
B«sy (20th) (5.886; 40-55-05-75-85with a big Yom Kippur Monday (21)
90)—
'Orchestra Wives' <20th) and
play sending the initial seven days
through last night (Tuesday) to stageshow. Opens today (WednesOther downtown theatres day), now the regular change-day
$82.0010.
(20th)
here; -'Footlight Serenade'
likewise enjoyed a big Monday.
In some locations the week's gross YoIIed up a terrific profit on its
will not show up well, but the 14-day run. final week being $50,000,

only one major first-run, 'Major and
Minor.' at the Paramount with the
Tony Pastor band and the Andrews
Sisters on the stage.

The second-run State

(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. 12)
Strand
'Desperate Journey'

(WB)

3d $90,000

that have been on extended engagements. The past stanza brought in

(23).

(Par),

$9 300

OK

(Reviewed In 'Variety* Aug.

Paramonnt

$50,000, Talk'

Sarong'

'Yankee Doodle
Hollywood
Dandy' (WB) (18th week).

tan' (20th) (2d
St. Louis, Sept.

Alvino Rey band with Through
Different Eyes* at the Ambassador,
should lead the city at trim total.
Unseasonably hot weather is not af-

75)— 'Wake Island' (Par). Sock $12,000. Last week 'Jackass Mall' (M-G)
and 'Live on Danger*

My

—

Rey Big

2nd Nifty

(Reuietued in 'Variety' Scot. 2)

—

'Eyes'-Alvino

000.

FaUce (B&K)

(3d

Girls'

(M-G).
Criterion— 'Pardon
(U) (5th week).

oreem

$82,000,

Newest Wow in OK N. Y.; 'Serenade'

Aator—'Pride of the Yankees'
(11th week).
(Retrieved in 'Variety' July 16)

(RKO)

C^ltol—'Between

3d lity 18G. Tride' 4th $13,000

lajor'-Pasto^Andrews,

of Sept. 24

(Tuesday)
having
while the prior (3d)

been

$20,000,

week was over

house used for reissues by the
United Detroit chain/ will move in
as the switchover house in the loop
with the Palms-State using fresh
product.

It

will boost the first-tun

houses here from five to six.
Fox, which coupled 'Magnificent
Ambersons' and 'Lady in a Jam* for
this week's fresh entry, will top the
generally strong biz this week. Only
other new picture to get into the
loop is 'Lucky Legs,' a freshener
with the continuing 'Pied Piper' at

the Adams. '
Estimates far This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 50-65)
'Pied Piper' (20th) (3d wk) and
'Lucky Legs* (Col). Former switched
in after two strong weeks at the Fox
and given a freshener, will get big
$8,000. Last week, 'Footlight Serenade' (20th) (3d wk) and 'Counter
Espionage' (Col), nice $7,000.

—

Fox (Fox-Michigan) (5,000; 50-65)
-'Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO)
and 'Lady In Jam' (U). Socko $24.000. E&st week, 'Pled Piper' (20th)
and 'Magnificent Dope' (20th) (2d
wk), great $21,000 after sock $32,000
opening week.
Bflcblgu (United Detroit) (4,000;
50-65)—'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Spy
(WB) (3d wk). Unusually
Ship'
long h.o. stretch for this house, but
brisk $16,000, after a healthy $10,000
in second week, explains it.
Palms-SUte (United Detroit) (3,000; 50-55)—Take Letter' (Par) and

Remains on indef.
Kentneky (Switow) (1,250; 15-25)
Globe (Brandt) (1.250; 35-55-75—'Shores Tripoli' (20th) and 'Favo- 85)— 'You Can't
Take It With You'
rite Spy' (RKO). Good $1,800. Last
(Col) (reissue). Doing satisfactorily
week, 'Johnny Eager' (M-G) and at $8,500. Last
week, fifth for 'Mos'Lady In Jam' (U). split with 'Van- cow Strikes
Back' (Artkino), $7,500,
'MoonVirginian'
and
ishing
(M-G)
good
(3d
o.k.
row, so current grosses are
Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G)
tide' (20th), average $1,700.
Hollywood (WB) (1,225 83-$l.I0- wk). Still showing strength, wilh
despite J. Pluviui. All houses but
Loew's State (Loew's) (3.300; 15- $1.65-$2.20)
'Dandy'
$11,000 anticipated after $13,000 last
one show an advance over last week. 30-40)— 'Panama Hattie' (M-G) and wk). Lightening as run (WB) (17th week.
goes beyond
Gillespie'
(M-G). fourth month
Dr.
of the town is Tales of Man- 'Calling
T
United Artists (United Detroit)
and
will
probably
Younger 'set is going for this one in vamoose In October;
last
hattan,* at the Indiana, with Talk
week (2.000; 50-65)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G)
Last
great shape; zingy $12,000.
(16th), $15,000, fair profit. The pro(7th wk). Keeps surprising vigor,
0- Town.' at Loew's. a cinch for
week, 'Somewhere Find You' (M-G) ceeding (15th)
with $10,000 sighted after moving up
second money.
stanza was $18,500.
(2d wk), good $8,500.
Estimates tor This Week
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-55- to $12,000 last week.
Anderson
Mary
(Libson)
(1,000;
28-3365-75)— 'Pied Pipei;' (20th) (2d run)
Circle (Katz-Dolle) (2,600;
15-30-40)— 'Gay Sisters' (WB) (2d
and
(WB)
Pacific'
44)— 'Across
and 'Mexican Spitfire's Elephant'
Public wk). Still drawing 'em In, particu- (RKO) (1st run), dualed.
'j
tre of Plains' (M-G).
Under 'Lady In Jam,' on Dual,
larly the distaff side. Indications are
taking $8,000 worth of thriller. 'Joan
hopes at $8,800. Last week, 'Amberfor okay $3,500, after last week*s
Good $18,000 in Blilyn
of Ozark' (Rep) with Alvino Rey
sons' (RKO)
(2d run) and 'Spy
robust $4,000.
orch and King Sisters on stage
Ship'
(WB)
(1st run), $10,800, good.
Brooklyn, Sept. 22.
15Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400;
gleaned healthy $17,000 at 55c top 30-40)—
Paramonnt (Par) (3,664; 35-55-85Fabian Fox, with the Ink Spots,
'Orchestra Wives' (20th) and
99-$l.lO)— 'Major and Minor* (Par) Lucky
and
orchestra
Mlllinder's
MilGlenn
Shoulders'
(20th).
'Soft
40-44dlana' (Katz-DoUe) (3,200;
and. on stage. Tony Pastor band, 'Sweater Girl,' is getting swell biz.
ler's orch is the dish for the younger
(20th).
Manhattan*
5o)— Tales of
Andrews Sisters, others.
Starta Third week of 'Holiday Inn' at Parapatrons. Heading for whammy $13.Clicking for good $12,000. 'Orchestra
Piper' (20th) second lap today after rounding out mount is also satisfactory.
Wives' (20th) and 'Careful, Soft 000. Last week, 'Pied
Estimates for This Week
(20th). sturdy the first, ended last night (Tuesday),
Shoulders' (20th), settled for medi- and 'Loves of Poe'
at smash $82,000. second best week
Albee (RKO) (3,274: 30-55-65)—
$8,000.
ocre $8,100 at 44c top last week.
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (1.400; scored here outside of one New 'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'Just Off
Keith's (Ind) (1.200; 28-44)— 'HI,
15-30-40)— 'Wings and Woman' (Par) Year's. Last week, sixth for 'Holi- Broadway' (20th) (2d wk). Tolerable
Neighbor* (Rep) plus vaudeville.
Inn' (Par) and second for Will $18,000. Last week, good $20,000.
day
Point(Par).
and
'Live
on
Danger'
A'ts are main draw for nice $4,000
Fox (Fabian) (4,023; 30-55-65)—
ing to medium $3,500. Last week. 0.<;borne, $40,000. good.
in four days. 'Yank in Libya' (PRC)
Radio City Music Hall (Rocke- 'Sweater Girl' (Par) and Lucky Mlland vaudeville got $3,800 tast week. 'Big Street' (RKO) and 'Highways fellers) (5.945: 44-55-85-99-$l.e5
linder's band and Ink Spota. FirstLoew's (Loew's) (2,450; 28-33-44) by Night' (RKO). good $3,800.
'Talk of Town' (Col) and stageshow rate $25,000. Last week. 'Gay Sis—'Talk of Town' (Col) and 'Pacific
Losing none of ita ters* (WB) and 'Night New Orleans'
(3d-flnal wk).
Rendezvous' (M-G). Doing fine at
fast pace at $90,000 on the windup (Par) (2d wk), splendid $20,000.
Those Boys Again
$10,000. Last week, 'Somewhere Find
Met (Loew's) (3.618; 30-55-65)—
(3d) round, close behind the prior
You' (M-G), husky $8,700 in second
(2d) week's gross of $93,000. 'Tales 'Lady in Jam' (U) and 'Invisible
S6Sll
(20th), bought a long Agent* (U). Good $18,000. Last week,
Manhattan'
of
28-3322.
Hollywood.
Sept.
Lyric (Katz-Dolle) (1,850;
tomorrow 'Eagle Squadron' (U) and 'Annie
ago,
comes
in
time
and
(U)
Buckaroo'
Erie
Kenton
C.
Universal assigned
44) 'Private
Rooney' (UA), strong $22,000.
(Thursday).
•f.-.A of Texas' (U). First run dual
as director of the next Abbott and
Paramount (Fabian) (4,126; 30-55(594: 28-44-55)—
Biallo (Mayor)
in moveover house grossing mild Costello comedy 'Hold Your Horses.'
'Sherlock Holmes' (U). Doing well 65)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Agents
Last week. "Holiday Inn'
$4 800.
Picture rolls Sept. 28. with Alex at an Indicated $8,500. but will not Meet Queen' (Col) (3d wk). Okay
(Par) and 'Loves of Poe' (20th),
health.- f>tnnn
r.act wppW
SlfiOnn
producer.
for
scrnnd
Gottlieb as a.'i.sociatc
be held over. Lnsl week,
fair $4,500 on moveover.
$21,000.

Indianapolis. Sept. 22.
Customers here are getting used to
weeks in
it after weekend rain six

—

,

—

;
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The

Yankees' headed
for a torrid
••cond week, indicoting
o
month's $tay at
Keith'j.fotron-
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^
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RUM

who

9ive.tgoodword-of.moufhon

"A new ho

tne romantic
angle."

1/
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SOCK
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..RKO Boston
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.
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Orois.
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tfo"

o n.w
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any poHcY

GREAT
" Pride of Yankees' is having no trouble in copping
top

money in Denver
and holding ever

Great

at the

—

Orpheum."

.

.

R K

O

PICTURE GROteES

^ig Street^^^iway Hot

Tales' Torrid f22,000

$37,000.

h

WlSaA&ClOG. Both 3a

Frisco:

Two

%

olden Gat«- theatre to a great $37,Grosses at other theatres lagged
because of long-term holdovers predominating. Of these, Tales of Manhattan' into its fourth week at the
Warlleld, and 'Holiday Inn*" at the
Paramount for a third week, are
sturdy. 'Pardon My Sarong' also is
strong in third semester at Orpheum.
Kay Kyser last week exceeded expectations and pushed the Golden
Gale to a new all-time high of
$42,000.

Estimates tor This

Fox

(F-WC)

Week

(5,000;

35-40-55)—

•Orchestra Wives' (20th) and 'Berlin
Correspondent' (20th). Strong $14,500 for 5-day run. Last week, 'Pied
(20th)
and 'Little Tokyo'
Piper'
(20th) (2d wk), $11,000 In five.
Golden Gate (RKO) (2,850; 44-557.S)— 'Big Street' (RKO) and Cab
Torrid
Calloway's band on stage.

Last week, 'Spitfire's Elephant' and Kay Kyser's orch, $42,000,

$37,000.

all-time record.

Orpheum (Blumenfeld)

(2.440; 35-

40-55)— 'Pardon Sarong' (U) and
Sherlock Holmes,' Voice Terror* (U)
(3d wk ). Stout $10,000 or near. Last
week. $15,200 for second sesh.

Paramount (F-WC)

(2,470;

50-65)

—'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Dr. Broadway' (Par) (3d wk). StiH worth big
$15,000. Last week, $18,500.

Dullish

LA;

Great showing of 'Tales of Man-

'M Rolmst 21^

Key Chy Grosses
Estimated ToUl
This Week
(Based on 26

hattan,* day-dating at the

and Music Hall,
town currently.

cttiei,

markable $22,000 at the two houses,
with the $9,000 at the Music Hall

tre», chiefly first ruiti,

$2,164,2M
174 theatncrudtno

N. Y.)
Total Gross
Last Tear

(Based on 27

Sam* Week
$1,765,M*
cities,

184 theatres)

dandy;

$25,008.

DANDY

IN BUFF.
Buffalo, Sept. 22.

Aided by upped admission scales
at the Hipp and 20th Century, and
same action to follow next week at
the Lafayette, main stem continues
on the upsurge, with powerful
grosses
coming
this
up
again
semester.

'Yankee Do'odle Dandy,' scaled at
$1.10, is climbing to an immense
figure at the Buffalo, while 'Footlight Serenade' at the Lakes is hitting
a
speedy stride.
'Bambi,'
dualed at the Century, is astonishing
by its adult night draught.
Estimates for This Week
Buffalo
$1.10)—
(Shea)
(3.500;
'Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB). Will
hit heavy pay dirt to tune of over
Last week, 'Somewhere
$25,000.
Find You' (M-G) (2d wk), sUunch

Is

the

—

will

get

a re-

Paramount.
mostly in holdover and
moveover, with 'Gay Sisters' topping
dual combo at the Orpheum doing
great business in its second session.
Estimates for This Week
Blue Mouse (Hamrick-Evergreen)
(800; 30-40-58)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par)
and 'Poe' (20th) (3d wk). Moved
from Paramount, great $4,200. Last
week, same pair, $3,900.
Fifth Avenue (H-E) (2,349; 30-40is

Liberty (J-vH) (1,850; 30-40-58)—
Town' (Col) (4th wk). Fine
$6,700.
Last week, $7,800.
'Talk

Music Box (H-E)

(850;

30-40-58)—

'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'Through
Different Eyes' (20th)
(4th wk).
Good $3,100. Last week, these two,
$3,400.

Los Angeles, Sept.

Broadway Grosses

City

Estimated Total Orott
$420,80«
This Week
^
(Based on 13 theatres)
.

Total Gross
Last Tear

(Based

.

.

$371,^

INK.C.

'HARDr BEST AT $7^00

V.

S.,

/oIWw:

Ambuaador

W

(1,400; 2.50;

(Lautaret

2.00)—'Man

&

Cavallo)

Who

City, Sept. 22.

Newman,

is

tops here this week, with 'Crossroads' at the Midland, also nice.
'Pied Piper' is holding up well in

weeks

at the Esquire and
'Gay Sisters' is starting
with a rush at the Orpheum. Blackstone, the magician, is hypoing 'Men
Cooler
of Texas' at the Tower.
weather has livened up the threeday national American Legion convention in session here over the
oekend.
Estimates tor This Week
Esquire and Uptown (820 and
2,043; 11-35-50)— 'Pied Piper' (20th)
(2d wk). Holding up strongly at

second

Uptown.

An Angel Came Down From Heav-

(

—

NATIONAL BOXQFFICE SURVEY

Seeks

Truth' (French made). Excellent
24,000 considering. Shpws the old
Paris-mades still have plenty of
drawing power with Latin audiences.
Last week. 'Bajo un Angel del Cielo'

—

Extended Runs Still Dominate Ke^s Tanama Hattie,* *Major
and Minor,* ^Between Us Girls* Most Likely Newcomers

en ) (Arg.-made), not bad 9,000 on
second week.
Ideal (Locbco) (970; 8.00; 2.60)—
^Jister
(UA). Not so hot 8,500 for
the second week at this house. Last

With only three new majot company plctiu'es breaking into the keys and several previously mild entrlei
showing nice b. o. gait, bulk of coin currently is coming from product now on holdover dates or extended
runs. 'Panama Hattie' (M-G) is topping Los Angeles
with $32,000 in two houses, is sock in Louisville, fine
$16,000 in Baltimore and okay $15,000, Cleveland. The
Major and the Minor' (Par), playing first major date
at the big N. Y. Paramount, mounted to a smasheroo
20.000.
Ocean (Coll. Gattl & Cla.) (2,800; $82,000, with usual band show, making the second best
week here outside of one New Year's. Third new2.00; 1.50)—'Moontlde' (20th).
Dlssppolming 26,000.
Popularity of comer to do well is 'Between Us Girls' (U), with
French star was expected to be a $10,000 In Cincinnati.
strong draw. Last week, 'Syncope
'Cairo' (M-G) is rated only average in Providence,
tion' (RKO), vitamin-less 15,000.
'Wake Island' (Par) continues
initial dates.
Normandle (IjOCOCo) (1,400; 2.00; one of its
}-50)— 'In This Our Life' (WB). O.K. measuring up to its early promise by topping Kansas
10,000 on second week of pop prices. City with sock $13,000. getting stout $35,000 on third
Last week, not bad 14,000.
N. Y. session, wham $22,000 in two Chicago houses
Monumental (Coll, Gattl & Cia.) and okay in third Providence week. 'Orchestra Wives'
1,300; 2.00; 1.50)-!-'Invaders' (Col)
(20th) also is coming along well with trim $40,000
obbly 8,000 for second week at in Chicago with band, great in Louisville, solid $20,000
pop prices. Last week, poor 12,000.
topper in Philadelphia and $14,500 for five San
General Impression that best scenes and
have been cut, because of a German Francisco days.
Embassy protest, probably keeping
'Across the Pacific' (WB) is stacking up nicely in
them away.
It is
St. Louis, Omaha, Washington and Indianapolis.
Salpacha (Lococo) (950; 3.00; 2.50) taking a hangup $21,000 In Newark, is bright on its
—'Butch Minds the Baby'
(U),
A. second sesh and $38,000 for third week at N. Y.
Week's worst with only 5,000. Run- L.
Strand with band show.
yon

V

week

did a fair 14,600 after moving
over from the Opera where its opening stanza drew a terrific 00,000.
Ktx (Cordero, Cavallo tc Lautaret)
(3.305;
2.00)—'Courtship of
2.50;
Andy Hardy' (M-O). OJC M,000.
Last week, 'Rio Rita' (M-G), anemic

stuff

here.

much

Last

too

week,

Yankee

to appeal
'Adventures of

Releasing),

•Inn' llolds

Strong

flat

For 'Holiday Inn' (Par), 'Pied Piper' (20th), "Tales of
(WB),
(20th), 'Yankee Doodle Dandy'

(Lautaret 8c. Cavallo)
1.50)— 'Cruza' (Sani^i
fuel) (Arg.-made).
Fairish 10,000
following strong advance publicity.
Last week, 'Married Bachelor' (M.
G). weak 6,000 for start of pop-

Talk of Town' (Col), 'Pride of Yankees' (RKO), 'Somewhere I'^l Find You* (M-G) and 'Pardon Irfy Sarong'
(U) the current week is merely a repetition of recent

4

000°'

(2,863;

2.00;

pnced run.
,„Pper» (Lococo)

Wmgs

for

the

(2,400; 2.60; 2.001

Eagle'

(WB) with

nay Ventura band, stage show,

fair

Last week, 'Remarkable Andrew' (Par), and band, 25.000.
20.000.

Manhattan'

'Inn' is brisk
stanzas, only largely in extended runs.
to strong in third and fourth sessions in Frisco, Baltimore, Brooklyn, Boston, Detroit, L, A., and Denver.
First week in Pittsburgh is neat $17,000. 'Piper' also is
getting big second and third sessions, is fine in Minneapolis and $13,500 in Jersey City first weeks.
'Tale«.' which i.i cedin? away strnnglv in additional

week

l&st

Kansas

Island,' at the

—

—

new entry. 'Hattie' naturis pacing the town with S32.000
and Chinese. Ten deluxers are housing h.o.s and moveovers currently.
ifli:_nf 'fliinga Hin' anri 'King
Kong' are surprisingly strong at the
Hawaii. Weather is perfect but most
theatres
coasting
apparently
are
until the end of the month when
big payroll coin is available.
~ Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1.516; 3344-55-65-75)— -Miniver' (M-G) (9th
Still
holding attention at
wk).
following $4,000
profitable
$3,300,
at the State

fAKE'SOCK

'Wake

Hattie'

ally

on- 14 theatres)

13G

22.

with holdovers and

filled

the only

.

Same Week

—

WAY

is

moveover runs with 'Panama

58 )— 'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Affairs
Martha' (M-G) (2d wk). Holding up
nicely for big $6,800.
Last week,
same duo, great $11,200.

—

BUENOS AIRES

Inn' 17G,4tli

2i

-14-

It

establishing a new record since the
theatre reopened.
Film is heading
for a sensational $13,000 at the larger

Town

Tadlic'20G. Both

Paramount
Ulk of the

Gron

Music Hall (H-E) (2,200; 40- 5065)— 'Tales Manhattan' (20th) and
'Soft Stioulders'
35-40(20th).
Gigantic
$9,000 for house record since reopen'Little
ing.
Day-and-date with Paramount.
Tokyo' (20th) (moveover). Good for
Big campaign helping sell film. Last
Last week, 'Footlight Sere$6,000.
week (30-40-58), 'Husbands Neces
nade'
(20th)
and 'Henry, Dizzy'
saty" (Par) and 'Live on Danger'
(Par). $6,900 for second week of
(Par), $4,600.
moveover.
United Artists (UA-Blumenf eld
Orpheum (H-E) (2,600; 30-40-58)—
35-40-55)
'Gay Sisters' (WB) and 'S?y Ship'
(1.100;
'Broadway' (U)
(WB) (2d wk). Great $7,500. Last
'Madame Spy' (U) (2d wk). Okay
Last week, $12,300.
week, this combination soared to
$9,000.
$7,000 after nice $8,500 last week at
sensational $11,900.
Warfleld (F-WC) (2,650; 60-65)—
Palomar (Sterling) (1,350; 30-40- these day-and-date houses.
'Tales Manhattan' (20th) and 'Thru
$14,000.
58-65)—'Bashful Bachelor' (RKO)
DifTerent Eyes'
(20th)
(4th wk)
MIdUnd (Loew's) (3,500; 11-35-50)
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-55) and 'Murder Big House' (WB) plus
Holding up to $13,500, fine.
Last
'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Born to
'FootUght Serenade'
(20th ). vaude.
week. $16,000.
Good $8,600. Last week, £^.ng' (M-G). Stout $12,000. Last
Last week, 'Joan Ozark' (Rep), with Phil Reagan week. 'Somewhere Find You' (M-G)
Tlvoll (Blumenfeld) (1,590; 35-40- Swinging nifty $14,000.
55)— 'Battle Cry China' (UA) and 'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Night in on stage, nice $9,000.
(2d wk), hefty $10,000.
Partmount (H-E) (3,039; 40-50-65)
Too Many Women' (PRC). Hitting New Orleans' (Par) (2d wk), sparkr.ewman (Paramount) (1,900; 11$2,300. Last week, 'Lady In Jam' and ling $14,000.
"Tales Manhattan' (20th) and 'Soft 35-50)— 'Wake Island' (Par). Stert'Drums Congo' (U) (moveover, after
35-55)— Shoulders'
Hipp
(20th).
Day-and-date ir off with Red Cross benefit, regu(Shea)
(2,100;
three weeks on Market St.), $1,800.
You'
(M-G). with Music Halt S'eqsational $13,- la run is smashing toward $13,000
'Somewhere Find
Moveover from Buffalo swell at 000. Last week (30-40-58), 'Holiday and h.o. Last week, 'Holiday Inn'
Inn' (Par) and 'Edgar A. Poe' (20th) (Par) (3d wk), $7,500.
$8,000. Last week. 'Tish' (M-G) and
(2d wk), big $8,700. Last week (30Orpheum (RKO) (1,600; 11-35-50)
OFF; 'Berlin Correspondent' (20th), $8,200.
Lafayette (Hayman) (3,300; 30-44) 40-58), 'HoUd^ Inn' (Par), 'Poe'
'viay Sisters' (WB) and 'Escape
(20th) (2d wk), stout $8,700.
'Inyisible Agent' (U) and 'Butch
from Crime' (WB). Trim $8,000.
Booaevelt (Sterling) (800; 40-SO- lAit week, 'Bambi' (RKO) and
Minds Baby' (U). Will bag nice
$12,000. Last week, 'Talk of Town' 63)—'Eagle Squadron^ (U) (4th wk). 'Highways by Night*
(RKO) (2d
It is going for $4,000, nice coin. Last wk), okay $7,000, after big $10,000
(Col) (2d wk), good $9,200.
Buenos Aires, Sept. 19.
TwenUeth Century (Ind.) (3,000; week, same film, great $4,700.
opener.
Colectlvo (bu?) strike, plus the 39-65)—
Winter Oardea (Sterling) (800; 20'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Joan of
Tower (Fox-JoSee) (2,110; 11-39weather, again hit B. A. first-run
Should ring up 30)—'Broadway* (V) andTAll Kissed 60)—'Men of Texas' (U) and BUckOzark'
(Rep).
boxofTices last week, with resultingly
rousing $19,000. L,ast week, 'Across Bride* (Col) (SA run). Hefty $3,900 stone, magician. Sturdy $9,000. Last
poor grosses everywhere. Nothing
Padfi?' (WB) and 'One ThriUlng for this spot. Last week, 'Rio Rita' week, Tostman DidnH Ring' (20tfa)
hit 30,000 pesos and best was 'Court(Mono) (2d wk), potent m-G) and 'Alwaya in Heart' (WB) with vaude headed by Bonnie Baker,
Night'
ship of Andy Hardy' (M-G) at the
(3d run), $3,400.
$10,500.
Gran Rex, which grossed 29,000 pesos $8,500.
(about $7,300), far less than the last
Hardy.
Other estimates, all given <n Argentine pefos, currentlv ot about 27c
St. Francis (F-WC) (1,475;
55)— 'Pied Piper' (20th) and

In

Seattle, Sept. 22.

4t-

San Francisco, Sept. 27.
Tha combo of 'Big Street' and Cab
galloway on th6 stage Is pushing th«
000,

TanaM Hattie' $32,000

Seattle Spots;

SbWIC, 2d Wk.

11

Chinese (Grauman-WC) (2.034; 3344-55-65-73)— 'Panama Hattie' (M-G)
Not
and 'Pierre Plains' (M-G).
knocking off any hats at $12,000.
Last week, 'Crossroads' (M-Gr) and
Affairs Martha' (M-G). $10,000.

Downtown (WB)

(1,800; 33-44-55-

65-75)— 'Across Pacific' (WB) (2d
wk). Holding on for $11,000 which is
okay after initial stanza's $15,000.
Four Stor (UA-WC) (900; 33-4455-65-75)— 'Pied Piper' (20th) and
'Haunting We'll Go* (20th) (3d wk).
Fair $4,000 after second stanza count
of $3,300.

Hawaii (G&S) (1,100; 33-44-'55-6S75)— 'Gunga Din' (RKO) and 'King
Likely
Kong' (RKO) (re-issues).
good

wk)

(2cl

Last week, 'Parachute

$4,000.

Nurse*

(WB)

(Col) and 'Spy Ship'
(9 days), trim $4,200.

Hollywood (WB) (2,756; 33-44-5565-75)— 'Across Pacific* (WB) (2d
Bridging the red at $9,000,
wk).
after strong tide of $13,000 last week.

Orpheum (D'town)

(2,200;

33-44-

55.65)— 'Not Ladies Man' (Col) and
Tombstone' (Par) (2d run) with
George Olson's band on stage plus
three vaude acts. Limp $11,000. Last
week, 'Hello Annapolis* (Col) plus
Veloz and Yolando on stage, flagged
$17,000.

PanUgea (Pan) (2,812;
75)—'Talk of Town' (Col)

44-55-65(2d wk)

and

(1st

'Spirit Stanford' (Col)

wk).

Plenty of talk and spirit for nifty
Last week, 'Talk' (Col) and
'Atlantic Convoy' (Col), topped town
With $10,600.
$10,600.

Paramount (F&M)

33-44-

(3,596;

55-65-75)—'Holiday Inn' (Par) (4th
'Priorities on Parade' (Par)
(1st wk). Still strong at $10,000. Last
week, 'Holiday' (Par) and 'Live un
Danger' (Par) (3d wk), sprightly

wk) and

V

$11,500.

Paramount Hollywood (F&M) (2,*
-HoUday Inn'

204; 33-44-55-65-75)

—

(Par) (4th wk) and 'Priorities on
Parade' (Par) (1st wk). Still some
profit at $7,000. Last week, 'Holiday*
(Par) soloing on third stanza, about
the same.
HtUstreet (RKO) (2,872: 3344-55-65)
'Talk Town' (Col) (2d
wk) and 'Spirit Stanford' (Col) (1st
wk). Still in the chips with $11,000.
Last week, 'Talk' (Col) and. 'Atlantio

BKO

—

Convoy' (Col), socko

$19,000.
(2,204; 33-44-55-

(Loew-WC)

State

65-75)— 'Panama Hattie' (M-G) and
'Pierre Plains' (M-G). Husky $2^000. Last week, 'Crossroads' IM-G)
Indianapolis, rousing $16,000 in and 'Affairs Martha' (M-G), $19,000.

keys, has $12,000 in
Baltimore and giant $22,000 in two Seattle hotises,
Also still pacing Portland in its second stanza, okay
for third Phllly week and $13,500 in fourth Frisco
week. 'Dandy' is chalking up smash $25,000 in Buffalo,
still making coin in its 16th N. Y. session, $17,600
for sixth Philly stanza, great $34,000 in Washington
coupled with vaude and $30,000 in Baltimore. 'Talk'
Is getting a hot $90,000 for third week at the vast
N. Y. Music Hall, is fine in Indianapolis, oke in Pitt
and $21,500 for two L. A. spots, second sesh.
'Find You' is smash $20,000 in Newark, snappy $18,000 for third Chi week, wham $18,000 in Clncy, ditto
Jersey City and is $23,000 for third N. Y. stanza.
'Pride* now mostly on extended or circuit runs, is
listed with $20,000 in 10th N. Y. week and pleasing
$12,000 in sixth Boston week.
'Sarong' Still Swinging
'Sarong' is ringing up a great $36,000 in Boston
coupled with a band, is wow $20,000 in fourth week of
sustained N. Y. run, good in Minneapolis, torrid in
Washington second sesh. ditto in third Frisco week
and fine $8,500 for second Portland stanza.
'Eagle Squadron* (U) continues a big coin-getter in
key cities covered by 'Variety' correspondents. It's
stout in Omaha and Jersey City, sturdy on its third
Portland week, nice for fourth Seattle session and fine
$17,500, Philly. 'Invisible Agent' (U) still is doing sur
prise biz for a small-budgeter, with a solid $25,000 in
Cleveland with band, $12,000 in Buffalo and big tak
ings in Denver.
'Bambi' (RKO) is a wow $15,000 in
Providence, ditto in Buffalo.
/
Off the ticker: 'Highways By Night' (RKO) is doing
$17,000 in Chicago aided by vaude. 'Footlight Seren
ade' (20th), with big $50,000 in N. Y. second week, is
doing nice $15,500 in Cleve. 'Big Street' (RKO), with
band, torrid $37,000 in Frisco. 'Lady in Jam' (U) is
topping Omaha at $16,500, helped by band. 'Cross
roads' (M-G) is pacemaker in Denver, $13,500. 'Mag
nlficent Ambersons' (RKO) is landing a sock $24,000
in Detroit
'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) fine $14,000 in iU

DA (UA-WC)

(2,100; 33-44-55-68)

—'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Affalrt
Martha' (M-G). So-so $4,900. Last
week, 'Pied Piper' (20th) 'Haunting
We'll Go' (20th) (2d wk), $5,900.

WilsUre (F-WC) (2,296; 33-44-5565)— 'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Affairs
Martha' (M-G). Aiming at good
Last week, 'Pied Piper' (20th)
and "Haunting We'll Go' (20th) (2d
wk), $4,400^

$5,500.

Xrossroails' $13,S00 In

Denver,

W12G on 3d

•

Denver, Sept.

22.

Three downtown deluxers are run-

ning a close race for top money thia
week, with 'Holiday Inn,' in third
session at the Denham, only a step
behind the newcomers. 'Big Shot'
is packing them in at the Denver
while 'Crossroads' is drawing the top
coin in the city at the Orpheum.
Estimates tor This Week

Aladdin (Fox)
'Talk

Town*

(1,400;

40-50-60)—

after

(Col),

week

at

Last week,
$6,000.
(20th), after Denver
$4,500.
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 30-40-50-

Denver.
'Pied

Fine

Piper*

week, fair

60)—'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Hlghwaya
by Night' (RKO), after two weeks at
Orpheum. Fair $3,000. Last week,
'Sgt. York* (WB), $3,000.

Denham

(Cockrill)

(1,750;

30-40-

50-60)— 'Holiday Inn* (Par) (3d wk)
and 'Live on Danger" (Par). Big
hast week,
$12,000, and holding,
'Inn' (Par) (2d wk), ran even with
opener, smash $16,500.
Denver (Fox) (2,525; 30-40-50-60)
'Loves
Edgar
Big Shot' .(WB) and

—

(C- •:

>

-

:

•
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PICTURE GROSSES
around, after pulling

'Orch Wires' Sofid $20,000. Leadii^
Philly

A

Philadelphla, Sept. 22.
sultry weekend plus the most

calendar is
.sacred day in the Jewish
causing a slight dip this weelc alter
bullish biz for some time.
Getting the best play among the
pictures are 'Orchestra Wives*

new

and 'Eagle Squadron/

Estimates for This Week
Aldlne (WB) (1,303; 35-46-57-68Sisters' (WB) (2d wk).
Fairish $1^000 after solid $14,000 for

75)— 'Gay

'"AKadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-5768)— Crossroads' (M-G) (2d run).
Good $3,500. Last week, 'Magnificent

Ambersons' (RKO) surprising $3,100
lor third run.

(2.569;

W-$1.14)—

Doodle' (WB) (6th wk).
"P lonR run at hypoed
prices with good $17,500 after fruitful $19,800 for round five. 'Talk of

•Yankee

Winding

Town' (Col) preems Thursday

(24).

Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68-75)
—•Are Husbands Necessary' (Par)
with Louis Prima band, Joe E. Lewis,
Linda Ware, others, on stage. Only

anemic $17,000. Last weelt, 'Give
Out Sisters^ (U) with Charlie Barnet
orch, okay ^,000.

(WB)

Foit

(2,425;

35-46-57-88-W)—

Wives'
(20th).
Glenn
Miller's crew in picture helping this
Last week, 'Across
to solid $20,000.
PaciflC (WB), fine $14,800 on hold'Orchestra

over.

Fmramoant

(Adams-Par)

two

(2,000;

(M-G)
Boom-

ing to smash $20,000 and figures to
Last week, 'Mrs. Miniver'
Mayfalr (Parker-Evergreen) (1,500; hold.
35-40-60)— 'Sherlock Holmes, Voice (M-G) (4th wk), smart $12,000.
Terror' (U) with Ina Ray Hutton
band on stage. Nice $6,500. Last
week, -Favorite Spy' (RKO) and
'Spitfire Ghost' (RKO), five days of 'Piper', $9,000, Good
second week, $3,000.
Orpheum
(Hamrick - Evergreen)
in Mpls.; 'Sarong'
(1,800; 35-40-60)— 'Holiday Inn' (Par)
aniL 'Spy Ship' (WB) (1st wk). SUll
Wrapping
Sock
strong at $9,000 for second stanza
after leading town last week coupled
with 'Through Different Eyes' (20th),
000.

Draw

Up

IIG

Minneapolis, Sept.

H.O5SIND.C;

keep
ever

DANDY'2D23i/2G

the

since

'Holiday Inn'-Dr.

current
itself felt.

prosperity
The chief

—

Mastbanm (WB)

week,
so-so

week,

Robinson, Ella Fitzgerald plus
My Sarong' are terrific at
the b.o., but the phenomenon is still
the $20,000 the Met is taking on
Jersey City, Sept. 22.
'Somewhere I'll Find You,' at 'Holiday Inn* in third week. Nor is
Loew's, is the staunchest entry in $12,000 to be dismissed for Pride of
town this week, the Gable-Turner Yankees,* which terminates a sixstarrer getting magnificent returns.
week run today (Tuesday) at the
Also on the potent side is 'Pied

$18,000

46-57-75)
Tales Manhattan' (20th) (3d wk).
(4.692;

houses are running.
First-run
product is piling up- and A features
are being pushed out before exhausting possibilities to prevent an oversized backlog.

Eallmates tor This

Week

Dipping to $16,500. Last week, good
Capitol (Loew) (3.434; 28-39-44-66)
'Tish'
(M-G)
with
vaudeville
SUnley (WB) (2,916; 35-48-57-88- headed by Patricia Bowman and
75)— 'Eagle Squadron' (U).
Fine Jack Durant. Film slugged
hti crit-

—

$25,000.

$17,500 in addition to extra $2,800 for
Sunday showing at Earle. Last week,
'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G), final of sevenweek stay, zingy $11,500.

SUnton (WB)

— Flight

(1.457; 35-46-57-68)

Mild $5,500
opening week.

Lieut' (Col).

after hefty $0J!00

'Lady Jam'-Fields Orch

$16,500,

Omaha Leaden

'Sqoadron' Stout

8i€

Omalia. Sept 22.
cold weekend may check
rising grosses but the weather won't
dent totals too much. Orpheum with
Shep Fields band on stage and 't.ady
In a Jam' is doing top oiz in town.
'Eagle Squadron' and 'Flying With
Music' combo Is heading for a hefty
total.
Brandeis, with 'Across the
Pacific' and 'Blondie for Victory,'

Wet,

ics,

Last
with

but will roll in

week.

'Invisibly

Gene

Krupa's

good

$21,000.

Agent' (U)
band, swell

$24,000'.

CelDmblm (Loew) (1,234; 28-55)—
'Miniver' (M-G) (6th wk). No stopping this one. Got $9,500 in fifth
week and is headed for brisk $8,000
currently.

Earle (WB) (2,210; 75 -$1.10)—
'Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB) with
vaude (2d wk). Grabbed sensational
$34.000' with tilted scale in first week.
Holdover looks like solid $23,500.
Keith's (RKO) (1.800; 40-50-65)—
'Pardon My Sarong' (U) (2d wk). On
holdover will t>ag neat $10,500. First
seven days was sizzling $16,500, over
expectations.

Metropolitan (WB) (1.600: 28-44)
the Pacific* (WB) with
'World at War' and 'Battle of Midway' (2d wk). Government documentaries hoisted this one to red-hot
On the holdover,
$9,500 last week.

—'Across

Different

Eyes'

is

Good $2,000 in five days indicated
for dual first-runs. 'Postman Didn't
Ring' (20th) and 'Timber' (U), also
dual first-runs, open today (22). Last
week, 'Escape from Crime' (WB)

Memorial.
Estimates for This Week
Opening of schools hasn't brought
Loew'a (Loew's) (3,205; 30-35-40- on any slump in the Hub's feverish
55-60)— 'Somewhere I'll Find You
(M-G) and 'Sunday Punch' (UA). biz of late, the slightly lower .-ilOn way to $18,000 and will stick for around grcsses attributable mostly
week. Last frame, 'Flight Lieut.' to wcakish first-runs and holdovers.
Estimates for This Week
(Col) and 'Meet Stewarts' (Col),
blah $9,000.
Boston (RKO) (3,200: 40-55-65-75Stanley (WB) (4,500; 30-35-40-55- 85)— Sarong' (U), Bill Robinson.
60)
'Eagle Squadron'
(U) and Ella Fitzgerald with Doc Wheeler
"Blondie for Victory' (Col). Pointing band.
The combination of vaude
to so-so $13,000.
and Abbott and Costello is sock here
SUte (Skouras) (2,200; 30-35-55 and, with 85c top, will reach robust
60-70)
'Pied Piper'
and $36,000. Last week, Glenn Miller and
(20th)
A-Haunting We WiU Go* (29th). 'Little Tokyo, U.S.A.' (20th), went to

—

at

Window' (M-G),

'BAMBF

TACinC

NEWARK

—

°

m

Memorial (RKO)

'Flying

HOT

18G,

CINCY

ing for second week after initialing
Palace.
Very good $5,500, after
last week's big $7,500.
Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)

WOW

—'Across Pacific" (WB). Transferred
from Palace for second stanza. Fairly good $4,500.
Last week, 'Talk of
Town' (Col) (2d wk), dandy $4,800.
Lyric

Talk

of

$3,000.

(M-G)

(RKO) (1.400; 28-33-42)—
Town" (Col) (3d run). Fair
Last week, 'Pierre of Plains'
and 'CaUing Dr. GUlespie'

(2,900; 40-55-65-

ot Yankees* (RKO) and
With Music* (20th) (6th wk).

Mightily

at

Week

stone' (M-G). Not overly hefty at
$5,500 for a first-run. Last week, 'Priorities on Parade' (Par) and '(3rand

75)— 'Pride

fine

$3,500

$47,500, stupendous.
Fenway (M-P) (1,375; 30-44-60)—
'Give Out Sisters' (U) and Tomb-

Central Murder' (M-G), $6,000.

LANA-GABLE

and continuing to roll. Stretching
Cincinnati. Sept 22.
toward big $6,000. ^Last week, 'HoliThere are but two fresh releases
day Inn' (Par) (2d wk), good $5,700 on the
main line currently, yet the
after smart $13,800 initial canto.
general b.o. score is in step with last
Gopher (P-S)
28-30)— week's
(1,000;
okay early autumn tempo.
'Flight Lieutenant' (Col).
Timely On top by a
wide margin is 'Somefilm in the right spot to catch the where
in Find You.' Palace is in
young folks. Nice $3,800 indicated. the black with 'Between
Us Girls.*
Last week, 'Jackass Mail' (M-G) and
Estimates for This Week
'World at War,* good $4,200.
Albee (RKO) (3,300; 33-40-50)—
Orpheum (P-S) (2,800: 30-40-50)—
'Pardon My Sarong' (U). ZoomiiTg 'Somewhere I'll Find You' (M-G).
along to very big $11,000 despite some Lana Turner, and Gable .wham $18,critical disfavor.
Last week*(40-44- 925v,^st week, 'Orchestra Wives'
(20th), smooth $11,500.
55). 'Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO)
Capltel (RKO) (2,000; 33-40-50)—
and Woody Herman orchestra heading stage show and almost entirely 'Orchestra Wives' (20th). Moveover
from Albee for second week. Fair
responsible for fine $17,500.
30-40-50)— S4.000. Last week, 'Heap Wild Wind'
State
(P-S)
(2.400;
'Pied Piper' (20th). Highly praised (Par) (4th wk), at 34-44-55-60, good
picture and should stretch to good $5,000, bringing total for 28-day. run
to sweU |4T000.
v9,000, even without boxoffiivnames.
Family (RKO) (1,000; 17-28)— 'Live
Last week, 'Talk of Town' (Col), fine
on Danger' (Par) and 'Parachute
$11,400.
Nurse' (Col), spltf with 'Call of CanUptown (Par) (1.100; 30-40)— 'Mrs. yon'
(PRC) and 'House of Errors'
Miniver' (M-G). First neighborhood
(Rep).
Steady $2,100.. Same last
showing and smashing through to week
for 'BUly Kid Trapped' (PRC)
$6,000.
Last
week.
tremendous
and 'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th).
'Kings Row* (WB). big $4,500.
divided
with Timber'
(U) and
World (Par-Stcffes) (350; 30-40- 'Smart Alecks'
(Mono).
50-55)— 'Gold Rush' (UA) (2d wk).
"GKuid (RKO) <1,430; 33-40-50)—
Looks like satisfactory $2,500, after Holiday Inn' (Par)
(2d wk). Holdinitial canto.
good

solid.

Eatlmates for This

Pardon

Piper,' at the State.

(20th).

good $8,000 indicated.
$15,000
Palace
(Loew) (2,242; 28-55)—
'Somewhere I'll Find You' (M-G)
(3d wk). Third week's take on this
IN PROV.; 'CAIRO,' 12G
Orphenm (Tristates) (3,000; 20-40- red-hot celluloid will be $12,000.
65-65)—'Lady in Jam" (U) and Shep Second week was hangup $18,500.
Fields Band on stage. Good $16,500.
Providence, Sept. 22.
Last week. 'Orchestra Wives* (20th)
Rainy Sunday kepi park-going
and Claude ThornhiU's band on
Rhode Islanders close to home and
stage. $15,500.
BANG-UP
harvest.
theatres
reaped a
tl.
Brandeis (Mort Singer) (1.500; 11'Bambi,' at RKO Albec, is sure bet
30-44-50)— 'Across PaclBc* (WB) and
for holdover. Majestic's 'Footlight
$21,000 IN
•Blondie Victory' (Col). Nice $5,500.
Serenade' and Loew's State 'Cairo*
Last week, 'Bambl'
(RKO) and
f( 'ow in that order in b.o. draught.
•HiKhways By Night' (WB) (2d wk ).
Newark, Sept. 22.
^ Estimates for This Week
$4,800.
Vaughn Monroe's band, teamed
Omaha (Tristates) (2,000; 11-30-35Albeo (RKO) (2.300: 30-40-50)—
50)— 'Eagle Squadron* (U) and 'Fly- with 'Parachute Nurse' at the Adams, 'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Highways by
Ine With Music* (UA). Stout $8,500. is pacing Ihe town with a record- Night' (RKO).
Stepping .along to
Last week, 'Holiday Inn' (Par) (2d breaking $22,500, the band account- zowie $15,000.
Last week, 'Ships
wk) and 'Lady Gangster' (WB) (1st ing for virrually aU the take. Also With Wings* (UA) and 'Marie Rogef
getting great returns are 'Somewhere ill), very nice $12,000.
wk). $8,000.
Town (Goldberg) (1.400; 11-20-30) I'll Find You,' at the SUte. and
Carlton (Fay-Loew) (1.400: 30-40—Texas Way'
(Mono),
'Flying 'Across the Pacific,' the Branford en- 5*.
'Pardon My Sarong' (U) and
both pix Justifying second 'Berlin Correspondent' (20th) (3d
Cadet' (U) and 'Pacific Blackou? try,
(Par) triple split with "Man Two stanzas.
downtown wk). Looks very healthy
Lives' (Mono). 'Mountain Moonlight*
The Paramount is getting hand- at $3,800.
'Panama
Last
week,
(Rep) and 'Cyclone Kid' (Rep). home results with 'Flight Lieuten- Hattie' (M-G) and 'Grand Central
'Jungle
Book'
'Castle
in ant' while 'Pied Piper,' at Proctor's, T'lirder' (M-G) (3d lownlown wk),
(UA)
Desert' (20th). with Saturday stage is proving solid in its second canto.
Sood $3,000.
show.
Oke $1,100. Last week.
Estimates for This Week
Fay's (Indie) (2.000; 25-39-50)—
Phantom Plainsman* (Rep). 'Man
Adams (Adams-Par) (1,950; 25-40- 'Buses Roar' (WB) and vaude.
Wouldn't Die' (20th) and TUght
—'Parachute Nurse' (Col) Action-packed bill going nicely,
Lieut.*
(Col),
triple
soUt with 65-75-J9)
Orphans North* (Mono), Tittsburgh and Vaughn Monroe orch. Pacing strong $7,000. Last week, 'Men of
Te:cas' (U) and vaude. good $6,800.
Kid'
(Rep) and 'Pioneer Hitter' for $22,500, a new house record, and
ajestic (Fay) (2,200: 30-40-50)—
(Mono).
Ambersons' appears likely to zoom even higher.
"Magnificent
and
(20th)
(RKO). 'Spitfire Ghost' (RKO). stage Last week. Lucky Millinder orch and 'Footlight Serenade'
the ^nk Spots, plus 'Moonlight Mas- 'Loves of Poe' (20th). Looking for
revue Saturday. $1,300.
magnificent
$20,100 grand $13,000. Last week, 'Pardon
querade' CRep),
Sarong' (U) and 'Berlin Correspondin six days, also a record.
wk),
knockout
(2,800:30-44-55-60- e
(20lh)
(2d
(WB)
Branford
'Hohnes'-Hntton |6,500,
75)— 'Across the Pacific' (WB) and $12,000.
'Give Out Sisters' (U). On way to
etropollUn (Indie) (3,200: 55)—
PorL; Tales' 9iC
2d hangup $21,000 and will hold for 'Harvard Here I Comi.' iCol) and
second stanza. Last week, 'Gay Sis- 'Beac'icombers of 1942' on stage.
ters' (WB) and 'No Escape Crime' Show received nice press notices,
Portland, Ore, Sept 22.
bu response was so-so $5,800 in
Holdovers at all flrstrun spots ex- (WB) (both 2d wk), trim $15,CO0.
cept the Mayfalr which is featuring
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-30-35-44- th.ce-da- weekend run.
Ina Ray Button's band with 'Sher- 55)— "Are Husbands Necessary' (Par)
SUte fLoew) (3.200: 30-40-50)—
lock Holmes Voice.'
Pair 'Cairo' (M-G) and 'World At War.'
'Holiday Inn' and "Sunday Punch' (M-G).
w holding its edge in a second stanza doesn't figure for much better than Spot should hit average $12,000 on
at the Orpheum.
'Pardon My Sarong' sad $2,000 in six-day stretch. Last this one. Last week. 'Somewhere
ai the Broadway
week, 'Cardboard Lover (M-G) and Find You' (M-O) (2d wk), nifty
is big while Tales
ft Manhattan* at
(M-G), okay $12,000.
the Paramount is 'Malsie Gets Man'
pacing the city on holdover with a $2,900 for moveover.
rand (Indie) (2.000; 30-40-50)—
bright toUl.
Proctor's (RKO) (3,400: 35-44-60- 'Wake
Island'
(Par)
and 'Alias
and Boston Blackic' Col) (3d wk). Fair
70-85)- 'Pied
Piper'
(20th)
Esilmales for This Week
-.-'•S.^way (Parker) (1,900: 35-40- 'A-Hounting We Go" (20th) (2d wk). $5,000. after knocking ofT W(ham
Pardon Sarong' (U) and 'Tim- Will get stout $18,000 second time $13,000 in second session.
also

Bill

m Jersey C.

—

and 'Fingers

all

Boston, Sept. 22.

Lana-Gable Torchy

$2,400 in five days.
Washington, Sept 22.
Century (P-S) (1,600; 30-40-50)—
Five holdovers in the downtown
Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-6875)— 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (2d run). area this week, with grosses hypoed Talk of Town" (Col) (2d wk). Moved
by 'Battle of Midway' short, wliich here after big first week at State
Still plenty of power after long xun
at Stanley; potent $7,000. Last
(20th),
'Footlight Serenade'
$3,000 for five days in second
second run.

B way; Lush

contenders for first honors are 'Pied
Piper' and 'Pardon My Sarong.' Two
holdovers, 'Talk of the Town* and
'Gold Rush,' still are giving a good
account of themselves.
Fancy $13,000 indicated for this poEsUmates for This Week
tent dual. Last week, 'Magnificent
(RKO) and 'Little
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)— Aijibersons*
'Pacific
Rendezvous'
(M-G) and Tokyo, U. S. A.* (20th). trim $13,000.

'Through

Kurlton (WB) (1.066: 35-46-57-68)
—'Across Pacific' (WB) (2d run).
Satisfactory $4,500. Last week, 'Berlin Correspondent' (20th), $4,800.

22.

Current screen ammunition is sufplentiful and powerful to
loop theatres well over the
top, where they've been entrenched
ficiently

began to make

"Sarong'-Bojangles, Big $36,000 in Hub;

(2,600; 30-40-55-65-

ber (U) (1st wk). Great $8,500 In
75)— 'Somewhere Find You'
second week.
First
week, with
r^'vate Buckaroo' (U). smash $13,- and 'Brooklyn Orchid' (UA).

4>aramonnt (H-E) (3,000; 40-50-65)
—'Tales Manhattan' (20th) and 'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th) (2d wk).
High $9,500 and best in town. First
week, single billed, super $13,200.
United Artists (Parker) (900; 4055-65-)—'Eagle Squadron' (U)
(3d
wk).
Holding up to satisfactory
$G,000. Second week, hefty $7,500.

IS

$26,000

35-45-55-60-76 )— 'Flight Lieutenant'
(Col) artd 'Meet StewarU' (Col).
Trim $15,000 in sight for this pair.
Last week. 'Priorities on Parade'
(Par) and 'Live On Danger' (Par),

very good $15,200.
Stote (Loew's)

terrific $13,800.

(WB)

Bovd

W/^

Newcomer; 'Squadron

bofTo

in original -canto.
Helped by
nights of vaude both weeks.

pleasing

in

$12,000

sixth

and final frame. Laist week, $16,000.
MetropollUn (M-P) (4,367; 30-4455-65)— -Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Dr.
Broadway' (Par) (3d wk). Snaffling
very tasty $20,000 to approach the
all-time record of 'Rag

Time

Band.'

Last week. $27,000.

(Loew)
—Orphenm
'Jackass Mail' (M-G)

(2,900; 40-65-70)

and 'Sweetheart of Fleet' (Col). Nothing special, but satisfactory at $19,000. Last
week, 'Somewhere Find You' (M-G)
(2d wk), $21,000.

Paramennt (M-P) (1,800: 30-44-60)
—'Give Out Sisters' (U) and 'Tombstone' (M-G). So-so for a first run
item at $U,ODO. Last week. 'Priorities on Parade* (Par) and 'Grand
Central Murder' (M-G). $12,000.
State (Loew) (3,600; 40-65-70)—
'Jackass Mail* (M-G) and 'Sweetheart of Fleet' (Col). Plugging along

Last week. 'Somewhere
Find You' (M-G) (2d wk). $14,000.
Translax (Translux) (900; 17-28-44-

at $15,000.
I'll

55>—'Man Hunt* (RKO) and

'Pan-

aaw' (PRC), with 'Battle of
Midway.'
Average $4,500.
Last
week, 'Black Doll' (U) and 'Lady in
Morgue' (U), $4,500.

ther's

'DANDY', 30G, TALES,'
16G,

SOCKO

IN

BALTO

Baltimore, Sept 22.

The big clicks here this week are
'Yankee Doodle Dandy.' at the SUnand 'Tales of ManhatUn,' at the
Both are in at increased^
with "Yankee' reaching for a
new house record.
Estimates for This Week
Century (Loew's-UA) (3.000; 1728-35-40-55)—'Panama Rattle' (MG). Hitting excellent pace figured
at $16,000.
Last week, second of
"Somewhere
Find
You*
(M-G),
ley.

New.

prices,

(M-G), six days, no dice at $2,500.
PaUce (RKO) (2,600 33-40-50)—
'Between Us Girls' (M-G). Alright steady $13,200.
;

$10,000.
Pacific'

Ditto last

week

for 'Across

(WB).

$8,000.

and

Will hold for fourth week
followed by limited engageof 'Yankee Doodle Dandy'
at a 75-$1.10 scale.

l>e

ment

(WB)

Hippodrome

(Rappaport)

W-25-28-38-44-55-66)

Shnberi (RKO) (2.100: 33-40-50)—
'Pride of Yankees' (RKO) (3d wk).
Fair $5,500. Last week (2d),»okay

BARNET SWINGS'AGENT'
TO $25,000 IN CLEVE.
Cleveland, Sept.

22.

—

'Qlg

(2,240:

Street'

(RKO) plus Blue Barron orch and
James Barton on sUge. Good reLast
sponse at indicated $14,000.
week, second of Talk ot Town' (Col)
plus vaude headed by Larry Adler,
got nice $13,300.
Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406; 1728-35-44-55)— 'Holiday Inn*(PBr)i3d
wk). Holding nicely at $8,000, after
very strong toUI of $^0,200 for previous brace.
Mayfalr (Hicks) (980; 20-40)—
'General Died at Dawn' (Par) (reissue).
Getting okay $4,000.. Last
week. 'Joan of Ozark* (Rep), good
$5,400.

Huskiest take is being conjured up
New (Mechanic) (1,581; 17-28-35by 'Invisible Agent,' at Palace, main- 44-66)— Tales of ManhatUn' (20th).
hypoed by Charlie Barnet's orch. Upped scale helping to rousing $16,>
Jackie Otoper and Diosa Costello. 000: a phenomenal gross tor this lim'Footlight Serenade,' at Hipp, and ited scater. Last week (17-28-39-44 ),
'Panama Hattie,' at SUte, are doing second of "Pied Piper' (20th), added
okay.
$5,100 to solid $7,200 on first time
EsUmates for This Week
round.
Allen (RKO) (3,000; 35-40-45-55)—
SUnley (WB) (3,286; 28-40-75'Gay Sisters' (WB). Pleasant $5,500 $1.10)
'Yankee Doodle Dandy*
(WB). Going to town in sensational
in sight for moveover from Hipp.
Last frame, 'Pride Yankees' (RKO) style, with $1.10 top helping toward
record $30,000. Last week, second of
(6th wk). swell $6,600.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700: 35-40-45- 'Gay Sisters' (WB). strong $11,700.
ValencU (Loew's-UA) (1,450: 17'Footlight
55)
Serenade"
(20th).
Find You*
7.^ts of life in this musical: good 28-44-55)— 'Somewhere
(moveover).
Nice $5,000,
.'(15,500 indicated.
Last round, 'Gay 'M-G)
Sisters' (WB), surprised with $15,000. after extra-good brace in downstairs
Century. Last week, third of 'Mrs.
Palace (RKO) (3,700; 40-60-70)
'Invisible Agent'
(U) plus Jackie Miniver' (M-G), great $12,600.
ly

—

—

—

Cooper. Charlie Barnet's orch, Diosa
Co.stello on stage. Jitterbug clientele
out in regiments, building to mighty
sweet $25,000.
Last folio. 'Across
Pacific' (WB) with
Kenton's
orch and Judy Canova. fine $22,000.
SUte (Loew's) (3,450: 35-40-45-55)

SUn

—'Panama

Hattie'

(M-G).

Last lap. 'Somewhere Find You*
(M-G) (2d wk), $14,000, okay.
SUIIman (Loew's) (1372; 39-40-45Move(M-G).

000.

55)— 'Somewhere'

over gratifying $8,500. Last gallop,
Poor 'Holiday Inn' (Par) (2d wk), good

press notices, but satisfactory $15,-

$6,100.
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EXPLOITATION
To

Stevens SucceedsDonohue for Par

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Tomatoes,
potatoes,
carrots

In Chi; Theatre-Exchange Briefs
H,

J.

Stevens, for the past four
branch manager at
Par's

years
IndianapoJis,
of the

has been appointed
Chicago exchange to
Donohue, recently pro-

head

succeed

J. J.

to Dallas district

moted

signed a week ago to go into the
Army as a Volunteer Officer Candidate.
Dave Flamm, veteran Pittsburgh theatre man who last season
was advance agent for 'Roller Skating Vanities," replaces DeFazio at
the Liberty. Flamm was originally
brought here to pilot downtown Senator, but he stayed there only a
fortnight, with M. M. Weir, long-time
relief manager in the Harris fluttlt,
getting the Senator berth.
Morton Haaf, assistant manager of
WB's Sheridan Square theatre in
East Liberty, has been upped to the
managership of the SUte in Wilkinsburg, and Len Shapiro, chief of
service at the Sheridan Square, goes
to the Schenley as assistant manager.

manager

fol-

lowing transfer of Hugh. Owen to
the homeofTice as eastern divisional

At Indianapolis Al Taylor, former
branch manager at Omaha Jot Par,
will talce over, while Jesse McBride,
salesman from the St. Louis office,
goes into Taylor's former post at
.

.

Omaha.

,

Phllly's First Casnalty
Philadelphia, Sept. 22.
First casualty in the ranks of l^al
exhibs' families in World War II was

Johnston Vice Connell
Richard E. Johnston has been appointed ad salesman at the Warner
Bros. Memphis exchange, succeeding
James Connell, who has joined the
Navy.
Another new ad-seller for fhc
company is Robert Weiland. who
succeeds Erhardt Meske in the Mil-

reported this week. Sidney Hirshof Private Harold
berg, brother
Hirshberg, Palace, Bethlehem, Pa.,
was killed during the Marine fighting on the Solomons.

David Cooper, ex-Stanley-Warnerupped to sergeant, and shipped

Ite,

overseas.

Jacob Biben, brother of Harry
Biben, noted booker, named manager
of William Goldman's News Theatre.
Mastbaum is the first of the deluxers to have an all-femme staff of

Gotham

hosiery mill.

Aarons,
UMPTO
counsel, recuperating home after a
long seige at Graduate Hospital.
Exhibs still talking about jala
housewarming unveiling David Barrist's new mansion In Merion.
Ray O'Rourke, former operator of
P.

the

Doris,
sales staff.

No

.

joined

the

Allied of W. Pa. in Conv.
The 22d annual convention of AlMotion Picture Theatre Ownsrs

Western Pennsylvania will be
held Oct. 19-20 at the William Penn
Sam Fleischman,
convention chairman.
M. A. Rosenberg is president.
Dave Prince, southeastern district
of

Paramount

manager

hotel, Pittsburgh.

for

first of any importance to be made
from the outside sirtce Joe Bernhard
became v.p. and general manager of

Warners.

Ed Laird

to Bcpnblio

Republic in that territory, in
charge of the eastern Texas region.

Jiin

successor a;
St.

UA

as yet.

last

Minneapolis. Sept.

The World, Paramount

-

22.

Steffes

sureseater first-run. is switching to
lady doormen because of the war
inroads on male help.
The doorwomen will be between 40 and 50
years of age. The theatre plans to
replace male ushers with women,
too, within a month.

ville. 111., sold by Virgil Merritt to
Paul C. Horn, C. S. Metcalf and J.

who

also operate the Jersey
in Jerseyville, 111,
Norton brothers,. Lee end Walter,
sold their Norton, 300-seater, Columbia. 111. to Charles Goldman, St.
Louis, and Tommy Tobin, East St.
Louis. Goldman and Tobin are partners In the State, O'Fallon, 111. and
the Capitol, Waterloo, 111. The Nortons retain the Dupo, 111., and the

OtUwa,

Sept. 22.
Robert (Babe) Berezin, Elgin theatre manager, goes to Oshawa as
atres, Ltd., house there. Elgin's assistant manager, John Kirk, goes to
Stewart
head office in Toronto.
Gillespie, Ottawa native, replaces

Commun-

Weiland, as assistant.

Harrisburg Property Sold
Harrisburg, Pa.. Sept. 22.
Hill

Amus.

Co., Inc., of

Wilming-

ton, Del., has purchased from the
Harrisburg National Bank for $13,000
the three-story building housing the
Star theatre here, it was shown by a
deed filed for record here last week.

Denver Changes
Denver. Sept.

Mark

N.

with the
in Frisco,

Ailing,

RKO

for

24-SHEETSlNTOWNIN
FAVOR; NO AUTO TRAVEL
Although understood some disfrom time to time give

tributors

24-sheets in order 1o get ad-

on

vertising

practice

is

pictures,

their

that

expected to come to a

halt as result of heavily increased
orders for the 24's. This is due, according to opinion of accessories executives, because many more boards
are now available at lower costs inside as well as outside of cities.
Space is plentiful, chiefiy because
many former large users of the
boards have curtailed 24-sheet advertising due to the war and conversion to war activities and production. Among exhibs, boards are
more in demand in town since auto
travel has reduced their importance

along out-of-town highways.

An example

how

of

the sale of 24-

has soared is drawn from
figures of one of the New York exchanges showing purchases to be
running three and four times as high
as for last

vifinter.

The

sheets aver-

age around $2 each.

According to Bernard B. Goodman, accessories sales manager for
Warner Bros., more 24's have been
sold in one month on one of the
company's pictures than were sold
usually during the entire release of

Canadian Changes

ity theatre,

St. Louis, Sept. 22.
in Edwards-

nurtured this year by the film
industry's Public Relations Committee as part of the War Manpower Commission's drive to
save nation's crops.
Robert Taplinger has been appointed special publicity advisor, with the idea of stimulating all studio fiackeries in a
drive to impress the public with
~the necessity of all citizens, not
otherwise engaged, to go out
into the fields and help with the
crop-picking. Shortage of field
labor, as a result of the war, is
threatening destruction of crops
all along the Pacific Coast.

sheets

Feminine Doormen

Berezin, with Ernest Reid,

Loals Boys and Sales

The Lux, 500-seater
Ballard

town

manager of the 20th-century The-

-.d Laird, long a salesman with
•ited Artists at Dallas, resigned to

No

for RKO, was in
sales matters.

manager
week on

at

Universal who has
shifted to Warner Bros, but understood there will be a promotion from
the ranks.
Lapidus started with
Warners yesterday (Tuesday) as
metropolitan N. Y. district manager,
post left vacant several weeks ago
when Sam Lefkowitz resigned to
Jc n United Artists.
The Lapidus appointment is the

'

Meske has gone

lied

No Lapldns Snecessor
successor has yet been chosen

to Jules Lapidus, district

New York

territory.

Fort Worth. Sept. 22.
Ray Jones, former manager of the
Majestic, San Antonio, now manager
of the Hollywood here. He replaces
Charlie Garden, in the Army.

Lee Blumberg has left the StanleyWarner exploitation staff to take a

George

Army.

waukee

Bay Jones Vice Garden

ushers.

post with a

into thfe

eight

22.

Pass Rewards for Scrap Clicked

and other edibles, once ducked
by the show business, are being

away

an average

film.

So Well

Now

s

It

Continued from page

I

successful in several experiments in

an

advisory
capacity on proposals affecting the
use of materials, talent' and manpower within the trade.
act

also

in

Among those who have been
tioned for the post are Eddie

menMan-

Walter Wafiier &nd Davtd o.
Mannix has been assuming important status as an industry spokesman for some time past
in discussing industry problems with
officials in Washington. Wanger was
in Washington last week, following
stopovers in Dallas and Richmond,
nix,

Selznick.

Vi., leaving N. Y. for the Coast Fri-

day (18).
mentioned
war work.

He
in

has recently been
connection with active

Reports of the appointment apparently stem from sentiment within
the trade favoring representation for
the film industry on the War Production Board and in other official
departments
regulations
so
that
which may be designed to curb the
power of the screen may be fully
debated in advance of promulgation.
While Lowell Mellett has been
serving
the
Governinent-apas
pointed film coordinator, his activities have largely t>een via suggestion
with regard to story material. An
overall production czar would ostensibly be given broader powers over
the screen with the likelihood that
the exec would also be able to present industry views to Washington
at the same time.

prices.

comticket

wherever
the national scrap cam-

Medium

paign next month.

for rec-

bmmendirig and installing siiih
cedure was put before the Publia
Relations Committee, eastern division, at its meeting last Thurs(17).
Though still helping to
over the industry's September

day
pu»

PRC

war bond drive, the
is starting
to map details of film business' participation in the 'October salvage
drive.
With the knowledge that communities which used a free theatre
admission
arrangement to boost
strap
iron
collections,
reported
phenomenal results, proposal is to
en.ploy such plan on a nationwide
scale.
PRC is working, of course,
conjunction with the War Acill
Committee.

tivities

Despite

all

appeals in

the

past,

checkup by industry leaders reveals
that such a simple device as gratia

WAC

OtUwa,

Sept.

22.

With frequent job switching going on and a hold-up caused by
National Selective Service which
does not yet consider the theatre an
'essential industry' in Canada, the
projectionist shortage in this part of
the country is acute.
So much so that Bill Hartnett, biz
mgr. for the union here, spent last
week in hospital from the superheadaches he has had trying to keep

the booth line unbroken.

years

Golden Gate theatre
into the manager-

;

;

UA

Seixnick's Holdings
Selznick also assumed the personal management contracts which
SIP had with Joan Fontaine, Vivien
Leigh, Ingrid Bergman, Alan Mar-

Alfred Hitchcock and Robert
Stevenson. No cash changed hands
shall,

moved

Reels

DENVER

..

re-

possible in

that

employed

be

WPB

•

who

may recommend

giveaways

theatre tickets actually did more to
break the log jam and start scrap
material moving to collection agencies than anything devised thus far.
Idea outlined is to leave it up to
the
individual exhibitors
to set
nun>ber of passes and requirements,
depending on the drawing population and local conditions. Such circumstances would decide whether
one free ducat or a pair would be
given for 10 pounds, 20 pounds. 50
Nelson Summons Mannix
01- 100 pounds of scrap material. The
Hollywood, Sept. 22.
main thing will be to persuade whole
Metro's general manager, Eddie blrcks of theatres to go for the free
Mannix, has left for Washington on ticket arrangement so the salvage
summons from Donald Nelson.
bottleneck may be broken.
Says he has no idea what the
Earl Wingart, assistant to Glendon
chief wants with him, but 'reports Allvine, secretary of the PRC, is beare current he has been under con- inp. loaned to the salvage drive. He
sideration as headman of the Salvage now is on loan to the
on the
Drive.
war bond campaign, but moves over
to the scrap campaign the first of
October.
His first task will be to
line up necessary trailers needed la
theatres to bally the scrap drive.
PRC picked up David Lipton to
Continued from page S
head one committee on the drive arid
lah,' "Tom Sawyer' and 'Intermezzo.' Harry Goldberg and David Weshner
'Fauntleroy,' already are coopei;ating with him in
Whitney
purchased
'Young in Heart,' 'Made for Each the Public Relations portion of the
Other,' and SIP's interest in 'Black- campaign.
out' Latter is a British pix in
which SIP had a third interest with
Sam Goldwyn and Ed Small,
lidding the balance. Between them,
Selznick and Whitney paid SIP better than $100,000 for the pix they
acquired.

,

Zellor,

key spots, industry's salvage
mittee

Selznick Int1

Can. Booth Shortage

—

Bill

Being Extended

Because use of passes to encour«
age scrap contributions has proved

Pix Coordinator
would

Norton Mascoutah, III.
Soviet
ship of the local RKO Orphcum,
for these contracts, and none was
Frank Harris purchased the Alamo, succeeding Mickey Gross, who's
Continued from page 5 ss
expected, since the papers contained
Stewardson, 111.,
froin
Omar C. joined the Marines.
minimum guarantees which SelzMacy.
The Isis, Lamar, Col., closed three amount of Russian subject matter
nick
assumed. Likewise, taken over
E. G. Meyer, owner-operator of years, reopened.
getting into the reels.
the Royal, Walmeyer, III., looking
by David O. Selznick was the SIP
Richard W. Dekker has moved
Newsreel editors deny that they
for buyer of the house before don- into the managership of the Victory,
to UA for two pictures.
obligation
haven't used every possible bit of
ning the khaki.
been
has
since
Denver, from a similar post at the
This
obligation
Soviet footage that has been
Rex, Grighton, Col., where he was suitable
deal
in the
matter vcided, presumably
Fete J. J. Grady
succeeded by Don Cook, for some made available to them. As a
Selznick
became a partner
whereby
Cincinnati, Sept. 22.
time assistant at the Gothic. Denver. of fact, they say, they're aching for in UA.
Variety Club Tent 3 will tender a
Mike Lee, former PRC and RKO it. With the current dearth of good
firm
split, there are
why
the
As
to
testimonial dinner in its Netherland salesman, has moved over to Colum- battle pictures— despite the world's
Plaza quarters Sept. 28 to James J. bia, succeeding Sam Kramer as city most fierce war going on in every a3 many guesses as demands for a
Grady, who moved up two weeks salesman.
front.
The Whitney clan
part of the globe— the newsreel second
ago from local manager to district
Jock
Hugh Rcnnie, Fox salesman, redeclare they'll grab at was deeply involved in SIP,
manager for 20th Century-Fox. He cuperating at home after hospilaling maker-uppers
$4,000,anything like realistic fighting se- Whitney alone having about
js making
headquarters in Cleve- with a serious illnes."!.
wanted an out,
invested.
He
000
quences.
land.
George Allan. Sr.. of the State,
cloudy
then
the
with
especially
As a matter of fact, the Russian
Leavift Bugie, former city sales- North Platte. Neb., in a Denver hosReportedly they
rnan, has become local manager, pital for a tonsilectomy.
censorship is every bit as strong as world outlook.
to write-off their inirymg Sochin took over as city
Abel Davis. Roxy owner, under- that of the other warring nations, were prepared
'Resalesman.
goes an operation on one of his eyes. the newsreel men say, and the rea- vestment when, 'GWTW end
paid off like
and
clicked
becca'
son why there's not more Russian
Lcn Bosentlul Into Service
Griffin's Dock St.
battle footage is the same as why bonanzas,, giving them an opporAlbany, N. Y., Sept. 22.
Spartanburg, S. C, Sept. 22
corporation
up
the
wash
tunity
to
English.
In
or
there's not more U. S.
Leonard Rosenthal, Troy attorney,
Gordon Griffin named director of addition, transportation is problem while in the black. Thus the firm
officer of the N. Y, State Unit of
Dock Street theatre. Charleston.
national Allied, Inc., and proprietor Native of China. Griffin directed that makes the arrival of Soviet film filed dissolution papers in August,
of the SUte theatre, Troy, honored
l'j40, received the usual two years to
Community theatre past four irregular and undependable.
by exhibitors and FUm Row men at Omahaand previously was engaged
There has also been some sugges- dispose of <t» assets.
years
di.iner in Dinty's Terrace Garden,
tion, denied by Artkino, distrib in
in theatre work at Duluth. Minn.
oept. 17. Rosenthal is going
product,
that
country
Russe
this
of
info the
Lure,
N.
C,
Lure theatre. Lake
Army.
W. Griffin, that outfit holds out good Soviet
J.
destroyed by fire.
(Conllniicd from page 11)
footage to make up feature-length
Forest City. N. C. owner.
State, Oklahoma City, Reopens
Last
New 1.000 scaler opened at Green- films, such as the current 'Moscow A. Poe' (20th). Sturdy $13,000.'Lucky
Oklahoma City, Sept. 22.
week, 'Talk Town" (Col) and
ville army air base.
Latter is doing exStrikes Back.'
The State dosed past 10 days for
Rialto. Atlanta, fire-damaged, set ceptional biz at the Globe on Broad- Legs' (Col), big $14,000.
redecorating and refurnishing, reOrpheum (RKO) (2,600; 30-40-50repairs.
way. Nicholas Napoli, Artkino top- 60 )— 'Crossroads' (M-G) and 'Pierre
opened Sept. 17 with 'Pride of the (or $20,000
Yankees.' T. B. Noble, Jr., Is ownerper declared tl.at all this film is Plains' (M-G). Trim $13,500, and
Chi G. O. H. Stuck for Pix
manager of the State.
available to the newsreels before best new entry in town. Stays for
Chicago, Sept. 22.
features are made up.
second session. Last week, 'Bambi'
Grand Opera House, slated to open
DeFazio lipped in Pitt
Despite the protestions of the (RKO) (2d wk) and 'Highways by
Pittsburgh, Sept. 22.
Saturday (19) as a picture house, newsreel eds, Daily Worker and its Night' (RKO), okay $8,000.
Sam DeFazio, manager of Harris postponed its opening because of an readers insist that Stalin's hordes
Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 30-45)—
circuit's Liberty theatre in East Lib'Invisible Agent' (U) and 'One Born
inability to obtain product. Theatre are not getting an even shake in the
erty, has been promoted to the manEvery Minute' (U). Big $7,500. Last
agership of the chain's key down- will announce opening dale shortly semi-weekly U. S. releases and that week. 'Footlight Serenade' (20th)
town house, the new J. P. Harris. as a subsequent run house at popular old antipathy to anything Red Is to and 'Little Tokyo, U.S.A.' (20th),

Me succeeds

19

Men

the Fields,

blame.

ditto.

HOT MARGIE HART ADS
GET FROWN FROM HAYS
Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Hot publicity pitch on Margie Hart

in

the

Monogram

picture, 'Lure ot

the Islands,' running at the Colony
theatre in Hollywood,

Was squelchbd

suddenly by a protest from the Hays
Newspaper ads acclaimed

office.

burlesque

Margie,

'Yankee
'Strip

Nude'll

Pippin.'

stripper,

Dandy'

Monogram

as

and

the
the

denied

complicity in the sex implications,
theatre
had
the
that
charging
handled all newspaper blurbs. In
addition, the film house sent out
handbills glorifying Margie as 'sexsational, charged with sextricity' ia

her

'first

screen

si'zzler.'

Ads quoted

Walter Winchell as referring to the
gal as 'The Poor Man's Garbo.'
N. Y. Hays office previously had
complained to Mono about its torrid
press sheet on this picture, saying it
would withdraw the film code seal
if
the press book was not toned

down.

Word 'Heir Baises Ditto
Streamlining of the Hays office
advertising code is to be studied by
the Public Relations Committee eastern group, with the PRC to offer
recommendations and changes

fol-

lowing intensive study. Feeling with
some PRC members is that present
regulations of the ad code need
changing to fit wartime conditions.
Decision is understood to be an
aftermath of the rumpus over use ot
word "heir in ad copy.
Hays directorate la.st week upheld
the executive committee ruling that
using the word 'hell' in 'Wake Island*
advertising violated the code. Basis
of ruling is understood based on the
contention that if an exception to

code rules was granted in this case,
the entire code would crumble because of future requests for exemption.

—
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Buxtons Add to String
Of Provincial Cinemas

Nelson Rockefeller In Explanation

On

Coordinator Purpose In S. Amer.

London, Sept. 10.
Buxton Bros., who own string of
picture Ihtatres in Manchester dis-

Uncle Sam's Roll Call
Continued from page 4

He was

In the

merchant marine for the Philly Record

have invaded London and its
coupla years, so can handle sea legs.
environs to add tb their holdings.
C. K. (Copper) Dwincll, manager
Latest acquisitions are Camberwell
the Aviation Terrace and Kitty
Hammersmith; Broadway, of
Palace,
Hawk Room operated by the Hotel
15.
Buenos Aires, Sept.
Delfont to Revive
Deptford; Rio and Forest Gate.
Yorker at La Guardia AirNew
OITice ot the Coordinator of Inter"They are also dickering to acquire
'Nanette' in
N. Y., resigned to take up
port
small circuit of IS houses in the
American Affairs does not in any
London, Sept. 10.
When deal is accom- duties as captain in the U. S. Air
provinces.
way control subject matter, distriEdward
effective Aug. 20.
Corps,
Bernard Delfont, in association plished, they will be bosses of around
bution or any other aspect of U. S. with Hyams Bros., has acquired rights 45 houses.
C. Sherry, formerly assistant manager, replacing.
film industry in South America, it to 'No, No Nanette,' which he intends
was made clear to local press reps to revive early next year. Show was
Hollywood, Sept. 22.
originally staged here by Clayton &
here during the visit of Nelson
Waller at the Palace in 1926, and
Al Horowitz, chief cameraman.
Rockefeller.
was the outstanding success of the
Army Signal CorjSs.
10 years
It was revived
Rockefeller, stopping over in B. A. season.
Robert Leeds, film cutter. Army
between longer stays in Brazil and later at the London Hippodrome,
Signal Corps.
American,
Chile, was hot-seated on the film with Barbara Vernon,
Jerry Young, film librarian. Army
pencil- wTio was part of act of Russell and
inquisitive
question
by
Signal Corps.
Binnle
pushers who cornered him in his Marconi, as lead, playing the
Bill Nicholson, theatre manager.
part,
Coordinator, Hale
Hotel Plaza suite.
Henry
by
will
produced
Army.
Show
be
ex•peaking excellent Spanish,
Kendall, whd will also appear in it,
writer.
Rubin,
screen
Stanley
plained that while his office was
played
by
with
to
be
femme
lead
Ai my Air Force.
naturally anxious to bring about
the Jean Colin.
closer collaboration between
Howard Child, studio technician.
SUtcs and Latin America in every
Sydney, Sept. 22.
Navy.
trict

10-12% Tax

In Aussie Sought

Vs. U. S. Pic Cos.

sense—cultural, political and
nomic—its chief purpose re

ecofilms

to aid picture companies, both
north and south of the border, by a
furtherance of idea and production

was

SISTRON TO

inter-change.

Collaboration

now

being

Di

3F0RPARIN

devel-

oped by the Office of the Cordinator,
it was explained, was not just a
question of war economy, but would,
it was hoped, also extend into time
Problem of inter-contiof peace.
nental interchange was constantly
shifting, he added, and one of the
purposes of his trip was to study at
first hand some of the factors involved.

ENGLAND
London, Sept,

David

10.

Paramount manag-

E. Rose,
in

Great Britain, has
about completed confabs with William Sistrom, recently employed by
Pii to handle the next three features
planned for London Production. HudIcj were on Sir James M. Barrie's
The Old Lady Shows Her Medals,'
ing director

Shipping DUtlonlUes
Shortage of shipping, he added,
caused difficulties In developing
trade, but every effort is being made
to solviE the problem.
RockefeUer's hit with the press
and public, not only here during his
stopover, but in Brazil, where he
o.o.-ed and huddled with officials for
a week, was solid. As sponsor of
many a good-will-wooing, hemisphere-harmony furthering Yanqui,
he was carefully eyed, particularly

of the three-picture de^I.
Sistrom recently resigned his
production post to work for Par.
Paramount originally produced

W. Chifley,
Federal Treasurer
David Lewis, film producer. Army.
under wartime jurisdiction, is movJack Jungmeyer. Jr., screen writer,
ing to amend the Income tax bill to
to the picture unit of the Army Air
allow a new tariff of 10 to 12% on
Force.
all coin earned by U.S. distribs here.
Harold Lewis, studio manager at
It would be credited to their respecRKO-Pathe, Army.
tive bank credits in Australia.
"There are eight major American
Bert Teitlebaum, chief art direcunits operating in this zone, and the tor at Warners, Army Air Corps.
revenue collected from distribution
Ralph Davis, film cutter. Army Air
in Anzac territory Is already frozen
Force.
to a major extent under dollar rePhil
MoUoy, studio technician.
strictions set up by the Australian
Army.
government.
Adrian Weiss, film, editor. Army
New tax, if passed and it looks
like a certainty-rwill sock distrib- Air Force.
utors an amount apart from the
Henry Wilkinson, sound recorder.
present high wartime taxation and Army Singal Corps.

—

increased operational costs.
The
Distributors Association here will
take the matter up imediately with
governmental officials in Canberra.

Gabber In As Captain

first

Britain's Mobile Fibn

Units Expected to

Reach

5,000,000 by End of '42

in U. S.

While Rose attempted to get Ray
Milland to star In this picture, it
London, Sept. 22.
now seems doubtful if latter will be
The 100 mobile film units now
able to make it.
Despite the fact
operated throughout
the
British
that Milland is eager to visit his
I.^les by
the Ministry of Informafather, who is ill in London, he is
tion have gained a reputation for
scheduled to start Oct. 15 on 'Lady
activity almost
right around
the
in the Dark,' scheduled for Holly-

by suspicious Latins. Command of
Spanish and Portuguese, frankness
in answering even the most embarrassing questions and familiarity
with S. A. problems got him a big
hand everywhere.
Trip to Brazil was at the invitation of the Brazilian Government so
that Rockefeller could attend the
11th Pan American Sanitary Conference and also study problems
arising from the economic developArea,
ment of northern Brazil.
which is as big as half the U. S., i.s
being worked for the production of
all tropical products. Including rubber that can assist the war production'of the U. S. and Brazil.

They exhibited pix to 3,000,000 people last year and are excldck.

wood production.

pected to reach almost 5,000,000 in
1042.

CUUDIA' BIG

LONDON OICK

In Chile Rockefeller addressed
closing sessions of the Inter-American Conference on Social Security.
Also planned short stopovers in
Lima, Peru, and Bogota, Colombia.

In the morning, the units play to
school children, showing them special
Alms about the Empire and
its. allies.
In the afternoin, housewives make up the audience. They
see films about food and wartime
housewifery, in addition to general

pictures.

Evenings often find the units set
up in farm hou.ses or community
17, looks like a cer- halls, with special films for farm
workers. And to top it off, there's
Production is admir
Accompanied on the trip by John ably acted throughout with the press usually a 'midnight matinee' betweein
shifts at an armament factory.
McClintock, Assistant Coordinator, raving over Pamela Brown, an. un
Shows are free and generally run
and Francis A. Jamieson, head of known provincial actress, in the title
rrle. (Dorothy McGuire created th<> arcund 80 minutes.
the Press Division of the Office.
lead in New York.)
'Claudia,'

London, Sept. 22.
which opened at St

Martin's on Sept.
tain

success.

I

I

IfTS FACE ri'SEI FOR
LONDON

IflPP IN

m.

Some newspapers decried the way
impending motherhood is treated
flippantly.
Audience generally did
not agree with this
the show.

'Reap Smash $6,000 In

tracted

negotiations,

for the

Hfppodrome around middle

Havana, Sept 15.
Paramount's 'Reap the Wild Wind'
set the pace at the America this
wtek, rollinp_^ up a smash $6,000.

is

finally

.';et

of October.

Havana;

To

Jack Buchanan's 'Waltz Without
End,' an Eric Maschwitz-Bernard
Grune musical, based on life of
Chopin and his music, opens cold
at Cambridge theatre Oct. 29.
Linnit & Dunfee's The Duke in
Darkness,' by Patrick Hamilton, featuring Leslie Banks, Michael Redgrove, Walter Fitzgerald and Hugh
Burden, stays out of town for three
weeks, then comes to West End, with
no theatre yet set This is straight
play with symphony orchestra accompaniment Shortage of musicians
necessitated recording entire incidental music, which was done by 30
musicians, tinder leadership of Alan
Bi'sh, at Morris Levy's Bond street
studios.

other

at
Fausto,
both
first-run
houses.
At Fausto, 'To Be Or Not to Be'
(irA) did
fair-to-middling,
about
$2,100.

Picture had previously played

the Encanto to fair business.
'Design for Living' (M-G) did $2,100 at

Encanto, fair.
Surprise of the week was the
Aigentine film, 'La Mentirosa,' starring Nini Marshall. It grossed.$3.200
at the Payret
House had been in
doldrums but last three Spanishspeaking hits have brought it back
to life.
'La Mentiro'sa' stays a secth-.

one'

week.

'Belle' in

London

it

opened.

Be' $2,100

'DuBarry Was a Lady,' the Tom
Picture received extensive advertisArnold-Harry Foster musical star- in;; and publicity and play'ea at 60ring Frances Day and Arthur Ris- 80c instead of theatre's usual 50-60c
Likely 'Reap' will be
coe, opens in Manchester Sept. 22 admi.^ion.
f-.>r four
weeks then comes to HL-; given a week at the Encanto and anMajesty's theatre for run.

Revive

London, Sept 22.
crix opinion of
Revival of 'Belle of New York' at
the Coliseum was well received
during the past week.
Show has been doing well since

London, Sept. 10.
"Let's
Face It,'
which George
Black has Anally acquired from Jack
Waller and Tom Arnold after pro-

Ludwig,

David

as

MllUn^ Held

both studio press agents,

'Army's'
ss

370G

Continued from page 2

s

Tuesday (29) for an 11-day
engagement.
Up to Monday (21),
tional

the D. C. advance sale was $53,000.
That does not Include the opening
night topped at $16.50, gate for that

evening totaling $15,000. Following
date will be Pittsburgh, at the Nixon,
with the ':astbaum, Philadelphia,
next in line. After that Boston will
.

see the soldier show at the Opera
house.
The Philly date is for two
weeks, lower floor being split at $4.40
and $3.30. Because (tf the capacity,
over 4,600, that engagement may see
thr highest gross of the tour.
N. Y. legit list loses another real
success in 'Porgy and Bess,' which
exits from the Majestic after a stay
of 36 weeks. Recent pace was $20,000,
which figure was approached last
week. High for the run, which \<yps
all revivals in length, was $23,000,

Lees,

Army

WTAM

22.

com-

WOT

Army Vps

Schenectady, N.

Man

Y., Sept. 22.

Flying School, Chandler, Ariz.

Hy Bbae'a Ltd. Service
Hy Blane, Coast supervisor for
USO-Camp Shows, drafted into
limited service at Fort Douglas, Salt
Liike City, Utah. Charles Maddock,
of New York, fills his slot at Camp
Shows.

FleUon to Truth
Great Lakes, 111., Sept. 22.
Portraying the role of a sailor In

The

First

CBS

Line,'

Coast-to-

Coast radio show, apparently had
its influence on William J. EvenLaGrange, 111. He's enlisted
ii the Navy, now receiving pre-

son, of

linriinary

training at the U. S. Naval
Station here.
He's also

in legit

vaude and as

a

band

singer.

Air<

Ottawa Moslelan Joins RCAF
Ottawa, Sept 22.
editor, Signal
Armond_Welsbord, director of the
photographer. Chateau Caurler concert trio, has

film
still

Army

Air Force.
Jerry Sackheim,
Army Air Force.

screen

writer.

makeup. Army.

Bill Tutle, studio

Pyl.

Wilbur Morrison, who worked in
the WGY news department and did
soAie announcing before enlisting,
was commissioned recently as a lleu-»
tenant In Army Air Corps. He graduated as a bombadier at Williams

Training

Signal Corps.

Ray Dennenbaum, John Campbell,
Force.
Otto
Corps.

RKO

'Seven Days Leave,' with
Gary Cooper and Beryl Mercer.
this

Cleveland, Sept.

Vender

Ellis C.

mentator, left for Army Air Force
training center in Miami to a&sume
h.'s duties as a captain.
He will be assigned to the Intelli-gence-dtvtston-and w ill go to Wash
irgton after six weeks' training.

James Simmons, studio press agent acted

Army

lieutenant,

staff,

T-m;, Signal Corps.
Robert Barry, Inquirer Washington correspondent, captain. Marine
Corps,

London

New

^

Mania'* Placa, TiatalcBr IMf^M

Bt.

turned the baton over to his piAlfred Edgecombe, and joined
the Royal Canadian Air Force. Sta-

anist.

tioned at Rockcllffe (Ottawa suburb

Del Frazier, shorts director, Army airport), Weisbord will eventually
become a member of the RCAF
Air Force.
Daniel Landres, film editor, Singal bond.
Corps.
Milton

both film

Schwarz,
cutters,

Jack Crrigan,
both Army Air

Force.

Jack Corrigan, film editor. Army
Air Force.
Joe Hiatt, production assistant.
Coast Guard.
Bill McCrystal, studio technician.
Army Air Force.
Leon Benson, press agent. Army
Air Force.
Dave Lory, film technician. Army.

Bpl Edwards,
Army.
Ring Lardner.

film

screen writer.

Jr.,

Army

technician.

Air Force.
Grant Withers, film actor. Coast
Guard.
Fred Hershon, theatre operator.
Navy.
Robert Boyle, studio art director.
»

Army

Signal Corps.
Ralph A. Wolfe,

film

Duo

Detroit's

'

Detroit Sept. 22.
Jack Hurford, manager of the Fox
here,

captain

Army

in

Specialists

Corps.
Bill Hendricks, publicity staff United Detroit Theatres, Marine Corps.

Kama.

City Servicemen

Kansas

City, Sept. 22.

WDAF

Webb Witmer;
t} local Civilian

announcer,

Defense

office.

Nell Keehn, announcer; Eddie £ :wards, sound effect^ man, and Hiram
Higsby, m.c. and hillbilly entertainer,
all of KMBC,
into maritime
service.

Jon

Yost

assistant

manager

at

Tcwer

theatre, army.
R. M. Dickerson, assistant at Or<
theatre, air corps.

pheum

cartoonist.

From Bartford

Army.
Earl Oliver, screen player.

Army

Air Force.
Sherry Shourds, assistant director,

Army.
Eugene Busch,

script clerk,

Army.

Richard Hogan, screen cartoonist,

Army.
Julian 'Harmon,
screen
writer.
Army Signal Corps.
Peter Alvarado, cartoon animator.
Marines.
Earl Walter, film technician. Army.

Robert Schlffer, make-up man.
Coast Guard.
William Tracey, film cartoonist.
Navy.
Charley Foy, nitery owner, Army
Air Force.
John O'Malley, studio electrician.

Army,
Desmond Marquette,

Hartford, Conn., Sept 22.
Frank Ramsey, 21, manager of the
WB nabe Lenox here, U. S. Army.
Lett for Fort Devens, Mass.
Henry Zaccardi, local AFM prez,
.serving his second hitch in the

army.
Inducted recently, he also served in
the

first

World War.

Boston Nitery

Man

Reports

Boston, Sept. 22.
operator of the
nitery
Dinty
and
Moore's restaurant here, has been
commissioned a lieutenant in the

Tommy

Maren,

Beachcomber

Army

Air Corps and has reported

for duty.

Memphis Cashier

WAACS

In
film cutter.
Memphis, Sept. 22.
Signal Corps.
First femme from local trade to
Field Gray, art director, Army Air
enter
is
Mary Elizabeth
Force.
Bickers, cashier at the Malco theatre.
Morton Brown, talent agent. Amy.
She volunteered, was sworn In at
John ,Lee Mahin, screen play- to Des
Moines for training.
wright. Army Air Force.
Fort Oglethorpe, and is being sent
Wayne Bateman, theatre manager.
Army Air Force.
Hello Frisc»George Eldredge, screen actorr
San Francisco, Sept. 22.
Army.
John Galbraith. KGO-Blue net-

Army

WAACS

Fhlliy's

Crop

Philadelphia, Sept. 22.
staff an-

Bob Laurence,
nouncer. Army.

WCAU

only offish attendance having been
Floyd MacLeod, assistant manager
The Nacional, lately a vaudeville on Wednesday afternoons. No doubt of the Bellevue-Stratford. Army.
emporium, returns to film-only this the George Gershwin classic could
Roy Neal, WIBG spieler, Army
week with Universal's 'Eagle Squad- remain until the first of the year soon.
Milt Shapiro, nitery press agent
ron,' following its highly successful
ana the management concedes an
mto Army Oct 9.
engagement at the America.
error in booking It on the road.
Burt- Gordon, former member
of

work announcer, Army.
Alan Hale, Jr., sworn Into Coast
Guard here and sent to transbay
Alameda for basic training.
Rel Qulnn, onetime KYA general
manager, quartermaster officer In
U. S. Army transport service.
Graham Klslingbury, publicity director Golden Gate theatre, into
public relations division, Armyl

—
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when M-G'M*s Great Eig^t was
howling its way into box-office history

Just

ISiow

it's

THE

TERRIFIC

TWELVE!

—
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FILM BOOKING CHART

This Week's

New Shorts

Film Reviews

Community Sine No.

2 (Song sublOVs mins.)— These sccni
to KG on forever, with no deviation
fi-uin wooden formula started years

<For infonnation of theatre and film exchange bookers Variety presents
a complete chart of feature releases of all the American disCrtbuliMs coinDate of reviews as given in
pfliiies for the current quarterly period.
Variety and the running time of prints are included.)

—

—

CD—

Coined)/
M Melodrama; C Comedy;
to Type Abbrcuiaiioni:
Drama; RD Romantic Drama: MU—Mustcal
VV— Western;
Figures herewith indicate date of Variety's review and running time,

Key

D—

Drama;

—

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/16/42
W
B. eUlot-T. Hitter
M 61 S. Erwin-O. Munson
M U A. Stierldan-D. Morgan
S/1

Gnnsmoke (CoD

Prairie

-Dr(HBS-of the Congo (U)
Wines for the EaRle (WB)

Arizona Bonnd (Mono)

W

9/10/41

58

McCoy

B. JoDes>T.

WEEK OF BELEASE—7/23/42
M SI R. Travls-J. Bishop
S/3
RD 118 T. Power-J. Fontaine
This Above All (2«th) S 13
M U J. Carroll-R. Hussey
Pierre of the Plains (M-G) 6/17

Escape from Crime (WB)

W

Thundering Hoots (RKO)
HI Neighbor (Rep)

61

C

CD

Jackass Mall (M-G) 6 i;
The Sombrero Kids (Rrp)
Joan of Ozark (Rep) 7/22
Invisible Agent (U) 8/$

T. ilolt-R.
i.

WEEK OF BELEASE

8U

w. Beery-M. Main

8U
79

J.

O. Barry-L. Merrick

C
C

M

1.

Cavona-J. K. Brown
Massey.J. Hall

'

C

RD

34

C

66

W

W

W

71

G. Antry-S. BorneU

C

80
83

L. Nolan-C. Landls
Costcllo
Abott

CD

6/1

P. Slngleton-R. Lake
W. PowcU-H. Lamarr
Hoaenbloom
E. Lowe-L. Fairbanks

R. Pryor-M.

&

WEEK OF BELEASE—S/13/42
Bad Men

W

of the Hills (Col)

D

Mrs. Miniver (M-G) S/13
HUlbUly BUtekrelg (Mono) 9/16
Timber (U) 8/12
The Old Homestead (Rep) 8/26

C
C

C

133

U

S8
68

WEEK OF BELEASE
Talk of the Town (Col) (7/29
Borders of the West (Mono)
Are Husbands Necessary (Par) 6/17
Priorities on Parade (Par)
7/29

Bambl (RKO) S/27
The Pled Piper (20th) 7 8
Shadows of the Sage (Rep)

CD
W
CD

MU
CD
D

W

C. SUrrett-L. Walters
G. Garson-Wi Pldncon
B. Dnncan-E. Kennedy
L. CartiUo-A. Divine

Weaver

Bros.

8/26/42

118

80
79
70
84

J.

WEEK OF BELEASE

Street

8'S
(20th) 8/12

Orchestra Wives
Across the Pacific

(WB) 8/U

9/3/42

W
M
W

6«

B. EUloU-Tex lUtter
B. Bennett-K. Harris

MU
H

88
97
86

Range Bnsters
H. Fonda-L. Ball
G. Mont(omery-A. Rntherf'd
H. Bogart-M. Astor

CD

(RKO)

WEEK OF BELEASE
Youth on Parade (Rep)
Sunset Serenade (Rep) 9/9
Bells of Caplstrano <(Rcp) 9/16

Elephant (RKO) 8/S
Berlin Correspandent^20tb) 8/12
Give Ont Sisters (U) 9/2

Mexican

Spitfire's

F.

M

61

C

S8
73
83
70
6S

W
W
W
M
MU

(Mono)
Find Ton (M-O)

Stallions

Somewhere I'll
Wings and the Woman (RKO)

8/S

Carefnl, Soft Shoulder (26th) 8/12
HaUway to Shanglial (O) 9/9
One of Our Aircraft Is BUssIng (U)

W
RD
M
M
H
M

Chapman
Howard-G. RoUnd

Albert-M.

H.
Hnbbard-M. O'Drlscoll
R. Roge'rs-H. Parrlsh
G. Antry-S. Burnett
L. Velez-L. Errol
V. Gllmore-D. Andrews
J.

WEEK OF BELEASE
King of the

S/16/42

CD

Spirit of Stanford (Col)
Isle of Missing Men (Mono)

Andrews SUters

9/17/42

107

?/
61

Thonderelond-D. O'Brien
Gable-L. Turner

C.

A. Neegle-R. Newton
V. Brnce-J. Ellison
L Herrey-K. Taylor
Q. Tearle-E. Postman

WEEK Of BELEASE—9/24/42
My

CD

Edeen (Col) 9/16
Police Bullets (Mono)
Bandit Ranger (RKO)
Just OS Broadway (20th) 8/12)
Sister

Sin Town (U)
Desperate Journey

(WB)

M

97

R, Russell-B. jUieme
J.

W

CD
M
D

8/19

6<
107

Marsh- J. Archer

T. Holt-C. Edwards
L. Nolan-M. Weaver
C. Bennett-B. Crawford
E. Flynn-R. Regan

WEEK OF BELEASE—16/1/42
MU
M
M
MU
MU

Lucky Legs (Col)
Phantom Killer (Mono)
Highways by Night (KKOj
Iceland (20th)
ff/Tz
Get Hep to Lore (U)

Moon and Sixpence (U)
Moscow

Strikes

Back (Artkino) 8/19

Falkenborg-K. Harris
D. Pnrcell-J. Woodbury
R. Carlson-J. Randolph
S. Henle-J. Payne
G. Jean-J. Frazee

J.

D

G. Sanders-H.
SS

WEEK OF BELEASE
Darlns Young Man (Col)
Foreign Agent (Mono)
We Go Again (RKO) 8,26

Girl Trouble (20th) 9/23
Destination Unknown (U)
Yon Can't Escape Forever
Flying Tigers (Hep) 9/23

Night In

(WB)

C

26

Tombstone
6/17
I Live In Danger (Par)
6.- 17
Apache Trail (M-G) 6/24

We

Stand (20lh)

The Young Mr.

7/1

Pitt (20th)

7/1
7/8

Footllght Serenade (20th)
The Pride of the Yankees (RKO) 7/ls
Flying Fortress (WB)
7 /IS
War Against Mrs. Hadley (M-G) 8'S
Journey Into Fear (RKO) 8/S
Tales of ManhatUn (20th) 8/S
Cairo (M-G) 8 '12
Wake Island (Par) 8/12
Yank at Eton (M-G) 8.12
Secret Enemies (WB) 8/19
Now. Voyager (WB) 8/19
Wildcat (Par) 9/2
The Glass Key (Par) 9/2
The Major and the Minor (Par) 9 2
Between Us Girls (U)
9/2
Eyes In the Night (M-G) 9/9
Me and Me Gal (M-G) 9/9
White Cargo (M-G) 9/16
The Omaha Trail (M-G) 9/16
Springtime In the Rockies (20th) 8,26
Tne Hard Wav (WB) 8/26
Th". Hlfl'len Hand (WB) 8/26
George Washington Slept Here (WB) 8/26

A

E.

Chapman

Storm
Bergen-McGee & Molly

D. Ameche-J. Bennett

M
CD
M

1.

G.
J.

Hervey-W. Gargan
Brent-B.

Marshall

Wayne-A. Lee

TRADESUOWN AND FOB FUTUBE RELEASE
New Orleans (Par) S/6
M 75 D. Lamonr-R. Denning

Once Upon a Thursday (M-G)
3/20
Yankee Doodle Dandy (WB) 6/3
Holiday Inn (Par) 6/17
Eagle Squadron (U) 6/17
(Par)

United

J. E. Brown-M.
J. Sheldon-G.

C

CD

8,

Marshall

(Documentary)

16/8/42

M

Here

M 66
MU Hi
MU 101
RD

W
M
W
M

MU
D
M
D
M
CD
MU
D
CD

M

D

CD
M
CD
CD
D
MC
D

W

MU
D

M

CD

i

comedy.

108

7S
73
66
66
118
81

128
110

8&
68
117

as

ancient

Premise

that

.<itrives

vintage
If

one slapstick

fall

•The

fiuinble

Canary'

(Cartoon

—

Dave
mins.)
7
Col,
production and Eddie
Fleischer's
Kilfeather's music go far in making
Idea of
ihi.i a novel cartoon entry.
.1
ma«pie talking a caged canary out
of its happy home to go south Is
nicely developed, and topped by a
comedy.

THE HIDDEN HAND
W'.ii'Mri

Din-.ti.l

lti',i>.

l;i-n

!•>

i*iil<li>\vny

tliuity

niid
rolenxc.
Si'MeiiDlHy, An-

|ir<><lut;lluii
Sliiliiff.

Uu>inol)U

iiiij

.Svliruch,

But

V

N.

ill

tJnii'.

liilli:

.

SOM.

Uuii-

I'.T.'.

Im

I'l-llM-

'I'lliilll.

XJ:iry

Wltiilrlil

OlUlU SIOVCIIH
KllMilifth
Jillle

mill
i

Milton Parsons, a$ the mad killer,
contributes the sanest performance.

Knhn.

Despite profit of $4,760,873, before
provision for Federal income and excess profits taxes and providing for

Cagney-J. Leslie
Crosby-F. Astaire
Stack-D. Barrymore
DIx-K. Taylor
Morris-J. Parker
Nolan-D. Reed

MacDonald- R. Young
B. Donlevy-R. Preston

.

corresponding

in

61

J.

90
108
67
93

J.

Crale-P.

BUke

B. Grable-J.
I.

Payne

Lnpino-D. Morgan

C. Stevens-E. Fraser

Bcnny-A. Sheridan

period

last

year

U

when
paid out $751,000.
Universal noted in its report that
restricted funds (frozen money) increased by $1,956,828 during the
period in Great Britain.
Third quarter ending on Aug. 1
profit of $255,246, and
$1,023,596 earnings before Federal income and excess profits taxes as

showed net

against $631,530 net profit in the corresponding quarter last year, and
$992,530 before Federal taxes.
Resume of Universal's gros.s income reveals that it has been increasing steadily ever .'since 1936,
with company coming out of the I'ed
in 1939 and showing a net profit
ever since starting with that year.
U gross income amounted to $17,408,254 in 1936; to $18,150,876 in 1937
and $20,190,117 in 1938. In the years
following when net profit was reported, the gross was $23,878,868 in
1939, $27,677,627 in 1940 and $30,283,523 in 1941.
This year likely will
top the '41 figure.

Universal Annual Earnings
1930-42

Net profit except as noted:
(•) Deficit
19.30

1937.

Amold-A. Harding
Garland-G. Murphy
H. Lamarr-W. PIdgcon

18,

chief aim of this pub-

would be

relations drive

lic

to sell

above-40 group on the merits
of screen entertainment.
Part of the effort to enlist these
this

two groups as regular theatre patfons may result in producers veering over to two new types of product.
One would appeal to the very
young theatre customer.';, and use
almost 100% youth casts (this, too,
is figured as a means of filling any
void caused by the departure nt

numerous male stars into the .service).
The other would be to make
more homespun dramas and lilms

homey themes

calculated to in-

terest the elderly clientele.

I

1938
1939
1940

e.
J.

admittedly getting a consid-

below

,

M. Rooney-E. Gwenn
Stcvens-F. Emerson

R. Rogers-R, Milland
D. Barrymore-C. Cuniniincs

—

audiences.

erable part of the younger generation

with

SECRET MISSION

theatre

.

1932
1933
1934
1935
1936

B. Davls-P. llcnreld
R, Arlen-A. Judge
B. Donlevy-V, Lake

i

more younger peo-

I

1931

(All star cast)

Willie

well as
picture

•

(Documentary)
Payne-B. Grable
G. Cooper-T. Wright
R. Greene-C. Lehman
E. Arnold-F. Balnter
J. Cotton-D. Del Rio

Continued from page

in

ple,

|

R. Donat-R. Morley
J.

War Thins Out

folks, as

IRRITISII-MADE)
It is fairly well known that this
„
writeoff of company equities in cerLondon, Sept. 9.
older group has been ncglectcH in
ii^l I'iliiiliirH relriiHC uC Alurf:i-ii.i:,l I'lliii
tain foreign territories, Universal's
recent years with a majority of pici-l
lI'-lijii.iM
iM.,.l!i< 11,111.
|.*i-aturefl
<'arla
net profit after all charges and taxes l.i'liiiiann.
Miiuli WltllaiiiM. .Ihiiiph Mnmin,
tures, obviously because those above
amounted only to $1,752,346 in the .Mli'lia.l WIl.lliiL-.
Ilini'tiil
liy
linrotd
50 and 60 years have been weaned
39-wcek period, ended lasf Aug. 1. I-'r-'iiili. .»<.-n.|Mi|ila>'. .\iialiili* ilo Qrunwnld
anil H-.i^il ll;iilli-il fiiiiii iirik'lnal Htury by
away from film theatres as regular
This compares with net profit of Sliaiiii 'ri'ifiici- V,iiiiit(. l.'iiiiHM'a. Hrrnnrd
patrons.
Realignment would see
Knowli^s.
Loli-pulcr
Al
$2,000,864 in the corresponding 39 Knii«\ It'!-, rvril
dramas of true American
Sqilar,th.'.ili>.,
.•lulnll.
nunnlltg llllic, more
weeks last year, after similar de- III .MINS.
home life produced.
Kuk-li Wllllainn
ductions. Company actually showed I'i'liT llailii'll
I.
....I'.irlii l,elimunn
lull. .1.' I':
Hot
Sobseqocnts
more than $2,000,000 increase in profit .Mil
Kai.ill il>' I'arMiil...
laiiiea MiiHon
n the 39 weeks, as compared with Mfi\ liow-.tli
Uiiliinil f'ulver
Full realization of what iiirnads
.\..lil.y
....Ml.'haol WlldtnR
CI Il k
last year (when profit was $2,751,864)
Vloli'ltf
Nani'y I'rice the war has made into the 21 -4S
before charges and Federal taxes.
l-'ayllTerry WalBh male theatre group became apparIlctly WarMn
While Universal's net profit was .Mm. .Ni.l.l.y i-l.irU.
<'A|itaill Mm l.clt'/.lo.
N Uholaa St'iart ent recently when different com$1,752,346, the corporation's provision MaJ.il
....K'Mrpl HIApanok panies
began^ getting reports of
K
U. WflndhnllMn dwindling bdxoffice busine.<;.<; in
for Federal taxes totalled $2,780,809 <;rni-i iil \ ,>ii It. li-hiiiaiiii
.<:ubCaptain III'
Inlin Ralew
in the period covered by the report. Suit. Li'^iii. .l.n-kj«iin
.'itiirt-nrl
OranRer sequent-run theatres. While gio.t.scs
Income tax was figure* at the 40%
in first-runs are way up. the .siibrale and excess profits tax at the
Occupied France a.s a land over- sequenta in the same cities have suf90% rate, because both schedules aip- flowing, if not with milk and honey fered.
pear likely to be adopted by Con- at least with plenty of good cognac
This Is particularly true in New
Manner in which and vintage champagnes not to
gress presently.
mention ample supplies of coffee and York City, of course, where thouthe tax bill has increased is shown
food, is one of the several surprises sands have been called into service
by the fact that the company pro- 'Secret Mi.ssion' has to offer.
It's from civilian lite without any comvided $2,029,809 more for taxes than .'^atisb'ing fare for war-minded audipensating war industry work to off-

M. Ilunt-R. Carlson
J.

B.
R.
R.
C.
L.

S

KruMi-r
Ulnliup

.

it

Upped Grosses Since '36

Edd«.

.liMl.'i:

ii,>ii':

it

principals,

Hi-i^rv

I-hv
'I'rM.h

WlUlo lloiil
himfr. in
might have been standKnillk Wlk'ni
Dr. fjiwi.Mi-o I'ImiinliiK
isn't, and predecessors
O'tll CunnlnKluim
nliiK
UirliLlH I'l
nulh Ford
make this suffer in comparison. ]':8(ell<>
Milton Panmna
Some original gags, neat animation John Oi^iniiliiK
Itolonil Drew
Wiillcr I'liiiniiiiii:
and color.
„ . .„ lliirme CImukIkk
l""'" .*<lcyonMiin
Screen Snapshots No. 2' (Col, 10 NutHi'
Marian ITdll
Ine» Qiiry
mins.)— Allyn Joslyn, as m.c, is lliiiilr
Kern Tung
Introes Miillo
shown baking a cake.
mothers of Hollywood screen stars—
This is strictly a workout for
also Bob Burns, Joan Davis, RosaEven Burns' clever Warners' stock company. No names,
lind Russell.
work fails to lift this out of the dull a trite horror story and modest progroove as these so-called snapshots duction relegate 'The Hidden Hand'
from Hollywood get more tiresome to the lower half of the duals.
with each succeeding Issue.
Type of story is remindful of
yarns used early in pictures and in
the serials.
It concerns a nut who
escapes from an asylum and returns
U's (1,752,346 Net Gain
to his former home, committing several murders before being appreIn Line With Constant
hended by' the authorities.

characters

is provided by most of 'he
with the star being Edvard Perssons. Photography is gen-

acting

erally good, as are the Sweden background scenes. Direction is slow.

i>Kiv l>v Jtiifun Klni;: plmlciKniirRiMiri .Mi'i^ov
Sli:irp; o.lltnr.
Spyniiuir.
Harry
.lliv.loi.

I'll

liiiKi'il

iirprise climax.
•Song of Victory" (Color cartoon
comedy. Col, 8 mins.')— Had this
l)cen I'hc first. cartoon in which Axis
dictators were thwarted by animal

J.

88

imperfect sound don't help, teria through money advanced by a
friend, the attempt at a robbery and
allhouuh music by Julian Bautlsta is
Production has been well the ex-sineer's conversion of the
would-be thief. Love develops bemounted, with old-time scenes set
tween the singer's daughter ^nd
by Gori Munoz particularly good. reformed thief, but the latter is the
.-irfor
appeal
strong
Film has especially
rested and finally cleared of the
femme audiences, but certain come- charges.
dy situations tossed in to relieve the
At no point is there any suspense
melodrama arc also helpful.
and the plot is so obvious as to make
Ray.
Its unraveling tcidious.
Some good
excellent.

lo overmaterial

cau.scs a laugh, three in succession
will triple the laughter is proved
rnllacious in this ishort.

C.

80
104
89

Langdon

\v;i.<tcd

tome

particularly moving, and the Engli>.h
subtitles are extremely poor.
Yarn deals with a former Swedish
opera singer who purchases a cafe-

ally

looks older, but he's a kid alongside
of the gags foisted on him
Couple of femme lookers are

87
88
58
117
7U

85

17

and occasion-

of continuity

Lack

.-ome
here.

101

IO<i

Col,

Langdon
mins.)— Langdon

Johnson

M. WooUey-R. McDoweU
Three Mesqneteers

~

The Big

TU ERES LA PAZ

reason

(Disney Cartoon)

WEEK OF BELEASE—8/27/42
M 69 J. Beal-W. McKay
One Thrilling Night (Mono) 7/1
M 81 L. Batrymorc-P. Dorn
Calling Dr. GlUesple (M-G) 6/17
M (1 J. 8heppard-L. Darnell
Loves of Edgar Allan Poe (20th) 7/8
Vengcnce of the West (Col)
Sabotage Sqnad (Col) R/s
Arizona Stagecoach (Mono)

less

usual for this issue.
Harry'
Harry
'Carry

llian

C. Grant-J. Arthur
B. Jones-T. McCoy
R. MiUand-B. Fields

A. MlUer

except there seems

ntji).

out.

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/6/42
Blondle For Victory (Col)
Crossroads (M-G) 6/24
Smart Alecks (Mono) 9/9
Klondyke Fnry (Mono)
7 /IS
Call of the Canyon (Rep) 8/19
It Happened In Flatbash (2«th)
Pardon My Saropg (U) 8/S

WhIUey

Parker-J. Archer

7/30/42

Continued from page 8

Col,

jocl.

STOa.795

$892,530

$1,644,834

smaller

communities

tering for the duration.

(SWEDISH-MADE)
Spri'lallleil

rpleaiM

ilpi.ra .SlnKPr

$1.0SS,S39

Likewise,

SOLIGA SOLBERG
of

I2mll

A.

'^rrhfUm )*a*r
l-alesiiian..
Dirc lnr nf (•bl|.li,.n-i4
.NiBlitivalihinnii

llnlRi-r

.'»Jolif rit

Ktny Owandner

Hume

\rno l.ln.lblail
Krlk Uoni-n
s,^n Meurk

• 1942
by Quarters)
This is a light Swedish comedy
$2,218,962 $1,023396
Note: All of 1941-42 figures are be- with limited appeal for Swedish.speaking audiences. Story has little
fore tax deductions.
aclion, its nationalistic spirit is
not

$I..S18.niS

tivity centers.

have felt the war comparatively to
a greater extent than larger citie.<:.
Non - industrial .communities and
rural towns not only have lost much

of the male population between 21
and 45, but have been doubly hard
hit by thousands leaving for ne.nrby
von Ribbentrop never heard of them. spots where they could receive the
Production value, especially in a benefit of higher wages and regular
massive underground fortress, dem- employment in war plants.
olition of which by bombing is the
Aside from very young p:iti'ons,
highlight of the picture, is considerably above average. Direction gen- the exhibitor In such localities has
erally is competent. Adequate per- had to depend heavily on older folks
formances are turned in by all the for patronage.
In most places of
principals, and bit parts are admi- this type, exhlbs
have suffered .serably handled. In the hands of a .skill- verely
because their older patrons
ful cutter thinne.ss of plot (chief
never have been steady theatregofault with lhi.sonc) could be largely
ers.
It has shown up in gro.<:.ses with
eliminated.
many exhibitors in the!;e towns
clamoring for rental adju.stments.
Mainly it has been a matter of securing rental adjustments or shut('Sunny Snnber(')

n

by Quarters)
Second
Third
Fourth
Quarter Quarter Quarter

Subsequents and neighborhood
houses also hav^ suffered in N. Y.
because many males, not called to
the colors, have migrated to war ac-

set.

Unlike the leisurely unfolding of
the story on the screen, this is the
of three Englishmen and one
Fighting French Army Intelligence
officer slipping into France to discover Ihe strength of the coastal defenses. Two of the quartet, posing as
champagne agents and friends of
von Ribbenlrop, succeed in getting
into the German G.H.Q., where tliey
obtain
the
information
wanted.
Thereafter, they are kept on the run
dodging their pursuers, a telephone
call to Berlin eliciting the info that

.Scaialla

(1941

First

ence."!.

tale

'$2,047,821 PfthrH:«>-ii pidiliicliiin. lilrei'ted liv I'l'liriuuin.
615,786 Story. Gulflo Valnntln and Harry l]">bnrff;
music, Alvnr Kraft.
Revlewoil at 4i)ita
• 1,250,283 Stiwl Ihi-nlic.
N.V.. Sopt. H. "IJ. Iliinnlnir
MINK.
• 1,062,216 iline,
r:il\ni.l rim-wn
238,792 .SolberE
Mr». .XollifiK
Malta ArlilllM
•
677,186 IjOtlPn
AniiH (lr«lii KrIuRtroni
• 1,988,524 I'flr
Cin-aii Itrrnltal'il
KallA Ainl<*iH.*iin
Tord Andi'rn'.n
» 1,084,999
KrBM«o i)l»«nt,
In,-,! jlcriihplin
•
Hiiko BJorne
591,176 i-arlenKoii
Mra. farlcsi.,,11
(Ii-rda BJornc
1,153,321 I.iHa f!arli-iiH.iii
InKor Sundberg
Mia N'nrdaUihl
2,390,772 .Ian CnrlMiwn
Dpcra Prima Dunna
Ilulhin Wcljden
4,396,499

V.

1941

Quarter

I-'.

PRC
make

campaign

would

the older folks the

strive

to

same steady

customers of the cinema they were
in the late '20s.

Such

a

campaign

is

rated the only sure means, of taking

up the slack caused by so
younger men going to war.

niiiny

Pair for Auer at Rep.
Hollywood. Sept. 22.
is as.'igncd lo hold
tht;
production reins on two new
pictures at Republic, .starting with

John H. Auer

'Tt.hiti Honey,' a Ruth Terry muroll Nov. 2.
Second
Is
an
untitled
Jane
Withers starrer, due to .••tai t about

sical, slated to

Dec.

15.

Wednesday, September 28, 1942
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FOOTBALL
THE BEST
\H K L0M6
PffiTURE

LOW TMEl

FRANKIE ALBERT
(All- American

CHAPMAN

•

KAY

PATTERSON

Scr«*n plor by

Dirtcted by

Quarter-Back)

SHIRLEY

MARGUERITiv

HOWARD

CHARLES BARTON

•

i.

GREEN,

Prodoted by

•

HARRIS

WIIUAM

ROBERT
•

STEVENS

IRENT. NICK lUKATS

SAM WHITE

•

A COLUMBIA

P/CTURI

NOW

IN

RELEASE!

Wednesday, September 23, 1942

PICTURES

eo

Minn. Exhibs Concede U.

S.

Tabu

Detroit's

Raw Stock

Boom

Biz CiogginrFlow

Continued from page

On Gas and

Tires Will Hasten

More

Blockbooking; Forego Decree Fight

only to the oompanles
which dusted off prior year product
during the 1941-42 season. These
cannot re-issue any more features
than were re-released last year and
the footage may not exceed the 1941
total.

Minneapolis, Sept.
will

curtail

by salesmen
Northwest Al-

Arden Screen Writer, Too

alike,

leaders here

are

certain

that

block selling of the entire season's

product will be back again soon, and
so they say they see no necessity of
a further flght to try to sustain the
Invalidated Minnesota anti-consent
decree law which carried such a
provision.
Selling in small blocks, it's pointed
out, necessitates more trips by salesmen into the territory. If these were
eliminated, exhibitors would have to
come here to do their buying for

each group. Much out-of-town booking now is being done by telephone.
Under all the circumstances, the
federal government itself, as well as
the distributors, wiU want to do
everything to reduce travel incidental to the selling and buying of
films, the Northwest Allied heads
feel.
The vast majority of Minnesota independent exhibitors prefer to
buy an entire season's output instead of by groups, it's asserted.
Northwest Allied leaders assert that
the independents feel that, as compared as to what they'd probably
have obtained If the consent decree
plan had prevailed, their present season deals have been advantageous.
Consent decree distrflbutors fought
the Minnesota law and finally succeeded in knocking it out after they

Hollywood. Sept. 22.
Robert Arden, resident war correspondent for 'Daily Variety' and
news commentator on KFWB, breaks
out as a screen writer at Columbia
with a war tale titled The Boy from
Stalingrad.'

Irving Briskin assigned Arden to

develop the yarn, dealing with the
adventures in Russia of five boys
and a girl, with a few adults for
background.

M.

P.

RELIEF COUNTRY

HOUSE OPENS SEPT. 27

Artists
posing It, they said, was because they Louise Closser Rale, the
foresaw costly complications If it Managers Guild and the British
became necessary to have a number Actors, Writers and Directors.
contributed
$10,W. S. Van Dyke
of different selling plans.
000 for a four-unit bungalow, and
double-unit cottages were donated
Fewer Fix, Longer Bobs
Guild
and
Screen
Directors
by the
Minneapolis, Sept. 22.
Foreseeing production curtailment Mark Sandrich.
Due for the dedication ceremonies
In the Interest of film conservation,
Richare
E.
V.
House
the trade here already has started of the Country
making its plans to lengttien runs. ards, A. H. Blank, Bob ODonnell,
Instead of one week being the stand- amon^ other theatre heads expected.
ard loop first-run schedule for a picture, the decks wUl be cleared to
make it a fortnight. Neighborhood London 'Outpost's' Pans
houses would eliminate at least one
weekly change.
Stir Haysites
With business ad brisk as it has
been, and expected to continue, and
with product op such a high level
Oontinued attacks on the Ameras currently, ihe longer engageican picture Industry for .allegedly
ments are not expected to Jmpose
any boxpflice hardships. In all this misrepresenting U. S. contained in
connection it's pointed out that The Outpost, a mimeographed tabhardly a week passes but that at loid published In London, have so
least one picture grosses sufficiently
aroused the Motion Picture Proto warrant a holdover.
Distributors Assn., that
John J. Friedl, Paramount circuit ducers
president, is a firm believer In the this publication and the tempest It
utmost extended playing time for has stirred up in Washington circles

On Pk

&

are to be mibject of a forthcoming
MPPDA huddle. Most recent one,
blasting the

Longtime Par-Nathanson
Tiff Climaxes in a Suit
An

outgrowth of the differences

between

Paramount

and

N.
L.
Nathanson,
former president of
Famous Players-Canadian, controlled
by Par, is a writ of summons issued
In Ontario Supreme Court, Toronto,
Monday (21) against Nathanson and
others seeking unstated damages as
well as control of certain theatres.

maximum proportions says 'Those
and^or distributors who
furnish prints to the theatres of the
Services will be allowed an
additional allotment of 50% of the
fllm actually used in these theatres.'
producers

Armed

National Screen's Setup
Though curtailed on service. NaScreen Service for the time
being at least will be able to continue supplying special trailers to
theatres, including those on stageshows, policy changes, contests, etc.,
but has asked accounts to get along
on as little footage as possible. A
week ago it appeared that theatres
might have to resort to slides or offtional

stage

voices,

amplified,

to

of

tell

forthcoming stage bills and the like.
Under the conservation program,
HoUywood, Sept, 22.
Fund's all distributors have agreed to ceilRelief
Picture

Motion
Country House In San Fernando
Valley will be officially dedicated
Sunday (27) with more than half
the planned quota of 40 guest bungalows already donated by film organizations and personalities.
Individual housing units have been
contributed thus far by Robert
Taylor and Barbara Stanwyck, William and Marion Setter, Ralph Morgan, BiUie Burke, Jean Hersholt,
Osa Massen Hersholt, Jack Benny,
friends of J. Walter Ruben, Otto
and OttiUe Kruger, Y. Frank FreeArnold,
had sold under Its provisions. But man, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
one of their principal reasons for op- Charles K. Feldman, Mary Pickford,

pictures. He believes It's an incentive for turning out the finest possible product. /

'bonus' clause which falls far
short of the majors' desires, in view
of the rapid growth of the Army's
circuit which has not yet reached

—

traveling

and exhibitors
lied

22.

transportation

restricted

pictures

manner

allegedly

ings

Ihnen Gets Another

—

The

Because

Of Pix From Extended 1st Rmis Down

re-issues

on

trailers for feature pictures,

ranging from 100 to 250 feet

'Angel Street,'

Nee

'Gasl^ht,' Farther

M-G

Gnnplicated by

situation that

exists with regard to the production

of a film version of 'Angel Street'

was

further

confused

when Metro announced
from Columbia,

Its

purchase

of the U. 8. screen

rights to 'Gaslight,' the fllm of

'Angel Street'
It

all

a

is

started

called

bought the U.

which

legit version.

a couple of years

ago when an English
pic

week

last

outfit

made

a

Columbia

'Gaslight;
S. rights,

but never re-

leased the picture.

Meantime,

Shepard Traube •ac-

quired the U. S. stage right* to 'Gasand rewrote, it into the hit
Since th^
play, 'Angel 'Street'
light'

do a film
and
Columbia con-

Traube

has

wanted

version

of

'Angel

couldn't

because

to

Ui'ie
and
president,
secretary-treasurer.

McCleary,

New

board of directors. Including
the above officers, consists of Robert
Peterson, Arthur Royce, Stan Rogers, Roland Anderson, William Flannery, Alfred Herman, Walter Keller,
Lewis Creber, Robert Haas, Hugh
Reticker, Alex Golitzen, Richard
Riedel and Charles.
In addition,
Charles Pyke and Frank Durlaur

were named

as directors to repre^
sent the assistant art directors.

PAR AND REP COUSINS
ON THE LOANOUT TRICK
Hollywood, Sept.

lot

Prominent among the loanees are
Richard Denning and Ellen Drew,

who

recently finished their chores In
Republic's
'Ice
Capades Revue.'
Martha O'Driscoll
and .Charley
Smith did loanout Jobs in 'Youth
Ou Parade.' Albert Dekker, under
Paramount contract, played in 'Yokel
Boy' and 'In Old California' on the
valley lot William Wri^t, although
new pacted by Columbia, did a Republic chore in "The Devil Pays Off'
as a Paramount loanout.
Susan
Hayward, Phillip Terry, Ella Neal
and Frances Gifford have been sold
up Cahuenga Pass at various times
to play in one-picture deals and seriuls.
Latest lend-out is Rod Cameron, who goes from the Par lot to
play the lead role in Republic's new
cllffhanger,
'G-Men
Versus
the
Black Dragon.'

make a revamp on

Nabe Theatres

and

'Gaslight'

couldn't because they

Pittsburgh,

its first-run

the

houses.

There are plenty of beefs from
operators of the subsequent houses
that there is a film blockade here
through the slow dribble of films
through the downtown houses and
that Detroit Is falling farther than
ever behind the national pace.
A week ago, for the first time in
the fllm history of the town, every
one of the downtown houses heldover.
The oddity is that on the
strength of the boxoffice returns all
of the theatres were warranted In
stretching out the runs.
It Isn't
unusual to have holdovers under the
financial conditions here today, but
it is a freaky and tough situation
for the subsequent runs when every
clearing house of the city Is going
Into long stretches. What's more the
houses, which usually flicked
bif!
pictures through on a weekly basis,
now are holding over for three
weelis.

The United Detroit chain is moving to meet the situation by swinging another house, the Madison, used
for reissues, into the flrst-run fold.
It will become the switchover house
for the chain which at the present
time operates three of the loop
houses.
The Palms-State, formerly
used as a switchover house, wilt
join the houses showing new product
A rough idea of how product \a%
been slowed down here through the
patronage the wealthy war workers
are giving the first-<run houses is refiected In the fact that the 'former
switchover house, the Palms-Stats,
will bow in its first-nui status with
'Wake Island' and will follow it with
'Yankee Doodle Dandy.' That's some
come-uppance after being a theatre
which took on the tag end of the
loop runs.
Exhibitors, while bemoaning the

slown-down of pictures into this
area, do see In the situation a probable answer to a curtailed production of pictures.
The war boom,

coupled with the curtailment of
other forms of civilian spending, is
seeing more picture-going by the
public for all films.
Since Detroit, particularly during
the economic upheavals, haa frequently been taken as a national
guinea pig, the present indication ia
in Pitt that a trimming down of product

couldn't get

Traube's tiUe, 'Angel Street'
Now Metro purchases 'Gaslight'
from Columbia and the situation
Traube still Inshifts, just a little.
sists he won't release 'Angel Street'
for a fllni until the legit run is con-

by increasing

—

WB

Likewise, Col has yenned to

light'

22.

Paramount and Republic are miles
apart in distance but they are nextdoor neighbors when it comes to
locnouts. In the last 18 montlis Rh)
has borrowed 11 players from Par,
paying the customary dividends
above the contractee's salaries and
at times building up names that
might have been forgotten if left
to languish without work on the

Vandals Wreck 2

boom being coupled with

a plx

war boom here, Detroit's loop Is
Art moving to meet the picture clog-up

22.

Society
Directors reelected W. B. Ihnen,
president; Bernard Herzbrun, vice

Street'

trolled the basic fllm rights via 'Gas-

With no more doubts that there
Is

home
The already muddled

Detroit, Sept. 22.

Term

Hollywood, Sept.
of Motion Picture

Sept

22.

Vandals

virtually wrecked two
nal>e houses in the liawrencevUle-Bloomfield district the Model
and the Arsenal, last week, destroying in several instances articles
which under existing priorities can-

WB

probably would be compensated by
the longer runs and general all<
around patronage. If it 'is coupled
with the fact that Hollywood makes
Its fewer pictures up to par, exhibitors here feel that they ean go
through the war with no headaches
at the boxoffice.

cluded, and that may be 12 or 18
The biggest problem thus far. Just
months hence. Likewise, the legit not possibly be replaced. Damages to show the new trend, Is to get the
stager insists he isn't interested in at both theatres were estimated at new product past the big raceptloi)
Yankee a Coast deal unless he can do some- several thousand dollars.
it is getting in the first-runs.
That

in which U. S.
distort

customs, traditions end home life,
was copied liberally by other American publications.
Result is reported to be that U. S.
government circles are perturbed
over the alleged adverse comment
such pictures create when sent
abroad. MPPDA session will attempt
to learn more about the publishers of
The Outpost, whether it is truly representative of Americans living in

England and how largely circulated.
is said to have been brewing
All that is known In industry cirfor some time following Nathanson's
cles Is that it is 'published by Amerresignation from FP-C and his enicans in Britain,' but nothing about
trance, with others, in the exhibition
its ownership or what is behind the
field in Canada through Odeon and
continued blasts directed at the
other circute.
U. S. film Industry.
Claimed that Nathanson, who was
Reported this week that so much
already building up a circuit of his
concern has been stirred up by the
own while still president of FP- publication
that the government is
Cpnadian, engaged in transactions seriously
considering steps to rigidly
which resulted in ownership of thea- censor all film exports.
Feared in
tres for himself prior to his resignathe trade this might develop to the
tion in May, 1941.
Also named in extent that a government body
the action brought at Toronto Is would say
exactly what could and
Clarence M. Robson, who was east- what could not
be shipped out of
ern division manager of FP-C while the U. S., with such
censorship of
Nathanson was prexy. In addition story themes, action, dialog, etc.,
to Nathanson and Robson, defend- cutting deeply into foreign
business,

thing beside 'escapist' pictures.
But it is known that Metro has
long wanted Traube on the lot as a
director and it is not inconceivable
that

M-G's buy

of

was

'Gaslight'

nothing but bait for Traube.

ODLUM'S ADDED RKO;
GRIFFIS

Matter

ADDS PAR

Washington, Sept 22.
Floyd Odium's American Co. of
owner,
beneficial
City,
Jersey
picked up 4,600 shares of Radio-

Keith-Orpheum
blocks,

common

increasing

Its

In

eight
to

holdings

it was disclosed In the Securand Exchange Commission re-

304,830,
ities

port of insiders transactions for the
period of July II to Aug. 10.
Stanton Griffls, director of Paramount Pictures, Inc., acquired 400
shares of his company's common,
bringing his holdings to 5,200 at the
month end. T. G, Latouche Trust
added a SOO-share block and its
month-end holdings were given as
ants Include Paul Nathanson, son of already badly shot.
There already 6,000 shares. Leonard H. Goldenson,
N. L., long active in both exhibition is a well-regulated customs censoran officer, reported holdings of 900
and distribution In Canada; and the ship which passes on all pictures
shares on June 25.
Odeon Theatres of Canada in which leaving the country as to military
Loew's, Inc., sold 1,000 shares of
Paul Nathanson was an ofHcer be- matters, but that does not pretend
its common in five blocks, reducing
fore his father quit FP-C.
to pass on angles of national cus- Its holdings to 25,350, and J. Robert
The number of theatres under toms, etc.
Rubin, v.p. and director, sold 700
Nbthanson control which FP-C seeks
If any federal censorship of story shares In four blocks, leaving
his
to obtain for itself is not indicated. themes and plots is installed, there
holdings at 6,765.
Among other things, an accounting are many in the industry who are
Loew's, Inc., acquired four shares
of receipts of the theatres and ex- inclined to believe it will be only of
Loews Boston Theatres common,
penditures in connection with their a matter of time imtil some sort of increasing its
holdings to 110,325
acquisition and operation, are sought. domestic censorship would follow.
shares.

Wreckers, who apparently hid in
the auditoriums after the last night
show, cut big slashes in the screens,
put the emergency lighting equipment out of order and ground candy
from the candy machines Into the
floor carpets from front to back of
the theatres.
Police believed the
same gang went to work on both
houses since the two were entered
on the same night. Damage at the

Model was more widespread than at
Arsenal, where things were sufflciently patched up to get the house
running by the following day.
Just a year ago, another Warner
nabe house was vandalized, then apparently by an anti-Semitic group
that slashed huge Nazi crosses into
the screen and painted the mark all
over the walls. Culprits were never
apprehended although police worked
on the case for months.

TITLE CHANGES
Hollywood, Sept.
"The Commandos Strike at
tag on 'The Commandos

new
at

Dawn'

at Columbia,

'Hold Your Horses'
Ain't Hay' at Universal.

22.

Dawn'

to

'In

became

Old Coney

to

well, however, for film ln»
and will puddle out into help

the subsequents once the present

situation is cleared up.

THREE 20TH PRODUCERS

SHARE SPERLING'S SKED
Hollywood, Sept.

'Hello, Frisco, Hello.'

Island,'

\

Three other Sperling i^roductlons,
'Goodbye Dolly Gray,' 'Down to the
Sea in Ships' and 'A Gentlemen
from Carolina,' go to Lamar Trotti,
and
three
others,
'Blindman's
House,' The Texas Volunteers' and
'Signal

Corps,'
Bassler.

'It

reverted to Its original title at 20thFox.
'Behind the Eight 33all' new tag on
'Off the Beaten Track' at Universal.

22.

Two pictures originally assigned
Milton
Sperling's
production
schedule at 20th-Fox have been
turned over to William Perlberg as
a result of Sperling's departure for
active service in the Marine Corps.
Films are 'Battle Stations' end
to

Come Robert

'The Crooked Circle' is release
handle on 'False'Faces' at Republic.
Hollywood, Sept 22.
'It Comes Up Love' is the new handle on Universal's 'On the Beam.'
'Eleven Were Brave' at Republic
will be released as Talse Faces.'
'Coney Island,' temporarily

changed

l>odes
terest

20th

are

re-assigned

to

GeU O'Hara
Hollywood, Sept. 22.
priorities on Mau-

Argument over
reen
cided

O'Hara's services was defavor of 20th-Fox, where
she has been assigned the top femme
role In The Immortal Sergeant' directed by J>hn Stahl.
RKO, which shares the star's contract, has postponed 'This Land Is
Mine,' in which she is cast with
Charles Laughton.
In
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Inside Stuff-Rctures

ROBBED OF $5,236
Walter Wanger, one ot the speakers in a 'Town Hall of the Air' discussion on 'Is America All-Out For War?', via the Blue network, and
WKLN from Richmond, Va., was asked by a woman in the audience
whether Hollywood and Its stars would be willing to have their incomes
sharply limited? The producer replied: 'I think members of the Hollywood community have proved they are willing to do anything to win the
war. I wonder whether the public fully realizes the amount of sacrifice
the stars have made for these Victory Bond drives and the like. After
taxes and living expenses are computed— it's quite a mathematical problem—they will be lucky to have even the cash for the face amount of
the taxes.

•We would like to make much more serious pictures, if only the public
would accept them,' added the producer, He previously had declared that
the people of the United States had for 20 years 'regimented' themselves
Into escapism and had lived in more or less of a fool's paradise, taking no
account of America's inescapable position in world affairs.

New high in union activities was reached last week when a delegation
office workers' union at a major company homeolTice marched
Into the president's office and demanded a hearing. The prexy saw them
and the union group laid down its demands.
from the

Sintfe it was not yet the noon
o(T in no uncertain terms.

lunch hour, the company president told
First, he said he would never discuss
union matters on company time. Secondly, he saw no reason for holding
open house for any group during office hours when he was attending to
'Thirdly, he stated bluntly he desired the entire
vital company affairs.
bunch to take themselves elsewhere, but pronto. They went.

them

Sam Coslow is starting production of jukebox soundies on the Fine Arts
lot in Hollywood, his R. C. M, Productions having signed to headquarter
Coslow's program calls for the
the unit there for the next 12 months.
production of 260 Soundies, 24 Government shorts for the Office of War
Information and a feature-length musical. Coslow, Major James Roosevelt and Fred Mills are the principal stockholders in R. C. M.
Coslow
and Ben Hersh. R. C. M. production manager, also have a financial interest in the Lum 'n' Abner series for RKO and are handling the details of
placing the third in the series into production while Jack Votion, who
formerly produced, is in the Army.
•.

St.

John, N.

21

norida Showmen Masterminding
Winters Outlook Under the

B., Sept. 22.

Thieves are increasing their attenand providing an-

Umout

tion to theatres,

other major problem for exhibitors.

Although severe dimouts along the closed throughout the winter, others
A break into the Halifax Capitol coastline are a drawback, a tough were added to the list last spring
winter up north, coupled with short- and early summer, sending the total
netted the intruders $5,236. A numage of fuel, may bring Florida a bet- to over 20. Just how many will b*
ber of other burglaries have In- ter season this year than it had last, in operation this winter
is hard to
volved losses of from $100 to $2,000. in the opinion of Frank Rogers, tell now, Rogers pointing out that
At the Capitol (Famous Players- president of the All-Florida circuit it's still difficult to prophesy what
Majority conditions will be.
Canadian) and a deluxe house of of close to 100 theatres.
comparatively recent origin, a steel control of the chain, blanketing the
Dimouls, War, Etc.
door into the building was smashed entire state except for Miami and
Dimouts along the Florida coast
through and then the top of the safe Miami Beach, is held by Paramount. actually
amount to a blackout so far
Rogers and other All-Florida exwas chiseled off.
as that state is concerned, Rogers
ecutives are in New York to discuss
Three breaks into the Regent, St.
He declared, also, that no
operating plans, policies, discuss the stated.
John, were fruitless for the thieves
one can appear on any beach after
product outlook and go over other
participating. The safe stood up to
p.m. and that the authorities are
matters. The others are B. B. Gar- 6
a terrific battering from hammers,
very strict concerning any visible
ner, general manager; Fred Kent,
axe, torch, sledge, chisel, etc. The
general counsel, and Marion Talley, lights, the driving of an auto over
marauders had to 'be satisfied with treasurer.
IS miles an hour and other regula$5 in nickels and some candy from
Business in Florida last winter was tions. This vitally affects business
a vending machine, Three entrances
disappointing, not only for theatres but there are other problems facing
,

in the early

morning or

at the final

show,

Mayfair,

John, were

at the

for what
in each

St.

to be a
case. One young
man was nabbed in the act ot breaking into the office. Safes in theatres
at a number of spots have been
moved away in trucks or cars and
broken open in woodlands several
futile

appeared

lonester

miles off. Documents only valuable
to the theatres have been torn up
or thrown away.

but other enterprises, with Miami
among other resort spots not getting
the play that was expected. Rogers
pointed out that while last fall they
had looked tgr a good season, they

the Florida operator.

In former years, as Rogers pointed

there was always a certain
amount of building and redecoratioa
the summer. The payrolls
were fooled. He cited an instance that were kept going on construction
where the All-Florida circuit spent over the out-of-season months ala lot of money putting a St. Augus- ways redounded to the benefit ot the
tine house into good condition and theatres but now there is no buildout,

during

Also, Rogers noted, constructhen didn't even open it because the ing.
general outlook was so discouraging. tion men have gone away to defense
some
remaining industries.
With
houses

The N. Y. News yesterday
dry

femme

stars currently

(Tues.), in citing the nervous coUapse of sunon bond tours, gave the picture business a left-

At the same time the News again plugged its pet drive for
pat.
a national lottery as a more expedient means to raise emergency funds

handed

.

government.

for the

From the film industry viewpoint, the News editorial came at an inopporlune moment since it's no secret that the hoped-for 'billion in September'
now looms disappointingly, and the picture business needs every bit of
press and morale cooperation from all concerned.
Producer

Sam Goldwyn outsmarted himself in trying
He asked Lowell Mellett

•The Real Glory' for reissue.

to

of

freshen up

OWI

to

get

Manuel Quecon, president of the Philippines, to write a foreword for the
Quezon was ill, but sent a commission to catch it at a preview.
The board ot three sat through it and burned up. Claimed it was unfair
to the Morros and put the Mohammedan religion in a false light. Recom-

picture.

Riended that the reissue be shelved indefinitely, or not issued until the
war was a memory. Mellett conveyed the request to producer
Goldwyn and the picture was placed upon the shelf.

Blobal

Capt. Barney Oldfleld, Nebraska Journal (Lincoln, Neb.) film critic and
newscaster, before coming a paratroopist, and one-time 'Variety' corraipondent, is still maintaining his predilection for marathon flfms. Oldfield
(nade Ripley as the champ moviegoer, having seen more than 500 pictures
^very 3'ear for five years, and even while in the Army last year hie
knocked off 261 pix. He sees the weekly five film changes at the campi.
Oldfield came to New York on a quickie visit and may do an INS series
on paratroopists, with U. S. Army approval.

Shortage of civilian craftsmen in the Hollywood studios may result In
the use of enlisted men for technical jobs on Government fllm^. So many
technical workers have left the picture industry for defense factories and
armed services that there is a serious lack of personnel to make training
shorts for use in Army camps and Naval stations. If the shortage grows
more stringent it is understood that former film craftsmen now in uniform may be assigned to military training pictures.

Hollywood can lay aside tho.se biographies of General Billy Mitchell because they will never gel by the Munitions Building on Constitution avenue. War Department has no powers of censorship, but it has to okay all
Army or military facilities are used. Producers realize
attempt to sugar up the General Mitchell scenario, and
the controversial truth would never get a green light in Washington.
Under the circumstances Hollywood will forget about this biography until
the whistles blow announcing the next armistice.
scripts where the
^his and will not

Warren William has ceased to be the 'Lone Wolf in his series of
mystery tales at Columbia. Actor continues to play the top role but the
lupine aspect has been dropped from the titles. Studio figured that inclusion of the Lone Wolf with the title on every marquee would eat up
• lot of unnecessary electricity and make the handle too unhandy. First
change under the new policy is 'One Dangerous Night," originally known

s

"The Lone Wolf Goes to a Party.'
Cliffhangers, once

'at

Republic with

aimed

the

The Bridge that Joined Sight and Sound!

at adventure-loving males, are taking a detour

idea

of entertaining

the

femme element

of the

which grows dominant in film houses as more and more boys
march away to war. More romance and not so many hairbreadth escapes

Kot

the studio's next chapter plays, 'Daredevils of the
West' and 'G-Men vs. the Black Dragon,' now being re-wrillen with accents on the softer touches that will appeal to femme customers.

As

William Jerters, president of the Union Pacific railroad, recently appointed U. S. rubber czar, is credited by many with pulling off the biggest
aim premiere ballyhoo on record when Cecil B. DeMille's 'Union Pacific'
Was shown in Omaha. In addition to flock of stars, six parades, three
days of celebration and premiere showing in three theatres, JelTers had
things so organized that more than 200,000 visitors poured into town.

to thunderclap.

population,
Is

the

new formula

in

0i>er,

but through a light valve bridge, sound

the tiny ribbons vibrate

through

raj'3

open and shut

at

is

put on film.

amazing spSed, they

of light which record the range of

Throughout the history of sound

pictures, a bridge

using this principle has proved a practical, economical method of
recording sound on film.

A

basic contribulion

by Western

Electrlow.

We

In order to help fill programs in single feature theatres. 'United
Stand,' Movietone documentary feature being released by 201h-Fox, presjently is being made available in two sized versions.
Besides the full-

length version, a tabloid edition running about 38 minutes also has been
cut from the
original.
One of first theatre chains to book the new version of 'United"

is

Warner

Bros. Theatres.

United Press dispatch from Chungking recounts how Butterfly Wu.
No. 1 film star, and her millionaire husband. Pan Yu-Sheng, posed
beggars with eight children to escape Jap-held Hongkong, to make
their way into
free China. Miss Wu gave her best performance as a b«"^aegled beggar to make good her escape.

ffrtping you to ptotlto tho Mrt «/
th* icortd^ through ftntr toulhd
rf cording and roproductlon -« ftotf
U'rttrrn Ettttrit't prhUiigo
for 26 ytart.

Electrical Research Products Dhisiou
or

fVesteru Electric Cottipatty

h**r\

HI IROAOWAV, NEW

YORK, N.

T.

l-hina's

^

let

sound— from whisper

I

Fourth of a

$erle$

of advertUement* covering ba$ic devetoprnenlt In the art of talking picture$

I
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20th-Fox s 4( Pictures for
Despite Product
FoUowine prolonged deliberalion
over next season's production schedule, with top company execs at one
time considering cutting the studio

EXTRA JOBS SLUMP,
Shortage of Labor Hits Everything
$168,000 UNDER JULY

M-43

Jam and Backlog

TEST SUIT ON SUNDAY
PIX IN JACKSON, MISS.

slate to 35 or 36 pictures for 1942-43,

20th-Fox has decided to turn out 46
pictures (in addition to 'Young Mr.
Pit> mnAe in England), according *p
William Goetz, vice - president in
charge of 20th studios who returned
to Hollywood last Friday (18). Top
number of pictures considered at any
time for the coming ^ear was 52.

Whether 20th will release all pictures
made this year remains
questionable, company execs having
repeatedly stated it was impossible
to foretell what conditions might be
six months from now. Studio will
have 35 or 36 films completed by
March and, depending on holdover
power, these may be considered
sufficient for 1942-43 release. Raw
film allocation later this season may
*also be a factor in the releasing
schedule.
After the production budget was
presented to the board of directors early this summer, 20th
execs stated that even if all the pic-

first

tiu-es

scheduled were produced they

would not necessarily all be
leased during the single season.

Some

re-

police interference, suits were filed
Friday (18) against the KenningtonSaenger Corp., which operates four
infour
other
and
theatres,
All were
dependent playhouses.
brought in the name of the district
and county attorneys.

going into immediate production of

some
some

12 story properties, despite that
of these were topical and would
deteriorate if held over for next year.

Jam

in bookings which followed
with' extended runs in key
situations holding up product for the

subsequents, was pointed up by some
of the toppers at 20th in support of
their contention that a smaller releasing schedule including more highbudget product would be enough to
keep both distribution forces and
theatres supplied with a full season's screen fodder.

Overhead

Argument against
number of releases

cutting

down on

at 2Dth

was that

overhead charges on the remaining
productions would automatically be
increased

so that . high-budgeters
to sell at still higher
levels to offset the upped cost of
studio operation. Where studio over-

would have

head may now run approximately
30% on around 50 pictures a reduction of 14 or 15 Dictures would
raise normal overhead charges to
around 40%.
Reduced studio activities were also
predicated to some extent on raw
film stock availability. Based on the
order issued last week by the War
Production Board, under which 20th
will cut down on celluloid by approximately 22%% as compared with
last year, Goetz said that the cut
from the original estimate of 52 pictures was believed sufficient to meet
the reduced stock allotment. Goetz
added that it would not be necessary
to cut running time on films arbitrarily, since the elimination of six
pictures from the schedule would
leave sufficient footage to allow for

normal running time based on

in

dividual production requirements.

With Pablicists For

lO^RetroactiyeHike
Following

several
months
of
negotiation,
Service
Corp.,
theatre subsidiary of RKO, has
signed a contract with the Screen
Publicists Guild to cover publicity
and advertising workers in the theatre department of the company.
Jonas Rosenfield, Jr., president of
the SPG, signed for the imion,

RKO

Malcolm Kingsberg, executive
of

RKO

v. -p.

in charge of theatre operations, for RKO.

Agreement provides
crease

retroactive

to

for a

10%

May

30

inlast,

OPERATORS

On

of the

RKO

ice unit have agreed to pleciKe 50%
of the retroactive pay to the purchase of war bonds during the industry's September drive.

Having been certified as collective
bargaining agency for the theatre
of Loew's. SPG is
tinuing negotiations with that

publicists

pany.

con-

com-

preceding

INDIESMAKING

MANY

FILMS

306,

which formerly bandied commercial
pix and are now turning out training
films for the Office of Civilian Defense, producers of jukebox shorts
also shooting

to Automatic Candy
Detroit,

M-G ADDS 4 TO ^42-43
FIRST BLOCK OF EIGHT

alone.

Herman

Gelber, president, has ap-

pealed to
invite

members of Empire to
to the next membership

all

him

'to give me the opportunity
of addressing you in person and answer any questions which may be
uppermost in your minds.'
In his lengthy letter to Empire

meeting

in which he reviews the 306situation, Gelber has the following to say, in part:
'Let it be perfectly clear at the
outset that not everybody is eager
for a solution to this problem. There
are interests and individuals who
gain from dual unionism.
It is in
the larger interest of the motion

picture operators of the City of New
York,
however,
that
exhibitors
should not be able to play one union
against the other.
'Father Boland. chairman of New
York State Labor Relations Board,
finally took a hand in the negotiations.
A number of conferences
were held. Only three points at that
time were left open:
'1.
Whether 306 would guarantee

ALTERNATE SKOURAS
AND RKO OPERATION
Under a unique arrangement

My

Gal,' 'Eyes in the Night,' 'Omaha
Trail' and "White Cargo,' all of which

have been tradeshown.

UNION TIEUP

chain presently has the Forest Hills
theatre, Forest Hills.
Completion of the theatre was
held up for some time due to priorities.

word

to

Father Boland that

all

ne-

would be broken off.
'What makes it doubly hard now
the fact that we apparently have
no authorized representatives of
Empire to deal with at present in
negotiations towards this end.
"The members of Local 306 have
nothing to gain individually from
the proposed merger except what
membership to members of Empire every motion picture operator in
within six months after application. New York City would gain from the
'2.
Whether the initiation fees benefits of one union. We sincerely
into 306 for Empire members instead desire to accomplish this.

of

discrimination

them by the employers

for
of

against
activi

favoring absorption
Empire
by 306 would be immediately admilted to membership in 306 with
lies

out wailing the six-month period.
'While Local 306 wa.s considering
these three final points which had
been referred to as ob.?lacles towards eflecting the plan of absorp
lion,
the olliceis of Empire sent

gotiations
is

'We believe that if the members
Empire are as ready and willing
do

it,

it

can be done.

But

it

of
to

requires

the cooperation of the members of
both unions. Where there's a will,
there is a way.'
In asking that he be Invited to a
meeting of the membership, Gelber
suggests that if possible members
may authorize the selection of a
few representatives with authority
to proceed to work out plans for
what he calls 'a solution of our common problem.'

too

coming under
ushers
are
scrutiny in the theatres with the officials
indicating that they don't
want the young ones in such work,
particularly in the evening hours,
llie older ones can't be got because
most of them already have fitted
themselves into jobs in the arsenals.
Industry here

INKY.

is

paying big money

to the gals with the unions seeing
there is no difference in pay for

women performing the same work
as men.
On top of that the big
Managers and assistant managers
of Loew's metropolitan New York
theatres have voted against certiflcati<m of two different unions seeking

C.
Loew's v.-p., stated
after the election.

plants here

realize

that

they will

have to depend more upon women
war goes along and not only

as the

has

set

high

wage standards

them but have established

for
training

schools. Waitresses have been walking out of restaurants and niteries,
clubs and theatres can't get lines
nor ushers and even when they do
up wages they can't compete with
the patriotic urge to do war work.
What makes plenty of them depressed is that the labor shortage
in the amusement world comes right
in the middle of a boom and there's
nothing to be done about it. What's
more, performers and musicians,
some of whom have been trying to

double shift, have been
a
abandoning show biz for the all-out

do

war

effort.

Even Candy Coonlcrs
San Francisco, Sept

CoDTentMHi Necessary,

Wisc.-MicL Indies Fee)

RKO

headed by George
Skouras, for two years. The Skouras
circuit,

finds

started a drive and are looking
closely into the age and working
conditions of girls who have been
substituted for males in other places.

and

Skouras

now

Gal

L0EWM6RS.NIX

RKO Trade Troubles Make

the Skouras circuit will alternate in the operation of the Midway, Forest Hills, L. I., a 2,200ser.ter which opens tonight (Wednesday) with a benefit performance
for the Red Cross, playing 'Desperate Journey* (WB).
is to operate the theatre for two years, then
it will go to the operation of the

Ellul,

be specified pictures.
work.'
The quartet added to the original
The bad feature in that is that the
eight Metro films are 'For Me and
State and local authorities now have

bargaining agency rights. Local 266
of the Building Service Employees
(AFL) and the Exhibitioji, Entermen.
last week that his R.C.M. Produc- tainment Employees National Union
At the same time, Abe Kindler, tions, Inc., had signed an agreement (unaffiliated).
president of Empire, is reported to which will headquarter production
Former received 18 votes at an
have been given the power to re- of his Soundies at the Fine Arts NLRB election held
last week, the
move any operator from the job now Studio in Hollywood. Major James latter 32, while 106 eligibles
cast
held or switch any of them from Roosevelt, Fred Mills and Coslow votes
against either union.
one theatre to another regardless own this firm.
'I am deeply gratified by Ihis vote
of any difference in scale paid. Emof confidence in the management
pire holds the booths in around 75
and policies of Loew's theatres',
theatres in N. Y., Brooklyn and Long
C.
Moskowitz,
Island.

Joseph

ever,

,

Seething over failure of 306 to effect a merger with Empire, latter
arbitrarily breaking off negotiations,

22.

William F. Rodgers, general sales many girls have been drained off by
manager for Metro, denies that the the arsenals and has to dub in film
company is designating the pictures bills to keep his house in the
which may be cancellable either out running.
of the first group of. eight or the enThe law also slapped down on
larged block of li.
Some buyers Arthur Harr, who runs the Strathare erroneously of the opinion that moor Recreation Center, because he
such instructions had gone out, one tried to hire fenome pin setters for
of the largest circuit users of film his bowling alley. Result was that
having said that he was given the State investigators blew up and got
impression by one of the Metro a warrant charging him with violatbranch managers that if he wanted ing the child labor laws and also
to cancel anything it would have to with putting girls in too hazardous

Government sub-

Picture Machine Operators of N. Y.,
With cancellation of the commerciting „ the circumstances leading to
a breakdown of recent merger ne- cial pictures scheduled at ISinoco
studios In the east, production of war
gotiations, the Empire State union
shorts and other types of film q>onhas taken stem measures designed
sored for informative purposes has
to muzzle the projectionists under
been lined up. From the west coast,
its banner.
Sam Coslow reports that his new
The N. Y.-chartered imion, long
program will Include 24 shorts for
a thorn in the side of 306, which Is
the Office of War Information in adaffiliated with the American Federadition to 260 jukebox Soundies and
tion of Labor, has placed an order
the third of the series of Lum & Abinto effect which calls for the immener pictures for RKO. Jack Votion,
diate expulsion of any of its memformer producer of the series. Is in
bers who reveal anything pertain- the Army.
ing to the union or its activities. This
While Minoco has given up proIncludes anything said to newspaper duction on the Coast, Coslow stated

Sept

Attempts to plug up the manpower shortages with women is no
cinch in this area where estimates

are that close to another 100,000
Already having started selling a women will be in war work before
block of eight pictures for 1942-43 the end of the year. Theatre, night
release, while other decree com- club and other salaries in the amuse,
panies are offering only five at a ment end can't stack up with the
time, Metro has added four more to wages, nor the appeal, of war work.
its initial group for a total of 12
The shortage of chorines now has
and has advised all exchanges that hit the burlesque houses with the
the one or two cancellation policy last theatre here without projection
would apply.
equipment, the Empress, installing
Accounts which have closed for it to substitute shadows for strippers.
the eight are not obligated to add The other two burley houses here
the four new pictures to the list but have been using pix along with their
may do so with the same cancella- stage stuff but the Empress has been
There is no separate going along for the past five years
tion figuring.
elimination on the four if bought with straight stage shows.
How-

jects.

cause

Serv-

the

month.

by its
Moving are

top of a letter received

members from Local

maintenance of membership, a 70%
shop at all times and severance pay of being $500 .should be S200.
'3.
Whether members of Empire
ranging to a total of 12 weeks pay
who were clearly discharged be
efter 10 years of service.

SPG members

for

.

Emp

Theatres Sign

3,033

STILL W(

men

RKO

against

EMPIRE BOOTH

later,

From Chorines

passed out in August, 1941.

Only 736 calls were sent out for
atmosphere players, chiefly in mob
and street scenes, in August, as

The Kennington suit asked for
corporation's
the
of
revocation
franchise on the ground that it allegedly had been violating the state
Independent film producers and
Sunday amusement law. Some of
small laboratories formerly tumine
the petitions will be heard this
out commercial films are rushing into
week, others will be heard in Noproduction of Government pictures
vember.
for morale, informative or training
The Kenningtop-Saenger Theatres purposes, with result that many of
advertised the usual Sunday shows
those threatened with extinction by
in Jackson newspapers Friday (18)
the War Production Board order
and Saturday (19).
eliminating raw film shipments for
advertising purposes are in a better
position than previously.
That various branches of the Government need film iii quantity, and
of a calibre sufficient to make U. S.
contracts of prime desirability. Is
perhaps best indicated In the large
volume of ceUuloid being turned out
by the Walt Disney studios, whicb to
a major extent is now devoted to
Government film production.
Aside from firms such as Wilding,

306

also arose a few
as to the adviseability of

question

weeks ago

Jackson, Miss., Sept. 22.
After several months during which
motion pictures were shown in Jackson regularly on* Sundays, without

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Job placements for the month of
August did a nosedive, according to
Central Casting Corp., which reports
gross earnings of $220,000, a drop of
It was slightly
$168,000 from July.
less by $100,000 than the wages

Milwaukee, Sept

22.

Although the Independent Theatre
Protective Association of Wisconsin

and Upper Michigan originally

fig-

ured on dropping its annual convention at least for this year to
save rubber, gas, and do its bit in
reducing other transportation as
becoming wartime conduct it now
hts been decided that the plight of
many exhibs calls for action now
more than at any other time. Hence,
a general confab has been called
for Sept 30-Oct. 1 at the Hotel
Schroeder here, with 'Let the Little Guy Live' as its central theme.
Shortage of product, film prices
and percentage deals and the exodus
of
population
from the smaller

—

—

towns to the war industrial centres
combine to create a situation such as
the showmen have not had to face
before, and their demand for action
has reached a belligerent stage.
This wartime convention, limited
to two days, will offer several departures from practices in previous
years. To get a full turnout for the
opening sessions, the annual banquet
will be held on the first day when
all routine' business will be taken
up.

This year's convention will have
no exhibits, the various dealers in
by-products of show business, who
in other years financed an annual
cocktail party, having nothing to
sell, what with priorities and
all,
and grimly convinced war is all

Sherman

said

it

was.

22.

Shortage of male help, along with
bringing a switchover from automatic machines to
candy counters in the peddling of
candy in local theatres. West Coast
Automatic Candy Co., which services
most of the circuits hereabouts on a
percentage basis, is replacing machines with the counters, staffed by
girls,
wherever possible, because
counters can be stocked for two
weeks in advance, whereas the machines need 'service twice a week.
Girls for the counters arc easier
to find than men to drive the service
trucks and tires to put on the trucks.
Mark Ailing, assistant mgr. RKO
tire rationing, is

Golden Gate, transferred

to

Denver

Fcmme Manager
Oakland, Cal.. Sept. 22.
Appointment of Teresa M. Callerl
as manager of the Roxie marks first
time a downtown theatre has been
placed in the hands of a woman.
Miss Calleri, originally private secretary to Clarence Laws, co-partner
with Joe Blumenfeld in the Roxie
and Esquire, has been doing pub->
licity for the two houses for several
years.

William E. Chamberlain, veteran
concert impresario in the Bay area,
has taken over active management
of the Berkeley for Laws-Blumenfeld. He will work it in conjunction
with
his
presentations.
concert
Chamberlain previously dabbled in
foreign films at the Campus in
Berkeley on rental from Fox WestCoast.

STORY BUYS
Hollywood, Sept.

22.

20th-Fox
'Bomber's
purchased
Moon,' magazine yarn by Leonard
Lee.
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PIGTUIIES

SkorrSubject^ecs Aver

WALSH-QUITS NLRB

0. S.

FOR 15G NE1K0 JOB

And Other

Hog Screens

Briefies

Holly^vood. Sept. 22.
William R. Walsh resigned as., regional director of National Labor
Relations Board for the HoUyivood

TheHOhase

23

MushGo On in Film^

Not on Rubber; Pegasus

Again

Flies

.

Government

With

reels

and the

Victory shorts produced by majors,
line with Lowell Mellett's proideas, being released currently
at the rate of two a week and rating
a must on theatre screen, regular
shorts are being crowded out ot
Short subject department
theatres.
heads last week registered complaints with the War Activities Committee requesting that "must* pictures be channeled on a more favorable basis claiming that if the jam
continued as at present, regular
short releases would continue to be
frozen out of theatres for the next
two or three months.
Sudden rush of non-commercial
must' shorts is reported due to each
of the majors assigned to the Mellett
shorts releasing them at the rate of
one per month in order to wash up
Added to the
their commitments.
Government reels, also rating priority on the screen, regular shorts are
being completely eliminated.
in

gram

CIO Move Seen

in Jersey

Front-of-House

WB Drive

dition.

effect

November.

in

Exhib objection

is

on two sources.

amount of time in the
15-minute subject will
take up. It will mean 45 minutes a
day or 10% of the total time most
houses are permitted to be open.
It has been pointed out in reply to
such objections that exhibs will have
three out of every four weeks without any MOI short at all on their
programs. Furthfermore, they have
been given four months to prepare
their schedules for the change.
Second cbjection to the films by
subsequents is that they don't get
them until seven or eight first runs
have played them.
That's figured
not too objectionable with a fiveminute film, but likely to irk audiences with anything as long as IS
First

the

is

program

a

minutes.

mm
Touch

to

Be Kayoed

By Operators SepL 28
Chicago, Sept 22.

a meeting slated for Sept. 2B. Permit policy formerly utilized b.union necessitated payments of more
than $200,000" yearly from nonmembers for permits to work. Polley has been bitterly criticized, with
new by-laws result of pleas by non-

members.
Local No. no is also negotiating
with Chicago theatre owners for a
new contract providing wage increases and a six-day week.
At
present, operators work seven days.
The union seeks to make the contract retroactive to Sept.
last

1,

when

the

contract expired.

New

Stagehands' Deal

labor
job is for two years at $15,-

all

labor

managers.

The International Alliance of
Theatrical Stage Employees, with
some managers and 'front-of-house'
help rounded up under its banner in
various parts of the country, would
be expected to stubbornly resist any
such move by the CIO same as in exchanges where the CIO has am-

Film Earners in

'4(M1

for

the

company

plant.
It is reported that Mannix
has l>een figuring for some time on
turning the studio's labor problems
over to a competent aide because of
his other heavy duties.

How

Shipbnihfing

Boom

New

For

Theatre Bldg.
22.

in 1940.

Irene Dunne appeared in the list
three times with total salaries of
Universal Pictures gave
her
Columbia Pictures
$137,500,
$135,000 and RKO Radio Pictures

managing director of Tri-TheaInc., and Frank R. Reardon,
business agent of Local 189, stagehands union, here.
Jace,
tres,

head of Fox houses in this
chairman fo- War Acmotion picture indus-

tivities of the

yDU feel that the following is newsworthy you have my permission to
use same.
On Feb. 14

completed the Grand
theatre, Richmond. 690 seats, built
of brick and Class B construction in
I

91 days.

On May 21 I leased a grocery store
Uie heart of Richmond and in
exactly three weeks opened this as
a theatre, seats 428, operates '24 hours
a day. Name, the Studio.
'

June

12

commenced remodeling

I

patriotic and propaganda angle even
if it doesn't make a dime.
Site of the newsreel theatre was
the location over 30 years ago for
the Lyric, one of the town's earliest
It was remodeled
picture houses.
for mercantile purposes and used
for years by the S. S. Kresge 5-and10 stores, which recently vacated the
premises, and the building now is
being remodeled again to revert to
its former use as a theatre, with 640
seating capacity.

Production board has OK'd

War

the project as materials salvaged In
the wrecking will be used again in
the rebuilding and no priority restrictions on the u.se of new materials will

were completed under the $5,000 limitation set by the War Production

Hollywood. Sept.

Nevermore,

you see John
Law in a high-powered car chasing
Ankles Diamond up the Sawmill
River Parkway through Bronx county in an equally high-powered car.
Even though they were stock models,
a car was always high-powered when
it broke into the first page in a chase
along those winding roads where
every skid whittled off a pound ot
latex.

«

They are not doing
The chase

pictures.

it
is

any more in
a huge per-

drama, but it can't
be done with gasoline any more;.
Rubber is too scarce. Old Dobbin
and his girl friend, the firay Mare,
and their progeny, the Roan Gelding,
are returning to their old jobs in the
films, picking 'em up and laying 'em
down on the winding roads as they
pursue miscreants in the cause ot
law and order.
Sol Wurtzel, at 20th-Fox. was the
to draw his pencil
first producer
through a sequence calling for an
automobile chase in the script ot
'Buried Alive.' The chase went on.
but afpot and on horseback. In ancentage of

other

all film

Who

Man

"The

picture.

Wouln't Die,' the script called tor the'
burning ot much rubber in winding
turns and sudden stops. Even though
the rubber burnage was contained in
stock shots, taken long t>etore the
war restrictions on tires, Wurtzel ordered them stricken out, and de-

manded horse chases instead.
His explanation was that Joe Public, who can't get any more tires for
the family bus, gets a feeling ot hot
resentment when he sees tires burning on the screen, even though they
burned two years Before the drama
was

be violated.

22.

dura-

at least for the

lion of the war, will

filmed.

Board.

New

$.''62,500.03.

Commenced work five weeks ago
on the Times, Richmond, seating 573
and will open this house Sept. 11. A
priority was granted on this project.
Bing Crosby was the highest paid This was formerly the Nash Automostar with $302,314 from Paramount
bile Agency.
Pictures and $150,d00 from Universal.
On July 5. commenced work in
Clark Gable received $298,544 in Vallejo on the former Studebaker
1940 and $357,500 in 1941 from
Automobile Agency and completed
Loew's.
this in four weeks. It seats 664.
Loew's paid Jeanette MacDonald
From there I took over the old
$300,000 in 1940 and only $173,333 in
library building in Alameda and
1941, and gave Robert Montgomery
transformed this into a theatre. I
$211,416 last year and $191,250 in
opened this last week. It seats 299.
Twentieth Century-Fox drew
1940.
A tear sheet is being sent under
$169,009 in checks for Tyrone Power
separate cover on this project The

York Theatres.

$90,000.

ill

1940.

who

or
year were
Wallace
Joan Crawford,
Beery,
$251,250;
$266,-538; Greta Garbo, $203,333; William Powell, $265,250; Spencer Tracy,
$247,383; Fred MacMurray, $246,333;
Ginger Rogers. $254,416; Charles
Deanna Durbin.
Boyer.
$220,833;
James Cagney. $362,500:
$203,106;
Stars

more
Gary

$200,000

collected

in the last reported
Cooper.
$287,671;

$291,905 to divvy up.
Chico of the Marx Bros, received
from Loew's last year.
$tl?.141.82
Harpo got 8c less and Groucho 26c

Charles Chaplin Film Corp. gave
Charlie Chaplin $163,000. Percy L.
Crosby got $96,000 from Skippy. Inc.
Bros. Pictures paid 30 individuals $75,000 or more; Universal
Pictures 28; Paramount Pictures 22;
Columbia Pictures 19; and 20th Cen-

Warner

tury-Fox

17.

name

of this theatre is the Times.
All three citie9,-Richmond,-VaHeJo
and Alameda are in the heart of the
California shipbuilding area. Richmond building laws compel first class
construction.
I realize that some of the above
seems unbelievable, but it was done
and in the period of time I have

mentioned.

Robert L. Lippert

Nevada War Workers
To Have Own Theatre
Las Vegas, Nev., Sept.
Basic Magnesium Corp.,
time company, is building

structure, seating 700,
in 30 days, and a peris

over-capacity crowds may come and
go without mishap.
Wichita, now reaching towards
200.000 population mark with fast
increasing aircraft industry workers, is crowding picture houses until it is a problem to get into a show,
and on
particularly in evenings

build

weekends.

is

HORACE HEIDT

Warner

FRANKIE CARLE

With
Buy • Unt

vnn mtVm't M*

Itr

^iidiuooed

In

All

iwvlo*

STRAND ?rk

Okays Bebailding
Indianapolis, Sept. 22.
state circuit will reGrand, largest house

Harris

Bloomington, Ind., destroyed by
fire July 2.
Firm has received government approval for use of materizls and will spend about $35,000
on reconstructing brick building.
Oscar Kushner, nabe operator, has
taken over the Tacoma from the
Tamler group here.
in

Hamilton Quits Shine
Rochester. N. Y.. Sept.

ture.

He warbles: 'The Horse
Knows Its Way Back Home.'

That

Hamilton,

manager

22.

of

Riviera for the last four
months, resigned and went to New
York. City Manager Bud Silverman
added the job to his duties tempor-

Schine's

arily.
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SAMUEL OOLOWVN PRESENTS

How

Bing Crosby's pals already are
gagging about a song he has in
•Dixie.' forthcoming Paramount pic-

As George M. Cohan

'Tankee Doodle Dandy"

ROBERT CUMMING8

advantage of it. There will be 15,000 workers in this area when the
plant

PERSON

IN

NANA BARRYMORE

expected to be open
for business in thfee months.
Understood the Government Is
making allowances for theatres,
along with stores and housing, in

Wichita, Sept. 22.
It is just like the old days at FoxMiller theatre now that the lights
are turned on and left on for several
minutes between shows in order that

Bros. Hit

own

the construction of war plants In
out-of-the-way districts. Deal here
is reported to be the first to take

Old-Time Prosperity

Warner

In

war-

ready

will t>e

manent house

JAMES CAGNEY

Flynn* Ronald Reagan

"DESPERATE JOURNEY"

a

film theatre as part of the plant being erected 10 miles from this city.

Temporary

BEG. FRIDAY, SEPT. 20
Errol

its

22.

Alliance, O., Sept. 22.

A new two-year contract, calling
»or a 10% wage increase the first
year, and additional raise the second
year, has been signed by Ray Wal-

reportedly the promoter of the new
project, convinced that the time is
propitious for establishing a theatre
devoted exclusively to newsreels and
shorts on war themes.
H. J. Fitz-

The writer has noted various news try and has become so thoroughly
items in 'Variety' wherein some ex- imbued with the Importance of -the
hibitor or other plans to convert a war effort that he believes the new
garage or store into a theatre. If venture will be worthwhile from a

the old Point theatre at Richmond
personal services showed Loew's, and installed a balcony to seat 100
Inc., with 80 individuals who reand renovated the house from front
ceived $75,000 and up in the 1941. to back.
Total seats 450.
Opened
fiscal year and 55 others, previously
Aug. IS.
unreported who picked up that much
The Studio and Point theatres

and more

is

state, is state

Editor, 'Variety':

in

Washington, Sept •22.
Treasury Secretary Morgenthau's
of persons receiving in exces.s of
$75,000 during the calendar year 1940
or the fiscal year ending in 1941 for

Although two previous attempts to
establish a newsreel theatre here
have flopped, in the Garden and in
the Strand (Fox), a third trial will
now be made in a new house built
expressly for the purpose and In a
presumably ideal location on Wisconsin avenue near Third street, a
permit having been issued by Building Inspector Leon M. Gurda for a
$39,000 remodeling Job on a store
structure fft this purpose.

gerald,

San Francisco, Sept

22.

Fox Wisconsin Theatres Corp.

Also Created a Sport

bitions.

MacDonald Among Top

relations

MVkee Thinks This Tune
A Newsreeler Will Click
Milwaukee. Sept.

under supervision of E. J. Mannix,
general manager of the Culver City

less.

New by-laws designed to abolish
the 'permit' which for more than
20 years has blocked admission of
new members into Chicago Local
110 of the Moving Picture Operators
Union, will be formally adopted at

new

Union, Local 1188, to organize 'front-

Bctte Davis. $271,083; and Errol
Flynn, $240,000.
Universal's combination of Bud
Abbott and Lou Costello received

Chi Tennit'

studio
his

of-the-house' employees in Warner
theatres in northern New Jersey, is
seen as the prelude to a nationwide
campaign on the part of the CIO
to organize similar help, as well as

list

BriUsb MOI FUn Hits Snsc
London, Sept. 22.
Ministry ot Information plan, to
replace
its
present S-lO-minute
weekly shorts with a 15-minute subject once a month, has aroused considerable objection among exhibs,
particularly in the subsequent runs.
Mi.tter is considered by exhib leaders not one for argument, however,
and discussion has been more or
less stifled when objections
have
been raised at regional meetings of
the Cinematograph Exhibitors Association.
New MOI plan goes into

into Metro as
contact.
Understood

Attempt of the United Theatrical 000 annually.
& Building Service Employees
New post calls for handling of

In New Jersey, the UTBSE is
seeking an election to cover Warner
theatre workers and has petitioned
the National Labor Relations Board
for a hearing in an effort to force
Meeting was held at War Activities
such an election. lATSE meantime
Committee headquarters in New
has been trying to wean Warner emYork last Thursday (17) afternoon ployees away from the CIO.
decided
to
seek
an
arwhen it was
rangement whereby the Victory
shorts and the Government reels
would be released at the rate of one Crosby, Gable, Dnime,
per week for both groups on an alternating basis.
Profits from the Victory shorts arc
being turned over to charitable organization with some short' subject
heads pointing out that it should not
be necessary to force them to forego
sales of their regular releases in ad-

and moved

district

GARY COOPER in
THE PRIDE OF
THE YANKEES
(TNI Lilt •( L»u Gehrig)
RaltaMtf Threuih
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RADIO

24

Gvilian Defense

Army-Navy Unite

in Policy

Fire Prevention

Of Back^hecking Commissions
For

Men From Radio

Washington, Sept.

A

joint

Army and Navy

22.

New

policy

rej^iilating the enlistment or commissioning of civilians employed in
radio broadcasting, television and
otiier communications services has
been adopted by the Secretary of
War and the Secretary of the Navy
0.1

the recommendation

Army and Navy

of.

Radio Books

words by David Sarnoff. William
Paley. James L. Fly and
•
Adolph Bolm.
•BBC Hand Book: 1942,' (BBC,
London, 60c).
'Radio In State and Territorial
Education Departments,' by Car-

recorded shows, will be distributed
by the Office of Civilian Defense to
radio stations throughout the country, to be broadcast during Fire
Prevention \/eek, starting Oct 4.
Pauline Gibson scripting the shows,

which were directed by members
assigned by the Radio Directors
Guild. They were produced in New
York with the American Federation
of Radio Artists granting a waiver
for the actors.

S.

positions

these communications services
In
will not be accepted for commission

or enlistment without first obtaining
a written release from the head of
the industry concerned. These key
ci> ilians include executives, heads of
major divisions or departments and
principal subdivisions, and technical
experts whose principal duties involve design, planning or research.
In the case of civilian employees
In these services whose jobs are outside the -xecutive and technicalexpert categories, a release from the
local Selective Service Board will be
required 1 ifore acceptance for enlistment or commission, if the applicant is a Selective Service registrant.
Ii a disagreement occurs between -tl ;
local l>oard and the industry concerned, appeal may be taken under
Selective Service regulations.
If the applicant is not a classified
Selective Service registrant, decision
a; to whether he may be accepted
liir commission or enlistment withou*: a release from the head of the
Industry will depend upon the merits
of the individual case. In the event
of disapproval by the head of the
industry the final decision will rest
v/ith a committee appointed by the
Joint Army anS Navy Personnel

Industry

The following arV new books

the Joint

Week

•Trial of Harry Morley' and 'Tom
Dixon Meetj the Enemy,' 15-minule

of pertinence to the trade:
M.OOO Years of Television,' by
Richard W. Hubbell of CBS (G.
Putnam, $2.25) with foreP.

Personnel Board.

Civilians ojcupying key

Contracts Tc^^yoinnent Takeover

Panline Gibson For

By

Atkinson (Meador. $1.50).
'Animal Allies,' by Nila Mack
of CBS (Julian Messner, $1).
'Recordings for School Use:

LOW PRESSURE
SALESMANSHIP

A

1942.'

catalog of appraisals

by

Robert Miles (World, Vonkers,

N. Y.).

Hfldegarde Loses Colgate

Job Because of Jolson's

The Blue Network has a sponsor
who hopes that his program, a Sunday matinee half-hour of music,
won't sell any goods. The account
is Lance, Inc., maker of Toastchee
peanut butter and cheese crackers.
Morse International, the agency
involved, is watching the product's
sales chart anxiously, because the

California Insistence

when he

started the series,
cautioned that he would pull it olT

sponsor,

the

network

if

it

increased

singing assignment on the

new

radio

program when

over

CBS

the

song-

Oct.

6.

This

own

it

is

deal

starts

due

to

the

Palmer

Shortwave About Ready
-w-

Signaturing of contracts for Gov.
of all time on the

ernment takeover
Washington, Sept.

Radio broadcasters have
ceived high praise from the

22.

re-

War

for their work in
popularizii.g the use of V-mall
over their transmitters. Lt Col.
Ed Kirby, chief of the radio
branch of the Army's public relations bureau, said the stations
did an 'outstanding job' which
resulted in boosting the volume
of photomicrofllm mail to Ameri-

Department

can service
100%.

men

overseas almost

With development of the Vpi'an into a full-scale

opera-

War Department's radio
branch undertook a promotion
campaign on the radio to bring
the new type of mail service to
public attention. The campaign
opened Aug. 23 with a spot on
the Army Hour, the official War
Department radio program, and
was carried on during the following two weeks through spots
and announcements on hundreds
of established programs, both
su.staining and commercial, on
networks and local stations.
tion, the

sales.

air was
to garnish the product with a little
more prestige and also to keep the
trade name before the public for the
duration. He doesn't want to expand
his business and he prefers to keep
sales just about where they are

The reason he went on the
Al Jolson's cabled instructions to
Colgate-Palmolive-Peet that his second 26 weeks must emanate from
California cost Hildegarde the No. 1

S.

V-Mail Well Sold

mail

roll

J.

Of U.

now.

Stanley Richardson

Now

Heads NBC's London
Office Vice Fred Bate
Stanley Richardson, formerly with
the office of Censorship and liaison

nation's shortwave outlets

«d

is

expccl-

to take place in three weeks or
Lawyers for the Office of the

less.

Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs have been huddling on details
of the pacts with licensees during
the past three weeks.
Time will be shared by the OfTice
of War Information and the InterAmerican Affairs agency, with the
coin to pay for It coming out of both
their budgets, but details of drawing the contracts are being left to
the Rockefeller Committee. Having

been set up and functioning for considerably longer than the OWI it is
considered better able to handle
such matters.
Plan being worked out calls for
the CIAA to control DX time from
around 4 p.m. to midnight daily
(best time for reaching Latin American audiences) and the OWI to use
the other 16 hours of the day. Gov-

ernment agencies

will leave actual
operation of the facilities to the
present licensees, who will also con-

tinue to do quite a bit of their

own

programming.

A number of the outlets will be
linked together to cprry the same
programs on various wavelengths
under the new setup, instead of each
of eight sets of transmitters spraying at random. This will be one of
the major advantages to the Government of acquiring the time. Another
will be that the OWI and CIAA will
no longer have to cajole stations int?
using copy they suggest and will
have direct control over everything
that goes out.
Principal aim of the attorneys now
Is to work out in the contracts covering NBC and CBS shortwave facilities a formula that can be applied generally to the country's 14
transmitters, which arc in the hands
of eight owners.

between the Government and U. S.
shortwave broadcasters, has been
given the management of NBC's
Board.
London office. Fred Bate is foreign
chief in New York now.
Richardson had also worked for
Cincinnati, Sept. 22.
This season, as for several years the Associated Press and been secreAmbassador Joseph E.
to
past, WLW is carrying its own spe- tary
Sherwood on 'Truth'
weeks of the 26 would emanate cial broadcasts of Saturday after- Davies.
Schenectady, Sept. 22.
from N. Y., colncidentally with her noon football games. Notre Dame is
Robert E. Sherwood, head of the
Plaza date, and then time-out 11 carded for Its entire schedule with John Holbrook Works For overseas branch of the Oflice of Wair
weeks for Chi, but she would re- the Sinclair Refining as sponsor.
yesterday
declared
Information,
Dehydrated Soup Firm (Monday) that the
sume again in N. Y. The Coast Dick Bray is handling the play-byUnited States has
Chicago, Sept. 22.
For Music play accounts.
switch stymied her.
one form of strength that the enemy
the
KentuckyStation
carried
John Holbrook, newscaster. Is does not possess' and that is th^
Corp. of America, which is packaging the entire Jolson show (Parkya- Georgia game from Louisville Sat- signed for the 1:45 to 2 p.m. news 'power of truth,' which eventually
kakas, Elaine Arden, Ray Block's urday (19) and will have Bray period, M-W-F over WGN.
will prove a most strategic weapon
Wyler & Co., manufacturer of de- in the battle of shortwave propaorch) it would entail three different describe the Ohio-State-Fort Knox
sets of featured vocalists.
Soldiers tilt Sept 26, at Columbus. hydrated soups and bouillon cubes ganda. The occasion of the remarit
While the networks and ad agenCarol Bruce has been booked in Paul Jones assists Bray on commer- is the sponsor; Goodkind, Joice & was the dedication of WGEO's hike
cies have yet to hear from Wash- for the Hildegarde spot.
Morgan, the agency.
cials and as announcer.
to 100,000 watts.
ington on a proposal that key proThe Axis, said, Sherwood, has
duction men as well as other key
been too successful in poisoning the
executives be assigned to an esairwaves of the world with theii
sential class
under the selective
propaganda of deception, corruption
service law, the Government has aland demoralization.' The voice of
ready begun to grant exemptions in
the United Nations, he continued,
individual cases. At the express rehas been sincere and honest, but it
States, cannot be observed verbally while be- has been feeble as compared to the
It .«hould not go unrecorded in plain terms
quest of-William S. Paley, CBS prez,
the network's v.p. in charge of sta- that the radio industry, and 13y .implication the
ing pushed around in any way in juggling op- blatant voices of Germany. Japan,
tion relation, Herbert Akerberg, has
American people, are accepting Government erations, or passing off Government orders as Italy and their satellites.' Sherwood
been put in Class 3-B, which covers
stated that he urged broadcasting
spontaneous with private parties.
operation and control of shortwave radio at
those with dependents who have imthe truth of Allied lo.sses as well aS
this time precisely in the same mood they preportant defense jobs.
gains because, when the tide turns,
Americans hat* censorship and so long as the listeners in the countries oonV
Paley had based his application on viously accepted censorship.
These are evil
Akerberg's
behalf
on
the
cirthey are reminded frequently that it exists quered by the Axis will believe and
necessities of war. A democratic peoplf must
cumstance that it would be difficult
they will undoubtedly see to it that it ends as be encouraged.
give in to, but is not required to like, such
to replace Akerberg because of his
soon as possible. It was partly popular rebackground and technical knowl- Government domination. The Government has
action to the drastic and often brutal suppresedge. Akerberg, who started out as usually implied, rather than flatly and unan engineer, has been with the de- equivocally stated, that privileges will be resions of the last war that brought the bitter
partment for 14 years and has turned after the war. The war may be long
and hateful reaction against Woodrow Wilson.
headed it for the past seven years.
what
and
is eventually 'returned' may not too
CBS has to date sought no other deCitizens in general are probably indifferent
ferments.
Class 3-B is not a per- closely resemble what was taken. Again, that
manent classification. Its cases are is an unavoidable risk of war.
The impor- to the Government takeover of shortwave.
reviewable every six months.
tant thing is that people be frequently reThat is because in general they do not know
Action in Akerberg's instances
minded that they are getting censorship, not it is happening and the issues are too involved
comes several weeks after network
and vague, especially under a haze of war
news, so that they will not grow accustomed to
officials and ad agency heads met
secrecy, to be readily understood. The logic
with Elmer Davis, chief of the Of- holdouts, and that shortwave radio is being
fice of War Information, and disof the takeover is probably beyond argument,
taken over as an emergency measure only
cussed the question of evolving a without public debate or public referendum.
but the need for clear statements of how it will
Lynchburg, Sept. Vi,
basis for obtaining exemption for
be u^ed calls for something more specific than
Trl-Cities Network, made up of
men essential to the directive phases
typical wartime ambiguity.
Industry qualms about wartime officeholdof broadcasting.
Only exemptions
WLVA in Lynchburg, WSLS, Ro^jvesked for and obtained by NBC and ers or unknown niinions down the line doing
ake, and WBTM, Danville, is the
the Blue Networks have involved violence to American radio prestige are not
All overs of freedom agree that censorship latest package to be picked up by
their engineering staffs.
mere carping opposition of the kind that Gov- when applied beyond the actual needs of win- the Blue. Stations will continue
ning a war or continued after the moment of Mutual while handling Blue's basic
ernment representatives often discount as the
natural squawking of businessmen. There are
victory is something to bellow about in high supplemental shows.
GEO. JESSEL
First account using the stations
fundamental issues involved in any wartime
peevishness.
Less clear to lovers of freedom
will be (^oca-Cola Spotlight Band^.
takeover of i)riv:ito operations, especially
is the actual or prospective significance of the
Several others tentatively lined W,
where it i)asses the reality of absolute control
Government takeover of shortwave (and no including Raymond Gram Swin'^,
to Government while in any way seeking to
spongy words can hide that it is a takeover), who was on Mutual in these parts
George Jessel has made 50 'Hello
keep alive, or not to dispel, tiic impression that
but that there are real and deep dangers seems before shifting to Blue.
Mom' transcriptions of what may
all too evident.
No doubt the men in charge
reach 500 for Globe Beer Co., of the involved ojicrations are still in private
will see this very well and, granting their sinBaltimore marketing Arrow Beer, hands.
Reggie Scheubel Joins
Joseph Katz is the agency.
cerity (and it must be granted) they will no
Disks are used only around BaltiAngle-shooting is not more attractive in ofDuane Jones Agency
doubt issue assurances not so much to the ramore, Washington, Richmond, Va. ficial operations
than in private business. It
Reggie Scheubel last week joined
dio itidustry as to the American public. These
and .such keys where the Arrow
of
are times when the American public can use the I)uane -Jones agency as head
brew is known, but will extend na- certainly needs to be cmi)hasizcd in the overthe time buying department.
a few assurances. People are neck-high in bad
tionally in ratio to extension of the whelming confusion of liie present that the
She recently resigned from the
market.
propaganda of truth, the boast of the United
news, dire predictions and glum outlook.
Biow Co., after 11 years on the Job.

AKERBERG

3-B

stress'

for

kbuse. Chicago, following her debut
tonight (Wed.) into the Hotel Plaza's
newly redecorated Persian Room,
N. Y. Miss Hildegarde works both
choice hotels on percentage and
can't forego the Chi booking to
travel to Hollywood.
It was agreed that the first 15

NOTRE DAME GAMES
ON WLW FOR SINCLAIR

AT REQUEST

OF CBS

LET IT NOT BE A SECRET

MUTUAL SHOWS

REAPPEAR
VIA BLUE

1

ON WAX
FOR BALTO BREWERY

,

—
Wtednfeeday, September'- 2B,

All Up-to-^hootiiig

Need a

of the Office of War In(ormalion, is aslcing each of the
country's stations to name one. OWI

bureau

has found that a good percentage
of its broadcast material and transcriptions is going astray and is not
getting into the hands of the right
people in the stations.

To make

OWI

efforts

its

more

Program' Liaison

effective

Wild Horse Stanley
22.

filiate

WBBM.

Paley's spieech overlapped the
six o'clock mark and
had
a spot announcement to make.

Meetinn of Office of

War

Information to Revise and Plan New 'Thematic Allocation' Is Held
in New York With 100
Admen Present

WBBM

would like each 'station to
war program manager who

name

[ Government Requests Running Heavy
First

Chicago, Sept.

William Paley, president of
CBS, speaking from London
Saturday night on the/ roundup
of world news, was cut off his
own network by CBS-owned af-

LAROCHE UNQUOTABLE

official station

contact

with OWI. The name of the person
chosen should be sent to the radio

PAT FOR BLUE

chief in Washington and thereafter
background material bulletins,
transcriptions and specific Infortnaregarding programming and
tlon
policy, urgent campaigns and telegrams relating to these will be adall

dressed to the war program manager for channeling within the staorganization.

tion's

Background

material pamphlets
will, of course, continue to be sent
directly to writers who have asked
for them.

LOCKHEED ON
CBS MONDAYS
Hollywood, Sept.

22.

buy air time
Burbank's Lockheed tt Vega.
Quarter hour on CBS Monday nights
bought with program format still
undetermined.
It goes transcontinental with repeat for Coast. Lord & Thomas,
Agency on the account, hasn't decided whether to originate the series
here or in New York.
First aircraft outfit to

\3

Minneapolis, Sept. 22.
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP presimanager,
general
dent
and
halted a runaway horse on a St.
Paul street after hundreds of
pedestrians and motorists had
given it a clear jiath.
Afterwards he explained to
newspaper reporters that the
boyhood he spent on a farm
stood him in good stead in the

emergency.

a

would be the

WAR SHOWS
Kansas City. Sept. 22.
The Blue Network became the
winner of the seventh annual radio
of
the American
Legion
Auxiliary. The award, which this
yeai- was based on effective contri-

award

Presentation of a new 'thematic"
allocation plan and two proposed
'cavalcades'
were the two
principal Office of War Information
serial

MUST DECIDE

contributions

to the meeting last
Friday afternoon
with ad
(18)
agency men and network executives
at Radio City, N. Y. The gathering,
first of a series to be held in New
York, Chicago and Hollywood to
ignite the OWI's planned drive to
'sell'
the war to the country via
radio, drew an attendance of about

BVCS FUTURE

In

Transamerican Serial
For Benton

Benton

&

Bowles

&

Bowles agency is burning
at
Transamerican over the
writer setup on 'Don Winslow of the
Navy,' which starts Oct. 5 as a live
serial on the Blue network for General Foods.
Since it started five
years ago as a recorded show, 'Winslow;" has been scripted by Albert
Barker and after it was given a 26weck trial run by B. fit B. for the
food account last season, it was
bought again ftom Transamerican
on B. & B.'s tacit understanding that
Barker was to continue as author.
Package price for this season was
increased and B. Si B. on learning
that Barker is not to write the program
this
agency
season,
the
sought an explanation. Transamerican reports only 'Barker Is not
available' No other writer has been

permanently assigned.
Meanwhile, Barker, who was refused a riiisc by Transamerican to
continue authoring the show, has
resigned from the production firm
and is now freelancing.
He has
taken over scripting of 'The Commandos' for CBS and is continuing
various gratis writing assignments
for the Government. In addition to
'Winslow,' he wrote 'Little Orphan

Annie' and 'Terry and the Pirates,'
as

well

as

corded show,

a

General Motors reTransamerican.

all for

Post Flakes Sponsoring
Hal Burdick's 'Editor'
Burdick's
one-man show,
has been bought by
Benton & Bowles for a weekly halfhour .sprciul on the Coast, starting
Oct. 5. for General Foods
(Post
H;il

'Ni.iilit

Br.Tii

Eriiior'.

FlaicosV
Pro'.;rani consists of straight narlalivc written and read by Burdick
wiilKni rliamalization, sound effects
or nui.-^ic.

Washington, Sept. 22.
Spot announcements on behalf of
fuel oil conservation program

the

have been temporarily given priority over the "Treasury's spot time
scripts pushing war bond sales. W. B.
Lewis, chief of the radio bureau of
the Office of War Information, has
notified station managers that Secretary Morgenthau's department has
agreed to have radio stations substitute fuel oil announcements for th«
Treasury spot broadcasts during th«
period up to Oct. 7. Regular mater,
ial from the Treasury will continue
to go to the stations but this is to
be used only as copy ideas and background material for the regular
Treasury programs.

OWI's radio chief admitted that
the spot time asked for by the Government for the United Nations, the
Treasury and other official efforts
'make a pretty tight schedule' but
emphasized the seriousness o( the

fuel problem this winter.
Importance of the fuel problem to
John Shepard, 3rd, head of the
Yankee Network, has called a meet- the war effort and the health of the

ing
the Broadcasters Victory
of
100.
Announcement of the new 'the- Council, of which he is chairman,
bution to the war effort, was an- matic' allocation plan, under which for tomorrow (Wednesday) in Chinounced at the Legion convention the OWI will suggest various war cago. The board of directors of the
Monday (21). E. R. Boroff, v.p. In themes to be integrated into the National Association of Broadcasters
charge of the central division of the scripts of network shows, all on a will meet In the same town during
network, accepted the plaque.
voluntary basis, drew little open the following two days (Thursday
Among the Blue programs cited comment from those present. How- and Friday).
Shepard's reason for arranging his
in the award were 'This Nation At ever, the suggestion of special 'guest'
In
War Time,' serials on NBC and CBS evoked gathering preliminary to the opening
'Children
War,'
'Listen, America,' "America's Town some controversy.
of the N.A.B. board session is to
Meeting of the Air." 'Meet Your
Speakers for the OWI at the ses- scout his council associates on the
Navy.' 'Daughters of Uncle Sam,' sion included W. B. Lewis, head of question of the N.A.B. taking over
'Service With a Smith," 'Wake Up, domestic radio, and George Zachary, the financing of the BVC. When the
America' and 'What Can I Do."
OWI's radio production chief. Ches- BVC was created the industry as a
ter LaRoche made an 'off-the-record' whole assumed the operating costs
t«]k supporting the role of com- of the council. The assessment form
JACK PEARL'S
mercial advertising in wartime, and ula was a sum equal to a station's
Kay I^ser, prevented by plane evening quarter-hour. The fund Is
To Include Hall, Beynolds, Merrill— schedule delays from appearing on running out and it is now up to the
On 63 Mntoal Stations
time, was represented by an emo- council to determine a basis upon
tionally-rousing recorded speech In which the N.A.B. would do the
Brad Reynolds and Joan Merrill behalf of greater civilian participa- underwriting for the future.
will share the vocal department on tion in the war.
the Jack Pearl progi-am which debuts
The controversy over the OWI's
on Mutual Wednesday, Oct. 14 ,tor serial plan broke out when Tom
(Schenley). Revere, Bates agency radio head, and
Cresta Blanca Wines
Time will be 9: IS to 10 p.m. Morton Jack Mullen, of Benton & Bowles, Brooklyn diood Bank Benefits From
Gould will direct the orchestra, Cliff expressed the opinion that it is imAppeal
Hall will feed Pearl and Billy K. practical After considerable comWells will write the comic"s material. ment from all sides. Revere finally
An appeal for volunteer blood
"The hookup will comprise 63 sta- suggested, as an alternative for the
to save a woman's life
donors
tions, with the broadcast originating
OWI plan, that the networks con- broadcast by Dick Gilbert, WHN's
from the Mutual Playhouse in New tribute the time for existing seriak
singing disc jockey, Friday (18) afYork. Pearl in his routine will refer and let the agencies then include
ternoon sent more than 20 persons
to his origin as being Holland instead Government messages in such shows.
hospital^
rushing to
Peter"s
St.
of Bavaria because "that man moved That was immediately opposed by
Brooklyn, while dozens more telC'
tht networks, OWI reps and other phoned offers of aid.
The emer->.
agency men. Although the majority gency call for rare Type-B blood
of agency and network men ap- came in during his dally 1-2:30 platCharies D.
peared to think there will be nu- ter program and interrupted momen'
carrying out tarily an interview with maestro
Office merous difficulties inthey
Weed's
Indicated Dick
the OWI serial plan,
Jurgens,
currently
the
at
Weed & Co. has opened a Boston willingness to try.
Strand, N. Y.
office and Charles D. Kcan will
'Gaest Serials"
"Fiankly, we were on a spot," a
manage it.
Under the OWI plan, various of hospital spokesman said later, "as
Kean was associate professor of the leading sponsored daytime we had used all of that type of
advertising and marketing at Boston serials would do a week each of blood in our blood bank. Thanks to
University and had l>een connected extra
weeks' an amazing and immediate response,
Such
broadcasts.
with the Goulston agency and the shows would be outside the regular another life has been saved through
Boston Post.
story line, but would have plot and the medium of broadcasting."
situation using themes suggested by
They would be
the Government.
written by the regular scriptcrs of mous complexities and difficulties,
Goes
Mutual the
shows and produced by the same many of them not predictable in adagencies with the same personnel. vance, to be surmounted in carrying
Cleveland. Sept. 22.
They would carry Government an- out the plan and that confusion may
With a 45-minute Mutual network nouncements instead of commercial result among listeners. That may
be
show, WHK-WCLE will become a plugs. The networks have agreed to particularly true in the case of cer
full-time MBC affiliate. Sept. 28.
contribute the time and AFRA has tain local stations or repeat broadBaggiore,
famed
tenor,
will
Attilio
waved its regular wage require- casts, etc. However, OWI officials
highlight show from Cleveland with ments.
believe the difficulties may be solved
comedians Joe Gentile, Ralph Binge
CBS has set aside the 9:46-10 a.m. if the various people involved perand soprano Elvera Ruppel also segment across the board for the sist in efforts to work them out. And
serial 'cavalcade' for a 13-week min- they assert that even if the serial
supplying talents.
promised
imum,
while
NBC
has
the
Commented H, K. Carpenter, staidea proves successful in only a
tion general manager, on the change, 10-10: 15 a.m. period for at least minor
degree it will accomplish
Under the proposed something in getting vital messages
"putting it simply, we will now eight weeks.
exercise a greater deal of control setup, the Compton agency, for in- to masses of people. It was stressed
stance,
might
offer
the
Procter
&
by these OWI reps that the entire
over our own programs than ever
Gamble
serial, 'Against the Storm," plan i.s voluntary,
so anyone who
before."
for one of the weeks. Using themes doesn't like it is not obligated
to
and material .supplied by the OWI. participate.
co-authors
Sandra
and
Gerda
Idea is to put the plan into operaBenny's
Michael
would write a special lion within a few weeks.
Hollywood. Sept. 22,
week"s sequence. It would be aired
Sam Clark, Warners exploiteer. in the 10-10:15 a.m. time on NBC
goes with Jack Benny to handle pub- and would carry plugs for the reguAkron, O. Mickey McClowry, forrelations and personal matters lar 'Storm' broadcast on the same merly of WHBC, Canton, O., is the
lic
aside from business management. He network later the same morning. newest
addition
to
the
WADC,
succeeds Harry Baldwin, who is in Similarly, CBS serials would be Akron, announcing staff.
He reheard at 9:45-10 a.m. on that net- places Don Gottwald, who left the
the service.
Clark recently was rejected for work.
sttff recently to enter Akron Unimilitary service.
It's admitted that there are enor- versity.

SUPPORT

JOCKEY TO RESCUE

Albert Barker at Issne

25

Fuel Oil Copy Takes Precedence;

Footnote

22.

Has your radio station a war program manager on its staff?
W. B. Lewis, chief of the radio

\mi mm

Radio Stations

Hlfar

Washington, Sept.

RUDia

1942

people has been underestimated, ha

and

said,

so critical that the

is

Gov-

ernment needs the help of the radi((
stations to tell the American people
about the seriousness of the situation
and what they can do about it.

MEFF RUNYON

MAY GO NAVY
Mefferd R. Runyon, Cds v.p. in
charge of managed and operated

may

stations,

join the

Navy

shortly

with a rating of lieutenant-commander.
He would make the fourth

CBS

company
for Government service. The others
are Harry C. Butcher, W. B. Lewis
and Lawrence Lowinan.
Runyon has also specialized for
have

v.p. to

left the

Columbia in labor matters.

WHN

Benton

Kean Heads

New Hub

WHK

Jack

100^

New Aide

& Bowles Director

Assignments Shuffled;

—

Don Allen on 'Winslow'
Number

director

of

assignments

at Benton St Bowles have been reshuffled. Don Allen, formerly script
editor, will t>e agency supervisor on

'Don Winslow of the Navy,' starting
Oct. 5, although a Transamerican

member

staff

will

probably direct

the serial.

Don Cope

directing

Is

'When •

Girl Marries,' "Mary Marlin' and the
'Prudential Hour." Theodora Yates
is handling "Young Dr. Malone' and
Roy Bailey is doing 'Portia Faces
Life.'

'Lincoln Highway' is tentatively
slated to return to the air soon, but
no director has been assigned to It.

UPALINA ACCOUNT TO
SCHWIMMER & scon
Chicago, Sept.

22.

Schwimmer & Scott agency has
been appointed to handle all radio
and newspaper advertising for the
Congress Cigar Co., Inc., makers of
La Pallna

cigars.

Agency takes over on Oct. 1, and
is readying a comprehensive ether
and publication campaign for their

new

account.

B. P. Timothy Engaged

&

For Free

—

B. P.
staff of

Peters,

Chi

Chicago, Sept. 22.
Joins the Chicago
Peters, radio station

Timothy
Free

&

reps,

Timothy was formerly advertising
and sales production mgr. of Griesedleck Western Brewery Co.

Vjedheedty, September 23, 1942
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Fljr's

LEGISLATION CAUED OEY WAY

m,

PETRIUO;

Both

officials

shutting down of vital means of
public communication.
The case against Petrillo was bulr
warked with reams of statistics compiled by the FCC and which Fly
said emphasize the broadcasting industry relies on waxed programs to

roughly two-fifths of its total
operating time. You can't choke off
this essential ingredient of broadcast
schedules and keep the industry going, he opined.
And the chief sufferers will be the little fellows who
are skating- on thin ice financially
but are the sole means of reaching
numerous people by radio.
flU

were extreme-

ly dubious that the Justice Department can solve the problem by invoking the anti-trust laws, noting
the length of time that would be required to get a final United States

—

36 Cases of Amateurs
Being Banned by A.F.M.

Supreme Court opinion whether the
ban on platters Interferes with interstate commerce and violates the
Sherman Act

The current club-waving by the
A.F.M. is nothing new. Fly reminded
the Senate probers. Long before the
Interlochen incident last July and
the shutdown on recordings two

In reply to a direct question from
Senator Clark about the FCC's
power to intervene, Fly said, 'I think
we would have to exercise consid•rable ingenuity to get in here and
alleviate the situation.'
Since licensees are not at fault and the
Gommish has authority over only
persons to whom it issues permits,
he explained, 'I don't see how we
can deal with this very effectively.'
By making public statements and
writing letters 'we did our best' to
impress on the
that the comipish considered the recording ban

months

and other music-users.

AFM

very grave step.'
Clark repeatedly Indicated his determination to frame legislation that
would prevent third parties from
interrupting radio operation.
He
told Davis the Senate group would
'see what we can do' and Invited Fly
to suggest how the Communicatibn
Act might be strengthened so the
commish would have necessary

power

to

week the
last
don't believe they
have legal authority to override the American Federation of
Musicians' ban against recordings, the chief industry critic
left himself cpen for a jibe. It

factory nighttime service which they
now have and being altogether deprived of daytime service.'

wasn't long in coming.
Senator Wallace White

The Commission's comprehensive
in

music during 68,296 of 89,404 hours
they .were on the air and used recordings and transcriptions for 52,498
of the hours when miuiic was carried. There were 41,100 hours when
the program was 100% musical.
Emphasizing that '76% of the total
broadcast time of the average station
is devoted to musical programs,' Fly
analyzed the figures to show the importance of canned tunes. Studies
total
reveal
the
that 42.6%
of
operating time was devoted to recorded musi'c and 55.9% of the music
time was filled with waxed musicT
In addition, the reporting stations
aired 32,470 transcribed spot announcements
which represented
$209,514 in revenue, an average of
$263 per station pef week.
The figures which I have given
you clearly show that if the ban on
recordings continues it will not be
long before the radio broadcast industry is very seriously affected.
You can't shut off the program
source of over 40% of all radio time
without striking at the heart of
broadcasting,' Fly interpreted.
True, the stations have a supply of
records on hand, and they also have
available to them the services of

—

of

there was any want of 'ingenby the Commission.'
listeners
and the
Industry
press table crew chortled, recalling last year's row about
whether the FCC ever received
to
Congress
authority
from
specify what can be included in
uity' felt

network

affiliation

away

contracts.

Network

tions.

Small Stations Exist Only
Because of Recordings
Threatened drying up of essential
supply of program raw material is
serious from the point of view of the

war

effort, both Fly and Davis as
so many stations are
economically dependent upon canned
music. If they cannot get platters,
they cannot hold their audiences; in
turn, they will lose the appeal for
fidvertisers; the nation will suffer
because of a letdown In morale and

serted, since

'dictator-

his

livelihood.

Tobey

It

one of the most Important media
for the conveyance of wa^^nformation in general to the people, and
may become of still greater importance when there is occasion for an
is

Most

U^.

Tobey

Of

Conduct

—

bui cords
3.

Neon SIgni

corded music

made available through
normal and customary channels' to

3. Diiploy Cordi
4.

Ntwspoper Adi

5. Toxicob

4.

dow
7.
8.

"IT'S

provide relaxation for both

Covtrt

Downtown

uniform and civilians

Win-

Diiployt

MORE THAN
Suzy our Steno.

smiles

"When a

prominent store recently renewed their doily quarter-hour

program

WSAI

for the 9fh

consecuhVe fime, they did so because

produces.

"The some sound reason has caused on
dry cleaning

firm,

optical

company, a

a large bakery, a coal dealer, a

furniture

house, a large drug chain to sponsor progroms on
continuously for four years or more!
profit

IT

In

who know

SELLS rASTER

that

WSAI

more

WSAI

results}"

IF

UISA
CINCINNATI'S
NIC « IIUI NETWOUKS

gets

WSAI

buying Cincinnati,

from the experience of these and many other

advertisers

men

In

in overalls.

War Department Has Not
Heard From Petrillo

House-organ
"Meet the SpanIpr" Broadcast

FRIENDSHIP,"

to

figures that Fly suggested are incomplete,
commented
caustically
about 'the policy of the networks
to spend but a small part of their
unusual profits' for musical talent
He also got Fly to admit the reason
affiliates do not hire more musicians
is the availability of web programs.
Anticipating a favorable report on
his resolution this week and apparently remembering last year's furore
about legality of the prolonged 'preliminary' probe in connection with
the war-mongering resolution, Clark
said at the outset he did not plan
to call any A. F. M., recording company, or broadcasting industry people to testify concerning the need
for a more comprehensive Inquiry to
decide whether legislation is desirable to end the boycott and prevent
recurrence of such situations. Con.
sideration of the resolution is slated
sometime after passage of the tax
bill, which reaches the Senate for
debate next week and probably will

WSAY

WSAI'S SALES AIDS
1. Slr««t cor ond

shot

The New Englander, referring

As

prevent shutdowns of sta-

FCC

back that violations 'require something more than a- slap on the wrist.'

in which there are few if any unemployed union musicians.
These stations are in fact dependent upon recorded music to hold
their audiences, without which they
would be unable to keep going.
This Office has a direct and vital
concern with the maintenance of the

radio coverage in this country.

rules,

programs, and related c.uestions.
The rule about identifying plat'>
ters
was designed to encourage
greater use of live talent, Fly said,
but occasional Infractions are not
sufficiently serious to warrant revocation of an offender's license.
The chairman suggested Congress
might provide some 'lesser form of
penalty,' muttering the regulators
are put 'in a difficult spot' when the
only way they can penalize an operator for misconduct is to take

Maine, the 'father of the original radio law,' quietly observed
'This is the first time I've heard

separate story)
disclosed that 796 U. S. transmitters
during a sample week broadcast
(details

work-reform

ship,' efforts to see that stations live
up to promises to put on live-talent

ago, the tooters have 'intimibroadcasters, record-makers,
emergency message from the naThe FCC
tional leadership.
A policy which
discovered 31 instances where amathreatens the continued existence of
teur musicians have been kept off
many of those stations is injurious
stations by union pressure 'and 36
to the national system of communiinstances where broadcasters hired
cation, and may seriously hamper
unnecessary 'stand-bys' in response
the work, for which this Office was
to A.F.M. ultimatums.
Fly recalled
transcription
libraries.
But this established, of Informing the people
the New Year's Eve strike of the
Chicago Federation in 1931 when doesn't solve the situation. Record- about the status and progress of the
ings wear out.
And of immediate war effort, and the war policies, acPetrillo was the local president, and
importance, stations will lose their tivities
pointed to the series of suits, dating
and aims ot this government.'
back to 1936, by which the A.F.M: audiences If they can't get new
Davis declined to discuss the queshas tried to establish it can prevent tunes.'
tion of technological unemployment be under discussion for most of
unauthorized' use of recordings. He
and made-work raised by Petrillo's Octdber.
also
mentioned
1937
when the Little Fellow Without
replies to his letter requesting reA.F.M., then under the presidency of
scinding of the ban and also emSuffers
Joseph N. Weber, forced the netbodied in the A. F. M. head's defl
The injury to small stations will be to the FCC. He said his. outfit wilj, Pick 'Bachelor's Children'
works to up their outlay for talent by
$2,013,000 annually, nearly 60%, ahd most severe. Fly declared. Breaking not
step into any legitimate workerhire 1,000 more union card-holders. down the figures in numerous ways,
Best
Radio Serial
employer row but the present situaIn 1938, he added, a similar 'agree- he concluded that the chief victim of
tion, as far as he can see, does not
ment' was reached with the record- Petrillo's boycott will be 'the felresult from any tiff over wages or
For Airing to So. America
ing companies who were 'licensed' to low who isn't on a national network;
working conditions.
(Fly likewise
cut discs if they employ union his power is 800 watts or less; he is
avoided the issue of whether relocated in a city which has a populatooters.
Chicago, Sept. 22.
cordings are used In place of live
Demonstrating that at least 167 tion of less than 50,000; his total an'Bachelor's Children,' WBBM-CBS
talent, while going on record in
small U. S. stations are liable to be nual time sales are less than $75,000;
favor
of adequate compensation for radio serial, has been selected by
forced out of business if the supply and after he pays his expenses he
the Planning Board of the Office o(
the
unionites.)
of canned music is shut off, the FCC has either lost money or has a net
the Coordinator of Inter-American
Chairman reported that 46 of these income for the year of less than
in Sharp Probe
Affairs for regular broadcast in
cover areas which have no other $5,000 and he still has to pay his
Spanish over the major group of
primary 'nighttime radio service and taxes.'
Fly's Past
South American stations.
closing of 35 others would leave
While approaching the problem
Veiled charge the FCC is partly
Program was chosen as the 'best
parts of their service areas without, from somewhat the
same angle, to blame for the Musicians' peeves example of representative Ameriany reception. He eommehted 'many Davis also stressed the importance was hurled by Senator Charles Tobey can radio In the serial form.'
people in this country face the very of platters to the armed
forces. of New Hampshire, a persistent FlyMorale gf the men in camp will be baiter.
Snatching the ball from
Bochester. Roger Swift is in from
vastly lowered and war workers also Chairman Clark as he did list year Syracuse University radio workshop
will feel the effect if Petrillo is per- during hearings on the resolution as new
announcer.
mitted to shut off the flow of platters.
He told the solons 'what Is
needed is a free flow of freshly re-

dated'

'a

When FCC Cnairman James
regulators

real prospect of losing the only satis-

survey

fiction.

to investigate 'war-mongering' activities of films and radio, Tobey
quizzed the Commish head sharply
about enforcement of the rule requiring special announcements when,
ever discs are used and about the
networks' outlay- for talent.
The
Granite State Republican also made
some oblique references to the net-

22.

Subcommittee

ELMER DAVIS AIR VIEWS

—

to enact legislation that would crack
Petrillo's boycott policy while OWI
Director Elmer Davis, remarking
that 'information officers of the
government' are forbidden to advocate legislation, implied he would
lilce to see the legislators take quick

^ashlnaton, Sept.

L. Fly confessed to the Senate

Doubt Expressed That Department of Justice Action
Will Get Anywhere Tobey Takes Advantage of
Hearings to Needle Chairman of FCC
Washington, Sept. 22.
Congress was virtually invited
Friday (18) by FCC Chairman Fly

Guard Down

OWN STATION

• 1,090 Wolli Ooy and NIgtil e tcpi<i«nltd by Spcl Satti,

Inc.

Despite Petrillo's specific promise
that union musicians will continue
making discs for armed forces, War
Department 'has thus far failed to
receive from Mr. Petrillo any satisfactory assurances of the continu
ance of these vital services,' Davis
told the solons.
Military commanders are writing headquarters about
the urgency of getting discs, espe
dally for men far from home, and
one commanding general has wailed
that stoppage of platters 'will Jeop
ardize the complete morale and
propaganda broadcast structure' in
war zones.
Revocation of agreement to permit
unionites to make recordings for
re-broadcast— il they are destroyed
after one subsequent airing— irked
Davis.
The O.W.I, chief remarked
that Petrillo's admission such plat'
ters 'are not detrimental' to Federation interests was a 'not unimportant' point.
Discs of this kind are
essential in relaying popular net'
work shows to small, rural com'
munities, and Hawaiian, Puerto Rican, and Alaskan outposts, while
many of them carry patriotic messages which Increases their importance.

'There are more than 150 communities In this country which are
not within the jurisdiction of any
local union of the American Fed
eration of Musicians but which a^e
served by as many or more radio
stations,' Davis noted.
'Many of the
stations are in small communities

Another

WHN advertiser reports..*

(f ewfth in

a

cemmentt from
by leading ad -men.)

series of

letter* written

we featured a
-AS you know,
the DtcK Gilbert
XOc ofier on
sponsored by
prof.rao currently
The reaultfl were

.oTTerwhelnilngiy B^^P^i^ff^'/
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result of this
very happy. The
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program.
renewing this
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Sales repcesentotiTe will "unoensor" this letter fa^m his portfolio of
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(Others Data From Locals

Petrillo

To Prove Vast
Washington, Sept.

One

o(

arguments

James

Gift of A.F.M. Talent

22.

C. Petrillo's strong

against

any

restrictive

—

all

of

it

463

oT

vinced that the Department of Justice's legal action against Petrillo's
International will not get far.
In
the

they expect

fact

Union
will be that no profession or group
has done more for soldiers and
sailors than his melody makers and
legislation for his Musicians

Radio Stations Average 2.72 Musicians;

48.2% OF TIME

be

is

but how mild or strong
the problem.

it

Industry,

will

According

Bill

to

met In Chicago last
was instructed to have all
prepare a list of programs
provided for camps, all civic and
patriotic groups, and have it ready

BROOKS HEADS

SUSTAINING ROLE

SECOND FRISCO

Also
at the earliest opportunity.
ordered was a compilation showing
what this 'music would hav^'cost had
it been paid for at contractural rates.
Petrillo expects to show that the
organized musicians have given talent which would have cost in the

Any clamp down on

the Musicians
Union and their transcription ban, is
now being compromised by the professional labor baiters in Congress.
There is no doubt that members
were impressed by the testimony

Elmer Davis of OWI and Chairman
Lawrence Fly of PCC, but if the red
faced labor foes try to carry the ball
thr chances are that they will
e
tripped In the Senate.
'

Democratic

UNION SPONSOR
San Francisco, Sept. 22.
KYA launched its second commercial lal^or program devoted to the

majority

on

Capitol

feels that labor holds the balof p6wer in many Congressional

Washington, Sept.

NBC SPECIALS

22.

Radio's appetite for music has developed to the point where tunes in
one form or another are the staple
item on the average broadcasters'
diet more than three-quarters of the
time.
Over\vhelming importance to the
industry of waxed or live talent mu-

of

Musi-

and

last night (21), giving
only two such ether fillers

effort

station

Shipfltters'

will be

on

week

for

stretched

Titled 'Jobs for Victory,' program
how to get jobs in shipyards

tells

and

is

policy
spiels.

committed

to

thumbs down

regarding union propaganda

Commerce subcommittee ponrecommend a full-

recordings.

Altogether 2,171 regular musicians
employed by 796 broadcasters

William. Brooks, executive editor

Forbes magazine, will jdtn

o(

Oct. 5 as director of
cial events.

He

NBC are
who

news and spe-

takes over the post

sic

when

answered the FCC quiz sheet.
But deducting the stations (463) who
have no full-time tune-maker on the
payroll, the average is 6.5 per station.
The total does not include
ncime bands hired by sponsors or
.

agencies.

The Commish found out that 124
pli-nts employ only one staff musithe Associated Press, filling execcian, 38 have from two to three, 3S
utive assignments in this country
from four to fy/e, 33 from six to
anjl abroad.
seven, 42 from eight to 10, 29 from
II to 15, 12 from 16 to 20, nine from
21 to 30, four from 31 to 50 and only
Wilbur Eic^elberg Iftto
four more than 50. No station has

and Helpers' unions, Senate Interstate Commerce Com-

air five nights a

fifteen
minutes nightly,
pver six-month period.

state

dering whether to

Hedged probe of the A.F.M. ban on

was demonstrated Friday (18), left vacant recently when A. A.
detailed Federal Communica- Schechter resigned to go with the
Office of War Information.
in these parts. Newcomer, sponsored tions Commission statistics on the
program makeup of 796 American
Before taking the Forbes post last
by A.F.L. Drydock Marine Waysmen transmitters were laid before the
year Brooks was for 14 years with
war

millions.

American Federation

°

locals

ance

Partial support for the protests of
lh(-

cijns about the small amount of
wiu'k provided by radio was supplied
tw' the industry itself in replies to
FCC questionnaire about sources of
program n.aterial. Figures were revealed Friday (18) when James L.
Fly testified efore the Senate Inter-

FCC's Newest Data

'Music for Victory' committee of

week

22.

Average full-time musical staff of
Arrerican broadcasting .stations is
opiy 2.72 persons weekly.

Chattanooga, Sept. 22.
19 - year - old
Stamper,
schoolboy, has been added to
WrtOD announcing staff.

gether Form Staple Merchandise of Broadcasting

for free.

th% union which

HiK

Washington. Sept.

Significant

Canned Music and Live To-

union to win

this action.
In this case the necessity for legislation is deemed imperative,

Employ No iF.M. Members

mittee in connection with preliminary consideration of the proposal
of Senator D. Worth Clark, of Idaho,
to conduct a sweeping probe of the
effect of the American Federation of
Music's boycott on canned music.
The highlights of the most comprehensive survey ever undertaken
by any Government or trade body

.

Marines as Captain
Hollywood, Sept 22.
Wilbur Eickelberg, for past three

a.1

many

=s 100 tooters, fiddlers, or
its force.

key-pounders on

In addition, there are 1,171 partmusicians and 685 hillbillies
hc'nging around the nation's studios.

time

Other commercial Ubor program, are:
years general sales manager of Don
districts.
However, there is a tre1.
The average station operated Lee Broadcasting system, reports
mendous newspaper strength back of 'Road to Victory,' brings labor and
the movement to strip the Petrillo capital together at a luncheon for 112 hours during they sample week Oct. 1 as captain in Marines for acunion of its broad powers, and mem- confab on war problems, with labor, (April 5-11) and carried musical tive duty.
Dr. I.Q. switched the originating
bers are conscious of this opposition. in form of A.F.L. Building Service programs a total of 86 hours.
He was lieutenant in Marines dur- point via NBC to the Hippodrom*
Of the total time on the air, ing last war, with two years in theatre, Baltimore, Sept 21, after a
2.
Members of the Senate committee Employees' union, footing broadcast
'

have expre :ed themselves as con-

bill.

(Continued on page 28)

stay at Fox's Wisconsin, Milwaukee.

France.

Consider the 4,486 workers in the Washington,

D.C.

office

They form

of the U.S. Civil Service Commission.

the country's largest personnel department

—checking the job examinations and

women who work

many-thousand men and

Each month the

staff,

pay<heck. These dollars

for

applications of the

Uncle Sam.

alone, of this biggest personnel department gets a

jire

as charaaeristic of

wartime industry

welders or drill-pr-essmen. Thus the Civil Service Commission

is

$683,000

as are those paid to

another of Washing-

ton's smoke-stack-less "factories".

The Commission's "industrial" workers— together with

women now on
iest

per<apita income market. .where radio station

business leader.

the 270,000 other

men and

the Capital's Federal payroll— are the backbone of this nation's wealth.

Use 50,000 watt

WJSV

WJSV

is

the local and national spot

to reach the ever-rising purchasing

power of

the Washington "market-place.

WASHINGTON'S 50.000 WATT STATION

WJSV

Owned and

operated hf Columbia Broadcasting System. Represented nauonoUf

by Radio Sales:

New York.Chicago, Los Angelc), St. Louis, San Francisco, CJiarlotte

—
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Newspaper Calls Fly Testimony Hooey
Says 'Over There'
Calls

FCC

Made Grade Without Radio

Derelict on Live Talent Percentages

Springfleld, Mass.. Sept. 22.
Hooey and more hooey was the
derisive editorial comment of the
Springfield (Mass.) Daily News Saturday (19) on the testimony of
James L. Fly, chairman of the FCC,
before a Senate committee on the
question of the recording ban. Titled
Fly in the Music Ointment the paper

down
its editorial thumbs
especially hard on Fly's contention
that radio stations and juke boxes
turned

to plug another 'Over
There' if one is written. Overlapping radio coverage was also hit.
'Undistinguished twaddle' was the
summation of Fly's testimony which
the News offered its readers, pointing out that the FCC had not observed its own regulations and that
for that reason, 'the unionized musician cannot be blamed if he decides
not to play at his own funeral.'
Said the editorial in part;
'Over There' was written for
the last war when we didn't

were needed

'

have radio stations and jukeboxes to play it over and over.
George M. Cohan imparted some
own magic to a sparkling
easy-lo-rememspine-tingling,
ber tune and we had a song that
of his

still
better than anything
turned out for this war.
Doodle'
'John
'Yankee

is

'

'Dixie'
and
Body,"
favorites
all
countless
other
made the grade without the
benefit of radio, jukebox or Fly.

Brown's

We've won every war up

to

now

without the aid of the mechanical contrivances that Mr. Fly
His logic
feels are so vital.

leaves us quite unimpressed.
'Perhaps he is on the defensive because he knows that the
FCC has not enforced its own
how
regulations
that specify
much 'live' talent must be used
in proportion to recorded or
transcribed talent. If the FCC
will not use its own rules the
unionized musician cannot be
blamed it he decides not to play
at his

own

funeral.'

Writer Gets Sponsor
"Menth61atum, """Which recently
witched to the J. Walter Thompson
agency,

will

use

William Winter,
for its Coast and
coverage.
Winter

news commentator,
mountain

states

originates

from San Francisco.

It

wiU be the Sunday,

5:30tS:45

p.m. segment and the hookup will
consist of 17

CBS

afliliates.

Music and Radio
Continued from page

27

42.6% of the hours were filled with
were
canned music and only 33.7
made up of the product of live tal"i^v.

ent.

Considering the 86 hours of mu3.
sical programs carried weekly, recordings and transcriptions were the
raw material 55.9% of the lime.
4.
In the final analysis, over 40%
of all radio time is devoted to waxed
tunes.
Chief reliance is placed on re5.
cordings and transcriptions by nonnetwork plants in communities under 50,000 population, with 500 watts
or less power, having time sales under $75,000 annually, and showing a
yearly profit of ?ess than $5,000.
The outstanding significance of the
mass of data collected by the FCC
via a questionnaire to all American
stations is the proof that the whole
industry's econorny is built around
music.
As Chairman Fly commented in reviewing the analyses,
without ,music the nation probably
would have only a handful of broad-

average week devoted to musical
programs, the FCC analysts found
that 55.9% of the time is filled with
canned tunes. Live talent supplies
the raw material for only 44.1% of
the hours when music is aired.
Thus, records and transcriptions are
of primary concern to Federal authorities worried about keeping th'

Alice Hughe's, women's news commentator for WINS on a daily 11 a.m.
program, has developed a fast news trick in broadcasting. Three limes in
the past month she has scooped the dailies, and has had them reprinting
news stories after she had broken them on the air.
nation's radio industry going.
One was a telephone chat she had with Louise Macy, the morning of her
Transcriptions are far more Immarriage to Harry Hopkins. The second was an interview with Vivian
portant than phonograph records, Kellems, cable grip manufacturer running for Congress against Clare Luce
from two points of view. Of the in Connecticut. On the Hughes broadcast, la Kellems spilled some sizzling
total programs depending on canned
hate ."Stuff for Clare Luce, F. D. Roosevelt and others.
music, the special high-fidelity discs
And la.'st week all the New York dailies picked up Alice Hughes' exfill
62.4% of the time and are the clusive interview with the Soviet girl sniper who downed 309 Nazis.
entire program 40.1% of the time.
The sniper, Lieut. LudmUla Pavlichenk'o, was supposed to appear in perRecords are the sole source of music son on Miss Hughes' broadcast. But a dentist yanked out a front gold
for 30.3% of the hours devoted to
tooth to replace it with a white one, causing the sniper to whistle when
canned tunes, are used as 'itegral' she talked. So Miss Hughes put the interview on the air just the same,
part of the programs 5.4% of the
telling what the sniper had told her.
time and merely 'incidental' 1.9%

of the time.

In

addition

transcriptions

the

to

used on entertainment programs of
varying lengths, the FCC learned
anspot
transcribed
32,407
nouncements were aired during the
sample week. This figures out to
that

40.6 station-break platters
each station.

Discs Vital to Small

The importance

of

weekly
Stations

for

,

waxed program

Mutual in a memorandum to its affiliated stations last week disclosed
that Gillette Razor had made a bid of $55,000 for the exclusive broadcast
rights of the Joe Louis-Billy Conn fight in New York'Oct. 12. The award
went to NBC for $71,200. with Old Gold as the sponsor. The Blue Network bid $25,000 in behalf of Adam Hat.
In its letter to the group of N. Y. sports editors supervising the event
for Army Emergency Relief, Gillette pointed out that it was by contract
entitled to the broadcast rights. Gillette holds, the letter declared, a contract for the exclusive broadcasting right to all the fights promoted by
Mike Jacobs and the 20th Century Sporting Club, while Louis and Conn
are iftider contract to Jacobs for the return match. However, the letter
continued, Gillette was so heartily in accord with the AER's objective
that it was prepared to pay $56,000 for the rights, but without waiving any
of its rights under the Jacobs contract.

material to the smaller stations was
demonstrated impressicely. Comparative figures were presented concerning the use made of recordings and
transcriptions by operators with netLast week 'Variety' carried a story which proffered the theoretical queswork affiliations and those having no tion, 'If you had to give up either one for the duration, which would
you
chain ties, by stations in different- keep—
There was nothing 'official about it. It was
tobacco or radio?
sized communities and various states, merely
a question which had popped up during a discussion and seemed
cast stations.
according to the volume of business to spotlight the important
place radio has taken in the daily life of this
Reports to the Commi.'sh were and net earnings.
>
country.
broken down in a wide variety of
Reports from 298 non-web plants
The answer to that question— tobacco or radio— (strictly on an informal
ways to show who will suffer the show that records and transcriptions basis and via simple word-of-mouth questioning) is that two-thirds
of
most if the James C. Petrillo ban is fill more than half the time of 260 those asked would give
up smoking for their radio.
not broken by the courts or Con- stations and are used for at least
gress.
The studies are the most in- 60% of the operating hours by 230
Just about an all-time low are some of the spot announcements the
formative diagnosis of the program of these.
The chain affiliates nastructure of the thearetically typi- turally have much less ne«d for Ben Tucker Fur emporium has been slipping onto WLIB, the new
Brooklyn outlet. One of them has a voice talking to 'Mr. Agony': 'It's
cal U. S. station.
discs, with only 130 of 498 reporting
this way, Mr. Agony, I'm married, see?
And last week my wife throws
48.2% of Time 100% Musical
that 50% or more of their hours
a vase at me and breaks it on my head.... I don't think nothing of that
The FCC statisticians discovared are devoted to canned tunes.
and last night... she throws me oitt the window
She wants a new
that 48.27o of the average station's
The figures emphasize. Fly told the
time on the air wasxievoted to pro- Senate probers, that 'the great bulk fur coat and I can't afford one. What I want to know, Mr. Agony, Ir
grams which were entirely musical. of the non-network stations face the does she really love me? Announcer: Of course she loves you, and you
Of the other half of the operating drying up of the sources of most of can afford a new fur coat for her at Ben Tucker's.'
period, music was an 'ir.tegral' part their program'material.'
The Saturday Evening Post has shelved the idea of going on the air
of the program material for 13.8%
Similar conditions are found when
with a network show this fall, it was declared at the B.B.D. & O. agency
of the hours and merely 'incidental' the
figures are sorted on the basis
Monday (21). An approach had been made to Orson Welles, but the mag
(theme songs, etc.) for 14.3%.
of power, size yf the town where the
The studies confirmed the general- station is situated, and the financial later decided that it would confine its advertising to spot announcements
newspapers, which combination have proved quite satisfactory.
ly-appreciated fact that music is factors.
Recordings make up more and
It was reported from Hollywood that the same agency had also conmore essential tor sustaining pro- than half the musical programs aired
grams than for providing sponsored by 259 plants in communities under sidered recommending Welles to DuPont for a series within the frame of
entertainment.
Yet the Commish the SO,000-mark or
Cavalcade
of America.'
by 288 stations
found that for more than a quarter with aggregate time
sales of $75,000
James MacPherson, who is acting manager of KOA, Denver, while Lloyd
of the time given to commercial
or less or by 225 transmitters which
Yoder
is a lieutenant commander in the Navy (recruiting), has stretched
broadcasting music is used to vary- lost money
or .h ad net income under
ing degrees. For the industry -as'
an original year and a half assignment in Denver into eight years. Mac$5,000.
Pherson was with A. E. Nelson at the old WIBO, Chicago, and followed
whole, 14% of the commercial proProof of the FCC's contention that
Nelson to KOA. Nelson, after way-stops In Pittsburgh, New York and
grams Involved canned music and the Petrillo ban
hits the little fel12.7% tunes supplied by live talent.
low hardest was cfontained in a com- Frisco for NBC, Is now operating his own advertising agency on Coast.
Proportions were about the same
posite map-table dealing with 252
regarding sustaining programs on
Carl J. Friedrich of Harvard has a piece In the fall issue of 'Common
operators who use canned music
•which 28.6% of the music was
more than 80% of the time they Ground' on 'Foreign Language Radio and the War.' It quotes various
news reports and editorials on the subject' that appeared in 'Variety' In
canned and 21.0% was live.
carry musical programs. Out of this
Considering the 86 hours in the
recent months.
group, 167 had net income under
$5,000 (80 of the 167, including 13
Sergt. James Hurlburt, who has been furnishing U. S. newspapers with
non-commercial plants lost money In
colorful copy on the Marine ^orps Invasion of the Solomon Islands, is
1941).
There was one or more of
(Continued on page 65)
these stations in 42 of the 48 states,

with Delaware, Idaho, Maryland, New
Hampshire, Rhode Island and Vermont the only states without rep

Texas had the largest
number, 15, but New York had 13
and 13 states had 5 or more in this
resentation.

category.
On the basis of actual hours, rather
than percentages, the importance of
music was more strikingly shown in
several respects. Especially when it
is realized the 798 reporting stations
operated 89,404 hours an average of
112.2 each— during the sample week,
carrying 31,808 hours of commercial
programs and 57,596 hours of sus-

—

tainings.
There were 68,296 hours
of music of all kinds.
The different forms of music ranked
in importance quantitatively for the
whole crowd of stations as follows:
transcriptions, talent, and phonograph
records.
Amateur musicians, in-

eluding hilly-billies were used only
4.126 hours as compared with a figure
of 26,024 for the pros.

Break-downs were:
E.T.'s— total of 38,119 hours, or an
average of 47.8 per

station. Used en
for 38,119 hours, comprising
3,804 commercial and
11,461
sus
taining.

tirely

Talent— total of
average of
14,261

32.7.

26,024 hours, or an
Used entirely for
3.056 for
11,205
for
sus

comprising

hours,

commercials

and

tainings.

Records— total
an average

of
of 18.0.

14,380

hours, or
for

Used entirely

11,574 hours, comprising 3,703 for
commercials and 7,871 for sustainings
-

—

Des Moines.
Jeanne Wayne
Sprague, with the promotion depart
.

KSO-KRNT

mtnt of
for the past
year, left to become sales promotion
manager of WCHS, Charleston,
'

W. Va.

tun^q
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JOSEPH JULIAN BACK

AL KAYE TO DIREa
FANNIE BRICE PROGRAM

LOCAL

STATIS

Al Kaye has been signed by Ben-

Convinced U. S. and Britain Lag In
Radio Propaganda
Joseph

Julian,

radio

actor,

WBEN,

re-

ton Si Bowles to direct the Maxwell turned last week on a Pan-American
House show, with Fannie Brice and Airways Clipper from England,
Frank Morgan, on NBC for General where he narrated a series of CBS
Foods.
He succeeds Mann Holiner, programs written by Norman Corwin
who took a commission in the Army. under title, 'An American in Eng-

Buffalo,

Wrote Red Meat

Drama Based on Russian Official Data
Buffalo,

Sept. 22.

For perhaps the first time in
America, material based on Soviet
Russia documents revealing acts of
violence perpetrated by Germans in
Russian territory, has been dramaCharles Harrell, WBEN pubtized.
lic service director and drama head,
adapted the half-hour script, 'Note,'
from a document sent by Soviet
Foreign Commissar V. M. Molotov to
arrive on the Clipper, whose passen- envoys of countries with which the
ger list included Al Jolson and his U. S. S. R. has diplomatic relations.
Harrell heard about the docupiano player, Martin Fried.

Catholic Church Bitterly OpJack Hardle, B. & B. staff director, land.'
poses Massachusetts Pro- has been handling the program since
From his experiences on this series
posal to Allow Doctors to Holiner's departure, but he comes Julian said he had come to the conr
east to the home office after tomor- elusion that the British and AmeriGive Advice Legally
row night's (Thursday) broadcast, cans had failed to use the radio as
effectively as the Germans had as a
Highly Controversial Mat- Kaye taking over thereafter.
Kaye was production assistant to propaganda medium for speeding up
Letter Louis K. Sidney' when the latter first the war effort.
ter Prompts
produced
the
forerunner
of
the
same
He was one of 18 passengers to
to FCC

—

WSPR

program

several seasons ago for
recently been a production aide with Samuel Goldwyn.

M-O-M. He has

ASKS INTERPRETATION

ments, wrote the Soviet Embassy for
copies and fashioned a red meat
script dealing with wanton bayonetings and burnings by Nazis.

Used no accents but fine timing
and cadence simulated Russian and
German.
Station received more
phone
calls
Immediately
after
drama's end than after any play in
years.

Robert

Palt,

WHN. New York

promotionist, reports Oct. 5 to train
for Navy at Notre Dame.

Springfield, Mass., Sept. 22.

birth - control
referendum
The
which Massachusetts voters will be
asked to ballot on in November has

radio stations in this commonwealth
a bit worried. Quincy A. Brackett,
president of WSPR, revealed this
week that he had written to the Fed-

Communications

eral

asking the

dum

FCC

Commission

policy on referen-

He said that he aswould be the same as

questions.

sumed that

it

that governing candidates, but that
he wanted to make certain because
the issue was such a ticklish one,

upon which the Catholic clergy was
lined up solidly in opposition.
Brackett said that the Mothers
Health Conunittee, which Is backing the referendum to permit registered

phyhicians to provide

con-

traceptive care to married persons,
had approached his station, but he is
awaiting FCC policy.
The committee this week sent out
mail appeals asking for 10c donations from all interested in helping
pass
the
Tentative
referendum.
plans call for newspaper advertising
to cost $1,244 in 21 papers, with four
in.^erts in each.

Small Budget
Radio coverage calls for one-minute radio announcements or transcribed messages over 10 important
radio stations.
According to the
form letter, one message over the 10
stations will cost $112.50.
The use of the dramatized, transcribed radio programs, called 'They
Fight for Life,' by 12 stations will
cost $262.65 for a one-time shot. The
letters app>eal for gifts from $3 to
$262.65. Direct-mail publicity pointed out that Massachusetts is the only
state left in the Union to forbid the
Imparting of birth-control Informa-

although Connecticut outlawed
medical contraception in 1940.
Two years ago, the stations were
belabored for selling time to racing
Interests, though the successful opposition later bought time to answer
arguments for legalizing the sport,
which was also a referendum question,

tion.

RADIO DIRECTORS GUILD
SETS 'EYES-EARS' LINEUP
Schedule of guest directors for
and Ears of the Air Force,'
ground observer corps show
on WMCA, New York, Is set through
Nov. 10. Assignments are made by
the Radio Directors Cujld.
Betty
Wilton Baillie has written the first
'Eyes

civilian

three scripts.
Last night's (Tuesday) program
was directed by Phil Cohan.-. Next
Tuesday nighte' (20) will be handled

by Jack Johnstone and subsequent
•ssignments ar« Ira Ashley, Oct. 8;
William Robson, Oct. 18; Tom Riley,
Oot. 20;

Robert

LouU Shayon,

«; Fred Bethel, Nov.

8,

Oct.

and Herb

Sanford, Nov. 10. Earle McGill directed the first broadcast and John

Macdonell handled

last

week's (15 ).

AjyhistlejhrillsLIt* the Idck-otM^A football in America soars through
th^«ir'44 million yards around. the world as tens of millions of fans,
pack NBCV network stadium!^

On Saturday, September 26th, when NBC's Bill

Sigmund Spaeth auditioned a ;:.ow
week for Columbia Records,
tc Bowles agency.
« calls for him to b« commenUtor
{n o. on a
platter series, using Colum-

Stern starts his

first

broadcast at the Notre Dame-Wiscogsin game, his ^vivid, on-the-spot,
play-by-play descriptions will carry the ball to more NBC rooters than
ever— to tiiose.milbons here in America who7are~etaying home to con-;
serve gasoline and rubber— to our boys in the fighting forces all over the

world— a

Sigmund Spaeth Show
For Columbia Records

more

sure bet that

NBC V"oId-grad'^ football fans (and the millions

this year) will find the relaxation

they need "when not "punching

—

'the clock" for.yictory.

NATIONAL BROADCASTING COMPANY

bia releases,

1.,^* ^ UnUtively

^WB. New

York.

slated

for

NIC'tllUSTIIN. Tbe
ular sports announcer

work.

He won

iiKwt popnet-'

on any

every major popu-'
announcer

larity poll for a tports

held this year— world-Telegram
Poll— Radio Daily Poll— Movie
Daily Poll— Movie-Radio Guide
Poll (with more votes than allother
sports announcers combined). Bill'a
versatility is itill further revealed

ast

jnrough Benton

A

29

ItAOlO

CORPORATION

OP

AMIRICA

IfRVief

by his outstanding performance*
on the Army Hour, an NBC Sun-^
day afternoon feature..

2
1
5
6
e
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Local

Y&R Cancels 'Aldrich' Contracts With
55 Stations
Young

S:

Due

Rubicam agency has

AFM s

to

caii-

otlled contracts with stations for recorded versions of The Aldrich

WKRC FOR

(General Foods) pending
the end of the recording ban imposed by the American Federation

dipcs are aired Saturday mornings.

The AFM shutdown also poses a
problem for Y&R with regard to
tilt
Moylan Sisters transcriptions.
Tl'.is .series is carried on 17 midwest
slP lions in behalf of Iglehcart Flour.

hand are just
at
to take the campaign through

The recordings
erough

October.

Ban

AIR CORPS

Cincinnati,

Sept.

22.

Managerial reins of WKRC will
be taken over by Ken Church on
Oct. 1 when Hulbcrl Taft, Jr., whom
he succeeds, joins the Army Air
Corps training school in Miami, as a

total

Army news

,

Chapel (religious)
Dr.nma
Quiz
Nocro (exclusively)
Talks

Looked As

If

New

promoMutual affili-

Alaska Trip Mieht Mar

ate

owned by

the Times-Star.

626

ETHEL MERMAN GUESTS

Cleveland, Sept.

entertaining soldiery. Norman Morproducer for Lord & Thomas,
had Edgar Bergen standing by in
Hollywood in event Hope couldn't
get back to mainland In time. Bergen
Was to turn coin, said to be $5,000,
rell,

over to soldier fund in Alaska.

21

Doris

Dowd,

radio

has

actress,

air

ON TREASURY

22.

Hulbcrt Taft has appointed John

Protective

Creamery

Beatrice

for

on product,

Seal

cago.

22.

League'

commercials Sept.

first

its

of

Chi-

Meadow-

gold Butter, was affixed after completion of 'test' by 100 Windy City
housewives, who approved staple.
Program is designed to protect
consumers against fraudulent claims

manufacturers and advertisers.
Like program Is broadcast over
KNX, Los Angeles and KQW, San

of

Miss Dowd was signed to do the
continuity for the entire show after
writing the musical introductions for
last week's opening broadcast of the
season.
In addition to her acting,
she formerly did freelance continuity

Francisco.

The dramatic spot on the Smith
show will continue to be free-lanced.

New

Arthur Godfrey

Texaco

Announcer

On Fred

writing.

OCT. 3

Season's Start

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Bob Hope will do his first Pepsodcnt broadcast of new season tonight
(Tuesday) from Seattle, but for time
it looked as though he would be fogbound in Alaska, where he had been

'Housewives
will

least for the present.

AfTiliates. Inc.

tion for the station, a

Chicago, Sept.

SEt TO

been signed as continuity writer for
the Kate Smith program Friday
nights-on CBS for -General Foods.
In addition, she'll work with Sam
Schiff, of the Ted Collins office, on
production of the show. She'll probably do only occasional acting, at

rector of national sales and

IT

DOWD

WRITE FOR KATE SMITH

149
75
20
24
9
8
...
7

Church came here a year ago from
KMOX. St. Louis and has been di-

BOB HOPE MAKES

DORIS

172
151

^

Musical
Interviews

Guard Polks

to

Against 'Fraudulent' Produce

follow.«;:

Var iety

lieutenant.

first

Taft is married and the father of
He is president of
three children.
the Ohio Association of Broadcasters
Inc.. and vice-president of Network

Program Undertakes

Local stations in the U. S.
broadcast more than 800 reguscheduled
Army camp
larly
programs a week, according to
A minithe War Department.
mum of 250 stations are used
for these shows, which do not
include single-shot broadcasts,
special events or local stanzas
using camp or Army information or personalities. The breakdown of the type of programs
included in the War Department

HULBERT TAFT QUITS

Family"

of Musicians. The cancellations become effective with the Oct. 3 broadThese
cast, and involve 55 stations.

Disc

War Shows

Arthur

Godfrey,

Allen
early

Show

morninj

WABC, New

record jockey on

Yo:k,
Merman will make her first
Patt, general manager of WGAR. profes.sional
aiui WJSV, Washington, will be comappearance since beDICK POWELL'S
Cleveland to succeed him as presi- coming a mother when she guests
mercial announcer this season on the
dent of the Ohio Association of Oct. 3 on the opening program of
Fred Allen program, which returii.<
Broadcasters.
the new Treasury Department series On 54 NBC Stations for Chicago Oct. 4 to its Sunday night spot on
Accoant and Agency
Laben T. Smith continues secre on Mutual. Others on the initial
CBS.
tary-treasurer.
Gulf is the sponsor and Buchanan
stanza will include Bob Hawk, Jack
Chicago, Sept. 22.
the agency.
Pearl and Cliff Hall, and Alfred E.
'Campana Serenade' starring Dick
Smith.
Series
will
air
10:15-10:45
New Haven.—Vincent Palmerl,
Powell, begins on Saturday evening,
Saturday
nights.
continuity editor, left WELI after
Oct. 10 at 7 to 7:15, EWT
54
Members of the Radio Directors coast-to-coast NBC stations,over
four years to become a theatre manunder
Guild will direct the programs, with sponsorship
ager. Bud Finch replaces.
of Campana Balm.
scripts supplied by members of the
Program was placed by Aubrey,
Radio Writers Guild. Initial script Moore
& Wallace, Inc., ot Chicago.
will be by Erik Barnouw, Bob Hawk
and Hal Block. Robert Louis Shayon
will direct and Roger Bower will be
Hinds Buying
Mutual production man. Directors
for the ensuing three broadcasts will
Hinds Honey and Almond Cream
be John Loveton, Jack Johnstone and
Is placing orders for Ita alx-week
Ira Ashley.
fall campaign, which will consist of
Ethel

SHOW

RIoharA Harkness, Washington correspondent.,of the Philadelphia Inquirer, is covering the domestic
scene on some NBC new^ roundups.

daytime minute announcements and
night - time chainbreak announcements. There will be five a week
of each.

Esty

is

the agency.
Bill Baldtoin of KSO interviews James Lewis, Des Moines
grocer, on the Crescent Guestof-Honor broadcast.

Rocky Mountain Radio Council
Helped Frame 1,762 Broadcasts

"We want
Denver, Sept. 22.
,
,.,
^ ,
C()lorados
and Wyoming's
unique organization, the Rocky Mountain
Radio Council, has just issued its annual report which is
remarkable for
the scope and variety of regional activities thai focus
in and channel
through the Council. An additional sidelight since Pearl
Harbor is the
close association maintained between the CouncU,
as a non-profit neutral
^utslder,' and the five Denver stations, KOA, KLZ,
KFEL KVOD and
KMYR. It was largely through the Council that various wartime
policies
of caution and government request were implemented.
Also the Council
IS now making Japanese language discs for
Uncle Sam's uses
Director Robert Hudson of the Council is chairman of local
Denver
radio news editors v/ho meet every Monday for
conference
Statistical breakdown ot Council broadcasts produced
for educational
.

Radio's Greatest All- Star Cast
Substituted for

FULTON LEWIS,
—Aug.

during his vacation

Thanks
PAUL V.

to

—

17 thru Sept. 4

DONALD NELSON

ORGANIZATION

JOHNSTEELMAN

^
«j 1. t:.j
Adult
Education Council of Denver
Association for Education by Radio
Committee..

McNUn

BLOOM

GAPT.

LEUND

S.

LOVEH

LEON HENDERSON

SEN. ROBERT TAFT

SEN.

MISS HELEN HAYES

SEN. A. B. CHANDLER

for Fulton Lewis, Jr.

can readily

see

why

With such "pinch
his exclusive scoops

CHAN GURNEY

—gave

the news

hitters" to help

Army Day

NUMBER OF
BROADCASTS
5
2

»

Committee for the Celebration of Navy Day!
Committee
College and University Engineering Schools'.
College Presidents (Eleven Universities and Colleges in Region)
Colorado Bar Association

Colorado
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado
Colorado

ADM. EMORY LAND

men and women who make

_

!

6
!

.
'

College

Congress of Parents and Teachers
School of Mines
State Board for Vocational Education
State College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, Extension

Division

the

news

him out you

and authentic newsbeats art

due to knowing the right people!

13

ness on

our own."
With that objective, the Crescent Macaroni
Cracker Com-

&

pany starte(i a 13-week
program in March, 1941.

The

weeks

result? Eighty

test

later.

Crescent Guest-of -Honor broadcasts are still running on KSO.
three times every week.

Over and over again, KSO and
have proved they can

KRNT

"cany the

Citizens for Victory

THURMOND ARNOLD

ANTHONY DIHOND

These topnotch

Citizens'
Citizens'

SEN-ALBENBARKLEY

our broadcasting
our dealers build busimany items besides

to help

.

.

organization in 1941-42 follows:

CLAUDE WICKARD

REP. SOL

Jr.

,

Colorado State College of Education
Colorado Tuberculosis Association
Colorado White House Conference on Children iii a Democra(!y
Denver and Colorado Councils of Women's Organizations on International Relatlans

Denver Public Library
'.*.*.!!!',!!'.
Denver Public Schools
!!!!.".!!!!!!!!.'!.!!!
Denver Tuberculosis Society
""'.!!!!!!!!!!!.!
Farmers Educational and Cooperative Union 0^ America! C()l()racio

75
65

ball" for advertisers
using radio adequately. KSO and
KRNT are near-twins. Both have
5,000 watts, full

72

work

15

recognition

14

accomplishment.

aflfiliation

—fine

time—basic

net-

—strong

traderecords of sales

48
^23
24
la

With Iowa farm-income at a
new high.
with war production
adding millions to Des Moines
payrolls
it's well for you to
have KSO and/or KRNT on th«
.

.

jg
32

.

.

.

job,

increasing your sales . to
Iowa's No. 1 market—Des Moines

and

its

extensive trading area.

"

*

A MAN

IS

KNOWN BY

THE COMPANY HE KEEPS"

Now on 180 Mutual Stations!
AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL SPONSORSHIP

KWYO

Fulton Lewis, Jr., is the "hottest" name on
the air today-T<urrently sponsored on 69
Sell him on your station at your
stations.
own one time quarter hour rate per week.
Get busy ^wire, phone or write, WM. B.
DOLPH, WOL. WASHINGTON. D. C;

United States Treasury Department
University of Colorado

\n>lunc,l uirh ,hc

WOL

WASHINGTON,

!!!!!!!
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

University of Denver
College of Arls and Sciences
School of Librarianship
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National Ediftation Association
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Colorado Council of Defense f
State of Colorado (Governor's Office)
Speblal Programs for KFXJ and
United States Navy 'V Program
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Number

of broadcasts

Number

ot air hours

.1,762

MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM
.

419

AiTUIatcd witli th*

Dm

MoIbm B4«Ut«r * Tribaac

Represented by The Katz Agency

»<»

<«
PayroU

—

Carl Coleman, church
Buffalo.
organist and for 12 years a flxture
switched to
on

WBEN

WGR-WKBW,
week

this

slaft
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Weiliicsday^

>4

and was im-

(14),

mediately assigned
board morning spot.

an

across-the-

M M MM »»»«»»»
»

>

4

Traffic

—

Edward L.
Boston.
studio engineer,

Philbrick,

-has—been
warrant officer in the Navy.
George W. Slade, former newspaperman, has been upped at WBZ
from the news desk to publicity
made

a

been promoted to chief of the
tion's promotion department.

»

sta-

Ernest Neff, WJAS newscasterannouncer, left that station after
seven years. He's being replaced by
Tommy Rodgers, who moves over

agent of Erie County, Pa., has been
appointed Farm Director of Westinghouse station KDKA.
He succeeds Don Lerch, who resigned a
month ago to accept a post with the
Department of Agriculture in Wash-

Molly Picon Returning

To WHN, New York

show

—

—

Philadelphia. Ray Harriman, forAnne Director
promotion manager merly with Baltimore stations, now
job at KQW, succeeding C. W. Reed, a member of WIP engineering staff.
who joined Batten, Barton, Durstine
Lee Vines, WIP staff announcer,
joins the

former

British

newsman, becomes a KPO commentator Saturday (19).
Frank R. McDonnell, from CBS
got job as director of na-

in N. Y.,

tional

sales

City,

For Maxwell House Java

New

Loses Pair

cony-Vacuum.

employees

CBS

chain In

'Molly Picon's Parade,'
variety
half-hour starring the Yiddish musical

comedy

VICK'S SAN ANTONIOS

will be sponFoods for Maxwell

actress,

Allernatlny Janice Jarretl, WOAI
and 6ouar Romlne, KTSA

House coffee and Diamond Crystal
salt, starting Oct. 6 on WHN, New
York.

Same account bankrolled

San Antonio, Sept.

the

last season.
originate 8-8:30 Tuesday
It will
nights from the Chamber Music in
Carnegie Hall, N. Y., with a studio
audience. Benton & Bowles Is the
agency.

New York
Salt

next week.

Mort Lawrence, longtime

pilot of

Lake City.-Following

Ted Kimball,
station

.

KSL Farm

appoints

Mark Austad

(Continued on page 39)

staff

22.

well represented
locally this season.
On Monday,
Wednesday and Friday, newscasts
will be aired over station WOAI
with Janice Jarrett and the WOAI
'Women's Page of the Air.'
On Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday newscasts will be aired over
Vick's

will

be

chief,

Mississippi state office of the division.

Director,

announcer

to that position.

KPO-NBC, and
member,

staff

Ames becomes second
woman named to KPO-NBC g^iest
JBlanche

relations staff.
.

Kansas City.— Bill Shipley is newaddition to WDAF announcing

est

(taff.

Martha Alice Horner added
continuity staff at KCKN.

to

Roberts,
anMilwaukee.— Cliff
nouncer and dramatic actor formerly at WHA and WIBA, Madisori,"
Wis.,

joined

has

WnviJ-WSSM

the

announcing staff here.
Wendell Palmer, WTMJ continu.
inducted into the Army
and replaced by Robert Carman, of
Milwaukee Journal trade relations
department.
writer,

ity

Hartford.- WDRC

employees

are

eight joining up
past several weeks.
Most recent
go into uniform are chief an.

aller|ic to service,
1.1

to

nouncer Ray Barrett and announcer
Bob Provan, both entering as volun^
teer offlcer candidates in the Army;
and announcer Edwin G. O'Connor,
to Coast Guard.
Replacements in
elude Bob Avery, ex-WTHT, and

James H. Garrett, ex-WLOK, Lima
Ohio.

Tom Carr and Ed

WNBC

announcing

Begley off
former

staff,

transferring to WTIC and latter go
Ing to work as an actor in N. Y.
Paul White, ex-WHDH, Boston, and
Bob Mooney from Granville, N. Y,
joined
spielers.

•

WNBC

New London, Conn. —Bill

Keniski,
technical staff, to Army,
and Francis Stevens, ex-WMFF,
Plattsburg, N. Y., succeeds.
Other
additions to
engineering department are Morrle Koffer, ex-

WNLC

ot

FOR JOHN BLAIR

AND

HIS

•

•

MEN

WNLC

WNYC, and Sam Friedman.
PblUdelphla.

— Henry

We're making
Mur-

T.

dock,
recently
appointed
ant publicity director of

this

posy public

.

.

.

we

because

think

lt'«

the kind of

trl>

Bute that ought to be shouted from the housetops.

assist-

WCAU,

has

been
upped
to
director
tjiat
office,
replacing Kenneth
Stowman, who has been named general manager of the Pennsylvania
Network, an organization of 19
Pennsy outlets, of which WCAU Is

WFBR

appointed John Blair on March

And

our books close for July 1942, on national spot announcem«ots,

1942.

1st,

of

parent station.

Philadelphia

— WCAU

as

OUR NEW REPRESENTATIVES
MONTH IN OUR HISTORY!

announced

the following changes:
Hugh Walton, staff spieler,
has been upped to
supervisor of announcers.
Charles

deKlyn takes over as head of the
transcription
Carl
department.
Owen has been named morning
supervisor of the sUtion.
Gil Babbitt, a member of the
Philly Inquirer staff and onetime
radio and newspaper columnist, returns to the radio fleld this week.
He will take the post of publicity
and promotion boss of
and
Will also handle
special production.

For July 1942,

WFBR is

And we

JULYl One of

said

Pittsburgh.— Peg Conlin, formerly
WCAE sales department, has

64% ahead ofJuly 1941 and 63% ahead ojJuly 1940/
the poorest radio selling

So to you and your associates, John Blair.

WFBR

work and

.

.WFBR

months known.

expresses

RADIO STATION

WFBR
f f

A.

Its

appre*

Intelligent presentation of th«

sales facts.

WPEN

Of the

PRESENTED US WITH THE BIGGEST

elation for your enthusiasm, hard

by

com-

Ewing offered no defense or objection to the injunction, and the deby Doug Romine.
Each newscast will be a quarter cree was issued upon motion for th«
hour in length and all were placed attorney of the administrator, plainthrough Morse International.
tiff in the suit.

KTSA

loss of

announcing staff.
Madeline Attabit resigned as as-

Lash, traffic
stepped into job.

minimum

The suit was filed by Abe Kupperman, Louisiana attorney for tho
wage-hour drviiion after an investigation of the firm's business by th«

—

Vera

the

pensation. Ewing is also ordered to
maintain adequr.tt records as required by regulations of the wagehour administratoi.

KQW

sistant traffic

than

employees the proper overtime

San Francisco. Chief Announcer
Clarence Leisure of KYA, and Dean
Stuart, formerly of KYA, are newest
additions to

less

the act, and from failing to pay his

KSFO.

at

Orleans. Sept. 22.

Federal Judge Wayne G. Borah
Friday (18) signed a permanent inHollywood, Sept. 22.
Two KNX-packeged shows, 'I Was junction restraining P. K. Ewing, Sr.,
There' and "Hollywood Showcase,' commercial manager of WDSU, and
are playing out their string after who does business as WORM in Misyear and a half on the Coast CBS
sissippi, from violating the provinetwork.
Latter expires under Hudnut spon- sions of the Fair Labor Standards
sorship, a victim of priorities, and Act of 1938, commonly known as the
'I Was There' bows to Coast spread
wage-hour law. Specifically, he is
of Raymond Gram Swing for Sorestrained from paying any of his
rates of compensation established

into sales

Osborn.
Fasson,
Robert

KNX

hotel.

transcriptions.

&

From Wage-Hour Law Disregard

&

Lord

for

sored by General

Francisco

Federal Judge Enjoins P. K. Ewing

Thomas. Norman
Morrell continues to head L&T radio department here and Arnold
Maguire directs Kyser show.
Radio gang tossed going away
party for Cashman at Knickerbocker

York

SI

22,

ington.

C—

San

New York

Ed Cashman has wound up duties
here as producer of Kay Kyser program and hauled east to take over
new duties as radio head in New

succeeding Eugene Stafford,
who entered the Army.
Greenville, S.
Hubert Brown
Jay Wesley, coordinator of war
veteran
and
special resigned as WFBC chief audio enbroadcasts
events announcer at WEEI, joined gineer after seven years to join
(Cincinnati)
engineering
the Office of War Information in N. WKRC
Y., and has been assigned to make sUff.
head,

moved

in

Hollywood, Sept.

MMM «4 M

Dan Brittain, for six years trum- from WJAS' sister station, KQV.
Rosey
peter in WBEN staff orchestra, was
Rowswell's
commercial,
named director Friday (11) to suc- 'Rosey Bits," shifts from WCAE to
ceed Bob Armstrong, who enlisted WDKA Monday (28).
in Army Signal Corps last month.
Homer H. Martz, assistant farm

WEEI

Ed Cashman

M. X.

•AlTIMORI
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RADIO REVIEWS

S2

Miller orfb, chorus

IS Mlns.

Sunday, 9:15 p.m.

Friday, 8 p.m.

WJZ-NBC, New York
&

With

(L'liiil

WEAF-NBC, New York
{Seeds)

Riiblcaiiu

Kulc Smith began her 12th season
on CBS. The
liist' Fi iday night (18)
formal and cast of the show is the
same, but she has now switched
brands from General Foods' Grape
Nuts and Grape Nuts flakes to Jello
and Jello puddings. The star was in
great voice for the seasonal opener
and she once more demonstrated her
unerring talent for putting over a
sons. Ted Collins remained smooth
Olyn Landick resumed his
ni.c.
huiKhiRalhcring back-fence spiel as
the Rackensack Gossip' and Jack
Miller again batoned the orchestJa.
It was bi.c-lime and lush in the tra-

much

of

program was over-written.

Jack Miller's music was acceptably
arranged, but the roughness of the
playing sounded as it the draft
board had been at work on the orchestra.
Harry Ackerman's direction blended the various elements
Into a smoothly paced performance.
Kobe.

I

I

To

explain the work of the civilian

ground observation corps and get
recruits

for

the

organization,

the

Arm

Including Edna Skelton, Jack Douglas, Ben Freedman,
Dick McKnight, Leo Sullivan and
Alan Woods. Show is directed by

writing

staff.

Air Force Is presenting this Keith McLeod.
Hobe.
weeklv 15-minute series on WMCA,
New York. As heard Tuesday night
(IS) 'Eyes and Ears of the Air Force' •SPOTLIGHT BANDS'
meet both its major requirements
With Harry James Orchestra, Helen
it's entertaining and informative.
Forrest, Johnny McAfee
With Westbrook Van Vorhees, the 26 Mlns.
'March of Time' voice, narrating, the COCA-COLA
'OANG BUSTEBS'
show opened with the statement of Dally, 9:39 p.m.
S* Mins.
the Importance of the civilian ground WJZ-Blae, New York
SLOAN'S LINIMENT
observation corps to the Army Air
(D'Atcv)
Friday, 9 pjn.
Force, then faded in and out of a
WJZ-Blue, New York
Coca-Cola has returned its 'Spotco'iple of illustrative dramatizations.
(WortDtcIc & Legler)
Finally, Helen Hayes, a volunteer light Bands' program to the air but
Following much the same pattern ?round observer at her Nyack to the Blue instead of Mutual Harry
employed last season, 'Gang Busters'
James'
band
from
Parris Island, South
N. Y.) home, gave a straight exopened its new series with a blood- planatory spiel and plea for recruits. Carolina Marine Base, led off. Though
ler-than-usual criminal opus, ICiller

Her reading was notably rough, so

from the Badlands.' Ebcpertly framed, presumably her script was illegibly
well cast and directed—but bloody- typed or sloppily edited.
Virgil Harris, the bank bandit-kUler,
'Eyes and Ears of the Air Force' is
ultimately got his Just deserts, prov- dii-ected by members of the Radio
ing, as announced, that he wound Directors Guild. First three broadup where all criminals end, on a cast were respectively directed by
slab in the morgue.'
Earle McGill, John Macdonell and
Considerable time was employed Phil Cohan. Script for the show
to trade bad guy's Ingenious method caught was by Betty Wilton Baillie.
of getting out of prison farm. He Orchestra was conducted by Donald
kills everybody in his path to gain Bryan, WMCA musical director.
freedom.
Wear.
Hobe.

second series uses 25 minutes nightly
on the Blue net whereas the initial

stant

and proper maintenance, and

the best experts in that line for
and
Chrysler.
Dodge.
DcSoto
Plymouth autos would, of course, be
the service departments of C. D. DeS

P

and

OTIS

OAec.

dealers.

T.

WINGO

Comment
Mlns.— Local

15

Sustaining

Tuesday, 9:30 p.m.

WMCA, New York
Tabbed

'Wingo

on

Washington.'

new weekly comment

th's

on

WMCA, New

sustainer'

York, brings Otis T.
Wingo in an innocuous bit of palaver
about the news. Wingo apparently
feelj he has something to tell Uie
listener, but he never quite gets
around to saying it. He sort of sidles
ui to a subject and sometimes even
goes into a fighting crouch, but he
never brings himself to throw a
punch.
Wingo's voice is strong and rather
plain.
His mode of speaking is
commonplace. On his debut show
Tuesday night (15) he referred to a
certam play to explain a point he
was tryipg to make. It was obvious
he was talking about last season's
The Wookey,' but he couldn't recall
its title or hadn't taken the trouble
to look it up. Furthermore, in\discusslng the show, he made a small
but vital misstatement about its
theme. To those familiar with the
theatre,

it

probably a makeshift stage so far as
acoustics go, did a crack job almost
the way through and his efforts
were roundly cheered by some 10,000
service men.
However, while the
musical portion was A-I the same
couldn't be said for the writing job.
In very few of the many minutes
taken up by the oral portion of the
session did the writing hit a stride
that might qualify it for a national
network sponsored by a nationally

all

and

was

that

likeabilily

above

far

run-of-the-mill radio drama.
Mellow was the word. There was heart-

and

tug
the

under-tow and

cheerful

fact

above

raised the possibility that

listener mail during the broadcast

WEAF-NBC, New York
(Blacfceft-Samplc-Hummerf)
'Front Page Farrell' is the kind
of
yarn that probably once led imaginative kids to aspire to become
reporters.
It's the kind of program

ducive to gastritis.
In sharing the ovation the five
billed performers should push in a
and allow bowing space for
the gorgeous but anonymous actors
who played the two pug-uglles and
to the actor who made Mr. Jonas
n villain to hate for life in something
little

like six lines of dialog net.

The commercials, for those who
insist
upon the full report, are
chirped as the robins chirp in May.
A throaty cry of sheer joy to be
alive ana able to bath in the caressing and beautifying bubbles of
Lux. a cake to cling to in an uncertain world.
Land.

the stanza to the

air,

time on

this

NBC.
There's something to be said for
however. It isn't as bad
as it used to be. Robert Shaw, who
now scripts it, must have been in a
city room some time, or at least
have known a reporter, for he's
taken at least a little of the Rover
Boy halo oft the headline hero. Still,
Farrell is the kind of comic-strip
reporter who bursts in editors' doors
with shouts about' his latest stoppress story sensation.
He, the incredibly corny city editor and the
sappy Mrs. Farrell, are more interested in trying to track down
petty racketeers than in the businesL<i
of printing the news, but that's
merely standard fictional journalism.
There's an apparent effort to tie a
reference to the day's war headlines
into the dialog, but it has no direct
relation to the story, so remains
merely a pointless time-taker. The
whole thing is faintly depressing. In
fairness, though, scripter Shaw is
probably dishing out what the impressionable public craves, while
Bill Sweets Is giving It proficient direction.
James Fleming gives the
'Farrell,'

makes newspaper men mutter Kolynos toothpowder commercials
Ann Leaf
opinions about serial a bang-bang reading.
In other words, 'Farrell' is plays the organ cues.
Hobe.
pulp-mag romantic teflfy in five-aweek radio form. It was once sponsored by Procter & Gamble in
David Croiler has resigned from
the
midwest. Last season Anacin bank- Muzak, Inc., to join the Chicago ofrolled the show on Mutual,
and now fice of the Howard Wilson Co., staknown product. It seems that the Kolynos toothpowder has returned tion reps;
men who dreamed up the lines
strove
of it

too mightily, because much
ITiere was
introduction to
interpretation of the 'Marines
Hymn, where a classic line appeared.
It went, 'Parris Island. .where mere
men become U. S. Marines.' Remainder was a mixed up oration
that must have put those devil dogs
in as much of a fog as It put lis-

one

was overwritten.

spiel, a sort of

^mes

that

unprintable
writers.

YOU CAN LAUGH

IF

YOU WANT TO

this is serious

.

.

.

BUT

.

.

.

!

.

teners.

James' handling of pops and tunes
standard with him was for the most
part aces.

He

worth FighUng

slipped on 'This Is
For,' kicking it off

too fast, but then again later he
showed rare good Judgment by conflnmg the exciting, but too technical trumpet display on 'Flight of
•Bumble Bee* to halt its normal
length. Helen Forrest, vocalist, did
a swell Job on 'He's My Guy.'
Johnny McAfee's work on 'Fighting'

was only fair.
Commercials for Coca-Cola were
nicely handled, too, with one exception.
They were mostly short,
ssociiilc Sliilmi.
II

I'D

IM

all

professionals
that knew every line what they
were about. The trouble with this
that
it
will
Cost
make those
marshmallow casts and stories that
much more indigestible. The contrast between real actors and some
film stars can be extremely conof

i.-i

p.m.

etc.

Harry James' band, picked up from

punchy

R

is

for B.

E

i»

for

ESTY

N

i»

for

NATIONWIDE hookup

E

is

for

is

for

EVEEY Friday Nite at 10:00 P.M., CBS
WM, MOBEIS (my representatives)

E

is

for

EDITOBS

D

is

for

DIAL-TWISTEES (thanks

W

J.

SEYROLDS (my

Put them

wasn't at

all

tasty.

Wood.

(I

hope you'll listen)

(in appreciation of their mentions)

all

for listening)

and they spell
for another 13 weeks

together

RENEWED

(It's

One, however, advised
listeners the drink 'is a way of helpIt

sponsor)

advertising agency (bless 'em)

bits.

ing morale.'

'

indeed.' the studio applause is as with Lux.
On occasion Lux will
volcanic as ever (and that includes stoop to toast a silly marshmallow,
the plug response) and most of tljc something drippy and gooey from the
participants are talented and enter- girl - can't - make - up - mind-abouttaining.
The lone gesture toward which-boy school. Radio like Holly'streamlining' is the inclusion of a wood, and partly because of Holly.
goodly percentage of servicemen wood, has to have its quota of
B's
among the participants.
(for bad) but when something like
Everything proceeds at a leisurely 'How Green Was My Valley' comes
The .showman.ly along it becomes clear that there's
but expert pace.
air pervades as sharply and in- nothing
wrong with radio that
The identify- writers, directors and performers
gratiatingly as ever.
ing dialog is well pointed with CE^'t cure.
Saying which it is persnatches of human interest. They haps sobering to add that next
rarely falter in speech and never in week's piece for Lux is announced
routine.
The gem of huge returns as 'The Magnificent Dope.' Or from
has been polished mirror-bright by a flying fortress to a wheelbarrow.
Ihc passing years, but the tradition
lightly-packed, edged with sly
of hit-and-miss remains. The caliph
humor, overcast with o sweet huof the 'original amateur program'
manity the episodic tale of the
has paraded as many as 6,000 permining family came through
Welch
.sons before the mike.
the air like the man on the flying
merely trapeze. The separate incidents acThe
commercial
copy
sought to impress the need for con- cumulated u force of believabillty

Hobe.
setup used IS minutes -flv^ days and
30 minutes on Saturday on Mutual,
nie new setup selects its orchestras 'FRONT PAGE
FABBELL'
via vote of soldiers, sailors, marines With
Dick WIdmark, Florence WilIn training camps, the camp turning
liams, Betty Garde, Bill Shelley,
in the highest number of votes in
James Fleming.
proportion to its personnel being 16
Mlns.
awarded an origination within 30 KOLYNOS
TOOTHPOWDER
days. All broadcasts will come from
Dally, 5:45-6
Initial show hit the bulls-eye insofar as musical quality is concerned.

ma,

Ronny McDowell

M

Mlns.
i.R\ny\Ta\iff & Ryan)
Major Bowes' re-entry last Thurs- Monday, 9 p.m.
day (17), following what the net- WABC-CBS, New York
(J. Walter Thotiipsoii)
works prefer to describe as a hiatus,
Hurrah again for good material
projected among other things two
statistical tidbits: it was his seventh in the hands of good actors.
And
year for the same account and bis nurrnh for the director who
was
382d broadcast. The amateur format
remains the same, the Major still reverent with the script and intelliIt
interpolates such encouragements as gent with the players.
not alfine
'wonderful.' 'alright' and 'very
ways this way with radio drama nor

Wingo'v-knowledge of Washington
and current affairs may be as faulty.
because of clumsy engineering,
the initial program was cut-in from
Washington without an Intro or even
the series idea is the same—the an
Identification
of the speaker
presentation of top orchestras—the Wingo
made several pleas for

camps, defense factories,

WINNER^

'^How -Green -Was My Valley'
With Walter PIdgcon, Donald Crisp
Sara Allgood, Maureen O'Hara

WABC-CBS, New York

BROWN & WILLIAMSON

Tuesday, 10:30 p.m.
I

Alof/iil)

There's no telling appincntly. how
What was plenty good enough last
the news of the day will road on .season is good enough again for
Dorothy Thompson's emotional side. Brown & Williamson, so the tob.icco
Last March when she opened her firm has returned Red Skollon and
series for Clipper Craft ihc United virtually
the same show to its Tues
Nations were getting quite a pushing
day night spot on NBC. The formal
around in the Pacilic but Miss ?nd style of the show are the same
Thompson look the broadcast occa- and the products arc identical.
sion for going all out with benign Raleigh cigarefs and Walter Raleigh
and roscato contemplation of our pipe tobacco. It was a click comsiliiatron. Back for hor second seabination last season and should rcson last Sunday c20i Miss Thomp.son peat this one.
teed off on a mood that was far to
Skelton reportedly prefers to work
The
the other segment of the arc.
pretty
much off the culT. without too
Battle of Stalingrad, obviously, had
busithe columnist down. Also the failure much rehearsal or prearranged
That probably contributes
of Ihc United States and Britain to ne.ss.
results on
open
a .sccord front by land invasion. spontaneity, but it also
dition of the scries.
saw
it.
the fall occasion in a rough performance.
Thompson
Miss
As
Miss Smith's songs, always the
Stalingrad would raise the ques- The Skelton show, therefore, lacks
backbone of the show, included an of
tion of whether Russia has lost Us the .smooth pacing of some more
arousinijly presented 'I've Got Rhystanzas.
calculated name comedy
ofTonsivo power for all time.
thm." a medley of 'By the Light of
Last March Miss Thompson con- The consequent uncertainty about
the Silvery Moon,' 'Let Me Call You gratulated the American people on whether everything is going quite
Swoclhearl' and 'Kalamazoo' with the .speed with which they had con- according to schedule may add zest
Ted Slraeter's remarkably helpful verted their economy from one of to the show, but it al.so fails to get
piano accompaniment. 'I Wonder peace to that of war. This time she full value of timing and emphasis
When My Baby's Comin' Home" and wasn't .so optimistic. The home front, for the materiol.
In addi- she said, was not yet fully adapted
the Marine Corps hymn.
This effect, in some ways favorable
tion, the singer narrated an excerpt to war.
We were still fighting with and others distinctly not so, is
from Paramount's current film hit. one hand tied behind us. The time heightened by the way the perform'Wake Island.' Although the piece had come, she added, for us to choose ers themselves seem convulsed by
Itself was stirring enough it seemed between discomfort and defeat.
their own jokes. That and the wildly
suited to a femme performer.
ill
her opening remarks Miss enthusiastic pushover West Coast
In
Con.-isiing entirely of the monolog Thompson again explained that this studio audience doesn't enhance the
narration and battle sound effects, weekly chore would be to survey the comic effect for the air listener.
it was essentially a man's story and
news of war from all the fronts and Skelton broadcast on opener (15)
would have been more effective if analyze the significance or implica- ran about 30 seconds short.
read by a man, preferably one with tions of the various events.
Her
High spot of the show continues
the knowledge and skill of expres- Sunday evening entry gives the Blue to be Skelton's brat characterizasive under-playing.
three commentators, though not all tion from last season, including his
Ray Milland was the guest for the dealing with news, within the space 'I dood it* remark. However, it's
There's Walter Win- evident that the pattern is beginning
usual dramatic sketch, this time "The of an hour.
Man Who Played Death,' by Milton chell at 9-9:15. Jimmy Fidler at 9:4.'5- to become stereotype, so the comeCciger (his name was pronounced 10. and Miss Thompson immediately dian and his writers should And
Odec.
thereafter.
ways of varying it or start looking
'Gigger" on the air).
It was a maaround for a substitute.
cabre sort of a piece with a surHarriett HlUiard remains Skelton's
prise finish and depending on a resoiu'ceful and varied performance by EYES AND EA.tS OF THE AOt chief foil, depending less on her
FORCE'
vocals.
Ozzie Nelson also joins in
the lead. Milland was only partially
successful in the assignment, giving With Helen Hayes. Westbrook Van the comedy, patter as well as batoning
the band. Wonderful Smith had
Voorhees,
Jerry
Tucker,
Finis
Barcuriously
fiat
effect
a
and not lifting
ton, Kay Renwlde, Susan Gouldins, a brief comedy spot and, on the
to a climax.
opener.
Tommy Dorsey
Stuart Buchanan, Donald Bryan season
As in other seasons, Miss Smith
guested for a moment to spotlight his
Orch
and Collins read the commercials in
own series for the same sponsor.
a
light
comedy crossfire.
There 16 Mlns.— Local
Truman Bradley read the Seeds
were three major plugs, all written Sustaining
agency copy for B. Si W.
a little too ponderously coy.
As a Tuesday, 9:4S p.m.
As before, Skelton has a large
matter of fact, the continuity for WMCA, New York
(Vouiij;

LUX RADIO THEATRE

Wonderful Songs, Instrumental

lillllard.

ITaYriett

Smith, Tommy Dorsey, Truman ae Mins.
CHRYSLER CORP.
Bradley, Oiile Nelson orch
Thursday, 9 p.m.
30 Mlns.

CLIPPER CRAKT fl.OTllKS

GENERAL FOODS
WADC-CBS, New York

MAJOR EDWARD BOWES

RED SKELTON

DOROTHY THOMPSON
ftATE SMITH
with Ted Collins, Olyn Landlok News Comment
Ray Milland, Ted Straeter, Jack IS MIns.

Possible)

HERB SHRINER
William Morris Agency

Camel Caravan

.

.

:

.
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Huff Leaves Bell

Bttbcr

es

mW

HER JUMPERS

for

WEBB

>«<>«««»'

»4

IN

IN

YORK CITY

The Radio Thade

.

.

Huff has

doffed

Is

Bell Aircraft here to come back to
radio, this time as pilot of WEBR's
'Time to Chat' afternoon program for

women.
She replaces Helen King, now
Evening News radio columnist.

Treasury program.

Cailton Alsop, director of 'Abie's Irish Rose,' commuting to the Coast
by plane weekly to supervise the Hollywood blood bank for the Red Cross
and to visit his wife, actress Martha Scott. .Harry Ackerman, Young &
Rubicam production supervisor, wants short dramatic sketches for guest
names on the Kate Smith show... Actor Chester Stratton into the Army
.soon ... Benton tc Bowles sending a special newspaper about doings around
the agency to its former employees in the service. .Sol Leon, formerly
of the William Morris legal department, training with the Army Signal
Corps in Arizona. .Singer Jack Arthur doing musical commercials on the
•Mary Marlin' serial. Don Hancock replaces George A. Putman as announcer on the same program next Monday (28).
Bill Ramsey, Proter Se Gamble radio director, vacationing on Cape Cod
for three weeks. .Albert G. Miller, scripter of 'Maudie's Diary," which
goes off the air this week, going into the Navy with a' commission.
Douglas Lounds transferred from radio department to media department
of Benton & Bowles. .Peter Michael, author of 'Lone Joufney' serial for
Procter & Gamble, to Wyoming for several weeks on ranch to gather
background color. . .Writers War Board has set up sub-committee to gather
material for soldiers to use In their own shows at Army camps.
Seymour Robbie, formerly assistant, becomes CBS shortwave production manager, succeeding Clarence Schimmel who goes into the Navy...
Bill Zuckert on 'The Triumphant Egg' on NBC and 'Columbia Workshop'
on CBS this week. .George Hicks, Blue network news and special features
announcer, on .special assignment as correspondent with Navy...Nila
Mack, CBS director who writes-produces 'Let's Pretend' kid show,
authored- 'Animal Allies,' juve volume being published this week by Julian
Richard Hubbell, of CBS television staff, has written '4,000
Messner.
Years of Television,' to be published next week by Putman. .Mary
O'Meara, formerly with Thompson agency, joined Compton copy depart.

McC-E

Schloss Quits

To

Join Blue Network

.

.

.

.

Pete Schloss last week quit as
time buyer for the McCann-Erickson agency to become a member of
the Blue Network's station relations
staff.
His place at McC-E is being
taken by Willard Butler.
Butler comes from the ErwinWasey agency.

.

.

.

ment.
Oscar Levant clicked Sunday (20) as piano soloist on Gershwin's
'Rhapsody in Blue" on the Andre Kostelanetz-Albcrt Spalding show for
Coca-Cola. .Roger Kent clothes sponsoring three chapters a week of the
'Musical Personalities' recorded series on WQXR. .Pending Alma Dettinger's recovery from an appendectomy.
Alice Pentlarge conducts .her
'Other People's Business' program on WQXR.'. .Red Barber took time on
his Dodger-Phils baseball broadcast Sunday (20) to caution kid listeners
that his Old Gold commercials are aimed strictly for adults. .Donna
Keath was featured lead Saturday tl9) opposite Ray Milland on Armstrong 'Theatre of Today'. .Joel Hammill's script about Pastor Niemoller
for Sunday night's (20) 'This Is Our Enemy' provided a sock show.
'Pasquale, C. O. D.,' six-evenings-a-week serial resumed on
this
week for Chicago Macaroni. .'Vox Pop' next Monday night (28) will be
from Columbia University, with the awarding of medals to correspondents
who covered the Dieppe raid. The show will have a London pickup with
Bob Trout. .Following week's (Oct 5) 'Vox Pop' will be from Lakehurst
(N. J.) naval air station. .Annual meeting of the Ne\y York local of
AFRA will be Nov. 10 at the Astor hotel ... Harry Ackerman has written
the adaptation of 'The War Against Mrs. Hadley,' which Edward Arnold
and Fay Bainter will do as the dramatic spot Friday night (25) on the
Kate Smith show. Incidentally, Ackerman, Young Sc Rubicam production
supervisor, has been named chairman of the agency's war committee,
which will attempt to put war. material into its programs.
Orson Welles, who proved to be just as much at home on 'Information
Please* as he has on many other radio programs, argued with and disputed Clifton Fadiman so often that the emcee finally quipped, 'Welles,
I thought I
this is the last time you will appear on 'Information Please.'
'The Army and Navy
had enough trouble with Kieran for four years'
Game' will be shifted from 5:30 to 8 p.m., starting next Sunday (27) on
the Blue network. Fred Uttal is emcee. Benay Venuta served as chairman of the board of judges and announced the awards on this week's
program.
.

.

Lisa Sergio Shifting

.

WHOM

.

.

.

.

.

Louis-Conn

DX

Sked

Cleveland, Sept. 22.

Nicki

Burnett,

WHK

announcer,

and wife, Helen, plan to open City's
SchenecUdy, N. Y.. Sept. 22.
WGEO and WGEA will have the branch of Stage Door Canteen durexclusive shortwave rights for the ing first part of October.
Columbus Day heavyweight chamContinuous entertainment will be
pionship bout between Sgt. Joe Louis
and Private Billy Conn. Inasmuch furnished by professional performas the fracas is scheduled for the ers of local and national prominafternoon, the General Electric sta- ence, according to Burnett. Musitions will relay the 'all army' fight cians' union has given all local dance
bands permission to play and viroverseas by delayed broadcasts.
The first one will be teamed to tually everybody in town who has
Central and South America at 10 anything to offer in entertainment
p.m., Oct. 12.
At 6:15 a.m. the fol- field has offered to help.
lowing day^ the broadcast will be
Game room will be outfitted by
sent to Australia and New Zealand the Phonograph Merchants Associa^
for the entertainment of servicemen tion.
there.
Three hours later, the stations will fire at Newfoundland, Iceland, Ireland, England and Europe.
WGEA and WGEO will also have GUEST SINGERS PLUS
a DX exclusive on the World Series
to American servicemen throughout
GUEST

STARS FOR ALLEN

the world.
Lisa Sergio

comment
its

moves her

daily

series, effective Oct.

present 10-10:15

a.

I,

m. spot

news
from

Stephens Gets Sponsor

to 7-

p.m. on WQXR, New York.
Jack Stephens will be sponsored
Whether or not she will carry over
starting Oct. 5 on eight stations of
her co-sponsors. Botany Mills and
Tomorrow mag, will be decided this the new Atlantic Coast network
keyed out of WNEW, New York. He
week. Higher evening rate, plus the
will
interviews and
give sports,
fact that Botany is now chiefly enmusical recordings six
weekly

gaged in war output, may affect

nights

its

decision.

at 11 p.m.

Its for St. Joseph's Aspirin and
Before taking her summer vacation
Pentero via the Lake-S(tiro-Shurman
Miss Sergio conducted two daily

comment stanzas, one at the 10 a.m.
time and the other at 9-9:15 p.m.
Latter spot is now filled by the Time

mag news

series.

agency of Memphis.

Mumble's Football Series
Houston, Sept. 22.
Oil
Refining will sponsor broadcasts of Southwest Conference football games for the eighth
consecutive <;eason. Kern Tips and
Ves Box will head the announcing

Humble

JIM LITTLE INTO U.S.

ARMY

Worcester, Sept. 22.

Fred A Hen -Texaco show,
which resumes on CBS Oct. 4, will
go along for a while with a policy of

The

7:15

.

CHICAGO

Cleveland Stage Door Canteen

overalls

and goggles as a paint inspector at

Discussing; Whether (here is room for more
rhnti one genius at that advertising agency— The number
of prominent
radio men fated to be privates and the tnuidious comparisons— The
title of the new war song, 'Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammunition'
—Paul Hollister's joining CBS—All the redtape and viystery about that

IN

Aimouncer and-Wife^riianK^

Buffalo, Sept. 22.

Esther
.

Aircraft

Air

&

guest singers as well as guest stars.

Godfrey

Arthur

will

have

Albert G. Miller To
New Orleans for
Albert

G.

Miller,

various other shows.

Christi, at Austin, Sept. 19.

tle's stint.

Lesson No. 3 in

Just the boss.

Jack Brickhouse will conduct WGN's sports session for remainder of
AFRA holds a Coronaseason, replacing Bob Elson, who is in the Navy
tion Ball Sept. 28 at the Hotel Sherman to crown Neva Patterson and
WBBM's HouseBob Sabin Queen and King of Chicago radio artists
wives Protective League distributed 100 packages of food to listenermembers for opinions as to their merit—80% of testers must okay products
Mac and Bob, old-time
to make them eligible for program approval
for Foley's Honey and
song vocalists, renewed for fourth year on
Tar, through Laueson and Solomon.
The 'WLS Mountain Theatre' returns to the air Sept. 28, sponsored by
Bess
Dr. W. B. Caldwell, Inc., through Sherman-Marquette agency
McCammon is two-star mother with son Tom, 21, enlisted in Army
Ordinance, and Bill, 23, selected for Officer's Training at Ft. Belvoir,

WLS

WBBM

.

.

WBBM

^..up

to

date

Ask your time buyer— even if that means talking to your*
self— how close he can come to matching these typical costs
for

204

12 to 12:30 p.m. CST for its sixth
to WLS, Sat.
consecutive year, under sponsorship of Ful-O-Pep Poultry Feeds....
3:55 to 4 p.m. Mon.,
Todd Hunter takes over the news spot on
Wed. and FrI. for Vick Chemical of N. Y. CommenUtor also has 7:15 to

the

station coverage

of the V. S.

from

Farm* returns

WBBM,

'Morning Reporter' news time on these same days sustaining....
'Romance of Helen Trent,' network serial from Chicago, begins its 10th
year on the air Sept. 23.... Harlan Eugene Read, Donald McGibncy and
Dr. Gerhard Schacher are now WBBM's trio of ace news analysts
Tommy Tucker, currently at the Chicago, and Eddie Oliver, at the Mayfair Room, guesting on 'Victory Matinee'. .. .Happy Jack Turner, singer»ri.
pianist, starts Oct. 5 in a new program over WMAQ, Mon., Wed and
at 5 p.m.. ..WMAQ announcers, competing with each other, have sold
.Harry C. Kopi,
nearly $50,000 in bonds over the counter at this station.
meetmanagement
company
NBC vice-prexy, to Hot Springs, Va., for
ing. ..
promotion manager, and Jules Hcr-

ONE HALF-HOUR EVENING* FOR ONLY

^6,015

7:25 a.m.

.

.

.Emmons

C.

Carlson,

FIVE QUARTER-HOURS DAYTIME* FOR ONLY

.

THREE QUARTER-HOURS EVENING* FOR ONLY
*Net 52 week

.

^10,950

basis

sales

buveaux, program manager, to N. Y. on business.
forces: sound effecls man
Three
staff members leave for armed
Lee Randon joins Signal Corps Enlisted Reserve as radio electrician, Jim
Conway goes into training as ensign, U. S. N. (Aviation) at Northwestern
U., and announcer Jack McCormick goes to Jacksonville, Fla., i""" "^^'"'"e
Bob Mc^ec
as a lieutenant in the U. S. Marine Corps Aviation Unit.
takes over announcing duties on 'Profiles and Previews ... .Everett Ha salllon, pianist-arranger of the Great Lakes Naval Training Stations
with Orrin
capacity
ailor Rhythm orchestra, formerly served in the same
(Continued on page 34)

WBBM

.

of

Jim Little, WTAGjiewscaster and
(Tuesday) for service in the public
news editoflor past several years, staff.
relations branch of the Eighth Naval
was inducted into Army at Fort
Opening broadcast was between District, New Orleans.
Devens last week.
the University of Texas and the
He also wrote 'Blondie' last season
Bob Marvin currently doing Lit- Naval Air Base team of Corpus for Camel cigaret, and has scripted

.

Mon.
Harlan Eugene Reed, news commenUtor, to air over
through Sat. from 10:30 to 10:45 p.m. CWT. .. .Jeanne Juvelier returns
.Clara Lu 'n' Em return
to Chi from N. Y. to join cast of 'Helen Trent'.
to the air over
after a seven-year absence. Their program goes
over 40 stations, WBBM-CBS, Mon., Wed., Fri., 10 to 10:15 a.m. CWT.
'I
Only Know,' by Aviation Cadet Bill Demond, USNR, Bill Bruns,
USNR, and Russ Morgan, debuted over CBS with Jimmy Melton smging
'The Man on
and Andre KostelaneU providing orchestral background

Navy

scripter

which Wonder
'Maudie's
Diary,'
Bread is dropping from CBS after
tomorrow night's (Thursday) broadcast, was commissioned a Lieutenant
in the Navy, and left yesterday

The Radio Trade Is Discussing: The inaccessibility of Jimmy Petrillo
u-hen in touin— The cut-off handed Bill Paley's CBS speech from
London by CBS-owned WBBM—All in favor of a spot announcement-

Va

James

Wallington's spot as announcer and
the format will include the newsreel
routine in some form.
The time is Sunday, 9:30-10 p.m.

It all

adds up

to the Biggest

Bargains in Broadcasting

THE MUTUAL BROADCASTING SYSTEM

1
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Foresighted

Near^ly

AU

St^^

Clucagd

In

KFRQ

Longview, Texas, Sept. 22.
R. Putman, station manager of KFHO and in the com-

From the Production Centres
Continued from page 33

T.

On Super-Whopper War Benefit
Chicago. Sept. 22.
of the first all-stalion broadoriginate in the Chicago

One
ca.sli

to

area will climax the Amusem -^nt and
Recreation Division's September War
Bond Drive, when a mammoth ether
show will be staged Monday night,
Sept. 28, featuring a miniature army
of stage, screen, and radio celebrities, gathered to sell bonds over the
air

Ben Bernie has been set as m.c.
of the fhow which will include
Gracie Fields, Buddy Ebsen, Skeets
Gallagher, Dolly Kay, Joy Hodges,
Marie Nash, Jane Pickens, Jan Murray, Gloria Panico, Laura Kellogg,

Jimmy

of

CBS

In

Milwaukee, Sept.

With

WISN

Russ Morgan, Buddy FrankLawrence Welk, Eddie Howard
and Eddie Oliver.
Every station will carry the broadcast, among them WMAQ, WBBM,

WON, WENR, WIND, WCFL, WAIT,
• WJJD, and WJ\yC, Listeners will
urged to phone in their bond
pledges to the station to which they
are listening.
There will be appeals scattered throughout the sev-

be

hour program.
Present plan is to

eral

present the
the flesh on the stage of
the Auditorium theatre in the Loop,
with bond purchases as admission to
the house.
Show will start at 11:15
p.m. and continue until '1 a.m. or
longer. It represents a smash effort
on part of executive committee of
Amusement and Recreation Div. to
finish up September Drive with a
in

bang, exceeding expected grosses.

Several months ago radio op's
was also received by
Mrs. James R, Curtis, wife of
the prez of the station. Station
is fortifying itself against the
possible shortage of station oplicense

22.

holding the broadcast-

ing privileges for Marquette univergames, the station sud-

erators.

denly found

itself

when

on a spot

three of the contests were scheduled
for

FlY

IS TFFir IN

ASSURANCES

ON TUBES

games as per its season's contract with the sponsor, Wadhams Oil
the
Co.

Grignon,

Gaston

manager

of

WISN, wanted his station to broadat least part of the Sunday
games where the CBS schedule permitted, with WEMP picking up the
game where WISN left o(T. However, C. J. Lanphier, manager of
cast

WEMP, wouldn't go for this kind of
a deal, declaring he woul<f take on
the games in their entirety or not
at

Washington, Sept.

22.

Silencing of any radio station for
is not an immediate
prospect but the need for conservation is immediate and urgent, because there Is a question of whether
the War Production Board can go on
(Continued on page 39)

want of tubes

all.

Grignon had no alternative'but to
accept so a Wadhams Oil sponsored
broadcast will be heard on WEMP
for

the

lime

first

CBC SHORTENS HOURS

TO SAVE EQUIPMENT

when November

around.

rolls

Montreal, Sept.

AWARD

25G

CBC

VS.

22.

Canadian Broadcasting Corp. will

WHISKEY FIRM GIVEN

sign off the air at 11:30 p.m. local
time in all regions, beginning Sun-

Gladstone Murray,
CBC g.m., stated that such a reducFeine in
Post
tion of broadcast operations in each
Toronto, Sept. 22.
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 22.
time
zone
across
the
Dominion
distillers,
won
Gooderham & Worts,
H. M. 'Bill' Feine, copy and aca judgment for $25,000 and costs would lengthen the life of a large
count executive with the William B.
equipment,
of
some of
against the Canadian Broadcasting amount
Remington agency, has become the
which
cannot
be
replaced.
Appeals
here.
in Court of
new program director at WMAS- Corp.
Stations to be affected by the
Plaintiff alleged breach of coveCBS station.
earlier
network
signoff
will be:
CBC
regarding
lease
nant by the
a
Feine succeeds Herb Edman, who
on the former CKGW, Toronto, when CBM and CBF, Montreal: CBL and
has returned to his home city,
the station, located in the King Ed- CBY, Toronto: CBO, Ottawa; CBV.
Worcester, to work at WTAG.
Quebec;
CBJ,
ChicoutimI:
CBR.
ward hotel, was leased to the CBS at
Vancouver:
and
CBK, Watrous,
$12,000 a year.
Saskatchewan.
The announcement added that it
will be necessary on some nights to
Motor Coach Line's
operate for the extra half-hour to
midnight on CBA, the 50-kilowatt

WMAS

day next

(27).

News

San Antonio, Sept.

22.

The Bowen Motor Coach Lines of
Fort Worth will air a Sunday quarter hour newscast over the Lone Star

Basic CBS
Since 1930

Chain

each

originate

KGKO

week.

of

will
station

over

KTSA

John Hicks

million peopl'l"
Primary »:'•*•"'"
cov.r.
Area. Given th..
pro•ga and topflight e«n
ocheduly, you

our

will

be the newscaster.

New Mexican

Station

.gram

attractlwo.

U««

to sell tho rich
Hartford Market.

WDRC

at Sackville,

|

Mexico City, Sept. 22.
Northwestern Mexico, ot current
strategic and farming importance,
will have a new station, XEHQ, at
Hermosillo, capital of Sonora state.
Station, which is to b« of 300
watts and 590 kcs.. Is being readied

N.

B.

UP ARTHUR KIRKHAM
He's

Now

Vice-President of
Portbuid, Ore.

here;

than,

,0

station

Series

in the studios
will be heard

and

KXYZ, Houston; KRIS, Corpus
Chrlsti;
KRCV, Weslaco; KGNC,
Amarillo and KFDM, Beaumont.

;

Add to WBBM's sales force, Ed Furman, former commermanager WMFF, Plattsburg, N, Y., and Cy Howard, KTRH. Houston.
Dr. Preston Bradley resumes his series of commentaries over WON,
Mon. through Fri. at 6 p.m.

Tucker's band
cial

HOLLYWOOD

IN

Tilt Radio Trade Is Discussing: The Coca-Cola sequel at Mutual—
That crap game that followed the dinner to Ed Cashman bets pot up
near five figures a couple oj times The growmg scarcity of male stars
for all those Treasury programs on account of the Army grabbing same.

—

—

War's drain on radio manpower was felt in two places at KHJ last week,
with another in the immediate offing. J. C. Lewis, Jr., longtime producer
Don Lee station, and Robert Wagner, new editor, will be in Khaki

at the

sity football

had to go to its rival station WEMP
and buy time from It in order to air

lin,

station.

Jam

Priority

signified

Dorsey,

Jarrett,

shew

To Accommodate Sponsor

participating include
Jimmy Joy, Art

and many, many more.
Band leaders who have
intention

WISN Buys WEMP Time

Sundays—^Nov, 8, 15, and 22, on
which day the broadcaster has earlier CBS committments with inviolSo WISN had
able priority rights.

'hine Price. Billie Holiday, Lola Hill,

mercial side of broadcasting for
the past 15 years has turned to
the opposite side of the field.
He has received his third class
with
license
operator's
radio
broadcast endorsement which
qualifies him to operate the

KOIN,

Portland, Ore., Sept. 22.
Arthur Kirkham, formerly Director of Public Relations for KOIN,
has been named that station's vicepresident following the death a few
months ago ot C. Roy Hunt,
Clarence Talbot, night operations
manager of KOIN, has joined the
Naval Reserve. Ivan Jones succeeds
him in the night spot.
Pat Neal, formerly with copy department of town's largest department store, is now a script writer lor

KOIN-KALE.

for inauguration in October.

Alpha's

New

Stock Set-Up

Albany, N.

Alpha Recording
Corp, of

New

Se

before another week. Wib Eickelberg, commercial manager, got an okay
from the Marines with a captain's commission due to arrive any day. He
Norman Morrell, the only veepee out here
officered in the last war
actually producing a program (Bob Hope for Lord & Thomas) took no
chances on the season opener in Seattle and had a standby ready in the
event Hope encountered any difficulty in getting back from Alaska where
There'll be a wedding in the Lewis
he entertained the jap-shellackers
Allen Weiss family Oct. 3 when daughter Patricia takes the vows with
Ensign Albert Hart. Papa is headman of the Don Lee network. .. .Sam
Moore and John Whedon are putting the words into Pal Peary's mouth for
'Great Gildersleeve' program. .. .Within a week after Marjorie Davies put
in from the east she was working on three shows, to wit, 'Mayor of the
Town,' "Red Ryder' and The Second Mrs. Burton.'
Capt. Charles Vanda of Army Special Servipes around for a coupla
Joe Stauffer goes back to West Point as an instructor next week
cleaning up his affairs at Kenyon
Eckhardt, where he is the radio
He graduated from the academy in 1920 and rates as a major
Jack Burton will handle the three Coca Cola band originations here.

weeks

&

after,

director.

John Canady of Naval Reserve public relations staff got the
necessary permish to handle Clete Roberts' new periods on the Coast
Lieut.

Blue network. Latter is now serving with Office of War Information in
Frisco
Keith McLeod again producing the Red Skelton show. He presided for a few weeks last season but got mixed up in a Russel Seeds
shuffle. .. .George. Wells, who has been doing the Lux adaptations singlehanded for the past nine years, now has a helper in Ben Pearson....
Jim Moran, who specializes in crackpot and screwball antics, caught on*
at KFI for a twice-weekly airing. .. .Day after Harrison HoUiway whacked
off his 17-year growth of lip stubble he had to take to bed with a cold
due to exposure.

Steve Healey joined NBC publicity staff when Matt Barr moved over to
head up the department at KFI-KECA
Stanley Resor, prexy of J. Walter Thompson, stopped over enroute-back to New York from his summer
retreat at Jackson Hole, Wyo., long enough to break bread with Denny
Danker's radio staff
First guestar on the Abbott and Costello show
will be Veronica Lake
Victor Borge got together with JWT on another
quarterly extension on Kraft Music Hall. Agency also gave Mary Martin
another option lift. .. .Chase & Sajiborn gang shoves off Sept. 20 for four
eastern originations, namely, Fort Monmouth, N. J., Annapolis, West Point
and Quantico, Va, Making the trip will be Edgar Bergen, Don Ameche,
Dale Evans, Ray Noble, Producer Antony Stanford, Scripter Joe Bigelow
and his secretary, I}orothy Brown', .Hal Burdick's 'Night Editor' was
bought by General Foods for Post Toasties and is niched on NBC just
ahead of Maxwell House Time.
.

Armbrister Takes Over
Direction of

.

CBS DX-ING 3 SHOWS

TO S. A. PER REQUESTS

Hound'

Cyril Armbrister, of the Blue production staff, is now directing the
network's sustainer serial, 'The Sea
Hound,' succeeding Fred Weihe, who
went to Chicago to direct 'Lone
Journey' for Procter & Gamble.
There's also a possibility that Fran
Stryker, scripter of 'The Sea Hound,'
may be replaced.
Stryker also
writes 'Lone Ranger' on the Blue.
Ken Burton, who was directing
'Those Good Old Days' on the Blue,
has gone into the Army and the
program is now being handled by
Keith McLeod.

Soup Co. Buys News
Chicago, Sept. 22.
John Holbrook, midwest newscaster, has been Signed by Wyler &
Co., dehydrated soups and buiUlon
cubes, to a 52-week contract for the
1:45 to 2 p.m. news period, Mon.,
Wed., and Fri., over WGN,
Deal was set through Goodkind,
Joice Sc Morgan agency, Chicago.

CBS'

shortwave

will

facilities

broadcast to South America three
weekly programs suggested by the
Office

the Coordinator of Inter-

of

American

Affairs.

One

is

Lucky

Strike's 'Hit Parade,* but with mes-

sages in Spanish substituted for the

and the others are an origiEnglish script, 'The Twentyby Ranald MacDougal,
and 'Their Words Burn.'

plugs,

nal

fifth Letter,'

The third series will deal with
noted European writers whose books
were burned by the Nazis.

Apologies to Old Gold
My

barlrngos nhow ha*
bndiMM. Somethlns ad*
JaniM Madima,

brather's

doabled

Ita

hM bMB

added.

Aim

(ac writer and 'Idea" man.
gnbltaher

HRST,

JAMES MADISON'S OAO

tl.

Central Annex,

P.

O.

New

Hoe

lit,

Orand

York.

Y., Sept. 22.

Transcription

York, has increased

The Coca-Cola Company presents

capital stock from 1,000 shares,
no par value, to 1,250 shares. Under
the new setup, 250 shares are preferred, with a par value of SlOO each,
its

and

1,000 are

common, with no par

value.

Lord, Day & Lord, New York City,
papers on the change with the
Secretary of State in Albany.
filed

Brewer Renews
San Antonio, Sept.

22.

The Gulf Brewing Co. has renewed its daily quarter-hour program, Monday through Friday, for
another year over the Texas Qual-

network and station WOAI here.
Series features the Headliners, which
includes Bert Sloan and his orchesity

tra; Steve Wilhelm, commentator;
Bill Bryant, announcer, and the vocals of the Headliners' Quartet.
Series, aired from special studios

of the

brewery

through
carried
Dallas,

KPRC

in

Houston, originate
there.
Broadcasts

by KPRC; WOAI; WFAA,
and WBAP, Fort Worth.

Mmeriea's leading btais^ pliyiag
from War Camps aai War Plants

^ BLUE

0*30 f-M-

EVERY NIGHT

NETWORK Z!Sfjf«!:!!± EXCEPT SUNDAY
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Army

For Open Air

GONCERT.-OPBRA

Ideal Settiiui

stock,

Walter, Steinberg Fill
MItropoulos at Mid-Season

Benefit Musicale

Minneapolis, Sept.

for

Ezio Pinza

EDWABD SMITH

cial

13 By Philharmonic

to Its BOO CBpacity at $5 a

the perfection of the
evening, the players, despite atmospheric conditions which might have
played havoc with woodwinds and
brass, produced lusciousness of tone
and brilliance of execution under the
to

with the regular quota of
'twilight' pop Sunday and young
people's concerts together with a
ballet season that brings the Ballet

Theatre here.
There will be three guest conductors—Frederick Stock, Bruno Walter and WlUielm Steinberg— to take
over from mid-December to midJanuary, while Dimitri Mitropoulos,
the regular conductor, fulfills his annual obligation as New York Philharmonic guest conductor.

Arrau and Joanna Graudan,

'NORMA' BACK

AT MET,

careful guidance of conductor Hugo
Nathan Milsten, apBurghauser.
pearing as soloist in three Mozart
selections, also played with a simple
brilliance of tone that
and
directness

N.Y.

The Metropolitan Opera Co. will
Over $5,000
ovation.
revive Bellini's 'Norma' this season
was realized for Army relief from
after an eight years' absence. The
sale of tickets and refreshments.
company

will

also

revive

pianists;

Carroll Glen, Nathan Mllsteln, Jascha
Heifetz and Zino Francescattl, violinists;
Paul Robeson, baritone, and
Dusollna Gianninl, soprano. Arrau,
Robeson and Miss
Francescattl,
Glenn haven't appeared with the orchestra before.
will make
its first N. Y. appearance since 1927
at Carnegie Hall, Feb. 26, under the
Orchestra
management of

Minneapolis

won him an

Symphony

Verdi's

WITH FOUR FROM MET
Buenos Aires, Sept. 22.
The first performance of 'Tannhauser' of the current season was a
decided success Sept. 18, with a soldOpera enout house at the Colon.
listed the services of four members
of theiMet.
Singers were Lauritz Melchior,
Rose Hampton, Norman Cordon and
Herbert Janssen. Fritz Busch conducted.

Met Singers Slated
For 'Boheme'

m SL L

St. Louis, Sept. 22.

A sprinkling of Met opera songwill appear in Puccini's 'La
Boheme,' first of the annual concert
series sponsored by the St. Louis
Civic Music League, in the opera
house of the Municipal Auditorium,
birds

Oct. 26.

Cast will be topped by Suzanne
Fisher as Mimi, with the principal
tenor part being handled by Armand Tokatyan. Others in top roles
are Frances Greer, Oscar Natzke and

Mack

HarralL

League sked
Amaya, Dec.

Balance

Music

of

for
Carmen
the Kolisch String
12; Arthur Schnabel,
calls

1:

Quartet, Jan.
Feb. 23, and Yehudi
date to be announced.

Menuhin

at a

May Extend

Milwliee

Concerts to

Winter

Milwaukee, Sept

22.

Decision has been made to stage
the annual "Music Under the Stars'

program of concerts

in

Washington

park as usual in 1943 as a morale
builder-upper, and possibly extend
this activity
to a
winter season,
using the $30,000 revolving fund that
the Milwaukee County board has
given its park commissioners for this

week's 'Variety,' with both
operas going to the company's recalcitrant star, Zinka Milanov.
The soprano nearly made operatic

last

history

season

last

Pons Opens Season
The Metropolitan will open

its

season on Nov. 23 with 'Fille Du
Regiment' with Lily Pons, Salvatore
Baccaloni. Raoul Jobin and Irra
Petina as the leading singers and
either Wilfred Pelletier or Frank
St. Ledger conducting.
Originally it had been planned to
open with 'Lucia', but that opera has
now been discarded in favor of the
French comedy.

Marjorie Lawrence Recital
Set with Chavchavadze
Marjorie Lawrence will make her
first concert appearance since she
became paralyzed a year and a half
ago tomorrow (Thursday) when she
and Prince George Chavchavadze
will appear in Plainfleld, N. J. The
entire proceeds of the concert will
go to army relief.
The soprano has signed a managerial contract with Lawrence Evans
of Columbia Concerts for a limited
number of public appearances. It is
rumored that the Met may use her
as Venus in 'Tannhauser', in which
case she will not have to leave her
couch throughout the performance.

Cleveland

Symph Touring

Cleveland, Sept. 22.
will take th« Cleveland Symphony Orchestra to 11
states during its present 2Sth anniversary season. First tour will include Ann Arbor. Grand Rapids,
lishment of a permanent Milwaukee Mt. Pleasant and Fort Wayne. Secsymphony orchestra, with which ond tour of Eastern cities in Februname guest stars would appear.
ary includes stops at Jamestown,
Northampton.
Springs.
Saratoga
Hartford,
Bridgeport,
Springfield,
Jersey City and Scranton.
Bartlett's Prediction
In March, the orchestra, under
Worcester, Sept. 22.
the baton of it.'; director, Dr. Artur
Michael Bartlett, of films and Rodzinski, will travel East and
Metropolitan Opera singer, in ad- Southeast stopping at Sharon. WilWilkes-Barre.
West
dressing mass naval induction of liamsport.
RichPrinceton.
Ithaca.
Chester,
200 embryo sailors here last week
in
Spartanburg,
Hill.
Rock
mond,

Three tours

.

^'unicipal

Auditorium

said,

'It

will

Prompts 'Boris

when the Met
money and

recreational activity.

Don Griffin, who arranges the conwrts for the park board, has left for
New York to arrange the summer
bookings and, tentatively, a winter
program. One of the purposes back
of the all year
program is the estab-

Heroic Russia

refused her demands for

she refused to sign a contract. She
returns this season with 10 performances in the aforementioned operas,
'Aida' and Don Giovanni'. Miss Milanov's associates in 'Norma' will
probably be Giovanni Martinelli or
Frederick Jagel and Ezio Pinza.
Miss Milanov has returned to the
U.S. from South America, where
she sang 11 performances of 'Norma',
'Aida' and 'Simon Boccanegra' as
well as concerts in Puerto Rico,
Trinidad, Havana and Mexico City
at $1,000 per appearance.

Greensboro and Winslon-Salem.
C. O. Cappel, manager of the concert division of U. S. Camp Shows,
to have Orchestra play at army

month.

route.

Plans arc

camps

which

lie

alone

the

Revival by Met
The Metropolitan Opera Co. will
revive 'Boris Godounov,' which has
not been heard since the 1939-40
season.
Reason behind the revival
is the magniflc»it fight being made
by the Russian armies and the renewed

interest in Russian affairs

lour

Chapman

Into Marines

Frank Chapman, concert and opera
baritone, former Marine in World
War No. 1 and husband of Gladys
Swarthout, has been commissioned a
captain in the Marines and left Monday (21) for Quantico, Virginia.
Chapman had retired as an opera
and concert singer a year ago to
take over the management of his
wife's affairs.

Henry Jaffee, attorney, and Lester
Hodges, pianist will handle Miss
Swarthout's affairs from now on,
while Chapman arranged 13 concert
programs for her before leaving.

HELEN

TRAUBE

IN BIG COIN

K. C. Orch Opens Oct. 20
Kansas

City, Sept. 22.

The Kansas City Philharmonic

or-

chestra," conducted by Karl Krueger,
will open its 11th consecutive season Tuesday night, Oct. 20, in the
Music Hall of the Municipal Auditorium here.
Krueger now Is east for auditions
of prospective members of the or-

chestra, since 25 or the orch
left for the armed forces.

Helen Traubel, American dramatic
soprano, is bidding fair to becoming
not only a second Nordica, but one
of the nation's largest earners. This
season she has been booked for over
75 concerts at $1,500 to $2,000 per
concert opening in Toronto, Oct 8,
as well as 20 Met performances and
a number of radio dates, which
should net her over $150,000 by the
end of the season in April.
Among her new Met roles will be
Isolde in 'Tristan Und Isolde', the
'Siegfried' Brunnhilde, Elsa in "Lohengrin', and her first Italian role,
the title' part in 'Tosca'. Her first
N. Y. appearance will be as soloist
with the Philadelphia Orchestra at
Carnegie Hall, Nov.

10.

She

is

mak-

ing four appearances with that orchestra alone.

by

vox pop.
Cast will include Ezio Pinza, Salvatore Baccaloni, Kerstin Thorborg,
Rene Maison, Leonard Warren and
Irra Petina. Opera has already been
set as a benefit for the Near East
College Association on Dec. 30.

have

BRUNA CASTAGNA
GOES TO LIMA, PERU
Buenos Aires, Sept.

22.

Discounting previous reports that
she had been interned, Bruna Castagna, Italian contralto of the Met
left here by plane Sept. 21 for Lima,
Peru, on the first leg of her trip
back to the U. S.
The singer will be in San Francisco Oct 4 for the season's opening
o! 'Aida' on Oct 9.

Edward MeArthor has been enfive successive Sundays
Sept 27 to conduct the
Standard Symphony orchestra over
the NBC Pacific Coast Red network.
gaged for
starting

Montreal, Sept. 22.
The most important opera season
in decades in this city opened Thurs>
day (17) at the St Denis theatre, a
2,500-seater, with a sold out hous«
witnessing a performance of Tosca'
with Grace Moore in the title role.

Ccmpany
and

Met

is

composed

of

Met

stars

is backed by
Desire Defrere,
stage director,* and Wilfred P^V^

letier,

Met conductor.

The 'Tosca' was excellent in its
presentation for the most part
In
the title role Miss Moore won ovation at the conclusion of the 'Vissi
D'Arte.'
Soprano's acting was excellent.
Salvatore Baccaloni, in the
relatively small role of the Sacristan,
a'most stole the show with his brillii.nt acting.
Kurt Baum provided
some excellent top tones for 'Recondita Armonla' and 'E lucevan le
Stelle,' but Lawrence Tibbett was a
disappointment as Scarpia, with the
baritone singing in half voice much
of the time, and forcing considerably
when he attempted a display of
power.
Pelletier conducted adequately.

pinu's 1st Slnee ExaneraUon
'The Barber of Seville* given Friwas of considerable interit marked the first public
appearance, and in a nation at war,
of the Italian, Ezio Pinza, since he
v/as freed by the U .S. Government
o,T charges of Fascist activities. Pinza
received a considerable ovation from
the audience which was extremely
friendly disposed toward him. Obviously nervous at the outset be was
almost overcome by emotion at the
warm reception, but recovered to
deliver a superb performance, and
pull dovim the house with his fiei^'
day

(18),
est since

singing of 'La Calunia.' All in all
he stole the show. Baccaloni was
the acting star of the performance
stopping the opera time and t_ain

with his comedy and superb vocaN
ism. Bidu Sayao provided a coquetish Rosina, whose excellent vocallsm
in 'Una voce poca fa* won her an
ovation, and John Charles Thomas
Bo Figaro had some difficulty rememberinj his words, -but even his
garbled 'Largo al Factotum' was a
winner from audience receptivity.
Nino Martini was a tame, but adequate Alvaviva dramatically, and
one whose handling of the cadenzas
in 'Ecco ridente' and 'Se
was well up to par.

il

mio nome'

'Boheme^; Saturday afternoon (19)
was not a good performance due to
certain weaknesses in the cast As
Mimi, Hilde Burke was a bit under
par, singing with considerable charm
but finding difficulty with top tones,
especially in the 'O Soave Panciulk..'

Nino Martini
with

his

also

.small

was below par

voice

considerably

dwarfed by the orchestra, and the
'Che gelida
ment.

Grace Moore s Self-Booked Tour
Is Woridiig
Montreal,

Grace Moore, continuing to book
herself, is running well ahead of last
year's schedule on her concerts,
when she was under Columbia ConSinger has 16
certs management.
appearances up to her first Met appearance Nov. 30, exclusive of radio
engagements, as against 11 at the

same yeriod last year.
The soprano appeared in Montreal
In 'Tosca' and 'Louise,' both of which
were sold-out performances, Sept. IT
and 22, respectively. She will launch
her concert tour in Montreal and
pl'ay Ottawa and two dates in Quebec before returning to N. Y. From
there she goes to the Chicago Opc.-a
for three appearances, and intersperses her operatic appearances
with recitals in Huntington, W. Va.;

West

Point,

two

FOG

in Mississippi

and

three in Louisiana.

Miss Moore will sing the Met's
first 'Boheme" of the year on Nov. 30.
and on Dec. 5 will broadcast the
same opera from the Met stage.
After finishing her Met appearances
she will be seen in 'La Belle Htlene'

Little

IN

Known

was

Symphony's

1942-43 Season

Boston, Sept.

With the
the

first

traditionally

Symphony

22.

pair of concerts of

non-union Boston

orchestra only a fortnight

away, the orchestra has yet to make
an announcement of any settlement
between itself and the American
Federation of Musicians. Rumor has
it that settlement
is farther away
than ever.

with Lawrence Tibbett in the title
role in generally bad voice althougn
the baritone's acting was excellent
Doris Marinelli, a newcomer aa
Gilda, exhibited considerable nervousness at the start but warmed up
tj a well phrased, well sung 'Caro
Nf me' and stole the show from Tibbett with her excellent acting and
singing in the third act. Jan Peerce
was a swashbuckling Duke with 'La

donna e mobile' stopping the show
and Nicolas Moscona an adequate
Srarafucile.
'Thais,' given Sunday (20) evening
featured the debut as a conductor of

there's no word whatever
of the orchestra's plans for the season.
No guest artists or guest con-

critic

ductors have been announced, and
there hasn't even been any suggestion of its program plans.
Ordinarily, such matters .are settled and in
the mail two weeks back.
As wai expected, Kousscvitzky
opens on Oct 9 with Shostakovich's
Seventh.

for the dramatic, made a fast lively
performance of the Massenet opera
although much of his cast was not
superior talent vocally.
Star, dramatically and vocally was John
Charles Thomas, whose exquisUa

So

far,

Ralph Kirkpatrick, harpsichordist,
early January in N. Y. as the first
opens his concert tour at Wells Colof a series of operettas she plans to
revive on Broadway in a six-month lege, Nov. 8. and follows this with a
season.
recital Nov. 11.
in

Harrell was so-so as MaMi
cello, Natalie Bodanya a wild over^
acting .Musette, and Nicola Moscona
a tame Colline. Desire Defrere, Met
stiige director, returned to the voci.I
stage singing Schaunard.

Saturday evening (19), 'Rlgoletto*
a barely adequate performance

BOSTON
About

manina' a disappoint-

Mack

Out Very Profitably

Sept. 22.

,

now being made with

not be very long before
I do the
same thing you have done.Singer will appear in annual Wor"^ster Music
Festival here next

Stage Wartime Opera

NCAC

and under Mitropolous.

'Forza del Destine,' as reported in

TANNHAUSER' CUCKS

^gers

are

concerts

scheduled, as usual, in the regular
season,

Artists who wUl appear are Rudolf
Serkin, Serge Rachmaninoff, Claudio

good.

To add

Eighteen

As Met

24 with a spe-

concert dedicated to the Allied

nations.

seat, the estate of Prince George
Some 13 performances by the N. Y.
Chavchavadze at Bernardsvllle, N. J.,
Saturday evening (19) was turned Philharmonic Symphony orchestra
over to Army relief, when a classical will feature the month of October
program was presented In a per- at Carnegie Hall, N. Y., as that insti
fume-laden garden midst the rus- tution opens for its 51st season.
Other musical events will be after
tling of trees and flowers, and the
sullen croaking of bull frogs and noon appearances of the WPA Sym
hoots of owls whose nocturnal habits phony on Oct. 11, 18 and 25; the Phil
were disturbed by the music of Mo- adelphia Orchestra on Oct. 13; Bron
Huberman, Oct. 18: Witold
zart, Haydn, Handel and Beethoven. Islaw
Oct 19; Henrietta
So ideal and fairy-like were the Malcuzynski,
settings, with the concerts presented Schumann, Oct 20; the Frank Black
String
against
the
simple
light
Symphony, Oct 23; Byrd
candle
by
majesty of stately columns on the Elliott Oct 27; Claudio Arrau, Oct.
porch of the prince's home, that 28; Egon Petri, Oct 30 and Fritz
even 'bad playing would have seemed Kreisler, Oct 31.

Oct

Warmly Applauded

In Canadian 'Barber

22.

Minneapolis Symphony orchestra's
40th season opens

By
Jammed

S5

MINHIEAPOKS' 40TH

Makes

Prince's Estate

Robert Lawrence, assistant music
of the N. Y. Herald Tribune
The 29 year old conductor
with a film steady beat and a flair
staff.

F-ench diction and brilliant singing
were of the highest order.
William Hain and Helen Jepson
were just adequate as Thais and
and the balance of the cast
the need of more rehearsals.

.N-cia.';,

showed
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Pastor Plus Andrews Sock $82,000
In N. Y.; Monroe, $22,500, Setting

On

Ken Harris orch opened indefinite
engagement Friday (18) at Merryreplacing
Pittsburgh,
Go-Round,
Howard Baum

Newark Record, Bamet

25(],

Cleve.

getting

most of the

draw.

Shep
8,000;

Omaha

Fields,

(Orpheum;

20-40-55-65)— With

Good

Jam' (U).

rainy opening.

'Lady

credited to Fields' band.

Ina Bay Hntton, Portland (Mayfair; 1,500; 35-40-60)— With 'Sherlock
Holmes. Voice of Terror' (U). Nice
$6,500, largely on the band's appeal.

Dick Jurtens,

Frank
St.

hit a

bouncing

Lncky

New York

from Teagarden's second marriage recently necessitated
an annulment of his marriage to
Gault, his third wife, in Los

Mm.

Then the couple obtained the license for remarriage in Sioux Falls.

James Registers
Hershey Record;

(Strand;

(Fa-

did $25,000.

Vaocho Monroe, Newark (Adams;
1.050; 25-40-65-75-99)— Teamed with
Scaling
Nurse' (Col).
new heights here with record-breaking $22,500, and may top even that
Orch acfigure at present pace.
counting for virtually entire draw.

•Parachute

George Olsen, Los Angeles (OrWith
pheum; 2,200; 33-44-55-65)
•Not a Ladies' Man' (Col) and 'Tombstone' (Par) (2d run) on screen. Poor
$11,000. Worst figure house has had
in some time, and second run feature
and lightweight trio of stage acts

—

chiefly responsible.

Pastor,

tinians

Herman s

$3,100

New York

(Para-

Mitchell
Ayres-Guy
Ormandy
(Raymor-Playmor B., Boston, Sept.
18-19).
Ayres is known here and
when teamed with local outfit drew
2,000

(21)

at

his Escorts.

Cab Calloway orch pencilled into
Stanley theatre, Pittsburgh, week of
Nov. 27.
Jack
Petite,

Peck

orch

Pittsburgh,

reopened

Club

week

after

last

summer shutdown.
Jack Egan, manager of the Alvino
Rey orchestra, enlisted in the Coast
Guard at Curtis Bay, Maryland.
Eleanor Smith, with Ben Bernie
some time as his p.a., now on
road with Bonnie Baker as singer's
publicity woman and personal repfor

resentative.

June Bobbins has joined Nat
Brandwynne's orchestra at Ritz Roof.
Boston, where band closes Saturday
(26)

when

Sam Donahue (Shuberl T., New
Haven, Conn., Sept. 20). First stop
here for Donahue,
plus
vaude,
brought fair 4,000 patrons at 75c top.
Woody Herman (Tromar B., Des
Moines, Sept. 19). Herman's herd
turned in the second best business
ever at this spot. Rang up a solid
3,100-pcrson job at $1.10.
Harry James
(Hershey
Park,
Hershey, Pa., Sept. 19). Playing one
of his infrequent one-nighters James
clearly demonstrated the power In
his name by playing to 5,953 dancers,
a new record for this spot.
He
topped Jimmy Dorsey's old mark
(5.812).
At $1.10 top gross was approximately $5,850.
Gene Krupa (Arena, New Haven,
Conn., Sept. 20).
Rainy Sabbath

for

neat

post at hotel Willard, Sept. 15.
$40,000.
There are rumors that Army and
Doe Wheeler, Boston (RKO Bos- Navy will take over the Statler for
However, when
ton; 3,200; 40-55-65-75-85)— With Bill military purposes.
Robinson, Ella Fitzgerald, Douglas fire overtook the structure under
Brothers. 'Pardon My Sarong' (U). construction, it was necessary to get
At that time' it is said
Bill Robinson and Abbott and Cos- new steel.
tello are big draws here and aiming priorities were granted with the un
derstanding that three floors of the
for great $36,000.
new hotel would be available for the
government. This would leave five
floors for commercial operation.
Lincoln
Stand
J. L. Hennesy, vice president of the
Statler
board
of
directors
said
James' 28
they're wavering between two bands
Lincoln hotel. New York, will be- mentioned above.
The Colony and
gin enlarging its bandstand soon to Embassy rooms, with a combined
accommodate Harry James' orches- capacity of 350. are adjoining and
one band will play for both rooms,
tra, which opens for a three-month
Band Carmen Cavallaro will open
stay Oct. 2. James' crew is one of with
at the Statler hotel, Detroit,
the largest in the biz, totalling 28
Oct. 13 is a new outfit of 15 pieces
people, including himself and vocal- Cavallaro
for some time has had
ists. As it is now the Lincoln stand
ideas for increasing instrumentation
won't hold many more than 16 or 17 to
that number but always discarded
people comfortably and so it will be them
before they were put Into
built out onto the dance floor.
practice.

Men

Mrs. Maria Kramer, owner of the
hostelry, is reported to have been
offered $25,000 for James' contract
by Music Corp. of America, leader's
bookers, but no dice. She deems the
exploitation value of James' top
position in the field worth more than
that to the hotel.

Leaders

Ail attempts to keep name bands operating after their leaders have
enlisted or been inducted into the armed forces have failed and, according to bandmen, it's not likely that any such attempt will ever
be successful. To some it's difficult to understand why outfits such
as Wayne King's, Orrin Tucker's, Glenn Miller's, Eddy Duchin's, cannot continue, though the ability of the musicians, arrangements and
all other factors that contributed to success are still present.
Chief reason naturally is the loss of the personality on which the
whole band is pegged— the guy with the name. Leaders spend years
building up that name, on the air, on records, in pictures, etc., and
when they're removed the men they leave cannot earn enough, though
they remain intact, to support operation on the same level. For example, Glenn Miller's band; 'Vex Beneke could take over the combination. He has had a buildup as a singer-star instrumentalist but, it
he assumed command, the selling price of the combination would
probably drop as much as 75%.
The same applies to territorial bands which are only vaguely known
outside their area. In that comparatively small sphere they're worth
a certain amount, but as soon as the leader goes so does the band,
unless they want to begin all over again building a new name, with
all the hardships and struggle that goes with it.
The final argument against any band continuing after the loss of its
leader is that records, the strongest avenue of exploitation, are currently closed to new names, even if fronting on established musical
aggregation.
Of course, recordings are now out themselves for the
duration of the Petrillo edict.

Bands

at Hotel B.O.'s

(Presented herewith, os a weekly tabulatfon, is the estimated cover
charge business being done by name bands In various New York hoteb.
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) not rated. Figures after name of hotel giv»
room capacity and cover charge. Larger amount designates weekend and
holiday price.)

roof shutters for season.

Wnka
Uanil

Les

Hot«l

Brad Gowans left Ray McKinley
to take his trombone to Bill Davidson's band at Ken Club, Boston.

Don Gahan, who

Od Date

4,700

21
12
19
32
10
24

3,229
2,260
1,850
2.550

4,700
13,150
34,675
S9,450
48,450
21,850
17,250

Law

School,

dt'.ector for

tudying at Harvard
is now regional salvage
Metropolitan Boston.

Ruby Newman has taken charge of
th? newly-created School of Popular
Music at the New England Conservatory, Boston.
Gene Dennis, Boston band

leader.

now a buck private at
Langdon, Portsmouth, N. H.

Camp

Is

Yorker

(400; 75c-$1.50)
(300; 7Sc-$1.50)

Lani Mclntire ...Lexington
Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)
Jerry Wald
Lincoln (225; 75c-$l)

Glen Gray

*

BOO

950

Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band

Is

the

major draw.

Lot Angelea

led band around

Boston while

New

lolBl

Co««ra

Wnk

1

Astor (1,000; 75c-$l)
Ray Heatherton Biltmore (300; $1-$1.50)
Xavier Cugat* ...Waldorf (550; $1-$1.50)

Johnny Long

Cov«ri
ra>t

flayed

Brown

.

Frances Wayne quit Charlie Barnet to rejoin small outfit headed by
her brother, Nick Jerret.

Friday and 2,100 Saturday at

75-65C for exceptional $2,870 gross.

NEW

Expands
For Harry

Argen-

his

Monday

Brandwynne opens at Benjamin
Franklin Hotel, Philadelphia, Oct. 1.

35-55-85-09-$1.10)—
mount;
3,664;
With Andrews Sisters on stage,
'Major and Minor' (Par) on screen.
Draught of the Pastor band and the
Andrews Sisters credited with count- didn't help, 'but Krupa still did okay
ing very importantly as a b.o. com- with $5,300 patrons at $1.10 top, with
plement for the picture, which got vaude.
Boyd Baebnrn (Totem Pole B.,
good notices; first week concluded
16-19).
Mass.,
Sept.
last night (Tuesday) hit socko $82,- Auburndale,
000, second best non-New Year's Raeburn is newcomer in these parts
week house has had under policy. but after slow first two days weekend zoomed; 8,800 dancers in four
Louis Prima, Philadelphia (Earle;
days at $1.45 pair is close to pre1,768; 35-46-57-68-75)—Teamed with
Excellent
gas rationing business.
Joe E. Lewif, Linda Ware and 'Are
gross of $6,380.
Husbands
Necessary'
(Par)
on
screen. Entire package faring sadly
HOTEL STATLER JOB
at pallid $17,000.
Only top name
bands seem to click here.
Alvino Key, St. Louis (Ambassa- Looks Like Cavallero or Cugal Will
Be Opening Band
dor: 3,000; 40-50-60)— With "Through
Different Eyes' (20th) and King SisWashington. Sept. 22
ters.
Upped scale and first stage
It's between Carmen Cavallero and
show at this house is helping this
Xavier Cugat as to who will play
combo to swell $19,000.
when the new Hotel Statler opens in
Tommy Tncker, Chicago (Chicago; December. Monster new 16th street
Billy
De hostelry will probably be managed
35-55-75)— With
4,000;
Wolfe and 'Orchestra Wives' (20th). by Harry Somerville, who resigned

Good combo accounting

and

AndrinI

opened

(Estimates)

Brooklyn

bian Fox; 4,023; 30-55-65)— With Ink
Spots on stage, and 'Sweater Girl'
(Par) on screen. Headed for splen-

Tony

into
for

A.-!geles.

—

$41,000.

Mllllnder,

Louis, Sept. 22.

lender currently playing an engagement at the Casa Loma ballroom on
the south side here, was secretly
married a year ago to Mrs. Adeline
Mrs.
Barriere Gault in Detroit.
Gault's mother said legal compile,

With
35-55-75-85-99-$1.10)
•Across Pacific' (WB) on the screen.
On the current and final (3d) week,
gross standing up stoutly tor about
$38,000, while the second semester
2.756;

booked

Teagarden's Retake

in

$16,500 despite cold,
Most of the draw

band

Announcement was made last Seventh Avenue Hotel Lounge, Pittsweek that Jack Teagarden, orch burgh, succeeding Harry Bigley and

tions arising

Cab Calloway, San Francisco
(Golden Gate; 2,850; 44-55-75)— With
'The Big Street' (RKO). Band torrid and receiving help from picture.
Hitting great $37,000.

Kenton

Slan

Ballroom, Pittsburgh,
one-nighter Tuesday (29).

8.700;

$14,000. band
f redit for the

outfit.

Aragon

ft-

(Estimates for This Week)
Charlie Barnet, Cleveland (Palace;
40-60-70)— With Jackie Cooper,
biosa Costello and 'Invisible Agent'
(U). A whale of a bill, riding along
for strong $25,000.
Bine Barron, Ballimore (Hippodrome; 2,240; 17-25-28-38-44-55-66)—
With 'The Big-Street' (RKO) and
Very steady at
James Barton.

Name Bands KG. Sans

the Upbeat

.

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Off with rest of the town
but should manage around 4,000 covers.
Joe Belchman (Biltmore; 1,200; 50c-$l). Around 4.500. plenty good for
this downtown site considering that many of the natives are getting used
to getting along on less petrol.

Chicago
GrUr WillUms (Empire Room, Palmer House; 600; $3-$3.50 min.). Griff
Williams opened in mid-week at this smart room, enjoyed good opening
night, attracting 3,000 for split week.

Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismark

hotel; 300; $l-$2 min.).

A

favorite

with this room's customers, Joy brought in a neat 2,200 for the week.

Jimmy Dorsey (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 800; $1.2J.$2.50 min.).
The incomparable Dorsey proving hottest attraction yet at this room; ropes
female up every
Roly
Bogers'
featured
night; brought in remarkable 8,100 people.
trumpeter, Joan Hunter, received a
Eddie Oliver (Mayfair Room, Blackstone hotel; 350; $2.90 min.). Helped
four-year scholarship from the Bosby the lovely Jane
ton University School of Music.

Johnny Joyce,

trumpeter and
son of vet bandmaster, is taking
navy-bound Billy DuVal's chair in
at
Southern
Lee Allen's crew
Tavern, Cleveland.

Pickens, Oliver attracted a neat

Freddie Carlone, who broke up
band, liecoming member of
Bee's outfit at Wonder Bar,
Cleveland, as sax-man. Recently injured back in fall but now recovered.
his

Benny

Bob Strong orch reopened Lloyd
Myers' Aragon ballroom, Cleveland,
Sunday (20) with touring band
policy.
Jimmy Richards slated for
Sept. 27.

Napua, Hawaiian dancer at New
York's Lexington hotel for seven
seasons, teamed up Monday (21)
with Sam.Koki's Paradise Islanders
at intimate Eldorado Club, Cleveland.
Succeeded Johnny Kaaihue's
Hawaiians, who shifted to hotel

1,900 to this

class

dining room.

Jr.,

Boston
Nat Brandwynne (Ritz Roof, Ritz-Carlton hotel; 350; $1 cover). In
twelfth week, Brandwynne continued to draw 'em in; 1,700 covers, despite
lateness of season.
One week to go, closing simultaneously with roof on
Saturday (26). Dinners also big.
Basil Fomeen (Oval Room, Copley Plaza; 300; $1 cover).
Fomeen
opened Thursday

(17) with Dorothy Lewis Ice Revue and accounted for
1,035 covers in three days.
Hildegarde with Ray Morton closed a
great six-week engagement with capacity business at dinner and strong
supper trade for first three days of week, usually light nights, wilh 1,071
covers.
,
fine

Jack Edwards (Terrace Room, Hotel Statler; 450; $1 cover). Edwards
continued merrily along in his thirteenth week with 865 covers over
Friday-Saturday, only late nights. Dinner biz likewise big.

Minneapolis
Frankle Gelson (Minnesota Terrace; Nicollet hotel: 550; $1-$1.50 min.).
Eleventh week for Gelson (local) with three floor show acts—Carole &
Sherod, Ross It West and Three Modelaires. Fair attendance at around
450 nightly.

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los Angeles)

Abe Lyman (Palladium B, Hollywood, third week). Feeling the slump
and punching away for 18,500 admishes. Moves over to the Florentine
Gardens a few blocks away Oct. 7 for lO-week stand.
Bob Chester (Casa Manana B, Culver City, Cal.. first week). Wobbly
Dick Jurgens penciled in for U. S.
Army. Maestro is not accepting any takeoff as he's new and unknown out here so will have to be satisfied
with less than 5,000 payees.
engagements after Jan. 1.
Count Basle (Trianon B, Southgate, Cal., fifth week). Will post around
Les Robinson, alto saxist, joins 8,000 stubs which is oft previous weeks, but what spot isn't?
Johnny Richards (Casino B, Hollywood, sixth week). Profits mostly
Woody Herman's orchestra. He replaces Jimmy Horvath, who shifts to on the drop-in turnover but hardly past 3,000 with the bulge on the
second chair replacing Skippy De- weekend.
Ted Flo Rllo (Florentine Cardens N, Hollywood, llth week). Gels
Sair, who leaves the band.
plenty of help from Nils Granlund's floor revue and the Mills Bros, for
Marlon Hutton and Modernaires a groovy 4,500.

Roosevelt's Fiesta

Room, Pittsburgh

intend forming a quartet for radio
after Glenn Miller's band disbands
(Chicago)
next week. Chuck Goldstein, one of
Buddy Franklin (Chez Parec; 650; $3-$3.50 min ). Grade Field.^ atthe Modernaires, will leave the group tracting a tremendous business at this favorite nite rendezvous, bringing
however.
in 4.500.
Art Jarrett (Blackhawk; 500; $1.25 min.). Jarretl still doing verv nicely
His reason for upping the size of
after long stay, held biz to fine 3,000 this week.
the outfit is supposed to be because
iDlsen's U. Short
major theatres couldn't use only
nine pieces to advantage. Beside beHollywood, Sept. 22.
(Jtfinneapolis)
ing lost on a pit the size of the Para
George Olsen is the latest name
Ada Leonard (Happy Hour; 600; no cover or min.). The only spot in
mount theatre, N. Y., the contrast band to get a picture deal.
town playing well known bands and 'doing by far the biggest busines...
between some of the top bands of
His band will make a short at Uni- Miss Leonard and her all-girl band
a powerful magnet with attendance
the day would be too great.
versal.
soarmg to an average of approximately 800 nightly, including Sunday.

.
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VI
Fischer Mulls

There's Always

an Mso-Riin

As

'Priorities*

same

platter, is

down

in the 'gaining* group.

to

is mulling a
follow his current

Would headline Dinah Shore, The
Hart mans and Walter O'Keefe.

by some that since 'Idaho' is moving so must 'Take Me' since it is the
companion piece.
Unfortunately coin machine operators don't look at it that way.
When they want 'Idaho' they ask for it and when they want Take Me,'
they ask for it separately. 'Variety's' listing is based on what side of
a platter is mostly responsible for gales. Of course, when 'Idaho*
wears out on machines the majority of operators will ordinarily flip
It over to take full advantage of the platter, which brings up 'Take

Fort Worth, Sept. 22.
Dance bands will be brought here
during the coming winter season t
George T. Smith, who for several
years has operated Casino Park,
Li'ke Worth night spot, and who has
jusi taken over the 400 Club with
the announcement that it will be
opened Oct. 1 after remodeling.

BOB ALLEN WINS

PENNHOHLJOB

Glenn Miller has agreed to play
days of a scheduled week's
booking at the Central theatre, Passaic, N. J., opening Sept. 24. Miller
tried to cancel the date entirely last
week to take a two-week rest before entering the Army Oct. 7, but
the theatre'-s operators threatened a
suit for damages. It's understood that
the house also threatened to secure
an injunction against Miller's playing

Marcia Rice From

his last Chesterfield broadcast, which
falls on the day he is to open the

bad position
with Chesterfield. Latter went ahead,
after being told the Central was cancelled, and distributed tickets to the
broadcast at CBS Playhouse in N. Y.
Miller always docs his commercial
from the stage during a theatre booking and undoubtedly will have to do
the one in question from the Central.
the leader

Is

WTAG

Sam Donahue

come up with a replacement band.
General Amusement, which has had
an exclusive on the Penn for several years, offered Allen and Sonny
Dunham; Music Corp. of America
submitted Jan Savitt, Shep Fields,

bler of
for past year. She
will be vocalist. Besides singing with
studio band. Miss Rice was
heard in two special programs.

Charlie Barnet and Russ Morgan;
William Morris agency offered Hal
Mclntyre and Ray McKinley, and
Consolidated Radio Artists proposed

WTAO

WTAO

Tony

Sha was formerly with Fenton

terfield

in

ARMY SHIPS
SPECIAL JAZZ

are out

Thing that riled the Central's operators into forcing Miller to fuUfll
his date for them was that last February the leader begged out of playing the house to go to the coast to
make a Aim. He then signed a contract for the week of Sept. 24, but
wanted to cancel again when his

Army commission came
I.

through.

distribution

among

over the world,

its

fighting forces

Own CBS

Practically every

Frank

major name tmit In the country will
be represented eventually in the

Tommy

Former Band

Sinatra,

3

BANDMEN

MINORS
San Francisco, Sept 22.
Three members of Ran Wilde's
orch were arrested here on charges
o! contributing to delinquency of 12

and

13-year-old

girls.

The grand

CBS

Dorsey's

band,
broadcasts
8.

on

Exact num-

Zimmers,

tenor sax player,

widely

was

known

killed in ac-

tion with the U. S. Marines in the

Solomon Islands

recently.

Eddie

Jungbluth, once a band
Lincoln, and university
oomes to Omaha Oct. 1 as
manager of the Blackstone
hotel, one of the city's top hostelries.
Eddie Perrigo, one* leader at the

outstanding musician to die in
service.
He volunteered with the
first

strictly for

I;
\rH

assistant

Bands and Talent

Orpheum

theatre In the vaudeville
days and later conductor of the Fremont, Neb., symphony orchestra, has

•

•

•

staff

announcer and

Director, entering the Naval
Training School at San Diego.
Like many another radio man,
these three KSL staffers hope to b«
assigned to work in the Public Re-

department

lations

TED LEWIS LAUNCHES
HOUSTON COUSEUM
Houston. Sept

22.

Ted Lewis and his Rhythm Melody
Revue has been booked for the Sam
Houston Coliseum for Oct 9, to open
the season for the newly organized
World Amusements, Inc.
The World Amusements, Inc., was
organized by Robert H. Martin, Bfaiz
Settegast Vkrle C. Wltham, Houston lawyers, and Charles F. Hanson,
insurance executive.
They have
signed a contract with the Music
Corporation of America to present
one production a month during the
season, at the Coliseum.
Lewis will play for a dance in the
Coliseum, sponsored by the American Legion, following the revue.

Now

^

Benny Goodman's Mgr.

Lincoln,

«

"Strictly for the Buyers^^

on the Ohio River here

He won the 225-cublcTempo V hydro-

plane by grabbing two of the three
neats.
In annexing the Howard
Sandman trophy in the third heat,
he came from behind oh the third
lap to finish in front by two-tenths
of a second.
Officials termed It the
most exciting and best race on the

Ohio In years.
Regatta was witnessed by several
thousand persons. Receipts went to
the Coast Guard Welfare Fund.
Choppy water caused the sinking
of four speedy hydroplanes and damage to a dozen others. It was Lomoardo's first try on the Ohio and he
PUoted his boat without mishap. His
orchestra opened a 13-day engagement Saturday (19) at Beverly Hills,
"earby Kentucky nltery.

management
this

wedt, replacing Will

Row-

land, who bowed out after almost
two years. While Weinstein starts
work for Goodman this week, he
will not go out to meet the band.

Cincinnati, Sept. 22.
supplied the spectacular thriU of the 24th annual Ohio
valley Motor Boat Racing Associa-

inch event with his

Harry Weinstein, ex-manager of
Lyman's orchestra, assumes
of Benny Goodman's

Abe

band

Guy Lombardo

(20).

City, Sept. 22.

Harry Weinstem

because iVs

Guy Lombardo Cops Cop

Sunday

Lake

undergoes more changes

J.

circles,

tion regatte

Salt
staff

due to war losses with Gene Halllday, organist, and Hany Clark, soloist, volunteering for the Marines, and

He's the

Sept. 22.

KFAB,

Relations Jobs

Ted KimbaU,

Each record will open with a few ber
shows he'll do weekly isn't
Marines more than a year ago, after
words of greeting by the band's definite.
maestro and the four or five num'
Sinatra has spent the last few his wife died in a plunge from a
bers that follow will have been weeks since leaving Dorsey (Sept 3) N. Y. hotel.
dubbed from th* orchestra's out- In California. He made a film for
Zimmers played at various times
standing disc successes. There will Columbia during that time, a short with some of the best J)ands ip this
be about 6,000 pressings made of sequence which took only a day and cotmtry, among them Artie Shaw
each of these 12-lnch Jobs.
a half to complete.
and Larry Clinton.

name around

gone over to station
as production man.,

Hope For War

Solomons Farm

Manager

Omaha,

KSL

Three From

KSL

Zimmers, Top Sax Player,

Tony

with
begins a

are known.

tails

bar by the musicians.

Begins

e3c-vocalist

that the assignment of dates wasn't
being handled properly, that camps
nearest metropolitan centers and
easy to get to were drawing the
majority of playdates while hinter>
land camps were being neglected.
It was explained to the officer that
bandleaders and booliers had no
choice in the matter. Camp assignments have fallen off except in areas
closest to regular train routes because the difficulties of road travel
make it impossible to play them. Lt
Col. Young then asked that the committee list the requirements for full
coverage of training centers. This
has been done, but none of the de-

girls,

Name Now

Assistant Hotel

A committee of band bookers,
which has worked in conjunction
USO-Camp Shows, Inc., for
months in scheduling army camp
performances by various bands, has
completed drafting a letter outlining
the needs of the business which
would enable an increase in the number camp dates played. Few weeks
ago Lt. Col. Marvin Young, of Army
Morale, attended one of the weekly
sessions at the USO to complain

runaways from
Oregon, were picked up in the hotel

Police said the

Killed in

Series Oct. 6

of sustaining
either Oct. 6 or
of

series

Robert Broder, attorney, handled project.

the action for the Central theatre.
He contended that Miller, inasmuch
as he appeared free to play before a
free theatre audience for Chesterfield, was in the position to fulfill the
theatre date. Central's management
agreed to cut the date to four days,
figuring that Thursday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday are the best b.o,
days anyhow.

cot-

CORRUPTED'

Pastor.

The War Department has under Essex House.
taken the manufacture of a special
catalog of dance band records for Frank Sinatra
all

SAY

Allen's opposition in various major
spots will be Benny Goodman at the
New Yorlcer; Vaughn Monroe at
Commodore; Harry James at the
Lincoln; Les Brown, and whoever
Tommy
follov/s,
the
Astor;
at
Tucker, then Sammy Kaye at the

DISCS

a spot, since the tickets

shows will riplace

•

Allen, currently at the Roseland jury immediately launched an inBallroom, N. Y., had to give that vestigation of hotels and bars the
spot a contract for future services young girls frequented with the men.
The musicians, with whom the
before be could get out. Roseland
had already picked up an option for girls told police they had intimate
a second four weeks and had an op- relations over a period of weeks,
tion on the band for four more. In after being set up in rooms in the
order to get out, Allen promised the Sir Francis Drake hotel, where the
spot 12 weeks within the next two bnnd is playing, are Elmo Cozza,
WilUam Shore and Orta E. Bull.
years.

in a

He couldnt easily make it In to N. Y.
from Passaic and back between
shows. Which puts CBS and Ches-

proprietors.

He goes in Oct. 7.
When it became known that
Miller was to bow out of the Penn
assignment, all of the major band
agencies hom>ed into the contest to

Worcester, Sept. 22.
When Sam Donahue's orchestra
left here last week after three-day
engagement at Plymouth, he took
with him Marcia Rice, blues war-

floor

ored entertainers used by the former

Army.

Bros, orchestra.

theatre.

Now

Joins

White

Bob Allen's orchestra won the nod
over a group of other bands hot
after the assignment to take -Glenn
Miller's place at the Pennsylvania
hotel, N. Y.
Allen opens Oct. 6 for
six weeks, with options. Miller cancelled his contract to enter the

to FuIfiO Theatre Date

lour

Spot

with

MiDo' s Ahi^ Before Cuffo Audience

Ywl

CoL Marvin Young's Action

Lt.

New Band

Me.'

Forces

Mkidtks^ Itemized

way.

figured

It's

Routings

For

vaude revue on Broad-

Priorities'

records,

side of the

Band

Successor

C. Fischer

Clifford

future setup

It's often questioned why, in a table of coin machine best selling
two tunes will occupy widely geparated niches when they're
backed up on one recording. For example, ta •Varie^'s' current bestseller list, 'Idaho,' by Benny Goodman, has been well up in the first
10 lor weeks, while Talie Me,' which Goodman cut on the reverse

New Show

He
f

The

• •

'money*
f

. .

special Band-Talent issue covering the
fields

soon to be published by

A valuable reference guide ... an exceptional

advertising

get;

the

stays
in

in

N.

buy ....

•

.

Make your space

reservations

months

New York

at

154 West 46th

Street

In Hollywood at 1708 No. Vine Street

open at

split

ago,

Camping Oot

Benny Goodman and
are filling his

In

Lyman

Hollywood, Sept.

NOW

In Chicago at 54 West Randolph Street

to

1

hotel.

about
breaking up a
fr endship of over 20, years and a
business association
of about
15
years.
Ribbing session that blossomed into a Bst Qght between the
two brought on the breakup.

sW.

Geo£
•

Goodman

Y. until

around Oct.

New Yorker

Weinstein and

'Variety'

22.

his orchestra

Army camp

dates on

their
ea'st-to-west
trek following
completion of their musical chore
in the Charles R. Rogers picture,

'The Powers GirL'
to

Leader and his musicians are dut
open an extended stay at th*
New Yorker Oct 9.

Hotel

'

:

.

ORCHESTRAS

S8
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REQUEST DENIED

Inside Stuff-Orchestras

Amateur

Wanted

Songwriters

to

Record Despite A. P.M. Situation
Miller's enlistment in the Army last week (ho reports Oct. 7)
sliirlcd a flood of rumors around New York concerninf; the imminent
induction or enlistment of at least a dozen other leaders.
While the
iiiimes being bandied about nre without e.xccption near-future candidates
for .service no amount of checking could (Ind one who had dcllnile intentions or order.s.

Glenn

However, two more leaders did join up within the past week, both
iniexpecled. Clyde McCoy joined the iNav.v in Chicago, headed for Great
Lakes Training Station, and Emery Deulsch was sworn in as chief petty
ofTicer of the Maritime Service of the War Shipping Administration.
Claude Thornhill reported yesterday iTues.) for a pre-induction physical.
His orders had been widely known previou^l.v, however.

Harry James,

members
teams

a rabid baseball fan. has ideas of forming a ball team of
of his band next .season and .scheduling games with semi-pro
the country, wherever his outf\t will be booked.
play either softball or hardliall and ttiey're rated the champs of

in various parts of

men

His

the band business.

Sunday (20) afternoon James split his outRt into two teams and put on
game at Hershty, Pa. Night before they had played for dancing at
Hershey Park, drawing almost 6.000 people. Lure on the diannond wasn't
a

near as strong, however, since the gallery totaled only four curious spec-

Providence. Sept.

22.

A

request that union musicians be
allowed to transcribe a song written
fo- the United War Fund Campaign
in Providence, was refused by the
American Federation of Musicians,
according
to
Frank Weston, cov/riler of the song with Ben Kaplan
Weston, who
local radio colunini.'it.
also publicity director for the
is

(Records betotti ore grabbing most nickels (Ills ii;eek In jukeboxes
throughout (h< country, as repoited bv operators (o 'Varietj/.' Names
more than one band or vocalist a/ter the title indicates, in order o/
whose recordings are being plaved. Figures and names in
parenthesis indicate (he number o/ uieeks each song has been in (he tlstings
0/

popularit]/,

and respective publishers.)

3.

Gal In Kalamazoo

begins a bond selling campaign of his own while on his
current theatre tour prior to opening at the Essex House, N, Y., Oct. 29.
Kaye has arranged to step in on recorded programs occupying time on
outlets in the cities he will play, and make pleas for bond purchases. He
will take orders himself over the phone.
Leader got the idea after being a guest order -taker on Dick Gilbert's
platter program on WHN, N. Y., few weeks back.

»^ar Fund, wrote to Vincent
Ccstronovo, president of the Providence local which replied that 'considering the present litigation, no reqi ests of this kind can be granted.'
The song was written at the re-

4.

Be Careful,

5.

Just

My

6

Wyrick, who used to be first sax in the Don Pablo orchestra is now
a First Lieutenant at Camp Stewart, Oa., and head man of five fullfledged bands as well at two drum and bugle corps.

Commission Ruling Doesn t Favor

Lower priced bands who thought

Was Hoped

Clue to a Song Hit?

that they were going to have things
easier since the

AFM

(Sept.

new

15)

its

put into effect
rule ordering

booking agencies to compute commissions from the net rather than
are

gross,

being

disappointed.

In

many

instances agencies have asked
and received new contracts with

fo''

the

$250-$600-a-night

ing' for the full
limits of 20% on

15%

in

theatres

AFM

outfits

The Federal Bureau

of

In-

vestigation has finally been glori-

by Tin Pan Alley. The title
the song is 'The FBI' and the

fied

of

writer

is Artells Dixon.
Peer International Is the pub-

lisTier.

call-

commission

one-nighters and
where the band's

WICHITA'S FALL POLICY

salary is more than double scale.
Prior to the efTect of this rule,

N. Y., IS

Devotion

9.

Stage Door Canteen (2) (Army)

SpTak.-.'.-.CoiumW
J

(6) (Crawford).

Lombardo had been agreed

to

I

Came

to Talk for

Jo. (Shapiro)

'i'eturns

Tunes

toi((i

by

When LighU Go On Again (CLP)
I

Need

By Light

Is

You

Silvery

(6)

^^^^

.,

vlcloJ

{

^^'aTKy^r.^./.V-Coi^r^la

?;m«m?To?sey\\\\\V.-^crr

(Ella

^« ^«VC>

Conchita Lopez

.

i

Fitzgerald

Decca

(

Vaughn Monroe

{

Sfc^k^'stl'le •.V.V.-.':°'rcca

{

BeZy^ ESanV.Coiu^r^^b^:

(Remick)

next month.

Negotiations were on for a time
Tommy Tucker, who re
cently secured a release from a com
mitment to play the opposition Para
moimt theatre because the Par's
schedule has been jammed up by the
long run of 'Holiday Inn.' Tucker
turned down an offer from the Roxy;
theatre wanted to put him in with
Carmen Miranda, latter getting top

! ! ! ! ! !

.

{l^TTieT''!': I! .ni:!^^!

(10) (Miller).

Moon

Krg'k^er

{m^s Brothrrs^iiii^S

still

theatre and the Roosevelt hotel, N.Y.,

which he

Decca
Victor

OTHER FAVORITES

both parties but had to be cancelled
because Lombardo found it would be All
impossible to double between the
to

Jimmy Dorsey

(Sammy Kaye

band to open its name Every Night About This Time (Warock)...
which gets underway
Deal with Guy Boy in KhaKl (ABC)

policy,

Bluebird

{^V.Z.I'Z^.y !

either Dec. 4 or 11,

Victor

J Bing Crosby
(Dinah Shore

(Famous)
'

Strawberry Moon (Witmark)
{

rk\ob\'^tson-V;.:::S

i~y ^D^e^y V:;;;.-^c^Sr

J

At Last (Feist)

Decca
Victor

{

Manhattan Serenade (Bobbins)

(

billing.

Glenn Miller
Charlie Spivak

Victor
. , .

.Columbia

Jimmy

Dorsey, along with other
top bands, was made an offer by the field. 111.; 7, Colony Club, McClure,
house.
However,' he will remain a III.; 9-11, Grand T., Evansville, Ind.;
Strand property.
Contract which 17, Castle Farms, Cincinnati.
Woody Herman, Oct. 2, Riverside
brings him into the house over Xmas
and New Year's calls for $12,500 T., Milwaukee; 9, four weeks, Sherweekly the initial two weeks, grad- man H., Chicago.
Carl HoS, Oct. B, four weeks,
uating thereafter. With standbys the
band will cost the house more than Roseland B., New Vork.
Louis Jordan, Oct. 2, four weeks,
$14,000.

HURT, OUT OF

WAR

Conn.; 12-14, Plymouth T.,
cester, Mass.; 16, two weeks.
T.,

New

vocalist with the group,
will now resume leadership.

WorStrand

Pa.
City,

Omaha;
15,

6,

Oct.

la.;

4,

Skylon

B.,

Chermot

B.,

3,

party, Rauenna, Neb.; B-

Blue Moon, Wichita, Kan.
Carttr, Oct. 6, Dreamland,

Benny
Little

Room,

Rock, Ark.; 8, Downbeat
Tulsa, Okla.; 16, fpur weeks,

Rainbo Rendvu. Salt Lake

MEN OF MUSIO
•

VOCAIS

RUBEL BLAKELY
•

Philadelphia; 8, Empire B., Allentown, Pa.; 4, Shubert 1*., New Haven;
7-8, Poll "T., Waterbury, (Tonn.; 9,
week, Boston T., Boston.

Oat 1, Buffalo T.,
Waldemere Park, Erie,
Sport* Arena, Rochester,
N. Y.; 11, Gountgr Center, White
Plains, N. v.; 12-14, I^yrlc f., Bridgeport, Conn.; 16, Masonlf Temple,
Scranton, fa,; IT, Brookline 6. O.,
Philadelbhiaj 18, Arena, Trenton,
N. J.; 3b, ValenoU B., York, Pa.;
21, Empire B., Alientown, Pa.;
i^,
week, CeBtral T., Passalo, N. 3.; 29Nov. 1, State T., Hartfori, Conn. .
Claude ThornUll, Got 2, Colonial
T., Dayton, O.: 18, week, Palaee
f.,
Cleveland; 28-|9, Poll T.. Waterbury,
Conn.; 30, we&, Earle T,, Philadel-

BU

and

16

CURRBKTLT

ORPHEUM
L08 ANGELES
WEEK, SEPT. 23

Charlie Spivak,

Bob Allen, Oct. 5. six weeks, Pennsylvania H., New York.
Mitchell Ayres, Sept. 28, two
weeks, Palomar B., Norfolk, Va.;
Oct 13-15, Capitol T., Williamsport,
Breese,

The World's Greatest
Vibraharplst and Drummer

York.

Leonard Keller, Sept 23, 25-27,
Greystone B., Detroit.
Capt. Dick Bellew is again frontJohnny Lonr> Oct. 8, week. Cening his orchestra, in Boston after retral T.^ Passaic, N. J,; 16, Qeorge F.
ceiving an honorable discharge from
Pavillion, Johnson Citv, N, Y.; 17,
the Army. Bellew volunteered for
Manhattan Center, N. Y.
service, was sent to China, was
Will Osborne, Oct 2, week, Palace
wounded in front line action which
earned him a promotion to Captain, T., Cleveland; 18, week (Central T.,
and latdr shipped home because of Passaic, N. J.
the injury,
Joe Venntl, Qot. S, week, Blue
Bellew's band had been batonned Moon, Wichita, Kan.
in his absence by Georgia Hutton,
Jerry Wald, Oot 2, Brookline C.C.,

Lou

Adrene Holland, vocalist, added
Bernie Cummins' orch, which
closes vaude tour to open run Fri(25) in Bronze Room, Cleveland.
to

day

Riviera, Columbus.
Stan Kenton, Oct. 2. week, Boston
T., Boston; 11, Rite B., ^rlgdeport,

CAPT. DICK BELLEW,

Sioux

NEW YORK

I?f"."^
Rey
( Alvino
(Leeds)

Wonder When Baby

Pa.;

A New

(2)

Decca

Victor

Goodman .Columbia

He's

My Guy

Y.''''"''

""7

hasn't signed a

band

J'T"'^
Inkspots

I

I v
(Vaughn
Monroe

Idaho (10) (Mills)

Buffalo;

ROCKEFELLER CENTER

(Yankee).

(4) (Santly)
'

{

York,

Band Bookiiigs

RAINBOW ROOM

Dccca
Decca
^'^tf''''
(Charlie
Spivak ...Columbia

(These records are direcdy below /irst 10 in popuIari(v.
uieeks in parenthesis are fading, others gaining.)

formerly

THE PAN-AMERICANS

(4)

Victor

(Jimmy Dorsey

(Berlin)

(6)

Dccca
Capitol

Glenn Miller

I

Met Her on Monday (ABC)

New

theatre.

Columbia

number o/

BAND START

and he

APPEARING WITH

Heart

Though You're Here

UNBOOKED FOR

—

Names Set Also has Midnight to
agency executives have pointed out,
Four A.M. Session
many of the smaller bands were
paying 15% on one-nighters and
Wichita, Sept. 22.
10% for theatres. These concessions
could be afforded they say because
Don Bestor's orchestra which
to,i bracket outfits more than made
opened at Blue Moon Friday night
up the difference betv/een the com- heads name bands to play dance spot
mission limit the AFM allows and during fall season.
John Dotson,
what the smallies were paying.
monager, has Joe Venuti, Lou Breese,
Briefly, it means that some lower Jan Savitt, Chuck Foster and Tommy
price orchestras are now earning Reynolds to follow. Savitt and Foster
less because
the increase to full have played here before but it will
AFM commission limit more than be first time for other three bands.
makes up what the booking office
Blue Moon has also established
may lose by being paid commission regular 'Swingshitter's' dance from
o.i the net, that is after transporta12 midnight to 4 a.m. on Monday
tion, taxes, etc., are deducted.
nights.

My

(3yC)

(5)

8.

also with

Small Orchestras as

\

7.

10.

The Roxy

.Bluebird

^t^""^"

Kay Kyser
Andrews Sisters.
J
(Johnny Mercer

(

quest of the United War Fund whose
November drive this year is intended
tj flnance Slate-wide civilian welfare and community service to men
in the armed forces.

Sammy Kaye

Bill

(8)

I

Ui:ited

ROXY.

(Shapiro)

Silver

Strip Polka (6) (Mercer)

tators.

Despite James C. Petrillo's ban against A. F. M. musicians making
records and transcriptions RCA Victor last week renewed Barry Wood's
contract. New agreement Is for two years and promises the Hit Parade
singer nothing. It simply keeps him tied to Victor in the event the record
situation is solved in the future.
While Petrillo's ban doesn't prevent singers from making records with
vocal instead of musical background, it applies in Wood's case. He's a
member of the A. F. M. having been a saxophone tooter before becoming
prominent as a singer.

Wings

1.

a.

9,

10,

JUST CONCLUDED 4
WEEKS CA8A MANANA

DECCA RECORDS
EXCLUSIVELY

phia.

City.

Sonny Dunham,

Oct. 10, Lakeside
Park, Dayton, O.; 12, three weeks,
Roosevelt H., Washington, D. C.

Chuck Foster, Oct. 2, Danceland,
la.; 3, Hub B., Edel111.; .4,
two weeks. Gingham
Gardens, Springfield, 111.; 20, Arkota
B., Sioux Falls, S. D.
Glen Gray, Oct. 4, Ritz B., Bridgeport, Conn.; 6, Valencia B., York, Pa.;
8, week, Palace T., Albany; 10, week,
Stanley T., Pittsburgh.
Clyde Lucas, Oct. 1, Faust H.,
Rockford, HI.; 4, Orpheuin T., SprlngCedar Rapids,

Rhumba Orchesfra Combination With

An Accent on Showmanship
Grateful

Acknowledgment to Mr. JOHN ROY

stein,

AND
qarrHflii

HIS

ORCHESTRA

naylni 8r4 RMiri Bmlilii EaisHnMt

ROSELAND,

NEW YORK
D::e-:;o-

GENER.^i, AN:-.Sr:N:;;N: COflP.
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MUSIC
VIDO MUSSO ABANDONS

Inside Stuff-Music

OWN 0RCHES1KA

HIS

Vido Musso is scrapping the band
Music publishers cite the shfeet sales careers ot such current tunes as
This Is Worth Fighting For' and 'When the LlghU Go on Again' as tend- he recently took over after the
again that in this war the American people, notwith- death of Bunny Berlgan, and joins
ing to show once
Office
wishes
of
the
of
War
the
Information,
Woody
Herman's orchestra as a
prefer to vocalize
standing
with post-war fancies as against fighting songs. Re- sideman. He plays tenor sax.
on themes dealing
Musso will continue with his outgarded in the business as one of the best fighting tunes published to date,
plugging,
fit
of
heavy
has
until
the
close of his current Arweeks
failed
to make any substantial
•Worth,' after
headway at music counters, whereas 'Lights' gives indication of becoming cadia BftUroom, New York, engagement and steps into Herman's band
seller.
a major best
Oct.
Lord
and
9
at
the
Sherman hotel, Chicago.
the
Pass
'Praise
the
Ammunition' recording of
Kay Kyser's
which Frank Loesser authored, is a rousing ditto
the 'correct' war song
and spiritedly done by the No. 1 Lucky Strike ciggle seller on the air.
phrase,
coined
by
a
chaplain in action in Bataan, has
The now historic
been turned into a dandy ditty by Loesser (Fniiious Music) and the OWI
has seen fit to endorse the number.

MEX

transcribed music libraries have been contracted for the radio
One
division of the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs.
Ten copies of the latter
library is the Lang-Worth and the other Muzak.
have been acquired.
Lang-Worth pact, providing for a minimum of two hours of E. T.d tunes
monthly, is for use in making up shows in this country for airing via shortwave to Latin America, or for transcriptions to be aired by longwave
Muzak libraries will be sent to CIAA reps in 10
local stations there.

Two

CONSIDERS

SAFEGUARDING

Caracas, Venezuela;

Havana and Lima.

In his zeal to sell War Bonds on the Make-Believe-Ballroom record program on WNEW, N. Y., last week, Martin Block put himself out on a
limb from which RCA- Victor is now rescuing him. Block played a new
Bluebird platter by Spike Jones titled 'Der Feuhrer's Face' and announced
that every listener who purchased a $50 War Bond would receive a copy
free.

Since the disc promises to be a best-seller Block was .snowed under by
a total of $31,000 worth of bids for bonds, which equalled some 500 reNowhere could that many copies of the
cordings. Then came the hitch.
thing be found. Most record companies have cut first-pressings to a miniis now doing a special pressing job for Block, the
mum. However.

RCA

cost of

which he

will bear.

Jack Kapp's credo of long standing, that many an artist's intrepretation
can make a song old or young was proved anew in the ca.se of the
Merry Macs' version of 'Jingle Jangle.' In this instance, of course, the
Paramount fllmusical excerpt, from a rather obscure outdoors picture
('Forest Rangers'), happened to have achieved subsequent success, but as
far back as last January, when Kapp was west on one of his periodic
recording junkets to contact talent and his offices, he first heard the tun»,
then authors Frank Loesser and Joseph Lilly played it for him. The Decca
prexy assigned the Merry Macs to record it, and then held 'Jangle' back
It's
for five months until the right moment for better merchandising.
since proved a best seller, nearly 300.000 platters.

—

—

'Gertrude Niesen's Torch Hour Song Folio' is the result of that songdress' predilection for 2 a.m. torch chanting. Robbins has just i.ssued the
folio of 20 numbers including 'Temptation,' 'If I Had You.' That Old Feeling,' 'I Got It Bad.' 'I'm Thru With Love,' 'Blue Moon,' et al.
'Dinah Shore's Favorite Songs' is another forthcoming folio culled from
the Robbins-Felst-Miller catalogs, and Carman Cavallaro's 'Show Time
Album' is also due under Robbins' imprint. This is an arrangement of
outstanding show hit.s.

Bregman-Vocco-Conn established a record last Friday (13) when it
wound up a week's exploitation drive on the score of 'Orchestra Wives'
(20th) by copping No. 1 and No. 2 spots of the 'most played' compilation.
The tunes were 'Got a Gal in Kalamazoo' and 'Serenade in Blue;' 'respectively. The firm had decided to concentrate equal attention of each of the
two numbers from the picture.

Jack Joy, musical director of the Army Hour over NBC Sunday afterexploitais reported to have "one of the best plans for the proper
war songs, which we are seriously considering,' states
OWI chief of radio. Its details will be divulged in due

noons,

tion of patriotic and
William B. Lewis,
time.

Band Book,' released this fall. 'Victory Band Book' will
contain 'Anchors Awelgh.' 'Over There,' 'Marine's Hymn,' 'You're In the

Army Now,'

etc.

The Charlton Publishing

Co.,

which puts out the

lyric

mag. 'Big Book.'

has obtained an exclusive contract for such rights from the Warner Bros,
group. Charlton has a similar agreement with the Robbins group.
Mills Music. Inc., has revamped a hit of the last World War.
The new
time it published 'Just a Baby's Prayer at Twilight.'
is 'Just a Soldier's Prayer at Twilight.'

At

that

version

Tube Scarcity

.

Continued from page

making tubes Mailable
I^is

is

the

opinion

M ^sst

indefinitely.

composers,
ised small timers and beginners who
deal with folk and popular music,
a.'c only too often victimized by unscrupulous foreign concerns. Senator
Garcia has presented a bill to the
Sc-nate that is intended to protect
these writers by fully providing
copyrighted coverage. The Senate is
expected to act on the bill soon, after
which it will go to President Manuel
Avila Camacho for approval.
Sen. Ga.-cia charged that novice
Mexican composers are frequently

victimized by foreign firms that use
tlieir compositions without the writers receiving royalties. Bill provides
that this situation be fixed up by

tightening the music and song copyright law in Mexico and the Mexican
gr-ernment arranging
reciprocal
•

with other countries for such

treaties

protection.

of

Chairman

James L. Fly of the Federal Communications Contmlssion, who discussed last week the two serious
problems facing the radio industry,
first^ the continuing of broadcasting
service in terms of necessary equipment and, second, manpower generiilly

in the communications industry.
'Needless to say, tubes are con-

Continued from pace

sumable and in substantial quantities and there is the crux of
a pretty
serious problem,' the
stated.

'However,

it

FCC

chairman
ought to be

"lade clear that up to the present
t'me the
has been able to
supply all stations with the neces-

WPB

sary

tubes.

doubt
which

from

think there is no
I
informal Information

we have

'inue to

do

that they can conthat for a limited period.

BWC

WIP's 'Dawn
to

the

join

Patrol,' left last
staff

of

week

WHN, New

—

Chlcaco.
Bill Evans, formerly
with
in
Milwaukee, has
joined the announcing staff of WJJD.

WTMJ

Clifton Utiey returns as commentc>tor to the Skelly Oil Co. news progr?ms for 13 weeks over
Mon.
thru Fri. at 7 a.m. CWT.
Alex
Dreier, heard on the Skelly programs since June 22, goes to London

NBC

!j replace

C John
W.

NBC Commentator

Robert

for 13 weeks.

J.

WMAQ's

succeeding Frank O'Leary,

who

leaves for duty as a lieutenant in
the U. S. Navy.
Louis E. Tilden,
former sales rep. of the NBC International division, succeeds McEdvards.
'

Spartanburf ,

C—

S.

WSPA-WORD
W.

J.

W. Kirkcomniercial

J. Ratcliffe,

WORD

manager, named radio public relations directors for S. C.
drive.

wa»

Frank
stude,

while

Cady,
former Stanford
named announcer at KYA.
Vern Wilson stepped up to

chief announcer, replacing Clarence
I.>oisure, now on
payroll.

BVC
Mills

BVC

KQW

KJBS. resigned

ing staff of short

to join engineer-

waver KGEI.

sales staff

KQW

to
Jack Irving shifted from
berth of announcer and conliiuiity

writer at

KJBS.

Boston.— William L. Mezger. forprogram director at WSAM,

mer

York

City.
Tirrell. WEEI
librarian as

Doris

now music

organist,

welL

»

tion.

On

the day before maestro's in-

duction the judge quickly cut
terfering red tape by

is

all in-

relieving

(1)

him of his first wife, (2) ordering
him to pay $18 per month alimony
from his army pay to his divorced
frau and to take out a $2,S0O insur-

Before climbing into a khaki uni-

IS

Washington, Sept. 19.
Editor, 'Variety':
In the Sept 2, issue you published
a letter, signed by one Donald Garrisin, in which, among other things,
he says:
'What I want to say is this: I
enlisted the services of Sen.
Walter F. George and Sen.
Homer Bone and succeeded in

having

the'
copyright
laws
changed, so that
songwriter
can now copyright a lead sheet
•
•
or
violin
score with
•

•

I

Up

it

form Mayer was also ordered to remarry Mary Cunningham, whom he
illegally married Aug. 28 in Covington, Ky., on the day his first wife
filed suit for divorce here.
Second

and current spouse will automaticmonthly from Uncle
Sam, who is deducting it from
Mayer's monthly salary. How much
the bandmaster will nave after all
these deductions is something the
buck private didn't care to discuss.
Existence of the second wife was
unearthed by judge when he had
the maestro jailed for contempt of
court for failing to meet his temporary alimony payments of $13
ally receive $50

weekly.

several

to

could not copy*

you would

*

Would

tell

com-

posers of the new copyright
privilege. I think that is news to
the profession.'

ASCAP FACES
NEW

The Copyright Act of March 4,
permitted the registration of
copyright in unpublished masical
compositions and since the passage
of this Act there have been many
thousands of registrations of copyright in so-called 'lead sheets' or

SUIT IN

1909,

OMAHA

merely melody lines, unarrangeS
Omaha, Sept 22.
and unaccompanied and, in many
ASCAP has been made the defendinstances, even written in pencil.
No. U. S. Senator or group of sen- ant of another damage suit arising
ators can change the copyright law. from
the statute which outlaws it
Any change in the Act requires the
from doing business in Nebraska.
passage of a bill through Congress
or the ratification of a treaty containing provisions inconsistent with
those of existing law.
But there has been no change,
whatsoever, in the copyright law
since March 4, 1909, regarding the
copyrighting of unpublished musical
compositions and 'lead sheets' could
be copyrighted just as freely at any
time after July 1, 1909 (the effective
date of the Act of March 4, 1909) as
they could since Mr. Garrisin 'enlisted
services
the
of
Senators
George and Bone.'
Fulton Brylawski.

Wellsboro, Pa., Sept.

14.

Editor, 'Variety':
In your Sept. 2 i.ssue

you have a
under the heading, 'Copyright
a Lead Sheet,' written by Donald
letter

Garrisin, Hopeville, Ga.
The 'information' in

his

The action was

Federal

filed last

by

week

Joseph

in

the

Malec,

dent of the Nebraska Music Users
Assn. The amount he asks is $50,708,

or three times what he has paid

ASCAP

in

license

fees

became effective
Malec operates an

statute
1937.

dance

since

May

the
17,

all-.seasnn

spot.,

A similar suit was
WOW, Omaha, some
ASCAP

brought

by

months ago.
earlier this year turned back

to its writers and publishers the administrative rights of their catalogs
as far as Nebraska is concerned. The
Warner Bros, publishing group subsequently took steps in the Federal
courts to stop various Nebraska
music users from continuing to play
material. A decision on a technicality of the suit is now pending.

WB

letter,

concerning copyrighting a .song, is
misleading. It has always been possible to copyright a lead sheet without the piano part it is not a recently enacted revision of the copy-

SPA INVITING PUBS

FOR PEACE LUNCH

—

right law.
It is a matter of choice whether
or not the piano part is sent with
the words and melody— not a necesThe
sity
and always has been.
form. E-2. covers the song, with or
wilhput a piano part.

—

Should one copyright the words
melody of a song and later want

:ind

court

president of Peony Park and presi-

The Songwriters Protective Association intends to invite music publishers to a special luncheon some
time in October for the purpo.se of
explaining the association's new objectives, and also to reassure the
publishers that nothing of af\ upsetting nature is being planned.

It will be the first time that
recopyright it with piano part,
then the form E-3 is u.sed. This form group of music publishers has bc>>n
'new material' in this case, the guest of a writers' association.
the piano part.
There are .some curiou.s beliefs in
the lay mind and in the minds of
Long, Bot
Idea
amateur songwriters concerning the
functions of the Copyright Office.
Philadelphia. Sept 22.
The Copyright Office is merely on
official government depository for
Clay. Boland and Eddie DeLong
mss. and
the records pertaining have cleffed a new tune for the
thereto for the convenience of auth- forthcoming production of the Uniorized persons to consult the records versity ot Pennsylvania's Mask and
and, in the case of alleged infringe- Wig show. It's tagged:
ment, to compare the conflicting
'I've Got Those Hurry and Win the
mss. to ascertain the degree of re- War So You Can RVT7 Back Home

to

Dave Williamson, formerly automobile editor. Frisco News, and
more recently with KSFO, joined

KYA

of Joseph Mayer, Cleveland
bandmaster, who discovered that
having two wives to support wouldn't
keep him out of the army. It only
caused him a lot more cash and a
headache that will last for the duratie.'

three-year-old son.

REMAINS AS

Jack Quinn, announ(;er-tcchnician
at

Saginaw, Mich., has joined WEEI
production department, replacing Jay
Wesley, who Is now with OWI, New

said.

Morris

Forms E-Z and E-3

mendations.

Chairman Fly

CLP
Feist

Baby's. .Crawford

salvage

Schenectady.— Carlton Greene,
reader of poetry on V/GY's 'Dreaming Time' has been commissioned a
lieutenant in the Naval Reserve.
Wilbur Morrison, formerly of WGY's
news and announcing staff, has
graduated as a lieutenant bombardier
in the Army Air Corps.

The problem of posible shortage
of manpower, the posibilities of recruiting, the various training programs existing and those^that may
be possible will be given consideration,

BVC

Cleveland, Sept. 22.
took the draft board and a compleas judge only one day to un.

ance policy for her; and (3) by ruling that he should pay $12 (also from
hi<- army pay) for the support of his

31

York.

It

ravel the complex domestic difflcul-

Remick

Heart
^

Me

be glad

Payroll Traffic

S

staff.

to all companies,
including wire, radio and the communications companies in general,
and information received is being
broken down and will be referred to
the respective committees of the
for their advice and recom-

in

right a lead sheet. *

tial

Communications

Berlin

months ago,

Perhaps

The problem of manpower In the
communications industry is receiving the Commission's consideration,
the chairman said. A questionnaire
covering this field, he pointed out.
was sent out by the Board of War

Berlin

Careful My Heart
When Lights Go On

lyrics.

San' Francisco— Al Bramstedt came
from
KFAR. Fairbanks.
Alaska, to join KSFO announcing

WPB

White Christmas
Kalamazoo

IS.

down
I should say for a subsUnperiod if the conservation of
materials is practiced judiciously.
However, there is our big question
mark, that is. the ability of
to make tubes available indefinitely.
Military requirements are great.'

Fischer

that many Mexican
especially the unorgan-

patrick,

of a 'Victory

Army

Air Corps

Contending

executive, and

Bobbins' 'Victory Song Book.' which sold over 100,000 copies the first
month of publication, has prompted this organization to rush publication

Santly

Shapiro

Idaho

City, Sept.

stuff,

&

Devotion

Wears Silver Wings

Army

Tkd Up By Wives
mon

Left Heart Canteen

Take
Mexico

It s a sequel to their 1941
Sloan is publishing next winter.
both edited by Dr. Paul Lazarsfeld of Columbia University Research Bureau (also of CBS) and Dr. Frank Stanton, CBS v.p.

edition,

My

of Sept. 19)

Strip Polka
Serenade in Blue

ROYALTIES

McEdwards, member of
spot sales dept., has been
appointed to the NBC network sales

Pearce

15 Best Sheet Music SeDers

Wonder When

John Gray Peatman, of the College of City of New York and head
Research (Radio Division), is doing the chapter on Radio
and Popular Music for the 'Radio Research, 1942' book which Duell,
Dr.

of the Office of

Looks 100%

Always
At Last

.

Muzak
S. A. cities to aid them in preparing shows for local consumption.
setups provide 90 hours of music and 3,000 different tunes. They are on
3S0 sides of 33 1/3 r.p.m. discs. They're being shipped to Rio. Santiago;
Mexico City, Montevideo; Bogota, Columbia; Guatemala City, Guatemala;

F^XBorHrPay

Musician Wai

(Week

S9

cover.e

—

OK

(Contlnued on page

41

lo

Me

Again Bluea'

—

M

!.

Wednesday, September 23, 1942

MUSIC

NBC. CBS. Bine, Mutoaf Pings
Following tabulation of popular music per/omuinces embraces all /our
networks SBC, CBS, Blue and Mutual as represented by WEAF, WJZ,
WABC and WOR, N. Y. Compilation herewith covers uieelc beginning
Monday through Sunday, Sept. 14-20 pom 6 p.m. to 1 a.m., and is
based on data provided bv Accurate Reporting Service regular source for
music publishing industry.

—

-

Got Gal Kalamazoo t'Orchestra Wives'
Serenade In Blue t'Orchestra Wives'

PUBLISHER
BVC
BVC

Wonder When Baby's Coming

Crawford

At Last

Miller
Berlin

TITLE

—
—

— t'Orchestra

Wives'

Be Careful, My Heart— t'HoUday
Wears Pair Silver Wings

Inn'

.-

My

Met Her Monday
You Never Lovelier

44
29
27

^

'

26

'

'

^

'

1^.

.

.

..... 25

.

'Shapiro
•Santly

Devotion

Came Here For

Joe
I Get Neck of Chicken
Manhattan Serenade
Thlc
Armu Mr
Inns.
This T»
Is the
the Army
Mr. Jones
1

TOTAL

23
24
20

Shapiro
Southern'

19

Pnhh ins
nooo

—

t'You Never Lovelier'.
Idaho
This Is Worth Fighting For

18

Army
^
ABC

I

..

18
17
"

jjgpjpj

17

Harms

16

16

—

Jingle Jangle Jingle t'Forest Rangers'
••Left Heart at Canteen
•When the Lights Go on Again
Dearly Beloved— t'You Never Lovelier'
He's My Guy

Parairu
Paramount

15

Army
CLP'

15

15

Chappell
.'.['.'.'.'^
.

.

:

'

Mood— t'Seven Days Leave'... southern
Daybreak
j-^ist
Every Night About This Time
Warock
I'm Old Fashioned— t'You Never Lovelier'. .. .{;j,appell

^^

14

'

'

'

I.

Can't Get Out

Forecast ol

A

What

^^^^

Just Letter From Home
•Love Is a Song— t'Bambl'
Ten Little Soldiers
By Light Silvery Moon
Just Though You Here
Singing Sands Alamosa

Be fje*-

Remlck
Yankee
Remlck
Famous

11

10
10

Brazil

Morris
Republic
Shapiro
Southern

South Wind
Strictly Instrumental

Cherio

Lopez— t'Priorities On Parade'
You — t'Iceland'.

.

.

Sky

Pennsylvania Polka

l^^"
mclorty lend'
this one.

«p on
up
^

D«cc*

12
11
11

10

9
8
8
8

K'lle Kille

Santly

Leap Frog
Am I to Blame?
•Was It Worth It?
Always In Heart-t'Always In Heart'
A 9oy In Khaki

Leeds

7
7

Feist

7

Blue Skies

Berlin

New York Nocturne
Me How to Forget
When Long Way From Home

Robbins

Gobs

«*«2t

12

Witmark

of

Melodylane

7

Remick

6
6
6

Marks

8
8
6
8
5
5

Fischer

5

BVC
Broadway
Paramount

Love

Abraham

.'

ABC

Teach

,

.

^

12
12
12

Conchlta

£

14

....

Atlas
g^jj
Lincoln

There'll Never Be Another
Where the Mountains Meet

S

14

12

— t'Holiday Inn'

Berlin

At the Crossroads
Air Corps
Everything I Got— t'By Jupiter'
I'd Rather Stay Home Lonely
Lover t'Love Me Tonight'
Lullaby of the Rain
Sleepy Lagoon

Jewel
Chappell

5

Why

Harms

5

Army

Chappell

5

Tenney
Famous

—

Don't You Fall In Love

5
5

5

•Indicates BMI licensing; others are via ASCAP.
tFilmusical.
{Legitimate.
••'This Is the Army' publishing subsid,
liceTLsed freely to all users.

Britain s

Song Leaders on Air

f

I

1a

„.P.

HOORAY

A happy

d.'t^y
-.'"V

the Thvthm.c

entty. the

U

London, Sept.

, in the e°°»
1 to 1fo^B'\„:
Lith strong »PP'= ui„ is beainn'n^
Bou'^^- "'".ntag" ot having
r^^'^^jJel
^:'f]J,S^Bo^^^*
a jersey
J««en\'
°;en hop with
*'\X,*irh Dick

l"J^of'

wne Bet»5^

the

Symbol A is for American copyright; E
is appended herewith.)
A. Under the Apple Tree

Sun

&

E. Sing, Everybody, Sing
A. Three Little Sisters
A. Where in the World

»dded box o"J".J^ this tune.

F. D.
H.
c. 4c C.

Hold Your Hats On
A.Jersey Bounce
E.

~

=
=

t^ditwon-tbesun...^"^
5t,?

E. Basin Street Ball
A. Tangerine
A. Moonlight Cocktail
A. Someone'.s Rocking

;

1
o«ti"**'

^

E. You're

Mine

.

.

p

On

Deep In the
E. Jealousy

g

Heart of Texas

E.

l

S

m

spite of

tM

tfl

PW'»^'=^^ "^Crosby Rlve=*

\VryouuB*ters

Band

S

=

Clears

o
down heavy

'

'

'.'.'.

m

E.

Two
Was

A.

How About You?

A.

c'ineph'o'ni'c

Me B

'.
'.

.

.

..P

.

WALKING
THE FLOOR
OVER YOU

'.

" Gay
B.

Riding Through the Sky!, p!

Love?

W

Feldman'
Southern
Chaooell

M
St li
M

B&H

Pairs of Shoes
It

'

p

You Again

E. I Saw a Robin
E. There's a Cowboy

W

Feldman
Sterline
"

I
In Love With the Girl I Left Behind
A. Tica-T-i-Tica-Ta
A. Humpty Dumpty Heart
A. I Don't Want Walk Without You
E. Keep the Ball Rolling
A. How Green Was My Valley

E.

yf

Southern

Always In My Heart
Johnny Doughboy
E. Love Nest
A. One More Kiss

^

.

!!!!!!!! Norris '.!!!!!

Sun

47

47
46
45
41
39
39
39
38
... 38
35
35
34
33
33
30
30
29
28
27
27
26
25
24
24
24
24
23

'...'.'.'.'..';;

Chappell'
Victoria
Victoria

A.
A.

w.^e
an immediate

'.'.'.'. '.'.

Sun

Ocean

Remember You
One Dozen Roses
I

A.
A.

.

^

q

Chappell
Chappell
Chappell

Blues In the Night

"W*

.

q

Victoria

!

In

Kl..>s

p

q

My Dreamboat

Chin Up, Cheerio, Carry

Threw

W

Sterling';'.!'.".'

Fleets In
I

b
j^'

Chappell
Chappell

Skylark ...
Anniversary Waltz

.BhitbH

8.

(Aug. 1-29 log of English broadcasts are tabulated below, and while
is printed for casual in/orniatio7i of the generol music trade.
for English. British publisher

dated,

'J'tlvcly
a llvcly

BIng Crosby
With Bob Crosby's Bob Cats (Oecca 18371)
Ernest Tubb (Decea 6958) Dick Robertson
(Dacca 4189) Bob Atcher (Okeh 6496)

AUEBICAN MUSIC,

Inc.

• 153 Suniet Blvd.,
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MUSIC
KOIN AIMS TO SELL

Hollywood s Ctance to Squawk

BONDS

$1,000,000 IN
Providing Opportunity for Film Writers In
Near Future

ASCAP

ASCAP writer members who live
will be given an
on the westcoast
opportunity to air their approval or
objections to the new writers' classirecognition of
flcttion plan. Vaking
criticism aimed at the board duri.ig
writers' meeting on the
g re
writer-directors
Coast, the Tociety'j
writers to
will delegate a group ol
journey to the Coast and, after eslab-

Jolson
Continued from pace 2

t

writers

local

The date

rest

pany,

The reported

The show commuted between

Jolson returned Saturday by clipand the rest of the company
pe<
may even be back overnight (as
'Variety' goes to press) due to obvious exigencies for secrecy. Jolson
flew 26 hours back to America; 22
hours going over, the former being
a bit faster, since the hour differ-

Music Notes

entials through change of
wich time, accoimt for the

discrepancy.
Star returns to
commercial radio Oct. 6 over CBS
for Colgate-Palmollve-Peet.

amateurs, won the Chicago
Times $1,000 'War Song for America"
award last week with 'Mud in His

Still

Caribbean, England and Ireland rim
true to form for the mammy einger,
who blazed the trails for a number
of significant milestones in show
business; most notably talking picIn show business, Jolson entures.
joys a niche all his own, but ehow
biz laughs off its sentiment with

M. K. Jerome and Jack Scholl
writing songs for "Three Cheers f*
the Girls' at Warners,
scoring

at 20th-Fox.

him

other World

overseas pioneer,

I

biz,

also,

the

mammy

singer's click in England Is a Ripley
and an inside laugh, because it's the

the .scoring

time the comedian ever played
abroad, although he"s made pleasure
It was a fetish with
trips often.
first

War-

ners.

'The Song

War

Elsie Janis,

To show

Waxman drew

Franz

like Ben Bernie's, who calls
"Elsie Jolson' as a play on that

wheezes

Stotbart handling
the
'The Human Comedy' at

Job on 'Edge of Darkness' at

• Pioneer

Jolson's treks to the Aleutians, the

Mills will publish.

Herbert

Greennumeri-

cal

C. Bana-

han,

«rore on
Wefro.

posts

ei'ick

system.

started

between Jol-

near London, Belfast, Dublin, Limand other spots.

more involved than the pub-

Newman

'tiAing'

and Miss Oberon (Lady Alexander Korda) was brushed ofT by

Jolson in a chivalrous telephonic reply to the N. Y. Times, which followed up 'Variety's' exclusive from
its London office about friction between the two. Jolson still states
that, after having gone solo to the
Aleutians and the Caribbean, just
with pianist Martin Fried, he felt
hi could do his bit better, in entertaining the troops, than with a stock
company. Thus, if he chose to crowd
in an extra show or two for defense
f.iclory workers, and not only for
Ihr British and/or American troops
st.-\tioned in Ireland or England, he
could function better as a free agent.

Lots of new classes have been added
and the classification committee is
still able' to determine in no small
measure the relative shares of the
various members.

Alfred

just

.soii

plan. The indications are that
the initial royalties based on the new
plan will apply to the first quarter
o' 1943 and be represented in the
checks distributed the second week
of April, 1943. The writers' plail is

The Black Swan'

com-

of

singing
and telling
The troupe, in about four
did some 40 or 50 shows,
flt'uring an average of twice daily
every day.

new

Eirs.'

and produced by Ted Cooke. Art
Kirkham will m.c. and John Car-

many

Of The Hour"

fans— not only U. S.
troops stationed in England and Ireland—proves he can go back any

time.

(America Needs Me)
*

joined the Marines
keep on drumming with
Dorsey's band, under a brief
de;erment. until the completion of
'DuBarry Waq a Lady" at Metro.

Buddy Rich

All Material Available

tut

wiil

Tommy

• BAND
• DANCE ORCH.
• VOCAI 3 KEYS
•IBS

Inc.

Sol Meyer and Harry Akst writing the songs for "Chatterbox" at Republic.

SoOMt BiTd.

Hollywood, CaUf.

TtS PAN ALLEY
FRANK

r,\r.\NO. I'rM.

1001-1 r ciicHtiiiit

St..

I'liiiH.,

rn.

THE ARSENAL OF AMERICAN WAR SONGS
»..,

War

onr 8tli Aiiiilvrrknry with IB Flglitlnc Wor Sonst
songj help bolster morale and will help uiin war" . . Frank Capano.
<"»'<•••"•••

.

MOST CONRI8TKNTI.Y

I>I,.\\K1»

i^ONG

IN

AMERICA

"STRICTLY INSTRUMENTAL"
HARRY JAMES (COL.)
JERRY WALD (DECCA)

ready to pitch Into the 1942 effort Ui
get the American people humming
and chorusing rousing, unifying

22,

tunes.

Government desire to revive th«
1917-18 contention that 'a nation that
sings can't be beaten' was evident
last

band leaders, theatrical producers, film executives, and broadcasting program directors as soon as
details of Government desires have
been put on paper.

lic war effort.
Fly acknowledged
(he desirability of something more
than swing numbers, commenting
Tin Pan Alley 'folks are doing a very
splendid Job and I believe they wlU
have some very significant songs
coming out of ther6 shortly.*

With radio matters taking up all
week, Lewis still is

of his time this

Maddy

Says

Copyright Law
ConUoued from page

BOB CHESTER (BLUEBIRD)
JIMMIE LUNCEFORD (DECCA)

CHERIO MUSIC PUBLISHERS,

INC.

39

is
;

Regarding the matter of titles, a
hundred songs of the same title may

—

22.

What the Country need%,today
more marching songs and less

boogie-woogie.

if any, for preparation
of a case in the federal courts.

semblance,

Sept

Joseph

Dr.

week during Senate hearings on

resolution proposing .an Inquiry into
the conduct of the American Federation of Musicians.
Senator Charles
O. Andrews of Florida veered around
to the subject while questipning FCC
Chairman James L. Fly about possible elevation of the standard of
radio music.
They agreed on the
necessity of fresh crop of stirring
songs that would intensify the pub-

writers,

Detroit,

MORE SONGS

E.

Maddy, president of the National
Music Camp and chairman of
the Mich::;aii Council of Defense
committee on wartinie

FOR CROSBY

be copyrighted it is a matter that
civic music, said before a meetconcerns the individual or fii-m— an
ing of the council.
identifying heading and of no im'The national airs of our enmediate concern of the Copyright
emies are marching songs, those
Office, apart from that.
of America and England are not,'
Another curiously wrong impreshe said. 'Hitler claims his solsion that is held generally is that
diers march 33% farther when
one can 'use' up to a definite numthey sing.'
instance)
four,
for
ber
(any
measures of a copyrighted piece of
music and not infringe. The degree not thoroughly equipped with the
about Federal hopes,
of infringement is decided by the information
courts on the evidence by testimony suggestions and plans to call such a
of experts and comparison between conclave. He hopes to crystallize all
the
thinking
as soon as he finishes
posthe conflicting pieces and may
sibly
constitute as little as one his trip to the Coast and winds up
measure, if, for instance, there is a explaining to Congressional appropriations
experts
the radio bureau's
strikingly peculiar theme covering

—

money

those few notes.

Hollywood, Sept 22.
Less gab and more music has been
decreed for a Kraft Music Hall when
Bing Crosby resumes Oct 1. Thi*
is good news for son^luggers with
each program to have eight or ten
numbers.
Less work for Carroll Carroll, who
for years has been pounding out
thousands of words for each broadcast

OlmaiilsJIowKaycee

needs.

Session of Federal agency repreIt might be interesting to your
readers to- know that in copyright sentatives Interested in the song
psychological
warfare
of
parlance there is no such thing as angle
brought
exchange of many ideas
"song" or vocal number. Everything
WITH or last Tuesday (IS), but the varied
is a musical composition
thoughts
still
have
not
been
put in
WITHOUT words.
Again referring to Mr. Garrisin's writing or whipped into a program
enlisted the services of that can be laid before Tin Pan Alletter
'I
ley.
Lewis
precipitate
all
the
must
Sen. Walter F. George and Sen.
Homer Bone and succeeded in hav- inspirations and discard the impracing the copyright laws changed so tical proposals.
Jack
Joy,
the
godesignated
to
be
that a songwriter can copyright a
lead' sheet or violin score with between and to line up the various
lyrics. Up to several months ago I trade groups, sat in on the talks, ascould not copyright a lead sheet. I suring the Federal representatives
had to have a full piano arrange- that the different Alley elements are
ment'— it is evident he doesn't know
what he is talking about. The copyright laws have not been changed in
B
that respect and it has been possible
for many decades to copyright a lead
sheet with words.
I got my official confirmation on
CQ
this directly from Mr. C. L. Beuve,
Register of Copyrights, who in-

AM) any. Sept

—

Co., Inc.

N.

The application was filed by th«
Y.1aw firm of Miller & Miller.

The Olman

catalog was bought
several months ago by Lou Levy
The
from the Lombordo family.
Kaycee title was formerly, applied
to the catalog which Levy had previously purchased from the Jenkins
Music Co. of Kansas City.

c

u
>

formed me he also saw
in your publication.
Trusting

the

I

remain,

•

<

O

BREGMMJOOfiO&ClllJiu].

thi.--

information

letter
in

my

letter is of enough interest to you
and your readers to make it worth

while,

22.

The name of Olman Ifusic Corp,
has been changed to luycee Musie

—

Lcn Fleminp.

u
>

m.

Smash

00

Continued from page

1

the affairs of AGVA on a 'loan' basis
from Equity. That was a little more
than four months ago, when Gerald

CO

tion of Actors.

won't be the first time that an
Equity takeover of the variety actors
Biggest stumhas been suggested.
bling block in the past has been
the voting privileges of vaude actors
Whether Greaza's report
in Equity.
solves that is still unknown, but obviously that's a problem because the
variely performers outnumber legit

<
n
00

<
n

CO

U

AGVA

o

GOT A GAL

I'VE

>

anti-semitic.
First "loaned'

administrative
Several
months.
changes have been put into effect
since his tenure, and it's also oeen
apparent that he's the first AGVA
official to gain the confidence of the
organization as a whole, but Greaza
obviously feels that the variety performers just can't continue a union
That's an old story
of their own.
which dates back to the White Rats,
the NVA and the American Federa-

<

Performance Records!

No. 1

U

Griffin was dismissed as executive
secretary after charges that he was

for three months,
Greaza was recently extended in the
setup for another three

All

U
>

Equity-AGVA

strictly English

AMERICAN MUSIC,

Washington, Sept.

Huddle with all the Tin Pan Alley
elements that might be mobilized
conceiving and popularizing
Into
anxiously awaited new war songs is
tentatively scheduled for next week,
though no specific date has been
fixed.
Present plans are for W. B.
Lewis, radio head of the Office of
War Information, and possibly other
Federal officials concerned about
making American pulses beat faster,
tp
get together with publishers,

instances.

Jolson, fearing the comedy tastes of
the British, but his click before
mixed audiences, and also before

NEED AMERICA

I

Bigger Output of Fighting Songs

weeks,

tion committee has to do now b; to
set the date of effectiveness for the

Mao Weaver ana Joseph

Merle

with
Jolson,
'em by doing a Lana Tur-

co-starred

OWI Organizmg Camps^

stories.'

board, has the authority,
the new bylaws, to
«( cording to
adopt the new plan without subthe members for
mitting it to
perusal, but it would rather have the
writers take all the time they want
tj analyze the plan than become subject later \o charge of steamrolling.
Under the bylaws all the classifica-

classification

with

penter is narrator.
Oregon's most populated county,
ner, with a sweater routine; that Multnomah, is expected to turn over
the first '$500,000 and station hopes
Pi.tricia Morison, Allen Jenkins and
Frank McHugh, in support, 'were ."Victory Harvest' interest in visited
town will make up the other half
adequate, but Al was really the
Small town newspapers
whole show. He'd do, alone, twice million.
have given show page one bally in
much as the
a.-,
the

ASCAP

new

Hills,

whammed

The writers' classification commitIn membership is the
tee, which
same as the writer contingent on

lishers'

Country Club, in
its dominantly

Hillcrest

Oberon,

proposed plan.

mucli

Jolson

membership.
Sweater Girl
Morehouse
stated
that

of the junket's

departure for the Coast will be set
tomorrow (Thursday).
The organization's writer-directors
came in for considerable censure
when the matter of the new plan was
mentioned at the semi-annual gatherin
ing of the ASCAP membership
Hollywood Sept. 9.. With I. Wolfe
Giibert leading the attack several of
know
wanted
to
the writers present
vhy westcoaat members were not
consulted on their reactions to the

the

better.

film

i

study the plan and ask

in

the

.

much

whimsy from Limerick,
Jewish New Year greetings

Beverly

ASCAP's Hollywood

the

invite

office,

come

questions.

taste

a

ciibling

'

liihing itself in

w(!uld

pulled

Portland, Ore., Sept. 22.
KOIN is out to sell a miUion dollar's worth of bonds in five weeks.
'Victory Harvest' is a full hour
show, twice a week for five weeks,
produced especially for entertainment of outlying small towns and
farmers. Each of the tin :-hows will
originate in a different town, the
first one opening at
Oregon. City
tonight (22) in the high school auditorium. A variety show of music,
singing and play sketches, first half
hour is unmiked with latter half
hooked up to numerous small town
radio outlets.
Show is scripted by William Mears

41
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actors to a tremendous extent, and,
voting
privileges.
if
given
full

Equity
would soon be another
vaudeville rather than lefiit-tmlon:

MACK GORDON "'HARRY WARREN

U
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PROV. NITERY SHUT

USO,

AGVA

Agree to Revamp Pacts

nlcallty After

To

Clarify Contentious 2-Weei[ Notices

As

a result of a

two-hour talk

last

Variety Artists in New
York on the various complaints by
performers against CSI filed with
AGVA, the camp show organization
will revamp its contract to clarify
the two-week notice clauses. Latter
have been among the major points
USO-CSI will
in the complainU.
also meet with AGVA from time to
time to mould its working conditions
along the lines of AGVA's minimum

Guild

Renee DcMarco,

Fiske,

Froman

working conditions,
also agreed to rethe plaintiffs for their ex-

The conferees
imburse

cessive baggage charges and pay
them their salary for the balance of
the week in which they received

in

Chi Dates

Chicago, Sept.

of

Dwight

22.

Fiske, with Neil Bondshu's

opens

orchestra,

at

ttje

Mayfair

Room, Blackstone hotel, Oct. 9.
Renee DeMarco follows Oct. 30 for
Jane Froman returns
four we-'ks.
on Nov. 27. Bondshu band will play
through

all

engagements.

May

Operating under the Crown Holicense.

liquor

STEADY BAND POUCY
Indianapolis, Sept. 22.

the matter of Al Stone's charge
that Harry Delmar has discriminated
against him, it was decided to arrange for the plaintiff and the de-

At Stanley,

Pitt

Orph

Circle

theatre,

spot-booking

shows for the past three
is making it the regular

22.

After trying nickel boost in admission prices to 60c for stage shows
after 5 p.m., Orpheum is back to its
former scale of 40c to 1 p.m., 44c to
5 p.m. and 55c thereafter, or only
5c more than straight film schedule.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 22.

Stanley theatre, the only deluxe

dropping vaude. Not because they
to but because they're very
likely to be faced with no alterna-

Two

ster's regret is that his

Elder tramp comic passed

away

last

May.

WB

Granman Back

big
tive.
It's not a situation
hr.use will have to meet alone, for
the situation that's currently bothernation-wide.
Stanley
is
ing the
It

boils

down

to the

to S. F.

To Stage Vande Revue
Hollywood, Sept.

current short-

Band problem's growing more
acute by the day, with one big orch
after another breaking up as their
Those
leaders go into the service.
that remain prefer to stay on location, where they can be right on the
scene for a prospective radio commercial. As for acts, with USO using
more than SQO of them now, and expected to call on twice that many as
tl'.e
army increases in size, they're
gOing to be scarcer than hen's teeth
very shortly now.

other theatres. Liberty and
to
President, which have had the field
to themselves since the Kearny capto Nitery
sized, were reaping a nice biz beThe DeMarcos are slated tor a
cause of the mobs of soldiers and
sailors always in town.
Recently, New York nitery soon, doubling
however, the sledding has been from 'Showtime.' two-a-day vauder
tougher, especially for the President, at the Broadhurst.
which is on a street running off the
Jack Bertcyl of Mu.<!ic Corp ot
well-traversed Market Street, as re- America is now acting for the dance
sult ot the dimout factor.
team.

DcMarcos
Double
From Vauder

GROOMING

M-G

NEW CROP

ticularly

claimed

22.

tough to corral.

San Francisco, Sept. 22.
Although burlesque has been hit
here by the dimout because the theatres are off the beaten track and
need the lure ot lights to attract customers, a third burlesque house
opened here recently.
The new
house is the reopened Kearny,
which did a foldo a year ago when
cops pinched the place.

Joe Jackson, Jr., who is doing his father's pantomimic bike single In
Ice-Capades,' Madison Square Garden, cherishes his lata father's last gift,
Engraved inside is: 'From one tramp to another.' Youngdad died before he made his Garden appearance.

a cigarette case.

Talent Shortage

Sid Grauman, who started in show
age of bands and acts. During last
advanced scale lasted only several weeks, Stanley has found it business 30 years ago in San Franone week during which Claude tougher and tougher -to put a show cisco, will renew his association with
ThornhlU headed show. There were together. Only recently, house would the old town as producer of a vaudeunfavorso many squawks and such
have nothing but name bands be- ville revue at the Alcazar theatre,
able reaction among patrons that cause they were WB deluxer's big- which has been leased for a miniManager Bill Sears deemed it ad- gest draws over the long-run; for the mum of 12 weeks.
Show will start in about five
visable to return to the previous last fortnight 3,800-seater has had to
although
prices
the next week,
be content with just acts, using Max weeks, to be run on a two-a-day
Woody Herman was the stage at- Adkins' regular house band on stage, basis. Grauman is lining up talent
traction.
and even those acts were plenty in Hollywood.

3d Barley

informed differently recently.

s

New

Frisco Gets

Billy Waldron, Boston .agent, was removed from the unfair list ot the
American Guild ot Variety Artists, but the Boston branch ot the actors*
union was remiss in not forwarding the information to tha national office.
Thus the other AGVA locals continued Waldron in the doghouse until

George Abbott signed Romo Vincent to a six-month contract two weeks
with dates every week
after his Boston opening in 'Beat the Band,' new stage musical
through Nov. 11 already announced.
Manager Arthur Baker has Woody
Herman set for Sept. 25; Dick Jurgens, Oct. 2; Claude Thornhill, Oct.
B; Ted Lewis, Oct 16; Glen Gray,
Oct. 23; Gene Krupa, Oct. 30; Ina
Continue^ from paia 1
Ray Hutton, with Bonnie Baker and
the Harmonica Rascals. Nov. 6, and make recommendations where stock
Tommy Tucker, Nov. 11.
companies could be introduced, par-

to Ex-Scale want

Minneapolis, Sept.

USO-Camp Shows, Inc., being under charter and using public funds,
finds itself restricted to overseas entertainment' tor U. S. troops only. Qf
if there are British or other Allied soldiers and sailors with them,
that's o.k.
But this Is the answer as to why the increasing number of
overseas units going to England, Ireland, Australia, etc., will have to restrict themselves to U. S. bases, or tor joint sfiows.
course,

policy,

Lawrence Phillips for house in town at present displaying
Camp Shows and Walter Greaza and strfge shows, doesn't like to consider
Jonah Silverstone for AGVA.
possibility
but management's
tli^
afraid that within the next tew
months it may have to think about
Too Much,

Mpls.

The
band

Interests behind the Shangri-La, new nitery skedded to open Sept. 27
Philadelphia, are the operators of Dewey's chain of malted milk and
orangeade emporiums in tha Phllly area. The spot is being rebuilt on the
tha old Hollywood Restaurant on Market street, and in keeping
with the Shangri-La title will feature Chinese food and service.
Opening will be Dick Stabile's orchestra with Gracie fiarrie, Chavez's
rhumba band, and the 'Grandlather's Follies,' a unit revue. Lou Yessner'
head ot the Dewey chain, Is managing the spot.
site of

months,

and

Squawks

Foo's

CIRCLE, INDPLS., GETS

Force Vaude Exit

On

fogel

Ruby

at least a couple grand.

their notices.

fendant to meet tomorrow (Thursday) and discuss the matter before
the executives of both organizations.
The confabbers were Abe Last-

22.

Providence Beachcomber was forced
to close for the Friday, Saturday
and Sunday weekend, when the Bureau of Police and Fire slapped a
three-day suspension on the hotel
because its tap room served three
teen-age girls with liquor. The
Beachcomber is under separate management, operating on the hotel's
liquor license, and though it had no
connection with the offense, it nevertheless came under the ban.
The usually heavy weekend biz is
believed to have cost the Beach-

comber

Act Dearth

Rum Rap

Providence, Sept.
tel's

week between executives ot USOCamp Shows and the American

hade Stntf-Vaude'Nitery

Beaehoomber Closed on Leral Teoh-

Wirtz on Coast
Hollywood, Sept. 22.
Arthur Wirtz has arrived here to
conduct auditions for the new ice revue starring Sonja Henie. Both he
and Miss Henie are co-producers.
Show debuts in November.

OBACE EUSSELL MENDS
Omah^, Sept. 22.
Grace Russell, for years a leading
agent in Nebraska and adjacent termaking slow recovery
ritory,
is
after an illness regarded at one time
as hopeless.

A

former trouper, she's at county
hospital here.

war plant
that, since

centers.

It's

sound became a

factor in pictures, that field has
recruited tha major number ot the
better players from the legitimate
theatre and, as that process will
continue, Hollywood has a stake in
legit whether it acknowledges it or
not.

Believed that stock is the ultimate
source ot talent for both the theatre and pictures. As Equity puts it:
'It would be an act of enlightened
selfishness on the part of motion
picture producers it they should encourage the return ot stock companies which will produce the replacements,' probably in association with
the managers. Referring to the closing down ot stock houses at the Instance ot exhibitors, the contention
is continued: 'The comparatively few
dollars which they might have gotten if the stocks were kept eliminated would gain a whole generation

ot

acting

talent,

tested

and

proven. To men who look beyond
the next picture or the next season
ot pictures, there could not exist
real choice there.'

It's

a

Ask H'wood to Cooperate
urged that Hollywood not only

'tolerate' stock competition,

but co-

operate in the organization ot stock
companies to which they could loan
their best talent, when not occupied
Some believe that
in the studios.
such players are now 'wasted' in
personal appearances in presentation
houses.

Saranac Lake

Equity will place the problem bemajor studios and ask that
hands sit down and find out what
Suggestion Is that
picture people, managers, Equity
and other outfits be called into the
huddle: 'We are all In the same
boat when it comei to manpower.
If one ot us has an idea that is
sound there is no reason to discard
it because we have in the past, and
under other conditions, opposed each
other on matters of policy or eatd
unkind things to each other in thct
opposition.' ^Saying it is ready to
change rules if that is deemed the
right thing. Equity adds: 'There is
no reason for the entertainment field
to sit back and do nothing in this
emergency .
This is our theatre.
These are our (Equity's) people
fore the

By Happy Benway

OF STARS
Proceeding on the principal that
'Metro built every star Metro has,*

M-G'

is

younger

grooming
players

several

(mostly

ot

its

femmes)

for stellar status next year on the
premise that these performers will
by that time be sufficiently developed to carry top budgeters successfully.
Among those who rate
strongly for starring assignments are

Kathryn Grayson, Marsha' Hunt and
Susan Peters.
Meantime, Metro has approximately 32 pictures completed or

in

stages, ot which some 25 hold
names that have joined the armed
forces or are slated to go shortly.
This backlog is regarded as sufficient to take care of requirements
until next season, when Metro execs
figure that, along with names already
established, they should be able to
build additionally as high a percentage of marquee names froif!
home lot talent as in the past.
final

Misses Grayson, Hunt and Peters,
spotted as likely stellar material, are
currently in the same stage of development that Lana Turner was
when she was first spotted as a top-

per.

Talent problem was taken up
while Louis B. Mayer was east last'
week, along with other administrative matters. He returned west with
Victor Saulee and Howard Strickling.

all

should be done.

Saranac, N. Y. Sept. 22.

Midst handshakes and little lumps
in our throats we gave a grand sendoff to Jerry Sager, Peggy McCarthy,
Muriel Eddy and Colin Tracy, who
left here with absolute O.K.S to resume work.
Harry Martin (Stuart & Martin)
tells us he's in tiptop shape in Burbank, Cal. Eighteen months did the
trick here for him.
Roger Keene and Harry 'Slipfoof
Clifton have been elected for downtown shopping for the Rogersites.
Patricia Edwards, who's been making progress, is ogling Broadway and
mitting the folks at home on a 10day leave from the Rogers.
William 'Whitey' Matthews and
Patricia Wallace have been handed
that good report to mess in the
downstairs dining room.
From Sandusky, O., comes word

.

.

whose livelihood is threatened. We
are all part ot one field, the entertainment field. Something may be
done to save it, and Equity teels It
that Jim Wildenthater, who got his
has the right to ask that what can be
o.k. papers here, is laboring and doing mighty well. He states that with- done, shall be done.'
out the aid of the 'Will Rogers this
Not Enough Good Flaywrights
could never have been accomplished
Equity also touches pertinently on
Mother of Helen Inglee in from
the matter ot authors: 'There are not
Washington, D. C, to bed side her
enough good playwrights. It may
daughter.
Mike Cojohn, who did a bed roU' be that there never has been, but
tine and is lately an upguy spending the deficiency is more apparent now
his time aiding other patients, is than it ever has been.' This is put

Guest Statesmen

S

Continued from page

1

—

tycoon or statesman.
Charlie McCarthy, if talking in his idiom, can
get over more about gas and tire
rationing that way. Kay Kyser next
for Instance will talk about
labor .rallies to buck .up.theman-behind-t'he-man-behind-the-gun. Kate
Smith, Fibber McGee & Molly (who
will devote an entire folksy half-hour
to
salvage ot stuff around the
house). Bob Hope, Red Skelton, Jack
Benny, et al. are similarly aligned.
Important to the OWI's plan to
use these name radio performers,
with guest statesmen now and then,
is the fact that the Crosbys, Bennys,
Kate Smiths, et al., are weekly
household guests In millions of

week

homes.

-

skedded for home Oct. 1.
directly up- to the managers, to
Some Army boys stationed at Pine whom it is suggested that a group
Camp shot in and mltted Lee Klim- ot writers be selected and given telmic.

Jimmy McNichols, flute-playing
bandleader, and Robert Herron, forN.Y.C.
mer

tenor, left for
In the service,

to enlist

lowships tor say two years.
It's
estimated that such a plan would
cost the price of one production.

'If from that group one successful
Harry Feingold back from the big play or playwright emerged, the manstreet and Brooklyn after a lO-d&y agers would have gained far more

than their original Investment stood

vacash.

Write to thoM who are

III.

them.'

REGAN
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Plymodth, WoVcester,

ODT Oamps Dowihon^peci^^^

May Go

Transportation by Niteries in Ohio

Week

Full

Worcester, Sept

To Mull

22.

Plymouth theatre, running vaudedays weekly, may go to
seven days soon.
Management is attempting to sked
Horace Heidt for seven-day stint,
and if orchs of-similar rting can be
obtained, house will switch.

Group That

Joint Arbitrary

ville three

As Means to Curb Waste
Cleveland, Sept. 22.
Government bureaus assigned to
curb the waste of rubber are bearOhio's swank
Inc down on northern
niteries and may succeed in shutefforts ol
Uring them- where
local law agencies have ttiled.
Arrow Club, a thorn in the side
all

Cleveland sheriffs for Ave years,

of

here to come under the
Is the first
Arc of the Office of Defense Transportation as the result of a new fedneither
eral ruling. Under this edict
club-owned limousines nor private
patrons
cars can be used to carry
a nitery.

to

Local investigator discovered that

New

Jan Garber booked Sept.

Thornhill, Sept. 27.
is booking.

Man

CleTeland Cafe

Indicted as Fence For

$2,400 Stolen Gems
Sept. 22.

Cleveland.

Grand jury last week indicted
Benny Mason, owner of Cedar CounClub often involved in policy
racket cases, on charges of fencing
jewelry stolen from a local home
last November.
Although the hot ice was valued
try

declared that
it was purchased by the nitery opSentence being
erator tor
$110.
passed later this week.
Investigation of the jukebox racket
behind five Cleveland bombings in
ai

$2,400,

detectives

the last six months was also started
by the grand jury. Leroy Robin*
37, a jukebox distributor accu-ed of extortion attempts from two
cifes that were mysteriously dynam.^ed after refusing to install his
music-boxes, inspired the expose.

son,

Twenty witnesses were subpoenaed
to testify against him in case that
opened Saturday

(10).

20,

Claude

Charlie

Hogan

NITERY SCALES
Chicago, Sept. 22.

Living costs having risen, the loAmerican Guild of Variety Artists has raised
its minimum basic
wage scale in Chicago niteries to

cal

situation.

A

establishments in Chicago
will henceforth pay a minimum of$75 for principals, $150 for teams,
$40 for chorus, and $45 for chorus
specialties.

Class B establishments in this
area will pay $5 for m.c.'s, $100 for
teams, $50 for singles, $35 for chorus
and $40 for chorus specialties.
Class B spots outside the Chicago
city limits will pay m.c.'s $75, plus
roundtrip
transportation.
Teams
will get $125, singles $60, chorus $40
and chorus specialties, $45. all plus
complete roundtrip. .expenses.
Class C in Chicago will pay $55
for m.c.'s, $90 for teams, $40 singles,
$30 chorus, and $35 chorus special*
ties.
Outside the city limits C eistab
lishments will pay $60 to m.c.'s, $100
to teams, $50 to singles, $30 to chorus
and $35 to chorus specialties plus
roundtrip transportation.
Cocktail lounge entertainers and
singers within the Loop will receive
a minimum of $50 a week in Class
A spots. $45 in clas.<; B places and
$35 in class C niteries. Outside the
Loop, they will receive $50 in class
A, $40 in class B and $35 in class C
spots.

The maximum amount of floor
shows per week shall not exceed 22
shows, three on each night and four
All contracts must
on Saturdays.
specify the number of shows.
All salaries listed are less 10%
with the exception of the chorus,
Salaries
whose salaries are net.
listed are not to be prorated where
a week consists of only six days.
Six or seven days constitutes a full
rul
week, according to the

AGVA

ing.

L. A.

AGVA

USO-Camp Shows, Inc., will
New York auditions for Negro

hold

novelty acts.

Noble

Sissle,

Payne

Addison Carey and
will
handle
the

auditions.

for
of

members

minute

addition

of

AGVA

has been
L. A. chapter
raised to $35 weekly for solos and
$70 for teams under new scale draft

Tom

musical arranger for
Fred Waring, saved the new Rainbow Room (N. Y.) show, which
opened last week, from becoming known as the Casa Rockefeller.
Scott does New England sea

bartenders, waiters and other employees required in the dispensation
of food and drink: Operators of the
better spots are raiding their less
prosperous brethren and tempting
competent workers with higher wage

debut; Senor Wences,

and more generous tips.
Army draft and Naval enlistment
have taken large numbers of em
ployees out of circulation, and ..igh
wages in the airplane plants have
taken more. Another cause of the
shortage is the government edict re-

new

quiring

and

mountaineer

songs.

Otherwise it's 100% Latin, with
Greco, making her U. S.
Del Casino's
band
Carmen
(succeeding
Cavallaro), Dacita and her Rhumba
band,
and Monno Montes-Alexis
Perlita

Dolinoff,

Incidentally, Dacita
own band, instead of
ing somebody else's.

gan

is

now owns her
merely frontRaoul Bara-

her pianist-arranger.

Leo Reisman follows Casino Oct.
28.

scales

hotel,

Pittsburgh,
starUng Sept. 31.

for

four

weeks

to stay

home

at night

many

of

whom

have gone into the

armed .icrvices or war industries, is
becoming an increasingly difficult
problem for local niteries and some
busine.cs

New Penn

alien."!

Mpls. Help Situation
Minneapolis, Sept. 22.
Obtaining kitchen and other help,

may be

Bob Astor opens the

to close his

one-week

date in Pasisaic.
that the theatre
willing
to
let
Wheeler off for the two shows he
would necessarily have had to miss

was

order to make New Haven in
but Fisher, who books the
house, instructed the Central to hold
out for a money settlement.
He
actually suggested over the telephone that Wheeler would probably
pay $500 which the comic did.

forced to shut
is at a peak.

.<;hop

FOR TOP SEASON

in

though

the

of

—

Actually, the entire mixup was the
result of Clifford C. Fischer switching his opening, day for the New
Haven tryout. Originally it was set
for Sept. 11, which would have given
Wheeler plenty of time to complete
the Passaic date, but at a late hour
Fischer learned that Al and Belle
Dow had booked a vaudeville, show
into New Haven for Sunday (13) at
pop prices. Fischer then scheduled
his
three-day break-in one
earlier, so that he would not

day
be

forced to. compete with a lowerscaled stage show on the Sabbath.

\%

lATSE

TUT

IN

DEL; STAGE SHOWS?
Detroit, Sept. 22.

A 10% increase in pay is being
worked out in all contracts being
lined up ))?re by the lATSE.
New
contracts for that increase for stagehands have been signed with the
Lafayette, Cass and Paradise theatres, Ray Showalter, business agent
said,

with

no change

conditions.

All

new

in

working

contracts will

be handled on the same basis.

The

negotiations
were closely
watched here by several nabe operators who are planning to install
stage shows this year if costs don't
Vaudeville seems on
go too high.
the verge of an upswing in the
neighborhood houses because of the
war boom with the only other ob.Macle beside production costs being the availability of talent.

Ted Hanunerstein Joins

Camp Shows

as Super

Hotel Plaza's Persian Room, N. Y.,
reopens tonight (Wednesday) ' with
Hildegarde and -Bob Grant's music.
It's the first time away for Miss Hilfrom
the
degarde
Savoy-Plaza,
which will continue Renee de Marco
and Roy Ross' music until Morton
Downey opens Oct. 1.
The Hotel Pierre, N. Y., is aiming
for mass attention via regular MBS
'Dinner at the Pierre' radio program with Stanley Melba's music.
Latter is also general entertain-

joins
USOCamp Shows, Inc., as a field supervisor working out of Atlanta, Ga.
He replaces Ken Nichols, who is
coming to New York to handle the
spot show bookings in place of Bert
Wishnew. Latter shifts over to aid
Harry Delmar in the production
dept.

have been getting a vaude rating via
AGVA and a legit rating from the
Reps of the musicians, stagehands,
treasurers,
wardrobe

managers,

women,

AGVA

Army

CalF Splits, Up

and
attended the
confab, with further meetings due in
the near future after the several
units have had a chance to mull the
proposal.

DuVaL Merle

ment director

of the hostelry, which
inducts the new policy Oct 1 with
Virginia Schools, from musical comedy, and Myrus, magico, as floor

interludes.

&

.

Lee

For Duration of

War

Pittsburgh, Sept 22

With departure of one of the trio'i
two male members, Howard Lee, for

Expects Big Season

Hotel St. Regis' managing director, the army this weekend, comedy
Giiston Lauryssen, thinks so much -adagio act of DuVal, Merle and Lee
will disband following their curof the season to come that he's reopening the Maisonette as well as rent engagement here at the Stanley,
the Iridium rooms, latter on Oct. 1, Threesome has been together for
with a benefit dinner dance for Musi- nearly four years, but DuVal and
cians Emergency Fund. After that Merle have been partners since 1928,
when they were half of an adagio
th>; room will be informal, for the
duration, and the last die-hard spot quartet
Impossibility of getting a replaceto let down the bars.
Paul Sparr's
orchestra and Ethel Smith's trio will ment who wouldn't also be subject
give out, moving downstairs from to an early service call prompted
turn to retire when Lee shoves off.
t!i(> Vienhese Roof.
The Maisonette will have a Mrs. Act closes at the Stanley Thursday
Vineent Astor gala Oct. 7, for the night (24) and he goes into the
army the following day.
Sailors Club. Bob Terry
Soldiers
and Freddy Miller, newcomers, will
head the two bands in that boite,
known as Maisonette
variously

&

Hawaiian

Russe,

now

and

Maisonette

Waldorf's $1,7S« and

INTO N.O. HOUSE

%

Gracie Fields headlines the Wedgwood Room of the Waldorf-Astoria,
N. Y., when it reopens for the season Oct. 9 with Emil Coleman's orEnglish comedienne is in
chestra.
on a guarantee and percentage.
in

No-

vember, doubling from 'Let's Face
It.'
Miss Fields, who got $2,500
weekly at the Chez Paree, Chicago,
is in at $1,750 and 50% of the covers
above a set figure.
Sophie Tucker, who follows Miss
due

to

Xmas

Chez Paree. Chicago, is
to New York around
succeed Joe E. Lewis as

come
to

headliner at the Copacabana.

'V

REVUE-TYPE VAUDE

just M.

Fields into

Hammerstein

mittee would settle the problem of a
show's rating before any contracts
were issued and enable all the crafts
to give a show the same rating. In
the past the two-a-day vaude shows

musicians.

time,

We

Sing' Lyricists

Denied N. Y. Injunction
Lyricist of songs used in the stage

With Denis Dufor working as a production 'Of V We Sing' were
supervisor out of Chicago this denied an injunction last week by
tantamount to a revival of the old Supreme Court Justice Benedict D.
production firm of Hammerstein & Dineen in a suit which also seeks
Dufor.
an accounting of profits from Alex
Cohen, young producer of the show,
and La Conga, N. Y. nitery where it
had
been presented as a floor show.
Making the Big Time
Claiming a violation of their performance rights, the plaintiffs, Sam
PitUburgh, Sept. 22.
Locke, Mike Stratton. Al Hayes,
Donna Geisler, local one-girl band Lewis Allan and Lou Cooper, allege
who started here on Brian McDon- the songs were used without au-

New Orleans, Sept 22,
This city will have stage shows
again for the flrst time in years.
The St. Charles theatre, renanied
the Casino de Par^e, will reopen
Friday (25) with the flrst of a series of tab musicals.
The building
has been leased for five years by.,the
Folies " Bergere, Inc., of which S.
Jay Kaufman, of New York, is president.

Productions

will

be

French

In

flavor and performances will be continuous, the usual policy being four
shows daily, with an added mid-

show on Saturday.
Eddie Lynch is the dance

night

director

and Lennie Burton, stage director,
Edward Waldo, former New Orleans
newspaperman. Is press agent. The
theatre

about

has a

seating

capacity

o|

2,500,

field

is

ald's

WJAS Amateur Hour

just

a

few years ago, finally hits the big
time this week, going into the show
Billy Rose's Diamond Horseshoe
in New York.
Gal was discovered
by Sid Marks, an agent, who still

at

manages

thorization.

Jack Harris, owner of La Conga,
had originally booked the show for
two weeks beginning Sept. 3, on an
agreement with Cohen for $1,250 a
week and a percentage of the gross.

her.

Up until just about nine months
ago, her only experience was in club
and banquet wodk here/ Lately,
however, she's bean malong a lot of
inoluding

Bow-

few already are working on a
six-day instead of customary seven

out-of-town

niterieys.

ery, Detroit,

and plaHng some vaude

day schedule.

as

A

called a

Equity entered the picture. Dullzell's argument is that a joint com-

HOTELS SET

N. Y.

understood

It's

Ted

COAST NITERIES GO
RAIDING FOR HELP

week

representatives

at the Ameri- squabbles similar to the recent tussle
Artists.
between American Guild of Variety
Coin was due Carmen D'Antonio Artists and Equity over 'Wine,
and Toy and Wing for their work at Women and Song.'
his old Beachcomber nitery in New
In 'Wine,' the producers, who inYork. Total amount involved was clude the ShJberts and Izzy Herk,
around $400.
among others, had concluded their
arrangements with AGVA before

Danny Kaye may follow her

ages, the niteries in this sector are
battling with a scarcity of cooks,

Scott, erstwhile

chanties

of Clifford C. Fischer's 'Priorities of
1943' in its New Haven tryout Sept.
10. That was the same day Wheeler

22.

of the

Los Angeles. Sept. 22
Along with other wartime short-

Good Neighborliness
Last

In

per-

formers at Nola Studios tomorrow
(Thursday) from 2-5 and 8-11 p.m.
Looking
for
and
small
bands

Jimmy

Minimum pay

of

theatrical craft unions to discuss the

overdue salary obligations contracted
possibility of organizing a joint coma couple of years, all of which he
had personally guaranteed, and is mittee to avoid future jurisdictional

Ups Pay

Hollywood. Sept.

IN N. Y.

Monte Proser has paid up several

off the unfair list
Avoiding Triorities' Snag now
can Guild of Variety

management

USO TO HOLD AUDITIONS

FOR NEGROES

To Skip Passaic Date

was scheduled

Class

Paul DuUzell, executive secretary
of Actors Equity, last

confab

Wheeler Shells Ont $500

Independent booker Arthur Fisher
cost Bert Wheeler $500 to get out of
two shows at the Central, Passaic,
N. J.,, in order to make the opening

AGVA HIKES

meet the wartime

Settle Jurisdictional Snarls

Proser Pays Off
22.

Roseland-Stale, playing pictures
only, has started Sunday night stage
shows, either name bands or five
acts of vaude.
^

CHI

Would

Chi Yander
Chicago, Sept.

thn Arrow Club operates a fleet of
eight passenger sedans which charge
customers %\ per head for a rid*
from Cleveland to the nitery in

nearby Geauga County.
Richard Allen, field manager for
the Cleveland area of the ODT Moto
tor Transport Division, appointed
mike investigation, also reported
that these club limousines broke
driving
often
gcvernment rules by
faster than 50 miles per hour, and
that the Arrow's parking lot is full
of privately owned autos daily.
Alleged operators of the spot, for
which the government is gunning for
the first time, are Tommy McGinty,
Morris Kleinman, Chuck PolizzI,
Moe Davis, and the Angersola
Bros., also known as George and
Johnny King.

of Rubber

well

Soph's Seattle Date
Sophie
[.>cns'
fo.

Tucker

Show Box

Seattle, Sept. 22.
opens at Mike
night spot Oct. 9

two weeks.

Then plays other Coast

spots.

No

Pitt

Chorine Dearth
Pittsburgh, Sept. 22.

Pittsburgh

way where

is

one key city anyno chorus girl

there's

shortage.

Issuing a call for chorines
a month ago, with Hirst wheel's decision to drop traveling lines and
let each burlesque theatre have its

permanent ensemble, George Jaffe,
manager of the Casino, was met
with such a rush that he not only
filled his own needs but was also
able to send a couple of dozen singers and dancers to other wheel
cities where shortages existed.
Several went to Akron, Bridgeport, Dayton, Toledo and other key
spots in the Hirst setup, and Jaffe'a
still interviewing girls as a result
of many requests from other fellowmanagers. Gals in burley lines are
getting $30 per week this season.

WnBW$
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Youngman. The same marked ta- but
provement.

By JOE SCHOENFELD
\'aiideville, wliicli many liad believed dead and buried these past
14 years, got two liyjios last week of varying degrees. Fortunately
for the patient, the second dose was much stronger than the first,
and so the two-a-day revival is resting comfortably.
ClifTord C. Fisclier, in association with the Sliuberts, unveiled
his second 'Priorities' (of 1943) at the 40th Street, Tuesday night
<1S); the show's lack of sufficient break-in was all too evident. The drama
critics ask for no alibis and thus theirmotices were far from flattering. It
vas a tough break for a la.vout which two nights later played 100% better.
•Show Time." presented by Fred Finklehofle and headlining George Jessel,
Jack Haley, Ella Logan and The DeMarcos, moved into the Broadhurst the
following night (Wednesday). It whammed. Most of the critics gave it
raves, though a couple were, strangely, ot the opposite viewpoint. Regardless, it was conceded that 'Show Time' put the bounce back into what appeared the nighl before to be a sadly deflated two-a-day revival. Both
>
are doing business.
yells at this viewing, in comparison to lesser receptions when caught
Loew's State. His takeoffs on pop
songs likewise were sockp opening
nighl, and that sandwich'-and-beer
bit with Jessel opening the .second
half is strong in laughs chiefly because of the championship delivery
of two comics in close contact with
nn audience.
The DeMarcos. he of the lightning
feet and she (Sally Craven) a lovely
vis-a-vis, are an audience act, flahy
and finished. Their stint, incidentally, represents the only 'production'
in the small-cast snow. Working in
full, in what is presumably a cafe
setting, the smart ballroomoligists
whisk through three routines that
seemingly run the gamut of all dance
steps, but opening night the audience forced them back for a fourth

(broTadhurst, N.

Y.)

George Jessel. Jack Hnley, Ella
The DeMarcos (2), Berry

Logan,

Bob Williams, Lucille
Norman, Con Colleano (2>, Olsen &

Bros.

(3).

£liirlev; Wally Goodesoii lending Pit
Orch; $2.75 top.

After some 20 weeks in Los .Angeles
into

and

FYisco,

'Show Time' cbme

.

New York a socko straight
The exvaudeville performance.
perience of a long run naturally
counted heavily in achieving such a
finished result, but of greater value
is a combination of superb acts, flne
balance and the ringmastering of
George Jessel, who -probably gave and finally a fifth number.
Miss Logan, a tiny brunet with
the finest performance ot his theatria mighty voice and delivery, is
cal career opening night here.
Jessel wraps up the show; he ties dynamic in the second half. 'Strip
up the loose ends and delivers to the Polka.' 'Something I Dreamed Last
audience a finished package.
The Night' and 'Tipperary' are her solo
program bills him as 'conferencier,' smashes. Later she returns, in a
which, in ,his case, is more another cutie-pie skirt and Jacket costume,
name for' 'footlights master' than to do 'You Take the High Note.' and
master-of-ceremonies. For he Is not I'll Take the Low Note' with Haley,
merely an introducer of vaudeville and that also socks. The song is
about the only good thing left from
acts, but an artist who actually does
seven acts of his own in between 'Hlya Gentlemen,' the Ul-fated mueach of the other turns. And from sical starring Maxie Baer. which
never got past its break-in date in
his very first minute on the stage, he
had the premiere crowd In bis hip Boston last year.
Jessel on his own between the acts
pocket.
In one respect, Jessel's outstanding and as the refugee 'Professor tdber•core is ironical. He was last in this macher,' lecturer extraordinary, is
very same theatre as star and co- an entertainment delicacy. Whether
producer ot the musical 'High comic or sentimental, whether singing or phoning his mother
and
Kickers.' It got bad notices and he
was included, in a lesser degree, in especially as the Professor—Jessel is
the raps.
Now he's back, a few 100% -plus. That professor gag, with
months later, with the same Jokes, the surprise blowoff bt the semi-nude
dame
on
the
slide, ia nifty come^
the same voice, the same Jessel. And
material and Jessel milk» from it
he's a smash. Maybe it's because he
every laugh possible. As if all this
hasn't the show's bankroll to worry
isn't enough. Jessel and Haley ^end
al>out. but more likely it's because
'em out laughing, too, with a phone
he's the best Jessel to date and has
afterpiece, in which each tears
better surrounding talent.
By the iMoth
the other -down in respective contime he brought down the final curversations with mother and wife.
tain Wednesday night, bis personal
Fred Finklehofte, who is presenttriumph seemed to overshadow the
ing this show, is now a film writer
great click of 'Show Time'

—

as

a

*;*-ile.

three other headliners like-

Tlie

wise came through as opening-night
Individual winners.
Jack Haley's
comedy rang the bell loudly; Ella
Logan's singing was a second-half
applause smash, while The DeMarcos
closed the first half all out of breath
after two encores.
The top dance

team did

five routines in all. intribut beautifully smooth, and
their terrific reception was 100% de-

cate,

sc^ed.
"^here are some lesser ligfits who
als} shine brightly. Like the three
Berry Brothers, whose hangup acrobatic hoofery, in the tough closing
slot, held the audience on opening
night: ditto Con Colleano, perhaps
the best of all tight-wire workers,
:s a seven-minute thrill right at
the opening, an equally tough position for any act; or Lucille Norman
(New Acts), a pretty blonde soprano,

who

under

contr?LQt. to Metrp,^ who dein the first half: and
Bob Williams, whose "hysterical' delivery while failine to get his deadpan, rubber-boned dog. Red Dust,
to do some simple tricks builds up
audience laughter much the same

livers nicely

way

girls,

clicks

is the acrobatic dancing mixed
of Olsen and Shirley, two kids,
but the boy is overly cute for a
pants-wearer. They're
for niterles as well as rostrums.

OK

The

difference between vaudeville
In an intimate legit house and vaudeville in the big picture theatres Is
clearly drawn in Haley's performance. At one point Jessel pokes fun
at the seven-a-day time, but Haley
is more a personal ekample.
Here
he is in his element His boyish.
Impish personality, which It's Impossible to get across in the deluxers,
is readily transmitted at the Broadhurst. The slightest mugging, «r a
mere lift of the eyebrows, gets
laughs. In the film deluxers, you
cant see his mugging and. If you
ait far back, you can't even see

12 choritics;

Clifford

C.

Lou Forman

Fischer,

lead-

who

last

brought his second

'Priorities' into
N. Y. Tuesday
(15)
under unfortunate circumstances.
As a result of limited break-in time, where
the most attention had to be paid
to
the production accoutrements
rather than the proper spotting of
the acts, this layout's Broadway
premiere, after three days In New
Haven, was a loose and tre<iuently
dull entertainment.

Result was that 'Priorities' took a
severe rap from most ot the daily

newspaper

critics,

who

have

to

make

deadline and can't wait for

alibis.

'Variety,'

with a

full

week

before Us pext press time, figured It
worthwhile, however, to give it another take two nights later.
It
proved worthwhile,
niough still
not a smash, the show was playing
Haley.
100% better at the second catching
Thus Haley Is clicking hlg here due to
reshuffling ot talent and
with the same material thars only one twitch la assignments, which
fair in the large theatres. His letter gave most ot the m.e. chorM to
from the draft board, for instance. Harry Rlchman rather than Henny

—

-hasn't
that he

still

the

entirely dropped the idea
can be a comic as well, brinss the
acts on with a warm smile even if
he can't sometimes remember their
Thursday night, somebody
names,

!

in the wings had to audibly shout
the Radio Aces monicker to Richman, who was fumbling for their
name on the stage.
One of the most unfortunate
things about this 'Priorities' is that
two of its three headliners, Richman
and Carol Bruce, are its weakest

all

over the

staije

while

her husband is absent. If nothing
else, it proves why the Greeks were
great marathon runner.s.
There's no tap-dancing in the
show, but Ted Adair, who does a
jumping ballet-typc of
whirling,
routine, contributes a fair session in
one of the oroduction bits.

—

.

femme

I

As
with

for
all

Wheeler, he walks away
the applause and talent

The little, mousey comic
honors.
has an act that wins immediate audience sympathy, a natural gravitation
however, is its when a big guy, in this case Ladd.
Ben Wheeler opening browbeats a little one. In his first
strongest
night and on the subsequent catch- session with Ladd. with the latter
both a personal 'stealing' the laughs from his boss,
registering
ing
triumph and an uplift for 'Priorities' and later in his sandwich-chewing
Working with Hank (he formerly used an apple) heartas a whole.
Ladd. an excellent straight man. to-heart grouch talk with the audi(Mrs. Ladd) ence. Wheeler proves both an expert
Malloy
and Francetta
for a bit. Wheeler is a standout click. and clicko mirth provoker. He had
There's no question that he'll soon the opening night and Thursday
be grabbed by some musical pro- night audiences in his palm and the
ducer and return to the Broadway sendoffs they gave him were terrifi(:.
marguee lights he once shared with
Fischer has imported another old
ex-wife Betty Wheeler.
Palace touch by having Lon ForRichman Was in very poor voice man lead the pit orch. Forman was
opening night and still failed to a pit name in the old two-a-day era
second,
the
notes
at
reach the high
and he's expert in playing a show
catching. Miss Bruce, on the other qt this type.
hand, was reaching all the notes, but
she's not a headline singer by a long
shot Her choice of numhers openKEITH'S,
ing night was bad, but Thursday
night she switched to a Cole Porter
and *
Louis
Blues'
'St.
medley,
Indianapolis, Sept. 19.
'Lousiana Purchase,' thus register'Hi. Neinhbof with Don Zelaya,
to
continues
Richman
better.
ing
Jack, Jean & Betty, the AntaUiks
stick
by his standbys, such as
(5), Hank the Mtite (2), Will Morris
'Puttin' on the Ritz' and that medley
Bobbv, Rolleretfes (4) 'Hi, Neighhasn't &
links.

The

—

third,

—

INDPLS.

ot

his

old

show

tunes.

changed a gesture.

He

Only some of

;

bor*

away

lines to a family-time audience. The.'ie subtle nifties went gre.nt
the old Palace in front of a hep
it's finding the
greatest reception in Ruby Zwer<i(

show mob. but here
ling's

act.

finally went to $25,000, with Louis
Marks, the toy manufacturer, getting
the nod'over Jules Brulatour. The

removal ot the boiu^uet disclosed the
girl wearing a g-strmg riding "Buy

band.

Betty Kean, who's

as Republic Pictures'
discovery,' is short on the
stuff, mainly because of the
b'ut she shakes a mean °gam
in
a couple of hoofing numbers.
Shf's originally from the. stage and
her flne dancing ability shows it.
Miss Merkel is gushing plenty ot
unrationed sugar in her dialog with
Fay. more or less sticking to the type
of dumb character she portrays on
the screerL
She has good stage
pre.sence, but the material isn't there.
Miss Nagle is attractive up at the
mike, but discussion with Fay of her
billed

'latest

comedv

material,

Hollywood eatery

is

neither enter-

taining nor in good taste. It is, seemingly, a plug for want ot anything
else to say. Her attempt at singing
shows little experience in that line.

Eddie Parks and Clarence Gaskill
are traveling with the package, the
former. Fays radio stooge on the
Turns program, also serving similarly here. Gaskill. the songwriter,
accompanies Fay on the piano during the song numbers.
Enrlca and Novello, colorfully
costumed, are a flne dance team,
long standard In the v&fteties. They
combine all the ballroom terps to
start the bill off with a neat reception from the audience.
Biz was Just fair opening; night
(Thursday), with "Tlsh' suggesting
Knhn.
little boxofflce pull.

(Rep).

—

ence, at their l>ase value, the stamp
headress, brassiere covering, shoe
clips, and so forth, until he got down
to the $10-in-stamps bouquet covering the girl's g-string. He then conducted a war bond auction, which

pit

being

STAR,

the notes.

OF

ing pit orch; $2.75 fop.

Y.

—

who

.

Edgar

team

Wax

first 'Priorities,'

I

PRIORITIES

STATE, N.

quite

.li

Eden

The double biUlng on 'Hi, NeighFischer has injected a lot of pro- Iwr,' both stage show and pix, isn't
duction into this show, to the point
a typo. Title of the film was spread
that it is as much revue as it is
to cover vaudeville for want of a
vaudeville if not more. Lester Lee better idea to describe a six-act bill
and Jerry Seelen have written four leaning strondy to athletic and
special tunes of no special quality; novelty acts. The headliner is Don
Jean LeSeyeux staged in rather dull Zelaya, making his first appearance
fashion, and dance director trudy
in 20 years on this stage, old home
McGee evidently didn't have very of the two-a-day. Every other act
much time to work with the chorus has some muscle stuff in it.
of 12 and showgirl contingent of six.
The basic Idea of Zelaya's piano
There are several rough spots, notin 20 years,
ably the 'Song of the WAAC's' humor hasn't changed
under Metro contract. He was col- routine, which, incidentally, includes but it's still timely, topical and good
laborator on 'Brother Rat,' the stage
for a lot of healthy laughs. Then it
the startling specialty of Sally Keith
hit of some years ago, but how he acjazz, now it's jive as he tries to
twirling tassels from her bosom and was
quired his enthusiasm for vaudeville
explain, with comedy gestures, how
derriere.
It's not an exercise that
is something ot a puzzle. Regardless,
music affects the physical body. His
the women's army will adopt, but in
he's got a winner here in a show
key tickling, when he plays straight
this Instance evidently takes the
that has a talent budget ot slightly
"The Nicargets a click response.
place ot a drum major. It's a switch
less than $10,000 and is housed in a
aguan PaderewsU Is selling the
theatre than can gross around $26,- on Carrie Finnell's specialty. Pre- Good Neighbor policy on the side
Imogen
000 if doing capacity at $2.75 top. ceding this. Miss Bruce and
this year, pointing proudly to the
Carpenter,
who
is on just this once,
A mistake has been to tilt Sat. ritte
fact that his country was the first
special song on why they're
to $3.30. which Ukes it out of the (Jo a
in Latin America to follow U. S.
'vaudeville' scale.
into war with Japan. The house is
Understood to be joining the WAAC's.
The ensemble is also concerned In his from then on.
a Shubert 'idea.']
the opening 'It's Mental' special, first
Will Morris and Bobby, a couple
sung by the showgirls and then ot baggy pants comedians, have a
danced by the chorus. This is some- bunch of fUn with a bicycle. Their
1943
thing of a takeoff on Gypsy Rose suspenders tangle in
the handlebars,
Lee's strip song. The fourth special their cuffs catch in the chain, the
(4CTH STEEET, N. Y.)
is •! Like Your Style.' with Richfront wheel flies around and flips
Horrv Richtmin, Carol Bnice. man singing and cueing into the them in the rump, etc., then the
stage
the
showgirls
in
"priorities'
Henny Youngman, Bert Wheeler &
whole shebang falls apart. It's not
Hank Ladd with Francetta Malloy, costumes of the future, i.e., dish new, (remember Joe Jackson?), ot
The Acromaniacs (3), Radio Aees towels, whisk brooms, etc. Opening course. For a topper, Morris hurtles
f3). Johnny Burke, The BrieMayers, night this segued into one femme from a springboard to the handlecoming on in a war .uvings stamp bars and rides the bike upright off
Harri'ioti tt Fisher, Imjgpen Corpcngetup tor a new kind of strip the stage. Low comedy makes the
ter. Sally Keith, Ted Adair, 6 Showroutine. Richman sold to the audi-

Kennedy doing a winter gave show business Its twoslow bum. Also included among the a-day vaudeville renaissance,
as

thing

mora

bit

at least the singer,

fioi

at

attended

It's

which floundered Muse* than big-time theatre.
Two of the acts in tha show are
£nHca & Novello, Frank Fay xoith
on opening but was a click
holdovers from the closing weeks of Eddie Parks, Una Merkel, Betty
from its second night on.
The momentum of the 'Priorities the last 'Priorities.' One is the ex- Kean, Ann Nagle, Clarence Gasfcilicellent 'Bricklayers,' Gautier's dog •Tish,' reviewed in 'Variety,' Julu
title, plus word of mouth that this
"
while the other is Johnny 22, '42.
act,
Is now a pleasant evening's entertainment, should carry this layout Burke, the 'World War doughboy,
along to okay b.o, results for a few who also hasn't changed a word,
This is one of the State's less
He
since
1918.
gesture
who
is
or
grimace
Fischer,
However.
weeks.
entertaining bills. Outside ot Frank
associated with the Shuberts, had couldn't get the audience laughing Fay, the headliner, there's little more
some opening night, probably because the that can be said for this layout than
getting
better
figure
on
stronger personalities in place of a 'smart' show crowd had only heard has already been said many times
few he now has if he expects this his material many times before. ^efore for other Hollywood personshow to run as long as the Lou Thursday night he started slowly, alities. Film players Una Merkel
Baker but finally got the house with him and Ann Nagle, who comprise the
Howard-Phil
Holtz-Willie
opener.
and scored.
top names along with Fay in this
Opening night, Youngman m.c.d
The three Acromaniacs are a sock package sUted for the picture
the show with about as much en- opening act with fast and exhausting' houses, are fugitives from an act.
thusiasm as a Lindy herring ap- stunting and each boy a personality.
Fay, of course, is vaudeville from
proaching a songplugger. He dead- The Radio Aces, another male trio, way back, and consequently is never
panned the acts on and off; gave were lost opening night closing the at a loss for things to do. He emthem no lift, though some of them show, but later were moved into the cees, does his usual monolog, engaRps
certainly needed that extra some- third slot ifi the first half and in a little repartee with the girls,
thing to get them across. Later, in whammed with their character sing- does his usual break-down of pop
his own session of clowning, Younii- ing of special material.
Harrison lyrics and even tries a straight tune.
man made the grade in nice fashion and Fisher, the ballroomologists, are And all of it in his assure(j, casual,
with his regular theatre-nitery act.
doing only one routine this an in- off-handed way. He remains a conin sistent attention-holder, though
With Richman now m.c.ing, the terpretation of 'Amphitryon.'
still
results are only slightly better, but which the man romantically chn.ses possessing the faculty ot throwing
the

a

New 'Priorities' OK After Poor Start

SHOW TIME

Incidentally,

whola

tfa*

nebulous.

Jean, Jack and Betty, a clever trio
ot acrobats, do some plain and fancy
tumbling and balancing in swing

BROOKLYN

Lee Morman,' Mono Leese, Art
Gardner, Mock Dennison, Joe Ross.
Amo & Amette, June Boyd, Line
(8), ShowgirU (6), Murray
House Orch (6) and shorts.

Atister

This house has been the mecca of
Brookl3m's biurlesk addicts for years.
With Mayor LaGuardia's edict vs.
nudity, the house had to fold. J>reits clientele went into hiding for they turned out In fo^ce last
week, just a little the worse for
wear, when the house reopened with
a straight stage show.
"The billing
says nothing about burley, in any
ot its ramlflcations, but the audience obviously expected at least a
fairly reasonable facsimile thereof.
They got enough atmosphere to

sumably

make them feel at home. The floor
littered with ashes, butts, crumpled dgarets. Icecream and candy
containers.
The same seats were
was

broken and the candy butcher
was still peddling 'real action' pictures with a bar of Nestle's.
The
oldtimers still came with a container
of suds under their armpits and
traded banter with the ushers. But
burley was something they didn't
still

get.

True the comics and the blackouts
were the same, the music gCK>d and
loud and hot and the girls were
pretty and irieasing without stripping
or grinding; but there were no
tableaux, no nudes, no navels.
That after all. Is what these
Inmmisters from the Ebbcts Field
bleachers want How they'll react
to the finer points of denatured s.a.
is anybody's guess.
From their reaction at this show, they like it be-

tempo wl^i triple somersaults and
other nifty tricks in their bag. Their cause at least
the applause
a slow rise from Sst on the laughs were there.
floor, one on top of the other, to
Considering the budget
standing position, three high. They're Brothers
Raymond, who operate
good and know how to put their house, provided
for Harry Puck,
stuff across. The five Antalaks are
producer, and the audience yen
tnore routine in their methods, but rough
and tumble burley, the

and

killer is

U. S. Bonds.'
more spectacular. Three girls and
It's reported
that the following two boys, they work with
high
day the Treasury Department or- standards balanced on feet and
dered that piece of business stopped shoulders. At the finish,
one guy
Immediately.
Thursday night the holds the pile while the three girls
auction was out. but the stamp-sell- drape themselves
gracefully around
ing bit remained, though the girl the top, two hanging
by one foot
was no longer wearing such a the other standing on her hands.
patriotic flimsy.
Without the bond This gets the audience off its hands.
auction, and considering that the
Hank the Mule is a gal in jackass'
stamp sale is no more than $50 pes
clothing.
The Maud bumps and
performance, the very slow bit is
hardly worth the effort and it would shimmies, jumps off stage, climtra
over the seats, gets chummy with
be better tor the show if removed.
the girls, sits down
Another production bit, up near headed guys lap. with on a balda pretty good
the finale, has two startling im- chorus of
chuckles.
The hee-haw
personations of Churchill and Presi- finally goes down
and out trying to
dent Roosevelt seated on the deck stand on one leg.
Opening
act is the
ot a battleship. The guy impersonat- Four Rollerettes,
a team of girls who
ing Churchill is an especially close are fast and
fancy on skates.
copy, both physically and In voice.
Biz is average.
Corb.
-

the
the
the
for
70-

minute show was a success. Mone
Leese did two routines that vaguely
resembled a strip and a grind, yet
were innocuous enough to please any
bluenpse. Lee Morman piped a flock
ot standard pops and was good

enough

to silence the' 'take-it-off*
guys. The ponies looked young and
fresh and most of them danced as
If they enjoyed it
The showgirls
looked and acted like showgirls. The
big surprise were the comics. Art

Gardner and Mack Dennison.

They

played their blackouts straight, with
minimum of horseplay and actually
garnered laughs, even at the black-

a

June Boyd
with her xylophone, and Arno ft
Amette with a mock ballroom routine, worked fast and were well re-

out.

The two vaude

ceived.

acts.

Fron.
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HOUSE REVIEWS

a great deal of finesse, are highly

ADAMS, NEWARK

it is done too well and all of it is
These two
old hat
are remindful of Gower and Jeanne,
Chick and Lee close show with
Tony Poster Orch with Eugenie and ^hould definitely go places. A
Newark, Sept. 17.
only suggestion ot sock.
Youthful
Lathrop
fine
Sisters
bet
(3),
for
class cafes.
Baird, Andrews
Vaughn Monroe Orch (14) with boys get over with their fast patter
Olive White is a looker, with nice Marilyn Duke, Ziggy Talent, Lee
& Lee, Alan Carney; 'Major and
and equally fast travestied imperMinor' {Par), reviewed in 'Variety,* pipes and fine stage presence. Last Sisters
Barnes, Paul sonations and musicking. Audience
(4), Johnny
time here she did corking job as WiTichell; 'Parachute Nurse' (Col).
sept. 2.
was more in mood for their kind of
emcee, but this outing confines herclowning but they came too late.
self to warbling and instrumental
Predicated on Vaughn Monroe's
Wilh the click 'Major and Minor" workout.
Gal has wealth of appeal, personal at the Adams last season,
feature on the screen, the Par is and it
seems pity to detract from it when he set a new b.o. high for the
offering an entertaining stageshow
by tooting a soprano sax. She can theatre, it was certain that the
headed by the Andrews Sisters and get away
with the fiddling interlude
Tony Pastor's orchestra. The com- okay, but might be better it she maestro would be rebooked this year.
Chicago, Sept. 18.
Monroe's current crew, embellished
Government's
plus the
bination,
Tommy Tucker Orch (16) with
Midway, un- discarded the reed, and stepped up with some additional talent, is provfilms of the Battle of
warbling output.
ing as dulcet as musically hep and Amy Arnell, Don Brown, Kerwtn
mistakably spell hefty grosses. There
Cy
Landry
is a fleet-footed comic, zingy as its predecessor.
early
for
seats
lines
Add to this Sommervtlle; and Ghezzts (2), Cathwere waiting
good for giggles. Little point, how- the fact that the band drew rave no- erine Harris, Billy De Wolfe; 'Orday.
opening
ever, in burdening himself with tices from the local gazettes and that chestra Wives (20th).
Pastor, besides playing an occamono. He prattles better with his long queues lined up in front of the
sional sax and talking vocals, fronts
Another in the series of major orboxoffice since the first show Thurstrumpets, tootsies.
B band comprising four
chestras booked here. Tommy TuckPseudo songwriting team of Ar- day morning (17).
three trombones, four saxes, guitar,
Monroe's outfit, made up of six er, just ending his run at the Ei lire
Outfit thur and Morton Havel are regular
drums and bass.
piano,
repeaters
here, and in view of fre- brass, four reeds and four rhythm, Room of the Palmer House, has a
stresses hot stuff, but offers several
fine
commercial musical aggregation
quency
with
they
put
in
apwhich
gets
under way with 'Idaho,' then
Arrangements
numbers.
sweeter
pearance, it's surpj'ising how few 'Hip Hip Hooray,' vvhich it's re- and does a colorful job of enteraren't particulaly complex or imget wise to their routine. Burley on corded, and
'Darkdown Strutters taining.
pressive. One number, plainly supBand is youthful and spirited. Don
... and then I wrote' doesn't get a Ball.'
Last number gives plenty of
posed to be something special, has
tumble till the tip off. Even at that play to the sax, trumpet and rhythm Brown sings pops in a pleasing baria long break for drummer Johnny several buzzed manager later to find
putting the audience in a
sections, Monroe coming in also for tone,
Moore, but doesn't generate the exout if they really wrote 'Swanee plenty of hot licks on the trumpet. proper frame for the show to follow.
citement intended. Eugenie Baird is
River.'
Marilyn Duke, band's chanteuse, is Possessed of steel toes, or seemingly
a passable band vocalist
Leslie.
Wickets still smoking.
one of the better warblers in the so, Catherine Harris does a rapidAndrews Sisters, back from a picfire
tap
all over the stage, up and
business
and, in addition, is plenty
ture-making Jaunt to Hollywood, reeasy on the eyes. Her canarying of down steps, never getting off her
veal plenty of professional skill and
'Blue Skies' and 'Silver Wings' had toes. She also roes a swingaroo jitwere becomingly togged
HIPP,
eolse. They
the hepcat audience yelling for more. terbug routine in this same style,
identical long white gowns at
Outstanding addition to Monroe's her toe-taps being clear, clean-cut
show caught and handled themselves
An excellent percrew since he last played here are and forceful.
Open with a
Baltimore, Sept. 20.
attractively on stage.
James Barton, Knight Sisters (2), the Lee Sisters, four lookers who former.
boogie woogie rhythm number, folTucker's boys jam 'Idaho' to delow with a slower novelty tune, then Blue Barron Orch (12) luith Tint; know how to blend song and per- light the hepcata. Follow with comGirls sing 'Stardust' and
'Pennsylvania Polka,' an ingenious Wolfe, Blue Notes (3), Clyde Burke, sonality.
edy
number,
'Strip
Polka,' amusingly
'Apple Blossom Time' arrangement Billy Cover, Jimmy Brotim; 'The Bip 'Kalamazoo' to terrific response.
Zlggy Talent, outfit's standard zany, sung by Kerwin Sommerville.
and concluded with their sock 'Strip Street' (HKO).
Ghezzis. veterans of vaudeville, do
gives out with his usual versions of
Polka.' Without overdoing it, their
remarkably fine balancing and hand'Arthur
Murray
Taught
their
Me
Dancduring
business
comedy
bits of
Nicely combined layout enlists ing,' 'Sam, You
stuff.
The Ghezzis have an
Made the Pants too to-hand
(ongs add to the effect.
James Barton and the Knight Sisters
amusing Jitterbug routine also, perLathrop and Lee, formerly the to round out contribution of Blue Long,' and 'Like to be a G-Man.' As forming it on their hands.
usual, he's a prime audience rouser.
Lathrop Brothers and Lee trio, are a Barron's orch.
Barron's orch has
Amy Arnell is a standby of the
First of the separate acts is Johnny
Open with a ball- more on the entertainment ball than
neat tap team.
Tucker
ensemble.
Best of her numroom routine to .a Schubert com- the usual name combos making this Barnes, whose hoofology is adequate bers is the novelty, 'Papa's in Bed
enough but not any too strong on
position, after which the girl sheds spot.
He builds his numbers in ris- style. Does a Bill Robinson
imper- With His Britches On'; it drew much
her full-length skirt to do a click ing climax and enlists same highly
laughter.
sonation
that
doesn't
impress
as
skirt.
benumber in a full, knee-length
Best in this show, however. Is
striking scenic and production effects ing any too close.
Dancer's best'
•The man does a brief solo turn and besides pacing matters very nicely
A
asset appears to be a warm stage Billy De Wolfe, impressionist.
they close with a nice tap strut. Alan as a straightforward emcee.
natural among performers, his every
personality.
Carney, a sad-puss comic with a
Opening band number is a patriFollowing the legmania, orchestra gesture Is genuinely funny. De Wolfe
droll delivery, does Impersonations, otic medley followed by 'Idaho,' with
imitates
many characters, a cheap
some of them of unusual subjects Dick Brown handling the vocal. 'Be takes over again with 'Harvard nite-club m.c, a haughty show girl,
Buch as Mayor LaGuardia, a collec- Careful, It's My Heart' is next, with Square' and then Monroe baritones a European dance team, FrankenTangerine,' 'My Devotion,' tTtiis Is
tion of Union Square 'characters,
stein, Lon Chaney, all of them hilariBilly Cover, leading the glee club to Worth
Fighting For' and
'Stout
If he expands his original ma- good effect, after which an encore of
etc.
ous characterizations.
Hearted Men.'
terial sufficientlv to graduate from 'Donkey
Serenade' registers well
Tucker closes with an Indian war
All four numbers were strictly
Impersonations, Carney has the stuff and makes a good spot for the Knight
chant with Miss Arnell, Brown and
clicko with the jive gang, moppets
Hobe.
to become a name comic.
Brace of nic^looking fem- giving out with plenty of palm- Sommerville on the vocals. Loop.
Sisters.
hand-tosocko
mes punch out some
pounding for more of the same.
hand and adagio, nicely cued to
Paul Winchell, on last, has an ace
Ambassador, St. Louis
music and a decided novelty. Rang ventro turn and an alter ego that
bell here lustily.
runs a close second to Charlie
Jimmy Brown of Barron's crew McCarthy from a standpoint of apSt. Louis, Sept. 18.
Chicago, Sept. 18.
takes hold of 'Silver Wings' and pearance and approach.
Dummy
King Sisters (4), King & Arlina,
Ann Corio. Georgie Tapps, 3 Win- 'Kalamazoo,' after which Tiny Wolfe
wowed the audience at this catching Lane Brothers, 'SkeeW Herfurt, Bill
ter Sisters, Stuart & Taylor, Dennis wows with a parody on 'Beautiful
and his ogling of the femmes in Schatlen, Buddy Cole, Alvino Rey's
Sisters, Francis Willis, Ray Lang's Baby,' followed by his scatting and
Orch (13); 'Highways by Night' some rather lively stepping for an the audience had them roaring. Orch (16); 'Through Different Eyes'
Winchell also throws in a couple of (20th).
(HKO).
Makes pace chang- sock
oversized lad.
impersonations
Charles
of
ing interlude and leads into Clyde Boyer and Lionel Barrymore. Jona.
Once again Fanchon & Marco is
This week's show at the Oriental Burke
Devotion,'
'My
vocaling
taking a whirl at stage shows, this
bears a strong flavor of Minsky's, 'Sleepy Lagoon' and 'Always in My
time at its downtown deluxer, the
with Ann Corio doing virtually a Heart'
3,000-seater
Ambassador.
Stage
complete burlesque routine except
L. A.
Barton next and solid to the hilt.
shows
have been presented with
forcfor an actual strip. The fact is
A veteran all-around performer of
varying b.o. success at the St. Louis
ibly brought home that she's leaving unusual versatility, he opens with a
and Fox, both in midtown, during
Los Angeles, Sept. 18.
out the best part of the act, the thing vocal of 'You Made Me Love You,'
George Olsen's Band with Sher- the past few years, but no sustained
the customers really pay to see. It's followed by some swifi hoofery and
Preapparently a question of censorship his now-famous drunk act earning man Hayes, Dick Buckley, Rochelle program has been followed.
Beebe, Chick & Lee; 'Not a Ladies vious surveys showed that natives
by the management.
an encore of some contrasted danc- &
would be satisfied with one screen
Bill
a varied one, featuring ing from waltz to jitterbug. Drew a Man' and 'Tombstone.'
is
opus and a stag4 show, but when the
dancing,
comedy and acrobatics. series of insistent bends and a beglive
talent
has
been
hot
band
presented
the
Sandwiched between its
Frances Willis gets the show 'into off^ u
customers have not turned out in
gear with a nimble exhibition of
Finale by Barron is a very flashy attractions of late, with more a-comtwists, turns and somersaults.
A workout of 'Any Bonds Today,' ing, Orpheum slipped in George sufficient numbers to justify conband
aVid trio of comedy acts tinuing the menu.
Olsen
competent performer.
lightand
stage
with
pointed
smartly
Currently, Alvino Rey, the King
Pert and pretty, the three Dennis ing effects and employing special that pancake. House has been getSisters, blonde, redhead and brunet, lyrics for a real click and some ting so much jive and other forms of Sisters and othess are dishing out
heftier performers and musicians of a nifty 60-minute show with an
harmonize on a series of popular highly audible curtains.
At
late that decision is an unhappy one. upped admish scale prevailing.
flurm.
tunes much in the manner of all
Biz okay.
session
caught an SRO mob was on
Musically, show is almost entirely
harmony trios. The gals have some
Even before the curtains
on the serious side (and that isn't hand.
neat arrangements, are enthusiastic,
healthy here), and on the performer parted to reveal the tooters on the
gay, and get over.
K. C.
angle it's all comedy, and much of apron the customers began heavy
Georgie Tapps, who Just finished
palm-pounding, and this continued
that it is only alleged.
en engagement at the Mayfalr Room
Kansas City, Sept. 18.
it the Blackstone, remains -a fine
Lightweight films, 'Not A Ladies' throughout the show. The tooters,
ballete-tap dancer, winning deserved
Blackstone, House Orch uiith Don Man' and 'Tombstone' (2d run), are decked out In yellow coaU and blue
Texas' no help, and so the b.o. Is taking it trousers, with Rey In white flannels,
applause for his routines.
Tiff & Mike Carle; 'Man of
feature the latter in some fancy
Miss Corio's act seems to have been (U).
on the chin.
didoes on the electric guitar. Maestro
Uirown together rather hastily. First
Olsen's music is very much of the also emcees.
half is rather out of sorts, consisting
Back in Kaycee after a long ab- semi-classic side, featuring such
King It Arlina are tapsters, and
of amorous advances of comics Stuyears
a things as 'Bolero.'
30
Blackstone,
It's
heavy on
sence,
art and Taylor.
Second part, 'How magician, presents an hour of slick fiddles and musical fandangoes that the gal. In addition to displaying
swell gams, also shows a number of
to Disrobe Gracefully,' reveals the
entertainment and the customers cut no ice with the established trade.
voluptuous Miss Corio In something are gaping at his smooth routines. Medleys of the oldies are okay for steps. After their exit Rey takes up
resembling a strip act; that's more A 50c top prevails again this week, some folks but here It's just melody the vibraharp to render 'My Buddy,'
and the chair warmers
her speed and won applause. But and the tricks are worth it.
meddling of another day, the sugar- Bill Schallen, also of the ate it up.
band, warIt belongs in burlycue, not in a famA production effect, "The En- coated favorites bouncing off au- bles
'A Pretty Girl Is Like a Melody,'
ily theatre.
chanted Garden,' is the first offering diences except when Sherman Hayes, with Rey handling the vibe again
The Winters Sisters are the usual by Blackstone, and he virtually nils l>and singer, tries a pop.
for some novel effects. The customclick acrobatic dancers, getting conhe
which
the stage with flowers
Dick Buckley, opening single, ers wouldn't let Schallen go until he
siderable applause.
Loop.
pretties
six
as
drapes
plucks from
one works with audience, getting mixed had accommodated with 'Stage Door
transforming
Alter
assist.
male group (emphasis on the mili- Canteen,' and 'This Is Worth Fightbouquet into a Red Cross flag, and tary) to come on stage and do paning For.' A personable youngster, he
another into a bowl of goldflsn, the tomine fronting for his Negro voice
magician creates a fountain center- takeoffs. He's a little too fresh and has good pipes and knows how to
use 'em.
stage.
Miami, Sept. 19.
n.5.g. but rapld-flre enough to get a
Next are the Lane Brothers,
In addition to various other pro- few laughs.
Little Jackie Heller, Noll & Nolon,
Oldie of fast hat-ex- acros, who score solidly.
One of
entire
the
•»»« White, Cy Landry, Arthur & duction effects employing
changing between himself and one their best routines Is when one, lying
'Chinese
as
titl«s
such
with
jiorton Havel, Harry Reser House cast,
of stooges is also funny only because on his back atop the other, skips
'Soldier's
Mars,'
from
'Girl
Fantasy,'
Orch; 'Holidaj/ Inn' (Por).
there is nothing funnier before or rope. Schallen returns for a double
Dream,' 'Sylvia,' 'The Lady With the after.
talk monolog that's a click.
Then
'Girls from Nowhere' and
Olympia taps the chime again this Lamp,'
Rochelle and
Beebe, eccentric three of the tooters and Rey present
Blackstone uses
week with a crackerjack stage lay- 'Jack-in-the-Box,'sure-fire tricks of ballroomists, follow with series of a burlesk on grand opera warbling.
several of the
out, which, parlayed with breezy
other years, such as the vanishing burlesked terp routines that garner It's zaney stuff but the mob howled
fcreen fare, Is productive of gratifymeagre
for
chuckles
more.
from
the
girl's
anHindu
rope
and the
bird-cage
ing grosses.
tics.
Get off a few difficult twists
The King Sisters are reserved for
illusion.
,
Little Jackie Heller is on from
The Immaculate wardrobe of the but not sufficiently strong to be the last slot and in quick succession
Jne Coast, having just completed conjurer and the entire cast is re-i more than time-passing amusement. they warble 'Kalamazoo,' 'My DevoTlie Yanks Are Coming,' in which
fleeted in the flne condition of all Band works in production number tion,' and 'Jersey Bounce,' with Rey
ne had both warbling and acting
manipulating
the
electric
drapes and props, something which surrounding poem, 'Casey at the Bat' again
role.
Capsule chorister is in his cannot always be said about magic and gets about as far with that as guitar and vibe. Their encore is a
{jsual clicky form,
and evidences acts in vaude. All of the girls in Casey. 'My Buddy' gets same treat- novelty, 'Let's Keep Smiling,' but
keen judgment in choice of tunes, the Blackstone company are look- ment musically, with gobs of Inter- still the customers howled for more.
including one from his pic that ers, and not a few whistles were rlated military airs and World War The blonde
in
the green gown
registers okay for sound.
tunes to Indicate inspiration of obliges with another novelty number
heard as they made their entrances.
A pair of personable steppers, Noll
Biz strong openini; day and night, tunes' origin. 'Jingle Jangle' gets a 'Yvonne Said No,' and the session is
and Nolan, score strongly with ex- with three-day national American going-over, with four boys of band wound up with the gals, the tooters
ceptionally
colorful
choregraphy. Legion convention expected to hypo doing hand • dancing wrapped in and Rey, again on the vibe, 'dishing
noutmes, which are executed with the gross over the weekend. Earl.
miniature cowboy regalia. None of out "The Army Alrcorps."
Sahu.

original,

and very gay.
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STANLEY, PITT
Pittsburgh, Sept. 18.

Max Adkins Orch (16), ZaStt
with Jay Brennan, Bonnie
Baker, Cardini, DuVal, Merle & Lee,
Fredysons (7); 'Across the Pacifier
Pitts

(WB).

WB

Acts themselves on
deluxer's
second straight vaude bill aren't bad,
but show in general rates only fair.

Although there were two or three
standout clicks individually, whole
thing seems to be overcome by listlessness. Max Adkins' house band is
again on the stage, getting a couple
of licks ot its own, but for the most
part concentrating on playing for the
turns, which it does very satisfactorily.

by this time ZaSu
oeen switched from the
which she had at getfor her sketeh
dies and brings the curtains in on a
flat note.
Last week it was Jackie
Cooper, this week Miss Pitta with a
likely that

It's

has

Pitta

closing spot,

away performance,

skit that isn't worth a thimbleful of
her talents. With Jay Brennan, of

old vaude team- of Savoy and Brennan, feeding her, screen comedienne
is dressed Tn a woman's army uniform, and their crossfire is a pattern
of weak, stale gags that ring the bell
spasmodically, if at all. Act she did
last time around here a couple ot
years ago wasn't too good, but it was
still head and shoulders above her
present one.
Outatanding, and both socks, are
Bonnie Baker and Cardini, the magic
man. Little Baker gal has developed
her 'Oh, Johnny,' style neatly and
with a shrewd sense of showmanship,
picking numbers Uiat fit her manner
and personality, with the result that
she's solid all the way. Geta started
with 'Whaddya Think I Am,' follows
with 'He's My Guy,' then 'I Met Him
on Monday,' 'My Resistance Is Low*
and, finally, of course, 'Johnny.'
Orrin Tucker's former vocalist filled
the second slot and rest of them,
with possible exception ot Cardini,
had a tough time fbllowing her. He's
one of the best ot the sleight-of-hand
artists In the business and works his
tricks to get comic effects. His card
stuff with gloved hands is aces, and
his chaln-cigaret finale remains tops.
Has a cute temme assistant who's
dressed in a bellboy's uniform.
Show opens with Fredysons, seven
men, in a neat teeterboard exhibition, climaxed by the catapulting of
one of them to the shoulders of a
three-man high perch. It's a showy
stunt and sends them off to plenty of
palm-pounding.
DuVal, Merle and
Lee have a satisfactory comedy agadio act, but the only truoble is that
there have been too many acta ot the
same kind on this stage ot late. Lynn,
Royce and Vanya were here just a
few weeks ago, and other similar
turns have been coming around here
at the rate of one every couple of
months. Iliat's bad for all of them
and reduces the fun and the effectiveness each time.
Midway in the show, Adkins shoota
his men through a nifty arrangement
ot 'Idaho,' taking over a solo spot for
himself on the clarinet and in the
groove, too, but otherwise house
-

band

is

more.

merely background and
Biz

n.s.h.

This

is still

little

a house

where they go almost exclusively

for

name bands; vaude as such doesn't
mean much to the Stanley crowd.
Cohen.

FOX, B'KLYN
Lucky Millinder's Orch (IS) with
Sister Rosetta Tharpe; Inktpott (4),
Peg Leg Bates, Morgan & Rogers,
•Sweater GirV (Par).
This is the second In a sporadic
series of stage shows the Fox is using in conjunction with films. While

name draw ot the
attempt (Glenn Miller), it's
easily as entertaining.
Lucl^ Millinder's solid band, the Inkspota,
Pegleg Bates, Sister Tharpe, and
this bill hasn't the
initial

Morgan and Rogers, comedians, rack
up a smooth-running, fast session
that

covers

slightly

One

a

lot

ot

ground

in

more than an hour.
why downtown

of the reasons

Brooklyn In the past couple years
had much stage fare, with
the exception of the split-week and
full week attempta at the nearby
hadn't

Strand,
section

is

because bookers figure the

is

too close to

Broadway

(30

minutes and a nickel by subway).
Yet the reaction by Fox audiences

and now the Inkspota, plus
accompanying acta, indicate the majority ot the audience was seeing
these names tor the first time. They
to Miller,

raised the root tor Miller and,

caught current
brought down the

all

-Negro

housti with

when
show
every

turn.

Millinder geta them from th«
opening gun. His distinctive style
of leadership, which finds him all
over the stage, bouncing from platform to piano to elevated drums. Is
unusual even to audiences used to
name bands so his effect on this
mob was terrific. He puti a barrelfull ot energy into nls direction.
The orch, composed of three
trumpeta, two trombones, five sax
and four rhythm. Is solid, boasting
some extraordinary musicians. Tab
Smith, widely known alto saxist. Is
one; he solos 'Sunnyside of the
Street' fine from a technical view(Continued on page 48)
.
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Variety Bills
WEEK OF SEPTEMBER
Numerals

In conneotloii

Bunny Howard

25

with bUla below Indicate apenlnf day of
fnll or split week.

how, whether

PROVinF.NCF.

Larry Ctillina
Galh Sin

rillI.ADKLl'III.A
Fny's (23-2H)
& Mori llavel
Ruino & Cant

Hob Kvans
Mia

Loew

Mill'!'

Fran It

yy.W YORK CITY
Sliilr (3t)
r::iiii<TH si'itlechaHe

(•,'.>-•.•;)

IMIi'.illl
I

iiii-ii Aiimyn
fITTMIIl MUll

.lay C.

l''a>

.Merhfl
Anne Naei-I
Ilollv KcaliO
Chile Pai'kH

ClmB Harnelt Ore

WABIIINOTON
(ZB)

Mui-lah

'i

Sii4

Circle

Fred

13

MIAMI

NK»V YORK CITY
(t3>

l*nrriliHillot
l*;t>tor

Ore

Tuny

Anilrow'*
Al.in

Carney

dt

l.:ithro|)

Lee

iinil

('lll<'A<iO
Chli'iieo

Hnwiinl Ore
l>ol Hciny

Rilily

luik

Olrnipla (23-26)
Iluddy

g:

VirKitn.i AUHtllt
KrKiil (in)
I.oUK* Jorilon
}ti'imy Cai-tcr Ore

&

Mclropiilllun (2.1-'!';)
liene Krupa Crc

Pon Cuniining

Oene Krupa Ore
Pon Cunnning
3 Uyrne Sl«

Toy & WInc
Simmons Three ChiinN

Paramonnt (2E-«e)
Major BoweB '42 H

YOrN4i.STOWN

PASSAIC

rillare

Dick JurRons Ore
Lynn, lloyee. Vanya

Wally Urowil

Waller Nllnson

WIKONA, MINN.
Winona (SO-I)
'42 R

Major BoweB

Cabaret

.Miinlen RIvlers

Poncho Ore

H'ivhI SuDBct Ser
l^ilzKerald
l>ciiK)ns llroA
(IS)

l-:iln

Rilhinxon

Bill

Pur Wheeler
Royal SunBet ?er
I'ltzRorald

Kll:i

PouiflnH Bros

CI.KVEI.AND
PuUce (2S)
riias Splvak Oro
Siar DuHtcrs

Hlevens
RaacalA

fl:irv

Minitvlirh

Ann

C'orlo

Shai

lic

(18)
llarnet Oro

arkie Cooper

Bill

Dlosa Cofltello
Carl Emmy Co

Emmy Co
Paul BeRan
Judy Canova
DrueetteA

Bill's

(IS)
Charlie .Splvak

Oro

Star Dusters

Gny

Harry

Gay

COLUMBl'S

Palaco (2«-l)

C Thornhlll Ore
Sunny RIee

Shea & Raymond
(22-24)
Woody Herman Ore
Pat Hennlng
Lyda Sue

Dlosa CoBlello
Ray & Trent
(IB)

SevOD Fredysons
Bonnie Baker
Lynn, Royce, Vanya DeVal, Merle & Lm
Zaau Pitts
WaltiT NllsHon
Ore

BROOKLYN

Cardlnl

M minder Oro Gene Krupa Oro
Don Cummlngs
Per Leg Bates
a Byrne Sis
aislar Tharpe
(21-23)
Oordpn & Rogers
Martha Raye Rev
riai.Ai>Eaf HiA
Sam Donahue Oro
Karl* (tB)
Val S«ti
4 Ink Spots
T.ui'ky Mllllnder Oro I Chorda
Gordon & Rogers
WASHINGTON
Peg I^eff Bates
I.ucky

l'ITTHBi:R<iH

MHOIry

(26)
Chnille Bat-net Oro

Earlo (2E)

Ammons

Sonny Kendls Ore
SI CInb

Nina Tarasova
Gypsy MarkofC
George Saltan
Dmitri Matvlenko
Kris Kay Ore
Nicholas Matlhey

Tommy
O

Cenittl'a

Stuart Oro
Plsher's Gay OO's
Claiemont Ina
Benson Annie Kent
Bftty Jane Carlton
LouDle Grace

Poll

Mar Dano

(18)

Roiyettes

& Floria
Amaut Bros

Ball-ettes

Mario

Tommy Nunez

Ore

Earle Haniion Cro

MIshler (24-20)
Harriet Cross
Maude Hilton Co.
Val Irving
4 Fantlnos

-

Bi-rnlf
C'iMUloR )(rdj»
Mnia & Ilarl
The JanHleyti

Ilannon

>loh

AMh Ore
46111 m. Thealra

2*nul

(I5-2J)

Jinny Alchmaa
Jtfii Wheeler
Carol Bruce

Hank La«ld
llenny Youngman
The Brlrhlayera
Juhnny Burke
IfarrlHon ge
Sally Kellh

Fisher

The Radio Aces
I'ho Acruniunlacs
linngciic Carpenter

Ted Adoir
Hroadltonit

Theatre

ATLANTIC CITY
8t««l Pier (20-27)
Allen & Kent
(Others to All)
RALTIMORK
nippndmne

Unh Williams
t'lin

Collcano

*

Lucille

Shirley

Norman

(211)

Bea Wain
Miss America
Ie«

Pamds

Herb

&

W.

Lll

State (24-26)

Dancing Andrews

(27-30

&

Perry

BAYONNE,
Victory

N.

J.

(21-28)

Grays
Tim Herbert
Tyler-Thorn
Joe Wong

C.

Handy

Panay the Horae
Wllllo Solar
Calls Farm
Billy Wells
Four Fays

Herman

Jlyde Co
Luelcnne & Ashour
Bddle Eddy
PcrlKa
Virginia

Mack Raymojid
Primrose & Gold
G

& Rob

Mayo

Pedro Lopez
June Melva
Great Daniel
Emma Francis
Norino Roblniioa
Nellie
Billy

Durkln

Bonks

Perry Bruskip
Klontgomery
Roy Fox Ore
Mun.ion ft Anderson Cappa Barra Boys
Sid Prussln Ore
hilly Carr
Burton & Janet
(3 In nil)
Al Ferguson
Club 18
Uayfiilr (2« only)
Farrell & Mack Sis Frankle Ryers
IfuliBon & Anderson (1 to All)
Roy Sedley
Billy Carr
BBIDOEPORT
Carrie Flnnell
(I) to All
Lyric (21-28)
Vlnce Curran

ItHOOKLYN

llurlne 27 only)

Virginia Melford (8)
(24-27)

M

^dcowood (23 only) Harry Howard's
Lillian Fitzgerald
Harper & I,.oulse "Beaohcombers '42" Diane Fontana
& Janet
watebbubt
Hazel McNulty
ut ft Wall
FoU'i (21-24)
Oaye Dixon
« Lyona
Al Donahue Oro
Jerry Blanchard
'

3urian

flij)
The Cliarloteera
Joe Frisco
AKRON
Ray English
El Cbico
Palace (2S-24)
Rob & Max Clayton
Dorlta ft Valsro
OAUDEN
Vis* Jwrgjps Qro
Consuoln Moreno
LyRn, Royce. Vanya
Tower* (23-27)
waller NIlBSoa
Gloria Belmonte
Raton's Dogs
.

Franco ft Beryl
Nino ft Lenora
Myrta Sllva
Maya Ore
Don Gllberto Oro
Hickory Honae
Eddie Sou||aOra
Hotel AatOT
(Aster Boof)
Lea Brown Ore
Hotel Belmont
Plaia
(Glass Hat)
Paul WInchell
Sladlers

Kay Penton

Bobby Parks Oie
Hotel BUtmors
Reasley Twins

Kelly's

Danlta Rivera
Eleanor Prince
Margaret Orey
Faith Arlen
Joe Capello Ore
Kelly's Stabls

Nolda Dnprle
Jerl Wltbee
Leonard Ware I
DIanne Reed
Rosalie Gibson
Thelma Carpenter
Walter Fuller Ore
Kitty Davla
BUI Ames

Frank Marlowe
Rose

Magrlll

Johnny

Silver*

Ore

La CoBss
Es'tellta

Tito Coral

Roberta ft Allele
Chkiulta
Jack Harris Oro
Sacasas Oro
La Hartlnlqas
Ruth Clayton
Joe & Betty Lee
Jackie Miles
Marllnlqueene
MaxI Bergere Ore
Moralea Oro
I«tla tlnartor

^

Franklin
Heatherton Ore Doe Marcus
Slate Bros.
Hotel Commodore

ilazsl

Norman
J II Warner

Mark Taloni Oro
3ohnnv llonnert
Htngebar

Onrrlrk
Jtino

rrico

Asi-nl

lloya

Koivnbcnl Rm
Kal & Iho Fiddle
3 Sharpn ft Flats

Gladys Palmer
Orncmrre Hotel
((loss llonae
Billy

Hm)

Chandler Ore

Klleen O'llnra

Mnry

Sinclair
llelslngs

(Vodvll I/onnge)

New Yorkers
Choi Rohlo
Jane Kayo

Ore

Onrdens

Rainbow
Denn Murphy

O

Helen Sumner

Roiiiayno

Bay Shfrman

Frank Gagen
Mela Stauder

Wolly Johl
Charmottes Ore
London Chop HonM
Paul RoBini

(Motor Bar)
Bddle Fritz i

Oro

(Century Room)
Vaughn Monroe Ore

Four V's
Lee Sisters
Hotel Edison
Hotel Essex Honae
(Casino on Park)

Amy Arnell
Tommy Tucker

Ore

Hotel I.exlnglon

(Hawaiian
Kohala
Tallma
Momih^l
LanI Ore

Rm)

Fay

Carroll

Stanley Twins

The Chadwlcka

M

Mrs. Waterfall
Gloria Gilbert

Dannerman
Carolyn Marsh
Ver-slghs

Bars

Village

John

Joy Lyons
Yvonne Bouvler

Hal

Tangoard

D

Bennett

Terrell

Wlrel
Lllyan

Dell

Chas Bowman Ore
Theodore Brooke

Tommy Hsydea

Eddie Davis

Doris NeilBon

Pauls ns

CHICAGO

BUeldiawh
Hap Hazard
Dorothy Dale
Jerl

Snillvan

Hotel Park Central Art Jarrett Oro
BlaefcstoBs Botol
(Coceannt OroTe)
(Ballaess Bm)
Taoht Club Boya
Qlbver ft La Mae
Johnny Duffy Oro
Buddy Clarke Ore FattI Clayton
(Hayfalr

Benny Howard
(Royal Palm)

Dell o'DsII

Boom)

Bddle Oliver Oro
Jano Pickens

I

Bob Lee

Rasha ft MIrke
Leon A Eddie's

Ambassador Hotel
Hotel UcAlpIn
(Pnmp Boom)
Dick Robertson Ore
Hotel New Torker John KIrby
(Terrace Room)
BIsnuwck Hotel
Johnny Long Ore
(Walnnt Boom)
Boh nussell
Jimmy
Joy Ore
Ronny Roberts
Talla
Poler Klllam
Hadley Ola
BIsselle ft Farley
Don ft Sal Jennings
Mark Plant
(Tavera Boom)
Arlane
Hotel No. 1 Sth Ave. Edith Lorand Oro

azel Webster

Fay ft Gordon
ft Honey Bee
Gay Gaylord

Grlflln

Lellonl laea

Hopo Emerson
Noble ft King
Sob Downey

Buster Kelm Rer
Billy Paine

Breroort Hotel
(Crystal

Tony

Bob

ft

Boom)

Lliia

Billings

Bruwa Derby
Three Rynns
Margie Kelly
Beth Furrell
Evelyn Vaughn
Dixie

Dawn

Sherwood Gle
Mel Colo Oro
Mllton-Ann
Cordon ft Sawyer

Ted Smith

Cbei Paree
Oracle Fields

Vivian Frnncla
(Melody Lonngs)
Herb Lewis
Copley Plata
(Sheraton Room)
Basil Fomeen Oro
Dorothy Lewis Rev
(Herry-Go-Botmd)

Mark

Gilbert

Snyder
"Wadkey' Knye
Tucker

Ann

Jimmy

Michael Edward*
Dick Wlnnlow Ore
Blltmore Bowl

Solar

Intl

Jimmy Hay

Bell

Harriett Nerrls

Davidson Ors

Russ Howard
Pee Wee Russell
Latin Qnarter
Tony Bruno Oro
Don Rico Ore
Jay ft Lou Seller
Buster Shaver
Relene Dennlson

Honso of

Don Jose

ft

Colstons
Lorraine ft Rognan
Paul WInIck

Edna Wilson
ni-Hat
Pete

Herman Oro

Frank Petty

Hotel Bradford
(Circns

Boom)

E;enny Brilliant
uciUe ft J Maloney
Hotel Essea
Buddy Smith's Oro

Lei
Phil

McOmty

West

ft

Gall

Gall

Happy Felton
LaVonn Moyor

St Clair

ft

tij

Aurora Miranda
Roily RolU
Shirley Wayne
Al Norman
Bill

Michel Ortiz Oro
FlereBtlne Oardea

Fred Scott
Mills Bros
Sugar Geise
Sonia Levkova
Jean TIghe
TonI Todd

Alplae
ft

Tlllacs

Fortune

wo Hamiltons
lz«n

Bros.

Myron Ryan
Bruce Norman

Richard Smart
Bddle LeBaron Oro
Pallndlom
Abe Lyman Oro

Malneck

01*0

Slopsy Blazles
Ben Blue
Arable Robblne
Peanuts Bohn

Jean
Stan Ross
Joe Plumer Ore
Streets of Paris

Art Tatum
UMad 'Lux' Lewie
MiTrray HcBkren

Bwaaee Inn
Bddle Beal

Lee

Lorraine Elliott

Anderson
TrIanoa
Count Basle
KmiTllle Club
Barney Blgard Ors
Ivle

MIAMI
De C61&

Clover Club

Mar Daneere

Pall

Tony Lopez Ore

Lynns Parri
Kitty Davis
Frank Marlowe

Tomtny Nunez Ore
Earl Hanson Ore

Jose Martinez

Lester Whlthouss

MaoDonnId

Pauline Perkins

Edwards

Sis

John Sliver Oro

Ball CInb

Clevenger
Loralne Vernon
Madame Zaza

Ruth

Ballettes

PHILADELPHIA
Alpine Moslcal

Bar

Strum

3

Tones

Owen

SiBiers

Benny the Bum's

O Alma

Jimmy Marr

Doris Abbott
The Cava
Don DIBona Ors
Jack Fisher
Taniara DOrlra
Edna Rogers
Tommy Foran 8
Roas Johnson

Jimmy Marr

Scamps

(1)

Hotel)

Walter Millar Orob
Ben Franklin
Dorese MIdgely

Kay Hunt
Herb Woods Ore
Nllea Gerrnn

Edith Bennett
Cadillac Tavera

Carroll'a

Dick Jones
Jerry

Brandsw

Rpys

(3)

Ircns Kaye
Iggle Wellington

Eddie White
Gaines Oro
Carrolle^toB

College Ina

Marloy
Betty Gerle
Kelly
Viola KlaiBS
Bill

DorAthy Tape

Jerry Delmar Oro
Virginia Lawler
Dl Plntos
Crescent (3)
Marie LnTell
Phil Fletcher

Podro Blanco Oro
Mildred Glleon
Lola Clnlr
Valentine

Embassy
Leona Miller
Deane RIehards
Carol Horton
Carolyn Winters

Harry Dobbs Ore
Geo Clifford
Flying Ferrantls
Ore
Henrique & Adrlan'e Pat Bherlln
Oermantowo Bar
Shadrock Hoys
Jack Farrell
Sam Price
Kurt Weller
Carmen's Moelral
Boof)
Mar
Walton
(H
Willie Matthias Ore
Rose Gallo
Gregory ft Raymond Sid Golden
Gail Sheridan
ClarisHa
Eldorado Clob
Doii'e Elliott
Lorraine De Woo*'
Napua
Mldehipmen (i)
Roy Benson
Tallma
Rokl Parndlae Oro
(Continued on page 54)
Tats'

6

Tie-Too
Waller

CLEVELAND
Jarle

B

Charlie Davlf

Dr Giovanni
Ted Flo JAIto Qta
CharUs Foy's CInb
Charley Foy
ft

Royce
Oro

Patrlola Page
Scott

Brady

Manny Strand Ore

Chick

ft

Hlte

Hacambo Cafe
Ohman Ore

A

Dorothy Ford
Wlers Bros.
Beryl Wallace

Gall

Don Arden Rev
Blo C^lno

Plr-ettes

LonMana

Cam Mannna

ft LIta
Jerry Kruegor

Hum

Uorilliy

Bob Murphy

Cocoaant OroTS

Armando

Harry de Angella
Sid Walker

Pauline

ft

Paul Neighbors Oro
Markers ft Dais
Dick Thomas

Freddie Martin Oro
Earl Carrolls

Felix

Ken

Carroll

Hollywood Tropics
Maxine Lewis
Donna Lee

Bob Chester Oro

Dmm

Morrison

H

Jean Meunler
Beth Reynolds
George Rei|nmn

Jimmy McHale Oro
Bill Jordan's
Jolene
Nan Vincent
Roger Roland
Helen Douglas

JImmIe O'Brien
P Lind Hayes Ore
Doloree Gay
Grace Hayes

Harris ft Shore
Ponny Loo
Donald Novis
Paysoe Dancers
Joe Relohman Ore

DellBsQ ft Dwight
Freddy Rubin Ore
Laverne
Ginger Lane
Dor'tliy Francy Rov
Savoy
Freddie 1*owns
Fox ft Honnds Olob FranUle Newton
Ore Ronee Roclielle
(Bhoroba Casino
Balllovelles
Blenben's
Room)
Earl Denny Ore
(Vienna Boom)
Marlon Frances
Luis Fernandez Ore
Charles Wolk Oro
Lew Conrad Oro
Stratford flarden
Don Dudley Oro
Eleanor Kny
(Bellevne Strnttord

Robinson 2
D'lvons
Adorablcs
Franklin Ore
CInb Alabam
Paulette LaPlerre

Trlola

BUI Hoffman
Bill Jordan

Bill

Aylene .Mason
Mndelon Baker
Bddle Paisley Oro

Guy Welsh Oro

Les Barnett Oro
Grace Hayes Lodgji
Casey Thompson

Zeko
Copley Sonare Hotel Janice
Tyler-Thorn-Roberts Anita Chundlcr
Al De Forrest
Dottle Blair
Bill Johnson
Arthur Ward
Arthur La Fleur
CInb Boll
Crawford Hones
Buster Kelm Rev

Sammy Walsh
Bob Bromley

3

Lanky Bowman Ore
Wonder Bar

Geo Tibbies Ore
Billy Snyder
Billy Lankin
Bar of UusIa

Heye
Herman's Httsle
Bar

Blaine

Taylorottos

Sain' Foueiio

Bill

Ray

Coconnnt Orove
Mickey Alpert Ore
Alfred Pineda Oro

Lois

Betty Garrett
Eddie Heywood

La Tie ParUeoas

Napua

Stella

Avis Andrews

Tony Ferrar

Galvan

O Ray

Nan Rae

8

Girls

Bfown

LOS ANGELES

Marie KIbbey

Henriquetta. Brazil
CInb Vanity PUr
Jerry Martin's Oro
Florence Ray

Panchlto Oro

Riffs

Vernon

Joa-Anna Holmes

Band Boa

'Bobby Bernard
BOO CInb
Pat Travers

Bob

ft'

'Swing'

Roslta Loehhart
Prince Albert
8

Mao Brewster

Frances Carroll
Willie Dennis

Milton Huber Ors
Chatean Beaaall

M

'

Pete Snyder
Jackie Green

Dixie Sullivan

Sisters

Jean

Bon

ft

Naldl

BUI MeCuns Ore
Club Hiree 6«<

The Three

B A F Johnson
Phil

ft

Miller

Royalottos
Carl Bonner

Tommy

Ruth Warren

Bright

K McCabe

Versailles

Ben Cutler Oro

Richard

Don McGrans

Fuller Sextet
Helen Carroll

Patte

Carlisle

Boyale
Kurtis Marlonnettes
Kollo

Claudia Oliver

Ruth Martin

Lenny Ross
TonI Sorrell

Norma

Don Pablo Oro

Harry Slovens

.Mel

Chei Pares
Novelettes

Maxlno De Shone
Jean Claire
Peiu Atlantlo Hotol
Pat Rooney, Sr
(Palm Room)
Sid Rose
Ross MacLean
Al Francis Oro
4 Stylists
Harold Greon
Rosalao Rretchma
BOSTON
Darla Blrse
Darin Sokolsknya
Jack Manning Oro
Beachcomber
Senya Karavaeltt
Bill Cronin
Samhiy Dale's Ore
Michel MIehon
Dorothy Donnts
MIcholas Malthey
Soda Chase
Bally Harris
ob^rta Ramoa
Vahllmlr Kayalnrc
Nlta ft Ravcll
Nastia Pollakova
Hotel Fensgato
Artie Dann
Marusia Sava
(Satire Boom)
Cornelia Ccdolban O Beach-charmers (!)
George Lloyd
BUostrab's
Sptvy's Roof
Ruth Landl
Peter Bodge Ors
Splvy
Haxlne Coleman
Boyd Heathen
Arthur Blaks
Al Robinson
Harold ft Lola
Cyril Rodney
Stork CInb
Helene ft Elenora
Hotel Lenox
Grace Rollly
Ginger Dodge
Charles Baum Ore
Bob Hardy Oro
Casa Wanaaa
Ted Steele Ore
Eleanor Boland
(Ttieali«-CInb>
The Placs
Hotel Blta OarletOB
Eddio Lands Oro
(BHa Boot)
Irene Barkley
Marco
ft Romola
Pat Ring
Nat Brandwynns O
Shea ft Ray
Evelyn Brock
Snub Mosely OrO
Anne Diamond
Skeets Tolbiert
June Bobbins
(Mnslcal Bar)
Cbancl Club
Hotel sutler
Alice O'Leary
Adrian O'Brien
Leon Abbey Oro
(Terrace Boom)
Derby ft Freneble
Club Hayfab
Jaok Edwards Ors
Al Guster
Billy Dooley On
(Cafe Boofo)
Tondelayo ft Lopez June Welting
Salvy CavlechTo Orf
Tarzia
Murphy Sis
Savanna Churchl|l
Hotel Vendomo
noBllllanoa
Dick Montgomery
Allan Gale
(FIfs •
Bm)

Village

Paul Remos
Gil

Daclta
Del CsBlno Oro
Bogers Comer
Johnny Pineapple
Harry Lotcourt Ore

Wong Team
B Gardner Girls

Mary Rnyo

Congo Oro
ilnymorket

Jaeque Hill
Clob Nomad
AnnettA Ross

HILLS. CAL.

Gus Howard
Don ft Lee Dale
Son

ArlBtncrals

Congoettes
Walter Batle
Beverly While

Bslen Ortega

Dibert Ore

Olde Wnyoe Clab
Clark Oro
Palm Beach

Jimmy

Lo .Mnire Ore
Peggy Xewton
Club Congo

Yor Rest
Geo Seherban Ore

Hows

Ruby Ore

Sammy

Harry .larkey

Mary Mnnahiin

Florenza
606 Gls
Dolly Slorllng

Dultell's Pets

Ethel

Bowery
Kay

Beatrice

Two

Janoen
PattI Cranford
Plane I.oure
Alma & Roland

ATLAKTIC CITY
Biibelle's CInb
Helen Murray

Book-Cadllhie Hotel
(Book Casino)

I.ou1h TopB
Rainbow Gls
Arnle Barnctt's Ore Pudily Cliff
DIan Rowland
Phil Levant Oro
Mary Snyder
Sherman Hotel
Harvey Stone
(Celtio Cafe)
Donn Arden Co
Gene Kerwln Ore
Johnny King
Jaros Sis
Bonny nosh Oro
(Panther Room)
Sonny Purliom Ore
Brnse Rail
3 MnKehellevOH
Collego Inn Models Del Parker
Skcoter Pnlmer
Carl Marx
Roy Swartz
«06 Club
Earl Ueliudrls
Paul Mall
Casanova
Suznn Shaw
I,nul!ie Stewart
CiuB Van

Sol Lnko
Tripoli 3

Ivonlloe

Florence Schubert

Barney Richards

Vierra Uawallans

Blentons
Diane Davis
Alkali Ike
Al Robinson

;ay

Diamond Homeeboe Vobby Byrne Oro
Harriet Hoetor

Kelly & Hayes
Al Gordon's Dogs
6 Singing Sweeth'ts

Hnynes

Club Maxim's
Dave Barry
Junle AmiuiMona WIndell
Blaine & Prans
Mildred Benson
Carlos CampoB Oro
Ed Farley Ore
CInb Samoa
Mabello Jtunsclle
Linda Castro

Ching

of 1943

Bert Walton
Boyal (23)
Louie Prima Oro
Novella Bros
Brooklns & Van

(23)

Coorge .lesnel
Jack lliiley
I'JIla Logan
Th'o Pr Marcos
Herry Bros
(ilBcn

Allan SIS
Larry Word Oro

ALTOONA

3Ilnnle Allen

Gay 30's i ft Ore
Havana-Uadrld
Nell Fontaine

Bernlce Claire
Herbert Dexter
Willie Smith

Roiyettes

Foley
Frances O'ConnslI
Marie Daley
Dorothy Mack
Morleno Francis
Paula Valera
ft Sharp
Montmarte Boys
Helen Holmes

Louise Stuart

Talley
Chanticleers

Marlon Myles

I

Nila

Jack &

Wnrwlrh

BEVERLY

Charlotte

Jos RIcardel Oro
Clover Club
John Hale
Helens & Hayes

Dolores Colvert

A

& Jalna
Cugat Oro
Borr Oro

(Itulelgh Boom)
VIckl George

Carter

Villon

Sonny Lovett

Clob CaiBvan

(23)

.MlMCha

Jimmy

Barbara Lee
Harriet Brent
Margo Goods

Rene

Mary
4

Raft

Tubby Rives

Helen Fox
June Barrett

Koiy

del Toro

Narlta

Sanchez Ore
Club Ball

Mario & Floria
Arnant Bros

CITY

.N'avicr

* Gorman

Four Blazes

DETBOIT

Carlyn Truax
Walter Long
Dol Rlos
Abbott Gls

.

Jerry Baker

NKW YORK

Ilelelle

I.uhlna

GrlS Wllllonia Oro

Paddock

Mae Barnes'

8tanl«7 (29-30)

(It)
T.oulv Prima Oro
JitO K. I.FWtS
T.Indn \\'are
Miliar ItrOH & I.nis

Ada

Ginger Lnyne
Joo LnPorle Oro
Place Hrgniite
mil Kariell
Vincent de Costa
Art Tuberlinl
Sonde Williams Ore Erne.il Frair/. Oro
t)ne«n Mary
Hurricane
Vera Novo
Willie Shore
Carrol Chappelle
.Vhboit & Dresden
Belly Carter
Alplionse Berg
Bill Ohisa Ore
Banc-olT & Cannon
Jerry Bergman
Ouern* Terrace
llobliy I'Iro Oro
Phil Kiu-ler
Icclnnil Restanrant
Heverly I'liKP
Danny While
J & It Hexer
ItoBle Miiraii
llrady & Uarlon
Jack Allyn
NIlH A Nadynne
Neil Harvey Oro
L'enn ft Devon
Hnlnbow flrlll
KIkl
Les Kramer
Rusa Smith Oro
Frances Miller
Vera Sanoff
Linda Fagen
Ashbtii-DS
Jean Harvey
RalolMiw Room
.lane Waring
Porlila (Irero
Ted Rddy One
Angelo Ore
Moim .Monle'/.
Jack Dempeey'e
Alexia PoLnoft
O'iray Restanrant
Senor Wences

Georges

McFarland Oro
El Moroeco
Chauncey Grey Ore Betty Angels
Twin Quartet
CblQulto Ore
Dick Shelly
Famous Door
Jack Holmes
Jimmy Dwyer's
Zorlta
Frances Wayne
Sawdnst "Trail
Al Slegel
Bobby Heath
Nick Jarrett Ore
Pat O'Shea
Fete's Monte Carlo Arlene
Dea

Walter Lynch

CTICA

Fox (U>
Ink Hpols

.Magley Gls
Mark Flahor Ore
88S Club
Carroll

NEW YORK

Fete Johnson
Anna Robinson
Relehman Lewis

(I»)

4

Danny Thomas

lines

Itniinianlan

bill

EDWARD SHERMAN AGENCY

go's CJuartett*

Cafe Society
(MIdlown)
Hazel Scolt
Revuerv
Kddic Malhews
Bill Moore Oro
Teddy Wilson Ore
Cafe Society
(VllU(e)

Casino Russs

CITT

I

Freddie IJernard

Palmer Hoasa
(Empire Boom)

Healy ft Mao
Deane Janis
The Valdez
Ballard ft Raa
Ruth Quinn
Martell's ft Mlgnon

Rathekellar
Loulo & Gong
6100 Club

Doiielly

Sam Gray

.Tui'Rens

Bql^y

Eltel's
Ileailllner's Ore

Saille nnnkfl

Ola

B Bumells

ft

Dorralne Ellle
Tip Top QU
Joe Norman Ore

The Hartmans

Rm)

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT
VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

SO's

Edward Tyler

NKW YORK

Hnull

O

CInh

Chlok AlSEfgo Oro
Undsay's Skybar

Arthur SImpklns
Pearl de Lucca
Uonaco's Cafe
Hotal Veaway Hall
Margie Ward
Poison Gardner
Montoros
Don Dl Plavlo
Franc Reynolds
Hotel Hollendea
Vereatlllans
Peter HIggIn*
_ Betal Club
Top Batters
Dnoky Malvin Or«
Marianne
Henri
S700 CInb
Nella Webb
Barry Parks
Sloan ft Gary
Rogers Dahl
Sammy Watklns O Edith
Phil Knye
Hotel Blatler
Hsl Hall
Jules Duke Oro
Don Walsh Ore

Valerie ft Susan
Cllqnot Clob

Charlie Ro9u
Bernle Graucr

Gary Stevens
Rosalind Gordon
Billy Rayee

Warner

piol(

Quitars
Trio Mlxteco
Del

Ethel Gilbert

Albert

Htrand (ti)
Horare llehlt Ore

Hotel
(SInrlne

Rubs Morgan Oro
.Maxlno Turner
Don Julian ft MorJ
Dorben Gls

•

3

Herman

Daw

Norma Lucoro
Shin Thomas
Helene Stewart
Don Sylvlo Oro
Roberto Ore

k Kit Kats
K;arl

4

Smith Ens
Sparr Oro
Hotel Taft
Vincent Lopez Oro
F:ihel

a

Lynn & Marianne

Colonial (25)

|,

CITY
Dues Oro

Bcrlolottl's

Evelyn

DAYTON

6

Bills

NEW TOEK
Ben

BOSTON

(2V-1)

Cenlrill (24)
r;ienn Miller Urc

RKO
HoMoil (2B)
Bill HobinHon
I».H- Wheeler

(21-'.>3)

riyniiiulli

.Marsh

lOth Hole Clob
Marlon Powers
Caddies
Angel Velez Oro
Snub .MoHely Oro
Onyz Club
Bobbie Dunne
Dale Pelinont
Ann Whilo
3

Al Obamberlain
Jose Mancaneres
bttla Qoaxtw
V. Bragale^a Ore
Bddle Prippa Oro
Jon Hurray

De Simone

Drake Hotel
Hones)

(Cumllla

Mary Nash
Ray Benson Ore
Edgeivater Beacb

Chavez Ore

St.

Motel

.Sin

WORCK.STKR

JiKly Allen

PIckenH &
The Mandells
George Freems
AI'STIN, MINN.

Hyriie

3

I1!>)

Marlltn lta>e
.Sam Pdiiahuc Ore
Val Srlz

Geo Downey

Slfi

Cie)

NKHARK

.AilaniM

a

.N'elxon

R

Carlos Ramlvez

Sto\vii\va)'H

.1

mil

lu

llcth O'Malley

(Starlight Hoof)

Kruk'cr

.IcrrI

I.YMIROOK

l.ynhriHik
MIIOM Lyons
Viola l.iix'iic

Slot her Kelly's
Cully nieharde
Toninek-Itrlxs Bros

tValdorfAstoria

Mnekj.
I
Ruton'H Dorm

(Faa-Aa BmSI)

Coloftlmee

Workmans
Mildred ft Maurice
Charlotte Van Dal

Rhythm Boys Blolse Adair
Jack Princs
Ruth Borman
Herman Chltlson
Don Lang Oro

llulcl

Lyda Sue

Paramount

LItrhliii-r

(2.1)

Wouilv llornian Ore
Pal llonnlng

Hocl(Ct«

(21-2H)

Oman

LoMter

IM>I.\N.\rOI.I8

Roslla Rlra

Rhythm

Renco DoMarco
Normie ft
Itoy Robs Ore
Jodie.

Dave Unall Ors
Sddle Roth Oh

Ralph Cook

Delta

Regie
(A'Icnnese Roof)

I'liiLADUi.rniA

Cnrman

Del Estea
Allan Cos

Fred Keating

(I'emton Room)
HlhlCRardo
Hotel Rooaerelt
Waller Pornor Orcb
Hotel BDToy Plata
(Cafe Loonce)

Hotel

Roxjelle..*

Clavencf (Siskin

Truth or Coni<on'ce»
OrBce DryBrtale

I'*liiiiii.n

Nora WillianiN
Lao & .Monzila

llna

Cnpllol

Vorg\e

|t;iviii:4Mi)

(.'.I

Art

IIAHTKOKI)
Kill If

Sal HerbeA
asBsndra

.Maxine Sullivan

Margaret Scott
Stanley Melba Ore
Eddie Mayehoff
Hotel Plaia

Charles Wick Ore
wsadolya VsaosoU Batrllltos
Cunulngton Bisters
Hurrar * Slmoa
Qeorar Devron
Hotel OlOTslMd
Bernle Cummins' O

Jbo( Jordaft

Carlyle
Hotel Peniuylraala Francis
Bob Field
(Cafe Bease)
Jean Mode
Glenn Gray Oro
Le Boban Blea
Hotel Pierre
Julius Monk
(Cotillion Boom)

Im Conga

Hot«l Carlor

I/Alsloa
Splroo Btamoa Ors

AboU

Carole

Adrian Dancers
MItzl Martin
4 Kit Kais
Kirk ft Madslln*
Pnula Drake

Jack Reynolds
Sandro RosatI
Bennett Green
Jerry Oroen

Ore

;

NIGHT CLUB REYIEWS

Wednesday, September 23, 1942

'

power and did

Night Club Reviews
ASTOR ROOF,

might be

N. Y.

(ASTOB HOTEL)
toith

(17)
Brotun Orch
Les
cover.
Roberla. Hal Derwin; 75c-$l

Les Brown's big band has

Its

work

spot, the largest
cut out for it at this
in
hotel room (1,000 capacity)

New

York

It is

following Harry James'

which is rated the
big coinbinaUon,
kingpin of name orchs at the mo-

Yet Brown should not have
any difficulty. He has a fine band,
one that should build a following

ment

*'*This is

his first stand

He began

on Broad-

cutting a

name

for
way
•himself almost two years ago at
Glen Island Casino, New Rochelle,
N. Y.: later played a lone stretch at

Armonk, N. Y. and another at the Blackhawk Cafe, Chicago. Past couple months he spent
in the west, consequently his name
liog Cabin,

not as strong in the east.
Composed of. four trumpets, three
trombones, five sax (six with leader's
alto) and usual four rhythm, band is

is

a heavy group that has no particularly distinctive

playing style.

It

has a few weaknesses, one a drum
mer who hasn't the finesse or ex
perience necessary to handle so im
portant a position in a bano of this
type, but on the whole the combinaIt
tion makes a strong Impression.
is provided with interesting arrangements in all grooves and it plays
them cleanly with good intonation.
There are outstanding soloists in the
brass and reed sections: Billy Butteramong the trumpets. Hank
field,
D'Amico, one of the most respected
of clarinetists, among the saxes, and
Walter Brown, an unusually fine
trombonist.
Brown himself plays
alto sax, but never solo, always with
the section.
Being so large an outfit, it's to be
expected that it will be loud. Opening night, before the men got useid
to the room the din was deafening,
but later in the week they had
quieled to a level equal at least to
.

it

without amplifica- boogie-woogie

But that's not all here. A blackand-white show, the only ofayers are
The Revuers, three boys and two
femmes, who are clicking better than
ever.
Their salute to this paper,
with 'Variety Says,' wherein they 'interpret' our headlines and slanguage,
continues a standout novelty. Their
satire on "a corny Shubert operetta
is
a tribute to their composite
authorship, because most of their
stuff is a mass production collabora-

CHARLES,

La

N. Y.

IVan Rae, Mrs, Wafer/all, Gloria
Gilbert,
Andrews, Carolyn
Avis
Marsh, The Ver-Sighs, Ben Cutler

Orch, Panchito

mum

$2.50

Rhumba Orch;

Weekdays,

mini$3.50 Satur-

Dario

and Jimmy

Vernon

have

come up with one

of the best local
nitery buys of the new season. Produced by Billy Daniels, dancer currently appearing in 'Let's Face It,'
the show has class, speed, surefire
comedy, dandy ensemble routines, a
line of nifty lookers, gorgeous costumes, a fetching warbler in Ruth
Clayton and, at all times, Emil Coleman's soothing music.

TROIKA, WASH.

Uptown

American Society of Magicians, pre
sent Swan sold some smart hocus
pocus.

Alexis Dolinojff,
Greco, Senor

Carol King, recently ballerina with
iP'"
Wcnces, Dacith and her Pati-Amen- the St. Louis opera, is a stunner for
and dances with feathery
cans (5), Del Casino
Orch (12), Dr. looks
by Sara Ann Mcminimum dinner, $1 grace. in Followed
„
J
/J'
a blue and silver frock that
Cabe
ana $2 (Soturday) coucr.
sold her on appearance. Her budget
a
Love,'
I
'Everything
includes
One of the poorest bills is the Rudolf FrimI medley and, for an
Gnl
F'^ejit Rainbow Room lineup.
'Begin the Beguine.'
It encore,
jell, and while the addi- has assurance, knows how to use a
til?
"S**^"'*
"on of Tom Scott, singing
Microlusty coloratura to good effect.
New England sea chanties some
and Ken- phone was sour for most of her
uicKy mountain songs, sounds like it routine but the soprano has luhg
Perlita

W

And the 'Psychopathic Blues,'
with Lorre, Karloff and Lugosi as
the three menaces, is also very
brightly purveyed.
Edward Matthews, baritone doubling from 'Porgy and Bess,' clicks
with his songs, but overstays it a bit.
And Teddy Wilson's dansapation is
in the groove for the hoof, besides
doing a zingy specialty. Bill Moore

tion.

is relief,

a zing

congarhumba

trio.

Abel.

Mother

Kelly's, N. Y.

Cully Richards, Sid Tomacfc & Reis

Scott, at the ivories, gives herself a

workout that leaves her as liquid as
that other colored champ, Joe Louis
but there's no disputing her Creole

and

there's a cult of Scottites
In for a load of

merely drop

who
the

47

indicated by the businesa

the initial two nights. Opening was
big and the following evening, when
caught, the bar, which runs the
depth of the room, wa: jammed and
tables were well filled. Capacity at
the latter is about 200.
As usual in spots of this kind, the
dance floor is handkerchief-sized.

no trick to keep it crowded, but
if the dancing floor were immense,
McGee's band would probably keep
it filled anywAy.
Made up of tour
sax, two trumpets, two trombones
and three rhythm. McGee's group
pales beside most
ot
the overpowering biggies. Musically it's just
fair, but it has something that makes
it stand
above that rating from a
commercial viewpoint, something
that many highly rated bands never
good
exceptionally
achieve an
You can't expect
dance tempo.
much more than that from such inIt's

—

strumentation.
McGee is smart, too. in that his
books are loaded with standard
tunes that audiences of the type
Band
he'll get here fall for heavily.
plays them pleasantly and the leader
himself adds a fine touch with his
muted cornet. His playing is widely

$2.50 minimunis.

Mother Kelly's, in the former
Beachcomber spot in the Winter
Garden theatre building on Broadway,

doing a repeat ot its highly
successful opening all-comedy bill
which launched the place late in
July.
There are several new additions, such as the Sid Tomack and
Reis Bros, threesome, and fundamentally it's the whacky comedy that
makes the show. Numerous bits are
irresistibly funny while others of
the indigo type will attract the visitis

Cully Rchards continues as m.c.
is listed as the producer.
It's to
his credit that the new layout is sufficiently different from the opening

and

without getting away from the
slapsticky pattern which made the
helped consider-

bill

initialer click. He's
ably in many of the

uproarious sklta
trio.
He does a
neat job of straighting.
Blackouts and comedy skits are of'
fered on a raised stage at rear of the
dance floor. Production presents an
unusually comely lineup of shoW'
girls.
The travesty on motion pIC'
ture producing, with Richards as a
big-eared leading man with a standin to do all the physical heavy work,
is retained: it's still standout and

by the Tomack-Reis

registers strongly.

New array has an old sea captain
sketch that Is a howl, winding up
with a battle royal of squirting water.
Sid Tomack is the captain, with most
of cast contributing to his annoyance.
The gagged bubble bath blackout,
spy shooting stunt, hoarding sKeteh
and string of March of Time black
outs also contribute to the general
hilarity.
Joe Oakie figures per
usual in these skita as does the
Tomack-Reis combo.
Tomack-Reis

Bros, have a 'We
of Laughs' song opener that
seems a bit feeble considering the
obviously much funnier other stunts
and specialties they offer.
The
Pepsi-Cola' radio signature song,

Want Lots

'Sonny Boy' (with gestures and ad
and rhumba number generate

lib)

the greatest laughter.
Lolita Cordoba,
willowy, torrid
Latin, would do better in her classy

warbling and dancing without the
clowning. Beth O'Malley is the only
other femme balladist, getting by on
'St. Louis Blues' and 'Old Man Mose.'
Mousey Garner, who's on the receiving end in the film producer skit,
is a good comedy bet on the piano
until he attempts q piano-singing
number. 'Strawberry Blonde' quartet and a washwoman farce, with the
males emulating the husky femmes,
also are worthwhile.

Opening

UBANGI,

N. Y.

Savannah Churchill. Dicfc MontTondalayo & Lopez, Al
Guster, Tarzia, Derby & Frenchie,
Line (8), Leon Abbey Orch (8);
$1.75 minimum weekdays, $2.50 on
weekends and holidays.
gomery,

This, the fifth edition of 'Harlem
on Broadway,' is supposed to lie a
throwback to the (iotton Club of
Actually its a hodgepodge of
yore.
something old, something new and
not enough of something blue.
The only glimmer of old Harlem
comes from two acts, Dick Montgomery, a tiny comic with robust
material and a pleasing personality,
and Derby & Frenchie, a pair of
hoofers who close the show with a
bang.
Frenchie
is
young and
vivacious but Derby Wilson is the
act.
He was on solo for about 10
minutes and clicked with his buck
and wing, nerve rolls and chatter.
Savannah Churchill, a tall, good-

looking songstress, lacks the voice to
match her l>eauty. Her best tune

was 'Knock Me a Kiss.' after
which she monotoned what sounded
an old race tune and 'Hearts Are
Funny That Way.'
Harry Nemo's four songs are 'I'm
a Cute Little Bang! from Ubangi.*
'Hearts are Funny That .Way,' 'Hip
Hip' and The Air Raid Warden's
Song.'
'Bang!' and 'Wardens' are
used as the opening and closing production numbers, respectively, and

like

are overpaced.
The cast races
through them like they were bad
news. 'Hip Hip' is excess baggage
it's
spotted just before the
finish, and serves as an Intro to the
since

Nemo staged the entire proceedings and It's not a good job;
Charlie Morrispn is billed for the
poor dance-routining.
'Hearts' is likewise lost in the shuffle since it opens an overlong and
pseudo-modernistic ballet number by
Eventually this brings on
the line.
Tondalayo & Lopez for a sexy verThat's
sion of ballroom dancing.
highly effective, but definitely not in
the Cotton Club tradition.
Al Guster. a smooth tapster, Tarzia,
with a supple body, a 'tiger dance'
and a minimum of ability, and the
Leon Abbey orch round-out the
talent roster.
The line pleases the
eye, but suffers from stock routines
and the score Is apparently beyond
Fran.
the ken of maestro Abtjey.
flnale.

ICELAND,

N. Y.

Danny White. Barton

It

Brady, Nils

and Nadynne, Penn and Devon. Kiki.
Les Kramer, Ted Eddy Orch (7),
and' business Angela Orch (4); no minimum or

night, per usual, ran a
bit too long, but there are several

extraneous
which can

sketches
l>e eliminated.
Manny cover weekdays, $1.75 minimum
Gates' excellent crew plays the show Saturday and holiday nights.
the
assignment

and

splits

dancing

with. Chavez.thumba

.outfit.

AQUARIUM,

Wear.

N. Y.

Mike Larsen. the Viking stowaway who started life in Manhattan
as a dishwasher, later operating the
Queen Mary cafe and the Iceland
restaurant at the New York World's
Fair, is packing 'em in at his Broad-

Johnny McGee Orch 02) uiith way eatery in amazing numbers with
Alan Girard, Grace Wynne; no mint- nothlnii more alluring than an attracmum.
tive cafe name, an indifferent tab
revue and a popular price scale.
Success of Dempsey's Restaurant,
The Iceland seats around 600 for
a few blocks north of this eatery, dinner and. when the partition on
and the generqilly Increased business the left side of the room is removed,
of all New York joints large and holds over 900 when the trade is
small, probably prompted operator heavier for the late shows. Though
Ben Harriman to install a name band the food and wine prices are reapolicy here. While the spot, similar sonable, the 'no minimum' is, of
in physical setup to Dempsey's, was course, a snare and a delusion, since
a.ssertedly doing good luncheon and it appears to encourage moderate
dinner trade, there was little late spending, the average check here
patronage. Hence Johnny McGee runs pretty close to other spots with
and. for the first three nights at minimums of around $2.

beauty or the sockeroo dexterity of
lea.st, a succession of acts, Inkspots,
digits as she massages them black
Ella Fitzgerald and Four Keys (New
and-whites.
Under contract to boniface Barney Acts) and Harvest Moon Ball winshoe ners.
reformed
(the
Josephson
Opening onto the street a few
salesman who put his Cafe So
Downtown feet north of Times Square, the
ciety
Uptown
and
Miss Scott has room is in a position to corral painto the bucks).
made this her home base for seasons tronage that would otherwise pass
and is building more and more. In by but is stopped by the music
fact,

Is

Bros. (3), Joe Oakie, Motisey Gamer, known, needing no comment.
Lolita
Alan Girard sings ballad tunes
Cordoba,
Beth
O'Malley,
Shouigirls (6), Manny Gates Band nicely and Grace Wynne handles
Wood.
(9) Chavez Rhumba Band (7); $2 rhythm numbers easily.

ing firemen.

VERSAILLES,

MARINE ROOM, CHI

Scott,

then success

lam.

days-Sundays.
Tommy Dorsey, Alvino Hey
and James combos, none of which
Marjory Fielding, producer of the
is a mickey mouse.
Good pacing new show here, recognizes the
Jackie Miles is making his first
helps ease the drive, too; this band
scarcity of men; consequently her New York appearance; he's an asis
extremely flexible, turning as new revue is titled 'Life Without sured hit for Broadway.
Suave,
smart a ballad as it does warmer
Men.' Show, including only gals, is immaculate, imperturbable and, to
fare.
disappointing as floor entertainment. some extent, deadpan. Miles dishes
Roberta, vocalist recently put on,
When caught Friday night (18) a sophisticated, slightly bluish, but
Is a tasty looking front for the cominoffensive;
straight
chatter
which
stamps
played
m.c.ed
and
Nan Rae
bination, but only a fair singer. Hal
Davis), him an excellent entry for the
Derwin Is the reverse. He has only for Mrs. Waterf&ll (Maude
who got smarter cafes. To top it off he has
hoydenish Comedienne
fair attraction for femmes, but
a some laughs despite the fact her ma- a couple of sock novelty comedy Inwhale of a voice as band vocalists go.
Act went off terpretations. His best is an imitaterial is pretty weak.
Wood.
the show Monday (21), no replace- tion of a reefer-smoking pitchman in
ment yet being made though it may a burlesque show peddling chocolate
Miss Rae and bars 'with nuts.' Scarcely less hilarl-.
be Paul Draper.
Mrs. Waterfall have long worked as ous is his impression of Bing
Crosby's first broadcast.
Some of
(EDGEWATEB BEACH HOTEL) a team in vaude and on the radio.
Avis Andrews, colored singer, long the comic's material is familiar, but
around, has a featured spot on the easily acceptable via specialized deChicago, Sept. 16.
singing several numbers. She livery.
show,
Russ Morgan Orch
(20),
Don
Julian & Marjori, Maxine Turner. opens the supper show working in
Miss Clayton, singer formerly at
Egyptian type costume, later com- the Five O'clock Club, Miami Beach,
Betty Grey, Music Masters,
Walter an
a maid with a doleful blends nicely into the production. In
Link, Clarence Melter, Verne
Vor- ing out as
veck; $1 Saturday dotice odmission, story to tell about the life of a house a two-colored gown, with black lace
While her diction suffers top and pink skirt, attractive warservant.
dinner from $2.15.
slightly, Miss Andrews scores okay. bler clicks easily with a Viennese
This was a great year for the
A whirlwind toe dancer whose waltz melody which should cue the'
open-air Beach Walk at the Edge- pirouettes are very flashy is Gloria balance of her repertoire. She also
She appears does well with a torchy number,
water Beach, but It's also pretty nice Gilbert (New Acts).
'Everything I've Got Belongs to You,'
to have the entertainment
and din- solo as well as with the six show but 'Abraham' and 'Johnny Doughwho
ing back in the smart Marine
Din- gals billed as The Ver-Sighs,
boy' could easily be replaced with
Anyhow, the night sky close the show in a drill-type routine material
better suited to her style.
is still the roof
The line of six girls
of this swank eatery as WAACs.
Carolyn
and one can still glimpse Lake provides plenty ot looks.
Crawford and Caskey, dancers,
Michigan, a romantic and satisfying Marsh works as soloist during the are decided assets while Leonora
picture for the diners.
Amar, Brazilian singer, appears but
WAACs' number.
"here's a great deal of dancing in
The Ben Cutler band, an eight briefly in the flnale for a. song and
this show, what with Don
Julian and piece outnt playing the show as well dance with the line.
Marjori, Maxine Turner, and the as dance music in a highly agreeable
Girls, tall and evenly matched,
Dorothy Dorben Girls in several manner, is new here.
Alternate open in pale blue chiffon costumes
peautitul production numbers. But band
rhumba lineup of with a cigaret-lighting number.
the
Is
Its all of a high order.
Char,
Panchito.
Later they're on in an old-fashioned
Don Julian and Marjorl are a
t>onnet-and-rufIles ensemble, with a
smart, youthful, versatile and origimale dancer dressed up as 'Charley's
Jial ballroom team in their interpreAunt' whamming 'em with comedy
tations.
terping. Finale, a Calypso-type rouMiss Tutner, clever aero dancer,
Mori.
tine, is tops in costuming.
Whirls and somersaults to hearty apSept.
12
Washinfffon,
plause.
She is young, capable and
Russell Suion, Sara Ann McCabe,
makes a charming figure on the Elaine and Fred Barry, Sasca Lucas'
Cafe Society
floor.
The well-trained Dorben Band.
Dancers, in two striking numbers,
(NEW YOBK)
reveal expert training, verve and
Helen Hamilton has redecorated
originality.
popular Connecticut Avenue
Edward Matthews, Hazel Scott, The
this
Russ Morgan's music is necessarily rendezvous, with gold and cardinal Revuers (5), Teddy Wilsom (9) and
seaate in character for this spot. red motif matehing well the murals Billy Moore Bands (3); $2 dinner,
His Music Masters, four instru- with Steppes background,.
$2.50 and $3 nipper minimum.
mentalists,
play attractively; his
Floor show, when caught Saturday
vocalisU,
Walter Link. Clarence
Back from a Columbia picture
(12) dinner show, had an apMelter and Verne Vorveck, operate night
preciative audience, one that gave chore for Columbia and Gregory
pleasingly in solo or In trio. Morthe unctuous Russell Swan, emcee Ratoff, Hazel Scott, the No. 1 pergan, doing some nice piano soloing,
is
looker from Harlem
sonality
plenty of cooperation.
is an accomplished
performer.
sporting
a new coiff and a mess of
dug up some Joe Millers
When the band Is olT the rostrum. forSwan
boogie-woogies
his introductory, but warming up piano playing, as she
Betty Grey, organist, holds the ina smooth delivery soon had 'em in Bach and Beethoven with the same
termission spot.
agility as barrelhouse and blues. In
Loop.
regismagic
hoke
His
palm.
his
tered as solidly as his good tricks, between she is putting herself sway
and with Harry Baker, of the with Tea for Two' and the like. Miss

Rainbow Room, N. Y.

and

Elaine and Fred Barry make every
the dance floor.
Recently out of 'Priorities,' their
three numbers are all clickers.
Sasca Lucas' band runs to the
sweet tunes for dancing, and as an
accompanying group is Grade A.
A tip-top show to open the Uth
season of a favorite night spot.
Arke.

moment count on

different, the original pattern of all-Latin flavor might just
as well have been preserved. Either
way, it doesn't quite come off.
The Latin dominance lies in the
talent, by name and style, including
Del Casino's band, first time here;
Dacita
and her Pan-Americans,
ST.
rhumbaconga combo
N. O.
(returners)
Perlita Greco
(New Acts) from
(ST. CHARLES HOTEL)
South America; the standard Sehor
Wences, with his diverting ventriloquism, and one-half of the Monna
New Orleans, Sept. 11.
Montes-Alexis Dolinoff ballet team.
Dwight Fiske, Four Silhouettes
Scott, former Fred Waring arranger, Orch.
thus was added to the lineup, but
doesn't pan out.
Further, chanties
Dwight Fiske, playing his first enand mountain songs done by an
earnest baritone in white tie and gagement in the town's newest entails
somehow make for a poor tertainment spot, attracted a packed
room with his bright satires at the
parlay.
Even Wences, standard with his piano. Completely original, his stories
double-talk, had difTiculty in the show his personality and mastery of
oval Rainbow Room.
So anxious facial expression to such an adwas he not to ignore the flanking vantage that the fine musical accompaniments create only the drama
sides, he overstepped matters and
almost ignored the centre audience and excitement for the pungent
yarns.
facing him.
For a four-piece combination, the
Monna Montes and Dolinoff are
alumni of the Metopera hallet and Four Silhouettes are a workmanlike,
she h^ been here twice before; once tuneful combination who are equally
partnered with Jose Fernandez, and at home playing sweet or hot. They
later with Dolinoff, with whom she keep the tables empty during their
marks her third appearance. Their stay on the stand. Many of their
'Puritan Maid' and 'Silver Slipper' arrangements are original and showy,
Liuz.
routines are broken up by the rest of side.
the show.
Comes Scott; then Miss Greco,
next Wences; and then the dancers
Martinique, N. Y.
back again. Best thing are those
two bands. Del Casino has the same
Jackie Afiles, Ruth Clayton, Cratounit he clicked with at the Beachcomber, Miami, last winter, and 4ord & Coskey, Leonora Amar, Line
Emit Coleman Orch, JVoro
Dacita- is a vivacious personality at (6),
Morales Orch; $3.50 minimum.
the helm of the Latin combo. Abet.

that of

Monno Monies &

virtuosa,

tion.

- This cellar nitery, previously tried
out with Latin-type decor and entertainment, was marked a loser
until Larsen took over almost two
years ago. Price draws large femme
attendance, especially for the dinner show, with most of the cu.stomers
being gals. Dance floor, as a reiiult,
gets a continuous workout.
Entertainment lineuD is neither
That
di.shed out by McGee's outfit.
(Continued on pace 481
the policy has a good chance for

'
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ter not without Its humorous touches.
H. V. Kaltcnborn. with the footage
held down better this time, answers
three questions of a theoretical na

House Reviews
Continued from page 45

FOX, B'KLYN
but too musicianly to be enjoyed by ickies.
Band kicks up
good tempos and does good work
point,

behind the

act£.

On

its

own it doesn't

five tunes,

ture bearing on

winding up with her

in-

evitable 'Tisket, Tasket.'
The Douglas Brothers, an amiable
pair of knockabouts, shoot the works
in a
frantic session of acrobatic
dancing, pratt-falling and chatter,
all of which adds some livelines.s to
the show and helps give it pncc.
The shows could use another novelty
to good effect, for the Wheeler band
doesn't carry all the burden expect-

get too many chances, only 'Savoy'
and 'Ru.stles of Spring,' a piece of
legimate music cut down to popular
It's okay.
ed of it.
Sister Rosetta Tharpe is connected
Elie.
Biz remains scorchy.
with the band; her reception here
was wild and she could have done
mroe than three numbers. Plucking
a guitar, with band accompaniment,
she delivers That's All, 'Rock Me'
and Tall Skinny Papa.'
Philadelphia. Sept. 19.
Pegleg
Bates,
with
tapster
a
Joe £. Lewis, Linda Ware, Miller
wooden leg, is widening his reF>ertoire.
He now talks one's head off Bros, and Loir, Louis Prima Orch
as well as generating wild acclaim (13) with Leon Prima and Lily, Ann
for his footwork. His song intro re Carroll; 'Are Husbands Necessary'
the pegleg is too long and most of iPar).
his between-hops chatter should be
avoided.
His terps are more eloAfter an almost steady diet of
quent.
Does three routines, wind- swing bands, and nothing else, the
ing up with the usual flash landings Earle this week dishes a little more
on the wooden pin. Crowd blistered of the variety line without, however,
the walls for him.
neglecting the jivesters.
Morgan and Roberts are comeJoe E. Lewis once more proves
dians who get more out of mugging that he's tops in his fleld. He walks
than any particular skill.
Decked onstage a little out of breath and
in green and yellow suits, they nervous, explaining
he's just been
justify their place on the bill in only placed in
S-F in his draft board
the flnal few minutes onstage; in 'single men with children.'
From
this they cut loose with flashy acro- then
on the crowd's in his mitt.' He
batic dancing. They, too, got heavy skirts
the off-color stuff, slightly
reaction.
risque for an Earle audience, but
Inkspots close.
Quartet delivers never offensive.
'Shout,
Brother,
Shout.'
a
good
He sings a couple of new parodies,
rhythmic opener; 'Every Night About "What Every
Young Man Should
This Time.' This Is Worth Fighting Know'
and 'You Can't Get the MerFor,: 'Apple Tree' and 'If I Didn't
chandise,' encoring with his everCare,' winding up proceedings in a
popular, 'Sam, You Made the Pants
blaze. Numbers are almost identical
Too Long.'
with ones used on recent ParaLinda Ware clicks with an audimount N. Y.,' date and the reaction ence
loaded with service men.
A
to the work and style of delivery
well-put-together lass, she has a
just as strong.
Wood.
voice to match.
She tees off with
'Kalamazoo,' gets in the groove with
'Embraceable You' and winds up
with new version of 'I Said Yes,'
with a sailor picked from the audience as a stooge. It winds up with
Washington, Sept. 20.
the gob and Miss Ware in a drawnPatricia
Bowman, Jacfc Dtirant out clinch. The stunt almost caused
Vikings, Al Gordon, Rhythm Rock- a riot with the fleet.
ets,
Sam Jack Kaufman's House
Miller Bros, and Lois are playing
Orch; 'Tish' (M-G).
a return engagement here. They're
a trio of talented sepia hoofers who
amaze with their nimble footwork
Straight vaudeville for a change, atop
a high narrow platform. Louis
and good. Rhythm Rockets bring Prima,
his horn and his showmanback their 'Magic Garden" number ship, plus his
dark-haired canary,
with black costumes and radium ef- Lily
Ann Carroll, with a pleasing
fects for an opening smash.
Then voice, add up to lots of entertainAl Gordon's 'lazy' puppies, who 're- ment on their
own.
fuse' to do their tricks, thus getting
Prima's trumpet-tooting as well as
much comedy, followed by a fast that of his brother, Leon, pace the
session on the merry-go-round. Gor- band
through the sweet and hot licks
don is an excellent showman selling in which the band
specializes. Band
a good line of patter.
numbers include the Prima theme,
Patricia Bowman comes next with "Be Happy,' 'Sweet Georgia Brown,'
a rhythm number on her toes danced 'Night and Day,' 'When Day is Done'
to Raymond Scott's 'Dance of the and 'Basin Street Blues'
(Prima
Penguins.' On later with the Rock- vocalizing).
'n a classy candy-box specialty
Miss Carroll is likewise dicko with
to Mmuet in Jazz." A short routine, 'I Got it Bad,' 'He's 1-A in the Army'
but it's the essence of grace.
and 'More than You Know.' Band
Jack.Durant has freshened up his flnales with 'Ravel's Bolero.'
Attendance was somewhat hurt by
gab and added one or two new film
imitations.
heat
and humidity
His sideway cartwheels unseasonable
register for laughs, and he was off Saturday night.
Shal.
to a rousing hand with his short ecEize.

EARLE, PHILLY

CAPITOL, WASH.

centric dance.
The Vikings, male singers, run to
orayura songs, blowing the roof off
with Song of the Vagabonds,' followed by a patriotic medley which
Is a real rouser.

Sam Jack Kaufman's house band

gets the show oft to a fine sUrl with
special arrangement of 'Tisket,
Tasket,' as Rimsky-Korsakoff, Sousa.
Strauss and others might do it.
Lynn Allison shows off her coloratura with Street Singer's song from
"Naughty Marietta.'
Arke.

a

RKO BOSTON
Boston, Sept. 20.
Robinson. Ella Fitzgerald
Brothers,
'Doc'
Wheeler
Orch; 'Pardon My Sarong' (U).

Bill
Dougla.<!

is a wham show on paper,
but
doesn't quite fulfill its promise except when the old master of the tap
Bill Robinson, appears In the
ace
Bpot to set things aright. And then

This

It

things begin to buzz along in top
gear, but it's a little too late to save
the show from its near-mediocrity.
Bojangles could use a couple of

new stories all right, but, as ever,
his infectious personality, his knack
for handling a reet-pleated audience
and his superb dancing (with which
he IS plenty generous) is. whamo
stuff for any house.
He hadn't had
a chance to work out with the 'Doc'
Wheeler band before coming on for
the first show (Friday) and there
were a couple oy rhythmic accidents.
Yet he had the audience holding its
breath for his 'In the Deep of the
Night' number, and caught a tremendous reception with his familiar "40
years from now' turn.
Ella Fitzgerald, whose warbling
has plenty of distinction, also has a

trouble in that the band's style
doesn't exactly suit hers, and she
needs a more intimate background
to really project her wares.
She
registers, however, and stays on for
little

EMBASSY,

N. Y.

(NEWSBEELS)
Personalities on the home front as
well as abroad dominate the miscellaneous and not-so-exciting clips
here. Lack of deep interest in most
of the items is more than compensated, however, by the actionful,

well-produced U. S. Navy short,
'Battle
of
Midway,' which has
aroused much favorable comment

among

fans.
The short is done in
color and being distributed by 20th-

Fox.

Churchill, Roosevelt and Willkie
are all in the lineup. Prime Minister is caught on his recent visit to
Russia. While he speaks in English,
Russian translations are superimposed on the film.
Wendell Willkie Is photographed
on his arrival in the middle east, but
his voice is not recorded.
President
Roosevelt is heard at ceremonies
during which a sub-chaser is presented to Norway. Shots of bombed
portions of Norway are gut in.
Numerous others idenUfled with
the war include Bernard Baruch.
who expatiates on the tire situation
as one of a committee of three appointed to study the problem: William Jeffers, president of the Union
Pacific, who has been pressed into
service as the rubber crar; Nelson
Rockefeller in Brazil to sign the food
treaty and witness a parade in his
honor; and a Government officral explaining measures to be taken or
expected with respect to fuel rationing.

Among clips dealing with the war
is one supplied by Paramount
which, according to a notation, has
been passed by the censors. It cmbraces photographs of cleverly camouflaged gun nests along an uneffort

speciflcd coastline.

A couple sports Items have found
their way into the show. They are
Pathe's coverage of a recent race
won by Whirlaway and a ball game
bctvyeen the Cards and Dodgers, lat-

New

currently

regular,

Acts

the world conflict

Tex McCrary, another Emb

while

,

EI.LA FITZOERALO
With Four Keys
Aqaarlum BesUuiVpt, N. T.

the

discufsed

tendency toward over-optimism with
Char.

respect to the war.

Miss Fitzgerald recently discarded
the full-sized Negro band she inherited after Chick Webb's death to
hook up with a quartet of harmonizer% who accompany themselves on
piano, bass and electric guitar. The
move was a smart one since it opens
to
her jobs that heretofore she
couldn't accept.
At the same time

Night Club Reviews
Continued from page
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'
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N. Y.

ELLSWORTH & FAIRCHILD
Dancers
8 Mlns.

Lake Tarleton Club, Pike, N. H.
Neat terp pair, their dancing is not
of the conventional ballroomoljgy
Idiom, It's in the ballet school, fur.
ther distinguished by Insuring themselves skinful accompaniment, via
recordings. This is a happy makeshift for resort bookings, as at ;his

New Hampshire spot, because their
one-nighters can still be played with
classical music Is too difficult for
one of the other large bands handled immediate
rendition by the average
by Moe Gale, her manager.
hotel
orchestra;
but It's patent
Miss Fitzgerald Is a distinct click they're equipped
to work with the
with the Keys. Her vocaling would average cafe or hotel
band, as occastand far above the majority of con- sion warrants.
temporaries with any accompaniThey utilize classic excerpts from
ment. With the Keys her unusual Strauss et al. for accomp.
but
which terps are by no means highbrow.their
ability
improvisation,
for
It's
somehow never lacks taste and Is a happy compromise of the ballet
always a treat, is given freer rein. school.
The boys behind her do not read
Pair costume themselves intellimusic: they all get together and gently and their holds and routines
work out head arrangements, which are commercial for general consumpalways leaves room for spontaneous tion in the niteries.
Abel.
also appear. In all, it's a somewhat tricks.
Briefly, this combination is
woven unit marked by great stuff. Musical background Is
loosely
pointless comedy, though some of fln^,
particularly the guiUr PERLITA GRECO
too,
the turns are individually fairly ac
Songs
work.
ceptable. There's a line of four.
The one performance Miss Fitz- 8 Mlns.
Mori.
gerald gave at this new Tihies Rainbow Boom, N. Y.
Square spot (her very first appearHighly touted South American
Barton and Brady
(New Acts), acrobats, are on for
around nine minutes. Danny White
emcees, sings and essays comedy for
which he hasn't the proper material.
Penn and Devon warble and Nils and
Nadynne (New Acts) combine ballroomology with aero dancing. KikI
coocher, is on and off intera
mittently. Les Kramer who reputedly weighs around 300 pounds and
looks it, wanders on and off in a
couple of random skits wherein
White and other members of the cast
here nor there.

ance

Tic-Toe, Montreal

with the Keys, incidentally)
exempliflcd the esteem in

clearly

which she
Montreol, Sept.

Roy Rogers, Richard Lane &
Frances

11.

Willie

is

held.

Spot's p.a. sys-

Grace Drysdale hear her work. This is a noisy place
Milt Sherman but when she couldn't be heard on
(6),
Arthur Van der Haege the speaker the room stilled comno cover.
pletely.
What more can be said of
Wood,
any singer.

Mercer,

Taft-Tahitians

Orch

(7),
(4);

Band

Spark, of the show currently in this
pleasantly-atmosphere 300-seater is JOHNNY MORGAN
Roy Rogers, whose work as emcee is Comedian
extremely incidental to several other Yacht Club, Pittsburgh
talents

he possesses,.

He hangs up

a

laugh score from the opening gong of
the 45 minutes out of a 60-minute
that he's on the floor.
Not that the other turns are negligible.
They provide pleasant contrast, but Rogers is standout material
for this town.
He acts drunk from
start to finish but never offensively.
His machine-gun patter is clean
throughout, his exuberent personality, acrobatics, zanyisms, ad libblng
and ribbing of his audience wthout
embarrassing
anyone
thoroughly
earn the big audience reaction he

show

gets.

Show tees off with Rogers and he
has the crowd on its toes at once.
He presents Lane and Willie, ventriloquist with a standard routine
and a rather different manner. This
detracts from his crowd appeal, but
in a singing session with dummy he
achieves
some high notes that
clicked solidly.

With the right material, Johnny

Morgan

He's a
go places.
with an easy,
just the right
a peddler of nonOnly trouble with Morjjan
sense.
now is that some of his stuff is just
a little too biological. In the better
places that might be resented, and
not without reason either. Sad part
of it is that the guy doesn't need it;
he's got enough on the ball otherwise.
Obviously Morgan started out as
.<;hould

nice-looking

affable

fellow

ate

for

an impersonator and his comedy talAs a
ents sprouted from there.
mimic he's okay; he doesn't give it
out straight but hokes up his takeVoice isn't bad either and he
offs.
has some pretty fair parodies, but
that one on 'My Mama Done Tol'
Me,' about a kid who has to go,
should be chucked in a hurry. He's
an easy bird to like on the floor because of his old college try in every
department, and once Morgan stays
above the belt all the time, he ought
to be in there pitching with the t)est
Cohen.
of the guild.

appreciated.

fully

Milt Sherman orch does well both
A hep show crowd ^ave her a neat
for show and
dancing: Van der reception here opening night.
Haege fills in adequately.
Scho.
Biz quite good at this viewing.

Lane.

GLORIA GILBERT
~

Mlns.

Versailles, N. Y.

'Muscle' Carroll
Contlnned from page

Loop

goodwill neighbor who niay Improve
with better routining.
Aoel.

BARTON AND BRADY
Acrobatic
9 Mlns.
leeland, N. Y.
Fast acrobatic male team, handling
standard routines for sock results.
They do head turns and cartwheels
across the floor without use of hands
for a series of nifty climaxes.

Good bet for
bookings.

I

was rolling along smoothly
Carroll told everyone in the
his business and his plans.

Antagonistic feelings that an outwould be allowed to come into
Chicago in such a lavish setup immediately became apparent. It did
sider

not take long for the local cafe
politicos to start using their influence to stop Carroll. This city is
famous for the amount of licenses
needed to run a cafe, such as liquor,
amusement, food, after hours, etc.
Anyway, at a regular meeting of
the full executive board of the Morrison Hotel, Carroll and his contract
found themselves out in the cold.
Carroll, who returned to the Coast,
now threatens suit. Meanwhile, his
contracts
with bands,
acts
and
chorines are a problem. The chorus
especially, as it rehearsed for two
weeks and has not been paid.

nitery and vaude
Mori.

all

AND NADTNNE

NILS

Dancing
S Mins.
Iceland,

New York
Mixed team of ballroom dancers

serves nicely as a
scaled niteries.

flller

for lower-

They come through with

a couple
familiar but satisfactory aero
dancing routines, the man handling
arm lifts and swift twirls deftly.
Mori.

of

ss

Continued from page

1

si

show

business,' continued this cafe
man, 'but it's accentuated in our
business. And here's the Hitler an-

What can you do with your
money nowadays under war restricgle.

tions?

'Buy jewelry?

You know every

mama

and chorus girl is hep to the
fact it ain't fashionable any more to
flash the ice. Th^t goes for furs and
glad rags and fancy things.
'Buy automobiles? Why, when a
gallon of gas Is worth more than
Chanel No. S.
'Buy clothes? What clothes, what
with Victory suits and those reetpleats and drape-shades no longer
de rigeur for the duration.
And
most of the gals look better in those
WAAC, AWVS and kindred Canteen
cutaways.
'So
extra

what do you do with your
com? You buy bonds, worry

—

about taxes and in between you're
driven to drink, gambling, stepping
out with the gals, or your wives end

Dancing

until

She does three numbers, oke but
np wow. Her booking, as presently
constituted, is eclipsed by the league
she's now playing. One of the songs
is a rose giveaway routine, apparently her trademark. She Is said
to have done pix and rddio work
also in S. A. For the U. S., a so-so

up.

Introing the Tahitians' these turn
out to be six eye-flUing redheads
who have a good deal more stepology
than the standard house line, plus
plenty s.a. Frances Mercer sings in
the next spot, mostly oldies but got
herself an encore on 'Way You Look

thing

stress.

Nitery Bounce

Lucille Norman is a Metro starlet
and a Metropolitan Opera Auditionsof-the-Air contestant making her
vaudeville debut in 'Show Time,'
two-a-day vauder just into N. Y.
from a Coast run. She replaced
Kitty Carlisle, who originated with
the show in Hollywoo<l, and while
Tonight.'
not as terriflc a s<}prano sock as the
Grace Drysdale handles cleverly a brunet, the blonde Miss Norman
couple of marionets in the next-to- turns in a highly competent job for
closing, not appearing personally un- a stage unknown.
til presented by Rogers
She's lissome and pretty, with an
at the flnlsh
of act. Shows how her act is worked ingratiating manner and nice deand does a neat step herself .in the livery of such tunes as 'Always in
process.
A smart act and niftily My Heart,' 'Beguine' and 'Falling in
dressed looker.
Lo' ; With Love.' Later, in comedy
Redheads close the show with a romance bits with George Jessel and
Gay 90s portrayal in costume, each Jack Haley, she proves she can take
one of the six taking a character of care of herself in the talk clinches
the period. As the only dance act in as well as with the musical comthe bill they add a useful touch of sositions. She has a nice stance and
color and rhythm which was much mows how to use her hands graceit all

of her heraldry as a standout song-

manner and

personality

Rogers back for balancing act
which almost topples him onto the
tables from the floor for an ovation
of screams and laughs.
Winds up
with a couple of running 'suicide'
falls the length of the floor, devour- LUCILLE NORMAN
ing almost a full sheet of a news- Stager
paper, eating 'live' fish out of a bowl
Mins.
and swallowing burning matches. Brosdhnrst, N. T.

Crowd

is
just
another Spanish
warbler, of the type seen around the
Havana-Madrids, El Chicos, et al for

senorita

tem broke down just before she seasons. Of pleasant but not sock
came on and only those close could appearance, her RR' debut fell short

Gloria Gilbert is a youthful toe pals.
dancer who commands attention.
The gambling fever has hit
She's played top bookings for some America today
to the degree that
time now. but this mairks her debut
Mayor LaGuardia really has somein the 'Variety' New Act files, although around in theatres and cafes thing about those bookmakers. Look
at
Aqueduct a week ago Mondayboth sides of the Atlantic.
some
19,700
customers
clocked.
She specializes in routines distinguished
for
flash
and speed, Imagine, on a busy Monday, almost
especially the pirouettes. Also in- 20,000 horse bettors.' And how they
cludes some work along acrobatic gamble. That goes for some of the
dancing lines.
swank casinos all over the country,
On her engagement here Miss staying open longer, booking fancier
Gjjbert is doing one number singly
attractions and getting more play
an^ another with a line of six showthan ever before.
rls. She can play anywhere.
Those hectic weekends are no
Char.
novelty any more. What floors me
GILL ADRIAN
is the boff ^iz all through the middle
Songs .
of the week."
8 Mlns.
This sums up a national picture,
Lake Tarleton Club, Pike, N. H.
because defense-workers, especially
Gill Adrian is a personality songon weekends, just drink it awa.v.
stress who should go places. A cute
trick, .she's strictly a mike performer, And call it war jitters, or what,
but wisely knows how to handle it nitery ops agree that 'you ain't seen
so as not to eclipse her sight values. nothing yet!' and that this will be
Her stuff is modern, and that swine the all-time, record-high biz. even
arrangement of 'Milking Her Cow" topping those mad mid-Prohibition
clicks.

^bel

days.

:
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Big Gross by the Pound

DUE FOR

The late Ned Wayburn's first school of the dance occupied two or
more floors in a building at e2d street and Broadway. In addition to
himself he had hall a dozen instructors. One of his rules was that all
girls and women taking instruction or reducing exercises must weigh
in at every session they attend and weigh out upon completion of the
class. That meant a nickel in the slot twice for everyone, or 10c 'side
money." Every time he emptied the weighing machines it meant a
hatful of coins, said to have added up to such a sum that his overhead, including the pay of the Instructors, was thereby taken care of.
Not a few of the Waybum clients were socialites and his courses
Believed that he made more money from the
cost as high as $1,500.
school at that time than from his stage activities.

HORSE' FINALLY

Sinclair

Two

GIVING N.Y.A

theatrical firms announcing they will do 'R.U.R.', it is possible that Broadway will see two reTheatre
vivals of the robot play.
Guild, which originally put it on,

the show on its production
schedule, while L, Daniel Blank and
David Silberman, a comparatively
new managerial duo, insist they have
a contract for the U. S. and (janada
from Paul Selver, acting for the estate of the lat« Carol Capek, Czechoslovak author.

Lewis Doing
Plays at U. of Minn.

here teaching at the University

ist,

of Minnesota, will direct

stock companies on Broadway,
which have often been mentioned but
rarely tried except In repertory
form, will eventuate at the Forrest
with the revival there in two weeks
of "Three Men on a Horse,' which
will be on a stock basis. It is believed
the success of stock in cities outside
of N. Y. during the summer crystalThere are half a
lized the plan.
dozen stocks still operating in city
stands, and some are indefinite from
Several stock
present indications.
managers readily concede that they
have made excellent profits.
By Equity ruling, there's no limit
on the playing time of a stock company, but a second play must be
presented witih at least six of the

two

plays,

'Candida' and 'Dodsworth,' for the
Wesley Placers, professional little
theatre group housed in a church
gymnasium. Feminine guest stars
will be imported for the productions.

'Candida' is scheduled for Oct. 7
and 'Dodsworth,' rewritten by Lewis,
follows seven days later.

ARBI1KATI0N OF CLAIMS

JESSELISDUE

VS.

Arbitration

claims

of

against

George Jessel by half a dozen prin-

who appeared

If there are two concurrent showings of 'R.U.R.' it will not be the
time on Broadway. In another
era that phenomenon occurred three
or more times and in those instances
the plays in question were in the
public domain, so it was a question
of which show beat the other to it.
Henrietta Grossman once appeared
in 'Mistress Nell' at the Savoy, while
Klaw & Erlanger presented the same
play at the Knickerbocker. Latter
firm put the pressure on after Miss
Grossman got the better notices and
the play was forced to move to the
Bijou. All three houses disappeared
long ago.
Two managers vied with each
other with 'Quo Vadis,' which opposed each other at the Herald
Square and the New York, also
razed.
More spectacular was the
first

by
Original
bott and written by Cecil Holm, had
the backing of Warner Bros. It was
that show which planted the film firm
in the legit field, and they financed
other Abbott shows, also buying the

ers'

was due

to

in 'High

be

between

Jessel

wanted

to

close

Boston, but other players bolstered
the bankroll and the musical went to
Chicago, where it didn't do so well

When the show folded there withBiltmore theatre with him, Warners
out the ghost walking until money
having the operating end.
Number of players who were in was sent on by Equity, it was alstranded. ManThree Men' during its run at the leged that 'Kickers'
agement countered by saying that
Playhouse have been engaged for the
true, since salaries and
Mentioned are Billy Lynn, couldn't be
revival.
return transportation was guaranTeddy Hart, Kay Loring. Sid Stone
teed.
Thereafter there were argu(Sam Levene part), Horace Macments over the pay-off, inspired by
Mahon, Asher Smith, Fleming Ward,
those players who loaned money to
Jean Castro and Shirley Booth. Latthe show in Boston and claimed they
ter in the original cast and will reshould be repaid from the salary
appear If she can get a release from
bond. After a flock of lawyers en'My Sister Eileen,' Beck. Admission tered the picture the salary claims
scale will be $1.65 top, as against
were paid, while the loans were
The cities made a matter of arbitration. Lat$3.30 for the original.
where stock Is spotted include Utica. ter could not be held up to now beProvidence, Newark. New London, cause of Jessel's appearances out of
Philadelphia. Washington. Buffalo, town.
Toronto, Detroit, and most are still
Jessel states that Sophie Tucker,
playing to real business. Sam Gris- who was co-starred with him in
man, Interestec) in the Newark stock 'Kickers,' suggested that she and the
with Russell Mack, planned a mid- others take half pay and perhaps
western rotary stock on a split- week make it up when the show reached
basis, but Equity ruled that all city other stands.
Also claimed that the
stocks must operate full weeks.
money was in the guise of loans. Exact amount involved appears indefinite.
One estimate is around $6,000,
while Martin J. Desmoni, Jessel's attorney, figures it slightly over $4,000,

'FREEDOM' SET BACK;

CAST,DlREaORSHIFrS

'Let Freedom Sing,' which was
slated to open at the Longacre, N. Y.

least

some

dependent revue are amateurs or
semi -pros.
One oddity In connection with the
show, which has a youthful player
setup, is that the salaries are partially guaranteed by Lee Shubert
and partly by J. J. Leventhal.
Players replaced were given twoweeks salary, a^ required by Equity,
Known that the bankroll for 'Sing'
is not robust and it is believed that

some money from subscriptions

.has

Actor

in

let's Face

It'

Garry Davis, son of Meyer Davis,
society band maestro, has stepped
into one of the three male leads of
'Let's Face It,' Imperial, N. Y., replacing Jack Williams, who is ailing
Young Davis, who recently enlisted
in the Air Corps and is awaiting induction, took the part on two hours

notice.

His sister. Virginia. Is now touring
with Ilka Chase's troupe In 'Susan

been used for the financing. Show and God.'
rehearsed six weeks up to Monday
'21) and the company has been
under full pay since last week.

Preminger's B'way Play

Lyons Sought
For Stromberg Film

Collette

Lyons, who opened in
yesterday (Tuesday) in
the legit 'Vickie.' is being sought by
Colleltc

New York

Hunt Stromberg

for

a

role

in

his

torlhcoming picture, 'G-String Murder.'

Film

Is

to

be

Artists release.

made

for

United

Hollywood. Sept.

22.

Preminger,
currently
Otto
assigned to direct and act In 'Margin
Error' at 20th-Fox. returns to
fo:
stage production on Broadway this
winter with "Seventh Cross.'
Director-aclor has bought drama
rights to the new book, authored by
Anna Scgher.s, and has signed Viola
Brothers Shore to write the play.

the

street,

found

that's

which

many

as

functioning

to

better

in

as

big

four

years

theatres

boxoffice.

It

sounds another gloomy note on a
once important phase of show biz,
a field that a dozen years ago saw
about 22 theatres presenting Yiddishlanguage plays in a dozen key cities.

WEEKENDMOBS

This season five cities will witness
only 10 resident companies.

HYPO SUN. LEGrr

Where

there were as

many

as 14

Yiddish legiters in N. Y. during the
hey-day, this season will see only
six. The only Second avenue the-

radio

-' its

in regards to Sunday and English-speaking vaudeville of
Such performances are recent years, Miss Picon will be making her debut under the manage-

members

appearances.

a matter of selection on the part of

managers and some announce

the

the playing schedule prior to opening, others sometimes switching to
the Sabbath after debut, which usually means ''ropping Monday nights
in conformance to the state law enforcing one day's rest in seven for

TATHER'Wni

4

ment of Edwin A. Relkin

in a biographical musical, 'Oy, Is Dos a
Leben' COh, What a Life'), written
by her husband, Jacob Kalich, in
which he will play himself. Joseph
Rumshinsky has done the music, and
the debut is slated for Oct. 12 at the
former Jolson theatre on Seventh
avenue, which has been renamed the
Molly Picon.

The Skulnik troupe, which will
also feature Michael Michelesko and
Miriam Kressyn, is opening at the
Second Ave. in 'Be Happy,' by William Siegel, on Oct. 10. The Picon,
and Second Ave. will be the only
operating in Manhattan,
with the other four being divided
between the Bronx and Brooklyn.
legiters

Feld's Troope

At the Hopkinson, Brooklyn, Itzik
Feld is toppdng the troupe there,
while the other Brooklyn house, the
Parkway, will be under the reins of
Nathan Goldberg and Jacob Jacobs.
The Hopkinson reopens Oct. 9 with
'General Fishel Duvid,' a musical
comedy by Oscar Ostrov and Ilya
Trilling,
with Max
Wilner and
Sania Rubina heading the cast. The
Bridegroom Regrets,' by Louis Frei'

Pittsburgh, Sept. 22.

'Heels'

Coming

to

B'way

'Heels Together,' intimate musical
tried out by the Olneys at Scarsdalc,
N. Y., last week, is slated for Broadway soon, according to reports.
Some cast changes arc necessary,
but Joan Roberts, in the lead. Is
slated as a fixture.
Show is the
'Little
Jessie
James' by
'Kickers' lost around $146,000, in- former
cluding the original cost of produc- Harlan Thompson and Harry Archer,
brought up to date.
tion, rated around $80,000.
Book was partly revised by Tom
If it is indicated the claimants took

of the others in the in-

was emphasized

It

the only day the factory workers
have for play-going.

ORIGINAL

An

'

when

KAHN

only one house in operation along

requests by defense workers.
'The bluenoses were overrtiled

START ROAD TOUR

has

(21),

By NAT

The rialto of the Yiddish legitimate theatre. New York's lower
Second
avenue,
has
apparently
reached what may well be its millennium. The coming season will see

Hollywood, Sept. 22.
For first time in its 25 years
of operation, the Pasadena Community Playhouse will have
Sunday shows in response to

Legit producers are vulnerable to
the war along with actors and by
the first of the year half a dozen are
likely to be in uniform.
Those in legit per.'r-.-mers.
New regulation on curtailment of
the services, or about to enter, are of
inxis went into effect Sunday (20) at
the younger group of showmen.
Maurice Evans, actor-producer, is midnight, one-third of the various
in the Army.
Richard -Aldrich is a fleets being ordered off the streets.
Lieut. Comdr. in the Navy.
Oscar Ir dependent cabs are restricted to
Serlin is slated into service soon six days per week, with the day they
after 'Strip For Action' opens in are not permitted to roll painted on
Herman Shumlin expects to both sides of the hood. Drivers are
N. Y.
be in uniform by Dec. 1. Warren undisturbed over the limitations,
Munsell, general manager for the which also prevent cruising, admittmg they are doing within 80% '
Theatre Guild, who was in the avia
tion corps in the last war has been New Year's Eve business.
called by his old colonel for duty in
the administration arm of the pres'
ent flying service. Edward Duryea
Dowling, stager of Shubert musicals,
and Fred de Cordova, stage manager,
JAN.
are aimed for captaincies in the
Army's Special Service division.

their contractual salaries Johnstone.
been put back less than
without advising Equity, and thereby
until next week, that being decided
violated the cuts rules, they may be
upon after a preview last week.
asked to explain to the association.
Current London Shows
There were several let-outs and a
change In directors. Joseph Pevney,
being replaced by Bob Gordon as
London, Sept. 22.
stager, although he was recently wed Meyer Davis' Son
'All's Fair,' Whitehall.
to Mitzi Green, show's top name. At

Monday

War Breakdown

:

Army

orated.

Theatre This Season;

1

10 Houses Set for 5 Cities, 6 in N. Y.

two

in

either.

See Only

Will

atre to survive, find this despite
If there was any doubt about Sunmany managements over a period of
oay legit performance opportunities, years, is the Second Ave., which
this
managements a gander at the crowds in Tim
season is being run by a company
who presented "The Devil' day and Square, particularly at recent week- headed by the veteran comedian,
date in different houses on BroadMenasha
Skulnik.
ends, would quickly dispel it The
way, but both companies made
A big hypo for the field will be
money, not a few playgoers attend- jams approach the size of those on the return to the Yiddish
boards of
ing both performances to see which New Year's Eve.
Molly Picon, possibly the outstandthey liked best. George Arliss was
It's certain that there is no longer
ing comedienne in the annals of the
in one of the 'Devils' and that apany hesitancy on the part of Equity Yiddish stage. Occupied with

battle

Kickheard today
pearance attracted considerable at(Wed.) afternoon, but, with the
tention to him on this side.
comedian appearing at a matinee of
original cast.
Time,' vaude-revue click at
'Three Men,' which scored a long 'Show
the Broadhurst, N. Y., another date
run on Broadway, will again be premay be fixed. When "Kickers' 'eft Several Legit Producers
sented by Alex Yokel, with the reBroadway, expectations for better
ported backing of the Shuberts.
Uniforms
Fitting
George Ab- business on the road quickly evapshow, staged
cipals
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2d Ave., Ytddish LegifV'Broadway,'

has

Minneapolis, Sept. 22.

STOCK CO.

BTO BATTLE

With two

Lewis, Minnesota novel-

Sinclair

REVIVALS

'Belle of N. T.,< Coliseum.
'Blithe Spirit.' St. James's.
•CUudIa,' St. Martin's.
'Dancing Tears,' Adelphi.
'Doctor's Dilemma,' Haymarkct.

Broadway

Original

company

producer,

Serlin,

of

'Strip

new show.

At

Pittsburgh

told

newspapermen while
tryout

for
that

town for
Action,'
his
time, Serlin
road troupes,
in

one of the
by ,Louis Calhern
and
Dorothy Gish, who are now playadded,

topped

ing 'Father' in New York while
Lindsay and Miss Stickney are vacationing, will take over at the Empire (N.Y.) Theatre.

with Calhern and Miss
played Pittsburgh for fort-

"Father,'

Gish,
at
Senator,
night
last
season
ordinarily a picture house, grabbing
great $45,000 for engagement and
could have stayed longer. Lindsay
and Miss Stickney plan to travel
least

at

for

six

covering

months,

D'Oyly Carte Opera, Princess.

many

FUre Path,' Apollo.
'Fine and Dandy,' Saville.
'Fall Swing,' Palace.

one uf two touring companies.

'Gangway,' Palladium.
'Get « Load of This,' Hippodrome.
Int'l Ballet, His Majesty's.
'Light and Shade,' Ambassador.
'Macbeth,' Piccadilly.
'Belle of New York,' Coliseum.
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Savoy,
'Men In Shaddw,' Vaudeville.

'Morning Star,' Globe.
'Morder Wlthont Crime,' Comedy
'Night of the Garter,' Strand.
'No Orchids tor Blandish,' Wales,
'Quiet Week-lilnd,' Wyndham's.
'Rebecca,' Lyric.
'Rose-Marie,' Stoll's,

Russian Ballet, Cambridge.
Sadler's Wells Ballet, New.
'Salt of Earth,' Vaudeville.

Wild Rose,' Prince.
'Warn That Man.' Garrlck.
"Watch on the Rhine,' Aldwych,

of

With
Father,'
headed
by
Howard
Lindsay
and
Dorothy
Stickney, will go on tour after the
first of the year, opening at Nixon
here Jan. 4 for three weeks, Oscar
"Life

cities

previously

visited

by

man, opened Monday night (Yom
Kippur), -with Goldberg and Jacobs
featured. Other Yom Kippur openings were 'Forgotten Women,' by
William Siegel, which opened at the
Bronx Parkway, with Dinah Halpern, Judah Bleich and Wolfe Barzel heading the troupe, and "The Boy
from the Argentine,' by Max Kledder, at the Bronx Art.
Out-ot-Town-Spots
Out-of-town theatres are the Metropolitan, Newark; Metropolitan,
Cleveland; Peoples, Detroit, and the
Douglas Park, Chicago. Films with
Yiddish vaudeville will be run at the

National, former legiter on Second
avenue, and the Clinton, both N. Y.
Bernard Elving and company will
hold forth at the Met, Newark, with
traveling troupes every week; Benny
Adler is heading the outfit at the
Met, Cleveland; Menachem Rubin
and Edmund Zayenda- are topping
the Chicago layout, and a 'literary
theatre' presenting Jewish classics
will comprise the Detroit setup.

The Vaoders

Production Personnel
Charles Washburn, 'The
Cheek" (tryout).

Harry

Shapiro,

back,

Damask

'Priorities'

Hour).

Dorothy Johnson,
Father'

p.a.,

'Life

With

(tour).

George Atkinson, agent,
and Sullivan (tour).

Gilbert

Peter Dat'ls. Mary Ward in advunce, 'The Corn is Green' (tour).
Al Spink, ahead, 'Lady In the
Dark" 'tour).
Lawrence Farrcll. back, 'The Pirate'

James Proctor,

agent, 'Let FreeSing'
Gil Haskell, manager, 'Hcllzapop-

dom

pin' (tour).

Jack Rovenger is operating the
theatre vauder and Irving
Jacobson continues as the head man
at the National, both of whom are
showing the top names in the Yiddi.<;h theatre on weekends only.
Three traveling units also comprise the Yiddish legit scene.
One,
headed by playwright Louis Freiman, will travel the New England
area, playing Boston on Sundays,
and the adjacent areas the rest of
the week.
Clinton

A

.'second will

lake the upstate

New

York and Canadian route, alternating between Toronto. Montreal, Rochester and Syracuse.
The third
company will perform in the St.
Louis vicinity.

'
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stage, 'Black Narcissus' realizes

Town

Plays Out of

who drew a laryngitis break on
opening night; Leonard Sues, with a
trumpet novelty; Johnny Mack, in
di-um-tapdancc feature; Evelyn
Brooks, song - and - dance; Juanita
Juarez, vocals. Ralph Bunker adds
an amusing bit as a deaf music pubAbbott has again picked a
li.sher.
dancing
line of lookers, both for
and singing girls.

BEAT THE BAND
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gives little indication of
on either set.s or costumes.
While not so elaborate as some past
Abbott musicals, production u.'jcs to
good advantage what material it has.
There's a sock boiler.room setting
for the 'Steam' sequence; a colorful
framework for the beachcombing
ballet, and a couple of flat pieces
that give perspective illusion through
clever designing by Samuel Leve.
Costumes range from the demure to
the snappy, working in a wide spread
Boiic.
of color.
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Strawhat Reviews

CoMifily

Wilmington,
In Itirto acu

Del., Sept. 19.

by

Slicfk-

Arlliiir

Ooou; alaeeU

clrla

nian nnil K.

(!li

by' Oeorxe S. Kaufinnn: aeltlnic by llowalil Day; cualumes by Paul iluPont: fcaHevnolila
anil
Dorolhy I'eiemon
urc.<
Clurdon at tlic
Kvnne: preaenled by

O. and A. O.

Max

Whether or not 'Beat the Band"
becomes a smash hit depends largely

I'layhouar. Wilmington.
ri: ll'.M lop.

on how much assistance an otherwise satisfactory production ultimately draws from an at nre.sent excessively dull literary department.
Carrying the weakest book Abbott
has offered in any of his recent musicals, show contains few laugh lines
and chuckle situations arc among the

Pri-Mdie Smli
Mr». Ijidd
Ilniol Arnold
rolLdon S<-hhnnioI
Wlllard Carroll

missing.

Mra. Burkhnrdt
Carrie Burkhnrdt
Mr. De Coata
ABBtha De Coata

Based on the ancient wheeze about
a handsome juvenile who adopts a
baby, sight unseen, only to have the
•baby' turn out to be a 20-year-old
eyeful who eventually snares him,
story barely gets by as a background
for song-and-dance fare. Only modern touch is the fact that the juve
in this case is a leader of a hot band.
Similar theme was u.sed previously
in a Sonja Honie pic.
There's a wealth of value in
•Band.' but it's going to take skill to

Slatz
A, Lincoln

Jacqueline Guicley
Buddy Buchlcr
Belly Bncoll
Joe VordI

Mr.

Iteynalda Kvana
Irene Callcll

Lndd

Rosemary

Joyce Oatea
King Caldcr
norenro Sundst.on)

Joseph Olney
Pegey Conway
William J. KVlly
'ohn Lo^enz
James Mnore
Dorilt Kelton

Conw.Ty

.Mra.

Conway
Derndhoff

A Strange Man
\ Coarhman
Dinwick
Rdgar ninwiik
Joe Hurley
Mi.i.

In

script liability to
the production's assets, there are a
number of features which can be
used as groundwork on which to
build a click musical. First, and un
questionably the show's top sock, is
a jam session titled 'Steam Is on the
Beam' which will get plenty attcn
tion. It's sensational stuff that heats
up practically everything right down
to the audience chairs. If a musical
can get by on one outstanding feature, this is the one to turn the trick
later calypso takeoff on the 'Four
Freedoms' also rates favorable mention, although it suffers by following

cast,

the

S.

comedy fails to attain the
charm necessary for sucsome general rewrit-

In fact,

cess.

ing

'Franklin

for Broadway.
Kaufman's topand .an excellent

little

direction

nostalgic

form,

present

its

notch

Relss
Tham.is

Rnn.ibl

Calvin

mould it properly. Abbott's show- Street' will offer
manship should bring it through. Despite George
Turning from the

Illie

Kranlt Otto

La Tour

JiKlge

Polrlor

hulh l")oro
KuRene Srhlel

Syd Englondcr
nillle

Pfisvaon

Shirley

Homer Conway
Maude Balnbridgc
Prof.

1S-1*J,

Tommy Lewis
Doirtlliy

Adele Stanley

.Mr.

Sept.

Ucl..

is

in

order

Street' braves

before

'Franklin

Broadway. Kaufman's

touches are evident and throughout
the first two acts help to keep the
audience interested in a plot which
becomes boring through too much
repetition of the same general situ-

A

ations.

stanza, leaving act one devoid of this
kind of punch. Opening frame, in
cidentally. is where the heavy revision mu.<:t come; it's top deadweight.
Other assets In the terps
division are a picturesque ballet

ham-actor conducts a dramatic art

The authors evidently believe that
here they have an 'escapist' play for
the 'Steam' knockout. Both numbers wartime audiences. The basic idea
are pegged close in the second is good. A broken-down, bombastic,

school in Philadelphia in the early
He is a good-natured liar, a
1900's.
hypocrite, and windbag.
He fools
would-be-Bernhardts,
parents
of
cheats his patient but ever-loving

and finally prevents politicians
from closing his school by threatening blackmail.
As played by Reynolds fivans. the 'professor' is an
engaging character. Evans even can
be forgiven for a bit of scenery
wife,

about beachcombing, featuring Marc
Piatt and Doris York, and the tap
specialties of Eunice Healey.
Score is tuneful and includes some
good commercial prospects. Due for
a rush are 'Every Other Heartbeat.'
'Proud of You' and 'Let's C6mb
Beaches.' Johnny Green has done a
corking job of composing that far
surpasses its vocal rendition. There's
not a standout voice in the whole
cast.
Lyrics run from ordinary to
topflight,
latter
category getting
larger percentage.
Melodies are
aided by some nice harmonizing
from an eight-girl choral group.
*
Cast features Jack Whiting, Susan
Miller, Jerry Lester and Romo Vincent.
Whiting, back in musicals
after a straight fling with 'Arsenic
and Old Lace,' Is suave baton wielder
and as such he does a competent job
from the personality angle and also
fits into several vocal efforts.
Miss
Miller brings youthful freshness to
the role of Whiting's 'god-child.'
to physical attractiveness is
a nice voice. Her solo on 'Song of
Islands' is a glove-fltter. Lester

Two

works overtime in his comic chores
and manages to wring the most out
of a lame script. Vincent, the John

Bunny

of

enough action

them

contribbing

on play. 'l.Utle Jcsale Janioa.' by ThomppoM. Directed by HiUar Mactireuor; dances
by Dan Eckley; setting by KIw.'ll; nmalc
1'rc.Hented by the
•llre<,lcd Ijy Alan M,irn>.
Olncys at the Scnradalc theatre, Si-nradale,
Y..

.N.

.Sept.

I.-..

-Vl:

f-i 'io

Tommy
I'aul

Tucker
Revere

.-^Kt.

Wm.

J.

individual

piecework are Toni Oilman, warbler.

JOHN BARTON
Tlianking

all

my good

friends for

kind wishes

llieir

at the Forrest Theatre,

"Tqbacco Road."
Not forgetting my good

Dixon

I-ec

Pleive

Jenslo Jamlcaon
Juliet Pierce
ileialdlne riawer

Bolierts
POKgy I'Vench
'oaii

t

Uuby

Mercer

France.-* Coinstock
Fiower
I.uJ.th Fonneabe<-k
Mrs. Jamleaon
(Mhera: The Vasa Trio and Constance
nowllnc Sa'.ly Oracle. Maria Harrlton.
I'ulsy
I'reilcrica
Ciey.
Lu Ralna. Tllta
Ilrmvn. Kveljn Day. Jeanne Henipel.
.Mis.

own verbosity.
'Black Narcissus' tells the story
of five Nuns representing an AngloCatholic Order, who settle at Mopu,
in the Himalayas, and establish their
Convent of Saint Faith. Scene of
the convent is the pplace, once a
Notorious harem, (lonated by General Toda Rai, an "altruistic potentate.

Transactions between the Sisters
and the General are carried out by
(Denis
the General's

Jessie James,' doesn't come off quite
successfully. Three members of the
cast arc garbed in the khaki of our

present army, but the gags and situations are nothing as streamlined as
these uniforms.
Before 'Heels Together' can become a sound prospect for Broadway it will have to
undergo plenty of doctoring and also
get itself a few more cllcksome tunes.
About the only sock touch of this
opus as unveiled at the Westchester
Cfounly summer spot was the inHers is the
genue, Joan Roberts.
role that Nan Halperin created in
the original.
Not so long ago out
of the chorus. Miss Roberts might be
regarded as a find. Her assets start
with a cute flgure and plenty of
looks and include an ingratiating
verve, a keen sense of comedy, a
wealth of self-assurance and a knack
for selling a song.
In this case her
personality and talent classified her
as a show-stopper.
The high point of the musical's
laugh ado is a disappearing bed with
the added utilitarian significance of
being a bomb-shelter.
The lines
throughout the show specialize in
the double entendre and occasionally take some sharp dips Into the
blue.
The heaviest splurge of the
latter persuasion occurs during the
early part of the second act while
the spectators are waiting for a
young couple to make their reappearance, on the bed from out of the
bomb shelter.' Except for the disappearing bed episodes there is little to keep the laughs at even a moderate pitch, or maintain an absorbng attentiveness in the plot.
The story deals with a pair of

New York

City, in

pal, Irving

M. Becker.

Film Rep. BILL

WOLFENDEN

9730 Wllsbire Boul.
Beverly Hills, Cal.

Dean
Green),
agent and the only local white man.
Dean, a bibulous cynic, becomes the
focal point for the attentions of the
Sister Superior Clodagh (Cornelia
Skinner)
and Sister Ruth
Otis
(Thlema Schnce), a frustrated psychopath.

Sister Clodagh. torn between her
religious convictions and the ever
recurrent memory of an abortive

love affair in the dim past, is contantly bedeviled by the gibes of
Dean, who considers her a martinet.
Matters come to a head when one of
the Sisters administers to a native
baby, who dies. The natives revolt
and Sister Ruth seizes the opportunity to rush off to Dean and profess her love for him. He spurns her
and she returns to the convent, infuriated, and attempts to murder
Sister Clodagh by pushing her over
the side of a mountain. In the ensuing struggle, Sister Ruth loses her
balance and plunges to her death.
Shortly after, Sister Clodagh, after

Roadshows

Cnrrent

its

on their

Harlan Thompson's modernization
of his hit of 19 years ago, 'Little

(Sept. 23-Oct. 3)

•Angel Street'
(2d
Co.)— Royal
Alexandra, Toronto (23-26); Hanna
Cleveland (28-3).
'Arsenio and Old Lace' (Isl Co.)-.
Curran, San Francisco (23-26); Bilt.
more, Los Angeles (28-3).
'Beat the Band' (tryout)— Shub°rt,
Boston (23-3).
'Best Foot Forward'
Erlanger
Chicago (23-26); Studebaker. Chil
cago (28-3).

—

'BUokonts of 194S' (vaudc)— El
Capitan, Los Angeles (23-3).

'CUndU' (1st Co.)— Geary, San
Francisco (23-26); Metropolitan; Seattle (28-3).

'Corn

Green'- Locust,

Is

Phila.

delphia (23-3).

'Count Me In' (tryout)
Boston (23-3).

— Majestic,

'Eve of SI. Mark' (tryout)— WiU
bur, Boston (24-3) (premiere).
'Franklin Street'
(tryout)- National, Washington (23-26).
'Good Night Ladles'— Blackslone,
Chicago (23-3).
'Guest In the House' McCarler,

—

Princeton, N. J. (3).

— Nixon,

'HelliapoppIn'
'Jnnlor

Pittsburgh

Chicago

(23-26);' Erlanger,

Miss'

(28-3).

Co.)— Harris,

(2d

Chicago (23-3).
'Lady In the Dark'— Forrest, Philadelphia (28-3).

with Father' (2d Co.)— BushAuditorium, Hartford (1-3).

'Life
fiell

'Magic'
(tryout)

and

—

'Hello,

Walnut,

Out There*
Philadelphia

(23-26).

being exonerated by the Mother Su'Merry Widow' (stock)— Flalbush,
perior, is instructed to close the convent and return home with the other Brooklyn (23-27); Windsor, Bronx
Sisters. She leaves with the knowl(29-3).
edge that her experience has. soitic'Moon I( Down'
Cass, Detroit
how, fortified her spiritually and
(23-26).
that, despite her failure at the convent, she stands at the threshold of
''My Sister Eileen' (2d Co.)— Davidnew and greater heights.
son, Milwaukee (23-26); American,
Miss Skinner gives to the role of St. Louis (28-3).
Sister Clodagh a penetrating insight
'My Sbter Eileen' (3d Co.)— Court
and wapm understanding, albeit the
part is far from being one of her square, Springfield, Mass. (23); Bushbest. As Dean, who carries both his ncll Auditorium, Hartford (24-2(>);
Ford's,
Baltimore (28-3).
whisky and the whMe man's burden
with equal facility, Denis Green is
Native Son' (stock)
Flalbush,
properly protean In a characteriza- Brooklyn (29-3).
tion that is far too vacillating to bear
'Papa Is Air Playhouse. Wilming-

—

—

—

stamp of conviction.
Thelma ton (3).
Schnee is a standout as Sister Ruth
Pirate'
(tryout)
Hanna. Cleveand plays her part to the hilt. Reland (23-26); English, Indianapolis
camp buddies who become more mainder of the cast is adequate.
deeply involved as they seek to ex
(28-30); Taft Auditorium,
CincinJona.
tricate
themselves from multiple
nati (1-3).
complications that came with an
'Porgy and Bess' Masonic Audiautomobile crackup. The car wasn't
theirs and the accident took place
while they were AWOL. One of the
soldiers adds spice, if not a touch
of complexity, to his predicament by
importing into his apartment the
wife of the sergeant in charge of the
camp's m.p.'s.
To Lee Dixon, cast as one of the
soldier buddies,

is

left

the task of

sparking the comedy.
Considering
the quality of the material, he does
fine job.
Dixon also dishes out
some sparkling tap routines and puts
over a lyric nicely.
As his companion in the game of marital deceit,
Peggy French is fast on the situation
uptake.
Her part in the original
'James' production was created by
Miriam Hopkins, Donald Burr, as
Dixon's pal, figures as an expert
straight and a capable purveyor of
romantic
ditties.
Ruby Mercer
makes a pleasant prima donna. A
delightful complement to the vocal
proceedings at all times is the Vass

.Snilrews: t2.*20 top.
\.>"b

upon my opening

top.

Donnld llurr
Waller Arniln
Juaeph K. Oiirdon

Blu.-I,

.<-•,

BLACK NARCISSUS

song-and-dance,
puts
into his songs to give

vitality.

Others

Scarsdale, N. Y., Sept. 16.
two acta by Harlan
Harry Ari<irr; lyrics
Based
by Thoinpaon and Gladys Shelley.

chewing, as it's all in character.
The role is an actor's holiday and
Evans takes full advantage of every
opportunity. Dorothy Peterson from
films plays the wife and makes a
good impression, although she has
Fine characterizations
little to do.
are offered by Florence Sundstrom Trio.
The little girls have grown
as a 'fancy' lady; William J. Kelly, up and not only can they harmonize,
as a judge, and Dorrit Kelton in the but they decorate a stage with lots
role of a doting mama.
of fresh pulchritude.
Out
of
the score of 13 songs, only
There also is a flock of juveniles,
three seem to have something on the
but their antics embarrass the audi
catchy side. They are 'Wonderful
ence as much as the professor. How
ard Bay's setting of a 1900 living 'Who's to Blame?' and 'How Did It
room is outstanding, and Paul du Happen to Me?' 'Gotta Have a Man
Font's costumes are authentic in Around the House' also took with
style if not graceful in appearance. the customers, but that appeared to
Near the close the play gives evi be due more to the clever Interpre
dence of careful craftsmanship, fine tation of Miss Roberts than to the
quality of the lyric. The same could
direction, and ^ood theatre. How
ever, by that time it's too late to also be applied to Miss French's deplease the paying customers, except livery of 'Rainy Afternoon.' Odcc.
those who wish to be reminded of
dramatic schools of the old days
when they were drilled in vowel
pronounciation and deportment by
Maplewood, N. J., Sept. 21.
Piania In three acts, three R<-ene8. by
an assortment of crackpoti. Klep.
Humcc OodOen. adapted from her novel
(Management announced plav's •Ulack Narcissus.' Preacnled al the Miiple
tuithdratuat Saturdav (26) for script wand theatre. Sept. 21. '42, by Cheryl
Ci'inxroid In assoclatkin with John Wildrevisions. Boston booking cancelled.) liCKt and the .Vorlh Shora Plaveis.
Pro'
duiilon hy Lee Strasherr.
?'eature« Cor
nelln Otis .Skinner.
ticlllnKS by Herber
-

Added

HEELS TOGETHER
Muali'jl cunicily In
TliiHniison: iiiualc by

most

inherent dramatic potentialities, but the play's basic thematic
weakness, its pedestrian pace and
repetitious qualities, portend it as a
dubious Broadway entry.
Rumer Godden, in adapting her
1939 best-seller to the stage, displays
keen sense "Sf^catre, but the play
needs judicious pruning and much
sharper character delineation. In its
present form the play is rambling
and its two-dimentiqnal characters,
more often than not, are tripped up
of

Esther Junge

Wnaantba Wona Singh
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Joale
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Sijler
Sialer
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Johnson
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CV-'«en

Gnabiil

Cujnella Otia Sklnnai
Dornlliy Patten
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In its transition from a novel to
the more astringent province of the

the

—

—

ON THE HOUSE
Scarsdale, N.

'Jf.,

Sept.

9.

Comedy in three acta, six scenes, by Ivor
Novello and adapted by Ituth Full. >'rraentod by Blackwell A Curtla.
I'eaiurea
Ruth Weston. Kdllh King: alaxed by DonId Riaekwell: aotling by Elwell. At Scaradale theatre, ijcundala, N. Y., Sept. 8, 'U.
Lola Lacy
Ruih Weston

Maud

(a

maid)

Archie Lacy
April Harrinmon
Charlie
Mr. Rosenblatt

Judge HanlnKton
Detei'tlve-Inapector...
First Policeman
Second I'olkeman

(28-3).

—

Show-Oft'
Lafayette,
(stock)
Detroit (23-3).
'Spring Again'
Shubert, New

—

June Brehm

Jrynne Rodney
''Ohn

torium, Rochester, N. Y. (28-30);
Erlanger, Buflfalo (1-3).
Priorities of 1942' (vaude)— Ford's,
Baltimore (23-26); Nixon, Pittsburgh

Edith

Haven
KInR

John Harvey
Hunter Jardner

Anna MInot

Emory

B.

Richardson

Rolte Sedan
Frederick Howard

Raymond Van Sickle
Edward Dlmond
John Forsylho

On the House' is a simple little
anecdote that's stretched out to the
point where it becomes an unmitigated bore.
Gags, situations and
plot are pretty sophomoric. In any
event, the script's entertainment is
extremely limited.
The action (and that's broad exaggeration) eddies around a dizzy
dame of the Mary Boland type. A
widow, with a grownup son and with
a theatre background, she finds herself in financial straits and decides
that the easiest way out of her predicament would be to convert her

(1-3).

'Street Scene'

(stock)

—Playhouse,

Providence (23-26).
'Strip
bert,

lor

Action'

(tryout)— Shu-

New Haven

(23-26).
'Sasan and God' (stock)
Bronx (23-27).
This Is the Army'
Washington (28-3).

— Windsor,
— National,

Watch on the Bhine'— Biltmorer
Los

Angeles

(23-26);

Curran,

San

Francisco (28-3).

Dick LaMarr joined A.&S. Lyons
agency in N.'V., in the legit department.

home

into a gambling casino.
As
legal cover for the operation, she
gets a city permit which obligates
her to contribute the proceeds to
charity. The permit is limited to a
single night, but that doesn't stop
her; she merely erases the date and
writes in another.
Romance of a wacky sort abounds
throughout. One of the casino's ad
diets and heavy losers is a young
girl of the horsey set.
The letter's
widower father, a Virginia judge,
comes to investigate, but discovers
that the gambling joint's operator is
a musical star that he was 6»tty
about 20 years before. The old yearning is revived but he arranges a fake
raid on the place so that she will be
cured of her devious ways and marry

him.
.
Considering the nigh hopelessness
of the material, Edith King does yeoman services in the part of the dizzy
widow and wherever possible she
makes the laughs covmt. Ruth Weston Is cast as the widow's sister addicted to s phoney invalidism and
unable to decide whether to go back
to her husband or to work.
She
flnallr settles on the husband and
he's played nicely according to the
book by Hunter Gardner,
Anna
Minot gets by as the horsey-miss;
John Harvey makes a handsome son,
and RoUe Sedan Is hard put to getting comedy out of his dialectic assignment.
Odec.

Met.

LOO CLATXON

o/o Variety, Hollywood

AND

KING
THROW A POSEY TO
Clifford Fischer for proving
vaudeville never died.
Direction:

Wm.

Morria

Wednesday! September 28, 1942

LEGiriMATE
Shows

Inside Stuff-Legit

in Rehearsal

Cooler Temp, tips B'way Legit

81

M;

Darling'—Tom Weath-

'LlUle
•rly.

An almost entirely new second act went into new Howard LlnSsayBussel Crouse comedy. 'Strip for Action,' at Iftjion theatre, Pittsburgh,
and general opinion waa that it ihould Increase
last Friday night (16)
Latest verilon eonalderably builds up
ihow's chances immeasurably.
role played by Jean Carter, burlesque atripper making her legit debut
and hailed by Smoky City critics as a genuine find. Originally ahe appeared only in opening scene and reviewers eommented that it was a
pity 'Strip' got rid of her so soon. Play was supposed to have gone direct
from Pittsburgh -tryout to Broadway, but changes, producer Oscar Serlin
additional time so he extended out-of-town time to include
lelt, required
four days In New Haven beginning tonight (Wed.). Show, however, arrived there Monday (21) and spent first two days of week rehearsing.
Only one cast change was made in Pittsburgh, Howard Smith replacing
Owen Martin,
After rehearsing in 'Strip' for five weeks, Ross Hertz veteran legit
Day before the
actor, failed to open with show in Pittsburgh last week.
new comedy preemed at Nixon, Hertz' N. Y. draft board exercised iU
priority on him and he reported Monday (21) for induction at Fort
Six. N. J.
Legit circles are gratified by the USO decision to send eight plays into
Last season there was conthe camp bircults during the new season.
siderable feeling about disregarding stage plays, moat of the units being
vaude and band shows. Result was that only two legiters played the
board, but not especially as Equity's
camps. Bert Lytell is on the
representative.
List of stage shows for the camps has not been definitely determined,
but those virtually set are 'Arsenic and Old Lace,' 'Junior Miss' (repeat)
and 'Angel Street' Proposed, too. at a board meeting last week to camptour 'You Can't Take It With You' with Fred Stone, who has been appearing in that comedy in stock. 'Janie,' a recent entrant on Broadway, was
selected, but will probably be dropped, as the oast calls for a seven-yearold girl. Figure camp touring would be too arduous for a youngster of
Shows are slated for the camps in lata October or early
that age.

'Skin
ael

'Janie', $12,500, Clicking,

Of Tout Teeth'—Mich-

Myerberg.
Syeunore'

'Llh^ Of

Humid weather

Party'—Henry

Hia

'Band' N.G.

Dufty.

The Damask Cheek'—Dwight

New

D. Wiman.
Time, Place and the Oirl'—
Georges D. Oersene.

Freedom

'Let
•

House has lined up 'Strip for Accurrent last half (23-26); 'Spring
Again' for Oct. 1-3; 'Priorities of '42,'
tion'

due Oct.

Clintlo.

'STRIP'

Oct

—^Theatre

6-7; 'Mr.

Guild.

FAIR $11,000

IN

2D Pnr WEEK

for

Action,'

Pittsburgh, Sept 22.

USO

November.
Dealers in theatrical accessories have been hesitant at filing necessary
forms in connection with materials which they will need and which are
under priorities control. That is the report of the Theatrical Contractors
Indicated
Assn., a group of supply houses necessary to legit production.
that the deaiers are somewhat apprehensive that if Government bureaus
are acquainted of stpclcs on hand, there is a chance that some of their
It has been suggested to the dealers,
goods would be requisitioned.
however, that if they explained that most of the stuiT on hand has been
virtually ear-marked for shows to be presented during the new season,
there would be little chance of interference. Priorities rules call for the
filling out of what are known as PD-IX fomu, on which inventories

So far legit production has not been retarded by priorities, but that
element may become pertihent when more shows are readied.
Several years back, when the legit theatre code was being formulated.
Brock Pemberton was panned plenty by the ticket brokers, who figured
chiefly responsible for the idea of controlling agency prices. He took
it in good grace for a time, but finally spoke up among his friends, saying
he was 'tired of taking the rap.' As a matter of record, the code was
drawn up by a committee of managers and people representing Equity.
Mostly l>ecause of his sense of humor, the ticket people changed their
Ideas about the producer and rooted for his 'Janie' to click at the Miller,
Indications being that they got their wish. In a personally worded extra
space ad last week, ha mentioned Louis Schoncelt, who operates Mackay's

him

ticket office.

After playing the lead in 'Tobacco Road' on tour for five years. John
Barton is making his first legit appearance on Broadway in the repeat
date of the drama at the Forrest He is 17 years the senior of his nephew,
James Barton, who enacted the Jeeter part in 'Road' in the same theatre
longer than any of the other players who had the same assignment.
Early this week Barton, the elder, invited a bunch of oldtimers to the
play as his guests, asking the N.V.A. to submit a list. There were SO
names given him, not a few of them famous on the stage of other years.
'Road' has another week to play at the Forrest, which will get a stock

Men on

revival of "Three

a Horse* Oct.

is slated to get 'Eve of St Mark' during the week
Oct 25, which was originally booked for the Royale.
Agreement on 'Count' stipulates that if the gross reaches the $6,000 level,
full salaries are to apply.
Management stated the gross needed was for

next week, but the house

of

an even break.

Helen Hayes presented Irving Berlin with a gold cigaret case declaring
to be 'crammed with the esteem, love and admiration of the American
Theatre Wing War Service and the hearts of the cast and members of
the profession,' as part of a luncheon salute to Berlin and 'This Is the
Army' cast at the HotSl Astor (N.Y.) last week. Tonight (Wed.) at the
Hotel Commodore, after the show, the Army officials are hosting the
Berlin cast and author at a semi-official Army function.
It

Legit theatres have been lighting their electrics early in the evening and
pulling the switch at dimout time, but some heuses have been exceeding
the limit, probably due to the rapidly shortening days. Same applies to
some commercial establishments with Broadway fronts. Violations, intenresult in police summonses and fines.
N. Y. World-Telegram carries the time of sunset and the start of the
dimout, usually one hour later, at the top of page one.

tional or otherwise,

The Damask
cast).
(complete
Cheek".
Lew Parker, Jack Gleason, Hellz-

Claiborne Foster, 'Mr. Sycamore.'

apoppin.'

Vicki

Cummings, Ricnard Worth,
Time, Place and the Girl.'
'Angel',
ZuSu Pitts, 'Her First Murder.'
Gleason,

Donald

Burr,

Houston.
John Cherry, Paul Reed, Carl Nelson, Roy Johnston, Henry Mowbray,
'Merry Widow.'
Suzanne Jackson, Templeton Fox,
Robert Breton, Richard Beach, Fred

Howard,

8G.

CHI

'Junior Miss,' which
night (Monday).

opened

last

'Maid in the Ozarks,' which came
from Hollywood, where it was reputed to have made money, was torn
to pieces by local reviewers and
doesn't

stand

ment

fiooding

is

chance.
Managetown with cut-rate

a

new Howard

Lindsay-Russel Crouse

comedy, in

second week of Its tryout engagement here at Nixon, got estimated
Ad$11,000 at $2.75 top, just fair.
vance sale indicated much more
than that, but house, which has recently

Chloago, Sept 12.
Following nearly a year's run, 'My
Sister Eileen' bowed out ol the Harris.
Business was never under $7,000
and this stage hit could have stayed
longer, but had to bow out because
Max Gordon needed house for

made

it

a policy of giving re-

funds whenever they're requ^ed.
turned back at least a couple of
grand after the mixed notices came
out
Nixon currently has new edition
of
'HeUzapoppin' and is booked
solid
for
a month after, with
Priorities,' "The Pirate,' This Is the
Army' and The Merry Widow* set
to follow.

$11,500, Picks

Up

in

2d Del Wk.

week) (1,400; $3.30). .This show
came through with $17,000 for its
second week here, proving favorite
with critics and pulSlic alike.
•Go«d Night Ladles' (Blackstone)
(23d week) (1,200; $2.75). StiU enjoying its phenomenal run, this
favorite garnered a fine $17,000.

•My SUter Eileen' (Harris) (18th
and final week) (1,000; $1.65). This
show bowed out with sock $8,000 and
should have run indefinitely if house
were not needed for 'Junior Miss,'
which opened yesterday (Monday).
'Maid in the Oiarka,' Great Northern (1,300; $2.20). Doing very badly;
maybe $2,000 for awful opening
week.

NIFTY IN

PHULY FINALE

Philadelphia, Sept. 22.

Second burst of activity in Philly's
legit season took place last night

new

(Monday) with the re-lighting of the
Locust with Emlyn Williams' "The
Corn Is Green,' Ethel Barrymore
starrer, in for three weeks as American Theatre Society's first subscription offering, and Eddie Dowling in
his double bill. G. K. Chesterton's
revived 'Magic' and William Saroyan's one-act curtain-raiser, 'Hello
Out There,' at the Walnut for a
single week.

Last week, Philly's lone show was
which, despite torrid
'Priorities,'
weather, again grossed estimated
$23,000. Show again gave four matinees in its second
at the Forrest

and

SIM

BIG IN BOSTON

11^, Slomps

XIandia,'

In S.F.; 'Arsenic' Big

21G

San Francisco, Sept.

22.

'Claudia,' sagging in its seventh
at the Geary, will close Satur'Arsenic and Old Lace,'
(26).
going great guns, will also vacate the Curran Saturday, to check
in again at the Geary Oct 12.

week

day

still

Estimates for Last Week
'Arsenic and Old Lace,* Curran
Terrific
$2.75)
(3d wk).
(1.7774;
$21,000.
'Claudia,'

(1,500; $2.75)

Louise

Laarbee,

Ellis

Baker, Bruce Reilly, 'Guest in the
House.'

Flora Robson, Margaret Douglass,
Leonard Elliott, Celeste Holm, Joan
Tetzel, Zachary Scott Ruth Vivian,
Mary Michael, Peter Fernandez

6G

'Vickie'

(8th

in Balto

tour,

showed an Improvement in its second week. Picked up an estimated

Baltimore, Sept. 22.

$11,500 in the second week, slightly
over the approximate $11,000 of the

dell's 'Vickie,'

first

Uta Hagen

week. It was followed in Monday (21) by The Moon Is Down.
Pop-priced Lafayette ($1.50) conwith
tinued to run at a strong level
Joe E. Brown in 'The Show-Off.

week saw the comedy pulling

Fifth
tickets
strong estimated $9,200. with
on sale for a month more.

Pre-Broadway
here last

from the

trial of

Frank Man

with Jose Ferrer and

In

the leads, at Ford's

week drew mixed
critics

and

In' is still hitting

U

and having been
opened Sept.
pretty thoroughly tinkered with, is
shaping up into a strong contender.
Last week it grossed estimated
$25,800.

'Rhine',

$14,500 Fair

InLA^Vaiide,14G

(Comedy-Drama), R (Retme),
(Musical), O (Operetta).
'Angel Street,' Golden (41st week)

(0-739;
$3.30).
Holdover meller
looks aimed for late autumn if not
longer; making money consistently]

estimated around $10,000.
'Arscnie and Old Lace,' Fulton
(67th week) (CD-803; $3.30). Only
a few htmdred difference from pre-

run to

stick until the picture version
released; quoted over $11,000.
'Blithe Spirt
Booth (45tti week)
(Cn}-712; $3.30). Another holdover,
with an indicated chance into cola
weather or longer; Imported comedy
claimed more than $11,000 also.
'By Jupiter.' Shubert (16th week)
(M-1.325; $4.40). <3oing strong with

is

V

standees in at some performances;
takings better than $27,000. which la
all show can do at scale.
7 KUled the Coant.' Cort (3d
week) (Cn}-1,064: $3.30). May stay

about

another week with operating nut reduced; rated around $4,000, but needs
more to break even; 'Eve of St
Mark' booked in week of Oct. S.
•Janie,' MUler (2d week) (C-B40t
$3 JO). Indicated to be season's com*

click; first full week rated nearly
$12,500, which is very good flgur*
in this house.
'Junior Miss,' Lyceum (46th week)
(CD-1,004: $3.30). Playing Mondays

again with extra

midweek matinef

notices

fairish biz at es

timated $5,900 at $2.77 top for the
1,500 seats.

Very promising advance sale

In

the till for current 'Priorities,' essay
ing 11 shows at $2.77 top.

weekly with

pace over $11,000.

With Father,' Empire (14eth
(C-1,062: $3.30). Quoted near<
$12,500, which was about samf

•Life

week)
ly

pace as previous week, not counting
extra matinee (Labor Day) then.
•Let's Face It,' Imperial (43d week)
(M-1,4S0; $4.40). Run musical aturl
in the big money end should easuy
span fall with the pace up to $20,000
and more.
•My Slater EUeen.' Beck (01st
week) (CD-1,214; $1.65). May stay
until The Pirate* comes In next

month; run comedy still maklnc
money, pop scale the factor; dipped
under $10,000 however.
.

week) (R-991;

$14,000.

'Watch on the Rhine,* at Biltmore
in Los Angeles, is not as strong as
expected, getting $13,000. after opening Monday (14). 'Arsenic and Old
Lace' returns Sept 28 for two weeks,
and is followed by 'Claudia' for three
weeks.

$4.40).

Another musi-

cal that is cleanhig up, with grosses
and more; good cbanc*
$24,000
through new tieason.
•SUrs On lee,' Center (10th week)
Was under-esti(M-3,000: $1.65).

mated Labor Day week, when gross
was $40,000 in 11 performances; virHarry Abbott quick-switched title, tually selling out every show; arotmd
and some of cast of his entry, $34,000 in nine times last week.
it anew as 'Laffin' Thru' at the
The Morning Star,' Morosco (DPredecessor, 'Swing 939; $3.30).
Music Box.
After mixed notices
Shift Revels,' hit anemic $1,500 on business was somewhat better than
prices
trying

second week.

Lonts' Tirate' Gets

B.0„ N.G. Press

OK

m Milw.

Milwaukee, Sept 22.
Opening of the legit season at the

expected; takings quoted at $10,400,
with heavy Saturdiay helping.
'Uncle Harry,* Hudson (17th week)
(D-1,042; $3.30). Should go along to
profit in new spot; talking of putung
on another play on off-matinee
afternoons for charity purposes;
$10,000 estimated.
•Vickie,' Plymouth (C-1.075; $3J0).
Presented by Frank Mandel; written by Sid M. Herzig; drew favorable attention in out-of-town tryouts;

opened Tuesday

(22).

Added

•This b the Army,' Broadway (Rwas concerned, with an extra Friday 1,942; $4.40). Final and 12th week
matinee added after the originally for soldier show, which has been
scheduled four performances were packing 'em in since the start and
$48,000;
indefinitely;
could
play
Satending
sold out. The half week
urday night (19), grossed an esti- house may get 'Priorities' from 46th
Street.
mated $13,500, at $3.30 top.
'Clandia,' St. James (return en.
Critics failed to enthuse. Richard
(C-1,520:
(17th week)
S. Davis, dean of local reviewers, gagement)
commented in the Milwaukee Jour- $1.65). Making a small profit, but
nal that the play was 'gay but intention is fb stick; proceeds for
anemic— a delight to the eye. but a two weeics to go to Russian relief;
pain in the intellect a feeble and $6,500.
Vande-BcTaea
futile thing' in which 'the theatre's
(1st
•Show Time,' Broadhurst
Apollo and Minerva are playing with
week) (1,142: $2.75). Drew corking
paper dolls.'
notices at midweek debut and should
repeat the success on ihe Coast and
Chicago; with five matinees, can
Chesterton

—

Duo

N.G. $8,000 in Wash.

'

week and management expects

vious

'Sons •* Fan,' Winter Garden (42<I
Los. Angeles. Sept 22.
week) (CD-1,519; $4.40). Rush ot
At current pace Ken Murray's business to long-staying revue ona
'Blackouts of 1042' at El Capitan, of recent surprises; jumped ta
Hollywood, will hold until first of $35,000 and more.
the year. This week attracted esti•SUr and Garter,' I^uslc Box (ISth

Saroyan,

Geary

Suffered a slump to $11,500.

Detroit, Sept. 22.

show

Boston, Sept. 22.
a good
been playing "to
It's
standees' some performances since it

'Count Me
pace here.

week Pabst theatre with Alfred Luint and
Lynn Fontanne in S. N. Behrman's
new costume comedy, "The Pirate."
was auspicious as far as boxofTice

final

Elizabeth

'Angel Street' the road
prepped here for a western

D

CD

M

edy

'COUNT ME,' $25,000,

mated

'PRIORITIES,' $23,000,

wk).

week luddeop

last

turned autumn-cool over SundaT
night and that should help N. Y.
legit b.o.s. 'Janie' looks like the best
of the new plays so far; The Mom«
ing Star' seems to have a chanca.
Of the new vaude-revues. "ShoW
Time' (Gleorge Jessel) distinctly
rated the best, but new 'Prioritief
should get the money, too.
Estimates for Last Week
Keys: C. (.Comedy),
iDrama),

ly

out; getting nice profit

Estimates for Last Week
'Best Foot Forward,' Erlanger (2d

may

Engagements

West

mEEN*

17G.

8.

Salary cut for 'I KUled the Count' Cort, N. Y., was finally agreed upon
early last week and became effective on the payoff Saturday (19). Instead
of the originally 50% slice, it was set for 25%. English meller, the first
drama of the new season, was also the first show this season to reduce
operating expenses because of boxofflce weakness. Show expected to play

Everett

FOOT

•BEST

'Strip

tickets.

are to be made.

Helen

Sycamore' preem,

9-10,

(road)

All

22.

top.

Oscar Serlin.
'Lady In the Dark' (road)^
6am H. Harris tstat*.
'Spring Again'—Outhria Mc-

b

in NJI.

'Beat the Band' break-in last week
below expectations following soDrew an approximate
so notices.
$9,000 in four performances at $3.30

Women and long'—
I. R- fterk.
WHta Father' (road)—

•Papa

9G

Haven, Sept

fell

— Youth

Sing'

Theatre.
'Wine,
Bhuberts,
•Lite

Vauders Okay

— Theatre

•Mr.
Guild.

beat $24,000.
•Priorities

ot

1943.'

46th

St

(Ist

week) (1.347; $2.75). Press not so
Washington. Sept. 22.
favorable, but business first fiv«
Eddie Dowling's adventure in deep days indicates possibilities; estimates
dish and culture failed to catch on are for $19,000 gross.
raiser.
curtain
Saroyan's
Bcvlvals
here.
'Hello Out There.' followed by G. K.
•Tobacco Boad,' Forrest (2d week)
Chesterton's short 'Magic.' drew es- (D-1,195; $1.10). Another week and
timated $8,000. Poor business was then to the road; bie at weekends,
not helped by lukewarm reviews.
with gross last week rated over
Max Gordon's 'Franklin Street,' at $5,000: fair for top: revived Three
$2 top. is currently trying to catch Men on a Horse' due here soon.
•Porpy and Bess.' Majestic (Msome of the (Jovernment workers
who won't go for the $2.50 scale. 1.774: $2.75). Final and 36th week,
Without any outstanding name, pub- which is record for revival on
around
again
Broadway;
pace
licist John Peter Toohey put the emcould have
It
indicates
phasis on George S. Kaufman's di- $20,000
"layed Into the winter.
rection.

,

——

Wedhesdiiy, September 23, 1942
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Ward Morehouse's
Commenting
Ri.ssell

on

Stories

Major

Editors Get Gray Early

Why

General

Haitle's denial of an

t".

managing editor of the Fort Wayne
died SBpt 6
(Ind.) Journal-Gazette,

m-

war corrcspondenl.

the lallcr

who

Ottawa. Sept.

in America, expressed siirbecause bolh the pres., olfuer and the cen.^ori had (>ka>ed
interview. General llarile. ci nin^andcr of U. S. troops in Northern
Ireland, over the weekend told INS
recognized nor
he 'neither
that
recollected' statements attributed to
him that an early second front_ in

.

ll-.i

Europe would mean 'martyrdom' of
General Harlle
two army corps.
Morehouse had paid him "a
said
purely courtesy call.' and that the
informal conversations which ensued
press interview.'
Morehouse stales that he chatled
with the general for nearly 45 minutes, in company of Major Timothy
Mclnerny, former chief editorial
writer on the Boston Post, who is

waa

.

autographed

set

a

bound 'em
and planed them
leys,

man on

in

of advance gala special jacket,

to the

Government

the Coast.

Londonderry and London
over his mailed stuff very

in

carefully.

some SO.OOO
Morehouse wrote
words on his junket, and the Sun
stuff

until

Oct

1.

He

in

Monday

he

mailed

everything, and only three of the 33
pieces he wrote were touched by
the censors, who meticulouslyevery story and, in fact, initial
every page of mss.
However, that 'second front' story
gave managing editor Keats Speed
a hunch that there might be a comeback, despite all the official in
itialings, and he kept the original
copy, just for protection.
Morehouse's private opinion, in
cidentally, is that the all-out offensive will come in the spring.
The Sun man, who has covered

OK

on

l21)

that

would rather see the Germans in
England than the 'aristocratic, horseriding snobs' who he contended are
running Britain, was banned later
the same day from making speeches

follows:
'He's afraid the Communists will
rule the world. So he does nothing

except send thousands of Canadiaiis
He
to be slaughtered at Dieppe.
didn't send any English, as far as I
know.'

Radio Weekly's

promote the
Initial

Inter-American Affairs, while unable to guarantee anything, have
been on a clock-round shift in an
effort to secure the desired paper,
pro-democratic
particularly
for
of

sheets.

gnored.

tors that lack of priorities for their
print as well as shipping losses have
responsible
dv^iindling
been
for
sleeks. While Nazi sheets have been

That station is owned and operated
by Post-Gazette, morning daily that
fired Martin as its radio editor and
columnist a couple of years ago.

from most countries
Argentina and Chile being notable
eliminated

—

exceptions anti-Axis dailies point
out that the only way to keep good
neighbors good is by giving them
thf facts and other material to prove
the inevitable victory of the United
Nations and need for hemispheric

Pitt

Wage

Known that a rationing system has
been worked out in Washington to
assign shipments on the basis not
only of need but of who deserves
whether

it's

P-G

Settles Guild

dispute

between

troit,

conflict of opinion as ti
better to win editors

end influence people by aiding those
sheets which generally haven't been
such good neighbors, or stick to the
policy of only helping those who
help us.
Cecil Brown's Book OKd
Cecil Brown's book, 'From Suez
to Singapore,' has been finally set
for Oct. 22 publication by Random
House, after some Army and Navy
elisions on such statistical data as
the number of planes at this or
that American base or scene of ac
lion
during the CBS war cor

recent years include 'Vogue, House
and Garden and the 'Vogue Pattern

There is already a backlog of some
250-300 Argentine picts which should
be available fpr Spanish showing
under the deal, and possibly 75-100

year.

Amsier Splro's 'Graphic'
First issue of Graphic, 10c fort
newsmagazine'
'picture
(which is the subtitle), has made its
It's edited by Amster
appearance.
Spiro, for many years city editor of
the N. Y. Journal, with the following

nightly

CHATTEB
Lieut. Ralph IngersoU, now.
editor was upped from a Sgt

It's

Allen A.
Sieve.
publisher.
Initial issue is arresting, particularly the review of the I. G. Farben

Myriam

Bronte,

Goldhaber

is

Haley, former Atlanta
Constitution correspondent, named
assistant manager, Georgia Press Association.

here in the officially blacklisted
doubling into that chore at his paTeatro San Martin and other blackrents' N. Y. Post.
listed houses.

Robert L. McMichael,

Jr.,

execu-

tive of Turner E. Smith ^blishing
Co., Atlanta, named to
committee post in Washington.

WP6

U. S. patent medicines, via some of
the best known home products.

Albert Marvin Stroud, business
manager, Kinston (N. G.) Dally
Free Press, commissioned naval reserve ensign and assigned to Boston

Jack Singer Missing In Solomons
Jack Singer, 27, Mark Hellinger's

F. Hugh Herbert sold nine short
stories, built on a IS-year-old femme

(German dye

Bow
manage-

Sun-Telegraph, announced it would
go from three to four cents daily.

War Humor'

trust)

and

its

hold on

duty.

protegee and one of the more fa-

character

around
newspapermen
Gotham, is missing in action in the
Solomon Islands while with a 'task

Housekeeping mag to be published

miliar

a'!

named

Oorliss,

to

dood

a series.

information. He was INS correspondent in
the Far East

Clark Howell, editor and publisher
Atlanta Constitution, and Associated
Press director, called to army duty
as lieutenant colonel.
Howell is a

He was
who liked

reserve officer.
Charles I. Reynolds, former

force,'

according to

official

sent east by Hellinger,
Singer's style (as a sports

on the Los Angeles Examand called him to Hearst exec

writer)
iner,

Joe Connolly's attention.

Wiggins Heads

C. Press
A. L. M. Wiggins, publisher, Harts
vijle Messenger, named president of
South Carolina Press Asociation,
succeeding Sam L. Latimer, Jr., ed
S.

is

Bed Lewis' Next Novel
Sinclair Lewis' first novel away
from Harcourt, Brace and Doubleday, Doran, for Random House, will
be delivered on Xmas Day.
It'll be titled after the principal
character, a la 'Elmer Gantry,' but
with a modern civic-leadcr-local-

community theme.

LITEBATI OBITS
George Harding Brodle, 33, copublisher of the Oregon City (Ore.)
Enterprise was fatally injured Wed-

s

Balabans
Continued from page 1

si

week to look up the
records at City Hall. Rabbi LIssman
was thus found, this time without
'Variety's' assistance.
At the ceremony Saturday (19), the rabbi recalled the A. J. Balabans' wedding,
its simplicity and without the host of
guests who attended the fete at the
Hotel Dorset, N. Y,
The wedding of the Balabans'
daughter was also in the nature of
a reunion for the geographically
scattered Balaban family, brothers
agency

last

when his automobile
highway guard post at
Brodle was son of late
former U S. minister to Finland and Slam. Survived Barney, John and Harry being pres
by wife, mother and sister.
ent at the ceremony and subsequent
ClUTord K. Llpkey, 61, former dinner and reception.

nesday
struck

(16)

a

Oswego.

Edward

E. Brodle,

'Not Propaganda'
Spaniard^ argue that these aren't
propaganda, and It Is maintained
that if Argentine producers find refusing such- films will cut their
grosses In Spain they're likely to
agree with Madrid, despite frowns
from United Nations capitals.
There's little made in Spain today that doesn't have the Indirect
okay of Dr. Goebbels and the Wilhelmstrasse.
There is still considerable Argentine coin frozen in
Spain, largest holder being Sono
Film for 300,000 pesetas Spanish, and
Lumiton
with 200,000.
Spanish-

mades have never been good
ers

edl'

tor
Washington
(Qa.)
News-Aeporter, named editor of The Civitan,
organ of Civitan International, pub
lished in Birmingham.
A. L. Wiggins, publisher of the
Hartsville Messenger, la 'the new
president of the South Carolina
Press Association, succeeding S. L.

Latimer, Jr., of Columbia.
H. Allen Smith finally came up
itor, Columbia State.
Chapman, Greenville with a title for his sequel to 'Ia>w
Judson
(S. C.) News-Piedmont named vice
Man on a Totem Pole.' New tome
president. J. M. Blalock, v.p. of The will be titled 'Ufe In
Putty
named state press salvage Knife Factory.' Doubleday Doran
State,
chairman.
will publish.

OK

re-

Spanish association will be in
charge of the distribution and exploitation of Argentine material, adArgentine
pesoi
vancing
15,000
(about $3,500) for each plct and
copies. Same will be done here with
a similar advance In cash for each
Spanish-made.
Most important feature of the pact
is
a preventive clause which will
supposedly give the Argentines a
chance to refuse to accept aiiy
Madrid-made propaganda film. Question remains, however, who's going
to judge what's propaganda?
It is
noteworthy that the only new Spanish films to come here during past
year have been strongly anti-demo-

cratic picts like 'Raza' and 'Sin
Novedad en el Alcazar,' both of
Copy-boy shortage so acute, the which lauded the Falangist movement and both of which were shown
George Backers' 17-year-old boy is

John Hampton, Patricia

associates:

be

can

leased here.

had been living in London and Paris,
His last work was a biography of the
late Edward Tuck, published last

PM

which

Spanlsh-mades

Dr. Philip Gootenberg, 63, sportswriter and columnist for the Paterson Evening News, N. J., died Sept
20 in Paterson.
Heckles Wlllson, 73, Canadian au'
thor and journalist, died Sept. 18 In
unoocupied
Beaulieu-sur-Mer,
France. For the past 20 years he

Columbus, Toledo and Cleve

was
one phase

Spain.

Book.

Burk-

treaty
is

Argentine producers will not have
to invest profits in studios and production in Spain, as has been the
case with foreign Alms shown In
that country previously.
Argentine producers will set up an
office in Madrid to select the Spanish-mades for this country. Not deB>
nitely set but it's expected that the
Argentine producers will also have
rights to handle Spanish product
elsewhere in Latin-America, using
Buenos Aires as port of entry.
Madrid office is expected to be
headed by Humberto Goggi, who already represents Lumiton and several other Argentine producers in

Frances

editing a 'Pocket
Book of War Humor' for a competi
respondent's Far East adventures five firm because he agrees that the
The amount of inside stuff contained 25c 'pocket book edition' is the best
prompted the publishers and the medium for such a work. Cerf is
author to check on themselves with head of Random House. Some 250,official 0)vernn)ental agencies,
000 copies will be published pronto
as to stay clear of possible aid to for soldiers, sailors. Red Cross, etc.,
and it will be one of the most com
the enemy.
plete anthologies of war comedy.
A sidelight on the book was
telephone call from San Francisco It will comprise not only gags, but
from H. I
from a U. S. official, en route to the Cerf has gotten an
Orient by clipper, that he'd 'pay any Phillips for excerpts from 'Private
price to read the advance galleys,' Purkey' and 'Private Hargrave,' plus
because that's the only book he'd cartoons, and also some 'Dere Mable
want to take with him on the trip. chapters.
Cerf was pleasantly surprised
Publisher Bennett Cerf, prez of RH;
author Brown and the other officials when Anally learning of the whereauthor,
Edward
the
of
of the company decided that any- abouts
bcdy bothering to phone from Frisco Streeter. He discovered him to be
ior a book merited special con- a v.p. of the Fifth Avenue Bank in
more unusual, was
but,
Y.,
5l<'eration, and "besides no charge, all
N.
>

publishers of the Journal-Gazette.

tenant.

Post-Gazette; along with the two
other Pittsburgh papers. Press and

'Pocket Book of

died

Harry Alexander MeKenile, 70,
former editor and publisher of the
Waverly- (O.) News, died Sept. 16
In Columbus, C, of a heart ailment.
Conde Nast, 68, founder and presl
dent of Conde Nast Publications, Inc.,
died Sept. 19 In New York. Publications of the Nast organization in

Indianapolis

Ralph

Rookblll, 86, retired
Sept. 17 in Fort

C.

Wayne, Ind., where he had served as
manager of the Journal Co., now

Scripps-Howard Newspapers, last of
which was a comprehensive study of
He served In
the rubber situation.
the last war as an infantry lieu

of Pittsburgh Post-Gazette and
that morning daily's American Newspaper Guild unit was settled by arbitration last week, with board ruling
in favor of employees.
Under terms
of decision, hired hands receiving up
t3 $40 per week will get a 15% raise;
salaries bracketed between $40 and
$7.-) will be upped 10%. and over that,
the hike is 5%. It's also retroactive
as of July 1.
Negotiations started nearly six
months ago and understood that at
the time Guild was willing to settle
foi an over-all increase of 5% but
publishers turned down that offer.
Finding of arbitrators was handed
down just two or three days after

Bennett Cerf

Howell
publisher,

section of the
stressed here and

in which Spanish government is particularly interested. Under this section of pact, three Argentine pictures must be received in Spain for
every Spanish film released here.

prise.

In recent months he wrote
land,
specialized series of articles for the

ment

solidarity.

Some

was

WWSW,

Explained by Latin American edi-

what.

edition,

at

distributed largely for nothing, principally through hotels which
placed the Radio Weekly in the mail
boxes of guests. Contents consisted
of a few general paragraphs; autographs of a flock of charter subscribers, majority of them network
names; photostat of Rudy Vallee's
check for his subscription; a 'good
luck' note from Kay Kyser, and logs
of all Pittsburgh stations with one
which Martin
exception,

5c,

53, newspaper owner,
died Sept IB In Saranac Lake, N. Y.
publisher of the Motor
Bus of N. Y. and from 1928 to 1940
was part owner of the North Shore
In
Long Island Daily Journal.
Massachusetts he owned the Hudson
Dcily Sun and the Marlboro Enter'

holder, who left to serve with the
Office of Censorship.
Leckrone's 25-year press' career
began in Mansfield, O., followed by
service with papers in Buffalo, De-

sheet.sell

succeeding

Times,

1st

tagged to

The

Alabama Associated

Fix Stressed

Film

much

He was once

Leckrone Edits Indpls. Times
Walter Leckrone, veteran ScrippsHoward writer and editor who has
been with The Cleveland Press the
last several years, has taken over
of

the

ham, Ala.
Dean Palmer,

of Asia.

long-delayed local Radio 'Weekly
Anally made its appearance in Pittsburgh over the last weekend. Editor is still under indictment in connection with a charge of obtaining
$2,000 under false pretense from a
New Kensington, Pa., couple to help

Good Neighbor Editors
Editors of dailies in practically
every Latin American republic have
been besieging U. S. embassies in
tho last few months begging for
newsprint supplies lest they be
forced to discontinue.
U. S. State
Dept. and Office of the Coordinator

Press
Members, died Sept. 19 in Birming-

material in continuity picture
form, in full color. The intention is
to educate, but it's hoped the drawings will be primarily amusing and
The mag is believed
entertaining.
to be the first of its kind.
Editorial staff isn't set. nor Is the
exact price, though it will be a popof
Directors
publication.
price
besides
West,
People East and
Walsh, publisher and Mrs. Pearl Buck
include Albert H. Walsh, brother
of publisher and business manager

Issue
First issue of Darrell V. Martin's

naturally anxious about maintaining
hLi integrity batting average for
reasons of futuri war coverage.

William Swearlngen Mvdd, 58,
newspaper publisher, once president

Buck Launching Mag

editorship

350,000

tons of tobacco, 10,000 tons of cottoa

sentatives Co., N. Y., died Sept 18
at his home in Montclair, N. J.

flction

U

countries, interviewed 30 generals.
30 colonels and filed 110 stories from
other theatres of the conflict, from
the Carribean to the British Isles, is

m

by People East and West, Inc. (Pearl
S. Buck, novelist, and Richard J.
Walsh (her husband). The publication will carry fictional and non-

'

Spain 1,000,000 tons of wheat,

and nobody knows Jiow much corn.
Englewood, N. J.
Spain will send Argentina oil, maWilliam J. Morton, 87, organizer chinery, tools, chemicals, mercury,
ar.d president of the William J. Mor- wines and munitions.
How much?
RepreAdvertising
ton Newspaper
Nobody seemingly knows.

People, a new mag intended to
'acquaint people in different parts
of the world with each other," will
be published in the next few weeks

He was in Toronto to
in Canada.
speak last night (Tuesday) at the
in the Town Forum
first meeting
series when the order was issued In
Ottawa by Justice Minister Louis S.
St. Laurent.
Dreiser is quoted as saying in Toronto that if Russia were defeated,
he hoped the Germans would invade England. He claimed that England has done nothing in this war
so far except borrow money, planes
and men from the U. S. Also was
quoted as saying that Prime Minister Winston Churchill had no intention of opening a second front.
In this respect he wps quoted as

ernment must pay 3^4% interest.
Under deal Argentina will sell

HI in

the
10 years who has given me
courtesy and asked permission: all
others just helped themselves.'
Pearl

extend

of the

hearty acquicsence, with
the statement, 'You're the first one

Streeter's

Continued from page 3

treaty calls for Argentina to
160,000,000-peso
credit
to
Spain, of which 85,000,000 has already been advanced. Franco gov-

eral

W. Bodgers Winter, 59, publisher
Englewood News, died Sept.

i

of

Canada Bans Dreiser
Theodore Dreiser, who staled
Toronto

—

ha.-,

>

po.sted to a local
bells here.

While he
press relations oflticer.
didn't use a notebook and pencil
33 he frequently doesn't, and as do
many other newspapermen, who
realize how frightening and inhibiting a newspaperman's pencil can be
he compared notes explicitly with
Major Mclnerny and both the cen-

went

,

Propaganda!
tAxis
—

States.

Hcalion of carillonneur.
,„j
^
Force Ce"t.^l band and
Donnell. however, will arrange for the A.r
Peace Tower
airport, will continue his work on the

"not a

sors

22.

one
Robert Donnoll. Dominion carillonneur and
™f"
•*';f .*f'^ Ro>al
the
joined
anywhere who can handle the clavier of a carillion
RCAF has nojrlassiCanadian Air Force with "drummer" status since

pii.-e.

Ind.

Carl She. an BAndebury, 67, reAssociated Press executive,
tired
Origidied Sept. 15 in New York.
nally a newspaperman In Washingthe AP in
ton. Brandebury joined
1!>07 and at his retirement ip 1030
was news editor for the Eastern

is

now back

home near Uniondale,

at his

view anent a '.•iccond from' wiih
Ward Morehouse. N. V. Sim's iiu'c-ial
tc:

here

or

elsewhere

America while Argentine
done excellently overseas.

The

grossin Latinpicts have

local product should

now

better

since

do even

Spain's 23,000,000

populash has been getting a pretty
diet of only German and

steady

Italian

picts.

Bonds Gimmick

S

Continued from page

now he has

in

file

1

i^^J

more than

stamp books belonging

300

to customers.

What's more, when a customer gets
enough for a bond his name is written on the mirror behind the bar.
For every bond a red star goes after
the name.
The top customer now
has one red and three silver stars
behind his name 31 War Bonds,
Odd thing about the short-changing gag is that the Treasiu-y Dept is
smiling indulgently on the boys who
have been having a tough time here.
Beth State and Army officials have
cracked down on the city's spots for
permitting gossip,' too much drinking, cheating on hours, with warnings they would shutter them if they
proved drawbacks to morale in this
war production center. However,
the rate with which the spots now
are bringing in the money for war
bond purchases has helped re-establish them in the good graces of the

—

officials.

CHATTER

W«dne9d»y» September 23. 1942
leave in Manhattan from his Army
duties in Washington. He was commissioned major several months ago.

Broadway

Ninth annual "Night of Stars' for
March in from the Coast.
relief and Palestine resettleR.*Lbo Michel beat a strep throat. refugee
and back in ment is slated for Madison Sq. GarK'n Healy recovered
den, Nov. 24, again headed by
Marvin H. Schenck's production
ill at home, imWeUbaum,
'"c^rge
Fredric

aegis.

B^'^kalmenson and Roy Haines

WiU Weber,

Anthony Phillips office, is booking the Greenwich
Village Casino. In addition to Benny

'•&*Wa"}lWth.

of the

Warners' sales
flu.
Fields the only acts set, so far, are a
deSwtoent, battling intestinal
tel^honist, line of Noel Sherman' girls and
Sua Morgan, 'Variety's'
bruUed by taxi, but back on Lenny Kent.
badly

exploitation
^"jiinmy Gillespie on
Orleans and Atlanta for
tri to New

& S. Lyons office is repping
playbroker, on the
cure Leonard,
'Carles Burke to Chicago to hanpress relations for Civic Opera
dle

'''cMree M. Cohan, Jr., in Army,
Governor's
traMferred to > Fort Jay,

HKO

field exploita
'^T^rry Turner,
the Coast for studio
tlon chief, oft for

"^Loretiz Hart in Doctors hosp rein
cuping from a fever contracted

Mexico.

Major Lynn Farnol. victim of the
marker' hoax, reinstated to ac-

'air

reported angeling
**^len"'^Ilarden
Paul Small's new vaudery for San
Francisco.
Edith Van Cleve (MCA) casting
for Sol Lesser
Canteen"
•Stage Door
film productions.

Ward Morehouse. N. Y. Sun writer
and columnist, back from England
10

poxmds lighter.

Louis B. Mayer. Howard Strlckling
and Victor Saville left Thursday
for the Coast.
Installing
Harris
Milt

(17)

posts

at

hitching

drive-in tlieatre which he
,„
.
,
,„
fugits note; Ward (Sun)

manages in Miami.

Tempus

Morehouse's daughter married Air
Cadet John Eric Forker.
Arthur Willi, HKO Ulent scout,
beads for the Coast and his usual fall
studio confab next week.
Mrs. Esther (Steve) Pallos now
•tory editor for Korda Films. Pallos
rep.
Is Alex Korda's eastern
Newspapermen and radio people
visited Signal Corps Photographic
Center, Astoria, by Invitation.
Sports writer Sid Mercer entered
Road hospital, Cleveland,
{luron
or stomach operation las*, week.
George Gruskin, Coast radio man
William Morris, back west:
Johnny Hydff east for a fortnight.
Theatrical attorney and producer
Harry H. Oshrin's daughter, Evelyn,
engaged to Irving Glazer, non-pro
Nancy Kelly has the lead femme

for

role in touring 'Guest in the House.'

Mary Anderson originated the part
Arthur Levy engaged to wed
Helen Marsh, widow of Leo Marsh,
who was on the Morning Telegraph
John Hodiak, Chicago legit-radio
actor, was signed by Metro last week
for a picture and left Immediately
for the Coast.

Ada May
(Weeks),
musicomedy star, now songwriting
and placed several new tunes for
Shubert musicals.
Showgirl Bunny Waters— highest
priced line beaut in the biz, $125 a
week slated for a new Vinton
Freedley musical.
Publicist James B. Zabin, now on
WAC chores in the pix Bond drive,
made 'Information Please' with a $10
erstwhile

—

question last Friday.

Philadel
phia last week to attend the gradu
ation of his son. Paul, frohi U. of
Penn School of Architecture.
Ruth Joseph, 'Star and Garter'
showgirl, was engaged to Jackie
Singer.
INS war correspondent,
killed in action in the Solomons.
Dick Himber bought up a flock of
in

Newsweeks

this week to trailerize
himself, because of a piece therein

plugging the Essex House maestro.
Al Jolson's pals are still gaggin
about the red, beribboned Scotc
tarn o'shanter he sported when get
ting oft the Pan-Am clipper from
Britain.
E. K. 'Ted' O'Shea. back from Dal
las and New Orlean.s on Metro prod
uct dealsr stopped off at Helena, Ark.,
to visit his son, who's in the air
corps there.
(Mr.«.

Marvi

Notkins), herself a quondam play
producer, made
story chief Jake
Wilk a grandpop for the nrst time.
Us a boy.

WB

Al Jolson. back from Britain, could
go to Hawaii and Australia to en
tertain the troops but for his radit
commercial which is now tying him
up In the U. S.
'Star
Spangled'
cocktail
party

American Theatre Wing
to be held Oct. 25
sonnel division, in
over 550 members.

benefit,

i

by its office per
which there ar

Eugene Lyons, American Mercury

U who ghosted Major Alexander de

s>eversky's 'Victory Thru Air Power,'
on the Coast to work with Walt
ley on the fllmlzation thereof.

D

-.'Edward Duryea DowUng and John
gnubert
getting
lieutenancies
a
specialists in the Army Corps. It',
admitted there's an increasing need
lor these as

more shows go

Arthur Brown,

bana,

may

shift to

host

at

out.

Copaca

Gene Cavalfaro's

Monte Carlo when m.c. co-partners

"5
and «
Pefe

has

the loss

medico

to

avoid

purchased

bed by

recurrence

his
of

pleurisy.

Jerry Blatti.er, studio manager for
British National, married to nonprofessional.

<headlne for the Navy)
Ferry, who is lA, depart.
-,^en Clark, formerly head of Hays
OBfce public relations in N. Y, on

editor, is now managing editor
of the Rockefeller Center magazine.

news

Kid

Andres

Salas

on biz

trip.

Odeon

London's Diane Ward,
be Pittsburgh's Bebe

around auditioning. She's also
a singer.
Tony Conforti, Jr.. son of the cafe
man; transferred from
to Miami Beach.

Camp Meade,

Md..

He's in the

Air Corps.

Mervin Framer, radio man Walt
brother, switching from

Fiamer's

WB

publicity to asst. mgr. of Squirrel
Hill theatre.
iviera reopening unofficially for
two weeks and at end of that time
ro. dhouse will install a local troupe

'The Drunkard.'
Harris gang farewelled Bill Zeilor,
circuit
manager, who goes into
Army next week as Volunteer
Officer Candidate.
Harold Daniels, former little thealii actor here and brother-in-law of
in

Mannie Greenwald. Barry manager,
:ned to directorial contract by
M-G.
CPO Gray Carpenter, son of Brad

si

do k

exhib.

here

on

seven-day

fu lough.
He's attached to public
relations office at the Jacksonville,
1 '., naval base.
Jackie Heller took a four-day eng. rement at Miami's Olympia theatre and also spent some time with
his brother, Pvt. Lew Heller, who's
stationed at Eglin Field, FLa..

Bud Abbott and

53

his wife adopted

baby boy.

Ava Gardner

filed suit for

divorc*

Mickey Rooney.

against

Em Westmore became chief

of

Re-

makeup department.

public's

George B. Seltz back
desk after 10 weeks of

Metro

at his
illness.

Virginia Hall, screen actress, suing
Charles K. Mathay for divorce.
Joan Fontaine earned her diploma
Volunteer
Cross

Red

a
Aid.

Joe

Nurses'

Brown appointed a member
Angeles Playground Commis-

E.

of Los
sion.

Fay Bainter to Washington for the
War Against Mrs.
Hadley."
Rita Hayworth, hospitalized with a
breakdown, ordered to quit work for
30 days.
Bette Davis back in town ndcr
two weeks of bond selling in the
oremiere of 'The

midwest.
Sara Allgood .sprained an ankle on
the set of 'City Without Men' at Columbia ranch.
Grace Cunard, former serial star,
returned to Universal for a bit role
in

'Pittsburgh.'

Jean Bosquet leaving 20th-Fox to
join Cliff Lewis' publicity staff at
Vultee aircraft.
Ginger Rogers vacationing on her
Oregon farm before shoving off on
a

War Bond

tour.

Joel McCrea,

who

actually raises

cattle, is taking time off from his
Vince Johnson, Post-Gazette radio Aim chores for calf-branding.
Eddie Norris, once Ann Sheridan's
ed,
new correspondent here for
divorce
flleil
suit
for
Lucepapers. Succeeds Bob Hagy, Jr., husband,
who has gone with Time. Life and against June Satterly, film player.
Carole Landis became a director of
Fortune in the Chicago office.
Screen Actors Guild to take the
'J camera crew due in next week
place
of
Tim
Army.
Holt
now
in
the
from Hollywood to shoot background
Angle Ross is new chief of Restuff for 'Pittsburgh.' Lou Davidson
from home office, was in several public's trailer department, sucdays ago making the arrangementa, ceeding Jim Hathaway, who went
Jeanne Owens (Mrs. Harry FieldsK over to Walt Disney's.
Zita Lucachevitch, Hungarian actlocal gal formerly of dance team of
Liberto and Owens, in chorus of ress, filed a .separate maintenance
Tfunt Me In.' She retired three suit against Joseph Lucachevitch,
years ago to marry. Ex-partner's in French film producer.
with
Ray McCarey
laid
up
"By Jupiter.'
stomach trouble, with Otto Brower

pinch-hitting for

Mexico City

him as director of

Dixie Dugan' at 20th-Fox.

Bernle Kamins checked out of
Paramount to handle publicity for
Harry Sherman Productions, now reGonzalo Curiel. composer, home leasing through United Artists.
Hal Hall joined the staff of Arch
after u South American tour.

By Donglas

,

L.

Grahame

Tito Guizar to debut soon in the
Follies Bergeres, local revue house,
Hipolito Lazaro, Spanish tenor,
debuted (13) at the Teatro Arbeu in
operatic selections.
He flew here

I

Reeve, secretary of film Industry's
to
Committee,
Relations
Public
cover activities of Hollywood Victory Committee.

from Havana
Pie colony threw a birthday party
for Agustin J. Fink, prez of Films
Mundiales, S. A., winner of the 1941
Oscar for Mexico's best film.
New pic producer is Carlos Orel
lana,
ger.

and gets West
End pre-release at Odeon, Leicester
tire

sister of
to

who used
Fi>lvo,

'

film exec, here

Daughter Ruth Wilk

Clore

Charles

50,000 acres in Scotland.
Tommy Bostock put to

itilly
Bleach is area organizer
with ENSA, covering Hampshire and
Dorset districts.
Antoinette Perry is serving on the
Charles Munyard has quit the
board for the United Seamen's Serv- J- ck Hylton office to join ENSA as
ice Committee, along with Admiral entertainment organizer.
Land, head of the Merchant Marine,
International Ballet attracting enand Joe Curran, prexy of the Na- thusiastic audiences for ita five-week
tional Maritime Union.
season at His Majesty's theatre.
Dailies made good copy of U. S.
Leslie Bloom re-elected president
mails denying postal privileges to of the Gallery First Nighters Club
the Police (gazette for obscenity. for the 19th year in succession.
Heretofore the standard gag was,
Robert Donat, working on picture
Did you read this week's Police for Metro at Gainsborough Film
Gazette?' 'No, I shave myself.'
sti'dios. is spending his off-time in a
Ben Lyon and Bebe Daniels may ho.,pital.
Celia Johnson replaced Vivien
become USO aides in England
henceforth for any U. S. overseas Leigh in the leading role of 'The
entertainers going abroad. Lyon and Doctor's Dilemma' at the Haymarket
his wife would manage them and while latter vacationed.
Provincial film business suffering
scene.
generally direct things on the
to general release of
Naming of Harriett Flagg by Da- all around dueWith
the Wind,' which
vid O. Selznick as his eastern rep Metro's 'Gone
of the coin.
comes in nature of considerable is ;opping most estate amounts to
Billy Bennett's
promotion for femme. She served
around $190,000, which he left to his
aa producer's secretary both in N. Y.
'
old
Bond,
Jessie
sisters.
and on Coast for, number of years. tS-./oyard, left around $6,000.
The William Fiflelds have moved
"larry Roy band returns to Emto New York from Hollywood. He's bassy club after six weeks touring
the mag and radio writer whose vaudeville, with Johnny Claes, who
short story won the 1942 'best' award replaced him, taking up vaude tour.
She's
the O'Brien collection.
'oe Young has replaced Sid Field
Mercedes McCam- In William Henshall's revue, with
radio
actress
bridge.
Field, who has quit, going over to
Si Seadler of Metro has drawn up Charles Tucker to star in a touring
revue.
Army
an ad for the program of the
Girls around Piccadilly asking unEmergency Relief show at Madison
Square Garden Sept 30 reading; necessary street directions from
'The motion picture industry salutes Jack Hulbert, resplendent In his war
Cut of reserve police uniform, for a chance
the greatest star of all.'
Statue of Liberty is in the back- to talk to the star.
florist at Beckenham, Kent, left
ground.
bequeathed $2,000 to
Connie Immerman. former Harlem about $80,000,
Gladys Cooper 'as a slight recognight club showman and also connition of her kindness to him and his
nected with the Cotton Club when
wife
for many years.'
been
latter was on Broadway, has
son
barrister
Robey's
George
named manager of Duffy's Tavern. married
in London. He has been on
Latter spot is to be operated by Bill
the staff of the Director of Public
Duffy, formerly Primo Camera's
Prosecutions for 10 years. Denise
mi-nager. All colored help is to be
bride.
Williams was the
engaged, including the bar staff.
Len Young back from Australia
with discharge from the Australian
and inundated with
A°.r
Force,
vaudeville offers, providing he can
ge' discharge from English army.
Buenos Aires
Bbbby Barnett lonsidering reopenBy Ray Josephs
Giro's club, closed since 1938. It
in
w )uld operate as dancehall, with
Harry Roy band doubling from
Sono Film inked director Luis Sas- Embass. club, also owned by Barlavsky for '43.
nett.
"We'll Smile Again,' British NaSan Miguel inked exclusive deal
tional's picture starring Flanagan
with Elisardo Santalla.
booked for enEdwards, Chilean and Allen, has been

lUff.

Harry Goldberg was

London
Bobby Barnet mourning
of his father.

pendix operation and Marjorie Mccann filling her WCAE slot.
Al Marsico got his driver's license
back just in time for rationing. Had
it suspended 90 days for speeding.
George Englehart, former WCAE

circuit,

Sai.so

Piquer, producer.

Ray

Smith, American marionet
and Jeanette Hackett
her line gals (6) heading the
show at the WaiklM'nitery
Nestor Mesta Chaires. featured
tenor of Coca-Cola's weekly radio
show at XEp here, doubling in Paco

San Miguel signed Alberto Bello Square.
two features during '43.
Lupino Lane has collected over
Sixteen' passed 275th performance $20,000 (at this writing) during the
at Teatro Liceo, new high for showing of "Twenty to One,' in
which he appears at the Victoria
house.
ComAsoclacion Cinematograflca Argen- Palace, for the Merchant Navy
tina marked first anniversary with forts Fund.
Dora Gregory celebrating her 70th
Alvear Palace hotel banquet.
-She is mother of Alan
birthday.
Asociacion de Extras Cinemalo- Howland, actor and former BBC
graflcos moved to larger h.q. with
news announcer, and is herself apoffices and experimental theatres.
RAF play, 'Flare
pearing in tl.
Belisario Garcia Villar back from Path,' at the Apollo.
location shooting on San Bias Film's
The Grand Manner,' new play by
'Frontera Sur' ('Southern Border'). Marguerite Steen and Derek PatLuis Cesar Amadori started shoot- more produced by Henry Kendall
Mollling on 'Clara de Luna' at Sono Film fo- Jack Hylton and William
Manwith Legrand twins and Roberto son. opened ^t Opera House,
chester, and plays two weeks in the
Airaldi.
it folds without
which
after
sticks,
Special studio built at Liiinilon for
in London.
lening
o
to
Duval,
Mario
15-year-old starlet
Action against the manager of
allow fiilflllment of her radio com'Fine and Dandy,' at the Sayille.
mitments while Aiming.
which was mentioned in 'Variety,'
Revue company now at

mark

Roger Smith

at

Cafe Caprice,

hotel.

band.

Toby

Tyler,

first

trombone

and

ruanipulator,

arranger in the Capitol theatre band,

find
floor

into the

presentation at the Follies
Bergeres. local revue house.
Claudio Arrau, the Latin-American
pianist, .«kedded for recitals at the
Palace of Fine Arts (National "The'
atre). Sept. 25, 28 end ."tO and Oct
after which he goes to the U. S.
Norman Foster expected here late
In September to meg a revival
'Santa' CSainte.ss'), based on the old
novel of the same name. New pro
ductlon is to be by Francisco de P,

Miller's

.

band

Hallett

who Is also an actor and meg
Treasure Island, new night club,
He has ended his teaming with opened Friday with Paul Kain's

Vicente

for

on
Mae

Army.

Paul Schwarz, president of Local
161, back from Chicago after meeting
with 'Music for Victory' committee
of the Petrillb union.

Theodore

Tiller, II,

now doubling

in brass for the Willard hotel roof
Sings and acts in The
players.
Drunkard' and doing the publicity.
Bernie HarriMn, drama editor of
Times-Herald, into the Army Sept.

Katherine Smith takes over the
She has been serving as
woman's page editor.

29.

desk.

National

Symphony

orchestra

hit

by draft. Jobs open for first viola,
two cellos, two basses, six violins and
Cabrera
one trumpet. Apply lo George Caul,
Alonso Sorda Noriega, radio sports Musicians Local 161.
announcer and now the chief fed
Bob Folliard. just named district
cral air stutions inspector, feted by manager for RKO, was dined by
announcers of station XEW upon his Variety Club Monday (21). with Ned
return from the U.S., where he went Depinet coming down from New
Firth
Spanish
Aug. 5. in no way involved
on official business.
York to be honor guest.
Teatro Mayo, featurinu saxoplionist Shephard.
He's not managing this
Amanda Ledezma. Argentinian pi
Edward Arnold brought along
Aquilino. Sarita Olmo."!. Lolita del show, as reported. Case reported in.-ictress.
signed for 'Solamente un
Sergeant Schwarz of Camp Crowder
Rio and Jose Pena Copla.
volved the Board of Trade action Vcz' ('Just Once'), which Gonzalo to spend the weekend furlough with
A.sociacion de Pioductoics de Pcl- against the show s >"a"»8er because
produce. Latter has re
him and Mrs. Arnold in Washington.
oculas Argentinas had testimonial to he allegedly used more material than „,.„.,ni,(,d his company, which is now Soldier was raised by the Arnolds.
Don Joaquin A. Lautaret. local ex allowed ^i^der rationing law with ^^^^^ .^^ Hidalgo Films. S. A,
F.-iy Bainter and Arnold were cockhib, for services tP Argentine in
the West End- Managers Assn. taking
p^^,.^ .j. gambcrg. the Engli.shman tailed for critics and feature writers
dustry.
up ease.
Here for world
ot
the Carlton.
^v|,q
pu Manchu ha.s become
premiere 'War Against Mrs. Hadley.'
standard 'Chine.se' magic act in Lati
Lumiton finished 'El Vaije' (The
America, was signed by Films Mun
Voyage'), original comedy based on
Pittsburgh
diales. pic producers, for a series
.story by Sixto Pondal Rios and CarFrancisco
by
Meggcd
that is to start at the end of Seplos Olivarri.
Austrafia
By Hal Cohen
tember.
Mugica.
By Erie Gorrkk
Juan Bustillo Oro. one of Mexico's
Clair Meeder. president of Local
ranking pic producers-meggers, ten60 down with flu.
Williamson-Tait revived "The Girl
dered a farewell banquet by Santiago
open
will
Guild
Theatre
Catholic
on Friend' in Sydney with local cast.
Miami
with "Letters to Rcachi. pre/ of Po.sa Films. S. A.,
shortly
.season
Herbie Hayward has been put In
the eve of his departure for a South
Lucerne.'
By Leslie Harris
American biz tour that will take him charge of exploitation for Hoyts.
Al Ritz reopened Club Petite in lo Buenos Aires.
Will Mahoney and Bob Geraghty
East Liberty's Ritz hotel with Jack
doing- okay with vaude-revue in
owner
Franci.sco (Pancho) Beas.
Peck's- band.
Brisbane.
extended
stand
of
Bcas.
one
dancers'
Circo
Modelo
of
the
Mar
Pall
Oscar Serlin flew to Washington
J. O. Alexander has replaced Crescircuses,
standard
L.-itin-America's
al Clover Club.
for
from here on biz during 'Strip
Commonwealth
as
O'Reilly
celebrated his 25th year as an im- well
Veronica Lake will be guest of A'-tion' tryout.
Alexander was forprci.irio (5) by doing his lion -tam- Film Censor.
local Victoi-y bond dinner.
Lieut, (jcorge Lazard, Jr.. son of
Registrar in Brison ing act during a performance. Beas merly Bankruptcy
home
domo,
preview
of
major
Cafe's
bond
Nixon
Paramount
Local
bane.
bcg<in his career as a lion tamer.
'Wake Island' was good for $125,000 a short leave.
^,
run
after
completing
Jan Rubinl.
ail-American flimusical.
All-out.
Diosa Co.stello added to the Charlie
sale.
here as conductor for Hoyls, will reband show opening Friday 'Canto a las Americas' ('Sing to ihe turn to the U.S. Wife, Terry Walker,
hore
Fran Garden. N. Y. radio actress Barnet
production
into
Americas'),
(25) at Stanley.
after finishing legit
along
goes
also
Manola
guesting on army radio shows while
and
Pereda
.•ioon.by
Ramon
Jackie Cooper turned 19 during his
contract.
.scriptvisiting.
engagement here last week at the Fcrrnndiz. Franci.sco Benitez
Arthur Greenaway and Bland
ed.
Paco Miller, magician-ventriloLou Walters reported planning on Stanley the.itre.
fea- Holt, oldtimers In the legit world,
spring local Latin Quarter early in
Dorothy Thompson booked here qui.-it. and Donato. new comic,
died here recently. Former was feaDecember.
for Nov. 17 in May Beegle's Town tured.
Clementina Otero, young dramatic tured in Shakespearean roles, and
Sgt. Ross Evans, producer of army Hall lecture series.
well here, latter was retired producer.
Nat Dorfman in ahead of 'This Is actress who has done
show 'Contact,' on furlough. Draper
Ken G. Hall producing ace short*
Institute
Rockefeller
Lewis will handle directorial reins t> Army' and Bill Fields here drum- awarded a
Information
.•cholarship to .study in the modern for th^ Department of
beating 'The Pirate.'
during absence.
An
Arnai'z for use here and in the U. S.
Arturo
York.
New
theatre
in
with
Bill Cullen will be teamed
Clark Gable has lost 10 pound.":,
newsreel boys have been given tiniIs tn .study hl.story
dramatist.
FrcR,
broadcasts
y
WWSW's
on
and Is now an upper classman at Joe Tucker football games.
forms so that they can enter military
in Ihe U. S. under a Guggenheim
Steclers
OCS. From now on he can stay up of
areas without hindrance.
ap- scholarship.
from
recuplng
Rowles
Polly
till 10 every nite.
;

^

,

^

j
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54
polls recently.

manager for the
station artists' bureau.

stage

Widow

BARTLETT CORMACK

WILMA HORNER
Max

Mrs.

Davis

professionally

WCCO

radio

Wilma

is with Advertising Research foundation of Chicago.
Michele Morgan to Bill Marshall,
Both are
In Hollywood, Sept. 16.

work some time ago

died

of

WALTHER LIEBLER

Phoenix, Ariz., following a
ness. His introduction to show busi-

to

Among his screen plays were
Gentlemen of the Press,' The
Laughing Lady,' The Green Murder

TONT ZIMHEBS

James F. McCabe, 67, veteran
showman, died Sept 18 in New
York.
conin
a
Howard
with
houses
film
McCabe's activities had embraced
densation of 'Heat.' That was her circus, rodeo and. vaudeville. Early
last job although she had been up in his career he was associated with
FreedVinton
new
the
in
spot
for a
the Walter L. Main Shows and for
ley show.
a number of years with Buffalo Bill.
In addition to her husband, she In burlesque, he was once featured
leaves her father, four brothers, with Phil Peters. He appeared in
Carl,
and
Layton
Frederick,
William,
vaudeville with his wife as a team
In
Officer
Petty
Chief
latter
a
the
(McCabe & Vogel). At the World's
the navy, and two sisters, Irene and Fair in Chicago in 1933, he was with
Kay.

PETER GORMAN
Peter Gorman, 77, old-time theamanager and hoofer, died in OtWith his
tawa, Canada, Sept. 17.
brother, the late Jerry Gorman, he
had' formed a dancing team that was
well known in Canada and the U. S.
tre

between 1879 and 1891.
Born in London, England, Peter
Gorman was the son of Johanna
O'Brien, champion jig and reel
He and his
dancer of Ireland.
brother toured with the Gibbons
English company, E. A. McDowell
dramatic troupe, Holman Opera
and
Pullman
(1877),
Company
Hamilton circus and others.
In 1900 he became manager of the
old Russell theatre, for years Ottawa's main stage. Among those to
play there under Gorman's management were Lillian Russell, Sir
Henry Irving, Sir Charles Wyndham. Sir Charles Hawtrey, Sarah
Bernhardt Blanche Walsh, E. S.
Willard, Sothern and Marlowe, Sir
Johnston Forbes-Robertson, Robert
Mantell and Paderewski.
Daughter, Nanine, is the sole sur
vivor.
T.

HOOD

vet Seattle
showman, died in Seattle Sept. 10
after being ill for the past few years,
A native of Seattle, he entered show
business at age of 20 as treasurer of

Hood,

62,

old Grand Opera House
In 1900 by the late John
Cort, for whom Hood was private
and representative for
secretary
many years.
Hood became house manager of
Seattle's

the Wings of a Century show and
later with Railroads on Parade. For
several years, during summer seasons, he was a member of the J.
Allen Darnaby Exposition staff.

Grand and later, when Cort
opened the Moore theatre, Hood
managed that, too. For over 20 years
Hood ran the legit Metropolitan
theatre, Seattle, operated by Klaw
U Erlanger. For a time he was with
thr Henry Duffy interests and Fanchon & Marco in California, and
later became stale director of the
Federal Theatre Project.
Widow, daughter, two sons and a
brother, Frank P. Hood, also well

known

in

Seattle

theatre

circles,

HUBERT LABADIE
Hubert Labadie, 76, who trouped
the midwest before the turn of the
century, died Friday (18) in Brighton,
Mich.,
hospital
following
a
Oliver,

direct descendants of the old Ottawa
Indian chieftains, carried the drama
to innumerable towns in the midwest, with 'Faust' their masterpiece.
They played Deadwood and the Da-

kota Black Hills in the '80's, when
the Blackfeet Indians were on a
rampage. During the early days of
the films, the Labadies established
e studio at Labadie Lake, Mich.,

named

and made
several outdoor Alms but the company failed to expand.
After he quit touring. Labadie was
for their families,

dramatic director for nearly 20 years
for the Scottish Rite Order in the

Masonic Temple, Detroit, where he
kept up his large contacts with
friends in show business. Survived

by

brother, Oliver.

Next Week

Continued from page 4<

Kay

Tvonettee

Doris Fair to Charles B. Koren, In
Beverly Hills, Cat, Sept 11. Groom
is on the Charles R. Rogers publicity

Johnny Cahlll
Kay Hamlton
Kaye & Qrey
Tony Bennett Oro
Leilnxton Cailao

sUff.

Robin

Annette

to

Harold Gold9. Groom's

Sept

stein, in Pittsburgh,

Caalnettea (B)

Harry Weinberg
Walter

'^'altera

head of WCAE continuity depart- Sddy KInloy
Walter Behr
ment; bride is a sister of Jack Robin, Betty-Ann Jordan
private secretary to
Pittsburgh, and a
Robin, songwriter.

Margaret
sella, Sept.

Groom

is

Mayor Scully of Lenore Jaxon
Lanny Valo
cousin of Leo Ted Oliver Oro

Dunnett to John Carin Lake County, III.

19,

tiBC

staff

musician.

;

Mike Ray Ore
Sclolla'a

Frankle nichardioa

Grace Bdwarda
Johnny & Oeorge
Eddie Schatrer
Victor Huso'a Oro

Alice Neilson to Howard Christie,
in Las Vegas, Nev., Sept 13. Bride
is a screen actress, groom an as-

Loo'a Chancellor
Gloria Mann

sistant director.

Don- Renaldo 4
Mlaalrel TaTara

&

BiTer DrlT* Tea
DIok Wharton Or*
Sam'a Cafe
Paul Rich
Rose LaJny
Buddy BrVHnt
Margie Smiili

Bob Karl

Utile Bathakeller
Glngor LAyne

Boyd

Carlton

uarty Devlne Orch

Bar

Dmith

Gertie Taylor Oro

Betty Keenan
Roae Vonull (3)
Shannon & Mein
BilTer

laa

La Merita

Col Geo Reed
Alice Lucey
Montez & Adele
Mickey Foinllant

known

O

Ray OardOM

Baa

Flying Bcrrya

ton Williams, Sept

Temple theatre there, died Sept 7,
widow, parents, and a
leaving

BIRTHS

brother.

Mr. and Mrs.
Harold
Sager,
daughter, in Pittsburgh, Sept. 17.
Mother's a former KDKA, Pittsburgh, hostess.

Roie Jorlnelll
Jack HutchlnaoB
Billy Haya Oro
Georgiana Lee
Dottle Bruce
Opea Door Cafa
Day, Dagk, Dawn
Eddie Swartz
Blolee

Mack

Lee Bolin
Cookie Mann
Trana Atlaatlr I.'sa
Penny Serenadera

LaMar

.tally

Johnny Parrlab

Mth Centory Clak
Harry McKoy
Mike Pedecin
Sally La Marr

Conway & Parka
2
Vealca Grill
Mr. and Mrs. William Wymer, son, Delniara
Zola Gray
Antone Bove
in Pittsburgh, Sept 15.
Mother's Shallta-Cralg Ore
Louis; Allen
Herbert Conrad, 19, trombonist the former Jeanie Bushey, who
Fraak ralombo't
WIngQ Wingo
Bddy Delan
Japanese bombings, was killed last with Al Day's orchestra, died Sept used to dance with her sister, Doro- Brown Twine
Criat
Don
John
Sunceo
()>
Dec; 22 in Hongkong during an air 8 in Akron. O., after a brief illness. thy Bushey, in Pitt film house lines. Bye aia
Don Nicholas Ore
Wayne
raid,
it's
just been revealed in
Weber'a Hof Biaa
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Levin, son, Iria
Frankle Sehluth
Camdea
New York.
in Hollywood, Sept 16.
Father is Ford Bowie ft Dally Ray O'Day
Jeanettea
Victor, in association with his
Jerry Gale
assistant producer at Metro.
Joe & Lou
'Abie'
Rex Owen
brother Charles, had been the first
Mr. and Mrs. Al Parmenter,
Foweltoa Cafa
Martin Florenz
to open vaudeville theatres in Bur'
Contlnned from pa(e t
Victor, Mac)'. Nova
daughter, in Hollywood, Sept. 16. Joe Jovenelly
Julea Flacro'a Oro
lington. Cedar Rapids and Waterloo,
Lee Rogere
contract for a new 'Abie' Father is on Warners publicity staff. Chaa Raye
Ratha'r Eldnradlana
Iowa. They had also operated the signed a
Tacht Club
Wayne
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Sweetland, son, Marty
Ann Taley
Hugo Bros. Circus and sent several picture, she received several offers
Nan Orowlke
Janice Relee
American shows around the world. after the radio version clicked last Sept. 14 in Los Angeles. Father Is
Rendeivoas
Gloria
Dale
accepting one. NBC singer.
Survived by widow, who recently spring, and she intends
Anne Lewis
Ted Lewie. Jr
film herself for
Norrls
Harry Hnlly
arrived in the U. S. from Hongkong She may produce the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Baker, daugh- SLee
Victor Nelson Oro
Belles ft Beau
on the exchange ship Gripsholm a major studio release, but if not ter, in Pittsburgh, Sept. 17. Father
will almost certainly insist on retainBrother Charles also survives.
is with Max Adkins' Stanley theatre
PITTSBTTBOH
ing an active say on script casting,

Hugo

Oriental theatre, Hongkong's largest
film house before its destruction by

and 'Rose'

54,

died in N. Y.

For a number of years he
assistant' to the late Walter
20.

Kingsley when the latter was press
agent for the Palace, N. Y., during
its
two-a-day vaudeville hey-day,
After Kingsley withdrew to handle
publicity for Flo Ziegfeld, Pierce
remained with the Keith-Albee press
department. Later he was with the
WPA Federal Theatre Project's publicity group.
He had been ailing of recent years.

ISRAEL GORE
Israel Gore, 54, pioneer indie chain
exhibitor, died Sept 12 in the veterans' hospiul at Sawtelle, Cal.,
after an illness of several months
following a major operation.
For years he was associated with
hi.' brothers, Abe and Mike, in indie
theatre operation and other amuse-

ments.

More

he ran the
Los Angeles,
partnership with Fox-West Coast.

Golden Gate
in

recently

theatre,

ELIOTT TOBIAS
Eliott Tobias, 20, songwriter, died
Sept. 16 in Santa Monica, Cal., after
several months hlness.
Before he
to the hospital he had
collaborated on a number of tunes
with
his
father,
Harry Tobias,
veteran composer and lyricist.
His uncles, Charlie and Henry
Tobias, are also songsmiths.

BOB YOSCO
Bob Yosco,

vaudevillian formerly of Lyons and Yosco, died in

Brooklyn Sept.
active

some

70,

19.

He had been

Paramoimt made a film of 'Abie'
some years ago, but under the con-

orch.

etc.

CARROLL PIERCE
Carroll Pierce,

Sept
was

stroke.

The Labadies, Hubert and

widely

Mrs. Sarah Jessie Swssey Bsrnet,
widow of playwright Robert
Ayers Barnet, died Sept 16 in BayHUGO VICTOR
Victor, 69, who operated the side, N. Y.

was confined

survive.

Bills

Columbua A Corroll
Rlti Carltoa
Betty Jane Smitli
Howard Lanin Ora
Pecsy liOeb
_ Romaa arlll*
Olamonr Qle
Grace Wynne
Bddle De Lnca Ore Thunderbolte
HopUnCBadukaUer Frank TontI

Beatrice & Danny
Margaret Jacobson to David Emer- Tvonno Kerr
Agnes Willis
10, in Salt Lake Mary Morrle
Berle Wllllama
City.
Bride is in KSL traffic de- Margie March
Dot Lull
Anita Thoma
Garden Swingatera
partment he's non-pro.
Michael Wayne
Skeeter
recently.
Slaay Qlnnle Lottoa
Bonnie Luthy to Lieut, Albert C.
68th St. Rathakelht
Further details In Orchestra secUoraTlaa Bar
Nagle, in San 'Antonio, Sept 10.
Gale Arden
tion.
Helen Luah
Julia Wayne
Bride is legit radio actress.
Kenny Shaffer (3)
Peggy Martin
Harry Adnr Oro
GEORGE W. ROBERTS
Ida Josephine Balaban to Jean Cookie Wllllama
Babe Lalour
NeU fMrchoB's
George W. Roberts, 62, former Al- Aberbach, Sept. 19, in New York.
Valdez & Peggy
Rankin
Swan CInb
bany theatre proprietor, died Sept Bride is daughter of A. J. Balaban. Joe
Ed RIcharda
Vincent Rlzjo Ort
York.
10 in New
Mertice Ashby to Dave Rublnoff, Glrard & Carolina
Puaey DeCnnno
Serenadera
A sister survives.
Sept. 21, in Bangor, Me. He's vio- Catherine Wolf Ola Duke McHnle
Ray
Sis
Frank Murtha
linist and orchestra leader now on a
Armand Camp
Geo MarchattI Oro
John B. McMahoD, 54, Toledo at- concert tour of New England.
Flack Lane
Old EkIU TaTcia
Marty Bohn
torney and former i>art-owner of the

Zimmers,

musician, was killed in action with
the Marines in the Solomon Islands

86,

opened

the

18

Tony

in 'Crary With the Heat,' in which
she was Willie Howard's straight
woman. She later played the deluxe

T.

JAMES LOWNDES

James L-owndes, 65, died Aug.
in Cape Town, South Africa.
Lowndes was musical director at the
The Spoilers,' The Front Tivoli
Case,'
Music Hall, Cape Town, for
Page,' 'Kick In,'- 'For Men Only,'
about
25 years, until it closed and
'Buy Your Woman,' 'Phantom of was demolished in 1931.
Crestwood,' Thirteen Women,' 'Half
Widow, daughter and two sons
go into Naked Truth,' 'Pursuit of Happiness.' survive.
uniforms 'We're Only Human,' 'Fury,' 'Vessel

naval
manufacture of
of Wrath' and The Beachcomber.'
with his family.
Miss Horner's f^sl and only apJAMES F. MoCABE
pearance in a Broadway show was

GEORGE

groom

Bartlett Cormack, 44, screen writer
Gershen,
32,
Walther Liebler, 43, for years with
died Sept. 16 in
screen players.
by her maiden and former actor,
the Lord & Thomas advertising
long ill-

Horner,

dancer,
in her native city, Pittsburgh, at the
Three years
old Variety theatre.
ago she toured Australia in a Harry
Howard unit, for which her husband, who went under the name of
Mack Davis, was the orchestra conHe retired from theatre
ductor.

George

Ginger Dinning to Harry Lutke,
Sept. 19, in Chicago. Bride is member of the Dinning Sisters, harmony
trio;

survives.

agency in New York, as contact with
week in New
lasl
RKO, one of its accounts, died Sept
asphyxiation
series of acting roles in
21 of a kidney ailment from which
Body was sent to Young- ness was a
York.
Maurice Broune's Little theatre In he had been suffering for some time.
wood, Pa., near Pittsburgh, the
Chicago, where he played for two About a month ago his eyesight befamily home, for burial.
years. Later he became a company came seriously impaired.
Miss Horner started in show siz
manager and press agent in New
Leaves widow.
as a chorus girl in tabs and later
where he wrote The Racket,'
went into burlesque as a featured York,
on Broadway in 1927.
playing several long stretches produced

name,

MARRIAGES

at

most of the Minneapolis loop theatres and for the last 10 years was

OBITUARIES
known

He had worked

in-

for the past 10 years after
35 years in vaude.
Among

songs he wrote were 'Wish I Was in
Dixie.' 'Rose of Italy,' 'Macaroni Joe'

W55M, Milwaukee.

Clip Joints

Mr.

and

Mrs.

K

Duffy Rev

Mickey Roaa Oro
4

Sldneyd

Mailne Turner
Muriel Page
Gayle Robblna
Arlington Lodga
Pall Allwea Ore
Jenny Leo
Balconadea
Bob Lazar Oro
Dale

Spohrer

Bill tireen'a

Kenneth

Rapisff,

Del Courtney Oro

Mary Jane Dodd
Charlie Broad

continued from page t
daughter. Sept 16, in Bridgeport
Dick DIUllne
Father is
announcer at WICC, Hherman
Hnyee
padded checks. The hooferies are
Bridgeport.
Jack Milton
not the better-known spots.
Blue Ridge laa
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Prager, son.
One specific instance was brought
l.ou Lucky Oro
York.
is
Sept
19,
in
New
Father
to the attention of Lester Stone, the
Cornell Cooper
Mayor's secretary. It concerned a talent buyer of the Benton & Bowles Bongle-Woogle Clab
Cozy Harris
Times Square dancehall, whose agency.
Mason
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hale, son, QlHdya
sidewalk barker lures foreign servDancing Buddy
Sept.
in
N.
Y.
14,
Father is the Doog Sherman
icemen in by claiming everything is
Wllllama
free for them. Three British seamen stager; mother formerly chorus cap- Racehorse
Harry Comorado
tain
in
Hale's
troupe
at
Ben
Marrecently took the invite, danced with
Club Pellle
the girls a couple of times and then den's Riviera.
Jack Peck Ore
Peka
His
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Seaman,
sat out a few.
Some beer was
Cork and Bottle
ordered and the boys thought they daughter, New York, Sept. 21. Father
Lloyd Fox
were getting a real taste of Ameri- is organist at WBNX, N. Y.
Eddie Peyton'*
can hospitality until they got up to
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Notkins Geo Overholt Oro
leave about an hour later, when they (Ruth Wilk), son, Sept. 20, in N. Y. Eddie Pejton
were presented with an $8 bill $6 She's daughter of Jake Wilk, eastern Marlon Muller
Francia Renault
for sitting-out time and $2 for the story head for Warner Bros.; he's
SI Club
beer. The type of characters hover- asst U. S. d.a. in N. Y.
Max Tarahia
ing around the table made it obvious
Pat McCauley
Linda Cotla
to the sailors that they would have
Sally Rice
to pay and pay they did.
Mary Steele
Carla Moore
The sidestreet bars and joints,
Film
Louise Donn
some of them making the clipping
Sherry Lane
Continued from page 3
more glamorous via hostesses, posHotel Fort Pill
sibly helped inspire Mayor LaGuarKen Bailey Oro
s:> than it real bullets were used.
Johnny Mitchell
dia's speech on Monday (22) before
Trainees now take a major por- Harry Walton
the 40th annual convention at the
Jessie Wheatley
tion

—

—

Education

Pennsylvania hotel of the International

Assn.

LaGuardia
against

of

Chiefs

sounded

of
a

Police.

warnihg

excessive drinking during
wartime, saying that 'decent people
of the country' would not tolerate
'debauchery and reckless drinking'
in the cities. Especially, he pointed
FELIPE LLERA
Felipe Llera, 65, dean of Mexican out, if they became convinced that
folk-music composers and stage and such practices were impairing the
radio songwriter, died recently in health of the men in the armed services, those on the home front and
Mexico City.
tended to increase crime at the same
time.
JOHN A. KILMARTIN
He stated that he had ordered the
John A, Kllmartin, 67, in show
business 40 years and was one of N. Y. City police to crack down on
Minneapolis' oldest stage employees such joints habitually patronized by
In point of service, died in Mlnnea- gamblers, prostitutes and criminals.

and 'Marguerite.'
Widow and five children survive.

Alplaa Lodge

Mr. and Mrs. William Thompson,

the rights then reverted to daughter, in Hollywood, Sept. 17.
Father is theatre manager in Santa
Miss Nichols.
Possibility of a revival of 'Abie' as Monica, Cat.
Mr. and Mrs. 'Gston Pace, daugha stage play is still alive. It was revived in New York In 1937 and failed, ter, in San Antonio, Sept. 12. Father
but Miss Nichols figures it might go is announcer on KTSA, San Antonio.
on the road now.
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Thomas,
daughter, in Milwaukee, Sept. 8.
Father is announcer for 'WTMJ-

tract

of the practice course via films

with sound-tracks
scund effects and

which

include

comment by an

oft'-screen

Instructor as well as an
In person.
Sound tracks
are available in many languages.
Widespread use of films for actual
training purposes, the use of huge
quantities of areo stock for reconnaissance purposes, added to other
films being made for various Goverrment services such as the Office
of Civilian Defense, the Office of
War Information, etc., accounts in
part for the huge quantities of raw
stock which must be shunted from
in.structor

normal entertainment and commercial
channels to the Army and
Navy.

Hotel Henry
(Sliver OtUI)

Marty Schramm
i Kings & Queen
(Gay M's)
Dorothy Nosbitt
Hotel 7th Avenao
Frank Andrlnl
Argentinians
Hotel Roosevelt

The Kaalhues
Hotel Schcaley

Hinds Oro
Joy LInd
Hotel
Peaa
(Coatlaental Bar)

Billy

Wm

Billy Catlzone

Lenox Gordoa
Deno Belli
John Fritz
MerT7-Oa-Roaod
Ken Harrla Oro

Bob Sherman

New

Hlllcreol

Joey SIma Ore
Nlien Cafe
Al Marslco Oro
Bob Carter

Colemnn I'Isrk
Dob Anderson
Wally Sherwin
Honey Murrny
Nat HooBO
Piccolo Pete Ore
Hal & Dolly
Tiny Miller
Rdrtle Miller

Ted

Blake
Court

Nile

Ray Dunn
Phi

McCowan

Chuck Murrny
Jerry TagreHH

Tommy Mandrea
Orchard Inn
Burton Ore

Benny

Onala
Al Snyder Oro
Johiuiy WIlea

PInea
Don Rutter
Bill Leltoy Ore
Jacques La Belle

Redd-a

Cafa

Ruily Paul Ore
.Mnxine & Oilell*
Bobby Norms n

Eddlo Palmer
Squirrel Coop
Dothory Mason Bd
Margo Price
Ethel Masnn
2

Moliamodn

Snow Eilmonda
Trelon
Joey Reynolde

Freddy Hose
Bddle Meyers
Ted Delmonlco
Betty Dsy

H

Vadit CInb
Middleman Ore

Eddie Metcalfe
Jerry Copper
3 Wiles
Leonora Sola

Duneillns

Sky-Vn«
George WpIIs Ore
Evelyn Nellie

Union

Sammy

Orlll

Waltera

Frank Natale
Mike Sandretto
Villa Madrid
Etzl Covato Oro
Mark Lano
Jack McCnrlhy
Arluro * Evelyn

Fayne
Llllyon

ft

Foster

Wargo

Victory Lonnge
Victory 3

IVebater Hall
Nelson Maplea Ore
Foahlonettea
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RINGLING CIRCUS B.O.

Show

Biz

Bond Drive

N.G. IN

WEEK

FIRST CHI

Continued from pate 4

maximum

Chicago. Sept. 22.
day Jeanette MacDonald came to
Bottom fell out of Ihe Ringlingtown for her War Relief concert at
Syria Mosque the following night and Barnum & Bailey Circus in its llrsl
Janr<es Cagney was here overnight on week in Chicago, and the circus has
his bond-selling tour, which didn't its flni;ers crossed, hoping it will be
include Pittsburgh, but they both able to recoup In this, its final, w-eeh
bad and stayed
gr.iciously stepped aside and let Miss Business started
Dunne do the honors following what that way, with only the weekenU
was probably biggest press buildup showing any sign of energy. Busifo a personality and a cause in the ness was off fully 25% from last

consid-

are being

sales,

One proposal from A. Teitel,
manager of the World Playhouse.

ered

that all theatres in the
U S. set aside one day this month
when entire house recelpU will be
converted Into wan bonds for the

Chicago,

la

theatres.

Another plan Is to stage 'bondwith name stars in important communities.
selling raids'

Cbl I.C8S Than

M%

Inc.

Chicago, Sept 22.

Bond Bales throughout the state
would have to be stepped up considerably In the last two weeks of September if the fUm-lndustry quota is
was revealed

at a

to be achieved,
luncheon of the drive's Illinois executive committee at the Blackstone
It

year.

town's history.

'Wake Island,' showings.
should up the figure substanti-

Bonds' Curb Service

Speakers at the meeting-luncheon
John Balaban, Illinois chairman for the Drive; Henry Schoenstadt. Chicago chairman; and Jack
Kirsch. representing the Allied Theatres of Chicago.

We

service.'

It's

working

too.

Male Stripper Pays
Mrs. Hadley' Garners $1,101,500
Washington. Sept. 22.
Washington's first $1,000,000 premiere became a reality today with
bond sales for Victory, the world
preem of 'The War Against Mrs.
Hadley' fM-G), topping the million
mark In less than a week of sales

Monday

opening

lice

Asks Pix Rentals Waiver

fete last Saturday
At a luncheon
Arnold was made an

force

member

J.

Rus-

Young
Fay Balnter, co-.star
with Arnold In 'Mrs.Hadley.' arrives
from the Coast today (Tuesday).
The Iwo players were to be Rue.<!ts
at a luncheon today of the Women's
National Press Club, and appear at

connection with free theatre admissions via purchase of War Bonds,
independent operators here contending they will fight any attempt
"o>i part of dlstribs to collect rentals
•in

.•:ell

the

prrom Wednesday

ha.',

via legal action.
Local indies launched move 'for
free rentals from dlstribs of all piclures being shown today ih connection with the War Bond drive. Group

night.

Dump

Adolf, Benito, Hiroblto
Fort Worth, Sept. 22.
Buyers of war bonds and stamps
paid $10,000 to get HiUer, Mussolini
and Hirohito dumped into the Trinity
River here.
It's too bad that the
trio was stufled dummies instead of
the real things.

o? 39 indies are allowing free admiswith purchases of $1 or more

sion-s

in

war savings stamps or bonds, de-

spite

refusal

of

dlstribs

to

waive

rentals.

waived rentals in connecwith some 300 preems staged
thioughout the country but no
undertaking on gratis rentals for
today was made, as far as can be
Dlstribs

In order to boost war stamp and
bond sales, local theatremen look
« ricksha from the public library,
placed the mummies in the seat, measured off 10,000 feet from the river
lo the business district and announced
that the two-wheeled vehicle would

tion

be moved forward at the rate of
one foot for every dollar spent for
bonds or stamps.

Despite Taxes and Bond
Drive, Mpls. Biz Good

The ricksha moved lively until it
reached the river.
There District
Attorney Marvin Brown, Jr., auctioned off the right to boot the likeness of the three rulers into the
'ver. Bids were lively.

Minneapolis, Sept. 22.
An anticipated boxoffice slump
around Sept. 15, Income tax period,
did not materialize here, and the industry atjain was pleasantly surBusiness at loop and neighprised.
borhood houses continued as brisk

ascertained.

as usual.
Effects of the boosted Income tax
levies have been greatly feared by
industry leaders here, but at no time
have they been in evidence. Moreover, the high pressuring of the

sulted In actual sale
of more than
$3,000,000 In War Bonds to virtually

Allegheny County of going
over the top In its September quota.
Even million was raised at a
luncheon in Miss Dunne's honor, for
which price of admission was the
purchase of a $5,000 bond, and the
remainder came from the all-star
Shew, headed by Miss Dunne, at
a-'.'ure

public to buy war bonds and stamps,
thus syphoning off income that
otherwise might be spent on luxuries
and entertainment, Hasn't been an
influence, either, it's deIn fact, paradoxical as it
appear, a survey undertaken by
exhibitors indicates that
local
some
the bond and stamp purchasers are
the best theatre patrons.

adverse

clared.

may

(•ardens, local sports arena, at night
and also featuring Jackie Cooper and
i^erlrude Nlesen.
Tickets to this

were giyen to buyers of $25-$1.000

Canton Loew's Mgr. In

War Bonds.

left immediately after her Gar"ens appearance for the Coast. Same

Army

Canton, Sept.

Miss Dunne's fiying 10-day tour in
collection with picture industry's
=>eptember drive ended here, and
!

22.

Les Miller, a.ssistant manager of
Loew's here, will shortly enter the
Army. Jim Bisett, former student
assistant at Loew's State, Cleveland,
will succeed him.

upset, but

ive'll stni;

Georgia Teclt.-Aubam
This is as aood a Dlnce as anv

way

2-1

3-1

9-5
2-1

Auburn

B-(

South Carolina-Tennessee

Mean

lor.

H

and all I pray Is that
are OK.
outside of the time I
was under contract at the studios In
Hollywood with my music, and Bill
was in 'Lady Be Good,' we have
been together 27 years and that's a
long partnership. Well, no use worwell l>e back together
rying
again with the old piano and banjo
and still know how to steal a bow
or two because when all else fails I
can bring on the son now, and he Is
Estelle left the stage 12
a honey.
years ago and we are happier now
after 31 years rehearsal than ever
That's a tun well to be
before.

M

12-S
«-l

Tennessee

3-1

Bobbv Ci/ert of Tennessee should keep the Vols near the
Texas-Kaasss State
Texas'

top.

Texas 5tiU retains considerable o) last year's power.
Idaba-Oregon- Slate
Oregon SUtc
State one of the teams to watch on the Pacific Coast.

LSC

USC-ToIane

12-5
3-1
l-l

They're tabbing USC for the Rose Bowl.
Stanford- Washington State
Stanford
Stanford looks much improved over last year.

.

.

3-1

with the favorite.

they

.

u)>.

12-}

be helped

Pix

Continued from page 4

Even

SUNDAY, SEPT. 27
CalifornU-St.
The Bears

Mary's

may be

Cal

8-5

green, but they've got enough for this one.

NAT'L PRO LEAGUE
SUNDAY, SEPT. 27
Packers-Bears

Bears

t-1

A hair-raiser, with the Bears in a close one.
Slcelers-Cardinals
Cardinals
The Cords should edge it out.

Have been away from~home nine

Lions-Bams
The Clevekinders may go

now

<-S

Rams

a-s

and it's time for the
places.
Glants-Rcdskins
••5
Redskins
The Redskins are rated near the top in the East.
mighty proud of and only
Dodgers-Eagles
Dodgers
12-S
wish I could produce it at home.
Watch those Dodgers this year!
Well I hope the boys over here like
It, that's all that counts and my job
is to keep them happy and so far
have been doing great. I love the
work and I get around a lot.
Films for Morale
Continued from page 28
also the Overseas Motion a veteran of several years of radio work with WJSV In Washington,
I am
Now
Picture Officer and what a Godsend he's one of the Devil Dogs' 'fighting correspondents.*
sheriff to die so I can come back.
just finished a military revue

Have
that

am

I

Inside Stuff— R^dio
,

mm.

are to the
those 16
you can tell the Motion
boys
Picture Industry as a whole that
Heaven will reward them for making the plans whereby motion pictures can be presented to our boys
they love
so far from home >
every foot of film and jam the places
where they are shown. And what
good they do from a morale stand.

.

features

After a three-year hitch in the Marines, Hurlburt hooked up with the
CBS outlet as a news bsoadcaster and later took commend of the
web's press relations staff. He joined up again this spring and within a
few days was out of the country and off for Australia. First nevfs bis
wife had of his whereabouts was via his dispatch from Guadalcanal.

.

local

.

.

On a recent This Nation at War* broadcast on the Blue network for the
National Assn. of Manufacturers, scriptcr George Corey Interviewed Lieutenant Commander Lewis Parks, recent winner of a Navy Cross for his
exploits as submarine skipper in the southwest Pacific.

point!

We

After the program the officer was curious about Corey's work and the
latter explained how he travels around the country doing broadcasts from
war plants. Parks was visibly impressed, remarking, 'Man, you sure have

have a marvelous organization
functioning 100%.
Johnson is Chief Spe-

it is

Col. A. L. P.

'Done' It
Pittsburgh, Sept. 22.
Irene Dunne's one-day visit to
Pittsburgh last Wednesday (16) re-

8-t

on the

a reversal of form.
LSD-Texas A. &
Texas A. A
The Texans ore right up there with JVflnnesota.
North Carolina- Wake Forest
Wake Forest
The Tarheels are particuUirl;/ weak this season.

and

Donne

is

Marquette packs too

Oklahoma A. &.
This may be an

What

3-1

M

many reserves.
M.-Oklahoma
Okia

The playland has been operated

years
Buffalo, Sept. 22.
Impre.<:sion that distributors were
to waive film rentals today (Tues.)

of the D. C. po-

by Commissioner

training school.

Admish,

(19).
(21),

honorary

$1,000,000

United States Maritime Commission

^

3-1
title.

The Rams' back/ield is one o/ the notion's best.
Wisconsln-Notre Dame
"Ootre Dame
"he Irish huue a guy by (he miiiic o) Evans. 'S all, brother.
Iowa-Nebraska
Ncbra-ka
Nebraska should be challen(7ing Missouri for the Big Six title.
Minnesota-ritlsburgh
Minnesota
Is there any question?
Kansas-Marquette
''.Tquetle

know how *tSre local drive was
getting on.
Fair.' said Hurford.
Let's do something,' Dibert said.
What was done was that Dibert
went into his strip act on the podlumr proud of.
and Hurford acted as auctioneer.
Was so pleased to learn 1 had been
Biggest bond sale was for the pants,
elected a member of ASCAP after
which went for $500. Dibert went
have
.
.
.
all these years trying
all the way to his socks and shorts.
written some new tunes which I am
sending in soon. Hope they click the
way 'Kisses and Dream House' did
and I will be all set after this show
Bnff.
Gratis B. 0.
is over.

lawn

afternoon

a

2-1

Navy has been weakened, while IV. t M.
Purdae-Fordhan
Fordbara

You know

to

has not only tapped a new source
of revenue for bond sales but has
fiven the capital almost one-fourth
of its September quota.
Edward Arnold, who arrived over
the weekend, sold bonds to Admiral
Herbert Pott, of the British Navy,
and British Field Marshal Sir John
Dill, among others, at the British
K'Tibassy

Too

was born when Jack Hurford, manager of the downtown Fox, dropped
in at the London Chop House, and
orchestra leadet;jSam Dibert wanted

out.

this

Off,

Detroit, Sept. 22.
A macstro's impromptu strip-tease
tucked an additional $1,425 in bond
sales on the local theatre men's September drive. September Morn act

effort.
The bond sale Monday (21)
totaled $1,101,500, with virtually all
o( the 3.400 seats at the Cnpitol,
where the preem is to be held tomorrow (Wednesday) night, sold

emphasized that

of

12-S

best.

W. &

Nsvy-Wm. & Mary

since 1870.

Sept. 22.
Omaha theatre (Trlstates) so deep
in bond drive that big illuminated
sign out front announces, 'Honk horn
give curb
for bonds and stamps.

Tvere

is

site

one o/ Che south'vesl's

Cornell-Lafayette
Cornell
The Big Red tuill be challeiiging Petin /or tlie Ivy League
Holy Cross-Dartmootb
Holy Cross
A Crusader brentlter on a :ough schedule.

Neptune Beach, fun center in Alameda, was purchased by the War
Shipping Administration for $07,000,

become the

is

ODDS

Georgetown seems on the downgrade.

TCU

SATURDAY, SEPT, 26

Omaha,

ally.

It

TCU

Buys

to

WINNERS
Temple
a-lille

UCLA-TCU

Circus execs blamed bad biz on
fact tliey followed the Army War
RKO Staffers' Hypo
Show on (he Lake Front. War Show
Group of the RKO employees has
played Soldiers' Field to over $800,approached the management for
000 in Its 10-day stand, with complete
permission to act as a committee
sellouts night after night in a bowl
to improve the company's standing
seatmg 120.000 people.
in the record of War Bond purchases
Employees figured that If representatives in each department solicit felCoast
S. Gov't
low workers the staff resjKinse would U.
be better than from the barrage of
Playground for $97,000
publicity and
high-pressure sales
San Francisco. Sept. 22.

the

Latter

FRIDAY, SEPT. 25

GAMES
Temple-Georgetown
Temple has too much power,

'

hotel last week.
[Botul committees throughout the
roiiiiirv are also emphasizing the letters which have been flooding the
need /or greater sale* step-up •/ malls.
Move has already resulted in intlirir quotas are to be reached].
The quota for Illinois Is $11,000,000, creased number signing up on payof which about $4,600,000 has already roll deduction plan or increasing
been collected. All returns have not amount of weekly deductions.
yet been recorded, particularly those
"from

By Nat Kahn

COLLEGE GAMES

a thrilling job.'

cial Service.

Major

C.

M.

Spilman.

executive

General Foods lias become a subscriber to the A. C. Nielsen Co.'s audiometer, a home set checking service. The meter, which Is attached to
radio receivers, Yeports on the family's listening habits and favorite programs.

officer.

Lt.

Norman Duncan

lete from California), is
rector.

(crack athAthletic Di-

Lt. Frank Krebs, my
(from Warner Bros.
bank, Calif.).
Then we have Special Service officers in all the different areas and
licison with the American Red Cross
and Australian Comforts Fund. MoMotion Picture Units— recreabile
athletic
libraries
tion centers
movies;
events inter-competition
jn fact everything we can to make
gang
swellest
the
right
for
th ngs
job.
to
do
a
left
home
that ever
It is all interesting and as long as
we
are
results
right
we obtain the
proud of the work we are doing.
You can tell the music publishers
professional
all
the
they can send me
copies and orchestrations they can—
I have lots of crack orchestras among
the boys and we need all the help
we can get.
Lyim F. Cotcan,

able assistant
Studios, Bur-

—

—

Major

Nielsen has been experimenting with the device for years. It has about
200 meters installed at present, figures on having 600 in operation shortly
and 1,000 meters distributed by the end of 1942. Nielsen's main business
is to report the relative movement of national brands from druggists' and
grocers' shelves.

Joe Laurie, Jr.. Harry Hershflcld and Senator Ford are working out a
'Can You Top This?' jokebook to serve both as a future prize giveaway
and to be sold for 25c. in line with their new program, when it shifts
Incidentally, Laurie is busting
to Colgate-Palmolive-Peet sponsorship.
out as an author with his 'Thumbnose Sketches,' first published in the
Lambs club's own nrtagazine. and which will be published In book form,
proceeds for benefit of the club's fund.

—
—

Specialist,

0-888017
A. P. O. 501
CO Postmaster.
San Francisco, Calif.

'

j

:

Bill Bcrns, who runs a Broadway and Hollywood gossip program on
WNEW, is syndicating a weekly column titled "The Broadway Beam' to
He offers to send the mimeo1.600 servicemen overseas each week.
graphed gossip sheet to anyone overseas providing the listener sends in
an addressed and stamped envelope. Started as a gag, caught on, and
now goes all over the globe with thank you letters coming in from the

servicemen.

Ted Steele has a nice Sunday midday style with his Novachord songs,
calling the electric organ 'Nellie.' and employing it as on audible vis-a-vl.<!,
It's an elective means of punctuating
via the medi\jm of sound effects.
his organologs.

Wednesday,
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Dear Mr. Exhibitor":
The War Production 'Board has ruled that it will temporarily permit
use of some raw stock for the manufacture of Special Service trailers*
ill continue rests in great measure upon

Whether or not this
you and ourselves.

leduce this use of raw stock to such
.1 not have to be revised.

It is our Joint tasK
an extent that the pre

We shall try to do our
r Special Service

We can no lo
trailers will be

We shall endeavor
of the War Production
^

^;

Accrordingly, Sp^c^^al

^the

preferences

.J

effort will be
lleotion of
ings, instrucsubjects.

,S

given priority,
scrap, rubber
tions on fight
If your request
shows, such as;^^^
will do. our b

own
we

Production Boa
you of advert isSi^i

You must do your;
anxious tp^^^ so.
Special ,^f^%e t]

aav#§S|ng yigE
trailer roj*; any
of rtte
"

•and

in

th#^ir'

All of ipa^t make eve^ry
servatil^ program.

p'c^M

m.^-^iFik

^-^^i

It has be^n our earnest eftot^ In tl^ years of our service'
dustry, to conduct our bus i^^^fh such a manner as to earn

will. We ^r^^J^opeful that
for reasons c^' "national

^^R.

which has he^ret^o^ore

your^

not now J>e forfeited by our inability,
to furnish you with the full service

pj^^Red.
Sincerely,

WORATION

Herman Robbin|^
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BmY MOVES TO IKENCHES
Free Breakfasts, Midnight Snack For

MOwaukee

Swing-Shift Fihn Fans

Milwaukee, Sept. 29.
attempt here to meet the de-

First
mand of the swing-shifters in the
.war production plants for entertain-

LlilE

SHOWS FOR Screen Actors See Selves Exploited
By Others in Name of Patriotism

ALL U.S. FRONTS

Paul Whiteman's Slant
Grandson
EnterOn Pretty Uniforms
Of Noted Siamese Twins USO-Camp Shows to
tain AEFS Around the
Paul Whiteman, who. was a chief
Charlotte, N. C, Sept. 29.
The outdoor show world is interGlobe Meantime Broad- petty offlcer in the Navy in World
War 1 and was discharged as a
ested in the record being made by
way Legit Hits Will Be technician ensign, was recently ofCaleb Haynes, just promoted to the
Recorded for Yanks Over- fered a commission. He told the
rank of brigadier general, and as-

U.

ment' at hours when they can take
advantage of it is being made by the
Paradise (Fox) situated in one of
the town's biggest industrial areas.
Not only is a 'Round the Clock' show signed an important command with
being put on, but to conserve the the American air forces in the southworkers' time the house also offers west Pacific war area.
General Haynes is a grandson of
a free breakfast at one period of the
day and a free midnight snack at Eng Bunker, who, with his brother
another interval.
Chang, formed the inseparable Sia-

ARMY

officials that If it's a matter of
wearing a pretty uniform, he's worn
plenty of those in his career, but he

Navy

Jr.,

'an
influx of cheap, disease-ridden proS'
titues' upon his political
enemies

and

threatened

ask

to

Governor

Charles Edison for State Troopers
to clean up vice conditions in Atlantic City

The

mayor's

broadcast over

denunciation

two

'

eric R.

Colie to Atlantic City and
County law enforcement heads.
Justice Colie warned local law
Mflcers that the Army would invoke
Its authority
via the May act, a federal statute, if 'this
city doesn't clean
up gambling and prostitution, say

wthin two weeks.'

Mayor Taggart, who was himself
stripped
i^e

of authority

department

lutions

of

a

last

hostile

over the po-

May by
city

reso-

commis-

s'on,

lambasted 'buck-passing by law
enlorcement
officials';
threatened
grand

jury

action

against

'cheap,

razen, political
protectors of pros-

(Cobtinued on page 52)

School,

to Handle

Victor Disks Flat-Footed

said
piembership
dropped from
8,683 to 7,192 due. to war. Military

Victor Record."! was caught flatfooted by the quick success of Spike
Jones' recording of "Der Fuehrer's
Face.' From the reception accord' I
the interpretation since its release
two weeks ago the disc bids fair to
be one of those surprise hits by a

to go

OWI,

withdrawals were given as 622 members. Some 319 are on temporary

trying to steam up our
since
«specially
learning that some of it isn't what it
for

DX

is

his

leave for

propaganda,

should be.

The bandman recounts

first-hand

experience

with

work

in defen.<)e industries.

Sam, the Bargain Man,

an

American woman, just returned from
Italy, where she long domiciled. Her
is that Yankee shortwave
propaganda is dull, factual, statistiunimaginative, and hasn't the
cal,
bravado elan and local humor which
distinguishes the propagandists from

ny

complaint

Orchestra

m

Detroit

Detroit, Sept. 29.

London, for example,

Go

lUly.

Army

teach-

ers.

With clubs and taverns In this
vital defense «rea under close superof authorities, previous restrictions even ordering 'no gossiping' in the spots, the latest device is
to send the owners to school to learn
proper handling of soldier
the
vision

comparatively unknown artist.
Victor had no idea that it had a
customers.
hit on its hands until it's various
First of the classes will be started
distributors were rushed with orders.
in Battle Creek, which has Fort
It gives Martin Block, WNEW, N. Y.,
record spinner, credit for helping Custer nearby, with the Army intraveling
their'
taking
Block structors
exploit 'Face' in his area.
offered a copy of it free to all lis- school room to other important areas
teners who bought a War Bond of at of the State. Michigan Liquor Conrepresentatives
will
Commission
trol
$60,selling
denomination,
$50
least
sit in at the classes to make sure the
000 worth up to Monday (28).
Written by Oliver Wallace, the boys get their lessons all right. They
their
They'll
flunk.
have
just
won't
Southern
by
published
is
tune
from a Walt Disney licenses revoked if they don't get
It's
Music.
hep to Army regulations.
short, 'In Nutsyland.'

grew out of a small cigar place into
Detroit's second store on volume
purchases and which persistently has
aimed for 'class entertainment' in its
Philadelphia, Sept. 29.
radio programs. Last year the store
Reason behind the sudden resigna- sponsored a University of Michigan
tion of John D. M. Hamilton, ex- professor in a series of broadcasts
chief of the G.O.P. National Com- giving the historical interpretation of
mittee, and his wife from the Stage the war.
However, there will be no comDoor Canteen's board of directors,
was Mrs. Hamilton's apparent dis- mercial to the program a policy
followed by the store last season
taste of jitterbug dancing.
with the hour program's sole plugAlthough the Hamiltons stoutly deging being the sale of war bonds and
nied it, and directors of the canteen
stanrips. Where William Cameron, of
tried to keep the controversy under
the Ford Motor Co., was dubbed in
wraps, it became known last w^ek for
the company talk last year,
that the lady had tried to put a speakers of national
prominence will
damper on the hepcat hoofing of the be presented in that spot to plug the
gobs and doughboys who frequent war bond sale.

Mrs. John Hamilton Just
Doesn't Like Jitterbugs

Tavernkeepers and nitery opera-

— under

tabooed.
James Cagney was installed as
president and Kenneth Thomson as
executive secretary.
In detailing years activities Guild

Kay Kyser, now on an assignment

tors in these parts are being required
to school

quoted at minimum rate. SAG went
on record as opposing these practices
on ground entire wage structure of
radio is being undermined. Work in
commercial films without pay is also

FOR ITALY

Detroit, Sept. 29.

was 41?iiahrpr'« Fare'
(^atcheS
'•ruCnrcr S r ace V.au,Iira

local radio steIn a surprisingly frank airing of conditions
generally considered taboo for radio
transmission
It followed an equally
frank, though less public, heart-toheart talk last Friday night by New
Jersey Supreme Court Justice Fred-

(WFPG and WBAB)

tlons

How

Relief

having

who beam into
Last year spoiisored by the Ford
Motor Company, the Detroit. SymFor example, Count Ciano's ama- phony Orchestra will return to the
Taoght tory exploits are w.k. in Italy, and air here via WWJ in a series of 21
almost every day there's ^qme gag Sunday evening broadcasts sponSoldiers about one or another Ciano in- sored by Sam's Cut-Rate, Inc.
It marks a further come-uppance
(Continued on page 93)
for the cut-rate store here which

Detroit Cafe Operators

To Army

as

RESPECTABLE

CAMPS

uation.

Navy

U.S.0X1ST00

PROBING

There are quite a number of training camps in regions remote from
regular routes of entertainment units
now circulating and it's figured that
those entertainers who are already in
the ranks can help relieve the sit

AFRA

enough funds.

Mayor

Atlantic City, Sept. 29.

Franchot Tone summed up gratis
by saying networks will be
petitioned to desist from asking
actors to work for free or for
minimum on sustainers of patriotic
nature unless given assurances that
their pay be raised to regular rates
when on program if it's sold for
sponsorship. Guild atso sets forth
dangers involved In practice of service organizations seeking funds by
offering to advertisers big name
shows with the participating actors
evils

Relief.

Right now, of course.
has
expressed
itself

Enemies

Mayor Thomas D. Taggart,
week placed the blame for

mittee.

could see a more practical job in
taking out a big Navy Band, plus
some of his alumni, such as Bing
Crosby, Morton Downey, et al., and
really raising some fancy coin for

START PRONTO

HIDDEN TALENT
IN

group Sunday night. Only actors
allowed such privilege will be those
cleared by Hollywood victory com-

Navy

seas

29.

Ban of free appearances on commercial radio programs by meml>ers
of the Screen Actors Guild was
voted at annual meeting of talent

—

Factory hands are urged to attend mese twins famed throughout the
Broadway is about to be taV:
the Paradise in their work clothes, world of science and exhibition a
into the front line with the U. S.
either before they go on the job or century ago. The general's mother,
when they come oft it, and results daughter of Eng and his wife, nee forces abroad: Plans for the presenfor the first week seem to indicate Sarah Yates, lives at Mount Airy, tation of both live and recorded entertainment were being readied this
the swing shifters are going for the N. C.
week by both USO-Camp Shows and
innovation in a big way. Intensive
the Army itself.
promotion is being carried on in circularizing the war plants in addition
USO-Camp Shows is lining up a
to newspaper advertising, and door
comprehensive program of units for
prizes are offered in addition to the
overseas duty. Included in the playtree feeds.
dates are areas all over the globe,
Food is served buffet style right in
spots hitherto untouched by Camp
the theatre lobby, breakfast being
Shows, but now on the must list,
served from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. and
due to the presence of Yank troops.
comprising rolls, doughnuts and cot
Among the spots to be serviced
fee, while the midnight snack, conwill be the Pacific area, as well as
sists of hors d'buvre;
aufkalter
expanded service to the Europe
schnlt (a luxury at current meat
arena. Definite playdates hinge on
prices) and coffee.
acceptances' from name players to
Trying out this new idea in warhead the units, some of which will
time show business is essayed on
be sizable productions.
The U. S. Army is asking major
Wednesday of each week, with the
Most recent unit to hit the overregular program of doable features booking offices for lists of enter, seas trail went
to Iceland this last
and shorts.
tainers of any type whom they have weekend. Talent roster, possibly the
booked in the past and who are now last to go sans a top name, consists
in service, or those who are known to 0^ Peggy Alexander, hoofer; Olya
It's
felt
in.
going
verge
of
the
on
be
Klem, accordionist; Stubby Kay,
Atlantic City
that there are a number of enter m.c; Tina Pauli, singer, and Migini,
tainers now at various training camps the Magician.
For
Blames
who have not made known their
The Army plans to make recorddesire
for
of
a
because
talent, either
(Continued on page 55)
Resort's Vice Influx action instead of a comparatively soft
morale berth, or for other reasons,

this

Hollywood, Sept.

S. General

.

—

;

;

I

the canteen.

'

i

I

it is said, she walked over to
jitterbugging sailor and told him

Once,

I

a

The
of

the

$I..500

store has taken over the cost
broadcasts at an estimated
weekly for the orchestra in

he belonged 'over on Arch street.' addition to rental of the hall, pur(Arch street was the center of chase of the time and a line to
Washington for the speakers.
(Continued on page 52)

—

m
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War Workers Too Loose With
Oldiield

Them As

Sees

Hollywood, Sept.

Lefty's

BUY
UNITED
STATES

Quite Right

WAR

Barney

worker pulls up sharply in his
Barney feels
pronigate spending.
that he is in a position to know
about that, for he has two roadhcuses here and one of them, on
Ventura boulevard, is hard by Viiltei
North American, Lockheed and
M-ar

Canfield of

NBC,

to

lONDS

come

forward with what is considered
one of the most constructive
projects of wartime radio.
To put an end to the scrambling by networks to get their
shields within camera range at
special events, it
tion
that
all
scrapped for the

is

the

of

SEAMPS

his sugges-

emblems

It ivill cost money to defeat
Germany, Japan and Italy.
Our government calls on you

be

duration and
only one hung from ell mikes
letters

call

130,000,000

to help

people— USA.

aircraft factories.

otl-^er

SAVINGS

Hollywood, Sept. 29.
remained for a press agent.

It

Homer

'Judging from those who come in
place there, and I get a lot of
Barney, who ran through
fortunes himself, 'they spend
all they mr.ke. except for war bond
I've tried to tell them
purchases.
the war isn't going to go on forever and they'd better be ready for
Iho old rainy day. But it's no dice.

CANAL ZONE

IN

AH

get Impatient,' saying 'Come on, come on. Cash this
check for me. I'm feeling good
J).^y
'A lot of other places
tcpight."

they do

is

here say the same thing.'

e>-i.und

For the most part, it seems, these
dt luded neo-rich among the shipbuilders and aircrafters patronize
cheaper bars and night spots,
keeping well out of the heavytaflfl zone around Vine and HollyBut, once started, they're
wood.
lavish fpc;
-s over a weekend and
(Continued on page S3)
th.;

'

A. H. Woods,

m

Fortime

Who Made
Last War,
Slice

Believing that show business will
boom because of the war, A. H.
Woods, formerly one of the most

showmen on Broadway,

is

anxious to get back into stride. He
returned to N. Y. recently after being in Hollywood for two years and
offices

establish

will

in

the

plained: 'When I was in the chips,
Di. John Erdman was my physician,
£> I thought he wouldn't mind attending to the plum-like thing
(cjst) on my map. So I wired him,
'Listen sweetheart, how about it,'
and he told me to come along.'

Saying he wanted to be back tn
'I
the
manager piped:
aciion,
wruldn't mind putting on a hit and
four flops, only I'd like the hit to
come first' He was one of the showmen who used to crack that 'nothing
was the matter with me that a hit
•

the movie purveyors. For the past
60 minutes I sat through the excruciating tortures of a film erroneously
labeled 'Canal Zone.' The only reason I and hundreds of others threw
30 ccntavos on .the line to witness
this dog was too see what Hollywood
would write and film about us and
the zone.
'The mentality of a three-year-old
is insulted by this alleged film.
It
bears as much resemblance to the
Zone as the Arctic Circle. The plot
and acting Is forgiven t>ecause they
know not/What they do. But there's
one thing missing.. That Is the explanation, 'Any similarity between

entertainment is strictly a
mistake."
Writer suggested the way to atone
for charging admission would be to
turn over proceeds from the picture
thi.?

.-I'H

USO

to the

fund.

Play-

house this week. For many seasons
he headquartered atop the Eltinge,
which he also operated.
Producer came east primarily for
Woods exminor operation.
a

wiin't

Ancon, Canal Zone, Sept. 29.
Cinema patrons here arc again In
a furor over Hollywood's recent film
Latest
'insult' to the Canal Zone.
pic to get the razz here is 'Canal
Zone."
One letter to a local newspaper
is typical of considerable of the sentiment here. It states:
'This is meant as an open letter to

—

Wants Another

prolific

'INSULTING' PIC

Laughton

'Bill

of Rights'

Recitatiye in

RKO

Pic

Charles Laughton will recite The
next film, 'This
Land Is Mine.' Picture was penned
and will be produced by Dudley
Nichols for RKO. The story deals
with the Nazi Infested countries of
Europe. The star plays a coward
who gets guts all of a sudden, with
the reciting of The Bill of Rights
being one result.
The star scored heavily some years
back when he did Lincoln's Gettysburg Address in "Ruggles of Red
Bill of Rights in his

Gap.'

e.*

Woods

specialized on presenting
and melodramas and has one
each type with which to try a
comeback. The laugh show is "Th:
Key to Vlvy's Room'; the drama is
'This Little Hand,' which he thinks
from Shakespeare.
Is a quotation
Currently two of his old farces ar^
cleaning up. His 'Good Night Ladies'
Ij a sock in Chicago, it originally
being
lied 'Ladies Night in a Turk-

farces
of

The

Gertie's
Garter'),

Garter'

it

in

otl

-••

show
('Night

is

SHOW

BIZ

bet a lot of Aingressmen feel kinda foolish now when they see what
show business Is doing for the war effort. You remember when they cut
the actor off the Theatre Project, saying it was just boondoogllng for a lot
of lazy people?
I'll

Did you know that way back in 1854 a fellow by the name
of Harry McCartny, an English-born variety artist, who made his first
appearance at Btirton's Chamber St. theatre in 1854 during the Civil War
lent both his pen and his voice to the cause of the Confederacy.
His
song, 'The Bonnie Blue Flag,' was his big hit
He was known as the
Arkansas Comedian. The North never forgave him for his satires and
parodies, and he finally ended up playing in San Francisco cellar theatres.

He

died In 1888.

Talking about England, that was where the agency business was started
It was started by some performer keeping a registry
He had the name and addresses of the performers and would
give them to the managers so the managers could find them. He would
charge one shilling to the artists for the service. One old English artist
when asked why he didn't write direct to the managers and do his business direct, said, '1 can't read or write.' Now they can read and write and
still pay commission.
Maybe some pf 'em do their reading and writing
through an agent.
In the early 1800s.

FANS

,

high kickers.

Do you remember when the Leviathan was equipped with a regulation
night club to offset the sale of booze on foreign ships? They still traveled where the booze flowed.

'Getting
of
the

Broadway In 1909
Broadway in 1900. The Aulic House on 34th St., Metropole, Parker
House (where White Rats originated), Hoffman House, Toby's in the
basement and the Hofbrau.
Boys walking up and down the street with plenty loud scenery, the
Considine Bros., George, John and Jim. Bob Vernon (Pomeroy Bob), Ted
Marks, Lee Harrison, Bob, Pete and George Daily, John T. Kelly (Kelly
& Ryan). He sang 'AH Good Americans,' would be a riot right now. Nat
Grfodwln, Cohan, Sherry Mathews and Harry King Bulger. George Fuller
Golden, Dave Montgomery end old Jim Dolan. What a street and what
a mob.
Remember the time during the last war when a hoofer was selling
Liberty Bonds in the street. Nobody was buying any and the hoofer
kinda got sore. Finally one man takes a $500 bond. 'What town arc you
from, Mr.?,' asked the hoofer., 'Topeka,' scd the man. The hoofer turns
to the crowd and sez, 'Looklt, a mugg from a lousy town like Topeka
takes $500 worth and youse guys don't take a dime's worth.'

Manager was

at his peak during
War and made $1,000,-.
shows within a period
Profits piled up parAmerica entered that

the last World
his

^

Joe:

1905 a Great Year In Vaode
1905 was a great year in vaudeville.
William Morris was booking the
Alhambra, Colonial, Proctor's 23d St., Proctor's 58th St. and HammerPercy Williams ooened the Alhambra that year. First act covered
under New Acts in 'Variety' was Tod Sloan at Hammerstein's. He did
a monolog written by Geo. M. Cohan.
There were some great personalities on Broadway in 1905. Ethel Barrymore starred in 'Alice-Sit-by-the-Fire.' while Lionel starred in 'Pan.
taloon.' Dave Warfleld toured in 'Music Master,' in which Jane Cowl had
Louis Calhern, currently subbing a minor role. Mrs. Fiske toured in 'Leah Kleschna,' George Arliss was in
for Howard Lindsay in 'Life With the cast. William Collier starred in 'On the Quiet,' while Geo. M. Cohan
Father,' Empire, N. Y, was Broad- toured In 'Little Johnny Jones.' Mary Pickford was touring as a child in
way's hottest rooter for the Dodgers, 'Uncle Tom's Cabin' and 'East Lynne.' Cecil DeMille was In 'Lord Chumsubsiding only when the Brooklyn ley.' Julia Sanderson was charming audiences in 'Fantana.' Doug Fairteam was nosed out at the wire by banks was in that cast. Al Jolson was in vaudeville, so was Ed Wynn.
the St. Louis Cardinals for the Among the vaudeville headliners* that year were Julian Eltinge. Elsie
National League baseball pennant Janis, Eva Tanguay, Grace LaRue, Leila Mclntyre, Louise Dresser, Jack
Known that many along the main Norworth and James Thornton.
stem rooted against the losers, which
Sonr IIIU of 1906
steamed up the actor all the more.
In 1906 the songs of the year were 'If a Girl Like You Loved a Boy Like
He sat in a box at Ebbets Field on
the afternoon the Dodgers were Me,' 'In Dear Old Georgia,' 'My Irish Molly O,' 'Sliver Heels,' 'Sympathy,*
•Pocohantus,'
Two
Dirty
Hands,' 'NapoH.*
Little
Proctor joined Keith
licked twice by the Cards. It poured
and Calhern taxied back to N. Y. In that year.
Upon alighting the sleeves of the
In 1916 Abe Attell did a monolog on the Orpheum Circuit.
'Variety'
New Orleans crash suit he was opened Its Protected Material Dept.
sporting had shrunk to the elbows.
Vaudeville in 1917 did well all over the country. It was the amuseHe entered a ticket agency that had ment of the soldiers and sailors. President Wilson attended every week's
thumbs down on the Dodgers, only show at Keith's Washington. A year later George Bancroft and Octavia
to hear the radio giving the story of
Broske did a singing and talking act called 'Get Off the Carpet.' It was
the second game, it having cleared
the first time that Bancroft was billed, although he played with Mi^
up in Brooklyn. Calhern, who wrote Broske
(his wife) before in acts.
an amusing story of the tour last seaDo you remember in 1924 when Fay Bainter appeared In 'Dream Girl'
son of 'Father' in the Times, Sunday
That
(27), immediately laid odds on his she caused a sensation because she didn't have her hair bobbed.
favorite team and was nicked again. year Richy Craig, Jr.. appeared with the Tiller's Sunshine Girls at the
Among the nitery-vaude people, Palace. It was in 1924 when the stench bomb was first used by stageclaimed hands at a theatre in Ossining.
Alan
Cross
(&
Dunn)
honors as the most rabid Dodger fan.
Benjamin Franklin Bush (Frank Bush), one of vaudeville's greatest story
He had a medalion on a chain around tellers, died at the age of 71-4n 1927. Vaudeville and film policy was
his neck, the gagger being inscribed soaking straight vaudeville very hard.
The Palace was dropping two to
Tirst in peace and the National four grand a week. Keith-Albee-Orpheum Circuit gave acts three-year
League.' Comedian Danny Kaye Is contracts with slight raises to keep 'em from jumping to other fields.
another ardent Brooklyn rooter. He's Acts at Loew's Capitol in N. Y. were made to broadcast for no dough.
a pal of Leo Durocher and a native
Three years later (1930) vaudeville barred bare legs. The 'Stein Song'
Flatbushite.
was bleating through every radio in the country and the miniature golf
When the Cards copped Sunday, craze
was a menace to show business.
\
the slim hope that it would be anWhat They Used to Be
other subway world's series evaporated.
Ticket
brokers
watched
Did you know that Dave Warfleld was an usher at the Bush theatre in
closely, since had the race been a tie Frisco?
That Sam Bernard was a paper hanger? That John Ringling a
there would have been a rush for doctor's assistant in Chicago? Harry Lauder was a miner. Al Shean a
tickets to both the Yankee Stadium pants presser, Bobby North an editor of a Jewish almanac. Cliff Gordon
and the Brooklyn ball park.
sold zithers. Jack Norworth was a sailor. Bill HalUgan was an office boy
at Armour's Meat Co., Fred Hillebrand was an usher at Proctor's 58th St.,
and Dave Mallen was a railroad clerk.
Did you know that all thieving in circuses is called 'Strawberry Shortcake' by the mob?
In 1719 an old barn that was turned into a theatre at Richmond, Va.,
"~
was called by a critic 'A hovel for asses.'
In 1844 Matt Brennan owned Novelty Hall, admittance 6Vic. in Spanish
money. Performance consisted of minstrel band, end man, dancer and

which is making a run of
London. He lost Interest in

from

»

Coolacres, Cal.

Dear

stein's.

those plays along with many others
when forced to take a bankruptcy
b.-th years ago.

(KM)

Laurie, Jr.

*****************************************

DEM BUMS HURT

:

ish Bath."

By Joe

Notebook

for artists.

Buy

FUROR

E-.-veral

OVER

now.

Buy war savings bonds or
them
siainps today.
every day if you can. But
buv them on a regular basis.

niv

thi-m,' says

ttt *****************************

Coin;

State Charges

29.

Oldfleld, for two gererationi a figure in the entertainment
woild, first a£ an early automobile
race driver and later as promoter
and night c' -b operator, looks out
today from his point of vantage behind the cash register and sees only
a world of woe ahead, unless the

^

Wednesday* September 30, 1912

MtSCEIXANY

of 18 months.
ticularly nfter
conflict.

'

B'WAY MUSICAL LURES
DIETRICH FROM PICS

Best to the gang, sez

Marlene Dietrich will abandon
pictures temporarily for a fling in a
Broadway legit musical to be produced this fall by Kurt Weill end
Cherryl Crawford. Producer pair
are In Hollywood now going over
the book and songs with the actress.
Following completion of her current picture. 'Pittsburgh,' at Universal. Miss Dietrich hops off for a

War Bond
to

tour, after which she goes
to rehearse.

New York

Your

pal,

Le/ly.

ABBOTT

and COSTELLO

Returnind to Air Wavei Thursday, Oct. 8, 7-7:30 p.m^ on NBC
Coast-to-Coast Network In their own show for Camel Cigarettet
Now on National Release

In

A Mayfair

20th's

"PARDON MY SARONG"
Production

— Unlvareal

Under Pereonal Management

of

Pictures Release

EDWARD SHERMAN

Mary Anderson
Hollywood, Sept

Twentieth-Fox signed
House.*

She reports
assignment

this

set,

as

Hollywood, Sept.

29.

Mary An-

derson, star of the stage play, 'Guest
in

Flynn Also Producer

weekend with no
yet

29.

Errol Flynn becomes co-proilucer
under the terms of a
contract just Inked al Warner
Bros.
The deal calls for three starring
pictures per year and a cut of the
profits to Flynn.
of his picture

new

ettuemttty«

MISCELLANY
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Taming of Shanghai s Wild Night

by Yank Writer

After Dec. 7 Reviewed
By

HAL

P.

MILLS

IFormer editor and publUher of
1
The Olympian, Shanghai's No.
tmusement toeektv; 'Variety* corre-

returned
Joondent in China; recently
ship, Cripsholm.]
on the exchange
China, in
The scene was Shanghai,
hours of Dec. 8,
the early morning
time).
1941 (Dec. 7 American
Road's colIn the distance Nanking
Ughts tinged
ored necklace of neon

its Incandescence.
the heavens with
Thousands of men and women
thronged the streets and Shanghai's
merrily on.
hectic night life went
Came a salvo of heavy guns and
machine guns
the spiteful crack of
opened fire on
as the Japanese navy
H.M.S.
the U.S.S. Wake and the
Peterel, the only foreign war vessels

in the great port.

War had come to the Pacific area.
And within a single hour Shang-

Life

Once an Actor
Hollywood, Sept.

29.

Frank McDonald, director for
nine years at Republic, moves
into his 51st pilot job on the still
untitled Weaver Bros, and Elviry

He

reached the halfcentury mark with 'Crooked Circle,' just completed.
stafrer.

To celebrate his
McDonald will play

He

01st chore,
a bit role.

started his film career as an

actor.

RENEWED

HINT

Even

darkening

the

•

'

TALENT RAIDING

officials

Others Escaped Prison

Other pix officials managed to
escape prison, but Dunn had plenty
of company
in
his torture cage.
Newspapermen, bankers, representatives of oil companies and business
men, chiefly Americans and Britons.

Shanghai was shocked and stunned
closing of the hot spots.
The oldest inhabitant could not recall
over the

a similar situation. Not even in 1932,
when the Nips got out of hand, took
over the Hongkew district of Shanghai and captured, sacked and burned

Chapei and Nantao, the Chinese
counterparts of the
International
Settlement and the French Conces
sion.

"That the Japs meant business was
evident, for early on the morning of

Jap soldiers by the thouMnds marched across the Garden
Bridge into the Settlement and took
over. Soldiers were stationed at all
foreign and some Chinese amusement spots.
It was war in earnest and the Nips
were out to grab whije the grabbing
was good. Not only were the hot
spots and theatres taken over but
American and British banks as well.
8

And hotels.
And for the
ern

Least* in This

Sector

PATRON'S ATTITUDE

If

the boxoffice

is

to

be the main

consideration, 'go easy on

first

time in the mod-

29.

old friend,

Brian Donlevy will play a character role for three days in 'The
Miracle of Morgan's Creek," produced by Preston Sturges at
Paramount.
Donlevy Is paying oft an old
debt to Sturges, who lifted him
out of the villain class and made
him a star in The Great McGinty.'

war

pic-

ORSON WELLES

the warning

cry of local
Hollywood.
leaders
to
exhibitor
Spurred on by unfavorable film fans'
is

reaction to

much

of the fare

JOINING 20TH

now

being dished out, the exhibitors are
wondering whether more comedies

Orson Welles

pretty well set on

is

The current dilemma of major stu«
dio story editors is guessing when
the war will end. The editors are
currently buying for 1944 production
and tangling with the problem of
what type of yarns to buy
If the war is still on then they'll
need war angled yarns. But, and
the editors talk in capitals what it
the war is over? After the last war
it was many a year before fiim fans
w^re ripe for laughs and entertainment based on World Ws"- i Th«
.

Big Parade,' All Quiet on the Western Front,' 'Two Arabian Knights,'
the Quirt-Flagg
films,
were all
many, many years after 1918.
And, runs their reasoning, if they
stock up with war yarns and the
fracas folds then their studio.^ will
be loaded with story properties that
won't be saleable for anywhere from
five to 10 years. And who will take
the rap, liie ulflcient militarista or
the story editors?
The trend, at the moment. Is toward a bullish market for peace. No
one is admitting it, but the editors
are selling the war short and endeavoring to lay in a supply of
scripta that can be used at any
time, scripts like mystery, horror and
period yarns.
'

—

Whether a bill could be framed
within the meaning of the Constitupreventing
professionals from
uncertain,
is

tion

employers

changing

with the studio.

liaison

Dedicate Country

Home for Indigent

of

military
prison,
not
unjustifiably
called the House of Torture.

Dec.

at

ostensibly

some film attorneys contending this
which were for- would be tantamount to 'involuntary
servitude.'
eigners and a few Chinese.
During the following few days the
Problematical
whether wartime
Nips seized all Alms in the city. emergency powers would be invoked
Harold Dunn. Far Eastern manager to freeze 'non-essential' crafts or
of Warner Bros., protested vigor- professions in their present positions
ously.
Dunn was 'rewarded.' He at fixed scales of earnings.
went to jail, said jail being a Jap
Co,

Piper,'

a favor to an

—

provide only
were under Nip control; in many
stances had been entirely taken over that workers will not be able to get
increased wages or ^salaries where
by the Japs.
presently
employed.
were
First to be seized (Dec. 9)
the city's first-run plx houses,
cluding the Grand, one of the world's
largest theatres; the Cathay, Majestic and the Nanking.
These houses
were operated by the Asia Theatres

Abhott

Hoke Com-

Hollywood, Sept.

As

and dramas with other themes are a deal for 20th Century-Fox. It will
writing-producing-dinot in order and whether these lat- be an acting
recting contract, similar to Welles'
ter films couldn't do even more for
execs who have been watching pro- the public morale than the war RKO pact, but it will differ in that
Welles will be under increased stuposed wage and price stabilization stories.
Prime Inlerest
That the public as a whole already dio direction.
legislation now being debated in
is becoming surfeited with war picFilm company interest In major
Joe Schenck personally handled it
Washington.
tures, although numerous are still
story properties continued strong
Unless workers are also frozen to in the offing, and that even antagan- just before going to Hollywood. With
last week, three yarns holding primtheir jobs, there is apparently nothism is starting to manifest itself, is Schenck sitting in more actively on ary attention being Time To Be
ing in currently pending legislation evidenced by patrons' complaints,
general
production
matters Bill Born,' by Dawn Powell, 'One Desto prevent opposition studios from comments and remarks in lobbies
Goetz running the studio, in Col.
(Continued on page 54)
hiring players away from their home
Darryl Zanuck's leave, foj tHfe dura(Continued on page 52)
lots by offering more coin.
Current
tion Welles will have a sympathetic

in- proposals

in-

— Prefer

Costello's

edy to Artistry of 'Pied

tures'

wild night life vanished, like
chalk marks on a slate disappearing
Fear of an outbreak of inter-studio
before the sweep of a wet sponge,
throwing hundreds of foreign musi- talent 1-aiding, already accentuated
cians and artists out of employment, by drafting of male stars, is creating
closing all of the city's night estabadditional
headaches among studio
lishments, theatres and places of

thousands of cafes and restaurants
and bringing the business life of the
dty to a standstill.
That was more than eight months
ago, but Shanghai has not recovered
from that blow.
On June 29, 1942, when 600 Amerioan repatriates sailed from Shanghai,
all theatres, night clubs, cabarets,
ballrooms and places of amusement

The Payoff

Too Much War Picture Fare
Noted, and More on the

&

What

Ahout Fihn Story Buys for 1944?

THE POTURE

Horizon

Pretty Soon,

Minneapolis, Sept. 29.

hai's

amusement.

m

War Ends

the

If

MPLS. B.O.

Jack Moss, his partner in Mercury
Productions,
in
is
on the deal.
Whether this would include a takeover by 20th of Welles' Brazilian
picture, 'h's All True,' is u:icertain,
though Welles has stated that he
would not agree to any contract
adjustment with RKO unless provi-

was made for him
South
American

sion

Fdmers on Coast

his

either

at

RKO

or

at

complete
production

to

some other

studio.

'Moon Down' on Orson
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
Dedication of the Motion Picture
20th-Fox picked Irving Pichel to
Relief
Fund Country House, 20
direct
the screen version of The
Lush
Hollywood,
in
miles from
Sonthernaires Score
3,000 Moon Is Down,' the John Steinbeck
country,
attracted
Valley
people of the film industry to the novel which had a short career as a
Appeal in Race
ceremonies Sunday (27). Jean Her- Broadway stage play. There was talk
sholt. prez of the Relief Fund, was of hiring Orson Welles to direct the
Discrimination Suit the official spokesman and drew a picture and play one of the leading
rousing cheer when he said every- roles, but it ended in talk.

HOLLYWOOD CANTEEN
DEBUTS SATURDAY
Hollywood, Sept.

29.

Three name bands will play for
opening Saturday (3) of the

the

Hollywood

Canteen. Rudy Vallee
will lead the Coast Guard outfit in
dedicatory ceremonies,
and Kay
Kyser and Duke Ellington will alternate on floor show and dancing,
Bette Davis, prez of the Canteen,
will make the welcoming address,
after which the spot will be turned
over to the men in uniform.

On

Rochester, N. Y., Sept.

crimination

The
Toney,

suits.

quartet,

Spencer Odom, Jay

workers take up residence.
Sidney R. Kent Memorial Clinic will
take care of 18 patients in need of
the rest home's cure.
Hersholt In his speech thanked
Gulf Oil for sponsorship of the
Screen Guild Theatre which made

all

possible the erection of the home
also spoke of the new Lady
Esther series which will provide
funds for maintenance and expan-

with the Rochester Civic orchestra
They claim a
in Eastman theatre.
man who appeared to be the headwaiter refused to serve them supper
in the hotel dining room because of
their race and told them they would
be served in their rooms at no additional cost.

Tibbett

Still in

Big Coin

sion.

Pobll«h«d n'mklj bj VARIETT. [nr.
Silverman, Prealdent.
West ittti Slrcot. Now York. N. T.

...

history of Shanghai residents
were without entertainment or any
Lawrence Tibbett, despite vocal
form of amusement.
illnesses which caused cancellations
Such famous spots as the Paralast year, stil made over $100,000 for
mount Ballroom, the Sky Terrace of himself during that time. This seathe towering Park Hotel, the Lido,
son the baritone will devote his
the Metropole and the Cathay Cabearly part of the year to opera and
aret, all Chinese-owned,
were forced appearances in USD camp benefits.
to suspend, despite
'BeU' ToUs $1,800,000
the proclamations
Tibbett opened his season in Monof the Nips to
the effect that there treal in 'Tosca' and 'Rigoletto' last
was no wish on their part that the week and after war camp appearCostliest picture on this year's
normal life of the city be inter- ances will sing with the Chicago schedule for Paramount will be 'For
rupted.
Opera Co. in 'Rigoletto.' 'Tosca,' Whom the Bell Tolls," with the negaTake the hot spots of Shanghai 'Aida' and 'Traviata.' He then joins tive nick running to $1,800,000. Stars
away and what's left?
the Met until the first part of Febru- Gary Cooper and Ingrid Bergman.
Likely picture will be sold singly
^anghailanders found out.
ary, when he is booked for 25-30 con"sr, too, hit musicians and artists certs before rejoining the Met on at high percentage terms and at increased admissions.
its spring road tour.
(Continued un page 02)

SUB.SCRIPTION

.

Annual

Editorial

on Robeson's

Signoff Anent

H'wood

San Francisco, Sept.

was

through

with

Foreign

110

Ill

Slnule Coploa

Centa

Vol. 148

No. 4

INDEX

29.

After Paul Robeson said here he

motion picture
acting for good, because of the way
nims depict Negroes, the Chronicle,
who
in an editorial, agreed 'Hollywood

William Pereira, architect,
designed the main building and guest
cottages, was awarded the industry's
medal for outfirst humanitarian
standing charitable efforts. Governor
Culbert Olson spoke of the project
as evidence of the 'unselfish hearts
of people of picture industry who
at all times come forward to give
their talent and services in time of
need.' Private Nicky Nayfack. until
recently a Metro studio exec, took
part in the flag-raising ceremony.
When present quarters are completed the home will accommodate
164 guests, with 31 of planned 40 cottages already donated.

Trad* Mark ReRlatereil

FOUNDED BT SIMB SILVERMAN
I5«

dustry

Homer Smith and Lowell and

of New York, obtained
rooms at the hotel Feb. 15, 1941, the
evening before their appearance

Peters,

was fully paid for.
The Country House has its official
opening Oct. 1 when 24 former in- Frisco Chronicle's
thing on 41-acres

29.

of Supreme
Court refused a motion of the Sagamore Hotel to strike out as a matter of law all except $2,000 of a
$22,000 demand for four members of
the Southcrnaires, Negro radio and
concert singers, in their race dis-

The Appellate Division

....48

Bills

Chatter

'.
.

,

.

Concert -Opera

53

39

Exploitation

10

Film Booking Cliar
Film Reviews

20

we do not like to
Hollywood eyes, we
can stay home and read a book.'

Gridcast

55

Inside

50

The editorial spouted, in full:
'What Paul Robeson says about the
plantation tradition, in motion pictures giving a false version of Negro
to what everybody
life,
is similar
else says about Hollywood misrepresentating the American scene, and
every other scene.
Certainly, the

inside

44

Inside

40

drunken, dissolute crews with hellroaring city editors that appear in
the films could never manufacture
a newspaper.
'But all this is because Hollywood
does not portray ideological verities,
but deaLs in amusement. And amusement rests on a boxoffice foundation.
'His recour.se has to be the public's recourse.
He does not have to
appear in films if he does not like
the philosophy in their world of Il-

Literati

does not portray ideological
adding:
look

'.

.

.

verities,'

if

through

lusion.

Similarly,

through

to

look

we

can stay

home

if

we do

not like

Hollywood's eyes,
and read a book.'

House

8

23

Review.';

— LeKit
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27
37
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46

International
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49
52
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ACTIVITIES

Mren

See Industay Meetmg Treasury's

$775^000 Bond (kKil By Td#t
With Monday
bond

(28)

bringing $60,-

sales,

record day of

the month, there was every indication

late yesterday

(Tuesday) that

September
biilion-doUar war bond campaign
would achieve its goal by midnight
toright (Wednesday). The Monday
tlip

picture

industry's

record sales

left

slightly

less

than

$75,000,000 to be raised in the final
two days of the drive. War Activitie.~ Committee headquarters for the
drive indicated late yesterday that
It looked like a photo finish but that
Ti-esday and Wednesday sales should
hi^ $75,000,000. making the required
$775,000,000 set by the Treasury (this
represents
at
a
maturity
value
$1,000,000,000).

Feels Better,

(Continued on page 18)

and South America.

opened, Lincoln (Link) Wilmcrthe
ton has been m.c.ing In
servicemen's rendezvous in the
basement of the Academy of

May

Also Go Abroad
Chicago, Sept.

29.

of Army camps, doing free
for the armed forces, and may
beeome the first overseas radio com-

lour

hows

through

mercial

take

IN Oa. 4 DEBUT
Washington, Sept.

Army

AEF

stationed abroad

Tonight Will

Snag

$200,000

es-

tablish a new record high for a smgle Indoor performance with a $200,000 take. It will also offset the recent to-do over the Conn-Louis l\ght,
because the War Dept. already is
pointing to tonight's show as an example of how much can be grossed
(and netted) for an Army benefit
with the expenditure of only a few
This in itdollars for incidentals.
self is a marked tribute to show biz.

From

a

sharp

trading

deal

for

Madison Sq. Garden, which usually

Honor Dan

Healy

is

Sgt. Peter J. Burns.
In

of a.k.

BLOW
MIniklures

in

DOWN

Demand

as

Big

Subslitutes

atudios are getting the heaviest play
In the history of motion pictures and
at the same time losing more tech
nical workers, according to average,
than any other branch of the busi-

With massive

sets barred

by

lack of priority material, there has
been an Increasing demand for artisans

who can make

a

Tom Thumb

background look like a million dollars worth of scenery.
Meanwhile, Uncle Sam has plenty
of use for smart technicians and is
grabbing them for the armed services.
Vernon Walker, chief of special effects at RKO, reports that
six of his best artificers have moved
Into the Army while the studio demands for that sort of work have
Increased by 40% in the last six

months.

verted elsewhere. His plea was granted and he
armed unit in another camp.

was transferred

Neglected by Qamftur,

to en

Detroit

Snipes at Bonds' Cheesecake Bally
-44-

girls

sent

by the glamour

out

'

Army

Oldie for

large en54)

WooUey

Hollywood, Sept. 29.
20th-Fox bought the old Arnold
Bennett novel, 'Buried Alive,' as a
future starrer for Monty Woolley,
following completion of his next assignment in 'The Late Christopher
Bean.'
Arnold story deals with a noted
artist who assumed the identity of
his valet to escape his idolatrous
public.

'Corregidor'

Okayed

Hollywood, Sept.

For Training Pics

Deal

films.

by the

AAF

now

biz contribution to the

which Roach would have the privilege of using halt the facilities for
thfe resumption of his 'streamliners'
for

L.

under negotiation

for four months, after

United Artists release.

In case the AAF requires continued use of the ^entire studio, the
Roach organization will film its pictures on the RKO-Pathe lot.

SUBMIT SHAKEUP

PLANS FOR CANTEEN

A. to N. Y.

Carlton Alsop.

Don Amechc.
Edgar Bergen,
Joe Blgelow.

Harry Brash.
Dorothy Brown.

Maury Cohen.
Lester Cowan.
Lester Cutler.
Bill Dover.

Charles Einfcld.
Dale Evans.
Glenda Farrell.
William Gaxton.
S.

Nat Goldstone.
John Harkins.
Radie Harris.

Ben Hecht.

Corp.
Story, okayed without change, goes
into production Oct. 14, with Edgar
G. Ulmer directing.

show

Force, in the production of training
calls for the exclusive use of the lot

29.

Film division of the War Dept.
headed by Co\. Mason Wright, approved the script of 'Corregidor' to
be produced by Atlantis Pictures for
distribution by Producers Releasing

of

war

effort.
However, a few have gone
along on the Idea that some of the
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
publicity associated with the film
Uncle Sam is taking over the Hal stars' visits has been of a type to
Roach studio for the use of the
(Continued on page 55)
photograph
division.
Army Air

The

committee of 10 acting in
the interests of the American Theatre Wing's Stage Door Canteen met
Thursday (24) and its report on
certain changes in the Canteen personnel will be placed before the
Wing's board next week. Reorganjoint

Press has been temporarily handled
by Lorella Val-Mery and Oliver M.
Sayler. .Former, who has been in
-Washington
-in connscticn v,-ith the
ensign U. S. Naval' Reserves'. He is
feature writer in 20th-Fox publicity new Canteen which opens there late
department in N. Y. and editor of the this week, is regularly engaged in
handling
the
Wing's publicity. Leo
weekly radio letter.
Freedman has been .selected as cochairman of the Canteen's press deEddie Resnlck, 43, Enlists
partment, with another p.a. to be
Eddie Resnick, the talent agent, en- chosen.
listed last week and reported SaturUnderstood that the entertainment
day (26) at Camp Dix. N. J., as a committee will
again be revised as
buck private. He's 43. Resnick was the result
of an impression that reAbe Lyman Enlists
chiefly active in touring film personcent
nightly Canteen shows could
Abe Lyman, in his 40s. last week alities In the vaude theatres.
have
been
pepped
up. Shows were
enlisted in the Army and reports
originally handled by a committee
He
Oct. 10 for induction in N. Y.
J. J. FltzglbbODS' Daughter In
headed by Radie Harris. When she
signed In on the Coast, thus canOttawa,
Sept.
28.
was
sent
to
the
Coast.
Jamc.<: E.
celing a scheduled location job at
Airwoman
Helen
Fitzgibbons, Sautcr took over.
the Florentine Gardens, Hollywood.
Lyman, who has been a band name daughter of J. J. Fitzgibbons, president of Famous Players-Canadian
for over 20 years, is expected to be
Corp.. Is a recruit at the Ottawa air
assigned to maestro an Army orchesChi Coliseum to
station. RocklifTe, Royal Canadian
tra.
It's also figured he'll be staChicago, Sept 29.
Air Force. Fitzgibbons' three sons
tioned, at least temporarily, at a
Chicago's historic Coliseum, 42
are already in the U. S. Army, one
camp in New Jersey.
at Hawaii, another at Scott Field and years old, in which several RepubIt's reported he's bringing 28 mulican national conventions and other
a third in the Medical Corps.
sicians, many from his band. Into
big events have been held, was taken
the Army with him.
over by the Chicago Army Air Force
John Howard Farewelled
for transformation Into a technical
Irving Kahn Inducted
Detroit, Sept. 29.
school.
FareweU party for John Howard,
Irving Kahn, in charge of radio
Arena has been partitioned into
publicity on Hal Home's staff at branch manager for Paramount and
14 classrooms where over 1,600 stu20th-Fox, reports to Camp Dix, N. J. former prexy of the Variety Club
dents will receive' instruction in raRobert Montgomery, now on the 20th here, took on large proportions bedio technique, sending and receiving
publicity staff, and Myra Miller, fore his departure as a lieutenant
of messages in code, orientation lecKahn's assistant, will divide radio
(Continued on page 23)
tures and training.
V's First

Detroit, neglected

to boost war bond
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
One of the least publicized and yet sales, has started to snipe at the
been photographed and fingerprinted
fot FBI flies, as a preliminary to one of the most Interesting of the Treasury Department for not conwar movements Is the ferrying of ducting its campaign along lines
becoming junior hostesses.
Canteen this week turned down bombers to distant fronts. Warners 'more in keeping with the national
offer of support from the Com- will produce 'Transport Command,' emergency.'
Editorials have started appearing
munity Chest. Thought it .smacked next in the series of Technicolor
too much of charity and prefers to National Defense two-reelers, start- not only In the press here but in
ing Oct. 1 at an undisclosed aviation .^everal other midwest sections chargbe a self-sustaining operation.
ing that the war bond sales were beWatson Barratt has completed his base.
Tedford
James
BloodCharles
and
ing conducted along the lines of a
Canteen murals In his New Yor'circus,
taking
for worth are doing the script, based on three - ring
direct
bringing them down
studio,
mounting this week. Interior of actual performances, with Gordon punches at the use of Hollywood
film stars to hypo sales and indicatCsnteen is a replica of a mid-Vic- HoUingshead as producer.
ing that the war bond sale should
tcrian little theatre, with small stage
be a more dignified business.
bi'ilt out from the proscenium.
Theatre men In these parts, after
Register Amatear Talent
Takes Over
an all-out effort to sell bonds durAmateur talent Is being registered
ing September, while irked that no
this week for fill-in roles. Bulk of
Hal
Roach
Studio
names were sent in to help the local
shows will come from N. Y. and the
campaign, are resenting the belittling
Washington theatres. It will be or-

ization of the Canteen's publicity department will receive attention.
First
fatality

Detroit, Sept. 29.

Command Fdm

Ferry

are among civic leaders who
have signed up as busboys. More
than 3,000 socialites have registered,
lette

Sams Roll Call

War Casualty
employee war
Universal
occurred last week when
air cadet Wilson P. Thedford, 24,
crashed at Bruce Field, Ballinger,
Texas, during a solo flight
Thedford was formerly a salesman
with Gaumont British In Dallas.
Texas, later with Fox. and joined
the Oklahoma office of Universal
His widow and
in December, 1941.
Set
two brothers survive.

Hollywood, Sept. 29
Miniature departments in the film

ness.

Uncle

'Army,' heading a
hoofers who were in

'EM

Hoom

Manpower Commissioner Paul V.
McNutt, Senators Pepper and Gil-

Relen sold SI boxes
terrific t|lce.
commercials (Bernie does a 15- at $1,000 each; the regularly scaled
ininute shot from Monday through $101,000 gate at $16.50 top is already
Friday at 5:45 p.m.) would be aired sold out; and there is a $40,000 prolate at night so as to hit the States gram.
at the proper hours.
When Ed Sullivan, the N. Y. News
In a measure, the Wrigley-Bernie columnist, who has been sponsoring
prbject
would
approximate
the the proceedings, announced at the
Camel Caravan, the chicle manufac- final executive committee meeting
turer paying all fees. "The keynote Monday (28) that 'this is my birthof the Wrigley show is to 'refresh day and it's been the grandest birthyourself with a piece of gum while day present I have ever had, to work
at defense work, and thus don't de- with such a willing bunch of helplay war production.'
Abe Lastfogel formally proers,'
posed a resolution thanking the
newspaperman for his excellent
leadership throughout.
Ifapliank' and 'Army'
The War Dept., recognizing that
this would be a spectacle probably
Pals
Healy of historic significance, is setting up
extra photographic crews to record
The show reads
it for the archives.
After the Friday (25) performance
like a who's who; the radio stations
«f This Is the Army,' which Unaled
almost
in
relays
will
carry it
the following night at the Broadway,
throughout the evening.
N. Y., Dan Healy was presented with
Navy Relief's benefit last March
a heavy seal ring, inscribed, 'From
set a then new high of $164,000 b.o.,
his veteran pals of 'Yip, Yip, Yapalso at the Garden.
hank' and "This Is the Army.' The
crossed guns of the Infantry and 'V
tor Victory' are superimposed on a
five point star.
Presentation speech

Was made by

War Job

Private Jack Murray, co-author of
Service,' Is the central
figure in an Ironic. story about an enlistee who pulled strings, not to
get a soft snap, but to. get himself assigned to combat service. Aiter
he had been accepted Murray foimd himself at Camp Upton. A few
days after his arrival Murray noticed a banner announcing that camp
players would soon offer a production of 'Room Service.' He ^ave the
announcement no further attention. Soon afterwards he was recognized by an ex-Broadway agent in uniform. Murray thought no more
of this meeting until he was instructed to report to the morale officer.
He was ordered to devote himself to the production.
Murray obtained permission to take his case up the line. He explained that he had enlisted for active service out of deep feeling for
the issues Involved in the war, and that he preferred not to be di-

club.

and the

*Yaphank' and he introduces Irving
Berlin for the latter's 'Hate to Get
Up in the Morning' assignment.
Healy was recently stricken with
•tomach ulcers and hospitalized, but
Is now well.
Appearing in 'Army'
without compensation, he is now on
tour with the soldier show.

M

will

CBS

bunch

Av(Md

a

if plaas go
to
charges a lot of 'extras,' to the exhim and his band, plus Gale Rnb- cellent work
of Bernard Relen, a gsnized and routined by a
binf, The King's Jesters and Jack
(Contlnued on page
civilian promotion man who sold
t'ulton, to
England and Ireland. many thousands of dollars of tickets
Prime purpose would be to enter- single-handedly, it has resulted in a

tain,

29.

Washington's Stage Door Canteen
have its unveiling Oct. 4 with
pound party. Anybody bringing
cnimed edibles weighing two pounds
i{cts a peek at the new servicemen's

Benefit

son Square Garden, which will

Vnder a deal being worked out
by P. K. Wrigley, Jr., Ben Bernie's
gum show will make an extensive

D.C CANTEEN

Music.
Recently, being the only male
in civvies got Wilmerton down,
so he enlisted in the Army.

Relief

Bases With Radio Shor,

became Bryan Foy's
20th-Fox. Ziffren was

a-sistant at
a newspaper correspondent In Spain

Now

There are kudos for all of show
business in the extraordinary job
attendant to the Army Emergency
show tonight (Wed.) at Madi-

Army

he

Philadelphia, Sept. 29.
Ever since the Philly canteen

Fact that the Anal 15 minutes befcre midnight tonight (Wed.) will be'
deVoted to extra selling at the grand
finale of Army Emergency benefit
•how at the Madison Square Garden
b regarded as assurance that the

Beriie to Tour

Fislits to

Hollywood, Sept. 29,
ZifTren
checked off the
20th-Fox lot to join the Office of Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs,
headed by Nelson Rockefeller.
Lester

Before

£65,000 fn

Goes Latin

work.
Kahn is Irving Berlin's
nephew.
Stephen L. Freeland commissioned

Army

Katharine Hepburn.
Jean HoUoway.
Jack Hurdle.

Henry

Jafle.

Talbot Jennings.

Arthur Kemp.
Larry Kent.

W.

B. Lewis.
Billy Livingston.

Harry Maizlish.
Johnny Mascio.
S. Barret McCormick.
K. F. Morgan.
Seymour Morris.
AnneNe.'kgJc.
Ray Noble.
Joe Nolan.

Harry Norwood.
Natalie Schafer.
Nathaniel Shilkret.
Herbert T. Sllverberg.
Anthony Stanford.

Henry Stephenson.
Robert Tapllnger.

Mary Treen.

•

Terry Turner.
Jimmy Walker.
Harry M. Warner.
Ben Wallerstein.
Nina Varela.

N. Y. to L. A.
Stanley Adams.

Fred Ahlert.

Fay Bainter.
Jim Fonda.
Harry Frazee.
V. Frank Freeman.
George Gruskln.

Tom

Harrington.

Eddie Mannlx.
Ned Marin.
Jack Messier.
Charles Tobias.
Joe Schenck,

Lou Smith.
Paul Whiteman.

Wednesday, September 80, 1948

Sears Salutes

PICTUIU58

Tar s

Foresight'

In closing of the United Artists' deal acquiring much-needed product from a rival distributor, Paramount, Grad Sears, v.p. in charge of
sales for UA, salutes Barney Balaban, Neil F. Agnew and Y. Frank
Freeman, Par execs, for their foresight in coming to the rescue of a
brother company in distress and. for their vision in 'keeping us in
business.' Par took no advantage of the odd situation since the $4,500,000 deal, to cover 22 negatives, involves no profit markup.
Among other things it was Par foresight in lending a helping hand
product in most parts of the
since its theatres play the
to
will be availcountry. Hence the Par pictures sent on release by
able at the same time as other Par-made Alms.

UA

UA

UA

Par s Selznick Deal
Resumes

Pends

Still

—

When Freeman

Returns East Stromberg
Vice Selznick in UA Setup

Some

Paramount has no Interest in buyDavid O. Selznick

Figures

ing the holdings of
as a

member-owner

In length

from two

In

of United Art-

company want all
iste, nor does the
and talent
of the story properties
contracts which he controls, varying
Neand Selznick

to five years.

?otlations between Par
or stories and talent

conextinue, with Y. Frank Freeman
pected to return east in a week or
be
may
deal
time
a
which
so, at
tickets

Meantime, Freeman went
finalized.
back to the Coast Friday (25), following discussion of the Par-Selznick
the Par board of dibefore
matter
rectors the day before.
While $1,850,000 is said to be in-

volved in the deal as it now stands,
be
in view of the details yet to
worked out and questions concernwhich
ing talent or story properties
execuPar
high
want,
a
not
does
Par

any figure mentioned
time would be speculative.

the

negotiations

in

David O. Selznick now

which
figures,

a total of close to $4,000,000 is
involved.
This
includes
or
$1,850,000
more under the deal to turn over
story properties and talent contracts to Par; the approximate
$1,000,000 representing his stock
interest in United Artists as an

owner-member; and $1,000,000,
earmarked for Selznick for early
production, which reverts to UA
under Selznick's decision

to sell

out.

$1,000,000 reserve set up
for Selznick comes in handy for
in swinging its deal with
Par for 22 pictures, calling for

The

UA

a

down payment

of $1,900,000.

tive stated that
at this

Believed that the only likelihood
the transaction falling through
would stem from demand for too
high a price, if more than the re-

of

.

ported $1,850,000, plus Inability to
agree on the extent of the purchases
to be made.
Three Scripts
Although Selznick has other stories.
Par is interested in only three properties— 'Jane Eyre' (in the public domain, but for Selznick's screen prep-

.

aration),
'Claudia.'

PAR'S SLANT ON

SELZNICK'S
HOLDINGS

to

Wm. Fox Looks

to

tion plans for 'Jane Eyre,* in event
that a deal is closed with David O.
Selznick for a takeover of his various talent contracts and story properties.
Novel, though potent, is

Be

FOR THE PIX BIZ

Is

Of Merit
Besides Loss of Stars, Hollywood Foresees Further
Drain on Its Executive
Manpower for D. C. Wartime Duties

Its

It

Can;

Hollywood,' Sept. 29.

INTO PIX BIZ?

Sky.'

cent weeks between Hollywood and

Washington

in

extent

industry

the

an

effort to ascertain

will

be called

EXPEa

On to provide the Government with
film

executive manpower.

Apart from the draft of yount
men, a drain which the industry

May Even
By MORI

Dietrich's Valedictory

Ralph Dietrich, 20th-Fox producer,

starts his last production for the
duration
tomorrow (Wed.) with
'Margin For Error,' war picture
based on the stage play by Clare
Boothe.
Following completition of 'Margin',
Somewhat perturbed by growing
demands froip various Government Dietrich reports for Army work with
Lieut.-Col. Frank Capra's unit in
departments for the services of key
Meanwhile he
the Signal Corps.
men from within the film industry, has wound up preliminary work on
future 20th-Fox pictures,
picture company toppers have be: i two
commuting more frequently in re- 'Ground Pilot' and 'Condors of the

GOVT

Sales Policy,

Out to Get Every Producer

BRITISH

Raid

ARUSHEN
Chicago, Sepi. ZA.

'United Artists is going out to sign
every important producer it can lay
its
hands on,' said Edward C.
Raftery, UA prexy at the opening of
the UA' sales convention in Chicago,

'and

we'll

raid

the

major

lots

it

necessary.'

The statement is regarded as in
line with the aggressive outlook currently

displayed

by

the

company

which
tity

figures that its plans for quanas well as quality productions

coming year are a cinch to be
realized.
This optimism hinges on
three factors; the present economic
situation, the more effective working
conditions ofTered by independent
production, and the yen for creative
independence on the part of producers, stars and directors.
this

UA

•

In the recent past, when the
failed to come through with
pictures, the company which had
its producers had to
borrow $1,200,000 from the Guaranty

owners

is

FILM COIN

already feeling, there is reportedly
a marked tendency on the part of
some officials to obtain services of
key picture men for increased Government Aim production activities.
Impression within executive film
circles. js that in addition to any
waivime Government regulation f
the picture industry there is also
Decision on the American disa desire by some official departments tributor coin frozen in Great Britain
to enter into productioa and expand
on a scale providing for regular is expected any week now, Accordtheatre schedules. This has given ing to inside reports in the trade.
rise to speculation whether there There have been several sessions of
will
be Government competition top industry officials on the frozen
either during or after the war, via
money situation in the last two
the use of specialized manpower
weeks, but all executives, as well as
teken from private film productior.
Viewing the problem realistically, Will Hays, are keeping strictly mum
seme factions within the trade con- until the arrangement has been finalized.
tend that in the final analysis only
Such an attitude of secrecy is in
performance cou:its in show busiline with the desires of R. 6. Somness, and that regardless of Govmervell, secretary of the British
ernment film production activities
Board of Trade, currently in the
pr.'vate initiative would not be submerged. Others are concerned t t U. S. on the American distributor
monetary problem.
Although not
in the event of extensive inroads <
wishing to predict just what the
irreplaceable manpower, the basic
final results will be,
there were
(Continued on page 55)
further hints in the trade that most
of the $52,000,000 or thereabouts,
presently
impounded in Britain,
wculd be released as of Oct. 29. And
every effort is being exerted by the
industry to prevent the establishment of any new frozen money arrangement starting next year.

Oa.25

never financed

Trust Company, via George Burrows,
to make 'To Be or Not To Be."

UA

Arthur Kelly,
v.p. of foreign
distribution, paid tribute to Burrows,
who was alio on the platform, for his
aid in arranging the financing as
the
promptly
offering
well
as
$3,500,000 required to finance the

UA deal with Paramount, Kelly
pointed out that the company had
made a great deal of money with
its foreign department, in the past,
while the domestic end of the firm
has never been in the black. This
was the result of giving producers a
low distribution cost in the U.- S.
while depending on England and
other foreign markets for profits.
Now, the profits piled up by the
(Continued oh page 18)
'

Shortage of Manpower

i

Kingdom' and
Some question as to whether Par
There is always the pos- amount will continue with produc(Continued on page 16)
'Keys

UA, Revamping

E

8

PAR-UA DEAL

hfuenced the Retom
Of Macgowan to 20th
Dearth of studio production execs
due to the draft was pointed up last
week when Nelson Rockefeller's Ot«
fice
of the Coordinator of Inter*

considered somewhat dated and unSommervell is expected to. make
interest in hectic
likely
to hold
hi« reconunendations back to the B. American Affairs approved an aptimes such as the present. 'Claudia,'
of T. in London, with thb body plication from 20th-Fox for the reon the other hand, play which cost
likely to see that these recommenda- turn of Kenneth Macgowan, who 1 i
Selznick in the neighborhood of
Making a down payment of tions are carried out by the British been on leave of absence from the
$200,000. has Paramount talent and
Atlantic City, Sept. 29.
$1,900,000 on a deal that will run to Tieasury.
Actual pact consumma- studio since 1940. Macgowan, whose
Final settlement on the bank- production departments keenly inapproximately $4,500,000 over a two- tion consequently will be announced earnings with 20th were $07,000 a
ruptcy affairs of William Fox, one- terested, while 'Keys to the Kingyear period. United Artists acquires probably by the Treasury in Lon- year, has been serving as director of
time multimillionaire film magnate, dom.' another Selznick property, also
a from Paramount three regular pro- don and the decision then trans- th,' film production program for the
will be effected here before this pre.sents problems inasmuch it is.
gram features and 19 pictures pro- mitted to Washington and N. Y.
CIAA.
coming Christmas. The settlement religious theme which calls for
duced or to be produced by Harry
MaCfiowan was given a release on
checks to remaining creditors will skillful handling.
condition that he is to continue asIn connection with 'Kingdom.' it is Sherman. In addition to 13 westerns
run somewhere between 2-3% of
Hopalong Cassidy series
the
si.'ting the government in connection
believed that Selznick would have in
their original amounts.
Sherman
William
starring
Boyd,
the
v.'ith
Coast production.
Upon his
Only one more disputed claim considerable difficulty in casting if
or
three
western
films
include
of
a
return
to 20th studios next month he
tolaling
remains to be he intended to produce oTi his own
$35,000,
outdoor type for release this season
BRIT.
Is
.slated
to
start
production of
(Continued on page 18)
okayed, compromised or expunged
and three similar 'specials' which
Liitin-Amcrican and civilian morale
before Trustee Hiram Steelman can
will make on the UA lot
Sherman
films.
set the machinery in motion for the
Sir Alexander Korda, currently in
for 1943-44 release.
At the Coordinator's office MacSELZNICK OR
ultimate payoff. That is the claim
The three Sherman specials (not England, is reported considering a gowan headed production of more
of Harold L. Arnold. Inc., Los AnHopys) included under the deal for wartime post in the British Govern- than 60 films with Spanish and
geles architects, allegedly due on As Cooidinator of Film Production
ment service and may not return to Portuguese sound-tracks,
already
and
year's
UA
release
this
50 more'
in
D.
C.
With Headquarters
unfinished California theatre conactive film production in America.
(Continued on page IG)
new in various stages of production
tracts.
A hearing has been set for
Korda has no picture commitments and
an equal number dealing with
In addition to David O. Selznick.
Thursday (Oct. 1).
in the U. S. though he has long term
Li.tin-America
and
out
of
made
for
distribubeen
in
has
Fox, himself, is today free to producer who
plans for producing a film version of
Joe Schenck at Stodio
tion in the U. S.
legally assume other debts.
He was Washington recently. George J.
Tolstoy's "War and Peace.' He has
discharged from bankruptcy on Aug. Schaeter. former president of RKO.
not submitted any concrete produccandidate
as
29.
strong
Hollywood.
Sept.
27 by Federal Referee Allen B. En- is reported a
tion-releasing plans to United Artists
dicott here after six years of litigacoordinator of picture production
Joe Schenck trained in from the as yet.
NIONO'S
tions.
His voluntary petition in and other industry matters with the east On Monday and resumed his exMerle Oberon, who has been in
bankruptcy, filed in 1936, listed lia- War Production Board. The indus- ecutive duties at 20th-Fox studio.
England for the past month enterthings
way
the
him
with
train
west
with
the
same
bilities of $9,935,'',01 and assets of
On
try, not sati.'fied
taining U. S. and British troops, is
a
having
in
producerMarin.
Metro
interested
Ned
$100.
were
are going, is
due back in the U. S. shortly.
Subsequent claims against Fox prominent lllm exec in Washington director, and Eddie Mannix.
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
piled in until, at one time, the peak to represent it.
Spyros Skouras. 20th prexy. was
Monogram Pictures Corp. reported
claimed indebtedness approximated
Schaefer. recently hospitalized, is also due here, but was held in New
a net profit of $157,103 for the year
the
to
his
efforts
lending
biz.
York
by
>55,000,000. Against this was stacked presently
Fellows,
Producer
ending June 27. 1942, a heavy adother claims that assets in the multi- War Activities Committee in N. Y.
vance over the preceding year's net,
million-dollar All-Continent
Corp. in which he has been active from
Einfeld in N. Y.
which was only $10,897.
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
Gross
rightfully
belonged to Fox and the start.
RKO signed Robert Fellows to a profits, before payment of taxes,
Harry M. Warner arrived in Newshould be used to pay oft his crediEddie Mannix. previously men(Tuesday), following producer contract, starting Oct. 8 were $202,103.
yesterday
York
tors.
WPB
for
the
possibility
a
tioned a.":
W. Ray Johnston, president of the
with 'Bombardier,' which Richard
A recapture of assets suit was In- film coordinator spot, is said to have stopoff in Washington.
company, announced at a stockholdOn Monday night (28) Charlie Wallace will direct.
stituted against All-Continent, but been ofTered the post to head the
Currently Fellows is producing ers meeting that the net for year Is
Einfeld trained in to discuss camO'as finally settled
out of court on a salvage campaign but turned it
approximately 37%c. per share on
'Pittsburgh" at Universal on a packMmpromise whereby the corporation down. The Metro studio executive paigns on new season's product and
age deal.
415,962 outstanding shares.
other matters.
Coa.^t
the
to
returned
(Continued on page SS)
already
has

Out of the Bkptcy.
Courts by This

CONSUMMATED

Xmas

KORDA MAY ASSUME

.

WAR

SERVICE

SCHAEFER7

NET FOR YEAR

SOARS TO $157,103

RKO

Warner,

.

.

Wcdnesdaj, September 30, 1942
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Disappoined?

Manned

Coast Theatre Heads Not

Hollywood, Sept

Over Gas Rationing Effect on Biz
Hollywood, Sept 29.
Theatre
chain
operators
here,
with a new menace in the
matter of gasless automobiles in a
town which pancakes all over the
landscape, and leaves focal points
as remote from one another as
though in different counties, are
impressed but not unduly alarmed
faced

by the Government program of gasThis will take a lot of
automobiles off the streets for a
goodly part of every week, and keep
them off, but spokesmen for local
theatre chains are undismayed.
rationing.

In fact, there's a feeling here, aptly expressed by the old story of
the boxing manager telling his bum,
drooling and drooping there in the
But it
corner, 'He can't hurt us.'
goes deeper than that. Heads of releasing companies here are definitely expectant that, after a little preliminary fumbling around, this subway-less and auto-conscious town
will work out its own salvation,
without any noticeable loss of theatre business.
Two of the spokesmen, Lou Halper,

zone manager for Warners
^nd Harry Wallin, of Paramount, point out that all their
houses are in centers of population
and. therefore, not wholly dependent upon the automobile. A third.
Arch Bowles, regional supervisor
Coast

theatres,

example, «ver thinks about
for
For a
sugar-rationing any more?
time, It was the sole topic of conversation.'
Halper of

Warners

very happy

is

in the fact that his theatres are what
he calls 'self-sufficient'; that they're
in the midst of populous areas from

which people may arrive afoot or
a-wheel, practically at pleasure. He
•Ten thinks his Beverly Hills clientele will continue to come over to
Hollywood Blvd. for Warners first
run pictures as before.

TO WORKERS
In paying a salary bonus for the
third quarter this year covering a
total

of

13

weeks

to

Friday

(25),

Paramount advised recipients it is
hoped that this may be continued
periodically

In

spite

of

possible

Fox-West Coast, is a little less
regulations. Company
specific but was definite in the diag- wage-freezing
the business handnosis that, in the end, the overall is the only one in
premiums on salary
affect on theatre receipt;! would not ing out liberal
under
.what
Is known as a 'Cost of
be noticeable.'
plan.
Bonus'
Living
Bowles added, The situation is
To all employees of Par at its
similar to previous rationing when
and subsidiacans began to come off the roads. homeoffice, exchange
ries the bonus given Friday (25),
It will equalize itself, which is to

'

means

fore, find

of overcoming

it'

Diraoat's BriKhtening Effect

This optimistic view is echoed by
Halper and Wallin, the latter' being
at some pains to state that, while
picture theatres here had spent
hundreds of thousands on lighted
marquees, th^ had done bigger
business since the dimout went into
effect; also that the downtown situation would r.<nain largely in
status quo because 90% of people
went there by trolley and bus.
This, in turn, brings up the transit
transportation matter, a check-back
over which reveals the fact that—

time,

Pacific Electric is averaging 275,000 daily, with the L. A.

be home here
population
2,750,000

of

and

the time, for the
the County is only

all

.thjit

of

I^os

districts

may perk up immeasurably.

Telltale Test Tube
However, the real 'guinea pig* of
the exhibitors' experimental early
period of gas rationing is likely to

be the Fox-Wilshire, because of its
location. It is halfway into Beverly

Hills and halfway out of the Wilshire district, so that a great many
people, if they wish, may go there
afoot
If they don't wish, then
it
may be Uken that gas rationing is

having an adverse affect upon picture houses.
Wallin, however, is
quite convinced that the future is
far from doleful; rather, if anything
reverse.
'It very likely will be the
same as
our experio.ice with blackouts,' said
he. 'With the first one, our receipts
were affected for three days or so;
with the second one, it was one day!
With the third, there was no affect

"There

is

In the end

much
It

talk at first biit

all flattens

SOLDe

LEADS 300
TO SAFETY FROM HRE

Angeles

proper, 1,500,000.
Offhand, the data In question Implies that a lot of the town will be
on foot when rationing officially
goes in, which, in turn, suggests
that neighborhood houses
within
walking distance of the apartment

out

Who,

picture theatre from the tiny
theatre in the smallest community
to the biggest first-run theatres in
country')— the War Activities
Committee last week issued a call to
exchange and theatre men for help
in collecting scrap metal, rubber and
other vital materials.
Press book prepared by Monroe
Greenthal, now In Washington on
leave of absence from United Artists, who has been working on the
Scrap Drive, was also issued.
tion

San Antonio,

Sept.

.29.

feature

picture or (3) short subIn consideration of this, It

jects.

ly 3,000 seats.

Approximately
15,000
theatres
throughout the country have been
mobilized in the scrap drive for the
month of October starting tomorrow
(Thursday), while already about
1,700 newspapers are giving the War
Production Board space on the collecting campaign. That»the film industry will make the best showing

any
sought

of

in

the

drive

is

the

goal

films,

announcements and

trailers,

underlined

ads

in

bringing

honl^

the drive's importance to the public.
Means of participation by theatres
have been suggested, including (1)
scrap metal or rubber matinees with
admission iii The form "oflf design
nated number of pounds of material;
(2) designation by the theatre of a

An unidentified soldier, believed
to be a buck private attached to a
local camp, led 300 fllmgoers to
salvage depot where scrap can be
safety when the South San, a nabe
deposited and sold to junk dealers
here, caught fire last weeln
The soldier looked over his with profits going to some charity;
and (3) grouping of four or five theashoulder and saw the projection
room in flames. Ordering the men, tres and designation of an empty lot
suitable spot as a receiving stawomen and children to their feet, or
tion.
he coolly but hurriedly led them
from the building. He then disappeared.
Color
Damage In the projection room,
where the flames started was estiHollywood, Sept. 29.
mated at $3,000. There was little
returns to the tinter field
other damage.
after an absence of several years
with the Technicolor production,
'Grand Canyon,' co-starring Richard
Dix and James Craig.
Ditties
Allan Dwan draws the producer
chore and Bert Gilroy produces.

Takes

Well

RKO

Trackmg Down

Hollywood, Sept

29.

Alice Faye and other principals ot
'Hello, Frisco, HeUo' are doing three
weeks of pre-recording on a dozen
songs by Mack Gordon and Harry
Warren before the dramatic filming
starts.

Recording by Miss Faye, June
Havoc, John Payne and Jack Oakie
starts Oct. 6, with the rest of the
troupe going to work Oct. 28.

Hollywood, Sept 29.
military situation, production departWith on* thing and another, in- ments have cast about for substitut.
locales and devices, with, th«y olaim,

• TCty uninhibited war
which knows no human immunity,
even the Thrills and Chills department is beginning to have a tough
time around here. Studios don't, and

very desirable results. As one ex<
ample, 20th-Fox claims It oan film
a better storm-at-sea for 'The Black
Swan' right on the lot than Frank
Lloyd did when he went otit in the

Pacific to find a storm for 'Masters
can't blow up the Battleship Maine of the Sea.'
at pleasure, right in the Shadow of
As another. Paramount says the
Morro Castle or a reasonable fac- 'Wake Island' it built at Salton
Sea
They in the Imperial Valley is so
simile in Havana Harbor.
much
can't even blow up a pair of water like the real thing, or
at least th«

—

—

wings in Los Angeles harbor.
way it was before Dec. 7, that t
Unlimited latitude in locations of marine from the Paclflc Fleet couldn't
the sort is out for the duration. So
is the old time auto chase, that is,
the part where cars go yowling
around hairpin turns on two rims
and a hub-cap. The soimd of anguished rubber is most disconcerting to sensitive wartime ear&.

tell the difference.
The reproduction was good enough, in any case,
for Paramount to turn the property
over to the Government as an air
base after the picture was done.

SaltOB Sea Preferred
Salton Sea, by the way, seems to
on have replaced the debarred
Catalina
and the restricted L. A. Harbor as
ting to and creating their
the favorite spot for water stuff,
through elaborate reproductions on though Republic went to the lake
at
sound stages.
Chatsworth to get its effects for 'ReIn the absence of all this for the member Pearl Harbor,' and
some
WAC announced that, to avoid duration
there's doubtless much
footage in 'Black Swan'
any possible misunderstanding be- miniature work going on at the of 20th-Fox's
was
made
off the shores of Yucatan
tween distributors and exhibitors double-cross roads, though not every
and in Florida waters.
relative to obtaining free film for studio will admit it
They like to
Apparently, however, Salton Sea
scrap matinees, heads of the various make their audiences feel that this is
distribution departments had agreed realism that's being done under the has everything a hardened, old mariner might want, including ripples
<1) to permit exhibitors playing perlacquer and eye shadow; that it's
centage pictures to use them for life in the raw, wherein the blood that in miniature become mighty
waves and a visual background that
scrap drives without charge to the
is positively not tomato sauce.
left everybody wondering how Lou
exhibitors; (2) as an alternative, exFeeling that way and at the same Costello managed to steer that
bathibitors preferring not to play their
time being restricted no end by the tleship through
a whole squadroncurrent picture may, instead, obtain
like a broken field runner on the
free a previously played available

Under the campaign plans, theatres will collect scrap materials in
various ways and also use special

the

Motor Coach Co. handling about
100,000 more.
These figures, incidentally, indicate that nobody must

In response to Donald M. Nelson's
appeal to the motion picture industry to cooperate- in the salvage drive
I'we need the help of every mo-

paychecks, has been agreed that all proceeds
regular
with
received by exhibitors from these
amounted to 10% or. the first $100 of
scrap matinees would be turned
weekly salary and 5% of the second
weeks of over to some local or national charthe
13
multipUed
by
$100,
ity to be selected by the exhibitor.
the quarter. For the lesser emSpecial salvage film, produced by
ployees the bonus was paid on salary
the War Production Board, Is to be
excluding any overtime that had
distributed shortly by RKO.
been paid.
Notice sent by Walter B. Cokell,
Grandstand for Scrap
Par treasurer, to employees receiving the extra check, read in
Lebanon, Pa., S^t. 29.
part:
The grandstand at the Lebanon
'There is now pending in Congress Fair Grounds, in its day one of the
most substantial steel and concrete
legislation which, if passed as now
written, may have the effect of free- sttuctures at any American track,
zing salary and wage rates and cost has gone the way of other scrap
The building was sold to a
of living at levels existing on Sept. metal.
firm of wreckers for the metal The
IS.
'The management hopes that, in fail itself was discontinued about 10
spite of the war and such freezing, years ago, the depression and heavy
the payment of these periodical competition by the Reading, York
bonuses based on the cost of living and AUentown fairs, all in larger
will have served to enable you to communities, making it unprofitable
maintain your normal living stand- tij operate. The granostand had near-

Information obtainable indiards.
cates that these bonuses have had
the effect of keeping Paramount's
salary rates at levels above those of
similar positions elsewhere in the
industry and in the New York area
as a whole.'
Par's bonus policy, inaugurated the
first of this year, is to pay a bonus
on salary earned In line with statistics showing the rise in living costs.
Percentages of bonus are In accord-

To Ersatz and Miniature Ey^Fooler$

'

SALVAGE CO-OP

along

with the automobile still heavily In
local systems handle 1,-"
375,000 persons dally.
What wUl
happen to them in the event of a
new deluge of customers might be
difficult to imagine, especially in the
case of the Los Angeles Railways,
which currently claims to be taking
on 1,000,000 people daily.
Mean- ance with such figures.

use—the

PIX BIZ SETS

the

WAGE BONUS

Deirt Shunted Off

llirill

cluding

—

PAR AGAIN PAYS

for

say that if business picks up in the
daytime, as it did before, this will
offset any loss at night.
As a matter of fact, the last time a change
went in there was an overall increase in business.
'Suburbanites undoubtedly won't
come into town for first-run pictures, but this will help neighborhood business. If there is any unfavorable reaction, we will, as be-

39.

Snippiest gal in Hollywood Is
Mrs. Hannah Dennis, who celebrated her 2Sth year as a film
cutter at Universal, after snipping a total of 1,875 picturea
Mrs. Dennis went to work at
U in 1917 on a temporary basis.

White Rolls

at

Rep

Hollywood, Sept.

29.

Eddie White draws his first production chore at Republic with the
start of 'The Sundown Kid,' a Don
Barry western.
Elmer Clifton is assigned as director, with the film slated to roll
tomorrow (Wed.).

Moreover, the $5,000 ceiling
stopped the boys from

sets has

seteffects

—

—

gridiron

Rep. Keeping Prod.
Line

Hot

23 Pix

On 4-Month Sked

—

in Universal'a 'In the Navy.'
Warners, too, went for a lot cf
sea stuff in 'Across the Pacific,*' but
without once leaving the Burbank
studio.
In the first place, one set
there is devoted to what Is known as
an 'indoor ocean.' In the second,
production started in February, BP
(before priorities) and consequently
an elaborate boat-set was operated
on a sound stage for weeks at a time.

However, it's easy enough to do
things with water as long as th.
city taps are turned on.
But the
Hollywood, Sept. 20.
chase motif is now a little harder
Republic is readying a fall and
to maintain, at least in its primitive,
winter production spurt, with 32
automotive form. They're still doing
writers working on 23 scripts to be
it
at Republic and Universal for
filmed In the next four months.
serials, and action stuff in general
Six features are slated to roll in
but in moderation.
October,
starting
with
Armand
What
they do is drive an autoSchaefer's untitled Weaver Bros,
mobile at 40 miles an hour and slow
and Elviry comedy.
Others are
the camera down to create visual
'Prairie
Pals,'
"London Blackout
speed in the action. But that's a
Murders,' 'Hit Parade of 1943,' 'Chatmere device that does not make for
terbox* and Tahiti Honey.'
great latitude, so recently at Republic,
where they have the writing
staff set the chase stuff within required background, they had a seFULL
quence in which somebody is chased
through a department store on moRKO,
tor skooters (just to give a rough
idea of how the boys nowadays
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
striving with might and main).
RKO is putting on a burst of proMost Have Their Chase
duction speed next month with
The fact is that, in this machineseven features slated to go into conscious
age, they can't go back to
work, starting Oct. 1 with 'Hitler's the old time
fopt chase, a la John
Children,' an Edward A. Golden proBunny, so they're now chasing
duction based on the Gregor Ziemer
each other with gadgets and overnovel, 'Education for Death.'
head trolley systems, down elevator
Six others are 'Bombardier,' 'I
shafts and while sitting in steam
Walked With a Zombie,' 'Grand shovels. More
to the point. UniCanyon,' 'This Land Is Mine,' 'Stand
versal has imported sand and leased
and
Great

—

SPEED AHEAD

AT

SEVEN SET

By to Die'
sleeve.'

'The

Gilder-

a 35-acre lot for a tent city in
'Arabian Nights,' with a second unit
off at Cedar City, Utah, for
th" chase stuff. Meantime, this unit
ha.<;
got around the transportation

away

Stiiilid

Contracts

problem by living in Pullman cars
on a railway spur.
Hollywood, Sept.

Joan

Fulton,

Broadway

29.

actress,

signed by 20th-Fox.
(Jeorge Byron, "ice show emcee,
drew a Republic contract
Fred Veader handed player ticket
by 20th-Fox.
Martha MacVicar inked player
pact at Universal.

Van Johnson drew

a

new

actor

contract at Metro.

Patsy O'Connor, 11-year-old mopsigned by Universal.
Leighton Noble, former band leadand singer, handed a player con-

pet,

er

tract

by

..liversal.

Dalton Trumbo inked new writing
pact at Metro.
Louise AUbritton drew new player
ticket at Universal.
Linda Darnell's option picked up
b. 20th-Fox.
Samuel Rosen, strawhat producer,
signed by Universal as dialog director.

Hugo Butler's writing contract renewed by Warners.
Warren Douglas, radio actor,
signed by Warners.

Nonetheless, there's doubtless a degree of miniature shooting being
done right on the average lot, for
trick and thrill stuff, with the average lot noticeably shying away
from the thought that a miniature
by any other name would sound as

neat

As an example. Paramount

is

justifiably proud of its achievement
in having the same engineering firm
that built the government base at
Wake Island re-create the setting at

And in conunentlng on
a Paramount production
gusto of the pano-

Salton Sea.
this

fact,

man spoke with
rama scenes

that were depicted of
the sea and land action dtirlng the
Jap attack. Suddenly bis oratory

stopped in mid-flight and he acted
as though he'd been foully stabbed
u(ed teai9)nT aqx 'saintepiitu pauoi)
-uaui pBii 'ssai ou "jnoi pajBBni"™"
UB 'jCpoqauios
"sibjja iCiOA eiR oi
produced by the word was evidently poignant but, in the end, the
man mastered his emotions with s
visible effort.
'No,' said he, gently.
fects.'

'Special tA-

PICTURES
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Engineers Skeptical About

Suggested Changeover Systems
Society of Motion Picture Engineers has issued a report on the
various proposed film conservation
devices so far suggested which Indicates that there is little relief ix
sight in- the near future for the In.dustry via either the Sponable cr
other systems so far discussed.

Here

We

Go Again

in

two more pictures

Members of the SMPE, who re- on the same lot, 'White Savage' and
viewed test projections of the 'Cobra Woman,' both in Technicolor.
Sponable equipment in New York,
George Waggner is slated to proare not very enthusiastic about its duce both films.
possibilities and urge the organization of a group of competent engineers, either under Government or
cently

nlm industry sponsorship,

to test all

pi'omLsing fllm conservation

which

may be

methods

submitted.

This suggestion, however, fails to
provide any near term methods for
ccping with the growing problem of

Question of cost
any changeover in projection
methods enters into the discussions,
with implication that a sweeping
changeover would involve tremendous outlays in cash and labor.
Resolution of this sub-committee
celluloid supplies.
of

SMPE

states:
of the
these engineers will

The work
presumably

sound equipment
projectors,
special equipment (color).'

DWORETSKY JOINS UP,
PETER MARTIN UPPED

Army

Signal Corps Training Films
He will write
Unit.
for pix made for the Air
Corps and will be stationed at
Wright Field, Dayton, O. It is ex-

Production
scripts

of pected that he will be commissioned
later, as he is within draft age.
Peter Martin, reader in the
story department, has been upped

and

Q. and A. Approach
The SMPE report also asks questirins first regarding studio changes,

U

Dworetsky's former post. Dworetsky has authored published magato

zine stories and several radio scripts.

Par Phches Three More

need for shitting camera equipment,
of background projection
processes, printing processes and on
color is included in the interroga-

shooting

understanding being that the
suggested methods would come
to eliminating technicolor in

tions,

new
close

Hollywood. Sept.

29.

Salton Sea on the desert, used by
Paramount as a location for 'Wake
Island,' will be the scene of three
pictures, 'China,' 'So Proudly
Hail' and 'Five Graves to Cairo.'

more

We

productions.

Report also wants to know about
Studio plans to make extensive
changes in the sound recorder, filter- use of the location to keep under the

—

mixing and what alterations $5,000 ceiling for sets.
would be -needed for reproducers.
Moviolas, effect equipment, etc. On
the studio end, it Inquires about Jackie Heller Set
ing,

well
techniques
as
In. size of sets, editing
studio projection rooms.

lighting

as

changes

and

In the laboratory field, the report
seeks the answers on what changes
will
be necessary on continuous
printers, on intermittent printers,
sound printers, developing machines,
print inspection. On distribution, inquiries are. made on how prints
could be mounted on present size
reels, changes on splicers, vault and

storage equipment, etc.

SMPE

committee also, pointed out
via the question method the sweeping changes necessary in theatre
operations

on the projector head,
lamphouse. soundhead and associated
equipment. It asks what changes
will be necessary on the size of the
theatre screen. It asks a str-ing of
potent general questions regarding
the cost of any new method of projection and inquiries whether the
industry or government and military
agencies could readily adapt their
present production, distribution and
exhibition
to
the new proposed
standards. The effect the change in
projection would have on reissue of
pictures alio is questioned.

Report slates that the committee
bplleves any claimed economies or
simplification should be subject to
experimental verification on a small
scale by competent technical observers before
any changes are
adopted.

Pretty Colors For

Five Metro Films
Hollywood, Sept.

29.

Metro goes in heavily for Technicolor on the 1942-43 program, with
three (inters before the cameras and
two more slated lo start next month.
'Lassie Conies Home,'
DuBarry Was a Lady' and 'Salute to

•r>

|r.e

Marines." Slated for early shoot'America' and 'Private Miss

">« are
Jones.'

and It's Better to
Have Enough Prints Ready

tions

for Fast Income—Hence,
If
Raw Film Must Be
Saved, Cut Down Produc-

EXPECT MORE CUTS
Anticipating a substantial curtailin film

to

Do

Pittsburgh. Sept. 29.
Jackie
Little
of
strength

That 'we may be forced to clos*
down during the hot weather,' that
'the

Hollywood, Sept.

20.

David Butler moved into Warners
preliminary work as director
of the Eddie Cantor star-studded
musical picture. Thank Your Lucky
Stars,' slated for early fall proto start

duction.

Melvin Frank and Norman Panama
with Mark

Government

is

us out of business

trying

to put
vital-

when we're

ly needed,' and that 'the labor problem involved is a big one' are among

expressions
of
theatre
.tources
voiced in the wake of revelation
that
the
War Production Board
plans
to
requisition
air-cooling
equipment of theatres and other
businesses.

While not underestimating th«
seriousness of the outlook in view of
the
need for cooling systems
in certain plants, in one war-informed quarter it was -doubted that
the commandeering of equipment
would be carried out in an over-all

WPB

GAYNOR NEW SALES
HEAD AT DON LEE

manner. However, admitted that it
remains to be seen just how much

next year, some of the

majors, in considering measures to

Hollywood, Sept. 29.
cooling equipment would be reDeparture of Wib Eickelberg for quired for WPB purposes and where
and* manpower availability, duty with the Marines has resulted it could be easiest spared. Pointed
advancements
in
several
by Lewis out that many theatres were built
favor making fewer pictures as a
Allen Weiss, general manager, at for cooling plants and that proper
means of conservation rather than KHJ headquarters of ths Don Lee
summer ventilation, fans, etc., as a
reducing the number of prints and network. Sidney Gaynor moves up substitute would bring about
a serias general sales manager, Bruce ous problem.
staggering bookings.
Eells
becomes KHJ commercial
Aside from the labor job in reIt is pointed out by major company
manager, Ed Kemble is an account moving the
equipment wanted by
execs that from 60 to 70% of picture exec, and Fair Taylor hrids the
the WPB, theatre executives fear
rentals come from key situations merchandising department;
that it would be necessary to close
and that tardiness in getting prodEickelberg, Don Lee sales head for down while the job was being done.
uct on the market, while it is still the past three years and former Another question is who would pay
manager
of KFRC, assumes his Ma- for the labor involved, the theatre
hot, would invite a heavier drop in
rine captaincy Oct 1.
revenue than dropping a few pic
or WPB.
cope with further reduction in material

tures.
This is predicated on the
theory that modem communications
and high-powered national exploita-

making new

pictures

known

throughout the country quickly after
production, tends to diminish inter
est in attractions held back from

WPB

is

seeking coolers, conden-

compressors and the generators
or turbines that drive the refrig'erating unit, for use in war plants
that cannot operate without such
equipment, including those making
synthetic rubber and high octane

sers,

Ad

Schulberg Talent

Scoutbg for Colombia

general release too long.

Mrs. B. P. (Ad) Schulberg, long'Next year will inevitably see a time agent, last week joined Columsubstantial curtailment in our studio bia Pictures as eastern talent scout
production schedules.' stated one exec She will cover the entire talent field
last week, 'and we'd rather make in the east, arrange screen-testing
fewer pictures even if it should lead facilities, etc.
to single billing than slow up disTo Mrs. Schulberg, who was affilitribution.'

Another for PRC's Cutler
On

Butler Readies Toner

are doing the script,
Hellinger producing.

tion

tion

Pix at Desert Sea Site

of Picture Rentals
Situa-

Hints Curbs on Cooling Plants;

Theatres Worry About Next Sununer

Came From Key

ment
Bernard Dworetsky, assistant to
Larney Goodkind. eastern story editor of Universal, has resigned to accept a civilian post with the U. S.

In-

clude if necessary the modification of
cameras, sound recorders, compcsIte-shot equipment, studio projectors. Moviolas, lab processing equipment, exchange equipment, theatre

CLOGGING B.O;S
60-70%

Hollywood, Sept. 29.
Trio consisting of Jon Hall, Maria
Montez and Sabu, who teamed In
'Arabian Nights' at Universal, will

work together

WPB

FAVOR THAI TO

7

ated with the Schulberg-Feldman
Exi^erlence in some quarters in the agency, now Feldman-Blum, on the
foreign market has shown that where Coast, and operated her own talent
a plentiful supply of prints is avail- agency. Ad Schulberg, Ltd., in Pai'-,
able, making for speedy distribution and London until the war, the new
in key situations, rentals are corres- assignment means operating from
pondingly higher.
the other side of the desk.

gasoline.

Campaign

is

directed

against

hotels, stores and office buildings as
well as theatres. At a
meeting in
York Monday (28) num-

WPB

New

erous large stores in N. Y. and other
cities have volunteered to turn over
their icing machinery.

WARNERS'

'AIR

FORCr

GAMBLES WITH TIME

Meantime, the temporary nature of

showing in 'Yanks Are the first WPB film rationing order
Heller's
Coming,' his first picture for Lester was further emphasized in a con- Archibald to
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
Cutler, Pittsburgher who has been ference in Washington last week beWarners' high-budget war picture,
British Pic Propaganda
producing independently on coast for tween film industry and WPB reps.
'Air Force,' shooting on an indefiPRC, diminutive singer has been Celluloid is to be doled out to picGeorge Archibald, managing direc- nite time schedule, has passed
tagged by Culler for another film ture companies on a quarterly basis,
tor for United Artists in Great U'Oth day. with at least 30 more days
which starts rolling after first of starting Oct. 1. It was stated that
Britain for seven years, has been ap- t
go.
year. In meantime, Heller is divid- at the
end of the first quarter, Jan. pointed director of the Film Division
Uncertainty of the weather c:\
ing his time between out-of-town
1, allocations of raw film stock might of the British Information Services,
Florida locations and the necessity
nitery dates and h'elping managing
be revised either upward or down- headquartering in New York. It's a of
borrowing war material at the
Yacht Club here, which he owilS
ward.
Government
ofTicials
expressed
newly
created
post.
Sidney
BernL.
Army's conve.iience make a defijointly with his brother, Sol Heller.
the hope that it would not be neces- stein, film adviser to the British Min- nite
time schedule impossible.
At present, half-pint warbler is at sary to
cut the allotments, but in- istry of Information, returns to EngLatin Quarter, Chicago, where he
dustry
land
shortly
reps
were
advised
to
resume
activities
be
preto
opened Friday (24) for two weeks,
pared. At the same time raw stock there.
and may follow this with brief USO
manufacturers such as Eastman, DuBRITISHERS'
U. S. PIX
Archibald applied for post with
camp tour.
Cutler arrived here from Holly- pont, etc., were asked to increase the Royal Air Force at the outbreak
of war, but was appointed to an exwood, Saturday (25), with a print of output as much as possible.
Two Non-Theatrical SabJecU Hade
ecutive
position as administrator for
Initial
celluloid rationing order,
'Yanks.' but will slick east only for a
Here for Enjisnd
short time. He's moving his family ranging from 10 to 24% below 1941 the Midlands. He is scheduled to arfrom Pillsburgh to the Coa.st. where figures, trims 1942-4.3 film production rive In New York within the next
schedules but slighlly, partly owing two week.s.
they will make their fuluie home.
British Ministry of Information Is
lo revised Army-Navy estimates (or
producing two pictures in the U. S.
near term requirements and al.so to
for di.slribulion via mobile film units
the advanced sta.ge of studio shooton the non-lhcalrical circuit in EngGould's Galaxy of Gals
Ladd, Hutton 'Salted'
ing schedules and the heavy backlog
land. One film deals with the broad
of completed negative piled up on
phases of Americanism, the other
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
HollywoQd, Sept. 29.
some of the lots.
on the 'Strategy of Food.' Latter
Paramount is learning Alan Ladd
Dave Gould was signed to direct will show how U. S. farming, indusAside from the likelihood of a
and Belly Hullon again in 'Salty heavier cut in celluloid allotments his own screenplay, 'Girls, Inc.,' to try and shipping are coordinated in
romantic
their
O'Rourke,' following
next year, company toppers also rec- be produced by Sydney M. Williams bringing supplies to Britain, while
Story
is
Jordan.'
pairing in 'Lucky
the story on America is intended to
ognize the possibility of further cuts for Monogram release.
backgrounded on a racetrack.
before the current season is out, with
Williams is dickering with Ted give the English a clearer picture of
Ladd has Iwo other top roles discussions under way regarding
wartime sentiment here.
Fio Rito for the band music.
awaiting him in addition to 'Salty.' means
of maintaining schedules with
Non-theatrical circuit in Britain is
Smoolh'The
and
They are 'China'
reduced supplies in all departments.
considered most important currently,
e.Ht Gal In Town.' the slory of Texas
pictures being shown at rest and
Metro
plans
For
the
time
being.
'Bugs' Baer's Shorts
Guinan.
meal periods during working hours
to produce approximately the same
number of pictures as last season,
Arthur 'Bug.s' Baer was signatured lo war plant workers at all hours of
cutting down on prints to make up Monday (28) by former Judge Fred- the day and night. Workers attendMore Hammons' Par ShortB
for the reduced stock available. 20lh- erick E. Goldsmith to make a .series ing these showings are primarily inE. W. Hammons, former head of
six
Fox
has
cut
pictures
from
its
cartoon comedy shorts. Arrange- terested in factual pictures with
of
National,
Educational and Grand
wartime backgrounds. Regular enwho has made Uucc shorts for Par- production schedule with releasing ment calls for Baer lo do the ma- lertainmcnt features, curiously
amount release, in negotiating lo schedules to be determined by the terial for 13 shorts with an option enough, have met with apathetic
raw
situation
it
may
for
13 more.
stock
as
be
for
one-reeler.i
turn out additional
response. Even "Donald Duck' has
this
year.
Universal
may
cut
later
being
appearing
lately
deal
Bnei's
material,
the company. He .>:lates
on production and mainiain print in the N. Y. Jour.ial-Amcrican and flopped.
di.-icussed calls for six more.
Same audiences, however, are reThird short under Hammon-:' orig- supplies while Paramount and Warn- other new.^papcrs,. will be the basis
will
main
ceptive
entertainment pictures
for
time
being,
lo
ers,
the
.licreen
at
for
the
stories.
Goldsmith
Women
inal contract. 'Manila of
when shown in the usual commercial
War," was delivered lo Par during lain current production schedules presently is dickering for major re
prints.
houses,
outside of working hours.
.and
likely
cut
on
lease.
the past week.

N.Y. On

'
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BEYIEWS

Nazis Glmify U-Boat

STREET OF CHANCE

m

Pkture

I'aramount roleoae of Sol C. Slegel iBurl
Skelly) production.
Stan Burgesa Mere
Claire Trevor: features Louise Plait,
.Sheldon LMnard, Frieda Inescort, Jerome
Cowan. Directed by Jack Hlvely. Screenplay, Oarreit Fort, based on story by Cornell Woolrlcta: camera, Tbeodor Bparkuhl:

Arthur Schmidt.
room, N. T.,

editor.

projection

Submarines Rumbo Al
Oette

most papers explaining that tech
nical portions of the film have been
well done but holding off comment
Ray.
on anything else.

CSabBwrines Headlnr Westward')

Forett BMgers' (Par)
(Color) (Songs). The stars ciin-

Buenos Aires, Sept

niiniiInK time, •!

20.

MIN8,

<In German; with Spanish Titlet)
Strongest Nazi propaganda film to
be released in the Americas since
'Blitzkrieg' (X,a Guerra Relampago
Del Oeste'), 'Subntarinos, Submari-

nes

in
'ii.

Joe .Marucci
mil Diedrlch
Alma Diedrlch
Grandma Diedrlch

Thompson

Virginia

Lew

Stebblns

usually engrossing mystery.
<G«t Hep t* Lore' (U) (Songs).
Gloria Jean sings like a Junior

Sheldon Irfonard

Jerome Cowan

Deanna Durbin

Frieda Inescort
Adeline Reynolds
Louise Piatt
Arthur Loft

Rumbo Al

Oeste' is a striking
ejcample ot the 1942 style of Berlin
film propaganda now being turned

out by Herr Doktor Josef Goebbels
and stooges. Having a thread of romance, it was undoubtedly designed
with an eye on both the German
market and South America. Its effort is to convince the folks at home
that the swastika sub service is a
thrilling, exciting and super patriotic
branch of the Vaterland forces, and
its message' for Latin America is an
effort to convince neutrals ttiat the
Nazis never release a torpedo until
they have triple checked and given
the enemy a twice reasonable break.

(Songs)

(COLOB)
Paramount

relenne

Rolwrt

of

Slsk pioPnulelte

Fred .MucMurray,
Qoddard, Susan Hay ward: featuren I.ynne
Overman, Alliert Dekker, RcRla Toomey.
Eugene Pallelle. Directed by Geome .MiirshalL Screenplay by Harold Sbumate. from
alory by Theimn Stniliel: r.nmern. <?harl*'«
Paul Wonlhorwjix; >*onKH,
Ijtnd: editor,
Krank Loeaser, Joseph l.llley. Fredrrlc
duvtlon.

.Stars

Y.. Sept.
Hollander. Tmdeshown In
MIN.S.
42. Runnlnc time,
Fred MarMurray
Don Stuart

M

Paulelte Goddnrd

Cella Huatun.....

Susan Uaywurd

Tana Mason
Dawson

Albert Dekker
Lynne Overman
Bugene Pallette
Refc-ls Toomey
Jumes Brown
Clem Bevans
Rod Cameron
Sanita Edwanis

T»-l«

Jammer
Mr. Huston
Trunk Hatfleld
George Tracy

presented that it grips
concern throughout
It should get excellent reviews, and
with Burgess Meredith and Claire
Trevor in the cast, it will draw profdeftly

and

attention

Wrinkle that makes 'Street of
Chance' such an enthralling pictur*

I

Pict is in German can carry through the roles of soat the English.
ciety playboys, male secretaries and
with Spanish sub-titles.
outdoorsmen with the
Generally it's a lot more subtle big, woodsy
expressions and vocal
and well rounded than some of the same facial
one of the parNazi propaganda flickers to appear nuances is perhaps
ticular delights of the casting direcat the beginning of the war. Points
tors, but it's about time he gave his
emphasized in the film offer a pretty
little more dramatic varipublic
a
good idea of what sort of stuff German filmgoers are being offered, par- ance.
Miss Goddard is the pretty city
ticularly such points as attempts to
the head
portray the British are double- gal who hooks MacMurray,
after a whirlwind 24-hour
crossers and the stamp of approval ranger,
Miss Hayward is the
given to soldier-and-sailor iUegit- courtship.
head
of a logging company, who, ununaey.
known to MacMurray, has been in
In some ways influence of Holly- love with the big lug and is severely
wood war Alms is apparent, partic- jolted when he returns from town
ularly manner in which romantic in- with a bride.
She spends most of
terest has been developed as a basic the footage trying to break up the
part of tbe story.
marriage, by trying to prove the
Heavy action really gets going bride a silly slicker unable to take
when a sub is shown haltiiig a Dutch the rough stuff, but in the end,
vessel, described as neutral, which amidst a raging forest inferno, Miss
sets the time of the film as early in Goddard
proves more he-woman
the war. A party goes out from the than Miss Hayward and she holds
U-boat to check on the ship's mani- her man. Meanwhile. Regis Toomey,
fest and discovers that instead of a plane pilot in the forest service,
carrying machinery the vessel is is uncovered as the pyromaniac, but
loaded to the hatches with airplane he's killed when he parachutes into
propellers. Of course, there's noth- a woodland blaze.
Albert Dekker,
mg else to do but to give the captain the suspected villain, is thu? cleared,
10 minutes to get off before the ship but he doesn't live to enjoy that
Is
sent skyward.
A British tor- honor, because Toomey had previpedo boat sights the Dutchman ously shot him in the back. There
and starts hot and heavy for the are some other detotirs in the very
rescue, with swastika-style, marines- Involved screenplay, but they aren't
are-coming scenes.
The U-boat important to the paucity of action on
finally has to blow up the Duteh the whole.
vessel even though the boarding
Miss Goddard and Miss Hayward
party has not had time to be rescued are both decorative, especially in
Then follows what the Nazis con- Technicolor. Their best bit is when
sider a really ironic finish.
The Miss Hayward frames an accident to
boarding party is picked up by the her car and the three have to camp
British boat and given a push-around out overnight Miss Hayward's efwhile the English drop off a set of forts to "bundle' alongside MacMurdepth charges in an effort to blow up ray, and Miss Goddard's maneuvers
the U-boat
This only lasts long to stay in the middle of the pine
enough to give the Nazis a chance needle bed, must have passed the
to pull themselves together. In less Hays office by no more than the
than Ave minutes, despite the fact width of a pine needle.
that one of their torpedo shafts has
Aside from a couple of fires, and,
been knocked out, they let go and Miss Goddard's logrolling Mack Sensmack the Britisher square amid- nett comedy bit with the other two
ships.
Of course, the English rush stars, the film is mostly talk and
all over themselves, trample their beautiful scenery.
The color, natuofficers out of the way and gener- rally, highlights the latter.
ally act like dopes trying to escape,
Lynne Overman, as MacMurray's
while the poor Nazi lies on the deck, old-maidish 'housekeeper'; Eugene
his bleeding head in the arms of his Pallette, as Miss Goddard's burn-up
comrades. Audience reaction to this father, and Albert Dekker, as the
was terrific and gave some idea of non-menacing menace, are in for
what the original version'as shown good characterizations. Toomey is
in Berlin must have been like. The in a standard role and acquits himbrave Nazis are, of course, picked self nicely, but the rest of the cast
up later and all but one get home chiefly have, bit parts.
safely, the missing guy being decTwo songs are included, the now
orated by proxy.
dated 'Jingle Jangle,' by Joseph LllIn between all of this there are a ley and Frank Loesser. used in an
couple of other sequences which off-hand manner (but since a big
highlight Nazi film technique. There click on the Hit Parade), and Tail
Is the incident of a sailor who moans
Grows the Timber,' a nice ballad by
about having been called away be- Loesser atid Frederic Hollander,
fore he had time to get married. which MacMurray sings to Miss
Herr Kommandant, who is played Goddard in their brief courtship.
George
as a sympathetic lead, tells the crew
story,
Considering the
man it isn't so bad. but in perfectly Marshall's direction is adequate;
straight style the guy explains that ditto Robert Sisk's production chore
he wanted to be married because he
he mostly had to provide trees and
was going to have a son in a couple flames.
Scho.
of days. Everything is solved when
the commander .sends off a radio
Kohlmar's Frenchie
message and has the couple married
via long distance, gal taking her
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
pledge in front of a judge, as is comFred Kohlmar draws the associate
mon in Nsziland. When the baby is producer job on 'The Man Who
born, it's beer on the house in the
Seeks the Truth,' slated for Decemsub, with lots of soggy German huber
production at Paramount.
mor from the comic-i-elief bit playKarl Tunberg and Darrell Ware
ers who insist they are going to have
are doing the screenplay, based on a
kids to get another glass of suds.
Press comment, aside from the French picture recently bought by
pro-Nazi dailies, has been limited. the studio for American re-lllming.

—

dualers.
•Prison

acter, the

<

Film was originally skedded to
open on June 24 but was ordered
yanked by Argentine authorities because of demonstrations and window
b.o.
smashings resulting from the UChasing tree fires, pyromaniacs
boating of the Argentine merchant
mariner 'Rio Tercero.' As approved and at the same time keep a wife
by the B. A. Municipal Censorship (Paulette Goddard) and unsuspected
(Susan Hayward) at
sweetheart
Board for present showing, there are
a number of unspecified cuts, most arms' length is the multiple chore of
apparently dealing with dialog cracks Fred MacMurray. That MacMurray

'Sin Town' (U). Action meller
of frontier oil-boom town, will
provide strong program support
in the regular runs.
•BIders of tke Wert' (Mono).
Run - of - the - mill western for

itable business.

that the story is told entirely
is
through the eyes of the central charamnesia victim played by
Meredith.
Thus, the spectator is
never tipped off, but finds the slowly
Chester Clute
Judge
(Kenneth Grlirilb unfolding story as baffling and as
RldmrdM
terrifying
it is to the hero.
Keith
as
Rangers
William Cat<anne
In this way, when a sinister-looking stranger begins shadowing him,
the
hero
is mystified and frightened,
Hollywood isn't missing a trick in
and the spectator is just as much in
glorifying the various Government
the dark. Same is true of the hero's
services. Now it's the forest rangers,
midnight flight from his apartment,
but unfortunately there isn't enough
with his wife, and of his bewildering
sustained drama in their work to
in a dingy
keep a picture story moving for 85 reception by a strange girl
In the latter inminutes. The trio of stars will have boarding house.
cident there is a notably effective
to provide most of this slow film's
touch characteristic of the whole
fair

MaeOregor
Jim Reld
Mrs. Hansen
Charlie

The

picture.

Sol C.

bickoI

Girl'

A

(PRC).

budgeted meller,

low
the

strictly for

lesser duals.

her

way

into being adopted-on-ap-

proval by a childless young couple,
Jane Frazee and Robert Paige. Then
Gloria goes to high school, meets
Donald O'Connor, feuds with Cora
Sue Collins and pals out with Peggy
Ryan. The plot thickens a wee bit,
naturally, before everything comes
out in the wash, but what had all the
elements for some swell comedy
foimders on corny dialog and direction.

as-yet-unidentifled girl

ui.«

Running

7t

time,

MINB.

•

'
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an innocuous

'The Faleon'i Brother* (RKO).
Final entry to the series not up
to standard.
Henry Aldrich, Editor* (Par).
Thin 'B' Juvenile entry for lower
rung twinners.
'Counter-Espionage' (Col). Oi e
of best in Lone Wolf detective
series,
with Warren William,
Strong dual entry.

The fairly commonplace idea of an
amnesia case provides the basis for
a taut, compelling picture in 'Street
of Chance." It's obviously a modestbudget effort, yet so adroitly written
and

in

film.

The Forest Rangers

0«rtoan Ufa producUon and ralean starrinr Ttee Werner, Herbert Wllk and J<nef
Rleber. Directed by Guenther Rlltau. Releaaed at the San Mnrtln theatre, Buenoa
Alien.

28,

gtltute chief selling points of this
fair b.o. film.
Street •! Chanee' (Par). Un-

RunnInK time, 74 MINS.
DurlEcaa Meredith
Frank Thompson
rioire Trevor
Ruth Dillon

Sherltt

(OEBMAN-MADE)

Reviewed
Sept.

Paramount release of

Features Jimmy Lydon, fhnri«
Smtb, John Lllel. Directed b» Hugh Ben
nett.
Original screenplay by Muriel n.,,]
Bolton and V.l Burton, taaed on the
ci5>r*
acter created by CUfford Goldsmith's
•ai,i.
rich Family: camera. Henry Shnine.i
tor. Everett Douglas. Tradeahoun
In '\
v
^
duciloD.

The

diih.

Anted at Latm-American Neutrals

Henry Aldrich, Editor

Miniatire Reviews

•."•.•.•.Olive'

atk^^e';

ell;

Vaughn Claser

FlTchTJi
Flro
Chief.

Franria

Pl^rlot

cilir

flnrk

Edgar DenilnS
Mr. Johnson

Waller Fenner

'Henry Aldrich. Editor,' is In the
ininus B groove for twinners. Possibly there is a high school and
a community in this country today
such as shown in this opus. lit so ft
Is an exception.
CerUinly parents
as stuPW.M portrayed in this
f^fJL*
latest Aldrich flight of imagination.
Henry continues to be the whlnlngvoiced Aldrich offspring who's always in hot water. This time he's
editor of the high school paper; but
not like any one ever seen in any
school, excepting as dreamed up
here. Closeup of the city room In a
anall city newspaper Is pretentious,
if highly artificial.
Henry gets to
covering fires as school paper editor,
and gets tb<e police force on his trail
as arson suspect The Are sequences
are well done.
Jimmy Lydon again struggles to
make Henry seem real, but it's a losing Aght
Charles Smith, as Dizzy
Stevens, shows possibilities but kept
much in the background for Henry's
loud and stupid wanderings. John
Litel. as Father Aldrich, again is
worthwhile though asked to do several slapstick routines.
Rita Quigley. Henry's girl friend, U mostly in

Likewise the song situation could
says something al>out 'Just as sure as
ycur name's Nearing.' That's the have been manipulated to provide for decorations.
Maude Ebume
better dividends. Gloria Jean does makes
first clue about his amnesia-identity
a bit characterization stand
and the camera catches the momen- well with the standard classics and out while Francis Pierlot is clever
semi-pops
'Villanelle,' 'Semper Libre'
tary flicker of Meredith's eyes as he
in the Nero Smith role.
from
'La
Traviata,'
'Siboney,'
and
notes it.
Hugh Bennett again is director
'Drink to Me Only With Thine Eyes,'
As the. various new characters with the plot tying them into the but he can't be blamed too much
enter the yarn everyone greets them music appreciation
Wear.
class.
The one for the silly story.
naturally, yet to both the hero and song and
dance routine in tne soda
the spectator, each is a new puzzle parlor, with the
jukebox bouncing,
and added source of peril The hero's goes to the aforementioned Peggy
sudden, horrifying knowledge that Ryan, who scores with
a neat eccenColumbia release of Wallace MacDoiiald
hi is wanted for a revolting murder tric dance and a comedy delivery of l>r<idiu'lli.n.
stars Warren William: fenof which he recalls nothing is a a tune cleffM
by Al Hoffman, Mann lurca Krh: Blore, Hillary Brooke. Dlrrciid
chilling moment and there is an inl.y
I'Jilward Dmytryk.
Story and mroi-nCurtis and Jerry Livingston.
play by Aubrey WIsberg, based on original
genious twist as the desperate man
by
Cora
Louis
Sue
Collins
is
perfect
Joseph
as
a
Vanca: rnmcra. Philip
finds a means of communicating with
Tannura: editor.

COUNTER-ESPIONAGE

a paralyzed old woman,
witness of the crime.

the only

Garrett Fort's screenplay provides
artful opportunities for the camera
and the story as a whole steadily
increases suspense.
Jack Hively's
direction has pace and creates a
helpful sense of atmosphere, though
of the scenes of imperfectly
recorded on the sound track.
Meredith gives a shrewdly conceived and admirably varied performance as Uie harried man with

some

the unremembered past, and Miss
Trevor gives sympathy to the
girl who helps save him.
Sheldon Leonard, Jerome Cowan and
Frieda Inescort are acceptable in
supporting part^ and Louise Piatt is
appealing as the hero's steadfast
wife.
Hobe.
strange

GET HEP TO LOVE
(WITH SONGS)

'42.

Doris

Running time. 79 MINB.

Stanley

Jimmy Arnold
Ann Winters
Stephen Winters
Betty Blake
Miss Rolwrts
BInlne Sterling

Aunt Addle
Mr. Hardnlcke
Prof.
Radowsky
McCarthy
Detective

FALCON'S BROTHER
Hollywood, Sept.

Gloria Jean
Donald O'Connor
Jane Fracce

Robert Paige

Ryan

Peggy
Edith

Bamtt

Cora Sue Collins
Nana Brrant
Irving Bacon
John Abbott
Millard

MItctiell

Tim Ryan

Ronald Stacey
Douglas Scott
The Jlvln' Jacks and Jills

#
Universal
has been
grooming
Gloria Jean, to follow in the footsteps of Deanna Durbin, for some
time.
And like her predecessor,
when she started, Gloria Jean lias
the voice, the appearance, the personality.
But she hasn't the fine
hand of a Svengali, as Deanna Durbin had Joe Pasternak. Consequently what might have been as successful a film as the early Durbin films
winds up an innocuous picture that
will fit nicely into the duals.
And
for lack of a pop tune in moppet's
repertoire audiences will remember
Peggy Ryan, a pleasing juve, who
does a smart job of selling 'Let's
Hiteh a Horsie to the Automobile.'
'Get Hep to Love' is about a child
prodigy of the concert stage, Gloria
Jean, who is overworked by a
money-hungry aunt, Nana Bryant.
After repeated promises of a vacation never come true, Gloria packs
her bag and lams to get herself a
vacation. The aunt doesn't call the
cops for fear ot the story getting out
about how she overworked the kid.
Instead she hires a private detective,
Tim Ryan. Gloria makes her way
to a small country town where, to
slay out of the orphanage, she cons

29.

RKO

release or. Maurice Oeraghty production.
Stars George Sanders. Tom Conway: features Jan Randolph. Directed by
Stanley I.OKun.
Oilglnal screenplay *by
.Stuart Palmer and Crnlg RIm based on
character n-euled by Mli hnel Arlen: uimera. Russell Mflly: editor. Mark Robsnn.
Tradesliown In L. A. Sept. 28, '42.
Running time, es MINH.
Gay I.awrence
George Banders

Don Barclay
CUtf Clark

Bates
Paul Harrington
Jerry

Edward Qargan
Rddie Dunn
Wyniers
James Newlll
Keye Luke

Carmela

Amanda

Grimes
Arlette

Charlotte

Valdex
Diane Medford

Varela

George Lewis
Gwlll Andre
Andre Chnrlot

SavltskI

Miss Ross
Pat Mollett

Marv Halsey
(diaries

Ami

order to get replacement for
Cj^rge Sanders, who winds up title
role of series with this picture, RKO
tossed out this wild concoction of
In

melodramatics that combines familiar gentleman-sleuthing with espionage activities. Decidedly hazy and
jumbled, picture is below standard
and must depend on series rating for
support
bookings
in
subsequent
houses.
Sanders, leaving

the studio contract list has his real-life brother,
enter the picture to
toke over. With that situation, script
naturally followed the line of least
resistance in having the brother introduced to take over, with the Falcon killed at the end.
Story is confusing, but out of the
welter it appears Conway had been
the target of enemy agents en route
to this country, A girl's murder in
a dress shop brings the Falcon to
unravel, but latter is knocked out to
allow Conway to take over and unravel the mystery, which eventually
leads to (l^rman spy ring bent on
murdering a Latin-American diplomat in attempt to blow up intercountry friendship.
Conway takes most of the play
away from Sanders, and does okay
with material provided. Jane Randolph is a girl reporter dashing
through footage, while Cliff Clark is
the familiar police inspector, with

Tom Conway,

Director
to

his

dumb

Stanley Logan

make something

script

Willi im
Hrlr Blore
Hillary Brooke
Thurston Hal!

Crane

Dickens

Anton

Running

Wuiren

Pamela
InsiKi'tor

At Rlalln,

'42.

20.

Fred KeVi'y
Kntresl Tucker

s<«iugB..-.

Inspector Stephens
OuBliivo SoBsel..-

Matthew
Le.^lle

Deni.Hon
Bevaii

Billy

Han

Sir Staffnnl
Police Constable

llouiton

Kuit Kalfh
Morton I.owrv

Kent WcllH
Hnr%ey I.eedF
George narrow

Kunley Ixisan
Hopklna. .Tom Stevenson
.

One of better Lone Wolf detective
stories,
this time laid in blitzed
London, with the master sleuth outwitting Nazi espionage agents. Will
please average audiences; it's especially strong for duals.
In

Operations of the German spy ring
London, at the height of the

Jana Randolph

I'Cfty

Edward Gargan

Gene Havllrk.

N. v.. starting Sept.
lime. 71 31IN8.
Michael Lanyard
JnmeiKin

nightly bombings, have been defUy
Tom Conway paced by Edward Dmytryk's direction. He's kept implauslbilities down

Tom Lawrence
.Marcla Brooks

Donovan

Universal release of Bernard W. Burton
Stars Gloria Jean.
Donald
features Jane Frasce, Robert
Paige, Peggy Ryan. Cora Sue C^olllns, the
Jlvln* Jacks and Jilts. Directed by Charles
Lament. Screenplay by Jav Dratler from
original by M. M. Muaselman: camera,
L. w. O'Connell: songs, Al Hoffman, Mann
Curtlfl, Jerry Uvlngston: mualcal director,
Charles Pievln. Previewed In N. T. Sept.
production.

O'Connor:

23,

q>oiled brat who drives the girls
daffy by capitalizing the boys. Edith
Barrett does 9 good chore as the
high school music teacher. Donald
O'Connor shares billing with Gloria
Jean, which is quite a reward for a
straight acting stint even though he
does a topnoteh job. The one best
bet is Peggy Ryan, who rates as a
Juve Joan Davis.
Fran.

assistant

tries

of the

hard

jumbled
Walt.

minimum for a Sherlock thrilIt's one of those plots in which
the Lone Wolf is commissioned to
protect military plans.
to a
ler.

Warren William Ls Michael Lanyard, the Lone Wolf, making the
character outstanding in every sequence. Esic Blore, still as his able
servant has more to do than usual
and is very funny with his droll witticisms.
Usual smart surrotinding
cast is studded with many English
players, with Hillary Brooke as the
chief

femme

Wear.

principal.

SIN

TOWN

Hollywood, Sept.

25.

Universal release of George Waggner
Features (instance Bennett,
Brod Crawford.
Anne Owynne. Patric
Knowles, Andy Devlne. Ltfo Carrlllo. Ward
Bond. Directed by Roy Enright. Original
screenplay by W. Scott Darling and Gerald
Oeraglity:
added
dialog.
Richard
Brooks: camera, George Robinson: e<litor,
production.

Rdwnrd

Curtlss: asst. director. Gil Valle.
In studio projection room Sept.
Running lime, 7S MINH.

Previewed
24,

'4:>.

Kye

Allen

Bmd

Lnuia Kirby

Wade

Crowcll

Judge Ruetace Vale
Angeio Collna
Rock Delaney
Sheriff

Bcnnclt

Constance

Dude MrNaIr

Baghy

Leo Carrlllo

Ward Bond
Arthur

Kentur-ky Jonta
Dry Hole

CrawfonI

Anne Gwynne
Knowles
Andy Devlne

Palrli-

Aylmvorth

Ilair Harolde
Ch:iili.n W:ii:onh(lni

llnlllsler
Huiiiliilnn

Wiivnc
nosHOTlh

nillv
ll<(l,:iil

Aniletmn

Brvnnl

Hony.in

Wanh:>um

j,ick

Mulhall

Utilizing an oil-boom town of the
1910 era as background which easily
substitutes for any frontier settlement where the play is fast and actionful
'Sin Town' proceeds fo provide plenty of adventure entertainment for the customers. Picture is
a strong B that will garner a goodly
share of bookings in the secondary
Arst runs for moderate gro.^ses. Best
.spotting is in the nabe and action

—

—

houses where

it

will click.

Story
typically rough and rowdy
outdoor drama, unfolded at a quickened pace. After being hooked by oil(Contlnued on page 20)
i.<;
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Howard Orch Stout

Pacific'-Eddy
$42,000,

Pacmg

Chi;

PICXUBB 0B08SSS

fJSitlETt
iirst Runs on Broadway
(Subject to change)

Week

fake Is.Tme

•!

Get

1

Aator—"Pride of the Yankees'
(12tb week).
(Retiteued in 'Variety' July 15)

N. Y. B.O.S Hold Stride Despite Rain;

Tales' Wags Great $110,000. lives'

(RKO)

12G. H.O..

Han s World'-Fttlds 21G

Cbicago, Sept. 29.
Rainy and cold weather plus badly
tom-up streets are blamed this week
for slight dip in total Loop theatre
However, most houses
business.
jtood up weU considering product
and number of holdovers.
'Across the Pacific.' with Eddy^
Howard band, local favorite, U
leading the city at the Cbicago with

there aren't enough of them to make
the week pay. Indifferent $16,000 Is
the outlook and that means • liberal
5)la8h of red Ink. Last week 'Across
aciflc' (?m) and Zasu Pitts-Bonnie
Baker, satisfactory $17,500.

$42,000.

good $7,000. Last week 'Somewhere
Find You' (M-G), after two weeks
at Penn, okay $6,000.

EsUoutes for This Week

ApeU* (B&K>

(1,200; 35-59-65-75)

Remark—'Mrs. Miniver' (M-O).
able SB.OOO for eleventh Loop week.
Last week, "Wake Island' (Par), exceUent $8,700.
CblcafO (B&K) (4,000; 35-55-75)—
(WB) plus Eddy
Pacific*

'Across

Howard's orch, local favorite. Fine
$42000. Last week, 'Orchestra Wives'
(20th)

Tommy

and

Tucker, $40,000.

Oarrick (B&K) (900; 35-55-65-75)
—'Holiday Inn' (Par) plus 'World at
War* (U.S.) (2d wk). Nice $6,000.
Last week, same biU, $7,100.
Oriental

(Iroquois)

Waraer (WB)

at the bigger seater.

(2,500; 33-44-06-75)

KlMit (B&K)

great $13,700 in initial session.
State-Lake (B&K) (2,700; 35-55-6576

>—'Somewhere Find You' (M-G)

ExceUent $16,000.
(4th wk).
week, terrific $18,200.

o5t*d ArtW. (BiK)

Last

(1,700; 35-

55-65-75)— 'Gay Sisters' (WB). Fine
Last week, 'Mrs. Miniver
$15,000.
(M-O) (10th wk), $14,300.

Weeds (Essaness) (1,200; 33-44-5576) 'Between Us Girls' (U) and
'Destinatkin Unknown' (U). One of
best weeks in history here, solid
Reopened this week.
$9,900.

—

Rain CBps Pitt

B.O,BDtA.&C
Snappy $11,500
Pitteburgh. Sept. 29.

Shooting for

band.
Estimates for This Week
FnltOD (Shea) (1,700; 30-40-55)—
"Pardon My Sarong' (U). Apparently
there's no stopping Abbott and Costello,
whose b.o. potency, rather
than abating, seems to be growing
by the picture. Sliouldn't have any
trouble saUing through to great
$11,500.
Last week 'Private Buckaroo' (U), went to pieces after firstrate

getaway and wound up weakly

at $3,500.

Harris (Harris) (2,200; 30-40-59)—
Talk of Town' (Col) (2d wk). DropSlng sharply on h.o., but not enough
stop third week at Senator. Looks
>

like $8,000

or better for windup at

^^spot, on top

of fine $14,000 last

Penn (Loew*s-UA) (3.300; 30-4056)— 'Panama Hattie' (M-G). Sour
notices for this one, but there should
be no complaints with $17,000. In
about

just
as much as
Holiday Inn' (Par) did last week,
disappointing
Crosby-Astaire
for
musical, but okay for 'Hattie.'
lact,

that*s

BHi (WB) (800; 30-40-55)— 'Some,
where Find You' (M-G) (4th wk).

Moved here after fortnight at Penn
and another week at Warner and
Bnishing out its downtown string
very respectably at $2,500.
Last
weelt, fifth of 'Gay Sisters' (WB),
weak

$1,600.

Senator (Harris) (1,750:30-40-55)—
Spirit of Stenford* (Col) and "Coun
ter Espionage*
(Col).
Just another
tSzSi.^ bill here and getting poor
«.p00, if that. Last week 'Tales Manhattan
(20th). shifted here after
fortnight at Harris, n.s.h.
ina at advanced
prices.

Stanley

(WB)

,~?y"<=opation'

-omDo

(5.800;

at $3,300,

(RKO) and
with

Dio.<ia

Charlie
Costello.

strictly for the iit'.erbugs anri

—

—

—

—
BlvoU — 'Wake

Island'

(Par)

(5th week).

—

Minneapolis, Sept. 29.

Given a

terrific exploitation

cam-

'Wake Island' is doing a good
but not sock business currently. Jan
Garber's orch plus 'Are Husbands
Necessary?' at the Orpheum will
make a respectable showing, too,
and a pair of holdovers, 'Pardon My
Sarong' and "The Pied Piper,' are
paign,

getting attention.

Cold weather and the football season's opening helped weekend trade
all along the line.
Estimates for This Week
Aster (Par-Singer) (900; 17-28)—
•Spitfire
Elephant'
(RKO) and
'Enemy Meets Queen' (Col), dual
first-runs.
five days.

Headed

for fine $2,400 in

Last week, 'Pacific Ren-

dezvous' (M-G) and 'Through Different Eyes' (20th), split with 'Postman Didn't Ring' (20th) and Timber' (U), all dual first-runs, good
$2,900 in nine days.
Century (P-S) (1,600; 30-40-50)—
'Pardon Sarong' (U) (2d wk). Moved
here after very big week at Orpheum. Stretehing toward good $5,000. Last week, "Talk of Town' (Col)
(2d wk), very big $8,600 on heels of
hefty $11,400 initial canto at State.
Gopher (P-S) (1,000; 28-30)— 'Men
of Texas' (U).
Looks $3,000. light
Last week, 'Flight Lieutenant* (Col),
•
very good, $4,000.
Orpheam (P-S) (40-44-55)— 'Are
Husbands Necessary?' (Par) and Jan
Garber orch. All-around good bill,
although opinions relative to film
are mixed. Garber well liked here.

showing,

neighborhood

very

big

—

Capitol
'Panama Hattie'
(M-G) (2d week).
Bollywood
'Yankee Doodle

—

DandyV(WB)

(20th week).
Mosle Hall— "Tales of Manhatweek).
Paramount
'The Major and
the Minor* (Par) (4th week).
Blvoll
'Wake Island' (Par)
tan' (20th) (3d

—

—

(6th week).

Boxy-'Girl

Trouble* (20th).
Strand
'Desperate Journey*
(.WB) (3d week).

—

1.50)— 'Moontide* (20th). Fair
14,000 on second week after disappointing 26,000 for the opener.
Opera (Lococo) (2,400; 2.50, 2.00)—
'Broadway' (U). OX. 22,000. Especially good considering U. S. locale
and previous draw of its star. Last
week, 'Wings for the Eagle' (WB)
with Ray Ventura stage show, fair

2.00,

20,000.

World

(Par-StelTes) (350; 30-40-50(20th) (2d wk).
State. Looks like

55)— 'Pied Piper'
Moved here from
good

$3,200.

(UA)

Last week, 'Gold Rush'

(2d wk), satisfactory $2,000.

'EAGLE SQUADRON' NEAT

lOG IN 2

B. A.

OPENINGS

Buenos Aires, Sept. 20.
'Eagle Squadron* (U), rated as one
of the best pro-democratic films of
its kind to come here, drew the top
biz of the week in double opening
Film
at the Ideal and Sulpacha.
drew approximately 20.000 pesos to
each house for a total of about 40,000
pesos ($10,000) and should go for
It was far
several more weeks.
ahead of anything else. Collectlvobus strike, still on, hit Uke generally
Other estimates, all given in Arabout 27c
at
gentine pesos, curre?itlv
U. S., follows:
„ ^
Ambassador (Lautaret & Cavallo)
(1400; 2.50, 2.00)— 'Man Who Seeks
Neat
(French-made).
the Truth'
on second weelt.

14,000

excellent 24,000.
Ideal (Lococo)
'Eagle Squadron'
week, 'Mister

Last week,

2.50)—
Last
(U), 20.000.
(UA), n.s.h. 8,M0
the
for .second week after 14,500 on
(970;

3.00,

V

4 Lautaret)
2.00)— 'Tortilla Flat*

°'Rex'"(Cordero .Cavallo
(3 305:

2.50,

O.K. 30,000. but might have
Last week, also somewhat off with 'CourUhip of Andy

done

better.

o.k. 29.000.
Cia.)
.Coll. Gatli

Hardv' iM-C).

Ocean

&

(2,800

Hefty 55G. 'Journey' Fast $52,000
rain in New Yorlt mildly 'Sherlock Holmes' (U) went
attendance, hurting night days, turning in $9,500, oJl

Weekend
strafed

BlvoU

ing with 14,000.

Honnmentsl

Gatti

(Coll,

&

Cia.)

1.50)— 'Dumbo* (RKO)
and 'My Favorite Spy,* 12,000. Held
for second week.
Last week. 'In(1,300;

2.00,

vaders' (Col),

wobbly

6,000 for sec-

ond week.
(Lococo)
— Snlpaoha
Eagle Squadron,'

(950; 3.00, 2.50)
20,000.
Last

week, 'Butch Minds the Baby* (U),
week*s worst with only 5,000.
Broadway (Lautaret & Cavallo)
(2,863; 2.00, 1.50)—'Ven, Mi Corazon
Te Llama* (Lumiton, Arg-made).
Strong 18,000 for this national and
likely to hold on for repeat.
Last
week, 'Cruza* (San Miguel. Argmade), fairish 10,000.

'HAITIE' SPRY $12,000
IN INDPLS^

DANDY/ 9G

Indianapolis, Sept. 29.
First cold snap of the season has
made no appreciable dent in local
grosses. Biz is generally good, with
Woody Herman*s band at the Circle
heading for healthy $16,000 to lead
the town. 'Panama Hattie* will top
the pix with $12,000 at Loew's.

Price balk holding 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' to $9,000 at Indiana.
Estimates for This Week
CIrele (Katz-DoUe) (2.600; 33-4455)— 'Just Off Broadway* (20th) with
Woody Herman orch. Band is big

draw

for dandy $16,000 first time at
house. Last week, 'Across Pacific'
(WB) and 'Pierre of Plains* (M-G),
surprise $8,600 at 44c top.

eight

95-55-75-85-99)—

(2,092;

trade on both Saturday and Sunday Wake Island' (Par) (5tb wk). Still
(26-27), but nevertheless business is holding up well, the fourth inning
generally good to socko. The Mon- ended last night (Tuesday) going to
$28,000. Prior stanza (3d) was $35,.
day (28) t^ke was excellent in some
000, very good.
spots.
Boxy (20th) (5,888; 40-55-65-75-85.
Tales of Manhattan,' long waiting 99)—'Orchestra Wives' (20th) and
stageshow. Pulled very substantial
newMusic
Hall,
a
get
into
the
is
to
$55,(>00 on the first seven day.s and
comer that's in terrific demand. starts the second week today (WedStudded with star names, it's a box- nesday). Will not be held further
office natural, as evidenced by a first
than that due to an accumulation of
week's gross of $110,000. The mezz
product 'Girl Trouble* (20th) being
seats for the first tour evenings were
slated for Wednesday (7). Last week
sold out in advance, indicating a
Serenade
for
'Footlight
second
strong carriage-trade draw.
(20th), $49,000. especially fine.
Another new one of the past Week
State (Loew's) (3.450; 39-44-55-75It finished the 90-$1.10>—'HoUday Inn*
is 'Orchestra Wives.'
(Par) (2d
first week at the Roxy last night rtm) and, on stage. Carmen Amaya,
(Tuesday) at $55,000, big. and starts Peggy Fears, Jack Durant.
Prior
the second today (Wed.).
six-week run of film at the Par
'Desperate Journey.* brought Into holding business to about $25,000,
the Strand Friday (25) with Horace but entirely satisfactory, tiast week,
Frank
and
Its
run)
getting
(1st
Heidt on the stage, is also
Tish* (M-G)
share of this week's prize money. Fay, Una Merkel, Anne Nagel, $22.House had one of its biggest Mon- 000, fair enough.
Strand (WB) (2.756; 35-55-75-85days ever and if the pace doesn't
slacken the first seven days of the 99-$1.10)—'Desperate Journey* (WB)
run should hit $52,000 or thereabouts, and Horace Heidt Film In champ
immense.
class at $52,000 or thereabouts, very
The rival pitband house, the Para- high bracket for this house and holds
mount, which today (Wednesday) over. Last week, third of 'Across
enters its third week with 'Major and Pacific' (WB) and Dick Jurgens,
Minor,'
Pastor band. $38,000, meaty.
plus Tony
Andrews Sisters, is likewise pulling
'em in. On the second week through
last night (Tuesday) the house got
close to $70,000, massive takings.
Capitol, with 'Between UstSirls' on
the screen, is being passed up.
Strai^ht-filmer will be lucky to top
$15,000 with this one and musters ft
out
tonight
(Wednesday),
with
'Panama
Hattie*
due
tomorrow
(Thuft.).

HATTIE' 13G

K.C

The second-run State may push to
good

$25,000.

but

not fancy

Kansas City. Sept.

with

'Holiday Inn' plus a stageshow with

'Panama

Hattie,'

29.

at the Midland,

Carmen Amaya, Peggy Fears and Is leading the field this week, with
Jack Durant
Picture was well the combo of Sally Rand, in person,

milked at the Par Qrst run on a six
weeks* engagement.
'Yankee Doodle Dandy,' which
dropped to $13,000 last week, its
17th. but still an okay profit, will
go out of the Hollywood Oct 18, with
Now, Vogayer* (WB) slaved to open

Normandie (Lococo) (1,400; 2.00,
1.50)—'Saboteur* (U). Smart 12.000
on second run. Last week, 'In "This
Our Life' (WB), o.k. 10,000 for sec- Oct 22 at
pop
ond week of pop prices, alter open-

$6,200.

(M-G)

30-44-55-66)

(M-G).
(Reoteued (n 'Variety' Julv »)
CilterloB—"Pardon My Sarong'
(U) (6th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. 5)
Glebe—'Manila CaUing' (20th)
(2d week).
(RetHeued in 'Variety* Sept. 16)
HoUywood 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB) (19th week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety* June 3)
Mule Hall Tales of Manhattan' (20th) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. S)
Parameaat "The Major and
the Blinor* (Par) (3d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Sept. 2)
BUIte
'Eyes of the Underworld* (U) (3).

—

GOODllG

rday (26)
AU-day downpour Saturday
cost Golden Triangle a bundle and
washed out, with one exception, the Climbing to good $16,000. Last week
great
(U),
week's top day for biz. Single ex- 'Pardon My Sarong*
ception was the Fulton, where 'Par- $10,500.
don My Sarong* laughed at the eleSUtc (P-S) (30-40-50)— -Wake Isments and came through with siz- land* (Par). Much talked al>out piczling gross.
Penn wasn't hurt too ture had bond night premiere in admuch either, 'Panama Hattie* man- vance of week's run. Looks good
aging to stand up fairly well, despite $11,000.
Last week, 'Pied Piper'
the notices and the weather. In both (20th), disappointing $6,500 in six
cases, 'Battle of Midway' short can and half days for very fine picture.
be credited with more than Just a
Uptown (Par) (1.100; 30-40)— 'Gay
slight assist
First neighborhood
Sisters* (WB).
Stanley's taking it on the chin showing. Big $4,500 indicated. Last
with 'Syncopation^ and Charlie Bar- week, 'Mrs. Miniver* (M-G), first
net's

Hattie'

'Panama

(Reviewed in 'Variety' June 3)
Boxy—'Orchestra Wives' (20th)
(2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. 12)
Strand
'Desperate Journey'
(WB) (2d week).
(Reviewed in 'Variety' Aug. 19)
Week of Dot 8
Aster 'Pride of the Yankees'
.
(RKO) (13th week).

BO. WAKE'

44.55 )_'Man's

—'Pride Yankees' (RKO) (5th wk).
Great $12,000 after sock $16,800 in
seven days.
orevious
•^
ooseveK (B«cK) (1.500; 35-55-6575)_'Wake Island' (Par) (2d wk).
Big $12,000 -in second week, alter

30-40-55)—

GRID DPS MPI&

28-33-

(3,200:

world' (Col) plus
Shep Fields and Dolly Kay. Strong
Last week, 'Highways by
$21,000.
Night' (RKO) plus Ann Corlo on
gtaee. sad $16,400.

(2,000;

'HoUday Inn' (Par) (2d wk). Moved
here from Penn and, by comiwrlsoii,
doing better at this spot than It did

—

Capitol

prices.

Lesser Broadway runs are headed
by the continued pull of 'Pardon ISy
Sarong,' which wound tip its fifth
week last night (Tuesday) at $15,000 and continues for another.

Estimates for This Week
Astor (Loew's) (1,140; 55-65-$1.10)
of Yankees' (RKO-Gold(11th wk).
Dropping a little
currently to about $16,M0, but still
satisfactory and continues on. Last
week (10th) was near to $20,000,
good.
Capitol (Loew's) (4,620; 35-55-85-

—'Pride

wyn)

$1.10-$1.25)— 'Between Us Girls* (U).
A one-weeker at only about $15,000,
lean.
Last week third for 'Some-

where

1*11

Find You* (M-G), topped

and 'Loves of Edgar Allen Poe,* at
Tower, a close second. 'Orchestra
Wives' is okay at day-and-date Esquire and Uptown.
'Wake Island*
holding up nicely at the Newman
for a second stanza.
Rain and colder weather did not
slow down business over the weekis

end.
Estlniates far This Week
Esqnire and Uptown (820 and 2,Wives'
11-3S-S0>—'Orchestra
043;
Sweet $8,500. Last week,
(20th).
'Pied Piper* (20th) (2d wk), $6,500.

11-35-50)
(Loew's)
—HMIaiid
'Panama Hattie' (M-G) and 'Grand
(3.500;

Central Murder' (M-G). Lusty $13,.
tast week, "Crossroads' (M-G)
and 'Bom to Sing* (M-G), stout
000.

$12,000.

Newman

(Paramount)

(1,900;

11-

35-50)—'Wake Island' (Par) (2d wk).
Nifty $8,500 after sock $13,000 initial
stanza.

(RKO)
—Orphenm
Gay Sisters' (WB)>

(1,600; 11-35-50)

and 'Escape
from Crime' (WB) (2d wk). Pleasing

$23,000, suitable.

$7,000 after surprise $10,000 opening

Criterion (Loew*s) (1,062; 35-44-5575-85)— 'Pardon My Sarong' (U) (6th
wk).
On the fifth stanza, up last
night (Tuesday), $15,000, nice, while
the previous (4th) week hit $20,000.

frame.

Globe (Brandt) (1.250;
'Manila Calling* (20th).
$6,000, good, and holds.
'You Can't Take It With

39-55-75)—

Looks over

$10,500.

Last week.
You* (Col)

(reissue). $8,200.

Hollywood (WB) (1,225; 83-$1.10$1.65-$2.20)
'Dandy* (WB) (18th
wk). Ctetting over on the light side,
first three days of the current (18th)
lap being $6,000. Last week (17th)
was $13,000, still profitable, but exits

—

18. with 'Now, Voyager* (WB)
opening Oct 22 at pop scales.
Palace (RKO) (1,700; 28-35-44-5565-75)— 'Gay Sisters* (WB) (2d run)

Oct.

and 'Busses Roar' (WB) (1st nm),
Combination will accoimt
dualed.
for strong $10,000. Last week, 'Pied
Piper' (20th) (2d ran) and 'Mexican
Spitfire's Elephant*
$9,500.

Tower (Fox-Joffee) (2.110: 11-3550 >—'Loves Edgar A. Poe' (20th) and
Sally Rand on stage. Solid $11,000.
Last week, 'Men of Texas' (U) and
stage,
magician,
on
Blackstone,

(RKO)

LANA-GABLE, (22,000,

BLAMG'IN BROOKLYN
Brooklyn.
Fabian Fox, with 'Across the
Pacific' and "Moonlight Masquerade.*
with
Metropolitan,
and
Loew*s
'Somewhere IH Find You* and
'Pierre of the Plains,' will emerge on
top this stanza, both houses scoring
Sept. 29.

heavily.

Strand, shuttered for summer, re-

opens

Friday

(2)

with

'Yankee

(1st run),

Doodle Dandy' at $1 top.
EfUmales fer Thb Week
Paramount (Par) (3,664; 35-55-89Albee (RKO) (3,274; 30-50-65)—
Doodle Dandy' 99-$l. 10)— 'Major and Minor* (Par),
'Yankee
$1.10)
and
(20th)
(WB). High prices prove handicap Tony Pastor orch, Andrews Sisters, 'FooUight Serenade*
'Sherlock Holmes Terror* (U). Satisto Cohan film; $9,000 in sight. Last others.
Starts third week today factory
Last week. 'Pied
$18,000.
(20th)
Manhattan*
week, Tales of
(Wednesday) after smashing through Piper* (20th) and 'Just Off Broadtook good $12,000 at 40-55 scale.
Indiana

—

(KaU-DoUe)

(3,200;

75-

the second to nearly $70,000.
Initial seven days mounted the empyrean to hit $81,500, second best

on

28-44)—
(Ind)
Keith's
(1,200;
'Powder Town* (RKO) plus vaude
varied stage show packs

Nicely

'Hi,
$4,000 punch in four days.
Neighttor'
(Rep) and vaudeville
settled with $4,100 last week.
Loew's (Loew's) (2,450; 28-33-44)
—'Panama Hattie' (M-G) and 'Miss
Anpie Rooney' (Rep). Musical hijinks
cinch for nifty $12,000. Last week,
'Talk of Town' (Col) and 'Pacific

Rendezvous' (M-G) got fine $9,700,
Lyric (Katz-DoUe) (1,850: 40-44(20th).
of Manhattan'
satisfactory
$4,500.
Heading
for
'Private Buckaroo' (U) and 'Men of
Texas' (U) closed with fair $5,200 as
first-run dual at 44c top last week.

55)— 'Tales

non-New Year's week scored

here.

Radio City Mnsic Hall (Rockefellers)

Tales

—

(5,945;

—

44-55-85-90-$1.6S)
(20th) and

Manhattan'

of

stageshow. Getting strong play, in
eluding carriage trade. First week
will look like boxcar numbers at
Begins second round to$110,000.
morrow (Thursday).
Last week,
third for

Talk

markably

of

Town'

consistent

(Col), regrosser,
was

$91,000, big.

Rialto (Mayer) (594: 28-44-55)—
'Counter Espionage' (Col). Suffering from vitamin deficiency and will
not gel more than aronnd $6,000.

way' (20th) (2d wk). ditto.
Fox (Fabian) (4.023; 30-55-65)—

'Across Pacific' (WB) and 'Moonlight
Masquerade* (Rep). Strong $22,000.

Last week, 'Sweater Girl' (Par) and

Lucky

Millinder's band
Spots, healthy $25,000.

Met (Loew's)

(3.618:

and

Ink

30-55-651—

'Somewhere Find You' (M-G) and
Lana
'Pierre
of Plains*
(M-G).
Turner-Gable starrer pulling husky
$22,000. Last week. 'Lady in Jam'
(U) and 'Invisible Agent" (U), good
$18,000.

Fararaoant

(4.126: 30-55.

(Fabian)
65)--'Hollday Inn' (Par) and 'Agenta
Meet Ellery Queen' (Col) (4th wk).
Winding up with nice $12,000. Last

week, okay $16,000.

WeJnc 6 Jay, Scptemlny
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B. WALLIS
PRODUCTION
CLAUDE RAINS
"WITH

GLADYS COOPER BONITA GRAIWILLE ILKA CHASE
•

Directed by

•

IRVING RAPPER

Screen Play by Casey Robinson

•

From

Music by Max Steiner

•

A

the Novel by Olive Higgins Prouty

Warner

Bros.-First National. Picture

Wjedneoddy,, September 30, 1942

PICTURE GROSSES

12

With upped admlsh

(WB).

Tankees,' With Press, Radio Plugs.

Heads for Great $32,i0
Philadelphia, Sept. 29.
Picture biz continues to have
healthy tinge here despite a rainy

on screen.
Estimates for This Week
Aldine (WB) (1,303; 35-46-57-6875)— 'Gay Sisters' (WB) (3d wk).
Still lou of punch, with $9,000 after
okay $10,500 for second sesh.
Arcadia (Sablosky) (600; 35-46-5768)— 'Crossroads' (M-G) (2d run)
Bogging down to poor
(2d wk).
$2,400, after good $3,500 for initial
week of second run.
Boyd (WB) (2,569; 46-57-68-75)—
Trail'

HOTB.O.INCOOLPROV.;

Orpheum

ROONEY FINE $18,000

into the theatres.
'Bambi' is riding nicely
its second week at the

through

RKO

Albee.

Fox (WB)

(2,425;

35-46-57-68-75)

—'Orchestra Wives' (20th) (2d wk).
Propping to $13,000, still okay, after
hefty $21,000 for initialer last sesh.

Karlton (WB) (1,066; 35-46-57-68)
—'Tales of Manhattan' (20th) (2d
Very good $8,000 in view of
weeks at 4,500-seater Mastbaum. Uast week, 'Across Pacific'
(WB), good $6,000.
run);
three

Keith's (WB) (2,220; 35-46-57-68)
—'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (2d run) (2d
wk). Ninth week downtown, yet
Metro's war epic garnering husky
t6,000. Opening sesh of second run
last week good for $7,000.
Mastbaom (WB) (4,692; 46-57-75)
-'Pride of the Yankees'
(RKO).
aseball saga definitely in the chips
with $32,000. Last week, Tales of
flanhattan'
(20th),
finished third

E

week with okay $17,500.
SUnley (WB) (2,016; 36-46-57-6875)— 'Eagle Squadron' (U) (2d wk).
!logging down this trip for mere

days).

5
'

nifty

$8,000, after
opening session.

big

Carlton (Fay-Loew)

$13,000

in

(1,400: 30-40-

one

in midtown and in the general
vicmity of the ball park, have an
upped admish scale in effect curHowever, not much above"

rently.

normal

biz is looked for at the

bassador, downtown,

Am-

where 'Yankee

Poodle Dandy' is being shown for
ySc-fl.OO
At the St. Louis, where
'Pride of the Yankees' Is being presented at 40-50-60 scale, house expects best w«ck-in.-3(««n}r
Estimates (or Last Week

Loew'B (Loew) (3,172; 30-40-50)—
TTank at Eton' (M-G) and 'Affairs of
Martha' (M-G). Points to fine $17,ySS'^f^^' y^^^ 'Maisie Gets Man'
(M-G) and 'Jackass Mail' (M-G)
oopped $18,500, swell.
Ambassador (F&M) (3.000; 75-$l)
^•Yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB) and
fhorts.
Highest admish price since
Gone with the Wind,' and natives

dont

600.

Eyes'

like high prices.
Good $16Last week 'Through Different
(20th) and Alvino Rey orch

fnd King

Sisters

on

stage,

swell

18,500.

Fox (F&M) (5,000; 30-40-50)—
•Desperate
Journey'
(WB) and
'Secret Enemies' (WB).
Neat $16000. Last week 'Across Pacific (WB)
Agent' (U), okay
'

(F&M)

wm, m,

DX

FINE IN

$2,200,000 War Bond
world premiere Wednesday night (23).
Estimates (or This Week
Capitol (Loew) (3,434; 28-39-4466)—'War Against Mrs. Hadley'
(M-G) with vaude headed by 'Truth
or Consequences." Nice $23,000 attributed to premiere ballyhoo and
kind words from critics. Last week
Tish' (M-G) with vaude headed by
Patricia Bowman and Jack Durant

30-40-50)
(20th)
and

A

trifle

above

average, $6,500. Last week 'Holiday
Inn' (Par) and 'Tombstone' (Par).
$7,500, good.
St Lools (F&M) (4,000; 40-50-60)

—Pride

'Mexican

Upped

Yankees' (RKO) and
Spitfire's Elephant' (RKO).
of

scale will

gamer

$12,500, the

best in years at this midtown house.
Last week "Pardon My Sarong' (U)
and 'Joan of Ozark' (Rep), $4,200,
fair.

22G.

'Me Girl' Thin 15G
Detroit, Sept. 29
With six houses now functioning
in the loop and plenty of fresh prod,
uct In tha first-runs, biz is plenty

'WINGS'-YAUDE, $17,000,

SOAR HIGH

Last week,

IN

BALTO

Madlfon has joined the new

forte.

line-up of
(3,000; 40-50-65)

Baltimore, Sept. 29,
continues good here,
with 'Between Us Girls' faring nicely
at Keith's,
and 'Wings and the
Woman,' leaning on a strong stage
layout, attracting some trade to the
Hipp. Encores of last week's leaders,
action

B.o.

JLast week, 'Eagle Squadron'
(3d wk), good $57100.

Estfmates for This

Century

W

Week

(Loew's-UA)

—

28-35-40-55)

L'viUe;

Best Del Bet;

'Seven

(3,000;

17

Sweethearts"

(M-G). Rather mild at $12,000. Last
week, 'Panama Hattie" (M-G), rang
bell lustily at $16,700.

Hippodrome

In

Oke 9G

Louisville, Sept. 29.

(Rappaport) (2,240
'Wings and

17-25-28-38-44-55-66)
plus

—

downtown

theatres,

be-

coming the switohover house for tha
United Detroit chain with the Palms>
State, the former holdover house,
elevated to first-runs.
Fox will be out in front with sock
trade on 'Pride of Yankees' and
'Give Out, Sisters.' Marking its start
as a new loop clearing house for
fre^ product, the Palms-State
started the new policy with 'Wake
Island' and Twin Beds' to be a
strong runner-up.
Estimates for This Week
Adams (Balaban) (1,700; 50-65)—
'Pled

Piper'

(20th)

wk) and

(4th

'Lucky Legs' (Col) (2d wk).
sound with $6,500 after $8,000

Still
last

week.

Fox (Fox-Mlchlgan) (5,000; 55-75)
vaude Including
'Pride Yankees' (RKO) and 'Give
Bea Wain, Miss America and 'Ice
Parade of 1943.' Leaning on stage Out, Sisters' (U). With slight price
show to bounce -in with strong raise, expectations are a smash
$17,000. P.a. of 'Dr. I.Q.' as added $38,000. Last week 'Magnificent Am.
bersons' (RKO) and 'Lady in Jam'
feature on Monday nights stimU'

Woman' (RKO)

lating b.o. considerably. Last week,
'Big Street' (RKO) plus Blue Barron
orch and James Barton, alright
$13,400.

Keith's (Schanberger) (2,406: 1728-35-44-55)
'Between Us Girls'
(U). Surprising with good $11,000.
Last week, third of 'Holiday Inn'
(Par), brought grand total for run
up to very nice $33,300.
Maytair (Hicks) (980; 20-40)—
'Husbands Necessary' (Par). Fairish
$4,000. Last week, reissue of 'General Died at Dawn' (Par), mild

—

(U), strong $22,000.

Madison (United Detroit) (1,800;
SO-es)—'Holiday Inn' (Par) and
'Road Happiness' (Mono). Former

moved over after three great
weeks at Michigan and with a
freshener added, neat $10,000.
Miotalgan (United Detroit) (4,000;
picture

.

60-65)—'Juke Girl' (WB) and 'World
at War' (U.S.).
Fair $16,000. Last
week 'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Spy
Ship' (WB) (3d wk), brisk $16,000.

Palms-Stete (United Detroit) (3,.
000; 50-69)— 'Wake Island' -(Par) and
'Twin Beds' (UA). Starting off firstpolicy with a sock $22,000. Last
New (Mechanic) (1.581: 17-28-35- run
44-66)— 'Tales of ManhatUn' (20th) week 'Take Letter' (Par) and 'Calling Dr. GlUespie' (M-G) (3d wk),
(2d wk). Holding strongly to pos$3,200.

after extra big $141800
time round.

sible $9,000,

on

first

SUnley

(WB)

(3,286;

28-40-75-

$1.10)—'yankee Doodle Dandy' (WB)
Very merry at $20,000,
(2d wk).
after record $31,700 on initial stanza.
Some slight beefing registered on
In opening days of run,
but all quiet now and biz consist-

nice $11,000.

United
(2,000;

Artiste

(United

Detroit)

60-65)—'Married Angel' (M-

G) and 'Cardboard Lover' (M-G).
Trim $14,000. Last week 'Mrs. Miniver' (M-G) (7th wk), still strong at
$9,000 in seventh session.

upped scale

'serenade; 25G, GINGER.

ently steady.

ValencU (Loew's-UA) (1,450; 1728-44-55)—'Panama Hattie' (M-G)
BIG IN
(moveover). Pushlm? toward strong
$7,500. Last week, 'Somewhere Find
You'
in similar move, drew
Mary Anderson (Libson) (1,000; good (M-G),after
Newark, Sept. 29.
gratifying brace in
$9,800
(3d
15- 30-40)— 'Gay Sisters" (WB)
New first-runs getting tremendous
spot below.
wk). Pacing for nice $3,000 after last
momentum this week, both 'Footweek's healthy $3,500.
light
Serenade'
and
'Major and tha
Blalto (Fourth Avenue) (3,400; 1930-40)—'Tales ManhatUn' (20th) and
Minor' riding high, wide and hand'Battle of Midway' short. Extensive
some.
list of marquee names is a big help.
The Adams, with Martha Rayi'and
Should easily top the town with a
Sam Donahue's orch featured, is getsock $11,000. Last week, 'Orchestra
Wives" (20th) and 'Soft Shoulders'
ting fat returns, and the Branford
(20th), $10,000.
and Loew's State are playing to
Strand (Fourth Avenue) (MOO;
staunch holdover biz.
16- 30-40)— 'Always in Heart" tWB)
Estimates for This Week
and 'Berlin Correspondent* (20th).
Buffalo, Sept. 29.
Adains (Adams-Par) (1,950; 25-40week,
Satisfactory
Last
$3,000.
65-75-09)—
'Pardon
Sarong,'
highpowered
My
'Marie Roget' (U) plus
'Wings and Woman' (RKO) and
by
increased
admish
scale
the
at
Martha
Raye, Sam Donahue's orch
^Live on Danger' (Par), $3,500.
Lafayette, Is the top grosser this and three acts. Pacing for fine $18,.
frame and will skyrocket to a smash- 000. Last week, 'Parachute Nurse'

$18M

mm

NEWARK

$18,500,

BUFFALO BOFF

'Orchestra Wives' Swing

Big $17,500 in Denver

ing tally for the house. 'Panama
Hattie' and 'Tales of Manhattan,' at
the Buffalo and Lakes respectively,
are due for a photo finish, with fine
numerals coming up for botii.

(Col) teamed with^Vaughn

Monroes

band, record $22,200.
Branford (WB) (2,800; 30-44-55-60-

—'Across

75)

Pacific'

(WB) and

'Give

Out, Sisters' (U) (2d wk). Holding
Estimates for This Week
up well at $13,000, following smash
Denver, Sept. 29.
Buffalo (Shea)
36-55)— $21,500 last week.
(3,500;
Capitol (WB) (1,200; 20-30-35-44all right $21,500.
Two first-runs are copping high 'Panama Hattie' (M-G) and 'Pierre
Colombia (Loew) (1,234; 28-44)— coin this week. 'Orchestra Wives' of Plains' (M-G). Will probably col- 65)—' Tarzan's Adventures' (M-0)
Move•Footlight Serenade" (20th) headed and 'Just off Broadway,' dual at lect sparkling $17,000. Last week, and 'Jackass MtsU' (M-G).
'Yankee
Doodle
Dandy'
(WB) over was milked dry at Loew's and
for first-class $6,000. Last week 'Mrs.
doesn't figure for better than weak
Mmiver' (3d wk) (M-G), clicked for Denver is the topper, but close be- ($1.10), rousing $27,000.
Great Lakes (Shea) (3,000; 35-56) $2,000. Last week, 'Are Husbands
hind are 'Gold Rush' and 'Spy Ship'
big $8,500.
—'Tales of Manhattan' (2pth). Aim- Necessary' (Par) and 'Sunday Punch'
Earle
(WB) (2,210; 75-$1.10)— at Paramount.
ing for better than $16,000, sturdy. (M-G). dull $2,000 in six days.
'Yankee Dandy' (WB), with vaude
Estimates (or This Week
Last
week,
'Footlight
Serenade'
(3d wk). Will get $18,000, fine. PreParamount (Adams-Par) (2,000:
AUddIn (Fox) (1,400; 40-50-60)— (20th ). potent $15,000.
35-45-55-60-75)— 'Major and Minor'
vious sessions, $34,000 and $24,000,
(WB),
after
week at the
•"*
- .'JBjgJShot'
"great;
HJpp. (Sbe^O. .'2J00; 35-55)— 'Foot- (Par). Ginger Rogers starrer climb$4',000.
Denver.
Fair
Last
"week,
Keith's (RKO) (1,800; 40-50-65)—
light Serenade' (20th) (2d wk). Mild ing to wham $18,000.
Last week,
'Talk
Town'
(Col),
after
$6,000
DenTardon Sarong' (U) (3d wk).
$7,500. Last week, 'Somewhere Find
Flight Lieutenant' (Col) and 'Meet
ver week;
Healthy $8,500.
You' (M-G), good $9,200.
Stewarts' (Col), bright $14,500.
Earlier
sessions
Broadway (Fox) (1,040; 30-35-40were nifty $17,000 and $11,500.
Lafayette (Hayihan) (3,300; 35-66)
Proctor's (RKO) (3.400; 33-44-60Metropoliten (WB) (1,600; 28-44) 50-60)— 'Talk Town' (Col), after a —'Pardon My Sarong'
(U) and 70-86)— 'Footlight Serenade' (20th)
—'Moscow Strikes' (Artkino) and week at each Denver and Aladdin. 'North of Klondike' (U). Smash and 'Just Off Broadway' (20th) and
Last week, 'Bambi' $18,5007 Last week, 'Invisible Agent' two
Tombstone' (Par). Good for $8,500. Fair $3,000.
nights of vaude. Powerful dual
Last week 'Across Pacific' (WB) and (RKO) and 'Highways by Night' (U) and 'Butch Minds Baby' (U). aiming
at terrific $25,000. Last week,
'Midway' and 'The World at War,' (RKO), after two weeks at Or- nifty $11,000.
'Pied Piper' (20th) and 'A-Haunting
pheum, $3,000.
just reached $7,000, fair.
20th Century (Ind) (3,000; 35-55)— We Go' (20th) (2d wk). sturdy $18,(Loew)
Denham (Cockrill) (1.750; 30-40- 'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Joan of Ozark' 500, two nights of vaude helping.
(2,242;
28-55)—
Holiday Inn' (Par). Terrific $22,000 50-60)— 'Holiday Inn'
(Rep)
(2d wk). Satisfactory $8,000.
(Par)
(4th
Stete (Loew's) (2.600; 30-40-55-63in sight. Last week 'Somewhere Find wk) and 'Live on Danger' (Par)
(2d Last week, bright $14,000.
75)— 'Somewhere Find You' (M-G)
Yo" <M-G), third stanza, great wk).
Plenty good $8,000.
Last
and 'Brooklyn 'Orchid' (UA) (2d
week, 'Holiday Inn'. (Par) (3d wk)
wk). Continuing sturdy at $14,000
and 'Live on Danger' (Par), big
* 'Inn' Great $10,000 In
after
great $22,000 in first round.
$12,000.
*

•

•

•

•*•*'

'Dandy' Great $17,500

At $1 Top

in Portland

(3,570;

jr^'Orchestra
Wives'
'holiday Inn' (Par).

$5,400.

Rialto is back in the running with
Tales of Manhatan,' the star-studded
opus going great guns as a single.
Weather has turned cooler, this being an important factor in the
healthy hue of the local b.o's.
Estimates for This Week
Brown (Fourth Avenue-Loew's)
15-30-40)— 'Panama Hattie"
(1,400;
MetropollUn (Indie) (3,200; 55)— (M-G) and 'Calling Dr. Gillespie"
'Girl
from Alaska" (Rep), Gene (M-G) (2d wk). Strong $2,500 on
Krupa orch with Ray Eberle. House
had one of best three-day stands in moveover from Loew's State. Last
week, 'Holiday Inn' (Par) (2d wk),
long time with swell $10,000.
State (Loew) (3,200; 30-40-50)— moveover, $3,000.
'Yank At Eton' (M-G) and 'Pierre
Kentucky (Switow) (1,250; 15-25)
of the Plains' (M-G). Going for this
one in a big way and packing them —'Blue Horizon" (Par) and 'Magnifiin for swell $18,000.
Last week, cent Dope' (20th). Aiming at excelCairo' (M-G) and 'World At War,' lent $1,800.
Last week, 'Shores
average $12,000.
Strand (Indie) (2,000; 30-40-50)— Tripoli' (20th) and 'Favorite Spy'
Holiday
Inn'
(Par).
Attracting (RKO), ditto.
plenty of attention and pacing for
Loew's State (Loew's) (3,300; 15knockout $12,000. Last week, 'Wake 30-40)—'Tlsh' (M-G) and 'SaboUge
Island'
(Par) and 'Alias Boston Squad' (Col). Nice bill for the family
Blacki^: (Col) (3d wk), grand $5,000. trade; probably okay $9,000. Last
week, 'Panama Hattie' (M-G) and
'Calling Dr. Gillespie' (M-G), big
$12,000, and moveover.

$16,000.

Missouri

wk-

Smasheroo $11,000

(20th) and
'Loves of Poe' (20th) (2d run).
Maintaining lively pace for good

Agent' (U). Chiller getWashington, Sept. 29.
bangup $8,500. Last week,
New entries are catching the Imflight Lieutenant' (Col), nice $7,000
portant first-run coin this week.
for holdover ride.
'Holiday Inn' at the Palace is running neck and nack with 'War
Against Mrs. Hadley,' which had a
Good Timing in SL

St. Louis, Sept. 20.
hotels turning away customers here for the World Series
between the Yanks and Cardinals,
two of Fanchon St Marco's deluxers,

Inn'

(3d

7ales of Manliattan'

50)— 'Footlight Serenade'

•T-'Invisible

12iG, Day-Dates Series

lake Hot

—

000.

ting

With

$38,000.

$10,000.

Paramount (H-E)

Week
(U)
(RKO) (2,300; 30-40-50)—
'Bambi' (RKO) and 'Highways By
Night' (RKO) (2d wk). Sure bet for
Estimates (or This

(1,467; 35-46-57-68)

Kg

Evergreen)

(WB)

'Magnificent Ambersons' (RKO) and
'Berlin Correspondent' (20th). Okay
$8,400.
Last week, Tales Manhat'Postman Didn't
tan'
(20th) and
Ring' (20th), fine $9,500 in second

Albee

spunky $17,600 for bowplus good $2,800 for 'bonus' showat Earle.
'Holiday Inn' (Par)

Where Ifankees;

Qant

Mickey Rooney's 'A Yank At Eton' week and moved to Music Box.
also packing them into Loew's
United Artists (Parker) (900; 40- 'Yankee Doodle Dandy' and Tales of
State. 'Holiday Inn,' at Strand, and
50-65)
'Crossroads'
(M-G) and
are very steady at
'The Gay Sisters,' at Majestic, are Friendly Enemies' (UA). Nice $7,- Manhattan,"
upped scales.
also up among the leaders.

preems tomorrow (Wed.).

SUnton (WB)

Good

-

'Holiday

is

10,000,alter
n,

ing

—

(Par) and 'Spy Ship'

snappy
Providence, Sept. 29.
is sending them

weather

Cooler

(Hamrick

40-50-65)

(1,800;

$3,500. Last week, 'Pardon Sarong'
—'Talk of the Town' (Col). Back to (U)
Correspondent'
and
'Berlin
popular prices with zingy $21,000. (20th) (3d downtown wk). zowie
Also netted bright $2,500 for extra $3,800.
week
Sunday show at Earle. Last
Fay's (Indie) (2.000; 29-39-50)—
(WB) 'A-Haunting
Dandy'
Doodle
•Yankee
We Go' (20th) and
wound up six weeks at 75-$1.10 with vaude. Adding up to nice $6,500.
good $20,000.
Last week, 'Busses Roar' (WB) and
Earle (WB) (2,768; 35-46-57-68- vaude, .very good
$7,000.
75)
'Apache Trail' (M-G) with
Majestic (Fay) (2,200; 30-40-50)—
stage show featuring Lucky Millin- 'Gav Sisters' (WB) and 'Careful, Soft
der orch and Ink Spots. Nifty $28,- Shoulders' (20th). Good
$12,000. Last
000.
Last week, 'Are Husbands
week, 'Footlight Serenade' (20th)
Necessary' (Par) with Louis Prima
and 'Loves of Poe' (20th), nifty
band, Joe £. Lewis, Linda Ware,
$13,000.
managed to eke out bare $16,500.

—

Tride'

$6,500.

weekend, which reached deluge pro
poi'tions Sunday night.
Aided by puffs from sports writers
and radio commentators, 'Pride of
the Yankees' has a solid wallop In
Its initial week at the Mastbaum
Also getting heavy play is 'Talk of
the Town,' while jive fans are packing the Earle for The Inkspots,
Li cky Millinder's band plus "Apache

PhiUy

in

terrific

Last week (35-40-60), 'Pardon Sarong' (U) and Timber* (U),
hefty $8,500 in second week.
May fair (Parker-Evergreen) (1,'
500; 40-50-65)— 'Husbands Necessary*
(Par) with Major Bowes unit on
Strong $9,000. Last week,
stage.
'Sherlock Holmes Voice' (U) with
Ina Ray Hutton orch on stage, nice
$17,500.

Portland, Ore., Sept. 29.
All major houses upped admish
prices last week from 50c top to 65c.
Town IS milling with an infiux of
defense workers and the traffic can
bear the price rise.

'Yankee Doodle Dandy,'
top, rolling

Broadway.

up

at

$1.10
a great score for the

$1.10)

—

'Yankee

Doodle

$13,000.

Orpheom (RKO)

(2,600;

30-35-40-

50-60)—'Crossroads' (M-G) (2d wk)
and 'Sunday Punch' (M-G). Okay
at $8,300.
Last week,
roads' (M-G) and 'Pierre
(M-G), big $13,500.

h.o.

'CrossPlains'

Paramount (Fox) (2,200; 30-45)—
'Gold Rush' (UA) and 'Spy Ship'
(WB).
Big $9,000 and holding,
though h.o.s are rare here. Last
week, 'Invisible Agent' (U) and 'One
Dandy' Bom Every Minute' (U), big $7,500.

Estimates (or This Week
(Parker)
(1,900:

Broadway

Denver (Fox) (2,525; 30-40-50-60)
—'Orchestra
Wives'
(20th)
and
'Just Off Broadway' (20th). Pulling
big $13,500.
Last week, 'Big Shot'
(WB) and 'Loves of Poe' (20th) big

76-

Mont'l; 'Moon' Big iViG
Montreal, Sept. 29.
'Holiday Inn,' at Loew's, is the
big show and should be smash $10,000 to lead town. 'Moon and Sixpence,' at Orpheum, also is strong.
Estimates for This Week

to

top town.

Last week 'Miniver'

(M-G)

(6th wk); handsome $7,000.
Prineess (CT) (2,300; 30-40-52)—
Big Street' (20th) and 'Date with

Falcon' (20th).
Good $3,500. Last
week 'Sweater GirV (20th) and
Palace (CT)
30-46-82)— Tombstone' (20th), $4,000.
(2,700;
Eagle Squadron' (U) (2d wk). OutOrpheum
(CT)
(1.100; 30-40-60)—
look for good $6,000 after great $9,- Moon
and Sixpence' (UA). Smash
000 last week.
returns over weekend point to handCapitol (CT) (2,700; 30-45-62)—
some $4,500 or near. Last week
rjank at JBton" (M-G) and 'Affairs Blockade' (UA)
and 'House Across
Martha' (M-G) (2d wk). Nice $6,- Bay'
(UA) (4th wk). $1,500.
500 In sight, following $8,500 last
St. Denb (France-Film) (2.500; 30week.
40)— 'L'Enfant du Carnaval' and 'Les
.^^'•w'" (CT) (2,800; 86-33-67)- Rols
Du
Sport.'
Fair $3,000 In six
Holiday Inn" (Par). Wham $10,000
.

days.

'

PICTURE GROSSES

Wcdnesdsyt September 30, 1942
Talk

'BambMiiaHutton Sturdy
Dandy' Big

Frisco;

$29,000 In

Top Filmer

28G,

of

Town* (Col) and 'AtlanUc

Convoy* (Col). Stout
week, 'Jackaai Mail'

Last

$16,500.

(M-G) and
'Sweetheart of Fleet' (Col), $14,000.
Tranalu (Tranalux) (000; 17-2844-56)—'Joan of Ozark' (Rep) and
'Foreign
Agent'
(Mono).
Good
week, 'Man Hunt'
$5,000.
Last
(RKO) and 'Panthers Claw' (PRC),

Patriotic Pix

Fine

ML

$4im

$4,800.

San Francisco, Sept. 2S.
Most flrstruns here have raised
admlsh scale permanently or
are getting tilted scales for current

Key

'Yankee Doodle Dandy,' at

shows.

the Warfleld, Is leading picture-only
houses with a sensational $28,000.
The Golden Gate Is doing substantial
business with 'Bambl,' assisted by
Ina Ray Hutton i.rch on the stage.
Likely will hit $29,000.
'Walce Island,' at Paramount, Talk
of Town' at the Orpheum, and 'Gay
Sisters," in the ^ox, are also socko.

Estimates for This

Fox (F-WC)

(5,000:

Sisters'

(WB) and

(M-G).

Fine

Week

60-65)— 'Gay

'Pierre

Plains'

week

Last
$24,000.
(20th) and

'Orchestra Wives'
000 in five days.

Golden Gate (RKO)

iMt Year

$1,839 JtM

(Based on 27

cities,

im

$29,000.

SOLID IN HUB

to continue its powerful
Paramoant (F-WC) (2,470; 50-65) take In town, while the Bill Robln—'Wake Island' (Par) and 'Priorities son-'Pardon My Sarong' combination
Parade' (Par). Tremendous $26,000. remains for a second frame at the
Last week 'Holiday Inn* (Par) and RKO Boston, where h.o.s are rare.
Estimates for This Week
'Dr. Broadway" (Par) (3d wk), big
$12,500.
Boston (RKO: (3,200; 44-55-65-75St. Francis (F-WC) (1,476; 35-40- 85)— 'Pardon Sarong* (U) with Bill
55)— 'HoUday Inn' (Par) and 'Berlin Robinson,
Ella
Fitzgerald,
Doc
Correspondent' (20th). Good for $7,- Wheeler orch (2d wk). Catching
000 on itioveover. Last week 'Pled solid $22,500. Last week, $38,500.

(F-WC)

—Yankee

Doodle

(2,650;

75-$1.10)

stone'

(Par). $5,500.

(WB).
Memorial (RKO) (2,900; 44-55-65Great $28,000.
Last week Tales 77)—'Pride Yankees' (RKO) and
Manhattan' (20th) and Thru Differ- 'Flying With Music' (20th) (7th wk).
ent Eyes' (20th) (4th wk), terriBc Jumping to fine $14,000 for its last
Dandy'

$13,000.

Estimates for This

IN 2

$21,000, BIG

SEATTLE HOUSES
SeatUe, Sept. 29.

Same opus

two houses day and

at

again plenty forte for the

is

Hamrick-Evergreen string, 'Pride of
Yankees' doing the trick at Fifth and
Music Hall, where prices were upped

(RKO)

Albee

(3.300;

'Desperate Journey'

good

$11,000.

(RKO)

Capitol

(2,000; 40-44-50-60)

—'Tales of Manhattan' (20th). Lim-

engagement at
admlsh: very good

slightly upped
Last
$13,500.
week, 'Orchestra Wives' (20th) (2d
run), at regular 33-40-50c scale, fair
$4,000.
ited

(RKO)

Family

'Sweetheart

Thundering

17-28)—
(1,000:
Fleet'
(Col) and

of
Hoofs'

65c.

Inn' (Par), second week of switch
extension, excellent $5,000. Pic got
sock $18,000 in first week at Palace
and wham $7,500 in succeeding week
at

Metropolitan (M-P) (4,367; 30-44
55-65-75)— 'Wake Island' (Par) and
'A-Haunting We Go' (UA). Hefty
appeal for males and getting fine
$29,000.
Last week, 'Holiday Inn'
(Par) and 'Dr. Broadway' (Par)
third week, rousing $19,000.

Orpbenm (Loew)

(2,000; 40-65-76)
—Talk of Town' (Col) and 'Atlantic
Convoy' (Col). Satisfactory $21,000
and will h.o. Last week, 'Jackass
Mail' (M-G) and 'Sweetheart Fleet'

Keith's (Libson) (1,500; 33-40-50)
—Tombstone' (Par). Dull $3,500.
Last week, 'Across Pacific' (WB) (2d
run), tame $3,800.

Lyric

(RKO)

(1.400:

'Holiday Inn' (Par).
fer for fourth week

Okay
Talk

$3,5'00.

of

Palaee

(RKO)

and

'Just

SPRY IN CLEVE.
Cleveland, Sept. 29.
Charlie
Spivak's
tooters,
Ann
Oorlo
Borrah
Mlnnevitcb,
and
abetted by 'Sherlock Holmes Voice,*
are whammfag the town for a big
$28,000 at Palace. "Eagle Squadron*
Is
also going good at Hipp, but
'Seven Sweethearts' not doing much

Same

28-33-42)—

Second transon main line.

week

last

for

Town* (Col) (3d run).

(RKO)

(2.600;

33-40-50)—

$13,500 in sight.
light

Serenade'

Last frame, 'Footrather dull

(20th)

$10,000.

(Warners) (800;
—Lake
'Footlight Serenade'

35-40-45-55)
(20th)
(2d
wk).
Only so-so $2,400 for this
moveover.
Last
week,
'Across
Pacific'
(WB) reopened the redecorated house, catching fine $3,700.

Palaee (RKO) v3,700; 40-60-70)—
'Sherlock Hohnes' (U) plu^ Charlie
orch, Ann Corio, Borrah

Splvak

Mfanevltch. Solid bill has momentum of 14-ton tank, crashing
through to what should be big
$28,000.
Last
round.
'Invisible
Agent* (U) with Jackie Cooper,
Charlie Bamet's orch, Dlosa Costello

Hattie' (M-G). Good $11,Last week, 'Between Us Girls'
(M-G), alright $10,000.
Shabert (RKO) (2.100: 33-40-50)—
'Pride of Yankees* (RKO) (4th wk).
Flnallng to $3,000, n.s.h. Last week on stage, also formed torrid combo,

.

(Col). $18,000.

Psramonnt (M-P)

Grand.

Panama
500.

nearly $26,000.
State (Loew's) (3,450; 35-40-45-65)

(3d), fair $5,000.

Back on the Range

(1,800; 30-44-60)

'

Yankees'

$13,500.

'

Hollywood, Sept. 29.
—'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Through
New western series of Texas
Estimates l«r Thla Week
Different Eyes' (Par). The second Rangers for Producers Releasing
Bine Moose (Hamrlck-Evergreen) feature is new, but 'Inn* Is still doing
Corp. 1942-43 program gets under
(800; 30-40-58)— 'Holiday fan' (Par)
the business, although this is its
15.
and 'Poe' (20th) (4th wk.). (Setting fourth week In Hub: $14,500 Indi- way at the Talisman lot Oct.
Top spots go to Jim NewllI and
around $3,700, big. Last week, swell cated, tiast week. 'Give Out Sisters*
$4,300.
(U) and Tombstone' (Par), $11,000. Dave O'Brien, with Alexander Stem
State (Loew) (3,600; 40-65-75)— producing.
Flflh
Avenae
(Hamrlck-Evergreen) (2,349; 40-50-«e)— 'Pride of
to

TAGLE.'

Fairly

'Some-

—'Seven Sweethearts' (M-G). Not
robust enough against all the competish;

ordinary

$11,000 at best.
Last chapter, 'Panama Hattie' (M-G ),

had more push, $15,000.
SUlIman (Loew's) (1,872; 35-40-45-

55)— 'Panama

Hattie'

(M-G)

(2d

wk). Getting along satisfactorily on
holdover; $5,000; Last week. 'Somewhere Find You* (M-G) (3d wk),
swell $7,500.

NATIONAL BOXOFFIC E SURVEY

$6,20P

Mosic Box (Hamrlck-Evergreen)
30-40-SO)— 'Crossroads' (M-G)
and 'Martha' (M-G). Moveover from
Fifth, headed for good $4,000.
Last
week.
'Pied
Piper*
(20th)
and
Through Differeht Eyes' (20th). nice

Up—'Journey,'

Calibre of '42-*43 Product Holding

'Yank At Eton/

'Hattie'

Among New

'Iceland/

Releases

Music Hall (Hamrlck-Evergreen
2^200: 40-50-65)— 'Pride of Yankees'
(RKO).
Great $0,000 coming up.
Last week. 'Manhattan* (20th) and
Soft Shoulders' (20th), In date and
date showing with Paramount theatre, set house record
here at $9,300.
..O'Pheum
(Hamrick-Evergreen)
(2,600: 75-$1.15) - 'Yankee Doodle
Dandy' (WB). Roadshowed, with big
Bally and upped newspaper space.
Anticipate smash $18,000. Last week.
(30-40-58). 'Gay Sisters' (WB) and
Spy Shin' (WB) in second stanza,
Breat

$7,300.

..'a'oraBr (Sterling) (1.350: 40-500!)— Give
Out, Sisters'
(U) with
fowes unit on staee. Fine $9,000.
Last week. 'Bashful
(RKO)

and

Murder

in

puis vaude. nice

„^?"niount
;n.u>-

J^oth)

Bachelor'
Big House'

(WB)

enough $8,600.
(Hamrlck-Evergreen)

40-50-65)— 'Tales Manhattan'
and 'Soft Shoulders' (20th)
Sees good $8,300.
Last

wefk, $13,400. immense.
««oseveU (Sterling) (800; 30-40-58)

fw^-^ Sisters' (WB). Moved from
"rpheum
and expects good $4,000.
Last week.
(40-50-65). 'Eagle Squadfourth big \veek

s' «4 100

inT"",'*'"

Garden (Sterling)

(800; 20-

Horizon' (Col) and 'Joan
(3rd run). AnficlS2,'*,ereat $4,500. Last week: 'Broad(U) and 'KiR-sed Bride' (Col).
„f
«

D

Paris'

(RKO)

third run,

sweet $3,700.

'Wake

Island'
is
tilting
take to
at Paramount pair.
Sonja
'Iceland' Is cutting fancy
at State and Chinese for
combined $31,000.

Estimates for This Week
Carthay Circle (F-WC) (1.516- 3344-55-65-75)— 'Miniver' (M-G) dOth
wk). StlU healthy at $3,000 following last week's $3,200.
Chinese
(Grauman-WO* (2.034;
33-44-55-65-75)— 'Iceland' (20th) and
'Little Tokyo' (20th).
War-themed
combo should post a nice $12,500.
Last week. 'Panama Hattie' (M-G)

and 'Pierre Plains' (M-G), no complaints at $12,000.

Downtown (WB)

(1,800; 33-44-55-

69-75)—'Desperate Journey*

Opened strong and geared

(WB).
stout

for.

Last week. 'Across Pacific*
(2d wk), hauled in $10,200 in

$19,000.

(WB)

eight days.

Poor SUr (UA-WC)

(900: 33-44-

55-65-75)—Tied Piper* (20th) and
'A-Hatmtfag We*ll Go* (20th) (4th
wk). Fair $3,500, after third stanza
attracted $4,000.

Hawaii (G&S) (1.100: 33-44-55-6575)—'Gunea Dfa* (RKO) and 'King
Kong* (RKO) (reissues) (2d wk-5
Okay $1,800 following strong

days).
$4,000

on

faitial

w^k.

HoUyweed (WB)

(2,756;. 33-44-55-

65-75)— 'Desperate Journey'
Very good $22,000.
Last
'Across Pacific'
days), nice $9,600.

(WB)

Orpheum (D'town)

(WB).
week,

wk-8

(2d

33-4455-65)— 'Parachute Nurse' (Col) and
'Escape Olme' (WB) (2d runs) with
Lionel Hampton band on stage. Thin
$13,000. Last week. 'Not Ladles' Man'
(Col) and 'Tombstone' (Par) (2d
run), with George Olsen's band on
stage, fizzled out with $10,500.
Pantages (Pan) (2.812; 44-55-6575)— 'Talk Town* (Col) (3d wk) and
(2,200:

"Give Out. Sisters' (U) (1st wk).
Making b.o. talk to tune of $11,000.
Last week. Talk* (Col) (2d wk) and

SUnford*

'Spirit
$10,500.

(Col),

Paramount (FIM)

sizeable
33-44-

(3,506;

55-65-75)— 'Wake IsUnd' (Par) and
'Youth on Parade' (Rep).
Fine
Last week, "Holiday Inn'
$23,000.
(Par)
(4th
wk) and 'Priorities
Parade' (Par), exited with smooth
$10,000.

Paramonnt Hollywood (F&M)

—

(2,-

204; 33-44-55-65-75)
"Wake Island'
(Par).
Nifty $16,000.
Last week.
"Holiday Inn' (Par) (4th wk) and
'Priorities on Parade' (Par) (1st wk),
nice $7,000.
HillsUeei (RKO) (2,872; 33-

44-55-65)— 'Talk of Town* (Col) (3d
wk) and 'Give Out, Sisters' (U) (1st
wk). Should snag fine $11,500. Last
week. "Talk" (Col) (2d wk) and
'Spirit
SUnford' (Col) (1st wk),
bountiful $11,000;
State (Loew-WC) (2,204; 33-44-5565-75)— 'Iceland* (20th) and 'Little

Tokyo' (20th). Nice Ukings at $18.500.
Last week, 'Panama Hattie*
(M-C) and "Pierre Plains' (M-G),
$19,200.

(800:

$3,500

Los Angeles, Sept. 29.
Strong Impact of war fever Is being felt at Warners and Paramount
houses, whose screens have strong
militant fare day-dating. Pairs had
best weekend attendance in years,
helped along by brisk autumnal
weather, 'Desperate Journey' piling
UP $41,000 for Warner houses, while

-RKO

Off

Broadway' (20tb).
Day and date
with Music Ha?l. fadicates immense
$12,000.
Lasc
(30-40-58).
week,
•Crcssroads'
(M-G) and 'Martha'
(M-G). big $6,900 in second week.
Liberty (J-vH) (1,650; 30-40-50)—
Talk of Town' (Col) (5th wk). Looks
for eood $6,000.
Last week, big

Up Fancy $31000

figures

33-40-50)—

$18,000.

Big $39,000,

Henie's

Week

(WB),
week,

Last

where Find You* (M-G), big

A.; 'Journey

$39,000

stone.'

sesh here. Last week, $12,000.

TANKEES;

date

fresh product and general trade is
up several degrees.
Tales of Manhattan,* fa the Capitol for a limited engagement, is
the top tugger currently, closely followed by Tanama Hattie* in the
Palace and 'Desperate Journey' at
the Albee. All three are winners.
Keith's Is down under on 'Tomb-

(RKO), split for State.
with 'Police Bullets' (Mono) and
Estimates tor This Week
'ReguUr Fellows' (PRC). Normal
AUen (RKO) (3,000; 36-40-45-55)—
$2,100. Ditto last week for 'Live on
Danger* (Par) and 'Parachute Nurse* 'Gay Sisters* (WB) (Sd wk). Lining
(Col), divided with 'Call of Canyon' up okay $4,500, after grabbing nice
(PRC) and 'House of Errors' (Rep).
Grand (RKO) (1.430: 33-40-50)— ^,000 last stanza.
Hipp (Warners) (3,700; 35-40-45'Somewhere Find You' (M-G). MoveFenway (M-P) (1,375; 30-44-60)— over from Albee for second stanza. 55)—'Eagle Squadron' (U). Good
'Holiday Inn' (Par) and 'Through Great $7,500.
Last week. 'Holiday b.o. action with this air thriller,

United Artists (UA-Blumenfeld
Different
Eyes'
(Par).
'HoUday'
35-40-55)—'Broadway'
(U) brought in from Met (with new com(1,100;
and "Madame Spy* (U) (Sd wk). Fine panion film) after three weeks and
Last week, plenty lusty at $7,500. Last week.
$8,009 for third stanza.
$8,700.
'Give Out Sisters' (U) and TombWarfleld

Cincinnati, Sept. 20.
to only

Fenway

Tokyo'

Estimated Total Gross
This Week
$399,S0«
(Based on 12 theatres)
Total Gross Same tVecK
Last Tear
$S4S,SM
(Based. on 14 theatres)

Four major houses, as compared
two last week, are showing

184 theatres}

7S)— 'Bambi' plus Ina Ray Mutton's
At a new 75c top,
orch on stage.
ffoston, Sept. 29.
Looks
terrific business is possible.
Two new and potent releases are
food $29,000. Last week, The Big
(RKO) and Cab Calloway catching most of the robust trade
treet'
which has characterized the Hub's
orch, $34,000, great.
Orpheum (Blumenteld) (2,440; 50- tempo the past few Aionths, with
65)—Talk Town' (Col) and 'Spirit 'Wake Island' at the Met and Talk
Stanford' (Col). Great $20,000. Last of the Town* at the two Loew spots
week 'Pardon Sarong' (U) and as the contenders. 'Holiday fan' has
(3d moved over to the Paramount and
'Sherlock Holmes Voice* (U)

(20th) and 'Little
Piper'
(20th) (moveover), $7,200.

Broadway Grosses

CLICKS IN CINCY

Same Week

Total Oress

(2,850; 44-55-

wk), $10,200 in nine days.

TALES.'

N. 7.)

'Ber-

Correspondent' (20th), nice $15,-

lin

Estimated Total Ores*
This Week
$2,417,6M
(Based on 26 ctttes, 180 theatres, chie/lv first runs mcrudtno

Henie Cutting

$im

Grosses

City

their

W

19

new

String of

pictures are gettfag

first

samplings

with scattered playdates hintin
ing that the calibre of new season product Is stacking
up well. "Moon and Sixpence' (UA), 'Yank at Eton'
(M-G), The War Vs. Mrs. Hadley' (M-G), 'Iceland'
(20th), 'Between Us Girls' (U), 'Desperate Journey'
(WB), 'The Major and the Minor' (Par) and 'Panama
Hattie' (M-G) are the promising newcomers this week.
principal key

which

be standout.
'which was launched the previous week,

Bit too early to
'Hattie.

cities

tell just

will

'Sixpence,' quietly
opened in Montreal, is credited with a big opening
week. 'Desperate Journey' is off to a fast start with
in Los
$52,0()0 in N. Y. aided by a band, fine $41,000
Angeles, neat takings in St. Louis and trim $11,000

Kansas City.

in Cincy.

chalking up a fancy $31,000 in Its L. A.
preem. 'Between Us Girls," with light $15,000 in N. Y.,
Chicago small-sealer. 'Mrs.
is however, rated sock at a
Hadley" is getting nice $23,000 in Washington, backed
by vaudeville.
'Major-Minor," still big on second N. Y. session, also
wham at $18,000 in Newark. 'Yank at Eton" is
Is
smash $18,000 in Providence, $17,500 in St. Louis and
"Oichcstra Wives'
good on second Montreal stanza.
Louis, is a hefty
(20lh), while only average in St.
'Iceland'

is

York's Roxy and big $13,500 in Denver.
^WB), "Pride of the Yan'Tales of Manhattan'
kees' (RKO), 'Holiday Inn' (Par).
continue in the news
(20th) and 'Wake Island (Par),
"Dandy" is racing to a great
as rugged b.o. winners.
in Portland,
$28 000 in San Francisco, is tops at $17,500

$55 000 at

New

'Yankee Doodle Dandy'

good $10,500

In St. Louis, fine

'Wake Island' Is shaping up as strongly over the
country as was indicated in first playdates. List includes Frisco, terrific $24,000; K, C, nifty second week;

on third Wash, session

UA (UA-WC) (2,100: 33-44-55-65)
—"Panama Hattie' (M-G) and 'Pierre
Plains' (M-G).
Trim $5,500. Last
week, 'Cros.eroads' (M-G) and 'Affairs

Martha' (M-G),

$4,500.

Wllahire (F-WC) (2.296; 33-44-5565)— 'Panama Hattie' (M-G) and
'Pierre Plains' (I*"G >. Strong iM9».
Last week, 'Cro.<!sroads' (M-G) and
'Affairs

Martha' (M-G),

$5,800.

Omaha, 'Sarong/ $19,000, Lone
a great
Bright B.O. in Dull J.C.
previous

fine $29,000; Detroit, smash $22,000;
$12,000; L. A., big $39,000 and Chi
$12,000 in second week. "Inn" is repeating its
week's high totals with top biz in Montreal, good on
Frisco moveover, great $22,000 in Wash., $22,500 on
Boston moveover. big fourth Denver week and fine
on Detroit and Pitt moveovers.

Boston,
is

accounting for $11,500 in Cincinnati, a nifty $12,000
total in Indianapolis, okay business in Pittsburgh and
lusty $13,000 to top

only so-so at $9,000 in fadianapolis where the
scale is rated no help.
'Pride' looks a smash
$38,000 in Detroit, great $32,000 fa Philadelphia, big
$21,000 in two Seattle houses, giant<912,000 in St. Louis,
$12,000 in fifth Chicago stanza and fine $14,000 for
seventh Boston sesh.
but

upped

smash

"Talcs,' with a great $110,000 in the big N. Y. Music
Hall, IS stout in Cincy, sock in Louisville and okc in
Indianapolis moveover.
"Bambi" (RKO) also still is
^3,000 in Frisco
with band, and nifty on second Providence sesh.

attracting attention, doing a sockeroo

'Pardon

My

Sarong' (U) still figures big, with sock
$19,000 in Jersey City, great business In Pitt, solid
$22,500 in Boston on its second week with band and
trim on third Wash, stanza.
'Gay Sisters" (WB) is
racking up a fine $24,000 in Frisco, fine $15,000 in Chi
and $12,000 in Providence.
Off the ticker: 'Talk of the Town' (Col), besides a
great $20,000 in Frisco. Is getting $37,500 in two Boston spots.
Footlight Serenade' (20th) looks terrific
'Across the Pacific' (WB). fine
$25,000 in Newark.
$42,000
Chicago with band, and oke $13,000 for

m

'Somewhere I'll Find You'
second Newark stanza.
(M-G). big $16,000 in fourth Chicago week and sturdy
$14,000 on Newark holdover.

Jersey City, Sept.

Only outstanding entry

29.

town

In

is 'Pardon
My Sarong,'
Abbott and Costello starrer
keeping the wickets humming at the
Stanley.
Remainder of the Durg Is

this

week

the

so-so.

Estimates for This Week
Loew's (Loew's) (3,205: 30-35-40"Somewhere Find You'
(M-G) and 'Sunday Punrh" (UA) (2d
wk). Okay $10,000. following bangup $18,000 in opening c:)nto.
Stanley (WB) (4.500: 30-S5-40-5560) — "Pardon
Sarong"
(U) and
"Bus.ses Roar' (U).
Reaping nifty
$19,000 and may go even higher. Last
week, "Eagle Squadron' (U) and
55-60)

—

'Blondle

Victory"

Col),

so-so

$13.-

000.

State

(Skouras)

60-70)— "Lady

In

(2.200;

a

Jam'

30-35-59-

(U)

and

'Invisible Agent' (U). Doesn't figure
for better than $11,000. mediocre.

Last week. "Pied Piper" (20th) and

'A-HauntIng
$13,500.

We

Go"

(20th),

fancy
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I

ROLLED UP
An

all-out effort at the

MY

M-G-M

•

'

SLEEVES!

Studios has

made

it

possible to enlarge our First Group of 1942-43 releases

from Eight to Twelve Productions!

pictures at

"Yox) get

one time because of the

acclaimed our
justifies

trade

is

"Ranks with the best
Leo has something to roar about." A
super-musical that's got heart-tug, patriotic fervor and
musicals.

beloved Judy at her best.

New

(of "Pal Joey" stage fame)

is

personality

Gene

Kelly

the industry's next big star.

JUDY GARLAND
FOR ME A1SID MY GAL
Csorgs Aurphy

•

Gens

Kslly '

Moria Eggerlh

•

Ben Blue

Ploy by Richord Sherman, Fred Finklehoffe and Sid Silvert
Story

"Lei's

by Howard Emmelt Roger*
•
by ARTHUR FREED

Produced

•

Directed

•

•

Screen

Originol

by BUSBY BERKELEY

A Metro-Goldrtlne-Moyer

PIclur*

in^

Trade-shown and

new

season truly

THE TERRIFIC TWELVEI

HEDY JOINS THE
TERRIFIC TWELVE!
"The most gorgeous Tondelayo

excited. Here's the kind of reviews

all

they're printing: Film Daily says:
all

film.

group for the

first

the description

JUDY JOINS THE
TERRIFIC TWELVE!

with

of

of current

stress

problems and the restrictions on transportation
volved in buying and selling

of

was the wish

conserve!"

your wishi'

The

It

maximum number

of our customers to buy the

•

is

of theatrical

memory"

the way Hollywood Reporter describes her. Variety pre-

dicts:

"Should be one of year's big grossers." Hedy

sensational

and Walter Pidgeon's

acter will delight his

"Miniver"

is

strong, silent char-

fans.

Watch M-G-M's

powerful promotion!

HEDY LAMARR
WALTER PIDGEON
"WHITE CARGO"
with Frank

Morgan

•

Richard Carlien

Screen Play by leon Gordon

•

Reginald

Owen

•

~

Hehry O'Neill

From the Stage Play by lean Gordon

BoMd on

a Novel by Ida Vera SImonton • Directed by RICHARD THORPE
Produced by VICTOR SAVIllE
•
A Metro-Goldmine-Mayer Pichre

TOP MYSTERY
The

Joins

Terrific

Twelve!

"EYES IN THE NIGHT"
"Has

all

the earmarks of a winner, should hit the high

grosses" says Showmen's Trade Review. Keeps you

edge of your

seat. Startling as

on the

"EYES IN THE NIGHT" with Edward Arnold • Ann Harding • Donna Reed
Kotherlne Emery • Horace McNolly • Allen ienkini • Stanley C. Ridges
Iteginold Denny • Jofin Emery • Friday, Played by Himself * Screen
Ploy by

Guy

Troiper and

PRED ZINNEMANN

•

Howard Immett Rogers

Produced by JACK CHERTOK

WESTERN THRILL
Joins the Terrific Twelve!

"OMAHA
Daily Variety describes this

way your patrons want

a scream!

•

•

Directed by

An M-G-M

Picture

t

it:

TRAIL"

M-G-M

Western drama the

"Plenty of entertainment for

the action fans."
"THE OMAHA TRAIL" with Jomei Croig • Pamela Bloke • Dean logger
Edward Ellit • Chill Willi • Donald Meek • Screen Play by Jeiie laiky, Jr.
and Huge Butler • Directed by EDWARD BUZZEll • Produced by

JACK CHERTOK

•

A

Metro-Geldmine-Moyer

Picture
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IS

GOLD
TERRIFIC

TWELVE!

Our
A

First

Goldmine Group

llnA-un tA

hft

nrAud

Af.

Manv

in

1942-43

alrAadv
Read and Reapl
JUDY GARLAND
••FOR ME AND MY (SAL"

Af tliAm

V\t%\ia

established themselves in early engagements.

CLARK GABLE

MICKEY ROONEY

LANA TURNER

"A YANK AT ETON"

"SOMEWHERE I'LL
FIND YOU"

in

•

••THE

WAR AGAINST

•

MRS. HADLEY"

Mary Roberts Rineharfs
"tISH"
with Marjorie Main

Edward Arnold

JEANETTE MacDONALD

•

ROBERT YOUNG

••PANAMA HATTIE"
starring

RED
SKELTON

ANN

SOTHERN
•

••APACHE TRAIL"
Big Scale Western

Fay Bainter

••CAIRO"

HEDY LAMARR
WALTER PIDGEON
•WHITE CARGO"
••OMAHA TRAIL"
Western Thrills

with Ethel Waters
•

"SEVEN SWEETHEARTS"
starring

Kathryn Grayson
• Marsha Hunt

Van Heflin

"EYBf IN

THE NIGHT"

Edward Arnold

Ann

Harding
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Number of Wives Replacing as Mgrs.

State In Wllklnsburg. replacing Her
recently called up by
shIfU anOther
the army.
nounced at same time include: Alexander Vasilevich, from chief of serV'

man Denmark,

WB

FortlicDiiralion:ll.eatres-ExcIiaiiges
Wives of theatre managers who First National company for 18 years.
A new field exploiteer appoint^
have entered the armed services are
replacing their husbands in several Is Frank Bruner, formerly with
United Artists, who takes over in the
territories as house managers.
district,
succeeding
Reported that approximately 20 southwestern
al
Bill
have
Lewis, who goes into the army,
\^'omen in Dallas territory
Marty Weiser, field man In the
ready been trained, a considerable
niimlier are reported In the Pitts- west, has been promoted to post of
burgh area, and the plan is being western division publicity rep, for
widely adopted due to the fact that merly held by Sam Clark who has
home discussion of picture problems gone to work for Jack Benny.
Jack Galloway and Bill Bugle,
has made it easy for the girls to pick
new WB salesmen. Memphis branch
up practical operation methods.
Practical method of helping thea- David Kaufman goes Into Buffalo
exchange as checking supervisor,
tre men in uniform serves a dual
succeeding
Sol Gerber, resigned.
pubindustry
improving
purpose in

smaller towns and

in

Austin

Leonard Shapiro, from doorman at
Sheridan Square to assistant of
Schenley: Ronald Harrison, from aS'
sistant at Schenley to assistant at
Sheridan Square; and Melvin Smith
from assistant at Memorial in MC'
Keesport to assistant at Enright, exchanging places with Leon Ruben-

cities.

Woman E« places Hobby
Sept 29.
Heliums has been

Austin, Texas,

Mrs. William E.
of the Austin here
city manager for the
Interstate theatre circuit, succeeding her husband, William E. 'Bill
Heliums. Heliums has been accept-

named manager
by Louis Novy,

ed for Officers Training School at
Fort Sill. Okla. Mrs. Heliums makes
the first woman manager in the city.

tion.

Majestic,
to Majestic

Philipsburg,

officers for the coming year
been installed In the Paramount

have
Pep Club, whose meml>ers comprise
employees of the Par h.o., exchange,
newsreel and subsidiaries. Herman
Lorber, veteran' sales executive with
the

company and ^now

assistant

to

Hugh Owen, eastern-southern division manager, is the new president
succeeding Job Doughney. Other officers are Irene Scott of the legal deremodeling was continued, the ban partment, vice-president; John McThe Kent policy is Dermott in charge of general acbeing lifted.
counting,
treasurer;
and Sophie
continuous, and the first grind house
There are dual bills, Weint>erg, of the insurance departIn Moncton.
secretary. Pep Club plans to
whereas, the other Moncton houses. ment
hold a dinner-dance at the WaldorfImperial, Empress and Capitol, offer
Astoria, N. Y., the end of October,
and shorts.

tingles

possibly Oct. 30.

Paul

Kalmtne's Confab

Lazarus,

Jr.,

from Warners last
Theatre conferences were held at with the company
the Warner homeoffice Thursday and joins the Buchanan
Friday (24-25) to discuss current op- cy Oct. 5 on special
erating matters, with Harry M. under John Hertz,

who

week

resigned

after being

nearly 10 years,
advertising agen-

•

other houses.
At present, he
has the Rialto and the State.
Injured four years ago In an accident from which he miraculously escaped death. Dr. Constantlne Kostakos. Elkins. W. Va., exhib, has returned to his theatre duties. Sonin-law and partner of Mike Manos,
circuit exhib. Dr. Kostakos accidentally walked into an open elevator
shaft in a N. Y. city building and
fell 17 floors, a steel cable breaking
<

I

I

but

Newman was

lost his

Jim Hughes

In

World War

discharge papers.
of Yuma, Colo., out of

Loewe Vpped In Okla.
J.
W. Loewe, salesman In
Warner exchange at Oklahoma

the
City,

made branch manager

there. Succeeds Walter A. Dolln, forced to retire

due

to Illness.

Larry Gololt's Post
Larry Golob takes charge of Warficr.s'

field

exploitation

ceeding Lee Blumberg,

sucrecently

force,

who

resigned to Join a hosiery concern.

Golob will combine new duties
with national magazine, fan mac and
syndicate contact work on which he
has specialized for sometime.
He
has been with Warners and the old

BAND

nounced.

Phllly's Contingent

Philadelphia. Sept.

Jenkins to Golden Gate

29.

Lincoln Wilmerton, stage director

The propriety of using the same
amount of usual entertainment clips
In the American newsreels during
wartime as before was up for discussion last Friday (25) when editors

of the five reels got together at a
Derolt Sept. 29.
luncheon meeting. No decision was
scoop the reached as to whether such
material
as football games, horse races, bathing l>eauty parades and other entertainment should be included, or what
percentage of a newsreel
issue
should be strictly news.
Claude Collins, representative of
the newsreels In Washington where
he is liaison man between the reels
and different Government agencies,
was in N. Y. for the confab. The
newsreel executives were mildly encouraged by a more reassuring attitude on the part of Washington and
While
military men In authority.
thus far little or no film has filtered
through from the various fighting
fronts where U. S. has large contin-

off as a theatrical

gents of troops, there is some indication of loosening up of rigid rule by
different base commanders.

War Coverage

eign troops' into this country.

In this regard, the newsreel pool
in for heavy
as to disposition of
men and desirability of spotting
spots near
Important
more
them
In
Continued from page B
indicated
Unofficially
the fronts.
completed by Sherman are 'Silver that any change of locating newsQueen' starring George Brent and reelmen closer to the front would be

and roto coverage came

Par-UA Deal

UA

'

.

ington.

VIA

PrisciUa Lane; 'American Empire,'
starring Richard Dix, and 'Buckskin
Frontier,' also with Dix. Likelihood
will reIs that of the 13 Hopys,
his drop. He Is still partly crippled. tease six this season, the number
Leo Wayne, veteran Pittsburgh originally scheduled by Par and
film
man, joined Monogram ex- seven next year.
change as booker and sales repre3 Features
sentative, succeeding Lawrence R.
Carettie, now in army.
Wayr* for
Three regularly-produced Par fealast several years assistant manager tures, all ready to be picked up by
of Jack Judd Theatre Poster ServUA, are 'I Married a Witch,' "The
ice here.
Bud Gray is RKO's new exploita- Crystal Ball' and 'Out of the Frying
Pan,' last-mentioned until this week
tion man in the Pitt<iburgh territory.
He replaces Louis Harmon, former being known as 'Young and Willing.'
Nothing but Sherman pictures are
legit agent who returned" to N. Y.
Allan Douglas resigned booking included on the second year of the
post at Metro and John Miller no deal and explained that the $4,500,000

.

I,

Mark

-

.

the hospital.

B.0;

Cheesecake Problem

transferred

Theatre Corp. following

ad duties directly
Jr.
At Warners
Kalmlne presiding.
the trade paper ad and sales promoThose attending Included James >E. tional work handled by Lazarus will
Coston, Chicago zone inanager and be combined with the consumer ad- longer in shlnping department
his buyer, Alex Halperin; L. F. Gran, vertising supervised iby Gil Golden,
Johnny Jaffurs. son of Jim Jafoperator of houses In the Milwaukee with post of advertising manager cre- furs. Wilmerding exhib. Is a star
territory; Ted Schlanger, zone man- ated for Golden as a result
inesman this season on the Penn
ager at PhUadelphla; Moe SUver. m
Thomas Germaine has Joined the State coUcpe football team.
charge at Pittsburgh, and Harry Fein- Warner exchange In New Haven,
Briefles: Red Silverberg, U booker.
stein, film buyer lor the PltUburgh succeeding Louis Jacobson, ad sales- In an auto accident last week but
lone.
man, who has gone into the Army.
not seriou.sly Injured. .Ralph MerNorman E. Kassel, with the Essan- vis. of Mervis Brothers' theatres, an
ess circuit in Chicago for nine years, aerial photographer In the army
Clay Hake's Denver Spot
has been hired by Warners as assist- and shoves off soon for NewfoundDenver, Sept. 29.
ant field exploitation representation land. .F. D. Moore, Jr., son of Dinty
R. J. Morrison, for 15 years manin that territory.
Moore. WB exchange manager, okay
ager ot 20th Century exchange, has
again after an appendix operation
pensubstantial
on
a
been retired
Barry theatre, owned by Bill
Ploltel Goes Empire
sion. He is succeeded by Clay Hake,
Skirball. being refurbished under diformerly Fox film representative in
St John, N. B., Sept 29.
New Zealand, Australia and Japan.
Leslie Plottel, for past three years rection of Victor A. Rigaumont, arMorrison came to Denver in 1923 manager of RKO exchange in St. chitect who originally designed It
Ida Friedman a new office clerk
from Aspen, Colo, where he had John, covering the maritime provoperated a theatre, started selling for inces and Newfoundland, has gone at Republic. .William Penn Hotel
First National, and five years later over to Empire-Universal. The switch hasbeen selected as site of annual
went with Fox as exchange manager. involves his moving from St John AMPTO of Western Penna. convention
on Oct. 19-20.
in
live
continue
to
Morrison will
to Toronto.
Leo Devaney, of ToDenver.
ronto, Canadian general manager for
Si Gertz. former publicity director RKO, has made an inspection of the
Mrs. Wol.v Sells Out
cf Civic Theatres here, now a cor- St John branch since the retirement
Plaza. Monona. la., operated by
poral. He joined the marines prior of Plottel. The latter is one of three
to Pearl Harbor.
brothers in film distribution in Can- Mrs. Don Wolff since her husband
Mrs. Lucille Wood operating the El ada. He originally came to St. John entered army Jan. 1.. just been sold
Cine, Espanola, N. M., while her hus- from Toronto on transfer. Mrs. Plot- to E. E. Graham of Kinross, la. Mrs.
band is employed as a civil engineer tel has returned to Toronto with him. Wolff has joined Corporal Wolff at
on the highway now being built
The name of a successor at the St. Ephrata. Wash.
Mrs. John exchange has not been anthrough Canada to Alaska.

Bernie Newman, partner in Producers Releasing Corp. exchange,
will be Inducted In as a petty officer
In Navy as soon as he receives bis
Army discharge papers from Wash-

Get a Better Break

Clqis;

CAN. MILITARY

dissolution of partnership between
William L. Lamproplos and Gust

eral

New

theatre. Garson went Into action and
after a lapse of about a month, the

Chuck Flowers, who managed the
Park at Estes Park, Colo., during its
rummer season, made manaeer of
the Rex at Brighton, Colo. He succeeds Richard Dekker, who came to
Denver as manager of the Victory.

EXHIB HYPOS

stein.

launched old Lyceum theatre in 1902
and later owned and operated sev-

Par Pep Clnb Elects

Garson'i Break
Moncton, N. B., Sept. 29
The Kent here has been opened
by Abe Garson, after overcoming
The doformidable impediments.
minion government stepped in and
banned completion of his plans for
remodeling a furniture store and
upper living quarters into a 500-seat

Betty Menagh will operate the Star
at Fort Lupton, Colo., after her hu.^band. Eldon, joins the army next
month.
Ross Labart has sold the Ute at
SnRauche. Colo., to Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Gray. Labart has eone to
Pando, Colo., to work on the construction of a government army
training camp.

On War

May

New com- feat of Joe LaRose, manager of a
Contos. former owners.
pany includes such veteran, exhibs nabe house here, in bringing '.he
as Konstantine A. Vavcris and Chris
band of the Essex Scottish Regiment
Fourgis as well as Contos. Vnverls
to his theatwill be in charge of buying and
It was a natural business boomtr,
booking and will retain his partner
ship with Fourgis in the Grand the
since Dieppe put a sharp focus on
atre. Mt. Pleasant. Pa., and also his the regiment recruited just acr.
district managership with- the Al- the river from here.
Following
Owen LifhtstoDC In Army
toona-Publix Theatres, Inc.
raid by the Canadians on the French
Montreal. Sept. 2fi.
Sam' S. Hannuer. Beaver Falls ex
Owen Lightstone, general manager hib, Inst weekend celebrated his 40th coast, the pre^ here played up
heavily the heroism of the Essex
o( Variety Amusements, Ltd., and anniversaiy in show business in conmanager of the Orpheum theatre nection with Diamond Jubilee of es- Scottish and the heavy toll of 500
resigned both positions this week and tablishment of his family's mercan- men from the neighbor city lost in
is now In the Canadian armed forces.
Ladies' action.
tile business in that town.
He expects to be attached to General store, which is still operating, was
In order to arrange the appearHeadquarters staff, where his expe opened in Beaver Falls in Septemrience In the amusement world could ber. 1867, by his father, late Asher ance of the regiment's kiltie band at
his Eastown, LaRose obtained the
be utilized in the Army.
Another family enterHanauer.
Mrs.
Lightstone,
nee Beverlee prise is the Hanauer Medicine Co. necessary authoriz.itions from both
Schnitzer, has taken over manage
manufacturers of medicines and the Canadian Government and U. S.
ment of the Orpheum for the dura' salves. Sam Hanauer and his father authorities for the admission of 'for-

without exploitation
relations
lic
stunting, while providing theatre operators with needed help.
Appointments so far have been

mainly

Newsreels

Plaza

ice at Stanley to assistant at

figure, with money to be paid over
as negatives are picked up, may
vary up or down depending on cost
at which pictures yet to be produced
are brought in.
Down payment of $1,900,000 Is immediately made on delivery of the
first group of pictures, understood to
number four, including one Hopy.
Although the* Par-UA deal was
signed In New York, Friday (25), official

an improvement Movietone, which
was representing the pool of five
U. S. reels in the Solomons, actually
had a man near when the Marines
landed on the Solomon Islands. However, he was on a boat off the islands
and did not get on land until most

the flghtlag was concluded. A
couple of the reels have had men In
and out of new Guinea for months,
but thus far little material has been
received by the newsreels in N. Y.
Question of how the newsreels will
be able to stvplant technical men
of

called up to the' colors also
cussed.

was

dis-

im MAPS INDIVmUAL
PUBUCITY ON FILMS
A

system of assigning publicityexploitation men to only four or five
pictures per year at the studio

shortly will be Installed by 20thFox. Understood that the plan is beannouncement was held up ing inaugurated at the Instigation of

Monday

(28) at the request of
so "that latter could break it at
sales convention in Chicago on that day.
Deal, written with United Artists

until

consideration

UA

Its natloifal

Spyros Skouras,
ideal method
publicizing.

who

for

Under the new

is the
feature

feels this

effectual
setup,

one i.ian
production

will follow a feature
Productions, Inc., subsid of UA, and from the time the story is set and
calling for purchase of the Par pix first story confabs are held up to
at their negative cost, was signed at' the time the final version is turned
session attended by Grad Sears, over for distribution.
While a unit system is used at
v.p.
v.p.; Arthur W. ^Celly,
over foreign sales; Harry J. MuUer. 20th-Fox presently, as at many other
treasurer of UA; Neil F. Agnew, v.p. studios, the setup Is such now that
of Par over sales; Y. Frank Freeman, two pictures per week are handled
v.p. in charge of production; Austin by one studio publicity man. Under
C. Keough, Par's general counsel and the new method, additional publicity
H. Karp, Par's studio legal head. men would be needed, since each
publicist would be working on a single production as long as three

UA

UA

Par-Selznick

months.

Continued from pace S
San Francisco, Sept. 29.
of Stage Door Canteen, U. S. Army.
Frank Jenkins came from RKO
Howard Reynolds, bandleader Pa- sibility, however, that if the
consid- SPG Adds Repoblk
Hillstreet Los Angeles, to take over
umbo's. Army.
a.s.st.
manager tiost at RKO Golden
Maurice Rosen. Monogram booker eration is not too great the company
And Loew Agcy. in N. Y.
Gate, replacing Mark Ailing, sent to and son of Monogram exchange boss, may acquire other yarns.
Denver by RKO to manage the Or- Sam Rosen. Army.
In addition to the directors, Alfred
pheum there.
Florence Setron, wife of Silvan Hitchcock and Robert Stevenson,
Screen PubllcisU Guild. Local 114
Tivoli shuttered again after Blu- Setron. Uptown manager, WAACS.
Par is reported interested only in or the CIO, on Friday (25) signed
menfeld Circuit failed to make it
Edward Minet Record staffer. Ingrid Bergman (already
on loan'for t'.vo-year contracts with Republic,
pay as a moveover house. Despite Army.
its currently producing 'For Whom
crvering homeoffice publicists, •' 1
booming theatre biz here, this house
the Bell Tolls'), Vivien Leigh, Gene with the Marcus Loew Booking
has been unable to draw customers
Moskowltz Aides Kapper
becaiLsc it is off beaten track, and
Martin Moskowltz was last week Kelly, Joan Fontaine and Dorothy Agency covering theatre department
now the dimout prevents use oT appointed assistant to William J. McGuire, among players in the Selz- flacks there.
lichts to lure customers to its lo- Kupper. executive assistant to Tom nick camp. Selznick also has Valerie
Walte% Titus, secretary of Rcpubcation.
Connors. 20th-Fox v.p. In charge of Hobson, K. T. Stevens and Alan Mar- Ur, signed for that
company, while
distribution. Moskowltz. a 20th dis- shall under contract
to him.
C. C. Moskowltz, v.p. of Loew's,
tribution exec for several years, was
Gothamlles Going
Actuating Selznick's interest In dis- signed for the Loew organization.
formerly a.ssistant to Herman WobRichard Engel, real estate execuposing of all his storied and talent Jonas Rosenfleld, Jr., president of
ber and earlier to John D. Clark.
tive attached to Eric Erriccson's decontracts. In addition to his partner- SPG, signatured for the union.
partment at Paramount for many
snip in UA, is his desire to go into
Same 10% Increases and other
Meshbeaber to WB
years. Coast Guard.
war activity, either actively In. the provisions as called for under conMinneapolis, Sept 29.
Herbert Lazarus. Paramount atBen Meshbesher resigned from Re- service or in a Governmental post, tracts previously signed with eight
torney, inducted today (Wed.) at
public to join the Warner sales staff. for the duration.
New York. He has been a member He
He has already m»jor homeofflces and the RKO
replaces Leon Dizon, transferred been
relieved of his contract to pro- Service Corp. (theatres), are called
of the National Guard for nearly two
to Milwaukee branch.
Another Reyears.
for.
public resignation Is that of booker duce films exclusively for UA for a
With Par at Its homeoffice for Abbott Swartz
who has taken over period of 10 years. The $1,000,000
close to 10 years, Lazarus also has
the P.R.C. franchise from (Charles which UA had earmarked for SelzCOHSON'S MISSION
an outside law practice, partner in Wciner.
nick, for production of 'Eyre' and
Dick Condon, 20th-Fox publicity
the firm of Garfield. Wrubel & Laza'Kingdom,' reverted back to UA for
rus, which continues in operation
chief on Hal Home's sUff In N. Y.,
BIdwell to Sidney, O.
use In making its down payment to
during his absence.
to
the
Coast
for buddies with Harry
John D. Bidwell, formerly assist- Par on a 22-picture takeover
deal.
Brand, studio publicity head.
Acant manager of the Warner, YoungsWB's Pitt Changes
Reported Hunt Stromberg may buy companied by Max Youngstein, astown, O.. named manager of WB
Pittsburgh. Sept 29.
Ohio in Sidney, O., which seats 1,- Selznick's ownership In UA, with sistant to Home.
Warner Bros, upped Morton Haas 250. Bidwell has been with Warners payments to be made for the stogk
Understood
attempt
that
they
will
from assistant manager of Sheridan' for nine years, coming to Youngs- from his share of UA
dividends on to improve publicity matter coming
Square, East Liberty, to manage town from the Ohio In Lima.
pictures.
through from the Coast

Wedoesday, September 30, 1942
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GEORGE TOBIAS ALLYN JOSLYN
•

Screen play by Joseph Fields and Jerome Chodorov

Dmcted by ALEXANDER HAU Produced by MAX GORDON
*

A COLUMBIA PICTURE
Mr. Exhibitor.

Get

In

The Scrap!

Arrange new fer
yeur Scrap Metal
Matineel

—
LUMUOM OHIVB

•VABIETI'S'
t

mTERNATIONAL

18

Hunter Returns Safely
By Boat to Aussie

British Exhib Assn. Airs Grievance

Vs. 20th-Fox

has seat

all

members

its

bulletin devoted entirely to airing

grievance
letin

against

20th-Fox

on

its

an

squeeze.

and to refuse to
book 'March of Time,' both of which
vietone newsreel

2Cth

is

distributing.

Reaction in the trade here

is

—

that

overset

a

nearly

all

American

have explained

to

distributors

exhibs that sin-

gle-day playdates are no longer acceptable.
The distribs pointed out
to exhibitors that they will have to
p^ay features longer than in the past
because there will be fewer feature
pictures to go around with the Aim
conservation ordered by the U. S.

government.

The

from a letter
sent purportedly by one of 20th-Fo::
exchange managers as follows:
bulletin quotes

The company
pclicy

has adopted a new

whereby they are not pre-

have

been

London, Sept.

UA

29.

pared to take flat rentals on any of Wednesday (30).
our super productiohst so I am
N. A. Thompson, sales controller
afraid unless you are prepared to for many years at UA, has retired,
change your policy, our business re- will be succeeded by Charles M.
lationship must be severed... It is a Steele, supervisor of exchange opgeneral instruction put into fo; : erations, who will handle the conby our new international manager troller chores in addition to his own
who is now in England.'
work.
This bulletin was issued only after
The conclave was attended by 200
the- so-called 'Ginger Committee' of home
district
and
execs,
office
the CEA decided to act. This fol- branch
managers and salesmen.
lowed an effort to contact Francis Among the speakers and representaHarley,
20th-Fox
managing di- tives on hand were Hunt Stromberg,
rector in Britain.
A confab finally Major Hal Roach, Bert Stearn, Harry
was arranged with Harley and also Gold, David Loew, Harry Shevnan,
with Laudy Lawrence, company's Dick Dickson and John Grierson,
foreign sales chief, here on a visit.
Teddy Carr, UA managing director in
The committee claims Lawrence Great Britain, who clippered in for
high-hatted the members 'as if we the meet, Lowell Calvert, now eastwere a lot of schoolboys,* one stated ern rep for Hunt Stromberg (he used
later.
Subsequently,
Lawrence to be Selznick's), Seymour Poe,
checked out, apparently leaving V": representing the Loew-Lewin unit,
Louis Heyman for Sol Lesser, Steve
situation for Harley to handle.
The CEA bulletin asks 'Why the Pallos for Alexander Korda, and
squeeze' of the new 20th-Fox sales Henry Brash, repping Arnold Pressplan.
It tilen
claims 'No answer burger.
New Selllnf Policy
other than greed. .Renters (distributors) grosses have reached toA complete change in selling
tals they never dreamed possible at policy will mark United Artists' ac
thi outbreak of the war. .^hls proi.
tivltles for this coming year.
UA
perity seems to worry some of the will sell 15-16 features along with
renters, who want even more pheHopalong Cassidy's and Hal Roach
nomenal returns. ... Who is Laudy streamliners' in one single block.
Lawrence? Why does fie; not return Heretofore UA has made separate
home and leave Harley to carry on deals for each of its pictures.
the former policy which yielded
Grad Sears, vice president in
2Uth-Fox such phenomenal returns charge of distribution, at UA, this
...The current estimate of 20th- morning told 'Variety' that, 'there
Fox annual grass is £3.000,000 would be no useless maneuvers with
(about $12,000,000), an unbelievable regard to stories and properties or
figure a year or two ago."
productions for which the independ
ent UA producers have not as yet
arranged their financing.'
Sales policy and merchandising
VIVIEN LEIGH SIGNED
will be concerned only with those
pictures assured of delivery. This
BRITISH PICTURE would include three Stromberg pro'

.

.

FOR

and
one
block along with the Sherman and
Roach pictures. The James Cagney
Jack Benny, Samuel Bron.ston and
ductions, 'Aircraft is Missing,'
'Jacare' which will be sold in

other pictures, will be sold, if, as
and when produced, either singly or
in block depending on Iheir completion dates.

<

The mainstay and

UA

.support of

the
the

has figured out a scheme that
ises

to

give

six

months

prom

these spots at least a

Merry

of a plan which, it expects, will All
the gap.
Program is for a bigger stimula-'
tion of domestic tourism, inducement tor residents of provincial
towns to flock to the metropolis and
for the metropolitans to take trips
to the towns. Fairs, fiestas and other
entertainment, much of it free, paid
for by the federal and other governments, and new low bargain transportation rates, to and from, feature
this plan.
The department intends
to initiate it for the prolonged Mexican Christmas season, a fiesta that
gets going around Dec. 12, Guadalupe Day, in honor of Our Lady of
Guadalupe, the national saint. It
runs well into January. Proposition
will also, the sponsors believe, relief depression among- showfolk by
giving them work at the fairs,

Pearl

Harbor,

star names, amounts of $150,000 to
$400,000 in bonds have been sold at
a single show.
Houses like the Atlantic Theatre
on the West side of Chicago, Teatro

Del Lago in No Man's Land, and the
Forest Theatre in Forest Park, have
staged bond shows with just an m.c,
and one or two run-of-the-mill acts,
and sold tremendous amounts of war
bonds and stamps.
ni.

'Back
show,'

||

^^^J

since it calls for a variety of character parts which could be found only
on a major lot. Even at Paramoun't

tion Ministry.

^

release.

there.

previous bond raUy.

Miss Lamour also was given
an annual pledge for $5,500,000 in
a group of Indianapolis
industrial

Chicago, Sept. 29.
Remar^cable angle on war bond
drive in Chicago area is achievements of small neighborhood houses
where, without pretentious shows of

Mexican

S

stripe.'

—

leaders -at a

dinner

im-

Man-Bltcs-Dog
mediately preceding her appearance
Joe Lee, manager of the Brooklyn at the Tabernacle.
Paramount (Si Fabian), last Friday
The film star sold bond.-: totalling
(25) bought space in Brooklyn and
Greenpoint papers to advertise the $1,000,000 in appearances nt Kokomo,
Friday midnight show at Loew's La Porte and llafayette. Ind.. Thursday, Sept. 24.
Metropolitan, an opposition house.
Occasion was The appearance of
Acts from Indianapolis ihc:itres
some 40 performers in connection and radio stations joined Miss La-

Par's Slant
Continued from page

World War 2 'wound

Star appeared at war bond
rally here with forehead bandaged result of wound suffered
when she fell against a jeep at a

war bonds by

Led

Over the Top

'em up American bond
on all (Chicago and down

stations last night,
with
galaxy of radio stage stars, netted
$360,000 with 23 downstate stations
net yet reporting. Half million total
is expected to be rai.<:ed.
Figures
not yet available, but Illinois is over
the top on the September bond
stcte

i

drive.

Netler's See's Pep Talk
The Sidney Liptzen Foundation,

a

charitable organization which has no

L^^»

for

dusti?.

hotels and niteries have suffered
considerably, as. their best customers, the Americans, aren't coming to
Mexico in anywhere near the numbers as formerly.

I

Stripe

C, Sept. 29.
Lake has qualified

Cniarleston, S.

Veronica

jected to their use' the Park Commissioner cancelled them out of the

fiestas, etc.

Since

Wound

Veronica's

Christmas and perhaps a
with the War Bond sales rally held at
good sendofT for 1943 as well.
Alarmed by the prospect that the Met.
most of these spots face shuttering,
Big Sales In Small Cinemas
the department is completing details

I

UWn'Vauae

(30).

rally.

Hotel and nitery biz being not so
good throughout Mexico, owing to
the sharp slump in American tourism, the federal tourist department

Bonds

(25), appearing before an audience of 8,000 who had bou(!ht a
$100 war bond each for a scat. More
than $265,000 additional had been
pledged previously in connection
with the rally, sponsored by the War
savings staff and the War Activities
Committee of the motion picture in-

used in sundry midtown bond rallies
for the last four weeks.
Despite their effectiveness and
with no reason other than 'he ob-

Joe

8MG

week

Tee Macabre?
City's Park CommiS'

22.

Sells

Indianapolis, Sept. 29.
Dorothy Lamour rang up a total
of $800,000 in war bond sales at a
rally in Cadle Tabernacle here last

New York

Loss of American Trade
City, Sept.

Lamoar

A

sioner Robert Moses nixed the use
of the 'three coffins' in today's
(Wed.) Central Park War Bond
rally.
The coffins, labeled Hitler,
Hirohtto and Mussolini, had been

system during
will be Paramount product. Apart from the It may be found necessary to borrow
StoU Circuit (England)
Sherman westerns and three border- outside players for some of the roles.
f"*""'" from Par it is beTicklish religious motif might of
Spt* nwn;Vaiirl0 ITnitc
oeiS
UnilSjijeved the independent productions course, be an ideal subject for Cecil
London. Sept. 18.
wont materialize until late in the B. DeMiUe. who has managed to
For first time in history of StoU .•celling season.
steer a safe course on similar projcircuit, the company is lining up
For 1942-43 Sherman is scheduled ects in the past.
its own vaudeville units.
to deliver eight Hopalong plus three
Paramounfs interest in Selznick's
Units are presented by Prince outdoor ."specials which added to the talent contracts centers mainly on
Littler, managing director of Stoll's,
three Par features total 14 pics. He Joan Fontaine and Alfred Hitchcock.
with first show to be headed by is also counted on for at least 8 Miss Fontaine would be regarded
Nervo and Knox, who have been outdoor pictures for 1943-44 includ- as a major asset for whom the studio
loafing, turning down several offers ing
three specials
;.nd
is
mull- would be able to shop around for
since they appeared in ing a Yukon yarn with Mae West.
to work
important vehicles. Hitchcock made
pantomime at Stoll's. Kingsway.
For the re.'it. UA owner-members one picture for Paramount in EngSupporting them are Dehaven and continue apathetic to production land, 'Jamaica Inn,' with Charles
Page, Sherkot and Betty Driver.
Charles Chaplin has two scripts com- Laughton. which was not a winner.
Show opens at the Opera House, pleted, including 'Lady Killer' in
Ingrid
Bergman
is
regarded
Leicester, middle October, and toun, which he would star, but sio far has largely as a gamble, .much depending
sticks
till
late
December when taken no steps toward production. on how well 'For Whom the Bell
N & K are due to .ttar in pantomime Sir Alexander Korda doesn't Tolls' turns out. Cast opposite Gary
at London Coliseum.
promise to become active this year Cooper, chances are that Miss Berg
Cagney has plans for two but hasn't man will click.
Vivien Leigh, also under contract
Benny's unit
gotten .started yet.
BRITAIN TAKES 'MIDWAY'
looks promising for one or two pic- to Selznick, is considered a valuable
British Government has made a
tures within the next 12 months. talent acquisition despite the fact
deal to distribute 'Battle of Midway
The Arthur Lyons quartet and other that she is in England and may stay
In England on a commercial basis.
units remain embryonic properties. there for the duration. Believed that
Picture will be handled through
Hal Roach plans four 'streamliners' Paramount would find means for
the agency of the British Informa- in addition to the eight currently in starring her In production over
distribution

coming

sales

Barney Balaban,
Nicholas
M,
Schenck, Louis B. Mayer and other
Industry toppers gave up all other
business to pitch during the closing
hours of the drive.

Mex Govt Molls Domestic
Tourism As Bak for War

Mexico

participated.

theatre

Wednesday

night

poration.

pro-

ducer which will be effective after
1043 and will probably be announced
before the convention, concludes on

Hollywood cables between the film
company and David Selznick, to
whom Miss Leigh is under conlrdct

Ed

(2S) afternoon, a Czechoslovakian
rally Friday night, a midnight rally
at the Metropolitan, Brooklyn, with
the entire Paramount stage show;
Greek rally Sunday (27) night with
the Par stage show, Harry Brandt
reported $1,000,000 in advance sales
for the Madison Square rally mid-

Arthur Rank has purchased 250,000
non-voting shares in Metropolitan it
Bradford Trust' from Associated BritSelinick Sticks as Predoecr
Pictures Corp. for a reputed
IslRegardless of the David ..O. Selznick deal with Paramount, the pro- $1,800,000.
These shares were purchased by
ducer remains latched to bis 10-year
for Associated British
production pact with UA. This goes John Maxwell
Deal represents subdespite any deal tor his story prop- foi $3,000,000.
stantial buy in GaumontrBrltish Ig^
erties or even if he sells, his stock
Rank since Metropolitan Sc Bradford
in UA.
Harry Sherman is understood to be is the Gaumont-British holding cor-

London, Sept. 29.
Two Cities Fihn Co. ha.-; signa
tu: ed Vivien Leigh for a feature film
with a
Yugoslavian
background
Shooting is scheduled to begin sometime in November.
Deal was ."-et largely via London

State

the

"American EmHopalong Cassidy

UA

sales.

Wall Street rally was held Friday

Bought By Ranii

Th.e 10 Par pictures
westerns.
will release next year will include
nme Sherman productions.

negotiating a contract as a

spur bond

Other bond rallies In the New
York sector included one under the
Russian banner last Thursday (24)
when the entire stage show from

including
six

to

ings.

h Met-Bradford

'Crystal Ball,' 'Out of the
Pan,' two Harry Sherman

and

week

Sullivan sold $45,000 in War Bonds
at the Paramount theatre, N. Y.,
starting a rush when season passes
lo the house were offered with each
About 12
$1,000 bond purchased.
passes were given in addition to 30
albums of Andrews Sisters record-

250,000 Shares

Leserman. general sales manager,
due for the credit.'
The Par picture which will be distributed by UA include 'I Married a
Witch,'

ing the
realized

Series of rallies were held In N. Y.
last

UA

pire,"

last night (Monday), markpic's New Jersey precm,
more than $3,000,000 in bond
and pushed Essex County well
over its Sept quota of $11,000,000.
Admittance to the theatre was by
purchase of a bond of any denomination, and the de luxe 3,865-seater
was cramed to the doors. House was
sold out as early as last week.
New Jersey Is now well ahead in
its Sept. motion picture war bond
drive and will have little difTiculty
in meeting iU $30,250,000 quota.

Mosque

its

goal.

dis-

Kelly, 'A major facelifting Job, with
Grad Sears, production v.p., and Carl

is being made the fall guy
Frying
more generally widespread op- srcciaU,

position to one-day bookings because

markets

.

sipated by domestic operations.
The aggressive steps being taken
of
to make the domestic departments
said
are,
self-supporting

2Clh-Fox
fo'.

contlnaed from page S

Continued from page 4

September drive would achieve

a

The bulexplains what prompted the
to advise exhibs to cancel Morental

alleged

CEA

UA Convention

London, Sept. 20.
Exhibitors
Cinematograph

The
As.sn.

8q—r«

Tnif«lf»r

Place.

MarllB't

Bond Drive's Strong Finish

Harry Hunter, Paramounfs managing director in Australia, has arrived safely in Sydney, according to
word received by the homeoHice. He
made the trip by boat
Hunter came to the U. S. early
this year for homeofllce hyddles. He
also established his family in the
U. S. while here.

on Rental 'Squeeze'

Bt.

connection
whatever with show
business, has contributed $5,000 to
thp purchase of bonds which will be
credited to the film industry Sep-

mour

in the rally at the Tabernacle.

Those appearing included Jack Hilliard. Cookie Bowers, Catherine Westfield, Pat Henning, Woody Herman,
Art Berry, Harry Bason, the Haymakers and Frank Parrish.

KGO's

$.t,M«,000 Sale

San Francisco,

Sept. 29.

KGO's 'Bond Wagon' posted

new

a

record when it rolled inio liu^ming
Mission District and sold $9l!836 in
war bonds and stamps to pocket-

book-heavy workers who

live in that

territory.

Mission sale boosted station's

total

figure to -date to slightly over
$1,000,000, with more to come as the

bond

"Bond

Wagon'

makes

its

weekly

previsit
to some neighborhood,
senting a three-hour show, half an
hour of which is broadca.";!. and
donated
auctioning off merchandise

by

managers.

di.strict

Canada's 5th

War Loan

Montreal. Sept.

29.

Finance Minister Ilsley fired the
opening gun in Canada's fifth War
Loan recently, announing the third
Victory Loan to be opened Oct.
19
would have an oljjective of
$750,000,000.

Th^s objective is $150,000,000 higher
than that set for the Victory Loans
of

June 1941 and February
and second Victory

first

each

for

$600,000,000— the

The
Loans

1942.

J.nnuary

tember drive.
It
all
came about 1940, $20(1,000,000 War Loan and the
when Rose Mirrel, private secretai
September 1940, $300,000,000 War
tT Leon D. Netter. Paramount theaLoan, all were oversubscribed.
ti-i; executive at the homeofflce, and
a member of the Foundation, put on
Buy a Bond, Free Admish
a bondbuying pep talk before a
Minneapolis, Sept. 29.
meeting of the organization last
War bond purchases alone entitled
week.
She got subscriptions 'o
the public to admission to the world
$5,000 in bonds to be purchased
Columbia's 'Smith of
premiere
of
through Par.
Check was received
Minnesota,' the football picture built
yesterday
(Tuesday) and turned
about the exploits of the former
over to Par to cover the bonds.
University of Minnesota ail-American halfback, and in which he himRogers Gingers Bond Sales
self appears. The premiefe occin-red
San Antonio, Sept. 29.
Smith's home,
Ginger Upgers visited this city as at Fairbault, Minn.,
and resulted in the sale of $15,000
a member of the Hollywood 'Stars
of bonds. Bruce Smith himself wasn't

Over America'

in

the current Sejl-

tember 'Salute to Dur Heroes' billion
dollar bond drive on Wednesday (23).
It was estimated that $57,000 was
pledged at the evening rally and
$27,000 at an afternoon one held by
workers of Duncan Field. Included
In the program was Captain Roscoe

for the premiere, as he's
at Great Lakes Naval Training
member of its football team, which was in Ann Arbor,
Mich., at the time.
The audience,

present

now

Station and a

however, included members of his
family and many of the .stale's notables.

comedian, now of the
United States Air Corps, who fie

Ates,
in

film

from Houston

to participate.

'Dandy' $3,000,900 Preem

Sock

In Australia

Brisbane, Australia, Aug. 15.
is a big legit click here

'Claudia'

Newark, Sept 29.
under the combined auspices of Dave
The Commando performance of Martin and WlUiamson-Tait.
'Yankee Doodle Dandy' at the
Terry Walker has the lead role.

Wednesday, September 30, 1942

US&il^fY
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PICTURES

20

WB's

New

"Salvage
By MIKE

OWI s

Season Shorts and
Tip Strong

WEAR

(Compiled by Besa Short)
Patrol'
'Canadian
(U,
9Vi
mins.). Variety views.
9
(Col,
'Song ot Victory'
mins.). Color cartoon comedy.
•Our Last Frontier* (20th, 6
mins.). Alaska travelog.
•We Refuse to Die' (Par, 16
mins.). Dramatic victory short
produced for WAC.
Onlllble Canary' (Col. 7^
mins.). Color cartoon comedy.
•U. S. Air Force Band' (WB,

Fare

by Jean Negulesco makes

direction

Previewing its first t>atch ot 1942one and two-reel pictures last
week, Warner Bros, offered repredifferent
from
sentative
shorts
series whicli plainly evidenced the
company would be among producers
with stronger short features lineups
43

'42-'43

this band subject outstanding. Marine musical organization bandmastered by Capt. W. F. Santelmann is

most favorable light with
chorus and string ensemble setting
off 'Marine's Hymn,' 'Les Preludes,'
'Song of the Marines' and 'Semper
Worthy of
Fidelis' in fine fashion.
most programs.

shown

FILM BOOKING CHART

Current Short Releases
(PRINTS IN EXCHANGES)

In

Band

11 mins.).

(For ln/onn«(loi» o) theatre and film fxchange booker* Variety present*
a complete chart o/ (mature releases of all the American distributlna com*
Date of reviews a» given in
ponies for the current ttuarterly period.
VARSTY and tl^e running time of prints are included.)

musical.

m

—

exhibitors

Oct.

scrap material for U. S. war effort.
Nicely
photographed,
cut
and
backgrounded, it boasts an amazingly fine spoken narrative by Donald Nelson, head of the War Production
Board.
Nelson's voice and

pungent style mark him as a discovery both for radio and pictures.

More like this subject from the
OWI, and the industry will have no
trouble getting them played by
exhibs.

'Beyond Line of Doty' (Dramatic
WB, 20 mins., with Capt.
Hewitt T. Wheless, U. S. Army Air
Corps) Produced with War Dept.

short,

—

is

story of current

wartime heroism at its best. Capt.
'Shorty' Wheless plays himself in
this
ress

reenactment ot his flying fort-

exploit over the Philippines
which won him the Distinguished
Service Cross.
He looks like a
screen discovery, despite his short
stature unfortunately for Warners

—

he's back

on active

some foreign

flying duty at

front.

President Roosevelt's recent radio
address in which he told of Wheless*
heroic feat is the peg on which the
Eubiect is hung.
It is a retracing
of the entire exploit.

Shows Wheless

volunteering from his Texas cowboy

Randolph

Armv

Film Reviews
Continued from page 8

and subsequent success in the
SIN
U. S.
Dated performances in the
film,
together with absurd story
lease promoter Leo Carrillo, bunko dealing with Spanish gypsies, exceed
team of Brod Crawford and Con- the few presentable scenes in which
stance Bennett arrive in the boom Miss Amaya dances.
Authentic gypsy costuming and
town of Carsin. Crawford, with persuasive salesmanship, saves Ward atmosphere are lost in the wooden
Bond from a lynching, and moves in dramatics. Also in the lead is Anto take over half interest in the tonio Moreno, former star of Ameritown gambling layout and bar. Not can silents. He plays a traveling
satisfied with the legitimate take, American artist who 'discovers' a
Crawford gets tangled with the law- young gypsy dancer, Miss Amaya.
abiding element especially with the Latter proves to be his daughter.
town's
newspaper published
by Availing himself of gypsy tribal cusAnne Gwynne. But Bond has his tom, he buys the girl. Identities are
henchmen rouse things up, with re- eventually revealed as the girl is
Phosult ttiat the irate citizenry pounces restored to her sweetheart.
on both con men, death of Bond fol- tography is poor.
lowing a dllly of a rough-and-tumble
ica

—

battle In the frontier saloon. Crawford rides out of town with Miss
Bennett, broke but happy to escape
a debacle.

Crawford grooves neatly as the
con operator, with Miss Bennett providing a slick portrayal as the blonde
accomplice.
Anne Gwynne and
^atrlc Knowles are in mainly for

actionful subject a top entry on al-

with the local police.
Miss Hobart stands out in an inBui k Jones
Tim McCoy consistent cast.
Well handled bits
Raymond Huiion are done by Jack Baxley and John
Sarab Padden Luce.
Film is overlong, photogHarrv Woods
WKlier MHJrnll raphy poor.

bill.

—

mins.)— Trim scripting by
Ted Pierce makes routine animal
yarn worthwhile. Silly, but funny,
smartly
gagged
and
animated.
Novelty,

WB,

10

(Hollywood
mins.— Routine trek

That Set-ties

80
79

J.

D. Barry-L. Merrick

C

Blondle For Victory (Col)
Crossroads (M-G) 6/24

Smart Alecks (Mono) 9/9
Klondyke Fury (Mono)
7/15
Canyon (Rep) 8/19
It Happened In Flatbush (ZOtb)
Pardon My Sarong (U) 8/5

RD

34

C

W

66
68

CD

71
8«

C

83

W

Call of the

Phantom

of the Opera,'

Columbia release of
Stars

S.

UlnvEul

Carmen Amaya;

which had

been rewritten for production in
Technicolor by Henry Koster.
Much of the value of the picture
would have been lost without expensive sets.

8/3

W

Bad Men of the HIUs (Col)
Mrs. Miniver (M-G) 5/13
HUlbUly BlltzkreIg (Mono) 9/16
Timber (U) 8/12
The Old Homestead (Rep) 8/26

D

133
63

C

58
68

C

C

Miss

Y

produc-

features

through Bronx (N. Y.) zoo made appealing by. hooking up the adventures among animals by the kid,
(In Spanish; no English Titles)
Michael J. O Donnell. Superb camera
Although Carmen Amaya carries
work and deft spoken narrative by the stellar role, this film, made in
John Kieran. Fine novelty.
Spain before the Civil War, is strictly
'V. S. Marine Band' (Master band for Latin patronage.
It was made
•hort, WB, 10 mins.)— Imaginative before her departure to South Amer-

29.

V from Moscow' is returning
Producers Releasing Corp. as a

'Miss

An-

Moreno, Pastora Impcrlo and Julio
Pena: others In cast: Rosnilo Rojse. F.
Nequeras. M. Polance. Tina Jiisro. Candclara Medina. Nina Dc Linares. Juan E.
Shuerrtan. At Teatro Hispano. N. T., Sept.
K, '42. Running time, 80 MINS.

6/17

to

sequel, 'Miss

V

in Berlin,' slated to

next month. Lola Lane and
Noel Madison, who topped the origi-

roll late

nal cast, are scheduled to play in
the follow-upper.

George Merrick, who produced the
original picture,
dealing
Soviet spy, also repeats.

with

a

P. singleton-R. Lake
w. Powell-H. Lamarr
Rosenbloom

R. Pryor-M.

E. Lowe-L. Fairbanks
G. Autry-S. Burnett
L. NoUn-C. Landls
Abott & CosteUo

C. Starrett-L. Walters
G. Garson-W. Pldgeon
B. Duncan-E. Kennedy
L. CarrUlo-A. Divine

Weaver

Bros.

8/20/42

118

8U
79
70
84

W

C. Grant-J. Arthur
B. Jones-T. McCoy
R. MUland-B. Fields
A. Miller J. Johnson

—

(Disney Cartoon)

M. WooUey-R. McDowell
Three Mesqueteers

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/27/42
M 69 J. Beal-W. McKay
M 84 L. Barrymore-P. Dorn
M 67 J. Sheppard-L. Darnell
7/8
WEEK OF RELEASE 9/3/42

One ThrlUlng Night (Mono) 7/1
Calling Dr. Gillespie (M-G) 6/17
Loves ot Edgar Allan Poe (20th)

W
M

Vengence ot the West (Col)
SaboUge Squad (Col) 8/5
Arizona Stagecoach (Mono)
The Big Street (RKO) 8/5
Orchestra Wives (20th) 8/12
Across the Pacific (WB) 8/19

60

W

88
97
86

WEEK OP RELEASE

67

C

68
73
61
70
65

jr.

M
MU

Berlin Correspondent (20tk) 8/12
Give Out Sisters (U) 9/2

WEEK OF RELEASE
RD

8/5

M
M
M
M

Caretnl, Soft Shoolder (26th) 8/12
Halfway to Shanghai (U) 9/9
One ot Our Aircraft Is Missing (U)

Hubbard-M. O'DrlscoU

R. Rogers-n. Parrish

G. Autry-8. Burnett
L. Velez-L. Errol

V. Gllmore-D.

Andrews

Andrewi

Sisters

9/17/42

W

King ot the Stallions (Mono)
Somewhere IH Find Voa (M-G)
Wings and the Woman (RKO)

Albert-M. Chapman
H. Howard-G. Roland

F.

M

W
w
w

'

H. Fonda-L. Ball
G. Montgomery-A. Rutherfd
H. Bogart-M. Astor

9/10/42

CD

Spirit ot Stanford (Col)

Missing Men (Mono)
Youth on PaMde (Rep)
Isle ot

B. EUlott-Tex Rltter
B. Bennett-K. Harris

Range Busters

CD

MU
M

107

92
70
61

Thnndercloud-D. O'Brien
c. Gable-L. Turner
A. Neegle-R. Newton
V. Bruce-J. Ellison
I. Hervey-K. Taylor
G. Tearle-E. postman

WEEK OF RELEASE—9/24/42
CD

My Sister EUeen (Col) 9/16
Police Bullet* (Mono)

H

on Broadway

(20th)

CD

8/12)

Town

OJ) 8/30
Desperate Journey (WB)

Stai

97

M

D

8/19

66
73
107

Aheme

R. RDSsell-B.
J.

W

Bandit Ranger (RKO)
Just

Marsh-J. Archer

T. Holt-C. Edwards
L. Nolan-M. Weaver
C. Bennett-B. Crawford
E.

Flynn-R. Regan

WEEK OF RELEASE—10/1/42
MU
M
M
MU
MU

Lucky Legs (Col)
Phantom Killer (Mono)
Highways by Night (RKO)
8712

Iceland (20th)

Gtt Hep to Love (U) 8/10
Moon and Sixpence (U)
Moscow Strikes Back (Artkino) 8/19

J.

63
79
79

D
55

WEEK OF RELEASE
Man

Daring Tonng

Girl Trouble (Stth) 9/23
Destination Unknown (U)
Ton Can't Escape Forever
Flying Tigers (Rep) 9/23

C

(WB)

CD
M
CD

8/26

D. Pnrcell-J. Woodbury
R. Carlson-J. Randolph
S. Henle-J. Payne
G. Jean-J. Frazee
G. Sanders-H. Marshall

(Documentary)

J. E. Brown-M.
J. Sheldon-G.

M

Foreln Agent (Mono)
We Go AcUn (RKO) 8/26

Here

Falkenburg-K. Harris

10/8/42

C

(Col)

75
81

E.
D.
I.

77

G.

CD

Brent-B. Marshall

Lee

B, Smlth-A. Judge
K. Sharp-Ierhune

M
M
M
M

Chapman

Storm
Bergen-McGee ft Molly
Ameche-J. Bennett
Hervey-W. Oargan

M 68 J. Wayne-A.
WEEK OF RELEASE—10/16/42
L.
58

NoUn-C. LandU

C. Steveni-F. Emerson
A. Jones-J. Praiee

TRADESHOWN AND FOR FDTDRE RELEASE
.-.ght In

New

Orleans (Par)

H
M

5/6
5/20

Once Upon a Thursday (M-G)
Yankee Doodle Dandy (WB) 6/3
Holiday Inn (Par) 6/17
Eagle Squadron (U) 6/17
(Par)

We Stand (20th) 7/1
Pitt (20th) 7/1
Footllght Serenade (20th)
7/8
The Pride ot the Yankees (RKO)
Flyhig Fortress (WB)
7/15

MU
MU

RD

Tombstone
6/17
I Live In Danger (Par)
6/17
Apache TraU (M-G) 6/24

'

M

M

Now. Vo.vager (WB)

MU

7/15

8/S

8/19

Wildcat (Par) 9/2

The Glass Key (Par) 9/2
The Major and the Minor (Par) 9/2
Between Us Girls (U)
9/2
Eyes In the Night (M-G) 9/9
Me and Me Gal (M-O) 9/9
White Cargo (M-G) 9/16
The Omaha Trail (M-O) 9/16

W

W

United

The Toung Mr.

Against Mrs. Hadley (M-G)
Journey Into Fear (RKO) 8/5
Tales ot Manhattan (20th) 8/5
Cairo (M-G) 8/12
Wake Island (Par) 8/12
A Yank at Eton (M-G) 8/12

Gets Around

Hollywood, Sept.

tonio

CD
W
CD
MU
CD
D

7/28
Priorities on Parade (Par)
Bambi (RKO) 5/27
The Pled Piper (20th) 7/8
Sbadows of the Sage (Rep)

War

(SPANISH-MADE)
tion.

It

Cavona-J. E. Browa
L Massey-J. Hall

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/13/42

Smith of Minnesota (Col)
Texas to Bataan (Mono)
Manila Calling (20th)
Secret Enemies (WB) 8/19
Moonlight In Havana (U)

Hollywood, Sept. 29.
Governmental restrictions on the
cost of studio sets squashed Universal's plans for a revival of 'The

MARIA DE LA

7

Strong subject.
'Sweeney Steps Out'

W. Bcery-M. Main

C

C

H

Bells ot Caplstrano (Rep) 9/16

Producers Releasing Corp. release of Lester Cutler proilucllon. Stars Rose Hobart,
Sidney .Blackmer: features CInIre Rochelle,
l.ynn Starr. Directed by William Beaudine.
screenplay by Arthur St. Claire from original by Octavua Roy Cohen: camera. Marcel
Le PIcard: editor. Fred Bain. At New York.
-N. T., Sept. 23, -42.
Running tme, 10 MTNB.

Parker-J. Archer

7/30/42
DV

WEEK OF RELEASE—8/6/42

Mexican Spltare's Elephant (RKO) 8/5

WEST

Buck Robert*
•Spirit of West Point' (Musical, Tim
WB, 20 mins.)—New treatment for Sandy
the usual band short, with the back- Ma Turner
Duke Mason
ground and history of West Point M"ler
traditions highlighted.
U. S. Mili- Holt
Wiilier Fraier
tary Academy's band is aces, playing Steve
Donnls Monre
ChrlMlini' Mnilnlyre
thp entire score, including typical Hope
Bud Osborne
army songs. Crack cadet choir sings "«<1
The Corps," so familiar to all U. S.
Lack of gunplay and action makes
Armv officers, and 'Alma Mater' of this
entry to Mono's 'Rough Rider'
the Mint.
Graduation ceremonies
are shown as an excuse for flash- series a weak one. Most of the footback of high points in four years' age is too Ulky and has the boys
training at West Point. Film gives more dramatic than heroic.
Story has absurdly looped situaa worthwhile closeup of West Point
and its varied activities. High-class tions in the old idea involving the
apprehension
6ui-,ect suited for most exhibs.
of
cattle
rustlers.
'Sniffer Soldiers' (Sports, WB, 10 Buck Jones, as the U. S. marshal,
mins.) Depicts training of dogs for Tim McCoy and Raymond Hatton,
army duty, with setting at Ft. Mac- latter as the comic aide, eventually
Arthur, Calif. Excellent photography rout the rustlers and free the ranchand direction marred by corny dia- ers from the yoke of mortgages.
Sub-par photography is coupled
log. Idea of having somebody speak
with an overdose of night scenes.
fo.' canines is old, and out of place
in supposedly serious subject. Good
despite this.
'Fox Pop' (Color cartoon comedy,
'O'

WB,

t.

CD

Sunset Serenade (Rep) 9/9

PRISON GIRL

aviation, training at
Field, then going into ac-

RIDERS OF THE

most any

C

WEEK OF RELEASE
Jaokass Mall (M-O) 6/17
The Sombrero Kids (R«p)
Joan ot Ozark (Rep) 7/22
Invisible Asent (U) 8/s

Talk ot tbe Town (Col) (7/29
Borders ot tbe West (Mono)
Are Husbands Necessary (Par)

minor romantic Interest, while Andy Rosemary Wulsh
Rose Hobart
Sidney Blnckmer
Devine and Carrillo turn out to be Steve
Claire Rochelle
tion over the Philippines and fight- a pair of shills. Bond makes a most Nellie
Linda
Lynn Starr
ing oS 18 Jap planes to reach his acceptable heavy, while Arthur Ayls- Lucy Walker
Jane Novok
target. Narrative for this portion is worth Is the pussy-footing sheriff Baldy
vince Burnett
Roosevelt's recital of the events and Ralf Harolde is Bond's nemesis SherllT Veroer
Jack Baxley
Pete Saunders
Crane Whitley
(taken from sound track of his radio at the finish.
Judge Stevens
John Ince
talk), easily recognizable and doubly
Prank Brownlev
Producer George Waggner has Luke Walker
effective as such.
Nick Morelll
Richard Clarke
Ger- Ben
Walker...^
Warners have given this as much scripters W. Scott Darling and
Spec O'Donnell
ald Geraghty point up their story Jane
Inez Cole
attention as many features. Direcfor action and cliaractwization, with Jed nicks
Pat
McKee
tion by Lewis S. Seller is intelligent
•Sarah
Ruby Dandrldge
end forceful. Much stress is laid on director Ray Enright developing the i;eni..«l»
Henry Hastings
the training at Randolph Field, but yam at a fast clip. Production
mounting is okay, including phothis is excusable because a strong
Based on an Octavus Roy Cohen
point for aviation recruiting service. tography by George Robinson.
Walt.
story, 'Gallant Lady,' published in
The Hep Cat' (Looney Tune color
Collier's, 'Prison Girl' falls short of
cartoon comedy, WB, 7 mins.)—
its dramatic pretentions.
A dualer.
Screwball cat which is always bareStory deals with a woman doctor.
eluding' the hungry jaws of a
dumb m,ongrel is basis for this exMonogram release ot Scott R.' Dunlap pro- Rose Hobart, escaped from a prison
crutiatingly funny cartoon. Cartoon duction. Features Buck Jonen, Tim McCoy farm where she had been convicted
makers lately have discovered far- and Raymond Hatton. Directed by Howard for a mercy killing. She is harbored
cical chase sequences can be made Bretherton; orlRlnal screenplay, Jesse Bow- by Sidney Blackmer, a sympathetic
ers; camera, Harry Neumann: editor. Carl
highly laughable.
country doctor who provides the
Besides original Pleraon. Reviewed at New York.
N. T.,
touches, excellent voices make this djgh^ Sept. 23. 'IS.
Run :ng lime. « happy ending after complications
duties for

WEEK OF RELEASE—7/23/42
M 51 R. Travls-J. Bishop
RO lis T. Power-J. Fontaine
M 6S J. Carroll-R. Hussey
W <1 T, Holt-R. WhlUey

(M-G) 8/17

WEEK OF RELEASE

TOWN

—

MU—

Thundering Hoofs (RKO)
HI NalchbOT (Rep)

1.

Covers the scrap situation in thorough-going fashion, pointing up the
need for the wholesale collection of

cooperation, this

D—

Pierre of the PUIns

.

with

W—

Escape from Crime (WB) t/S
This Above AU (20th) S/13

'A Nation Dances' (Brevities mu'School Daie' (20th, ev^ mins.).
Several other
in the new season.
Nancy color cartoon comedy.
majors recently indicated, via sam- sical novelty, WB, 20 mins.)— War'Women ot America' (Red
plings from the new year's array ner production staff has culled about
and closing films of the old season, two reels from approximately CO.OOO
Cross, 2 mins.). Plea for nurses'
that the '42-43 shorts lineup would feet of film photographed in Mosaides.
be an improvement over the past cow, showing the harvest time dance
festival.
Even though deftly cut, 20
year.
Another example of showmanly minutes of Russian dancing with
shorts was contributed by the Office little dialog to break the monotony Henie Skates Across
of War Information film unit with its does not make for universal entertainment.
Faulty lighting and hapSalvage.'
Briefle
9-minute film,
marks a new peak in worthwhile hazard recording further mars the
Border
'Quota Girl'
contributions from government pic- results, which may be highly instructive for dance teachers and arture-producing agencies.
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
'Salvage' (WAC release of OWI dent Soviet fans, but hardly suffiSonja Henie's next starrer at 20thproduction, 9 mins. ) This is about cient to keep the average American
the neatest short to come from the audience interested. Polka that is a Fox will be 'Quota Girl,' much of
Office of War Information on a spe- polka, a dance from Leningrad that which will be filmed in Quebec in
is far ahead of others, the Buba and
cific national campaign.
It marks
January.
great strides made by the OWI film the climax dance ensemble are exCompany figures the location tour
production unit, and is a subject that cellent. This would have beeen much
will cost less than a duplication of
the industry's War Activities Com- better in 7 to 8 minutes of screen
sets at home.
Wear.
mittee should have little trouble time.
placing

—

M—

Melodrama; C Comedy; CD Comedyto Type Abbreviations:
Drama; RD^Romantic Drama;
Western;
Musical,
Figures herewith indicate date oi Vabiety's revietv and running time.

Key

Drama;

D
M
D
M
CD
MU
D
CD
D
CD
M
CD
CD
D
MC
D

75
66
125
101
108
75
73
66
66
118
81
128
110

85
68

D. Lamour-B. Denning
M. Hunt-B. Carlson
J. Cagney-J. Leslie
B. Crosby-F. Astaire
R, Stack-D. Barrymore
R. DIx-K. Taylor
C. Morrls-J. Parker

Reed
(Documentary)

L. Nolan-D.

R. Donat-R.
J.

Money

Payne-B. Grable

G. Cooper-T. Wright
R. Greene-C. Lehman
E.
J.

Arnold-F. Balnter
Cotton-D. Del Rio

117

(All star cast)

101

J.

87
88
117
70
85
100
88
80
104

89

MacDonald- R. Young
B. Donlevy-R. Preston

M. Rooney-E. Gwenn
B. Davl8-P. Henreld
R. Arlen-A, Judge
B. Donlevy-V. Lake

G. Rogers-R. Mllland
D. Barrymore-C. Cummlngs
E.
J.

Arnold-A. Harding
Garland-O. Murphy

Lamarr-W. Pldgeon
61
Cralg-P. Blake
MU 90
Grable-J. Payne
Hard Way (WB) 8/26
D 108
Luplno-D. Morgan
The Hidden Hand (WB) 8/26
M
67
Stevens-E. Fraser
George Washington Slept Here (WB) 8/26 CD 93
Benny-A. Sheridan
The Forest Rangers (Par) 8/30
M 85 F. MacMurray-P. Goddard
Henry Aldrlch, Editor (Par) 8/10
CD 72 J. Lydon-C. Smith
The Falcon's Brother (RKO) 8/30
M 70 O. Sanders-T. Conway
Street of Chance (Par) 8/30
M 74 B. Meredlth-C. Trevot
Springtime In the Rockies (20th) 8/26
Tjie

W
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LAUGH iVENTl
The two ace fun teams of
raillio...with a whole host
of other top-line singing

...swinging and comedy
stars of the airwoys
in the

their

. .

show that tops

own

sensotionol

LOOK WHO'S LAUGHING'

Specfiictf/or

hn premiere
Iff

lAeofres

coosf fo ceasf
Ocfofter 10

. •

60 ****

am

with

THF GREAT GILDERSLEEVE
THE
(HAROLD PEARY)

GINNY
Produced and Oircoftd by

ALLAN OWAN
Gawd

Sctotn ftov bv Poul
Smtth ond
Ion Bigttow. Vonr bv Poul G«rard Smtth

SIMMS-BILL THOMPSON-GALE

GORDON ^ ISABEL RANDOLPH -"MORnMER
SNERD" and RAY NOBLE and his BAND
.

.
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HOUSE REVIEWS

MUSIC HALL,

with the customers begging for more
of the same.
Val Setz is on next with his
punchy juggling and had the house
n an Oproar from start to finish.
Crowd couldn't get enough of him.
When caught. Miss Raye was batting with two strikes against her: she
was easing out of a bad cold and her
mike went dead halfway through the
act. Despite these disadvantages, the
film star was her usual hoydenish
self and was swapping gags with the
She managed to get in
audience.
some earthy quips and a chorus of
'Great Day Coming' before the mike
disaster, following which she went
into her dance and then called it
Star got a big hand, although
quits.
the audience was obviously disappointed at being short-changed. Jona.

STATE,

N. Y.

never were offensive anyway in this

STRAND,

N. Y.

the vogue for
funster's hands.
N. Y.
burlesque stars in musicals conHorace Heidt-Fronfcle Carle orch
tlnlies, it should be difficult to hold
Carmen Amaya (6), Peggy Fears, Morris in either vaudeville or with Fred Lowery. Donna, Cordon
Bob Dupont, Bohhy Lane & Edna
Jack Durant, Davidson & Forgie, straight burlesque.
McRae, Ollie OToole, Steve Merrill
Ward, Hilda Eckler, Nirtka, Al
Gautier's Steeplechase, Ruby ZwerlProduction has been trimly paced Mimi Cabanne, Trumpeteers; 'DesLee Reiser, Anthonv R. MorelH,
ing House Orch; 'Holiday Inn' {Par). by Hary Puck, producer. Raymond perate Journey' (WB), reviewed In
Perry Martin, Music HaU Glee Club,
Brothers, who operate here, always •Variety,' Aug. 19.
Rockettes, Music Had Corps de Balbeen able to get the maximum
let, Muaic Hall Symphony Orch unWith the sock 'Holiday Inn' on the have
of comedy gals for their shows.
der direction of Emo Rapee; 'Tales
screen, this State stagcshow headed
A screen thriller, 'Desperate Joursetup of six showgirls and
reuieiued
in
Manhattan'
(20th),
of
by Carmen Amaya should prove a Present
take good care of the boxponies Is outstanding for youth ney,' will
eight
'Variety' Aug. 5.
potent grosser. It's strong enough
offsetting any poslooks.
No attempt is made at office here, athus
on names and offers a well-rounded and
recurrence of Horace
sibility of
unveiling, even the dance steps being
opening
Business
bill.
entertaining
of
In view of the smash clicks
Heidt's last Broadway appearance.
extremely decorous.
night Thursday (24) was vWual
was
at Loew's State for two
This is the Army,' and 'Holiday Inn,'
That
The Olympics, man-woman rollercapacity.
Heidt
then getting $19,with
weeks,
among other of his notable achievecombo, work well, usual
Miss Amaya's flamenco dancing skating
ments, it's not surprising that Irving
being easily performed. Pay- OOU for the engagement, during
backed by the sizzling contributions stunts
which the theatre lost around $11,000.
Berlin should eventually form the
off is that familiar gag of taking
of two other femme dancers and
basis for a stage program here. And
on
changed
spin
hasnt
much since
for
a
Heidt
volunteers
audience
three male guitarists (all in her
the Berlin numbers go a long way
Panicked the crowd h«! won a highschool pianist contest
the skates.
family), provides a spectacular clitoward making this snow genuinely
on the Coast and was brought to the
max to the show. Finale is a solo here.
pleasing. His music, seemingly, reJoe Termini, standard vaude sin- attention of Jack Partington, of Fanraised
small
on
a
Miss
Amaya
by
mains ageless.
N. Y.
gle, is given next to closing spot, chon It Marco, who spotted him at
platform at stage center, with the
Leon Leonidoff has brought in a
veteran comedy musician cleaning up the head of a band in an F. & M.
other girls doing a strikingly syncocouple of acts that have no connecwith his violin, banjo and electric idea in the late '20s. That was how
Tops Miller, George Wiltihire, pated hand-cIapplng accompaniment guitar and violin plajHng. Xee Mar- Heidt started in the band business,
tion
with the composer's music
backgrounding.
though it backgrounds for them, as Viuian Harris, Sandy Bums, Jesse and the guitarist trio
statuesque blonde his first crew being a co-op venture
Seven Dancer does one number before that mei',, somewhat
Siiters,
Peters
3
for the ballet session.
Settings of CryoT,
looker, is spotlighted in a couple of of 19 shares, of which Heidt had
Miller, Noble and the two other girls also offer
Eventually, Heidt got the
Nat Karson carry out the Berlin idea Freddysons. Olivette 'The
over nicely. She also 2/19S.
Postman two routines, while one of the men songs, going
(14);
generally, including a drop that Sissle Orch
worlol in production numbers and other 17 shares as well, but only refor
one
in
plays a nifty guitar solo
serves as a sort of curtain-raiser for Didn't Ring' <20th).
cently gave a ftdl partnership to
docs a modifled hula.
a scene-change. Miss Amaya's danceach sequence, with Berlin's name
Frankie Carle, pianist-arranger, in
JToydeen Wong, an Oriental, con
exciting, of course,
and
ing
Is
blazing
over numerous spaces represented
tributes two dances as the featured order to hold onto that ace. Carle
Strong colored vaude all the way—
and the other members of the troupe femme terper. Both extremely mild, now gets co-billing and, to
windows of a building.
the
that's the current 45-minuter. Noble
least rates it
He's the musical
The opening shot takes the audi- Sissle outfit, backing the three Peters also click.
consisting mostly of graceful postuT'
Peggy Fears, less becomingly tog- ing. Bemie Miller and Bobby Lang backbone of the band.
ence back to 'Alexander's Ragtime Sisters, Jesse Cryor, Seven Freddyprevious appearBand.' In this Anthony R. Morelll sons and Taps Miller, spells the ged than at her last
work as straights opposite Morris in
However, even after all these
house, is additionally
leads the house glee club in effec- major here for the boxofflce. Taps ance at this
skits.
the
Fanchon
St
Marco
years,
still
this
is
a
overly garish lighttively selling this number, 'Always,' Miller, on first, does his well re- handicapped by
Biz fairly good first show Friday idea. Heidt throws at the customers
Four ceived tapping which winds up with ing. A softer-colored spot and more
'All Alone' and other songs.
(25) night, considering opposition at every bit of corny comeon possible,
attractive gown would frame the nearby
pianos are also used.
which had including the quick alibi (considerMetropolitan,
a specialty seated in a chair. Band
unquestioned looks and string
Farther down the show two con- follows with a brassy arrangement singer's
of film stars on the stage as ing the times) in introducing some
limitavocal
her
better
cover
might
cert pianists appear in one, Al and of 'Massachusetts' and a mellow 'Just
part of the September bond drWe. of the specialists as the 'young, 10best
Playing As Though You Were Here,' Olivette tions. As It is, she gets her
Weor.
Lee Reiser (New Acts).
year-old Jack Zilch,' or '20-year-old
Good response on a medley of songs remseveral numbers of ballad type, Miller vocaling the latter.
Joe Doakes.* This must be doubly
past,
Perry Martin Is spotted to sing three comedy stuff is done by Clarence iniscent of name singers of the
embarrassing for the performers
Bayes, Marion Harris
of them.
Brown, band's trumpeter, as pre- including Nora
concerned.
Morgan.
A drop representing the entrance liminaries to a hot 'Amen' which he and Helen
of
Fred liOwery, the blind whistler,
bit
Jack Durant retains just a
to a theatre, with crowds waiting to solos.
his
is a holdover with Heidt's band, but
acrobatics
in
Minneapolis,
knockabout
Sept.
26.
go in, serves as a background for the
George Wiltshire, a house regular, his old
has
evidently
leader-emcee
the
acceptably
getting
by
Garber
Orch.
patter,
Jan
(14)
with
comedy
Jack
dance team of Bobby Lane and Edna garners big laughs in comedy ronNow
is Swift, Carl Ladre, Hugo De Paul. dropped that sympathy pitch.
material
catching.
His
this
at
and
Ward, who work as street urchins lines, aided by Sandy Burns
fairly well varied and contains a Johnny Drake and Bill Kleeb. Houi- he's merely giving Lowery a straight
In their smooth novelty routine. As Vivian Harris, also house standbys.
but his de- ard Nichols, Chester Fredericks & Co. cue, while another member of the
the drop disappears into an impresJesse Cryor, singer, does the old couple of novel wrlnkes,
organization leads on the whistler,
sionistic set suggesting the stage of faves, 'Without a Song' and 'My Blue livery is still on the sledgehammer (2), the Whitsons (4); 'Are Huswho wears glasses so dark that no
the theatre, tl;e ballet group goes Heaven,' with more selling than side. Davidson and Forgie present bands Necessary?' (Par).
other acknowledgment of his afllicinto action. Nirska, a return book- singing ability. He goes over well, their familiar badminton exhibition,
Garber and his small but fine tion is necessary.
with comedy now more than ever stressing the
ing here, with her highly effective however,
finishing
In foregoing the play for audience'
butterfly routine is featured.
Her dance routlbes. The Seven Freddy- 'showmanship.' Show-opener is the orchestra provide extremely listact,
dog
horse
and
effective
always
sweet-swing
insympathy, however, Heidt has added
enable
music
and
wings are exceptionally large, mak- sons, lone white act on bill, are on
Hobe,
triguing song. The supporting acts something fully as distasteful. That's
ing the smoothness of the manipula- next with their standard aerial acro- Gautier's Steeplechase.
are of high quality and afford some his 'Pot 0' Gold' stage stint, in which
tion all the flashier.
Hilda Eckler, batics. "Troupe makes way for the
diversity, although belLylaugh come- he has two servicemen compete
solo ballerina here, appears ahead three Peters Sisters, standard sinkdy is lacking. The entire proceed- against two femmes and thus gets
Rotund and dressed
of Nirska in a brief specialty that's ing trio.
ings add up to 55 minutes of pleas- som.e natural applause socks for a
not outstanding. Entire ballet num- flowing red gowns, they give out
ant, agreeable entertainment
But paltry few dollar bills. Friday night,
ber, beautifully lighted, has been with more horseplay than singing.
Baltimore, Sept. 27.
the socko showmanship and trim- Heidt had the soldier and sailor comnicely staged bv Florence Rogge, Trio registers, however, delivering
Wain,
Louis
Van,
Bert
Wol
Bea
&
mings that help to furnish heavy pete against one another in extemherself a producer of shows here on such numbers as 'Hip Hip Hooray'
ton
It Co.
(2), Jo Carrol Dcnnison boxoSice are absent.
Garber's ap- poraneous dancing and, if that's not
their
occasion.
and 'Pusliing Sand.' Although
AmeHca'), </ce Parade of 1943' peal is directed to the more mature exploiting the men in uniform, then
Bob Dupont, vet juggler, works in comedy stuff clicks. It is used too CMisf
(8), Felice lula House Orch (12)
patrons who like timetulness and Toscanini is the Harlem swing king.
one, tossing Indian dubs, rubber frequently during songs that would
"Wingf and the Woman' (RKO).
melody instead of jive.
Heidt also baldly cops Sammy Kaye's
balls, tamborines and other objects gc over better if done straight.
Outfit comprises four rhythm, four idea by having one of the serviceBiz strong opening night (25).
around in a manner calculated to
Rather fulsome layout is unwieldy brass and four sax, the rhythm sec- men lead the orch. For all these
stir admiration for the deftness of
but sufficiently varied in entertain- tion including two pianos, the brass bits, plus guessing bands by their
his performance. Also gets laughs.
register
well.
With
ment
to
the
'Ice
doubling on clarinets and the bass theme songs, Heidt passes out dollar
He has one of the slickest jugglmg
Parade of 1942' utilizing fuU stage, fiddler taking an occasional turn on bills. 'That's hardly any compensaroutines.
all other acts work in one, with Bert a bass horn.
While going in for glee tion for men in uniform being csked
Rockettes are saved for the last,
Walton weaving in and out as ) clubbing on a restricted scale, the to act like monkeys In a cage.
In^ltanapolis, Sept. 26.
set of which Is similar to the one
'Strike Up the Fun' with Cookie rather verbose emcee and contribut- boys remain pretty serious most of
Two good-looking femme singers,
from the picture, 'Holiday Inn.' They
are in glittering routines, doing a Bowers, Shea & Raymond, Callahan ing his regular standard in a spot of the time, eschewing so-called novelty Mimi Cabanne and Donna, are with
Catherine
Westfield, his own. Ice layout closes the works. fare and monkeyshines. The friendly the orch, plus two male singers,
(2),
familiar but effective type of num- Sisters
Opening slot is allotted to IiOuis Garber, very evidently eager to Gordon McRae, who is introed as the
ber. Glee club, led by Martin, sings Zeppo Troupe (5), Jackie Hlltiard;
and Van, rapid tapsters who utilize please, does a bit of soloing on the 19-year-oId, and Steve Merrill, a
'Be Careful, It's My Heart,' heavy 'Powder Town' (RKO).
brace of stairs for their effort, a violin, but confines himself mainly trembly tenor whose only distinction
hit from 'Inn.'
Variety is worthy of its name in building routine of legit hoofery ably to his emcee and conducting assign- ii holding the last high note until
Show Is compact, moves at
he's blue in the face. There are also
sprightly pace and has been well the new bill at Keith's, which offers sold. Make good spot for Bea Wain ments.
Twelfth Street Rag' is given an several glee club formations, Heidt's
a wider selection of acts than any to follow with her pops. Singer has
laid out
Char,
other show in weeks. While it has a definite style, and returns were ultra swing dressing for the band's own drum majoring with a silver
starter and calls for individual and baton and imitations by one Ollie
its critical spots, it runs along on an strong.
Walton brings on "Miss America' group soloing. Jack Swift, featured O'Toole, a life-of-the-party type.
even plane of good, satisfying enterAside from Carle's great pianotainment The only two of a kind on next Personable miss from Texas vocalist, is a romantic tenor who
the program are dancers, yet they're wears an evening gown and handles handles 'Keep 'Em Smiling' and loging, with the band and solo, and
exchange of patter with Walton in •White Christmas'^ effectively. The the crack first trumpeter, whom
different
Newark, 5ept. 25.
The headliner is Cookie Bowers, straight-forward and pleasing man- band's brass section takes the spot- Heidt carefully introes as a 20-yearSam Donahue Orch (13) with who gets them laughing with his ner. Returns in cowgirl outfit to light as the Texans' to warble old, the band is only fair musically.
Marcia Rice and Wayne Herdell, 3 imitation of a yokel trying to talk vocalize 'Heart of Texas,' all adding 'Hawaiian War ChanV ostensibly
in It has a lot of corny showmanship,
Chords, Toy & Wing, Val Setz; 'The while chewing an apple and
the native tongue and with comedy however, that draws heavj' applause
keeps it to okay spot.
Myiiery o/ Marie Roget' (U).
'Ice Parade' closes with line of four business.
going through a round of sound effrom the mooches.
fects on barnyard critters, an auto femmes working in unison and in
Howard Nichols juggles and spins
Show is on and off In 53 minutes.
around
Marquee and entertainment draw horn, an air raid siren and a man single and double routines
hoops adeptly. His difficult and unScho.
of Martha Raye plus Sam Donahue's sawing wood. Then he changes to appearances of a skating horse, a boy usual tricks put the act into the novpeppy crew are keeping the Adams pantomtne, with a funny dumb show and girl Spanish number, some fast elty category. For one of them he
wickets red hot this week and has of a fellow getting out of bed in the spins by a lad in formal attire and revolves nine hoops simultaneously
the local jive coterie giving out with morning, trjring to thread a needle, a bit of hotcha stepping by an at- on his arms, legs, ankles and neck.
exultant hosannas. First time here a woman taking the plunge at a tractive femme. Finale enlists entire
The piano duo, Carl Ladre and
for Donahue and his youthful combo, swimming pool and another femme contingent of five girls and three Hugo De Paul, team for 'Minuet in
CMca0O, Sept 25.
and if first impressions mean any' preparing to retire, with the usual men. Costuming is neat and pace is G,' an ear-arresting number, and
Shep Fields Orch (14), Dolly Kay,
thing they'll be long remembered.
girdle
gymnastics.
Bowers is s swift enough to keep matters moving then De Paul offers 'I Can't Give Jimmy
Rae. Scott Morrow, Ross &
flash
in
for
good
good
style.
Makes
Band makes a pleasing appearance, smooth worker and his stuff sells,
You Anything But Love' as various
with most of the boys, ostensibly, He shares the comedy honors with with considerable appeal on the well-known band pianists would per- Bennett, Dick Mulliner; 'A Man's
World' (Col).
Audience responded form it
looking like 1-A bait. Orch, made Shea and Raymond, who are on the novelty, side.
up four rhythm, four saxes and six beam with their eccentric dancing, audibly when caught with good biz
A band medley of new and old
brass, is plenty solid for sound, albeit The boys are boisterous in their an' of the week credited to tho stage lay
There's a good bill at the Oriental
tunes includes 'At Lasf 'Smoke Gets
Burnt
a bit noisy at times. Donahue him- tics, with many laughs hanging on out.
in Your Eyes' and 'Be Careful,' with this week, with a fine singing star,
self plays a beguiling sax and han- Raymond's assorted headgear.
A
Frank Fleming, one of the musicians, Dolly Kay. Shep Fields' musical agdles the intros with poise.
Carmen Miranda burlesque Is their
furnishing vocals.
The boys get gregation is featured.
,
Orch's best bets are 'Liza,' 'Jersey snappiest number.
moderately hot with 'Amen' which
The now tiresome 'Jingle, Jangle
Bounce' and 'Jingle, Jangle.' DonaJackie HllUard does a slick job as
has Swift exercising his pipes again gets the show down the runway,
hue's new vocalist, Marcia Rice, late m.c. and proves he isn't hoarding his
and glee club work by the entire with Dick Mulliner, a member of the
Bobby Morris, Joydeen Wong, The gang.
of the Fenton Bros., crew and more voice in his own vocal routine. He
band, next offering a comedy song
Olympics (2), Lee Mar/her, Bemie
recently a radio fixture over WTAG, sings plenty, and all out. His pro
Chester Fredericks and his femi interpretation of "Nursle Nursie.
Worcester, won herself a wow recep- gram includes Three Little Sisters, Miller, Bobby Lan0, LtTie (8), Show
nine partner, Kaye Lane, score with Excellent is the band's medley of
and
tion here. She's easy to look at and 'Beguine,' 'Miss You,' 'I Don't Want girls (6), Murray Auster House Orch their eccentric and acrobatic danc- classics
Schubert
Chopin,
ing topped off by an unusual tap Tschaikowsky in swing time.
has a good voice and plenty of mike to Walk Without You' and 'This Is (6); irfiOTts.
experience to back her up. Got a Worth Fighting For,' to which he
routine and a jitterbug impression.
Jimmy Rae is a click acrobatic
With a number of burlesque strip The band, helped by Garber's fid- dancer. Scott Morrow, a singer with
great hand for her warbling of 'Who adds a few well chosen words of his
Wouldn't Love You.' 'Always in My own between choruses. He doesn' teasers and comics now in Broad dling, comes through well with a a too-sweet expression, does a couple
Heart.' and 'Little Bo Peep,' the last need a microphone when he turns on way musicals, the Star is lucky to be condensed
swing version of the of pops well enough, being stronger
the pressure.
being an encore,
The Callahan sisters able to offer such a strong combo of 'Orpheus' overture.
in his swing version of 'Old Man
John Drake, sax player and vocal- River.' Orchestra does a nice job on
First of the regular acts is the [turn out some nice, crisp taps in vaudeville and musical tabloid. Cur
Their cellophane rent policy, with four shows daily ist here recently with Eddy Duchln, special arrangement of 'Anvil
Three Chords, two boys and a piarw Jiijir routines.
ramcoat and umbrella number is and pop prices, stands a good chance sings 'Silver Wings,' 'My Devotion' Chorus.'
accompanist, who go through th'*^'^'"'"''*
of catching on. At least the current and Tangerine' in a way to cause
motions of playing real instrumen' ^ neat.
Miss Kay. possessed of a powerful,
Catherine Westfield, puppeter, fea- bill scored with the audience at show those In front to clamor for more. throaty contralto, tops the show with
while giving out with the vocaf
It's a solid entertainment Bill Kleeb from the band, wearing her array of hit tunes.
interpreted by
es a set of dolls made In the caught.
sounds.
Idea,
as
With gestiShe entry and seemingly garnered more feminine attire, contributes a comedy culating hands and expressive face,
them, is plenty funny. Score espe- ima gBS -af Hollywood stars.
former burlesque song, 'I Can't Dance,' which isn't so she throws her whole spirit Into the
than
cially well
in
their take-offs on trots a Cesar Romero model out f<y applause
forte.
Hawaiian and hillbilly music and a dance routine with smart radium policy here ever did.
numbers, and the audience went for
Bobby Morris, familiar hurley
She has Alice Blue
Novelty has another Inning when her big.
bring the act to a howling finish with light effects.
four Whitsons present their
their impresson of Guy Lombardo's Gown and Joe E. Brown numbers, comedian, carries the comedy load, the
Ross and Bennett offer comedy
then presents Donald Duck on roller and easily. He works In the Lonely smash out-of-the-ordinary tumbling nonsense, a bit of singing and danctheme
Toy and Wing, In the deuce, rated skates. It's an amusing novelty. The Hearts in the Army sketch, the and balancing stunts. Garber fiddles ing, some amusing clowning, all of
Firemen-at-Home
skit
and
his
burtroupe,
closes,
enterZeeppo
which
again
during 'My Buddy.' a rather it standard vaudeville. Band gives
fine audience raspon.-te with their
tains with a bag of stunts on unsup- lesque strip-tease, all familiar hurley tame and abrupt finisher for the out with a fine jam session and a
clever novelty hoofing, their jitter
bug takeoff all but bringing the ported ladders walking and balanc- material but highly laughable with show.
neat rendition of 'The Lost Chord.'
the hard-working Morris.
All of
Lower floor fairly well settled for played as an organ would do it.
house down. Fast challenge routine ing.
Corb.
them have been cleaned up, but late matinee show caught.
Biz average.
brings their stint to a blazing finish
Rces.
Loop.
Biz swell first show.
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ROXY,

N. Y.

Al Bemie, Mata & Hari, Condos
The Jansleya, Bob Hannon,
Cat Foster Roxyettes, Paul Ash's
'Orchestra
Wt«es'
Orch;
House
(20th), reviewed in 'Variety,' Aug.
Bros.,

12.

The Gay "SOs is the underlying
motif of this week's stage show, but
carried out only to a minor exPresentation runs 45 minutes
tent.
and is thoroughly entertaining. Has
it is

effectively,
with
produced
adding to the general value.
Al Bernie, with his comical imitaheads the acts. He scores dewith his fast hoke and includes a good war bond selling spiel
in his routine, together with a closMost of his talk
ing song stint.

been

settings
tions,

cisively

registers in a detonating fashion.

Another turn getting the laughs is
Mata and Karl, working in costumes
of the near East type.

Their comedy

dancing-acrobatic routine has been
expertly devised and is well timed
for guilaws. The hypnotizing bit is a
standout for novelty.

two men and two
boys, appear toward the end in cirthe
Gae
cusy atmosphere, with

The

Jansleys,

HOUSE REVIEWS
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Hawaiian number by the line in
grass skirts, Lyle Griffin orch gets
hot on 'I Got Rhythm,' a foursome of
trombone, trumpet, sax and l>ass
Pittsburgh, Sept. 25.
bearing down on the boogie.
Charlie Barnet Orch (16), Diosa
Next comes an Indian number by
ContlDoea from page 4
the line in beaded briefs and feather Costello, Ray & Trent, Nita Bradley,
Hugh
'Syncopation' in Naval Procurement.
head-dresses, with a neat bit of conList of 200 WAACs, WAVES or otherwise, wiU
tortion by Princess Chariot as the (RKO).
executives at the party was headed be given the same benefits in allow
feature. Then Savoy comes on for
by such names as Mitchell Hep- ances to dependents, severance pay,
a routine which combines fast patter
deluxer's
giving
Charlie burn, premiere from Canada; Gov. etc.
as given to males joining tba
and songs. He is the best m.c. seen Barnet a double-barrel play this
Murray D. Van Wagoner, of Michi- armed forces.
at the Tower in many months, his week. He's the stage biggie and also
First enlistment among Warner
Previous to
material and delivery winning him a gets a couple of shots on the screen gan; the mayor, etc.
loud hand.
Aileen Holden, neat with the Satevepost's All-American the extensive goodbye session spon- women is Betty A. Glixon, secretary
blonde, works with Savoy in the kiss- band in 'Syncopation' (RKO). First sored by the Variety Club, Howard In the Warner theatre circuit ofing bit which registers solidly.
show mob this afternoon was packed had been feted by the staff of the fices at Chicago, who has joined the
Next-to-closing is filled by Miss with jitterbugs and they couldn't get Paramount exchange.
WAVES.
Rand in her fan dance, working with enough of Barnet in either medium,
Frank Barbaro, owner and manEd Schreiber. of Warner publicity
-two large white clusters of feathers but how the more placid night cus- ager of
The Bowery, widely-known in the homeoffice, resigned to join
in dark blue light.
She finishes tomers are going to react to tlie din Hamtramck nitery,
has his call from the War Activities Committee oa
holding the fans aloft as she poses and clatter is something else again.
Barbaro served in the publicity under Francis S. Harmon.
for a few seconds in an amber spot. One thing is certain, there isn't a the Army.
Bill Lewis, field exploitation repFinale brings on showgirls and line louder band around anywhere; com- Italian army in the first World War.
Charlie Carlisle, former m.c. at resentative for Warner Bros., Army.
for a
patriotic
combining pared to what Barnet dishes out, the
finale
marching, baton-twirling and flag- sound track of a boiler factory The Bowery, a\fo into the Army.
waving, to medley by the orch.
listens like a muted violin, and the
Pitt's QaoU
Capacity biz opening day, with cry of the wolf pack like a kitten's
Pittsburgh, Sept. 29,
Corp. O'Leary Killed
many standees at night shows. Earl.
Stanley's

STANLEY, PITT.

Uncle Sam's Roll Call

Andrews;

WB

meow.

CAPITOL, WASH.

rafters have never
rocked or rolled to such blare and
even from the Goodmans,
Krupas and Shaws.

brass, not

Perhaps Barnet's showman enough

Sgt.

Corporal William F. O'Leary, former Universal employee, was reported killed in action last week. He
joined the U. S. Field Artillery in

Dave Berman, former Stan-

ley stage-doorman, transferred from
balloon barrage detachment at Hawthorne, Cal., to Officer Candidat*
School at Camp Davis, N. C.

to fit his catalog to the period of April, 1941.
O'Leary was stationed
girls
lending background.
Washington, Sept. 26.
the day. in which case everything's in Australia at the time of his death.
Foster
announcer,
Lee Phillips,
Ralph Edwards' 'Truth or Conse all right. Because the band's capaThis act, one of the best in the risley
O'Leary had been employed -at army as aviation cadet.
also develops some laughs. quences,' Rosita Rios, Grace Drys
ble of getting out of the strict jive U's home office mailing department
field,
Bill Sortino, trumpet player with
Foster line tops for the close in a dale. Rhythm Rockets, Sam Jack hounds' manna, as evidenced by the for three years prior to entering
the Eddie Peyton's band at Liberty Caf*
swell number in which they bounce Kaufman's House Orchestra; 'War neat job they do on Duke Ellington's service.
and brother of Vince Sortino, vet'Solitude'.
couple more numbers
large rubber balls around, while Bob Against Mrs. Hadley' (M-C).
eran horn footer with Stanley hous*
Hannon, standby here, sings 'GirJ
like this one would be okay for the
The Hollywood Sign-Up
ork, army and assigned here to the
local late p.m. customers and, as
from Kalamazoo.'
Definitely from the headline stand
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
104th Cavalry band.
Hannon figures In the number
a matter of fact, more palatable
Sparked
show.
point
screwball
a
Harry Poppe, Jr., screen writer.
which principally exudes a Gay '90s
anywhere around the clock. For the
Joseph T. Birocco, Jr., son ot
Using novel ye oldtime with giddy nonsense and a chance orch's repertoire as it stood at get- Army.
flavor.
owner of Garby theatre in Clarion,
audience to laugh at the un- away performance was almost exslides, he -sings 'Girl in Gilded Cage' for the
Wally Haines, film cutter, Signal army.
and 'Curse of an Aching Heart,' with wary who climb upon the stage for clusively for the jukeboxers.
Corps.
Herman Denmark, manager
stunts.
Saturday's mob
Personnel consists of four trumlyrics thrown on the screen with a ludicrous
John Walker, cartoon animator, State, Wilkinsburg, army.
view to getting the audience to go seemed to love Truth or Conse- pets, six saxes (including Barnet). Navy.
report audience
Al Weiss, 40, of Weiss Theatres in
along with him. Hannon winds it up quences' and ushers
four trombones, bass, piano and
George Dane, cartoon animator, McKeesport and one of best-known
with 'Strip Polka' as five of the appreciation cards show th> radio drums, with the brass section being
nitwit
show
is a positive clicker.
Army.
Foster line gals do a modified strip.
by Howard Magee and Peashowmen in this district, enlisted In
working paced
not
Microphone
was
Robert Carson, screen writer, army.
Fosterites also appear in the openHolland, the two colored aces
when caught, or victims re nuts
ing number in a tap routine in smoothly
with the outfit. They're both whiz- Army Air Force.
Lester Young, manager of
of the
James Daly, cameraman. Marines. Virginia in Fairmont, W. Va., army.
which Hannon gives out with 'I Met fused to talk into it, so much
zes, and Barnet's arrangements give
Her on Monday.' As usual. Hannon's fun was localized to the front rows.
'em
olentv
to do, maybe a little too
Lloyd
Ward,
cameraman,
Army
Irving Stutz, musician and nitery
Edwards emcees the show with much. Holland also comes down
voice lands him nicely. The Condos Ralph
Air Force.
running vein of wit. Volunteers
m.c, army. Assigned to replacement
Bros., with their fast tap dancing in* a
front
for some of his scat singing,
Mat
Duffin,
vaude
actor.
Army,
from the audience who couldn't
center at New Cumberland, Pa.,
the buck manner, are in the opening
with main vocal chores looked ,ifter
John Eckert, cameraman, Army where he's staging
the right answers to such
production
camp shows.
number.
They click supply
by Huck Andrews and Nita Bradquestions as 'Does a hen set or lay
Signal
Corps.
stoutly, as usual.
newcomer to the crew.
Richard Walsh, little theatre ac>
an egg' were obliged ley, latter a
Robert Stack, screen actor. Navy tor, army, called in middle
Whole show has good pace and when she lays
She's okay on the eyes and likewise
of re*
to take the consequences. These insmoothness.
Char.
with a husky, throaty Air Corps.
hearsals for Playhouse's first show.
cluded a sailor who put on a grass on the pipes,
John
Campbell,
voice
that
fits right in with the Barstudio
press agent,
skirt and won $5 for doing a hula.
numbers, Army Air Force.
Another couple, blindfolded, sat at a net style. Does only two
Par'a Del Mao Into Navy
'Wonder
When
My
'Kalamazoo'
and
MacLean,
cameraman.
table and tried to consume a bobbing
Detroit, Sept 29.
Baby's Coming Home,' and does a Army Signal Corps.
apple. Another high school girl, also
-John Howard, branch manager
Only
of them.
blindfolded, drew a picture of her neat job on both
Victor Schipek, cartoon animator. here
Miami. Sept. 26.
for Paramount,- has been apClimax was two men other bandsman to get a solo inning Marines.
Potti Pickens
Bob Simmons, ideal man.
pointed senior lieutenant in th«
Cliff Leeman, bass player, who
who
took
off their shoes and is
(plants)
Arthur
J.
Zander,
George Freem3, George Downey,
cartoon anima- Navy. Granted a leave of absence
knocks out a sock specialty.
Bud
Judy Allen, The Mandetis, coats and donned feminine garb,
Barnet has an effective opening, tor. Army.
by the company, his post is being
Harry Reser House Orch; 'Across the wow coming over their manipulation with boys soread out behind a scrim
Henry Wilkinson, sound technician, filled by Jack Ryder, salesman,
of corsets, brassieres and pink panwith
Pacific' (WB).
baby Army Signal Corps.
ties.
Not much dignity to this act on a semi-darkened stage and
Edward Stucker named sales mansoloout
the
flies
picking
spots
from
Otto
Ludwig,
laughter,
film editor; Army.
ager.
Minus a single standout act, this but plenty of low comedy
ists all through a five or six-minute
given
Dooley
were
$2.
Weil,
volunteers
All
studio technician,
Is a lightweight lineup, with little
Eddie Fritz, orchestra leader, will
thought
Rios, the Latin-American medley. Considerable more
Army.
Rosita
to recommend it from either an enenlist Oct 15 as soon as his orchestra
maestri dissongstress, pleases with south of the than the usual run of
Ned Brown, literary agent. Navy. completes its engagement
tertainment or b.o. angle.
at tha
and Grace Drysdale play and it's a showy Introduction
Norman Goldstein, projectionist. Hotel Book-Cadillac
As a vocal combo, Patti Pickens border numbers,
Barnet
here. Nev Simpuppets, payoff coming that pays off. Incidentally,
Army.
and her husband. Bob Simmons, are manipulates
ons will take over the band until
she shows how it's done. The handles himself with an easy casualHenry
a disappointment.
Binder,
Output of both when
on
film
bits
cartoonist.
crack
out
some
Rhythm Rockets have a smash num* ness, bangs
Fritz's return.
Is in an operatic register, and atlittle
Army.
what
clarinet
and
sax
and
bis
ber with 48 radium-lighted violins,
tempting to level off by dueting
Sam Ford, film librarian. Army.
cleverly staged by Gene Ford. Sam comedy crossfire he has is ably han'Kalamazoo,' with a 1}eat-me-daddy
Warren Low, film editor, Army.
Jack Kaufman's house orch puts the dled.
bounce, is nothing less than murder.
Bill includes a couple of acts,
audience in patriotic mood for the
Operatic burley of 'Don't Sit Under
and
picture by a rousing medley of war Diosa Costello and team of Ray
From Iiidl»iiap«lls
the Apple Tree' is okay as comedy
Trent. The Costello gal closes the
Arfce.
songs.
Indianapolis, Ind., 3ept. 29.
relief, but for consistent returns it
show and continues to toss herself
Tommy McLeester, 20th, Army Air BILL JOHNSON
might be wise for a duo of their
with wild abandon into the primiCorps.
drum
calibre to pick their book from
conga
to
a
the
Sincer-Emcee
tive urgings of
N. Y.
Johnny Barrett, 20th, Army.
standard musical and operatic duets.
Belmont Plaxa HoUl, N. T.
(her own drummer) accompaniment.
Dick Reed,
WIRE newscaster. •A husky, good-looking chap. Bill
A tired comic, George Freems has
(NEWSBEELS)
She's still the hottest thing on two
a nice stage presence, but is badly
feet around. Ray and Trent have a Army V. O. C.
Johnson is out of the recent Eddie
In need of material. He's completely
Bob Mann, WFBM, staffer. Navy, C^antor show, 'Banjo Eyes,' where ha
crack dancing-acrobatic turn and
One of the most compelling clips pack a lot of laughs into it to chalk lieut., jr. grade.
negative
mon'o.
with
present
held down a singing stint. He has a
Familiar brokendown bicycle rou- (M-G) on the 'deadly danger' of the up a -show-stopper with ease.
Jack Harrington, WIBC, Army.
pleasant baritone and a wide assorttine of George Downey is dated but yellow peril yet to appear since the
Barnet is first name band Stanley's
Tommy
Wright, WISH pianist- ment of songs, from the pops to the
is the warning
war
the
outbreak
of
still good for giggles.
Refurbished
had in some time, after several composer, attached to special
service operatic. However, he had best releand stepped up. he might continue given by former Tokyo Ambassador weeks of comparatively straight
office. Army Air Force Classiflca- gate the m.c.ing to a straight chore
Grew speaks from vaude, and biz big.
Joseph Grew.
Cohen.
Indefinitely, bul, as is, it's boring.
rather than the present one, in which
srsonal knowledge
tion Ce.iter, Nashville.
Two youngsters. Bud and Judy deep conviction, whicl
he does some talking. He seems to
should go far
Allen, are mediocre tapsters, appar- and an emotion
flounder for words that when Anally
Ensign Bay Britton
ently having difficult in crystal toward awakening the U. S. to a full
emitted, are rather nebulous any«
ruthless
ga^ip^ each other's routines. They're appreciation of the enemy's
Kansas City, Sept. 29.
way.
voice is almost out
Crew's
cruelty.
both in there on the final beat, but
Ray Britton, assistant to Elmer
He sang about halt a dozen tunea
talks of seeing what
he
as
control
of
it's close.
Indianapolis, Sept. 26.
C. Rhoden, manager of the Fox-Mid- when caught, nearly all of them
people he once knew.
A standard trampoline act. the two the Japs did tothe
Woody Herman Orch with Billie west, ensign in Naval Reserve, re- okay, but seemed to be overstaying
clip is tied in with
Carotyne
Peter- porting
Rogers,
Grey,
Chuck
Mandell brothers waste time with Appropriately
He's of the musical
Oct. 5 at Treasure Island, his welcome.
War Pond sales drive, son, Frankie Carlson, Lyda Sue, Pat
much aimless fol-de-rol, and fail to the September
type, strictly juvenile, and
comedy
Calif.
with an appeal from
Henning (2); 'Just Off Broaduiay'
uncork anything particularly- spec- winding up
greater attention to stage deportGrew.
(20th).
tacular. Phoney intro, as two stagement might conceivably find him in
Also on the same subject is a shot
hands, is corny and slows up the
WAVES
Get a Break, Too
that niche. He's got the voice, looka
(Pathe)
Roosevelt
President
of
act.
Any women employees of Warner and, figuratively, breaks his neck to
Leslie.
Woody Herman makes the hepcats
looking at a Jap flag captured by
Kahn.
please.
wild with his jive, then calms them Bros, who enter the service in
U. S. Marines during the fighting in
F.D.R. refuses to down with honeysuckle arrangethe Solomons.
ments of sweet tunes in a good, solid
K. C.
AL and LEE BEISEB
touch the trophy.
edy
chorus, then warbles 'I Dood It' PUnlsts
plenty
of
color
Current newsreel issue contauis band show that has
on
his
own.
The
winds
them
comedy
change
of
pace.
He
relief
and
at
8 MlBS.
usual quota of war clips, most interKansas City, Sept. 25.
Paramount's coverage up with 'Fan It' and a loud 'Amen,- this point is welcome. The pressure Moslc Hall, N.T.
Sally Rand, Horry Savoy, Aileen esting being
ri<,es again when Frankie Carlson,
in the Solomons, then lets them relax on 'My DevoPianists in the concert vein, Al
Holden, Gilbert & Parks, Princess of the offensive
the drummer, takes his sticks to 'Las
bodies of dead Japs piled tion' and 'Lamplighter's Serenade.'
Lee Reiser are appearing here
Chartev-Showgirls (3), Line (12). showing
He's a whiz.
The and
marines stand Playing to all tastes and pleasing Chiapanecas.'
husky
while
high,
to play numerous tunes of a balladie
Lyle Griffin Orch; *Lotjes of Edgar
them, too, he's sitting pretty his first band then returns to the mellow
fuard over some 3,500 prisoners, time at this house.
Allan Poe' (20fh).
mood with a pleasant version of 'My nature written by Irving Berlin,
athe contributes some footage on
whose
music is used throughout the
Herman opens with 'Woodchoppers Devotion' with Herman on the vocal.
the Yorktown, Metro and Fox split
Reisers, at granda
With her ostrich-feather fans, coverage on Wendell Willkie visiting Ball' in a throbbing jam session that Its best sweet number, however, is current show.
Sally Rand comes back to "her home
a smooth arrangement of 'Lamp- facing each other, 'o an excellent
Allied troops 'n North Africa and gets the jitterbugs acquainted with
job.
bringing a unit making a report in Cairo; Fox has a all the key men in his gang, who lighter's Serenade' in which Herman
Perry Martin, soloist, is spotted
Which includes supporting prin- cli.5 on the Bomber Command in take turns on hot breaks.
He is backed by a mixed chorus and a with
the piano team for the singing
cipals, showgirls, a line and an orch,
promptly changes his tempo, bring- set of six muted trombones. Mighty
Aldslcs.
of three Berlin ballads, with accompresent a one-hour show which
On the home front war, activities ing Billie Rogers to the mike in a pretty.
lower patrons are finding to be good cover the manufacture of the new vocal of 'Serenade in Blue.' After
The extra acts include Lyda Sue, paniment from the Reisers. Char.
entertamment. The top tor the week General
Unks (Fox), land giving out here with a sock, Rogers, dancer, and Pat Henning, reliable
..ee
PENTON
" 50c, and rainy out-of-season troops in training (Fox), men sign- who plays a regular horn in the comic. They fit their spots at approweather did not crimp the b.o. line ing up for work in Henry Kaiser's bond, goes to town on 'Cow Cow priate breaks in the music. Miss Sue Singer
Belmont Plaza Hotel, N. T.
Mie opening day.
Oregon shipyards (U), Paul V. Mc- Boogie' both as a vocal and a trum- has some very nifty and spectacular
^"•lowing initial greetings over an Nutt addressing the American Le- pet sole. Herman comes right back cartwheels and flip flops, having the
An attractive singer ot pops, Kaj
on-stage mike; Harry Savoy, m.c, gion convention (Palhe), and Betty with a sizzling arrangement of 'Fan knack of doing the breath-taking Penton has been around tor soma
orings on the line in scanty cowboy
Grable (Par) playing host to sol- It,' doing the ditty himself while his athletic stuff without losing her fresh time, but this is her debut in the
setup for a western song-and-dance diers. Lew Lehr (Fox), back after Woodchoppers get tropical on the and airy charm.
Henning's antics, New Act files. With a George White
medley beginning with 'Pony Boy'
long absence due to illness, pro- music. There's a solid beat to this imitating various dogs at a dog show, 'Scandals' some years ago, she's ably
and ending with 'Jingle, Jangle.'
different Hollywood stars in typical suited for the intimate niteries such
vides laughs with his monkey inter- rhythm.
Carolyne Grey, the decorative item death scenes and Charles Laugnton as this, having both a pleasant voice
cJ^*?i °" si'e Gilbert and Parks, polations and H. V. Kaltenbom, as
smooth
in
bandstand,
next
up
to
put
The
of
on
the
is
Hunchback
of Notre Dame,' and the brunet looks to go with it.
acrobats, in a turn which In- \ -ual, delivers a clever analysis
Starts with a rhythm tune, followsome fine lifting and balanc- such problems as Vichy-U. S. rela- her personal touch on 'Kalamazoo.' pay off plenty in laughter. It's a
and the Chuck Peterson, the cutup from the swift, ^50-minute show that never ing with a ballad and encoring with
''oys flavor their act with tions, Spanish neutrality
fflanother rhythm i]umber. This audi"t?"fnt.bits of click comedy.
wage and price stabilization prob- trumpet section, matches her encore, sags.
Mori.
Business ought to build.
* ollowmg
Cdrb.
ence liked her.
Kahn,
I Met Him on Monday,' with a coman easy - to - look - at lem.
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IT'S

ALWAYS

FAIR

WEATHER

WHEN OOOD

SHOWMEN
AND OOOD

EXTRA
PLAYING TIME IS
THI ORPER OF
THE PAY WITH

THE

PARAMOUNT

SHOWS OET
TOOETHERI

Vol.

PROPUCTI

News and

I

Gossip About the Produttlon

Happiest Houris in Bob's Life

and

Distribution

1llf

'S

A GINGER

SNAP

No. 30

of tho Best Shows in Town!

ake Island' Topping 'HoGday

Inn',

'Caught in Draft', la. Purchase' In

House Records

18 Cities;

Falling

Ginger Rogers-Ray Milland
Starrer a Lead-Pipe Cinch

—

Top Grosses ^Ties
'Holiday Inn' A 11 -Time

for

Record for Five N. Y. Par
Days Newark, Paterson
Openings Solid

—

Par's 'Gift o' Gaiety'
in

Paramount and the industry
have known about it for some

—

time but it took the premiere
showing of 'The Major and the
Minor' at the New 'York Paramount to bring public recognition
via
review to the
a

A GOLD-MINOR

Paramount

Company's

1,000-

average for delivery of
comedies and musicals.

battiiig

click

Paramount's 'The Major and the
Minor,' after two weeks in which it
gave a hot chase to the seventeen-

New

year

'York

Paramount record

established by 'Holiday Inn," started
a third socko stanza today
with
grosses still in the sub-stratosphere.
'Major' tied 'Inn's' sensational record
fo;
five successive days, after an
opener grossing five fat figures.

—

Don't let that bored phizz fool you Bob Hope's having a
lovely time accepting the ministrations of these five harem
houris. It's one of endless, harum-scarum scenes in 'Road
to Morocco'—Par's Thanksgiving gift to exhibs.

Par s

lidice' Victory Siiort to

Released for Lidice Memorial

Be

Day

+1-

Neil
of

Asnew, Par v. p. in charge
announced
that 'We Rcfu.'se to Die,' the

distribution,

week

company's Victory Short dramatiz-

'RHnHM' WINDING
'TRUE TO LIFE'

UP;

ROUS

ing the Nazi, mas.sacre at Lidice,
Czechoslovakia, will be released
nrtionally on October 25, which
With hardly a musical bridge to
has been designated Lidice Memo- mark the transition. Paramount
rial Day
throughout the United Studios this week were rolling the
Str.tes and in a number of the final
footage on the company's
other United Nations.
According super - musical,
'Star
Spangled
to the Lidice Lives Committee of Rhythm,' and swinging into prothe Writers' War Board, towns in duction on 'True to Life.' songEngland, the Soviet Union, China, .studded comedy of behind-theCanada and Brazil will be re- niike radio foibles.
named Lidice on that day.
'True to Life' stars Fraiichot
'We Refuse to Die' has been Tone. Mary Martin, Dick Powell
hailed by Clifton Fadiman for the and Victor .Moore, with George
Lidice Lives Commitlee^s a fllin Marshall directing snd Paul Jones
that 'should do^'much >jjo make producing.
Pic
is
Tone's fir.'^t
Americans realize that the dCitruc- under a r,cw contract with Paration of Lidice is a symbol of the mount.
The deal was inked after
destruction the Axis wishes to Tone played a role la."; who didn't?)
wreak upon America.
in 'Star Spangled Rhythm.'
It should
Cast
serve also to steel our resolve that of this latter includes more than
i' shall not happen here.'
Joseph 76 top name players.
E Davies, former Ambassador t >
the U.S.S.R., is chairman of the

committee

The film features Barry Sullivan
and Ellen Drew.
Like Par's three other skedded
Victory shorts, this one is a product of the dicky Pine-Thomas production combo. Bill Thomas produced, Bill Pine directed. Maxwell
Shane wrote the screenplay.

GET IN
THE SCRAP!
That's your October assign-

ment from Uncle Sam! Help
bury the Axis under an
avalanche of scrap metal
NOW for a weekly or

plan
bi-weekly

'SCRAP MATINEE.'

Team

Ladd, Betty Hutton

Second two openings of the Billy
Wilder hit came last weekend at the
Paramount, Newark, and the U. S.
Theatre, Paterson— and both spots
tell the same story.
Three-day tross
in Paterson showed 'Major' outgrossin^i 'The Fleet's In' by a solid 25 per
cent, and 'My Favorite Blonde' by 20
pet cent. In Newark, 'Major' had a
25 per cent edge -on both 'Fleet' and
'Blonde.'

First three openings seem to bear
out in a big way all the nice things
the critical fraternity of the trade
prpers predicted for 'Major.' Things
such as "Will be a boxoffice winner!'
(Film Bulletin)
'Headed for the
higher
grosses!'
(Exhibitor)
'A

Recognition came in Alton
Cook's World-Tele review, and
we couldn't have written better
ourselves.

Cook wrote 'Now

that Holiday Inn" has'ende'd its
long stay at the Paramount, in
comes "The Major and the
Minor.' cut from the same
mirthful,
alluring
pattern.
Those people at the Paramount
Studios this season certainly

have the

gift of gaiety!

Though

not a musical,

this picture is
of
Paramount's special
spirt that has made some of its
full

recent
events!'

Inn' came along and
knocked 'em over. Right from the
big New York Paramount on out,

musicals
Check.

such

happy

Biggest Sked In

shattered

'Inn'

Is

Next Eight Weeks

time

high'

Now—Paramount's 'Wake Island'
topping ALL THREE pictures in

oity after city.

actual

count,

Eighteen
so

far

cities

—and

by

plenty

more

to be heard from. Naturally
a good fistful of these represent
new house records; at the present
writing we don't know how many.

'Wake' has topped 'Inn,' 'Draft'
and 'Purchase' in Salt Lake City
(first week); Houston (wk.); Richmond, Va.. (wk.); Dallas (wk.)|
Norfolk (wk.); Springfield, Mass.
(4 days);
(5 days); Los Angeles
Atlanta (wk.); Omaha (4 days);
Jacksonville
(wk.);
Newburgh,
Mass. (3 days); Poughkeepsie i.i
days); Toledo (3 days); San Francisco (opener); St. Paul (3 d^ys))
Hartford
(opener);
Little
Rock
(wk,), and Memphis (wk.).
In addition, 'Wake' is topping
'Purchase'
in
Stamford,
New
Haven, Cedar Rapids, Davenport,
Scranton,
Wilkes-Barre,
Holly*

Chattanooga and Kansas
and topping "Inn" in DavenWilkes-Barre and Scranton.

wood,
City,
port,

Par History For

'all

marks everywhere.

—

—

'Louisiana Purchase' and 'Caught
the Draft' established attendrecords in plenty of cities.

ance

Then 'Holiday

Peak groSses are being run up in
plenty of other locations, where
figures can't be compared witii
these three pictures. For exarnple,
'Wake"
Wind,"

is

beating 'Reap the Wil<i

champion ticket-.<;eller of
them all, in TuLsa, Asheville, and in
the Hollywood Paramount.
Paramount with a big backlog
'Plenty of what it takes!' (Film
The record of 'Wake' as a boxoffice picture, though. Is no more
Daily)
'Funfest for exhibitors and of top-budget pictures on hand
major booking for any situation,
even the minors!" (The Independent)

—

John

Public!'
Q.
(Boxoffice)
•Certain to ring the bell!' (Show-

will roll on the largest schedule of
major productions in the studio's

men's)
'Should delight audiences
of this or any season!' (M. P. Herald)

history

'Guaranteed

to

make

the cash

rcgi.ster ring

loud and long!' (M. P.
'One of the season's surest
bets for hit grosses!' (Hollywood Re-

D;:ily)

porter)

'Sparkling

and

efTerves-

ccnt....wide audience appeal!' (Variety).

New York

newspaper reviewers

showed a similar tendency to sing
in close harmony in their reviews.
Al. were raves. We won't wear you

down with

quotes here; every review

was eminently quotable from end

to

end. It's of interest to note, though,
that one newspaper reviewer, in
addition to critical raves, saw fit to

during the next eight
weeks, according to studio advices.
Nine pictures— all of them Important properties, will go before
the cameras. The nine are in ad-

Whom

dition fo 'For
the Bell Tolls,'
now in work, and 'True to Life,'
starting this week.
'The Miracle of Morgan's Creek-,'

Preelon

SturgSi
comedy-drama'
starring
Betty
Hutton,
Eddie
Bracken. Brian Donlevy and Akim
Tamiroff, will probably go first.
Next comes 'Dixie,' Technicolor
musical spectacle starring Bing

Crosby and Dorothy Lamour.

drama

of Far
East war, filmed on the scale of
'Bell,' probably comes next. Alan
'China,' a spectacle

poach on the domain of the trade
press, and talk about 'The Major's' Ladd. Loretta 'Voung and William
Bendix t0ke top billing. In sucboxoffice potentialities.

Impressive than the record of
'Wake' as a war worker. City after
city has introduced the film with a
War Bond premiere, a Red Cross
premiere, or a Navy or Marine Re<
lief premiere.
Each one of thesq
has moved new and much-needed
funds Into one war chest or another.

Add

to^lhis ca.sh-on-the-line aici

the unmeasured power 'Wake'

Jiafl

h&s

-I)^^rOTsmT'?~rrf(3raI6,•~<rr.^r^rr^•'

fllm
ner.

emerges as an all-round win-

There's another service it's doing,
too it's proving to the industry
that film-goers not only can tak^
it— they're demanding it. By 'it,'
we mean straightforward, factual
treatment of war topics without

—

—

hoke and without trimmings. 'This
proof is important— it will bring

about other pictures with the same
cession thereafter will come 'Salute unvarnished and inspiring realism.
for Three,' story of America at
Paramount has believed f<f
war: 'Frenchman's Creek,' from some time (hat war-time film re"
Dr
DuMaurier's best-seller; quirements Include both escapism
'So 1 loudly We Hail," story of —and realism.
Thai's why ParaBataan nurses, starring Claudette mount has put into work not only
Colbert and produced and directed a bumper crop of musicals, comby Mark Sandrich; 'Five Graves to edies and sheer entertainment films
Cairo,"
an original by Charles —but also such pix as 'The Story of
Brackett and Billy Wilder, with Dr. Wassell," 'China,' 'So Proudly
Wilder directing and Franchot We Hail,' and quite a few more.
Tone starred; 'The Story of Dr.
Wassell," Cecil B. DeMille TechniOHULEB-QUILLER
color saga; 'L^y in the Dark,'
Technicolor super-staging of the
Dodie Smith, English playwright
Broadway hit musical, starring who penned 'Call It a Day' and
Ginger Rogers and Ray Milland Dear Octopus,' has been signed to
and directed by Mitchell Leisen, write screen treatment for 'The
and 'Cyclone,' Pine-Thomas pro- Uninvited,'
Dorothy
Macardle

'The Paramount theatre rang (ha
Alan Ladd and Betty Hutton will
bell with 'Holiday Inn' and bids fair
be co-starred in a forthcoming
to do the same with its current bid
musical built around the career of
for lucre,' said the New York Post,
('Hello,
Texas
Sucker') Guinan,
according
to
an
announcement after mentionin; that the 'trouble
made this week by B. G. DeSylva. with this picture is that loo many
people In the audience laugh too
Screenplay is by Claude Binyon,
much and too loud; you miss lines
who's now in the Army.
Film's
that ought not be missed!'
title will be The Smoothest Gal in
All reviewers gave special mention
Town.'
Teaming of Hutton and Ladd to Billy Wilder, praising both his
marks 'arrival' for a pair of play- direction and his share of the screen'Major and Minor' is
ers who were unknowns a year play honors.
ago.
Both skyrocketed into public Wilder's first directorial assignment
notice; Betty via 'Fleet's In' and for Paramount, and he shares writLadd via 'This Gun for Hire.' ing credit with Charles Brackett.
Studio is so sure of their future
The film took highest praise from
and their hold on filmgoers it will Liberty Magazine, Time, Redbook
let them carry the top bracket of
(Pic of Month) and other national duction,
the big-budget musical.
slick-paper pubs.
novel.

from

the

John

Guedel

ghost-story best-seller just bought
by Par for early production.

PICTURES
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Gave CoDections

Hollywood, Sept. W.
Hallowe'en
alwayg
maaot
heavy demand for horror nlma

To Kaufman, Aide

but this year there 1b mora itmand than ever, according to
distribs

Tells

Newl Court
Newark, Sept,

proceeding

Ousler

against

Kaufman, business agent of
244. Motion Picture Operators
was resumed in Chancery
here this week before Vice

29.

Louis
Local
Union,
Court

Chan-

cellor Bigclow. Suit, now more than
a year old. is being brought by six
members of the union to oust Kaufthey
man and his cabinet,

whom

charge with continuing the misrule
condemned in a Chancery Court de-

on Film

Row

in

Lo|

Angeles. Along about the first (d
October there Is generally a cau
for murderous pictures to bt
shown on the night of the 31it,
which is witch night.
Whether the war has anything
to do with it or not, the request!
this year are earlier and heavier,

CANADA SETS
REESFORPIX

cree in January, 1936.

Defense opened Wednesday (23)
with cros.s-examination of James
(Shorly) •Fleming, professed col-

THEATRES

for Kaufman and for many
scrgeant-at-arms
for
the
years
Montreal, Sept. 29.
union. Testifying last June, Fleming
asserted that for about 15 years his
The Wartime Prices and Trade
money collections from members Board has issued an order through
service
administrator,
James
and applicants were not intended as its
dues or initiation fees, but, were Stewart, dealing with the rental and
turned over to Kaufman. 'It was exhibition of pictures in Canada.
Theatre run categories are, generdough for Louis,' he said.
Andrew B.
Crummy, defense ally speaking, maintained as they
during the basic period,
counsel, exhibited two notes for $150 existed
each, both in the handwriting of Sept. 15-Oct. 11, 1941.
Distributors
Fleming; the receipts, on the same are required to submit groupings of
were written by Edwin their product to the administrator
paper,
Baader. the lender.
The defense for approval before starting to sell.
charged
that
Holidays on which exhibitors may
Fleming
collected
money, saying it was for Kaufman, charge evening prices are specifibut kept
it
himself.
Chancellor cally defined.
Admission prices are governed by
Bigelow ruled out the testimony.
the price ceiling and cannot be InEllenstein for Defense
ereased because of 'added attracTestimony
of
Mrs.
Winifred tions' or otherwise.
Growney, who charged Kaufman
Rental prices of films paid by an
with asking her for $1,000 when she
exhibitor to a distributor are also
sought reinstatement in the union
governed by the general provisions
^or her son, Leonard, was refuted.
of the board regulations.
In part, by former Mayor Meyer C.
The order provides that giving of
Ellenstein. a witness for the depremiiuns can be continued by theafense.
tres which had a premium policy, or
EUenstein said that Kaufman made
which have had it during the basic
no overtures to him to discharge
period or during August, }942, but
Growney and that Mrs. Growney no theatre
can now begin such a
never discussed the subject with
policy.
Dinner ware and ceramic
him. The former mayor declared
products cannot be given as pre
that she did
ask him to have miums by any theatre after Sept
Growney i-einstated as a film opera- 30.
tor and that he asked Kaufman
or
lector

Harry

Oppenhelmer union

tory, to

take

Warren Dixon,
sel,

charged

and placed

secreback.
defense coun-

Growney
Jr.,

CHI OPS VOTE TO

Kaufman with nepotism

IN

in the record a list of the
choice' theatres in which
relatives

TAKE

350 TERMTITERS'

Kaufman worked, also union
Chicago, Sept. 29.
and their relatives.
New coda drafted by Chicago
Kaufman's 'FaTorltes'
Motion Picture (^erators Local 110
Dixon charged that Kaufman
fa- provided that 350 members now
vorites were given
choice jobs, alworking under weekly working per
though they joined the
union only
« few years ago, while older union mits, netting union $200,000 a year
for past 20 years, be admitted as
members in Kaufman's disfavor
re- regular members.
Additional proJewed jobs with minimum pay
vision permits apprentices or junior
Dixon produced union
operators as
members
to be admitted one for each
witnesses m order to prove
his point.
regular
members,
total number
five
Sydney and Joseph Klein, brothof

officials

Jofj
^'^i'^'tJ"
testified
Thursday

"36

man.

court fight,
(24) for Kauf-

Both said the union U being
conducted as directed in the
1936
when 'working on the arm-

decree,

was characterized by the court

man and
man and

of juniors never to exceed 20.
Apprentices will have voice in
meetings, but no vote, and can be
come regular members in three

years.

There are about 415 regular

members

in union.

as

modified slavery.' Term referred
to
a former practice of
having members work in jobs
held

by Kauf-

other union leaders, Kaufhis aides being
by

Minoco to Produce

pM

'CapL America'

substitutes gettinmf,"'*
ting little
or nothing.

in N. Y.

DrftN

Depletea

Taohniolani

and

m

"

''

^

Jj^vernment agents

!

!

were reported

looKing for him
for testimony bea Federal Grand
Jury in New
v^*
°V^/*hich was investigating film
'ackeleering.
,

Pointed out that a maindustry.
jority of the cameramen are 46 years
old or above that age, hence few
would be affected by the draft.
Induction of too many technical
men }n the N. Y. offices is certain
to cripple staffs, it was pointed out,
but replacements are being trained.
Also it is hoped that where key men
on the technical staffs are called,
special or lmt>artlal rulings will be
made when it is shown that these
experts are needed to maintain the
regular flow of newsreel product.
Such ideas on maintaining the
principal key men on duty at vital
points in the production of a newsreel likely will be laid before proper

Washington because
in
officials
some newsreel executives recently
expressed alarm at the imusual turnover in technical manpower. One
newsreel has virtually a complete
new technical staff from the one it
had a year ago, having lost about
90% of persormel to the armed
forces with many others joining
government agencies or war plant

Oppenheimer

that Knuf:na.ns 'vacations'
were for an in'"'''"^ 3"'^
during the
iirn"'lf
ime he was
away he was sent Iiis
^^eekly $250 check
as business agent
•<" thp
union.
Trial
•

'

Nov.

ttn..;

30.

stated

adjourned Saturday un-

Hollywood, Sept,

29.

ing 'Edge of Darkness' at Warners,
will pilot a documentary feature on
the Russian people in the War De-

partment's

series,

'Know

Your

Allies.'

Walter Huston is slated as narwith Frank Capra In charge

rator,

of production.

Pix,

These

Waddies, but Coin Keeps Rolling In
Hollywood, Sept

Sues on 'Enemies'

ney, administrator of the estate of
Sam Bernard, alleging the misappropriation of Bernard's rights to
oi'.e-half Interest in the original play.

EXPEQ

N. J.

W6

WALKOUT TO BE
SETTLED

What's that?
Tex, Charley,

of

Neither, probably,

—

:

Quite so; they're the heroes
of the run-of-the-mine, middle class
westerns not in any way to be confused with the opulence and comparative grandeur that goes wi'.h a
Gene Autry production, or even
those of Roy Rogers and Don (Red)
Barry.

ment.
of

will bfc

made

of their differ'

Only a few cashiers remain

out.

Approidmately 60 cashiers, doormen,
ticket-takers,
ushers
and
walked out of seven houses. All
decision dissolving the are members of the Screen ExhibiOfficial
United Motion t>icture Industry, tion Employees Union, which along
another
CIO organization,
after nine months of existence and with
turmoil,
was reached yesterday United Theatrical and Bldg. Service
Employees, has been trying to or(Tuesday).
The official death sentence im- ganize front-of-house' workers in
posed on XJMPI by William F. Warner houses for sometime now.
Rodgers, chairman of the committee
of the whole, in a letter to all members of the commattee and mailed to
them yesterday (Tuesday), reads as

Chi Ops 8talem»4e

—

The latter hit the big towns, even
only in a small way. Whereas, the
only place those other guys have
if

any significance
as the

^

is

in

Deep South.

what is known
But mind you

among

the hill-willies, they're the
and best thing that ever
came out of Hollywood and a Gable
Is just something they hang on the
corner of a house.
biggest

—

That's

always

why

the coin is sure, and
comes In better-than-fair

wages—$1,000 to $1,S00 a week. For
the market is stable at about eight
pictures a year, and Uie distribution
center is ready and waiting, seemingly never tired of the antics of
this equine cult Some of them, by
the way, are a bit more generally
known than those originally mentioned. Not stars, of course. Somebrero stardom Is for such as Autry,
Barry, Rogers^ BUI Boyd and one or

Chicago, Sept 20.
Motk>n picture theatr* owners
have not yet come to an agreement
and statements re- with tha Motion Picture Operators
their new salary damands and it
from exhibitor committee
members of UMPI almost unani- is anticipated that matter will have
mously express the opinion that to go to arbitration.
Operators demanding return of
while they regret such action was
necessary, they felt under present 10% cut which they took nearly 10 two
conditions the future activities of years ago, also six-day week, with
UMPI as a formal organization pay retroactive as of Sep(. I.
follows:

others.

Per Example
The category of the Keenes and

should cease.

Ritters

'I have, therefore, today instructed
Leon Bamberger, executive secretary, to close the office at the Astor
hotel as of Oct. 2, 1942.

UUUly Worker
Studio Utility Employees
Local '724, has asked pro-

Union,

ui:derstanding
ments of the industry must be a distir.ct loss to the industry.
'I am sure that the gains in better
understanding will not be lost and
that while the active structure may
temporarily disappear, the effect of
th«. sincere negotiations will be felt
for a long time to come.
'Because UMPI was entirely out of
funds, Loew's, Inc. advanced $1,000
to liquidate all bills and I have asked
Mr. Bamberger to return to Loew's
what remains of this amount and to
render each member of the committee, an accounting of the expendi-

Gunners

result of this is to force many of the
members into working a doiibleshift. SUE doesn't mind the double

but

siiifting

a

$50

is

considering imposing

if the second shift is
at straight, instead of over-

fine,

worked

time scale.
Business representative L. C. Helm
claims, that with men going into dS'fense plants, in pursuit of more lucrative jobs. It Is becoming increasingly difficult to flU studio calls, that
the wage tilt might solve the prob'
lem of both factions.
H. C. Rohrbach, secretary of the

'^^^l^^^Trt

is

reserved for such old time
Jack Holt, once a

silent favorites as

Hollywood, Sept M,

The

too, join in the hope that ..t
'I,
ducers for an eight hour day with
some more propitious time such a time and a half for the last two
worthy movement may resume itt hours.
Most certainly I heartily
activities.
The union, with a membership of
agree with those who feel that the
1,500, claims its members cannot
loss of any agency which works
earn a living on the ctirrent deal of
towards the establishment of a better
a six hour day at $1 per hour. One
elebetween various

Now We're

You never heard
Tom- and Jimmy?

That's nothing.

have a few million others. Yet these
particular gents, and those like them,
go on year after year making t1
kind of money cited above sometimes better, sometimes worse, b'lt
always g<X>d. What's the answer.
They're the guys who, for a little
more than a few weeks out of the
average 52, climb on a horse's
withers, go yip-yipping up and down
Dead Man's Gulch, shoot the cad.
save the lady from a fate worse than
car-hopping, and settle down in the
sunset to a life of ease and refine-

'front-of-the-

majority

ences.

letters

Ritter or Charley Siar-

help in Warner houses in
northern New Jersey who went on
strike last week returned to work
Monday (28) and yesterday (Tuesday) In expectation that an adjust'

ment

'The
ceived

Tex

—

house'

OFRCIALLY SET

if

Edward Small Productions was rett or Tv. .n Keene or Jimmy Dodd
named defendant in a New York —or some other good, old, honest
supreme court action filed last week 'sweatband thespian' sits down and
which seeks an accounting of profits commits to posterity the story of
on company's production, 'Friendly his life, entitled 'Just Horsing
Enemies.'
Around, or How to have Comparative
The complaint is by Betty Cros- Privacy at $15,000 to $30,000 a Year.'

The

UmPl'S FOLDING

20.

Don't be surprised one of these

days

activity.

Milestone's Russe Salute
Lewis Milestone, currently direct-

They Just Horse Around in

Aonndmen—Train Beplacements
Whila hopeful that some favorable
ruling may ba made by the selective
Mfvic* toppari on technicians and
soundmen, newsre«l executives in
N. Y. do not anticipate any more
exemptions for their staffs than extended to other branches of the film

Harry Kate, another complainant
Jack Barry's Minoco Productions,
none heretofore making jukepix only for
*" '
'Vi rtiiTi'
mi fin- iii um
"T *" j!"* *^
Jt the hands of Kaufman or his aides its first full-length production, ai
for testifying
To all concerned, may I again say
against them.
to be made at its Bronx, N. Y„ stuThree Newark theatre managers dios in a month or so. Frank Wis- my personal thanks for the cooperation you gave me as chairman.'
"ated they wera not coerced
by bar, 'who directed 'Maedchen In
i^aufman or his aides, as aileged
A blow during the past week was
by Uniform,' will direct it from an origPlaintilts.
struck when Allied SUtes Assn.,
inal by himself and Marllynn (Mrs.
Crummy introducsfl as evidence Jack) Barry, a writer in her own which helped father the UMPI plan,
a City Hospital
informed William F. Rodgers, chaircard in order to right
Show injuries to George
man, that It could see no reason for
Gilligan,
Titled 'Capt. America,' it's a paa lormer union
going along on It. Allied stated In
vice-president. Gil- triotic theme, localed in China, and
^''"C'Pal complainant, testi- Peter Lorre may do the lead. His part;
«
j";u*
The Allied representations on
nea that he was beaten
and kicked commitments west will determine
reluctantly reached the
0." Kaufman's
gang when he dis- the actual start of production in UMPI have
conclusion that any attempt to per
agreed with Kaufman
at a meeting N. Y. Among others to whom Barry
petuate UMPI would not receive
"1 September,
1939,
has spoken for roles are Lya Lys, substantial support among the proDixon cross-examined Hariy
Op- Gordon Oliver, Bruce MacFarlane, ducers, distributors, the tradepress
peniieimer, union secretary,
Satur- Baroness von Leger.
or the rank and file of exhibitors
regarding trips Kaufman
lll
and would be doomed to failure.'
nad l^?*
take in 1941 and 1942 when
In the 1936 suit,
testified that
'

25

NEWSREELERS HIT

Calling All Spooks

w*Labor. *He

is

leading man; Johnny Hack Brown,
• Mary Pickford support player

and an Alabama footballer who
once won a theatrical Rose Bowl
game in the last minute of playi
Raymond Hatton, an old heavy, and
Rtissell Hayden, Tim McCoy, Bob
Steele

and

Tom

Tyler.

The last two make up, with Jimmy
Dodd, the 'Three Mesquiteers' at Republic and In the course of a year
do all right In the exchequer dept
Brown and Ritter co-feature at
Universal, Hayden is in the Bill
Boyd series and Hatton is with Buck
Jones.
Currently, Tom Keene is
over in Arizona, reeling off the sagebush sagas for an Independent producer with great eclat and rapidity,
but probably will be back at Monogram or Republic before long.
The work, and the market, seldom
change for any of them. In fact For
the bigger names, yes. The war,
perforce, has changed everything for
Autry, considering his recent enlistment 'm the ilr force. But even

before that war priorities had made
quite a dent in the Autry income
with priorities killing his various
commercial ties-in, like the Autry
toy gun, etc. But with the average
western player, the wartime Income
lA In Detroit Exchanges^
has remained fixed and steady. They
Detroit, Sept. 20.
still have the six to eight pictures
Both front and back office locals for the home lot with the chance to
of the lATSE have been formed do others if they wish—for PRC,

currently secretary of the California
District for the Internattonal Hod
Carriers, Building and Common La
borers of America.

—

among

film

exchange employees here depending on personal whhn. Usual-

with a charter granted the

new

or-

ly,

they don't wish.

While no negotiations
They are seemingly content to go
have been opened for the new mem- along as they are working perhaps

ganization.

—

it was indicated that they
be handled on a national
rather than a local basis. Local unit,
according to Robert Buermele, first
president of the local and the son of
Carl W. Buermele, general manager
of the Co-Operative Theatres of
Michigan, will focus its activities
chiefly on grievances.

bership

would

days out of the year, piling up
something that's considerably more
than a modest competence and
spending the rest of the time leisurely Inviting the souL
5(j

Maybe you, of the big centers of
population, haven't heard of them,
to.
That's all right
with them.
In fact they'll make
Other officers of the lATSE Local you a fair proposition. They'll take
next month by William Pine and F 25 and B 25 are Al Champalgne, their life— and let you have yours.
William Thomas for Paramount re- of 20th, business agent; Irene Nolan, And as for that of the topflight
Universal, treasurer; Margaret Stude- stars, that's definitely where they
lease.
You couldn't give
Pair recently worked together in bakfr. Universal, financial secretary, draw the line.
'Wrecking Crew' for the same pro- and Dorothy Burns, Universal, re- them that, accompanied by a pass
cording secretary.
key to the vaults at Fort Knox.
ducers.
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
Richard Arlen and Chester Mor-

spots in 'Aerial Gunner,' action picture to be produced

ris

drew top

and don't want
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HAILED BY THE NATION'S
TOP NEWSPAPER REVIEWERS

A

IN

GREAT COMEDY!
"It

wouldn't surprise

me

if

young Diana were

^MAE

greatest of the BarrymoresI"

to

prove the

TINEE, Chicago Daily Tribune

u Miss Barrymore ond Mr. Koster deserve
great opplause."

—ROBERT W. DANA, New
^*Between Us Girls

o sparlding comedy

is

.

.

.

one

—ROBERT GRAY, Memphis

"She (Barrymore) con act

lilce

York Herald Tribune

solid

billybedamned. She's wonderful!"

^WOLFE KAUFMAN,
11

One

of the greatest comedies to

come

"Wonderful gags,
that shines,

still

intelligent direction

This

LANNING,

and a supporting

,

Bqwd

one goes on

ot least

by

one

list

of 1942's best picturesi"

.REKRY KOSTER

dn'^i.Sult V.rt^'by Rigiij9J^Bnoyx and^Jacquti

.Associate lyioiucof, fillbllP

OARLStBlS

cast

REEL, Chicago Herald-American

—DONALD

Produced and Direcfea

Cincinnafi Enquirer

doesn't detract from Diana's personal triumph."

—ROB

il^MiLBoyLMj^Mjoimolj]^; Trut Soard^^

{Me.) Press Herald

good, breezy, thoroly enjoyable job!"

—RAY

it

Chicago Sun

out of Hollywood.

—Portland
A

laugh I"

Commercial Appeal.

'Ditry

i

Ad^UdJ^y

John Jocoby

KIRKLEY, Baliimore Sun
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PICTURES
Joe Franklin's Whodunit
Training Traps Burglar

Royal British Navy

Inside Stuff-Pictures

Plots Flock of Pix
pressure from Washington is believed responsible for
Metro sweetening up the character of Thad Stevens, though it involved
remaking much of The Man on America's Conscience.' Stevens was a
Republican Congressman from Pennsylvania, who was In on the founding
of the G. O. P. He was the bittei foe of President Andrew Johnson and
a ringleader in the move for impeachment. Although he had a clubfoot,
he was a brilliant orator, first attracted attention in Lancaster7-Pa., by his
opposition to Free Masonry, which amounted to an obsession of hatred.
To him the Civil War was an opportunity to free the slaves, to punish
the South, to crush its aristocracy.
In his later years Stevens was utlendcd by Lydia Smith, a mulatto, and
opposition newspapers charged there was a questionable relation.
He
never sued for libel, and this housekeeper was a beneficiary in his will.
Lionel Barrymore portrayed the statesman in the picture, and the objections raised in the original version was that it cast aspersions on a man
who today would be recognir.ud as a true liberal, perhaps a New Dealer.
In remaking most of the feature, M-G-M had Van Hcflin. who portrays
Johnson, ask for a 60-day deferment. Heflin is in the Air Corps Reserve,
join.s the winged forces Nov. 1 with a commission.

Some

Washington they looked over 'War Against Mrs. Hadley" very carefully, because some whispered its heroine was a counterpart of Cissie
Patterson, publisher of the Washington Times-Herald, while others contended there might be a resemblance to Evalyn Walsh McLean, owner
of the Hope Diamond, whose l.ite husband formerly owned the WashingIn

ton Post.
Both factions

President advised taking the women who proposed chaining themselves
to the trees into the ash heap with the blossoms. Buds were in the way of
the Thomas Jefferson memorial site.
No similarity to Mrs. McLean, except that she was an intimate of the
Coolidge and Harding families. And Evalyn is a pioneer In war work,
her occasional salons have as many New Dealers as Republicans.

Army Motion Picture Service will be hit by the new War Department
regulation atMllshing 'Jawbone,' or monthly credit.
Thirty percent of
camp film attendance Is by coupon books, bought on time. New order effective Nov. 1 puts the military on a cash basis.
Camp bookers have not yet been able to make a deal for Cecil B.
DeMille's 'Reap the Wild Wind.'
Also soldiers are calling for Tankee
Doodle Dandy' and other Hollywood specials, in first-run at upped p'rices.
All camp theatres got 'Pride of the Yankees' and it is mopping up with
the service men. Deal for these other specials involves exchange agree*
ments where exhibitors were promised pictures would not be released
at normal prices until a fixed date,
tinny Motion Picture Service is
obliged to recognize these agreements, hence the delay.
Paramount just can't figure out why Bing Crosby, or for that matter.
Bob Hope, too, does such average business in Pittsburgh. Their pix don't
lose money but they're never the Pitt smashes they are in practically
every other key city In the country. Par felt the jinx would be broken
by 'Holiday Inn,' what with Fred Astaire also on hand and the currently
potent name of Irving Berlin as the writer of the score, and made book
that the musical would last at least two weeks at Pittsburgh's ace film
house, the Penn. But biz was just about par (Pittsburgh par) for a Crosby
pic in the Smoky City and It moved to the smaller Warner for its b.o.
It's a mystery and not a very pleasant one for Paramount, and 'Holiday'
was the worst blow of them all because it's been doing sensationally
everywhere.

Donald Curtis, little theatre director Metro recently signed to a longterm acting contract, is Curtis Randolph, one-timfc director of speech at
Duquesne University, Pittsburgh, and also a former actor in Pitt amateur
productions. He was with the Pittsburgh Playhouse when it was directed
by Herbert V. Gellendre five years ago and also played a couple of se&sons
with the Pittsburgh Children's Theatre.
Appropriately enough, his first picture for M-G, Wallace Beery's 'Salute
to the Marines,' will be directed by another Pittsburgher, S. Sylvan Simon.
Prior to landing his Metro ticket, Curtis, or Randolph, had been freelancing
as an actor for some time on the Coast, appearing last in Rep's 'Joan of
Ozark' with Joe E.

London, Sept. 13.
Cooperative
scheme has been
worked out with the Royal Navy by
the U. S. and British film industries
making every battle wagon, from
destroyers up. a floating cinema.
Plan works to give English tars films
often, before they are released to
the general public ashore, and at the
bare cost of prints.
Latter runs
around Ic. a foot, the Navy absorbing the charge and showing the
films to its men sans admish.
To date more than 500 films have
been shown at some 40.000 performances.
Sixty newsreel prints
are also provided each week to
keep the men on H.M. ships visually up to date on what goes on in
the world. Each ship has from one
one to three programs a week, made

up of

features, shorts and news reels.
circulated frequently
from ship to ship unprints are so \yorn they are
ready tor nothing but scrap. When
ships are on distant patrol duty,
in

were in for disappointment for Metro played safe. The
Patterson out was luicovered in Mrs. Hadley's speech: 'Oh, to think of his
finding time to write to me. with all the things he has to do,' referring to
Franklin D. Roosevelt Mrs Patterson would never say that now, although she was once on close terms with F. D. R. until she started an
insurrection over removing Japanese cherry trees from the Tibal basin.

Brown and Judy Canova.

True to Army,' Paramount picture from Howard Lindsay's play, was
when previewed in N. Y. recently, but only vaguely.
finally realized that it was a wartime, streamlined version of his original legit play, 'She Loves Me Not,' produced on Broadway in 1933. Par
made it originally under the stage tag with Bing C rosby in the lead in
1934.
In this first film, a night club singer did a hideout at Princeton
In order to avoid gangsters' guns since she was the sole witness to a gang
slaying. In True to Army,' the swilcheroo makes the femme a tightrope
walker, again the sole witness to a killing from her high perch, who, this
time, runs away and hides in an army camp.
recognized by Lindsay

He

U

Couple of months ago Adolphe Menjou wrote a personal letter to Cornelius Scully, mayor of his birthplace, Pittsburgh, asking for his birth
Last week Orphans' Court finally forwarded it to him. Scully
turned request over to register of wills, as keeper of earlier birth records,
who sent Menjou blanks to fill out. Papers showed that he was born in
Pittsburgh on Feb. 18, 1890; that his father was Albert Menjou, a caterer,
born in Commune d'Arbis, France, and that his mother, Nora Joyce
Menjou, came from Ireland.
certificate.

no longer a joke about 'bicycling' among the Hollywood film studios.
notified the picture-making plants that they
are not eligible for replacements on bike tires. Since the rubber shortage,
studios have l>een using messengers on bicycles for intra-lot deliveries
and for planting publicity copy in the downtown newspapers. Now the
planters are cooperating to save gas and tires. They meet at a given point
in Hollywood and ride downtown together in the same taxicab, each
kicking in for his share of the community ride.
It is

War Production Board has

Ten extra clothing, ration coupons have been granted by the British
government to a number of classifications of cinema workers, following
their contention that abnormal wear and tear on their clothing required
that they get the extra rations.
Laboratory workers, electricians, maintenance engineer.";, boiler men and
Projectionists asked for them, but

cleaners are getting the extra coupons.
their request was turned down.

Miniature 'Varietys,' containing the special A. J. Balaban section in the
Feb. 27, 1929 edition, are being circularized by G. P. Putnam's Sons which
is bringing out
'Continuous Performance' ($3.50) soon. This is Carrie
Balaban's biography of her husband's career, which the publishers trallerize as 'the life, times and romance of the man who took the movies from
fags to riches,' and deals with the founder of the Balaban & Katz dynasty.

Rear of
within next two
weeks. The English dialog was dubbed in England where it played about
IC weeks in London.
Film was directed by Eugene Schneider, hitherto
a cameraman.
First Artkino film to come over with English dialog
lie Enemy,' which opens at the Stanley, New York,

is

'In the

FiUns are
mid-ocean

—

—

John, N.

St.

For Battle Wagons

political

til

where no new product can be obtained, they often run through their
in four weeks or so and
films over and over.

programs

show the same

Perhaps

it

was but
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MICH. INDIES IN

29.

logical that be-

Aim-UPPING

cause of screening a deluge of wliodtnit films, at his flagship house,
tl-f

of

Mayfair. here, Joe Franklin, prez
Franklin & Herschorn circuit,

STAND

wruld go Sherlock Holmes.
He has solv i the mystery of repeated break, into the Mayfair, the
theatre safe being the objective.
Three times, the intruder was balked
because of workmen on the job
through the night. On one visit, the
trail
showed he was imprisoned
under the stage for about six hours.
Dryllght came too soon after the
workers departed for a successful
attack

on the

Detroit. Sept. 29.

Through questionnaires being sent
to

exhibitors in

all

the

survey to determine exactly what
arc exhibitor policies.

safe.

seems

Basically the questionnaire

him the

Franklin's intuition told

the

State,

newly formed Michigan Independent
Exhibitors Association has started •

e

aimed

'gouging' by requiring
admission prices.
AccordJoseph P. Uvick, secretary
the
MIEA,
exhibitors must make
of
night, or rather, the early morning.
a
stand
both
protect
themselves
to
It was 2:30 a.m. His excellent hearing detected a slight sound as of and the -public from higher prices.
I
mouse scratching. Then he saw The rxtenstve organization, formed

wculd be another attempt and when
there was no night work in the theatre.
In fact, he singled out the

the rays of a flashlight.
He telephoned for police and stationed 0
ol the coppers around the building,
blocking off all escape. In the hallway leading to the office and the
He
safe was found a 24-year-oIder.
submitted without a struggle. The

window
nothing to the moulding on the office door
the mapatrol or con- had been chiseled off. On
rauder were found a number of
voy work weeks at a time.
tools.
proved
to
be the
He
Commander A. W. Jarratt, promi- burglar
nent for years in the film industry, brother of a local pulpiteer, and because of this a year's jail sentence
is in charge of the seagoing shows.
was suspended.
The Mayfair has been showing
more crime and detective screen
sagas than ever before.
That's better
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than

men on monotonous

8 Majors Pledge

at

hi<^hcr
ing to

among

ori".inally
tors,

exhibi-

out-State

moving rapidly toward

is

inclusion

present
groups.

members

of big city
unaffiliated

with

'the
at

other

Twin City Indies Still Hold Oat
Minneapolis. Sept. 29.
Twin City independent exhibitors
claim their ranks are holding solidly
in their fight against Increased admission demands. Because Metro Insists on a S5c price. It's asserted that
not one of the group has bought
'Gone With the Wind,* although the
picture now is available for them
did a terrific business on the
occasion of Its loop pop price show-

and
ing.

Co-OptotheFdm

NYU

Course at

The boys also declare they'll hold
Sylvan Harris, with the Society of
Motion Picture Engineers tn New out against 'Pride of the Yankees' and
last 12 years, leaves 'Tales of Manhattan' because the dishis post as editor and manager next tributors want them to raise their
week to Join the Office of Scientific scales for them. 'Yankee Doodle
Research & Development, Office of Doodle Dandy,' another higher adYork for the

Emergency Management,

Balti-

fai

New

management at New York
sity was announced by Prot Robert
Gessner, chairman of the Motion
Picture Department of NYU, at a
luncheon conference attended by industry reps and college heads last
Thursday (24).
Meeting,
which
marked the opening of the second
year of the Motion Picture Department, resulted in the pledged cooperation of eight major film com-panies including Warners, Metro,
Paramount, 20th-Fox, RKO, Columbia and Universal.
Dean Charles Maxwell McConn,

Washington
Square
College,
pointed to the Bachelor of Arts degree now conferred on those taking
of

the course as a cultural recognition
of the motion picture industry.
Aim of the
course is to make
students 'boxoffice conscious,' according to Prof. Gessner, so that the
industry
would find
an
added
source of trained man and woman-

mission picture,

Isn't

being offered

here yet.

more.
Inauguration
of
a
practical
course In motion picture theatre
Univer-

WEEK

2nd
Errol

York Theatres

In

W«mer

aCNEY

JAMES

Flynn* Ronald Reagan

As George H. Cohan in

Broi. Hit

"DESPERATE JOURNEY"
"Tankee Doodle DaBdy''
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HORACE HEIDT
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NYU

power

draw from. Austin Keough,
Arthur Mayer, Joe Hazen and Rouben Mamoulian talked informally, on

Au
Rutherford

Montgomery
Cemr
Romero

Millar
uid Hii Raod

to

the Importance of training theatre
managers to act as front line public
relations
men for the industry,
while Sol Schwartz, RKO division
manager, pointed out that the postwar theatre would increase in importance as a cultural public forum.
Several of the speakers paid tribute
to Jack Barry, who formerly headed
the Publix theatre managers school,
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Week!
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as an exec who had succeeded in
proving that managers could be
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CAPITOL •MSI,

trained.

Film industry
able

several

is

to

pictures

make

avail-

for

NYU

study classes, including 'Mission to
Moscow,' 'Wake Island,' 'The Moon
Is Down' and others.
Prof. Gessner is a former Hollywood scripter.
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STILL ARBITRATING

SOEG ON THE COAST
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
The Screen Office Employees
Guild end major film exchanges on
the Coast have agreed to let their
attorneys arbitrate their long-lasting
wage dispute. An impartial arbiter
is to be
Schaiier.

named by Judge

B.

Rey

Business rep Glenn Pratt of SOEG
and Pat Scollard of Paramount, previously named as arbiters, stepped
out in favor of attorneys Louis R.
Stein, for SOEG. and Frank Belcher,
for the exchanges.
As now set up. Pratt and Scollard
will each present his side of the case,
i.e.. act as lawyers, while the lawyers
act as judges.
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Hake MauDinm

London Evening Star SarcasticaDy
Reconunends

BBC Listen

Use Of

First,'

In

OWI

Is

ToM

Sept

To Jack Benny
London, Sept. 14.
The Evening Star of London, mak>
Ini; Invidious comparisons between
British Broadcasting Corp.'s programs and those in America, says:
'If the BBC cannot originate, they
might try to imitate. It is to be

for Lessons

GARRETT WINES SPOTS
Week

Using 24 A

VU

CBS"Best Radio of AnTime'

Extsting Air Facilities

ButbrauB

Se

Byan Agency

Washington,
The War Production Board and the
Federal Communications Commission
have instructed the Government's
agencies, the
propaganda
two foreign
Office of War Information and the
Coordinator of Inter-American Affull
use
of existing
make
fairs, to
shortwave facilities before asking for
Edict was handed down
any more.
a quessent
and
FCC
WPB
after the
tionnaire to the two agencies and to
shortwave broadcasters asking them
what further facilities they desired
29,

The Columbia network, with the expected oooperation of the other
networks, will launch a series of the Best Radio Plays of All Time.'
The British Broadcasting Corp. and the Canadian ditto will particiIt Is hoped to get the series started In a couple of months.
committee of outsiders will, be invited to ]oin with CBS production execs In deciding on the scripts that rate the nod.

pate, too.

A

^eAgmik

of

(HB,

Toronto, Gets

New York

Canadian Job

Garrett Wines is lining up a spot
in
City
announcement campaign through the
wondered whether any members of Ruthrauff Sc Ryan agency.
The
our own BBC Variety Department maximum schedule will be 24 blurbs or required.
ever trouble to listen-in to the Jack a week for eight weeks.
What the WPB and FCC referred
Montreal, Sept. 20.
JOE JULIAN'S IDEAS
Benny American programs which
Tabooed are spots adjacent to bev- to as 'existing facilities' are point-toHarry Sedgwick, president CFRB,
the BBC re-broadcast for us twice erage accounts of any sort and kid point transmitters owned by commerWould Like to Make Action Beoords Toronto, and for 10 years president
a week.
These shows are perfect shows.
cial companies such as RCA Commuof
the Canadian Association of
With U. S. Troops
entertainment. They have wit withAmerican Tei&Tel and
nications,
Broadcasters, has been appointed to
out innuendo, melody, a top-grade
Press Wireless. A half-dozen or so
Joseph Julian, who returned to an executive position with the Warsinger, and in Benny, his wife, Maiy
these sending equipments are not
of

Livingstone,

have

show

and

Rochester,

personalities round
brilliantly revolves.'

they

whom

World's Series Gaines

the

the British Isles.

LEGAL SNARLS

DELAY DX
TAKEOVER
Washington. SepL 29.
Attorneys working day and night
to get contracts Into shape by Oct.
for the Government takeover of all
shortwave air time have found too
many details to be worked out to
meet the original deadline. They
k ere now aiming at an Oct. 15 in' auguration
date for Government
programing of the DXers, although
it will surprise no one if the pacts
Bren't ready in time for anything
preceding a Nov. 1 getaway.
Shortwave time will be shared by
the Office of War Information, airing to everywhere but Latin America, and the Office of the Coordinator of Inter-American Affairs, handling the south of Dixie territory.
Original plan of the CIAA taking
iitfa 4 p.m. to midnight daily and
the' OWI the other 16 hours of the
day has been somewhat revised.

As the arrangement stands now,
the CIAA will utilize roughly the period from 5:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. Experience has shown that the late
afternoon listening audience in Latin
America is small and that the lateat-night tuner-inners are more numerous. CIAA will later also get
some time in the morning for breakfast shows and a period around noon

wholly to news and comment, while
CIAA will space out its gabbers
with some very large-scale dramatic

locally,

has

arranged

World Series
to

on a special wire to Fort
Knox, about 30 miles from the city.
series

The airings will be distributed over
the Fort p.a. systems, and will be
piped Into the recreation rooms, canteens, etc., as a gratis service to the

Armored Force^Replacement Center.
transcribe the
will
also
games, and rebroadcast them at 9:30
each night for the benefit of defense
workers, and others otherwise engaged during the day. Time has been
cleared each nisht on which a series

Station

game is scheduled.
Station is cooperating fully with
Churchill Downs during the race
meet scheduled for October. Colonel
Matt

Winn.

General

Manager

of

Churchill Downs is donating entire
proceeds of three days racing to the

Army and Navy

Relief,

including'

over head,

tickets, etc.
In return
for the privilege of airing the daily
races on the first three days of the
meet. Manager S. A. Cisler, has volunteered to donate every cent of the
revenue from air advertising sold
during the race broadcast periods.

set

the necessary writing and narrating himself.
Actor was offered a directorproducer job by British Broadcasting Corp. while he was in England, but his Clipper passage back
to the U. S. became available before
he had time to consider it seriously.
He's writing a series of magazine

Board,

recently

treal.

Leo Casey, U. S. newspaperman
and publicist, former special representative of Wendell Willkie, is another executive appointment to WIB.
Both the above will be stationed at

New

York.

all

SANDERS BILL
TO CURB FCC

ON

ICE

Washington, Sept. 39.
The Sanders bill to overhaul the
Federal Communications Commission topic of discussion for approximately six weeks this spring— is oil
the shelf of the House Interstate
Addison Smith has joined the pro- Commerce Committee until January
OWI and CIAA have been campaigning to put them to use. To do so, duction staff o.t Ruthrauff & Ryan in at the earliest.
With the bulk of the lawmakers
however, would require extensive New York under Don Stauffer. He
more interested in wooing votes
materials for antennae, foimdations, was last with Ted Bates.
Before that with Benton & Bowles. than in remedying defects in the
transmitter buildings and other auxSmith will be production super- eight-year-old Communications Act,
iliary equipment which Is what has
visor of Noxema-sponsored 'Quiz of Chairman Clarence F. Lea has no
the WPB interested.
OWI and CIAA have no doubt that Two Cities' setups around the coun- intention of wasting effort on a
try.
piece of legislation that is certain
they'll eventually get the additional
to be buried in the Senate.
transmitter, but have let their camThe
paigns slide for the moment under
California Democrat will not even
DUE
the pressure of working out agreename a subcommittee to weigh all
ments to take over all prssent shortthe criticisms and suggestions conwave broadcast time. Need for the To Star On Lockhead Show Fonda tained in the ponderous record beParty East
additional equipment can hardly be
cause he feels this would be lost endenied in light of the fact that Gerergy.
Orson Welles will probably head
many, against the 14 U. S. transmitThe best the FCC foes can expect
the new program which Lockhead
ters, has around 60 working, and is
is a revival of interest early next
Aircraft will launch on CBS early
expected shortly to bring the number
year.
Lea's intention is to desigin
November, although contracts
up to 100.
nate a small group to take the
have not yet been signed.
Jim Sanders scheme in hand when the
Fonda, who will direct the series,
new
Congress (the November elecarrived Monday (28) in New York
S.
tions will result in a few changes in
with Howard Chaney, Lockhead
the composition of the House comand Jack Messier, Lord &
TRIP pvez,
Thomas executive on the account, to mittee, it is certain) assembles in
January. There will be no need for
set final details on the show.
It's
repeat hearings. Lea feels, for conWilliam S. Paley, president of CBS, expected that origination will be
ditions will not have changed mareturned over the weekend from a from either New York or the Coast,
terially
was
since
the
oratory
month in England. He expressed depending on Welles plans.
ended
last June. Re-Introduction of
Fonda has for the last several seahimself as convinced that BritishAmerican relations will be improved sons been producing the Hedda Hop- the bill in the next session is a
foregone
Sanders
conclusion,
since
per
show
for
L. & T.
largely through radio.
is
sure to come back to Capitol
The Axis will redouble its tactics
Hill.
of striving to spread disunity, he pre- Robert
Succeeds
No attention has been paid in the
dicted.
Senate
to the bill of Senator WalLee as Regional
lace White of Maine, from which
Oklahoma City, Sept. 29.
Sanders patterned his proposal, and
Robert D. Enoch, manager of staChairman Burton K. Wheeler of the
tion KTOK, Oklahoma City, and
Senate Interstate Commerce Commanaging director of the Oklahoma
mittee has shown no disposition to
network, has also been elected
fuss
with radio legislation, parpresident of the network, succeeding
ticularly a measure with as many
Joseph W. Lee, of KGFF, Shawnee,
technical and controversial features
who resigned to join the Navy. Elecas White's, this term. Lea feels the
tion took place at the network's anSanders bill would get a black eye
nual meeting.
If it passed
the House only to be
Present at the session, besides
more than the media received before
pigeon-holed in Wheeler's commitEnoch and Lee, were Hugh Feltis,
the war cut off a great quantity of
tee and hence plans to let sleeping
station relations representative of the
the
export
dogs lie.
business
ta
Latin
Blue Network, with whom all OklaAmerica.
Objective of the hypoed ad plan is homa network outlets are affiliated;
to keep alive radio stations and H. V. Hough, of WBAP, Ft. Worth,
CivUidn Defense Course
papers and mags which are pro- Texas; Albert Riesen and Hillis Bell,
Broadcast in Ft.
Ardmore;
Milt
Garber,
democratic In character but have KVSO,
Enid;
Weldon
SUmps,
suffered very badly from loss of KCRC,
Ft Wayne, Sept. 29.
revenue since the U. S. entered the KADA, Ada; Jimmy Berry, KBIX,
"Civilian Defense Course of the
war. Unable, because of priorities Muskogee, and Kenneth Abernathy, Air,' series of 14 quarter-hour proand shipping, to send their products attorney for the network.
grams instructing the public in elesouth, most American companies dismentary first-aid, handling of incencontinued their advertising scheddiary bombs end other civilian deCarol Irwin Promoted
ules in the territory.
CIAA has
fense matters, is being broadcast by

and available. These
for the British Broadcasting Corp. before the A\'ar, and their
shipment prohibited after Dec. 7.

still

in crates

R&R PRODUCTION STAFF

—

ORSON WELLES

—

W.

PALEY RETURNS

FROM LONDON

Enoch

Head

Pro-Democratic Latin Outlets
Washington, Sept.

29.

Latin American radio stations, as
well as newspapers and mags, will
be beneficiaries of greatly increased
York city. CIAA will sUrt all of advertising schedules in that territory by U. S. companies. Upswing
its airings on their way from the
will result from a campaign to aid
foreign division studios of
and
the Latino media by Nelson RockeCBS in New York.
CIAA setup is for NBC to at all feller's Office of the Coordinator of
Inter-American Affairs.
tiines program in Spanish one group
Rockefeller outfit has .sent out alof about five transmitters— which
most 1,500 letters to leading Ameriwill always air the same program
can firms asking for their support.
simultaneously, on different waveA great majority of replies received
lengths—and CBS to program anto date have indicated that adverother similar group of four or five
tising managers favor the idea of pointed out that it would not 'only
oiillets.
On the Portuguese side upping budgets in Latin America
be patriotic to continue ads, but also
Carol Irwin, daytime radio head of
(the language of Brazil), CBS and
will do so. These pledge cards good business, because it will keep Young It Rubicam
has been promoted
MBC will divvy up the time. There and
will be followed up by personal calls trade names alive for the time when to executive status
In the agency's
W'ill be two or three stations used
of reps of the U. S. Department of bu.siness as usual is resumed.
contact
department, reporting to
exclusively for Portuguese, with proCommerce.
Eastman Kodak and Ford Motor Louis Brockway, contact supervisor.
grams originating from one comIndications are that total U. S. ex- Co. are reported to have promised She'll be an account
executive on the
pany's studios half of each broad- penditures for time
and space in unusual cooperation with the dov- serial division of General Foods.
casting day and from the other com- Latin America will
amount to more ernment agency In laying out their
Woody Klose, assistant, takes over
pany's facilities the remainder.
than $10,000,000 in 1043. This will' be ad plans.
her duties.

NBC

Information

up by the Canadian Government,
headed by Charles Vining, of Mon-

Organizing Fmancial Support For

OWI

will originate everything for
but stations KGEI and KWID,
located on the Coast, from the studios which it has recently had constructed at 224 W. 57th street. New

tant number of tuner-inners. Pointto-point is a very narrow beam
at a particular receiving apparatus ordinarily operated by the
same company that sends the message. Frequencies regularly used are
in-between bands which many standard shortwave receivers are not
equipped to pick up and to which
their owners wouldn't usually dial,
anyhow. Practice has been to air by
point-to-point the same shows that
are going out on a regular shortwave

aimed

pipe the were made

and musical shows.
all

can be picked up by any impor-

time

Norman Corwin's 'American

ADDISON SMITH

will carry the entire

Crosier Heads Wilson Office
David F. Crosier has been appolntnews broadcasts.
ted manager of the New York office
OWI's Problems
of
Howard
H. Wilson Co., station repOWI, with broadcasts in scores of
languages to worry about, admitted- resentative.
He was formerly with Muzak and
ly has a much stiffer problem than
the CIAA, which deals only in Span- previously with Hearst Radio, Pedlar
ish and Portuguese.
Result is that & Ryan and World Broadcasting.
the OWI has evolved a very com-

the

ters

week after narrating
in England' shortwave series to CBS, hopes
to get an assignment to make a
series of action
recordings with
American troops in various parts, of
the world. His idea is to wax the
actual battle- sounds, as well as
scenes of soldier life in far spots
where U. S. forces are stationed. He
would produce the platters and do

the U. S. last

Don Dunphy, who does the Madison Square Garden, N. Y., prizefight
broadcasts on WOR, New York, for
Gillette razor, will handle the special shortwave account of the baseball games. It will not be heard in
and newspaper articles on what he
the U. S., exclusive rights to that
saw of England in wartime. . Julian
being held by Gillette, via WOR- transmitter.
Announcer on latter guested on 'Report to the Nation'
Mutual.
frequently states that the show may last week on CBS, reading a script
also be heard on the other frequency. of his own authorship.
What led to the WPB-FCC query
On Camp Loadspeakers
on equipment is the fact that there
Louisville, Sept 29.
JOINS
WGRC, local Mutual outlet, which are 21 new shortwave transmitters

for

plicated schedule for use of the
14 shortwavers, while the CIAA has
a comparatively simple setup. On
the other hand, with so many
tongues in which to air,, the OWI
Is
forced to restrict itself almost

in use now because the war has cut
direct communication with the
countries at which they're beamed.
OWI has tried the point-to-pointers to give it additional outlets. It
claims pretty good success, although
engineers doubt that these transmitoff

Reach Yank Garrison

'Here the BBC has an example
which they might well emulate, and
Via British System
even copy. But they still give us
the same dreary so-called humor
variety with no cohesion and no wit.
Play-by-play descriptions of the
There is no program here to come World Series baseball games startwithin a mile of the Benny broad- ing today (Wednesday) between the
Perhaps they are not meant N. Y. Yankees and the St. Louis
cssts.
to."
Cards will be shortwaved via British
Broadcasting Corp. to U. S. troops in

Wayne

•

There's
station WGL, Ft. Wayne.
also a supplementary series of display ads in the local papers.
Series is backed by Ft. Wayne".'
warden organization, Inchiding 3.000

men and women, who are urging
in their zones to listen.
Idea of the show originated with
proCarl Vandagrlft,
duction manager.
everyone

WOWO-WGL
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NARROW THE TARGET
Kay Kyser is right enough in charging that there are prominent men Who won't take their turn carrying the ball for vicHe and others do well to hammer constantly the seritory.
ousness of the war, the need for maximum effort, the menace
of inertia or disinterest. However, as quoted from Los .Angeles
last week, Kyser's remarks have one unfortunate fact
they are
badly worded, they generalize, they imply that networks and
advertisers are in revolt against reasonable requests for cooperation. Such of course is not the case and the OWI, best

—

of

all,

knows

it

isn't.

Networks' Financial Pace Holds

RobsoD, MacDougall Combo

Yiddbh Radio

Continoed

b

CBS'

Han BeUnd

Accounts Feel

New

the Gun'

War

Among th« sponsor oa^ualties occasioned by the war, and notable
chiefly because of their effect on the
foreign language radio market, are
International Salt and Heinz.
Both firms were substantial buyers
of Yiddish radio, now they are out
of the market International plugged
its Sterling Salt Brand for us In
kosher food preparation, Heinz its
Kosher Baked Beans.
With the tin shortage Heinz shifted
to glass containers, but had to cancel when it was
unable to get
enough tin and rubber gaskets to
cap the glass containers of beans In
substantial quantities.
The kosher
salt market dwindled with the tilt
in

meat prices and

tically

figures to prac-

dry up when meat rationing

arrives, since orthodox Jews kosher
their own meat at home using a

coarse salt, and with the price tilts
they have been using less meat.

NEW RADIO EDITORS
Ven Wettberg at Newsweek— Abbott
•n Time Mag
Niles Von Wettberg is the new
radio editor of Newsweek, succeeding Allan Finn, who enlisted in the
Army. Bob Conley continues as researcher for the department.

Lawrence Abbott, formerly music
temporarily acting as radio
editor of Time mag pending the appointment of a permanent successor
critic, is

to Murray Morgan, who recently resigned to take a scholarship In South

America.

Morgan

succeeded

Bob

Fitzgerald several

months ago.
Sonya Bigman, researcher for the
department for some
years, Is on an extended leave of

Time radio

currently at Buck
convalescing from
pneumonia. Helen Gorrell is filling
in as researcher.

ab.sence.
She's
Hill Falls, Pa.,

Franklin

Adams

'Information, Please' set to open Greenville,
S. C, 'Town Hall' season Oct. 12.
P.

of

Letter,'

Nominal

lar

$90

Charge,

during the

OTHER STUFF OUT

the start of the war, such sponsored
blurbs or programs have been virtually non-existent.
What's left of
them, if any, will automatically die
with the Government takeover.
Acute situation applies to most of
the big sponsored shows on the

standard NBC and CBS longwaves.
Broadcasting companies last winter
hit on the idea of shortwaving these
simultaneously with the domestic airing, platterizing them for rebroadcast at a time of day more suitable
$96 a Half-Hoor

OCEAN ACTION

AWHILE

Vance

New Job

chief under Wayne Randall,
has been appointed an associate director of public relations of the N.
W. Ayer agency, in the New York
pres.s

Mark Woods, Blue network

He'll

vi.<!it

(8)

prez,

on a two- week

Jackiionville,

town, and a few of the
outlets in the south.

office.

his

home

network's

of

'42.

NETWORK GROSS TIME SALES

forthcoming lease of all air time of
the nation's 14 shortwave transmit-

STEVE FULD MISSING

leaves Monday
vacation.

summer

As for the first eight months of the year all networks are still on the
plus side. Mutual's margin is 59%, the Blue is 21% to the good, NBC
holds by 5%, while for^CBS it's a bare 1%. The accumulative billings for
the foursome from January to September of this year is $74,194,000. The
comparative tally in 1941 was $68,211,000.

The United States Government's

tonight's

Mark Woods' Vacation

Blue, $935,000

Collection

Sponsors have been charged $90 a
half-hour for this shortwave flUip to
(Wednesday) broadcast by a new their regular shows.
It has meant
morale series, "The Man dehlnd the nothing, of course,
as far as selling
Latter will dramatize the
Gun.'
their
products goes, but it has
story behind the manufacture of pleased
soldiers far from home, and
each of the various weapons of thus been a nice goodwill gesture.
a modern army.
Most sponsors make a practice of anWilliam Robson, producer, and nouncing on the domestic broadcast
Ranald MacDougall, respective pro- that the show is also being h«ard by
ducer and writer of '22d Letter,' will shortwave by U. S. troops abroad.
hsve the same assignments on 'BeAs a matter of fact, as far as the
hind the Gun.' While MacDougall commercial value of the DX shows
has been working on the scripts for goes, the plugs have sometimes had
tho new series, Robson wrote the a reverse effect. Soldiers and civilfinal two Installments of 'Letter.'
ians
in
Australia, Latin-America,
Alaska or Iceland haven't relished
being urged to go right out and buy
So-and-So soups when there's not a
store within 1.000 miles that sells
anything like such a product.
IN
Nevertheless,
Charlie
McCarthy
and Edgar Bergen, Jack Benny, the
Steve Fuld. 39, who resigned from Aldrich Family and a flock of simiCBS's station relations staff to be- larly well-known sponsored shows
come an ensign In the Coast Guard, have been the backbone of the enterhas been reported as missing in ac- tainment program offered to troops
tion. The Navy Department has not via shortwave.
And the boy.<! have
as yet disclosed when or where.
never resented the commercials to
Fuld was with station relations for the extent that it's cut into their enfour and a half years. Before that joyment of the program.?.
Inc.,
Sales,
Radio
he had been with
So, if it is found incompatible with
a CBS subsid.
Government operation of the klloA mother, sister and brother live watters to have commercials, it will
In New York.
be the servicemen in foreign climes
who'll suffer. Unlikely is the possiSTAYS
bility of the Government accepting
coin for the commercials, so if they
Linger! In England for Additional continue at all. It will be a break to
the extent of $90 a half-hour for the
Background Material
sponsors. A compromise, of course,
Norman Corwin, whose 'An Amer- might be found in airing the shows
ican in England' shortwave pro- with the commercials scissored. Adgrams concluded on CBS about a vertiser.? probably wouldn't seriously
month ago. Is remaining In Britain object, although it seems unfair that
three or four more weeks to gather they shouldn't at least get a pa.s5ing
material for a continuation of the mention in lieu of a regular commercial.
series In the U. S.
Although the plan is still tentative, the Idea is to present the sequel
shows as the Impressions of a reBabb's
England.
turned American from
Vance Babb, formerly NBC
J.

CORWIN

$3,277,000;

— Sales

Anyhow

propaganda suson CBS,

tainer Wednesday fiignta
will be succeeded after

for August;

The joint time sales for the four national networks this August was 2%
of
above what it had been for the parallel month last year. It was the narrowest margin of the kind in years. The only one of the quartet that
Spiels dipped into the minus regions was Mutual, namely 3%. Columbia was up
3%, the Blue Network showed an increase of 16% and NBC remained
Sometimes Ironic to Iso- static. The General Motors hour ('Cheers From Camps') was probably
lated Soldiers, but Popu- the main factor for reversal of the trend which had marked CBS' billings

May End

for foreign listening, or both.

The ^d

Pinch of

CBS a455KM)

NBC,

Government Operation of
Shortwave T r a n amitters

In general this seems to be true about wartime propaganda ters has posed the question of what
and the attitude of people as people and officials as persons: is going to happen to the commercials now on these outlets. It would
the fires have to be lighted more often under officials than appear
obvious that they'd automatunder private citizens. There is plenty of evidence that citi- ically be eliminated, except for the
zens are often way ahead of the officials.
fact that the big sponsored shows
that are carried on the DXers are the
Kyser has re-discovered the power of simple talk, the efTec- most popular with U. S. troops
"abroad. Government can hardly afHis ability to move throngs is a ford to eliminate them, for they'd be
^tiveneas of everyday idiom.
valid lesson of this war, but he seems not to sufficiently recog- practically irreplaceable.
Problem is not acute on the comnize and credit what has been done, what is being done. There
There is mercials which stations originate
1b an enormous pressure of willingness in business.
exclusively for shortwave broadcast
only a minimum of unwillingness or pouting.
or for their networks, because, since

Unity It not «ncoura^ed by over-Inclusive generalizations
that run grave risk oi giving sincere organizations unmerited
stigma.

Up:

ON DX EXPECTED

Hoivever

It is not fair to embrace by implication advertisers, agencies
and radio men who have been devoting a large amount of time,
energy and money to help the Government. Nor is it entirely
fair to imply or suggest or think that only one small group of
persons know the morale or propaganda needs or the best and
only methods to implement them. The democratic process is
the process of cooperation and coordination. It has been brilliantly exemplified by the OFF (and later by OWI) in the allocation system and radio war guide.

29

H. C. McCoy, named the other asis In the agency's Philadel-

sociate,

phia

office.

(Estimated)

FOR AUGUST
1942

Blue

NBC
Total

$8,185,000

mST

FOB

Total

'Front

Page

Farrell'

Tie-In With

$7,964,000

-f-2%

'Front

Page

-|-

0

EIGHT MOlTrHS

$74,194,000

$68,211,000

Has

%

1941
$7,927,000
29,144,000
4,025,000
27,116,000

-1-21
-I-

1

+S9

+

I

-f-

•

Philco Gesture

Manpower

Conunish Via Hanunond

Sample-Hummert

3

—3

$9,594,000
29,550,000
6,385,000
28,665,000

NBC

-1-10

3,350,000
532,000
3,278,000

1942

Blue

Columbia
Mutual

%

1941
$804,000

$935,000
3,455,000
3,277,000
518,000

Columbia
Mutual

serial

Buy

of Games;

Blackett-

Farrell,'

on

NBC

for

(It

Kolynos toothpowder, is integrating
a war production theme into the
with the
War Manpower Commission. Cur-

s

100% War)

story line, in cooperation

rent thread has Sally Farrell, the
hero's wife, getting a job In a war
plant. Plot complications will work
in various ideas promulgated by the

Philadelphia, Sept. 29.

Philco

Radio

last

Friday

(29)

signed up as sponsor of broadcasts of
the University of Pennsylvania'!

WMPC.

footbajl games, outbidding Atlantio

In preparation for working out
the suggested themes. Bob Shaw, the
writer, and Lloyd Rosamund, Air
Features supervisor on the show,
were taken last week on a tour of
war plants In the New York area.
They visited factories turning out
planes and precision instruments,
particularly departments using wo-

Refining on the deal.

workers. Laurence Hammond,
radio director, arranged it.

men

WMPC

TOM LUCKENBILL TO

Atlantic

had

been dickering for the games which
has bankrolled for the past six
years, but was loath to pay Penn'a
stiff price (reported at $30,000) because its sales to the public hava
been greatly curtailed this year due
to rationing.
it

But Friday, one day before Penn
opened Its season with the Georgia
Pre-Flight School, Sayre Ramsdell
Associates closed for Philco.
Philco is on 100% war production,
so commercials will be utilized only
keep the name before the public ai
a good-will gesture. Patriotic messages, such as war bond sales, scrap
collections, etc., will be stressed.
to

ESTY AS VICE-PRES.
Tom

Luckenbill has replaced Dick

Marvin as head of the radio department in the William Esty agency.
Like Marvin, Luckenbill is an ex-J.
Walter Thompsonile. Luckenbill has

Marvin resiKned
Monday morning (28) after LuckenThe change
bill reported on the job.
the

title

of

v.p.

KATE SMITH'S GUEST
Russell-Blalr Combo Follows 'Morn\ns Star' Excerpt

Rosalind Rus.sell and Janet Blair,
cc-slars of Columbia's 'My Sister
a juicy topic of conversation
week on
around the talent end of the bu.si- Eileen' picture, guest next
show on CBS.
thu Kate Smith
ness over Iht Monday '28) and TuesThey'll appear in an original draday (29) lunch tables.
guesting on the
Marvin held the post for a little matic sketch. Also
show will be a name comic, posover three years. At Thompson,
Luckenbill specialized in the Lux ac- sibly George Jessel.
Dramatic spot on this Friday
count, serving as radio contact in
New York. Cal Swanson will absorb night's (2) Smith program will be
an excerpt from 'Morning Star,' the
this assignment.
Emiyn Williams play currently at
the Morosco, N. Y. Gladys Cooper,

made

Vaughn De Leath's Party
BufTiilo.

Sept. 29.

WBEN Maff feted Vaughn De
Leath with cake and ice cream on
her birthday Saturday (26). Cake had
one candle and .singer didn't .^ay how
many were lacking, but laughingly
arlmitted starting in radio as a 'child
piodigy' 22 years ago.
A 'pre-view' parly was held to
allow Evening New.s photog to tike
picture for weekly radio section.

Wendy Barrie, Cecil Humphreys,
Nicholas Joy and Gregory Peck, of
thP legit cast, will participate in the
broadcast.
Probability for either this week's
or next week's edition of the series
is an original dramatic sketch, 'My
Brother in Stalingrad,' by Sandra
Michael, author of 'Against th«
Piece was originally done
Storm.'
last Friday night (25) as a visual
presentation at a Russian War Relief .show at the Academy of Musl^
Philadelphia.
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Bo7» Wanted

Educators and the Art of Radio
In

By ROBERT
(Tho
livered
7iieeiiii0

Radio

/ollou'itig address uios d^recently before the niiiiunl
of the Rocky Afouiilatii
Council at the University

Club. Denver.)

Amony

')usiness

men

theie

per-

tendency to be somewhat
(isLs a
amused and a little pleased that
educators in general tailed to foresee in the early 1920's the future social usefulness and importance of
broadcasting. Although schools and
colleges aided in the laboratory deve:opmeiU of radio once radio
experimental
the
emerged from
pha^e and became practical broadcasting, it was nursed through dlflicult years by business, not scholarThis bit of history is used
ship.
by business men to draw inferences
that are probably only partly true
and probably not especially signiflcsnt even to the exfent they are
Nevertheless, the inferences
true.
drawn illustrate the business attitude that has been all too common.
Educators are accused of a complex
that makes them lear to apply
knowledge to the world at large.
They are willing to work only in
classrooms under conditions of acaThus a great
demic orthodoxy.

agency of instruction and democracy
«a^ nurtured by business at the very
time that colleges were lapsing three
quarters
originally

of
the
licensed

radio
In

their

stations

names.

ETESOSE OF CEHTUBY
And yet obviously it Is not quite
fair to condemn educators or Indeed
anybody for regarding the radiophone of the early twenties as anything more than a squat, ugly, shapeles.'^ piece of furniture, another mechanical stunt in a mechanical age.
Connected by unsightly wires with
an offensive-looking, din-producing
horn the original radiophone seemed
t) be the eyesore of the century
with earache to match. It seemed
to bear out Henry Thoreau's thesis
that one frivolous possession leads
«nly to a habit of frivolous possessions which in turn create confusions and neuroses. Sensitive-eared
persons then declared that radio
itiitic was more demoralizing to the
nation than bathtub gin.
Radio history begins therefore with

I

least two dominant prejudices.
One, that of business men against

educators for what they considered
a snobbish attitude toward a great
medium and secondly the prejudice
o! educators and Intellectuals generally against radio for being so
noisy, so crude, so new.

'AET OP BASIC'
The educators' prejudice also still
urvives. There are pedagOgs and
pundits who wlU choke and sputter
even aftee twenty years at any
reference in their hearing to the 'art
of radio.' They will not concede
that any art is Involved or Implied
or possible' in broadcasting. One
•peaker at the last Ohio State institute for Education by Radio actually
denied
categorically
that
radio
serials were or ever could become
the poor woman's literature. Here
wns the snobbish attitude in full displa.v.
Despite which the artistic

J.

LANDRY

both conditions they tains little beyond lessons in the
The function
art of demoralizing.
thing is crystal clear: the of radio in psychological warfare
fascistic experts, unlike easy-going is to make the enemies' flesh crawl.
can

establish

Now

One

educators and liberals in this democracy, are constant radio students.
not quibble over the art of
radio.

FRANCE AND RADIO
France there was no widespread habit of listening to the radio and no habit of trusting the
radio beyond the degree of trust
given the Government of the Day of
which radio was an appendage. The

Americans 'have

tniled,

this

until

value and
si udy .radio. Of course they make a
bnsically mean and degraded use of
ti e medium.
This Is because they
hnve a low estimate of human nature
ruber than a -low estimate of radio.
The dictators adopt the principle
that hv (1) suppressing all leaders
a'ld all opportunities of a liberal
bent and (2) then proceeding to entlTone an intolerant Ideology in
p'ace of free Inquiry they can exp'oii the natural ignorance and larlress cf the Inert masses.
The Nazis in particular very
c'early perceive what American edu-

PROGRAMS

recently
radio
tor
quite
taken
granted, or scorned it as a vulgar up'
start, or mocked its soap operas, or

LOUISVILLE
SHOW

OK'S

-

making science odious and
frightening have become
great radio technicians, but they do
not expect radio to perform mirtheirs tor
discipline

They waste very

time
trying to persuade other people to
love or like them.
They realize
that this is a matter of nature and
to obtain such results they would
have to become lovable or likable.
This would obviously run counter to
their desire to be respected f9r their
acles.

little

and feared for their cruThe Nazi radio system devotes
to those things which hardboiled and cynical men consider effective and smart.
In other words
the Nazi; play up and glorify human
ignorance and bigotry. For example, Nazi radio is overwhelmingly

efficiency
elty.

itself

HTTRDER AT THE MIKE

tionally to its

The history of the last 10 years has
ample evidence that as-

provided

sassination at the microphone is no
fiction writer's conjuring, but an actual tact as much a part of fascism
as is anti-Semitism. We saw it most
vividly in Austria. The mental picture -is of blood stains on the radio
studio floor and lying beside them,
quite dead, the announcer ot yesterday's regime.
Over his body has
fallenin fluttering disarray the pages
of his manuscript; a shroud is made
up of the liberal democracy of yesterday.
A new radio announcer,

'THOSE
It

NO DZ REFORMS
We

cannot sit back in our ease
and comfort and use radio to convert the armed criminals of Berlin
or the bristling fanatics ot Tokio. If
radio ever plays a part in converting either nation to a philosophy

more

in

harmony with our Amer-

ican concepts of public decency it
will be a radio system created, in
the fullness of time and after military chastening, by better elements
in both countries.
Just now we are uSing radio as
a
psychological
warfare weapon.
Naturally our purpose in broadcasting to Germany and theirs in broadcators and intellectuals might learn casting to us is frankly mischievous.
to appreciate, namely that the ef- Such international broadcasting Is
fefiiveness of radio in influencin)! naturally temporary in character,
pcDple in the mass Is predetermined shifty in tactics and wholly devoted
bv fai a habit of consistent and to the self-interest of the originatwidespread listening and
by a ing parties and not of the listeners.
h.nhit of trusting what Is heard. As This is all a very useful part
of
far as the methods of dictatorship fighting a modern war, but It con-

LOVE' SET

Plug Grape
Oct. 11 on

Will

The

membership.

WE

serial.

Those

NdU
NBC
We

SUrtlng

instead, a plea tor

Brands

and

Procter

For the 'steenth consecutive year

sible,

Shirley

Bergman

Joins Lord

of

&

the Co-operative Analysis ot Broadcasting credits the variety programs
being the most popular form of
radio entertahunent. The latest designation stems from an analysis
made by the C.A.B. of network commercial shows as checked tor the
period beginning Oct. 1, 1941 and

as.

ending AprU

30, 1942.

Variety shows scored an average
CJ^.B. rating of 16.1.
Audience
participation events took the edge

away from dramatic tare and got
an average rating of 11.4. Drama's,
average was 11.3.
Other four classifications of the
seven major popular program types
were: popular music, 8.7; classical
and semi-classical music, 8.4; familiar
music, 7.4 and commentators, news,
talks, 5.3.

The

analysis explains that

drop In the drama's average
might have been due to the decided
the

increase in the sponsorship ot that
type of entertainment, thus diffusing the attraction of available audiences.

Has

Darrell V. Martin

60 Days' Grace

to

Pay

Back $2,000 Inyestment
Darrell

V.

Pittsburgh, Sept. 29.
Martin, former Post-

Gaze<tte radio editor and columnist,
must pay $2,000 to a local couple
within 80 days or go to Jail. Judge
John P. Egan, in Criminal Court last
week, gave Martin until the end of
Novcmbes to raise the money he got
from a local couple under false pretense.

The ex-newspaperman

en-

tered pleas of no defense to three
charges of false pretense and fraudulent conversion growing out ot a
purported radio weekly which ha
sought to promote.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Claypool, formerly ot Pittsburgh but now living
in Olean, N. Y., told the court they
had given the money to Martin in
1940 upon his claims that some

prominent people' had invested, and
he spent it in little more than a
month. When the Claypools repeatedly were turned down in their request for stock or the return of their
money, they launched fraud charges
against Martin.
conspiracy Indictment against Martin's brother, Donald, a postal employe, was nolle
'
pressed.
The first issue of Martin's longdelayed 'Radio Weekly' made its appearance locally three weeks ago,
just before his case came to court.
Since then, however, there have
been no other issues.

CURTIS ARNALL CALLED
'Pepper Tonng' Script Has To Be

Revamped

CBS

Thomas

in

Horry

Curtis Amall, who had title role
of 'Pepper Young's Family' since
1938, was called into service by the

U. S. Coast

Guard

last

week.

Al-

though he had enlisted some time
ago, the order to report immediately

& was unexpected.

more respon-

better informed criticism, for
criticism that names the specific offense and does not hide behind anonymous generalities, for a state of

,

A

Love,' will

be used by General Foods, starting
Oct. 11, to plug Grape Nuts.
That
will give the product two NBC pro-

grams within a period of five hours,
the other being the Jack Benny
stanza at 7 o'clock, Sunday nights.
Love' will occupy the Sunday 2-2:30
period.
holding a smoking revolver in one
General Foods bought 'Love' to
hand i^peaks into the microphone:
solve the dilemma caused by the
'Ladies and gentlemen, the program
Imposed by the American
ban
originally scheduled for this period
Federation of Musicians on commerwill not be heard.'
recordings.
cial
The packer had
The scene might be Spain. Norway, been attaching the Grape Nuts plug
Holland, Belgium. France, Czechooff-the-line
to
versions
of
"The
slovakia. Java, Singapore, Manila.
Aldrich Family.'
Something very similar in spirit once
This makes the fourth sponsor of
happened in Cuba. I think you will Love.' The serial had been doing
agree such a scene was once a possipinchhitter service for the Eddie
bility In.nur. own T..oulsiaaa.
Cantor (Bristol-Myers) show this
summer. Before that "Love* had sucINTELLECTUALS
cessively been on the payrolls of
Do not misunderstand.

It is,

U,S.

*

Barney's has opened •
juve clothing department.
tioning,

KID

kind of humor since states but that the Fascistic states
dead or concen- hermetically seal themselves against
the civilized idea of live and let live.

greatly

to

they have simply not bothered to
consider radio ut all. In general it
may be said that among intellectuals
and liberals it has been and still is
fashionable to adopt an attitude of
condescension toward radio.
This
Frenchman was skeptical In all state ot mind is more than unfor
Consequently at the last tunate.
things.
It is dangerous.
For our
catasimpending
period
of
terrible
American radio system would beneand
Reynaud
Paul
when
fit from, and democracy itself absotrophe
others desperately attempted last lutely requires, liberals concerning
Louisville, Sept. 29.
minute radio appeals to halt panic, themselves sympathetically with
After extensive listening to chilto limit chaos, to salvage something radio as an already great and potendren's programs, research commitof the French army and the French tially much greater agency of progtee of Uie Louisville Radio Council
spirit radio was singularly ineffec- ress, enlightenment and the spread has put its nod ot approval on the
tive.
And yet we know that, under ot knowledge.
following programs:
plausible conditions, radio can stop
BLUE NETWORK
IF FASCISTS ARISE
President Roosevelt proved
panic.
'Open Book.*
that in the Bank crisis bf 1933. What
Should we be unfortunate in this
'March of Time.'
France lacked on top of everything war, should it last too long and cost
'Little Blue Playhouse.'
else in May and June of 1S40 was too much and produce too little in
'Sunday's Children.'
an art of radio.
final results we many predict a mood
NBC
of despair and disgust with a witch
THE 'IFS' OF RADIO
'Cavalcade ot America.'
hunt psychology just under the surMargaret Speaks.
Radio is a great and powerful in- face. We may also predict that
there
strumentality for the ultimate bene'Dr. I. Q.'
will be clever ruthless men ready to
'Aldrich Family.'
fit of education, enlightenment, tolorganize an American fascistic ^rty
erance, ethics, international decency probably calling
Cities Service Concert.
itself the back-to*
and a happier world. Men •and democracy movement. These clever
'Information, Please.'
women of good will should value ruthless men will fully realize that
'Lincoln Highway.'
radio highly because of its possi- they can succeed only
U. S. Marine Band.
it they conbilities and they should learn to trol radio.
'Army Hour.'
In order to disguise their
use it wisely. They should also be motives and their
'Plays for Americans.'
purposes such
Jealous at all times of who controls prospective fascists will need
'American Albur of Familiar Muto proradio and under what system of vide excuses and
arguments and a sic'
It would be
checks and balances.
MUTUAL
show ot plausibility tor abolishing
romantic, however, for men and the known radio system
U. S. Army Band.
in order to
women of good will in- a compara- usher in a radio system of their own
TJ. S. Marine Band.
tively idealist environment such as kind. And who will
'Rainbow House.'
the fascist quote
the United States to attribute in- against American radio?
"Treasure Chest.'
Unquesternational magic to radio. One day tionably they will quote WhatchCBS
perhaps radio may operate through- anunacallit. the professor, Whozis
'March of Youth.'
out the world as a peace-making, the highbrow editor, Youknowwho,
Nelson Eddy.
tolerance-spreading. Justice encour- the refined president ot Ivory
'Dr. Christian.'
Tower
aging agency, but this will come University. Have they not one and
'Junior Miss.'
about when, and only - when, basic all specialized in ridiculing, but sel'Brewster Boy.'
conditions favorable to such use of dom listening to radio, do they not
'Let's Pretend.'
the medium are established and perhaps unconsciously hate this radio
Cleveland Symphony Orchestra.
technicians of enlightened views are challenge, because they know that
'Vic and Sade.'
permitted to operate. Radio Is evil radio denuinds that thoughts be
American Farmer 4-H Clubs.
or virtuous strictly in accordance couched in simple terms, that learn'Family Hour.'
with the men and the circumstances ing not remain a kind ot academic
National Radio Council thought
that prevail in any given center of shorthand understood only by the
highly of above list submitted by the
power.
Initiated tew, the doctors of futility. local
council, and distributed it naThe Nazis with that genius of

either

dictators

boys

all

In

DICTATOES DEGRADE RADIO
The

'calling

The angle beins

that
between the draft, cutting Into
the prospective number of customers and future clothing ra-

devoted to stirring up hatred of the
pro>tiee of programs as programs Jews. It is always much easier tor
and of radio writers and directors a dictatorship to arouse hatreds- and
prejudices than for a
a; oersons Is constantly advancing fears and
•nd there already exist radio artists democracy to inculcate tolerance
We have
c imparable in stature with the men and a spirit of fairness.
failed to sell oiir viewpoint to Geror 'he older media.
Perhaps it only underscores our many, but Germany has succeeded in
democratic ways to say that while sellfng anti-Semitism in a big way
our liberals and Intellectuals spend to the U. S.
In short we must recognize that a
I'his is no
e good deal of their time wisecrackplea that Intellectuals and liberals go Standard
Ir ii about radio their prototypes
in democracy is wide open to the viGamble.
ihp Axis countries are unable to in- cious radio propaganda of Fascistic softly on criticism of American radio.

dulge In
they are

it's

Barney's.'

CONDESCENSION NO HELP
Educated

PACES ALL

cause of the war.

have succeeded.

They do

VARIETY- TYPE

Banuy's Clotblnf emporium
N«w York City which roio to

national famo with Iti wJ(. spot
announcements, 'callint all men,'
has revamped Its clarion call be-

Elaine Sterne Car-

rington, had to revamp script, writing him out until a new lead could
be found.
Pedlar & Ryan presently is auditioning radio juveniles to get a new

"Pepper Yoimg.'

Shirley Bergman, of the CBS proinformed enough to know
about, and generous enough to ad- duction staff, has resigned to Join
mit, the merits of American radio, the radio department of Lord St
even while Justifiably condemning
Thomas.

mind

the faults.

seems absolutely imperative that
intellectuals and liberals recognize
the menace to the nation and to
themselves in any sudden or radical
changing of the basic realities In our
radib system that might be proposed
or engineered imder an excuse of
emergency. Any essential change of
our radio system should come about
only after extended open, unrestrained public debate, with the public having full knowledge ot what
we are giving up. on the one hand,
and what we are getting, on the
It

other.

Radio will help protect and preserve democracy if and only if democracy will help protect and preserve the radio.

Move

is

effective this week.

Jean Colbert at

WCAU

PhllaJelphia, Sept. 29.

Jean

Coll>ert, legitimate

and radio

yesterday (Mon.) joined the
ot WCAU.
She'll handle the
'For Women Only' program.
She
replaces Betty Hurd, who Joins the
publicity department.
Miss Hurd will write WCAU's
'This Is Radio' column, which appears in the Philly Inquirer, under
the by-llne, "Leroy Hayden.' The
column has been written by Harry
Murdock, who recently took over
the job as publicity director of the

actress,
staff

station.

StnUer Qohs Lyons
Bill Stuhler has resigned from the
A. 8i S. Lyons talent agency after
being with it for over four years. He
Rubicam
came from the Young
agency.
Stuhler has two proposi-

&

tions to choose from and he will do
his deciding by the end ot this week.
into
Bill Tuttle will move up
Stuhlcr's former spot. "Richard Barrett has been elected v.p. in charge
of the radio division.

Stauffer to

West Point

Joe Slauffer has resigned as heud
the radio department of Kenyon
Eckhardt to take an instructoi'.s
assignment at West Point, whence he
graduated about 12 years ago.
He holds the commission ot major.
of

&
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Kay Kyser
Raps

at Coast

to the

War
of

Kay Kyser, now

a consultant

radio division of the Oflice of
what he termed a lack

Info, for

complete cooperation In the war
by the 'guiding geniuses of

effort

He leavened

radio.'

Meeting

his

criticisms

with enough humor to take the sting
out of his remarks, but the intent
was without sugar-coated camouHe told them point-blank if
flage.
they didn't 'accept the challenge and
carry the ball that defeat of all the
couldn't be avoided.'
efforts
OWI

Kyser was one of the speakers at
of four meetings set up by
for the visit
the local branch of
here of W. B. I<ewis, radio chief, and
his Washington aides. Lewis had to
give up his plane space to a ferry
pilot at Fort Worth and failed to
arrive in time for the session.
He
aired in late in the afternoon.

'the first

OWI

Won't Tolerate

station replied that it will
"not tolerate' the reduction from
10 to 6 and said 'we will run a
if

not more.'

ELMER DAVIS
ROUGH ON
RELEASES

—

Fact:i

and Figures and said the ratio

75%

frustration to

25% achieve-

ment had been reversed
few months.

in the past

One of America's biggest problems to be tackled by radio, according to Douglas Meservey, chief
deputy to Lewis in Washington, is to
condition people to the proper attitudes toward our allies and adjustment to changing conditions and restrictions. Training of replacements,
especially women, for jobs concerned with the war effort, breaking
down meat-eating habits and acquainting the people of 3B states
with the fuel conservation program
are also high on radio's OWI agenda.
Seymour Morris, chief of OWI allocations, said that agencies and networks would not be asked to devote
more time to the Government's
messages but for an improved
quality of handling the inserts. He
said that the allocations now being
distributed assure a 90 C.A.B. rating
daily.

Kyser pulled, no punches in his
and used such terms as 'betrayand 'traitors' In describing those

talk
ers*

who won't take a
the ball.' He said

turn at 'carrying
that people want

to be talked to sincerely
tired of gagged-up phrases

and are
such as

He told of how
plain-talk to shipyard strikers In
Frisco and walk-outs in Detroit was
'slap the Jap,' etc.

received without a dissenting voice
and brought down the house. He
emphasized the success of the Detroit
incident by declaring that following
his talk, the last two days of his
theatre engagement broke all existing house records. 'They knew I was
sincere and they loved it.' He then
gleaded for more sincerity with
overnment messages and said that
if the challenge flung down to radio
isn't met wholeheartedly then the
whole campaign will be a flop.

curtailed.
One effect of this entire curtailment program will be to give added
importance to the Washington contacts of organizations outside
of

Using Participations
Royal Paper Works, of Brooklyn,
N. Y.,
Paper,

makers

Full-Network Discount

—

ing 'Hello Mom' Talks
From England
in General Murray Thinks Schedule Overloaded with Gab

—

OTHER SLANTS
Montreal, Sept.

Chicago, Sept.

Year of 1946

will

Chicago,

be worst

in

radio history for reception, ac-

cording to observation by Chicago Journal of Atrophysics.
Maximum sunspot, occurring

roughly once every 11 years,
causes poor transmission over
long distances in radio, with
conspicuous static. In 1946 sunspots will be third largest since

Due

1749.

29.

Gladstone Murray, Canadian Broadcasting Corporation g.m., in an address over the corporation's national
network outlined what would be his

immediate program on taking over
the duties of his new appointment

Sept. 29.

NBC's new 125-station discount
plan was the main topic of discussion at a meeting here last Friday
(25) of the NBC Planning and Advisory Committee.
The affiliates
agreed that the discount arrangement
would prove beneficial all around,
particularly after William S. Hedges,
NBC v.p. in charge of station relations, disclosed that since the introduction of the plan on July 27 the
network has added 608 station
hours of commercial time weekftr.

29.

ANOTHER TRADE

to disparity in size of districts

previously constituted for representation vote was taken to set up
an additional district, with the Advisory and Planning (!;ommittee consisting of eight' representatives next
year. New district will be on Eastern seaboard, taking in Penna.,

Maryland,

ASSOCIATION

APPEARS

First he
announced that after
Oct. 15 there will be no more personal messages from Canadian troops
overseas broadcast over the CBC
Chicago, Sept. 29.
networks. With the great number of
The Broadcasters Victory Council
Canadians now in the United Kingdom there was no chance of even has been colnverted Into a new trade
a small percentage of these men be- organization, the American Broading able to speak to relatives and casters Association.
The metamorfriends at home via radio and limi- phosis occurred here last week, contations were such that disappoint- current with the gathering of the
ment and irritation had outweighed board of directors of the National
positive results in this service.
Association of Broadcasters.
The
Other changes are to include the N.A.B. board was to have acted on
following:
proposals
of
reorganization
and
Dispersion of war effort programs. changes of personnel, but all this was
'Too many war programs have been deferred to another meeting, Oct. 14,
tackled at the same time,' he said. also In Chicago.
John Shepard, Srd, of the Yankee
'Fiom now on there will be more
concentration and rhythmic plan- Network, BVC chairman, had favored
an arrangement whereby the N.A.B.
ning.'
Another defect was too much might assume the underwriting of
is undersood, his
talk; not for the sake of talk but the BVC but, it
there were too many things to ex- associates on the oouncil opposed the
move. In any event the proposition
plain, Murray said.
Further, he claimed there was n.t was not made to the N.A.B. board

Del., Virginia, N. Si S.
Carolina.
Niles Trammel, NBC chief, pointed
out in his address that the war Is
presenting broadcasters with many
difficult problems.
He warned that
the new 1943 Advisory and Planning Committee, to be elected shortly, will have to shoulder this added
responsibility wisely, if the network
is to continue its profitable operation and still sustain its responsibilities to the nation.

Attending the meeting were Harry
WSM, Nashville, chairman;

Stone,

James D. Shouse, WLW, Cincinnati;
Stanley Hubbard, KSTP; Ed Yocum,
KGHL, Billings; Arden X. Pangborn, KGW, Portland, Ore.; and
Walter Johnson, WTIC, Hartford,
representing Paul W. Morency, 111.
O. L. Taylor, KGNC, Amarillo, also
did not attend.

NBC

Representing
at
meeting
were Niles Trammel, William S.
Hedges, C. L. Menser, Frank M. Russell and Harry C. Kopf, vice presidents, also Sheldon B. Hickox, Jr.,
Charles B. Brown, Paul McCluer,
.

Jules Herbuveaux, and Joseph A.
Washington that have depended on
McDonald.
the formerly very free and liberal
of publications by the enough
laughter-provoking
mate- while in session last week.
Organizers with Shepard of the
Government to keep in touch with rial. Gloom and depression were
what was happening in the Capital not part of the spirit of victory. new association are Eugene PuUiam,
City in their respective fields.
'Probably the best laughter-provok- WIRE, Indianapolis; Oeorge Storer,
Just a StarUr
ing material will come from the Fort Industry station group; James D.
Shouse, WLW-WSAI, Cincinnati; Ed
This curtailment action is just a camps at home and abroad.'
Craney, of the Montana Z-Bar netstarter. OWI is setting up an InterThere will be a new weekly
4lepartmental committee which will 'Comrades in Arms' which would work; Walter Damm, WTMJ, Milwhatever
publications stress the necessity of coverage of waukee, and Stanley Hubbard, KSTP,
reexamine
have been permitted to survive and the three fighting services and will St. Paul. O. L. (Ted) Taylor, KONC,
those which can be dispensed with harmonize with the conception of Amarlllo, who was executive secreQuebec City, Sept. 29.
tary of the BVC, has resigned as
for the duration without much loss 'combined operations.'
NAB director from Texas and also Private radio station OHRC studio,
will be put on a list to receive the

HRE RAZES

CHRC. QUEBEC

Finally, more attention will be
death warrant.
paid Canadian creative work in the
The order abolishes all general
field of music.
mailing lists built up of requests for
He welcomed the government's
releases and publications' and
'all
departments and agencies are called decision to create a high-power
upon to notify persons of this ac- short-wave station that would give
tion. Agencies, under the order, will Canada a world-wide audience and
be permitted to form selective lists stated that new Canadians of recent

based on requests for specific publications. Also prohibited is the sending of government releases by telegraph to newspapers, radio stations
or any other news media without
permission of the OWI except at the
request and expense of the receiver.
For some time the OWI, with the
cooperation of other Federal agencies, has been studying the flow of

Government

releases.

During

this

many agencies voluntarily
many publications not
abolished
bearing directly upon the war. Cuts
were also made in mailing lists.
Over-all curtailment of publications
in some non-war agencies ran as
high as 40 per cent.
Among the Federal Communications Commission publications which
have received the death warrant and
which will be discontinued are: ABC
of the FCC; Radio. A Public Primer;
Weekly Analysis; and lists of broadstudy,

Affected by the curtailment in the
of limited distribution are; An-

way

nual Report; FCC Reports; Statistics
of the Communications Industry;
Permanent Calendar; Orders on Decisions; Proposed Findings; Orders
InInvestigations and
Instituting
quiries; Broadcast Actions; Actions

of doilies and shelfbuying time on women's Taken in Motions Hearings; Anparticipation programs in 16 markets. nouncements in Docket Cases; ReSchedules will be determined by port of Applications Received for
satisfactory availabilities.
Broadcast Services.
is

New

distribution

cast stations.

Shelf-Paper Finn

Gladstone Murray Explains
New Progrram Policies of
Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation Discontinu-

of Director-General of Broadcasting
in the near future.

Nat Wolff, deputy chief here, presided and opened the discussion by
declaring that this war is being
fought on three fronts military, economic and phychologlcal. The latWashington, Sept, 29.
ter, he pointed out, was radio's most
Elmer Davis, director of the Office
potent weapon and the OWI was
of War Information, acted Friday
turning out the needed material to
(20) to cut down the outpouring of
assure a successful campaign. ProGovernment propaganda in the form
grams rated outstanding in the handof pamphlets, reports, press releases
ling of government allocated mesand other publications to save milsages were 'Fibber and Molly,' Lum
lions of dollars to the Treasury. He
and Abner and Kraft Music Hall.
made mandatory for the duration of
Wolff took to task those whose only
concern with OWI messages was to the war the discontinuance of 239
get them out of the way with the Government publications and the
curtailment of 264 others. Also afleast possible disturbance to the program's continuity.
He noted that fected is the distribution of sui'vivthe OWI has accomplished much ing publications. Mailing and other
since its changeover from Office of distribution lists are to revised and
of

Problems

Benefits,

1948 Will Be Bad!

The

schedule

Of

T

It

Washington, Sept. 29.
Office
of
War Information
thought it was pleasing the
broadcasters when it modified
the request for 10 daily United
Nations plugs. But the patriotic
fervor of WTCM, Traverse City,
Mich., couldn't be chilled by a
Federal suggestion that six mentions would be enough.

full

NBC Weighs

NEEDS

'Guiding Geniuses of Radio'

Hollywood, Sept. 29.
Network and agency radio execs
got a dressing down here by Bandleader

OWI

SI

allied himself with the ABA.
The N.A.B. board discussed the
Senatorial investigation and litigation
surrounding the ban of the American
Federation of Musicians on recording.
Counsel has in preparation a brief at
tacking the AFM's action which will
be filed for use by the Government
European origin would be utilized to
when hearing on the anti-trust prospeak words of comfort and enceedings against James C. Petrillo,
couragement to their oppressed kinsprez, opens here before a Fed
men in countries overrun by the eral court
Oct 14. The board huddle
enemy.
it is reported, was accompanied by a
barrage of gag telegrams from practical Jokers outside the directorship
The kidding wires, carrying the signature of Petrillo, offered divers solutions and compromises for ending
the disc controversy.
Following the board meeting it was
WRUL, Boston, short wave outlet, announced that there would be a
has started a series of dramatized .series of 19 district meetings, startprofiles of leaders of the United ing Nov. 19 in Worcester, Mass., and
Nations. Program is being beamed ending Dec. 10 in Philadelphia, with
to Europe, done in English.
a view to determining what added
First was Ezekial Padilla. foreign
aid the broadcasters within the N.A.B.
Following
Mexico.
minister
of
can lead the war effort. Represenweeks will air thumbnail sketches oi tatives of the OWI, OCD, Selective
Henry Wallace, Eduard Benes and Service and the War and Navy De
General Jan Smuts, with others to
partmenls will be asked to address
Whitin
come.
Scripts
are
by
these gatherings.
Badger, scripter who did Chase &
Sanborn show while on Coast, with
Dwight Cooke handling the directing chores.
Angles on

AFM

WRUL TO DX PROHLES

ON ALLIED LEADERS

WFIL

Spy

located

in the Victoria hotel tbii
was completely destroyed by
last week including much valuable machinery, equipment and recity,
fire

cording*.
Much of this will be Irreplaceable under wartime conditions and
restrictions.

\m

BAN
ON STUDIO CALLERS

SEATTLE

Seattle, Sept. 29.
Seattle radio stations have closed
studios to all visitors.
Only those
with legitimate business now admitted.
This is In response to a suggestion
by the Fourth Interceptor Command.

Hal Mills on China
Via Midwest Stations
Hal P. Mills, former 'Variety' correspondent in Shanghai, and who
arrived in N. Y. Aug. 25 aboard the
exchange liner Gripsholm, is now in
the midwest, where he is broadcastin.-,
several programs on affairs In
China.

Allen Roth,

Inc.,

Dissolves

Albany, N. Y., Sept. 29.
Allen Roth Radio Productions,
Inc., New York, has been dissolved.
Papers filed with the secretary of
state by Hastings & Hellenbrand,

New York

City.

Philadelphia, Sept. 29.
Henry Klein, of the Philip Klein
agency radio department, will script
the "Mister Mystery' scries Sunday
noons on WFIL, Philly, for Parisian
clothe."!.

WLW,

he and many other Americans were

-

Programs will have a
sabotage angle this season.

Mills recently was heard over station
Cincinnati, where he outlined the situation in China and also
told of life in the Bridge House,
the Japanese house of torture, where

spy

or

held prisoner.
for

65 days.

Mills

was a prisoner
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81

DXers

FINANCIAL AID PROVIDED EOR STATIONS

ALASKA AND HAWAII BY

IN

Importance of Radio to Troops and Isolated Areas
Is Highly Appreciated by Army and Office of
War Information

Misunderstanding of

U. S. A.

waiting to pick up two shows from New York for rebroadcast on ihe
and CBS networks. So It wasn't only shortwave listeners who
were aware that U. S, stations were off the air, but thousands of

NBC

dialers to local Latin stations.
pumpers
Army had Issued Instructions some months ago that
to continue bperation despite air raids or threats of raids. This
Planes arc not equipped to use
in keeping with practice abroad.
for directional purposes the frequencies used by shortwave transmit-

Philadelphia, Sept. 20.

medium wave transmitters.
Low-powered transmitters
installed

at

Nome,

Dutch

be
Harb-

will

and Kodiak

in cooperation with the
Signal Corps as equipM.nt
becorhes available, OWI said.
The schedule of Alaskan broad-

Avmy

was arranged by Murry Brophy,
chref of the bureau of communicatii-ns
facilities
of OWI's overseas
casts

Wartime Santa Claus

DX

costs

Idea of early start was to
make listeners realize that gifts
for armed forces abroad must be

Naval District with headquarters

make

Day.

KDKA

As Program Manager
Boston, Sept. 29.
Robert E. White, WBZ-WBZA
chief announcer, has left to become
program manager of KDKA, PittsHe entered radio field 10
burgh.
years ago and has had wide experience as announcer, dramatic producer and executive.
Last year he won the H. R. Davis
Memorial Award as outstanding announcer in the Eastern Time Zone.

Army
Social Note

Katherine
recently
Donaldson,
Columbus, Sept. 29
Richard A. Borel, manager of named Miss WEAF, dined at 21,
went to 'By Jupiter' and supped at
WBNS, Columbus, and W45CM, has the Stork yesterday.
been commissioned a first lieutenant
She was accompanied by Clay
in the Army.
Morgan, Ben Grauer,
Bertha
He win report at Washington for Brainerd, Sherman Gregory. Mr. and
duly In the supply service.
Mrs. Adam Gimbel.
.

is

too heavy lo

It

R. C. White to

in

release from the Navy
came at the request of William B.
Lewis, chief of the OWI radio bureau, and was approved 'with reluctonce' by Rear Admiral A. E. Watson.

sent plenty in advance for delivery on or before Christmas

They can be so equipped, but the apparatus
practical, at least at the moment.

ters.

PhiUy.
Levy's

-

Harry Von Zell bowed off The
Battle of Sexes,' with Walter O'Keefe,
to head for Hollywood and the Eddie
Cantor show. Von Zell also miked
on 'We, The People.'

GENE BAKER SINGING

FOR NORTHWEST YEAST
Chicago, Sept: 29.
'Songs of a Dreamer,' 15-minule
transcription program, turns live

from Chicago over 18 Blue network
Mon., Wed. and Fri. at 9
a.
m. CWT, under sponsorship
Northwestern Ye'ajt Co.
Program featuring Baritone Gene
Baker, Organist Irma Glen, Home
Economist Doris Rich, comes over
stations

WLS, WTCN, KXEL, KBUR, KSO.
WREN, KOHW, KMA, KFEQ,
KGKO, KFBI, KROC, KYSM,
KPAM. KOAM, WDAY, KFYR and

KSOO.

SEVEN DOMINAN

stations in
Alaska and
to each Is about $1,000

of

Fee

Hawaii.

is

come a Philadelphia consultant to
the radio bureau of the Office of
War Information. Since re-entering
the service In August, 19?1, Levy has
been head of the radio section of the
public relations office for the Fourth

branch. OWI is already broadcasting news and variety programs for
tha information and entertainment
of American troops on overseas duty.
In recognition of the vital importance of radio to the morale and
iriormation of the two outposts, the
U S. government is taking this action of contributing to the operating

a month.

were

week relieved
U. S. Navy to be-

last

from duty by the

San Francisco, Sept. 29.
It's
only
September,
but,
nevertheless, 'Santa Claus Time'
is being aired on KGO,

Dick Borel Into

WCAU, was

regulations by shortwave transmitters

New

Leon Levy's New Status

of

Army

Army

York area advertised to the outside world last week the
in the
fact that the northeastern seaboard was under or in danger of air
DXers, contrary to regulations, went off the ether along with
attack.
the standard broadcasters. Unfortunately there were about 65 stations

Lieutenant Leon Levy, president
Washington, Sept. 29.
The Office of War Informalion
will purchase a minimum of eight
hciiri radio time daily beginning Oc'.
1 to pipe news and special programs
to service men in Alaska. This move
represents an effort, OWl said, to
provide American troops In remote
stations with 'the kind of contact
they want with home.'
Commercial shows taken from v e
three major networks also will be
transmitted.
From San Francisco
these programs will be piped to
four Alaskan stations, KFAR at
Fairbanks, KINY at Juneau, I:TKN
at
Ketchikan, and KFQD at Anchorage, and then rebroadcast over

lIGsiinderstood

•

There are three stations in AlasUa
and four in Hawaii. The Hawaiian
group consists of KGMB, Honolulu;
KOU, Honolulu; KHBC, HUo, and

KTOH,

LIhue.

MARJORIE MILLS TO
Mavec Prom
In

WNAC—Naney

From

WBZ

Boston, Sept 29.
Marjori* Mills shifts her women's
after
five
years
from

program

WNAC toWBZ
be piped

it B^JOOO pMpto

Hv*

In

New InokmA

Osgood

Waaliiii(toii

it 94.3%

here, and wiU also
to the regional network of

New

or 2,1]B,072 of

tngland'$

homes are aqufpped wtHt one or

WCSH, Portland, Me.; WLBZ, Bangor;
WJAR, Providence; WTIC,

mon

radios itmu.i. cmmi *i H»»*»t>>

Hartford.

Miss Mills has been presenting
hei show on local radio stations for
the past 17 years. She will be heard
Mondays through Fridays at 12:30
p m. for a half hour. She edits the
women's page for the Boston Her'
ald-'Traveler also.
Broadcast Advertising, Inc., is the
agency handling the account, mov
ing over 24 national spot announcement advertisers.

Nancy Osgood

to

hg power 30.5%

a por hmKy purdtan

a^bove tho noHoned

ago (Scdt Managomont, April

avww

10, 1942.)

Hob

Boston, Sept. 29.
Nancy Osgood, who under 'Nancy
DiKon'^tag conducted shoppers' pro
gram over WRC, Washington, D. C„
tcmorrow will repIaceMeredith Mar
shall on a similar WBZ show here.
Miss Marshall has been conduct'
Injt the daily broadcasts since last
J<<.nuary, and has been granted a
'.eave

it Now Bnf^kmdon hav

it

Oass

A

$1,340

hour rate for five basic stations

—

seven

all

get the most

stations,

listeners at the

Is

$1,500. You

lowest rates^

of attsence.

Milkbone Dog Biscuit
On Mama's Programs

it

Lho chargt from

Now

York Stvdio* are

facfvcfsJ In these offroNffve rates.

National Biscuit Co. will buy announcements in women's puticlpation programs for Its Milkbone dog
biscuit.

McCann-Erickson agency

Is

doing

the scouting for availabilities.

it
Senna on Keystone

Production

New York

facilities In

Hartford, Boston

and

available at no extra cosK

Dr. Caldwell's Laxative Senna has
been spotted by the minute tran-

on 124 stations of
the Keystone Broadcasting System.
Sherman & Marquette is the agency,
Caldwell is a subsld of Sterling
Products.

scription routine

it A Now

Yoik

tMhn may

bo

odM fo iM

nelworf^ of staffoe rote ivMouf cusfdincv)f

Tom

Harrington West
Tom Harrington, Young & Kubi
oam

radio director, has gone to the
Coast for the seasonal start of the
Jack Benny, Burns and Allen, and
Eddie Cantor programs, aU handled
by that agency.
He'll also be on

hzad for the
rjiggs .<!how
'^•fc

bark

of the Tommy
new time.
four or five weeks,

start

in its
in

TO BIVE YOU

RADIO

P^KIETT
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OWI NOW RECOGNIZING LOCAL CHARHY
New York City— At a dress reheasal ol last week's 'March of Time' program, Peter Donald was playing a Nip sentry who cried 'Halt, who goes
At the rehearsal, since the program researchers
there',' in Japanese.
hadn't located the exact Japanese verbiage, actor was instructed to adlib
His adhb was a Yokahama pronunciation of 'Chet La Roche,'
the linethe

name

of the

&

prexy of Young

Mexico City.— XEOY has garnered Itself quite an audience in this gay
detail-loving land with a stroke of sensationalism. It's a daily IS-minute
episode on the life of Henri Landru, French sadist who disposed of around
What
four score French girls before the guillotine disposed of him.
prompted the series is that Mexico currently ^las a Landru of its own,
Gregorio Cardenas Hernandez, 27, student of chemistry and holder of a
scholarship from the Government's oil combine. The youth confessed
strangling four girls and burying their bodies in his garden.

Spartanburg, S. C, Sept. 29.
Director of two Philippine IslaAds
radio stations before Bataan flhd
aide-de-camp „to General Doujjlas
i/IacArthur, Colonel Carlos' P. Romulo

War

set for Di--': eclures
in the Pacific today.'

is

Col.

on 'The

nesday night (30).

WGN

Mel Allen, who
(formerly
the Harry James
Glenn Miller) program for Chesterfield several weeks ago, still hasn't
started

ing

Emmett

is

summer

for Wheaties

the agency.
Besides doing the home games of
the N. Y. Yankees and Giants this

and Macy's on

York, Allen

is

the regu-

announcer on 'Truth or Consequences' for Procter & Gamble on
NBC Saturday nights and 'Stories
America Loves' for Wheaties on
CBS five mornings a week. He also

'Painted Dreams,' oldest daytime
dramatic program, which has been
and WBBM, moves to
on
this week, airing at 11:30
a.m. daily. It will also remain on

WGN.

does special

sports

reels

for

Fox

Movietone News.

AFRA

Voting

Hollywood, Sept.

The vote

for

officers

Washington. Sept.

29.

of

the

Los Angeles chapter of the
American Federation of Radio
Artists will not be

(Wednesday) and tomorrow in St.
Louis, but will be back next week.
Series airs Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday nights on CBS. Newell-

lar

WGN
WMAQ

L. A.

signed a contract for the assignment. He's off the show this week
while he and Red Barber broadcast
games today
the -Worlds Series

WOR, New

Chicago, Sept. 29.

announc-

known

until

Countlate tonight (Tuesday).
ing ballots does not start until
4 p. m.

WCAU SPIELER IN ARMY,
WIFE JOINS NEWS STAFF

has

joined

the

newsroom

staff

20.

Office of War Information has decided that Community Mobilization
is a quasi-Governmental project and
is granting an AA priority rating to
radio announcements in the campaign during the three-week period
from Oct. 5 to Oct. 24. After weighing all the factors, OWI has concluded that appeals for funds .<;hoiild be
limited to two drives a year, insofar
as a special priority listing on the
Radio War Guide is concerned. Each
drive is to be of three week.s duration.
One campaign will be for ihe
American Red Cross and the other
embracing the agencies participating
in the Community Mobilization drive.
said it is a question whether

£WI

Philadelphia, Sept. 29.

Mrs. Elizabeth K. Sheldon, wife of
Sheldon, ex-WCAU spieler,

Wally

at

Program is sponsored by Procter
WCAU.
for American Family
Sheldon went into the U. S. Army
Seattle.—Ted Baughn, chief anSoap and Flakes. Contract placed
Air Corps five weeks ago and is
by H. W. Kastor. Program cele- nouncer at KIRO, has left to take
stationed at Sioux Falls, S. D.
brates 12th anniversary on Oct. 16. training at a Naval Flying School

& Gamble

will address CharExecutives' clu!^ Wed-

Romulo

lotte (N. C.)

Chi Drama to WMAQ;
Also Staying With

Red Cross and Community Chests Drives Demands
on Local Put Added Strain on Radio Stations

Mel Allen Not Signed

Rubicam.

Seallle— New soothing music program 'Close Your Eyes,' on KIRO, is
using only women's voices, with narration by Margaret Berry and songs
by jMartha Wright. Sponsored by Binyon Optical Co.

FORMER P. I. RADIO MAN
IN MANILA LECTURES

FUND DRIVES, PROVIDES AIR 'PRIORITY'

United Se'rvice Organization will bt
able to meet their current commitments without an additional campaign next spring or summer, but
that it is likely that after this year
the

USO

will

become

Com-

a part of

munity Mobilization along with

all

other agencies participating

the
the

in

Community Mobilization drive.
The Community Mobilization cam-

paign will be scheduled on a crosssection of important daytime and
nighttime radio programs, both sponsored and sustaining, under the OWI
network allocation plan for the three

weeks from Oct.

TATIONS JOIN HANDS

The

5 to Oct. 24.

programs to carry this message will
be selected so as to achieve complete
coverage of the entire radio audience. They will also be selected on
the basis of each one's suitability for
a message of this kind.

OWI

will

instruct

local

stations

that CorSmimity Mobilization messages are to be given an
rating
on the Radio War Guide during the
same three-week period. If the local
campaign does not coincide with the
national drive this priority will apply for three weeks during the local

AA

;ST

COVERAGE OF THE NEW ENGLAND MARKET

effort.
It was made clear by OWI that,
once this year's three-week drive i^

ended. Community Mobilization will
not be scheduled again for another
12 months.

UNPERTURBED
8« Says Rene Morln of M.
wcira Bcmarks

Cold-

J.

Ottawa, Sept. 29.
"What Coldwell says doesn't bother
us,' commented Rene Morin, chairman of the board of governors, Canadian Broadcasting Corp.. on the
suggestion of M. J. Coldwell, member of parliament, that the governors
Board sits tonight
resign en bloc.
(28) to discuss, among other thirigs,
salaries of Dr. J. S.

becomes

CBC

Gladstone

to

become

and Dr.

Thomson, who

general manager Nov.

Murray, former g.m.
director of broadcasting
Augustin Frigon, assi.stant

2,

g.m.

ADVERTISERS using the

J\.

can, at

equipped

no extra

New

New England

cost,

Regional Network

produce their programs in well-

York studios where the world's

finest talent

and up-to-the-minute production facilities are readily availin the network
able. This use of New York studios is included
rates.

This brand new service

is

our answer to a long-felt need

Saturday
Coldwell blast came
(26) when the member said he was
'bewildered' at the appointment of
Thom.son, a Scot, when the special
government committee, of which
Coldwell was a member, recommended a Canadian be appointed.
Committee also recommended governors themselve.": reorganize their
activities

more

into

efficient

lines.

I should have thought the proper
course for the CBC governors would
have been to resign en bloc,' he
said.
Coldwell also claims new administration would be more extravagant than the current one, which

was condemned

for

its

.^pending.

He

predicted the end of the
under present circumstances.

—and we bring it to you with no monetary penalty whatsoever.

Vkk's

Pitt

CBC

Show

Pittsburgh, Sept. 29.

Vick's

Vapo-Rub bankrolling Buzz

Aston and
staff,

'im

-NGLAND REGIONA*

HFfWORK

in a

new

KDKA

both of
three-times weekly

Bill Hinds,

song and patter show over that sta-

Tagged 'Relax Awhile,' it airs,
for 15 minutes ever Monday, Wednesday and Friday at noon. Aston
was recently signed by Benny Goodman as vocalist, but at last minute
tion.

decided to pass up that birth

main

to re-

in Pittsburgh.

Hinds, in addition to being an announcer at KDKA, also has his own
dance orchestra which plays weekends at the Hotel Schcnicy here.

"

.
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"

"// 'TOBACCO ROAD' Can
Come Back, So Can /,

fred alien

*«

BBCs

London, Sept B.
Almn HowUnd, who gave up his
news announcing job for the BB*^
and returned to the stage to play in
'Salt of the Earth,' is back on the

Bebe Daniels. Ben Lyon and Vic

commence

Oliver

ON OCTOBER

1942

4.

THE TEXACO STAR THEATRE

new

a

scries of broadcasts, Nov.
untitled.

as yet

Joad, Commander Campbell
and Aldous Huxley will not all ap-

pear regularly

in

THE TEXAS COMPANY

A

this feature.

hook-up

trans-Atlantic

planned

is

new

starts

Arthur Godfrey

of

On Argentme

series

Face Goy't

The Texaco Workshop Players

MINERVA PIOUS
CHARLES CANTOR

in

GOODMAN'S ORCHESTRA

here.

He produced one

of

a restaurant and almost

them

in

caused

a

panic.

Tew.—Mel

Lonrvlcw,

Ferrer

DeWitt Jones, former

wood.

is

an-

has resigned to become
librarian in the United SUtes Army
Base at Charleston, S. C.
Also lost to the station is Seymour
Allen, who has been assistant radio
transmitter,
operator at the
who resigned to accept defense

nouncer,

KFRO

work

—Guests
SISTERS

Eiams

new

regulations

a certain political effect

in English,

common

in

must

have

French and

usage;

sports
command of

Italian

gabbers
foreign

sports terms.

WMAS,

returns to his
Worcester, to join mike

WTAG.
Noyes,

Marilyn

Helen

replacing

newcomer

Winter,

is

tinuity

department

to

WTAG

con-

She recently

WHDH, BostoiL
Eraanuel Martlnes leaves Yankee

WTAG

sales force.

—

Indianapolis. Jon Arthur, formerFreemont W. Va., has
ly of
been appointed program director of
WIBC. O. J. Kelchner, also from

WMMN,

Written by

Nat Hiken, Robert Weiskopf and Fred Allen

WMMN,

for WIRE. John Thomas, formerly of WFAA, Dallas, succeeds
Dick Reed, now in Army, as WIRE

man

Produced

Publicity

newscaster.

by

by

HOWARD

REILLY

IRVING MANSFIELD

Georgle Wood back on the air in
the 'Music Hall' program, Oct. 3.

W. Maoqueen Pope and Gail Pc
have written a story

rick

music

Managed

will

'Cout of Mante Crista' is being
replayed over Macquarle commernetwork. Opus was a best air
some years ago.

cial

seller

WALTER BATCHELOR

THE COLUMBIA NETWORK STATIONS

on a weekly schedule. Jack Davey
is the
most popular qulzzer with
the

Yanks.

Colgate-PalmaUve now about the
buyer of air time here.
Presently airing a kiddie show,
thriller setup and a couple of musicals all on half-hour shots over
Coast-to-Coast hookups.
biggest

—

'The Spice of Life' which
done in eight weekly broadcommencing Oct 2. Kenneth

halls,

Leslie-Smith has composed some ot
the music, and adapted old favorites.
Period dates from 1820, and varioi
attists appear in succeeding features.
Dick Francis will act as narrator and
the 'resident' company will consist
->

.

. .

Sunday Evenings

.

.

.

9:30-10 P.M., E.W.T.

Would clearly have liked to
have crossed swords with Agate
wisecracking on film question.
General view afterwards exciting and rather tantalising experience in which personalities un-

known

to each other begin to get
real sense of each other across
Atlantic air.
Participants look
forward to more conversation
basis as if all were sitting round

Must we wait for
Photograph follow-

table.
television.

ing soonest'
British Broadcastin0 Corp.

'

of

Stanley Quinn remains In charge
the radio section for J. Walter

Yoa Can

Laff
If

Thompson.

BUT
Anstrallan

Broadcasting ConunlsDXing messages from Yankee

sion is
troops to their folks back home on
a weekly schedule.
Platters will
also be sent to U. S. stations for re-

.

You Want to—

.

There are a lot of giria in New
York that have a figo*'* li*** *
million doliara . . . but most of

tham look

tha money was
wrong piaeas.
rOSSIDLO

like

invested in the

pliiying.

(IT'S

HERB SHRINER

Ferame announcers are gradually
coming back Into radio commerci:.l
and national, as the males swing
under new manpower regulations.

—

CAMEL CARAVAN
Wit.

MOBRIS AOY.

Til Be Back,' a play about the war
written by actor Allan Jeaves, being
featured on the Home Service wav :length,

Oct

5.

THANKS TO ALL THE PRESS

Canstance CuBBiliiga and Francis

WABC

Todd, who thought this
than reargunning.
As
hurrying from big theatre organisation meeting, arrived in nick of
time and with him tray of refreshments for participants. During broadcast Masaryk cast bluff
genial_ personality on meeting
and wis voted great question
master. Huxley with brains trust
experience, slipped spontaneously in and out of conversation.

one
Albert-Dayle air loop recently
opened own theatrette for weekly
presentation of Lux Theatre of the
Air.
Theatrette also used for community sing-songs.

-

the

of Joan Young, Vernon Watson, Har
ola Scott, Ernest Shannon. Produc
tion and adaptation in hands of Ver
non Harris.

Returns to

V. 8. traaps have a yen for quiz
shows.
Most of the commercial
units send this type entertainment
around the various military zones

t>e

casts,

by

of

conversational.'

moment approached Agate

now WIBC

general manOther staff changes Include
ager.
Felix Adams, now production manager, and Jack Morrow, continuity
chiet
Bill Dean, from WDAY, Fargo,
N. D., has been named exploitation
is

more

it

worse

was with

Net to join

make

Mary Adams. Miss
Richards chosen as typical British girl, auburn-haired, attractive English complexion, neatly
clad, hack costume came from

said producer

ner

In Australia

Springfield,

home town,

(Copy)
'Herewith background on 'Answering You' transatlantic session, purely gossip stuff which
may be useful. In studio located sub basement among newly finished range safety studios,
well known broadcasters and
complete novices to microphone
waited with keen excitement for
first taste of open debate across
Atlantic.
Not least interesting
was spontaneous preliminary
broadcasting 'knock up' in which
ace broadcasters Huxley of British brains trust and Bartlett
helped to play in Miss Loughlin, newly elected chairman of
TUC. Miss Loughlin, neat, greyheaded downright Lancashire
lass, great guns at public speaking, but first time before mike,
said far les.s nervous of confronting complete TUC meeting.
'Voice very clear but can you

work in Government office. She
was less nervous than reargun-

in Chicago.

staff of

LAUGHTON

I.Q.

y'AU speakers must be familiar with
words

—

ANDREWS

is arresting for the similarity
British press agents to their
counterparts.
Here is the

Yank

Regulations provide that the curriculum of the sixth grade in national schools shall be the basis for
tests.
Speakers must pass general
knowledge quizzes, be able to pronounce Spanish correctly, and have
suitable mike voices. The examiners
cannot 'flunk' any speaker holding
a sixth grade diploma.

Worcester. Herb Edman. former
announcer and program director at

CHARLES

of

of air gabbers.

may have

new to the announcing staff of
KFRO, coming here from Holly-

~AL

end

Radio

charge of international in that Germans speaking Spanish
broadcasting, brought from America have always had a notoriously offa number of lemons for his friends beat accent.

NBC.

questions

Bryson, H. V. Kaltenboro,

The cable received at BBC, New
York from BBC, London, giving personality highlights from the English

munications has just issued its rules
for mike spielers, which, if strictly
enforced, will likely rule out quite a
Pointed out that

of

Boyal, vice-president

Lyman

of a

You.'

Buenos Aires, Sept 16.
From now on the Argentine government which will pass on infinitive
splitters and dese, dose and dem
speakers on local radio. Radio Com-

number

ganda.
F.

broadcasting.

cable:

A. B. Barrows, known as 'Uncle
Arthur," who was the first director
of radio programs and served the
the BBC, becomes
longest with
head of the Ministry of Information's
bfbadcasting division. He will have
charge of all forms of radio propa-

John

JOHN BROWN
ALAN REED

first

'Answering

1$

'Happy Go Lucky,' weekly
feature for six weeks with option,
with first airing set for Sept. 22.

Portland Hoffa

lAr

Circuit

Formerly
wer« busy were cabled to London.

tralia into the group.

Levis

Open

Y.

Olga Petrova, Rhoda Magid, George
This has been on WNYC, New York, Lesko asked the questions from N. Y.,
and 100-odd stations of the Mutual Vernon Bartlett Julian Huxieyj
network for some time but has now James Agate, Joy Richards, Jack
become a two-way transoceanic af- Todd and Anne Loughlin answered
fair between a group of Americans them from London.
and a group of English, llieir exVernon Bartlett proved quite a
change of questions and an /ers Is slangy chap, referring to certain
recorded on Friday for Sunday Britons as father sour-pussy.*
series

titled

FRED ALLEN

Broadcasting Corpo-

in this program every month, with a
possibility of extending the idea
across the Pacific and getting Aus-

Carroll

and Feafuring

British

New York offices
week launching the

last

Brains Trust weekly session reopens Sept. 22 with a wider circle of
resident experts' than heretofore,
which means the old-timers Pro-

Yon Recorded

'Answering

ration's

new

fessor

Sponsored by

The

weekly
8,

Both Lands;

in

From London-N.

an actor.

air as

Smihr

Publicity

L. Sullivan gave a very creditable
rendering of They Knew What They

Wanted,' with the latter's wop accent
improving with the progr^sion ot
the story as listeners' memory of
personality of the rtage and film
actor faded and the radio character
'

Izatlon chrystalllzcd.

'TUNE IN BEFORE LAUGHS ARE RATIONED"
"Serapbook* series (new) cori'
mences fortnightly S^t 27. Com
piled by Leslie Bailey, produced by
Francis Worsley.

For Thatr

On

Many Kind Commanta

tha Arlitts

I

Manage:

MANE COURITSEY
BOB HANNON
THE DELTA RHYTHM BOYS
THE JESTERS
THE ROSS SISTERS

Paul Kapp

—
^
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CANADA'S SOKW.

SACKVaUNS,
SHORTWAVER

IDEA IN PORTLAND
'Army

teners

Idea

how

is

to teach

they

may

war

effort in their

etc.

Portions of the

femme

.is

damaged British
Government will also use it

Boston, Sept 29.
sponsoring a 'Kiss

Victory' Ball at the Hotel

formers.
They'll osculate buyers of

War

Savings Bonda.

lis-

show are fade-

in cooperation with the
of the Office of

Consumer Division

Price Administration.

Radio School Files Papers

AFRA's Hollywood Brandi Wants
'

Wages Hitched

to

Living Costs

charge of a large corps of postdebs, models and theatrical per-

help in the

in dramatizations.

Series

is

IS

RilJ>IO

Smacks

Kenmore tomorrow night with
program director Bob Perry in

home, shopping,

DAN THOMPSON RESIGNS

Hollywood, Sept. 29.
on commercial and sustaining proWage adjustments provided for in grams.
Local membership of AFRA now
"Cost of Living Index Clause' written into nearly all radio talent con- pegged at 1,850.
tracts will be sought by American
Federation of Radio Artists upon

recommendation of L B. Komblum,
AFRA attorney and 'EMC secretary.
Increase asked will be based on rise
In living costs from Sept 15, 1940,
to
present date.
Committee asChicago, Sept 29.
signed
tracking down facts and
Dan Thompson, news editor of figures to
Is headed by Ken CarpenNBC's Chicago press dept., resigns

0«es

to

NattenU Safety ConncU

Jaek Byan Steps

SOLDIERS

Up

week to join National Safety
Council as manager of radio activithis

Albany, N. Y, Sept 29.
New York School of Radio, Inc..
has been chartered to conduct a business in teaching all branches of radio.
The station will have two SO-klloDirectors, each holding 20 shares,
watt transmitters and a three-direc- are: Vera Boyer, New Yorit City;
tional antennae, and will be expected Margaret Ferguson, Brooklyn; BUto supplement BrHish and United riam
Sinclair,
New Dorp, Staten
short-wave shooting
into Island.
States
Herman Chasnow, Newark,
enemy-occupied lands as well as re- N. J., was filing attorney.
place any

WORL
for

Portland, Ore., Sept. 29.
Post Office,' weekly 15-

minute series of letters supposedly
from a Portland woman to her soldier husband overseas, is being
broadcast by Jean Morrison, staff
artist over KEX, local Blue netwc V
outlet.

Ottawa, Sept 29.
Canada's first high-power short-'
wave broadcasting station will go up
at Sackville, N. B., soon and is expected to strengthen the Allied propaganda front and tie Empire comFederal govmunications tighter.
ernment will own the station and
the Canadian Broadcasting Corp.
will operate It 'in consultation- with'
the External Affairs department
Government will bear costs of
building, estimated at nlore than
annual maintenance
1800,000, and
cost, 1500,000, including programs.

P^^RiJtfY
Patriotic

WIFE TO SOLDIER

ties.

Jack Ryan, picture editor at NBC,
Thompson as news editor.
John Keys, writer In the dept., becomes picture editor.
Sheldon W. Peterson, now with
KLZ, Denver, and former reporter
on the Denver Post fiUs the vacancy
caused by the shift
replaces

L

D.

CALLS

BROADCAST ON WGN
Chicago,

Sept

29.

'Hello Soldier,' a new service
men's show debuts on WGN Friday*
be coordinated with at 7:30 p.m. Soldiers, sailors and
similar move by national body. In- marines will be guests of show and
dex clause provides AFRA may be given opportunity during progive notice of desire to seek pay gram to make long distance calls
adjustments within 30 days after Is- home.
suance cOst of living Index by Labor
Marvin Muller is m.c. of the show.
Department's Bureau of Statistics. Hi will alao have wives, sweethearts,
With next issue expected soon after mothers as studio guests, permitting
Oct 1 adjustments would affect them to call service men at distant
freelance actors, singers, announcers camps.
ter.

Move

will

station.

to send
Canadian information into the United
Kingdom and other countries.

POUnOANS REPEAT
iOGHT-BEFORE TALKS
Both the Democrats and Republicans will use WUB, new daytime
indie outlet in Brooklyn, to air transcriptions of speeches made by bigwigs in each party the morning after
they are broadcast no matter where
In New York State the spiels are
made.
Modus operandi would have WLIB
transcribe the speeches over a telephone line and air them, primarily
for their effect on the housefraus,
the following morning.

ADVERTISED

(Jnion-May-Stenn Takes

KSD

Kecord Session

BRAND BUTEB
WON'T TAKE

St Louis, Sept 29.
The Union-May-Sterm Co., one of
the largest furniture dealers in this
burg, is making its debut as a radio
time buyer and currently 1: bank,

rolling

a

new

musical show of pop

recordings under the tag of 'Broad-

'JUST

way Canteen' and aired over KSD.
Although a member of the Associated Retailers of St Louis which has
shied away from radio advertising
for many moons the Union-MayStern organization

is

ANYTHING/

the latest to

break away from the 'gentlemen's
agreement'
While some of the other members
are time buyers the three large department stores remain aloof despite
terrific pressure used by all the local stations.
Ron Rawson of the
KSD gabbing staff m.c's the thrice a
week IS mins. program.

urra Senniam ind

Cantral Ohio

"The cuzrent buying of cuslomeis who enter our
one very interesting thing to light.

stores brings

WGY Book Show Resumes

"If a

but
Schenectady, N. Y., Sept 29.
WGY's 'Speaking of Books' wiU
return for the third season on Oct.
2, with Esther
Forbes, author of
'Paul Revere and the World He
Lived In,' as guest.
Granville
Hicks,
chairman of the critics'
panel during second half of 1941-42,
will fill the same assignment
Reviewers on this week's shot will
be Mildred Adams, foreign correspondent and N. Y. Sunday Times
critic, who has appeared before, and
Dr. Dixon Ryan Fox, president of
Union College, Schenectady.

Robert Ridder on

WEBC

Duluth, Sept. 29.

Robert Ridder, son of Victor Ridder, publisher of the Duluth Herald
and News-Tribune and official of the
Ridder chain of newspapers in New

is

nationally

known brand

is

called for

out of stock, another nationally adveitised

brand is usually second choice. An advertised
brand buyer will not take 'just anything' else.
"That's

why

I

feel

it

is

"... Continue to

lion from the dealers.
"It is

WBBM's New
"Masterworks'
over

cast

Late DIsckeroo
Chicago, Sept 29.
program,
broadevery Monday

WBBM

night from 10:45 to 11 o'clock, will
oe replaced this week by a new

recorded

show

'Night

Time Sere-

nade.'

Nelson Bros., furniture, the sponsors.

my film conviction that continued national

advertising will

be a strong deteimining

factor

in keeping the structure of the retail food

business intact during the troublesome days

do two

that lie ahead.

things.

And the dealer, who is really

carrying the burden in the war merchandis-

"... Keep

going on the
radio and in newspapers and magazines. The
experience of automobile manufacturers

showed

that

advertising

their advertising

even under a rationing system,
is

necessary to

make

ing picture, will remember the help that h«
got

•JL-

sales.

when he needed

U.im

k

tUIE»-WUT

it

most."

TIE MEI KNO

MERMXmiU niNI UWT WU-T1K

York, St Paul, Dulnth, Aberdeen
and Grand Forks, Is to take over
the 10 p.m. news spot on WEBC.

Local papers provide both wire and
local news services for broadcast
Ridder has just taken over promotion job at Herald-News-Tribune,

provision for ce*

the point of sale in older to obtain better coopera>

vitally important

that national advertisers continue to

make every

operative advertising and supporting activity at

WLW

MK

YOU

UVEITISIM.

Wedneeday, September 30, 19i2

RADIO REVIEWS
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Scott DongSylvia Leigh, Elsie Hllz, Boris
Marshalov. Yan Martin, Ed Begley
Writer: Phillips H. Lord

with Frances Langford, Jerry Col- News Comment
oiina. Vera Vague, Sklnnay Ennis. 15 MIns.
WHITE OWL CIGAR
Comedy, Songs, Band
Mons,, Thurs., 10 p.

80 Mins.

m.

p.

WEAF-XBC, New York
(Lord & Thomas)

Bob Hope hurried down

last

was the main

target.

expositions

to his authority and
express himself simply is

Added

ers.

power

to

good delivery.

the asset of a
He might, however, get in the habit
of maintaining a less hurried pace,

The

ly funny.

imparted
Frances
Langford
a
of melody to her
vocal inning and Jerry Colonna, as
customary, wove himself into the
proceedings with a distant telephone
call.
Odec.

ALEXANDER'S 'BOARD OF

MEDIATION'
,

WHN, New York
Any show A.

L. Alexander does
turns out to be 'Good Will
Hour' under an alias. And since he
rode to fame, and vice versa, on that
show, he best of all is entitled to use
that bread-and-butter.
His 'Board
of Mediation' is the same old cavalcade of human suffering refurbished
•with a new slogan, 'There are two
sides to every story' and a conscious
losing as a 'constructive social force
f
n these days of chaos.' For a final
tidbit the announcer credits the show
to the 'inspiration of public service.'
As usual there is a board of sages
On
to offer 'advice and a verdict

V-<iually

WEAF, New York

In connection with the 'Funnj
program (25) they were Northe Socialist politico Money Man' comic strip (carried
locally in New York by the N. Y.
fnd ertswhile American Firster; Dr. Post) Alan Funt also presents this
'aul Dawson Eddy, a college prexy,
Monday - through - Saturday local
fnd the Rev. Phillips T. Elliott, a series on WEAF, New York. The
Irooklyn clergyman. Each case was
Introduced by number, both sides only gestures toward entertainment
had their say, prompted by the mel- oil the show are a few dance-band
recordings and the heavily whimsical
the
and
Alexander,
lifluous-voiced
sages did a reprise until a decision continuity read by Bad Hall, the
was reached. Between cases aii or- 'Funny Money Man.' They remain
gan played mood music until A. L. merely gestures.
Basic appeal is the chance it offers
came on with his sumrgatlon of the
the listener of collecting easy coin.
next case.
Names «re chosen at random from a
The 'case histories were calculated list of Funny Money Club members

man Thomas,

To

the

'cases'

it

was

all

deadly

serious. They sometimes brolce down
and cried, but they didn't flinch at

who have

by sending in
penny postcards. Each is told to
send in some wacky item (such as
bouillon cube, bingo card and slice
of bologna, on the show caught), for
which he will be paid a stipulated
amount, usually about a dollar or so.
'joined'

This is a kind of atom-sized Tums
'Treasure Chest.'
It's ignoring the

fundamental principle of radio entertainment or instruction and, by
offering a cash come-on for the audience, confessing that the show

Likewise the
the intimate details.
sage comment of the board some
isn't worth listening to on its own
times verged on the sordid without metits.
drawing comment from the people
As it happens, that's a fair estiInvolved.
mate of its worth, fiut though sudi
When it was all over, A. L. Alex- candor is extraordinary. It still
ander read a tear-jerking 'Prayer dcesn't add up to good program
for Broken Little Families' that was ming. On the broadcast caught, the
announced as being from his fiook of only commercial was one of those
Poems and available for the asking. appalling Pall MaU transcribed plugs
t>resumably the book may be pur- opening with a Xisten, Yamishita'
chased although no price-plug was and tying cigaret sales in with fight
Ft
F^ran.
aired.
in^ the war.
Kobe.

5000

WAHS]

DAV AND

In Salt

man

Lake City

most people

Hanna

Monday, 9 p.m.
WJZ-Blue. New York
(Wolker & Downing)
Phillips Lord, a canny merchant
of underworld hokum, has a likely
offering in this latest sample dressed
up to resemble recent newspaper
headlines and publicity. His sleuththing gentry

are

identified

the

in

script as members of Counter-Spy,
as if that was a Government ."service.
in the

They use recording devices

art,

Four Nights, 10 p.m.
WJZ-Blue, New York
(J. Stirling

MAIL POUCH TOBACCO

wnilam. Johnstone, Marjorle

Anderson, Alan Reed, Paul StewKen Roberts

SOCONY VACUUM
Getchell)

One of the earliest and one of the
best of the radio crop of wartime
commentators, Ray Swing's precise
phrasing and vocal mannerisms are
now instantly recognized when mimicked. Radio and the war has made
him famous after 30 years of able
but obscure foreign reporting and
There is not much to say
writing.
except that he has a new sponsor,
Socony Vacuum, and a new network,
the Blue.
In a foreign "Situation as unclear

Director; John Loveton
Writers: Jack Hastey, Max Ehrllcb.
Sid Slon
30 MIns.

BLUE COAL
Sanday, 5:30-6 p.m.

WOR-MBS, New York

&

(Jtuthrauff
R]/an)
of the oldest of the chiller-

One

whodunits,

Sunday

Shadow' resumed
on WOR-Mutual for the

'The

(27)

&

W. Coal Co. (Blue Coal)
with about the same format but possibly even more fantastic invention.
D. L.

No

spy stuff, or sabotage or counter,
espionage for 'The

-

this

to have audience shedding many a
tear. There were two common-law
relationships that seemingly didn't
phase the preacher on the board of
mediators. And one case, Involvlhg
a girl who almost married a man
who'd neglected to get a divorce,
drove one of the sages to inadvertent laughter.

Director: Jay
30 MIns.

Cost:

Commentator,
IS MIns.

Shadow.' It's still
morgue, shortwave sending and uncertain as the present mo- pure spook escapism, preferably for
and receiving apparatus in taxicabs, ment, all commentators are thrown the not-too-skeptical. Even for such,
They
actress-operatives that can mimic back on the scanty cables.
the seasonal opener must have
or slowing down when making a voices to fool Nazis.
They're an know no more than any well-in- seemed far-fetched,
with just a bit
formed citizen, but they are better
meaty point. There is that chance astonishingly
scientific,
versatile,
too much reliance on good old plot
able to fit today's piece in the giant
of overrating the digestive faculty of split-second gang of wonder-boys.
coincidence.
the average listener.
A high order of skill in this sort puzzle and to render a certain perAs always, the show opens with
Clapper devoted about half of his of thing was manifest on the opener. spective. This latter is perhaps their
introductory
the
Swing's
on
that
time
and
familiar
filter-voice
alloted
saying
Script, acting, direction all were most useful contribution
program (24) to enunciating his bang, bang, bang. It moved too fast quiet monotone, consciously squeezed Who knows what evil lurks in the
men.... The
creed as a reporter and commenta- to allow anybody to speculate on the dry of all emotion, is ideal for that hearts
of
Shadow
I^and.
tor.
He talked of his practice of probabilities, which were improb- purpose.
knows. .. .heh-heh-heh.'
Then anchecking up for himself on every- able.
nouncer Ken Roberts makes the
thing he writes and of his resolusame old spiel about how 'this proEpisode one concerned German LEO CBERNE
tion at all times to maintain an ob- spies who used girls who wrote Comment
gram is intended to demonstrate
It was an
jective point of view.
conclusively to young and old alike
scores of letters to soldiers in camps IS MIns.
impressive catechism. On the ques- asking innocent-seeming questions, Suslalnlni
that crime does not pay.'
Not a
tion of objectiveness Clapper in the
word to suggest maybe the intenthe answers to which pieced to- Sanday, 10:15 p.m.
last presidential campaign gave way
tion may also be to sell coal and no
gether a telling mosaic for the WOR-MBS, New York
to a little nodding, but that's water
explanation of how a grizzly yarn
enemy.
Leo Chernc, executive-secretary with sound-effects-abetted
long gone over the dam.
scenes of
The
series is aimed at factory
of the Research Institute of AmerClapper's two weekly air assignred ants eating the flesh off living
workers, farmers, people who chew
ments will find him in opposition to tobacco. The commercials were sub- ica, a national outfit going in for human victims is supposed to show
economic analysis, crystal-gazing and
Swing soon takes
his predecessor.
youngsters
that
dued the first time out, especially as prediction, started recently a new impressionable
over on the Blue Network for Socrime doesn't pay. One conclusion
The fact heard over a New York station.
cony at 10-10:15 p. m.
series he calls 'Impact.' He purposes
might be that police would be powerLand.
that he's in a well-grooved commento tell the listeners what the impact
less against the lawbreakers, withtator niche may prove something
of the war will l>e on their lives.
Shadow,
who
out the help of The
of an advantage for Clapper in com- 'FUN WITH FOOD'
It
will be a terrific impact, he
'learned years ago In the Orient how
peting for listeners. Swing had kep^ Qniz
thinks, and he has considerable skill
to cloud m^n's minds so they canthat spot warm for seven years. 25 MIns.
in explaining his specific ideas in
not see him.
Clapper was formerly on the Blue's Philadelphia Record
simple, graphic and clear terms.
Aside from the acceptability of
payroll and for a while he and Hill- Thnrs., 1H)5 pjn.
Chcrne's debut broadcast said essen- material such as ants eating men
man shared a quarter hour for Clip- WFIL, Philadelphia
tially that there are some drastic
alive, and the wild improbability of
per Cfaft Clothes.
A new twist on the quizzers is this Government measures in the offing,
As for the plug, it's the same old show sponsored by the Philly that pur standard of living is def- some of the basic Incidents, the
stanza caught was pretty standard
refrain: 'More men have enjoyed
Record. It's staged in the auditor- initely going to fall, but that we hokum, written with' strong charWhite Owls than any other cigar.
ium studio of WFIL and each week have only the choice of victory or acters and clear, forcfful action. It
Odec.
contestants are chosen from the defeat in the war.
was neatly directed and proficiently
audience. They try to answer ques'Impact' is something a little out played, with William Johnstone back
tions about food, its preparation, of the ordinary in programs.
If in the title part and Marjorie AnFUNNY MONEY MAN'
Winners succeeding chapters are as Illuminat- derson as his femme helper. Sound
recipes, food values, etc.
With Bad Hall
are given market baskets containing ing and interesting as the first, it effects and the eerie organ cue were
Writer: Alan Fant.
the ingredients for a complete Sun- .should find a sizable audience.
If helpful. D. L. it W. prez Gordon C.
Director: Broee Kunmann
day dinner.
Cherne or his RIA has any political Cook guested on the show to read
IS Mins.—Local
sprinkled
with bias it wasn't evident on the debut a spiel about consumers getting in
Questions
are
PABTICIPATINa
plugs for nationally advertised prodHobe.
Dally, 6 p.m.
a supply of coal for the winter, and
fairly

silkenish quality

90 MIns.
$U9t«lning
Friday, 9 p.m.

rational

clear-sighted,

on national and international themes
has won him an immense respect
from his own craft as well as read-

exchange of barbs between Hope
end Vera Vague was kept close to
the chalk line and proved consistent-

A. L.

Raymond

In

Clapper the account has not only
one of the country's top politicoeconomic reporters and writers, but
forthright,
whose
personality

week

show under way at Fort Lewis,
Thereafter he comWashington.
niuled back in the direction of the
Aleutians. This type of commuting
might prove quite an asset to the
program, although it sometimes
makes the production ragged. In
any event Hope's initial installment
an amalgam of
of the season was
uniformly good material and keenly
cut performance.
The format and
cast are complete holdovers, but
nevertheless it all sounded fresn and
spirited.
A slight touch of the new
js his tnclu.sion of a soldier, undoubtedly
an ex-professional, in the
closing passage of situation crossfire.
As usual Hope's gags were thickly
references.
sprinkled
with
local
Seattle

ro.

mond Gram Swing.

(22) from Alaska, where he has been
eiilertaining the armed forces, to get
the fifth season of his Pepsodent

Don MasLaaghlln,

las,

WOR-Mutual, New York
(J. Walter Thompson)
White Owl is to be congralulated
on its choice of a successor to Ray-

FEPSODENT

Tucsdav. 10

Cast:

THE SHADOW'

RAYMOND ORAM SWING

COUNTER-SPY'

RAYMOND CLAPPER

BOB HOPE

just naturally

turn to their only

NBC outlet...

(participants In the show).
Present co-sponsors are Aunt Jemima
Flour and Fleischman's

ucts

Pancake

Yeast.
In addition the food pages
of the Record for the following day
get an extra plug.
couple of questions are spotted anent the Record's
features.
Show is handled by Betty Allen,
who u~ses the name of 'Martha Harmon,' nom de plume of Record's
Food Editor, and Larry Starr, who's
parented this brain child. Visiting
celebrities guest on the program.
When caught, Willie Howard, .here
with 'Priorities,' did a couple of bits
of his 'Prof. Pierre Ginsburg' routine.
Shal.

A

'BLONDIE'
Cast: ArUinr Lake, Alice White, Billy
Artst's Orchestra

Writer: Johnny Greene
Director: Tom McKnIght
8« MIns.

CAMELS
Monday,

8 p.m.

(Estv)
is

Dally, 4:45-3 p.m.

WABC, New York
A gocKfidea, produced

a strange bit of flotsam

on the sea of 20th century democ-

To say it's silly or incredible
or sub-juvenile doesn't explain its
existence, its continuance, its pop'
ularity.
Arthur Lake is exquisitely
unbearable to many adults as the
whining fool called a husband. Alice
White, subbing in the role of the in
sipid wife for Pennjr Singleton, did
threaten to be plausible on occasion,
but the general requirements of the
formula doomed her, too, to imbecility.
The program tries so hard to
be so low on the grounds that it will
not be over anybody's heads. It is
one of the most depressing phenomena of the times.
On this occasion the couple appeared in public in Nazi uniforms
(for a local talent play) and were
mistaken for the real thin^. The
plot was as good as many radio plots.
It was the nerve-rasping pudginess
of the characters that taxed digesracy.

the 'heating expert" took his bow for
Hobe.
the season.

Renfro Valley Barn Dance
by George

missed because of a

com

promise

for

than

sticking

on

Allen,

it

variety,

the

rather

beam and

Troupe Moyos From Sticks

really

To

making

this a
discourse, as announced, of 'the story behind the
song.'
Thus, the title, 'Strictly Off

the

Record,'

twofold meaning.
Instead, it's
disk-jockey show, with King interviewing this or that songsmlth.
Ted Koehler was caught and sev'
eral oldies plus one new tune (the
plugeroo payoff for the free guester)
were unreeled via platters. 'Stormy
Weather' (re-created on the wax by
its
Cotton Club originator. Ethel
Waters), 'Truckin,' etc., were the
oldies, and 'Every Night About This
Time' the newie. But the interview stuff and the alleged 'story be
hind the song' were merely a casual
brushoff, in order to compress the
recorded excerpts into 15 minutes.
For a late afternoon groove, at 4:45,
however, it's a pleasant enough little
show, just for local consumption
over WABC.
Abel,

PAT HATES SFONSOBES
Seattle,

Sept

Renfro Valley Bairn Dance', which
has been airing from Renfro VaHey,
Ky., where John Lair has a resort
center, is moving to Louisville with
th(t

entire

company

of

some 30

Hillbilly troupe will play dates
within a 50 mile radius of the city,
and occasionally jumps of greaten
Tire situation, and prosdist<>nce.
pect of early gas rationing has
caused the move. House seats 2,400,
and both shows will be aired over

WHAS.

Rambeau Reps

WHBQ

Memphis, Sept.

station.

Land.

tion.

Ward

WOR-Mutnal, New York

Many

KDYL
IPui.'papula/i
JOHN BUIR/

& C()MPAWYt

Qa^iaK

SAIT lAKE

CITY

VTAU'6

OMLT
MBO

will thank

Mutual for

dig-

ging up this father-and-son dialog
that flourished for a time a decade
ago. The nice quality of exasperation, love, pride, discomfiture that
comes to the parent when he engages his 10-year-old offspring in
repartee remains fresh ana human.
It is thoroughly likeable, simple,
warm, familiar, held to a high quality level by the script of J. P. McEvoy. It was nicely realized as cast
and produced.
Land.

Stat.lpn

Greenville, S.

C—WFBC will ether

11 football games during October
and November. Charles Davis, station's

sportscaster, will mike.

29.

Station WHBQ. Memphis, has appointed William G. Rambeau Co. its
exclusive sales representative.
E. A. Alburty is manager of the

'DADDY AND ROLLO'
With Craig McDonald, Georgle
Writer: J. P. McEvoy
Director: Roger Bower
15 Mins.
Sustaining
M-W-F, 10:45 p.m.

per-

Airings will begin from
foimers.
the National theatre Saturday (3)
and each Saturday night thereafter,
playiAg two shows nightly.

29.

KIRO has sold Pat Hayes' 'Sports
Plays' to the Turf Smoke Shop for
a 15-week run.
Hits the air at 10 p.m. on Thursday
nights to cover the football picture.

National, Louisville
Louisville, Sept. 29.

would really have a

.

WABC-CBS, New York
'Blondie'

STRICTLY OFF THE RECORD
With John Reed King and Gaesti
Interview Record Show

pres»;nted bv

TEXACO DEALiERS

RADIO

Wednesday, September 30, 1942

18th Anni for

Inside Stuff-Radio

WEBR

37

WINS' Brand-New 50 Kw. Plant

Buffalo, Sept. 29.
will be 18 years old Oct. 14.
and is planning party for local press
and radio row while angling for a
Blue network spot for the night.
Station also has on file with FCC an
application for uppage of current

WEBR

Connee Boswell leaves the "Camel Caravan' (CBS) with this Friday's
and the balance of the show is due for a general revision.
(2) broadcast
uncommon in the business, held the priviFor Miss Boswell, who, as Is
have made 13 weelcs. She and the agency, Willege of renewing, it will
eye as to her part in the hour's program.
liam Esty, has not seen eye to
Margo's status on the show will also be changed. She will be^ used off
vocalizing the new policy calls for the*use of a
and on. As for femme
radio. The first of these will be Georgia
series of newcomers to network
will be completed next weelc.
Gibbs. The other cast changes

RADIO ACTIVE IN CHI

C.
di-

Chicago, Sept

WINS,

over

its

New

York,

new

50,000-wa

transmitter at Lyndhurst, N.
the Office of

War

looking around

Oct. 28 date will be the last

The transmitter

will be dismantled
and turned over immediately to the
Government for shipment.
New 10.000-watt transmitter has
been obtained by WINS and will be
broadcast series on Oct. 5.
installed as soon as possible.
Also,
Programs broadcast for classroom thr station's right to full-time operalistening will be aired over WIND, tion on a clear channel will
.
WJJD and WAIT. Out-of-school 1 tsined.
Fact that Robert E. Sherwood, of
high school programs will l>e broadthi
OWI
foreign section, was reover
other
stations.
cast
vealed as accepting the 50,000-watt
Board of Education also cooperat-

Radio Council of Chicago's Board
its fifth season of
with 12 school-hnur

broadcasting

'

Talent lineup

with

ing

WGN

presentation

in

'Citizens of Tomorrow,' which
turns to air on Sunday, Oct. 11.

Schenectady, N. Y., Sept. 29.
Hudson Coal, of Scranton, Pa., will
sponsor a half-hour evening show
over
starting Oct. 7 for at
least 26 weeks. Talent includes Edward's Rice's String group, vocalist

WGY

of
re-

Pete Jaegar to Blue

transmitter for the Government indicates it is for foreign use. It's also
figured that the sender may be intended .as one of a hookup of several
high-power outlets the Government
reported readyinr to spray United
nations programs to Axis natio; i
and the conquered countries. Understood
the
transmitters
may be
located in England.

C. p. 'Pete' Jaegar has resigned
Annette McCuUough, Col. Jim Hea- from the Transamerican Broadcastley, in a rapid-fire news review of ing & Television Corp. to join the
the week; Gene Graves, singing
Blue Network as manager of the
emcee, and perhaps some guest artEd East is now emceeing 'Sing
ists.
Also there will be local Army commercial program department.
for Dough,' audience participation
and other officials delivering war
Jaegar has been with Transamer- show from New York over NBC.
bond-patriotic messages.
ican since 1936 and before that he Organist Dick Leibert also broadLeighton & Nelson is the agency. had his own station rep firm.
casts on 'Sing.'

SCHOOL OF AIR
NEW SEASON

TEXAS
DE'S WJR GOES
OPENS

San Antonio, Sept. 29.
Texas School of the Air
its 1942-43 season on Monday

The
opened

FOR BONDS

(28) with a special broadcast participated in by Governor Coke R.
Stevenson and State Superintendent

Detroit, Sept. 29.

In the belief that radio sUtions

may be taking

credit

away from the

appointed local committees.
WJK here is going barnstorming in medidne show fashion
to aid the county chairmen of Michigan In the sale of War Bonds.
Duncan Moore, conductor of the
duly

Station

Farm Forum,

station's

will

team up

with Announcer Frank McGlogan
and Tim Doollttle and his Pine
Center Gang to tie up with the local
campaigns. The belief is that while
most stations are selling bonds and
stomps direct to the listener they
can gain greater goodwill and more
extensive sales with the visits in
the various localities.
During August the sUtlon put on
76 plugs for the Treasury Department but now will take to the road
for such sales. The plan is to have
Doolittle's band play lor a local
dance with the admission either the
purchase of bonds or stamps, the
credit going to the local salesmen
On top of that, the station win
broadcast the programs from the
several towns, distributing credit and
stirring

up Intra-community

rivalry.

U.S. Tobacco Supplements
'Nineties'

With Blurbs

U. S. Tobacco Co. is supplementing Ita "Gay Nineties Revue' (OBS)
with spot announcements. The plug
in either case Is for Model tobacco.
"The announcement schedules will be
from 10 to IS shota a week.
Arthur Kudner is the agency.

• WRITER
• DIRECTOR
• PRODUCER

FRITZ
BLOGKI
NEW

"FROM SOAP
OPERAS TO
LIGHT OPERAS."

Series
of Education, L. A. Woods.
will again this year be aired by the
stctions comprising the Texas Qualstations
ity Network consisting of

WOAI,

KPRC, Houston; WFAA,

here;

Dallas and WBAP, Fort Worth.
Series is only one of its kind sponsored and aired through funds maintained by a state fund.
Airings will be heard at 1:15 p.m.

Monday through Friday in more
than 4,000 Texas schools representing 750,000 students and 30,000 teachers. , Texas School of the Air Is
directed by John Gunstream.

W. BENSON'S BURNS
HM IN HOSPITAL

C.

PUT

St. Louis, Sept. 29.

is

Clarence W. Benson, v.p. of WIL,
in the Deaconess Hospital In a se-

rious condition

as a result of suf-

when paint that he was
last week exThe flames shot up a clothes

fering burns

mixing in his home
ploded.

chute from the basement to a secondstory bedroom and started a blaze
that required the efforU of two
township fire fighting companies to
extinguish.

both arms and legs.
Benson is a brother of the prez of

WIL.

And
She

si gn ificant

Item of

««•

here are some notes about htt for your pianat
attracts, for instance,

an audience of approximately

100,000 homes per day.

Which, as any sponsor wiU

tell

you.

Is

not hay.

She geU into evwy 100 of these h<m>es for as

little

as

seven cents

Harry Clarke of KSL
A Marine Recruiter
Lake

And,

if

that
you're a smart agent, think of the- <Ajections

circumvents!

City, Sept. 28.

After 12 years of singing on KSL
airwaves, Harry Clarke has left that
station lor the Marines, bringing
station loss of male personnel up to

35%. Clarke was one of station's
strongest mail pullers, at times pulling as high as 2,000 letters a week.
For his farewell program Clarke
was sworn in to the Marine Corps
by Major Con D. Silard, Officer In
of Marine Corps Recruiting
After the customar;^
for this area.
seven weeks in San 6iego, Clarke
will be assigned to the Recruiting

Charge

How she sells is the talk
Of all New Yawk.
O'Cedar and her
In 7 wedts she brought 800 new dealers to

method was no devious one.
previous
Because she did even better for Savailn Coffee and a
one.

There's room

Couldn't

now on her show and

make

the bright one

who tries 'er

a more economical investment— or wiser.

Division.

YORK

QJY

Miss Martha Deane is a highly
temporary Radiocana

Benson was burned on

Salt

'Fifth ftuarter* by Flynn
Chicago, Sept. 29.
15-mlnute review
of scores and professional commentary, will follow all Saturday football

Puraddns$U

'Fifth Quarter,' a

GAVE A HOT-WATER BAG
praprMor ml m Mexican ree2<nat bmqM he had mj/m in the

to the

S'lndow

hout".

which *ead,

M

"OhUl at

JAHBS MADIBON,

od eoraedy

all

tntUx

Abo pubMHEe MADISON'S OAO
*iSSL.
gBEBTi fL P.O. Bex IM, Giaiid
*'«Mral Annex, New Tork.
oonrtnuitloBlit,

games over WBBM, time depending
when games end.
Fahey Flynn will handle commentary on first three Saturdays, with Pat

X)n

Flannagan,

regular

series, taking

announcer

over Oct.

10.

tj

Information, ap-

parently for foreign shortwave use.
29.

.

Eddy.
Eddy has been renewed until the second week in January.

BARNSTORMING

has

J.,

of Education starts

Schenectady

Colgate-Palmolive-Peet is anxious to have the WOH, New York, verother than its present one,
sion of 'Can You Top This?' moved to a spot
with itself. The
Tuesday, 8:30-9 p.m., so as to avoid having to compete
on CBS in
same account is slated to debut Al Jolson in a parallel period
Saturday
this
(3), namely, 9:30network
goes
'Top'
also
weeks.
a couple
NBC.
10 p.m. on
is

turned

morning

the

Hudson Coal s

stituted.

Her

to

rector.

'Mr. Agony'
Last week's mention of the Ben Tucker Fur Emporium's
quite a furore in Dodgerspot announcement on WLIB, Brooklyn, created
obviously
town 'Variety' referred to it as an 'all time low,' the reference
meaning when compared with the station's quality musical programs.
However, sundry other local stations airing this copy, swamped the sponkilled, other material subbe
announcement
that
the
requests
with
sor

J Walter Thompson, agency on the Old Gold account,

sold

Courier Express the past July.
Robert Thompson continued as

Following is one of the oddest reasons for a radio campaign on record:
When the son of a prominent food pacl^er received a service commission
his father decided that the boy
and was assigned to a Washington post
might be helped in his career if his fellow officers realized that he was
connected with big business. To that end the father bought a mass of
stations, with the copy repeating the
spot announcements on Washington
family (and product) name several times.
Several weeks later the magnate's son was transferred from Washingcampaign was immediately cancelled.
ton. The announcement

for a singer to replace Nadine Conner.
on the series (NBC) which sUrs Nelson

was

Station

BOARD OF EDUCATION

250-waat power.
Station

OWI Overseas Use

Crated for

of

—that power •JuU nation
at

1440 Broadway, in

New

York

—

.
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Ray Clapper's Preamble

Now Works in St

of

series

In beginning this
twice-a-week broadcasts

YORK CITY

.

and what

You—

Kamman

Biiicc

is

the otherwise

in

I

propnynndn.

NBC

'I

(2G) on CBS, but the script by George Harmon Cox and Albert Barker
lacked a pervading theme, or Idea... John Dietz's direction was noUbly
expert and there was one sock performance, that of a Norwegian Commando. Show now moves to Sunday nights opposite Edgar Bergen... Lee
Vines, formerly with* WCAU, Philly, has joined CBS as staff announcer
...Harry Frazee, Blue production chief,- to the Coast for huddles on the
network's various shows originating there. Due back in three weeks.
Actor Neal O'Malley commissioned Captain in the Marines and sent to
Quantico. ..Bob Shaw has resigned from the NBC press department to
script 'Front Page Farrell" for Kolynos toothpowder, through BlackettSample-Hummert. .Legit-fllm actor Will Geer has joined 'Goldbergs' cast
Walter Kaner, formerly press agent and special features director of
WWRL, named to similar post with WLIB...B. S. Bercovici news-commenting on WHN. ..Jane Crusinberry resumes scripting her 'Mary Marlin'
Dora Folliott has been summer-substituting. .Merrill
serial Oct. 15.
Denison now coUabing with Jack Byrne on the Prudential 'Family Hour'
continuity. .Milton Meyrowitz, WLIB assistant chief engineer, Joined
.

ofTtcer.

.

.

serial.

department

become assistant stage manager for Guthrie McClintic on the road
company of 'Spring Again'. .Harry Frazee. the Blue's production manager, is in San Francisco In connection with 'Alias John Freedom,' which
goes Minneapolis-Honeywell on the team sponsorship plan.
Anne Nichols, author of 'Abie's Irish Rose,' delivered with quiet sincerity a Navy recruiting message, at the close of Saturday's (28) radio
Installment of the play over NBC. She spoke as a mother and was not

to

.

'to take a bow,' despite studfo-audience applause.
Dick Gilbert, the singing disc jockey, began a new schedule Monday (28)
with double his previous time on the air. End of the Dodgers'
by Red Barber and Alan Hale necessitated a change
in programing, with Gilbert now doing his Radio Troubadour show from
1-3 p.m. daily and emceeing 45 minutes of 'Latin- American Rhythms' at 5
o'clock.
In the past six months Gilbert has upped the rating of his daily
1-2:30 p.m. program, according to the Hooper survey, from fourth to first
place among local Independent stations and has increased his listening
rating from 2.8 to 4.9.

present

WHN

baseball broadcasts

HOLLYWOOD...
—
—

.

.

.

.

.

of a friend.

CHICAGO

IJS
.
.
.
Mary Ann Mercer, formerly heard on NBC's 'Uncle Walter's Doghouse,'

WBBM's vocal staf^ with 'Victory Matinee' her first a.ssignment.
Alex Dreier has left Chicago lo replace Robert St. John, NBC news commentator in London, who returns home for a rest...WBBM is pushing
Army recruiting drive for 7.700 skilled mechanics in their 'Midwest
Mobilizes' program. .Howard Wiley has been appointed assistant production mgr. of NBC's central division. .Clifton Utley back on Skelly Oil
newscasts for 13-week spell. .Upton Close moves his Sunday afternoon
World News Parade to Chicago. .NBC's 'Hot Copy* broadcast celebrating
second year on air. .John Hodiak. Chi leading man of 'Bachelor's
Children' and 'Lone Journey,' to M-G-M on contract.
'Of Men and Books,' conducted by John T. Fredericks, professor of
Journalism at Northwestern University, ended its fifth season on CBS
Sept. 26. It moves this week from a Saturday to a Wednesday afternoon
.

.

.

.

.

.

spot.

Howard

D. Crissey,

NBC

engineer, goes to San Francisco this

for

KMOX

special news writer.
Wills will interpret Far East news.
He was also 'Variety' correspondent

as

a

ELECTRONICS

It

will

intend

to

Wills lived in Japan since 1B28 and
afier the Pearl Harbor sneak attack was jugged until May 4 when
he was convicted ol being unfriendly
to the Nipponese and sentenced to

Washington, Sept.

29.

Electronic devices Involving the
use of vacuum or gaseous tubes will
be brought under further control of
An
the War Production Board.
two years at hard labor.
He was released for repatriation order, effective Oct. 3, extends
control to everything used in the
last June 4.
electronic field from microphones to
* antennae and including tubes, parts

»»»»

express opinions

WPB

and complete equipment.

Argentine Acthrities ::
The order provides that no one
fabricate,
as*********************** may manufacture,electronic
devices
semble or produce
By BAT JOSEPHS
in exce.is of a minimum inventory

Buenos Aires, Sept. 16.
to
meet deliveries on
required
Leuoona Clab Boys set at Radio orders rated A-3 or better. Inventories are permitted up to a 45-day
Group will work from station supply, but may not in any case exrather than Embassy Cafe, .where ceed 12^ per cent of total 1941 sales.

Splendid (LR 4) for Vermouth Martini.

they are currently appearing.

using vacuum tubes and
Ilem.<!
parts similar to those used in radio

Carmen Valdee opens series on equipment are in great demand by
Mundo LR 1, dramatizing novel of the military services and are covJacinto Amenabar 'El Otro .Corazon' ered by the order. The .order

i.i

(The Other Heart) Mondays and Fri
days at 4:30 p.m.

S»U Hermaaoi

sets

Sundays

10

p.m. series on Radio Belgrano LR 3
Extranjera,'
locally
'Legion
foi
manufactured razor blades. Show is
new twist quiz program with au-

designed

lo

prevent production of

non-essential electronic devices so
that necessary parts will be available for direct militarjr use.

The order makes no change in
nunner in which a person buys
placement tubes and parts for

the
rehis

home

smaller stations in all-out campaign.
Previous FCC orders required com
of Candidate
plete cessation of all amateur radio Mundo. has daily except Sunday show
operation in the interest of national with radio theatre company of Julia
security. The Commission, however, de Alba. Splendid airing a Monday
Springfield, Mass., Sept. 29.
and Thursday 8:30 show with All
continued to renew and modify exist
violated the
apparently
Because it
Salem de Baraja; and Belgrano runiiit; amateur station licenses in view
of possible utilization of them In ning Cera and Almidon Campana FCC regulations covering equal opTuesdays and Saturdays at 8. Radio portunities for political candidates,
connection with civilian defense ac
J. GranJohn
will
give
Atty.
del Pueblo LS 8 has two other shows
Establishment of the Wa:
tivities.
En'ergency Radio Service, however, one at 2:30 and the other at 9:09 p m- fleld. Democratic candidate for Congress, free time before the Nov.
will provide civilian defense and
it
which
talks
state guard organizations with the
Cnbao singer Margarita Romero 3 election to answer
desired em^gervcy communication in at Radio Argentina IM 2.
permitted Congressman Charles
connection with national defense and
Clason to give without charge.
Belgrano finished first year of Esso
security, according to the CommisPresident Quincy A. Brackett Said
sion.
reporter hews program, with special this week that an amicable settleshow on which Jaime Yankclvtch, ment was being worked out with
FCC will continue Its policy
regard to the issuance of new or re
Direct General of outlet and H. R. Granfleld as the result of his protest
newal amateur operator licenses or Barber, v.p. of Standard Oil, wbose
to the FCC. Granfleld, a brother of
modiflcation of such licenses for Iccal affiliate West India Oil Com
Judge William J. Granfleld, Clason's
change in operator privileges. The pany sponsors of show appeared.
predecessor in Congress from the
holder of an amateur operator 1
Second Massachusetts District, comcense desiring to maintain his amaToddy (U. S. Foodstuffs) present plained
to the FCC that the station
hould submit applica- ing Maria Tuval and company with
teur status
had violated the commission's rules
tion for amateur operator and ama- 'Novia de Primavera' (Spring Bride)
by letting Clason broadcast without
teur station license renewal in ac- on Splendid chain daily except Suncharge after he (Granfleld) had ancordance with the rules and regula- day at 4 p.m. Show also features
nounced his candidacy.

Rap

WSPR

Jack Hurdle turned over the Benton 8t Bowles office keys and j>roduction crank on Maxwell House Time to Al Kaye and aired back to New
York for temporary assignment at B & B. An Al guy who's lA with
Uncle Sam... Bill Hatch will wave the wand over the musicians on Lady
Esther's Screen Guild opus, which won't seem like the same show with
Oscar Bradley missing from the stand.
Bill Hampton will edit the
scripts. .Upton Close to Chicago to start his new commentary series...
Phil 'Blitzer' Spitalny taking all the lads at gin rummy and giving the
coin to charity. .Eddie Cantor shoves off on the new season Oct.' 6 from
Camp Callan, to the south of here. Ida Lupina occupies the guest niche
...Jean Hershol'l 'Dr. Christian' passed its 200th consecutive air performance 'and the. cast celebrated with a party at Lurene Tutlle's home
...Harry Maizlish to New York on a biz safari for KFWB...Zero Mostel
forsaking all radio while making faces at the camera in Metro's 'DuBarry
Was a Lady'. .George McCall being propositioned by St. Joe's aspirin to
do a Capitol Hill series from Washington. .The agency lads in the east
are beginning to thmk up excuses for passing most of the winter by the
not so pacific Pacific... Amus 'n' Andy back after three weeks in the
east... Arch Oboler 'commercial' again with 'Lights Out' but he's still an
amateur sartorially. .That Pabst deal said to be stalled for 60 days on
account of the uncertainty of this 'n' that... Fred Jones, who used to dish
out publicity at Young ti Rubicam, will be a Marine any day now...
Popular guy signed off when Harrison Holliway passed on last week.
His last rites drew a throng of radio people, a fine tribute to the passing

Joins

CONTROL OVER

recent Toklo correspondent
CBS, who returned on the exchange ship Grlpsholm, has Joined

man and

receiving set. No rated order
dience prizes.
However, distributors
Is necessary.
of such parts may now obtain them
La Canclon,' new Ian magazine, only through the use of the usual
on
specializes in radio muslo; now
distributor's application for preferstands here.
ence ratings. Supplies of repair and
replacement parts and tubes for this
AxvM* Prodaeta (chocolate, coffee, purpose are allocated to distributors
mate) sets Sunday dance program on
on the basis of past sales. These
Belgrano and chain Primera Ca- articles may then be resold to
dena Argentina de Broadcastings. civilian consumers without ratings.
Show runa fotir houra from 4 to 8
Materials lor maintenance and rep.m. and originates at Ambassadeurs,
pair and operating supplies lor eslargest nitery in South America,
sential civilian communications««ervpatterned after Paris spot.
ices may be obtained through the
Washington, Sept. 29.
Qae es EiteT' (What is it?) orig- use of preference rating orders
The Federal Communications Com- inal program of Freddy itey now on applying to the specific end use, such
mission discontinued recently t'-e Mundo Fridays at 3 p.m. Ouiz show as P-129, covering radio communicaManufacturers of electronic
tion.
modified
or
renewal
new,
issuance of
also has telephone angle with prize
amateur station licenses in view of winners being piiblicly called from equipment will continue to get their
supplies of' raw materials through
the administrative problems which studio.
PRP.
with
the
connection
in
arisen
have
This order will be administered
issuing of amateur station licenses
Laboraterlea Sidney Bms (U. S.
as a result of the war. Inasmuch as drugs) signs George Lanza for new by the radio branch of WPB. It is
many licensees are in the military Belgrano .-series Wednesdays and estimated that approximately 500
service or engaged in war industries Sundays, based on poems of Roberto manufacturers pr(>ducing about 700
in various parts of the country the Volenti.
items will be affected by the order.
FCC said it is impossible for those
licensees to exercise proper control
Sambra Castell, singer, goes to Raof transmitting apparatus and the dio Portena.
Springfield Station
control of the premises on which the
apiSaratus is located as required by
Jabon Campana (soap) now using
Squares Tavoritism'
the rules governing them.
three
top
cliains
together
with

The Radio Trade. Is Discussing: Those rouyh-on-rudio pep talks by
Kay Kyser and the grin-and-bear-it attitude o/ the agency and network
biyyie at the receiving end The effect on radio advertisers if and when
zoning becomes effective Untimely death of Harrison HoUiway.

'

STRIGTER WPB

as.

American newspaper-

AMATEURS

sponsoring 'Klenzol Talent Quest,' with Bert Stanley as m.c, Monday
nights on WWRL. .Lenore Kingston and Sam Wanamaker have succeeded
Joyce Hayward and James Monks, respectively, in 'Against the Stornv*
Miss Kingston, a shortwave 'ham,' plays a shortwave broadcaster in the

ITS

Wlllf,

SLANTS ON

Naval Reserve Midshipmen's School... AI Tanger, WLIB announcer, joined
Army as Second Lieutenant in Anti-Aircraft. .Merrill Rogers scripting
second "Land of the Free' dramatic series lor NBC's Inter-American
University of the Air, which sterU airing Oct. 12....Nu-Ox Products

at

R

REVISED FCC

.

John Vandercook switched from NBC to the Blue. Latter net now has
Raymond Gram Swing, Lowell Thomas, Earl Godwin, William Hillman,
Baukage, Winchell, Drew Pearson, Dorothy Thompson and Vandercook
...Robert Patt. WHN sales promotion manager, reports Monday (5) lor

script

reporting.

a reliable guide.'

.

John Mitchell has resigned from the Blue Network's

tell

school
or
individual
group,
Roughly I am
thought.
of
whatever holds
favor of
in
promise of making our democracy function more efficiently and more usefully lo our peoIt is a simple rule, but one
ple.
which I have found usually to be

.

warrant

you will be based

when they seem appropriate and
worth passing on but they will be
based on many years of newspaper work in Washington
work in which I have always
tried lo keep an objective point
I have no political afof view.
Such views
filiations of any kind.
as I have from time to time grow
out of my interest as an American citizen and not out of any
Interest in any political party,

.

as

1

W.

in Japan.

constant

.

Navy

so far as

reflect

.

.

.

in

on
primarily what I hear
around here, except that I'll try
to shake out the phony stulT and
deliver lo you a reliable size-up
of what is going on. I'll be doing what each one of you would
do if you were in Washington
and had the time to get aroundtown and check up for yourself.

Sympliony. which

(26). .Sammy Hill clicked neatly as the other
ill-acted finale of Maudie's Diary' la.st Thursday

night (24) on CBS... Ruth Matteson, legit-radio actress back from the
Coast. ..Nora Stirling joined NBC scriplcr staff. .Peter Michael left
Wyoming for the Montana ranch that's the locale of the "Lone Journey'
formerly
serial he authors for Procter & Gamble, on NBC... Bob Covcll.
musical researcher of NBC script department, resigned to take leaching
a.ssigimient at a New England school. .E.'c-announcer Norman Brokenshire now an inspector in a plane factory near New York City... Jean
Holloway, scripter of 'Mayor of the Town.' Lionel Barrymore show from
the Coast for Lever Bros., has returned east and will continue writing it
from here... Blue network heaved a beefsteak feed Friday night (25)
lor Raymond Gram Swing, whose series started Monday night (28).
Eaile McGill, CBS producer-director, and C. E. Midgley, the network's
sales service manager, teaching radio courses at New York University this
season. .'The Commandoes' was pure adventure stufi Saturday night

.

means

it

can.

'What

produclion dircclor of Ihc

resumed Saturday night
Kirl

in

would

Washington
is lo tell you about
and the war, what is happening,

TiiK Radio Trade Is Discussink; Steve Fiild s fate—lhe disappeamnce
on BBC's 'Anof the BrottdrasleTs Victory Council— T)ie iieu- lef/iiiitjiif
Probable /n/ltience of Paley's Tereiil Irip lo London—
siriTiiiy

Kay Kysers new prominence

I

like to emphasize that I have but
one interest. All I want to do

.

.

Louis

St Louu, s«pt

(Mutual. Sept. 24)

mW

H«

Unfriendly to Jups,

week on

R

tions.

— Howard

Bridgeport.

WICC news

staff

Sullivan of
goes into Army.

Alfredo Jordan, Carlos Cores, n'.
juvenile pict discovery, Ricardo Pa:
sano, Ma'ianita
Cordoba.

and Ruftno

Marti

active duly as radio warrant officer in the Navy
George Goebel, who
joined
talent staff at age of 12, will be inducted into Army Air Corps
this week
Ben Bernie will m.c. Russian War Relief Show to be held In
Hotel Sherman, Oct. 1... .Stan Raymond, NBC office employee, joins Station
in Hannibal, Mo., as staff announcer and newscaster.
.Ed
Yocum, general manager of KGHL, Billings, Mont., a Chicago visitor
Sidney Strotz, Western division vice prexy, stopping hare enroute to Coast
from N.Y
Guy Wallace, formerly of WCFL, added to
announcing staff
Joy Hodges guesting this week on 'Victory Matinee.'
Harold Isbell celebrates 20th year in radio by taking over m.c.'s spot on
WBBM's 'Meet the Missus,' replacing Jim Conway who Joins Na-vy
Art
Harre, WJJD sales manager, to New York on business. . .Tenor Jack
Baker is temporary m.c. of Blue network's 'Breakfast Club' show while
Don McNeill hunts pheasants in the Dakotas
Sgt. E. N. Axtell, former
asst. lo pres. of Russel Seeds Agency, transferred to Fort Banning, Ga., as
candidate for Officer's Training School
Bill Evans m.c.'s Sears show
on WJJD in place of Rye Billsbury who is vacationing
Manley Hardison ol Seeds Agcy joins Army and is assigned to Ft Custer, Mich....
Jimmy Dudley, sports announcer at WCFL, inducted into Army Air Corps,
glider division, last week in special ceremony at Chicago's Treas. Center,
with Capt. H. T. Crane ofTiciatlng.

WLS

KHMO

—

Running on a pro-administration
program, Granfleld objected to the

WSPR broadcasts between the announcement of his
candidacy on July 3 and the Congressman's last free talk on Aug. 30
free biweekly

.

WBBM

.

.

when

the

station

told

him there
-

be no more talks without
charge due to the imminence of the
primaries.
Granfleld charged that
since Clason's talks contained many
'misrepresentations,' he should be
permitted lo put the other side of

would

the questions lo the voters.

Loveton to Lord-Tliomas
John Loveton, staff director with
Ruthrauff & Ryan, leaves that agency
Monday (5) for a similar job at
Lord & Thomas. His assignments at
his new post have not been decided.
He directs 'CJood Will Hour,"
'Board of Missing Heirs' and The

Shadow' for R.

Ac

R

GOMCEBI-OPERA

Wedneetlayt September 30, 1942
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TICKET SALE BRISK

Scattered Bookii^s, Includiag Small

Spartanbnrf and Other Dixie Towns
WcU Set

Towns, Sui^est Good Fiscal Year

Spartanburg, S. C, Sept

Large Companies With Ba^^

Civic music and Community Concert managers set for gala 1042-43

with heavy advance ticket
and big name bookings, despite
Jacques Fray and Uarlo Braggiotti, pianists open Spartanburg seaDoris Oaree and Gilbert Bnsscll an
son Oct 13. Booked here Feb. 18 is
Aganoy'a List
Philadelphia Symphony wltb Clevefor March
Doris Doree, 26-year-old dramatic land Symphony inked in

Loads

Find Concert Dates Tough Going

29.

season

courses are
The
11
rapidly being completed for the f
season, just a week away. 'Variety'
of these
number
a
checked
has
courses In towns where Civic Concerts under the leadership of O. O.
nation's concert

;

NEW NCAC SINGERS

sales
war..

23.
ser,*
operate, and results seem soprano, and GUbert Russell, lyric
'Parsifal'
and 'Ariadne auf
At Greenville, S. C, Lauritz Mel- Naxos.' She then reports to the Chishow that the concert business is tenor, have been taken under manMet cago Opera Co.
choir
and Astrid Vamay.
where she will sing
more than holding Its own with last agement contracts by NCAC.
The soprano recently auditioned at warblers, will open the season Oct •Trovatore,' 'Alda' and 'Lohengrin'
year even in the lesser knov \
Other Greenville bookings are before reporting
9.
'Variety' chose 18 cities, some the Met with favorable comments In
to the Met.
cities.
for her Wagnerian singing, 'Marriage of Figaro,' Nine O'CIock
Her concert tour includes among
small, some fairly large, as a cross line
Opera Company, Jan. 18, (to be sung its important places, Baltimore, Incountry survey on the nation's tastes while Russell will replace Malcolm
Hllty on the roster of the New in English); Albert Spalding, violin- dianapolis, Fort Wayne, Peoria, U of
In music for the coming year. They
Opera "Co., the latter having been ist Feb. 4; Robert Casadesus, pianist, niinola, U of Indiana, New Orleans,
follow:
March 29.
San Antonio, Austin, etc.
BaUet Theatre, drafted.
W«reest«r, Mas*.
Artur Rubinstein, pianist, dated
Opera

Bottorff

-

—

Oct. 19;

Nov. 2;
Washington, Dec. 7; Erica Morlni and
Jan Peerce In a joint recital, Jan.

Keep Monte Carlo

Afiens

and Thomas L.
Thomas, Feb. 18, and the Boston
Symphony, March 23. This is one
most important
and
biggest
the
of
14; Licla Albanese

Out of Canada;

fidlet

Jim

Sale Refmnl

Jan. 25th, among Charlotte (N. C.)
1942-43 artists siffaaturcd.
Atlanta's six-program series will

begin with John Charles Thomas
concert Oct. 24. Others booked are
Gitiomar Novaei^ pianist; Alicia
Markov, ballerina; Helen Tkaubel,
soprano, and Claudio Arrau, pianist

Alvary

May

Join Met;

Fansto CleTa
Petroff

May

Quit;

—

John

Charles

Alexander BoOct. 20;
rcvsky, Dec. 3; Felix Knight, Jan.
the Philadelphia Opera Co., Feb

U

and

10,

March

the

Symphoi

Cleveland

26.

—John Charles

Wlchlla Falls, Texas

Oct

Jan. 20;

Vivian

Jacques

12;

Isaac Stern,
Delia Chiesa,

Abram,

March

1,

April

12.

and

—

Wichita, Kansas
Dorothy Kir
sten, Oct. 9; Claudio Arrau, Nov. 27;
Joscha Heifetz, Jan. 29, and Douglas

Toronto, Sept.

Because

border

of

29.

the

aliens or citizens of Nazi-occupied
countries, the scheduled opening at
the Royal Alexandra here of the
1842-43 Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo

Monday

season

(28)

of

over

Sol

to

—

Symphony, Feb. 11
March 8, and

Cincinnati

$2.50 top plus

—

Dusolina

Giannini.

Stem, March

Jan.

3,

*THE BEGGAR STUDENT*
and Claudio Arrau,
Opcr» In Three Acts (five scenes)

12.

Cosmopolitan, N.

—

Tezarkaiu, Texas
Dorothy Ki^'
Jacques Abram, Nov. 9;
Glenn Darwin, Feb. 15. and the St
Louis Symphonietta

March

30.

—

Stenbenvllle, Ohio
Salzedo Ensemble, Oct. 23; Arthur Carron, Nov
16; Claudio Arrau, Feb. 17. and The
Southernairs, March 22.
-

—

Stamford, Cono. Luboshutz and
Nemenofl,
Oct.
Thomas L.
20;

Thomas, Dec. 3; the Salzedo Ensemble, Jan. 11, and Roland Gundry
4.

—

Sprlncfleld, Mlasoarl
Salzedo
Ensemble. Oct. 19; Ania Dorfmaii,
Dec. 7; Miriam SoloviefT, Jan. 18,

and Conrad Thibault, Feb. 26.
Spartanburf, S. Carolina
Fray
and Braggiotti, Oct. 13; the Phila
delphia Orchestra, Feb. 18. and the
Cleveland Orchestra, March 23.
Sooth Bend, IndUna
Will have
the Philadelphia Opera Co., Oct. 28;
Claudio Arrau, Jan. 18; the Minne

—

—

apolis

Opera Review

Isaac

14;

sten, Oct. 14;

March

tax.

7.

Tucson, Arizona
John Charles
Thomas, Oct. 9; Draper and Adler,
Nov. 5; Carmen Amaya, Nov. 20;

April

20% war

Anderson,

Ciaudio Arrau, April

Symphony,

March

and

3,

Richard Crooks, April 3.
SIODx Falls, Sonth DakoU
Luboshutz and
Nemenofl, Oct. 23,
Polyna
Stoska,
Nov.
Ernest
9;
WoUr, Jan. 28; the Budapest String
Quartet, Feb. 21, and Roland Gundry,

—

T., Sept. 25,

1942

Another fine revival in a series by
Gustave Kotanyi, The Beggar Student, operetta by Carl Milloecker,
received the first of three successive
sold-out
before
presentations
a
house, Friday (25) at the Cosmo
The
politan Opera House, N. Y.
operetta, which makes vocal demands equal to many current operas,
has not been heard in N. Y. for
decades.
It is timely ia,its subject, since
it deals with a German invasion of

Poland in 1704. The new English
version of the story by Don- Wilson and A. F. Szilasi contains many
lyrics, which are particularly timely and for the most part

modern

humorous. Conductor Robert Stolz
has not been niggardly, either, since
he has tossed in some Johann Strauss
The cast
to round out the music.
was generally excellent. The work
of the chorus and principals showed
long, arduous rehearsals and a zest
for the entire proceedings.
5tar of the performance was Margu Boker, whose Laura was gracebeautiful and generally well
Hie soprano possesses a
sung.
voice of much beauty in all registers,
but she has a tendency to force it
beyond her natural limitations in
seeking to secure more volume,
Unpushed,
which is unnecessary.
it was the finest voice on the stage.
Donald Dame, as Simon Rymanovicz.
Laura's lover, also did a fine job of
his singing and was a romantic
enough hero. His light lyric voice
is exceedingly luscious in the middle, but somewhat short on top,
ful,

March 22.
Schenectady— Opens Oct. 20 with
Helen Traubel; on Dec. 8 will present John Charles Thomas; Feb. 1.
thr Philadelphia Orchestra, and close
March 16 with Claudio Arrau.
where a 'B' flat gave him difficulty.
St PetersbufK, Fla.— Opens Nov. Ralph Herbert stole the acting
while
16 with Donald Dickson; the Ballet honors as General OUendorf,
was always in good taste.
Theatre, Dec. 11; Roland Gundry, his singing
His were the mealiest lyrics in 'the
Jan. 20; the Trepp Family Singers,
show. John Garris, Met secondary
Feb. 22; Josef an,d Rasina Lhevinne,
tenor, provided a fine Jan Janicki,
March 12, and close with Jean Dick
and Kathryn Harvey, a coquettish
enson,

March

foil,

26.

with a small, but beautiful colTeresa Gerson stopped the

oratura.

show and received two encores

Wisconsin
Is

WPA Symph

Victim of Warfare
Milwaukee, Sept.

The

Wisconsin

orohestra,

which

WPA
at

its

29.

Symphony
height

for
Others in a long cast
good, with no exceptions.
conductor Stolz
drew on Chopin and himself as composers to round out the music, and
the Viennese conductor did himself
proud with his authoritative handling of the entire proceeding.":.

her singing.

were

i

i-

cluded 100 musi-iians, and. which for
Hve years has provided the background for the 'Music Under the
Stars' concerts in
Washington Park
with guest stars such
as Lily Pons,
Andre Kostelanetz, John Charles

fnomas, Gladys Swarthout and other

all

Besides

Strauss,

Edd|/.

Youngstown Symphony's
7 Under Two Ficocellis

Youngstown, Ohio, Sept. 29.
was disbanded Saturday
The Symphony orchestra here will
comply with wartime curtailment present seven concerts this season
the WPA program.
under the direction of Michael and
Army, Navy and defense work haJ Carmine Ficocelli. Soloists engaged
">«de great im-oads upon the camp's total four.
personnel.
Effort"! are now being
Those to appear will be Albert
^>ade to organize a new professional Spalding,
Jan
Novotna.
Jarmila
Peerce and Rosalyn Tureck,
celebrities,
tn

$85,000

GROSS

FOR MONTREAL

for Nov. 5.
Seat
sale for the local concert had been
heavy. Concert series arranged by
Community Concerts is set and will
probably not suffer from transportation difficulties. Local series man-

aged by J. H. Thuman likewise looks
to be run off without any interfer•*nce.
Among the attractions which
carry a large company and which
might run into snags on transportation are the Ballet Theatre on Dec.
3 and the Ballet Russe de Monte
Carlo on Jan. 25 and 26.
Local Philharmonic Orchestra and
Irftulsville

Symphony will offer a
All the void, and
for plenty of long-haired

program to
is

spite of the curtailment of touring
attraction^; Local concerts are slant-

la Lorenzo Alvary, bass of
ing their programs toward men in
San Franclico and Chicago the armed services, who are expectOpera companlea, Alvary la reput- ed to make up a good part of the
audiences during the'coming season.
edly one of the best actors on the
operatic stage, and his r^ertolre

politan

the

consists of over 100 roles in seven
-

was suddenly

cancelled. Advance sale
$8,000 will be refunded.

—

thL

Sym-

phony Orchestra

outlook

Rumored engaged by the Metro-

restrictions,

some 15 members of
company who are either enemy

this Involving

Hurok troupe was scheduled
go into the Metropolitan Opera
House, N. Y., for a four-week enBeattie, March 22.
gagement after the Toronto opening,
Jarmila Novotna
Waco, Texas
which would also have seen the
Carron, Nov. 13
Oct. 19; Arthur
world premiere of four new ballets.
Rnland
Gundry, Dec.
11;
Josef More than customary advertising
Lhevinne, Feb. 15, and the Curtis budget had seen the town plastered
String Quartet, March 30.
with 24-sheets plus street-car adverHouse had been scaled at
Tnlsa Carmen Amaya, Nov. 29 tising.
Marian

29.

music for the town's music lovers, in

^Thomas,

Thomas,

being the Philadelphia

tion

full

a

courses in the country.

Wlnston-Salcm

Sept.

Transportation
situation
which
has been getting more acute has
Rose Bampton returns to the U. S. brought about a drop-off of 50^0 in
from the Colon In Buenos Aires road show bookings at the Memorial
where she was heard in Tannhau- Auditorium, most recent cancella-

to

Co.,
the Philadelphia
the National Symphony, of

Louisville,

Rose Bampton at Chicago

languages.

TRENT01<rS3D

Another Met rumor has It that
Fausto Cleva, for 22 years head of
the chorus, has tendered his resignation, which has net as yet been accepted by the Met
Cleva is reported unable to attend rehearsals
Montreal, Sept. 29,
Monli-eal's second opera season for the Met chorua due to his engagement by th« San Francisco
la two years, sponsored by France'
Trenton, Sept. 29.
Opera Co. as a conductor. He conThe third season of the Trenton
Film Company, closed Friday (25) ducted his only Mat performance in
with estimated gross take for 11 his career last year, a 'Barber of Opera Association will Include four
operas from October through April.
operas and nine nights and two mats Seville,' which received excellent This
company is one of two
of $85,000,
Located at the 2,484- notices from the press.
Ivan Petroff, Bulgarian baritone municipally-sponsored operas In the
seater St. Denis theatre with prices
of the San Carlo Opera Co., is yet U. S., and has turned in a profit for
scaled from $4.98, with tax, down,
another mentioned as a Met possi- each of its proceeding seasons.
there was a complete sell-but with
Company will present 'Aida,' Oct
bility for this season.
300 standees for Ave of the operas,
20, with Kurt Baum, Stella Roman,
'The Barber,' "Tosca,' 'Faust,' 'Car
Alexander Sved, Carlos Alexander
men' and 'Louise' with only 'Cava!
and Winifred Heldt Second opera
le:ia' and 'Bartered Bride' in the
will be 'Tosca,' with Baum, Vivian
three-quarter
full
Grace
class.
Delia Chiesa and Robert Weede, and
Moore, Ezio Pinza, Salvatore Bac
this is scheduled for Jan. 22. It will
IN
caloni, Raoul Jobin, J. C. Thomas
mark the first appearance of either
Bidu Sayao, Richard Crooks and
of the latter two artists in their rejan Peerce were the standouts.
Los Angeles, Sept. 20.
spective roles of Tosca and Scarpia.
L9wrence Tibbett's acting greatly
The San Francisco Opera Co. will
Third opera will be 'Lucia' on Feb.
aided an otherwise disappointing present a season of opera here Nov. 26 with either Jan Peerce or James
performance.
2 to Nov. 7. Negotiations have been Melton, Doris Marlnelli and Lorenzo
in progress for four months before Alvary.
Taust* wlU conclude the
J.
M. de Roussy, managing di
they finally Jelled In four perform- season on April I, with Mario Berinl,
rector, France-Film Company, stated
Dorothy Kirsten, Alvary, and posthat there was every prospect -I ances.
Season will open Nov. 2 with sibly Igor Gorln with whom negotiaanother opera season next year,
probably longer than the one just 'Traviata' with Bidu Sayao, Jan tions are being conducted.
Michael Kuttner, music director,
completed. Also there would be Peerce, Richard Bonelli and conducOn Nov. 4 will conduct all the performances,
repeats of operas during the season tor Gaetano Merola.
and not a list of different works 'Carmen' will be given with Irra with Michael De Pace, artistic direcfor each night and matinee as was Petina, Licla Albanese, Roaul Jobin, tor, John Curry, general manager,
and James Kemey, Jr., president.
the case this year. Choice would be John Brownlee and Merola. On Nov.
ba!:ed on popularity shown this sea- 6 'Fledermaus' will be the opera and
will feature Marek Windh.eim, Marson.
git Boker, Josephine Antoine, Irra
Performances generally were ex
Petina,
Brownlee and conductor
cellent Giovanni Martinelli, in ex
Walter Herbert.
cellent voice, opened his 30th sea
IN
Season concludes with 'Aida,' Nov.
son, stopping the show with 'Vesti
7 with Frederick Jagel. Stella RoRobert
la Guibba,' in 'Pagliacci.'
man, Bruna Castagna, Robert Weede,
From the hotcha Cuban Village at
Weede delivered a virile 'Prologue,' Ezio Pinza and Lorenzo Alvary, with
the
N.
Y. World's Fair In 1939 to
climaxed by a tremendous 'A' flat,
Merola conducting.
the concert platform, under Clark
and Dorothy Kirsten made a chai'mGetts' direction, is quite a jump for
ing Nedda, who vied for acting and
So
Piatigorsky
Set
a
couple
of Afro-Cubano hooters
singing honors with her more ex
from Havana.
perienced rivals. Stella Roman was
Far for 37 Dates
Orelia & Pedro make their platuneven vocally in 'Cavalleria,' while
Piatigorsky
opens
Uregor
fall
a
linist,
Jan.
15-16; Claudio Arrau,
Kurt Baum did not have the Italian
Mack Harrcll tour of 37 presently-booked dates at Music Hall Sunday night (IK) under
style for Turridu.
$1,000 per Nov. 17 at High' Point
P. Torres management accompanied
made an excellent Alflo.
N. C. The cellist wiM play over 50
by
their native l>ongo quartet, doTuesday t22). 'Louise' played to a engagements this season, since most
ing authentic rumbas, boleros, nasold-out house with Grace Moore in of his Community Concert engagenigos. congas, membes. guaguanacos,
Singer has really ments have not as yet been set.
the title role.
etc.
sunk her teeth into the part and it Among his orchestral dates arr those
Rene Mai- with
is one of her best roles.
the
Cincinnati.
CoUimbu.s.
son was a whiny shrill-voiced lover, Denver, Chicago, Montreal, Philawhile Ezio Pinza was a tower of delphia and N. Y
Philharmonic
Dorothy Maynor's Dates
vocal and acting strength as the symphonies.
Maria Claessens also was
father.
The 39-year-old cellist became an
Dorothy Maynor will launch her
excellent in her portrayal o( the U. S. citizen on Aug. 29 and was reconcert tour in late October in the
cently appointed head of the cello
mother.
midwest with the opening date and
'The B.Tilered Biide,' Wednesday department of the Curtis Institute of place as yet undetermined. AmongMusic.
(23), was a semi-adequate pres:nta
her appearances will be at Iowa State
tion with none of the many prinCollege, Grinnell College and Cor(24)
standout.
Thursday
cipals
nell
College -(Mt Vernon. Iowa).
'Carmen.' with Gladys Swarthout, Toleds't Melchior Switch Other engagements in this vicinity
was excellent throughout, with both
Toledo. Sept. 29.
are at Sioux City. Marshalltown,
Miss Swarthout and Raoul Jobin in
Patricia Travers, violinist origin- Iowa; KIrksville, Missouri, and Rocksplendid voice, and Licia Albanese ally scheduled as the second guest ar- ford. Illinois.
doing a fine job as Michaela. Julius tist in the Toledo Symphony OrShe is also scheduled to sing in
Huehn was miscast as Escamillio.
chestra's 1942-43 subscription concert Pittsburgh, Montreal with the symFriday '25), 'Samson' almost re- .series, will appear instead at the phony, the Rochester Symphony, the
.suKcd in disa.sler when Rene Mai- fir.st, Oct. 12. in the Rivoli theatre. Detroit and Grand Rapids SymShe replaces Laurit/. Melchiur, Met- phonies, Cincinnati, Lansing, Union
Ron broke down at the end of the
ropolitan tenor, who will sing with College, Schenectady, N. Y., Wellesfirst act, but recovered sufficiently
Kirsten the orchestra in Its second concert, ley College, Mass. She opens a cross
to finish the performance.
Thoi'borg's Delilah continues to be Nov. 30, because of difficulties in country tour at Kalamazoo March 12,
vocally (!ood but dramatically poor. obtaining transportation from South her third in three years.
Wilfred Pelletler conducted all the America. He is assured of pa.ssage
Jean Dlekenson opens a (all conoperas except 'The Bartered Bride.' in time to return to this country
which was handled by Paul Brei- by Nov. 1, said George King Rauden cert tour of 14 dates in St Joseph,

OPERA

OPERA SEASON

SAN FRANCISCO OPERA'S
DATES
LOS ANGELA

ORELIA AND PEDRO

CONCERT DEBUT

sach.

bush,

orchestra

conductor.

Mo..

Oct

20.

"

Wednesday, September 30, 1942
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PROMOTER SCRAMS

Hatton Big $33,000 in Frisco, But

BarnetlOG, Hampton, $13,000 Poor
lnPittandL.A.,Pastor2d70G.N.Y.

Houston, Sept 29.
Ernie Fields Orcheslfa was nearly
a disgruntled crowd of
Negro dancers who filled the City

mobbed by

Auditorium lor a dance

of

draw, but Hutton orch with stage
show is lending good assistance to
tune of tremendous $33,000.
Lionel Hampton, Los Angeles <Oriheum; 2.290; 33-44-5S-65)— With 'Escape From Crime' (WB) and 'Parachute Nurse" (Col) on screen. Dipped
deep under grosses of other colored
bands and moanin' low at $13,000.
Gene Krupa, Providence (Met; 3,200; 55)— With 'Girl From Alaska'
(Mono). Krupa gave this three-day
spot best gross In a long time with

Raye and three

flne $10,000.

(Estimates for This Week)
Charlie Barnet, Pittsburgh (Stanley; 3.800; 30-44-55-66)— with Diosa
Costello and 'Syncopation' (RKO)
Apparently Barnet's strictly for the
Jitterbug and jukebox trade, which
means his draw is practically limNights very
ited to the afternoon.
weak, and biz as a whole is, too;
$16,000, very poor.

Sam Donahue, Newark (Adams;
25-40-65-75-99)— With 'Mystery
Marie Roget' (U), plus Martha
additional acts on
the stage. Figures for bright $13,000.
with Miss Raye accounting for good
share of the draw.
1,950:

Shep

Fields,

Chicago

28-33-44-55)
World' (Col) and
3,200;

—

(Oriental;

With

"Man's

Strong
vaude.
$21,000, due chiefly to stage show.
(OrJan Garber, Minneapolis
pheum; 2.800; 40-44-55)— With 'Are
on
(Par)
Husbands Necessary?'
screen and vaude. Looks headed for

Lncky
(Earle;

Stabile-Barrie

Philadelphia
35-46-57-68-75)— With

$28,000.

Tony

Pastor,
3,664;

New York

(Para-

35-55-85-99-$1.10)

—

With Andrews Sisters, others, on
sUge, 'Major and Minor' (Par) on
screen. Strong support from stage

good $16,000.
Horace Heldt, N. Y. Strand (2,756; aiding hit picture get big coin;
35-55-85-99-$1.10)— With 'Desperate second week ended last night (TuesStarts
Journey' (WB) on screen. . Picture day), nearly $70,000, socko.
very strong b.o. and $52,000 in first third today (Wed.).
Holds.
Charles SpWak, Cleveland (Palwill be very good.
Woody Herman, Indianapolis (Cir- ace; 3,700; 40-60-70)—With Ann Cocle; 2.600; 33-44-55)— With 'Just Off rio, Borrah Minevltch and 'SherBroadway' (20th). First time for lock Holmes Voice of Terror' (U).
Herman at this house, but band is Lots of zing and heavy pulling vaule
strictly the draw nevertheless. Fine to this combo, which is crashing
$16,000 in sight.

Eddy Howard, Chicago (Chicago;
4.000; 35-55-75)— With 'Across the
Fine $42,000. Band
Pacific' (WB).
local fave here, but film very potent

draw.

Ray

Hutton, San Francisco
(Golden Gate; 2,850; 44-55-75 )— With
'Bambi' is big
'Bambi' (RKO).
Ina

Brown

Astor (1,000; 7Sc-$l)

Ray Heatherton

.

BUtmore

2
13
25

(300; $1-$1.50)

tVcck
3,500

On Data

750

8.200
13,900
37,800

41,450
50,300
23,975
18,100
Is

the

Los Angeles

Ink Spots getting star billing and
'Apache Trail' (M-G> on screen.
Spots, plus generally strong show,
accounting for major portion of fine

mount;

PUyri

Hotel

Booil

Les

3,025
Xavler Cugat* ...Waldorf (S50; $1-$1.60)
20
New VorKer (400; 7Sc-$l.S0)
2,000
Johnny Long
33
1,850
Lanl Mclntire ...Lexington (300; 75c-$1.50)
disappeared. The orchestra refused Glen Gray
Pennsylvania (500; 75c-$1.50)
11
2,125
the
to go on with the dance, and
Lincoln (225; 75c-$n
850
Jerry Wald
dancers almost caused a riot
'
The promoter is still missing.
Asterisks indicate a supporting floor show, although the band
major draui.

Freddy Martin (Ambassador; 900; $1-$1.50). Picked up a bit and should
push count back up around 4,500.
Joe Belchman (Biltmore: 1,200; 50c-$l). Has the downtown sector to
himself and staying in the groove on either side of 4,500. Well liked and

Neat $l,5i At

Mllllnder,
2,768;

m

a toeefdy tabulation, <« the estimated cover
(Presented heretoith.
charge btuines* beinv done by name band* in various Neto York hotels.
Dinner business (7-10 p.m.) wit rated. Figures after name o] hotel give
room capacitv and cover charge. Larger omount designates ueefcend and
holiday price.)
Cov«ri*
22
I'uial
Week!
rail
Coven

week.

last

When Fields' orchestra reached the
Intermission, It was discovered that
the dance promoter, who was to
pay them their lee at that lime, had

B.O/s

at Hotel

Bands

Ernie Fields Orohestn Feeb Bronl
of Pabllo Wrath

getting

many

repeaters.

Bob Chester (Casa Manana, Culver

RaymorB^Hub

this lad came in without
3,500 admishes.

Too bad
Won't get past

City, Cal., second week).

enough rep; floundering badly.

Connt Basle (Trianon B, Southgate, Cal., sixth week). Kept up the
brisk gait he set from the start and bowed out with a smart 8,500 count.
Ray McKinley opened Wednesday (23).
Johnny Biohards (Casino B, Hollywood, seventh week). Mostly for
(Estimates)
drop-ins and 3,000 just about' catches them all.
Boyd Baebam (Totem Pole B.,
Ted Flo BIto (Florentine Gardens N, Hollywood, 12th week). Another
Auburndale, Mass., Sept. 21-26). On 4,500 stubs but the main draw is Nils Granlund's girl show and Mills Bros.
second lour-day stanza, Raeburn Muzzy Marcellino opens Oct. 6 with the new NTG revue.
improved
week"s

on

his

mark by 400

previous

high

tremely

fine

gross

Chicago

dancers, draw-

ing 9,200 at $1.45 per couple for exof

over

$6,500

GrIR Williams (Empire Room, Palmer House: 600; $3-$3.S0 min.). Band
smashed Veloz and Yolanda weekly record, playing to over 5,000 people,
garnering sock $19,000.

considering gas situation.

Jimmy Joy (Walnut Room, Bismark Hotel; 300; $l-$2. min.). Nearing
Al Donahne-Gay Ormandy (Ray- end of long run, well-liked band attracted good 2,000 for week.
mor-Playmor B., Boston, Sept 25).
Jimmy Dorsey (Panther Room, Sherman hotel; 800; $1.25-$2.50 min.).
Donahue has large following here, Dorsey turned one of best businesses in room's history, brought in 7,600
through to swell $28,000.
paired
and
when
town,
his
home
Doc Wheeler, Boston (RKO BosFollowed by Sonny Dunham.
in closing period.
Ormandy, drew 2,000
local
ton; 3,200; 44-55-65-75-85)— With Bill with
Eddie Oliver (Mayfair Room, Blackstone Hotel; 350; $2.50 min). With
Ella Fitzgerald, Douglas
Brothers, and 'Pardon My Sarong'
(U) (2d wk). Holdovers unusual lor
this stand.
Bill Robinson and the
Aim are doing the business, which
is big stuff at $22,500 in second week.

Robinson,

hoofers at 75c-65c for flne $1,400.

Dick Stabllc-Gay

mor-Playmor

Ormandy (Ray-

Jane Pickens, Southern thrush as co-star attraction, Oliver brought
1,800 to this room.

in neat

Boston, Sept 26).

B.,

Stabile with (3>racie Barrie are well
established in this territory, and
when teamed with local outflt, Ormandy. accounted for 2,100 patrons
at 75c-65i; for nearly $1,500, excel-

Boston
Nat Brandwynne (RUz Roof, Ritz-Carlton Hotel; 350; $1 cover). Brandwynne wound up 13-week stay in blaze of glory by playing to 1,750 covers
without a show. Management kept him longer than an^ other band in

years, and roof remained Open later than usual.
Basil Fomeen (Oval Ro«m, Copley Plaza; 300; $1 cover). With Dorothy
Sogers (Brookline C. C,
covers, good for room, but Hildegarde
Although Lewis Ice Show. Fomeen drew 1,700
Sept 26).
be surpassed in some time. Dinner biz also
hampered by storm, this band, little- still holds record which won't

lent.

Inside Stutf-Orchestras

Dick

Philadelphia,

known

in

these parts,'

drew hefty

Conscription may be leaving many a hard-to-plug hole in the ranks of mob of 650 hepcat-hoofers at $1.10
musicians of major bands but at least it has relieved leaders of one worry. per.
At one time if they let it leak out that they were changing more than one
or two men at one tirhe they could expect a series of squawks from onenight operators, etc., who had them booked that the latter were being
taken in, that they weren't getting what they had bought, that the leader
the Upbeat
was using them to break in a new band, and so on.
Now there is never a beef from operators of any kind. Not only beMel Powell, pianist who recently
cause they're glad to get a good b.o. band when they can, but because
they know that replacements today are frequent. There probably isn't one left Banny Goodman to join Raymajor band in the country that is not breaking in anywhere from one to mond Scott at CBS, New York, en
listed in Navy.
half its men at any given time, due to the draft. Gene Krupa, for example,
had seven new members in his outfit when he opened a two-week stay at
Frank Dailey's Meadowbrook, Cedar Grove, N. J., about a month ago.
McFarland Twins hold over at
Dempsey"s Restaurant N. Y., until
This situation hag brought about an Independent attitude among musi
clans which is giving many a leader a constant headache. Few sidemen Ai'st week in Nov.
want to travel; they'll hand in notice the minute a band is scheduled to
leave a key city location and immediately wire a rival leader for a job,
Lynn Gardner joins Bob Allen"s
sometimes the one due to replace the one they're with. In addition salaries band for the Pennsylvania hotel,
have skyrocketed. Some leaders claim that between payroll and transpor- N. Y.. opening next Monday (Oct. 5).
tation, when they do manage to round up a crew that will hit the road,
She's vocalist formerly with Will
the nut is rapidly assuming proportions that will soon surpass the best Bradley.
earning power.
Terry Bussell joins Bob Astor cs
replacing
Dell
vocalist
Bunny Berigan's widely known trumpet-interpretation of his theme fcmme
Astor opens William Penh
song. "I Can't Get Started With You," may serve to introduce his band Parker.
again, despite the fact that the leader has been dead several months. One hotel, Pittsburgh, Oct. 9.
of the ideas being mulled for a reorganization of the outAt is that wher
Milt Gabler resumed Sunday afterever possible the band will be introduced via a recotding of the tune,
done originally, of course, by Berigan himself. 'Wherever possible' means nccn informal jazz sessions at Jimmy
Kvan's, New York, Sunday (27).
wherever a p.a. system is available.

Od

flne.

Jack Edwards (Terrace Room, Hotel Statler; 450: $1 cover). In 14th
week, Edwards is maintaining a flne average of 850 covers over FridaySaturday, only late nights. Dinner sessions also big.

Minneapolis
Frankle Gelson (Minnesota Terrace, Nicollet hotel; 550; $1-$1.S0 min.).
Local band wound up 12-week engagement (eight with Dorothy Lewis
Final week's attendance averaged satisfactory 400
ice show) in this spot.
nightly.
Current is Tony Di Pardo's orchestra with three acts Nina
Korda, the Kurtis Marionettes and Don Julian & Marjorie.

—

Philadelphia
Herby Woods (Garden Terrace, Benjamin Franklin; 500; $l-$1.50-$2
Wood's crew winding up big after long stay, with 1,486 customers
chalked up for supper last week. Nat Brandwynne's band opens here

min.).

tomorrow

(1).

Walter Miller (Stratford Gardens, Bellevue-Stratford; 225: no cover or
Continuing steady pace with 800 supper tipplers on deck last week.

min.).

Location Jobs, Not in Hotels
(Los Angeles)
Not killing 'em
B, Hollywood, fourth week).
crews but fair enough at 16,500 considering that month-end
paydays are a week away. Jimmy Dorsey opened yesterday (Tues.) for
six-week stand.

Abe Lyman (Palladium

like the jive

(Chicogo)
Buddy Franklin (Chez Paree; 650^ $3-$3.50 min.). Grade Fields has
landed solidly in Chicagoans' hearts, attracting bulk of 4.300 people visiting this class spot.

holding

Art Jarrett (Blackhawk; 500; $1.25 min.) Jarret's appeal still
When Berijan died his band was taken oj;er by Vido Musso. tenor sax
Ily Green, band booker, Into the up. bringing 2.900 people to this nitery.
man who Teft Benny Goodman for that purpose.- Now that Musso has lef^
armed forces. He is at Camp Liv(Minneapolis)
to go with Woo^^v Herman, the group will be known as "Bunny Berigan's
ingaton. La.
Ada Leonard (Happy Hour; 600; no cover or min.). Drawing largest
Orchestra, Directed by Jack Painver,' a trumpeter-singer now with the
crowds of any Twin City night spot because it's only one using name
band.
OutAt will be incorporated, according to plans, with each man
The Elenas are now known as the
and she's drawing well,
having

a

share and a certain percentage of the band's proAts going to the
the-"-deceased leader's wife and two

Bunny Berigan Fund, which supports
children.

hotel,

Once before a band attempted to continue under a deceased leader's
After Chick Webb's death his band retained the title 'Chick Webb's
Orchestra Directed by Ella Fitzgerald.'
It was later changed to "Ella
Fitzgerald and Her Orchestra

name.

Second week here for Miss Leonard
bands.
Serenaders,
and are averaging better than 700 patrons nightly.
the Rip Tavern, Tod
Youngstown, O.

Continental
playing at

Green's Casino. Pitt, for limited stay
Frank Stadler, dean of Youngs- beginning Oct. 9, replacing Del
town. O., dance promoters, has re Courtney.
turned to the business, running
round and square dances at the
Brad Hunt band into Colonial,
Mart Ballroom, that city, several Pittsburgh's- only boozeless nitery,
nights weekly.
for a run.

It'll take more than a marquee to hold the billing that Marion Hutton
and the Modernaires have devised for their start as a vocal group, following the demise ot Glenn Miller's orchestras.
Billing will run 'Glenn
Will Alexander and his orchestra
Mi}|er Presents the Singing Stars of His Famous Orchestra, Featured in
are at the Victorian Room, Hill
'Orchestra Wives
Group, which includes Miss Hutton and Tex Beneke. sax-song star with crest hotel, Toledo, which was
Miller, and the Modernaires. didn't lose a day's work. Miller broke up his without dancing during the summer
band Sunday (27) night after flnishing four days at the Central theatre, until Sept 14, when the band
opened there.
Passaic, N. J., and the vocalists went to work on their own next day
(Mon. ).. at the Plymouth theatre. Worcester, Mass., the start of six weeks
Lew Waterman's orchestra Is now
of bookings. Bert Shaw replaced Chuck Goldstein in the Modernaires,
playing at Kin Wah Low's night
only change.
.'

Paul Whiteman

monic

is

slated to do a concert with the

Los Angeles Philhar-

this winter.

He will showmanize it with a 'Fun In Music' theme, including some
new suites and a reprise of 'Tabloid,' the Ferde Grofe suite, etc.

Piccolo'

Five

members

of

Bob Crosby's

orchestra, Gill Rodin, Ray Bauduc, Max
into the Army this week.

Herman, Bruce Squires and Pete Carpenter, go

pointed

Irving

Magce
Pete

new

band

at

Pittsburgh, succeeding
Walter Golubic.

band, recently
orchestra at

staff

PitUburgh,

wiU

ap-

WCAE

double

Into

his

Pittsburgh

current

George Stearny into Army. His
Oct. 2 booking at the club Royale,
Detroit taken over by George Duffy.

Bill LeRoy band fronted by Jacques LaBelle (LeRoy's in the army)
Al Cox and his Londonaires in for
has been set all season for fall and a flfth season at the Hotel Whittier,
winter week-end Candlelight Dances Detroit

at Pines, Pittsburgh.

Elliott

into Stanley
of Oct.

week

16.

Joey Sims opened two-week engagement at Vogue Terrace, Pitts-

Baron

before

Betty Wells, singer, was signed for
a 10-week eastern tour with Bob
Crosby's band, replacing the Wilde
Twins who were tagged by Columbia
for a picture.

Glen Cray pencilled
theatre, Pittsburgh, for

club, Toledo.

burgh.

just
job.

pianist

Boyd Senlar, who has done solo
with for several seasons, has organized a

Nut House, new band which opened
army-bound Toledo, Sept. 28.
Eugene

at Ka-See's,

Jelesnlk's Continentals at

Del Courtney lost two of his men. Newman's Lake
BUI Sherman Hayes and Dick Dlldlne, Springs, N. Y.
'

House,

Saratoga

.
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$5,000

Fund Voted For Senate Probe

Into PetriDo's

Washington, Sept.

29.

Senate investigation of the ban on
recorded music ordered by James C.
American
Petrillo, president of the
Federation of Musicians, will get
under way within two weeks with a
audit and con$5 000 grant from the
starter, accordtrol committee as a
Clark of
ing to Senator D. Worth
Idaho, author of the Investigation
resolution. As the Investigation prointerceeds it Is expected that the

commerce committee

state

will re-

ceive additional funds to continue
the inquiry.
The Senate resolution directs the
committee to Investigate Petrillo's

order forbidding the union members
to make records and electrical transused by radio stations and
juke boxes.
Hearings will be conducted by the

criptions
in

Lee

Waters,

co-director

of

musical broadcasts by amateurs on
the ground that professionals are being deprived of their livelihood.

Coast Lkbor'a Baokap
Long Beach, Cal., Sept 29.
James C. PetrUlo'^^ ban forbidding
union musicians from making recorded music was approved solidly
by the state convention of the
American Federation of Labor.
Convention took issue with the
United States Department of Justice,
which has taken the legal position
that PetrlUo'a action violates antiroonopollstlc laws, bordering on infringement of rights guaranteed citlcens of the United SUtes by the
Federal Constitution.

Boom

Men

Dismissal; Union Defends

With

Thousands Lacking Rec- Three Glenn Miller
Disbandees Join NBC
MinisComplaint Against Three of the sidemen in Glenn

the

—

San Francisco, Sept.

2D.

The Sir Francis Drake hotel threw
Ran Wilde's orchestra because
arrest of thre
members un a
Miller's disbanded unit have joined juvenile delinquency
charge, and
Promoters'
CarePrivate
tl
house contingents at NBC. They then fired Al Wallace's band, playlessness Leads Municipal- are R. Dale McMicheles, first trum- ing in the afternoons, in a dispute
pet;
William May, trumpet, and with Musicians* Local 6 over disity to Take Over Boilings Lloyd Martin, flr.t sax.
missal of Wilde's boys.

KTRH

Staff
Orchestra;
Richard
Shannon, director of the KPRC staff
orchestra, and five other Houston
musicians, have been Inducted into

reation Facilities
terial

the U. S. Navy and sent to a trainirt center in the East
The musicians were given a salute
by the KTRH Orchestra at the station as they left Wednesday after-

A

fourth

band

A PRECEDENT?

of

the

Miller

be added by Leo-

29.

Private booking of bands has been

nixed In Ypsilanti, Mich., with the

RECORDERS

town taking over its own booking
The city, enjoying a
for dancing.
war boom, now has placed its municipal

member

likely also

pold Spltalny, i^BC contractor, within the week.

Detroit Sept,

PETRILLOMEN
PROBE

for his
stations
to engage musicians Instead of using
'canned' music. He also objects to

War

ing

Houston, Sept. 29.

HUDDLE ON

employment opportunities
members by requiring radio

Musicians Leads to Orchestra s

MORALS HELP

Five Houston Musicians
Inducted Into Navy Ypsilanti, Michigan, Enjoy-

interstate commerce committee
rather than a sub-committee headed
by Senator Clark, Senator Wheeler,
who is chairman of the major committee, said. Senator Clark said that
if he were authorized to continue the
hearings he would call representatives of the radio and the juke box
industries before hearing Petrillo
and other union spokesmen.
Summoned to New York by James
Petrillo has stated that the pur- C. Petrillo, their
international prez,
pose of his ban was to increase the
the heads of several of the large
full

Morals Charge Against Ran WOde

TAKES OVER AS

Ban on Canned Music

41

IN

WAR-GUESSING

of

Eddie Love, imlon secretary, told
hctel no orchestrb would be permitted to play at night at hostelry
until WUde's band was given two

more weeks work for dismissal
notice, or equivalent in pay.
Hotel
retaliated by tossing out Al Wallace's
outfit, but this situation was later
compromised.

Wallace returned as
the afternoon band, and Chick Gandell's band took over the night as-

signment

The

department of recreation in

bi

the dance business.

Peculiar situation, which Is being eyed by other
towns not unmindful of the revenue
to be picked up by moving into the
amusement business, grew out of
blue-nose charges of juvenile delinquency and that private dance promoters weren't any too careful In
American Federation of Musicians the supervision of the parties they
locals yesterday (Tuesday) opened a tossed.
First move followed a protest of
series of conferences In connection
with
the
forthcoming senatorial the Ypsilanti Ministerial Association
probe and the trial of the govern- and the Board of Commerce which
ment's anti-trust suit in Chicago saw the town's council putting the
Oct. 14.
ban on all public dances. However,
It's the flrst gathering of the sort protests that it was making the city,
since Petrillo precipitated his pres- enjoying a boom from Ford's nearby
ent clash with the radio interests Willow Run Bomber Plant 'a backAug. 1 by imposing a ban on phono- woods settlement not up to the
graph records and transcriptions.
times,' decided the town to go in for
dance promotion.
New ordinances have empowered
Un. Hilton Weil in K. T.
the Recreation Department to go
Widow of MUton Weil, Chicago ahead with lining up orchestras and
publisher, has been in New York the putting on the dances which would
pact two weeks lor the purpose of particularly benefit the soldiers stafinding a buyer for the Well catalog. tioned nearby as well as the hunTommy Dorsey had the catalog for dreds of new workers without
a while, uslhg it as the nucleus of means of recreation. If the project
the Sun Music Co.
is successful it is not unlikely that

out

for

lists

labeK

In

their

the

various

past

c.-.lle

delinquency

ise

bad publicity to the
the three musicians and

lot of

whoi

Washington state business man
were charged with maintaining :2
and IS-year-old girls In the hotel
and consorting with them.
a

RCA-Victor, and Columbia Records to some extent ere looking
toward the future protection of talent

ju\

ought a

hotel,

CONTESTS

record

week Victor

BAND TOURS

signed at least one new band and
began negotiations with two others,
and Columbia' hancocked
singer.
These are all speculative slgnings,
which will be effective only If the
present ban against the manufacture
of recordings, ordered by James C.
Petrillo. head of \he AFM, Is lifted.
With Victor the contracting of
young bands not now connected with
Boston, Sept 29.
any recording company is probably
Al Donahue may take a two-week
predicted on the expectant loss of
vacation
for
himself and
band
(Continued on 'page 44)
shortly, all hinging if guest conduc-

TOUGHON
HEALTH

boom towns will wipe out the
Juke spots and private parties. It's
easier these days to toss a party than
to think up a new form of taxation.
other

toi deal at the New York Roxy theagoes through for the week of
Donahue needs rest badly
7because he returned to work tuo
soon after appendicitis operation la't
Spring, and since May has been on

tre

Oct

long string of one-nighters.

On way here to play one-night
Raymor Ballroom, Donahue and
men stood up in train all the way
from New Haven. He related further tales of woe connected, with
•

at

STAltER, HUB,

Statler hotel, Boston,
redecorating ita dining
paratory to iaitalHng a

is

currently

The Market Place

. .

policy

hotel

Smcial

room

HEIDT
His

Phyaleal

IS

'PROUD'

Stunlm

Biii-TiM

Breakdown, Says Maestro

Out Next Week^

Oct.

7

Uelroit

the William Morris
agency are currently negotiating a
deal whereby Gale will assume personal management of Cootie Willit-ms' orchestra.
It probably will
be completed before the end of the
week.
Williams is the trumpeter who left

Duke

Ellington to join Benny Goodman, subsequently leaving Goodm i
form his own band. He played a
Iccation date at the Savoy Ballroom,
New York, recently which was very
successful and it led to the deal witl^
to

For The Buyers 39

Gale.
. .

A valuable reference guide ...
advertising

buy

.

.

an exceptional
Top Hat Eschews Bands
In Higher Cost Range

.

~~

Royce Stoenner'a orchestra opened

Donahu

COOTIE WILLIAMS

"lop Hat,

.

the season at the Vanity Ballroom,

vallable,' said

Moe Gale and

tor has

physical stamina.'
It had been said that Heidt
-oul^
turn the leadership of his band over
to co-leader Frankle Carle when the
group opened at the Casa Manana.
Culver City. Cel., Dec. 1, while Heidt
rested.
Band is currently at the
Strand theatre. New York.

:

MOE GALE DICKERS FOR

OF

^'Sirictiy

Horace Heidt denies that his docordered him to take a rest
or that he would eventually suffer
a nervous breakdown. Heldt asserts
that nothing could be farther from
the truth end says he's 'proud of his

rooms

Hitili

Any

Bellei

telegra...s

from hotels reporting room sell-outs.
Quite often this resulted in boys
ending up sleeping on railroad Eta->
tion benches awaiting trains.
'In Waterbury, I phoned a mc e
acquaintance to allow me to bunk
in with him since there were no

room prename band

some time within the next
couple of months.
There isn't a
in that city that has used name
crews with any regularity, with the
exception of the Rltx Carlton Root
which operates only in summer and
then not always with the calibre
of bands that can be found in New
York, Chicago, etc.
State of BostoBis night life, whi.'i
has been very heavy lately, along
with the general Increase in all sections of the country, is probably
sponsible for the decision to bring
large bands to the Statler.

showing

one-.'.ighters,

TO USE NAMES

,

.

Wire your space reservations and Copy ?iOW
To New York at 154 West 46th
To Chicago at 54 West Randolph
To Hollywood at 1708 No. Vine

Street

Street
Street

used

name

Union

City, N.

orchestras

all

J.,

last

which
win-

ter, doesn't Intend resun^ing with
that policy this coming season. It's
said the operation wasn't too .<n:c-

cessful.

Main

attraction

for

the

average

name outfit which played the spot
in the past was the unusually high
nvmber of network broadcasts playing there afforded

X
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Victor Jacobi Dies in Australia

Was

European Showman-Publisher

AFL

(Week

the

Wood
World
Wood
Kiss in Ocean
Francis D. & H.
You're Mine
Feldman
Always in My Heart
Where

went

art gallery Jacobi

music publishing with Armin
coining the Alrobi Verfrom a combination of
Even, accordboth their, names.
Into

Robinson,
lag,

Saginaw,

Berlin,

in

to U. S. standards, Alrobi was
a vast music publishing institution Georgie Auld, Canadian,
with some 125 employees handling
Position
Asks U. S.
the German rights to Robbins, Berlin. Harms, Chappell, Witmark and
Georgie Auld has given up ideas
kindred catalogs. In his own right )l re-forming his orchestra and aphe gave the world 'Two Hearts in plied last week (Thurs.) for enlistTbree-Quarter Time," 'I Kiss Your ment in the Navy. Widely knowA
Hand Madam' and other Interna- tenor sax player, at various times a
tional smash hits from German op- member of most of the top bands
erettas and fllmusicals.
He pub- ii the country, Auld will probabl;lished the works of Paul Abraham, join the service band led by Artie
Robert Stoltz, Frederick Hollander Shaw at Newport, R. I., training base
(now in Hollywood), Dr. Ralph It his enlistment is cleared.
Benatzky, Ralph Erwln, et al.
Item that's holding up Auld's enHe still had an interest In the try Is that he's a Canadian citizen.
Octava Verlag, Zurich, Switzerland, He's been in the U. S. only seven
years.
(Continued on page 44)
ing-

Navy

LABE

16-20,

Mich.;

Lansing, Mich.; 25-27, Temple T.,
Mich.; 28-31, Capitol T.,
Mich.;

Flint,

Nov.

Michigan

1-2,

Columbia

Records

moving

is

6-8,

Battle Creek, Mich.

Maestro

Grade

In

Bsdlo

Fields'

U

Series and Wander's

Flc

Harry Sosnik, recording maestro
and composer for Decca, is on a
leave from the company to go with
Gracie Fields on her new flve-minute, flve-a-week radio shows on
the Blue for Pall Mall, directly following the Coca-Cola show, commencing Oct. 12. Sosnik will be six
weeks ea^t with the English comedienne who opens at the Hotel

AeronaOtical, Manhattan

New

York.

John KIrby, Oct.

Production
Board curtailed the
amounts of shellac which could be
Sunnybrook used in record
production.
Columbia asserts that its reason

Philadelphia.

Gene Krnpa,
B.,

They had been moved from the
Center, 35c.
Okeh label to the higher priced Columbia sides last May when the War
T.,

week, Earle

9,

Oct. 10,

Pottstown, Pa.

Enoch Light, Oct, 12, six weeks, for shifting these bands
back to the
Greenwich Village Inn, New York.
lower priced sides is to satisfy the
Boss Morgan, Oct.
two weeks. Government's (Office of
Price Ad-

'

30,
Wedgwood Room,
Chase hotel, St, Xiouis.
and then shifts to the
Jlmmie Lnncetord,

Waldorf-Astoria's

N. Y., Oct. 9,
Coast The 5-min. show will comprise one story and one song by Miss
Fields, plus the commercial.

Walter Wanger has OK'd Sosnik
stalling a film scoring commitment
until then.
The preliminary work,
at texas A. Si
M. which back-

grounds the
sal) picture,
nlk's aides,

new Wanger

(Univerbe done by Sos-

will

such

traveling

as

ministration)

demand

that the record

Oct. 7, Snell's companies manufacture
a certain
Dancing Academy, Syracuse, N. Y.; quota of 35c sides. At the
time CoMemorial Aud., Buffalo; 9-15, lumbia, Decca and Victor
8.
began
Paradise T., Detroit.
moving their more powerful sales

Charlie Barnet, Oct. 2-4, SUte T.,
Hartford,
Conn.;
5-7,
Lyric T.,
Bridgeport, Conn.; 9-11, Metropolitan
Providence, R. I.
Louis Prims, Oct. 13-24, Palomar
B., Norfolk, Va.

T.,

.

to

Texas, and the composer-conductor
will pick up when the Fields radio
Walter Scharf, Republic's music
series shifts to Hollywood.
Miss head, arranged a deal with Bobbins
Fields, too, has film commitments at Music Co. for publication of five
Metro, starting pronto.
tunes written by Jules Styne and

Harold Adamson for 'Hit Parade of
1943.'

Johnny Mercer and Hoagy Carmichael cleflfed 'Mr. Music Master.'
Shapiro, Bernstein will publish
'There She Was' and 'Mr. PoUyanna' the score of
the Monogram picture,
for 'True to Life' at Paramount.
'Silver Skates.'

names up to the 50c labels ther,
were rumors around New York that
the

Office

of Price Administration

was keeping an eye on the situation,
from a price-raising point of view.
However, Columbia's move to shift
the four bands named back to Okeh
label is said to be entirely voluntary,
an effort to comply with the OPA's
desire

to 'maintain

a balance' be-

tween the differently priced

releases.

MacHarg Snooeeds Masi
Edward MacHarg
coast manager for

the new west
Shapiro, Bernstein & Co. He replaces Jack Mass,
who recently was inducted Into the
is

Army.
MacHarg comes from Remick.

m

10 Best SeDers on Coin-Machmes
(Records beloio are grabbing most nickels this tceefc
tn Jukeboxes
fhrouffhont the country, as reported by operators
to •Variety.'
Names
of more lh«n one band or tioealist after the title
Indicates, in order of
poputarifw, tDhose recordings ore being played.
Figures and namtt in
^"'^'^
''"'^

K^s^e^tiir^Siliiyi^ersr
policy to

trough
been ereafd

P»W'*

pKono,r.ph record..
w.y Y0«
lu. \n
«,n«» knowing

Aey

"""^Vd

aro

^

Wings

1.

Silver

2.

Strip Polka (7)

3.

Gal

4.

Be

B.

He's

6.

Stage Door Canteen

7.

My

...Bluebird
i^^^ Lyman..
(Kay Kyser...
.Columbia
{Andrews Sisters
Decca

(Shapiro)

(9)

.

(Mercer)

MlWer Muri.

^^^^^^

(

Wh
proven
^

^
^.f. M.enol Man»a«

Kalamazoo

In

My

Careful,

My Guy

Devotion

(Leeds)

^

I

(Army)

(3)

I

8.

Just

Though You're Here

(5)

(Yankee)
'

O.Idaho
10. I

Came

to

Tofflmy Oertcy Rccon/i Soldi

Talk for Joe

Charlie Spivak.

Victor
..

Vaughn Monroe

J

Tommy

t

Inkspots

Dorsey

(Benny Goodman
lAlvlno Rey
(Sammy Kaye

(Mills)

(11)

Sammy Kaye

(Jimmy Dorsey

(Santly)

(5)

Gapltol

^

Heart (7) (Berlin).

(3)

Johnny Mercer

Glenn Miller
Victor
I Jimmy Dorsey
Decca
fBing Crosby
Decoa
(Charlie Spivak ...Columbia
(Harry James
Columbia
(Tommy Dorsey
Vlotor

(BVC)

(6)

1

Over 200,000

(1) (Shapiro),

(

King

Sisters

.Golumble
Decca
Victor
Victor

Decca
.C9lui(tbiB

Bluebird
Victor
Bluebird

OTHER FAVORITES

STREET OF DREAHS
Lyric

by Sam M. Lewis

(These records are directly belouj first 10 in popularity.
of toeeks in parenthesis are fading, others paining.)
(7)

(Sammy Kaye

(Crawford)

Met Her on Monday (ABC)
Boy

In

SUrring Jimmy

Donty am/

Pictur* "I
kii

DooJ

It",

orthtitn

f

By Harry Tobiai, Don Raid and Henry Tobiai

Victor

(Jimmy Dorsey

When LlghU Go On Again (CLP)

(Vaughn Monroe
Victor
Bluebird
^Shep Fields
(Jimmy Dorsey
Decca
Goodman, .Columbia
( Benny

Take

Me (BVC)
(7)

(Remick)

Manhattan Serenade (Robbins)
Strawberry Moon (Witmark)
^^onchita

All I

NEW YORK

Decce
Decca
.Decca

Every Night About This Time (Warock)..

At Last

t62« ftROADWAY

Lombardo

(Mills Brothers

^^'"8 Crosby
(Tommy Dorsey

Khaki (ABO...

By Light Silvery Moon

ROLLED ROLLING ALONG

....Victor

(Jimmy Dorsey........ Decca
*•••

(

M-G-M

Tunes with

number

Wonder When Baby

Muiic by Vidor Young

Ftatured in th* ferthceming

o

quartet of bands from the 50c CoBlJou T, lumbia label back
to the 35c Okeh
sides in the near futile, probably
on
their next releases.
Dick subtle, Oct. 16, week, RKO
Tommy
Tucker,
Les
Brown,
Dick Jurgena
Boston, T., Boston; 29, week, Loew's
and Gene Krupa are the ones the
State T., New York.
company is figuring on returning to
Xavler Cngat, Oct. 17, Brewster

T, Ann Arbor, Mich.;

SOSNIK'S TWIN DEAL

Jealousy

front.

From an

Jackson
T.,

recording stoppage.

Keith T, Grand
Michigan T.
Michigan
21-24

14-17,

Mich.;

47, headman, on summons
from Petrillo for reported talks on

of Local

Eliding Sepl. 17)

London, Sept. 18.
Wright
Victoria
White Christmas
Sterling
Worth Fighting For
Chappell
Anniversary waltz
Victoria
Dozen Roses
Maurice
One More Kiss
Chappell
Skylark
C-C.
Little Sisters

Mich,;

zoo,

Rapids,

BEHIND 3SC

T, Kalama-

Cincinnati; 11-13, State

AFM

Joseph Weber who prexied

confor 40 years left today for
vention in Toronto.
Also speeding east is J. K. Wallace

British Best Sheet Sellers

what he thought in far-away AusHe left
tralia only to die amidst it.
a widow and two daughters, both of
them working for other music publi.shers, and one of whom was mardied to an Australian officer, now at

Del Courtlier, Oct. 9-10, Music Hall,

Hollywood, Sept. 20.

PRESSURE

U. S.

Band Bootdiigi

TORONTO CONVENTION

Noted for His

Progressive Ideas
The death of the once No. 1 music
publisher in mid-Europa, Victor Jcccbi, who died in Melbourne, Australia, July 25, according to advices
Just received in New York, marks
the tragic end of a showman who
tr^ed to seek refuge from war in

JOE WEBER TO iLF.M.

Lopez

Is

Noble
Columbia
(Dick StabUe
«... Decca
(Jimmy Dorsey .......Deooa
( Tommy Dorsey
.Victor

fEU* Fitzgerald
\ Vaughn Monroe

(11) (Miller)

Tm

folnf

mov
off

to

Torn"

AND

"Baift BliM'*
Columbia Reeord No. 36M1

COUNT BASIE
And HIa
Par. Mtt.1

Decoa

to

Thi OiUklrtt

i

pecea
(Dick H<5bertson
Deoca
(Blng Crosby
Deooa
( Dinah
Shore
Victor
( Glenn Miller
Victor
(Charlie Spivak ....Columbia

(Famous)

You

Decca
Decca

(Merry Macs

(Feist)

Need

Inkspots

Dir.

Orehestra

MILTON EBBIN8

William Morrle Agency

Victor

'Heart Throbs of America'
Chicago, Sept.

29.

HOST C0N8ISTENTI.T PLATBD SONQ IN A3CEBI0A

CMICAQO

LOS ANGCLeS

PHILADELPHIA

'Heart Throbs of America,' new
program interpreting trend of war-

"STRICTLY JNSTRUMENTAL"

SOSTOM

CLEVELAND

KANSAS ClT'y
thy0Wm-

time music, debuted yesterday (28)
at 11:30 over WIND.
Frances Allen acts as commentator, with Len Cleary as organist.

*"E8T?R (BLUEBIRD)
j«25VA'1^®/J'5JPH"^""""^0°
JERRY
WALP (DEdeA)
JIMMIB LUNCEFORD (DECCA)
CHlR 0 MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.

P^HiEfr
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A

4>

DOUBLE - BARRELED HIT

INK SPOTS
LUCKY MILLINDER
THE

America's Outstanding Quartet

AND

AND
Featuring

ON

20

HIS

SISTER

ORCHESTRA
ROSETTA THARPE

WEEK TOUR OF NATION'S TOP THEATRES

Personal Management

GALE,

Inc^

48 w,

48th st, n. y.

c

..
.

.
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Without Radio

Inside Stuff-Music
Sanlly-Joy has settled the clHim ol Cecil Stover on the publishing rlflhts
to 'My Devotion' by nllocating to him a portion of the royalties on sheet
Stover, who by profession is a
music, orchestrations and mechanicals.
copyist, had challenged the dssignmenl of 'Devotion' which Santly-Joy
had obtained from the song's writers, Roc Hillman and Johnny Napton.
Stover claimed that the writers had originally given him the publication
The writers answer to this was that after the number had been
rights.
In Stover's possession for an extended period he assured them they could
have their assignment back any time they chose. Santly-Joy knew nothing of this prior arrangement when the firm gave Hillman and Napton a
contract, and rather than engage in protracted litigation S-J dealt Stover

Geo. D. Lottman, 43,

the Lord and Pass the Ammunition' clicks for
as an outstanding World War II hit. it will be history repeating itseU for
the Kornheiser family. In the first World War, Phil Kornheiser, then
professional head of Feist, had such hits as 'K-K-K-Katy.' "Over There.'

'Rose of No Man s Land,' 'Belgian Rose.' 'Where Do We Go From Here,
Boys?*, 'It's a Long. Long Way to Berlin,' etc., and in 1942 his son, Sidney
Kornheiser, as prof head -of Famous, is repeating with 'Praise the Lord.
Mills Music explained last week that the only similarity between Its
current tune, That's a Soldier's Prayer at Twilight' and the World WaV I
The new number is
hit, 'Just a Baby's Prayer at Twilight, Is the title.
the work of Steve and Ed Nelson, Jr., while 'Baby's Prayer' was written
by M. K. Jeronte. Sam Lewis and Joe Young.

Jack Pearl will Include the song, "The Fuehrer's Face." as a regular part
of his routine on the Cresca Blanca Wine broadcast over Mutual. The
tune is from a Walt Disney short Pearl introduced it on 'Bond Night on
the Blue Network,' a one-time program, several weeks ago.

LADY MAGISTRATE'S ANGLE

Recerders

Thinks Cops Should Ignore
SeBfsheet Peddlers

Contlaaed tiMn yagc 41

more of Its name leaders to the
armed services. Glenn Miller, one
aces,

its

has already enlisted and

there have been rumors of others
being on the verge ot Induction or
enlistment. Whether by accident or
design the three new leaders Victor
has signed or is abeut to sign are
ell married, fathers, or In a 4F classCastle, newcomer now
at the Summit Inn, Baltimore, is the

ification.
first

Lee

band Victor grabbed, He's In
to an old bullet wound suf-

4F due

when •

youngster. He's figured by Victor as possible opposi-

fered

,

Pi^ Dies in New York

Harry James.
His
a trumpeter -leader.

tion to Columbia's ace,

Castle Is
Victor contract

is

for six months,

with options.
Allen, with whom Victor is
negotiating. Is married and the father
ot a year-old son, which can keep
him In circulation for some time
Another the company Is dlckyet.
iring with Is Bobby Byrne, also a
father.
Allen's band opens at the

Bob

Pennsylvania hotel. New York, next
week (Oct. 5) and Byrne Is currently
•t the Edison hotel, N. Y.
Lone Columbia effort In adding

new

talent is Frank Sinatra. Formerly vocalist with
Dorsey's
band, Sinatra begins a sustaining radio series or CBS next week. Co-

Tommy

lumbia has him for two years.

Magistrate

Illegal

Anne M. Krosi

last

week bawled out

a police detective
tor participating In the prosecution
of a peddler of Illegal songsheets.
Despite the circumstance that the
peddler was charged with violating a
penal law and the U. S. copjrrlght act
the magistrate took the position that
music publishsrs were 'rich enough'
to have their own detective force and
that officers of the law should not
lend their services In suppressing
the songsheet racket,
The peddler had been arrested on
the complaint of Whitney Blake, a
publisher, after he had found a number of his in the contraband songsheet Because of the row kicked
up by the magistrate Blake withdrew the charge and the peddler was
dismissed. The Music Publishers Protective Association
is
considering
lodging a protest against Magistrate
Kross' attitude with Blayor FloreUo
LaGuardIa, as well. as chief Magistrate Henry Currail.
v

York

last

Friday

(25).

home in New
He had been

a coma for two days. The week
before he had been in a coma for
four days, while In Park East hospital, but miraculously snapped out
ol- that following two transfusions,
personally administered by his phyLottsician. Dr. Sidney Greenberg.
man had been seriously ill for a year
Kidney complications and cirrho-'.s
of the liver proved fatal to the funloving p.a.. who maintained a credo
that 'only this Canadian Club can
maintain a protective armor about
in

any self-respecting man who must
put those nifty sayings and phoney
bgn mots Into the mouths of some
moronic clients who can't spell
This premise in time was accat.'
cepted
by Lottman's widespread
press associates as something not
without merit, especially when he
had to juggle language with certain
cafe and lesser band people.
The death of the veteran, p.a. followed by just a week the passing of
a brother, Philip Lottman, 35, erstwhile p.a. and latterly editor of the
U. S. Tobacco Journal. Besides his
mother,
widow Betty and two
boys, Herbert and Evan, survive.
The former was taken in by Nick
Kenny, N. Y. Mirror radio editor,
this past summer as a promiiing publicist, but he's now back at school.
A cousin ot Jack and Irving Mills,
the music publishers, Lottman was
more closely linked with Jack Robbins, head of the Metro-Robbins muHe was an editor for
sic groups.
Robblns: also wrote lyrics ('Anchors
Aweigh'), besides handling private
clients.
At the funeral service, this
tune was the exit march on the organ for the more than 100 Broadwayites. et

al,

who came

to

pay their

last respects.

The

roster of

Lottman

p.a.

Yankee
Crawford
.

Came Here For Joe

DAY LEAVE)
WERNER

14

14
13

13
13
13

Get Neck of Chicken
Serenade In Blue t'Orchestra Wives'
•'This Is the Army Mr Jnnci

Southern

Army

12

Too Good
When You're Long Way
Daybreak
I
Mel Her Monday

Mutual

Broadway

12
12

Feist

11

I

—

You

12

.

.

ABC

From Home

Jast Letter

12

BVC

re

Atlas

11

...

11

South Wind

WItmark

11

Worth Fighting For
Every Night About This Time
Jingle Jangle Jingle— t'Forest Rangers'
Army Air Corps
Conchita Lopez t'Prioritics On Parade'

Harms
Warock

11

This

Is

.

10
10
9

.

Paramount
Fischer

—

.

.

Famous

9

...

Kille Kille
Penrisylvania Polka

Santly ....

9

Shapiro

9

Take Me

BVC

Why

You

Lovo
You Never Lovelier— t'You Never Lovelier'.
Don't

Fall In

By Light Silvery Moon
Brazil

..

Harms
Harms

. .

9
9

9

....

Remick

,

8
8

. .

Peer

.*

Leap Frog
New York Noctiime

8'

Santly

Robblns
Jewel
Robbins

Lullaby of the Rain
RoUeo Rolling Along
Blue Skies
Everything I Got— t'By Jupiter'

...

8

. .

7

7

Berlin

Hip Hip Hooray
Running Wild
Singing Sands ot Alamosa
Easy to Love
Dreamtime
I'm Old Fashioned t'You Never Lovelier'

—

Massachusetts
Mr. Five By Five
Pratse Lord, Pass Ammunition

6

Chappell
Robbins

6

Feist

6

6

Remick
Remick
Ager

6

Chappell

S

Miller

5

Leeds

5

5
5

Famous

Touch of Texas
•Where the Mountains Meet Sky.

.

5

Southern

5

Republic

3

•indicates BMI licensing; others are via ASCAP.
tFilmustcal.
tLegitimate.
••'This Is the Army' publishing subsid,
licensed freely to all users.

up mhibitions as they rode herd on
the artistic and music business he
had so assiduously developed for

Victor Jacob!

many years.
Armln Robinson,

CoBtlnncd from page 42

when he

the Nazis; and

fled

to

thLs

day his brother, Rudolf Alberti, operates the dignified old Roszavoel
1
Music Publishing House in Budapest under special protection of the
current Hungarian government. Victor Albert foimded this firm and
when he later formed Octava n
Switzerland he took over the works

Emmerich

Kalmann

and Leo
Ascber from the Karczag Music Co.,
which was being liquidated!
No coward he fought with the
Hungarian army in the German
cause, during World War I. and was
wounded, from which he never recovered—Jacobi wanted no more\war
when he was past 50. The Nazis
chased him to Switzerland, England
and he finally thought he had found

—

in

which the young hoodlum

we-boys of the Hitler party disported themselves, while expropriating
his business,

made

it

them were scared by

look^s

if

'all

a combination

of very bad Wild West movies and
early Warner Bros, gangster films.'

The

office boys and clerks, who were
his menials before becoming Hitler
joiners, seemed to unloose long pent

Tidi

14

Berlin

When the Nazis took over, Alberti
wrote his American friends that the

of ga!tffnea

15

Cherio

cancer.

pacfc

15

14

Instrumental
White Christmas— t'Holiday Inn'
'Strictly

manner

hvdodtJik a

16

—

refuge in Australia, only to find the
war had caught up with him there,
via a devoted son-in-law.
He tried
booking U. S. talent, with a special
eye to colored acts, for Down Under
until the war complicated things
completely.
His death was due to

got fteitfirri^lllycrowy

n

Shapiro

At the Crossroads
Marks
••Left Heart at C^anteen
Army
He's My Gug
Leeds
At Last— t'Orchestra Wives'
Miller
Can't Get Out Mood— t'Seven T)ays Leave'... Southern
Love Is a Song t'Bambi"
BMI
•When the Lights Go on Asain
CLP
Dearly Beloved— t'You Never Lovelier'
Chappell
He Wears Silver Wings
Shapiro

0'.

TEN LITTLE SOLDIERS
(ON A TEN

..

Mills

Though You Here
Wonder When Baby

alumni

Earle Ferris, George B.
Evans, Allen Meltzer, Irving Lehrer,
David E. Green, Dick Mooney, Irvii.g
Hyland. Dorothy Ross, Les ZimmerBobert Emmett Dolan, on loan man. Sid Garfield, Harry RIchman,
from Paramount, scoring 'Once Ed Aaronofr, Jay Faggen, Irving RUbine. Ken Lyons, J. M. Josefsberi,
Upon a Honeymoon' for RKO.
Seaman Jacobs, Maurice Zolotow,
Franz Waznian composing back- Tim Marks, Al Rhinelander, all of
ground music for Metro's 'Joiuney whom worked for or started as Lottman pupils.
for Margaret.'

Words and Music by ABNER SILVER, SUE and KAY

4i
37

BVC
Berlin

Just

Includes

LINCOLN PRESENTS AN OVERNIGHT HIT!

.

TOTAL

Robblns
Morris
Santly

. ,

Idaho

I

pressagents. died at his

You— t'lceland".

Devotion

Got Gal Kalamazoo— t'Orchesira Wives'
Be Careful, My Heart— t'HoUday Inn'

George D. Lottman, 43. colorful
music, radio, nitcfy and talent p.a..
who.se clients were among the foremost and who incubated an entire
Famous Music school of now-prominent theatrical

it.

PUBLISHER

TITLE
Manhattan Serenade ....
There'll Never Be Another

My

Cdorfnl Radio-Miisic

If 'Praise

of

-the only other exploitachannel other than the film

About
tive

itself to which the tune has been
subject is a Blng Cro.<!by rccord*
inc <Drrca>.

Miller Music has taken over 'Street of Dreams' from Feist and will ex'Dreams' was written by Victor Young
it as one of its current tunes.
and Sam Lewis in 1932 for Feist. The song made a fair showing at the
time, but remained obscure until a few months ago when Tommy Dorsey
To date Dorsey's recording of 'Dreams' has
(elected it for a recording.
gone over the 200.000 mark, and on the strength of this activity Miller

plug

Following (abulotton of popular music per/omances embraces all /our
netuTorfcs— NBC, CBS, Blue and Mutual—as represented by WEAF, WJZ,
WABC and WOR, S. Y. Compilation herewith covers week beoinninp
Monday through Sunday, Sept. 21-27 /rom 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., and <j
based on data provided bv Accurate Reporting Service regular source /or
music publishing industry.

25.000 copies of sheet music.

ploit

will

NBC CBS, Biue. Mutual Pings

Without any aid from radio
whatever Irving Berlin's 'White
Christmas.' from the film 'Holiday (nn. has already sold over

on the songs' proceeds.

in

'

ten marines.

SID LORRAINE

LINCOLN MUSIC CORP.

PHIL KORNHEISER

Gen. Mgr.

1619 Broadway, New York

Prof. Mgr.

WALKING
THE FLOOR
OVER YOU

his partner, hud
the foresight t» divert some of his
assets to South America and

liCjUid

the U. S. and he Is currently In the
States.
While furthering the career
o! Alrobi Verlag, Alberti also was
instrumental in regulating the three

German performing
Into

rights societies

nt
present single unit
As a continenUl pubAlberti constantly surprised
hi> American colleagues by the modern ideas he had In merchandising
Its

STAGMA.
lisher,

hi)

wares with fancy title-pages and
Yankee improve-

th3 like, strictly a

ment, and a departure from the severe frontispieces of European song
sheets.

BENNT OILBEBT ON OWN
Benny

Gilbert, formerly with Milhas bought into the MuMusic Co. He will operate the
with Leo Talent. Glenn .Mil-

ler Music,

tual

latter

who organized Mutual, has t.-lkcn
out his original investment, but retained an interest.
Gilbert had been with the Robbins
organization, which includes Miller
Music, for 18 years. He drew maximum severance pay, 10 weeks' salary, which in his case totaled $1,500.

ler,

Tlicoe HofiKD Are Feutiinxl U.v

BETH HiUlRIS
HII.I.-UILLT WII.LIK and

IF

I covin HAVF. A
WISIIINO RING

Written nnd PubllnlieJ

BYD

WYNER

Bins Crosby
With Bob Crosby's Bob Cats (Deeca
Erneit
(Dace*

Dy

Balntmw Melody CMnpaay

18371)

Tubb (Deeca B9S8) Dick Robertson
4189)
Bob Ateher (Okeh 6496)

AMEEICAN MUSIC,

Inc.

•'"„«j;!ll"*

—
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ASCAPERS TO COAST

MetrcnRobbiiis SpearhiBad 30G Suit Vs.

Ahlert,

Tobias,

Board

Songsheets Using Non-OK'd Parodies

Adams

Constitute

ASCAP Quarterly Royalty $1,100,000;

of Visitors

Fred Ahlert, Charles Tobias and
Stanley Adams will comprise the
delegation of ASCAP writers that
Is leaving for the Coast tomorrow

group law's allocation to copyright owners (Thursday) to explain the new
With the
classification system to writer memserving as the spearhead, major the exclusive right to make any
bers residing on the west coast. The
music publishing firms will open changes in a lyric and also how the
against
songsheets
republication of lyrics in legitimate three were part of the special comtheir campaigns
mittee that drew up the plan.
unauthorized
parsongsheets
has
in
become
added
an
that specialize
The stay on the Coast will be at
odies by filing a suit for $36,000 source of income to publishers. In
least for two weeks.
damages in the N. Y. supreme court the M-R group's case the latter ascomplaint,
signments
The
have
brought
minimum
a
today (Wednesday).
injuncguaranteed
compensation of $15,000.
which will also ask for an
R. Among the exhibits will be a newstion will list as defendants Sol
Kun'kis, I. WacUar, Albert R. Kaplan, paper clipping of July 20, 1042, rePro- porting that N. Y. License Com'Charles' Roberts, all of
Parodies,
missioner Paul Moss had ordered
ductions, Inc., and Song
mag licensed newsdealers to discontinue
Ine, the Red Star News Co.,
distributors, and the latter's chief the sale of 10 magazines, which, he
Thomas
said, had been held by the- N. Y.
officers, WUliam T. Dewart,
W. Dewart and William T. Dewart, postoffice as unmailable because they
Mun- contained obscene matter. Among
Jr Red Star Is part or the old
are
the magazine titles listed in this
sey properties and the Dewarts
story was that of Broadway Parody
also officers of the N. Y. Sun.
publication, disSongs, a
After the Robblns group instructed
Abeles, to bring tributed by Red Star News Co.
its counsel, Julian T.
Martin
Block,
Application
of
One of the defendants, Kunkus,
suit, the board of directors of the
announced yesterday (Tuesday) that WNEW, N. Y., record jockey, for
Music Publishers Protective Assohe had resigned from the editorship publisher membership has been reciation met and voted not only to
of the parody magazines.
jected. The ASCAP board of direcits moral support to the action,

Radio Pays Less, But Totals Not

ASCAP BARS

KWK

MARTIN BLOCK

AS PUB

KWK

lend
but to share the legal costs. The
case is predicated on the state
statute dealing with unfair competition and stems from the publication
in such songsheets as 'Broadway
Parodies,' 'Song Parodies' and 'Sing'
of xinauthorized parodies of copyThe complaint also
righted lyrics.
charges Vnat the practice not only
damages the sale of the original
number, but creates b condition of
unfair competition. The titles listed
on the front page of these various
complaint will
the
publications,
claim, have been the same as those
of songs on whifh music publishers
spent hundreds of thousands of dollars to exploit The fact that parodies
, were substituted for original lyrics,
the complaint will point out, aggravated the element of unfair competition.

The complaint will further contend
that the defndants had, under the
guise of parodies, put out unlawful
publications and that the inclusion
of salacious lyrics in these songsheets tended to reflect on the music
publishing business as a whole. An
affidavit attached to the complaint
will relate how counsel for
Publications had offered in a letter
to take one of the songsheets off the
market, providing It could be done
*without prejudice.' Red Star is alleged to have distributed the various

SHEET MUSIC

OUTSDEOPA
The music publishing industry

now

operating without a price ceiling as far as sheet music and orchestrations
are concerned.
The
amendment, which freed such publications of price control, became
operative yesterday (29).

Announcement of the change was
made by the Office of Price Administration to Walter G. Douglas,
chairman of the Music Publishers
Protective Association, Friday (25).

ASCAP Pubs Meet Twice
Weekly

to Revise

The

publisher

section

the

of

board of directors will meet
on the average of two times a week

from
top to bottom. The job must be completed by the end of this year so
revise

availability

ratings

Attached to the complaint, filed in that the revised availability status
the names of the Robbins Music
of all publishers can be taken into
Corp., Leo Feist, Inc., and Miller
account when the new system of
Music, Inc., will be a mass of affiIt Is
classification goes into effect.
davits and exhibits seeking to bear
proposed to apply the new method
out the complaint's allegations. The
to the payoff for the initial quarter
longest affidavit will be that of Abe
of 1943.
Olman, the Robbins group's general
The pub directors have meanwhile
manager. Running IS pages,' Olman's
received quite a number of avail
affidavit will relate how the three
ability protests from publisher mem'
firms spend about $500,000 annually
hers. Among the latest in this con^
for exploiting, advertising and pubtingent were Eli Oberstein as a partlicizing their musical works and how
ner in the Fred Fisher Music Co., and
the titles of these works, as well as
Jerry Vogel, who wants recognition
the lyrics and melodies, are possessed
for the works of George M. Cohan
Also
of valuable property rights.
Vogel has been inin his catalog.
that the three firms' Income from
formed by the publisher classificagranting various rights to these
committee that as far -as
tion
works amount to approximately
ASCAP's records show he (Vogel)
year.
$1,350,000 a
merely holds the publication of
The affidavit will also recite the
Cohan's tunes and that it would
gladly consider his plea for an increase in availability rating if Cohan
were to grant hbn an assignment of

'The Song Of The

How*

the performing rights.

NEED AMERICA

I

Irv Mills' 'Jam Session'

(America Needs Me)
*

*

Hollywood, Sept.

All MateriaX Availabte

• BAND
• DANCE ORCH.
• VOCAL—3 KEYS
AUEBICAN MUSIC,
SuoMt

BlT<l.

HoUywooa,

Calif.

BtSB

Inc.

(Week

Sellers

of Sept. 26)

My

Devotion
White Christmas
Canteen Stagedoor

Santly
Berlin

Wears Silver Wings

Shapiro

Army

$18,000

The divvy

for that 1940 period

third quarter.

Even though the collections from
radio are considerably less than they
1940, because of the lowered
contract terms, the Society isn't far
behind the accumulative royalties
that prevailed for the same year.
The split for the initial quarter of
this year
(1942) was $950,000, or
$60,000 under the 1940 Ully. For the
(ApriU
succeeding three months
June) ASCAP's members received
checks ampunting to $1,100,000, or
just what It was for the like quarter

ABC

were for

BVC
Serenade in Blue
Spangled Banner Waving. Miller
Wonder When Baby. .Crawford
Chappell
Dearly Beloved
Strip Polka
Morris
Shapiro
Talk For Joe
.

$100

dis-

1940.

Berlin

Met Her Monday

tho

may
sum

than

less

constituted an all-time record for a

BVC
CLP

When Lights Go On
Careful My Heart

for

but

tributed for the parallel quarter of

Fischer

Air Corps

plum

royalty

was

is

Army

Kalamazoo

ASCAP's

quarter ending Sept. 30, 1942,
again amount to $1,100,000. This

ME BOX

of

'40.

ASCAP's income

TAX

IS

this

year from

operations, which consists oi
restaurants, ballrooms, etc.,

field

VOTED

hotels,

has been the highest in its history.
The increase has been largely due
to the opening of many dine and

dance spots in new war industrial
Washington, Sept. 29.
areas and the fact that the use of
Increase in the Federal tax on juke
materlially
boxes and slot machines was voted music has been expanded
by the Senate Finance Committee by restaurant operators throughout
the country.
last week from $50 to $100. This is
ASCAP's income from radio thia
100% boost over the tax approved
has been considerably abovo
LORD' by the House in the revenue bill. summer
The Senate committee also re- expectations, indicating that spot aa
well as network advertising has been
versed
its
previous
action and
'Praise the Lord and Pass the Am- knocked out of the House-approved holding up solidly.
munition,'
Frank Loesser's song tax bill a 6% tax on pari-mutvrl
dramatization of the fighting chap- betting. Senator Clark of Missouri
said there was a dispute as to the
lain. Father William
McGuire at
amount of annual revenue involved SOvio Hein Memorial
Pearl Harbor, was spotlighted by
in this tax and that strong opposiMarch of Time last week as 'best tion to It developed from states in
Funds Under Discretion
reflecting the war spirit' because it
which pari-mutuel betting Is legal-

MARCH OF TIME PLUGS
TRAISE THE

Of Golden, Gene Buck

ized.

Colin F. Stam of the Congressional
radio dramatization was a
songplugger's dream come true and tax staff said that the loss of revenue to the Government due to the
it has resulted in 21,000 copies sold
deletion of the betting tax would be
so far,- plus 100,000 of Kay Kyser's
Columbia recordings with orders for about $23,000,000 a year.

MOT

ASCAP
to

15 Best Sheet Mosic

ASCAP has within the past eight
months admitted over 2(H) writers
and 17 publishers to membership.

highlights, among other things, that
we are fighting on God's side. The

The

Availability Ratings

KWK

parody' sheets.

Is

tors last week ratified the report of
membership committee that
the
Block did not fulfill the qualifications required for publisher admisIt was agreed
sion to the society.
that he was not legitimately in the
music publishing business.

19i

Far Behind the Peak Year of

Metro-Robbins

The ASCAP board of
week voted to divest

directors last

itself of tho
Silvio Hein Memorial Fund of $13,OOO ever which It has held a trusteeThe Senate committee approved
150,000 platters more.
ship for years.
Gene Buck and
the House-adopted schedules inTied in with the Office of War creasing the taxes on both 10-cents- John Golden, who Inaugurated th*
Information's quest for 'correct' war a-package cigarettes and the regular fund idea, were asked to assume resongs—of which This Is Worth 15-cent brands from $3.25 to $3.50 sponsibility for the money and make
their own decision for the disposiFighting For' is another example
per thousand. Taxes on larger cigathe 'Ammunition' song is trade-re- rettes would be upped jrom $7.80 to tion of the fund, such as granting It
to a hospital or medical research orgarded as a 'safe' plug. The reason $8.40 per thousand.
ganization.
for this is a reflex from other inperson ballad renditions of certain
Golden, en intimate friend of Hein,
Ted Steele, sufficiently recovered, inaugurated the fund shortly afte^
'fighting' war songs, which when vocalized by boys with the name bands, back at the Stork dub, N. Y., after the letter's death and the mon^y
have occasionally caused some too being forced to drop out as cocktail was assigned to the care of ASCAP.
gay man In uniform to shout, 'then maestro because of illness; also Hein was a charter member and
curbed his NBC radio stints.
why aren't you fighting?'
secretary of ASCAP.
'

thegmmofattsmHITS
bv the man who gave you

and iVSAY'SfsT?
'JUNGLE DRUMS'»'SIBONEY'
•the breeze
and

countless of/ier

huge successes

ERNESTd

29.

Irving Mills is planning an allNegro stage musical titled 'Jam Session.'

He is currently committed to 20thFox for all-Negro film to be produced with William LeBaron.
BASED

Lennle Hayton scoring

'Pilot

No,

ON

HIS

fwORLD-FAMOUS MELODY

M

Five' at Metro.

•A

POUND YOUR TABLE POLKA
RECORDED
*

§

rMAUGUENA

« RE AT SONG!

Proftssional copies available.

JACK MASON

Orchestration by

COLONIAL MUSIC
ia«

NOW PUBLISH! D
ai a

Mng and

BYi

MARY MARTIN and HORACE HEIDT— Columbia
• LAWRENCE WELK— Dacca
• RENE MUSETTE—Victor
• BARRY SISTERS—Standard

JIM DUBKIN, Mar.

Itcognliad

PUB. CO.,
Wert 83

St.,

Inc.
N«w York, >r;_g^

for

many yeert

hli ineil outilondlng

FOR THE

ht-Tref. with a

lyrit

by

oi.

creallea,;

FIRST TIMI

BOB RUSSELL

MIUIANT KCORDINGS

»Yt^

Jlmaiy Deriay ^ Vaagha Meare* . Iddla Dachla . Shtp Pialdi
Victor 279M
Dacca 11447
Columbia 3A570
Blutbird IIS78

D

B.
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Night

caught, 'Love Is Sweeping the Cotm(written By
try,' 'Ask Your Heart'

Qub Reviews

her

composer

versatile

hade Staff-Vaiiiifr-Nitery

manager,

-

30, 1912

Anna Sosenko, who also created het
original themaUc, 'Darling, Je Vous
Aime Beaucoup'); 'Anything Can
In New York' (heretofore a
Happen
Carroll Pierce, presa agent who died last week, was jwidely known
her share of the. palm pounding.
excerpt irpm among vaudeville performers an^ newspapermen, In and out of the
obscure
N. O.
Blonde makes a stunning appear- somewhat
trade
'Babes on Broadway, which but of late years, with hli health ailing, had been more or less
ance.
Phyllis Myles, vocalist with Metro's
(HOTEL ROOSEVELT, N. O.)
inactive'
values); "The fleets
Masters aggregation, also scored with she gives extra
college man who at one time worked on papers. Pierce was for many
A
(another film musical tidbit);
In'
a group of pops, as did Billy Lowe
publicity manager for the Palace the*
New Orleans, Sept. 29.
•The Tinkle Song,' an oldie and sure- years assistant to Walter Kingslay,
Liuz.
of same ciew.
cuson.
Pierce
in
the
RKO
homeoftice
any
atre,
N.
Y.
Later
was
Chandrafor
publicity
Orch,
Fronkie Masters
fire breaker-downer
de<
Kuly Dancers, Doc Marcus, Edith
tomer who may slow on the warm- partment specializing on publicity relating to talent and shows, but hig
Ldmbot. Marylyn Stewart. Pliyllis
The World Is Waiting to Walte job petered out as vaude declined. Since then he was on the WPA Fed*
PERSIAN
N. Y. up;
Again' (sequel to 'Last Time I Saw oral Theatre Project's publicity force. He lived with his family in
Mjylcs. BiUy Lowe.

BLUE ROOM,

ROOM,

Kew

(HOTEL PLAZA)

Redecorated in pink and blue,
Hildeyarde. with Leo Kahn, Bob
vilh murals on the walls and colorful new lighting, the town's leading Grain's Orch (9). Milt Shaw Orch
nocturnal rendezvous has become ($4); $3.50 dinner minimum, $2.50, $3
and S3. 50 supper minimum.
more charming and dignified.
The current show, which opened
The newly, redecorated Persian
Thursday (24), is one of the besl
the swank spot has come up with in Room keynotes a new situation in
recent months. Every act is a click, the Plaza sector of Gotham, whereby
with the forefront honor.<! going to this spot in the Hotel Plaza and the
the Frankie Masters outfit and the nearby Hotels Savoy-Plaza and
Pierre will be in close and keen
Chandra-Kaly dancers.
Masters is no stranger here, hav- competition. For one thing, Hildeing played the nitery on several oc- garde is the pivot of a shift from the
casion.<;.
Although lacking in special- S-P to the competitive Plaza, which
ties,
the band impresses with its tjius left her former bailiwick lookrhythmic
quality
and listenable ing with renewed interest for other
melody.
The arrangements are satellites to bolster its biz. And the
sound, and sweet and swing each re- Pierre's Cotillion Room is likewise
ceives its share of attention, with the going in for reviviAed cafe talent to
torrid stuff most in evidence. Occa- offset the two. The Sherry-Nethersionally the brasses get a little out of land alone seems insouciant about the
line and the music becomes too loud, whole
thing,
although
the
S-N
but that's a minor fault. Crew goes Lounge is a nice interior which
for all the 'hit paraders' and other might well be utilized to advantage.
favorites.
That there's room for all is well
T.eader emcees ably and warbles evidenced throughout this wartime
veil. too.
Several members of the 1942 summer. It's almost no gag that
hand share the spot briefly.
if you open a can of sardines there's
Masters Is backed by an entertaln- a line waiting to get in. Any openInt! package of acts.
Topping the ing of any boite, of any calibre, gets
list are the Chandra-Kaly dancers, business, and summer trade has apU'ho present interpretative Latin proximated normal midseason prodancing. This is a topnotch type of portions.
act, especially on the nitery floor, and
That Hildegarde would catapult
they whammed It at this catching.
the Persian Room to new heights was
Comedy magic Is sold smartly by anticipated, but It's already exceedDoc Marcus, a veteran af this now- ing expectations. Done over espey ou -see-it-and-now-you-don't busi- cially for her advent, it is a fetchness. He has a fine flair for comedy ing interior,
with banquettes all
of this sort and keeps the customers along the room, so that any location
in high spirits throughout Members is a good vantage point; in fact the
of the audience are recruited to help banquettes, on the rise, are almost
him with the fun. Scored heavily. desirable over the ringsldes.
Edith Lambot contributes some
As a performer she rtow standnifty rhythmic tap-terplng.to get a ard, with a zingy, cpmpelling pernice hand.
Marylyn Stewart has sonality, as she tun* the gamut from
nice pipes and comes up with some cute tb sophlatlcaUd songs.
Her
pop tunes o^ the torch variety to get repertol{9 comprised, at the show

Paris,' long her trademark boflo),
Gardens, L. I.
'Jupiter Forbid' (Rodgers and Hart's
clever wordage from the current
Harry Nemo bowed out as stager ef the show at the Ubangi club, N. Y.,
and an encoring
Jupiter')
'By
classics.
before the show opened because of interference with his production plans.
boogie-woogie swingo of the
The numbers are done with a Show was actually staged by Charles Morrison, who was brought on from
verve and a style that single out this Detroit to do the dances, and Dick Montgomery, comic in the show. There
songstress from the rank-and-file, is a possibility that Nemo wiU pull his tunes from the show unless the
because of pace, good taste, person- club takes his name ofl the program as producer.
ality, lighting (always an expert job
Meantime Robbins Music bought Nemo's score for the Ubangi show, in>
with her) and consummate showUbangi,' 'Hearts Are Funny That Way' and 'Hip,
manship. Fortified by the ultimate eluding 'She's a Cute
Miss Hip Hooray,' which the Andrews Sisters had been doing before Nemo put
accoutrement.
sartorial
in
anyentry
class
the number into the show.
Hildegarde is a
class
in
a
especially
and
where,
room like the Plaza's Persian she's a
Much that is unostentatious In voluntary camp entertainment is to the
natural. Maitre d'Fred, at the door, credit of show business and talent.
Those in the know know just what's what
admits the joint hasn't jumped like and how much of it is done on the q.t. One of the most devoted to that
(Continued on page 55)
is Alec Templeton, who goes out on the quiet many a free afternoon or
evening to knock off a fast show or two for the lesser camps in California.
;

,

Saranac Lake
By Happy Benway

ABBOm BURLEY NO GO
USO Camp

Cnffoers

IN

Saranac, N. Y., Sept, 29.
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from
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RKO

Colonial, Dayton,

Sets Stellar Bookings

ORIGEVAL

ROY ROGERS
STAR OF STA9I, SORIIN

AND RADIO

WHO WAS PAID BY REPUBLIC PICTURiS FOR PERMISSION
TO USE

HIS

NAME FOR

THEIR

COWBOY

STAR

"ROY ROGERS"
THIS WEEK, HARTFORD THEATRE, HARTFORD

NEXT TWO WEEKS (OCT.

6-19), DINTY'S,

ALBANY

LAST WEEK'S PRESS NOTICES
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Following did cuffo spot shows la.<it
colony,
actors
this
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
main stem. He was an week for U. S. USO-Camp Shows,
Harry Abbott's streamlined burley,
active member of the Lambs, Lotus Inc., at Army posts and Navy 'bases
around N. Y. City:
'LafTin' Thru,' was no laughing mat*
and National Press Clubs.
Lanny Ross, Winifred Heidt, Alec ter for the producer and the physical
Earle Larrlmore, former Broadway
fine job at the Templeton,
Miriam Telva, Korn afsets of the show go Ihto the ware<
legiter, doing a
comeback here. He's at the Whorle Kobblers, Viola Lane, Tom O'Neil
house after Ave weeks of brutal biz
cottage, 110 Main street.
& Kathe, Bobby Rollins, Three Key
Ronny Ryan, former chorister Notes, Sacha Leonoff, Betty Sharp, at the Music Box. Abbott, reputedly
from the Earle theatre, Washington, Long & Short, Blossom Sisters, Lou backed by brother Bud (Abbott and
D. C, left the Will Rogers hospital
and Is continuing the bed routine at Finnard, Jach Swift, Olive Faye, Coslello), tossed $26,000 into ti e
Elsie
Hartley,
Janice Thompson, venture.
her home in New York.
Vivian Vaughn, packing good re- Bar & Estes, Anita Joyce, Ade Du'They just didn't want it, so there
ports at the Rogers, was surprised by val. Renee Carroll, Emily Claire
the visit of her four Sisters.
and the
rchs of Vincent Lopez, was no use continuing,' declared
Roger Keene and Myron Tarmen- Earl Hines and Bobby Byrne.
Abbott.
Girl-and-comic show was
to the third floor
Palmer,
shocked

—BEN

SHANIN

1619 Broadway

New York

Dayton, O., Sept. 29.
RKO Colonial has a stellar schedule of stage bookings this fall, including Jane Withers and Ann Corio.
Beginning week of Oct. 2, when
Claude Thomhill's band comes in,
schedule is as follows: Oct. 9, Ann
Gorio; Oct. 16, Ink Spots and Lucky
Milllnder band; Oct. 33, Bonnie
Baker with Ray Herbeck's orch;
Nov. 6, Jane Withers; Nov. 20,
Tommy Tucker's orch, and Dec. 11,
Ina Ray Hutton band.

Fmmy on a

ffrst Ubbed 'Swing Shift Revels,'
when the swing shifters gave It

the

PHIL

REGAN
On Tour

Crutch

Personal
Pittsburgh, Sept. 29.
burlesque comic,
came to Casino last week on crutches
and played entire engagement hobbling around- the stage on a cane
with an ankle in his cast. It was
the result of an Injury suffered
in previous stand, Canton, O., when
a hoodlum threw a rock at Lewis
while he was standing in front of
the theatre.
Comedian was told to stay off his
feet by physicians but continued
to work in Canton as well as here.

Qeorge

but

go-by he taoked on the 'Laffin' ' title.
folds Friday (2) and house
slinks back into darkness.
Piece

Representative!

FRANK VINCENT

Lewis,

Beverly Hills. Calif.

ALWAYS WORKING

'Whitey*
Htnte

T..

ROBERTS

LAST WEEK
KaUnwzooi

Kelth'ii

T.,

BApldgj WMk Oct. 2, Orphcuin,
Mlnncaptlls: Or(. •, 10, 11, 12, Or-

tmmd

T.,
plieuni T., St.

Paul.

—

YAllDEyiLLE
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Equity Averse to

47

Force 'Banner' Respect

AGVA Takeover;

Minneapolis, Sept. 29.
ordinance Is being introcity council here
to prohibit dancing in night clubs
to "The Star-Spangled Banner'
and to require greater respect

Stage Unions Meet in

New York

,

An

Unk Predicated on 'Good" Org.
Variety Actors Would Get
-ft

duced Into the

Plan;

No Vote

To

Define Jurisdictional Status Of

for the song.

came about because of
In a local nitery
The fracas ensued when
of the dancers insisted on
continuing cutting rugs when the

Shows Presented

all

It

an Imbroglio
Andy's.

:

While the possibility exists that
Equity will absorb the American
Guild of Variety Artists, per the
suggestion of the latter's administrachairman, Walter Qreaza, the
doesn't welcome the idea.
when the takeover is efhowever, AGVA will be Iden-

tive

legit unioti
•

If

and

fected,

Equity,' meaning
another Equity arm such as Chorus
Equity, the members of which do
not have voting privileges.

"Variety

as

tified

While Greaza's report to the AsActors and Artistes of
America, after 18 weeks as director
of AGVA on loan from his assistsecretary
post at
ant executive
Equity, did not specifically mentionsociated

the fact, it's also known that he is
desirous of getting rid of the extraneous job at AGVA, a headache
for all who have tried to solve the
riddle.

Greaza's report and proposals for
were read to
the future of
the Four A's at the tail end of the

AGVA

meeting last Wednesday (23),
and thus no discussion took place
latter's

Yaode Version For

band

Rose's Nitery Show
Billy Rose Is planning to send a
duplicate version of 'Mrs. Astor's Pet
Horse,' current show at his N. Y.
Diamond Horseshoe, on the road
Presently he is setting up a number
of dates in vaudfllm houses, with the
unit slated to open at the Adams,

tomorrow

Newark,

Show

(7).

is

being staged by John Murray AnderCast for the touring 'Horse'
version includes Gilda Gray, Charles
King, Aunt Jemima, Walter Dare
Wahl, the Great Yacopis, Pansy the
Horse, Cecil Lewis and Harry Meehan.
Unit goes to Stanley, Pittsburgh,
for week starting Oct. 9; fearle, Philadelphia, Oct. 16; RKO, Boston, Oct.
Palace, Albany, Nov. 5;
23;
Palace, Cleveland, Nov. 13; Chicago
theatre, Chicago, Nov. 20 and Ambassador, St Louis, Nov. 27.

analysis.

indicated that Equity will
It's
only if a
agree to take over
good organizational plan is worked

AGVA

SIGNS

UP

also only if its sister unions
In the Four A's agree to cooperate
It's figured that an adfinancially.
di.ional organization fund of at least

out— and

which would be kept separate from Equity's, will be needed to
effect the change and put AGVA on
its feet. AGVA already owes Equity
$35,000, plus $40,000 to Screen Ac-

5

tors Guild.

SAG NoUbly Concerned
SAG,
ticularly

claimed, should be parconcerned in AGVA's fuonly because it's the heav-

it's

— not

ture

creditor, but also due to the
fact- that its executive secretary,
iest

Kenneth Thomson, played a major
part in the revocation of the charter to the American Federation of
Actors, which
supplanted.
There was bad feeling between

AGVA

Thomson and Ralph Whitehead, head
of the AFA, and this built up to the
ultimate investigation of AFA's administration.
When the Four '.'s finally voted
out AFA it was not with the full
assent of Equity.
Bert Lytell, now
Equity's president, was out of town
at the time the vote was taken, with
Winifred Lenihan, his
alternate,
voting against
although there
was an agreement that no vote was
to be taken in Lytell's absence. Miss

AFA

Lenihan

among those former
councillors who resigned a
is

Equity
year or .so ago due to di.ssali.sfaction
with the election at that time. She
is

now

inactive in Equity affairs.

Greaza's report to the Four A's
AGVA's setup is economically unsound and that there's
no salvation for the union as currently organized. The locals are ineffective.
As variety actors move
from one point to another they pass
stressed that

Into
different
local
jurisdictions
within their own union, which exthe frequent mixups that
have arisen. Present .sy.stem of lo-

plains

cals also calls for
tion,

and

expensive opera-

what with officers, office rent
which AGVA can ill af-

staffs,

ford.

NITERIES
INN.Y.

$50,000,

New York

local of the

American

H'wood After Chi Snag

New

signers are the Club Bali and
Oetjens, both of which signed the
minimum basic agreement.
They are rated 'C with minimums
of $45 for principals and $30 for the
chorus. Renewals are La Conga, 'A'
rating, minimums raised from $'.3
foi principals, $40 for line, to $75$45; Rogers Corner, the ex-Dempsey
Restaurant across the street from

AGVA

HARDINPHILLY
Philadelphia, Sept.

29.

Nitery biz is reaching boom-town
proportions in Phllly, with Friday
and Saturday nights resembling New
Year'* Eve in the cafe belt, but (he
club-date performer is on starvation

rations.

War industrial boom has just about
killed the convention biz in this
town, which in recent years had become a 'convention mecca.' Not only
have many industrial groups called
off conventions for the duration, but
even those organizations which are
holding conclaves these days ^re

for Carroll

So the club-date entertainer is
looking for a job in a war plant.
so far three club bookers hav;
gone out of business.

And

'SHOW TIME' $24^00;
'PRIORITIES' MHJ) 17G

'Show Time,' the Fred Finklehoffe'B,' from
biglime vauder at the
to $55-$35; Flynn's, Brook- pre.senled
Bioadhurst, N. Y., is a boxoffice
'C from $40-$27.50 to $45-$30.
Toughest job at the moment is to mopup, doing near-capacity $24,300
Under in its second week ending last night
reclassify Leon & Eddie's.
(Tuesday).
In contrast, 'Priorities
it.; old AGVA contract, negotiated by
of 1943,' the other vaudeshow prea previous administration and voided
and
as of Sept. 30 by Ross Pepe, prexy sented by Clifford C. Fischer
the Shuberts, fell off sharply in its
ot the New York local. Leon &
second week and got $17,200.
Eddie'.<: operiiled with a 'C classificaPriorities' last Saturday (26) tried
Under the AGVA minimum
tion.
midnight show,
basic agreement this calls for miri- an innovation via a
nuims of $.50 to principals and $30 to figuring that the dense weekend
mobs on Broadway would go for a
line girls for three shows a day.
l.'>te-hour stage show.
The test of
Spot has a foui-show policy and had

Madison Square Garden,
lyn,

its

old

AGVA

pact.

the 5pot conforms lo
regulations for top rating,
the union wants to give it an 'A'

Now, since

AGVA's

classification.

This will

mean

$75-

$45 minimum?, and pro-rata for the
The spot countered
extra shows.
v'Uh an offer of a $5 lilt lo the line
and $10 to the principals. The club
has an 'A' rating with the musicia. s

unon.

It's believed that Grcaza proposed
scrapping the locals and that the
variety union's organization be set
Up along Equity's lines, i.e.. local
representatives in key spots who are
answerable fully to the council in

show

thu

initial

show was not

accurate,

however, due to the heavy rain
which completely stymied transient
Gross for that show was
at over $700, still I'alher

trade.
cliiimcd
poor.

N. Y. YersaiUes Offers

Rae-Waterfall $1,590

by the N. Y. VerAnthony Sharkey Gets
.saillcs of Nan Rae and Mrs. WaterSuspended Sentence fall (Maude Davis) four days after
that nitery 's new show, 'Life WithPhiladelphia, Sept. 29.
Sept. 17, has reAnthony C. Sharkey, former agent- out Men,' opened
in-charge of enforcement of thea- sulted in a salary dispute between
trical booking license law. was handed the class eatery and the femme comCHI'S
a suspended sentence on Thursday edy team.
(24) by Judge Hiram H. Keller of
The act was booked into the spot
Bucks county, on the charge of abet- with six-week contract at $500 per.
SETS
a
ting an illegal strip show.
With the cancellation, the Versailles
Sharkey was fired from his State management offered them $1,500 in
Chicago, Sept. 29.
Job shortly after Liquor Board agents .settlement, but the leam is holding
Topline attractions slated for Bala- found him tending bar at the Villa, a out for the full amount of the conban & Katz's Chicago theatre In the roadhouse, near Parkland. Pa.. Shar- irnct, i. e.. $3,000.
ensumg- two months arc headed by key, now a welder, was one of six
Paul Draper .substituted for the
Cancellation

CHICAGO THEATRE

in

at the

anyway, despite

fact that

troupe to

Proping-pong
open an Indefinite engage-

ment

his

has
at

signed

a
Diamond Horse.shoe
•aude unit produced by Billy Rose.

_

John Klrby's small band

arle theatre, Philadelphia,
Jet. 9.

play.s

week

the
"f

a strip

tea.se.

other unions.

[Appointment of

theatre-restaurant

a

permanent

standing committee of all stage
unions to handle jurisdictional
classi/ication of various borderline shows has been approved by
union reps. The group will be
aimed to solve such problems as

jell.

the

in

*

^

those arising out of presentations
like the two 'Priorities' 'Star and
Carter' and 'Wine, Women and
Song,' as well as such productions as the ice shows at the
Center theatre, N. Y., and Madison S(iuare Garden, N. Y.
When the committee has been
set up and is tn operation, alt
managers of shows not clearly
defined as coming in a specific
category will be required to appear before the joint group. All
pertinent evidence will be heard
and a final decision, binding on
all participating unions, as well
as on the management, will be

handed down.

BERT WHEELER

Equity has already approved
the proposition for itself and
Equity, and the other
unions involved
have either
okayed it or are to do so this
week.
Equity's representatives
on the joint committee will be
Bert LyteU, Paul Dullzell, Afred
Harding and Chares Mantia.
Chorus Equity will be represented by Ruth Richmond and
Gerald Moore. Other unions to
join in the move include American Guild of Variety Artists,
Agents & Managers, stagehands,

Chorus

IN PRIORITIES'

PAY ROW
After Harry Richman

nouncement

the

to

made an an-

Thursday

(24)

matinee audience at the 46th St. thetreasurers, scenic artists, theatriatre, N. Y., that one of the co-stars
cal wardrobe attendants and the
of 'Priorities' would not go on, and
musicians. First formal meeting
of the joint committee is schedthat customers could ask for refunds
uled for Monday morning (5)].
if desired, Bert Wheeler finally made
Vaude-revues such as 'Priorities'
an appearance with the show. He, which
rekindled the two-a-day vaude
along with Richm'an and
Carol vogue, is the type of show which
Bruce, are stars of the Clifford C. aroused doubt among the union peoFischer vaudery. Wheeler balked at ple. Different conditions are required
making an appearance because he by the backstage unions if the show
was deducted a couple of hundred is a legiter, vaudeville or burlesque
dollars due to a switched Broadway
outfit.
opening schedule.
Indicated that spotting such shows
When Wheeler had to cut short his in legit spots, at admission prices
stay at the Central, Passaic, N. J., by under straight play -scales, inspired
two final shows, in order to break in doubt among the union people. When
with Fischer's vaudeshow in New "Wine, Women and Song' was first
Haven he thought he would be reported. Equity was one of the first
paid in full for the opening week. unions to express inlere.st as
to classInstead he was le.ss a couple of shows ification.
Stated then that if that
due to the 'Priorities' debut on .<;how was designed to oppose any
Broadway on a Tuesday night. His legit attraction ('Star and Garter'
in
attorney. I. Robert Broder. had adparticular), it was not Equity's Invised Wheeler not to go on until
tention to permit showings on a
paid, but after Richman's spiel he
seven-day basis, with the number of
finally made it.
performances weekly exceeding that
Only a few people got their set for legit. Eight limes weekly Is
money back upon the Wheeler an- Equity's rule, with additional pernouncement, the olher.f, mostly a formances calling for one-eighth
fcmme mat attendance, waited to see more each show.
the show regardless.
Tho.se at Monday's session are to
Wheeler was forced to pay the
report opinions expressed to the
Passaic management $500 in order to
respective unions and
make the 'Priorities' New Haven boards of their
decisions may be made by the organibreak-in in time. Originally, before
zations separately or in concert.
accepting the Jersey date. Wheeler
Association of Theatrical Agents
Fischer
assured
him the
claims
straight-vaude show would not open & Managers was repre.sentcd. alout of of town before Friday, Sept. though recognized by the managewhich would have enabled ments of the vaude revues, each of
11,
Wheeler to comfortably complete the which has a press agent in addition
Passaic date,
Fischer then

a

Thursday

closing.

to

company and

house

'

managers.

moved the N. H. date That point may figure in possible acahead one day whereupon Wheeler tion by the other union.<:.
insisted that he should be paid in full
for the first N. Y. week. The matter
is

now

sides

being

and

ironed

out

by both

their lawyers.

Philly

AGVA

10%

TOP ATTRACTIONS

name bands. They are;
persons who received a su.spended
Bob Crosby, Oct. 23; Glen Gray, sentence. The judge imposed a $400
fine on the proprietor of the Villa,
3ct. 30; Woody Herman, Nov.
6;
while the Andrews Sisters play a re- Anthony J. Cortese, despite the latthat the girl was
urn engagement Nov. 13.
Nov. 20 ter's contention
performing 'an exotic dance' and not
^rmgs in

(scenic artists), which
was shut out entirely, is
adamant over getting the opinions of

organization
felt that it

Hollywood on Oct. 27.
Meantime, Clark was able to accept
a return date here at Nixon Cafe
when the Chicago booking fell
through. He was here..just.a few
weeks ago and went over so big at
the downstairs cafe that management brought him back as soon as
possible. Act includes Bob Anderson,
former Olympics ping-pong
player, and Wally Sherwin, who does
the announcing. Clark closes here
Saturday night (3) and will play
couple of theatre dates in midwest
on his way to the Coast.

steering clear of Philly.
In the first place there are few
accommodations left in the local
hotels, with war plant execs. Army,

$45-$30

special dispensation in

have been

Morrison Hotel in Chicago, will work

Guild of Variety Artists has signed Navy and Marine personnel taking
two cafes, both in Brooklyn, nego- over most available space. Another
factor is that many groups feel that
tlF.ted contract renewals with three
money ordinarily spent on convenothers, and is currently talking with
Leon & Eddie's to give that spot an tion 'frivolity' is unseemly in these
•
times.
'A' rating instead of the current "C
teg.

to

Joint nvtfting of most stage unions
was held at the New York offices
of Equity Monday (28) for the principal purpose of defining the types
of shows which h%ve been and are

champ union

table tennis

Earl Carroll's opening

ducer

CLUB DATES HIT

Houses

being presented in legit theatres.
Question has been on the minds of
leaders for some lime and on*

Pittsburgh, Sept. 29.

Coleman Clark,

who was supposed

the Chi project failed to

RKO

AGVA

Carroll Sets Clark For

number

son.

A

special meeting
then and there.
has been called for today (Wednesday) strictly to consider Greaza's

switched from a dance
into 'The Star-Spangled
Banner' In an eilort to quiet an
argument. Three of the offenders
are alleged to have made proHitler remarks and have been
apprehended and taken into custoday by the FBI.
The proposed ordinance would
require every person to stand at
attention during the playing of
'The Star-Spangled Banner.'

in Legit

^

some

to

Ask

Increase in Oct.
Philadelphia, Sept. 29.

Year-Round Vaude Set
For State, Benton Harbor
Followins

successful experiment
witli unit show.s one-half of the week
at the Stale, Benton Harbor, Mich.,
team.
during Ihe summer, the theatre,
..tarting tomorrow iThui.sday ), goes
li'
While origa split-week policy.
Joins Thornhill
inally planning slage .'ihows only fcv
Johnny Barnes, hoofer, has joined the summer, since Benton Harbor is
the Claude Thornhill orch unit now a resort town, the thought now
touring the vaudcrs.
make il a year-ioiind propo.sjtion

Barnes

i

Sharkey defined an 'exotic dance'
They are .tet for two weeks, so far;
Jack Linder. former N. Y. booker
as one in which the performer lifts
her veils and '.swishes them around.' Ihe Colonial theatre, in Dayton, week and Ictjit producer, is pulling on the
In a strip, said Sharkey, the veils are of Oct. 2. and the Circle, Indianapolis, show.'.-, booking the bands, vaude act.'
week of Oct. 9.
and line u'lrh from Chicaeo
removed.

'Cost-of-living' increase of at least

10% will be asked by the American
Guild of Variety Artists in new contracts next month.
The exact arrlount of the rai.se. to
be applied uniformly in all elafWr.'
fications, will be determined at
meeting of the AGVA local board
here at a meeting today i29). All
cafe operators, theatres and agents
will be notified and will be given
from 15 to 30 days notice before the

new scale will become operative.
AGVA's action followed a similar
step taken by the American Federation of Musicians, who.se upped scale
of 15% went into efff*"' T.abnr Dnv

'"'

a

Wedneadajf September 30, 1942

48
Rotoi Fvb OoDtm Canoy Oro
Lm Vie ParlslCBDO
(Cocoanot OroTo)
Joy Lyons
Taeht Club Boys
Tvonne Bouvlor
Glover & La Mae
Buddy Clarke Oro 0 Ray Terrell

Variety Bills

Eddie Davis
Adrian Dancers
MItzl Martin
4
Kit Kats
Kirk A Madelloo
Paula Drake

Doll O'Dell

Jack Reynolds
Shndro Rosntl
Bennett Oreeo
Jerry Oreen

WEEK OF OCTOBER

I

2

Bunny Howard

Numerals

eoimceUon wltb biUs bclsw Indlata •penliif day
show, whether foil or split week.

In

of

I

Siuwnways
Cappv Uarni Boys

Fay*s <t-4)
Roiyettes

3

UABTFOBD
Mate

NEW TOBK

CITY

Ink Spote

WABHINOTON

(Mat* (1>

SIdoeya

4

A Cortex
PKOVIDKNCR

CapHol

BuDnIs Baker
Loper St BHrrmt
Joe B. Lewie

(t)

Rhythm Rockaia
Oautler'H Sl'plecbaae

PITTOBUBfiH

I.\niANAPOIJ8
(2)

Dick Jurgttiis Ore
Hoyce. Vanya
l.yn.
Wnltpr Nllanon

LYNUHOOK

Wnr*

LInilR

& Day

Nnvelie Rroa

nin

NEWARK

Aduius

ParanNHDit

4

WATKHBrHY
Poll's (SA-l)

Revue

C<-nlral

NEW YORK

CITY

MIchlsan

(2)

Sammy Kayo

Ore

N'onehalnnta
Sterner 81s

Alan Carney
Laihrop & Lee

CarmHD

MIAMI

BIIFPALO

Suzanne

(3S-3)

Christine

St

Lorraine Vernon
Wally West
Chas Slim TImblln
Shy Sis

Ch.is Splvak Ore

UIek & Dot Remy
Tip Tap ft Toe
Paul Reffan

Orncc

Orpiieain
Funzaflre

Bob Evans
Tex Beneke

A A R Coleman
l>on

PlymoDth (2».30>
J 'Scat' Davis Ore
Knight Sts

fS-D)

Drytfilale

Cummlngs

MlNNE.%POI.I8

THICACO

rhieaso «)
CardlDl

WOBCE8TER

FHII^DELPHIA

Olfnipla

Hoiralo («)

(I)

Kriipa Oro
Johnny Dhwoh
An^CM & Arno

Earl Hlnes Oro
Billy A Ann Tllun
Whitey's Jitterbugs
Joyner & Fouter

Marlon Hutton Co

Cabaret

<2>

A Charly
OMAHA
Westerners
Orplieam It)
Bowman
Bob Crosby Ore
DETBOIT
Rayes & Siapletona
Sc

Mnrdes RIvtrni
Pancho Ore

lien

Frank Paris
(25)

DAYTON
Colonial

Hazel

Johnny Barnes
Rey A.Trent

Merry Macs
(*5)

Evans

& Mayer

ROCHESTER

BKO

COL1TMBVB

Cmttrs

CITT

Gordon £ Rofcere
Peg Leg Bates
(26)

PmLADBLPUIA

Ray

It

(2)

Trent

ITKA

Manley («»-M)
Qene Krupa Ore
Don

I<ane Bros

Cummlngs

(20)

Byrne

3

Ink Spots

Sis

WAHRINGTOM

Lucky Mllllnder Ore
Earle (2)
Sister Tharpe
7 Predysons
Gordon & Rofers
Toy & Wlnir
Teg iMK Bates
Martin Bros
MoBler <2)
(t»)
Ink Spots

T.ucky Mllllnder Ore

Tharpe

John Hale
Holcne & Hayes

Mar Dane

Poll

Sanchez Ore
ClQb BaU
Bcrnlce Claire
Herbert Dexter
Willie Smith
Ball-etles

Tommy Nunez
Earle

Oro
Hanson Oro

Cisb

Canvan

Jerry Baker

Helen Fox
Juno Barrett

Roxyettes
Mario & Florla
Arnaut Bros

CITT
(I)

Dolores Colverl
Marion Myles
Allan Sit)
Larry Wnrd Ore

Bees
to

(1

flll)

Mnrfalr

Dupont

(» only)

At

The Karolls
Arno & Arnette

Lane A B4na Ward

Larry Daniels
3 Bees

& Lee Reiser
>Iarry Martin

Hilda Eekler

1

(M>

»

Junle

BIdgewond

Mlllsa

Bees
Larry Daniels

3

Carlos Campoa Ore
Ed Farley Ore

The Karolls
(1

Theatn

to

J
»

Hank Ladd
Henny Youngman
The Bricklayers
Johnny Burke
Harrison & Fleher
Sally Keith
The Radio Aces

Clob Swott

nil)

Star

(lS-29)

Carol Bnicc

(2)

& D Morgan
ATI-ANTIC CITT

Steel Pier (S-«)
Sybil Dowan

Don Cummlngs

BALTIMORE

Norman

Central (1)
2 HarrDonettes

Bo Jenkins
Gene Bayloa
Looney Lewis
Chick Hunter
8

imOOKLTN

Marine

(t

The Karolls
Arno
T.-itTV

&

mlr)

Arnette
Daniels

Fisher Oro

Mnrli

Perllta Oreco

doll
(inrmnn
Sno

HH.t

rarrnll

TuMK

\-

l*ln
Jit

Jack A

Qls

*

Arnle Barnett's Ore
Phil r^vant Ore
lintel

(Critle Cafe)

Slates

& F

Mh kcbelli'ves

TanglH ft Co
Mary Ann James
Hean

^r^u^lce

ft

Victory <2-4)

Poms
RsT ft Karol

Henahnw

Dick Shelly
Jack Holmea

Jimmy

Fisher's

Gay

9e's

Annie Kent
Betty Jane Carlton
Lounle. Grace
Mtnnle Allen

Gay 90's 4 A Ore
Havana-Madrid
Fontaine
Franco A Beryl
Nino A Lenora

Nell

Myrta SUva
Maya Ore

Hotel Aslor
(Astor Roof)
Les Brown Oro
Hotel Belmont
Plaaa
(Glass Hat)
Paul WInchell
Stadlers
Jerry Mahoncy
Bill

Pansy the Uorss
Willie Solar
Calts Farm
Billy Wells

Four Fays

Herman Hyde Co

Luclenne & Aaboor
Eddto Eddy
Porllta
Virginia

Mayo

Dorltf)

A

Vnl'*r»

Dorothy Maek
Marlene Francis
Paula Vnlera

Kelly's

Joe Carter
Glenda Hope

Renee
Denlse

Lorna Rose

Don Gllberto Oro
Hickory Bovso
Ancll Sweet
Jean Murray
Eddie South Ore

Roslta

A Romero

Montroarte Boy*
Margaret Grey

Wlthee
Leonard Ware 1
Dianne Reed
Rosalie Gibson
Thclma Carpenter
Walter Fuller Ore
Kitty Dovls

Jerl

Amcfl

Frank Marlows

Johnson

Rose

Anita Roaal
Kay Penton

Bobby Parks Ore
Hotel Blltmore
FIcasley Twins
Ha'^el Franklin

Magrlll

Johnny Silvers Orr
La Conga
Efltellta

TIfo Coral

Roberto
Chlqulta

A

Alicia

Vaughn Monroe Ore
Four V's
Lee Sisters

ZIggy Talent

Peter Rotunda Ore
Hotel Edison

Bobby

Byms

Hotel

JBsses
(Cnsfaio OB

Don Brown

Oro

Heu
Pnrk)

Kerwin Somcrvllle

LexlMon
(HawnllnB Bm)

Hotel

Kabala
Tallma
Momlkat
Lanl Ore
Kea Lake
laea
Botel HcAlpla
<Mnrine GrUI)

Lellanl

Tonl Sorroll

Dannerman

Village

C)rc

La Martlnlqtir

MaxI Bergere Oro
Morales Ore

Alkali Ike
Al Robinson
Vllbire Tangnard

Blentona
Diane Davis

D Bennett

Jade Ling

Tony Ferrar

Stanley Twins
Kamarova Ballet

Betty Garrett
Eddie Heywood Ore
WIvel
Bob Lee

Oil Galvan
JAB
Chadwlck
Wally

Wanger Bns

Bob Fuller

Wood

Dlyan

(b)

Chiis

Dell

Bowman

Ore

Theodore Brooks

Pamela Brlttoo

Paalens

Dr. Giovanni

*

Don McGrano Ore

>Tommy Haydes
Doris Nellson

CHICAOO
Ambassador Hotel

(Pomp Room)
John KIrby
BIsmarcli

Hotel

Art Jarrott Ore
Blockstooe Hotel
(Bailaeae Rmi
Johnny Duffy Ore
Pattl Clavton

(Marfair Boom)
Bddle Oliver Ore
Jane PIckeos
Breroort Hotel
Sal Jennings

(Tsmco Boom)
Don &
Benny Goodman Ore
(TaTem Boom)
Bob Russell
Edith Lorand Ore
Roony Roberts
Blaoliliawb

Hap Hazard
Dorothy Dale
Jerl

Sullivan

(Crystal

Cwonnol
Mickey

GrlfTln

Richard

Boom)

Tony A Lisa
Bob Billings
BrowD Derby
Three Ryana
Margie KoMy

Oro

Rny
Hay

Stella

John

lAtln Qoariri
Helen Carrol

llrlnhpr/.

Klorpnce

tjrore
Alport Ore

Band Bos

Alfred Pineda Ore
Huster Kelm Rev
Dilly Paino

Fny
Hal

ft
Oordon
& Honey Bee
Ony Caylord

,

Ann

Heye
Herman's Moslo
Bar
Int'l

Frances Carroll
Willie Dennis
Mario Klbbey
Bob Bell
Maxine De Shone
Penn AtUntle Hotel

Vivian Krancls
(Melody Loimgei
Herb Lewis
Copley Plasa
(Sheraton Room I
Basil

Fomeen Ore

Howard

Kenny
(.iiclllo

Boom)

Brilliant
J Mnlnnev
ft

Gall

Gall

->

'

»

TIcrToo
Fletrher- Henderson

Carroll

Paulina

ft

Hollywood Tropics
Maxine Lewis
Paul Neighbors Ore
June CarHon
Markers ft Dale

Thomas

Dick

House of Murphy
Jcnn Meunler
netli Reynolds

Redman

c;eorge

Bob Murphy
Royce
pre

ft

Hits

Le!<

B

Macarobo Cnfe
Phil Ohmnn Ore
RIch-ird Smart

McOlnty

Eddie LeBaroii Ore
Pnltadlom

I*aVonn Moyer

JImmv

Dorothy Ford
WIere Bros.
Deryl Wallace

M

Ore

Ben

Aurora Miranda
Roily Rolls
Shirley Wayne
Al Norman
Bill

Dorjtey

Malneck

Slapsy Mnilee
BlUA
Archie Bobbins

Day

St Clair ft

Brady

Manny Strand Oro
Michel Ortiz Ore
Floreatlne Garden
Fred Scott
Mills Bros
Sugar Gelse
Sonia Levkovs

Jean TIghe
Ted Flo Rlto Ore
Charlie Foy's Club
Charley Foy
Chick ft Lee
Lorraine Elliott
Les Barnett Ore

Poanuts Bohn
Patricia Page
Jean Scott
Stan Roxs
Joe Plumer Orr
Streets of Paris

Tatum
Mend 'Lux' Lewis
Murray McEkren
Art

Hwaoee Ina
Eddie

Beal

Ch.irlie Davis
Ivie Anderson

Trianon

Ray McKlnley Ore
Trourllle Club
Barney BIgard Oro

PHUASELFHIA
Alpine MihtlrnI

Bur

Bill

r.

l-ukc!-

roiin

.lavltio

Don's Elliott

Tones

Carroll's

Sisters

Dick Jones
Jerrv

Igglit Woinngton
Eddie White
Gaines Ore

Johnson
Club Ball
ft

Brandaw

Rl>ys (3)
Irene Kuye

(4)

Anita Chandler

Klo Casino
Harry de Angeli-

H

Happy Felton

OellsHO

Hum & Strum
Don Arden Rev

Pir-ettes

ft

Grace Hayes

Laulalana

Earl Carrnlls

West

Ore

Gav

Dolores

Don Jose

Coeoannt OroTe
Freddie Martin Oro

Zeke
n

S

Dorothy Lewis Rev
(Merry-Uu-Koiradl
Winter ft Mareno
Mark Olltjeri 3
Ceplry Sqoure Hotel Homer
Buster Kelm Rev
Al De Forrest
Laverne
Arthur Ward
Crawford House
Sarof
WIngy Manone Ore Frankle Newton Ori'
Fox A UooDda Chib
- Sleaben'a
(Bhamba Casino
(Vienna Boom)
Room)
MarlSn Frances
Lew Conmd Ore
Charles Wolk Ore
Eleanor Kay
Don Dudley Ore
Jlramy Marr
Maxine Coleman
Doris Abbott
Lorraine & Rognan
The Care
Paul Wlnlck
Edna Wilson
Don DlBena On
Hl-Hat
Jack Fisher
Pete Herman Oro
Tamara Dorlvs
Frank Petty
Edna Rogers
Hotel Bmdtord
Tommy Foran i
(Root Garden)
Ross Johnson
Andy Jacobsens Ore Jimmy Marr
(Clrcns

-

Cusa Manaaa
Bob Chester Ore

Alma
Scamps

Adams

Sid Walker
Janice
P ft P Selaodo
Harry Stockwell

Nuvitt

Marjorle Day
Joe Relehman Ore

Benny the Bom'i«

Hermanns W'ms
ft

Donald

Owen

Tony Bruno Oro
Don Rico Oro
Al Trahan

Mayla

Triola

Jordan

Michael Edwards
Dick Wlnslow Urr
Blltmore Bnwl
Harris ft Shore
Penny Lee

3

Russell

Latin (toarter

Harris. Clare

Maurli-e O'Brien

P LInd Hayes

Hoffman

Dill
Bill

Solar

Paddock

Jimmie O'Brien

Snyder
Lankin
Bar of Uoale

Billy
Dllly

Bill

Margaret

Grace Hayes Lodge

Pete Snyder
Jackie Oreen
Mae Brewster
Geo Tibbies Ore

noo Clob
Pat Travers

Wee

E.ldli> Palnloy Ore
Ouj WeiKh Ore

LOS ANGELES

Bobby Bernard

Iluna

Lnnky Bowman Oro
ITooder Bar
Aylens Mason
Madelon Bakor

Haymnrbet
Tonwu>' Tucker
Roy Hall

Club Nomad
Annette Ross

Pee

Rrown

'Swing'

Tnyloretlos

9

Srtni Kouclitr

Mel Snyder

Sol Lake Oro
Tripoli 3

Jimmy

M

ROMlta l.iickhart
Prinoe Albert

Jon-Anna Holmes

Hen

Claudia Oliver
Congo Ore

COS GlH
Dolly Sterling

(6)

.'^iNlers

Club Three SM
The Throe Rins
Jean
\'ornon

Diitle

ft

Knka
ft Barry

llllh;ir.l

DuiUlv IrfHier
Pete Viora Ore

Beverly While
I) ft F Jiihnsnn
I'hil

Murray

J:i<'kl>-

Peggy Newton
Waller

McCune Oro
W'lillonrt

Pel1«»liers

CiinniiiH
Mi'Niillv

Clnb Congo
CongootteH

(Palm Room)

Ruth Warren

Sl<l

Ratu

Joe A Betty Lee
Jackie Miles
Martlnlqueens

(Walast Beem)
Johnny Mossner Ore
Art Kassel Oro
Gladys Tell
Talla
Hotel New Torhor Uadley QU

Petsr Kill am
Blsselle A Farley
Mark Plant
Arlane

Kuth Martin
Valerie A Susan
Cllquot Clob

Julius

Carolyn Marsh
6 Ver-stghs

Sacosas Ore

Jane

Chex Parse

Lenny Ross

Lola

Ray Heatherton Ore Jack Harris Ore
Hotel Commodore
(Centory Boom)

Stylists

Pablo Oro
Royale

Bill

Sl.slers
Irene .luy

1^ Malro

Marx
606 Clob
Mall

•

Faith Arlen
Joe Capello Oro
KeUy's Stable
Nelda Duprle

Bill

4

Novelettes

Don

Jan
The
The

Renuilrle
rtHttllnvH
Benny Ituhin
llllly ft

Rooslao Krrtchma Jacnue Hill
Al Francis Oro
Darla Blrae
Daria SokolKkaya
BOSTOH
Senya Karavaelff
Michel MIchon
Beachcomber
Hotel Esses
Mlcholas Maiihey
Sammy Dale's Ore
Buddy Smith's. Oro
Valdlmlr KayalofT
Roda Chaee
Jack Manning "Ore
Nastla Poltakova
Bill Cronln
Roberta Ramon
Maruala Sava
Dorothy Dennis
Cornelia Cednlhan o NIta & Ravell
Artie Donn
Sally Harris
Sptvy'ii Bnot
Beach-charmers (6)
Hotel Feasgate
Spivy
nilastmb's
(Snttre Boom)
Arthur Blake
Feter Bodge Oro
Oeorge Lloyd
Stork Clob
Doyd Heathen
Ruth Landl
Grace Reilly
La Lage
Maxine Coleman
Charles Baum Orr
Karin Zoska
Al Robinson
Ted Steele Ore
Fredrico & Botlna
Cyril
Rodney
The Place
Casa MaoBDa
Hotel Leaox
Irene Berkley
(Theatre-ClDb)
Bob Hardy Oro
Pat Ring
Eddie Lands Ore
Eleanor Boland
Evelyn Brock
Mnrco & Romola
Hotel Stntler
Skeeta Tolbert
Mnrnmn si»
(Terrace Room)
Cbangl Club
Anne Diamond
(Moslral Bar)
Jack Bdtvards Ore
I^on Abbey Ore
Alice O'Leary
Derby A Frenehle
(Cafe Rouge)
Adrian O'Brien
Al Ouster
Saivy Cavlccblo Ore
Tondelayo A r^ot>ez
Club Naytalr
Hotel Vendosu
Titrzln
Billy Dooley Ore
Savanna Churchill
(Fire It Drum Bm)
.lune Welting
Dick Montgomery
Waller Donahue
Jimmy McHale Oro
I. pater Ohman
Vcrsalllei*
Jolene
Jerry & Turk
Nan Vincent
Den Cutler Ore
Mure Bollcro
Helen Douglas
Panchlto Ore
K McCabe Ulrls
Elaine ftlorrlson
Paul Draper
Honrluuetta BrazP
Gloria Gilbert
Ren
Club Vanity Fiilr
AvIh Aiulrevvs
mil LinvldHun Ore

Pat O'Shea
Arlcne
Bea Foley
Frances O'Connell
Mario Daley

Jimmy

Sisters

Huber Ore
Chntcoo Renaolt

Ruth Herman

Monk
Herman Chittison

l>wyer's

Mawdnst TraU
Bobby Heath

Louise Stuart
Stuart Ore

Diamond Uomeihoe Judith Arlen
Harriet Hoctor
Amy Arnell
W. C. Handy
Tommy Tucker Ore

Pedro Lopez
Irene VermlllloD On June Melva
Great Daniel
Watson Sis
Emma Francis
Zeb Carver
Nortne RoblnBOD
BBIDOEPORT
Nellie Durkin
Isnle (M-80)
Billy Banks
Al Donohoe Ore
Perry Bruskin
3 Stooges
M Montgomery
Kay & Rnrni
Roy Kox Ore
CABIDBN
Sid Prussln Oro
Towers (t-4>
El Chico
5 PhlllliM A Jennn
Brthby

Betty Angels

BrlKht

Milton

enroll'

Harry Stevens
Royalettes
Carl Donner

Brass Rail
Del Parker
Skeeter Palmer

Dnmay

Kellee Shaw
Riiy Kellog

Chop Hotns

l^ondon

Paul RoHlnl
Bthel Hows
Ruby Ore

Bowery
John Boles
Don ft Jane Ford

Esrl

Sis

Dixie Sullivan

Sid Rose

MncLcnn

Harold Green
Rnban Bleo
Maxine Sullivan
Fred Keatnig
Delta Rhythm Boys

Twin Quartet

Harriet Brent

P A E Keyes

(2)

3

J(o89

Ted Eddy Ore
Angelo Ore
Juck Dempeey's
B'woy Restanrant
McFarland Oro

Patte

Carlisle

Roberta

ft

Saintny DIbert Ore
OUe tVayae Clnb
Jimmy Clark Ore
I'alm neaeb
Que Howar<l

Roy Swurtz

loren'/.i

Babette'B Club
Helen Murray

Parks

Siimbn Sirens
Betty Apple
Jan Martel
Ben Young Ore
(Motor Har)
Eddia Fritz «

Harry Jarkey

Suznn Shaw
LouiHe Stewart
Hoinnyne
Janeen
Dlann Louro
Alinn A Roland

Norma

Barry

Virginia Rjie

Norman

Hal Hall
Don Walsh Ore

DETBOIT

Mary Snyder
Harvey Stone
Donn Arden Co
Johnny King
Benny Reah Oro

ATLAHTIC CITY

Scott

Daclta
Del Casino Ore
Rogers Corner
Johnny Pineapple
Harry Lefcourt Ore

Jean Claire
Pat Roonoy. Sr

anb

Maryhn Doke

GoEMcaban
E. Mwls

Murtah Sis
Allen A Kent
3

Tom

Narlla

Ching
Joe

Mona Montez
DohnoS

Hoaaro's Cufe
Versatlllons

Beial Club
Bemle Cummins' O
Ducky Malvin lOn
Hotel Veaway Ball
S7M aub
Poison Gardner

Mildred

(Panther Room)
Sonny Piirhnm Ore

Alexia

Senor Wenees

Pearl do Lucca

&rontero8

Franc Reynolds

Andrlna
Johnny Coy

Onrrirk Stagebar
une rnce
Anrtii Boys

CAL

0

Book-CadllUr Hotel DcRonda ft narry
(Rook Casiao)
Phil Marnriuln
Copacubana Revue Welly Johl
Charmettes Ore
Batelle ft LeRoy

Gene Kerwin Ore

J

Woiliins

Estrllltos

Carole Dexter
Betty Jane Smiih

A Mao

Jams

Cirv

Cunnlngton Sisters

O

Deane Janis
The Valdoz
Daltard A Rao
Ruth Quinn
Mnrtell's A MIgnoD
Rainbow GIs

Shermno

Webb
ft

Hotel Statler

BrQca Norman
Barry WInion
WUlle Matthias Ore
Oregory ft Raymond _^Lb Conga Club
Chick Albergo Ore
Eldorado Olab
Uadsay's Skyhar
Napua
Tallma
Four Blazes
Kokl Paradise Oro Arthur SImpklns

Marianne

Bolnbow Oardena
Dean Murphy

Warner

Nclla

Sloan

Sammy

Top Hatters

Mark Talenl Ore
Johnny Hunnert

BEVERLY HILLS.

Les Kramer
Frances Miller
Frances Wayne
Linda FaKen
Nick Jarreti Ore
Jean Harvey
Fefe'o Monte Carlo Jano Waring

Mabelle Russelle
Linda Castro

Berry Bros.
Connie Hussell
Pierre D'Angelo
Olga S»n Juan
Carroll Fernando Alvarez

Hlppodrosie
3

Bo7al (2)
The Acromanlaca
Rome A Oaut
Imogene Carpenter Rlgolleto Bros
Ted Adair
Pearl Bailey
Broadhanrt Theatre
State 0-S)
(M)
Freddie Stewart
George Jesse!
Harry Roup
Jnck Haley
(4-7)
Ella Logan
Rose Marie
The De Marcos
Reynolds A Whit^
Berry Bros
4 Mnrks
Bob Wllllami
BATONNB

Con Colleano
Olaen * Shirley

Amor

Mona' Windcll
Blair & Deane

(30 oaly)

& D Morgan

J

Mata A Harl
The Jansleys
Bob Hannon
Paul Ash Ore

VInce Carran
LllllPn Fltxscrald
Diane Kontnne
Hazel McNulty
Onyo Dixon
Jerry Blancbard
Joe Frisco

Clab Maxim's
Dave Barry

to nil)

Al Bernle

Condoa Bros

Gonzales

Magley Qls

EDWMD SHERMAN AGENCY

Margo Goods
Rene Villon
Sonny Lovett

Frankle Hyers

Lucille

Beverly Pago
Rexer

NEW YORK

Tommy Raft
Rives
O Tubby
Barbara Lee

Roy Sedley
Carrie Plnnell

8«.

IVIOO

Danny Thomas

VAUDEVILLE THEATRES

61

Chanticleers
Clover Clob

aab

*eth

Club

Phil Foster

Rnlnbiiw

Bergman

de Marco

La Salle Hotel
(Pan-Am Boom)

Healy

A Gang

Ueitfl

Fortune

Broa
Myron Ryan

Don Dl Flavlo
Hotel HoHeadea
Peter HIgglns

George Dovron

Al Chamberlain
Joso Manzaneres
LatiB QnnHer
V. Bragale's Oro
Eddie Prlpps Oro
De SImone Uls
Jackie Heller
Anita Alvarez

Abbott

Ore

Katltakellar

&

Dixon

Hotel Olerelaad'

Del Rloa

KUel'A
Fleadllner's

Louie

O

L'AlgloD

Isobel

AlpiM TIDm*
EJarle

Two Hamlltons

Botel Carter
Charles Wick Ore

Ivanhoe
Florence Schubert
Barney Rlohards
VIerra Hawallana
Helen Sumner

Ralph Cook
De Maye. M'ore A M
The APPletons
Lee Royce
Vol Ernie Ore
Lucille A Richards
Jack Prince
Don Lang Orr
Roas A West
Edgewater IWach Joe
Norman Oro
Hntrl
l*almer Hoasc
(Marino Bro)
(Empire Boom)
Grltr
Williams Oro
Runs Morgan Ore
The Hartmana
Maxine Turner
Carlyn Tniax
Don Julian A MarJ
Walter Long
Dorben GIs

Vera Novb

JAR

UsIsloKS
(Vodrll Loan«e)

Murray & Simon

Coloslrooo

Carrol Ch.-ippelle
Uolty Curler
Rill GlnRS Ore

Roslo Moran
Vlcki Qeorfie
Jack Allyn
Sande Williams Ore Ned Harvey *>rr
HopicttBO
Rainbow GiWI
WUlle Shore
HuMH Kmllh Ore
Cahnt A Drt>Silon
Vein SanoH
Alplionso Herg
AKiibiirns
BancoR A Cannon
Kottm

Bileeo 0*Ham
Mary Sinclair

eptroa Stamos Oro
(Swendolyo Veauaell

Estoa

Allan Coo
Dave Unell Oro
Eddie Roth Oro

Qnerna Terrace

Bobby Plro Ore

Soony Kendls Ore

Walter Lo^ncb

Charlie Barnet Ore
DIosa Costello

Alvino Hey Ore
Winlk A Mae

Harry Rlchmao
Bert Wheeler

OeuiKos & Jnlna
Xavlcr CuK-ii i-Mr
(WtMlgewoiHl KtM>m)
Emil Colemnn Ore
MlMcha Borr Ore

Zorlta

Mae Bnrnes
Mary Talley
4

(t)

Johnson

Pftte

George Sattan
Umltrl Matvleoko
Kris Kay Ore
Nicholas Mattbey

Frances Hills

Horace Heldt Ore
(U)
Horace Heldt Oro

B«»y

'

Jane Jordan
Cal Herbert
Cassandra

Marr

Qoeen

D

Casino Rosso

Charles Stuart

Warner

Itnb

Vlncrnt lie CuHia
Art Tuherllnl
Ernest Franz Ore

Del Duca Ore
Icelaad Beslnuranl
del Toro
Danny White
Morocco
Brady A Barton
Chaoncey Grey Ore NIUi A Nadyifne
Penn A Devon
Cblquito Ore
Klkl
Famoos Door

Nina Tarasova
Gypsy ^larkoff

Jack Good

Corlo

MdsIc Hall
NIrska

Bill Farrell

Hotel Tuft
VInceni l.opoz Ore
Hotel WaldorfAstoria
(Starlight Roof)
Carlos Rnmlvnz

Herman

Ammons

Edward Tyler

Town Relehman Lewis
Sam Gray

Ann Corlo
Una Herkel
Anne Naglo

Patec« <«-S)

Frances Wills

NRW YOBK

Ginger Lnyne
Joo LaPorte Ore
Place Elegante

Chandler Oro

Billy

Var Rest
Geo Scherban Oro
Helen Ortega

Anna Robinson

(t-4)

H'd Comes to

Anne Nagle

Sister

Ada Lublna

Alabaro

Pauletle I^Plorro
Harriett Norrls
Cnrnle Abott

Scott

Albert

Bracettes

8

J Scat Davis Ore

Karle

Sadie Banks
Freddie Bernard

Room)

Freddy Miller Oro

Jerry

MI'S

Revuerx
Eddio Mathews
Bin Moore Ore
4 Kit Kacs
Teddy WMson Ore
Carlt'n Emmy's Pets
Cafe Society
The Smoothies
Paol Regan
(Villa go)

Charlie Splvak Ore
4 Star Dusters
nary Stevens
Minevltch Rascals
Ann Corlo

Strand

Bob Bromley

Del

Boose Bm}

Frank Payne
The Dufflelds
John Trio

D' I von

Clob

<QlasB

<tA)

Cookie Bowers
i Kit Knts

NEW TOBK

Bcglfl

St.

2

CLEVELAND

I Sharps * FUU
Gladys Falrasr
Gmsmfire Hotel

Paul

(Mhltovn)

Virginia Austin

(S)

Will Osborne Oro

Ann

<e)

(iiiy

Robinson

Bm

DowBbMl

Sat A tha Flddto

Cnrl

Ctbel Ollberl
Harry Donelly
riiiirlie Koas
Bernle Orauer
<iay 'JO's Quartette
Cafe Society

C Thornhlll Ore

CLEVELAKD
Palace

niU\

(29-1)

Sammy Walsh

BOOKING THE NATION'S LEADING INDEPENDENT

Roberto Ore

C Thornhlll Ore
Sunny Rlee
Shea & Raymond
Ben Berl

Elln FltzKerald
Doufclas Bros

Bolmonts

Don Sylvio Ore

Jack Qoud
Chas Stewart

Bill Robinson Co
Doc Whe«ler
Royal Sunset Seren

Consuelo Moreno
niorla

Qultars
Trio Mlxtcco

ISvelyn Dnw
I.ynn & Marianne
Norniii Luceru
shlrl Thomas
llelone Stewart

RKO
BOSTON
B<Mloa <S)
Stan Kenton Ore
Mary Brian

CITT

3

Kvrliilottrs

Rill

Hotel

Ethel Smith Ens
Paull Sparr Ore
(MalsonettP)
Bob Terry Ore

Worwlrk
(Rali^h Room)

Bills

NEW TO£E

Patricia

Beth O'Malley
Nelson A Marsh
Stanley Melba Oro
Chavez Ore
Hotel Plain
IMh Hole Clab
(Pemlao B«iom>
Marlon Powers
3 Caddies
Hildegarde
Angel Velez Ore
Hotel BiKwevelt
Mnaely Ore
Snub
Quy Lombardo Ore
Ovya Clnb
Walter Pernor On*h
Unlel :^ivoy PIncn Bobble punne
Dale Belmont
(Cafe loonier)
Ann
White
Morion Downey
Baby Hlnes
Paul Barrun Ore
Old RonmaoiMB

Hotel

Adrlane

Masey

Tomack-Relss Bros

Victoria Schools
Ellsworth & Falrc'd

(Irltllom

Ginger Snaps

<3)

Ullly Roae'n
Dt^iinnnd H

PASSAIC

PanmooBt <M)
Tony Pnator Ore
Andrews 8l8

(t)

Thompson Bros

Jnan Bride
ii to

Knight SiH
Hob Kvans
Tr» Benfke
Marlon Hutton Co
n'ASlllNCiTON
Noble Sliule Ore
J«>aalo Cryor

Jnrkle Swift
F'onl

Metrup4ill(nn {i'4}
J 'Scat* hiivis Ore

Hnwnnf

O)

IijnbnMiit

BlaBler <t)
Dl OatAno*
Lucky Mllllnder Ore James Darloo

Ore

D:irni>l

Circle

Puppets

Siillrl'ti

C Worth & Marcia
Clna

it-t)

Hsrry Howard
ReHrhcoMiburH
Chiirley

Boom)

(Cotillion

Fields

Adornbles
Franklin Oro

Mother Kelly's
Cully Richards

Pierre

Botel
Jerry Krueger

Grade

Francis Carlyls
Hotel Ponasylvaola Bob Field
(Cafo BoDffo)
Jean Mode

Glenn Oray Oro

Dawn

Dixie

Sherwood Gli
Mel Cole Oro
Mllton-Ann
Cordon A Sawyer
Tod Smith
Cbea Paroa

Rasha A Mlrko
Leon A Eddlo'g

Renny Howard
(Royal Palm)

!

Beth Farrell
Evelyn Vaughn

Carrollettes

Dwiglii

College Ina
Marie Norris
Betty Gerle
Bill Kelly
Balllovelles
Viola Klaiss
Earl Denny Ore
Dolly Bruce
Luis Fernandez Ore
Dl Plhloe
Stratford Garden
Crescent (5)
(Bellevae Striitfard
Bobby Cj^Is
'
Hotel)
SheldoiiN t::)

Ginger Lane
Danny Rogers
Renee Rochelle
Joe Oakle

.

Walter Miller Orch

Ben Franklin
Dorese. Mldgely

Tanya Tamnrn
Nat Brandwynn

tin'

Nlles Oarron

Bdlth Dennett

CadlUae Tarrm

Pecle

ft

Pc'-lt

Murray Woods
Pedro Blanco Ore
Embassy
Dolores Anderson
Alelde ft Antonio
Rltn Loper.
Erlck Rhumba Ore

Deane Richards
Harry Dobbs Ore
Carol Horton
Anita James
Carolyn Winters
Josephine Millard
Geo Clifford
Lou ft Evelyn
Pal Sherlln Ore
Dixie Fenton
Oermanfawn Bar
Henrique ft Adrlan'e
Shadrack Boys
Jack Farrell
Carmen's Mnalrnl

Bar
Chick nullery

Sam

Price

Kurt Weller
(H tVnItnn Bimti
Rose .Osllo

JnckV Marsha

(Continued on p^ge 54)
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'ArmyV Other

P^RIETY

LEGITIMATE

Hellz' Postponement

Benefits

Estimated that This Is the Army's' nightly turnaway at the Broadway, N. Y„ greatly benefited other Broadway shows, particularly
'Sons o' Fun' at the nearby Winter Garden. Estimated that that revue
has averaged $10,000 or more weekly from showgoers who failed to
get into the 'Army.' The soldier show having gone to the road, pace
Latter slipped considerably last week
of 'Fun' is expected to drop.
end the boxoflice started chopping prices, which it had not done for
the past two months. Phenomenon of the 'Army* turnaway accounts
Tun'
spurt
of
recently when the gross hopped to
for the sensational
around $37^000. Gait was much under that mark last week.
Several years ago, when 'Hellzapoppln' opened at the 4eth Street
and climbed to S. R. O., 'Oscar Wilde' in the limited capacity Fulton
was tteneflted as much as $4,000 weekly for a period of 20 weeks. 'Hellz'
was then moved to the Winter Garden and the gross of 'Wilde' dropped
sharply.

Night

To Balk Tidet Scalping on Road

Wide Interest

in

Pitt

Pittsburgh, Sept. 29.
of 'Hellzappopln' ticketholders who turned up at the Nixon
last
Monday night (21) for the
show's opening here refused to leave
when they were told that the revue
had been postponed for 24 hours.
Most of 'em laughed at the announcement printed in the lobby,
figuring it was a typical 'Hellz' gag,
and several hung around for an hour
or so, sure that something was going
to happen. One even asked manager

Nixon:

'What do we do

this

time, go in through the stage door?'
First time 'Hellz' visited here,
Billy House, then co-starring with
Eddie Garr, was suffering from arthritis and had to be wheeled from his
hotel to the theatre. He was pushed
in through the lobby, In Intense pain,

but determined to appear

even

if

briefiy for opener. Crowd hee-hawed
the scene as a 'Hellz' gag, too.
However, it was no gag. Latest
touring revue, which
edition
of
simply
tour
here,
launched
its
couldn't get ready in time. That was
Toledo, Sept. 29.
The Toledo Civic Opera Associa- discovered too late to make the Moning Irving Berlin's soldier show, This
Show ended an ex- tion, which offers al fresco enter- day morning and early editions of
Is the Army.'
papers, so most of the
citing three-month engagement at the tainment at the amphitheatre of the the afternoon
Broadway Saturday evening, and de- Toledo 2teological Park each sum- first-night crowd showed up. Reparted for the National .Washington, mer, has elected Sydney D. Vin- hearsals lasted all through Sunday
where it opened last night (30). nedge, department store executive, and by S a.m. only the first act had
Nearly all tickets for the 11-day date president to fill the vacancy caused been completely gone through. It
company could do to
in the capital were sold in advance. by the death of the late Percy C. was all the
for following
The People's Show' will not accept Jones. Other officers elected are whip it into shape
night Press announcements said demail orders, it has been decided, and, Daniel J. O'Brien, president of the
lay was because scenery hadn't arunless there are unforeseen condi- Commodore Perry hotel, vice presipolicy will be maintained dent; Judge Rol>ert C. Dunn, secre- rived in time.

Gallant gesture was displayed In
Monday's (28) N. Y. dallies when an
ad to the public rea* 'Army Emergency Relief thanks you, for support-

Rebirth Proposal; See
Shuberts Get Cla««y
Shuberts have ordered front
of the house men to don dinner
clothes for evening performances
in their Broadway theatres, the
more or less evening attire being tlie rule In former seasons.
Managers and treasurers especially

tary; and
treasurer.

D.

N.

Dresser,

banker,

Preliminary discussion for resumption of light opera next sum-

mer led to the conclusion that it is
yet too early to decide definitely on
the length of the season. No offerings were presented during 1942 becivic leaders.
cause of numerous factors, after four
Idea of people buying their own
successive summers of productions.
tickets at the boxofflce is expected to
place them outside the hands of possible gyps, and it is felt that mail
orders would open the way to diggers.
'Army' is carrying its own
portable ticket booths, leaving the
house boxoffices to handle sales for
current shows and those to follow
•Army.' Latter carries its own ticket

$1

TOP. 1-WK.

LEGIT IN CINCY

headed by Corp. George
Handy, all in the service.
Recount on the 'Army' total gross
in N. Y. for 12 weeks and one night
(opened on July 4) was $590,025, an

staff of six.

JESSEL

Sept

29.

SmiE

Arbitration of claims by half a
dozen principals in 'High Kickers'

has been deferred a second time and
a settlement may be agreed upon

by George Jessel. Case was to have
been heard last Wednesday afternoon (23), but it was discovered that
Jessel was unable to appear, there
being a matinee of 'Show Time' in
which he is appearing at the Broadhurst N. Y.

Cincinnati,

MAY

'HIGH KICKERS' CLAIMS

arbitration

Monday
was

(28)

when

slated again.

It

the

was

be required

to

wear

B.O. people have the edge because they are not visible below
the waist and only a dr#sscoat is
necessary.

BARNES 1ST N.Y.

Toledo Decides 1943
Operetta Should Wait

tions, that

will

tuxes.

CRITIC

ON

An innovation In amusement coverage so far as N. Y. is concerned
has been started by the Herald
Xcibune, which has assigned Howard
Barnes to cover both legit shows a d
pictures.
Outside the metropolis
ii generally the rule for an individual to cover both fields, there being
comparatively few stage attractions.
Decline in the amount of legit
production in recent seasons may
have given the critics something to
think about, especially in the spring
-°

To

Shows

way with

Joseph Schildkraut and
Le Gallienne repeating their

fer involving

Eva
stage
It

roles

would

in

be

the

screen version.
Gallienne"s

MLw Le

Picture debut.
One difficulty over
a filmization of "Harry" is the fact
'hat in the play the murderer is
nor apprehended.
TTiat would have

be altered
f.equiremenis.
*o

to

meet

Hay."!

office

Emma

Otero to Star

In Revival of 'Firefly'

'Blithe Spirit' St. James's.
'Claodia,' St. Martin's.
'Dancing Tears,' Adelphi.

Dilemma,' Haymarket.
D'Oyly Carte Opera, Princes.
Flare Path,' Apollo.
'Fine and Dandy,' Saville.
'Doctor's

Otero, concert singer, who
spot on NBC Sunday
has been signatured to a
two-year stage contract by the ShuShe will be starred in a reberts.
vival of 'The Firefly.'
The locale of the revised book, by
Roland Leigh, will be Cuba, and the
.irnre will include five c(jmpo.>!itions
by Leopold Spitahiy, NBC musical

Emma

ha;:

her

matinee.s,

di:ector.

own

'Full Swine,' Palace.

'Gangway,' Palladium.
'Get a Load of This,' Hippodrome.
'Man With Red Hair,' Ambassador.
'Macbeth,' Piccadilly.
'Man Who Came to Dinner,' Savoy.
'Men In Shadow,' Vaudeville.
'.Morning Star,' Globe.

season.

this

op-

stoclcs

First

is

that

dated to open next week at the Forrest with 'Three Men on a Horse,'
the first play.
"Die Adelphi, large
capacity house on West S4th street
which has l>een a problem theatre,
is named as a possibility for the
second stock with Russell Mack the
operator. He conducted stock at the
Mosque, Newark, where the season
closes Saturday (4), the house then
reverting to concerts.
The Mosque is owned by the Prudential Insurance Co., and Mack decided not to take another house in
Newark, not carii^g to be figured opposition to those interests.
He will
book the Mosque's open weeks, in«
eluding Christmas and New "Vear's,
slating an ice carnival as one at,

period when there are few new
shows, but the theatre and film C~partments kept their identities until traction.
From the actors' standpoint, a rethe Trib coupled its flrst-stringe'-.
Barnes is familiar with review- surgance of stock would be desiring shows and pictures, having able further than providing jobs.
covered first nights either as seconcU Anticipated that the ranks of playstringer or for radio. Richard (Dick) ers is steadily being depleted by the
Watts, Jr., who he succeeded, is war and the demand for replaceIn that
similarly equipped and, before he ments is expected to rise.
took over the drama upon the death event the minimum pay for stock
probably increase. Equity
ol Percy Hammond, was the Trib's would
rules call for $4i9 minimum in stock,
film reviewer.
As there are vastly more pictures the pay having beeh raised when
to
cover, that assignment is the the production minimum went from
heaviest and Barnes will have t o $40 to $50. At that time managers
assistants.
In addition to reviews, said the raise would force smaller
he writers a syndicated general story casts by eliminating bits both in
v/hich has a Tuesday deadline.
In straight plays and revues, but that
last Sunday's Trib drama section situation did not eventuate.
Barnes devoted most of the space 'o
the drama, but combined the picture

A

Negotiations are under

Equity's proposal to re-establish
stock companies in various stands
through the country, which is be*
ing placed before leaders in show
business, is attracting considerable
Interest
Basic advantage both to
the Coast and Broadway is the de«
velopment of talent and negotiations have already started with picture interests.
From Equity's standpoint it belleves support by the film companies
of Initial importance at the start and,
if Hollywood favors the idea, it will
be placed l>efore the League of New
York Theatres, whose members will
l>e expected to figure in the establishment of stocks out of town, if
not under their individual direction.
Among the picture leaders expected
to okay the stock movement is David
O. Selznick, who conducted a stock
outfit at Santa Barl>ara, CaU last

crating

Opening of an extended season of called off b:cause some of the claimaverage of $47,300 weekly. The net, week engagements for road shows at ants were not in town.
Matter was threshed out during a
however, is placed at $780,063, which $1 top is set for Oct 5, ^ith Fred
on
advance
Stone
starred in 'You Can't Take It meeting in Equity's offices Friday
is inclusive of a $250,000
the picture rights. There were aux- With You.'
The 2,300-seat Emery (25) and it is understood that Jessel
end.
iliary soiu-ces of revenue, topped by auditorium, on Walnut street, four presented certain evidence that supWatts is with the Office of War
and somewhat
hi&- side
donations, which totaled $26,272, plus bloclcs from the theatre district, has ported
questioned the strength of the claim- Information and is abroad. He had
program advertising, souvenir book- been engaged for the venture. Sea'
a I^ondon theatre story in Sunday's
Cost of pro- L3 25-30-40-50-75-$! and policy calls ants' contentions.
lets, sheet music, etc.
Trib which was syndicated. He is
duction was $19,176 and the total ex- for Monday night openings and Wed.,
Reported that Jessel was advised slated
to regularly send articles fro i
pense was put at $90,723, including Sat. and Sun. matinees, with closings that
permitted
would
be
he
Dublin.
rent.
01 Sunday night. Top for matinees time to pay off If he conceded the
Trib, in announcing Barnes' dual
There will be nine advance or is 50c.
money was due. Known, however, job, said: 'In combining the films t i
manager
resident
Hugo Schaaf Is
press agents, in units of three, all
that the comedian feels aggrieved dramatic
department the Herald
being in uniform. Staff will be head- for eastern interests backing the against the players, figuring the
Tribune recognizes the close alliance
ed by Nat Dorfman, civilian, who is endeavor. He recently was manager loans payable out of operating net which in rc:ent years
has developed
working without compensation, as of a Major Bowes amateur unit
If that idea does not hold
if earned.
l>etween the two mediums, with tl'
consideration
shows
under
Other
during the Broadway run. He will
and Equity rules that the 'Kickers' same actors, writers and directors
journey to various stands. Agents: are 'Escape Me Never,' with Eliza- people took a salary slice, they frequently
working in both.'
in
Chatterton
Bergner;
Ruth
Corp, Ben Washer, Sgt. Dave Wurzel. betli
would be subject to discipline, Jessel
Pvts. 'Private Lives,' Helen Gleason in included, on the grounds that the
Corp. Reginald Denneholz,
Welfe Kaofman Deobles
Nathan Schenker, Alfred Palca, Max 'Merry Widow,' with Frances Led- rules were breached.
Chicago. Sept 29.
Gendel, Thomas McDonnell, Max erer, Florence Reed, Jane Cowl,
Matter dates from the time "KickThe Chicago Sun and Tribune
Glenda
Barton,
James
Henry
Hull,
Wilk, Jules Levene.
ers' played Boston, following N. Y.
swapped music critics, Claudia CasCarroll and Gloria
Farrell,
Nancy
Sgt. Carl Fisher remains as comJessel wished to close the show sidy going to the Trib and Felix
possibilities.
other
listed
as
pany manager. Tom Bodkin, repre- Swanson
there, but according to reports at Borowski coming over to the Sun.
The last bid to offer pop legit here the time, the others felt that the
senting the corporate presenting outMiss C:assldy did both music and drawas made in 1934 at the Cox. Sev- revue would click in Chicago, where
fit, and
L. Berman, general manmatics on the Sun, but Borowski wlU
ager and also civilian, will travel eral other midwestern cities were Sophie
Tucker (co-starred with only handle mu' 'c.
which
folded
circuit
looped
in
a
back and forth arranging ticket
Jessel) was figured to have a perWolfe Kaufman, film editor, takes
weeks.
after
several
scales and other details.
sonal draw strong enough for a run. on drama as weh.
Cincy's first legit engagement fo"
When the Loop date flopped and the
the 1942-43 campaign is for the last
company returned to N. Y., those
htlf of this week with Lunt and
who put up the coin In Boston
Yiddish 'Belinda'
Uncle Harry' Going
Fontanne in The Pirate' at the Taft
turned over I.O.U's to Equity to be
Goldt>erg & Jacobs' stock troupe
theatre. Top is $3.30 for three night
collected against the bond. That held
the Parkway theatre, Brooklyn,
London for Tennant performances and $2.75(3).for the up the salary payoff until the arbi- at
is preparing a Yiddish version of the
single matinee, Saturday
tration method was agreed on.
English drama, 'Johnny Belinda,'
London rights to "Uncle Harry,"
presented by Harry Wagstafl CribBealt«r-Backer
thriller by Thomas Job at the Hudble at the Belasco, N. Y., a couple
Isaac Scherman, N. Y. and Cinson, N. Y., have been sold to H. M. cinnati realtor, is behind the Cincy
of
seasons ago.
London
Current
Tennant, Ltd., for immediate West- $: top legit venture. Carleton Miles
The leading femme role, that of a
End production. Clifford Hayman, is the p a. '
deaf mute, will be played by Jean
Piatt.
producer of the show on Broadway,
London, Sept. 29.
will be associated in the London
The role was created by Helen
'All's Fair," Whitehall.
Craig. She was followed by Lucille
presentation.
'Belle of N. Y.,' Coliseum.
several Hollywood companies for
ths sale of the 'Uncle Harry' film
rights, for which $100,000 is the asking price. Republic has made an of-

H wood Co-op

summer.
Broadway may see two

PK-LEGIT

'

on the tour. There will, however, be
civilian committees which will be organized in advance by Col. Charles
F. H. Johnson, a reserve officer. Such
local committee will be asked to handle certain blocks of tickets, expected to be purchased by officials and

in Equity's Stock

Hundreds

Sam

'Anny Takes Protective Measures

Crowd

49

Jean Piatt, sister of Lucille,
subsequently took over the role.
Piatt.

'Harder Wilhoot Crime,' Comedy.
'Night of the Garter,' Strand.
'No Orchids for BUndlsb,' Wales.
'Quiet Week-End,' Wyndham's.
'Rebecca,' Lyric.
'Rose-Marie,' Stoll's.

Russian Ballet Cambridge.
Sadler's Wells Ballet, New.
'Salt of Earth,' Vaudeville.

Wild

Rose,' Prince.

'Warn That Man,' Garrick.
'Watch on the Rhine,' Aldwych.

MATTER OF 2D FRONT

NEW EQUITY TROBLEM'
Equity's fall quarterly meeting at
the Astor, N. Y., Friday (25) afternoon was a placid session. Executive secretary Paul Dullzell read a

report and
Lytell,

was followed by Bert

association's

president

who

USO-Camp Show acsession then was thrown
for discussion and adjourned

spoke of the
tivities.

open

The

at 4:30.

One proposal from the floor pertained to the War's second front,
but why such a problem should
reach Equity was not explained. For
some time attempts have been made
to circulate petitions among actors
demanding such action. Resolution
introduced was to the effect that
Equity back up the White House if
and when such action is decided
upon. There was also a suggestion
that Equity start its own stock companies, an idea that will probably
be shelved by the council

Actors Fund Resnmes
Meets; 'Star's' Benefit
The resumption

of the monthly
meetings of the Board of Trustees
of the Actors" Fund of America will
take place at the headqtiarters of the
charity next Tuesday (Oct. 6). This,
first of the meetings to be held by
the trustees after the summer season, is always an important one, for
it will
have to deal in great part
with the financial status of the
charity, and the findings of the

Executive

Committee which meets

regularly once a week throughout
the entire year.
One of the announcements to be
made at the meeting will come from
Michael Todd, to the effect that a
special performance of 'Star and
Garter' will be given at the Music
Box on Sunday night (11), net receiots to the Fond.

—
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Town

Plays Out of

THE EVE OF ST. MARK
Boston, Sept.

24.
12 Hcenen. Uy
by the Pinyui-i^lil^ ('<•., <Ui'i^-lr(J by L'*m Wunl: pro*
«liiriii>n ib*!<i»:ii. llnwnril Uuy: llghltnK, Muo
11.11 k.
At W'iltiur thontre. D4>alon. Sept.
iIiMin.1

DI-iM.

two ncl8.
pro^onlei)

In

M;ixvM'il .AtidiTHiin

;

.1.

Mutt Crowley
Crovcr nur>:L'sa
Aline .MaiMnhon

W'r-nt

]>i-^-ktii:ii)

L'v

N-ll
NVil

\\\M

Curl

/ip
Krilph W*>>i
IVi'i T'-llor
J;in.i

Clifforil

Mary

Kriv.

.

.

I'MJIp O'She.t

Kobe'

ii

l

Wlllla.ns

Jonnn

Dol.in

Tom

K:'v.>r

rharlM

Kills

Dnrolhen

Kent
jov.'n

pii.i

Fret»il

Mnnley

IJfntrlcO

Ihn-.rilf.

.^.InnlH
Ri>i:i

r;.

Taking his second crack at a war
theme, this time on the too-close-tohome-for-comfort slant of the draftee before and after Pearl Harbor,
Maxwell Anderson has turned out a
slick sort of dramatization of the
'Dear Mom' genre in 'Eve of St.
Mark,' which will probably prove
to be to women what 'Wake Island'
is to men.
As such it should go over
on Broadway if its ideology (which
is pretty thin) and its hokum (which
is pretty thick) ever gets by the critBut
it
has plenty of laughs, an
ics.
abundance of rich (and very salty)
language, and it does have its mo-

who designed
lighted

it,

and Moe Hack,

much

total effect.

Craftily fabricated around the boyloses-girl Idea, the play is to all intents
and purposes plotless but
teems with tried and true situations.
Quizz West, an up-state farm boy
selectee, comes home on a brief
leave, plights his troth with Janet

temptation
steers

camp. Although
thrust at him, he nobly

back

Feller, goes

is

to

away from

the flesh-pots.

cruiting broadside when Quizz's kid
brothers join up.
Although the dialog In the army
camp scenes is outspoken and very
funny there's one monolog on sex
that may cause plenty of comment
the general tenor of the play is excruciatingly pure, while the family
and love scenes are often embarrassingly virtuous.
It is not a name cast as such, but
It is aptly chosen. Aline MacMahon,
in the feature billing, has the secondary role of Ma west, a saccharine character. The central role of
Quizz West is splendidly handled by
William Prince, who treads a difficult gangplank very gingerly, going
overboard only in the dream sequences, which would throw any-

—
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OlMCn

els'*!'.

&

Colletie

Kdmund

Prlvaia Coolej*
PrlVBle Corter
flandru

I.ynna

Mine.

Orel.n

Lyons
Oloveit

Red Buttons
Gerry Karr

Karen
Tnxl DrUei
Key Harkeii
Mr. CurliHM
Mrs. Fry**
Mr». Arihiir
Mr. Hnt'li
Mi(i.

Holmes

Gvelyn Dn\'ls

Frank Conlan
MlldrM Dunnock

Mm. Dunne

Amy

Carter

Margaret Mutzensuer
Ueorce Spelvin
Wynne Boze
Chnrlea Hallon
lOlonnor Gifford
Mrttcelhi Marklmm

;

C*orllj.N

Oel

Hughes

S;iia

S<:':Kar

The newest comedy with local war
atmosphere was over-touted out of
town. While it proves a laugh play,
night impression was that
limited appeal.
first

it

has

rf^vuc
wo nclB i,rc»
In
)/zy Hei-k niul Mux
Jimmy Snvo nml MurKle
I

ShuberlH.
stiiru

:

'4-':

top.

Jimmy

Cost:

Save,

Mnrgie Hart.

Wo8-

Bros.
Pinky Loo. Herble Fay,
(2),
Miller. Isabelle Bi^'wn. Nurl Toy,

SAii

Marinn

Don RItz Favoretten (41. Murray Brlwoe.
Kvelyn Farney, Ruth Mason, Billy A Huhcltorlnes,
I'J
ler Bumell, Murray White.

unusual to see something like
many weeks before Thanksin N. Y. at $1.65 top in-

It's

giving—and

Unabashed burlesk, deMayor LaOuardia's ban on
such entertainment, this is hardly a
good argument for an official okay
to

revive such entertainment.

Its

b.o. is limited, due to the fact that
price is way above the average burlesk fan; and the entertainment is
way below the tastes of the regular
legit-goers.
What it may do, however, is bring an unfavorable reaction not only against itself, but also
against Michael Todd's 'Star and
Garter,' which is $4.40 burlesk but
in such good taste as to make this
look aU the more the turkey.

lumbia Burlesque Wheel show. It
was first presented over 30 years
ago at the Columbia, N. Y., now the
Mayfair, and was so good that it
was withdrawn from the Wheel and
spotted In the Circle, now the Cosmopolitan, at Columbus Circle, where
Alexander Carr,
it was a b.o. smash.
Lew Hearn and Bonita were featured.
Carr's
Tablitsky' sketch,
based on mixed marriages, was one
of the outstanding clicks of that
'Wine,' and is believed to have cued

Anne

Nichols' 'Abie's Irish Rose.'
Izzy Herk, who is associated with
the Shuberts and Max Liebman in
this venture, is a veteran burlesk
producer (of the Columbia Wheel,
in fact), but he hasn't even come up
with fair burlesk here. The show is
a tired, slow-moving succession of
girl

numbers, spaced by blackouts

and

specialties.

outs

is

None of the blackgood, but a couple of the acts

manage

to.

inject

some moments

of

notably the impersonations by
the Wesson Brothers, standard in
vaude; Evelyn Farney's dancing, and
the jitterbug hoofing of Billy and
Bu.ster Burnell. young and goodlooking mixed team. Other special(Contli.ued on page 52)

and the fact that his wife,
Hagen. plays opposite him.

Frank Mandel. who comes back

to

in the new play, also figin the direction..
Play's chances ieem to hinge on

Current edition of 'Life' out last Friday (25) devoted one full pictorial
page and four half pages to 'Janie,' Miller, N. Y, Magazine has a departto highlight Broadway, but heretofore few if any shows have
been
accorded such gratis publicity so quickly after premiere, publication reaching the stands two weeks after the opening.
Day and date ad in the

ment

dailies called attention to 'Life's' coverage.
Bill for stage hands was >90, contrasting with the cost for 'Star
and
Garter,' Music Box, when the same mag gave that revue photo coverage
There are 40 in the crew for the latter show, 25 being under pay at the
insistence of the union, their pay for the magazine trick being $387, men
being on the job over four hours after a performance. Pictures appeared
in 'Life' about four weeks after the revue's debut.
Union put over the
photo rule last season, taking the position that if pictures are taken for
any publication carrying advertising, its men shall be paid for the time

consumed, whether needed or not.
Advance extra ad campaign for 'Janie' cost $373. Columbia Pictures
financed the convedy and when the bill was presented to the firm's auditor
he was surprised. He figured it should have been higher because much
larger space is often used for film exploitation.

George Abbott was busily engaged in rewriting the first act of 'Beat
the Band' in Boston last week. Richard Rodgers was summoned to the
for suggestions on revisions, but not in connection with the Johnny
Green, George Marion, Jr., score, highlighted by The Steam Is on the
Beam,' rated a better number than the 'Winsocki' ditty in 'Best Foot
Forward. Robert Alton was also called to redirect some of the dances.
'Band' production was budgeted to cost $70,000, Abbott putting up $10,000
with Paramount Pictures, Isabel Juergens, W. J. German, Howard Cullman
and brother, Carl Fisher and Burwell M. Abbott investing like sums.
Dorothy S. Norman and Sylvan E. Weil bought interests for $3,500 each.
Edna Jacobs and Lynn Salsbury have $1,500 shares.
Revisions of 'Count Me In,' also in Boston, are being made with' a bunch
of masterminds on the job.
New first aci finale, with a new set of costumes, goes into the show Friday (2).

Hub

For some time Channing Pollock has been muttering because his
brother John' doesn't spend weekends at the former's estate at Shoreham,
I., and sometimes sends the missing guest nasty letters about it.
Fact
is that John Mlock is general manager for John Golden and is back with
Claudia,' St, James, N. Y., which plays Sundays.
Therefore the best
he can do is to slip across the Hudson to his home at Leonia, N. J,
L.

where he mayored

tor a time.
Channing, the writing end of the Pollocks, likes guests to test his wife
Helen's ability as a mixologist. She attended a bartender's school and
to concoct all kinds of fancy libations.

he claims she knows how

Michael Mycrberg rejoins the ranks of legit producers with Thornton
Wilder's 'The Skin of Your Teeth,' a play with a cast of 40 headed by
name players who should be a draw in themselves. Myerberg has produced several plays, including 'Candide' in 1B32 and 'Symphony,' 193S.
Showman has also been handling the business of Leopold Stokowskl
and managed the American Youth orchestra's South American goodwill
tour.

Leads in 'Teeth,' which is In rehearsal, are: Fredric March, Tallulah
Bankhead, Florence Eldridge, Florence Reed, Montgomery Clift, Phyllis
Thaxter, Frances Heflin. Elia Kazan is the stager.

Alex Yokel, who plans a season of stock at the Forrest, N. Y., opening
there with 'Three Men On a Horse' next week, states that the Shuberts
are not financially interested in the venture. He says that he has a silent
partner, who Is represented by Milton R. Weinberger and, because the
latter is a Shubert lawyer, the impression got around that they were
concerned. They do, however, operate the Forrest.
Play' to succeed 'Three Men' has not been decided upon. 'What Price
Glory' and 'Is Zat So' are possibilities.

Through the American 'nieatre Wing, Broadway legit showmen joined
the War Bond drive last week at the request of the picture people. Wing
supplied speakers and those who sifted through the audience to take subscriptions and checks for bonds.
In two nights, bonds to the value of
$25,000 were sold in the legit houses, considered a satisfactory figure in
view of the number of theatres open.
It was virtually a one-time shot, most of the houses being visited on the
same evening.
Bushnell auditorium, Hartford, Conn., which played musical stock for
three weeks this summer, will have a 10-week season of operetta revivals

next year.

was a

whether the average playgoer will
or will not be offended by the ridicule aimed at women war work volunteers.
Claimed that out of town
that was not a factor, especially in
Wa.<!hington. where many femmes in
uniform who s.tw 'Vickie' are said
to have thought the idea funny. Yet

ou.sly

many homes

in which such
regarded so seri
that levity such as this is not

work

is

Story unfolds In the living room
of Vickie and George Iloberls. an
en!»ineer-invenfor, who is the sub
ject of his wife's first aid respiration
practice, a bit that .scores laughs

M«'N:\mee.

when
in

the colored cook demonstrates
jitterbug rhythm.
Vickie is a
of the AWCS, who feed

member

sandwiches to soldiers whether they
want them or not. Flinty woman
leader of the outfit, who takes
George's plans of a war device to
wrap up the eats. This bit doesn't
register well.

Another women's organization, the

EGGS, have quartered two comedy
'

soldiers

in

the

apartment for the

loss.

Recent showings were regarded as experimental and there
Figured a $2.20 top was too high and next summer the scale

will be $1.65 top.
Subscriptions will

men who backed

be campaigned for next summer.

Local business

the recent venture will again be interested.

company

of 'Lady in the Dark' were sent to Philadelphia
last Thursday (24), four days in advance of the opening Monday (28) at
the Forrest.
Show's four revolving stages require unusual stage space
and, as it was the first road stand for the musical, starring Gertrude
Lawrence, the crew was assigned to set up tjie show well in advance.
Show rehearsed in Philly for the balance! of the week. Under Equity
rules the players received sustenance pay.

Settings and

•

When Guy Robertson, who is in the Chicago company of 'My Sister
heard that Audrey Christie would marry Donald Briggs immediately after getting her divorce decree, he immediately enlisted in the
Navy. Robertson was in that branch of the service during the first World
War. New groom is in the Army, but was formerly a stage, screen and
radio actor.
Eileen,'

Engagements
When

ured

there are
volunteer

Stnff-L^

eight showgirls.

Broadway

acceptable.

A.s far as road is concerned, 'New
Hellzapoppin' is partly that at any
but only insofar as the specialty

Mm

I
special songH by Irv Graliani: enseniblea by Truly McGet: decor by Tivderlck Fox: ortheslm conducleil by Murray
l-Vicdninn: at Ambassador, N. T.. Sept.

staging,

Uta

reg-

Piltpv DiPre. .T**.-!!! Bnkcr. BoM>y Biirry.
Tlni,k by Olncn & JnhnRnn.
Billy Afl.DMH.
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lop.

rate,

X'AUilc-burlenk

by
Llcbinnn:

seiiicil

lite,

'Vickie' is spotty.
It starts like a
cleaner-upper, then slides.
There
are spurts, but the pace is too uneven. Perhaps the directional fault
may be 'traced to the leading male
player. Jose Ferrer, who handled the

scPm*s.
ProA .Tohndon.

>frai-y

.'...Taylor

Blanche
Mr. NoonHH

&

li'Mftli

Dunne

Mr.

hside

and Song

Nor can there be any comparison

Willi T.'""* Piik'-r. .?ii< k (ilt'iison. Jlinlo
11;iilio
t.'Imiic!*
WitliPrfl.
Uocii''>.
Miinii.
Blllnini-^^ttop.
ThPO. ll.irUcrn. Ilnn-v
O'he Cuiniimnili,-'. Kliii I.oo SIslcrs. Sipiihon
.Mnitic,

Women

of this 'Wine' with the original show
of that title produced first as a Co-

VICKIE
Farce In three actn prenented at the
Plymouth. N. Y., Sept. 22, '42. by Frank
Mandcl: written by 0. M. Herzig: eiageil
by JuM Kerrfi- Hnd Mundel; setting by
Ernest Glover: $3.30 top.
Vickie Rnltert)!
ITi a
Ha gen
Geoi-ge Kobei Is
Juse Kri'i'er

Pittsburgh, Sept. 22.
:M)il

and

faces

to the stage.
it, the guys picked and
Cohen.
the customers, too.

Elic.

:iols

their

lip-sticking

They loved

NEW HELLZAPOPPIN
twn

Ibee.

Wine,

spite

legs,

Mildred Dunnock

has a rather tasteless part as the
leader of the volunteers, but Edmund Glover and Red Buttons are
amusing as the boys in khaki.

stead of 40c.

The play was very
cordially received by the audience,
which demanded more curtain calls
than the east was able to supplv.

.''^liuboru

from Washington.

been roaring at for last
One other change: inof 'Boomps-a-Daisy,' it's the
'Hellzapoppin Polka' now, with the
ensemble streaming down into the
aisles and dancing with the male
customers, rolling up their trousers

stead

and imaginative.

in

enauer, the ample songbird formerly
in grand opera, plays the warbling
refuses to be flred.
Frank Conlon rather disappointed as
a plane spotter.
Charles 'Halton, who knows his
way around is the unbelievable man

new cook who

two seasons.

tryout. the play went off in two acts
like a shot, the direction being crisp

liv

en, having a part that starts promisingly and then fades, but it isn't
his fault. CoUetto Lyons, usually in
musicals, is the flirty one of the girls
Mme. Margaret Matzin uniform.

bits they've

Other rhaiactci? are right out of
the slock room, but are well played.
Giving no evidence whatever of a

Re', u''

Holmes

this so

ister heavily in the play's best scene.

diK-oJ

is the comely Vickie and does
Taylor
well by her assignment.
is the amiable husband of
the screwball who leads the wom-

Hagen

with
opening night mob
screaming as loud as ever at same

tough-guy
while Joann Dolan
tarts,

AWCS

what

in

and Toni Favor, playing

newcomqcg,

the

Biltmorettes, three femme acrobats,
score heavily in one spot; Kim Loo
sisters, trio of cute Chinese kids,
handle the singing chores nicely;
Jean Baker, of Biltmorettes, rings
the bell in a couple of solo dances,
and Mary McNamee, leading femme
in sketches, is okay, looks included.
Obviously 'Hellz' is pretty much of
an imperishable property. Sounded
and looked like that here anyway,

and gambling, and supply the springboard for the play's principal moral
('it's all right for us to be horizontal,
if those who remain vertical remnin
Eddie O'Shca and George
fi(e').
rharacterization.'!.

Among

date.

to

James Monks, who recites
bod.v.
(under Are) the legend from which
the title is derived, is generally excellent as Private Marion, whose
principal function is to quote poetry,
tempt the hero with women, liquor

out

particularly

click,

all

On even marching them up

a second visit home, he and Janet
are about to consummate their romance when he is called back to
camp. Pearl Harbor sees him on an
island off Corregidor, and there he
persuades his buddies to stick by him
in an inevitably fatal delaying action, but not till he has had a conference via a dream with both his
mother and his girl. Play continues
after Quizz's martyrdom with a re-

Mathews stand

show

Barto and Mann. Reso, withers and
the Rogues, although they could
bring their material a little more up

are unquestionably
of the play's

it,

responsible for

M. Cohans Cohan himself, and fresh
score by gammy Fain and Charles
Tobias doesn't include any hit paraders, although one number. "Where
To.' may have possibilities. Costuming looks very recent, incidentally,
and chorus of 21 girls is great deal
better-looking than the one that
came around last season with Billy
House and Eddie Ga.rr.
Otherwise, however, 'Hellz' is precisely what it's always been vaude
and blank cartridges, burlesque and
blank cartridges, stooges running up
and down the aisles and hanging
over the balconies and blank cartridges, auction night and blank cartridges and just plain blank cartridges.
In other words, gags and
gunpowder. Old hands from Broad-

way

of strength.
Written for college dramatic clubs,
for which it is a natural, the play
is supposed to be easy to produce
notwithstanding its round dozen of
scenes. As given here on a revolving
stage, without flats but with simple
sets and superb lighting, the production easily stole the show. Howard

who

are from original Broadway
production and, of course, new to
Otherwise, howthe hinterlands.
ever, it's the same format with a few
new faces. Carrying the load currently ,ire Lew Parker, from vaudc,
and Jackie Gleason. who's been doing picture work on the Coast for
the last year, and they're both okay,
handling the show with ease and assurance, working well together and
ncady maintaining the tempo 'Hellz'
Reso,

—

ments

Bay,

Most of (hem,
acts arc concerned.
Barto and Mann. Charlie Withers,
Radio Rogues, Hardcen and Harry

Dance numbers, staged by Dick
Burstow. arc flashy, including a patriotic first act finale that out-George

M(>n>Ilek

by the antics of the women and,
as George puts it, he has been living in a hamburger hell for weeks.
Cook leaves the fob and is replaced
by a former metropolitan warbler,
a fairly funny idea. An aging expert
from Washington comes onto the
scone, interested in George's inventhink he is a
tion, but the
spy. He Is hog-tied when the wacky
women think he is trying to escape.
The part is made far too farcical oy
having the a.k. paying the rent of
one of the girls upstairs.
It is a question whether Ferrer is
the right choice for farce of this
kind, as his George is hardly the attractive character it should be. Miss
set

needs.
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weekend and they promptly fall for
a couple of giddy dames who live
upstairs. The home is completely up-

Louis Calhern, Dorothy Gish, 'The
Great Big Doorstep.'
Nancy Carroll, 'Stage Door' (neighborhood ).
Karen Morley,
Phyllis
Avery,
Barbara Bel Gcddes. Arthur Franz,
Erik Martin, 'Little Darling.'
Leona Powers, Hussell Collins, 'Mr

last

'Strip

Thursday

is slalect

to

For Action' opened its additional tryout date in New Haven
an almost entirely new second act was presented. Play
its Broadway debut at the National tonight (30).

(24)

make

ATAM, MANAGERS WILL
CONCILIATE PAY DISPUTE

S.vcamore.'

Rae McGregor, Duke Norman.
Freedom Sing'.

Showmen and

'Let

Paul L. Wendel. Bert Lawrence,
'Time, Place and The Girl.'
Robert Wpodburn replaced Jack
Greer, 'Junior Mi.ss.'

the Association of

Thealtical Agents and Managers will

attempt

mand

to

adjust

the

union's

for salary increases

de-

by means

of conciliation this week. At the
Rosenberg, request of Sidney Cohn, counsel for
Jayne Cotter, Ben Lackland, Richard ATAM, John R. Steelman, of the
Stevenson, Douglas Gregory, Edmond Federal Conciliation Service, of the
Ryan, Charlotte Bemis, John Elliott, Department of L'abor, has appointed
Robert Aliv, John Mitchell, Lucieif an arbiter who will listen to the
Self, 'Spring Again.'
contentions of both sides.
He is

Ann Andrews, Michael

Cora Sue Collins, Peggy Romano,
Robert Allen, 'Junior Mtss' (Boston
Co.).

Myron McCormack replaced LeonElliott, 'The Damask Cheek.'

ard

James William Fitzpatrick, former
head of the defunct White Rats and
previously of the vaude sketch team
of

Madden and
If

Fitzpatrick.
the argument is not settled by

that method, it will probably be
placed before the War Labor Board.
ATAM says its pay scales have not

been changed since 1938, and from
that time until the present the cost
of living has risen, so their pay
scales should be raised. Producers,
through the League of New York
Theatres, take the position thai
agents, company and house managers s^re amply remunerated for
the hours they devote to their jobs.
final

union

problem for the managers to
they having given pay boosts

to sev-

This

matter

eral stage

is

the

adjust,

unions, including stagemusicians. Last week the

hands and
League conceded higher pay 1°
treasurers and assistants, who asked
for 10% more. They accepted slightthe increase being $S weekly,
so that treasurers are now getting
$90 and assistants $65.
ly less,
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'Best Foot' $iaOOO. ladies.' 17G.

$11500, All

IHiss,'

Oby in Chicago

Chicafio, Sept. 29.

Following
•Best Foot

make room

Monday

'Junior Miss,'

(28).

which got mixed notices from critics,
thanks to ATS sub]£ doing nicely,
scriptions.

Estimates for Last Week
Best Foot Forward' (3d week)

(1,-

Came through

with
strong $18,000 and will probably remain indeanitely.
•Good Mrht Ladles' (Blackstone)
week) (k200-$2.75).
Show
(24th
$3.30).

400;

sensation

continues

$17,000 last

Shows

run,

for 'Helz-

which came Into the Er-

apoppln,'

laoger

week's

swell

a

in

Forward* moved to the

Studebaker to

of

rialto;

got

week.

•JoBlor Miss' (Harris)
Some of

(1,000-$1.65).
so-so,

were

(1st

week)

the

critics

but subscription audi-

ence gave it strong $12,500.
•Maid In the Oiarks' (Great Northern) (2nd week) (1,300; $2.20). Hanging on by some miracle; garnered
poor $2,000.

Rehearsal

The

Bkin of Tour Teeth'—
Michael Myerberj.

The Damadc Cheek'—Dwlght
D. Wiman.
•Mr. Syeamor*'
Guild.

— Theatre

W

'Let Freedom
theatre.

— Youth

Sing'

Men on a Horse' (stock,
Alex Yokel.
Merry Widow* (road)—

Tliree
revival)

The

Shuberts.

PHULY LEGIT B.O. OK;

Current Road Shows

'CORN'S' 1ST $17,000

(Sept. 30-Oct. 10)

'Angel Street' (2d Co.)— Hanna,
Cleveland (30-3): Palace, Ashtabula,
0. (5): Shea's, Bradford, Pa. (6); Em-

Syracuse

pire,

Masonic Audi-

(7-8);

torium, Rochester, N. Y. (9-10).
'Arsenic and Old Lace' (1st Co.)
Biltmore, Los Angeles (30-10).
'Beat the Band' (tryout)—Shiibert,

Boston (30-10).
'Best Foot Forward'— Studebaker,
Chicago (30-10).
Blackonts of 1942' (vaude)— El
Capitan, Los Angeles (30-10).
'ClandU' (1st Co.) Metropolitan,
Seattle (30-3);
Mayfair, Portland,
Ore. (5-8); Civic Auditorium, Fresno,

Shubert-UBO houses have
only a couple of single dark weeks
Three

from now on up

to

mid-December.

This week's sole opening, which
started a four-weelf engagement at
the Forrest last night (Monday), is
Gertrude Lawrence's "Lady in the

last
originally
expected
Seat sale started slow, but
gained momentum with aid of some
extra advertising space.
Estimates for Last Week
'Magic* and 'Hello Ont There' Walnut (one week only) (1,700; $2.85).
Crix were kind here and biz was
Some playgoers
good at $7^00.
Locust, Philadelthought Chesterton revival too slow

Dark,'
spring.

—

Cal.

(10).

—

'Corn Is Green'
phia (30-10).
and talky. All liked the Saroyan
'Coant Me In' (tryout)— Majestic, one-acter.
Boston (30-3).
'Corn Is Green' Locust (1st week)
'Damask Cheek' (tryout)— Plym- (1,500; $2.85). first American Theatre Society subscription play getting
outh, Boston (5-10) (premiere).
weeks
•Eve of St. Mark' (tryout)— Wilbur, expected play. In for three
should carry through to very
and
Boston (30-3).
nice profit Last week, $17,700.
Gilbert and Sullivan
Majestic,
Boston (5-10).
'Good NiKht Ladies'— Blackstone,
Chicago (30-10).
Hellz,'
'Gnest in the Honse'—McCarter,
Princeton, N. J. (3); Ford's, Balti3d PHt Visit
Big

—

il^M

Kew

b

more

(5-10).

—

'Helliapoppln'

cago

Erlanger,

Chi-

of trade.

Miss'

Co.)— Harris,

(2d

Chicago (30-10).
'Lady in the Dark'— Forrest, Philadelphia

(30-10).
'Life of the Party'

(tryout)- Wil-

Me

In,' at the Maweek and shaping
strong Broadway bid. Beat

'Count

jestic, is in Its last

up

for a

the Band,' the George Abl>ott musical, caught a mixed but generally
unenthusiastic press but is doing biz
nonetheless.
Estimates tor Last Week

'Count Me In,' Majestic (2d week)
(1,667; $3.30).
SUll playing to ca
pacity and standees. Got fine $24,000

week.

•Beat the

Band,*

Shubert

(1,590;

Generally tepid press, but
biz is satisfactory at about $18,000.
One more week.
'Eve of St. Mark,' Wilbur (1.227;
$2.75). War play of feminine appeal
$3.30).

generally

got

favorable press on
(24). Satisfactory

opening Thursday
$12,000.

for 'New Hellzapoppin* last
week at Nixon, where latest touring
edition of screwball revue opened
its tour, indicated that Shuberts and

Biz

TIRATF GREAT

$25,000 IN CLEVELAND
Cleveland, Sept 29.

Olsen and Johnson itill have a going concern in that title. In seven
performances (Monday night was
cancelled because of insufficient
time for rehearsing) at $3.30 top,
grabbed estimated $18,500.
'Hellz'

FOLDS AFTER

D.C.

WEEK

Max Gordon

—

—

(Musical),

O

{Operetta).

'Angel Street' Golden (42d week)
(D-789; $3.30). Tapered somewhat
recently, with last week's takings
estimated somewhat over $8,500: date
still

indefinite.

'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Fulton
(88th week) (CD-893: $3.30).
Holding to a pace approximating $11,000
weekly, which provides okay profits; management looking for contin-

uance through

repeat

'Priorities of 1942*

(Vaude)— Nixon,

New

Pittsburgh

Haven

(30-3);
Shubert,
(5-7); Bushnell Auditorium,

Hartford (8-10).
'Pysmallon' (stock)

—

Mosque

Newark (30-4).
'Show-or (stock)—Lafayette, Detroit

(30-10).

—

Again'
Shubert, New
Hav«j (1-3); Royal Alexandra, To
'Spring

rdnt& (5-10).
'Stage Door'

(stock)

Brooklyn (6-10).
This Is the Army*
Washington (30-10).

.—

Flatbush,

—

NaUonal

Tobacco Boad*— Erlanger, Buffalo
(5-10).

"Watch on the Bhine*
San Francisco (30-10).

'Angel'

.

,

ZG

in

—

Curran,

Toronto

Toronto, Sept, 29.
was disappolntin
at the Roys

Angel Street'

at

estimated

$7,000

Alexandra here.

The
top.

l,S51-seater

was

scaled at $2

comedy

$10,500 for the

day

estimated

grossed

week ending Satur- 'Arsenic'

(26), at $1.85 top,

nite bookings in sight.

In S.F. With

Mass^ Days
Sept 20.
headed by

Springfield, Mass.,

'My

Sister

Bet^ Fumess,

Eileen,'

got the

$22,000

San Francisco, Sept. 29.
'Arsenic and Old Lace' closed in

'EUeen' Big $8,000 in 4

Springfield

legit season this past week off to a
phenomenal start with the biggest
gross the city has known at $2.20 top.

The Playgoers of Springfield got
estimated $8,0Q0 on four sellout
houses at the Court Square theatre
There were
starting Monday (21).
a few vacant seats opening night, but
a locdl undertaker had to provide
chairs to take care of the overflow
the following shows.
This has been a one-night town for
more than a decade, but the ^lecision
to bring in 'Eileen* for an extended
run proved as successful as it had
been daring.

Is

great style at the Curran, to return
in two weeks to the Geary. 'Claudia'
also pulled out but on a more sub-

dued

note.

Estimates for Last Week
'Arsenic and Old Lace,' Curran
$2.75) (4th wk). Again got
Four weeks' takings
of $85,000 great at scale.
'CUodla.' Geary (1,500; $2.75) (7th
wk). Fair $14,000 on closing stanza.

•

fall.

'Blithe Spirit,'

Booth (46th week)

'My Sister Eileen,' Beck (92d
week) (CD-1,214; $1.65). Talking of
moving to another house when The
Pirate'
slightly

arrives

in

but

off,

mid-October;

$9,000

or

better,

okay.
'Sons

o' Fun,' Winter Garden (43d
week) (CD-1,519; $4.40). Tapered off
to around $30,000, which was quite
a drop from the spurt earlier in the

month.
'Star and Garter,' Music Box (14th
week) (CD-1,S19: $4.40). Expected
new season; commands capacity right along and the
gross of $24,000 and slightly more
to play well into

ing until the holidays; $11,000.
'By Jnplter,' Shubert (17th week)
(M-1.325;
Completing the
$4.40).
fourth month and, except for dip
during July, has been getting great
money; takings somewhat offish last
week, but $26,000 indicated; big in

house can hold.
AcUon,' National (C-1,Presented by Oscar Serand Russel
Crouse; written by Lindsay and
Grouse; opens tonight.
'Stars On Ice,' Center (Uth week)
(M-3,000: $1.65).
Leveled off to
around $30,000 and may ease to somewhat lower figures after sensational
fir.<;t months; rated strong. enough to
stay through new season.
'The Morning Star,' Morosco (2d

1 Killed the Count,' Cort. Taken
off Saturday (26) after playing three
and one-half weeks: house gels Eve
of St. Mark,' due next week.
•Janle,' Miller (3d week) (C-940:
$3.30). Improved, with the gross approaching the $13,500 mark: extra
ads cost around $1,300 last week, but

S5c to $2.78.
'My Sister Eileen' is current in repeat, this time at $1.67 top; 'Guest
in the House,' with Nancy Kelly, and

"The Merry Widow,' with Muriel Angelus, set to follow in order.

'RHINE' 15G IN

is all

'Strip for
162; $3.30).

lin,

Howard Lindsay
'

week) (D-939; $3.30). One of the
shows that may have been hurt by
rain

more than

others;

estimated

slightly over $9,000; fair.

'Uncle Harry,'
(D-1,042;

been

(18th week)
to have
through
affected

Hudson

$3.30).

somewhat

Appears

switch to this spot; rated around $7,500, or bit more; shoi^ld better even
break at that figure.
'VIokle,' Plymouth (1st week) (CNotices not so good
1,075; $3.30).
after Tuesday (last week) opening,
nor was business; takings first seven
limes estimated at $7,500.
'Clandto,'

St.

gagement)

Added
James cretum enweek) (C-1,520;

(18th

Still making a litUe profit
weekly, with management flgoring
on another house If this one is booked
for a new show; $6,500.

$1.65).

Vavde-Bemes
•Wine, Women and Song,' Ambassador (1,200; $1.05). Described as a
vaude-burlesque revue; opened Monday night and fiercely panned.
•Show Time,' Broadhurst (2d week)

Getting fine attend(1,142; $2.75).
ance and the weekly pace estimated
to top $24,000 In 12 performances
weekly.

L A^

14G FOR 'BLACKOUTS'
Los Angeles, Sept. 29.
'Wateh on the Rhine' at Biltmore
picked up slightly on the second and
final week, grossing estimated $15,000. 'Arsenic and Old Lace' followed

•PrlorKlea of 1942,' 46th. St.

(2d

(1,347; $2.75). Another new
vaude-revue running distinct second
estimated aroimd

week)

to 'Show Time';
$17,000; mild.

BevlvBla
'Magie,' Belasco (D-1,000: $3.30).
Presented by Eddie Dowling; written
by G. K. Chesterton: 'Hello Out
Ken Murray's 'Blackouts of 1942' There,' by William Saroyan, U eurat El Capitan, Hollywood, still rolls tain raiser; opened Tuesday.
•Tobacco Bead,' Forrest (D-1,195:
merrily along, pulling approximately
$14,000 in its 14th week. Harry Ab- $1.10). Final and fourth week; goes
estimated;
bott's Laffin' Thru,' at Music Box, to road; around $5,000
sloughed off to $4,500 and folds after "Three Men On a Horse,' stock company, follows in next week.
one more week.
in for fortnight repeat.

Serlin Polls IHoon' Off

Road; $13,500

m

Del

Detroit Sept 29.
Sour notices drav/n by "The Moon
Is Down' in its initial dates on the
road, Pittsburgh and here, resulted
in Oscar Serlin recalling his lease of
the show to Jules J. Leventhal after

week at the Cass theatre here.
Playing at a $2 top, grosses weren't
bad at estimated $13,500. House will
remain dark until Oct. 11, when
'Porgy and Bess' comes in.
Meanwhile Joe E. Brown, In The
Show-Off,' continued strong in a
its

week being a clean sellout.
House is now dark, with few defi-

of the

Springfield,

Winds Up

the last half

comedy

(CD-712; $4.40). Another holdover
is going along about the same
gait and is also expectant of staythat

—

land (5-10).

this

'Junior Miss,' Lyceum (47th week)
(CD-1,004; $3.30). Like some other
run shows the gross is holding to an
even level of around $11,000; (Jhicago
company started off very well.
'Life With Father,' Empire (150th

,

M

RACKS UP
BALTO

'FRANKLIN,' N.G. $7,500,

are

indications
stayer.

week)
(C-1,062;
$3.30).
Longest
stayer on the list with grosses
important money. Coming weekend
should be exceptional. World Series claimed as good if not better than
other run shows; $12,000.
bdll games being due at the Yankee
•Let's
Face
It,'
Imperial (44th
Stadium.
week) (M-1,450; $4.40). Pace of this
Estimates for Last Week
holdover musical very satisfactory:
Keys: C (Comedy), D (Dramo), attendance varies,
CD (Cofnedy-DToma) R (Revue), money drawn; $27,500.but important

Lunts' new comedy. The Pirate,'
played a golden tune on the Hanna's
cash registers last week. Coming
TRIORTTIES'
within two notches of capacity biz,
the S. N. Behrman satire reaped
estimated $25,000 in eight performBIG $25,500 IN
ances at $3.30 top. Would have been
better but for eompetish of Uncle
Baltimore, Sept. 29.
Sam's War Show on lakefront
'Priorities,' at Ford's last week
grounds.
Behrman spent week here re- mopped up in resounding style, gar11 shows,
writing and tightening up play in nering estimated $25,500 in
preparation for Broadway date. Two which included four mats and SunGood reception from
out of three local critics didn't use day night.
and mounting biz to capacity
much subtlety in trying to box the crixweekend
customdrew
plenty
of
on
new
dramatist's ears as well as his
ers to the l.SOO-seater, scaled from
brainchild.

Washington, Sept. 29.
stubbed his toe with
(2d
Co.]
Far from ready
'Franklin Street.'
Bushnell Auditorium, Hartford (1-3);
for critical inspection, play limped
Wilbur, Boston (5-10).
out with estimated $7,500. Producto past biz that tion closed Saturday night (28) unNot
up
big.
•Merry Widow* (stock)—Windsor,
revue's done here, but considering til George S. Kaufman can do some
Bronx (30-4); Playhouse, Wilming' fact that It's been around twice berewriting. Both producer and directon (9-10).
fore and that a film version has tor insist It will relight after revi•Mr. Syearaore' (tryout) Shubert, played
everywhere, that figure's sion.
New Haven (9-10) (premiere).
plenty impressive.
'This Is the Army,' opening to'My Sister Eileen* (2d Co.!
On first couple of visits, each for night (Tuesday), will sell out for its
American, St.- Louis (30-10).
two weeks, show got better than a two weeks' engagement at $5 top,
'Army'
after the $16.50 first night.
'My Sister Eileen' (3d Co.)— total of $1 08.000.
will probably have to pay the seven
Ford's, Baltimore (30-3); Metropoliregular National theatre musicians
tan, Providence (5-7); Klein Audiwho were forced out of the pit by
torium, Bridgeport (8-10).
orchestra.
military
'Eileen' Nifty (10,500
50-piece
the
'NaUve Son' (stock)
Platbush
Local 161 of the musicians union has
Brooklyn (30-4); Windsor, Bronx
law in back of its demand, for
In Legit-Starred Milw. the
(6-10).
the National Defense Act of 1916
specifically prohibits soldiers from
'Papa Is Air—Playhouse, Wilming
competing with civilian trades, arts
Milwaukee, Sept. 29.
ton (3); Walnut. Philadelphia (5-10).
professions.
James C. Petrillo
or
'Pirate'
(tryout)
English, In.
Reflecting the current wartime urged the local to cooperate with
dianapolis
(30);
Taft Auditorium, prosperity of the town, the business the Army, but card meml>ers here
Cincinnati (1-3); Nixon, Pittsburgh done by 'My Sister Eileen* on its are unanimous in asking pay for the
opening
here,
second engagement
(5-10).
seven musicians. Other house emin prospect at the
•Porjy and Bern'-Masonic Audi- the limited season
ployees and stage hands get full salDavidson (UBO), has the local legit ary.
torium, Rochester, N. Y^(30)r Er
managers in tears because there
langer, Buffalo (1-3); Hanna, Clevearen't more diows on the road. The
son, Detroit (8-10).
'Life
with Father'

the best of the new vaude-revues,
as earlier indicated, and climbed to

this spot.

LUNTS'

Pittsburgh, Sept. 29.

(30-10).

'Jonlor

'Vickie,' drew decidedly mixed notices and business after premiere was
not so good.
'Show 'Time' proved

Boston, Bept 29.
The Hub's legit spots are commencing to light up as the season
swings Into top gear with three of
the main stem stands copping plenty

last

Philadelphia, Sept. 29.
Legit business continues great here
and. as a result, bookings continue
to line up for forthcoming weeks.

temperature dropping sharply thereafter.
Last week's new entrant,

NICE IN BOSTON

Tom

Place and the Qlrl'—
Oeorges D. Oersene.

by rain on Saturday and Sunday,

$18,000.

OK B way Biz;

Up. $iaj): 'Vicide' $7,500

'Janie

Broadway business okay generally,
but weekend was somewhat dented

for last half (1-3).

•Little D«rlln«>—
Weath•rly.
'Life
of the Party'— Henry

Duffy.
'Time,

Rain Slighdy Dents

New Haven, Sept. 29.
'Strip for Action,' in on a four-day
brushup stand prior to Broadway,
did some sturdy biz. Favorable press
helped to approximately ^,000 in
five performances at $2.75 top.
Current week has 'Spring Again'

II

Mat.

hOV OI^TTOM

•/e Variety, Hollywood

sixth week at the Lafayette. At pop
prices, comedy got estimated 18,600.

Length of the run now Is contingent
on Brown's return to the Coast for
picture commitments.

(1,774;

socko $22,000.

Extend

'Eileen' in St. I.

St Louis,

Sept. 89.

'My

Sister Eileen,' originally booked
for a one-week stand to tee off the
Uaplewood's Soad Flans
local legit season Sunday (2^) at the
Maplewood, N. J., Sept 29.
Summer stock season of the Maple- American theatre, will be held over
wood theatre ended Sunday (27) with for an extra week because The Moon
Is Down,' skedded for its local preem
the final showing of Cornelia Otis
Oct, B, has been cancelled.
Skinner in 'Black Narcissus.'
'Eileen'
played
successful
Current plans call for the house to
reopen occasionally during the fall weeks at the American last season
in order to present Broadway shows and pop prices with a $1.50 top will
prevail during the engagement.
prior to their going on tour.

two

THROW A POSEY TO
Congrettnum Sol Bloom,
alto ay » remembers

who

$hott) peoples
Oiractroni

>

Wm.

Morris

.

.
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Literati

Yiddish Play

Taming Shanghai Nite

Th6 Bridegroom Regrets
r:ypsy

Paniphlil ol
IK

I.il'

lf

iMurricrs.'

•'".-Slriny

L",-

Oct.

SllllD.i

h;is

iw

is

s

il^eu-

I

i

9.

i

Curi enl pamphlet purpoi is lo be
Idler lo Miss Wrighl from Miss
Leo explaining lyhy she o;innot. as

a

i

!
!

1

Palcrvitrh I'pprd
Patccvitch new pio.-idciit of
Ivii
Condo Nasi Publications, Inc.. to
succeed the late founder of the busi-

19-8
19T2

I

("ryer

for

two

n.iltl

.

worry about

that

li»ht

I!

and every now and then I
have to give out with a nuarce or
two.'

'V/hen a customer wants a copy of
'CriiTic and Punishment." Gypsy advises Miss Wright to lell the book-

producers,

leads
in its

—

blonde

on P. O. Curbs
revoking of second

some of long stand
have had their second-class mailing privileges revoked within the last
four
months, a record unprecedented in Post Office history." The
Union charged that postal ofTicials
had prejudged some of the cases
Among the magazines of national
circulation whose mailing privileges
had been revoked are 'Police Ga
zette." 'College Humor," 'Film Fun,
•Real Screen Fun," 'Real Dclcetive
and 'Front Page Detective.'
The Council contends that the P. O,
Department has ignored the recom
mcndati'on of the Attorney General's

score magazines,
Ing,

Committee on Administrative Pro
cedure, which in 1940 held that 'ob
often

may

judge

require

i

sociological

recommended

is

Miller, billed

She's a hefty
angle.

Brown, also a
works under dark

Isabellc

who

lights with a rosebud g-string that's
treated with radium paint.
Then
she turns around and on her derriere, also in radiolite, is painted a
pair of hands which are plenty expressive as Miss Brown, also a meat-

Union and-potatoes
grinding and

through its National Csuncil on Free
dom from Censorship. Communica
tion by Elmer Rice, playwright, ils
chairman, stated that 'almost two

which

Marian

who shakes from every

Another
bumper,

obscene magazines has steamed up

broad

is

as 'Queen of Quiver.'

class mailing privileges of allegedly

mem

trade

on B'way

One such

expertness.' and
thai the Departmen

bumper,
does
her
tossing.
Another undressed specialist is Noel Toy, the
Oriental fan dancer. She's wearing
the least of all and waving her fans
more to the side than the centre.
The blackouts and skits are all of
old
burlcsk vintage, cleaned up
slightly,

and Pinky Lee and Herbie

Fay, as comics, and Murray Briscoe
and Murray White, as straightmen.
work valiantly but unsuccessfully to
breath a laugh or two into the lines

and situations.

Savo also is in one
blackout, the old drink-switch routine, with Margie Hart, but this falls
pretty flat.
Later, with a greatly
abbreviated version of his regular
stage act, Savo scores nicely.
It's
too bad, however, that the talented
pantomimist

is

in

or leave it. They took it.
Since 1937 and the outbreak of the
Sino-Japanese war, artists and mut

',-.|iil7.1i.v

sicians

not only

llu-y

play

also

the

iind ojieiate the hou.se. now
eighth season. In addition Ihey

contrasting

theatrical

talents.

the dance, the laugh.
'The Bridcyrooi.i Re.^rels." based
on a Yiddish radio drama, deftly

bright,

thug.

ACLU Moves

scen'.ty is largely a question of

llflhliuirr

IM.

.I.icobs ,iio

J.

C

.

Civil Liberties

Crulirr

Charlotte Goldstein, as the Rabbi's
daughter, does splendidly with a
juiev dramatic part that could easily
Rose Goldberg, as the
slop over.
mother who refuses lo allow her
diiughter to snatch another girl's
man. is likewise restrained and effective. Nathan Goldberg uses every
trick in his dramatic kitbag. Benny

Scidman is perfect as a pompous and
Mu.sanctimonious chiopy chaser.
riel Gruber. as the girl wfith Ihe
rovini eve, looks the part and plays
Guslav Berger,
the last leer.
it lo
Ihe man in qucsl-on. is bi-i and bulky
for a juve. b'lt shfiw;; a fair basso in
ills love ro'iv, 'YDirrp My Only Love."
Solid

all

Ihe

way are Betty

md

Jacob Jaccbs as the comedians,
thanks to good situations, lines and
musical material. As a solo he does
that
'It's Not So Bad,' a patter tune
clicks. As a team they use the triedand-true rouline of 'Yiddish lyrics to
of the U. S. Army.
They romp
pop English tunes.
through "Sleepy Lagoon,' 'Jingle,
Janale," "Kalamazoo." and concentrate
on 'Hawaiian War Song."
Since this is a stock troupe that
Plays
nlays repertoire during the week,
S Continued from page 59
the feature show is given on weekThe settings are mostly paintends.
ties are chiefly strippers and bumpplayed in one or two,
ers and there's no more subtlety to ed flats and
Yasha Kreitzberg does okay with
their work than there is to a Gestapo
Fran.
the pit crew. Biz good.

top that dialog.'
Telling of her recent wedding to
Alexander Kirkland (which hadn't
yet taken place when the letter was
written), Gypsy said: 'The cake is
going to be wonderful. Thyra just
called and said she had a time getting a bride and groom decoration
for it.
She said she shocked the
salesgirl at Deans by asking for a
brunette bride with bangs and wearing a dress that stripped easily.'

Office

arc

who has been covHouse since the
administration, was
given a Hotel May.' jwor. D. C, se-clo(T Saturday (26) before he donned
the uniform and double bars of a
captain in Air Transport Command

number that,should fill the bill. It it
comes to a toss-up between 'Mother'
and 'Crime' explain how I'll knock

American

l...iii>

1

Rose and Nathan Goldberg are
iticlodramalieians. while Betty and
Jacob Jacobs are deft with the song,

,

out.

r.g

myself out autographing copies and
then ask them If Dostoievsky can

Post

.l;i.iilii'

:..l.il.t>r>:

11

Waodrow Wilson

eic'

the

arc

Geor<re Durno.
ering Ihe White

"ask them to s'^ove 'Mothei'.
under his nose. TcK them to
say they're fresh out of 'Crime and
Punishment' but they do have a little
sellers,

.

..

Mm
.

.lliculiri

i;iisi;iv lU-iurr
S<'i<lmiitt

r. -iiiix

to 75%.
a'ha rather lame excuse was advanced by employers that the !1 p.ixk.
curfew imposed by the Japs had
greatly curtailed their hours of business. So far as musicians and artists
were concerned it was a case of take
SO-;!,

had

probably
Ihe

icity
chores.
Levin continues as
promotion manager.
'Tobacco Tycoon' (the Story
mcs Bu 'lanan DukeV. by John
K. Winkler; is due for Oct. 22 pubication b.
Random House. Gocd
railer ad is a pr.ck of ciggies with
special •ncket. which RH is send-

and

shade,

.

.

....II:imi:i

She had
who had
handled both promotion and pub-

printing

transitions,

.

...

.

publicity manager of PM.
been assistant to Ed Levin,

press
you have in your basement. I don't
hope to turn out literary gems or
small masterpieces, but I do have to

know about

I'lM'P'T

l,,,-„li
i:..ll.v

.

Goldberg and

Broadcasting System, has joined the
eastern sales staff of Look, Inc.
Fayvellc Schulman is the new

a day when someone makes
Besides. I
like a metallurgist
can't sit down and beat out a liltic
letter. I get self-conscious now that

comes

I

:<.l<ll'iTi:

(

i:i>Itl:4tPlli

literati

Curtis

G-Slring, but I can't go around selling gold bricks all my life. There
.

N;ilh;.n

\\ iiii.'i

-(.- Iiiil:.

N.

II.

a departure for jells mortcin problems, dialo;; and
comedy situalioiv with moralislic imcircles.
biblical by-play, so
Harri.son. formerly ad- plications and
important lo Yiddish dramas. Song
ertising manager of Photoplay and'
cues round it out. but do not profor the past two years with Mutual
trude.

notes

staid

.

.

.

,-h,.

1.l:i

10.

Random House

Bennett Cerf's

.

.l"X>ic.

CHATTER

to write a letter lo them.'
As for Ihe new book. Miss Leo .sez:
the honeymoon is
'I'm in a spot
over. The book boys sal still for
.

r.MIIHIII^d
Kii-Uz-

V.if-iui

r.-,i..-i.-

j

hours gelling myself goosed up for
that dinner, and not one bookseller
gave me a take. Now you «:int me

.

Sept.

death,

'Ml«.

Ill
L'.

l:i....hl>

k««

Trom
pers.Mial a.ssistant.
lUGli'hc was managing di-

s

to

lailer s

1

I

».,\ ..-

^"

I.Mllls

'

hair

.r. I.

hard, for with the gradual reopening residential thoroughfare. Is now the
of the spots, some two weeks later, city's hiib of nite spots.
employers slashed salaries by from
The pocket-edition nileries along

Si i'UlTy
I- -M 'mM ^ ^
l^ \:.lli.ifl
l>y
iii'r'l«'<l
Mni-ii.-..i-.ti

l'li:irl,ilti*

]

a

ll'.M-lllMl
..I.

ir
I

j

under

M
.1

.

i:

in France,
they wer"c"t'hc" "toughest rector of Nasi publications
Vogue an, Jardin
boys I ever played to. There wasn't publishing French
Modes. Upon his return, he was
a vok or cackle in Ihe house. They Ides
and
didn l care about my black nylons. elected t,) the board of directors
members of
paid two .linely five for those was one of the three
I
committee,
stockings and I might .iu.-l as well the company's executive
have had burlap bags wrapped He continued in the capacity of exaround the fairly well known le.sis. ccuti\ e assistant to Nasi until the

vear;

sat

I

r--

|

After live years with Hemphill.
Noyes. Paleeviteh joined Nasi in

I

Explains Gypsy: '1 keep remoinbering that booksellers' dinner

etc-.'

I

'

I

IIHIM.

V.llh

.1

1-^

.-Ji.

.<.!

S:

ne.xs.

i

requested, sit down ai'.d Itiiock oit a
missive to booksellers abo it 'Molhcr.

lasi

_•

S.iii.

;h(;

I

..I....

,

I

•Ml-

.

a blowser of this

type.

Truly McGee staged the ensemble
dancing and she probably doesn't
rale censure for the far-from-distiii>;uished routines.
None of the
girls, .some of 'cm a.k.'s, is obviously
a dancer, and few of them look as
though they belong on the stage.
The showgirls, eight of them, are
chiefly on the meaty side. The costumes are clean, as is the scenery,
but not distinguished.
As no designer is mentioned in the credits,
doubtlessly all of the production accoutrements came from the Shubert

the

been

drawing

salaries

lowest of any large
Top musicians, for

city of the world.

example, were being paid about
800 Chinese dollars per month, the
equivalent of about $80 in American
money. The best a good ballroom
team could cdmmand was about $100,
American currency, per month.
Prices of commodities were higher
than ever before in the history of
Shanghai, but they could live, after
a fashion.

On June 29, when the first evacufrom Shanghai, top
musicians were drawing less than
the equivalent of U, S. $40 per
month. Mediocre men were being
paid as low as U. S, $20 per month.
In other words, the pay of a flrstclass musician in America would
equal the salary of an entire band in
Shanghai.
But between August, 1037, and the
outbreak of war with Japan, almost
all of the American artists and musicians disappeared from Shanghai,
many returning to America, others
seeking more lucrative flelds in the
ation liner sailed

City News Company for failure to
service them.
City News controls
into various vicini

around Chicago, with all paper
participating. Black ball by any one
paper prevents another from get
ties

ting the service, as in the case of
the Sun.
Only bre-k gained by the Sun was
f ring election time, when the Chi
cage Tribune permitted it to get
returns in
exchange for raising
price of the Sunday edition and

cial song that's of grade school calIrv Graham is credited with
ibre.
this special, also the inane opener,

'This Is Not a Play by Saroyan'—
as if anybody would have suspected.
Miss Hart, when .alking, doesn't
flatter

the show, nor

is

she flattered

Prices are high,
A scotch and
soda costs U. S. $1.50.
Beer is $1,
Coca Cola, four bits.
These spots
have orchestras numbering from two
to five men, always with a gal singer.
Patrons
are
principally
wealthy
Chinese of the Wang Ching-wei side,
Jap officers and a scattering of Germans and Russians. Artists and musicians are paid little or nothing, but
tips are good and their earnings are
greater than the earnings of members of orchestra in the larger hot
spots.

The

famous

Mandarin

Club,

claimed by residents of Shanghai to
be the most beautiful nite spot in
the world,

goinssstrong.

is

operated by

The

spot

Jimmy

James, who
United States
Shanghai
barbecued
meats and American ham and eggs.
That was at the original Jimmy's
Kitchen on lower Broadway, probis

emerged

Army
night

from

the

1919

in

teach

to

hot

eating,

dogs,

ably the most renowned of all
Shanghai"s eateries. Mandarin Club
patrons are chiefly Wang Ching-wei
big shots, Jap admirals and generals
and a few Americans who have the
price. Priced, Incidentally, are three
times greater than prices of the most
expensive nite spots of the town.

Jimmy James

is

100% American

but up to June 29 his Ave business
establishments had not been interfered with by the Japs, one rea.^on
being that James keeps his nose
clean, offends no one and serves
Angeles; Henry Francis Parks, ChiAmerican-style food to all comers,
leader
Richard
Cony,
cago musician;
including scores of Japs.
things
whom
tor
of Milwaukee,
went from bad to worse and Anally
the
resulted in his admittance to
American School, where indigent
Americans are housed and fed.
Continued from page 1
Traitor Foekler
now - shuttered 'Barbary
Bob Foekler, another American Philly's

Of the American

'die-hards'

re-

S

Mrs. Hamilton

s

bandleader, disgraced the American Coast').
Mrs. Hamilton was in charge of the
community by swinging over to the
side of the enemy. Foekler nightly hostesses at the canteen and had been
with other committee
broadcasts antl-AUied propaganda embroiled
for the German radio station in members on various occasions. She
once ukased that married hostesses
Shanghai.
The lesser lights include Lester may not dance with visiting serviceand men, but was overruled.
of Canonsburg, Pa.,
'Vactor,
Charley Jones, of Los Angeles. Both
Mrs. Hamilton, herself, would only
are colored musicians. .
say that she quit 'because there are
In 1940, The Olympian, the wide- some people who just don't work toCuntlnued from page I
ly-read and Influential sports and gether.'
this
weekly
[which
entertainment
other
the
'You can call it a matter of temperand foyers to ushers and
writer edited and published] brought ment,' she said.
atre staff members, it"s reported.
'Mr. Sullivan and
What the fans .seem to desire now about formation of the Shanghai I just simply couldn't get along.'
want to Musicians' Union, which by 1941 was
is 'escape' fare— they don't
She referred to R. Livingston Sullitalk
the
enough
to
of
powerful
constantly
becoming
be reminded so
van, socialite banker who is chairexhibitors,
is
probable
employers.
It
the
to
back
war, according to
man of the canteen committee.
This is aside from the question as that had not war come the union
Sullivan would only say that 'somewould by now be in a position to one objected to jitterbugging' and
to whether, regardless of ill box'
But immedi that the executive committee met and
office effects, it's advisable to keep dictate to employers.
to
hasten
boys
the
the
war,
outbreak
of
them,
ately
after
the
reminding
ruled that it was okay.
the
union
to
military
ordered
out.
Jap
point
One official, who declined use of
disband. All of which, according to his name
In the trade's opinion, the situa
said:
tion was brought home forcibly here directors of the union, may have
'Mrs Hamilton is a swell person,
lost week when the Abbott fit Cos
prompted one of the oflFicers of the but she wants
to run things her own
tello comedy, 'Pardon My Sarong,
union to 'go south' with all funds in
way or not at all. She frequently
panned by the critics and not helped the treasury.
disagreed with 14 of the 19 members
much by word-of-mouth, far outdis
Today only a subdued night life is of the
executive committee. The 15th
tanced the highly praised 'Pied known in Shanghai. The infamous
was her husband.'
Piper' at the local b.o., although the 'Blood Alley' on Rue Chu Pao San,
latter won raves galore. If enough has vanished into the anaconda of
people won't attend the war pictures all things temporal the past. Where
they can't do much good, the eX' once inferior mixed bands blared,

WarPix

—

hibitors assert.'
Bill Sears. Orpheum manager, says
ushers reported to him that they
were told by many patrons that the

were attending 'Pardon My
Sarong' to 'get awSy' from war pic
tures and that they liked the comedy
because it helped them to 'forget'
latter

temporarily.

The

public

is

eager for

96%

Exhibs Want War
Pix According to PRC
Hollywood, Sept.

29.

War pictures are demanded by 96%
of the film exhibs, with musicals in

by her surroundings.
second place, according to a nation
'Wine' is on a two-a-day schedule,
wide survey made by the distrlbU'
with three shows on Saturday. That
many shows, plus its limited budget tion branch of Producers Releasing
and the fact that it is in a Shubert Corp.
Poll was taken by order of Leon
theatre, may<keep it going for awhile
Fromkess, in charge of PRC produC'
but certainly not on its merits.

—

Scho.

owned

all

maining in Shanghai, the best-known
are Bob Hill, bandleader from Los

foreign sailors and soldiers battled
over the ladies of their choice, vile
hooch was served, knives flashed
and occasional pistols barked, all is.
quiet.

The notorious Frisco Cafe, where
19 men were stabbed or beaten to
death over a period of seven years,
is now a warehouse. Gone, too, are

.

some eight tubes

Yu Yuen Road, almost

and operated by European refugees,
inii.Kie the Mnskee, the ArizonEb.the
Ali Baba, the Tavern, the Evetiiatt,
Bolero, Roxy, Jessfleld and Maxim's!

Far East,

more comedy, he feels.
the Golden Eagle, the Charleston, the
Bob Murphy, Star Journal film
Bucket of Blood, the Alhambra, the
critic stressed the same idea in his
Star, the Victoria, Mumm's,
review of 'Are Husbands Neces Golden
Rector's and the other Blood Alley
Customs Service, under which
sary?', current Orpheum offering.
banned matter may be reviewed by
Of course, 'Wake Island,' now jernts where once pop-eyed tourists
the courts with 'judgments by aver
whamming them, is an exception and looked on as service men and their
warehouses.
age men, not by a few professional
the present agitation does not mean gals danced on sawdust floors, clingMiss Hart is on and off frequently
ing together in a manner calculated
censors.'
during the show, each time in a dif- that occasional war dramas will not to make the
Siamese twins look like
ferent skin-tight costume, and all of click. The leaders say that they're
distant relatives.
Chi Sun to Sue City News
the latter are okay as well as re- only questioning it it's wise for war
But It was not the outbreak of
Chicago Sun will shortly file suit vealing. She's doing only one strip pictures to predominate.
war that brought the end to Blood
against the City News Bureau and routine, however, and that to a speconsult with outstanding experts to
obtain their opinions. The Council
also cited the system in elTecl in the

Life

Contloaed from page 3
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Alley's spots, but rather departure
of hundreds of foreign service men,

the non-arrlval of merchant
and the paucity of patrons.

ships

Shanghai Nile Life ConHned

The night life of Shanghai today,
apart from a few huge Chinese cabarets, one or two French Concession
hot spots and a lone foreign hotel
ballroom, Is chiefly confined to the
dangerous ^^estern blstrlct, whire
life la aheap and murderg are common. Yu 'Yuen Road, once a swanky

A. C.

Mayor's Side

Contlnaed from page
titution,'

1

and praised Army authori-

here for complete cooperation.
this town has been
'We
loaded With prostitutes, pimps, procurers, racketeers and other unde-

ties

^ow

sirables, and for any public official
to try to excuse or justify this situation is not only an insult to our intelligence but an indictment of the
official himself,'

The May

Taggart

act,

said.

which up

the

to

present has been used but once, permits Army authorities to step in and

up joints where civil authorities have failed.
It could an<!ct almost any enterprise, but would unclose

doubtedly

be

concentrated

upon

cafes, bars, and any amusement cenThe act
ters where liquor is sold.
was made effective shortly after pas-

sage of the Selective Service Law
and is so broad In Its verbiage that
it grants the Army almost complete
power should the military declcle to
exercise it tO its fullest interpretations.

The sole instance,of its use was to
put it in force -in 30 counties of
Tennessee, Including Chattanooga,
and three counties of Georgia, Incl.:ding the City of Atlanta, to clear
up alleged vice conditions around

Army camps

there.
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CHATTER

Coast today to resume with Bums
and Allen radio show neat Tues.
Th« Walter Wlnchells, who had
o alntalned three N. Y. apartments
Detroit
(or
visit.
a
for a time, besides a country place,
Ed Stair In from
mother
Coast;
to
the
giving up the C. P. West and Hotel
Waters
Bunny
St
Moritz penthouses to concentrate
ailing.
George Nlcholal up trom . im in their present place, heretofore the
third residence.
Beach for short stay.
Ward Morehouse, N. Y. Sun colJohn WUdberg, around after pneU'
umnist, scripting the sequence anent
monla, lost 21 pounds.
Al Jolson's entertainment for the
Ne^Armstrong teaming with E 11 troops in Ireland,
which he witDoll on 'Janle' publicity.
nessed, Jolson meantime flew to his
originally 'La Miami Beach house for a week beTavern,
Duffy's
fore returning to the air next TuesHiff's, opens Friday (2).
day.
Bob
Grant
maestro
Plaza
Hotel

Broadway

pencilled in for the

Texas publisher

Army.

Amon

Carter to

London soon. His boy's over there.
Louis Nizer, film industry attorney, back from month's rest in Arizona.
Louis Sobol's contract renewed

another year by Hearst from next

November.
Davis, Jr., transferred

Owen

Monmouth

Ft.

to

Photographic

from

Cc

tei, Astoria.

Leo Devaney, RKO division sales
manager in Canada, here to discuss
product deals.
Arthur Willi, RKO eastern talent
•xec, off to Coast for huddles with
Charles W. KoemA.
Eddie Elkins, former bandsman, is
now a Wall Street trader, and suc-

he claims.
Jack Price one of many

cessful, too,

civilian

expert photographers with Army*
Signal Corps at Astoria.
Charles Laughton In town over the

weekend after a week of bond sellin;! through New England.
Scenic designer John Root and actress Margaret Mullen (Mrs. Root)
have returned from Fire Island.
Sidney Piermont, the Loew booking boss, slated for a commission In

Army Special Services Corps.
Crampton,
erstwhile
Savington
radio man with ad agencies, now in
D.C. service with the Treasury Dept.
the

Dave Eldridge has become manager of the St. James theatre, Sam
Tauber being switched to the Plymouth.
Bill

Danziger,

with

Donohue

St

Washington
Constance Bennett dined locally
with husband. Private Gilbert Roland of Air Corps.
Roxyettes of Earle theatre tossed
a $1,000 plate breakfast. Sold $44,000 in

war

l>onds.

Joan Fontaine, in Red Cross uniform, attracted plenty of attention
in Senate dining room.

Kermit
Bloomgarten
here
to
smooth out details for 'Luncheon
playing industrial centers.
Harry James booked for the Victory room of the hotel Roosevelt
for eight weeks. Arrives Nov. 2.
General George C. Marshall, chief
of staff, had a party of 20 for the
$18.50 opening of 'This Is the Army.'
Irving "Berlin hosted the drama
critics to bgffet supper in Cabinet
room of Hot*] Willard Sunday night

Follies,'

(27).
L.

J

Stoddard Taylor, (or 22 years

manager of the Belasco, came down
from Toronto for the opening of the
Canteen

in his old playhouse.
It's now Lt. Don (^raig.
Former
drama critic of Daily News and
'Variety' mugg got his golden shoulder bars last Friday (25) at

Camp

Lee.

Herman Shumlln wanted Washington for opening of "The Big Step.'
But juvenile law bars booking because of two youngsters.
Also
blocks 'Watch on the Rhine.'

Coe ad agency, handling special publicity campaign for M-G's 'Du Barry

Was

a Lady.'

By

Peter,

Navy.

Eddy Duchin
leave

wha

to

resides

in from Great
visit his boy,

with

Mrs.

W.

Averell Harriman.

Leslie Harris

Manuel San Miguel back in town.
Daye set for El Bolero

Gloria
opening.

Conrad Tibault and bride honeymooning here.
Veronica Lake bedded for day by

Moe Silver, zone manager for
Warner Bros, in the Pittsburgh area,
town to discuss theatre matters tooth extraction.
Mary Carlisle appeared in local
with Harry M. Kalmine.
Arleen Whelan may go into a army benefit show.
Fred Pope is new assistant manBroadway legit this fall. Her husr
band. Alec D'Arcy, in U. S. Army, ager at Olympia theatre.
Knox Manning, coast radio ^.nnow stationed in Egypt.
Quentin Reynolds sojourning here
Xmas, when he returns to London for Collier's, as he 'doesn't want
t« miss that second front.'

B,.rney

Jacobs had severe heart

David Toff, London head of SouthMusic Co., snatched belated 10

em

weeks vacation to Cornwall,
Southern Morris has added another picture house to his circuit by
leasing the Coliseum, Ilford,
Sir Gordon Craig has put receivers in at the Palace, Hammersmith, for debt incurred by T. Kanssen, the lessee.
George Black and Jack Hylton hre
again on speaking terms.
Celebrated renewal of friendship, at the
Ivy restaurant

Palace theatre, Westcllff, presented
by the

to the local council as a gift

widow

of Frederick
theatrical manager.

Bon Blott who

Mouillot,

the

appearing in the
Phyllis Dlxey revue at Whitehall
theatre, was torpedoed while servis

ing in the Merchant Navy Service,
losing several finger*.
Irene
Browhe replacifig Fay
in 'BUthe Spirit'
Latter
rehearsing for the production by
H. M. Tennent Ltd., of 'Little Foxes,'
due in the West End at the end of
October.

Compton

Lee Posner on publicity.
Edward Duryea Dowling

Capt.

Lee SphValm and Emile Littler
producing 'Sunny River,' Max
Gordon's Broadway musical of last
season. Show goes to London Coliseum or Stoll's Kingsway, sometime
next March, with Evelyn Laye to

at the Phoenix theatre commencing Oct 11.
Vaude and screen comedian Will
Hay elected honorary chairman of

certs

Variety Artists Federation. Of the
nominations (or the post. Harry
Flanagan,

si::

Claff,

Bud

Ronald Fran-

kau. Will Fyffe and Albert Whelan
withdrew, leaving Hay to be elected

unopposed.

the Army
tonight at

Emergency Relief

benefit

Madison Sq. Garden.
Merle Oberon into a local hospital
cure following her

tor a little rest

return from entertaining in England and Ireland with Al Jolson, Patricia

Morlson, Allen

Prank McHugh.

Jenkins

and

Paul Whiteman helped put hlg
Jersey farm in order during his recent trip east.
Now raising pedigreed cattle.
Maestro back to the

Secret marriage two months ago
of Sid DIckler, nitery p.a., and Florence Gill, a nurse, has just been announced.
Bud Crozier, Baron Elliott's sax
player, injured in auto accident and
Ereddy Heft-lck is temporarily replacing him.
Sal Recchi, violinist and accordion
player,
new addition to Johnny
Kaaihue musical troupe at Hotel
Roosevelt
Grace White, Johnny Harris' private secretary, was sworn into the
WAAC's a few days ago and shoves
°

'

St.

Louis

By Sam X. Hurst
Sibyl Bowan, comedienne, here for
a tonsllectomy at St Lukes.

Anita and Armand, ballroomolocurrently at Club Continental,
Hotel Jefferson.
Christ Ethim, owner of the Star,
an indie house in.midtown, putting
the house through a face-lifting.

gists,

A

special war bond pre-showing
Paromount's 'Wake Island' was
held at the Fox theatre last week.
The Ringling circus will open a
five-day stand here Oct. 9.
Previously the extravaganza had stayed

of

only three days.

Former Mayor Henry W. Kiel was
elected prez q( the Municipal Theatre Assn. sponsor of the Forest
Park theatre, for the 25th consecutive time.
Beraie Evens, former exploitation
man for
in St. Louis, now holding
stint

with Metro with head-

quarters in Kansas City. Evens succeeds Claud Morris, resigned.
The Wellston Amus. 'Co., owneroperator of the Wellston, an indie
nabe in the west end, has purchased
the building it 0(;cupled for a reported $115,000.
John W. Vainko
.

is

manager.

The County Club,
ery, surrendered

its

a northside nitbeer license

5%

to the Excise Commissioner
cited the club's manager.

who had
John A.

Hughes, for offering intoxicating
liquors for sale without a proper license.

.

who thus respect the
clever espionage, which so
readily gets even local color comedy.
With this, the English shortwaver
slips in a ripsnorting piece of data
about what the Spitfires did over
Mimich or the Commandos did at
Dieppe.
feed

fanciful figures about Flying
Fortresses, much building, etc., but
there's no achievement to sock home
This Is said to be the
at
prime shortcoming of Yankee
tack via shortwave.

them

the point.

Opening night seats for "This Is the
Army' here on Oct 12 scaled to $11.
Variety Club will hold Its annual
election of officers next Monday
night (5).
Rita Hayworth had to cancel her
bond rallies in tri-state area on account of illness.
Oscar Serlin took his army physical here before 'Strip for Action'
pulled out of town.

Gardens gets

vember and

From America, we supposedly

DX

Red Skelton ordered by
down.

medico

his

Eddie Aqulllna, stunt man, in Veterans Hospital for major surgery.
Jackson Parks joined Bill Hebcrt'a
publicity staff

on the Goldwyn

lot.

Lewis Stone upped to the rank of
colonel in the California state militia.

George Brent appointed civilian
flying instructor, out of pictures for
duration.

William Farnum home from the
hospital
recuperate from abto
doininal surgery.
Barbara Mace, Ear% Carroll cho-

Warren

divorced

rine,

Kenneth

Mace, stage player.
Arllne Judge sued here for $1,600,
claimed as apartment rent by her

New York

landlord.

Jinx Falkenburg bruised by a fall
from a horse during a War Bond
rally In Casper, Wyo.

Lynn

Bari, screen actress, filed suit
against her husband-

divorce

for

agent Walter Kane.
Viola Brothers Shore

town

in

work on the novel, 'Seventh
for New York staging.
Jeri Lee, model, divorced

to
Cross,'

George

with
Durgom,
attache
Dorsejrs orchestra.
Raoul Walsh asked for $10,566 in
additional income taxes for 1941 by
Internal Revenue Department
Walter Temple moved up as head
of 20th-Fox trailer department to

Tommy

succeed Jim Simmons, now a soldier.
George Robinson, chief cameraman at Universal, turned over his
44-foot motor cruiser to the Coast
Guard.

Henry Jaffa arrived from New
York to draft modifieations of a new
contract between AFRA and the Artists Managers Guild.
Jean Parker, film actress, filed suit
for divorce against H. Dawson Sanders, former radio announcer, now
in the Coast Guard.
L.eonard L. Levlnson slated to go
to Washington next week for OWI,
visiting in the radio division under
BiU Lewis and Nat Wolff.
Walter Wanger back from Texas
where he lined up collegiate co-

operation for his forthcoming picture, 'We've Never Been Licked.'
Bud Abbott (and Costello) filed
suit against his former bookkeeper,
Arthur Anderson, demanding the return of various documents, cancelled
checks and bank statements.

Havana

UA

Ai-my has nixed any more appearances by Clark Gable until he graduates from Officers Candidate School.

ians,

Claire Trevor hospitalized In Santa
Fe, N. M.
to slow

'Bullets'

off this' weekend.

same

Chicago

at
Officers
Candidate
School.
Al Jolson back at the Lord Tarleton for brief rest Officiated at local
Victory bond celebration this week.

men's
Is

years.

cellar.

nouncer,

preweries. Several of them now de- or Genoa or Florence, somehow it
livering kegs in the old open trucks, gets to England pronto, and almost
powered by hefty oat-barners.
within the week the Italian-speaking
Harry Hershfield heads a stage
propagandist from London will ad
committee to elect George J. MlntThis pleases the Ital
«er. Republican and A. L. P. nomi- lib this nifty.
EInglish

on detached duty from Ft. Meade to
nandle Olsen and Johnson, et al., for

dancer,

exotic

has launched a comeback at Villa
Madrid after a retirement of three

been made to break into the wine

DX

ship.

Carmen LaPorte,

jointly

_

nee for the Supreme Court judge-

Run of 'Art of Love' and 'Bedroom
at Art Cinema finally
ended last Friday (24) at 21 weeks.
Frances McC:abe gets lemme lead
in Playhouse's opening show. Maxwell Anderson's 'Eve of St. Mark.'
Ted Viehman has picked 'George
Washington Slept Here' for his second show at the community theatre.

NBC cabled its London office to
Nick Lomakin, Local 60 saxman.
airmail copy of Richard Addinsell's sitting in with Del Courtney at Bill
new march, 'Into Battle'; Addlnsell- Green's imtil a replacement arrives
Is
author of 'Warsaw Concerto,' from west coast
which is proving one of the biggest
Carmen Rummo, Max Adkins*'
hits in town.
pianist who was rejected by the
Arts Theatre Club bad to cancel army, months ago, has been ordered
its performance of 'Magic' on Sept
up for another physical.
13, thieves having rifled the dressing-rooms and stolen all the men's
clothes. An unsuccessful attempt had

Greer Garson a Chicago visitor for
day en route back to west coast.
Nat Depinet, RKO prexy, in Chicago for several days on business.
20th-Fox planning elaborate local
campaign for opening of 'Pied Piper'
in Chicago Oct. 9.
Leo McCarthy, western division
Philadelpliia
manager for PRC, in Chi from Milwgltkee on cbmpany business.
By SI Shaltx
Film Bookers Club held dinner
Thursday night at Kingsholm RestauPat Stanton, v.p. of WDAS. has rant for members and their families.
enlisted in the Coast Guard Reserves,
Motion Picture Bowling League,
Joe E. Lewis confiding to his representing teams from all picture
friends here that he's 1-A and excompany exchanges, opened new
pects marching orders soon.
season.
Abe Neff, orchestra leader, has
Auditorium theatre and hotel have
joined the Harry Biben booking opened
for entertainment of service
office as head of the band departmen and can handle 20,000 uniment.
formed men daily.
R.
Phillips
(Mrs.
Edna
Samuel
Grand theatre opened Saturday
Rosenbaum) returns as harpist with (26) with two first-run PRC picthe
Philadelphia Orchestra after tures, 'Secrets o( a Co-ed' and
Mark Hanna off to England and year's hiatus.
'Bombs Over Burma.'
Ireland, for OWI, was farewelled by
Ross Mulholland. WCAU spieler,
Dorothy Lamour replaced Rita
his cronies at Toots Shor's last handling the 'Matinee from MeadowHayworth in Aurora. Elgin, and La
Thursday. Clippered to the British brook' and Brookline Country Club Porte. Ind..
appearances for
in
Isles over the weekend.
airings Saturdays.
September Bond Drive.
A service flag in honor of the 1,121
Lincoln Wilmerton, stage manager
Bob Allen joined United Artists
employees of Loew's and Metro now of Stage Door Canteen, (eted Satur
country sales staff. Allen was forIn the armed services was raised Fri- day night i26) by Canteen crowd
merly with Warners. Abe Fischer,
day (20) by Nick Schenck in front of prior to joining up.
country salesman, will take over city
the home office building.
Jack Charlton, onetime terpcr. new route.
Nate Blumberg. Univcr.<;al prexy. contact man here for Paramount
Herman Belersdorf appointed disjs due in shortly from the Coast on
Music, replacing Maxic Kendrick trict manager of the newly-created
his periodical fall visit.
He will be now a nitery nabob.
20th-Fox Great Lakes District, inaccompanied by John Joseph, comcluding Chicago. Milwaukee and
pany s ad-publlcity chief.
Belersdorf was formerly
Detroit.
Gene Buck, w.k. for hLs allergy to
branch manager in Dallas.
puttmg on any weight, finally added
U. S.
seven pounds, and looks much better.
Claims the ASCAP troubles don't sit
Continued from page 1
on him as heavily as before.
Pittsburgh
Gasoline and rubber rationing amorata. What happens? As soon as
starting
to
catch up with local a gag is hatched in Rome or Milan
By Hal Cohen

Besides the hoteliers beefing at
those come-off painted stockings, the
boy friends, while dancing, find it's
also adding to their valet bills.
George Fraser with War Activities Committee
on the industry's
bond drive, has joined Columbia Pictures publicity staff on special work.
Jay Leyda, technical director at
Artkino, U. S. distrib of Soviet films,
to the Coast t&t Warner Bros, as
technical adviser on 'Mission to Moscow.'
Those playful pranksters, Orson
Welles and George Jessel. are knocking each other out with gags and
practical jokes in the boites around
town.
Radie Harris, production aide to
Sol Lesser on his 'Stage Door Canteen* pic, arrives from the Coast
Friday to contact 'names' for appearances in the film.

booker, has en-

Diplomat'

$1,425.-

attack.

in

until

M-G

Simon Van Lier, head of music
section of Keith, Prowse, off on two

around

SS

been

days holidav.

left

Sidney Beer, for years a famous
racehorse owner and sportsman, has
formed the National Symphony Orchestra which he wilL personally
conduct at a series of Sunday con-

Miami

Billy de Wolfe, to the Coast this
for his first Paramount assign-

week

Into the
Lieut.

Irving Jacobs,

actress,
has
artists staff.

roller in civilian defense and studying to be an air raid warden.
Nikolai Fatula, local dancer, will
tour with Gertrude Lawrence in
'Lady in the Dark' this season.
Garry Davis, upped to one of the
leads in 'Let's Face It' went to the
Tech drama school for a year.

Oscar Deutsch
000.

play lead.

ment, 'Dixie' (BIng Crosby), thence

Lakes on

and Playhouse
added to KDKA

London

New

'Ice

'Icecapade.'i'

Follies' for

in

No-

Xmas-

Year's weeks.
Harry Morton, the agent, came on
with 'Hellzapoppin' troupe and spent
the week here.
Louis Kaufman, the broadca.stlng
barrister, back on the Job after three
weeks in the hospital.
Barbara Burns. Tech drama senior

Stanley Chase of Paramount haa
arrived in town.
Ramon Peon, Cuban film director,
to Mexico to work for producer

Ramon

Pereda.The Nadonal, now playing American pictures, may switch to Spanfilms again.

ish

Harry Bryman, new

In

War Spending
i

Continued from pace 2

— provided
both

last

they or their
that long.

;

money

or

The shipbuilders give the ballrooms around Southgate and the vicinity a
heavy play, while aircrnfter.s.

usually

living

near

their

plants, become Friday night habitues of neighborhood bars and night
spots, often spending much
more

than they can afford.
Property owners and taxpayers of
the state, in fact are visibly alarmed
this symptom, feeling that the
b.v
end of war here will be only the
beginning of an onerous burden
which they must shoulder; namely,
the support of a lot of drifters and
casual labor who are not normally
self-supporting. As a general thing,
they are people who formerly didn't
hitve I bosom to their pants and
suddenly find themselves handling
sums that, by contrast, seem prodigious.

They consequently go 'sailor' rich
as the same type of man cid

— much
in

the last war.

'It'll
be worse this time.' adds
0!dfteld,
morosely.
'In
the flist
place, most of these people are far
from their real homes and, without

rubber and movement money, they'll
become a charge on this state, or any
other that has the same condition.
1.1
the second place, this isn't
pro.sperity war, like the last one.
Most of the pay checks I ca.sh are

local

manager

for Metro, is in from Montevideo to
take charge here.
Tantasmas del Caribe,* local picture directed by Ernesto .Caparros,
nearlng completion.
Much talk about an American producing and distributing company
contemplating building of a theatre

Havana.

Carlos Rocha, editor of the magazine Clnegraflco, and secretary of
the Motion Picture Writers' Federation, off to New York on business.
Chela Campos, Mexican songbird
who looks like Dorothy Lamour.

making

eighborhood movies

p.a.s in

and nearby towns. Achieved notable
success in Havana.
Smith-Valcarce circuit plans to
run stage shows only at the America during the month of November,
and perhaps continue that policy
should It not get together with local
film distributors on terms.

By Les Bees
Harry Kuh

in

town ahead

of 'Ice-

Capades.'

Paul Draper and Larry Adler Into

Lyceum

for one-nighter Oct. 12.
Wesley Little theatre players offering 'Arsenic and Old Lace.'
Ben Meshbesher resigned frorA
Republic to join Warners' sales staff.
'Ice-Capades' opens indefinite en-

gagement"

Oct

at

St.

Paul

Auditorium

6.

Joe Morrison headlining Turf club
.show that includes Lucille and Eddie
plus Ann Scott
Hirsch-Katz Alvln opened Midwest burlesque circuit roadshow season with 'Crazy Show.'

Fred Strom, Northwest Allied executive secretary, back on job after
fortnight's vacation In east.
Marjorie Garretson, singing comedienne, going Into 14th week at
Hotel St. Paul Club Casino.
Tony Di Pardo's orchestra back at
Nicollet hotel Minnesota Terracs for

under $40.'
Briefly, then, it would appear that second time in five months.
Twin City Variety club Hniru up
the cafes and bars here may be
theatres to hold children's matmees
having .something of a splurge now,
to collect phonograph recortb en
atid everything seems superb.
But which cash will be realiaif for
the bill hasn't come around vet.

,

Wednesdajt September 30,

54
and choral director, died Sept 24
South Bend, Ind., after a stroke.

OBITUARIES

HEBMAN
Herman

HARRISON HOLLIWAT
Harrison

Holliway,

He

general
manager of KFI and KECA, Holly
wood affiliates of NBC and Blue net
work, respectively, died Sept. 23 in
• Los Angeles hospital. Stricken In
Hollywood
at
his
late afternoon
Knolls home after a few days con
flnement with a slight cold, he was
stricken in late afternoon and rushed
to the hospital, where he died that
Death was due to cardiac
night.
42,

hemorrhage.
Despite his xpung age, Holliway
was identified with radio for nearly
80 years and received the first ama
teur station license issued in the
west. After much early experiment
Ing he bulit and operated KSL in

F.

Lutz,

F.

Mr. and Mrs. William Edwin, son,
Father is radio

newsreel cameraman, died Sept 21
at his home in Jackson Heights.

few character parts
before his retirement six
years ago. Survived by widow, the
former Ann Vislaire, stage actress,
who lives at the Forrest home.
also played a

in pictures

AARON GOLDBERQ
Aaron Goldberg, 60, dean of San
Francisco's independent exhibitors,
died there Sept. 21 at St. Mary's
hospital after an illness of several
weeks.
He opened his first thea
tre, the Peerless, which is still operated by the Goldberg circuit, in
His

1912.

interests

now

CLYDE CLEMENT LONG

WBBM,

Chicago, newscaster.

Mr. and Mrs. George Shrader, son,
Hollywood, Sept 21. Father is

a film cutter.

number

of eastern symphony orchesdied Sept 19 at his San Fr.
-e.

"

number

two newsreel houses, one in Frisco
and another in Oakland, and four

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Woodruff,
Sept 22. Father
agency radio di-

son, in Pittsburgh,
is Pitt advertising
rector.

Lewis Cohn Davenport, 22, was
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Dunne, son, in
killed in an Army plane crash in
Hollywood, Sept 1. Father is in
other theatres In downtown Frisco. Louisiana last Thursday (24).
He
Widow, Rita, and a son. Private was the son of Daniel Davenport, as Warners story department
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hoge, son, in
Frisco, his birthplace, and soon after Franklin
Goldberg,
sta^oned
at sistant manager of the Rialto theatre
New York, Sept. 22. Father is partbrought into being KRFC. In his Camp Crowder, Mo., survive.
N. Y.
ner in Huber Hoge & Son., radio ad12 years with the station, which was
vertising agency.
bought by Don Lee from City of
MRS. KATE V. SAINT MAUB
John Conley, 88, father of J. B.
Paris department store, he created
Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Laemmle, son,
Mrs. Kate Vandenhof Saint Maur, Conley, general manager of Westingthe variety type of show which was
in Hollywood, Sept 29. Father is a
73, author and former stage actress, house Stations
and WGL,
to serve as the pattern for many died Sept. 27 in Danbury,
writer at Paramount
Conn.
Fort Wayne, Ind., died Sept. 22 of
to follow and those now on the air.
Born In England, Mrs. St Maur pneumonia at East McKeesport, Pa
Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Fowler, Jr.,
He called it 'Blue Monday Jamboree,' first appeared on the stage in Liverdaughter, in Hollywood, Sept. 24.
a two hour show of music and pool, Eng., in 1884. She came to the
Herman Both, 63, father of Eugene Father is an assistant director at
comedy which he wrote, directed, U. S. in 1887 and had played oppo20th-Fox.
announced, emceed and created all site such stars as Mme. Modjeska, J. Roth, owner and operator of
Mr. and Mrs. Emelio Caceres, son,
the characters. For nearly six years Kate Claxton and Maurice Barry- KONG, San Antonio, died in San An
Sept. 24, in Detroit
He's a band
tonio Sept. 21.
it was sponsored by Golden State more.
In 1894 she married the late
violinist
dairies and had the largest listening Henry St. Maur, English actor, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Wald, son, in
audience on the Coast of any pro- retired from the stage.
Charles Kallman, Sr., 79, father f
gram then aired. Fi'om ttie roster of
A frequent contributor to maga- the Metropolitan Opera tenor, Hollywood, Sept. 26. Father Is Warzines, Mrs. St. Maur had authored Charles Kullman, Jr., died Sept 24 ner producer and onetime N. Y. columnist.
several books. She had t>een a friend in New Haven.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Davidson, son,
of Mark Twain.
Sept. 23 Jn Los Angeles. Father Is
Erwln Melnecke, 63, veteran ciremcee-announcer at KFI, L.A.
LOUIS GELLEB
cus clown, died of a heart attack,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Chatterton,
Louis Geller, 31, branch manager in Los Angeles, after a performance daughter,
Sept. 23, in Los Angeles.
for Vitagraph, Ltd., in Winnipeg, at the Shrine Circus.
Father is supervisor of announcers
D.
Canada, died Sept. 24 in Winnipeg
at KNX, L.A.
Lt.

WOWO

LOTTNAN

GEORGE

after a year's illness.
Geller had been associated with
Vitagraph since 1B29 when the orRosemary
O'Brien
to
Corp.
ganization absorbed First National, Charles
Klein,
Sept 15, In St.
for which he was employed as ad Louis. Bride
is V NBC's news and
.salesman. He was branch manager special
events department.
for Vitagraph. in Calgary before his
Ella Logan tO' Fred F. Flnklehoffe,
transfer to Winnipeg three years

MARRIAGES

September 25, 1942
A. 0.

Sept. 23, in

ago.

talent came many of the current
air favs, including Al Pearce, Meredith Willson, Tommy Harris and

KFRC

—

.

received when his car collided with
an oil truck near Youngstown earlier the same day.

H. TUBNEB
William
H.
Turner, 80, stage
veteran, died Sept. 27 at the Edwin
Forrest Home for Actors, Philadelphia.

Born

In Ireland in 1861 Turner
started his stage career in the States
In the '80s. His first part was in
'Streets of New York' with the

WDGY,

Minne-

Salt

Lake

City.

GEORGE

D.

illness.

m

and

10,

home

in

JACK INOWAY
19.

BURTON

O.

tJronyn,

Beverly Hills, Cal., Sept. 27. Bride
sUge player; groom is film actor.
Stella Adier to Harold Clurman
Sept. 27 in New York. She's sUg^
and screen player, formerly membei of the Group Theatre; he's producer for Columbia Pictures and
founder of the Group Theatre.

Jane

Constance

Loew

Boyd McDavid Morse, U.

Lieut

to

A.,

S.

in

Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 27. Bride
IS granddaughter of
Adolph Zukor
and the late Marcus Loew, and the
daughter of Major Arthur M. Loev
V. p. of Lowe's, Inc., and
Metro.
,

SS

Contlnaed rrom page 4

tcrtainment

Edmund

J.

committee
Plohn,

^

headed

manager

by

of the

Ni.tional theatre.
to

Jack Inoway, 52, formerly a vaudeperformer, died In Lima, O.,
Survived by two

Hume

American Theatre Wing proposes

ville

Sept

to

D. C. Canteen

HAL SMITH

years, died Sept. 20 at her
Holly Hill, S. C.

Tandy

is

LOTTMAN

43, died In
Sept. 25 following a year's
Widow, Betty, and two chil-

dren. Herbert and Evan, 14
survive; also his mother.
Details in music section.

He's
thea-

Mary Lou Cook' to Lieut. Carl
Baggiee, in Las Vegas, Sept. 25. Bride
is a
member of the Merry Macs
singing group..- t. .i-.,.
Jessica

children'.

WETMOBE

send headline acts here weekly.

Helen Hayes, who was one of the
pioneers for the Washington adventure, was here Monday to oversee things.
She will remain until
opening. Mrs. Roosevelt has promised to raid the White House kitchen
for

two pounds

of

Continued from page S

Konstantine Va-

to

veris, in Altoona, Sept. 20.
general manager of Majestic
tre, Philipsburg, Pa.

George D. Lottman,

Ntw York

Hal Smith, 40, announcer for
erward radio director for Young St
Rubicam, collaborated. Pooler and KOMC, Texarkana, Texas, died Sept.
Lewis later took the feature to 17. He formerly was an announcer
WTAM. Pooler employed tl.2 char- fo.- WRR, Dallas.
Among survivors is a son, Hal
acter in several programs at WTAM
and did a guest shot on the old Smith, Jr., of the (ioast Guard.
Rudy Vallee program.
MRS. R. B. GROSS
Survived by widow and sever 1
Mrs. R. B. Gross, organist at WIS,
children, a daughter being an army
Columbia, S. C, for the past 10
nurse in Australia.

WILLIAM

of

War Ends

Helen George

,

WGY

•

\

ago moved south

years ago but apparently recovered,
only to be stricken again this summer.
Pooler was best known in radio
fo.- the
character of 'Joe Peno,'
based on observation of French-Canndians near Bangor, Me., where
presented "Joe" on a local station.
Ho flrsl used the dialect figure at
in a sketch called 'Bob, the
Janitor,' and later incorporated it
with another in a skit titled 'Jce
and Eddie,' on which Tom Lewis, aft-

staff

Mr. and Mrs. David P. Gulette, son,
in Philadelphia, Sept. 26.
Father Is
WOAU's assistant technical director.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Buck, son,
in Salt Lake City.
Father is an-

EVELYN THATCHEB

Evelyn Thatcher, 80,
For many years he film comedienne, died Sept. 28, in
and six years Los Angeles. She had played in
to take over the Mack Sennett comedies with Mabel
management of KFI and KECA. Normand, Gloria Swanson and Marie
Year ago owner Earle C. Anthony Prevost after a stage career which
made him a vice-president and gave began at the age of 14.
him full charge of the two stations.
In vaudeville she was billed as
He was also past regional director 'The Irish Lady* and in later years
of National Association of Broad- she played character bits in pictures.
casters.
She retired six years ago.
Surviving are his widow, Edna
O'Keefe, who was singer-comedienne
ALFBEO SEYDEN
on 'Jamboree,' and three children,
Alfred Seyden, 51, concert violintwo by a former marriage. Services is', and former Instructor at the Curwere held Sept. 26 at Forest Lawn t i Institute of Music, died Sept 24
Memorial Park in Glendale followed in Philadelphia.
by cremation.
A native of Poland, Seyden
to the U. S. 20 years ago.
He had
toured in Europj as a violinist.
WALDO POOLER
Widow survives.
Waldo Pooler, for six years an
actor and script writer at WGY
FRANK ('PINKY') HESIDENCE
Schenectady, N. Y., and more reFrank ('Pinky') Hesidence, 47, Ohio
cently a writer-actor-production man
at WTAM, Cleveland, died Sept 22 orchestra leader and cafe entertainer,
at his home in Jackson Heights, died Sept. 25 in Robinson Memorlai
N. Y. He had been ill about two HospiUl, Ravenna, O., from injuries

managed

on sales

apolis.

Is singer currently in the Broadway
two 'Show
nouncer at KDYL,
Time'; he's producer of
same show.
Mary Clare west to Conrad ThibiuU,
Sept
23,
in
Miami.
early silent
He's radio
If
and
ert singer.

Widow,
infant
daughter,
brothers and a sister survive.

Hazel Warner.
also

Greenwich, Conn. Bride

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Borgin, daughMinneapolis, Sept 22. Father

ter, in
is

canned goods on

the opening night
'This Is the Army' expects to provide at least two impromptu shows
at the Canteen during the local - -gagement of the soldier musical.
Pepsi-Cola will open a canteen at
13th and G streets to rival its N. Y.

rendezvous for soldiers and sailors.
Four-story building, centrally locEted, has been taken over, provided
with showers, game rooms, cafeteria
and even facilities for men in unifo>m to press their clothes. Unlike
the Stage Door Canteen here, where
the emphasis will be on entertainment, this new furlough spot will
concentrate on comforts and service.
Everything will be free and the

Burton O. Wetmore, 78, associated
George G. Boniface company. His
kst part was with TaUulah Bank- with early motion pictures In Boston, died Sept. 24 in Boston.
head in 'Reflected Glory' In 1936.
Widow survives.
Among the plays in which he appeared were 'The Octaroon,' 'Arkanactual operation of the military spot
MBS. HAZEL SMELSEB
Baw Traveler,' 'David Harum,' The
has been turned over to WashingMrs. Hazel Dell Neff Smelser, con- ten's civilian authorities interested
Prisoner of Zenda,' The Girl from
Bfaxim's' and 'Father and the Boys.' cert pianist, singer, writer, lecturer In the war effort. It opens Oct. 1.

Jewel

Ello

Danny nuiuirds
Ruth Brewer
Pessy Loeb
Marty Devlne Orch
Glamour 01*
Eddie De Luca Ore PaulSam's Cafe
Rich
R Mbnchlto Ore
Yonder Thompson
HopUai'Bathdieller Eddie Galbraltb
Margie Smith
Kings of Rhythm
Mike Ray Ore

Tvonettes

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Wrench, son,
geles Sept. 25.
Father Is
in Los Angeles, Sept 22.
trailer editor at Metro.
WlllUm BlokeU, 56, director of
Mr. and Mrs. Abe Rothensteln, son,
the Stanford University band and a in Pittsburgh, Sept. 9.
Father opone-time member of Sousa's and
erates West Aliquippa, Pa., theatre.

Cisco

Next WeelTII

Contlnaed from page 48

Mr. and Mrs. Gene Dalley, son, in Delia LInd
Stump & Stumpy
Chicago, Sept. 19.
Father la
Diane Berry

in

Clyde Clement Long, 63, veteran
comedian-dancer, died in Los An-

tras,

Bills

editor of the Chicago Times.

Universal

44,

—

in Chicago, Sept 20.

LUTZ

19-2.2

BIRTHS

in

Jobnn* Cabin

Kay Hamlton
Kaye £ Orey

Clara Bvana
Tony Bennett Ord

LexlnctoD Catlae
Caelnottes (6)

Harry Weinberg
Walker & Walker
Diane Cooper
Edily

Lanny Valo
Ted Oliver Ore
Ultle Kathekeller
Qrace Edwards

by Phil Stong, and Time of
Peace, by Ben Ames Williams.
Story department heads are showing marked apathy towards material

Gertie Taylor Ore
Dot Lull
Miss Marley
Gene & Vane
Candy* Lee
Shang-RI-La
Dick Stabile Ore

Oracle Barrle
Charez Ore
Grandfathers Follies
Sliver

l4ike

Inn

Mnrlo & .Maria
Mllo. Lillian
Eddie Schafter
DeQulncy A Glvene Col Geo Reed
Alice Lucey
victor Hugo's Ore
Loq's Chancellor Bar Mickey Fomllant O
Sun Ray Oardena
Gloria Mann
Goorglanna Lee
Boyd & Smith
Ande FurlonK
Don Rennldo 4
Warner & Valerie
Ulaalrel Taveni
Beatrice & Danny
Dotty Dewayne
Agnes Wlllla
Mary MorrlH
Garden Swingaters
MarKle March
Skeeter

Johnny & George

Anita Thoma
Michael Wayne
Loftue

Slaay Glnnle

Moravian Bar
Helen Rulh
Kenny Shaffer (3)

Wtli St. Bathskellat
Al Carlton

June Van
Harry Adar Ore
Babe Latour
Valdez & Peggy

Swan Club
Cookie Williams
Dick Wade
Vincent Rlzzo Ora
Pussy DeCarmo
Nell HIrghBB'i
Ray Sla
Joe Rankin
Armand Camp
Ed Richards
Flack Lane
airard & Carolina
Marty Bohn
Serenaders
Lee Bohn
Catherine Wolf Ols Cookie Mann
Frank Murtha
Trana Atlantic L'g*
Geo MarehettI Ore Sally LaMar
Old Fklls TaTera
Richard Boch
Lew Kama
tOth Centar; Clab
Owen DIedrIck
Harry MoKay
Dotty Brennun
Mike PedeclQ
Billy Hays Ore
Mao Arthurs
Door
Open
Cat*
Venice OrlU
Day. Dusk, Dawn
Eddie Dolan
Delniara 2
Antono Uove
Zola Gray
Louly^ Allen
Shallta-Cralg Ore
WIngo Wlngo
Frank ralamlm'i
Eddy Delan
John Sunceo
Brown Twins
Don Nicholas Ore
Carlotla Bllsworth
Welwr's Uof Bran
Bye Sle
riB

Wayne

Franklo Schlutb
Jeanettos
Joe & Lou

roneiton Cafe
Joe Jovenelly
Dawn Lovely
Nan O'Roiirke
Molly Mnrlane
Dotty Morse

Marty Wayne

Rendnvoas
Anno I.ewta
Dclloyd
i Belles

tiny,'

KInloy

Betty-Ann Jordan

Sclolla's

Frankle Richardson
"

Bob Karl

MarKaee

& Uruu

KItx Carllun

Howard Lanln Ore

Roman Grille
Montoz & Adele

Camden

Ray O'Day
Hay Terrell Co
Dobas Trio
Gertrude Brlcfa
Julea Flacco's Ore
Raths'r Kldoradlaua
Wilson's

n^Art 'Mathuea
Joe HoUKli
Ouardsnuin St Mar
Jerry TnppH
GliiKer Harris
Cath Borney Ols
Sucht Club

Ann

Ttiley

Janice Itelfte
Gloria Dnle
Ted LowIh. Jr
Harry Holly
"Ictor Nelson Ore

PITTSBUBGE
for low-budget production
care with which celluloid
Alpine Lodge
The Sterlings
2 Jays
apportioned this year at Joey Sims Ore
Hlldobrand
studios.
Instructions from Winter Sis
New IllllcresI
Jack Herbert
most major company top execs are Tanned & Thomas
Joey Sims Ore
to buy the type of yarns which can
Arlington Lodge
Nlxun Cufa
Pall Allwes Ore
carry big budgeters.
Al Marslco Oro
Jenny Leo
Bob Carter
Screen rights to 'Born,' published
Coleniun Clark
Bniconadca
by Scribner's, were snapped up by Bob Lazar
Bob
Andc/son
Ore
Wally Sherwin
Edward Small, deal including en- Dale Spohrer
Honey Alurray
gagement of the author to handle
BUI Oreea'a
Nut House
screen treatment, though no shoot- Del Courtney Ore
Piccolo Pete Ore
.Mary Juno Uodd
ing date is likely for some time.
Hal & Dolly
Charlie Broad
Jooy Kline
20th-Fox bought the Stong novel, Jack Milton
Jimmy Muzzo
being published this fall by Reynal
Blue Ridge Inn
Kddie Miller
Ted niako
Hitchcock for approximately $50,000, Lou Lucky Oro
Cornell Cooper
.Nile
Court
Spirited bidding for Time of Peace,'
Bougie- Woogle Club Ray Dunn
(Houghton, Mifflin.) was reported
Pal McClownn
Cozy Harris
from Metro and Warners, with the Gladys Mason
Chuck Murray
Jerry TagrCHs
Dancing Buddy
former the likely buyer.
Tommy Mnndres
Doog Sherman
Racehorse Williams
Orchard Inn
Harry Como^do
Pararaonnt Still Looking
Benny Burton Ore
Club I'etlle
Hollywood, Sept. 29.
Oasis
Paramount is putting on a wide- Jack Peck Ore
Al Snyder Ore
Peka Sis
Johnny Wiles
spread search for story material,
Cork and Battle
Pines
even though it has more yarns on
Lloyd Fox
Don Rutter
its
shelves than ever before and
Eddie Peyton's
BUI LeRoy Oro
dozens of screenplays ready for
Jacques La Bells
Geo Overholt Ore
shooting.
Studio bought another Bddle Peyton
Bedd's Cute
best-selling ghost novel, 'The Unin- Marlon Muller
Rudy I^aul Ore
Francis Renault
Maxine & 0<lette
vited,' last week to add to two other
SI Club
Bobby Norman
novels high on the library lists, 'And
Eddie Palmer
Max Tarshls
Now Tomorrow' and 'The Hour Be- Pat McCauley
Squirrel Coop
Linda Cotta
fore Dawn.'
Dothory Mnson Bd
Sally Rice
Mnrgo Price
In addition to these are "French- Mary Steele
Ethel Mnson
mans Creek' and 'Her Heart in Her Cnria Moore
2 Mohnmeds
Louise Donn
Snow Edmonds
Throat,' recently purchased at high Sherry Lane
Trelon
prices from the book publishers.
Hotel Fort Fitt
Joey Reynolds
Universal bought 'Tombstone From Ken Bailey Ore
Freddy Rose
Johnny Mitchell
Heaven,' by Richard English.
Eddie Meyers
Harry Walton
Yacht Club
Jessie Wheatley
H Middleman Or*
Hotel lleniT
Eddie Metcslfa
Air Corps
(Silver GrUI)
Steel Pier
Jerry Copper
< Kings & Queen
Rex Owen
Stay
(Oay M'a)
Leonora Sola
Dunedlns
Dorothy
Nesbitt
Atlantic City, Sept 29.
Sky-Vua
Hotel Tth Avenue
Atlantic City Steel Pier has proGeorge Wells Oro
longed its season beyond its usual Frank Andrlnl
Evelyn Nellls
summer closing and is operating Argentinians
Hotel Roosevell
Cnton OrlU
every Saturday and Sunday. Danc- The Kaalhuea
Sammy Walters
Sal Recch
Frank NataJo
ing and a feature pic are
Hotel Schenley
offered on
Mike Sandretto
Saturdays along with holdover ex- Billy Hinds Ore
Villa Undrld
Joy LInd
hibit and fun house attractions
Hotel Vim Penn
while
Etzl Covato Oro
Sunday programs are further aug(Continental Bar)
Mark Lane
Billy Catlzone
Jack McCarthy
mented by vaudeville.
Lenox Gordon
Arturo & Evelyn
Patronage of air trainees stationed Deno Belli
Fayne & Foster
John Fritz
Llllyon Wargo
in Atlantic City's beachfront
hotels
Merry-Oo-Ronnil
UolTman Sis
has kept the weekend
attendance Ken Harris Ore
Vletory Lounge
Bob Sherman
sufficiently high to warrant
remainVictory 3
Mnsle liar
i«ig open, according
to Frank Gra- Skeeta Light
Webster Ball
vatt. Steel Pier president
Betty Falvo
Nelson Maples Oro
suitable

due

to

will

be

various

.

To

Cues
Open Weekends

Genevieve Llpton

Fashlonettea

W«<lne8daj, September 30, 1942
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services were producing pic
which the public was apparently interested in seeing.
Governmc:-.t regulation and Aim
Cont'nued from page 4C
productioi^ in England at no time,
hcwevi
sed any widesprea'"
ticity of the supposedly Inanimate
uneasiness there owing to closer
N. Y. character.
Winchell has retained working arrangements
and \inC€
practically all of the old business in
r.this
good ventriloquial turn with standing with film producers.
this since Duchin and the DeMarcos
observers question,
however,
'Jerry Mahoney,' a dead wood carbon i.sh
were Persian Room standards.
whether the Ancan way of life
Bob Grant's band, now enlarged to of Charlie McCarthy.
Kay Penton, formerly in a George lends itself as easily to stricter go- nine men. has been brought over by
Miss Hildegarde from the S-P; in White's 'Scandals,' and Bill Johnson, ernment regulation and direction.
out of the recent Eddie Cantor show,
Is It r.°ortb It?
fact she favors this combo and book'Banjo Eyes,' are reviewed under
Discussion anc
the recruiting of
ings are usually arranged coinciGrant's next booking may New Acts.
key men from American film prodentally.
Bobby Parks' band, which achieved
Sam,
meantime
but
Uncle
he
with
be
duction is an extension of the varied
on a compelling violin considerable prominence during a views on li.e drafting of male sta
solid
Is
s.
long run at the Stork Club, and Joe
backed by three reeds, one trumpet
Pafumy's rhumba band alternate on Seme industry heads still debate the
and Ave rhythm (accordion, piano,
the stand, with the former playing a issue as to whether such names as
traps and string bass, besides himMi\t Shaw, ex-Duchinite, is neat show and for' the straight danc- Clark Gable. Tyrone Power, James
self).
ing.
The
personblonde Parks is a
Stewart, Henry Fonda, Victor Mafiddler, heading the reanother
able front for the outfit, which, with ture and
ossibly Mickey Rooney
lief quartet.
show, has enlarged from a v.'ould not serv
the cause better
The Perstan Is a sizeable room, this
standard seven pieces to 10. It's a
crowding in almost 300. and its
crew whose three violins emphasize producing the type of pictures which
quite a feat the way Hildegarde
would best maintain the theatre as
compels attention all the way 'and its melodic quality. It's no band for a 'national forum' for the exposition
Leo the hep kids, but contributes nifty
has 'em hungry for more.
to those who go for the ot Government pictures of important
Kahn is her accompanist, above dansapation
Johnny Burns vocals with informative and morale value. Opinaverage for the league. Meantime, sweet.
the band.
ion has been expressed that the 'sU the nearby Savoy-Plaza has been doThe Parks band, starting this week, bait* which drew maximum pub 2
ing all right with Renee de Marco,
is on a twice-weekly sustainer for 15
debuts
there
toattendance
has
t>een
withdrav.n
and Morton Downey
The Pierre's Cotillion minutes (rom the hotel on Mutual.
(1).

GRIDCAST

Night Club Reviews

^SS^^S
PERSIAN ROOM,

^^^^^j

.

By Nat Kahn

COLLEGE GAMES
FRIDAY, OCT. 2

GAMES
GeorKctonn-Mlsslsslppi
It's

OkU-A. & M.-Baylor
4 lotu-scorin due'
Temple- VMI
Temple is fighting

OK

morrow

Melba's band.

Kahn.

same night with VirMyrus and Stanley
Roy Ross batons at

the S-P. Class or
hot and biz is ditto.

ma.<ss,

the town's

B'way to Trenches

i4bel.

A Government

fiom

theitres.

ture,

shown along

with

Continued from page

(HOTEL WALTON)

mart after

Philadelphia, Sept. 24.

1

ssa

t£ke a

much

voice is as pliable as his kisser. One
of his funniest bits is his 'Butchie
McGurk,' an impersonation of a
Brooklyn goon who's been drafted.
Also ribtlckling is a parody titled
"Bla-Bla to You,' an' imitation of a
Jap news commentator. In addition
to his own stint, Marshall emcees

with aplomb.
Lynch has

be comedies.

all

In giving a go-ahead for the plan,
the Dramatists Guild made two reservations. Permission to record each
show must be obtained from its proagain unbuckled the ducer, and a clearance on the matcostumes designed by ter of motion picture rights for
the dance routines every such play must be obtained

bankroll for
Miles White;
were staged by Marjorie Fielding.
Opening number has the girls
coming out in exotic costumes, while
Delia LInd sings 'Sheherezade.' The
'Glamour Girls' tie up the proceedings with a patriotic ntimber titled

from Sidney R. Fleisher, Guild arbiter of Aim sales.
There was a question among some

Guild
council
members
whether such shortwave broadcasts
Got What It Takes'—an original might in any way effect the foreign
tune sung by Miss LInd with the copyright or the film rights on the
And although it
showgals representing the nation's plays involved.
resources; three beauts representing was felt that in normal times those
the three branches of the armed a.spects of the matter would be

We

of

the

—

services.

Stump and Stumpy, brought back
hero
after
months'
rbthree
sence, are still plenty clicko with
thpir .seemingly effortless dancing

studied carefully before making a
decision, it was decided that the proposal should be okayed at once

rather than jeopardize or delay any
possible source of entertainment for
clowning.
Still
netting the
soldiers.
is the imitation of 'Donald
Duck' bv the short member of the
Approval of the Equity council is
(erring duo.
sought for a waiver of the standard
Diane Berry Is a talented tapster, rule that casts of legit shows must
but effect of her clever footwork is be paid an extra week's salary
for
taken awnv by a little too much
all recorded performances, whether
mugging. She also clowns through a
sonii called 'Hard-Hearted Hannah.' the recording is made of a regular
Eddie Deluca's orchestra performs performance or an extra one. The
noblv during the show and for association has invariably refused to
dancing, while Ramon Monchlto's grant any such waiver in the past,
rhumba band, a new addition to the but is expected to do so in this
Walton Roof podium, takes care of instance, as the discs are Intended
Ihp lulls.
solely for broadcast to the armed
Rose Gallo. a talented pianist and forces overseas and would not be
c.-\nary, and Peggy Loeb. hostess-lnheard in the U. S.
chiet.
entertain
cocktail
In
the

and

l.-iughs

loimge.

'

Both

main room and the
annex were crammed for

the

cocktail

'he opening,

tariff

in

Draft Key

dining rr>om

for teeoff priced at $.'5-a-''<»aH. .^hnl.

GLASS HAT,

N. Y.

(BELMONT-PLAZA HOTEL)
Sfadlers (2), Patil Winrhell. Kay
Penfon. BiU Johnson. Bohbw Parka

Orch (10) vHth Johnny Bums. Joe
Pnfiijnv Bhumba Band with Anita:
S1.50 minimum tDsekdavs. $2 Sntur'invt.

Sundays and holidays.

This

Is

Men

CAotlDued from pa(e B

State has one ol

strength of private Aim production
might be weakened permanently.

No Question
There

is

i

)

of

I'ull

Co-op

divided opinion wit

-

in the trade on the necessity of pr--

viding

Thl3

is

good tennis

iirighter
There's
Me here to suggest a large budget, en' operating with full studio techbut the entertainment Is there in nical and v.iiting facilities. Virt
considerable lots regardless.
aily all requests from Government
Two of vaudeville's standard acts departments so far made to picture
are heading the bill, the Stadlers and companies (or release of key men
Paul Winchell, and. as usual, they're
hi've, of course, been granted.
"till supplying considerable sock to
Fear of Government competlti
the lavout.
The Stadlers, first on.
pre still doing their nifty caricatures crd regulation, which prevailed in
in
danc" of Mickey and Minnie Er.gland at the beginning of the war,
Miouse. Their turn Is divided in two on the other hand has been dissinarts. the first comprising the Dl.snev
British exhibitors and di- pated.
fharacter.<i and the second following
that increased Gov=ome songs by emcee Bill Johnson. tributors found
production activiti.
ragdoll dance that's okav excent ernment film
or the grimaces of the gal. It would there bionsht increased attendance
better if she. as the doll, would at theatres and consequently higher
-dpan It to heighten the authen- revenues, because the government

12-5

Mustang squad.

SOUTH
No. Carollna-So. Carolina

way

the

This may well be a scoreless
Rice- La. state
State

is

w

creditors' hearings to $113,000,
th
the Arnold claim remaining in mid-

upward«of

that

on iU

Missouri-Colorado

Tilm and MovieCalifornia

intersettled for $39,-

on countorclaims
and exchange of releases, its claim

Fox Theatres Corp. of New York,
trustees, received $25,000 for alleged
debts of $18,523,570.
Sentry Safety Control Corp., of
E. Cohen took
their joint
claim for
$7,500 on

i

bills

The

Corp.
aggregating
St.

Co., certified

pub-

accountants, and Carol Hall, of
N. Y., collected $17,500 on indeterminate claims.

All-Continent. Corp.,
Delaware
corporation formed by Fox in December, 1930, was organized, disputants said, for the express purpose
of defrauding the movie magnate's
creditors.
Fox's wife, Eva, and his
two daughters, Mona and Belle, were
listed as owners of All-Continent,
which was further desc^bed in the
'recapture of as.scts' suit as Fox's
'alter ego.'

Trustee Steelman started the suit
against All-Continen'^ on behalf of
the creditors of the bankrupt, charging it was created with $7,000,000 of
the film mogul's assets and then
transferred to his family.

1

(/clans ore

among

the

general

good

of

the

News' Editorial
Breaking precedent by running a
picture of Paulelte Goddard warming up on the beach for btnii work
in its regular edit' -ial columns, the
Detroit News repeated: 'We spoke
yesterday on this page of the glamour

it

method of pushing war bond
and what we considered its deThe principal of these is that

has failed.

'We have no quarrel with the
Hollywood cutie who is giving her
away to any bond buyer who

ki.<»es

7-5
2-1

12-5
for long.

5-12
12-5

Oregon SUte

9-5

roll.'

SUnford

7-6

CLA

6-5

I

the Coast's pro>nin<>nts.

8-6
this

week.

Even

SDNSAY, OCT. 4
Steelers-GUnts

Giants

r

3-1

The Steelers are the league's doormats.
Lions-Dodgers
Dodgers
Look for the Dodge, s as the eastern champs.
Barns-Bears
Bears
A high-scoring game.
Eagles-Hedsklns
Redskins
The Indians wil' roll it up.
Cardinals-Packers
Packers
fsbell to

Hutson— that's

3-1
3-1
3-1

12-5

atl, ttrother.'

STANDING
12; Lost, 9; Ties, 3;

Percent,

~i571

Continued from pace 3

chieapen

fects.

9-5

(Ties are not counted^

campaign.

girl

6-t

12-5

NATL PRO LEAGUE

Glamour Irks Det.

sales

3-1

3-1

Washlngton-USC
USC
The Tro^ns won't let that Tulane beating upset them
Wash. Stete-Oregon
Washington .SUte
A close one for the Cougars.

Won,

j^^s

2-1.

8-5

FAS WEST
Santa Clara-Stanford
The Broncos are too green.
UCLA-Calif. Pre-Fllgbt

$1,300,000.

lic

12-5

Missouri

Oregon Statc-Callt
Watch the Rose Bowl champs

Nev York, and Joseph

accepted $5,000 for

9-S

IndiflM is a sleeper in the midwest conference.
Wisconsln-Marqoette
Wisconsin
The Badgers showed enough power against JVotre Dame.

for $11,024,960.

$1,250,000.
'Touch.e Niven

3-1

The Mtssourlans should make this a romp
Nebraska-Iowa Slate
Nebraska
The Comhuskers to rebound from the Iowa setback.
Norttawcstcrn-Texa*
Texas
Tha Longht^ms are among the toughest in the nation.
Notre Dame-Ga. Tech
.Votre Dame
The Irish have ; 30 many offensive guns to be held In check
Ohio State-Indiana
Indiana

for (1,250,833.
Capitol Co., California, got $287,500 out of iU bid for $5,109,374.

Lexington Ave. and 59th

La. state

Iowa-Great Lakes
Great Lakes
The Cadets, with Bruce Smith A Co., should take it.
MIohlcan-Mlchlgao Stale
Michigan
The Wolverines are one of the midwest's best.
MInneiMta-lowa Pre-Fllght
Minnesota
The Gophers are on their way to another national title.

bill

20th CenturyrFox
tonews. Inc., two
locking companies,
500, plus clearance

Even

WEST

$202,-

000 in debts have been withdrawn,
reduced, expunged or disallowed.
In the compror i.se settlements effected through dropping the suit
against All-Continent, records show
the following cases cleared:
The government accepted $295,000
for its claim of $4,920,975.
Chicago Title & Trust Co. received
$125,000

Clemson
tie.

one of the powerhouses of the south.

air.

means

7-5

up.

Tennesscc-Fordbam
l-orc'ham
The Rams to win via the air.
TCU-Arkancas
'..TCV
,
The Homed Frotfs can chotleiige tlie best in the southuiest.
Tnlane-Aaburn
Tulane
Ttilane showed plenty poujer in beating USC last week.
VaoderblH-Purdae
Purdue
The Boilermakers looked good against Fordham last week.
Wake Forest-Duke
Duke
W. F. may make it a game for the first hal/.

mained approximately $350,000 in
alleged debts to be cleared. These,
themselves, have l>een reduced at

Tliis

t-2
Tide.'

So. Carolina

Tha Gamecocks are on

No. Carolina State-CIemson

claims against the bankrupt.
After all other settlements and
withdrawal of claims against Fox
had been effected there still re-

manpower which tho
may consider necthe war effort. Que.''.;on

rai.sed is whether the same Individuals would not b: as valuable, if
one of the Belmnnt-Plaza's
not more so, where they are at presentertainments.
lit-

3-1

this year.

So. Methodist

a veteran

any
to

1-5

9-5

Alabama- Miss. SUte
Miss. State
Tho sleeper of the week—State to beat th^ vaunted Crimson

Gfvernment
essary

1-2

9-5

Penn State
its

Methodist

PItt-So.

along.

.

^„^J

3-1

Navy

Penn State-Buckhell

longer time to send the

Wm. Fox

Capt. Charles Vanda, former CBS
producer now with the Specialist
Corps, is working out the plan for
the Army. He appeared before the
Dramatists Guild council meeting
Monday (28) to get that organization's approval and was to attend
yesterday's (Tuesday) Equity council meeting for a similar okay.

g-J

This won't be a breather )or the Middies.

overseas.
Plan, already okayed by
the Daamatists Guild in behalf of its

ably

3

Colgate

Navy-Vlrcinta

^d

season

Heading the bill Is Jackie Marshall, comic who has an original
brand of humor, fresh material and a
winning manner. Marshall's forte is
his rubber-face, which he can twist
His
Into the most fantastic styles.

dr/eot.

'.

pic-

Jnrk Marshall, Delia Ltnd, Stump members, has not yet been approved
& Slumpv, Diane Berry, Line (14), by Equity, but probably will be L__
contlnoed from pace }
Kos'e Gallo, Peggy Loeb, £ddie De- soon.
Liicn Orch
(8), Ramon Monchito
As a starter, five plays will be re- paid the bankruptcy estate $895,000.
Orch (6); no cover or minimum.
corded in actual performance, in- This sum proved practically the encluding the sound of audience reactire assets of the Fox bankruptcy
Jack Lynch has come up with an- tion. The five shows haven't been
provisions of its payment effectother of his hit revues to open the definitely selected, but they'll probed compromises in eight major
atop the Hotel Walton.
fall

2-1

Georgetown

The Red Raiders hauc been undcr-coiited.
Harvard-Pcnn
Penn
The Quakers start rolling to the Ivg League title.
Holy Cross-Dnqnesne
Duquesue
The Crusaders seem to have been over-rated.

Gable production, would draw
n
estimated audience of 40,000,000
where a lesser name
W"id bring from 7,000,000 to 8.0C'
Ot<" attendance.
As a result it would

Broadway plays for short- Cuvernment message
wave broadcasting to U. S. troops

tlint

Cornell-Colgate

50,000,000,

ings of hit

Even

Temple

Army-Lafayette
Army
Hank Miuur gives the Cadets the edge.
Boston College-West Va
"Boston College
rh« Hub team is one of the east's big powers

•

LYNCH'S, PHILLY

Even

& M

hctiuecii off-ucaT teams.

SATUKDAY, OCT.
EAST

Clark

a

ODDS

Okla. A.

.

also preems the
ginia Schooler,

WINNERS
Georgetown
Hoyas are rcbuUding stronoly.

a tossup, but the

doesn't

mind

lipstick

on

his

face.

to her lights and abilities,
she is contributing to the cause, and
if she Is having a wonderful time, no
one would quarrel with a girl for
that
The quarrel is with the Treasury Department, which does not understand or refuses tj believe that
the security it has for sale calls for
an appeal in keeping with the nature
of the national emergency.

According

'We have been convinced from

the
.start, and each day adds to our conviction, that the war effort and show
business belong apart.
We believe
the latter is indLspensable in war-

time,

as

show

business.

* • •

They

have cheapened everything they have
touched, they have been responsible
for such
foolish
hoaxes as the
ground markings on Long Island
farms, they lend an aura of unreality
to as real an emergency as ever confronted the American people.
'For every citizen who buys a bond
from Miss Goddard, after her glamour has been recharged with a bit
road
work on the Virginia
beaches, as shown In the accompanying photograph, a hundred will be
a little sick over the processes of
the Washington mind • * .'
of
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KEN MURRAY'S
'^BLACKOUTS of 1942"
NOW m ITS 13th SMASH WEEK
EL CAPITAN THEATRE, HOLLYWOOD

DAMON RUNYON

Says:

is one of the greatest
shows I have seen since the
palmiest days of the old Palace and the big
time. It Is solid entertainment from start

"Blackouts of 1042

JAMES FRANaS CROW

LEE SEdPl^EY
Editorial Page Lot Angelei Timet
Mtirray got an Idea for Blackouts of 194|
Allen tried It out in his new ffl

vaudeville

"Ken
and Matthew

to finish."

Capltan T)ieatre. The show Includes some realv
wonderful acts, such as Marie Wilson, NlchoIa«
Brothers, Oene Austin, Daif^ and five remarkable ilttie puppies,
al. But Murray Is the
M.C. and keeps everything moving so hilariously
that people have packed the place for fourteen

Hollywood Citizen-SetM

"The £1 Capitan Theatre's hit revue, 'Blackputs ot 1042,' is an example of the showmanlike new trend in West Coast stage
production.

^

MARK HELLINGER
"Best Bets of the Week"
"I got a tremendous wallop out of Ken MurIt was fast
and extremely funny entertainment, clevI enjoyed myself Immensely
and I want to thank you, Ken for a really

"Ken Murray, producer and

M

ray's 'Blackouts' last night.

erly staged.

hilarious evening."

JIMMIE STARR

addition of new acts.
:'• got a good thing
at the El Capitan.
He a making money and he's putting some
of It back into the business."

Lot Angelet HeraJd-Expresi
"Ken Murray's "Blackouts' looks like ItH be
here forever—and that's great for everybody."

CHARLIE CHAPLIN Says: ''Ken Murray

is

groat

star of 'Black-

'Program subject to change,'
put the Una has a new meamng. It used to
a threat that the leading acts might bie
missing some night. Now, as Murray is using
it, it is more like a promise of unexpected
treats for the entertainment seeker ui the
puts,' advertises

weeks. Monday i saw the show and forgot there
was a war. It is swell entertainment. I never
saw anyone more bubbling with spontaneous
merriment than Murray was."

—

In

a

great

show"

Thank You Sid Grauman, Matt Allen and Dave
for helping to make this all possible

Siegel
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